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TOBACCO HABIT

w

•Si*

Easily

Conquered

in 3

Days

Picture No. 1 Shows how tobacco has nearly wrecked a marCs career. He has become nervous, dyspeptic and irritable; he cannot sleep well, has lost his energy and ambition.
No. 2
The doctor says: "I'm giving you this medicine but it will do you very little good, unless you
stop killing yourself with tobacco." No. 3 Still a slave; another collapse. No. 4
Wife reads
advertisement of Mr. Woods. No. 5 He writes for Mr. Woods' free book. No. 6 Being
convinced by multitude of proofs, he has ordered remedy which is in box postman is now
delivering.
No. 7 Has begun to overcome tobacco craving. Already is feeling much better;
vigor and ambition returning. No. 8 Surprising improvement; all craving gone, filled with
new courage and backed by good health. No. 9 Beginning anew. No. 10 Succeeding in
business.
No. 11 No trouble to resist temptation of tobacco in any form.
No. 12 By
clear-headedness, good health and energy, he has now become prosperous.

Would You Like

Tobacco Quickly and Easily and Enjoy
Yourself a Thousand Times Better While in Robust Health?

CTAft
J,
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'Sis'
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to Quit
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Why

continue to commit slow suicide when you can live a
contented life, if you only get your body and nerves
right? It is unsafe and torturing to attemptto rid yourself of tobacco
by suddenly stopping with "will-power" don't do it. The correct way
**

€all y

—

eliminate nicotine poison from the system, and
genuinely overcome the craving.
Tobacco is poisonous and seriously injures health in several ways, causing such disorders as nervous dyspepsia, sleeplessness, gas belching, gnawing, or other uncomfortable sensation
in stomach; constipation, headache, weak eyes, loss of vigor, red spots on skin, throat irritation,
catarrh, asthma, bronchitis, heart failure, melancholy, lung trouble, impure (poisoned) blood,
heartburn, torpid liver, loss of appetite, bad teeth, foul breath, lassitude, lack of ambition, weakis

to

many other disorders.
cigars,
Overcome that peculiar nervousness and craving for cigarettes,
:iy<U cues, ciyai
jjjfjt^,
», pipe,
chewing tobacco, or snuff.
Here is an opportunity to receive FREE a carefully compiled
treatise on the subject, containing interesting and valuable infor-

Mr,

ening and falling out of hair and

mation that you should be glad to learn about.

renowned THREE DAYS' METHOD

This book

cells all

about the

by which thousands and
thousands saved themselves from the life-wrecking tobacco
habit. Full particulars, including the book on tobacco and snuff habit,
will be mailed FREE TO YOU, in plain wrapper, postpaid.
All you
need do

is

merely REQUEST

EDWARD

J.

IT.

WOODS,

NOTE.— To those who are

A

postcard will do.

986

Address

F , Station

E,

FREE
NEW
YORK,

N. Y.

injuring their health, making themselves nervous, dyspeptic, etc., by excessive
use of cigarettes, cigars, pipe, snuff or chev.-lng tobacco.— here is your opportunity to Quickly and easily
become your own master.
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I want, through
this advertisement, to establish as friendly business relations with you as I possi-

Une Space

bly can. I want you to realize also
that it is my earnest effort and
intention to give you full honest
value for every dollar that you
spend with me. This is the only
way I can succeed. My advertisement has appeared in this magazine continuously for more than
four years.
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business on
I am building up
the foundation of good value and
square dealings.
I
am saving
thousands of satisfied customers
thousands of dollars, by supplystyle
late
visible
ing perfect
writing— typewriters, at remarkably low prices.

Back Space

All

my

—

transactions are handled

throughout
spondence

by personal
I

corre-

assure you every
consideration in

courtesy and
your dealings with me. Your
order will have my prompt, careful, personal attention.
I will be
glad to do business with you.

ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
Free TRIAL— Use As

You Pay

Send me only $3.00 a month until the low total price of $49.15
paid, and the machine is yours

is

This is absolutely the most generous typewriter offer ever made. Do not rent a
machine when you can pay $3.00 a month and own one. Think of it Buying a

—

$100.00 machine for $49.15.

Cash

STANDARD
VISIBLE

price, $46.45.

Never before has anything

like this

been attempted.

UNDERWOOD

Perfect machines, standard size, keyboard of standard universal arrangement, writing the full 84 characters

— universally used in teaching the touch system. The entire line of writing completely visible at all times,
has the inbuilt tabulator, with billing devices, the two color ribbon—with automatic reverse and key con.
*——•««—>trolled shift, automatic flexible paper feed — automatic paper fingers, the back spacer
— roller bearing carriage action — in fact, every late style feature and modern operating Mw _
"

:.

nee. Comes to you with everything complete, tools, cover, operating book
/ J-J
iSlTlltfl
and instructions, ribbon, practice paper— nothing extra to buy. You cannot imagine
'*
the perlection of this beautiful reconstructed typewriter until you have seen it. I have sold
Room 342-231 N. Fifth Ave.,
several thousand of perfect latest style machines at
bargain price, and every
one of these thousands of satisfied customers had the beautiful, strictly up-to»
CHICAGO, ILL.
date machine on five days' free trial before deciding to buy it. I will send it to
you F. O. B. Chicago for five days' free trial. It will sell itself, but if you are
Ship
the Underwood
not satisfied that this is the greatest typewriter you ever saw, you can return
*
f. O. B. Chicago, as de*
it at my expense.
You won't want to return it after you try it— you cannot
scribed in this advertiseequal this wonderful value anywhere.
/ ment. I will pay you the

my

/

f

/

You Take No Risk— Put

In

Your Order

When the typewriter

/

$42.00

me

balance

of

the SPE-

Now / ^^S^MStS!

The title to remain in yott until
arrives deposit with the express agent $7.15 and take the machine
for five days' trial. If you are convinced that it Is the best typewriter you ever saw
It is understood
fully paid for.
keep it and send me 83.00 a month until my bargain price of $49.15 is paid. If you don't
that I have five days in which to
"
want it, return it to the express agent, receive your $7.15 and return the machine
examine and try the typewriter. If I
to me.
I will pay the return express charges.
This machine is guaranteed Just
g choose
not to keep it I will carefully
as if you paid SI 00.00 for it. It is standard. Over one hundred thousand people
own and use these typewriters and think them the best ever manufactured.
repack it and return it to the express
The supply at this price is very limited, the price will probably be raised when my
agent. It is understood that you give
next advertisement appears, so don't delay. Fill in the coupon today mail to me
# fha
for nnp
vpar
one year,
guarantee lor
standarcl o-nnrnntpp
tne otar>Horri
-the typewriter will be shipped promptly. There is no red tape. I employ vo
»
solicitors— no collectors— no chattel mortuaee.
It is simply understood that I
retain title to the machine until the full $49.15 is paid. You cannot lose. It is
/
the greatest typewriter opportunity you will ever have, uo not send me one
"*
cent. Get the coupon in the malls today— sure.
*
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Name

HARRY A. SMITH,

343 - 33
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this contest closes there 'will be twelve new players in the films.
you will be one of them but you can't be if you don't read this
ment and take advantage of it.

—
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three-cornered fight, in which a man. a
The fiction version of a stirring picture produced by World.
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The star witness
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dreamed'

The
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in this case is a kodak,

than

the

prosaic

who has stranger

motion-picture

things to report about
camera in the ^studio ever

of.

Life of
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The stock-company days that opened the way
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Kenneth O'Hara

.

to fame.
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complete articles telling of the fight and fun through which Mr. Ince passed

toward success.
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study in silhouettes which will prove you are not a picture fan
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Tradition has it that the model who posed for the Sphinx must have been a Jap,
because the Orientals never register expression. But tradition has been
smashed by two Japs.

—
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MAY EDGINTON
In "The

Woman Who

Broke the Rule,"

presented a strong picture of the inevitable consequences to the girl

who violates

our double-standard code of morality.
Is there no violation of the moral code
for which a man must equally suffer?

A

that

violation

will

bring

upon him

men and women,

complete
ostracism wherever he goes, while the
woman involved meets only with pity,
Read
or, at the worst, mild ridicule ?
the scorn of

"The

MAN Who
Broke the Rule"
You

will

find

this latest novel of

May

more significant, even
more absorbing, than "The Woman Who
Edginton's even

Broke the Rule."

Buy

the current

Now

on

number

sale at all

of

Ai

new

Fifteen Cents the copy

February number of

"The Magazine That

Entertains"

"

FEB

-2191"?
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Favorite Picture Players
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MARIE DORO
has paralleled her stage and screen careers most singularly. She was under Charles Frohman's management, and later, with Famous Players, worked under David Frohman's directorship. Miss Doro
has figured in both spoken and silent drama versions of "The Morals of Marcus' ' and "Oliver Twist.

MRS.

VERNON CASTLE

has achieved a wide range of successes in the histrionic field.
From vaudeville she went into
musical comedy and later made her appearance in pictures. Among the best-known screen
productions in which she has figured are "The \\7 hirl of Life" and "Patria."
Her greatest
claim to popularity is as a dancer. With her famous husband, who is now in the English aviation service, she became the greatest exponent of popular dancing in America and England.

Her

favorite recreations are

swimming,

riding,

and yachting.

ALAN HALE
not only a favorite with picture fans, and an erstwhile actor in legitimate drama, but an
osteopathist that might have been. He was born in Washington, D. C, 1892, and was educated
at the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy. Abandoning the medical profession he went on the stage,
appearing first in "The Poor Little Rich Girl." He has played for several film companies, and per-

is

haps his best-remembered work was

in

"Puddin'head Wilson/' Lasky. Mr. Hale

is

now

with Fox.

J.

BARNEY SHERRY

has for years figured both on the stage and screen in stories of fun, adventure, and romance.
His especial gift lies in portraying character roles. Beginning in amateur productions, he was
soon identified with the Forepaugh Stock Company, and later attracted attention for his work in
"Jack and the Beanstalk" and ''Ben Hur." Mr. Sherry started his motion-picture career with
Vitagraph, but for some time has been playing in Ince-Triangle pictures.

HELEN HOLMES
widely known as ''The Railroad Girl." She was born in the private car of her father, a railroad official, and, curiously enough, her principle work on the screen has been in thrilling collisions and smash-ups under the direction of her husband, J. P. McGowan, of the Signal-Mutual
Company. Miss Holmes was never in legitimate drama. For some years she was an artist's
model, and was the inspiration for the famous series known as "The Santa Fe Girl."

is

DOROTHY DALTON
woman, was born in Chicago, and was educated in that city at the
Sacred Heart Academy. For several seasons prior to her appearance on the screen she played
Her first picture
in stock companies, principally on B. F. Keith's and the Orpheum circuits.
success was "Across the Atlantic," World; and after that she played with the All Star Film
Company before going to Culver City. One of her latest and most popular plays is "The
Captive God," in which she supported William S. Hart.

the Ince-Triangle leading

HARRY

T.

MOREY

leading man for Vitagraph, was associated with many well-known stars and attractions before
entering screen work in 1909.
His allegiance to the same company has remained unbroken
for the last eight years, and, during that time, he has figured prominently in a long list of
notable productions.
In "The Battle Cry of War," to be released in the near future, he will
appear in a role well-suited to his talents. "Salvation Joan" and "The Law Decides" are plays
in

which he scored heavily.

EDNA HUNTER
has recently joined the Clara Kimball Young Company, and

will

play as a blonde support to

Miss Young, who is a pronounced brunette. Although petite and charming, and an accomplished
singer and performer on the piano, she is by no means an indoor type of girl.
She enjoys riding,
swimming, and other sports.
Following her first public appearance in "The Liberty Belles," a
musical comedy, she played on the stage for a while, and later began her screen career with Fox.

COLIN CHASE
such an ardent devotee of outdoor sports that his athletic prowess in tennis, golf, hockey,
and many other games is the first thought that comes to mind in connection with him. Moreover, he is a writer and painter of ability.
His theatrical career began with a stock company
in Chicago when he was eighteen, but in the seven years that have elapsed since then he has
spent most of his time in pictures. He has added to his fame recently in "The Road to Luck,"
a Morosco play, with Lenore Ulrich.

is

ENID MARKEY
"The
breaks a record for success each time a new picture in which she plays is released.
Devil's Double," is a recent triumph of hers in the record-smashing line.
Even at that she
is barely old enough to vote in her native Colorado.
Her brief stage career was limited to a
few appearances on the Pacific coast, and, since then, she has been with the New York Motion
Picture Company.
She was a prominent player in the "Civilization" cast.

JAY BELASCO
an all-around actor who can play a variety of parts, though he is best known in juvenile
He was born in Brooklyn, but was educated at the Bedford Grammar School in England.
At thirteen he toured Europe with the Newsboys' Quintet, singing tenor. After many
stage appearances abroad, he came to America "to try the movies," and entered pictures as
a Keystone cop.
He is now with Universal. Young Belasco is a cousin of David Belasco.
is

leads.

WILLIAM DESMOND
"Kilmeny" with
Majesty
of the Law.
"The
in
Fawcett
Lenore Ulrich, and soon afterward played with George
but was
Erin
Old
of
He is one of the more recent recruits from the stage. "Bill" is a son
was
Vadis"
"Quo
reared and educated in New York, where he gained renown as an athlete.
globe.
his initial stage vehicle. His eventful career has carried him to the uttermost parts of the

leading

man

for the Triangle

Company, made

his first appearance in pictures in

1 '

MARGARITA FISCHER
the age of twelve, was starring in her own company on the Pacific coast.
Her education
was not neglected despite her early debut in theatrical work, her studies as a child having been
carefully supervised while she was going ahead in her profession.
Her motion-picture career
began with Selig. Engagements with other companies followed. She is now a leading woman
for Pollard. "The Other Train" and "The Miracle of Life" are included in her latest successes.

at

2

CORINNE GRIFFITH
Two years ago she,
is a newcomer to filmdom from the social seclusion »of a Southern town.
with her mother, moved to Los Angeles, soon after the business reverses and subsequent death
of her father.
Rolin S. Sturgeon, the Vitagraph director, introduced her to the screen world
after meeting her at a ball and being impressed with her possibilities as an actress.
Miss
Griffith has been playing leading roles ever since, being at present with Lasky.
She is the
wife of Webster Campbell, the popular young picture actor.

:

Screen Opportunity Contest
Have you a screen face? You, may have and not
know it. Many people carry a fortune beneath a
fifty-cent

NOT

Here's

hat.

a

ago Mary Pickford used to set the table and
wash the dishes for her mother
and consider it a good day's work.
Douglas Fairbanks was studying to
spend his life in a Western mine. The
only time Blanche Sweet used to dress
up was when there was company coming.
Wayne Arey drove an ice wagon
one
summer.
famous and
Other
wealthy screen players did everything
from stenography to osteopathy for a
living.
They all read about actors and
actresses and thought of how wonderthen,

AN IMPORTANT

An

ink

their fingers,

only time they got it
there afterward was

when
checks.

had
.

indorsed
All that they

they

was

needed

creen

Do you want

players.

realized that there

that

get.

Here

was
is

;

to

be an actor or

We are

new people

studio on salary and

them a chance

to

make

good. Read this announcement.

for

a

responsible

producer who was
anxious to find good
players and was willing to help choose

them from the multitude.
We wanted a

a

a mighty hard thing to

your opportunity

plenty

for

opportunity.

And

is

another Douglas Fairbanks that the person who can be to
the screen what Sarah Bernhardt has
been to the stage has not yet been discovered at all.
We looked around

going to put twelve
give

It

room

of

actress in the movies?
in a big

Picture-

in

Picture-Play Magazine realized
the number of people in the United
States who have ability, but no real and
dignified opportunity to become screen

off

and the

factor

responsible parties.

The men

the

important

FACTOR.

Play Magazine's contest to find twelve
new film players is that it is dignified.
It is being conducted in a big way by

;

wiped

in.

any good. Some of them have never
even thought of acting. None of them
has ever had a chance.
Now, if you
are, or think you are, one of these people, heed what follows

discovered that they had screen faces
They were told that those
lines which came from worrying over
the cat's dinner could be used to register distress as no one else had ever
registered it that that smile which they
used when they said "Please pass the
butter" could make the world rock with
And then the rest was easy. The
joy.
girls stopped cooking dinner and found
it
was just one short step from stew
studio.

it

they don't know how to get it.
Some
of them have spent days visiting studios
for "extra" jobs; some have gone to
dramatic schools that didn't do Ahem

themselves.

to

cash

intelligence,

of a sudden, some one

all

to

and good screen features.
All that they need is a chance.
But

so very long

ful they were.

And

chance

!

man 'who knew

the film business, who
had done big things and would do more

;

man who had a record.
words, a man who was the

In other
kind you
would want to be the protege of, if
you chose him yourself.
a

opportunity!s rap.

There are lots and lots of people today who have ability to act, sufficient

Screen Opportunity Contest

22

We

found Frank Powell. He is the
man who discovered and gave the first
chance to Theda Bara and Blanche
Sweet. He knows ability when he sees

at

CONTEST

world

the

is

feet.
is

needed to enter

is

a pho-

tograph of yourself, a letter not more
than two hundred words in length, telling why you think you can be a screen

IS.

Picture-Play Magazine has made
arrangements with Frank Powell, who
is vice president and director general
of the Frank Powell Producing Cor-

your

All that

it.

WHAT THE

Make good and

them.

actor or actress, and a description of

yourself made on the blank at the end
of this announcement, or a duplicate
of it made on anv paper.

'

poration, to conduct a contest open to

WHO

MR. POWELL

men, women, girls, and boys in the
United States, and give twelve of them
the opportunity for which they are
searching. The judges are Mr. Powell
and Gerald C. Duffy, editor of Pic-

Powell, vice president and
general
director
of the motion-picture
producing corporation which bears his
name, is known to fame as one of the

ture-Play Magazine.

most successful motion-picture

All that

we

ask

is

Frank

no one enter

that

tors.

who

has not a desire to act before the
camera, so as not to hinder those who
have.
Only those who have had no
experience on the professional stage or
screen are eligible.

is

located,

and

will be

—

who make good

first

directed for the old Bio-

Company, and for two years
made split and single-reel comedies.
Leaving the Biograph, he went to Paris

to

engaged by Pathe

be immediately

Pathe sent him to London to
establish a studio, and he was the first
American director to make pictures in
England.
After directing in London
for a year, he returned to America and
became associated with P. A. Powers.
He again was engaged by Pathe, this
time by the American branch in Jersey
He left to produce George
City.
Freres.

employed

there to play a real part not that of
an "extra" in a feature picture. Those

—

He

direc-

graph

Each of the twelve winners will have
their fare paid from their residence to
New York City, where Mr. Powell's
studio

IS.

then be placed
Under contract as regular actors and
will

During the time they are employed

American-made picture,
During the producing
"Officer 666."

each of the twelve
salary not less than

of this picture William Fox engaged
him. For Fox he produced "Children

actresses.

Kleine's

in their first picture

will

be paid

twenty-five

a

first

of

dollars

per week.
There will be no time
between scenes when
they do not receive
their salary, so they
need not fear of being stranded in New

"A

($25.00)

Your success

this

vantage to enter.

pick the winners

taking a chance as to their

in

contest

depends on you, not on your
luck.
If you have personality
or any of the qualities that
make stars, it is to your ad-

York.

When we

the

we

ability.

are

We

pay their way to New York, pay their
salaries, and employ them in a bigfeature film.
After that it is up to

Ghetto"

and

Fool There

Was,"

which

two

immediately

established

rector

pictures

of

him

a di-

unusual

capabilities.

He

produced

"The Witch," "The
"The Stain," "Princess

Fourth Estate,"
Romanoff," "From the Valley of the
Missing," "The Chain Invisible," "The
Corsair," "The Ghost," "Jane Shaw,"
and "The Other Sister," pictures which

*

Screen Opportunity Contest
have long since made him one of the
most successful directors in the country.

Mr. Powell

Xew York

is

now

at

studio of the

work in the.
Frank Powell

chance to shine on the many
cinema circuits.
He has always believed that one of the most important
first

features contributing to the success of

the player in pictures

Producing Corporation on two series of

Rambeau
Marjorie
and Nance O'Neil.

do

to unite a producer

In

but not experience. That

the

beau

of

the

star

which she
Miss Ram-

will

appear in a

in

series
will

first

is

person

who wants

actly

what

is

ex-

this contest is doing.

of

better

Mr. Powell wants
telligence and an

in-

herent

the

sense

of

in-

things.
of
"And then," he says,
"you have the stuff that makes stars."
In 1909, when Mr. Powell was directfitness

of

Xance

O'Neil series in the screen
Gertrude Atherton's
adaptation
of
noted novel, "Mrs. Balfame."

WHAT HE HAS DONE

and a
to be a

picture player and has ability

Algernon Boyesen's
"The Greater Woman." Miss O'Neil
will make her first appearance in the

picturization

that intangible

term,
we call "personality."
But with personality
lack

of the hardest things to

starring

is

something which, for

One

pictures
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FOR OTHERS.

Mr. Powell is the man who gave to
Blanche Sweet and Theda Bara their

Biograph, Blanche Sweet
came to the studio job hunting. Mr.
Powell saw and talked with her, and
decided to give her a chance.
She
played Cupid, and appeared in three
scenes.
The next day she was cast for
ing for the

the lead in

A

friend

"Too Marty Husbands."
wrote him of Miss Bara.

Frank Powell,

at right, directing

Nance O'Neil.

—
Screen
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Opportunity Contest

She had never been on the screen. At
Mr. Powell's suggestion she waited
three months until he was ready to
She
picturize "A Fool There "Was/'
immediately was cast for the vampire
and the rest is screen history.
Recently Mr. Powell has discovered
Veta Searl, a young woman described
as the fortunate possessor of personal-

whom

he believed he
saw great possibilities. First giving her
a chance as an extra, he shortly gave
her the leading, part opposite Creighton
Hale in ''Charity," a picture he was
then producing.

and

plus,

ity

in

successful contestants will each
be given a part under Mr. Powell's

you have it in vou
to make good, if you are adapted for
screen work, if you are possessed of
those qualities which in the judges'
opinion are essential to success on the
screen, he can do as much for you as
he has done for Theda Bara, Blanche
Sweet, and Veta Searl.
if

that

one

it

feature of this contest is
that is, every
for every one
needs a chance and is looking

big
is

who

—

No

one who has ever played
on the stage of in pictures professionfor one.

ally is

eligible,

the twelve winners

are

means

that

will be people

who

which

fact

new and who would probably have

never had the opportunity to see even
the inside of a studio if it had not been
When they make
for our contest.
good we shall feel every bit as proud

Read

they will
them.

ability in

position of re-

sponsibility in a big feature production

—

would take them a
long time to obtain even if they were
under contract as a stock player and
a position that

it

they will have a director
personal interest in their

—
who takes
work —

a

a di-

who can make people do things
and who has a record to prove it, and
rector

a standing in the motion-picture industry to-day that rates

him

as

one of

greatest exponents.

So,

it

is

a contest for every

one

its

—

You may

There are other mighty impor-

asset.

tant

thing

One

points.

known

is

that

indefinable

as a '"'screen face."

It is

a combination of features that photo-

graph impressively. You may have an
unusually good screen face and not
know it. The judges can tell one at a
glance, so it may pay you to send your
photograph and let them decide about
you.

Other important things are intelligence and personality.
If you have

A CONTEST FOR EVERY ONE.

One

make good if there is
They will each have a

think you are
not beautiful, but beauty is only one

DO FOR YOU.

The

and

And

as they will themselves.

contest for you.

WHAT HE CAN

direction,

a

screen face, intelligence or
personality, or a combination of them,
one of the wisest things you could do
for yourself and your future would
are not
be to enter this contest.
beauty,

a

We

urging you because we want to get
anything from you we cannot. There
is no phase of this contest that offers

—

us a gain.

We

want

to help

you and

some new players into the business.
We want to prove that it is ability and
not name that makes a star.
get

carefully the following rules

and be sure that you comply

with them:
This contest

There

No

is

is

open

no age

person

is

to

both

men and women.

limit.

eligible

or in motion pictures.

who

has had any professional experience on the stage

Opportunity Contest

Screen
The

contest

open from February

is

1st, until

noon,

May

25

20, 1917.

All contestants must be residents of *he United States.

become a contestant

In order to
like

it

on any paper

a letter telling

Do

—and send

why you

make your

not

think
letter

it

out the blank on this page

fill

—

or

make

out one

with a photograph or photographs of yourself and

you could be a

successful motion-picture player.

over two hundred words in length.

Send your entry to PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE Contest Department, Nos. 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

We

will not be responsible

for

What

photographs or

an])

the winners get.

From

the contestants twelve winners will be picked, regardless of sex or age.

The

big factors that will influence the judges' decision are the beauty, screen

value of the features, and the intelligence

These twelve

will

The money

towns.

Each

of the

one feature

have

will

their fares

shown

paid to

be given them with

in the letters.

New

York City from

their

home

their first-week's salary.

winners will be given a position as actor or actress in at

least

picture.

While they

are working they will

($25.00) a week.

dollars

five

letters sent to the contest.

be paid a

There

will

salary of not less than twenty-

be no time between scenes when

they do not receive their salaries.

When
will

the picture or pictures in

which each appears are completed the judges

choose from the twelve, regardless of the number, even

if

it

those who, in their estimation, have real ability to act, and have

These

will

be placed under contract

to act in

includes

made

good.

Frank Powell productions.

APPLICATION BLANK
am

desirous of becoming a motion-picture player.
professional experience on either the stage or screen.
I

Name

,

.

.

.

Address

Age

Color of eyes

Height

Complexion

Weight

Remarks

Color of hair

My preference

of character roles is

.

.

all

I have never had any

The

,#fiiii
A

real,

cowboy,
that

a

mm

sf one-featured

with

a

look

By

reminds you of

roaring

log

in weather 26°

Arthur Gavin,

fire
be-

Jr.

low zero.

came out of
a real,
the West"
"just

—

stone- featured cow-

who rides

boy,

a

horse and shoots a
gun as though he
knew how, and not
as if he were doing
it

for his salary.

As

soon as you see him

you feel
leaving

tff

seat

like

your

and going

out because

it is

dangerous to be
in the

same room

with even his picture.

He gives

the

impression of being
a regular fellow, a big,
husky, fearless man, who
likes the prairie

and rough

and wants to throw away his
file and get dirt under his finger
nails.
And the funny part about it is
that that is just what Bill Hart is.
If you got the scales and tape measure
on him just before he hopped into bed
life

THE

minute a six-shooter pokes
its nose around the side of a
door and then comes defiantly
out with Bill Hart directly in the rear
a thrill goes through the audience. Bill
is a new kind of Westerner to the films.

He

wear white, hairy chaps,
bandanna isn't perfectly tied, and
doesn't

hair isn't combed.

He

looks as

if

at night, you'd find that

he looked down

his

on you from an elevation of six feet
and one inch and that he tipped the
beam at one hundred and ninety

his

pounds.

he

.

All this

is

the

cowboy

part,

and

it's

Great God Bill
The

of an

story

actor

who

is

wonderful

because he never acts what he hasn't

But there is something else that
makes Bill Hart an interesting and un-

real.

usual person.

Would you

be surprised if the same
night that you took those measurements,

you found that the man of the plains
slept in a beautiful brass bed and covered himself with a nice, soft silk comforter, instead of Indian blanket, and
Well, you
spoke perfect English?
would, and that is why Hart is such a
wonderful combination of humanity
and a great actor.
He was born in Xewburgh, New
York, of English parents, but when
his family

of

moved him

out to the wilds

North Dakota he played with

toes all during the trip.
that he

was old enough

From

his

we'll discuss

William

he landed in New York the
first thing he wanted to do was to go
back West. The life had taken a grip
on him and would not let go, so Hart
made up his mind to go through West
Point and try for an assignment on
the sunsetting side of the Mississippi
River as an army officer. He took the

the time

walk

he was fifteen he chummed with cowpunchers, Indians, and horses, and
learned everything there was to know
about them all. Besides all this evidence,
there is further proof of his right to
wear a varicolored mouchoir about his
neck and even carry a gun when he

the

and that is that the first pair
of shoes that were ever put on his feet
were size seven and were bought in
it,

Minneapolis when he
was on his way back
to New York with his

S.

When

He

feels like

And

they felt terribly tight
after wearing moccasins all his life. So
that, all in all, accounts for his being
such a true Westerner of the type that
knows how to handle weapons, although
he could very easily do away with most
folks by just the use of his two big
fists.
So much for Bill Hart, and now
parents.

until

to

lived.

and

reads everything but

dramatic page
the

mar

riage notices.

The Great God
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entrance examination, and passed them
with honors, which was a credit to his
father, who, with his college training,
had been the only tutor his son had

which

Bill

known to all picture
people sold his closest treasures— a lot
of medals won in athletic games and
with the revenue purchased a one-way
is

so well

—

ever had.

But, at that time, a
certain amount of political
prestige was required to
secure an appointment to
the academy, and unfor

ticket to

tunately Hart lacked

age of nineteen, he returned to
New York he possessed a very
firm notion that he

was forced

so

to

This time he
managed to get away, and, as
events turned out, it was during
that trip that he began to mold
his

and
abandon the
it

idea of being a soldier.

Then

the irresistible

got

derlust

cided

he

own

When,

future.

and

what
of Aus-

the island

it

looked like
not that he faa<
any preference
for Australia
over
other
islands, but it

no one
went
So he

else
to.

made
plans

one with

on

finally

his

lars

a

week

for

playing
a
double part

start

"Hamlet."
And
in

cm

moment,
father

succeeded

doing so to the extent of twelve dol-

and, just at the
cial

in-

seriously as he did
himself,
and he

journey,

the

next

fluence to consider his talent as

his
to

to

was to
induce some

and

that

con-

task

farthest
place

is,

His

the

the

—that
him.

—

away

prove

to

siderable

tralia

seemed

the

considerable

money

de-

see

to

at

was an actor

wan-

his

into

and

veins,

London.

then

of-

he

really start-

fered parental ob-

Inside of five

years he was support-

jections.

But there was no
holding him back, and
next

ing Modjeska, and shortly
afterward played leads to
Julia Arthur, and took the

thing in the way of
excitement, and made

leading role in 'The Squaw
Man" and "The Virginian."

he

up
the

the

sought

his

mind

stage.

same

the

go on
At about
to

time,

One
is

of Hart's cherished treasures

a hair

an apMontana cow-puncher.

bridle, the gift of

preciative

it

seemed, every theatrical manager in the
East made up his mind that Hart
shouldn't.

ting his

So young William S., setjaw in that determined way

good

The audiences that saw him
in "Ben Hur" despised him,
which proved that he was a

actor, because

he took the part of

Messala, the villain.
After becoming an inhabitant of
the artificial world, the world of the

The

Great

Hart rejoiced when he was
cast for "The Squaw Man" and "The
He says that he would
Virginian/
stage, Bill

5

have paid to be given the part, because
it put him back in the atmosphere that
he loved.
"There couldn't have been anything
better/' he asserts, when speaking of

"Why, it made me
dressing room and all

the olden days.

feel

the

the

that

and things that are used
to fool the audience and really belong
on a woman's table could be thrown
away. Instead of spending an hour in
tying my tie and combing my hair, I
felt that I could drag on a suit of old
clothes and roll around in the dirt just
before going on the stage and I would
have the best make-up possible.
"Those two engagements also were

make-up

sticks

God

and didn't use my own name, but the
part made me a Western character, and
I was both happy and ?t home, so it
went over better than I had hoped.
From then on all I have done is carry
guns, ride horses, and in other ways
enjoy myself."

That

does it so naturally is a mighty big reason for why it is so good. He knows
what he is doing, and that is a great
deal more than lots of other people
can say.
Bill Hart is an actor and a gentleman, but he's different from most actors and most gentlemen.
And he is,
moreover, different from any combination of the two that has yet been found.
He doesn't wear a spotless evening suit

the

on
screen.

Tom

s e

who had once played in the
same cast with me in 'Hearts Courageous,' and who was then producing
Ince,

films for the old Reliance

me

offered

camera.

When
beside

I

Company,

a position *to act before the
was a little afraid at first,

he rests he keeps his foot on the space
sit there

him, so that girls can't

—

best com-

his

pany

is

Bill

Hart.

what Hart says himself, and
that he enjoys his acting and

is

the fact

the cause for the happiest affiliation of
my life my present one in pictures.
When. I finished with 'The Virginian,'

—

Bill

him-

clads
1

He

f

in

|

-

The Great God
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Bill

whatever garb of
corduroy he can

around

most yellow dirt
on it. He hasn't
white

stiff

worn

weeks

And,

as
had

goes

right

off

and

without
it

takes the heroine

—as

wear
tie

any

When
feels like

—

she kisses him
and she likes it.

And

would
any girl. And, if
there is any father and mother

tie.

up

Yes,
moreover,

and,

wear

doesn't

arms and

kisses her.

no,

;

his

in

a

he

he
dressing

his

for three

were
thick and heavy
and smelly.
He

Windsor

without

changing
he

changing
though it

doesn't

Bill.

clothes,

he

it

God

shirt.

He looks
though

not.

That's
why he
deserves
be
to
called the Great

find that has the

a

or

so

who wouldn't

he

puts

be

mighty proud to

a kaleidoscope of colors in
the
form of a

see

their own

daughter

bandanna around
his neck, and he
doesn't tell any
one whether it's
the same one that
he wiped the sweat

m find
waxed-

some
mustached

Hart as he appeared several yrars ago in

S.

"Hearts Courageous.'''

Thomas H. Ince

son

also played in this. cast.

make
off the horse with

ladylike way.

And

it,

the

let

William

do

if Bill

per-

who can
love

in

a

thinks she's

knock the thin

or not.

worth the

Then, with it all, he goes out and
if he
beats up any one he wants to
happens to be in the mood for it and
he can do it whether there's a camera

hero off the earth and take the girl regardless. What's more, then he'll treat
her nicely, for he's a two-fisted gentle-

—
—

trouble, he'll

man.

TIME FLIES
TREACHER
But now,

said,

"A

year hath two-and-fifty weeks."

formula collapses.
than half a minute, on the picture screen

We

gave her heed.

alas, the

For, in less
In letters plain to see

:

"A

I

read,

year elapses."
J.

D. Bradford.

The

Lily Painters
By

J.

B.

Waye

THE

censors of style in this picture are a camera man and a director.
June Caprice, Fox star, has nothing whatever to say about what
she will wear. Mr. Camera Man knows as much about dresses

as a Chinese

mandarin knows about pumpkin pie. He solemnly points
out the happy combination of black bands on
a background of white fluffiness.
The cigar
annexed to a man who prefers creamy
crepe de Chine, fluted and frilled.
Let 'em scrap

it

out, June.

The World

Against

Him

Playing the world
for

your fortunes with

the cards stacked against

you
to

is

do

hard enough. But
and win is harder.
it

By

NO

Will H. Johnston

stranger story ever broke loose
in

the

cattle

that's saying

been

up

against

things ever since
stage

from Red

country.

a hatful.

curious
I

and

'

And
have

I

tragic

took to driving the
River to Big Pine

Gulch, but the series of events that circled around Mark West puts everything
else into the shade.
That's not his real
name, but it will do for the purposes of
this story ; you'll understand the reason
for hiding his true name when you read
of the surprising climax that fate supplied.

He came down

to

from a prospecting

our neck of woods

bringing his
crippled sister with him, and asked for
a job roping steers for the Circle
outfit.
I liked him the first moment I laid
eyes on him a fine, big-shouldered
young fellow with a smile in his eyes
and a look of splendid health in his
trip,

Y

—

tanned cheeks.

His sister was only a slip of a girl
who might have been pretty, but there
was a sad droop to her mouth that made

you want to cry when you looked at
her. She had fallen from a horse years
before, and had had to get around on
crutches ever since.

Mark was devoted

—

to her

—no

ques-

about that and when Old Man
Bigbee gave him the job he wanted with
the Circle Y he spent his evenings with
the little lame girl, arid nary a dance
would tempt him away, much less a
poker game. He just naturally settled
down, saving money with a zeal that
fair scandalized the rest of the bunch,
who blew in their wages as fast as they
tion

came due.
But he had a proper
"It's

when

alibi, I'll

allow.

for Ruth's sake," he said to
I

tried to get his goat

him a tightwad.

The

by

me

calling

stage called at

the ranch daily, and Mark and myself
got to talking things over like pards,
though I'm twenty years older than he

"There's two big specialists back
East," he went on, "and I'm aiming to
is.

The World Against Him
take Ruth to them

when

I collect

a big

enough pile."
Xothing to say, was there?
So I
Wished him luck, and for a twelvemonth
he stuck to the ranch, watching his roll
grow, while the hope of taking his sister to the specialists became more and

more likely of attainment.
Only one incident in that twelvemonth is worth recording, and it was
an incident that had a lot of importance,
.

though I laughed at it at the time. It
was the coming of Alice Ridgeway, a
fluffy society girl, who, with a party
of tourists, visited the Circle Y.

I

think

have indicated that Mark West was
good looking at any rate, Miss Ridgeway's eyes sparkled when she saw him,
and she started in right there to make
I

;

a fool of him.

While

Mark

—a

He used

lasted it was heaven for
it
week of paradise. Then Alice

to

cheer

up Ruth when

Ridgeway and her aunt and
of the tourists piled onto

my

the

stage,

—that was the end of the romance.
Mark

and

took the thing pretty seriously,

for the girl had given
told

rest

him

him

a ring

and

He had

a crazy
idea that in some fashion this beautiful
society girl would eschew pink teas and
gome out there and live with him. But

she'd write.

weeks passed and no word came
from Miss Ridgeway he became bitter.
"The world is against me," he insisted when I tried to make him see the
comedy side of the affair.
"Nonsense," I said. "The world is
against no man. It often happens that
individuals are against individuals, and
as the

that one

man

the world

is

is

against the world, but

never against a fellow' un-

he becomes a menace to society."
But he seemed to like the phrase, and
rolled it dolefully under his tongue like

less

—
The World Against Him
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a bittersweet medicine he

had

to swal-

low
"The world is against me."
His smile wasn't in evidence so often
after that, but I give him credit, he
did his best to forget Alice Ridgeway,
pulled a curtain down on the memory
of that wonderful week, and centered
his mind on his crippled sister. At last
came the day when he announced to
me that he had made enough to try out
:

"My

little

"You're some hustler,"

I

told

him

pounded him on

enthusiastically,

the

back, and had the satisfaction of seeing

come

the healthy color

into his cheeks

again and the old smile begin to show
around the corners of his lips. He was
love

;

—

man so terribly altered that I wouldn't
have known him if he hadn't told me
who he was. No, his crippled sister did
a

not

come back with him, and

therein

lay the reason for the tragic change in

Mark.

prairie flower will be back in God's country in a week or two.'

the specialists and was starting East at
the end of the week.

more

and saw them off for the big operation
that was to restore little Ruth to robust
health again.
It was two months before I saw Mark again
a changed man,

Mark

like the old

and

Ruth,

shared his good
I carried

them

his

I

had come

crippled

to

sister,

spirits.

to the railroad station,

In those two months certain things
happened which I hate to set down
things which I hesitated to believe when

Mark blurted them out, but- which I
now know to be true.
The specialists who had agreed to
take Ruth West's case were named
Hamilton Welsh and Samuel Boyd.
They had offices in a big building tenanted solely by physicians. Mark liked
the businesslike air of the place right
at the start,

and when

his

sister

was

—
The World Against Him
wheeled into the reception room he
"My
leaned over her and whispered:
little prairie flower will be back in God's
country in a Aveek or two."
But the appearance of the rooms was
much more attractive than the appearance of the doctors.
Boyd impressed
Mark as being the most cold-blooded
specimen of manhood he had ever
stacked up against.
He had a pallid
face, lean jaws, and eyes that looked
mercilessly cruel.
Doctor Welsh, his

young partner, was evidently the subordinate, an unctuous fellow with shift-

ing gaze and nervous hands.

Mark

wasn't so hopeful after he had

seen the noted specialists, but they assured him he had left his sister in capable

hands

As

—and bowed him

ghost of a chance for little Ruth they
bad merely taken her case as an ''interesting experiment."
These doctors
thought no more of a human life than
of a fly's.
''All's
Their motto was
;

:

Thank

fair in the interests of science."

heavens, there's not many of that ilk
alive.
When they saw the hopelessness
of curing Ruth West they decided to
make her the subject of an experiment
which concerned one of Doctor Boyd's
theories about the cutting of the spinal
cord.

Ruth died under the experiment, and
Mark went half crazy. But there was
nothing to be done. The medical gentlemen expressed regret. Boyd rubbed
his lean jaws, and said that, operation
or no operation, the girl could not have
lived long, anyway, and Welsh looked
down at his well-kept hands and generously told the cowboy that they would
charge no fee in the circumstances.
"Send me your bill," Mark insisted,
and went out broken-hearted.
That old phrase which he had used
after the passing of Alice Ridgeway

me"

—came

"the world

is

to him,

became an obsession.
his grip on things
went

He

and

lost

about like a man in a dream, and let
the undertakers have their way as to
the disposal of Ruth's body.
So out
there in a city cemetery the little prairie
flower was laid to rest, and Mark went
back to his hotel, black despair in his
heart.

For days he wandered about the city,
eating mechanically and retiring to bed
only when nature called a halt on his
wanderings.

He knew

he oug-ht to go back to the
ranch, but he couldn't bear to leave the
city where Ruth had died.
Then suddenlv it was borne in on him that the
doctors had refused to take payment
for their services.
It

was

kind

them,

of

couldn't see the justice of

out.

a matter of fact, there wasn't the

against
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back

it

;

.

wouldn't be

treated

Mark

but
it,

and he

an object of

as

His befuddled brain took hold
of the idea as if it were a vital thing,
and he wrote the doctors, bidding them
send their bill.
And they sent it. But here is where
fate, or whatever you like to call it,
stepped in. Doctor Boyd made out the
bill, but he was writing to another "experimenter" at the same time, and he
charity.

inclosed the

bill

to

his

medical friend

and sent the confidential letter to Mark
West.
That letter which had come to Mark
by mistake cleared his bemused brain
as a thunderstorm clears the air on a
It was the kind of coldJuly day.
blooded letter which he might have expected the man to write. In it he spoke
of Ruth as if she had been no more
than an interesting subject for vivisection.
One or two sentences stuck in
"I
Mark's mind for long afterward
wanted to prove the truth of my theory.
The experiment was not a success, but
:

you come upon any hopeless cases
pass them along to us and we will try
if

again.

A

certificate

death

of

fixes

everything that's done in the interests
of science."

"So they murdered her

V

That was

.

The World Against Him
Mark's mind as he read
the letter that was intended for Doctor
!"
Boyd's friend. "Poor little Ruth
Mark didn't go up in the air. No
the thought in

He

pulled out the other pistol and
held it, butt foremost, to the shaking

passion took possession of him.
His brain never was clearer in all his
life.
But a grim thought took root
there the thought of border justice.
Methodically he took a couple of pistols frOm his suit case, cleaned them,
and loaded them. Then he set out on
his mission of justice.

doctor.

Deliberately he backed away from
Boyd, then he raised his own weapon.

—

found Doctor Boyd alone.

I'm going to

kill you, but
I'm going to give you more chance for
your life than you gave little Ruth."

mad

He

done.

is

"Shoot," he invited.
fired

—

fired

blindly.

And Doctor Boyd
By

the

rules

of

Mark's game the next shot was his.
And it went true. Boyd was through

When

with "experiments."

Justice, according

Mark West, had been

he was shown into the inner office the
doctor drew back in alarm. Unkempt,
unshaven, with eyes that flamed, Mark

to

West presented

was brought before a jury of
his peers and condemned to die.
He refused to open hjs mouth to exIt was a matter beplain the murder.
tween himself and his conscience. He
was satisfied, and in all probability he
would have gone cheerfully to the chair
but a woman came into his life in
that fatal week that was to have been
his last on earth, and filled him with

Justice, according to the people,
later,

-

Mark

covered him with his
gun, and the doctor dropped, gasping,
into his chair.

"You

my

Mark

began,
"and I've come to kill you. Here's a
letter you were writing to a friend of
yours, telling him about the 'interesting
experiment.' It came to me by mistake,
killed

sister,"

and I'm here now

to

—

a fresh passion for liberty.

see that justice

I'm going
you, but

to kill

I'm

to give you
more chance

going

for

your

life

than

you gaue Ruth."

came

when Mark, calmly waiting

arrest,

a terrifying appearance,

and Boyd's hand groped for a push button on his desk.
Instantly

done.
his

—
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Alice
alio ti ed

herself
to

be

persuaded.

—

was a reappearance ior
the woman was Alice Ridgeway, the
beautiful society girl who had made
havoc of his affections back in the cattle country.
She lived in this same
city, and, more, she was affianced to
Doctor Welsh, the young partner of
the infamous Doctor Boyd.
Welsh had disappeared following the
tragedy. He had gone ''somewhere up
North for a rest," and no one, not even
Miss Ridgeway, knew his address.
Strange how things happen.
Hardly
had West gone when Alice Ridgeway's
RatJier

—

it

—

aunt her only living relative died.
Kind-hearted, but eccentric was this
aunt. Fond of Alice, but did not relish
the girl's frivolity. Hence the extraordinary will, which attempted to settle
the future of the beautiful, if not serious-minded, niece.
It provided that
Alice should inherit the entire property,
"on condition that she marries within
three days after the reading of this
will."

Doctor Welsh had" not gone North,
Alice would have shrugged her shoulders and promptly carried out the terms
of the will.
But Welsh was beyond
reach, and there was no one else.
In her predicament her astute lawyers came to the rescue. There was a
man who was to die in a few days
the man who had killed her fiance's
If

partner.

Why

not

marry him ?

It

would be a mere matter of form. The
thing had been done before. No harm
could come of it. The man would be
dead before the week was out, and the
property would be hers.
allowed herself to be persuaded, and permission to see the prisoner was given by the prison officials.
No use trying to tell you how Mark
felt when Alice Ridgeway was ushered
into his cell and proposed that he marry
her.
It was a piece of the crudest
Alice

irony.

"
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wind blows
free I loved you, and would have married you," he told her. "But you went
away, and I tried to forget you, and
now you come and ask me to be your
!"
husband
She was a bit taken aback. She had
forgotten all about him, and she had
to think hard to bring the young cowboy of the Circle Y back to mind again.
"But don't worry," he said, for the
girl was blushing and looking confus"Sure I'Jl
edly down at the floor.
marry you! I'm just as much in love
with you as ever, and if I can make
you happy by giving you my name, why

"Out there where

—bring along
They

let

the

the parson.

him out of

death

his

Mark had

for the ceremony.

cell

been- a

model prisoner, quite resigned to his
fate, and the guards didn't anticipate
But that was
a break for freedom.
where they were wrong. Listening to
the beautiful words which seemed so
farcical in the circumstances
ter,

for worse,

—there

till

was born

death do us part"

in

desire for freedom.

—"for bet-

him an

insatiable

When

the hand-

were about to be placed on his
wrists again he struck out, knocked
down one of the guards with a terrific
blow on the jaw, kicked the gun out
of the hands of a second guard and

cuffs

—

ran.

Mark

what happened after
that he was winged by a third guard,
but he ran on blindly, doubling on his
tracks and finally losing his pursuers.
isn't clear

;

Purloining the clothing of a fairly respectable scarecrow, and hiding his convict suit in a hollow tree, he made his

way back

to the city

and for weeks

lived

in the underworld.

Some people insist there is no honor
among thieves, but at any rate there is
a clannishness among them. They welcomed Mark, and made a hero of him
when he told them he had escaped from
They extracted a bullet from
his side, and, when he was well, offered
to initiate him into their "line."
Nothing doing. Mark was sick of
prison.

the sight of men.

away

to the

—

w ide
r

He wanted
spaces.

to get

So he came
I said, and

changed man, as
told me his amazing story.
"No, I'm not going to stop at
the Circle Y," he answered,
when I asked him his plans. "If
I showed up there, the detectives
would probably jump me before I'd
have time to say 'Howdy' to the
boys. I'm going on to Big Pine
Gulch."
Out on the edge of

back

a

"

I

said.

"Ain't

nobody there but a
few Indians and
some half - crazy

my woman
now,'
told her.

—
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think there's gold

But, anyway, they started on the trip,
and when they climbed on board the

"I'm going out to that jumping-off
place just the same," he said. "I'll have
one friend out there good old Scar
Face.
He has a copper skin, but a
I did a good turn for
white heart.
him once, and he never forgot it. The
greatest optimist I ever knew. He used
to cheer up Ruth when nobody else
could. He's out there beyond the gulch,
and I'm aiming to try to make him
share his shack with me."
"What about your wife ?" I asked.

could see that Alice was just
as light-hearted and probably as lightheaded as ever. Life had always been

old-timers

still

in the gulch."

—

—

He

I

"Alice has the money.
guess she can get along with an ablaughed.

No, I'm not
going to look her up. I'm going to bury
myself out there twenty miles beyond
Big Tree Settlement."
sent husband,

right.

all

stage

I

a picnic for her. She was dolled up in
long coat and tight-fitting" knee pants
regular horse-show outfit.- "Don't look
for much of the wild West nowadays,"
she said, laughing, when she found me
eying her get-up "so I brought along
my riding togs on the chance of finding
;

some excitement riding some of the
tough broncs of the Circle Y."
But she found excitement before she
reached the ranch. The stage was held
There's a bad bend in the trail
up.
where the malpais ridge begins. I was
driving slow, and when I heard the
order, "Hands up !" I brought the team

A

couple of men with handkerchiefs over their faces covered us.
One of them spoke, and it w as Mark

to a stop.

dropped Mark West at the gulch,
and as I watched him hit the trail over
the mountains I thought I was through
with the drama. But there was another
I

act.

Ridgeway, who was
Alice West now, got in touch with Doctor Welsh, the man who had run away

Seems

after

that Alice

the tragedy.

Welsh was

living

Nevada, and he wrote Alice, pleading that she come out there, where
divorces were easy.
He had heard of
her spectacular marriage and of the disappearance of her husband.
Alice packed up and joined the diin

vorce colony.
It looked like a clear
track for happiness, but the signals were
against them.

A

men-

society reporter

tioned the arrival of the Eastern girl

and added that she and Doctor Welsh

Y

contemplated visiting the Circle
Ranch, where Alice's criminal husband
had once punched cattle the husband
who had not been heard from since
that day when he broke away from the

—

-

prison guard.
I

don't

heads to

know what

put

visit the ranch.

it

into their

Maybe some

morbid impulse on the part of

Alice.

T

W est's
T

voice

—

I'd

know

it

in a million.

he commanded, and when
the folks obeyed he singled out Alice
and Doctor Welsh, told the others to
get back in the stage, and motioned me
to go ahead.
There was nothing for me to do but
"All. out

!"

make

out what was
in Mark's mind, and, whatever it was,
there was no obligation on my part to
The world
pick a quarrel with him.
obey.

I

couldn't

was sure against him, and

he could
get any satisfaction out of kidnaping
his wife and the man who had been
partly responsible for the death of his
why, he was welcome to it. Of
sister
course, I reported the holdup and the
loss of my two passengers, but I didn't
hint that I knew who the holdup man
was.
It was a sure-enough mystery in that
neck of woods, and it remained a mystery, myself and one or two others being the only people who knew the facts,
and we wasn't telling anybody. I didn't
get the details till long afterward, when
if

—

Mark communicated them

to

me from

!

!
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a place in

ginning a

Canada where he was be-

new

life.

was he and Scar Face who had
pulled off the holdup.
They had
It

—

brought extra horses and Alice got her
chance to ride, all right.
It's a long
trip by horseback from the malpais
ridge to Big Tree Gulch, and Alice had
had enough of riding long before she
reached Mark's cabin. Doctor Welsh
ached all over he was not the outdoor
type like Alice— and he groaned and

—

wished

it

was

He

over.

once
That's

didn't

lend a hand to aid the defense.
how much of a craven he was

There were half a dozen
in the

w orld when
r

less

bad men

the fight ended.

The

slaughter took the pep out of Pedro's
forces, and they vamosed.

Mark was wounded

—and here comes

was up to Alice
and her medical friend to make their
the surprising thing.

It

But, nothing doing
She
constituted herself nurse, and sent the

get-away.

!

whimpered till the girl told him to shut
up and play the man.
Pedro came into the story a day or
two later. Pedro was a breed, and a
bad one. He saw Mark lead the girl
into camp, and he determined to get

doctor back to civilization on his lonesome.
"I'll never marry a coward," she told
him, and added that if he ever breathed
a word of what had happened, or of

her for himself. Trust a breed to find
He played the sympathy game.
a way
Led Alice off on pretense of aiding her
to escape from' the wilderness.
Instead
he brought her to his own shack.

shoot

!

"You're my woman now," he told
her, and threatened her with death if
she tried to break away.
Alice wasn't the girl to turn the other
cheek.
She put up a plucky fight, but
she'd have lost out if it hadn't been for

Mark.

He

the breed,

trailed the pair, nearly killed

and carried Alice back

thje

Mark West,

whereabouts of

him

if

she'd

follow him
There's no

she had to

around the world to do it.
understanding women
"Why don't you go back with him?"
Mark asked her.
She shook her head. "I find I don't
love him," she answered.

"I've got to

love a reai man."

That held Mark for a spell, and by
and by he got wise to the fact that the
real man she had picked out for her
mate was himself.

to

They're in Canada now.

his -shack.

But Pedro wasn't dead by a long shot.
He was badly hurt and full of vengeance. He collected a bunch of bad men
and attacked the shack.
That was some fight. Mark and the
girl and old Scar Face poured lead into
the attackers, while Doctor Welsh cowered behind an overturned table and
wished himself back in his sumptuous
office in the big city.
Crouched down
low, he never raised his head where it
might stop a bullet, but whined and

I

had from Mark

told

edition of the "old

me

man"

Last letter
that a second
was keeping

them awake nights, but, apart from
that, life was "as peaceful as Silver
Creek, and the world was with them."
I

chuckled over that

my mind

last

phrase as

day when
Mark insisted that the world was
against him. He had had to go through

went back

to the

a soul-destroying furnace of affliction,
and I rejoiced with him that the days

of anguish were over

happiness had come.

and the days of

Want

see Vitagraph's villain,
Hoi
t, scowl ?
George
Just josh him
about wearing creased trousers to go skiing.
to

Charlie

Ray

calls his cigars

"hell

to

the

enemy," and
always smokes
when he plays.
"It keeps you
from swearing when you
miss," he says.

Ever since Edith Storey left the stage she can't; help
taking her cue. She is playing safe instead of the
combination for the corner. Movie stars get money
so easily that they never bother about combinations;
they go right after the safe itself.

When George
directs a

H. Melford

Western

Lasky he

rigs

film for

up like a

cowboy. Lou Tellegen is
making friends with him
before he starts a scene.
is taking no chances.
Directors who carry guns
and bullets might be dangerous if they got mad.

Lou

Even stars have to get into
the bread line when they eat
in the studio lunch

room. Flo

Badie, at Thanhouser,
leads thecakewalk
if there
is any cake. Considering the
contracts that the feeders
have, this might, instead of
bread, be called dough line.
la

—

Warren Kerrigan, expert
breaker of girls' hearts and national banks, receives a more
welcome kind of bills than we
do on the first of the month.

J.

William Desmond, Howard
Hickman, and Robert' Kortman, though they do act,
besides
boys; the
sheriff's at the top of the

cast

other

pictures.

things

Beat

it,

have always failed to see how automobile manufacturers
profit by having Norma Talmadge pose in their make of car.
No one ever notices the car.

We

"I'd never be an aviator," says Actor Herbert
"I'd never be an actor," says
Rawlinson.

Aviator Joe Boguel.
around on crutches.

And

they

both

limp

Louise Glaum is
losing her seductive charms.
She even fails
to
tempt the
canines. "Nothing doing," Mr.
Bull, "I'm off the
stuff."

There is one thing about posing as
a seamstress that Mary McClaren
likes
the director always commands: "Hold still!"— and Mary
doesn't have to sew.

—

Though they are not yet old
enough to love leading men,
and must still be satisfied with
Teddy bears, here are two children who are already famous
and draw a good salary. They
are, Lena Baskette at the left,
and Zoe Rae, right, of Universal.
Their director, Douglas
Gerrard,issupplyingtheknee.

No, Alice Joyce doesn't worry waiting for Tom Moore to
come home from the Screen Club. She wonders how much
he's ahead of the game, and hopes it is enough to buy a
muffler

— for

the baby.

Chief Brown Beaver

and William S. Hart
are. steadfast
friends. Mr. B. B. has paid
Bill the best compliment
possible by merely saying
that he makes a better
Indian than an Indian.

Fatty Arbuckle and Mint a
Duf ree off screen
Mr. and Mrs.— testing that famous

—

boast that a
ricksha driver can work
sixteen hours on a bowl
of rice. Fatty is smiling
because his horse hasn't
seen his load yet. He
says that "nobody loves
a fat man" originated
in Japan.
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III.

Eagle Shirt was the first
leading

man

Ince at Culver City.

retained by

Thomas

H. Ince

His stock -company days, his experiences as a full-fledged actor, and the
molding effect of this period upon
his character.

^
By Kenneth O'Hara

T

mahogany desk

a

in

one of those breezy,
cheerful

com-

office

partments that go to make
up the handsome adminisbuilding

tration

Ince-Triangle
Culver City,
sits

likely,

studios

shared

in

California,

man who,

a

the

of

it

is

more con-

sistently the adversities en-

countered by Thomas H.
Ince than did any other figure
in the world of American
amusement.
His name is

John B. Ritchie, and the
words he utters throughout his business day can
be counted on the fingers
of two hands, for he is a
reader;
he reads and
searches

for

possibilities

some of the many novels
and short stories that
daily are proffered as material for

duction.

those
souls

photo-play proHe is one of

rare,

lovable

who never

old

craved

prominence, and, principally
on that account,
never attained it. He has
lived through the heyday
of his career, and now, in
the stillness of his evenings, he relives the days
when "Tommy" Ince was
a ray of sunshine, bril-
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Thomas H.

Ince

liantly illuminating his dark-

est hours.

John B. Ritchie

of the
British aristocracy, but you
never would know it, except
from his air of delightful refinement and high intellectuality.

He

is

never tells you
Occasionally the

about it.
conversation will demand that
he allude to his forbears or
their estates in Britain, but
the allusion is not made in a
boastful way. It always is in
the nature of a sort of qualifying clause.

Coming
he was in
Ritchie

to

America when

the prime of

associated

life,

himself

with the theatrical profession,
in the capacity of backer;
"Tom

following
to lose

him around

the

town

so as not

one of those precious words."

e., he expressed his willingness to
shoulder the responsibility of a stage

i.

venture, and, of course, there were always plenty of folks to "take him up."

And
to

it

was

in this

way

that he chanced

meet Ince.
Shortly after the termination of his

engagement
at the Fifth

in

"A- Southern Romance"

Avenue Theater,

Ince was enlisted by Sedley

man

in 1897,

Brown

as

Beryl
Hope Stock Company, then in process
of formation, with Ritchie at the financial helm.
The young actor accompanied the troupe to Montreal, where
the company opened at the Queen's
Theater. And the days that followed
were those that helped, as much as did
any other period in Ince's career, to
mold his character and develop his
talents as an actor.
For, he played
everything from a dapper young juvenile to
even the old maid in "What
Happened to Jones."
Of these days we are best apprised
"gerieral

utility"

for

the

—

As Tom

looked in one of his earlier plays.

by John B. Ritchie's own reminiscences.
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as a boy, he followed the sea.

In fact, I have sometimes
thought that Tom, himself,
might have had a whiff of the
sea; at the time I met him, I
might have passed him for a
dapper midshipman on shore
leave.

"John Ince probably had as
large and varied an acquaintance with members of the
profession as had any other

man

of

his

day.

And

yet,

had its drawbacks for,
should an amateur want a
this

;

chance or even a hearing, he

would try to enlist John Ince's
good services. He was a man
of gentle courtesy and innate
kindliness, and I have never

mm

heard of his snubbing a stage

Writhing apparently in agony he conveyed the idea
that he had been knocked out.

"I
a

first

met

Tom

Ince," he says, "on

New York

near

Central train, somewhere
Pjoughkeepsie.
both were

members

We

same company, headed
for Montreal.
I was an amateur, he
a stage veteran, though only fifteen or
sixteen years of age. His first remark
was a request that I put away a magazine I was reading.
It violated stage
traditions,
he declared, and surely
would bring ill luck to our venture. It
was the Strand.
And yet we survived two seasons.
"Then he introduced himself to me
I
as Tom Ince.
'You don't tell me
replied.
T know your father!' And
of the

!'

right here, let

me

nip a

myth before

it

has time to blossom biographically in
the bud.
Tom Ince was no fortuitous
happening, and there is nothing particularly surprising in his subsequent career, except its direction.

At

that age,

there was, perhaps, no better-equipped

youth in the dramatic profession. His
father was a sterling comedian, and
had seen somerning of the world, when,

As

he appeared in another role in his youthful days.

The
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how

of

Thomas H.
This

hopeless the

duced.

case might have been.
"My early impressions of Tom were
created not so forcibly by his amazing

agility.

aspirant

matter

cleverness, but by his

tremendous store

He
of happy spirits.
with
fun,
and
over
was the best comsimply bubbled

pany imaginable.

member

He was

the young-

and immensely popular with every one. Even
And yet
the stage hands adored him.
his popularity was not confined to the
theater he had a host of friends outside, and many of them, I'll wager, still
remember him in Canada.
"We were considerably short-handed,
and, as Tom was always on the job,
and available, he was called on to
'double' in most of the plays we proest

of

the

troupe,

;

Young Ince in one

Ince
he

with

did

acrobatic

"We
tional

were playing a good, convenline of plays, but, about the mid-

dle of the first season,

we managed

to

good farce, 'What
to Jones/ which had just
been produced with tremendous sucsecure that rattling

Happened

cess

We

at

Standard, in

the

gave

its

it

tion, and, in

first

doing

New

York.
Canadian produc-

it,

severely strained

the resources of the company.

"Rejuvenating our character woman,
Sedley Brown cast her in an ingenue
role, and gave the versatile Tom the
part of the old maid.

was the very
have seen

This,

I

think,

best part he ever played.

many

times in other companies, but, for sheer fun, I have never
I

it

of the first plays in which he took

an emotional

part.
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Ince in action before a camera directing for Bessie Barriscale.

I
seen Tom's performance equaled.
can see him now, sitting on a settee,

garbed in a green gingham gown, and
wearing corkscrew ringlets, combs, and
and making love to
a cameo brooch
Jones, the supposed Bishop of Bai-

—

lor at.

"During the second week of 'Jones,'
John Ince visited us and remained to
play a part in an old-fashioned melo-

drama

and Sinners/ I
actually think his motive in coming was
to find out how Tom was faring and
whether he was happy. I am sure he
was perfectly satisfied on both points,
called

'Saints

but he returned to

New York

without

extending any sympathy to the company.

"We were playing three matinees,
and changed the bill weekly, so, what
with rehearsals, performances, and
Tom's incessant doubling, there was
little leisure time left.
But we man-

aged to put in a few long country
walks along the banks of the St. Lawrence.
And, although he claims now
that he enjoyed them, I am inclined to
believe that he never had any aspirations toward breaking any of Edward
Payson Weston's records.
"When the Montreal season closed,
we put in six weeks in Ottawa and
ran well into the summer at the old
Toronto Opera House, Toronto. Two
afterward, when Tom was
billed to appear at the Queen's Theater
in Montreal, opening with a Monday
matinee, the theater caved in on a Sunseasons

day night.
"Because What Happened to Jones'
had proven the most successful play in
our repertoire, we took it through
Canada, the following season, with
Howell Hansel as star.
Tom Ince

;:

:
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played the juvenile lead, and 'doubled'
now and then, just to keep in trim in
case of emergency.
opened the
season at the Queen's Theater, Montreal, and played return engagements
in Ottawa and Toronto.
But as we
only held the rights for Ontario and
Quebec, our field, naturally, was some-

Which,

limited.

however, that we placed
some towns on the theatrical map. In
the province of Quebec, we gave 'Jones'
in towns where hardly a soul understood English.
In one hamlet they
even mistook it for a tragedy, and wept
"I

think,

accordingly.
"I recollect one quaint old habitant

town, where it was the custom to hire
a bellman to ring at every door and
announce the event. As he rang, he
intoned this legend
"Ce Soir! Ce Soir!

A

VHot el de Ville;
est arrive a J one;
Splendid decors,
Jo lies femmes,
Ce Soir! Ce Soir!"

Ce qui

is

To-night
Hall
That which has happened to Jone
Splendid scenery,

We

what

Ince

translated,

"To-night

;

!

At

the

Pretty

!

Town

women,

To-night

!

To-night

!"

Tom

following him around
the village, so as not to lose one of
those precious words.
I

can see

"As

far as the 'splendid scenery'

was

concerned, I may add that we carried
none, and the same almost applies to
the 'pretty women,' who were known
for the rest of the tour as jolies femmes.
Our prop list called for a French novel,
a pack of playing cards, and two blankets, precisely.

"Some

of the theaters
weird imaginings.

we

played in
The one in

were
which they wept had a livery stable on
the ground floor and a mineral-water
factory upstairs.
The hall was illuminated with coal-oil lamps. Another
had for its manager an undertaker. In
this, the seat diagram was nailed to a
coffin lid, and the tickets were
over a vacant casket,
which served as a counter.
"And, still, business was
In fact, we invariably
good.
played to capacity houses
wherever we showed. The capacity, of course, was nothing
sold

But the best of
it all was that we were a happy
family, with nothing to worry

to startle us.

about,

with plenty of leisure

and a delightful country.
The jumps were short, and the
long Canadian days invited us
Every town in
to go fishing.
Ontario or Quebec is within
time,

casting distance of a lake or
river, and the sport is always

good.

mm
Ill

Fome

II

of the

theaters

One had a

Tom played

in were weird

livery stable on the

ground

imaginings

floor.

"Arrived in a town, the first
things we thought about were
boats, bait, and tackle, and then
forgot about the show until

The
we went

our custom,

—and
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So, one day, as

seven-thirty.

—

!

!

of

Thomas H.

was

Ince

shore, to the surprise of the natives,

Tom

out

the

was

"It

beautiful

as placid

ture

squatted
stern

of
stringing

t

—

h

the

e

—

boat,

the

short-lived,

hi

without warning, the wind
blew from the mountains, in

were a
long way from shore, and the

He played

—

wind and waves

—

at

the

mercy

of

the

man,
the leading woman, the character man,
the comedian, and the soubrette had
all been in the boat together, and Tom
Ince on shore, there would have been
!

If the leading

The show
would have been presented. Thomas
little

occasion

to

Avorry.

H. Ince would have stepped before the
curtain at exactly eight p. m., and, in
a few well-chosen words of apology
for the unavoidable absence of the rest

company, would have whiled
away the time with a few imitations,
a song and a dance, or a recitation
But, there he was, calmly washing fish
of

the

in the fast-filling boat

"When we

everything from a dapper

— even

juvenile to
the old maid in
" What Happened to Jones."

opera house.
I
struggled
with the oars, but Tom sat
unruffled, and, as the boat filled with
water, he washed the fish. An anxious
crowd had by this time gathered and
was watching us from the shore.
"There was the one important member of the colossal aggregation Metrotalent

sional

occasubse-

quent

meetings,

tion

We

directions.

politan

for,

with the excep-

ly,

all

with

Ince in
fact,
he often does
but they were

Sudden-

catch.

B.

could
f o u r

periences

was

in

John

go on
hours and talk
about his ex-

were biting

Tom

fact

the

Ritchie

The

in

pertinent to

that

was
and

possible.

fine.

is

it

in

as

the

this junc-

chronicle

deceitful

fish

And

on time
Right at

a

and the lake,
which lay in
hills,

nothing

if

!"

day,

pocket

the

to

was rung

orchestra

lives.

the

walked

leisurely

opera house, as
had happened.

excursion
nearly cost us our

a
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eventually did reach the

of

they terminated at
the

end

seasons

of

—

two
and

other incidents are clamoring for narration.

When

Ince severed his connection
with the Beryl Hope Stock Company
severed it only because the organization disbanded
he accepted an engagement with a production known as "A
Daughter of Cuba." This was a melodrama, and the ambitious young Thespian "doubled" in it; he played a
young war correspondent and the character heavy, a Spaniard, with a long,
flowing, black mustache.
The play
lasted eight or ten weeks, and then
stranded in Washington, D. C. Along
with the other members of the company, Ince found himself in debt to the
hotel, and, seeing no other way out of
it, shattered precedent by wiring to his
folks in New York for assistance. Collecting fifteen dollars as his reply, he

—

compromised with the

Boniface for
three dollars less than he actually owed,
and purchased a ticket to New York.

!
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He had

been in the metropolis
scarcely a week, when James A. Heme,
with whom he had played in "Shore
Acres," years previous, sent for him to
join the company about to produce
"Reverend Griffith Davenport." In the
troupe were Margaret Fleming, Julie

Heme,

W.

and
opened

The

Crystal Heme, John
Mrs. Charles Craig.

Craig,

play

the lines, and, while the principals were

haranguing "down stage," he crossed
over L to R, as each of nine differently

wounded

made them

the Spanish-American struggle

who coaxed

—a

boy

from the audience,
in a pathetic scene in which he persuaded an Irish sentry to let him pass
tears

yet the audi-

knew

that the

man who had

cry in the

first

act

was the

same who, as the German sergeant,
gathered about the camp fire in the
second and made them laugh, with:

Washington, and then went
to the Herald Square Theater, in New
York, where it lasted rbout ten weeks.

—

And

cripples.

ence never

in

Ince played the part of a German sergeant it was a war play, inspired by

Ince

When

I go and get my uniform
Mit, on its hat, an Eagle,
I get my musket out right quick,
And go and fights mit Sigell

was the famous general of
northern Germany at the time, and the
ditty always was good for a laugh. And
all this for seventeen dollars a week
Siegel

"I will not reduce your salary!" Ince

Heme

used to say
whenever he

says

him,
gave the famous actor
the impression that he
to

was fearful for his job.
The two seasons that
Ince spent with "Zaza,"
the next production with

which

he

associated

himself, were productive
of some striking illustrations of the ingenuity

and

have pushed Ince

that

up

acumen

business

ladder

the

of

suc-

cess.

"We

had

forty-one
one-night

weeks

of
stands," he says, in re-

counting this

"And

think

I

affiliation.
it is

a rec-

American theatricals.
We had only
two one-week stands. In
ord

in

addition

to

Frenchman,
sistant

but

John, Ralph, and

Tom

Ince in boyhood days.

I

stage
didn't

playing
I

was

a
as-

manager,
have my

hands too full until a
chap named Rawlins,
our property man and
remaster carpenter,

The
ceived word, while

Life

we were

Thomas H.

of

in the

Mid-

West, that his wife had passed
away, in New York. Just after recovering from the shock, he called me
aside and whispered in my ear.
" 'I want to go East,' he said, 'but
I don't want any one else to step in
on this job. Now, what I want you
to do is to take my union card and
handle my job for me until I join the
company, later
I hesitated, at first,
dle

!'

but,

upon

reflection,

accepted

'Now, the graft

proposition.

amounts

I

in

the
this

Rawlins

to about ten a week,'

advised me, before leaving, 'so make
sure that you don't let it get below
par.'

know anything about prop-

"I didn't

erty men's graft, but I

decided right
wouldn't let it
'get below par.'
To begin with, I made
a loaf of bread last a half week, instead of only a day, as Rawlins had
done.
Then, instead of buying wine
by the bottle, I bought a demijohnful,
then and there that

and

filled

the

each per-

formance.

But

I

was

sent

minutes, behind the
scenes, and finally the young actor sent
him careening against the wall. As he
did so, he noticed another burly helper,
a stage brace in hand, approaching
from a distance. Calling his quick wit

Ince

for

Ince decided to "play possum." He took a glancing punch and
purposely dropped to the floor. Writhing apparently in agony, he conveyed
the idea that he had been knocked out.
And both enemies repaired to another
into play,

part of the theater.

An

engagement
o f
twenty- three
weeks with William Morris in EdThe Edward £. f$ce Company
...

PRESENTS.

..

When We Were Twenty-One
CAST OF CHARACT &

able to pre-

him with

Twenty-one," was
Ince's
next venture behind the
"I

David

while

is

duties during

master carpenter was
absent.
He was
compelled to mineach town,
with negro roustabouts
and other
dangerous characin

Con-

one day,"
way he tells
about it, "and I

Belmont

Raw-

the time the

called to

necticut,

Tbi l.'wi Gt-raid Ce
Herb
Come
.'hie

was

Bridgeport,

Himb

jane H»f»i

gle,

w a r d E. Rice's
production of
"When We Were

little

experiences
expediting

•

footlights.

a

:

lins'

five

to

sum."
Ince encountered
some harrowing

tidy

towns of Texas and
Louisiana, and he was ever fearful, he
says, that one of them would take a
dislike to him and open fire on him
with one of the ugly-looking sixshooters which they were wont to place
on the baggage truck, while helping
him unload the carload of scenery. He
succeeded, however, in evading mixups, until a local stage hand in one of
the theaters coaxed him into a quarrel.
The fellow exchanged blows with

I

turn
in
the same expense account.
I
put the difference
away, and, when
Rawlins returned,

57

ters in the small

same

bottle for

managed

I

Ince

UUipn Ce

the

in
there
arrived
time to watch the

performance.

The

playing and the
play were excel-

and I felt that
this engagement
was a step forward in my calent,

;
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Ince

actor whose part I was
booked to play was Dudley Hawley,
and I was deeply impressed by his per-

on giving
me lessons in sounds bells, he called
them. 'Get that bell-like ring to your

formance. In fact, I never could understand why they ever let

last syllable,'

The

reer.

But he

smoothly.

—

he used to say."

One day William

was told
it was- because he had
refused to wear a

him

insisted

the

go, until I

rehearsal.
The young actor's

e d
he was nearlv
J

thought

driven

Hawley

turned
around,

by
wearing a blond

me

ask

wear it."
During the tour of
this
company, Ince had

the

to

occasion

and,

knowing Morris was but a few
doors away from

yet

not

He

tration.

character

did

to

nervous pros-

would look
more like the

they

become

exhaust

of The
and they

And

patience

had

originated the

wig.

in-

for

Woodruff had

I in p,

manager,

stage

structed Ince to appear^
the
next morning

blond wig.. You
Harry
see,

role

Butler,

J.

stage,

in

his

dressing room, replied
"Tell Mr. Morto Butler
ris I'll not attend a re:

Emma

Brennaa, stage nam.e

demonstrate
of Ince's mother, and Ralph.
supreme confidence he
hearsal to-morrow."
always has had in his own
Forthwith Morris sumwork a trait which admittedly has moned the juvenile to his room, and, in
counted heavily in his rise to fame.
stentorian tones, inquired the reason of
It was Morris' custom to conduct a
Ince's defiance of orders.
rehearsal every morning, although, ac"Well, Mr. Morris," retorted Ince,
"I'm tired of these unnecessary recording to Ince, virtually all the memhearsals.
I know my part, and I don't
bers of the company were letter-perfect
think I have to rehearse it every mornin their lines and business.
ing.
"It got on my nerves, after a while,"
It wouldn't be so bad, but I can't
chronicles Ince.
continue to see your eye through that
"If Morris only had
let me alone, it probably would not have
hole in the scenery every morning and
been so bad. But he persisted in peekhear your long discourses on bell-like
ing through a hole in the scenery and
tones.
Furthermore, you may as well
apparently finding some fault with the
look for another boy, because I'm going
way I was rehearsing. Then he would to stay w ith you only until you get
suddenly come on the stage and take
one."
exception to the manner in which I deMorris flew into a rage at this disto

the

—

T

livered

my

lines.

The

slightest intona-

provoked him to criticism.
that I had been taught the proper
inflections, and, if he would have let

tion of voice
I felt

me

proceed without interruption, everything would
have progressed very

play of youthful independence, but, seeing that it was useless to attempt a raising of the flag of truce, soon cooled off
and told Ince to "go home and think
it over."
"Then come back here in the

morning and apologize

to

me," were

.

The
his

parting

words,

Life

of

Ince

as

Thomas H.
was

the

left

And

he
But he
went back in the morning.
didn't apologize. Nor does he think he
it

over."

guilty of a grave omission in re-

Next month: More strange adventures and further interesting events which led to Ince's remarkable career.

THEY WOULD NEVER BE MISSED
'"PHE man who hogs
"When

all

the

the outside seat,

row

is

vacant, too.

And

while folks try to scale his knees,
Is mad because they spoil the view.

The woman who has 40-11
Self-hiding hatpins in her hat,

And must

extract them, one by one,

Before she really

settles pat.

And

likewise e'er she rises there,
Intact, to join the outside din,

selfsame leisure method must,
Just one by one put them back in..

By

Just every one who will not look
Beyond his petty way to live,
And thinks the way to get the best,
Is grabbing in but not to give.

Who
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fusing to apologize. The incident was
forgotten, and Ince continued in the
part.
Morris gave up his practice of
spying on the young actor.

room.

The Imp "thought

Ince

will not learn despite the knocks,

Time gives to rouse his sense to seeing
The way to get the most from life,
Is just to be a human being.
Isa L.

W right.
t

SHADOWS OF FAME

It's pretty and dainty, but wouldn't be worth very
But just light a match and turn off the dark, fill in the
features and little blue eyes, and don't forget the smile, and 3T ou have the priceless gem
known as "Little Mary" Pickford. Director Tourneur is the lucky shadow opposite.

See that

much

little

outline on the left?

to its owner, as

it

is.

w^*

—

The
Two

Tradition Wreckers

who became

famous, though few
without almond eyes can pronounce their name.
people

By

Warren Reed

never register above the nth power of
nothing.
This same immobility of
countenance is the main reason why a

WE

of

think of the Jap
as a

an
and an
er,

because

West

the

good

excellent

fight-

chef

ideal

poker player,

his

features

;

The
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Mongolian actor seems about as conceivable as an Irish organ grinder. But
things that never happened before have
a strange way of happening these days,
and America woke up one fine mornnot long ago, to discover that one
of its best actors was a Jap, and that
he hadn't changed his name to Flanniing,

gan or something

off a

French wine

but retained his native cognomen
of Sessue Hayakawa.
He came out of the East a man apart
from his fellows for any Oriental is
apart from his fellows if he is the possessor of a face flexible enough to portray every mood, passion, and emotion.
Moreover, Sessue did not come alone
in the troupe of Japanese players with
which he toured this country was a
charming little actress who has proved
herself as good a player as himself. She
is now Mrs. Hayakawa, but is better
known to fame as Tsuru Aoki.
We consider the Mongolian as uncannily intelligent and shrewd, and as a
label,'

—

rice-eating

prowess.

him

sider

athlete

Beyond
at all.

contradict the

Easterner.

of
that

we

scarcely con-

But the Hayakawas

common

belief about the

Their success

more splendid

and

endurance

is

the

all

in contrast to their fel-

low countrymen who have from time to
time played in America without gaining

much

popularity.

that the Japanese valet

made

of course,

It is true,
iru

"Officer 666"

and not
than a dozen Nipponese have attracted some attention in minor roles
a favorable impression

;

less

long and untiring effort they mastered
the English language. They studied at
Chicago University, and Sessue even
translated many classics into Japanese.
Before his marriage he returned home
and played in adaptations of Ibsen and
Shakespeare, proving especially successful in "Othello."
In pictures Sessue was put upon his metal even more
than on the stage.
Eccentricity of
speech may even be an asset in a foreigner's favor, the novelty of it sometimes being an added attraction.
But
on the screen this factor in the per-

formance is eliminated.
The actor
must rely entirely upon his ability to
register emotion by facial expression
and gesture something that could

—

hardly be expected of a Jap.
Sessue
has stood the supreme test.
Step by
step he has advanced in the art of dramatic interpretation, and his mastery
over the difficulties of pantomime acting is the last link which connects him
with the illustrious who vivify life's
deeper meanings by impersonation.
Havakawa was trained to be an admiral in the navy of the Mikado. Born
in Tokyo less than thirty years ago, it
was decided by his family that he
should be a seaman and a fighter. Accordingly, he was sent to the naval
academy in that country. But navigation and war strategy was a very dry
subject to the young student who preferred to spend his odd moments in the
theater where his

Kawakimi,

was

famous uncle, Otto
winning the
daily

before the footlights here.
Their appearances have usually been in stock
companies touring the Pacific coast, and
in most cases the measure of their success has been the measure of their fragmentary knowledge of English. In the
operatic field there has been one really
notable Japanese, Tomaki Mauri, who

plaudits of the people.

won

national tour.

distinction in

Both

"Madame

Butterfly."

spoken and silent drama
Sessue Hayakawa and his wife have
pluckily overcome many obstacles.
By
in the

'

'

The thunder

of

applause sounded much sweeter to his
ears
than the thunder of heavy
ordnance. Finally, Sessue won an honorable dismissal, and joined his uncle's
company.- Later one of the stars of
that company formed her own troupe

and came

to

America

on

an

With her came

inter-

Sessue,

eagerness to see the country of
which he had studied so much in the
full of

academv.

,

The
was not

It

until his

Tradition Wreckers

second

visit

to

country that he became interested
in motion-picture acting.
This time he
came as the head of a Japanese company which made a grand tour of the
States.
At the conclusion of the tour
he settled in San Francisco and soon
established a Japanese theater in that
city.
This daring project, the first of
its kind ever attempted by an Easterner
in America, has proved successful both
from a producing and financial standpoint.
It is a tribute to his executive
this

ability

as

genius.

well as to his

The

theater

professional
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and
gifted young Jap would make a good
screen actor.
The result was that he
was induced to join that company about
three years ago, and has been identiconcluded

that

the

enterprising

with the concern ever since.
He
began his screen career in support of
Edward Abeles in "After Five/' and
later
appeared with
Blanche Sweet in "The ^
Clew " and "Secret Sin." \ I
Since then he has played
fied

r

in

"The Typhoon," "The

Wrath

of

the

Gods,"

is

located in the Japanese
colony of San Francisco,

show

and

or e of the
places for tourists
is

in that city.

American

and Oriental plays are
put on in turn, and both
American and Japanese
actors perform there.
Sessue's unusual theatrical venture attracted

the
t

i

atten-

o n

of

Lasky
and he

Sessue

Hayakawa

squats in

Japanese surroundings and
reads English literature.

1

The
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The diminutive David met him

self.

"Alien

not with a sling shot, but with a
tiny bow and arrow, and
Sessue emerged from
the humiliating encoun-

Souls,"

"Honorable

Friend,"
'The Cheat/'
and

minus

ter

other

good

travels

The

country

ent quality of his work has
won for him the role of the star in

"Each

His Kind," which is released
this month.
Sessue has seemed invincible in his
struggle with handicaps.
In one instance, at least, he was defeated.
For
all of his skill at jiujitsu stunts, he suffered a crushing blow at the hands of
an adversary much smaller than himto

perfectly

his
In
through this

heart.

successes.
consist-

a

trip to

on his initial
America, as was

mentioned above, he became enamored
of the petite and beautiful Tsuru. As
the journey progressed the mutual infatuation increased and Sessue and

Tsuru decided
their

And

that they

association

a

would make

never-ending one.

when they

joined the Lasky
colony at Hollywood, California, they
so,

were married and

settled

down

in

what

The

Tradition

considered one of the quaintest cottages in that vast bungalow land.
is

Though
as

the

little

house

American can be

is

as

American

in its exterior ap-

within are
The occupants
fascinatingly Oriental.
accentuate the Eastern atmosphere of
their home in many of their customs.
pearance,

the

furnishings

In addition to the Japanese-American
tone of the place there is still another
nationality represented
by the EngSessue and his wife are
lish bulldog.

—

Wreckers
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most cosmopolitan in their tastes, their
thorough study of the world's history
and literature having given them a
breadth of vision which is denied to
the average American.

The
art of

art of the

Hayakawas

mimicry alone

—

in bloomin'

Yukon
a'

Hegypt,

mail,

ice-floe crack.

Hi've started a revolution,
Hi've stood 'fore a firin' squad,
Hi've gone through 'ell
In a grimy cell,
A-wishin' my soul to God.

Hi've 'ad my bit of adventure,
But Hi've struck at the best at
Since Hi signed my term

With

My

last,

a "movie" firm,

roamin' days are past.

No more

which they

the old principles of ceaseless

.Hi've 'eard the call of the Northland,
Hi've throttled a "huskie" pack,
Hi've followed the trail

Hi've froze in

the ability

;

Hi've traveled the world, me bunky,
Hi've felt the fever grip,
Hi've dived for gold
In the slimy 'old
Of a sunken treasure ship.

the

not the

have mastered through study of the
playwrights.
There is no secret formula for their success it is based upon

Hi've fought in "Industan,
Hi've done me bit
In a rifle pit
'Gainst the bloody Turkish clan.

With

is

to interpret dramatic laws

THE MODERN ADVENTURER
J-JI'VE 'iked

it

is

a-'untin' excitement,

They're givin' me all I like,
Twenty times a day
In a picture play,
So Hi'm through with the worldly

Allen

F.

'ike.

Brewer.

toil.

h

!

t

Yikgixia

Pearson,
the Fox star in vampire
roles, gave up her position

in

REFORE
A\ THE

public library

a

in Louisville,

Kentucky,

^HONE
Ray

on the stage.
Henry Savage learned
of her unusual beauty
throng an intimate
friend,
engaged
and
to

!

go

e

al

her for a minor role in one of his productions.
profited by her opportunity, as her success proves.

Hazel Dawn, although
desert country,

a flower

was not born

of the

to blush unseen.

she was eight years old, her family

moved

She

Utah

When
to

Euand

and she studied music in London, Paris,
Munich.
Her first stage appearance was at the
Prince of Wales Theater, in "Dear Little Denmark."
when she was eighteen. She captured Xew York
by storm in the unforgettable "Pink Lady." Miss
rope,

Dawn

has played only

Sidney

Drew

Famous Players

comes of

lilms.

a long line of theatrical

and drifted to a stage career as a matter
of course. His first appearance was in Philadelphia
with Leonard GroA'er in "Our Boarding House."

ancestors,

He made

an instantaneous hit as a light comedian.
In vaudeville and in such classics as "The Rivals"
and "She Stoops to Conquer," he won lasting fame.
He and Mrs. Drew have gained new honors in polite
one-reel comedies with the Metro Company, appearing invariably in the

same

picture.

Carlyle Blackwell used

to be the driver of a

wagon. This was his hrst job after he
His education was cut short when
college.

deliver}left

from the faculty, saying that the college was not big enough to
Papa Blackwell, in
hold the irrepressible Carlyle,
great wrath, gave his son a hundred dollars and
told him not to come home until he had made
something" of himself. Later he went back
the elder Blackwell received a note
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Anita Stewart made her

first

pin

money posing

She had always had the motion-picture fever, and she persuaded her brother-in-law.
Ralph Ince, to get her a place in pictures. Through
for artists.

his

influence she

six

months

was given a

try-out.

and. after

was given her first
Miss Stewart
Violet."

in extra parts, she

leading role in "The Wood
has never forsaken the screen for the stage, preferring the admiration of the picture-loving public
to the plaudits that attend a footlight career.

.

Arnold Daly's
3ha

m

llin^wlrat

in the theatrical profes-

IV>p«lc5ir *^

sion began with Charles

Frohman

m lasers did
rior to becoming screen
favorites

He preof office boy.
vailed upon Mr. Frohman to give him a small
part in a play, and then

most talked-of
have added to his fame as a Pathe

Winifred Kingston
educated
Belgium.
stage in
ties

in the capacity

forged steadily forward.
In time he became one
Pictures
actors in America.

the

of

start

is

star.

of English birth, and

was

Edinburgh, Scotland, and
At an early age she appeared on the
England, and later played for such celebriPaliseul,

in

as Charles

Coming

Frohman and

Sir

Beerbohm Tree.

America to play in Metropolitan successes, she was soon engaged to appear in a
photo play; and, upon its completion, she decided
to cast her lot with the silent drama permanently.
to

King Baggot,

man

leading

of the Universal-Imp

Company, had two ambitions

in life.

One was

to

be a great ball player and the other to be a great
actor.
He played semiprofessional ball around St.
Louis, his native city, for a while, and, at the same
time, spent his evenings as a super at various

His rise to prominence is the story ot
repeated promotions and successes. As founder of
the Screen Club, he welded together his fellow
photo players as a distinct school of the drama.
theaters.

Tom Forman made
stage

when he was

up

his

mind

nine years old.

to

go on the

One

night, in a

Texas town, he saw "Romeo and Juliet," and
before long the adventurous Tom was playing Little
Era in "Uncle Tom's Cabin" on one-night stands
during vacation.
When he was graduated, he
played super parts in Los Angeles.
He rose to
prominence on the stage with surprising quickness.
As a screen actor he first played for Kalem.

little

Anna

Little was thrown upon her own

re-

sources by the death of her father when she was
in her early teens.
She was an excellent dancer,

and

had

a

fine

voice.

Through

an

interested

teacher she obtained an introduction to Ferris Hartman, who recognized her ability. She stayed with

company two and a half years. Then G. M.
Anderson suggested the pictures to her. Her success in Western plays since then have proved her

his

fitness as a screen actress.

—

How

Not

The adventures
Sphere

in

story of

my

meteoric career

much like that of
who rides the der-

—

works mainly ups and
downs with now and then a jolt. I say
a "meteoric career/' and in this connection the term is a misnomer when aprick at the iron

who stay
when once

put in the conthey reach it,
stellation
because the chief business of a meteor
seems to me to be coming down with an
plied to stars

awful bump.
I know whereof I speak; for I have
been an actor in the movies. Oh, thrilling word, an actor
I know full well
what it means to carry a sword and
wear a wig and tights on Monday, to
pack a gun and march in the blistering
sun of Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday, to regale myself in my roommate's dress suit and cane on Friday,
and on Saturday night to fall dead on
the cold sward of the lot and lie there
wriggling one finger and one toe and
!

catching
wouldn't

my
let

death of cold because they
me move till the scenes

were "shot."
I've

from

been a Willie Boy just home

and a stubble-bearded old
miner all in the same day I've worn a
"monkey suit" from eight a. m. to six
p. m. in a ballroom set, and then, after
grabbing "coffee and" across the street,
have sweat under the hot lights from
seven till eleven as a roughneck in an
underworld barroom; I've been called
on the phone by three companies in one
day and worn off a quarter of an inch
of shoe leather tramping to nine outlying studios with nary sign of a job for
the next day; and I've worked day and
college

;

one

J.

Atmos

Pat Dowling

in filmland is

the fellow

of

bucking the extra bench.

By
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Be an Actor

to

night for two weeks, and then sat in
my room for ten days straight, wondering who was going to buy my next

morning's grape nuts.
It never occurred to me to be an actor until one day Opportunity came
as she seldom does in reel life
and
kicked her heels alluringly on the bedroom door of Mrs. Hogaboom's swell
rooming house. Opportunity this time
took the guise of my friend, Charlie
Pope, who avalanched himself into my
eight-by-ten boudoir and announced
that the Sunday-morning paper contained an advertisement for fifty actors
wanted the next morning. "Why not ?"
asked Charlie, and we did.

—

When

Charlie and

place, half the city

was

I

was

got out to the
ahead of us. I

had been up
in a balloon the scene would have
looked like a million ants swarming
frantically around the entrance to an
ant hill that, had been stepped on.
A
bunch of policemen arrived on the same
car as we did and began to herd the
crowd into a line. That left Charlie
and me out in the cold at the wrong
just thinking that

if I

end of the procession.

The employ-

ment man hired the first fifty and then
sent word out by the office boy that he
wouldn't see anybody else that day, and
that stars and bums and all might as
well go on home.
Entirely undaunted,

I

argued thus
reason why

to

I
"There's no
shouldn't get along in pictures. I realbut, then,
ize my lack of experience
wasn't I voted the best actor in my
That
high-school graduating class?
ought to help a little bit. Of course, I

myself

:

;

How

to

work extra for a little
but after that I was sure I would

might have
while,

Not

to

get a bit or two,

and then small

and soon be

stock.

parts,

Inside of six
months, at the most," I reasoned, "I
ought to be playing leads."
During my first week in pictures the
in

got to a camera was the
Avrong side of the glass window in the
Tuesday of the
employment office.
third week thev let me inside one of
those places and wrote down on a card
my height, weight, color of hair and
nearest

I

have my own wardrobe ?
I stretched my answer a point here, because as nearly as I could remember,
all my clothes that I didn't have on
were still at the laundry for nonpayment of last week's bill.
eyes,

and did

I

The man was asking me what my
waist

measurement was, and

I

said

thirty-six, but that if I didn't get a job

would be too small to be
considered good form. That must have
struck him in a happy light, because
he said, "Why, man, you're in luck if
you get real thin. Slim Slatville, over
at the Grindstone Comedy Company, is
sick, and maybe you can get his job.
pretty soon

it

Be an Actor
he was

o'clock to play a

Louey's court.
told

me

A

man

at

at

up

make-up and told me what to
buy and how to do.it myself next time.
It was about three weeks after I
played the man at arms that I met
Charlie Pope again. He hadn't tried it
after that first day.

"Hello,

"They
actor.
I

Atmos!" he

yelled

at

me.

me

you're a regular movie
Is that right?"

tell

immediately drew myself up in a

which was half Sir Beerbohm
Tree and a little Chaplinesque and gave
him a look that was a little Theda Bara.
I replied, "Am I a movie actor? Didn't
you see me in 'The Thirst of a Nation,'
the big prohibition propaganda picture
that was just released?"
Charlie said
"I must admit I overpose

:

at the

wardrobe room and then go
down to seventy-nine and get

made up. I got the togs, but all
I knew about make-up you could

—

for

swell

at

put in your eye.
I breezed into
the dressing room as big as life,
though, and saw a dozen fellows
there already, with their own
boxes of make-up and everything.
I stood around on one
foot and then the other till one of
the regular actors
I
supposed

me

then admitted that I didn't know anything about the mystic art of make-up,
and wouldn't he tell me what to do?
The actor must have appreciated the
gift of the pills, because he gave me a

big fellow

to get fixed

—asked

Here was my chance. I
gave him half a box of them, and

eight

arms

old-timer

a cigarette.

But, no," he added, "I've got a place
And with that he
for you myself."
signed me up for work on Saturday as
a man at arms in the court of

Louey Cans of France.
Well, I showed up

an

69

Why not?''

asked

Charlie, and
we did.

—

;

How Not
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to

Be an Actor
sound mind, that the hard part
the extra game isn't the
work at all, but getting the work.
I hung around two weeks before
?.bout

That same evening
it
was rumored around among
the extras on the set that "Cap"
was going to use a hundred
I

got a day.

people next day.
we made a

looked you, although
the picture last night.

I

Then
quick

saw

What

were you playing, one of the
keg?"
Now, I wasn't going to
stand for any f acetiousness on the part of any one
Charlie
friend
like
even
a
after
I
had told him just
and,
sots or a

s

—

—

what

I

did

play

in

picture,

that

I

glowing description

launched into a
of myself in the
roles

which had

various

fallen to

othei

my

wasn't nearly as upstage about it as most of the

lot.

I

extras that were starting at
You know the
the game.

kind I mean. Most of them, the
day after they get a three-dollar
ticket for the first time acquire a
manner of talking nonchalantly
although plenty loud enough so
you can hear it, you know as

—

'they ride

road,

or

home on the electric railmaybe down at some

penny dance hall the same evening, something like this, "Had
such a hard day at the studio today.

Six hours

in the sun.

Ter-

you know.

I'm working
with Geraldine Farrar now, you

rible,

know.

She's a very nice actress
to be with. And, Lord, what acting !" Now, you know, they can't

pass out that line to me and get
away with it, because I've been
an extra myself.

But

to get

curs to me,

back
J.

All in the day's work

our subject, it ocAtmos Sphere, being of
to

sneak for the office, each trying to make
a get-away without being seen by the

-
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to

of them so there wouldn't be a
Buck Jones
stampede. I was lucky.
rest

and I were the first ones at Cap's desk,
and he seemed to be mildly surprised
when we said we heard he wanted to
use some of us again to-morrow. But
We worked
he signed us, anyway.
three days, and on the afternoon of the
third day the word went around that
Then it was
the picture was finished.
Buck said
hunt another job for us.
somebody had told his wife that a studio over in Edendale was going to shoot
some full-dress stuff the following
mOrning. So Buck and I beat it down
there as fast as we could get into our
regular clothes. But we didn't get on.
There were seventy people in the office
when we squeezed in, and the employment man was picking a dozen from

The
up from the
them.

rest of his fifty

he called

card-file lists.

Sometimes,

course

the

in

of

my

peregrinations, I disremember whether

was a gentleman or not. When it
was a case of crowding past a dozen
pretty girls and as many elderly women
to get to the door of the employment
director, I guess there were a lot of us
who imagined we were buying tickets
I

to

the World's Series or bucking the

free-food booths at the State Fair.
little
girl
friend of mine was
awfully exasperated and discouraged
week before last. She had applied for

A

work

and seemed to have
attracted the eye of a prominent director.
He took my friend under his
wing, got her a pass to come and sit
inside so she wouldn't have to stay outside on the extra bench, and promised
her a small part in some big scenes
which were to come off "pretty soon."
My friend was all elated that evening
at a studio,

thought of getting a part, because
she had been working in pictures only a
few weeks, and this looked like encouragement.
Well, the outcome of

at the

the whole thing

kept

my

little

was

that the director

friend

sitting

around

Be an Actor
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there for two weeks for those scenes to
come off. All that time she couldn't go
around to the other studios and look
for work, because the director

prom-

and finally the
and amounted to

ised to hurry every day,

come off
work at three dollars. Next
director went with an East-

scenes did

one day's

week

the

ern company, and whatever favorable
impression my little friend made was
no use, anyway. I'm thankful the same
never happened to me.
But I don't
believe they do that very' much, any-

way, so

You

it's all

right.

me

anything about
props and wardrobe. I've stood in the
sun in front of the barricaded door
can't

tell

of the wardrobe

room and perspired

and cussed for half an hour, after
working till maybe five-thirty, just to
turn in my wardrobe and props along
with a hundred other Joes just like
myself and get them O. K.'d on my
We used to go through
day's ticket.
that every day, taking 'em out in the

morning

and

'em back at
night. And let me say most of us poor
dubs lived about an hour from the
studio, and the call was usually for
and we got
eight-thirty made up,
through shooting usually about half
past five or six. There's your twelvehour day, leaving home in the earlymorning fog and getting back after
dark, with your wife stewing over your
cold dinner, or maybe the wife worked
bringing

same place or at some other
studio, and you met at a cafeteria
downtown, or came home and wrestled
over the meal together.
I've heard it said that most of the
wild tales about the frenzied and wild
cafe life attributed to "movie" people
was due to the goings on of the extras
when they went out for a roaring time
at the "madhouse" or at some of the
But I'm darned if I
beach places.
know how very many of 'em hit up a
pace on what an extra makes. And,
as for me and my wife, we are generat

the

How Not
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to

dog-gone all in by seven o'clock
in the evening that a trip to a song-andwine joint would put an awful crimp
in our being on hand for a seven-thirty
call in the morning.
And you can't tell me anything about
poverty, either. I admit I was a blankety-blank boob that
ally so

Be an Actor
our
eternal thanks.
On days that were
gloomy, or during those awful sweltering afternoons of August, the strumture, 'lad the right idea as well as

ming of

four-stringed

those

ments livened things up
and gave us the idea that

instru-

shape

in great

when I
worked three

was worth
living, anyway,
even if -we were
only making our

weeks straight on

three

a

sometimes

time

location

trip

at

And

three a day and expenses.

that

bought a

a

new

silk hat,

and an

suit,

Then there
was another week with
one day's work in it.
Then there was a week
of eating and going
around to studios and paying
bills and dissipating on some-

And you know what

whom

that means,

buy tobacco and

roll

You
your

Lord

knows where I would have
landed.
But who said life was a bed
of roses, anyway?

Do

not understand, dear friends and
aspirants to fame, that all our days of
work were days of drudgery. Never
w-ill we forget those days
when we
lolled in the mild sun, listening to the
strains of a ragtime orchestra perched
up in a box at one side of the set. We
loitered in groups, bummed cigarettes
with impunity, and the exuberance of
our spirits burst into entirely uncalledfor jigs at the lively places in the or-

thought,

Those

who used an

atmosphere even

in

if it

morning and when on only
one day out of six we
began working before eleven. There
was some delay every day; once it
was a prop, another time waiting to

now, you know"

it

chestra concert.

rides

rmwithGeraidineFarrar,

hadn't been for the wife
I had acquired by that time,

If

the

a call for eight-thirty every

thing like fifty cents a day.

own.

to

-t

overcoat.

can't even

the

in

sometimes a lunch put up
by the company and sometimes a bite and a swallow
from a thermos b o 1 1 e
brought along through
foresight of our own.
But the waits were terrible.
I remember one awful
hot week, when there was

week of opulence.
I

five.

the cool of the morning,

was a

there

brisk

beach,

and

day

trips

and

country

have salted a little
bit
After
away.

a

then there were

location

should

I

life

directors,

we

orchestra for
wasn't in the pic-

fill

a small part because one of the ex-

tras,

who had worked

that

time,

couldn't

come

to

had

a

toothache

that morning.

time the sun beat

up
and

in the pitcure

down

in

All that

awful waves

nobody could leave the set
for a minute.
So we sat on chairs or

of heat, and

benches or rolls of carpet, or sprawled
on the floor and leaned against piles of
prop furniture and scenery. Some of
the soldiers lay

down on

the carpet and

but the dubs in the steel armor
They didn't dare take it off
suffered
for fear the director would get ready
So they sat
to shoot on short notice.
there and perspired and groaned. Some
of the poor devils couldn't even smoke
with any degree of comfort, because it
slept,

!

How Not

to

was too hard to get their gauntleted
hands up over the big piece of steel
But
that was worn for a chinpiece.
they could perspire and cuss, and they
did enough of the latter.
After

my

years of experience, I
should say to the beginner: Do it or
don't do it. Try it or not try it. You
all

and you may not. It all
depends on your temperament and. your
temper. Extras are not supposed to be
afflicted with the former, and most directors say they have too much of the
latter.
But, after having been called
every kind of a bad name by practically

may

all

like

the

it

megaphone knights

in the pro-

my

opinion is that it is just the
other way around.
If extras didn't
have a rare sort of temperament, they
couldn't stand the knocks. And, if they
had any temper at all, there wouldn't
be a live director in the country.
I
shouldn't like to say that I know how
fession,

to

get in pictures,

for,

to

all

intents

not in them. When
one looks at the screen he sees the star

and purposes,

I

am

Maybe

you'll see

my name

at the

Be an Actor
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and not the atmosphere.

don't believe

I

people noticed my little five feet
nine inches gyrating and registering
fearful and wonderful expressions way
off on an inconspicuous corner of the
set for brief flashes of a few seconds

many

at a time.

But, then, who said life
bed of roses? Or who said

Or what was

it,

anyway ?

I

was
it

all

a

wasn't?

don't

know

but what with all the rubs I'd just as
soon pass my little time on this terrestrial
sphere fighting the picture
game as not. Of course, I could go out
and sell Bibles, or life insurance, or
pass circulars from house to house.
But, no, I think I'll just stick around
with the actors for a little while longer.

Maybe

you'll see

my name

ning of a reel some time.

at the begin-

Can't

tell.

work to-morrow at the
Flicker Feature Company, and have
next Monday and Tuesday with the
Anyway,

I

Flashy Films Corporation, and three
days in advance looks big to an extra.

So business

isn't so

bad.

beginning of a reel some time

—

Anything

to

Order

By Howard Mann

r

VHE

cannot find an exterior location to suit his
worried. A man in overalls, the head of the
paintingdepartment,
strides across the studio stage, and the
/
director sees him.
f
"Hey, Bill !" he calls. Bill hears him and comes over.
"Can't find the location I want," he says.
"You'll have to make it for
me. Castle on a hill, with lots of clouds. Must have lots of clouds make
it look solitary."
Bill nods and goes off to the shop.
There is a wall of thin wood
standing up, waiting to be painted. He calls three men over, tells
them what to do, and work is started. One man takes a brush and
Ik
proceeds to erect the castle.
Two others make the
§§1§|^.
clouds.
One takes a long tube through which
paint is pumped from a pail by the
director

scene.

He

is

—

.

and the highest altitude
of the clouds is reached.
The exterior is made.
The motto of the paint
and carpenter shop is
from a battleship to
an operating table
other,

—anything

to

WITH

Mutual 's

New
Features

the decision of the

Mutual Film Corporation
in big plays, another com-

famous stars
pany which long has catered to the short-reel
exhibitor passes out of the field.
For a long time Mutual
has been making arrangements to produce features, but has
meantime continued to turn out smaller pictures. For the
to present

present, at least, they are to drop the mono-reel subjects

almost entirely, and enter into direct competition with the "features-only" programs, such as Paramount, Metro, Fox, World, and Triangle.
In our opinion, Mutual will find it profitable to supply short films later on as
a separate style of production.

be a

demand

The men

at the

head of Mutual know there

for these short pictures, but they also

them up again they must make

know

will

when they take
name, no matter how short
that

worthy of the
they are. In the future we look for Mutual to supply the market with big features and short-reelers just as a big publishing house turns out both novels and
pictures

short stories.

THERE
who

are not

many young men

in

their

twenties

eyebrows and shrug their shoulders indifferently when offered something around
Salary
eighteen hundred dollars per day for three hundred and
Demands
sixty-five days of their time, but one has been found who
has done just that. The unusual person is none other than
the much-heralded Charlie Chaplin, who does enough
unusual things to keep him in the spotlight continually. For the past year he has
been drawing that salary for turning out one complete two-reel comedy per month,
but when approached and asked to renew the agreement on the same terms,

Chaplin's

will lift their

Charlie refused.

But he has a reason! He says that he cannot turn out a two-reel farce every
month and have them all uniformly entertaining. Therefore he believes it better
to make them without a schedule, turning out two some months if inspiration
works right, and none other months when he is not in a "slapstick" mood. From
what we have heard, we understand he is willing to allow his salary to be governed by the number of films h< turns out, or is willing to w<?rk on a straight
percentage basis.

-
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There

is

no doubt but what Chaplin

is

He

right about being unable to turn out

riore of an artist in his own way
than half of the producers in the industry to-day, and he doesn't like to
By the
let a picture go on the market until it is just right in his estimation.
terms of his contract he must create his OWn stories and invent fresh tricks and
funny stunts to cover two thousand feet of film per month. Also he must handle
his farces with machinelike precision.

is

In short, he must "make" the entire comedy.
He claims that this task requires more than a month on an average, and we do
not doubt him. No one can appreciate how painstaking Chaplin is until he has
seen him work. Rehearsing a scene thirty times, and then photographing it five
or six times before finally deciding whether it is satisfactory or not takes time,
all

the actual direction of scenes.

and shows that a man has

whole heart in his work.
to see Chaplin working on a percentage basis and making

We

his

should like
pictures without schedule, for we think the result would be highly pleasing to
the trade and the public.
If there were only more directors who were willing
and capable of making pictures under the same kind of an agreement we would
have fewer failures in screen offerings.

THE

and one of the most unpleasant things to be
encountered in producing motion pictures is to have

Ethics

latest

a star quit

work

in the

vs.

duction because his contract

Contracts

salary,

is

middle of a features pro-

up,

demand

a big increase in

and leave the picture unfinished if he doesn't receive
Three or four of our leading matinee idols within the
it.
past year have been guilty of doing this.
It takes considerable time to produce a five-reel feature, some scenes being
taken each day. When a player's contract draws to a close, his employers usually
try to arrange the work so that he will finish just about the day he is ready to
leave, if he intends to change positions.
In some cases this is impossible, however, and we do not like to see an actor take advantage of such a situation to
embarrass his employer. If the star refuses to finish the picture, all the scenes
in which he played must be discarded, and another actor hired in his place
if this
action is worth while. Usually the whole film mus't be thrown away, causing a
loss of thousands of dollars-.
An actor who leaves his employer under such circumstances, without justifiable excuse, is entirely within his legal rights. At the
same time, one who shows so little consideration for others is bound to incur

—

the disfavor of

many who

"Efficiency"

Monarchs
in Filmdom

realize the selfishness of his course.

years gone by there were two classes of executives in
IN the
—manufacturers,
motion-picture-producing
field

the

who owned the companies, and directors, who
plays. One supplied the money and the other the

staged
brains

making pictures from scenarios. Of
late, a third class, composed of "managers of directors," or
"executive managers," has arisen, whose place is between
the manufacturer and the director. These managers are hired by manufacturers
which were used

—

in

—

because of their supposed skill gained by motion-picture experience, as a rule
and their duty is to get the largest possible returns from the smallest possible
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—
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Other managers have been
pictures as one
have
manufacture
tried to
imported from commercial fields, and
would manufacture canned goods. Both have failed to put good pictures on the
market, and therefore the returns have been disappointing.
There is no doubt but what the film industry needs reform in its workaday
system of business affairs. Money has been wasted since the early days of the
Manone-reel drama, and wasteful methods have continued almost unchecked.
agers are needed, without a doubt, but the remedy does not lie in the so-called
"experienced motion-picture men," or in the hard-headed business men who know
nothing of, and therefore cannot appreciate, artistic production. What the game
needs, to act as a buffer between the manufacturers and directors, is clear-minded
business men who know that money wisely invested always brings returns, and
who are artists enough at heart to talk over the directors' plans with them, and
give them enough money to spend to make a good picture. Such men are scarce,
but there is a wide opening in the film game for many of them, no matter where
outlay

at

least,

that

is

their

self-imposed duty.

T

they are

now

or what they are doing.

is

well

known

IT Keystone,

that the products

of the Fine Arts,

and New York Motion Picture Corporation
studios, composing the Triangle program, are right in
Film Disthe front ranks of the best pictures shown on the screen
tribution
Still, Triangle did not seem to prosper, despite the
to-day.
fact that where these pictures were shown the theaters
were crowded. There was a reason
It costs money to
run a distributing company, and such a company cannot be run without a person
thoroughly experienced in that particular end of the game, who gives his full time
And without proper distribution, films will not be shown in
to its management.

Concerning

!

very

many

houses.

Recently the news item went out from Xew York that Superpictures, Inc.,
a strongly financed concern, and Triangle had formed what is to be known as
the Triangle Distributing Company, which will operate most of the old Triangle exchanges. That deal meant much for a wider circulation of good films.
Superpictures is backed by the money behind McClure's, managed by the men
who founded Paramount, and has as president W. W. Hodkinson, former president of Paramount. Mr. Hodkinson is an expert exchange man, and will take
over the management of the Triangle exchanges.
This supplies all that was
needed management and money to put these most worthy pictures, together
with the new Superpictures, in all sorts of houses, where all classes may enjoy
them.

—

—

OBJECTIONS

have been raised in certain quarters
because motion pictures can now be seen for a
According
nickel only in the smallest theaters, and because the
to Their
prices run as high as two dollars for the big attractions.
Quality
Those who protest claim pictures are not fulfilling their
mission, viz., that of cheap entertainment.
We are of another opinion
motion pictures have grown. You can still
see them for a nickel in the small house, or you can visit a more pretentious show
house for a dime. You get even more elaborate entertainment at a fifteen-cent
:
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house, and still better at a quarter house. If you pay two dollars for a big show,
you receive as much in return as you would from a two-dollar seat in a spokenthere are different types of silent dramas
drama theater. It is simply this
now, and the several classes of people can enjoy them according to their prefThey are still, and always will continue to be, the cheapest form of
erence.
entertainment offered by the theaters, and from our point of view we think
:

by enlarging their scope so as to satisfy the tastes of
filling their mission even better now than in the past.
that

THERE

An

Excess

of
Subtitles

all

classes they are

many companies

using superfluous
titles in their pictures.
Subtitles do not belong primarily in a screen subject, and should be used only
to cover necessary breaks, and to explain that which cannot
be shown in action. An average of one hundred subtitles
are too

Every subtitle halts the
action and confuses the mind. Motion pictures are stories
Manufacturers, scenario writers, directors, and film editors
told in action
should keep that fact before them all the time. Of late we have seen about a
dozen features which were otherwise passable spoiled by an excess of subtitles.
This is one of the sure ways to kill the popularity of motion pictures, for the
public will come to look on the picture show as a reading room, and therefore
in a five-reel film

is

far too many.

!

avoid

it.

no doubt
THERE
another during
is

About

of the fact that, at some time or
life, practically every person is seized

with a desire to enter the dramatic field as a player.
No one can be blamed for it. There is a big salary, there is
Contest
fame, and there is success.
But this desire is a serious
matter.
It has made many stars and ruined many others.
Everything depends on the course which the individual follows in attempting to fulfill hi-s or her ambition. Some do it the right way, and

Our

some the wrong, and therein lies the result.
Picture-Play Magazine established its Screen Opportunity Contest with

—

a

view to helping twelve people the twelve most deserving that could be found by
the judges
to enter the motion-picture field in the right way, without danger and
with personal help and individual interest. It secured a competent and responsible
producer, and, together with him, the contest will be conducted in a responsible
manner. If you have any desire to enter the field of the silent drama, we suggest that you read the announcement of the contest in this issue, and take advantage of an opportunity to enter right.

—

The Reason

Smalley

for

By Ray Ralston

THERE

is

a reason for everything.

living to a black eye or a Socialist

The

reason- for a pair of puttees

And

director.

Nothing from the high cost of
vote happens without a reason,
is

generally a motion-picture

that itself leads to the fact that

there must be a reason for a director.
Phillips Smalley, director for the Universal

Company, happened from a very good

He

cause.

one of the most consistently good directors that ever swore through a megaphone.
If
the company wants a film that can be advertised
as a feature, they get one that they can advertise
as a Smalley picture. All that, however, is ivhat
Phillips Smalley is, not why he is.
It is the
The real cause for Smaleffect, not the cause.
work. When he gets a scenario that
ley is
another would produce, he works over it
Here he hasn't gone over
is

—

and

yet

script

there are only

two inches of

pencil
The

left.

reason

for Smalley
t

h,e

same

is

as

the reason for

something

And
o m
s

else.

that
e

else is

hing
Suct

;

Panthea
The

story of a

woman who

loved her

husband so well that he mistrusted

By Eugene

A.

her.

Clancy
evening in winter
such

was an
IT the
stern, hard winter

known

only in Russia,
but the snow-covered streets of
as

is

Moscow were aglow
and ringing with
sound of a thousand
There was laughter

with light,
the cheery
sleigh bells.
in

Moscow
but there

this evening, as usual,

and sinister
undercurrent of something else
the grim echo of Russia's eter-

was

also a muttered

nal menace.

There were rumors

that

the

nihilists

were active again.
In the cafes and

men

hotel lobbies

whispered the

re-

port to each
spoke of

Not
in

gay

it

aloud.

a line of

the

pers.

none

but

other,

it

was

evening pa-

Outwardly the

city

knew noth-

ing of nihilism.

The rumor penetrated to

the

great,

rambling old apartment in which PanRomoff and
t h e a
her brother Ivan
made their home.
As Panthea flung
on her cloak before
leaving for the A alenski Theater, she

and threw
her arms around
her brother in an
agony of distress.
But she knew betturned

"Is

it

true?" he

found himself asking.

—

Panthea
than to voice her fears for him, or
to protest and, with a kiss, she left him
and was driven swiftly to the theater,
where an audience composed of Moscow's music lovers awaited her.
It was Panthea's first recital, her
formal public debut as one of Russia's
As she stepped out
greatest pianists.
on the platform, her striking beauty
alone held her audience in its thrall.
She was twenty-two, a little under
medium height, with the glowing
beauty of a schoolgirl, splendid dark
As his
eyes, and a mass of dark hair.
eyes rested on her, standing there bowing and smiling happily, a dull flush of
desire, the desire of a world-jaded nature for something new and fresh and
young, came to the pasty cheeks of
ter

a

distinguished-looking

man

of

fifty

seated alone in a stage box.

Then Panthea began to play, and,
when she had finished, a storm of apgreeted her brilliant performHer beauty had triumphed, and
ance.
now her genius made it a double triumph. Moscow was proclaiming her.
plause

Only the man alone
to applaud,

in the

box

failed

but his eyes never left her

face.

At

audience let her go and
Panthea ran to her dressing room to
throw her arms around the smiling, patient old music master who, she inlast the

had made the triumph possible,
He was patting her cheek and protesting that his humble teaching had nothing to do with it, when suddenly he
stepped back and bowed low to a man
who had come silently into the room.
It was the man who had sat alone in
sisted,

the box.

"The Baron de Duisitor

!"

exclaimep!

the master of music.
the
monsieur,"
replied
other, "I have taken a liberty; but
such music
I crave an introduction
to mademoiselle.
It may be that I can
!

little

"Panthea,"

6

service to her."
said

the

music master

De

Duisitor himself
The greatest impresario in Europe
he has come, and he has heard you
!"
play
Panthea flushed and lowered her
eagerly, "this

is

!

extended her hand
frankly.
The baron bowed low over
"Madeit and touched his lips to it.
moiselle," he said, "your music is wonderful, and I must talk of it with you.
but

eyes,

My

she

carriage

is

at

the door.

May

I

have the honor of driving -you to your
apartments ?"
Panthea hesitated and turned inquiringly to the music master. "Most certainly," he said. "The baron honors us
both, Panthea."
With nervous haste, and thinking
only of the great future De Duisitor
could assure for his brilliant pupil, the
old man sought the girl's cloak and.
stood rubbing his hands as she disappeared on the baron's arm.
It was a long drive to the Romoff
apartments. Alone in the carriage with
her, the girl's beauty and nearness were
too much for De Duisitor.
He was
never a man to delav when he had set
his evil, cynical mind on a conquest.
He seized her hand and spoke, and in
a moment Panthea knew that it was
not her music that had drawn the great
impresario's attention to her.
Startled and disgusted, she repulsed him.

The

last half of the

journey was made

and when the carriage drew
up at her house, she darted from it and
breathlessly slammed the house door
behind her. Ordering the coachman to
drive him to his hotel, the baron sat.
back in the carriage, nursing his rage
and humiliation.
He was a man of
power and influence he had many
in silence,

;

among high

and, as he
sat thinking, an idea flashed on him.
friends

"Pardon,

be of a

81

officials,

He

stopped the carriage and ordered

the

coachman

to drive to the office of

the prefect of police.

On

sending in his card, the baron
was at once ushered into the prefect's
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luxurious private office. In many ways
the prefect was a counterpart of the
He
baron, with jaded, cynical eyes.
came forward and greeted his visitor
warmly.
"Jandoff," said the baron,
when they were seated and had lighted
'

cigarettes, "I shall not
I

waste your time.

have come to ask a favor

—a peculiar

favor, perhaps, but easy for a

man

with

your power."
"I am at your command, baron."
"Briefly, then
I have just met the
most beautiful girl in Russia. To be
frank, I have failed she does not like
me. But I am hard hit, Jandoff, and I
must win her
Though she is a great
artist, she is practically a nobody.
If
anything should happen to her for instance, if she were arrested as a nihilist
few need know and few would dare
protest.
I might come to see her and

—

;

!

—

—

her

—you

perceive?"
"It is quite an idea, baron," said the
prefect, "but you forget that, contrary
to the general opinion, we cannot hold
such persons without reasonable eviWho is the desired one this
dence.
?"
time
assist

"

"Panthea Romoff
"Ah I have heard of her. True, she
is a nobody, and that artistic crowd
are always more or less suspected. You
really are bent on this scheme?"
"Jandoff, I would go to any lengths !"
!

"Well, it shall be done. But, mind
you, baron, we cannot hold her long.

We

shall arrest her,

the arrest a mistake.

and

later declare

Now, where

is

—

Thus

De

Duisitor gave Panthea's address.
The prefect drew up the necessary papers, summoned four or five secret

and ordered them

to

make

the

arrest.

When

it

happened that half an hour

doors of the
Romoff apartment were suddenly flung
open and the room filled with agents
of the Russian police.
But the police
were as startled as the occupants.
They had expected to find only a girl;
instead they found, besides Panthea,
eight young men, one of whom was
her brother Ivan, seated at a long table
in earnest conference.
single glance
at the assemblage and at the charts and
other papers on the table was enough
to show the experienced police that
they had burst in on a genuine nihilist
meeting. Three of the men they recognized as long-wanted conspirators.
With a wild cry that was half a sob,
Panthea flung herself before her
later

the

great

library

A

two parties
clashed.
Shots were exchanged and
one of the agents fell. Ivan, not dreaming that there was any possibility of

brother.

Instantly

the

being involved, fought his
way to the door and escaped. In a
daze, Panthea picked up the smoking
revolver he had dropped, and still held
it in her hand when the fight was over
and the agents had the remaining conThen she realspirators handcuffed.
ized that one of the agents had her by
"You, too," he was saying;
the arm.
"we came for you and now. you'll
have to answer for shooting one of our

his

sister

—

men

she?"

agents,

thing I'm doing for you.
If it got to
the ears of the prince
but I've not
forgotten how you got me out of that
scrape in Petrograd last year."

!"

Panthea made no attempt at denial.
She would be loyal to her brother's
friends.
But it was hard, for she herself

was not

a nihilist.

When

the po-

entered she had actually been pleading with her brother and his friends to
give up their ideas and abandon the
conspiracy.
lice

the agents had gone, the two
a long, hard, meaning

men exchanged

look, then both grinned after the fash-

ion of their kind.
"De Duisitor," said the prefect, "I
wish you success
This is a risky
!

When

were brought
into the prefecture, Jandoff was asHis men had made a real
tounded.
the

prisoners

Panthea
capture

The very importance

!

of the

any secrecy or any

arrests precluded

favors to the baron. "De
"The prince
Duisitor," said JandofT.
himself must be given every detail of
must say nothing as
this capture.
further

little

We

dare not even let
She must go at once
this girl.
to the Moscow jail with the rest."

what
you see
to

led to

it.

I
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carried her to the manor, which lay not
a hundred yards from the beach.

An

hour

Lady

later

Mordaunt,

Gerard's mother, reported that the girl
was recovering, but seemed to be feverish, probably on account of the shock
of the terrible experience.
Gerard, the artistic thorn in the side
of the pompous, aristocratic Mordaunt

She had escaped, with the aid of fr iends
from the Moscow jail.

but forced
baron departed.
Baffled,

to

agree,

the

family,

and

relief.

"she

One

night

several

months

later

a

storm was raging along the
west coast of England.
A big ship

terrific

came

to grief

on a lonely shore.

The

near-by village
turned out to help in the rescue work.
Sir Henry Mordaunt and his son Gerard came down to the shore from
Mordaunt Manor just as the survivors
were being led away to the village.
Gerard rushed forward and lifted the
last survivor from the breeches buoy,
and he knew that he had in his arms the
form of a young and beautiful girl. He
inhabitants

of

the

frankly

showed

pleasure

"Mother," he exclaimed,

beautiful

is

his

—

it

strange, beautiful story

is
!"

like

some

Lady Mordaunt frowned. She was
a stately, firm-lipped woman, typical of
her class. "The woman is probably a
peasant," she said.
"I'm sure she is
Gerard, I do wish you
not our* kind.
would
refrain
from
such
loose
speeches."

"Quite so," added Sir Henry, draw"Beyond offering her
ing himself tip.
temporary shelter, we have no interest
in this

— — foreign woman."
er

Would his
Gerard's eyes flashed.
father and mother and the absurd peo-

I

;
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pie they called their

natural,

The

"kind" never be

human?

girl

did not leave her

room

the

In eloquent silence they stood looking at each other for a long minute
both knew instinctively that they had

following day, but in the evening the
doctor reported that she was much better.
After dinner Sir Henry and Lady

met

in

each

knew

Mordaunt

their

left

to

an evening

attend

and Gerard went to his beloved
music room. For an hour he worked
on the opera he was composing; then
he sat down at the piano and began to
play to play with the skill and soul of
party,

—

a master-

He had

not been playing long when
a figure stole into the room.
Gerard
finished the piece

and swung around

himself face to face with
the girl he had rescued. She was gazing at him with parted lips and shining
eyes.
"Oh !" she breathed. "You are
a musician
a great one
And that
wonderful thing you were playing it
idly, to find

—

—

?"

"

down yet
The conventional words

died on his

was supremely

beautiful,

sweet, and natural as she stood there,

gazing at him with shining, wondering
"I, too," she murmured, in her
eyes.
quaintly careful English, "I,
too,

oh,

circumstances,

meeting had been arranged for

long, long ago, in the realms of that

mysterious eternity that brings
people together.
Gerard knew;
the girl

knew

two
and

that in this slender, hand-

some English youth, with the light of
genius in his blue eyes, she had met her
destiny.

am Gerard Mordaunt,"

"I

simply, at

"And
the

girl,

I

he said

last.

am Panthea Romoff,"

and they both laughed

said

like a

pair of children.

To

the

proval

"Yes," replied Gerard; "I'm trying
to be a musician.
But my dear young
lady, you should not attempt to come

for she

that, despite

!

was your own

lips,

the other an exceptional personality; and, perhaps, in that minute

of

Henry, the
for a

week

scarcely

concealed

disap-

Lady Mordaunt and Sir
girl stayed at the manor
after

she had recovered.

Gerard insisted on it. Panthea knew
she was not doing the "correct" thing,
but in her heart she knew she was doing no wrong.
She saw that Gerard
was utterly out of tune with his surroundings; she alone understood him,
and he understood her.
They spent
hours with each other over

am an artiste, and
monsieur

their music,

—

and

in

walks
over the

long

k

A

determination came

to her.

!
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In that week understanding
ripened into love, deep and

moors.
quickly
lasting.

Then

swiftly

came a

crisis

A

Rus-

one of the survivors of
the wreck, had been taken
sian,

into

On

the parsonage.

recovering, he announced
that he was an agent of

Russian

the

made eager
was

told

inquiries about

He

woman.

certain

a

and

police

a

girl

his

de-

that

answering

was at the
manor.
Then he informed the busybody
scription

parson

that

the

girl

was wanted by the Russian authorities as a dan-

gerous nihilist who had
escaped with the aid of

from the Moscow

friends
jail.

Bursting with his news, the parson hurried to the manor to inform
Sir Henry that he was harboring a
Horrified, Sir

"social outcast."

—

from Mordaunt Manor
Overhearing the interview, Gerard
ran to Panthea's room and told her.
"It

is

be brief."

Henry

once sent word to the village authorities
this scandal must be removed

at

"Panthea," he said, "I shall

she said quietly, though
trembled.
"It is all true,

true,"

madness, but, no, I cannot give you
up!"
"We shall go to London together,"
said Gerard.

And
doubt

that night
to

the

Gerard Mordaunt, no

everlasting

scandal

of

her lips
Gerard, dear. I knew it would come,
but I feared to tell you my love, I
have been so happy
But now it is that
I must go
it is over, our little happiness
You can have nothing to do with
I
such as I you English gentleman
must go at once on the train. In Lon-

countless Mordaunts, married Panthea

don

For two years Gerard and Panthea
lived a wonderful, happy life in the

—

!

;

!

—

I

!

have friends."

"You

—you

want

to leave .me,

Pan-

thea ?" Gerard asked.

"Yes— I must

!

I

"

But there are some musts that cannot be obeyed. In a moment he had her
"Gerard," she whispered,
sobbing and clineing to him, "it is a

in his arms.

Romoff, an hour after their arrival in
London. Immediately they boarded a
train for Dover, and, some hours later,
they stepped from a French train in the
great Gare St. Lazare, the terminal in
Paris, the

home

of their hearts.

Latin Quarter of Paris, surrounded by
They had
friends of their own kind.
not much so far as worldly goods went,
but they had their music, and their
hopes, so their love only grew stronger
when those hopes were ever deferred.
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But Gerard had the soul of a genuine
artist, and his failure to place his opera
was slowly eating his heart out. There
came a day when his health broke down

The doctor

Panthea
the truth
Gerard's soul was dying for
want of success, and would die if success did not come.

Failure."

He

readily consented to stay

apartment and watch over
Gerard while she went out on her mis-

in the little

sion

.-

Gerard's bed while he dozed, a determination came to her. She would visit

Scorning lesser places, Panthea, with
the precious volume of manuscript under her arm, went straight to the great
Paris Opera House.
Her beauty and
her winning smile opened doors that
otherwise might have remained closed.
She insisted on seeing the manager

the managers herself and try to make
them listen to the opera. Always a

himself, and in a little while actually
she found herself being ushered into

woman

the sacred office of the great

completely.

told

:

One

monning

of

swift

she

as

sat

impulse,

beside

Panthea

called in their best friend, a sad-eyed
violinist

known

in the

Quarter as "The

man.

But

no sooner had she crossed the threshold
than she stopped and stood trembling, a

—

Panthea
on her lips.
The man
the big desk was Baron de
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sprang from his chair and came
to her, his cheeks burning again with

found the doctor and The Failure at
Gerard's bedside. She could not keep
from them the news that the great manager had refused the opera. When he
was leaving, the doctor broke it to her

the old flush, his eyes gleaming.

as gently as he could that

gasping cry
seated at
Duisitor.

He

"Is

it

"Panthea
he exclaimed.
little Panthea RomofT.
Come, sit down
!"
—child, you make me live again
Bravely Panthea fought down her
possible

!"

She must not think
of herself she must fight must make
At
this man produce Gerard's opera.
once she told him the object of her
coming, and the baron listened until she
had finished. To her surprise he asked
her to go to the piano and play some
of the music.
She did so, and ran
through Gerard's whole first act.
Though his eyes devoured the girl as
she played, De Duisitor was listening,
and he knew that he was listening to
rare and wonderful music that, if he
cared to, he had it in his power to present Paris with a new and great comdisgust and fear.

—

;

;

poser.

"Panthea," he said, when she had
finished and he had conducted her to a
seat beside him, "I shall be brief.
T
shall produce this opera of your husband's on certain conditions. I am a
man who has everything, and yet has
nothing to live for. Never have I for-

—

gotten you

You

!

——

are

want in life.
vial from his

all I

See" he drew a little
pocket "in this is instant death. Always lately I carry it, so little does life
mean to me now. Here is my proposition

:

Come

to

—make me happy for

me

only a single month, and at the end of
that month this opera shall be produced. And, at the end of that month,
I shall drink this
You shall be rid of
!

know. Yes, or no ?"
With a cry of horror Panthea rushed
from the room, but she heard the
baron's words called after her
"I shall
give you until to-morrow for my an-

me, and none

shall

:

swer."

Reaching

the

Quarter,

Panthea

last straw.

it

was

the

Her husband's days were

numbered.

Panthea did not go

that night.

Instead, she spent the night

to

bed

on her knees.
In the morning, after making Gerard
comfortable, Panthea returned to the
Opera House.
In a short time she
came out again, and, reaching the
Quarter, announced the glad news that
the manager had reconsidered the decision and would put the opera into rehearsal at once.

Her words were

new

like a

life

to

Gerard.
Gently removing his arms
from her neck, she turned to the doctor.
"He must go to the country," she
"He
said, her voice calm and steady.
could never stand the strain of rehearThe
sals.
It is the manager's orders.
opera will not be ready for a month.

Gerard is to come back for the
night and witness his triumph."

The

doctor

agreed,

heartily

first

and

Gerard finally consented. It was arranged that The Failure and another
friend should take

him

to a little vil-

lage in the south of France.

moment

of

their

Gerard was a

little

departure,

At

the

perhaps

startled at the sud-

den, terrible sob that burst
thea, as she clung to

him

from Pan-

wildly.

A

month went by and the first night
Gerard's opera arrived.
From a
stage box he witnessed it, and heard
himself hailed as the greatest of modern composers.
Panthea was at his
of

side, radiantly beautiful,

nothing

to

show

that

and there was
she

was not

equally happy.
De Duisitor gave a banquet to the

composer after the curtain

fell.

A bril-

assemblage sat down to it in the
baron's splendid apartments. When it
was over and the guests were departing,
liant

!
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the baron sought out Panthea and led

her into the deserted library. He drew
her to him, but she pushed him from
her.
''Don't touch me !" she breathed.
"The month ends to-night. I've been
near killing you, I think, but it is over
now at last
I have kept my bar-

—

!

gain."

With

De

a laugh,

from

Duisitor drew the

and dashed
it to the floor.
He seized Panthea in
his arms.
"What I told you about that
vial

little

vial

was

true

—

his pocket

at

the time," he said,

"but not now. I shall not keep my bargain as to that.
Panthea, you have
given me new life I must have you

—

Let us go on as

we

have.

I

"

A

hand gripped his shoulder and
flung him aside. Gerard stood between
them.

"Explain," he said to the baron,

his face

With

dead white.
a sneer,

De

Duisitor turned to

"My

dear Mordaunt," he said
calmly. "You have been away, and you
are young.
I suppose it is rather a
shock. But I assure you
Panthea has
\"
been charming

him.

—

Gerard raised his hand to strike the
man then he paused. There was a pe-

from the table, and, without really
knowing what she was doing, struck
him with it. He reeled, fell against the
table, and crumpled to the floor.
Standing there in a daze, her breast
heaving vaguely, Panthea was aware
that the room was filling with people.

The baron's personal physician was
kneeling beside him.
Motioning the
doctor away, De Duisitor struggled to
a sitting posture for a minute and beckoned to a man in the crowd at the
door. The man came forward, and the
baron whispered to him, pointing to
Panthea. As the man straightened up
and turned away, Gerard plunged into
the room, a pistol in his hand.
In an
instant the doctor grappled with him,
got the pistol away, and dragged the
young man from the room.
Though the doctor was employed by
the baron, he was not of the same
stamp as his patron. He knew that he
had it in his power to bring together
again two people whose lives would
otherwise be blasted. Forcing Gerard
into

a

chair,

he

rapidly

told

the

young man the truth. In convincing
words he revealed to Gerard the heart

;

culiar note of confidence in the baron's

voice that brought a terrible doubt to
With a face
the young man's heart.

Gerard turned to Panthea.
Suddenly he clutched her throat in his
hands. "Is it true?" he found himself
like death,

asking.

She began to speak, but she did not
deny. She was pitifully trying to give
him the explanation, the unutterably
pathetic

little tale

of a girl's self-sacri-

save her husband's life.
But
Gerard did not hear.
hoarse cry escaped him, and he rushed from the
room, flinging her aside.
fice

to

A

Again the baron laughed, and catching the girl's swaying form, pressed her
to him.
Nearly mad, Panthea struggled, but the man's arms held her. Suddenly she caught up a silver paper knife
1

of Panthea, the brave, noble, self-sacrificing corner of the girl's heart that
her husband had not seen.

Before Gerard could speak, a soft
hand touched his cheek, and he looked
up to see Panthea standing before him,
like one awaiting a verdict.
With a
sudden movement he flung himself at
her feet, great sobs shaking him.
At the moment there came a banging
It opened and sevat the street door.
eral gendarmes filed in, led by the man
who had whispered with the baron.
The man pointed to Panthea. "This is
the woman, Panthea Romoflf, wanted
Arrest
by the Russian government.
her

!"

Gerard sprang to his feet, protesting,
but Panthea pressed her fingers to his
lips.
"That you forgive me, dear," she
said quietly, "is enough. I have brought

89

Panthea
you nothing but unhappiness, dear love,
and now I shall pass from your life. It
I must go to Russia and accept
is best.
my fate. There is no escape. Monsieur, I

am

ready

"

was

his presence, stood Gerard.

"Gerard,"

"We

go together, as always, PanHe took her arm
thea," said Gerard.
and quietly they left the house together,
at the direction of the gendarmes.
Panthea had spoken the truth there
was no escaping the long arm of RusThe French government, accordsia.
ing to international law, could do noth;

"there

is

yet

Panthea
time.

saying,
was
Dear love go
will be only two

—

Think, dear, it
I can be brave
short years.
live on the thought of you, and
happy in looking forward to
when they let me come back to
Gerard merely smiled and
her cheek. "We go together,"

'back!

;

I

shall

shall be

the day

you."

touched
he said

simply.

ing.

And

grim Siberia, stood Panthea. But by
her side, in the rough clothes of a prisoner, though the garb was voluntary, as

some three months later,
amid a little band of prisoners waitso,

ing to start on the long journey into
With a

On

Panthea's face was a smile, for,
though she was going into exile, it
marked the beginning of a wonderful
chuckle,

De Duisitor drew
from his pocket.

the little vial

—

—

;

!

;
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and the end of surging trouble
the triumph of a woman's soul.
A bell clanged and a guard gave a
sharp command. Panthea put her hand
in her husband's, and thus, hand in
life

hand, they passed out with the others

through the gate that led to the vast,
frozen plains of Siberia.

Under

Where

—

smiled into

LIFE

my

eyes

vaulted, blue-flecked skies,

came and went,
larkspur's wind-blown scent

the sunlight

'Midst the
Once you smiled into

my

eyes.

Laughed I then in springtime scorn
At eternity that morn,
Fate was but a puppet then,
Waxen in the hands of men;
Laughed I then in springtime scorn.

How

kissed you in the

I

dawn

!

Came a woodland song, sweet-drawn,
From the vibrant, greening trees
As they quivered in the breeze,

When

I

kissed you in the dawn.

That was many years ago

Now

the lesson that

—

I

know

Fate why, Fate is you
Endless time is from adieu
That was many years ago.
Is that

A

on Life's eternal screen,
swift dissolve, and then
a void;

flash

A

—

Here's all that's left of that last scene
A glimpse of beauty, unalloyed.

Ah,

And

—

well, Life's pictures fade out so,

that

prison-

were marching toward servitude
and misery Panthea and Gerard- were
marching there, too, but they saw happiness and hope beyond.
ers

THE SCREEN OF
QNCE you

The

was many years

ago.

Lvox Mearson.

Mile-a-Minute Forman
he hadn't been an actor he might have
and he is, anyway.
been an auto racer

If

—

By
you should happen
IF very
nice-looking,

man

Pearl Gaddis

overhear a
blond young

to

eagerly discoursing

upon the

charms, and attractions of
some mysterious "she," and you recognized the blond young man as Tom

beauties,

Forman, a well-known
and liked moving-picwouldn't
you lend an ear to the
conversation ?
Espeture

actor,

member

feminine
curiosity

sex,
is

that

"Perhaps you have. But I can prove
this.
She's a peach !" insisted Mr. Forman, still blissfully unaware of my unannounced presence. "Come out and
see
her,
and you'll
agree with me." And
as they turned toward
the

gate,

I

followed

unobtrusively.

of the

Outside of the studio lot, at the corner

where

of

supposed

reign supreme?

Fve heard

'that

tale before."

you happened

cially if

to be a

conversationally,

Streets,

to

of

Well,

the

—

was, am, and did.
"She's the classiest
thing on the lot," was

I

Tom Forman

Urn

just "being

natural.

and Selma
the machines
stars

were

parked a solid row of
them, almost a block
long the stunning limousine of Fanny
Ward, Blanche Sweet's
smart little car, Marie
Doro's next it, and so
on down the line. Mr.
Forman and Mr. Rob-

—

what I heard him tell
Theodore Roberts,
anxious to hear who
this "she" might be.
"Seems to me,"
mused Mr. Roberts

Vine

Mile-a-Minute Forman
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e r

t s

still

,

walked

new

Among

talking,

something."

a shining,

to

Whereat he grinned

one.

and subsided.

sixty horse

"She's

and

can do
eighty miles an hour,"
power,

Mr.

stated

grimly,

as

"Firsthand
stuff,
eh?" he deduced.
"Exactly," I answered stiffly.

Forman
if

omi-

n o u s 1 y threatening
any one who would
dispute

his

"All
right,
come
on," he answered my
answer, and led the
way to one of the

remark.

Mr. Roberts showed
no inclination to

outdoor stages, where
we found Mr. Forman at work with
Blanche Sweet in a

doubt him.
And as
they looked over the
c a r,
understanding
suddenly
dawned
upon me' the car,
idol
of Tom Forman's heart, apple of

"The Thousand-dollar Hus-

scene for

—

his

eye,

of

sort

been the
the

and

all

thing,

subject

exciting

We

had

band."
watched
the scene taken, and
really I enjoyed it
much more than if I

of

had known the whole

that

story

conver-

—

pening to make

was over I believe
Mr. Roberts compros e

could im-

v

After the argument

i

— one

agine such fascinating things were hap-

sation.

m

the Gold,' or

this

scene logical.
The scene was a
prettily furnished
dining room.
Miss

d by agreeing

Tom as his dogs know him.
with the owner of the
car
I sought out "P.
A." McGaffey for an introduction to
Sweet, more adorable than ever in a
Mr. Forman, wishing to interview the
black chiffon and tulle gown, with a
latter.
yellow orchid at the corsage, shrank
"His first picture experience was
against the dining table, retreating
with a company under Director Al. E.
from the advances of a scowling rufChristie, which was followed by a brief
fian in evening clothes.
The s. r.'s
flyer with his own company.
He has mother, a large, heavy-browed lady in

—

had stock experience, on the stage, as
well as engagements with such plays as
'The Wolf,' and so on. He has been
with stock companies headed by such
stars as Myrtle Vane, Louis Morrison,
and others including his own. He has
been in pictures

"

"There!
There!" I begged, feebly
waving a helpless hand to Mr. McGaffey, who had rattled all this off with
scarcely a pause for breath. "Take off
that record and play 'Silver Threads

door
looking on.
Then came a knock at
the door, which, being unanswered,
Mr. Forman, who was doing the knocking, proceeded quite casually to thrust
a well-conditioned shoulder through the
respectable

black,

stood

panels of the door,

at

the

forcing entrance.

Miss Sweet, her golden hair tumbling
about her shoulders quite charmingly,
retreated and allowed the s. r. and Mr.
Forman to figuratively speaking go
to the mat together.
Then ensued a

—

—

Mile-a-Minute Forman
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rough-

man, m

a n d-tum-

addition to

ble

the

fight,

infor-

which was

mation

inter-

g

the

h

o-

phoned

by

rupted

a p

r

Mr.

by

police

and H. B.

McGaffev.

Car pen-

I

discov-

The

ered

and

his equally

he
Mr.
F orman,

scowling

not Mr.

mother

M

ter.
r.

s.

were

—

moved

born

too

Sometimes he even

gently,

sleeps

with his

pets,

avowedly a Southerner. But, as
he admitted that he had secured pracfore,

tically all his

and as that

other's

the

—

expressed more concretely in the shape of
Bingo, a small, very
vivacious
fox terrier,
is

wrought

the

wearing apparel

in

at

studio

none-too-gentle

ruffian

of

gift

workers

Lasky

at

time.

evening

clothes— who was nowengaged in a cigarette
and a peaceful, cheerful
conversation with Miss

He yawns

Sweet, who was laughing

it

merrily,

the

fellow

Christmas
Bingo has been
used in pictures, and is

attentions of the scowl-

ing

a

His idea of a companion is a dog
the idea

breath, that he might re-

by

is

with an all-night hunt.

was introduced, and excused in the same

his

home, his declaration of Southern blood
is all he has to back up
his

day's fishing, finished up

re-

pair the havoc

education in California,

now

His idea of sport

.

it

is

that statement.

— fade-out.
After the scene was
over —
had been
hearsed before we arrived — Mr.
Forman
and

in

Texas,

which include the auto.

arms,
there was the customary shy glance or two,

each

in

and there-

and then came the love scene, without which no self-respecting five-reeler
should be allowed on the screen. With
Mr. Carpenter aiding, Mr. Forman and
Miss Sweet were soon
in

Gaffey

— was

re-

none

c

that

a veteran of the silent
drama despite his not
quite

and evidently on

is

work

two years of

age.

boredly when
suggested that he
in a scene,

and as

the best of terms with

he

her erstwhile adversary.
I did manage, after a

studio, seated beside his

while,

to

words

from

a

few

Mr.

For-

get

Owe

of the most serious things he

does is look serious.

rides

down

to

the

master in the brand-new
car,
one can imagine
Bingo's supercilious ex-

——

;

!

—

!
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pression as he disdains the meek "bowwows" from acquaintances not so lucky
in their choice of masters or profesMr. Forman's kennels do not
sions.
house merely Bingo, but several very
fine specimens of canine intelligence.
Chief among these, and second only to
Bingo, one finds a pair of thoroughbred
Airedales, the gift of Mr. Roberts, also
of Lasky,

who

is

one of Mr. Forman's

best friends.

And now we come

Mr. Forman's
He loves mamania automobiles.
chines, and, as with dogs, he seems to

—

know

!

just

how

to

to get the best out of

diem. He is happiest when seated behind the wheel, clad in disreputable
hunting garments, Bingo beside him,
and the Airedales in the tonneau. He
can then "open 'er up" for the promised

eighty miles an hour, and be oft for a
hunt or fishing trip. Really, one won-

ders how he ever finds time, between
these all-absorbing loves, to appear in

Lasky pictures

at

all.

In appearance, should you be interested enough to want to know, he is five
feet ten inches in height, weighs one
hundred and sixty-five pounds, has blue
eyes
pardon, he says they are gray
and blond hair.
He has written and sold quite a number of scenarios, and of late has re-

—

sumed

this pleasant

occupation

for

his

(?) and profitable
microscopic spare

time.

And
elor
less

he

unmarried, a bachand fancy-free unyou count the two motors and the
is

single,

—heart-whole

—

dogs.

DIRECTOR JONES
\\7HILE

visiting the studio, they introduced to

Director Jones, the

He

man who

filmed

me

"The War Across

the Sea."

talked so entertainingly, there in the studio,

never dreamed the human voice could ever charm me so
His grammar was exquisite and his rhetoric exact
I marveled at his cleverness, diplomacy, and tact.
He told of scenes of battle I could hear the drum and fife
I sat entranced
I never heard such language in my life

I

—

—

went out on location with the great Director Jones,
To see him take some desert stuff, "The Mystery of the Bones!"
He'd thrown away his dignity, his collar, and his coat;
He didn't need a megaphone he had one in his throat!
An actor spoiled a scene, and Jones lay on the sand and rolled,
But quickly rose and yelled so loud the desert's sand grew cold
He'd rolled upon a cactus and the air was rent with strife
Oh, goodness me! I never heard such language in my life!

I

—

Harry

J.

Sm alley.

/

Home Wrecker

Mr. Holmes,

They have made him

a minister now, and
he has to reform every one he ruined before.

By

Garnett B. Diuguid

THERE comedy.

are things stranger than fiction and things funnier than
farce
One of these would be Stuart Holmes, the doughty
villain of many a screen escapade, impersonating Shakespeare or

Christopher Columbus. He might be taken for either in this picture, but
he went even one better than that. Behold the mischief-maker, the foiler
of romance, the home smasher in the benign role of a clergyman. Con-

and the hands prayerfully folded. "My
are gathered here," he seems to be saying with faltering fervency. Perish the thought
The tell-

sider the virtuous, downcast, eyes

brethren,

we

!

Stuart

tale cigarette of Director Carl

Hasbaugh and the bad-boy grin of
Camera Man Georges Benoit

Holmes,
Georges
Benoit,

and
Carl

Hasbaugh

/

%
1

4

\j

make

us suspect that this

is

not

;
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Mr. Holmes,

a vesper service.

It

might

even at

be,

time of day is concerned.
This worshipful assembly of
saints took place on the back-stairs entrance to the Lincoln studio just before
sundown after a hard day of rehearsing
that, as far as the

in a religious play.

erate the feline

If

we would

lib-

from her incarceration

in a bag, the truth is that the frivolous
trio

had stood the

long as

as

strain

they could.
Smoking in the studio is
against the rules, so as soon as the devotional rites were over they all three
made a dash for the exit to indulge in
a

much-needed
Stuart hardly

puff*

or two.

knows what

do with
has always
to

hands in this garb. He
been accustomed to carrying revolvers,
daggers, stilettos, cocktails, and other
sundry villainous appurtenances. Ever
since he left the stage, where he was
his

Home

—

!

Wrecker
Henry E.

playing for
-

Biograph
pictures,
Stuart
Holmes has had his name continuously
linked with deeds of dastardy and
crime. Every once in a while, just for
a change, he would stop being bad long
enough to be ruined by Theda Bara in
one of her films, and once or twice
since he has been with the Fox Company he has played the part of an orold

in

dinary

human

"About

that

smoking law," says Stuone

"there's

art,

being.

about being a

comfortable

villain.

JUST

A

who

gets a chance to

For

ministerial

man

certainly trying."

is

bad man,
want to swell and swagger
look wicked as I can.

jump

in fiercely,

To jerk out my guns and shoot,
Or come sneaking to the camera
-

With

a dagger in

But they make me

my

trail

boot.

the star 'round

Like a poodle in disguise,

For I look
With my

Though

I

so sentimental
beautiful, big eyes.

plead with

my

director

won't you have a heart
Why not cast me for a man's job?
Let me drop this foolish part.
"Please,

For

I

sir,

love the heavy ladies

On the wiggly, snaky plan,
And I want to help them burgle
To do up
But

smoke

is

long to be a villain

I'd like to

mus-

inside.

when I am not playing
parts. The life of a clergy-

"But that

terribly bold,

And I
And

Insidious,

thing

tache-twirling heartbreakers should always be accompanied by cigarettes.
I'm about the only one at the studio

HANDICAPPED
I

Dixie, to appear

the leading man."

I'm told to kiss girls,
And to register long sighs,
For I must be sentimental
With such beautiful, big eyes.
in vain;

M. Sutton.

L

The Morosco-Pallas Studio
A

lively

of

the

day
film

in

one

f

the busiest corners

—

s

Angeles, California.

city

By Robert

AT

any rate, they were all there,
and that was the important
I
thing.
have my suspicions
about how and why it happened, but, all
the same, there they were,

some

feath-

ered and bedecked for the fray, and
others frivolously chatting up pay time
of the Morosco-Pallas Company, in
whose studio they were working. Such
a display of stellar scintillation would
have done credit to the glory of illumination at a world's fair. I don't like
to be incredulous, but they must have
learned of my coming, for where is
the player so lacking in professional
vanity that she, or he for that matter,
does not like to see herself in print?

C. Duncan
Between the outer world and the
screen home of these picture idols is a
giant iron gate that bars the way to
strangers.
Encircling the plant is a

twelve-foot

tures,

They are preparing

"take" here.

used for administration

offices,

The latter
and sheet-iron buildings.
type of buildings were hurriedly erected
to meet the growing demands of the
company for more room. Besides these
are out-of-door stages, some floor-covered, some built summerhouse fashion,
and some glass-covered. A large area

Winifred Kingston in a

to

by

fronted with a city of concrete struc-

position as they film "Dusty" Far-

num and

surrounded

barbed wire, that palisades the players
against intrusion. Within, I was con-

The camera men are in a dangerous

speeding auto.

fence,

The Morosco-Pallas
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of the yard has been left in its pristine
state to be used for outdoor scenes.
Such, in brief, is the setting for the
love
thrill

intrigues,

affairs,

accidents,

rescues,

murders,

and

and escapes

that daily occupy the inmates of this

Prowling abroad unattended, I came upon one scene after
another where various episodes were
film

colony.

Studio

geographies, and
other
heavy tomes, in search of foreign coun-

cyclopedias,
tries

and

nationalities

on which

to place

their bets.

For there has fallen to the lot of
Miss Ulrich a wild assortment of roles
ever since she played the Hawaiian
princess and the Indian maiden in "The
Bird of Paradise" and "The Heart of
Wetona," respectively. She has
gyrated on the screen as an Indian, Mexican, several sizes of
Orientals, and at the moment in
which I happened to get my first
glimpse of her she was undulating across the studio yard in the

guise

of

an

Fortunately

Algerian

it

was

a

dancer.

warm day

being
fresh

surprise

awaited
turn as

me

every
encoun-

at

I

tered the notables of

shadowland,
engaged i n

either
active

rehearsal or in grac-

ing the grounds with
their

distinguished

presence.

For the

The studio stage during active work.

purposes of this
story it mattered not which, for a star's
a star for a' that and a' that.
They tell me that just as they have
pools on the ship's daily run on the big
transatlantic liners, they have pools at
the Morosco-Pallas studio as to what
species of exotic maiden Lenore Ulrich

Some

of the players
can frequently be seen delving into en-

will

play next.

—

else I

have

am

been

afraid that the star would
"indisposed because of a

performance of
her duty to the public," as it were. But
after playing the Hawaiian maiden,
dressed in one of those wine-bottlestraw-wrapping kilts of the mid-Pacific
isle, I suppose that Miss Ulrich was
slight

cold

caught

in

impervious to drafts.

The Morosco-Pallas
Speaking

o

rally

brings

mind

that
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f

natu-

foreigners

Studio
it

Whether or not
was done for

to

economic reasons,

other
distinguished hy-

or out of consid-

George

phenate,

who

Beban,
Italian

eration

o

remains that
the newest stage
which has been

s

fact

his

wife has to search
his clothes every

for

pieces

of

deponent

stars,

saith not, but the

that

night

in

erected

the

yard has a long

stray

line

garlic.

o

airy

in hot pursuit of

rooms

fully

shoes

delight-

f

Beban was racing
around the yard
the aged

the

plays

roles

often

for

light

and

dressing
running
its full

along

Fro m

which are always

length

a part of his Italian make-up. The

these

vantage

the

for-

more he searched

tunates

who

are

the

for

grown
more

the

excited

he

and the more

got,

valuable they became. Finally al-

Read// for action.
Left

to

Scott,

Taylor,

right,

Director

and L.

most

everybody
in the yard was
enlisted in the

search;
when
last

Homir
William

Beban

Martin's husband.

at

discovered

the missing shoes

on

concrete

a

puddler

in

distant

of

thought
see

my

der.

the

recesses

the

yard,

I

was to
first murI

The unfor-

tunate

miscreant
was forced to sit

down

on the

ground and take
off those precious

shoes

while

Be-

ban stormed up
and down before
him.

D.

V. Jefferson, Vivian

and

George Beban.
''shooting

the ivories"

between scenes.

of

assigned to them
can dress with
one eye on the
mirror and the

moss-

relics,

points

other
sets,

s

on
o

their

timing

their toilets as to

—
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keep the director waiting not more than
the customary three full hours.
There was one little star whose wardrobe would not give her the slightest
excuse for delaying a scene a single
second. For Vivian Martin scampered
across the lot attired as a povertystricken urchin who had set out to walk

Studio

Kathlyn Williams was there, looking
as

delightful as

ever,

despite the' ab-

sence of the panthers, lions,
other fauna with which one
associates her name.
She
busy trying to lure Thomas

bears,

and

invariably

was very
Holding

whom

I last

from the Bowery to California. She
was about to do the arrival scene in the
Golden Gate State, and was apparently

saw at the Famous Players studio
from the straight and narrow, with the idea of separating him
from the combination to an immense
vault over which he presided.
She

getting herself properly fatigued.

failed,

though

Mason Hopper was hovering

in

E.
the

foreground, waiting for his star to step

entire Pallas

from

left

I

am

at a loss to

under-

stand how she could have, unless Holding is nearsighted.

Myrtle Stedman and House Peters

into the scene.

An

—

compavy ready for work.
to

right,

Miss Helen Marborough

is

in the coach.

The others,

on the ground, are Ogden Crane, Page Peters, Mrs. Kingston

Winifred Kingston's mother

—and

Herbert Standing.

—

The Morosco-Pallas
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will play opposite

other

each

in

Paramount p

c

i

-

and it so
happened
that
they were at
work on their
tures,

joint produc-

first

when

tion

ar-

I

rived at the stu-

The

dio.

man

smile has

ways

al-

fascinated

me on

the screen.

can be authori-

It

stated

tatively

that
in
s

Sted-

surpasses

it

real

life

i

t s

ado w graphic

h

reproduction. Peters,
despite the

he

one
of the most temperamental of acfact that

is

tors, is delightful.

He has
sense

a

keen

humor

of

and a still keener appreciation of Miss
Stedman's ability, the cultivation of
which was intrusted to the capable
hands of Director William D. Taylor.
No Morosco studio story would be a
studio story unless it contained reference to Herbert Standing, the veteran

whose features almost
constitute a Morosco trade-mark on
the screen.
Mr. Standing, like Theodore Roberts and Frank Losee, plays
character actor,

irate

fathers,

•

doting

grandfathers,

scheming old spendthrifts, millionaires,
paupers, clubmen, and day laborers at
an instant's notice. He is a charming
gentleman, full of delightful reminiscences of his many, years on the Lon-

don
ily

stage,

and proud of

his great

fam-

of stalwart sons.

The

only

fly in

the ointment of this

most unctuous visit was the absence of
Dustin Farnum, the celebrated "Dusty"
who, though he play a thousand roles,

Herbert
Standing

and
Lydia
Yearn ens
Titus,

famous
character
players,

enjoying
a laugh
between

camera
clicks.

never be completely dissociated in
the minds of the public from "The Virwill

ginian."

As

I

said; at

the beginning of this

seemed at first as though my
projected coming must have been heralded, so great was the hustle and bustle
which I encountered. But, on second
article, it

thought, a

more careful study of

spirit

which

Pallas

studio

pect that

the

the Moroscowould lead one to susevery day is hustle day at

pervades

that institution.
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A

Sample Scenario

example of scenario construction with
helpful notes and definitions of technical terms.
practical

of Picture-Play Magazine we announced that we would print in this issue the
scenario of "The Cheat," by Mr. Hector Turnbull. Since that announcement was written, Mr. Turnbull
has been negotiating for the sale of the operatic rights of his picture and found it impossible to
allow its publication. He gave us instead, however, the following, which he says he considers one
of the best pictures ever produced by Lasky. Mr. Turnbull edited the scenario. Editor's NoteIn the last issue

—

REALIZING
and

that one of the greatest obstacles in the way of the scenario writer, who is
just beginning in the work, is the lack of knowledge about proper construction of scenes
the correct use of technical terms in other words, the form in which a scenario is

—

—

which is called the "continuity" by the producers we present herewith a sample
scenario, one which was produced, and which met with unusual success as a picture play.
This scenario, "The Clown," by Miss Marian Fairfax, was filmed and released by the
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, and is considered by Mr. Hector Turnbull, who
is at the head of the Lasky scenario department, to be one of the best the company has
ever produced.
We urge that beginners read it carefully, noting its construction, and
attempt to follow it from a technical standpoint when preparing their own scripts.
At the end will be found some helpful notes with examples in this scenario to illustrate them, and a glossary of technical terms which should be of valuable assistance to
written,

the novice.

THE CLOWN.
A

five-reel

drama

of circus life, with society
carrying a strong heart interest.

Synopsis.
the clown in a small circus, has
mind of an artist and the
the
sensitive
heart of a child.
One day, as he is about
to enter the arena, little Jackie LeRoy, a
cripple, falls from the bench and is about
to be run over by one of the chariots, when
Piffle throws himself over the child's prostrate form.
Jackie is unhurt, but the clown
is seriously injured.
Judge LeRoy, Jackie's
Piffle
father, takes
to his home and places
him under the care of the family physician.
Piffle recovers, and falls in love with Millicent, the judge's daughter, who loves a
Dick, in
young clubman, Dick Ordway.
the hope of making a fortune, thereby overcoming the judge's opposition, so he can
marry Millicent, goes into Death Valley in
Dick and
search of a new copper mine.
his friend are lost in the desert, and the
friend dies.
The papers erroneously announce Dick's death, and Millicent, horrorstruck at the thought of their secret being
revealed, attempts to drown herself in a
lake near their home.
Piffle sees her, and,
without arousing the household, rescues
her, and Millicent confesses the tragedy of
Piffle's love is so great that
her situation.
he offers her the protection of his name,
asking nothing in return. She accepts, and
Piffle,

the

life

incident,

two leave the house, are married, and

returns to the circus life, taking Milwith him.
When Dick returns to the city, he learns
that Millicent is married, and again retires
into the background, to work in the copper
mine.
Millicent sends the portrait of her
little son to her father, who relents, and
the clown and his wife and the child return
home. Piffle secures work in the bank, and
gradually rises.
His love for Millicent remains the same, and his love for Dick's
little son has grown into a passion.
At last Dick and Millicent meet, but she
says she cannot repay Piffle for his sacrifice and devotion, and will not leave him.
Piffle overhears this, and, knowing that he
has never won Millicent's love, he decides
to give her up quietly.
He gives Millicent
to Dick, parts with the child, and returns
to his own people.
Back again in his old role of a clown,
he takes up his true work of bringing joy
to the hearts of little children.
Piffle

licent

Scene Plot

— Exteriors.

—Judge's Home.
Scenes 19-20-22-25.
— Board Fence or Blank

1.

2.

Scene

21.

Wall.

A

Sample Scenario

3- — Curb Near Club.
Scene 23.
4-- — Millicent^s
Car.
Scene 24.
5-- —Quaint Ixx.
Scenes 28-29-57-62-63.
6.-

4.

7.

Scenes

26-27-30-37-39-40-43-45-47-4849-50-51-52-53-54-55-56.

31.

— Gexeral
Scene

8.

Store.

Scenes 36-38-41-44.

10.

11.

— Circus Tent (General View).
Scenes 135-136-138-146.
— Guest Room.
Scenes 64 (68-70) 7I-72-73-74-75-76-/980-81-86-87
1

Camp.

12.

Scenes 103-108-1 16-125.
127-131-

13.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

15.

134.

— Office of Justice of Peace.
Scenes 130-132-133.
— Millicent's Room (Hotel) No.
Scenes 144-149.
— Millicent's Room (Hotel) No.
Scenes 152-154-158-160-161.
— Piffle's Room (Hotel) No.
Scenes 145-148.
— Piffle's Room (Hotel) No.
Scenes I53-I57— Franklix's Office.
Scenes 147-150.
— Private Room in Hospital.
Scene 151.
— Dick's New York Office.
Scenes 155-175— Bank — Smith's Office.
Scenes 173-174-176-177-178-179-180-181.
— Nursery— Judge's Home.

16.

Scenes 137-139-141-143.

Scene Action.

i.

2.

i.

2.

Scenes 182-184.

1.

— Library — Judge's

— Interiors.
Home.

1-2-101-1 12-112^-126- 165-167-

Scenes

169-170-172-185.

2.

— Hall

3.

— Dick

in Judge's Home.
Scenes 3-13-14-14^-16-18 (58-59-60)
61-66-67-69-93 - 140- 142- 156-159- 166168-171.

Ordway's Room.

Scene

4.

92-97-98-99-100-

1

— Mine.

Scene Plot

-

1

14.

19.

20.

87^

— Upper Hall.
Scene
— Millicent's Room.
Scenes 02-1 12^2-113-115-128-183.
— Dining Room.
Scenes 104-105-106-107-109-110-1 1-129.
— Franklin's Room.
Scene 107^.
— Int. R. R. Station (Near Phone).

17.

18.

-

18-120.

88.

—Pool.
Scenes 114-119-121-122I5-- — Pergola.
Scene 117.
Scene

Entrance to

Pad Tent).

—
—

16.-

— Pad Tent.
Scenes 33-34-35-42-46.
— Bank of Seats (Near

9.

77.

9- —Edge of Desert.
Scene 78.
10- —Desert.
Scenes 82-83-84-85.
ii- —Desert Water Hole.
Scenes 89-90-91-95-95^
12- —Desert Saxd Buttes.
Scenes 94-96-96^4.
I3-- —Mixer's

'V2

11.

6.

7- —Gate to Judge's Home.
Scene 65.
8.-

— Dressing Tent at Circus.
Scenes
-27^-32.
-5^-27
— Hallway of Club.
Scenes 6 (7-8)
— Lounge of Club.
Scenes (9-11) 12-15-17.
— Tanbark Promenade.
5-

5.

— Caxox Walk.
Scene
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Subtitle:

Scene

i.

Judge Jonathan LeRoy.
Very charming library. (Firelight

— fade

in.)

The judge, in evening clothes, sitting,
looking thoughtfully into the fire, a newspaper on his lap. He hears Jackie coming,
turns, smiles, and switches on the lights in
reading lamp on stand at his elbow. (Light
effect.)

Subtitle:

Scene

2.

Jackie,

"Jackie," his son.

Library
all

—judge's

home.

smiles, wheels himself into the

of light, his little crutch beside him
chair a very happy, sunshiny little
invalid.
His father greets him w ith the
tenderest love.
Jackie is chatting happily,
saying he came in to have after-dinner cofcircle
in

his

—

T

fee and a smoke with his daddy. The judge
laughs indulgently, patting the child's hand,
asking if he has had a good day, how he
feels, et cetera.
As Jackie replies brightly,
he sees the butler, breaks off, says delightedly: "Here he is now!"
Butler, smiling discreetly, loving Jackie, appears with
a silver tray containing two small cups of
coffee, a glass of milk, and.. under a doily,
a large and very attractive piece of cake.
The judge takes one cup of coffee, then
watches Jackie as he takes his milk.
The

—

A
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butler slowly lifts doily, enjoying Jackie's
big eyes as he sees the cake.
Jackie exclaims delightedly, takes the plate with the

Puts on. hat, looks in a little mirror, adjusts
hat at a nice angle, picks up yellow gloves
and light stick rises— very jaunty stops to

on it as butler asks if Miss LeRoy
will have her coffee.
Jackie points, saying
she is in the hall. Butler says "thank you,"
smiles and nods at Jackie, turns, and goes
direction of hall— taking
into the shadows
the tray with the other small cup of coffee,
leaving Jackie and the judge enjoying each
other.
(Fade out.)

light

cake

—

Subtitle:

Millicent,

—

his

daughter.

Hall near stairs. (A very pretty
nook, dedicated to the telephone.)
in
girlish
dancing frock,
Millicent,
a
standing at table, engrossed in a telephonic
What she
visit with the man she loves.
coquetting
over
her.
is
hears pleases
She
The
the wire, in an ingenuous manner.

Scene

3.

servant enters (not obtrusively). She starts
nervously and instinctively puts her hand
mouthpiece of the telephone.
over the
When she turns and sees that the intruder
is only the butler with her coffee, she shows
relief, laughs good-naturedly, takes coffee,
and watches servant exit. (Not in direction
then
Millicent
from which he came.)
glances cautiously toward the library, puts
down coffee, and happily returns to her
telephonic love-making.
(Dress No. 1.)
Subtitle
Dick Ordway.
Scene 4. Dick Ordway's bedroom.
Dick has not quite completed his
:

the

evening.

He

is

—

—

Subtitle: "Piffle" the famous clown.
Scene 5. Black curtain ( corner of dress=
ing tent in circus suggested)
(Fade
.

in.)
Piffle, in
Circus performer's trunk open.
clown make-up, ready to take off grease
paint.
Fade in on top of his head billiardball effect.
As we see more of him, we see
he is just finishing tying his trained goose
He
(white) to the handle of his trunk.
gives it several pieces of bread, commending
it for a good performance.
He then turns
to trunk, picks up small mirror, and dabs
a liberal amount of cold cream on his face,
smearing around his make-up a bit before
taking it off, amusing himself.
(Black curtain drops for a second.)
Scene s lA- Black curtain dressing tent.
Clown, with make-up off, dressed for the
street, putting last touches to his hair
"joshing" with some one not in the picture.

—

—

—

(Fade out.)
Subtitle: Suspended from his club.
Scene 6. Hallway of club (near door

to

lounge).
Bulletin board and letter boxes in evidence.
Franklin and Bob chatting, a third
man getting his letters as club "Buttons" enters with slip of paper and sticks, it on bulletin
board.
Men immediately interested,
looking to see what is being posted.
Insert
Bulletin board notice, typed on University Club paper, reads
At a meeting of the council, held on

—

Thursday, June yth, Mr. Richard Ordway
was dropped from membership for nonpay-

ment of indebtedness.

Bob exclaims regretfully over name.
Franklin sees Dick coming he warns the
other two, and all three stand in front of
bulletin
board apparently without inten-

—

—

Dick

enters breezily, nodding and
laughing to men not in the picture.
He
stops a passing waiter on the wing, gives
an order for cigarettes, and sends him spinning.
Waiter exits, smiling.
Dick turns,
greets his friends gayly, gets a handful of
letters from his box, and turns back as the
waiter enters without cigarettes. Dick asks
why. Waiter says sympathetically
"Very
sorry, sir, but your credit has run- out."
He nods toward bulletin board. Waiter
exits.
Dick's
He glances
face
sobers.
board,
his
friends
regretfully
toward
steption.

:

toilet

talking over the
As
phone to Millicent, enjoying himself.
he looks toward mirror, a vision of Millicent, at the other end of the wire, fades
Dick continues to talk then vision
in.
fades out as Dick continues making love
in a "happy-go-lucky" fashion.
(Fade out.)
for

—

cigarette.

ping aside.

Scene

7.

Hallway

— bulletin

up.)
Dick sees notice on board
bitterly
humiliated.

—

Scene

8.

Hallway.

board.

(Close

— smiles

rather

(Longer

shot.)

Bob

says to Franklin quietly, nodding
toward Dick, "I'll take him in with us."
Franklin nods.
Bob touches Dick on the
Dick looks at him in silence.
shoulder.
Bob says cheerfully, "I've got something to
talk over with you ;" and takes him into
lounge, starting to tell him about a new

gold

field.

Scene

9.

Lounge

(club).

Judge, reading newspaper
looks up and sees
:

Scene

10.

Lounge

— (club)

(club
table

holder)

with

tele-

phone on it.
Dick and Bob enter and are just drawing
Bob, talking raptheir chairs up to table.
idly and confidentially, trying to interest
Dick in a little route map, drawn in pencil,
which he takes from his pocket. Dick worAsks Bob if he
ried, his mind not on it.

:

A

:

:

—

:
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glance at letters.
Bob nods and goes
his plan as Dick opens letters
Bob adds impressively, "But I
(all bills).
tell you."
Adds:
Spoken title
"I've got a private tip on
a new gold strike. Will you go with me?"
Dick looks at him, smiles pityingly, and
shows him sheaf of bills in his hand.
(Tailor,
Bills in Dick's hand.
Insert:
florist, garage, and haberdashery.)
And adds, "I'm flat broke." Disgustedly
tears up bills and drops them in paper basBob says insistently, "I know that, but
ket.
"
this is a great chance.
Breaks
off abruptly as judge enters, not caring to
Dick looks up.
share his secret.
Judge
bows very coldly and exits toward bulletin
Dick winces, Bob at once resumes
board.
his eager and confidential talk. Dick, watching judge unhappily, sees
Scene ii. Club. Hall near bulletin board.
(Shot through door to lounge.)
Close up of the judge reading the notice.
He nods grimly, saying, "I thought so !"
Starts to turn, as if to go to front door of

Dick nods. They go. Dick picks^up phone
and starts to call.
Scene 16. Hall judge's home.
Jackie and maid (shot includes telephone
table).
Maid, facing landing, smiling over
Jackie's head as Millicent enters on tiptoes,
behind Jackie, and puts her hands over his
eyes.
Jackie laughs, puts his hands on hers,
saying, "Millicent !"
She removes hands,
saying, "Are you ready?" Jackie delightedly

club.

Listens, says, "Fine.
up and exits rapidly

on outlining

:

We

:

Scene

Lounge

12.

(club)

table.

(A

little

—

should think

"I

says,

him

I

am!"

Maid

As

arm.

helps

under

to his feet, putting his crutch

his

Millicent takes his hand, the telephone rings.
Maid turns to it Millicent
waits Jackie impatient.
Maid indicates to
Millicent that she is wanted.
Millicent says
to go on
that she'll be out in a moment,
and, as Jackie and maid start toward front
door, goes to phone.

—

—

—

Scene 17. Lounge of
Dick with telephone.

club (table).

He hears Millicent's
Smiles, greets her, glances about cautiously, then says
Spoken title: "I must see you alone. Can

voice.

you manage

it?"

—

I'll

be there."

toward

Hangs

hall.

longer shot.)
Bob and Dick.
Dick looking toward
judge, his face bitter. He looks at Bob and
asks, "Your tip looks good, does it?"
Bob
says, "It's a sure thing"
beckons to Franklin
(out of picture)
then says to Dick,
"Franklin's banking on it."
Franklin enters, smiling
sits and says confidentially
Spoken title "I'm grubstaking the propo-

Hall judge's home (telephone
table).
(Close up.)
Millicent, as she hangs up, thoughtfully
rearranging her plans.
She then glances
toward front door, worried about disappointing Jackie decides that it must be done

sition."

little

—
—

—

:

Scene

18.

—

— exits

toward front door.
Scene 19. Ext. judge's home.
Jackie and maid waiting by

Millicent's

adds, "You can't miss it."
Dick
makes a decision and says, "I'll go." Bob
says, "Good boy !"
They clasp hands on
the pact.
Franklin says, "That's the stuff."
They start earnest discussion, heads together.

racer. Jackie having a fine time blowing the horn.
Millicent enters hesitates
hating to tell Jackie, then puts her arm
"I can't
about him, and says regretfully
take you, after all, dear."
Jackie's face
falls.
Maid discreetly curious.

Scene

Scene

And

—

Hall judge's home.
Jackie and maid.
Jackie, dressed to go
in motor, in wheel chair, his crutch in his
hand, impatiently waiting
for
Millicent.
Maid is helping him put on his gloves, goodnaturedly trying to calm him down.
She
looks over Jackie's head and sees
Scene 14.
Hall judge's home (turn in
stairs).
(Close up.)
Millicent, in smart motor cloak (No. 2)
enters on tiptoes, from above, looking at
13.

—

maid, puts her finger to her
to

down toward

tiptoe

Scene

on
Dick,

Bob

great

club (table

and

starts

— telephone

"I

and Franklin. Franklin and
talk and start to leave.
Dick inwant to telephone."
Franklin,

spirits,

:

20.

Millicent,

Ext. judge's home.
conscience-stricken

says,

"Mum's

the

word."

(Close up.)
at the look

in Jackie's eyes, adds hastily, "Next time,
honey; please don't feel too badly!" Kisses
him, gets into car, looks back guiltily, saying, "I'm awfully sorry, Jackie !" and starts

almost reluctantly.
Jackie wistfully
Maid
looking after car, his day ruined.
stoops to console him, saying they will read.
Jackie turns to her, very close to tears, saying, "Why
didn't she take me?"
Maid
her
indicating,
know"
shakes
head,
"I don't
again suggests that they go in.
Jackie,
hanging back, grows very wide-eyed as he
car,

—

and points at
Board fence
Scene 21.
(Shot through gate

sees

table).

Bob,

finish

dicates,
in

Lounge of

15.

lips,

Jackie.

—

On

of road.)
the fence

we

— or
to

blank wall.
opposite side

see a large, striking cir-

:

A
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poster,

starring,

r

—

:

"Piffle

:

:
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—the

World-

judge smiles indulgently and

Renowned Clown."

direction indicated.

Scene

Scene 2y /2

Ext. judge's home.
Jackie and maid.
Jackie wondering excitedly if his father will let him go
afraid
he won't.
Maid smiles regretfully, saying,
"I'm afraid not."
Jackie starts to plead.
enters,
coming
home. Greets Jackie
Judge
very affectionately nods to maid pleasantly,
asks Jackie what the trouble is.
Jackie
starts to tell him.
Scene 23. Curb near club.
As Millicent drives up, Dick waiting.
They greet each other. Dick gets in.
22.

;

—

Scene

Millicent's car.

(Close up.)
Millicent adjusting

24.

and Dick.
Dick says
Spoken title
"Let's have tea at the little
inn.
I've something important to tell you."
Millicent nods, and starts machine.
Clandestine atmosphere about this meeting.
Scene 25. Ext. judge's home.
Millicent

levers.

wistfully,

finishes

then

toward poster and says earnestly
Spoken title
"If you'd take me

points

—

to

the

—

Judge laughs maid smiles Jackie pleads.
Judge looks at maid, asking, "Do you think
it
would be wise?" putting his hand on

—

Maid

doubtful.
Jackie
pleads, his arm about the judge's neck.
Judge finally yields against his better judgment. He says to maid
crutch.

Jackie's

Spoken
going

title

"Order

:

the

car.

We're

the circus."

to

Maid

exits,

smiling.

Jackie

His father touched

thrilled.

at

absolutely
the child's

To

cover his emotion, he
asks gayly, "So you're going to take your
old dad to the circus, are you?" (Fade out
on the two.)

depth of feeling.

Subtitle:

Scene

26.

shot.)

The "big top."
Tanbark promenade.
(Fade in.)

(Long

People entering. Jackie and judge among
them.
Others climbing about over seats
many already seated. Hawkers with popcorn, with programs, with pink lemonade.

Two or three employees in uniform tightening a guy rope (as if of trapese), et cetera,
et

cetera.

Scene

—

—

—

—

—

blue
belt
elaborately
spangled,
et
cetera).
Crawling through straw, reaches
over for him.

Scene 27 2-3. Dressing tent. (Close up.)
Flash young Rollo as Piffle's hand comes
into picture, picks him up by the belt, and
lifts him out of the picture, wriggling.
Scene 273/4. Dressing tent.
Piffle
puts
young Rollo onto trunk.
Young Rollo, wriggling, making Piffle lots
of trouble.

Spoken
to

this kid,

out of picture
"Find the guy that belongs

Piffle

title

:

and

Young Rollo

calls

tell

him

I

want a vacation."

eat cold cream.
wipes young Rollo's hands, admonish-

Piffle

starts

to

ing him, clown fashion.

Scene

28.

Ext. quaint inn in the foothills.
shot.)

—

Dick and Millicent enter coming up road.
Waiter hurries down steps to them. He
knows them. Millicent and Dick get out of
car.
Waiter hands Dick menu. Dick starts
order.

to

Scene

29.

Ext. quaint inn.

(Close up.)

Dick, and waiter.
Dick ordering from menu, consulting Millicent, et
cetera.
Millicent nods and smiles as she
takes off gloves. Waiter points to table and
asks smilingly
Spoken title "The usual table, sir, under
Millicent,

:

the trees

—

Dick nods gives menu back, says, "We'll
a walk while you're getting it."

take

Waiter,

all

smiles, says

it

will not be

long,

Dick indicates the view. He and
Millicent stroll off toward it.
Dick, putting
his arm through hers, starting to talk earand

exits.

nestly.

Scene

Tanbark promenade.
Jackie and judge, at foot of bank of seats,
figuring how to get up. Judge takes Jackie,
and starts. Judge, apologizing to woman,
asks her to move. Woman offended.
Scene 31. Canon walk (picturesque spot
30.

—

vista,

Tanbark promenade.
Jackie and judge.
Jackie overexcited;
judge carrying him.
Judge happy in the
child's pleasure, but a little anxious.
They
pass hawker with peanuts, popcorn, et cetera
vehemently yelling for people to buy.
Jackie wants to judge stops.
They buy
popcorn.
Jackie sees something else that
thrills him
points out of picture,, and the
27.

.

cut,

:

:

the

Dressing tent.
busy making up sees baby (young
Rollo, a child of four, in an exact copy of
Rollo's
dress pink
tights,
"strong-man"
Piffle

(Long

circus, I think I'd feel better."

in

l

:

Jackie

strolls

et

cetera).

Millicent and Dick, sitting on fallen tree
or big rock.
Dick is finishing telling Millicent of his plan.
He is enthusiastic. MilDick
licent is a little wistful and doubtful.
going
I'm
chance,
and
adds, "It's a great
to win."
Millicent asks wistfully, "How

—

about me?" Dick, attracted to her, draws
her nearer to him and says, "Don't you
know I'm going for your sake?" and adds:

—

:

A

Sample Scenario

"I can't marry you while I
That's why I'm going"
haven't a cent.
Millicent says tremulously, "But I don't
want you to go." Dick says, "I must." He
Millicent
adds, "And I'm going to win."
listening with her heart in her eyes, finally
Dick, delighted, says,
says, "All right."
!"
Starts to embrace her
"That's my girl

Spoken

title:

tenderly.

Scene

Dressing tent.
Piffle, in clown
Piffle and young Rollo.
dress, nearly ready to go on, having a terrible time trying to finish his make-up in
a hurry and take care of young Rollo.
Young Rollo's mother, distracted, rushes in
32.

to get him.

looks at her, says dryly,
starts to hand young Rollo
"About time
Young Rollo howls and clings to
over.
Piffle, tickled and flattered, asks:
Piffle.
Spoken title
"I asks you honest do I
look like a mother?"
Woman laughs. Piffle, not able to unclasp
young Rollo, says, "All right, kid have it
your own way." Picks up goose and exits
with him and goose.
Scene 33. Pad tent (showing entrance to
dressing tent).
Full of circus people lining up for the
"grand entree."
Piffle,
goose, and young
Rollo enter and start to make their way
Piffle a personage,
toward head of line.
others make way for him.
Piffle joins his
friend Rollo.
(Note Circus people shown. Some members of the band.
Young-girl equestrienne,
in spick-and-span tights and ballet skirts,
with her flexible little whip with ribbon on
it.
tall ringmaster in a red coat, white
breeches, high boots, top hat, and long whip.
Three or four Japanese jugglers in native
costume and child. Roman chariot driver,
circus employees
ring assistants, et cetera.)
Scene 34. Pad tent. (Closer view.)
Rollo child Piffle and goose.
Piffle indicates both goose and child, grins, and
says, "Twins," starts to give goose instead
of baby to Rollo.
Rectifies mistake, saying:
Spoken title "I was always a little nearPiffle

!"

—

—

:

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

:

sighted."
Rollo, a proud
on his shoulder.
is

given

Scene

—

all

35.

The

key up for

Pad

Scene

Tanbark promenade.
37.
toward pad tent.)

Flash

tent.

signal

for

the

start

Scene

(Shot
tanbark

Seats.

38.

—

Scene

Jackie
rail.

still

He

is

Tanbark promenade.
(Flash.)
entrance walking "goose step"
carrying his goose.
His entrance featured.
Intent upon his goose, he stops into a basket
hoop and does a funny fall. Sits up, waving
39.

Piffle's

to

children.

Scene

Tanbark promenade. (Close up.)
on tanbark waving to chilmaking faces.
40.

Piffle

dren

—

Scene

—

sitting

Seats.

41.

Flash of children waving back, laughing.
Jackie among them.

Scene 42. Pad tent.
Horses (Roman chariot)

getting beyond
control people getting out of the way, seeing danger.

—

Scene

Tanbark promenade.
getting up in comical manner—hears horses and commotion gets out
43.

Flash of

Piffle

—

of the way.

Scene

Railing.
(Close up.)
44.
Sense of people rising.
Jackie, leaning
over railing, supporting himself with crutch,
judge holding him.
Railing breaks away.
Judge makes a frantic grab, and gets only
the crutch as Jackie falls out of picture.

Scene 45. Tanbark promenade.
Horror and excitement as Jackie lands,
part of the railing coming with him.
Scene 46. Pad tent.
Horses break away and start.
Scene 47. Tanbark promenade. (Close up.)
Piffle sees Jackie's danger, and starts for
him.

Scene

Tanbark promenade.

48.

—

Jackie trying to crawl out Piffle
in
has only time to cover him.

—

Scene

dashes

(Long
promenade.
Horses tearing over
(dummies).
Tanbark promenade. (From beTanbark

49.

(Flash.)
Piffle and Jackie

Scene

50.

hind.)

toward cur-

Horses

disappearing.

Horses

have

just

passed over bodies.

Flash as the curtains are drawn and the
procession starts to get under way, all on
their mettle for their entrance.

entering

Flash of Jackie and judge.
standing his seat next to the
peering down at

it.

(Shot

procession

of

All

promenade.

with young Rollo

tains to big tent.)

Band

at the

head.

Scene

Jackie and judge settling in their seats.
straining to see.

shot.)

father,

107

Scene

Tanbark promenade. Flash of
and crowd, general confusion and horror. Judge fighting to
get toward
(Closer
Scene 52.
Tanbark promenade.
51.

circus people

:

Many

Bank of

seats near entrance to
(Flash.)
children.
All excited and happy.

36.

pad

tent.)

view.)
badly trampled

Piffle

— his

forehead bleed-

—

A

108

Sample Scenario

He

is still covering Jackie.
Rollo enPeople pour into scene. Two policemen rush in, beating back the people. Rollo
raises Piffle's head. Jackie is picked up, pale
and terrified, but unhurt, by little equestri-

ing.

ters.

enne.

Scene

Tanbark promenade. (Close up.)
and Rollo.
Piffle half
opens his
smiles a very little, and becomes un53.

Piffle

eyes,

conscious.

Scene

—

:

Judge, carrying Jackie, enters, butler having opened door. Judge starts to give rapid
orders to butler, telling him they are bringing a wounded man.
He hears ambulance
stop, says, "Here they come now !"
All
rather tense as maid enters and motions to
men.
Men and ambulance surgeon enter
with stretcher and are shown upstairs. Doctor enters.
(Doctor's manner quiet and
authoritative.)

Tanbark promenade.

(Close up.)
Jackie being dusted off by the little equestrienne in pink tights and ballet skirts.
Little equestrienne between Jackie and Piffle.
(Piffle not in picture.)
Background a wall
of people.
The judge, his face white with
falls on his
terror, forces his way through
knees before Jackie sees he is all right
clasps him in his arms, sobbing over him.
Policeman knows judge.

Scene

—

Tanbark promenade. (Close up.)
and Rollo. Circus employees with
stretcher.
They and Rollo lift Piffle (un-

Hall judge's home. (Close up.)
Doctor and judge carrying Jackie. Judge
relieved to see the doctor.
Shakes hands.
Doctor's hand on Jackie's head a second,
then he turns to go upstairs. Jackie stops
him and says earnestly
Spoken title: "This is a very important
He's a clown."
case, doctor.
Doctor and judge smile.
Doctor again
pats Jackie's head, says he'll be extremely
careful, and starts to exit.
Jackie wants
to go to help.
Doctor smilingly says he'd
better stay right there, and exits toward

conscious) onto

stairs.

54.

—

—

Scene

55.

Piffle

Scene

it.

Tanbark promenade.

56.

(Longer

Scene

shot.)

The
Jackie and judge in foreground.
Policeman
judge has Jackie in his arms.
trying to open a way through the crowd
for them when men enter with stretcher.
Jackie sees Piffle holds out his arms, saying, "My clown !"
Judge turns at once,
realizes
he has been too terrified over
Jackie to think of Piffle. He stops stretcher,
looking at Piffle with emotion, then -asks
man in charge if his injuries are very seri-

—

•

Man

ous.

"I

indicates,

Judge thinks a second
savs

—

don't know yet."
gets out card, and

:

Spoken

title:

send for my
Gives man

"Take him

own

to

my

home. Til

doctor/'

charge his card. Men imgives
further orders to men
Judge
with stretcher, then exits, carrying Jackie
people, impressed and curious, opening way
for them.
Policeman touching his cap as
judge passes.
in

pressed.

Scene

Ext. inn.
57.
Table under trees. Waiter putting finishing touches.
Tea service on little tray at
Millicent's place.
Hot English muffins under

on

a

Marmalade, cake, et cetera,
At Dick's place the "makings"

cover.

table.

high

siphon, et cetera.
Dick
and Millicent stroll on, still talking, happy
to be together.
Waiter raises cover, displaying hot muffins.
The dish is approved.
Dick places Millicent. Waiter is busy with
siphon.

of

a

ball,

a

Scenes 58-59-60. Hall
shot.)

—judge's home.

(Long

61.

Ext.
(Pink.)
62.

inn

— table

under

tree.

Dick and Millicent.
They have finished
their
tea.
Dick looking at her carried

—

away by

the girl's attraction for him.
Millicent dreaming.
Both have forgotten their
surroundings.
Millicent suddenly thinks of
the time, and asks Dick.
Dick, without
taking his eyes off of her, very reluctantly
shows her his watch.
Millicent exclaims
over the lateness of the hour, rises and turns
hastily,

as if to

go toward

car.

Dick

rises

when

she does, but detains her.
She looks
at him.
Sees something new in his eyes.
Looks at him in fear and surprise. His
eyes hold hers.
She shrinks back; he holds
her.
He very earnestly begs her not to go.
She looks at him, greatly shaken, backing
away a little, saying, "I mustn't stay, Dick.
Please please don't ask me." Dick pleads
keeping her hands.
(Exit around tree.)

—

Scene

Ext. inn.
(Shot showing seat
under tree, but not table.)
Dick and Millicent enter as above. Dick
says, his plea almost a demand:
Spoken title: "It's our last night."
Millicent hesitates, protests weakly, looks
at him, finds his eyes compelling, and, half
hypnotized, yields.
Dick, in a flash of
triumph and tenderness, bends over her
hands, pressing them passionately to his
lips.
(Very slow circle fade and dissolve.)
Play with significance.
Subtitle: A fighting chance.
63.

Scene

64.

Guest room.
(Shaded light
about eight that night.)
bed, unconscious, his head scien-

fade in
Piffle

in

—

:

:

:

A
two

:

Sample Scenario

lace-trimmed
pillows to raise it. Trained nurse in white.
drawing up the coverlid.
just
Doctor
Judge waiting to hear the verdict. Judge
Doctor nods and
asks,
"Well, doctor?"
"He
has
chance."
says,
a good
Judge says,
"Thank God." They exit slowly, discussing
the case concussion of the brain, broken
ribs, et cetera
as nurse arranges coverlid,

bandaged,

tifically

—

large,

—

—

et cetera.

Scene

Gate

65.

to

judge's home.

(Moon-

Spoken

109

"Jackie barely escaped being
killed this afternoon."

He

title

:

nods toward Jackie. Millicent's whole
changes.
She gasps, "Jackie?"

expression

Judge
Scene

starts to tell her.

Guest room.

(Flash.)
Piffle moves slightly, but does not open
Nurse folding up clown's dress
his eyes.
(trampled), looking at it curiously, fancying
the clown.
She is on the side of bed
farthest from door.
68.

69.
Hall—foot of stairs.
Jackie on second step, hanging back, looking toward Millicent and judge (out of picture).
Maid trying to coax him to bed.
Millicent enters having heard the story
still in very emotional mood.
She gathers
Jackie into her arms, hugging him thankfully.
He frees himself and says ex-

Scene

light.)

—

Millicent and Dick in car car stationary.
Shrubs, et cetera, to give sense of seclusion.

Dick has just gotten out and is saying
good-by one foot on running board, MilShe says, "I can't
licent clinging to him.
He says, "It's the only
let you go, Dick."
way and
make good." Kisses her pas-

—

—

—

They part very
a last good-by.
reluctantly.
Millicent
starts
car
toward
house.

citedly

"Come

up

Scene

Millicent chokes, picks
upstairs with him.

him

sionately,

—

Hall judge's home.
maid.
and
Jackie
Jackie sitting

dow

66.

winHe has

in

crutch beside him.
fallen asleep,
waiting for the doctor to
come down. Maid sees judge and doctor
coming downstairs, and gently wakens
Jackie.
Jackie
Judge and doctor enter.
asks how his clown is.
Doctor reassures
him, shakes hands with judge, and exits.
Judge says Jackie must go to bed. Jackie
protests.
Judge looks at his watch thinks
of
Millicent greatly
worried asks maid
seat,

his

—

—

—

hastily

Spoken

title

"Isn't

:

my

daughter

back

yet?"

Maid

indicates,

"No,

sir."

Judge

starts

question Jackie, hears the front door,
looks out of picture sees Millicent is relieved
says, "Here she is now !"
Goes to
to

—

—

;

her.

Scene

Hall

67.

shot,

as

—judge's

if

home.

(Another

nearer front door.)

—

Millicent
entering sees
her
father,'
pauses, pulling off driving gloves nervously,

overwrought

— her

eyes evasive,
judge enhave been terribly worried
about you. Where have you been so late?"
Millicent stammers a little, then says
Spoken title "/ went out to the Country
Club, and had trouble with my car."
Turns and throws her coat over a chair to
avoid looking at her father.
Judge asks
quickly, "Anything serious?"
Millicent says
hastily, "No, father.
Please don't worry."
She starts toward stairs, anxious to be
alone.
Judge stops her. She looks at him
nervously, ready to get on the defensive.
ters,

saying,

"I

:

He

—

:

says gravely

:

•Spoken
clown!"

Scene

title

70.

:

Guest room.

and
up,

my

see

and

starts

(Long shot show-

ing door.)

—
—

sighs
stirs
restlessly
on pillow.
Nurse, looking at him, hears Millicent and
They
Jackie enter looks up and beckons.
approach bed. Millicent still very tense and
emotional Jackie full of awe and wide-eyed
Millicent kneels by bed
with curiosity.
Piffle stirs.
Jackie beside her.
Scene 71. Guest room. (Close up.)
Piffle.
He stirs, slowly opens eyes. They
become fastened upon
Scene 72. Guest room.
Flash of crown on bed, from which bed
draperies hang.
Scene 73. Guest room. (Close up.)
Piffle, as he slowly removes his puzzled
eyes from crown and sees hangings, then
lace-trimmed sheets then, as his brain becomes clearer, he looks at
Scene 74. Guest room. (Flash.)
Nurse looking at him.
Scene 75. Guest room. (Flash.)
Piffle,
still
more puzzled, looking away
from nurse. On the other side of bed he
sees (and his face registers surprise, then
Piffle

—

—

grows absolutely reverential)
Scene 76. Guest room. (Clown and
:

Milli-

cent.)

Millicent on her knees, looking at Piffle,
her face full of emotion. Their eyes meet
Millicent's brimming with gratitude
her
feeling about Jackie greatly intensified by
her guilty conscience.
Piffle's face shows
the depth of the impression made upon him.
He has never seen a girl like Millicent, certainly not kneeling at his bedside.
She

—

—

—

A

110

Sample Scenario

draws Jackie to her, into the picture, tries to
thank Piffle chokes up, takes his hand, lets
her head sink onto it in gratitude and shame,
overwhelmed by this betrayal of
then,

—

her feelings, slips out— Piffle's eyes follow
her he has forgotten his surroundings.
Jackie gazing at him in awed adoration.

—

Piffle

says

:

drifts

(Fade

off

into unconsciousness

again.

out.)

Subtitle:

At

the edge of the desert.

strain,

preoccupied,

Guest room.

Millicent reading.

As

gets to go on.
81.

Jackie,

Vision fades.
Guest room.
(Long shot.)
Piffle,
and Millicent as above.

eyes still on Millicent's face. Jackie,
of waiting, asks her to go on.
She
starts guiltily looks for place, confusedly
admits she can't find it. Piffle gently takes
the book away from her, smiles, closes it,
and says
Spoken title
"Never mind the readin'
Piffle's

—

:

Scene

Ext. general store.

77.

—

:

burro, loaded for prospecting trip.
Bob and storekeeper finishing the pack.
Dick addressing an envelope (pencil) to
Old prospector, terribly curious,
Millicent.
is in the wind, trying to pick
something
sure
up a tip. Dick gives letter to storekeeper,
asking him to mail it, turns to Bob, and
As they start, old prossays, "Read}-!"
pector stops Dick, saying, indicating him"Better take a guide."
Dick smiles,
self,
They exit besays, "We'll be all right."
tween the buildings. Old prospector greatly
He and storekeeper watch
disappointed.
them go. Then storekeeper recalls the letOld
ter and turns toward store to mail it.
prospector stops him, indicating he wants
Little

address on letter. They spell it out,
their heads together.
Envelope addressed to Miss MilliInsert
cent LeRoy, No. 1562 Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California.
They look at each other dryly storekeeper says, "It's only his best girl" goes
into store with it
old prospector again disappointed.
to see

:

—
—

—

Scene

Edge of

78.

desert.

Bob, Dick, and burro enter. Bob pauses,
sees they are alone, gets little sketch of
route out of his pocket. He and Dick look
at

it,

Bob

Insert

indicating their course.

Map — showing

:

through

route

Dick nods. They go, Bob putting route
back into pocket.
(Slow fade out as they
grow smaller and smaller giving a sense

—

of remoteness.)
Subtitle

Scene

lookin's good enough for me."
Millicent
laughs
nervously

79.

Piffle,

:

Convalescent.

Guest room.
Millicent,
and

(Fade
Jackie.

in.)

Millicent

reading to Piffle.
Jackie, with his crutch,
perched upon arm of chair, adoring him.
Piffle, in dressing gown, luxuriously propped
up in morris chair, lying back against his
pillow, his eyes fixed on Millicent's face,
too absorbed in the girl to hear the reading.

—

protesting
good-naturedly.
Scene 82.
Desert.
(Long shot to give
sense of immensity of desert.)
Dick, Bob, and burro.
They come slowly
toward camera pause a second, looking
about, then come on.
Tired, worried, uncertain about their route, Bob showing the
strain more than Dick.
Bob reels, clutching
burro's back for support.
Dick springs to
him.
Scene 83. Desert. (Closer view.)
Bob, Dick, and burro as before.
Bob
looks up, smiles almost apologetically, and
says, "I must have water."
Dick looks at
him, sees how great is his need, takes large
canvas-covered canteen from pack and pours
into tin cup, turning his back so that Bob
can't see that he has to empty the canteen to
half fill the cup. He gives the water to Bob,
who gulps it down, but is not refreshed by
it.
He weakly indicates to Dick, "You better have some, too."
Dick forces a smile,
says, "I don't want it"
suggests that they
had better be getting on takes Bob by the
arm, urging him.
Bob is too far gone
with a weak shake of the head he sinks to
the ground.
Dick gasps, horrified springs
him.
to

—

—
—

—

Scene

84.

Desert.

Bob and Dick on

desert.

but

(Close up.)
she reads, a vision
of Dick fades in on the page before her.
She reads more and more slowly, then for80.

tired

anoiher."

He

Scene

Scene

:

Spoken title "If a biff on the bean makes
a guy see things like that, somebody hand

me

Millicent is on a
trying to hide it.

(Close up.)
sand.

Bob choking,

all

Dick terribly worried, trying to help
him urging Bob to make a final effort. Bob
smiles weakly shakes his head, says, "I'm
all in
you go on without me." Drifts off
into unconsciousness.
Dick then starts to
get him onto his back, and starts to rise.
(Longer shot.)
Scene 85. Desert.
Dick rising painfully, supporting Bob
looks about and staggers off with him.
in.

—
—

—

(Exits.)

Scene

86.

Jackie.
Piffle

Guest room.
Piffle,
and Millicent

telling

a

circus

yarn,

as before.
Millicent on

:

A
happy.

Jackie

strain.

They

Sample Scenario
see

doctor.

Doctor enters and greets them.
Millicent
rises and tells Jackie to go and starts to follow him.
(Millicent
Doctor stops her.
leaves handkerchief on arm of chair.)
Scene 87. Guest room. (Close up.)
Millicent and doctor.
Doctor puts his
hand under her chin, raises her face gently,
says, "You're not looking as well as you
Millicent flashes him a
should, my dear."
startled look, then hastily smiles and says,
"I'm all right; I never felt better"— and
exits.
Doctor looks after her a second,
grave and puzzled, exits toward Piffle.

Scene 87^.

Guest room.

smiling at doctor as he enters.
doc !"
They shake hands.

Piffle

"Hello,
says

Says,
Piffle

:

Spoken

"Say, doc, I'm afraid I'm
Can't you do something about

title:

gettin' well.

it?"
sits,

and

starts to look

him

over.
88.
Upper hall (just outside Piffle's
door).
Millicent closes door, leans against it,
sick with terror
thinks there may be a letter for her
exits toward stairs.

Scene

—

—

—

Scene 89. Desert the dry water hole.
Dick enters, staggering, carrying Bob on
his back.
Dick is in much worse physical
condition than before.
Dick kneels, eases

Bob down onto
Scene

the sands, speaks to him.

Desert

90.

— the

water

dry

hole.

(Close up.)

Dick and Bob as above.
Bob is dead is

realizes

God

!"

—

—

Dick suddenly
horrified,

gasps,

him

frantically—
realizes the futility of his efforts, looks
about, his hand still on Bob, recalls the
water hole, starts to crawl down toward it.

Scene

111

Spoken title
"Gee, it's tough to have a
constitution like mine!"
Doctor laughs. They shake hands. Piffle
saying, "You're some class, et cetera." Doctor exits.
Piffle reaches to chair
and picks
up handkerchief of Millicent looks at itshakes his head, says, "I suppose I gotta
:

—

—

—

Scene

Hall judge's home.
93.
Chair beside table presumably near front
door.
Several letters, a magazine, and a
paper (the family's mail) on table.
Millicent enters finds letter is tremendously relieved and thankful, is about to opes ithears doctor waits.
Doctor passes, she
herself
forces
to nod and smile at him
he
replies gravely and exits.
She watches him
go, then turns to letter, opens it in nervous

—

—

—

—

haste, reads

—

it

Insert
First part of Dick's letter, written in pencil on a sheet of cheap pad paper
"My Dearest Girl: After many delays,
we are starting into the desert. Don't know
when this will reach you, and I can give
"
you no address, but
complete change comes over Millicent.
:

:

Doctor laughs,

"My

—

:

91.

calls

Water

to

hole.

(Another

shot-

not showing the body.)
(Close up.)
Dick crawls to it, finds it absolutely dry
can't believe it for a second, then frantically digs in bottom of water hole with his
bare hands gives it up.
His brain begins
to reel
he pushes off his hat, looks up desperately choking and sees:
Vision (elevated) of mirage of oasis, water, et cetera.
(Not to resemble the real oasis to which
the old prospector takes him.) Vision fades.
Dick, forgetting everything else, staggers to
his feet and exits, following his vision.
Scene 92. Guest room. (Long shot.)
Piffle
and doctor doctor feeling pulse,
says, "You're a well man now
get out of
this !" Piffle protests. Doctor laughs, reaches
for suit of clothes, lying on bed, ready to
wear, shows them to Piffle says, "Up with
you !" Piffle takes them, says ruefully

—

—
—

—

—

—

A

This news is a terrible and totally unexpected shock.
She stares into space, her
face stricken, her eyes full of questions, then
goes back to her letter, trying to control her
nerves enough to read it.
Scene 94.
Desert (sand buiies among

—

rocks).

his

Scene

hole.

He

vision.

—

is

nearly exhausted choking.
He stumbles, and, with a gasp, sinks down
among the rocks, drifting into unconsciousness, muttering deliriously.
95.

Desert— water

Two men — prospectors — enter — headed
They

for

Bob, half covered with
Pick up Dick's
hat,
indicate, "There are two of them."
One man shades eyes looks about, and calls
making a trumpet of his hands turning
in various directions.
Other searches Bob's
pockets, takes out little notebook opens it
at first page:
Insert
Bob's name, house address, et
outpost.

Exclaim,

sand.

find

cetera.

et

—

—

—
—

:

cetera.

Man

nods, puts

in

it

pocket.

Other

"Not a sign of the other

cates,

First rises and says

indi-

fellow."

:

"The desert's got the other
send word to their folks."
Second agrees.
Scene 96.
Desert —-sand
buttes among
Spoken

—we'll

title:

—

rocks.

;

—

— following

Dick enters
delirious
and

(Pink.)

Dick unconscious.

Old miner leading big
with provisions enters sees Dick
stops
goes to him examines him thinks
caches provisions puts him across his burro
burro

—

—

—

—

—

—

A
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— Dick

Sample Scenario

—

muttering deliriously and exits
buttes not in direction from which Dick came.
(Fade out.)
Subtitle: "Piffle" dines with the family.
Scene 97.
(Shot showing
Guest room.
chiffonier
and Piffle's trunk Millicent's
picture
on chiffonier trunk
still

—

among sand

with him

—
—

open.)
Piffle, in introduction suit (No. 2) putting
He closes
finishing touches to his hair.
trunk, lifts suit case onto it, opens it. and
takes a pile of folded underwear and puts
it in.
Sees Mil-licent's picture. Picks it up.
Picture.
Insert
Looks at it is terribly tempted to take
it
out of frame resists, slaps himself on
and puts it down
the wrist
says, "Behave"
—still looking at it looks into space a second, his eyes sad, his face very grave pulls
himself together, says bitterly. "Oh, forget
:

—

—

—

—

Takes loud handkerchief
shakes

fonier,

pulling

pocket,

good

it

out, tucks

out

it

from

chif-

into his coat

it

enough

make

to

a

display, looks at picture again, as if he

couldn't help

down

it,

hears knocks, puts picture

98.

Jackie in doorway, smiling at

"Are you ready?"
Scene 99. Guest room

Piffle,

say-

ing,

fonier).
Piffle smiles

and

picture)

when he

(in

(out of

sees Jackie

Guest room (at door).
Piffle enters, saying he is
door.
Jackie at
ready picks Jackie up, and exits with him.

Scene

100.

—

Scene ioi. Library (near fireplace).
Judge waiting for dinner to be announced standing
under
light
glancing
over evening paper.
He sees Piffle and

—

Jackie.

—

Piffle,

carrying

Jackie saying, "Here he
puts paper onto divan,

enters.

Jackie,

is !"

Judge
and congratulates
Piffle
Piffle upon being up and
dressed.
says, "Aw, you treated me too well !" Judge
laughs.
Butler announces dinner— all start
toward dining room.
Scene 102.
Millicenfs room at window.
smiles,

—

(Moonlight.)

(Close up.)
Millicent sitting alone her head leaning
back against side of window frame.
Her
attitude betrays great weariness, caused by
the strain she is laboring under.
Maid enters, says that dinner is served.
Millicent
nods.
Maid exits. Millicent rises -braces
herself for ordeal, and follows maid.
Scene 103. Miner's camp. (Moonlight.)
Miner arrives with Dick and brings him

—

—

Scene

places,

Piffle

his

sits,

numerous
rubs

his

Table.
(Close up.)
elaborate "cover."

Dining

107.

and

Piffle

room

—

(Close

table.

Millicent.

indicates

Piffle

— gathers

"cover"
out
to

"Which ?"

them all up, holds them
Millicent,
and asks
cheerfully,
Millicent laughs and indicates the

—

proper one. Piffle takes it, thanks her his
eyes rest on her wistfully a second, then
he pulls himself together with a sigh, and
turns to Jackie.
Scene iO/ J 2 Franklin's room.
Franklin, smoking and reading his evening
paper, discovers
Insert: Vignette of newspaper article:
.

:

MEET DEATH ON DESERT.
(By Asso. Press.)
Shoshone, Death Valley, Nov. 1st.
Robert Hatton and friend, said to be Richard Ordway, die of thirst in Death Valley.

—

Found

by two prospectors at dried-tip water

hole.

Franklin greatly shocked.
(Moonlight.)
108.
Miner's camp.
Dick tossing on pile of blankets miner
offering him water— Dick, delirious, turns
from it. Miner starts to put wet cloth on

Scene

—

his head.

Scene

109.

Dining room.

Dinner over. Piffle talking to Millicent
trying to hide his heartache.
Jackie coaxing him to do a trick.
He good-naturedly
takes up a long finger roll, and, in best
juggler style, balances it on the end of his
nose, to Jackie's breathless delight.
Scene no. Dining room. (Close.)
Piffle balancing roll.

Scene hi.

(Longer

Dining room.

shot.)

Piffle looks
All but Millicent applauding.
and says
the
Spoken title: "I guess you think

at her, smiles ruefully,

:

Vm

guy that put the nut in doughnut."
Millicent thinking, preTaps his head.
occupied.
She recalls herself— smilingly dea

at

As

Millicent.

up.)

nies

104.

all

of

Scene

Scene

Judge,

106.

Flash

to his lean-to.

Dining room.
Piffle,
and Jackie,

and

Piffle

eyes fall upon the grapefruit,
knives and forks, et cetera.
He
chin thoughtfully.

front of chif-

toward him.

exits

—

/

"Come in."
Guest room (at door J.

hastily, says,

Scene

—

—

;

it!"

waiting for Millicent. Butler enters to back
of her chair.
Table set for four.
Lace
cloth, grapefruit elaborately fixed in tall
grapefruit glasses a good deal of silver at
each place, et cetera.
She enters, butler
seats her as others settle into their places.
Piffle at her right.
Scene .105. Dining room table.
(Closer
view.)

up

it.

Piffle,

circus yarn.

encouraged,
Millicent

— disappointed — rises

is

about to start

rises.

with

Piffle

judge.

dries

Jackie

—

:

A

Sample Scenario

As

they start to exit, Milsmiles divinely, and
licent turns to
Piffle again in the seventh
exits with him.
heaven. Jackie takes roll and starts to imitate Piffle for the butler's benefit.
Scene 112. Library near divan.
Piffle asks her
Piffle and Millicent enter.
to sit on divan, saying he has something to
The seriousness of his
"get off his chest."
She hesitates,
tone makes her look at him.
She sits. Piffle nervhe says, "Please."
Millicent preoccupied,
ous, self-conscious.
Piffle
mechanically folding up newspaper.
He
looks at her; she smiles, liking him.
screws up his courage, and says
Spoken title "I know I ain't got a chance,
but you'll be the only girl in the show for

remains

at table.

—

))

-

Piffle,

—

:

:

me — ever."

—

smiles
and
protests turning
paper over and sees news of Dick's death.
Insert: Same as in Scene 107^.
The paper drops from her hands she
deathlike
struggles
against
faintness..
a
Piffle, terribly alarmed, asks her what it is.'
Millicent

—

in

Piffle

—

—

smoking in a
look
out of winto

sleeves

shirt

brown study

— chances

His attention becomes riveted as he

dow.
sees

113

:

Scene

Pool. (Moonlight.)
119.
Distant vignette of Millicent as she starts
into water.
(Pergola background.)

Scene

Guest room.

120.

(Amber.)

window

from

turning

Piffle

— horrified.

Puts down his pipe and rushes out.
Scene 121. Pool.
(Moonlight.)
(Closer
view.

— in

—

water coming toward the
camera— her face turned toward the sky
thinking only of Dick.
She goes under.
(Longer
Scene 122. Pool. (Moonlight.)
Millicent

shot.)

approaching camera— comes to edge

Piffle

of pool

— and

Scene

123.

dives

(Moonlight.)

Pool.

down

in.

(Shotting

.

She shakes her head beyond speech rises
(Piffle rises), and Millicent
exits blindly
toward stairs. Piffle watches her, then picks

he rises with Millicent in his arms
and strikes out toward edge of pool.
Scene 124. Edge of pool. (Closer view.)
Flash of Piffle as he comes out of water
with Millicent in his arms and starts toward

up paper, glances

house.

—

—

thinking

at

— disturbed

it

— misses

and

item

puzzled.

— stands

(Fade

out.)

Scene

ii2>4.

Millicent's

room

^( table

and

chair near window).
Millicent enters blindly grasps edge of
table
sways sinks into chair, and buries
her head in her arm on the table.
(Fade

—

—

—

out.)

Subtitle

Scene

:

113.

(Fade

Midnight.
Millicent's

(Amber.)

in.)

—

—

Scene

Distant vignette of pool. (Moon(Sense of expanse of water.)
Scene 115. Millicent's room near window.
114.

light.)

—

(Amber.)
Millicent looking out at pool.
She turns
slowly her eyes full of the idea of death
recoils from the idea in sudden horror
again thinks of the future nerves herself
looks toward pool again makes her deci-

—

—

—
—

—

and exits.
Scene 116. Miner's camp. (Moonlight.)
Dick and miner, as before. Dick delirious.
Miner still ministering to him.
Scene 117. Pergola. (Moonlight.)

sion,

Long shot down pergola as Millicent approaches camera.
She hesitates a second,
then turns and exits toward water.
Scene 118. Guest room. (Amber.)
8

(Fade out.)
Scene 124^. Library near divan.
Glow from fire.
Newspaper on

—

divan.

carrying Millicent.
Piffle
enters,
She is
He puts her down
about half conscious.
(Light
on divan turns on light in lamp.

—

Millicent shrinks from light in utter
Piffle
despair.
snatches rug (steamer) folded
at foot of divan, wraps in around her, kneels,
effect.)

speaking to her quietly, begging her to

room.

Millicent standing near table still in menagony trying to think of a solution of
her problem.
She turns to window. Her
attention becomes riveted upon

tal

Piffle as

tell

him what he can do. She buries her face,
shaking and sobbing.
In desperation, he
says

:

Spoken

title

:

"You

gotta

let

me

call

some

one."

He

starts to.
She stops him, sobbing, "No
anything but that."
He starts to move
newspaper out of her way recalls the incident after dinner looks at her. She looks
up meets his eyes then points unsteadily

—

—

to item.

Insert:

—

—
—

He

reads

Same

it

as in

hastily:

Scene 107^.

He

looks up and asks slowly, "This man
meant an awful lot to you?" Millicent manages to say, "He meant everything to me."
Drags at the throat of her dress nervously.
He holds her shaking hands and asks very
gravely, "Can't you tell me?"
She looks at
him decides to starts to grief-stricken,

—

—

—

—

unnerved ashamed.
Scene 125. Miner's camp.
Dick asleep.
Old miner

—
(

Moonlight.)
watching hap-

—

pens to see fob of Dick's watch.
The
thought that he may be able to identify Dick

:

:

:

:

A

114
by his watch occurs
examines it, and sees
Insert

Dick

his

in

watch.

and

smiles,

sleep,

miner

Old

"Millicent."

Scene

takes

it,

Picture of Millicent in watch.

:

stirs

says,

returns

cautiously

—

Millicent
Piffle says gently

Spoken

Tell your dad or

honey.

away."
looks

Millicent
stiff

"I

lips,

him

at

can't

tell

—

two

only

me

let

—then

my

ways,

you

take

with

says,

Then

father."

"How

Piffle
could I go with you?"
very gravely
Spoken title
"My regular name's John
Fox, and I ain't askin' you to do anything
but share it."
Millicent's eyes search his face in desperate silence.
He says simply, "You can
trust me, kid."
She slowly and timidly slips
her hand into his.
His slowly closes over

adds,

replies,

:

(Fade out.)

it.

M orning.
Scene
(Fade
Miner's camp.
Dick awakens — he
conscious. He raises
himself on his elbow, looks about. Old miner
enters with coffee,
cetera — greets him.
Subtitle

and see." They exit.
Scene 132. Justice of the peace's office.
Piffle and Millicent.
Justice two clerks

—

—

As he

has the ring.

on Millicent's

starts to put ring

she raises her eyes to

finger,

his.

Scene
''There's

title:

:

fore you go, I've got a proposition to make
you." Dick interested. Miner says, "Come

Piffle

Library judge's home.
finished
her
has
confession.

126.

:

Sample Scenario

He

him.

to

—

133.

Same

(Close up.)

as 132.

Piffle and Millicent as above.
Her eyes
are full of appeal. His are very tender. He
says simply

Spoken title: "You can trust me, kid."
She lowers hers. He slips the ring on.
They sign register, and start to exit. Piffle
thinks of the fee sends her on turns and

—

—

slips ten-dollar bill to justice.

in.)

is

Then

follows Millicent.

Scene

Mine.
(Small and rude beginning of a shaft.
Implements lying about. Pile of waste. A
bag or two of samples, et cetera. The miner
is an experienced prospector, and has been
134.

pretty well outfitted.)

—

:

127.

(Pan.)

Dick

and

miner enter miner talking.
the prospect samples and bag
Dick, very much interested, says,

Shows Dick
of

ore.

hasn't been slept in
sees note
Picks it up slowly
(Sealed.)
reads address.
Insert
Note addressed by Millicent to

"You've really struck it !"
Miner says,
"Yes," and adds, "You and I'll share this."
Dick exclaims, "Share it!
With me?"
Miner says "Yes," and adds
Spoken title "1 can't swing a copper mine
alone.
Get money to work it and I'll take
you in."
He adds, "Is it a deal?" Dick thinks of
Franklin, says, "I'll go you !"
They shake
hands on it. Dick examines samples. (Fade

father.

out.)

et

Dick puzzled.

Who

here?
starts

to

tell

He

"How

asks,

are you?"
him.

did

Old miner

I

get

sits

and

Scene 128. Millicent's room (bureau).
Maid looking about room, evidently won-

why

dering

—

it

on dresser.

—

:

Maid
with

more

still

impressed

—hurries

out

Scene 129. Dining room.
Judge breakfasting with Jackie. Maid enters and gives him note, saying where she
found it. Judge tears it open and reads
Insert: (Note written by Millicent.)
Dearest Father
When you get this I
:

We

are going to
Please forgive.

shall be married to Piffle.
rejoin his circus at once.

Millicent.

—

Judge stunned pushes back his chair
from table starts to rapidly question maid.
Scene 130. Justice of the peace's office.
Piffle and Millicent about to be married.

—

Justice calls a couple of clerks to act as witnesses.
Piffle's attitude is one of compassion.
Millicent is ashamed and stricken.
The ceremony begins.

Scene 131. Miner's camp.
Miner has finished story.

He

says,

rises.

Subtitle

Scene

it.

Dick

:

"I've

got to

get

Dick grateful.
out

Miner stops him and

of

this."

says,

"Be-

:

135.

Practice time.

Circus

tent.

(Fade

in.)

—

—

Seats empty employees about cleaning
In the foreground a group, including
Rollo.
Young Rollo and his mother hard
at work.
Other acts rehearsing. Manager
looking on. Rollo looks out of picture, sees
Piffle and Millicent
stares then passes the
good word. All look. Millicent and Piffle
All
enter, Millicent feeling very strange.
greet
them.
Manager and Rollo shake

up.

—

—

hands with
Scene 136.

Piffle.

Circus

(Closer view.)

tent.

and manager.
All
sound, eh?"
back!
Greetings.
"You're
Piffle introduces "The Missus"— Rollo and
manager greet her respectfully, feeling she
is an outsider.
Scene 137. Int. R. R. station Los Angeles
(near telephone).
Millicent,

Piffle,

Rollo,

—

Dick enters

from

train.

in

rough coat and

(Miner's

clothes

hat,

— but

as

if

neatly

—

:

:

A
brushed, et cetera.)
for number.

Scene

He

Sample Scenario

asks telephone girl

(Short shot.)
and manager.
all
Piffle, Rollo, and manager very happy
three in a glow of good feeling, laughing
Others
Millicent out of it.
and talking.
*

Circus tent.

138.

Millicent,

Piffle,

Rollo,

—

"We

must get busy," et
and exit. Piffle turns

part
jovially,
to Millicent
is greatly dashed
sees she is not pleased
he indicates tent, people, et cetera, and says
Millicent
ruefully, "You
don't like it?"
Piffle studies her face a
lowers her eyes.
say,

cetera,

—

—

—

second, terribly disappointed, then smiles,
takes her arm, and says gently
Spoken title '*/ guess my friends are just
roughnecks to vou. I'll take you back to the
:

hotel."

shrinking from the whole incident,
smiles rather pitifully, says, "Yes,
please." They exit
Piffle's face worried, his
Millicent,

—

eyes sad.

— he hates to leave her so depressed
has to — exits into his room — closing door.
Scene 145. Piffle's room (hotel) near door.
on arm of
closes door softly—
chair — depressed —thinking
of
Millicent
turning his hat about
his hand.
Has impulse to go back to Millicent — checks
smile

Piffle

it

sinks back onto

Scene

—

Scene

—

140.

Butler at
et

—listens —then

—judge's home.
phone — repeats, "She

not here

and adds
last

sir

no, sir."
141.

Telephone booth.

Dick, not able to believe it, repeats, "Married?
What do you mean?" Listens
greatly stirred up over news. Then demands,

"Are you sure?"
Scene 142. Hall

—judge's

;

Draws pad and

says,

"Yes,

:

I

say

in-

pencil toward him.
Telephone booth station.

—

Dick,

says

—

Scene

144.

door

Millicent's

cetera,

:

:

then look at each other.

stare,

Franklin's
office.
showing only desk

147.
office,

(Private

and

two

chairs.)

Franklin, sitting back in his chair, reading
circulars.
Hears knock, says,
"Come in." Dick pale and grim, enters,
says, "Hello, Franklin."
Franklin looks up
stares, slowly puts down folder, then says,
"Good God !" Dick, puzzled, says, "What's
the matter?" Franklin indicates chair. Dick
sits as Franklin takes clipping from under
paper weight and hands it to Dick, saying,
"I thought you were dead."
Dick says,
"Dead?" Reads clipping:
Insert
Clipping same as newspaper no-

—

—

:

Scene 107^.

tice in insert

—

Thinks of Millicent the wedding, et
and says bitterly, forgetting Franklin
Spoken title
"It didn't take her long to
:

console herself."

Franklin says, "What's that?"
Dick recalling himself, says "Nothing." Takes samples from pocket and starts to tell Franklin
about mine.
148.

Piffle's

licent' s

—

room

room (near door

— hotel).

to

Mil-

Suddenly thinks of time
watch
at
puts on hat glances
toward Millicent's door shakes his head,
and turns as if to go toward hall door. He
hears knock on door to hall.
He says,
Piffle as before.

—

room

re-

"/ have important business
Spoken title
zvith your clown, Piffle.
Where is he?"
Rollo steps up, interested.
He and manager tell judge where Piffle is stopping.
Judge says. "Thank you," and exits. Others

Scene

stunned, says bitterly:
Spoken title
"Just a friend."
Hangs up slowly thinks exits.
:

et

:

quired f"
143.

Rollo,

—

Judge enters an employee stops
him. Judge says impatiently, "I want to see
the manager." Manager turns and says, "I'm
the guy."
Judge gives him his card, and
hearse.

cetera,

home.
Butler, with raised eyebrow,
sir
I'm very sure." And adds
Spoken title: "Whom shall

Scene

tent.

—

is

Spoken title: ."She was married
week, sir."
Adds, "We have heard nothing since,

Scene

Circus

146.

of chair.

some mining

Hall

cetera,"

arm

Manager watching

Scene 139. Telephone booth.
Dick phoning ascertains he has the number then asks for Millicent
asks sharply, "What's that?"

sits

in

Scene

—

115

—looks

(hotel)

near

room.
(Shot showing
and door.)
Millicent and Piffle enter, as if from hall.
to Piffle's

dresser, chair,

Millicent depressed, trying to cover it. Piffle
unhappy about her. Places chair for her.
She sits. He hesitates a second, then gently
takes off her hat, puts it on bureau is

—

—

—

tempted to smooth her head resists picks
up magazine, gives it to her, trying to interest her in it, says, "I'll be back for a
snack between shows." She nods forces a

—

"Come

in."

straightens,
Millicent's
enters.

hand.

and

—

his

—

—

Sees judge.
He unconsciously
waiting stepping a little near

—

door as

if

to

guard her.

Judge

greets him, extending his
Judge, in a cold rage, ignores hand
Piffle

demands,

"Where

my

daughter?"
indicates door to adjoining room, but
keeps his hand on doorknob and asks soPiffle

berly

:

is

—

:

A

116
Spoken
on me.

it

out

me

indignantly, "Let
head regretfully,

says

shakes

his

on door, and steps to one

side.

pass

!"

knocks
Judge opens

door, sees Millicent, pauses, looking at her.
Scene 149. Millicent' s room (hotel No. 2).
Millicent standing, holding on to back of

having heard her father's voice. Judge
Piffle follows and goes to Millicent
touching
her.
not
Judge looks from one
to the other, says, "So !" turns to Piffle, and
chair,

enters.

—

demands
Spoken

"What have you

title:

—

what I might have expected
Millicent,
from a clown !" and exits.
broken-hearted, turns to Piffle, shamed and
apologetic, and says
Spoken title
"Why do you let me make
use of you when I can never be anything
in your life?"
Piffle looks at her, smiles a little, and reis

—

:

:

wistfully, thinking of his love,
guess you know the answer to that." Millicent looks away, then lowers her eyes uncomfortably.
Scene 150. Franklin's office.
Franklin and Dick Dick finishing his
story of the mine. Franklin much interested
He says, "We'll do it." Dick
in samples.
says, "All right," and adds
Spoken title "I'll attend to the New York
end of the deal. I want to get away."
Franklin agrees.
They rise. Dick turns
to go, pauses, then says, picking up newspaper item
"Don't tell any one I'm
Spoken title
"I

plies

—

:

:

:

be your 'silent partner'

till

I

make

good."
They
Franklin surprised, but agrees.
shake hands. Dick exits. Franklin stands,
newspaper item in his hand, puzzled at
(Fade out hand with clipDick's decision.
ping in center of fade.)
Subtitle: A mortgage on the future.
Scene 151. Private room in hospital. (Fade

—

—

—

—

—

Subtitle

Nurse
him
warns
not

new baby
enters
to

wake

in bed.

with

Piffle

Millicent,

Millicent
smiles

—

and

exits.

In the process of time.

:

room

Millicent's

152.

(hotel

(Shot showing part of bed

No.

—not

2).

to

re-

room in other hotel
scene. Door to adjoining room and a chair.)
Millicent and baby.
Baby six or eight
semble bed

in

Piffle" s

months old, arranged as comfortably as posMillicent sitting on edge of
sible on bed.
bed with picture of herself and baby. Showing it to baby.
Picture.
Insert
Playing with him.
Hears
picture and says, "Come in."
:

knock

—hides

opens
door from his room and enters, as if just
getting home.
Millicent's face changes as
in,
he comes
the laughter dying out of it.
He sits rather nervously on edge of chair.
He does not look at baby, and Millicent
makes no effort to attract his attention to
Piffle

it.

Much

constraint between them. Piffle asks,
Millicent nods
a pretty good day?"
absently picking up some sewing and devotes herself to it. Piffle looks at her longingly, sighs, then says
Spoken title: "You ain't so lonely now

"Have

—

:

that you've got

— it?"

Nods toward

baby, not looking at it. Milsmiles uncomfortably, nods, and goes
on with her sewing. Piffle moves restlessly
looking at her feels he is not wanted
Takes
sighs, rises, says, "Guess I'll read."
New York Clipper from pocket, waits. MilPiffle
licent makes no effort to detain him.
sighs again
reluctantly looks at baby almost smiles. Millicent watches him. He
licent

—

—

—

feels

her

—

eyes,

starts

guiltily

something about paper, and

— stammers

exits.

Scene 153. Piffle's room (hotel No. 2).
As Piffle closes door, flash of Piffle mopping his brow as if he had just had a narrow escape or found his problem extremely
difficult

— takes

turns as

Scene

in.)

Millicent and
asleep.

at her

—

!"

Millicent says, "Please,
Judge
turns to her and says, "Make your choice
Millicent starts to
right now between us."
Millicent
plead.
Judge says, "Choose!"
Piffle's
Piffle.
Finds
eyes
him
to
looks from
upon her in an agony of doubt. Millicent's
She says, "I will stay here."
face softens.
Piffle thrilled.
Judge, suffering, says, "Very
He turns to
well I'm through with you !"
Piffle, looks at him in bitter contempt, say-

I'll

— smiles

tremulously, then
turns
back cover and
hesitatingly
slowly and
shows baby. She is very sensitive about this
baby.
Piffle's
eyes never leave hers he
nods his smile is very tender he does not
Millicent slowly relook at Dick's child.
places cover her eyes close wearily, and she
Piffle very cautiously adjusts
sleeps again.
her pillow, his hand hovers over her head
for a second; he does not touch her. (Fade

Scene
father

alive.

as he stands looking at
sees

She opens her eyes slowly

him looking

say for

to

yourself?"

"This

moved

deeply

out.)

:

ing,

Piffle

Millicent.

first."

Judge
Piffle

Sample Scenario

"Say, you better take

title:

—

if

154.

Millicent
door close

stamped

out

paper

— takes

off

hat

down and read.
Millicent's room (hotel No. 2).
putting down sewing — watching

to sit

— takes

and

—

out picture slips it into
mailing envelope.

addressed

—

:

:

A

Sample Scenario

Puts pillows around baby to make
picks

up

hat,

and quietly

safe,

it

exits, as if to mail

picture.

The

Subtitle:

partner."

''silent

Scene 155. Dick's New York
Desk cluttered. Dick lost

office

(desk).

unpleasant
thought, as if he'd forgotten his work. MilBoy enters with telelicent haunting him.
gram. Dick starts pulls himself together
Boy says, "Any answer?"
takes telegram.
Dick says, "Wait" reads
Insert: To Mr. Richard Ordway, Flatiron
Building, New York.
Investigated mine. .Fine prospect for big
Name her "The
stock-selling campaign.
Franklin.
Limit."

—
—

in

:

(Wire sent from L. A.)
Dick starts to write answer.
Scene 156. Hall judge's home

—

table).

—

mail

( near

—

:

Return

Mrs. John Fox, Hotel Empire.

to

For one week only.
Judge opens envelope
slowly, and looks at it.

— takes

out

picture

As he looks, his
Maid passes. He

face gradually softens.
stops her, and says
Spoken title: "Call up long distance."

Nods toward phone.

Maid

relaxes.

Scene

He

157.

:

—

—

exits.

Judge

—
—

—

Scene

161.

Scene

162.

shabby old
(cheap hotel No. 2).
Close up of baby.

door
Piffle in

—

—

—

room at phone by
room (hotel No. 2).

Millicent's
to Piffle's

doorway, Millicent enters

— carry-

—

—

Judge talking.

He

—

says, "If

your husband

agree to my conditions, I'll do what I
can for all three of you." Adds some pleasant comment, the picture in his hand.
will

room

(hotel A o. 2).
trying not to
get interested in baby.
Millicent at phone.
Impressed by what her father says. Thanks
him says good-by hangs, up slowly then
160.

Millicent's

and Millicent.

—

about

(hotel

bed

No.

r

Piffle

—

it.

Scene

Big, shabby old chair or bed
163.
(Close up.)
(cheap hotel No. 2).
clinging
Flash of baby's hand
to Piffle's

—

—

Piffle

room

or

it

ing baby.
Piffle tells her hastily that long
distance wants her. Millicent looks at phone
does not know what to do with baby,
hastily puts it into Piffle's arms, and takes
down receiver.
Piffle,
with baby, stands
paralyzed not unfriendly but thoroughly detached.
Millicent hears her father's voice.
(Register effect.)
Scene 159. Hall judge's home telephone.

Scene

Millicent's

chair

it

calling Millicent.
158.

:

Big,

Piffle

—

Scene

—

—

—

Piffle's

—

—

—

2).
—his face gradually
looking down at baby —nearly smiles
starts toward phone.
more closely — then gingerly
— studies
room — hotel telephone on
with his finger. Baby's hand closes
pokes

wall by door (hotel No. 2).
Piffle at phone (changes of suits)., says,
"Hello" cheerfully listens his face changes
he says, "Switch it to room No. 20" opens

door

—

—

studying picture

stands

—

Milliturns to Piffle,
Piffle starts guiltily.
cent starts to explain about phone picks up
confessing that
a duplicate of the picture
Piffle
she sent one to her father, et cetera.
puts baby down.
Listens to Millicent interested and somewhat worried.
Spoken title
"Father'll get you a fine
position if you'll give up the circus."
Piffle's face a blank.
"Give up the circus?"
Millicent says, "Yes."
Piffle smiles almost
in pity, and says, "I couldn't do it."
Millicent puts her hand on the baby, saying,
"It's for my baby
Piffle, ill
his future."
at the thought of giving up his career, shakes
his head, repeats, "I couldn't do it"
adds,
"I'll take care of you and the kid."
Millicent says bitterly "How
in
places like
this?" Indicates room contemptuously. Piffle
looks startled the rooms have seemed all
right to him.
Millicent smiles coaxingly,
indicates phone
says, "Won't you telephone
father that we'll come?"
Piffle, hating to
Millicent
her,
cross
reluctantly
refuses.
looks at him her face hardens.
She starts
Piffle
to speak, checks herself, and exits.
looks after her very unhappily makes a
gesture as if to explain feels it is useless
turns to go to his room and sees

—

Judge with mail looks at mailing envelope addressed to him knows Millicent's
writing, turns it over slowly reads return
address on back
Insert
Back of envelope.

—

117

finger.

Scene

164.

Millicenfs

room

(hotel

No.

2).

He
with baby clasping his finger.
He struggles a second
deeply moved.
longer looks out of picture toward Millicent his face grows tender he picks up
baby holds it close then slowly takes down
receiver offers it to baby then puts it to
his ear.
As he starts to talk in phone,
Millicent creeps into the picture slowly puts
her hand on baby, smiles timidly at Piffle.
Piffle

is

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

Piffle

eyes.

tremendously
(Fade out.)

Subtitle:

Scene

165.

The

moved.

Hope

in

return.

Library

—judge's

home

his

— near

window.
Judge and Jackie waiting for Millicent's
excited.
return.
Jackie
Judge nervous.
Jackie sees them, points, saying, "Here they
are!" Judge nods and turns to door, waiting.

Jackie

starts

— judge

restrains

him.

:

—

:

A

118
Scene

Sample Scenario

—judge's

home.
Millicent (carrying baby) and Piffle enter.
Piffle very grave.
Butler in background
interested.
Millicent looks toward library
Hall

166.

—

hesitates

painfully.

—

very kindly rewatches her go.

Piffle

—

assures her sends her
Millicent exits.

in,

Scene 167. Library.
Judge waiting. Millicent enters with baby.
Looks at father both much moved. Mil-

—

head

slowly droops
over
Judge gathers her into his arms.
Scene 168. Hall judge's home.
licent's

baby.

—

watching

anxiously.
Butler also.
Piffle sees above.
In his relief, Piffle turns,
sees butler, and shakes hands to cover the
depth of his feelings, then exits toward
Millicent and judge.
(Perhaps shown in
Piffle

background.)
Jackie gazing at

Millicent looking at it over Jackie's
shoulder (kneeling). Jackie looks at judge,
and asks earnestly
Spoken title
"Is it a little clown ?"
Judge says, "Good God !" Instantly sorry
apologizes to Millicent sees Piffle gives
baby to Millicent and rises to greet him.
MilliJackie thrilled at the sight of him.
cent slips out with baby. Piffle enters— picks
Jackie up great reunion between these two
:

—

—

—

him down

—

—

—

sends him out turns and
looks at judge soberly, waiting. Judge extends his hand, without smiling. Piffle takes
it.

.

Judge

cetera"

et

"Now, about this position,
asking him to sit down.
They

says,

—

sit.

Scene

—

170.

—

—

:

:

"A bank?"

Judge

nods, looks at Piffle,
rather disgusted at his lack of enthusiasm.
He asks, "Well, what's the matter with
that ?"
Piffle moves restlessly, then says
Spoken title
"I gotta tintype of myself
as a banker, that's all."
Judge smiles rather bitterly, starts to explain he will not start as a banker, et cetera.
:

:

utterly

depressed

sees

Scene

171.

Hall

—judge's

and

despondent,

home.

Vignette of Millicent and baby
Millicent taking off baby's cap.

Scene
Piffle

Judge

172.

Libmry

and judge.

in

Piffle

hall.

—

—

—

—

Spoken

title

Piffle

assumes

"We're going

:

to

:

start

you

our third vice president."
Nods toward Smith Smith bows. Judge

as assistant

to

—

looks

toward

fixedly

swallows

"Can

title

the

ceiling.

Piffle

then says:
"I'm on. Office bay."

this,
:

protests.

politely

— I'm

on."

"You

will

Piffle

says,

President says blandly
to get acquainted
with your chief."
Piffle sighs, says, "All
right."
Judge nods to Piffle and exits with
to

that

Piffle,

want

Smith

president.

indicates

Scene

174.
Piffle's

Tree,

for

and

Piffle's

desk.

toward it.
Smith's office.
(Shot showing
little desk and window.)

says, "All right,"

Piffle

exits

beside

desk.
Piffle enters, hangs up hat, sits dolefully.
Smith
enters, indicates pigeonholes, papers, ledger,
portant.

thing

an

air

listens

Piffle

waves them
one

hats,

with

cetera,

et

and

aside,

want

I

to

of

them being im-

without

enthusiasm,

says, "There is just
know."
Smith asks

what it is. Piffle says dryly
Spoken title
I pulled down two hundred bucks in a week in my last job. What

"All

right."

new

role.

in this joint?"

Smith
says,

says,

"I

"What do

Spoken

title:

I

beg your pardon?" Piffle
get?"
Smith replies:

"Your

salary will be sixty

dollars a month."

—

Piffle
Piffle
glassy-eyed Smith
exits.
hopeless looking out of window suddenly
sees Rollo and calls.

—

Scenes 175-176-177.

—

Vignette.

Flash of Rollo passing on street as he
hears Piffle, stops and looks up.
Scene 178. Smith's office at window.
Piffle calling down to Rollo to come in.

—

Scene

179.

Scene

180.

Vignette.
Flash of Rollo, saying he'll go around to
the front.
He exits.

Smith's

calling

office

— near

directions

window.

after

Rollo.

demanding, "What on earth
Piffle
turns,
is
all
this
noise
about?"
startled, then smiles and says, "I was talking to a friend."
Smith starts to explain

Smith

says
a

do I get

Piffle

— divan.

exits.

Subtitle:

President standing near desk, talking to
Smith, sees judge.
Judge and Piffle enter.
Judge shakes hands then introduces Piffle
rather dryly. President's face shows a gleam
of surprise and amusement.
After shaking
hands with Piffle, he risks a glance at the
judge a look of dry and, on the judge's
part, bitter amusement flashes between them.
Piffle
sees it
registers effect.
He looks
away into space, his jaw set, his eyes bitter.
President turns back to Piffle, assuming a very important manner says

:

Library divan.
(Close up.)
Piffle and judge
judge explaining. Piffle
listening uncomfortably.
Judge says
Spoken title
"I have found an opening
for you in a bank."
Piffle, not liking it, repeats uncomfortably,

Piffle,

173.

President

it.

—

—

Bank Smith's office. (Smith's
desk unusual— odd light, et cetera.)

Scene

Spoken

Scene 169. Library.
Judge sitting with baby.

— puts

:

-

enters,

:

:

:

:

A

Sample Scenario

how

conservative the bank is. Piffle bored.
Rollo enters, usher clinging
Sees Rollo.
Piffle says to Smith
to him, protesting.
Spoken title: "You'll have to go entertain the president now; I got company."
Piffle greets
Smith offended and exits.
Rollo.
Rollo demands, "Do you belong
here?" Piffle says he does, throws out his
chest.
"My desk, et cetera." Rollo says,
"Then you're the very man for me."
Spoken title "I'm broke. Will you take
these shares in The Limit Mine off my

—

:

hands?"
Takes
sand

five certificates of stock for

each

shares

wallet.

"But

insists,

million;

know

I

of
doing."

"Nothing

they

will

the country.

between you and me."

a thou-

The Limit out

says,

Piffle

Rollo

for

Piffle

be worth a
This is just
looks at them

doubtfully.

Scene

Dick's

181.

New

York

(desk

office

and backing).
Dick busy selling a block of stock to a
man, telling him, "This is the biggest buy
on the market." That it will be worth milShowing him certificates.
lions, et cetera.
Boy enters with telegram. Dick says, "Excuse me"— opens it and reads
Telegram November 2,
Insert
1916,
Los Angeles, California.

—

:

Struck
Sell no more stock at present.
leavwater in the mine. Long delay.
Franklin.
ing for New York.
Takes
Dick, dashed, calls off the deal.
Man exits. Dick studies
back certificates.
.

Am

worried.

telegram,

Scene 181^.

"I'll

Piffle

go you."

office.

blanks.

Piffle

— says,

—

thinks makes decision
Rollo says, "Great, I'll
to

starts

make
fill

a living

Rollo
reads

Insert

:

John Fox,

a

chance

on

finishes

the

first

certificate,

it

Stock
et

sees

Insert

in

Millicent's

—

him.

Scene

Nursery.
(Close up crib with
184.
backing.)
Piffle enters with baby.
His face shows
he has had a shock. He quietly puts baby
to bed. looks at stocks, puts them back into
his pocket, tucks in baby very carefully, tells
him good night, smiles rather pathetically,
beckons to nurse, and exits.
Nurse enters
with bottle and gives it to baby.

Scene

(judge's home).
stops before fire, takes out
certificates, looks at them.
Judge enters,
gets his evening paper from table, says
"Good evening."
Piffle brightens a little,
says, "A little investment I made to-day."
Flashes stock certificates, drawing judge's
attention to the seals. Judge, after a glance,
says, "Alining stock
They're not worth
the paper they are printed on."
Takes

Library

185.

enters,

Piffle

!

newspaper and

exits.
Piffle sits slowly on
of divan, looking into fire stocks
in his hand.
He finally says
Spoken title
"I wonder if I'm as big a
fool as I look."
Sits looking into fire.
(Fade out.)
Subtitle: Three years later— Jonathan Le-

the

—

arm

certificate
cetera.

made over

Roy Fox.
Scene 186.

to

ously.

(Close

up

of

crib

(Fade in.)
Nurse enters with baby baby ready for
bed.
Piffle enters as if just home from
office.
Greets nurse and baby, then says,
"I want to borrow him for a moment."
Takes baby.
Nurse exits, smiling.
Piffle
takes out stock certificates, helps baby to
backing.)

—

room— desk.

('After

occupied
the
room three
years old— on tiptoes
rummaging. Finds bundle of stock certificates of shares in The Limit.
Takes one,
attracted by seal.
Looks about cautiously
to see he isn't observed, then takes up desk
Milscissors and starts to cut out seal.
licent enters from her room.
Takes away

years.)

Scene

Nursery.

Guest

three-year interval.)

scissors.

with

picture

Piffle's
face sobers.
He hesitates then
quietly backs out, without Millicent hearing

Piffle, pleased, takes out check book, joshing about the deal.
(Fade out.)

182.

Dick's

:

hands.

(Piffle

some-

these."

As

—

in

pleased with seals, says

Spoken title: "I gotta earn
how.
I might as well take

Piffle

hold them, warns him to be quiet, and tiptoes out with him.
Scene 183. Millicent's room judge's home.
Millicent on her knees before partly unpacked trunk, with the picture of Dick in
Piffle
her hands.
She is crying over it.
tiptoes in, all smiles, with the baby and
Piffle
stocks.
Millicent doesn't hear him.

:

Takes pen and

'em over."

119

:

Smith's

Piffle,
Rollo still trying to sell stock.
steering
me
"You
are
impressed, asks,
straight?"
Rollo says, "Surest thing you

know."

—

:

Takes

Scene

has
Child

— four

Reproves

certificates,

—

child

glancing

affectionately.
at

them

—New

curi-

York.
(After three-j^ear interval.)
Dick standing near desk, checking off
typed list of names. Franklin enters. Dick
nods to him, says, "What's the good word?"
Franklin puts his hat on desk and replies,
"Immense!" and adds:
187.

Dick's

office

:

A

120

Sample Scenario

Spoken title: "The Limit is a bonanza.
must get in all outstanding stock."
Dick agrees. Taps list of stockholders in
his hand, and says, "I've got a line on most
of it," and adds
Spoken title
"One old sucker in Los
Angeles wont sell. Go out there and round
him up"

We

:

Franklin says emphatically, tapping desk,
"/ can't go.
I've got to stick right here.
Dick says. "Nothing
It's
up to you."
Franklin
looks
doing."
at Dick, and de-

mands
Spoken
:

"Are you

title:

fighting shy

still

home town because

of your

girl

a

jilted

you?"

He

adds. "You're a fool if you do."
Dick's eyes narrow, his jaw sets, he says
Franklin slaps him on
grimly, "I'll go!'
Dick
the shoulder, and says, "Good boy."
exits.

The

Subtitle:

Scene

old sucker

Smith's

188.

in

office

Los Angeles.
bank
(now

—

Piffle's).

Framed photograph
on

desk.

typed
waits.
is

Piffle finishes letter

it?"

now.)
says

of Millicent and child
desk, reading
at
Brisk young man enters and

and

says,

"What

a man of some importance
man nods toward hall and

(Piffle

Young

:

Spoken

title

about shares
Piffle

ber on

him

sitting

Piffle

letter.

to

"A gentleman

:

thinks,

see

to

you

The Limit Mine."

in

says.

Writes num-

"H'm."

memorandum pad as he replies,
come to my house to-night. I

"Tell
can't

Tears off sheet of paper
and hands it to young man. Young man
picks
Piffle
sir,"
and exits.
says, "Yes,
up his next letter.
Scene 189. Int. of bank outside of offices.
Dick waiting. Young man enters. Dick
Young man says:
says, "Well?"

talk about

now."

it

—

Spoken

"Mr. Fox

busy, but says
see
you
house
to-night."
will
at
his
he
Dick says, "All right.
Where does he
live?" Young man hands him slip of paper
and exits. Dick looks at paper.
Slip of paper with No. 1562 WilInsert
shire Boulevard written on it.
title:

is

:

Register
it's

effect

Millicent's old

on Dick
number.

young man
Makes decision

starts to call

pulse.

— he
He

recalls

Checks im-

back.

— says,

that

instinctively
"I

wonder?"

Exits.

handkerchief at same time.
Smiles
over them lays them back looks at stock
certificates with interest. Nods head. Starts
to put them in his wallet.
Hears Millicent
laughing and talking to the child.
Glances
through door to Millicent's room and smiles
(Hat limp, folded flat, balloon
as he sees:
lace

:

190.

That night.
Guest room

—at

collapsed and shriveled).
Scene 191. Millicent's room judge's home.
Millicent in evening dress playing with
child.
Child ready for bed.
Child sitting
on her dressing table. Millicent sitting before dressing table, putting finishing touches
to her toilet.
Child helping.
Scene 192.
Guest room at Piffle's desk.
Piffle
looking at Millicent and child.
Smiles tenderly. Again glances at stocks in
his hand, thinking of the fortune that they
will bring to Millicent and the child. Thinks
of circus hat, picks it up, puts it on at a
rakish angle, and exits toward them.

—
—

—

Scene

Piffle, not quite ready for dinner, without coat or vest, et cetera his wallet in his
hand opens desk drawer hunts about for

—
stocks — finds

them

—

—
—

finds old circus hat and

Millicent's

193.

room

—judge's

home.

Millicent and child at toilet table as before.
Child sees Piffle coming with hat,
laughs, pointing and clapping his hands.
Millicent
turns sees
him smiles.
Piffle
enters, clowning a bit for the child's benefit
pretending to play on a trombone. Child
loving it.
Tries to pull hat off of Piffle's
Piffle dodging
making clown faces.
head.
Piffle's
hair very much
Child gets hat.
He looks up sees Millicent smiltousled.
ing at him in the glass.
His face sobers.
Piffle hesitates, then says to
Child quiet.
Millicent

—

—

—

—
—

Spoken

"I ain't never asked for
I
than
friendship but
couldn't help hopin'."
Looks at her gravely hope in his eyes.
He slips his
Millicent surprised, touched.
Millicent,
hand over hers very gently.
Piffle
him,
submits.
longing not to hurt
reads her eyes then slowly and reverently
title:

—

more

anything

—

—

—

puts his lips to her hand.

—

Hall judge's home.
Dick says to
Dick enters with butler.
butler that he has a business appointment
(Different
Maid passing.
with Mr. Fox.
maid.)
Butler sends maid upstairs to tell
Piffle.
Maid exits. Butler asks Dick to
Dick looks about
Butler exits.
sit down.

Scene

hall,

194.

thinking of

Scene

195.

Piffle still

you
Piffle's desk.

—

—

stocks,

Subtitle

Scexe

—

:

Millicent's

room

—judge's

home.

much moved, showing Millicent
"They'll mean a fortune to

saying,

and— the
"What

Spoken

Millicent, Piffle, and
Millicent sees maid enter
Maid says to Piffle:
it?"
"A gentleman to see you on

kid."

child as before.
asks,

Millicent.

is

title:

business, sir."
Piffle sees his hair in

the glass, indicates

:

:

:

A

Sample Scenario

—

he must fix it and finish dressing says to
maid, "Tell him I'll be right down." Maid
Millicent stops her, says to
starts to go.
put the child to bed that she will deliver
Kisses child good night and
the message.
Child
exits.
Maid starts to take child.
hates to give up his play, clinging to Piffle
with one hand, trying to put the circus hat
on him again. Maid waiting.

—

—
—

Scene 196. Hall judge's home.
Dick waiting, sees
Scene 197. Hall lower landing of
Close-up

Her

Dick.

face

terror.

stairs.

—

Scene 198. Hall judge's home (full view).
Dick looking at Millicent, his jaw set,
very much moved, understanding her terror,
knowing that she has thought him dead.
They look at each other in silence, then
Millicent says, "Is it you?" Timidly puts out
her hand and touches his coat, then sways

—

He catches her as she is about to
Looks
Millicent steadies herself.
toward staircase nervously, says to Dick,
Thinks of dining
"I must see you alone!"
room indicates it insists upon his going

a

little.

faint.

—

—

They

with her.

Scene
ceeds

room

Millicent' s

199.

and

Piffle

exit.

child

home.

suchimself tells child
in
very hilarious

disengaging

in

— judge's

before.

as

Piffle

—

Child,
"good night."
mood, will not give up hat. Piffle takes pin
from Millicent's pincushion, pins over hat
so child can wear it, puts hat on child's
head child delighted. Piffle, pretending to

—

be

stern,

child

and

orders

him

to

Maid

bed.

takes

waves to him. Turns,
coat and vest and hair, and

exits.

Piffle

thinking of his

toward his room to adjust his toilet.
Scene 200. Dining room.
Millicent and Dick enter. As soon as they

exits

enter,

Millicent

closes

door,

leans

against

and demands
Spoken title
"Why didn't you let me
know you were alive?"
Dick says cynically, "What difference
could it have made?
When I came back,
you were married and gone."
Millicent
says pityingly, "But don't you know why I

it,

:

married?"

Scene

201.

Starts to

tell

Child's bed

Maid leaving

him.

— nursery

child in bed.

backing.

Child protest-

To pacify him, maid hangs up circus
hat on post of bed, saying it will be right
there for him in the morning, telling him
"good night" tells him to be good, and
exits.
The minute she exits, the child gets
up, gets hat, looks about cautiously, puts
ing.

—

it

on,

and

exits as if

toward

hall.

121

—

Dining room judge's home.
Millicent and Dick as before.
Dick listening, astounded.
When he realizes exactly what has happened, he clasps Millicent by both shoulders, exclaiming, "Do you

Scene

202.

"
mean
Millicent
Dick, and opens door

see

:

Scene

hears
a

stops

way.

They

home

— lower

little

—

Hall judge's
landing of stairs.
203.

child,

—

of Millicent looking at
blank with surprise and

flash

:

—

Child in night clothes and hat pretending to play trombone, imitating Piffle.

Scene

door

inside

hall.

Millicent and
looks at Dick

shows him

his

He

Dick.

room—just

Dining

204.
to

Dick as before.
then,

;

child.

gasps,

yond

words,

again

looks

"Mine?"

nods.
at

Millicent

very much moved,
Register effect upon
be-

Millicent,

overwhelmed,

Dick,

—

—

Hall judge's
home lower
landing of stairs.
Child as we left him.
Looks about for
Millicent thinks she's in the library resumes his trombone playing and exits toward
library marching.
(Fade out.)
Scene 205^. (Fade in.) Cut back to Scene
(Flash.) Piffle making entrance to tan3Q.
bark promenade during circus days.
(Fade

Scene

205.

—
—

—

out.)

Scene
Dick

Dining room.

206.

and

Millicent

Dick

before.

as

slowly withdraws his eyes from child
at

Millicent

Millicent.

little

makes

gesture and says

Spoken

— looks

helpless

a

—

"Now

you understand."
The full realization of what Millicent has
suffered comes to Dick.
He looks at her.
Breaks down. Clasps her in his arms. Both
title

:

in tears.

Scene

Hall

207.

—judge's

landing of stairs.
descending stairs-

Piffle

Scene

— sees

—

home

— lower

:

Dining room near door.
and Dick.
Millicent
still

208.

Millicent
in
Dick's arms, clinging to him, weeping, explaining.
Dick begging her to forgive him.

Scene
Piffle

Hall

209.

as

—judge's

home.
Register

before.

effect.

Astounded and very indignant.
Starts as
if to go to dining room.
Suddenly thinks
of Dick. Stunned at the thought. Realizes
this must be he.
Register effect.
Unable
to decide what to do.
Tries to gather his
thoughts, his face stricken.

Scene

Dining room.
Millicent and Dick as before.

pulling

210.

.

herself

together

Millicent,

best she can,
Dick protests pasas

Dick he must go.
sionately, saying that he will not leave her.
Millicent terribly torn.
She finally says

tells

:

:

:

A

122
Spoken

title

"I can't repay Piffle's years
sacrifice by leaving him

:

and

devotion

of

Sample Scenario

now."
She adds, "Don't you understand?"
Scene .211. Hall judge's home.
He is
Piffle hears what Millicent says.
suffering" horribly.
Tries to make up his
mind what to do. Child enters depressed
by the' silence of the library. He carries
the circus hat listlessly in his hand. Looks

—

—

at

childishly
his

is

realizes

trouble.

in

is

Piffle

it?''

He

anxious.

that Piffle
timidly on

hand

"What

face

his

Piffle,

Puts,
asking.

Piffle's

arm,

starts.

Looks down

—looks toward dining room — realizes that this child
the answer to the
problem — makes his decision, ''He belongs
Picks up baby —holds
to them — must go."
him a second — then quietly sends him up
to bed.
The child, feeling the tension of
nerves, goes slowly — without prochild

at

is

with divine sympathy, touches his arm, telling him to go now, that everything will
come right. Dick tries again to speak, say-

hand and

testing,

Scene

Dining room.
Millicent and Dick as before.
Dick saying, "But it isn't right!
You are mine. You
are the mother of my child !"
Millicent
weeping, adoring him, slowly shakes her
head, says, "I can't do it !"
Insists that he
must go holds out her hands to tell him
good-by. Dick finally bows to her decision.

—

—

each other last farewell. He
slowly kisses her hands.
Very reluctantly
releases them, turns and exits, half stunned
by the whole encounter.
Millicent closes
door as he goes, and leans against it, trying to stifle her sobs.

Scene

at

213.

Hall

—judge's

home.

(Another

shot.)

Dick enters.
Piffle says,
"One moment." The two men look at each
other, then Piffle says simply, "I did what
I could.
We both loved her." Dick looks
at him, tries to speak
fails.
Piffle
says
" and adds
quietly, "Don't try to explain
Piffle

waiting.

—

slowly

Spoken

title:

way."
Dick exclaims

"I'm going.

It's

the

only

—not able to believe
be quiet—glancing
to
— then starts to explain
Piffle.

him
toward dining room
warns

Piffle

quietly

Scene

and simply.
Dining room.

214.

Flash of Millicent bowed
ing,

suffering,

chair,

writh-

praying.

—

wrings
door.

hall

some

She

extent.

steadying

rises,

herself

by holding on to chair, pulls herself together, ready to face her life as she must
live

then exits

hesitates,

it,

library.

slowly

—

Guest room judge's
217.
enters.
He looks about,

Scene
Piffle

toward

home.
sees

old

trunk (cretonne covering to match
hangings of room).
He goes to it takes
off covering
folds and lays it beside trunk
unlocks trunk (key on key ring in pocket).
circus

—

—

Opens trunk, as if to pack.
Scene 218. Library near fire

—

— divan.

Register the fact that
it is a great relief to her to find the library
empty.
She again pulls herself together
as best she can
picks up a book, sits on
divan opens it but cannot read. Sits with
open book in her lap thinking of Dick.
Millicent

enters.

—
—

—

Scene
Piffle

—

Guest room

219.

kneeling

at

—judge's

trunk,

his

home.
old clown

He

nods to himself,
saying "It is the only way."
He starts to
fold clothes and put them back. Looks and
clothes in his hands.

sees

Scene

Door

220.

to

guest room.

Smiling face of child in crack.
Scene 221. Guest room at trunk.
blinded with tears. Holds
Piffle as before
out his arms. Child into them. The parting.
Scene 222. Upper hall outside guest-room
door.
(Shot through door of guest
Piffle
and child in backroom.
ground.)
Maid, passing, looks in and sees child.
Surprised, hesitates, and then goes toward

—

—

—

and

child

Piffle.

(Closer view.)
Guest room.
Piffle and child at trunk as maid enters.
Maid asks. "Is he bothering you, sir?"
gently shakes his head kisses the
Piffle
untwines his arms hands him to
child

Scene

223.

.

in

toward

exits

watching him go. Then looks toward
dining room, braces himself for the thing
he is about to do, then turns and exits
slowly toward stairs.
Scene 216. Dining room.
Millicent succeeds in mastering herself to

—

looking back.
212.

They look

hastily

"

I

Piffle

I

Piffle's

"You understand how

ing,

—
—

—
—
smile — sends

Scene 215. Hall judge's home.
Dick and Piffle.
Piffle finishing his explanation.
Dick stunned.
Piffle
says, "I
mean it she belongs to you." Dick looks

child
maid forces himself to
away happy. Child exits in maid's arms,
waving to Piffle— calling "Good night."
throwing him kisses and calling
Piffle

him.
Piffle slowly holds out his hand.
Dick slowly takes it. Dick tries to thank
him, chokes, is unable to go on.
Piffle.

•'Good night." After they go, Piffle stands
Then locks trunk,
stunned for a second.
and starts to
pocket,
his
in
key
puts the

—

at

—

:

A

Sample Scenario

He

pauses, thinks of writing a message,
and exits toward his desk.
Scene 224. Guest room desk.
Piffle enters, draws sheet of paper toward
him, and starts to write brief message to
Millicent.
(Note: Any court will call this
desertion.
He almost loses
Be happy.)
courage, forces himself to write a word or
two more, finishing it. Starts to rise, thinks
of the handkerchief in the desk opens
drawer takes out Millicent's handkerchief
looks at it is very much moved takes
out wallet puts handkerchief in it sees
stocks makes decision starts to sign them
go.

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—
bed — nursery

over to child.

Scene

Child's
backing.
225.
Child in bed maid leaving him tells him
to stay there this time.
Child dropping off
to

—

Maid

sleep.

Scene

226.

—

Guest

has signed
at them.

room— desk.

all five

rises

and

certificates

toward

exits

Scene

— looks
made

—

Millicent's

—

Millicent's room
dressing table.
Piffle enters with the message in his hand
folds it over and pins it on her pincushion.
227.

—

Picks up something belonging to her looks
at it
puts it down sees picture of Millicent and baby takes it out of frame puts
it in inner pocket and exits toward
Scene 228. Child's bed nursery backing.
Child asleep in bed.
Piffle enters
looks
down at him. Puts stocks beside baby
puts baby's arm around them.
Child stirs
in his sleep.
Piffle, not wanting to wake
him, exits.
Child opens his eyes sleepily,
then sits up, staring after Piffle in silence.

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

Scene

229.

Hall—judge's home.

— looks toward
Library— divan.

enters

Piffle

sees

Scene

230.
Millicent, as before,

Millicent
exits hastily

toward

Scene

Child's

—

disaster.

Scene

library

on divan before

and

fire.

asking,

"Do you

want me?" Piffle shakes his head, puts her
back into seat, sees paper, says, "I just
wanted this." Picks it up, smiles, his eyes
tragic— says gently, "Everything will be all
right."
She looks. He smiles, reassures her,
exits.

Scene
Piffle

231.

Hall—judge's home.
puts down paper,

enters

—

takes up
Millicent, turns

hat and coat, looking at
and exits.
Scene 232. Child's bed nursery backing.
Child sits up in bed calling "Mother!"

—
—

going

to

—
—

—

—

Insert

table.

Piffle's
it

—picks
and

it

Note.
court will
:

this

call

Be

desertion.

—

m

looks up from the reading is
overwhelmed at the thought of Piffle's goodness.
She bows her head slowly, weeping.
Scene 236. Tree or shrubbery ext. Millicent's home.
Piffle looking up at house.
(Fade disMillicent

—

solve.)

Subtitle

Scene

:

237.
shot.)

His own.
Dressing

tent.

(Fade

in.

Long

Somewhat the same effect as the earlier
scenes in this tent.
Some old faces some
new faces, gathered about Piffle's trunk, in
his old corner.
Circus employee enters with
Piffle's old goose.
All exclaim, "He's really
!"
coming back
Man starts to tie goose.
They turn and see Piffle enter.

—

Near entrance to dressing tent.
238.
(Close up.)
Piffle looking at his people
he holds out

Scene

—

hands

and

says
enters

smilingly,

— the

"I've

come

greeting between
him and Piffle, and he starts with Piffle
toward trunk. Piffle nodding and smiling to
the others.

Rollo

back."

at

rise,

if

reads

a

to

room— dressing

Millicent's
enters as

room. Sees note pauses looks at
it
up almost reluctantly opens

Scene

— starts

235.

Millicent

his

enters,

smile

234.

—
—turns and
bed — nursery backing.
hall.

Child calling.
Millicent enters, stoops to
console him. He holds out his arms to her.
They both see the stock certificates. Both
interested. Millicent, puzzled, picks them up.
Child says that his father wa; there.
Millicent looks at him
then exits hastily with
stocks toward her room. She has a sense of

feeling he must see her once
more before going, trying to conceal his suffering.
She starts a little, looks up, forces
Piffle

—

happy.

:

room.

123

Library divan.
hears child listens

233.

Any

Insert
The back of one certificate,
out in child's name.

He

Scene

exits.

Piffle

—

:

239.
Piffle

Piffle's
Piffle.

Dressing

tent

—corner

where

dressed.

trunk and goose.
People looking
He and Rollo enter. Greetings

to friends.

Piffle

sees goose, stops, picks

it

and pets it. Piffle says, "I gotta get busy
now."
Affectionately waves them away.
Feeling his sadness and new dignity, they
up,

Rollo leaves last.
homesick,
Piffle
heartbroken, starts to unlock trunk, gets out
clown dress starts absently to make up,
thinking of Millicent and the baby. Pauses,
takes out picture, and props it up before
him.
go.

—

Scene

240.

Millicent

—

Library judge's home.
standing near divan, waiting

—

:

-

A

124

Sample Scenario

with child standing on divan, beside her,
looking at book on table. Millicent on great
tension sees Dick.
Dick
Register effect.
enters.
Both too moved to be demonstrative.
After tender greeting, Dick looks at
his child.
Very gently Millicent warns him
not to tell the child anything then turns
child about, leading him to Dick.
Dick
much moved, suddenly and passionately
clasps child in his arms, saying. "My baby."
Scene" 241. Dressing tent.
Piffle made up
ready to go on lost in
thought, looking at picture.
Rollo enters,
seeing Piffle alone and thoughtful -asks,
"Lonely ?" Piffle looks at him shakes his
head smiles gently and says
Spoken title: ''Me lonely? Gee, all de
kids in de world belong to me"
Rollo looks at him impressed wondering at Piffle's new sadness and dignity.
Piffle slowly puts picture away.
They hear
indiRollo
the signal for the grand entree.
cates to Piffle that it is time for the en-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

trance.

smiles gently, nods

Piffle

goose, pats

and

it,

making

step this time.)

and waves

to

his

He

to

— tanbark promenade.
entrance.
(No goose
stops — looks up —-smiles

:

Scene_ 243. Seats.
Banks of children

waving
Scene

up
toward

Circus tent

242.

Piffle

—picks

exits with Rollo

circus tent.

Scene

—

with

Piffle.

smiling

faces

—

—

Circus tent tanbark promenade.
(Close up.)
DisPiffle smiles wistfully -waving back.
solve into very close up.
(Very slow dis244,

—

solve, out.)

Notes.

Many

who have

read our
use of the term
"leader" in regard to printed explanatory
matter appearing on the screen between and
in the course of scenes, will probabh" wonder at the use of the word "subtitle" in
the above scenario.
The terms "leader" and "subtitle" mean
the same thing.
Some writers also use
articles

of our readers
advocating the

"caption."

It

makes no difference which you

used in writing your script, but use the same
term throughout do not employ them interchangeably, or you may confuse the reader.
The term "spoken title" has reference to
the quoted words of a character as in
Scene no. When "leaders" break into the
action of scenes, they are known as "cutin leaders."
"Cut in," however, is not used
as a prefix to "subtitles," "captions," and
"spoken titles" when they break into the ac-

—

tion of scenes.

An example of the "cut back" may be
found in Scene 205^.
This term refers
to a change from one scene to another that
has previously been shown, usually for the
purpose of indicating memory reflection on
part of a character or to tighten the
suspense at a climax. "Cut backs" are usually very short scenes, or "flashes."
"Flashes" indicate exactly what would be
supposed from the word itself a very short
An example is Scene 39.
scene.
The term "close up," as used in Scene 14,
means a near view of a person, and is
employed to bring out the features stronger.
It often occurs in emotion scenes.
When
referring to a near view of inanimate objects
it
is
preferable to use "close range" or
"close shot." The terms "longer range" and
"long shot" are used with reference to the
distance of the camera from a set.
When 3-0U wish to show a letter, a picture, or some such object for the information of the audience, during a scene, use
the w ord "insert."
Examples that fully explain are Scenes 77, 93, and 125.
The scene plot, at the beginning of a
the

—

T

scenario,

is

for the aid of the director, and

him exactly which scenes are
and which exteriors, and in what

tells

interiors
set

each

takes place, so that, before tearing down
a studio setting or leaving an exterior location he can be .ertain that he has taken all
the scenes required in a given set or locaUnderstand that the word "set" means
tion.
a setting or interior location, such as a
room or hallway-. Do not confuse the meaning of "sets" and "scenes."
When the term "fade out" is employed it
denotes a gradual closing of the camera
This is used between scenes when
shutter.
a "break" in time or thought in the story
occurs.
It will be noted that in Scenes 236
and 244. "dissolve out" has been used inThis is done in the
stead of "fade out."
former case because the break is a little
too sharp to be glided over by a quick "fade
out," and. in the latter case, to end the picture more gradually.
Beginners may be mystified at the use of
fractional scenes in this scenario, such as

Scenes 107^, 124^2. and 181^2.

These were

inserted after the scenario had been written
and were so numbered in order to avoid the
renumbering of all the following scenes.
The fraction "J^" ma}' be added if further
insertions of scenes make it necessary.
Another point is that one scene is numbered 58-59-60, and another scene 175-176This was also done after the scenario
177.

had been .-written, when three scenes were
condensed into one.

—

The Uncomplimentary Department
Containing practically everything except soft-soap and
This department is not intended to
whitewash.

upon any one. The photographs
by jfl^bt tne people themselves.

offend or to reflect

were posed

for

P

1

The caption on the back of this photograph informed us that Owen Moore,
at the left, is discussing a scenario
with Director Del Henderson and

Irene Fen wick. From the picture it might
seem that Owen had been interviewing a
dealer in cooling merchandise who resides
on the corner, but in truth the fact is,
the poor boy is probably tired.

This character appeared in a recent
Vitagraph production to resemble
King George'
so the company says
of England. Why pick on the King?
This may be presented as one of the
poorest interpretations of character
we have yet seen.

—

—

Screen Gossip
A

hundred reels of the happenings in filmdom, condensed into a few lively pages

By

Neil

G. Caward

OL O REXCE
1

REED
star

the

title

the

sur-

roundings proved

her appearance in
silent dramas under the
BrenonSelznick
banner.
"Lucretia Borgia
is

Florida,

where

make

to

Augus-

St.

tine,

the

is

Herbert Bre-

latest

non

near

exceptionally

de-

s
r a b 1 e
for a
story of the Midi

dle Ages.

of the

multiple-reeler

Mention

in

which she scores so
heavily, and it is

Miss

of

Barrymore
mind the

calls to

being advertised as
one of the most
magnificent spectacles ever projected

of
her forthcoming
productions
as

upon

will bring to

the

Apparently

fact

that one

—

yet

screen.

unnamed
the

Supporting
the star appears

screen Viola Fortescue,
daughter
of
the
famous
comedian,
the

a notable cast,

late

among whom
some of
the better
known are

Fortescue.

up

it

lives

to the advertis-

ing.

Georgia,
Fortescue
her stage

Shay,

i

s s

made
debut

far-away Australia.
Later she
toured the West
Indies and South
America,
and,

m
Welsh,
Juliet
Brenon,
and Tony

strangest of all,
she was then supported in some

Merlo.
of

k

the medie-

scenes

were
staged

M

in

in

Willi a

val

K.

Though born

William E.

Many

George

Florence Reed, the latest star

to

join the Brenon Company

plays

by

George

D.

Baker,

who

now

her

is

129

George M. Cohan,

left,

and

Jesse L.

Lasky congratulating each other

Miss Fortescue's New York
was made as "Mademoiselle

director.

debut
Chanteuil,"

Brieux's "La Femme
Seule," which was given a private production in the ballroom of the Plaza
Hotel, under its translated title of
"Woman On Her Own." In the forthcoming Barrymore picture she will interpret the role of the wife of a poor
in

boarding
house, poverty-stricken but happy.
clerk

living

in

George Cohan

a

theatrical

—himself—

after signing their contract.

was
caught in Chicago on his way from Los
Angeles to New York, and signed as
the Cohan director. The acquisition of
so notable a stage director as Mr. Deing "Joan

of Arc," her newest,

seems to bear out the earlier
promises of the Artcraft Corporation,
that the best talent and brains in the
industry are to be assembled by that
organization.
Pickf'ord, Cohan, DeMille

— already

Artcraft
names to conjure with.

Mille
next,

has

Who

three
will be

we wonder?

in a lot of

and some of his
newest ones with Cecile B. DeMille as
director
Sounds like an interesting
his old stage successes

—

!

combination, doesn't it?
Well, that's
what you can look forward to seeing.
Cecile B. DeMille, the man who produced and personally supervised all the
Farrar productions for Lasky, includ-

9

former running mate
of John Bunny in the old Yitagraph
days, is now heading a company of her
own. The Flora Finch Comedy Company is the lengthy title chosen for the
Flora's new venture, and pictures particularly adapted to the elongated star's
Flora Finch,

—

;
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peculiar talents will be arranged and

A

company

noted fun
makers has been assembled to support
filmed.

of

Gossip
Mine."

Mayo
of

the

Edgar Selwyn and Margaret
will

supervise

Goldwyn

the star, and, before

still

— the

Edward

ert

Jones as art
corporation

is

capitalized

at

they

three million dol-

new

lars,

and expects
have

to

what appears

one

in

And

to

for star of

of

has
been engaged.
Miss Marsh has
already departed

who

resigned recently from the
board of directors of the Fa-

and

work of producon her

tion

picture

Players-

is

first

n o

w

well along.

Back

Mar-

to

t

he

coast go the Bos-

Mayo, and
Arthur Hopkins

the

are the folks be-

tigers

the

thers

garet

t

new

venture.

Mr.
Goldfish has had

Co.,

star,

for the East,

Lasky Company,
and Edgar Selwyn,
Archibald

&

first

famous

Triangle

Goldfish,

Edgar Selwyn

the

Marsh,

Corpora tion.

long experience

Califor-

releases Mae

wyn Pictures

hind

studios

nia and the East.

be an already
o v e r c r o wded
field is the Gold-

Selwyn,

di-

The new

rector.

both

mous

by Rob-

assisted

we mean.
The
latest to make its
entrance
into

Samuel

Hopkins

charge
productions,

of

companies,

film

Corporawhile Ar-

will be in

screen will again
be delighting in
her antics.

And

Pictures

thur

Finch fans who
have missed their
favorite on the

come

scenarios

tion,

Flora

long,

the

Mae Marsh, who

will star in

Goldwyn features,

o c k

the

picture

field

president of Selwyn
theatrical
producers
while
is

;

Archibald Selwyn, his wife, Margaret
Mayo, and Arthur Hopkins have created such popular successes as ''Within
the Law," "Fair and Warmer," "On
Trial," "Polly of the Circus," '-'Under
Cover," "Twin Beds," and "Baby

lions

and

and panand other

beasts of the jungle

in

animals

whom you

all

know from having

seen them in Horsley Mutual productions, and whom a
few of you know from having seen
them in real life down at Luna Park,
Coney Island, last summer. Captain

Jack Bonavita went along, of course,
and before so very many weeks have
passed you probably will be fidgeting in
your seat while beholding some of the

Screen Gossip
performed
by the players who "work" with the
and reckless

daring

feats

animals.

Famous

leading men have
been recently acquired by the
Kay Bee-Triangle organiza-

One

tion.

them

of

is

Corporation

and

ican,

Universal

He was

ductions.

Billy

the

in

Ray

Charles

Monte Katterjohn

looks

story

now

being filmed under
the direction of Reginald Barker. Livingston came to Inceville

from the Clune
dios,
where he

the

Clune

Standard

O

i 1

Company

is

a

piker,

doesn't

It

said

is

there

company, so
intents
and

stu-

was

poses,

'

-

picture

same

quality

made

world's
has be-

of

long

subjects

come even more

as

fans are concerned

January

high

greatest"

all

pur-

far

as

motion

to

at least, the

"The

it?

be no change
of administration in
either the parent or
the new subsidiary

release.

and

re-

through

leased

the Paramount

a

exchanges

slogan of the picture game than it
once was of the

will

continue to be
the rule.
But,
with a wad of

Any

one
of half a dozen big producircus.

the

like

will

featured in
The
Eyes of the World,"
'

Almost

bination.

the

in

capital

stock of the com-

and

Dalton

total

present

her
photo
play.
Jack Livingston is
the second, and he is to
appear in support of

Dorothy

of
million

vast

twenty-two
rive hundred thousand dollars as the

pro-

specially

Enid Bennett
Ince-made
second

million

hundred thousand dollars,
and that of Paramount ten
million dollars, so, adding
two and two together, we get

engaged to play leads opposite

twelve

is

five

Amer-

in Thanhouser,

Corporation,

of world's greatest.
The capital
stock of Famous Players-Lasky

Garwood, whom, of course,
you all remember from his

work

Players-Lasky

which was consummated early in December, comes pretty near earning the
title

Two new

131

money
behind

like

that

cing organizations prides itself on being "the world's

amalgamated companies, al-

But cutting out all
the "bunk," and coming right

most

greatest."

down
and

to

cold,

figures

money

—

hard

for,

all.

talks
taking
over of Paramount by the

any

director, or

star,

Dorothy DaUon, in a new Triangle
release, will be supported by

Jack Livingston-

any

any work

literature

facts

after

— the

the

may

expected.

be

191 7
be rich in good things
for picture-goers.

will

—
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Monte Katterjohn and Director
Reginald
Barker,
of
the
Ince
forces, have set out to establish a
few records of their own.
In a
light-comedy drama now in course
featuring Dorothy
Charlie Ray, Monte

production,

of

Dalton and
wrote a script calling for thirty
interior sets.
For a minute or two
this staggered Barker, but just to
prove that he was game, he w ent
through with it as written, and
now the two are bragging that this
T

five-reeler

contains

settings than

ever

staged

more

interior

any other photo play
on the Culver City

"lot."

Staid old Philadelphia bids fair to
again come back into the limelight as

producing center, for rumor has it
that Lewis J. Selznick has acquired the
Lubin studios in the Quaker City, and
ere long will have some of his many
a

new

The Lubin
was acquired some time ago

stars at

franchise

work

there.

by Yitagraph, but the plant

itself

is

said to be for sale to the highest bidBilly

Our

now with Kay Bee,
opposite Enid Bennett.

Garwood

is

plaj/ing

skipped a few beats a
while ago when the rumor spread that
"Doug" Fairbanks was going to desert
Triangle to head a brand-new company
organized for the particular purpose of
featuring the smiling Douglas, but latheart

est reports

from the West coast

cate that there

is

indi-

no cause for worry,

Doug has a long-time contract with
Fine Arts, and will continue to revel
for many a long day on the lot made
famous by Griffith and his fellow pro-

as

Douglas w ill also have to take along John
Emerson and Anito Loos, for John
as a director, and Anita as a writer of
subtitles, stand ace-high and then a
ducers.

It's

a cinch

whoever

gets

T

little

better than that with good-natured

Doug.

proves just what he needed,
it is highly likely that Lewis
J. could
easily make it fit in with his plans.
Accordingly, the rumor is maybe a
der.

If

realitv

it

bv

Do you

this time.

having seen before
that chap who plays the Earl of Dunstable in Mary Pickford's newest one
"The Pride of the Clan?" Surely you
must have, for Warren Cook, the chap
we are referring to, has played an important role in William A. Brady's
"Way Down East" for more than six
years, during which time he has travHis
eled all over the United States.
work in pictures has been confined to
"My Lady Incog," with Pauline Frederick, and "The Saleslady," with Hazel
Dawn, both of which were done for
recall

.

Famous

Players.

—
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Speaking of new Triangle leads
you of course noticed a new leading
man opposite Lillian Gish in the Fine
Arts-Triangle

subject,

"A

House
His name is

Upon Sand."
Roy Stuart. You couldn't
Built

notice him,

help but

for he

stands six feet
three inches in height in his "stocking feet," and weighs over two hun-

dred and ten pounds. Before beginning his work opposite Miss Gish, he

was a member

of the Lois

Weber-

Smalley company. over at
Universal City.
In the Fine Arts
studios he succeeds Keith Armour,
the Chicago juvenile, who played opposite Miss Gish in two subjects and
then was compelled to hurry back to
the Windy City on account of the
serious illness of his mother. Stuart
is a college man, having graduated
not many years ago from the UniPhillips

versity of California.

He

has held

championship of the Pacific
coast for rowing the single sculls,
and one of these days may have a
chance to demonstrate his skill
with an oar if Fine Arts ever puts
on a subject in which a boat race
the

will

fit

Roy Stuart seems very happy over

in nicely.

the fact that he is

cast as Lillian Gish's leading

man.

Curran, Robert Vaughn, and Grace de

That
Warde,

sterling old favorite, Frederick

appear in the Thanhouser
multiple-reel feature film of "The Vicar
of Wakefield," under the direction of
his son, Ernest Warde.
It will be rewill

leased in March.

Those of you who

have enjoyed his appearances in ''Silas
Marner" and ''King Lear" will have a
faint idea of what a splendid produc-

may

be expected.
Surely Thanhouser is doing more than its share in
preserving the real classics of literature
in celluloid, and their efforts will probably be rewarded in repeated bookings
of these masterpieces. Supporting Mr.
tion

Warde

in

such

"The Vicar

of Wakefield"

screen favorites as Carey
Hastings, Boyd Marshall, Thomas A.

are

Carleton.

Reference to the Thanhouser studios
calls to mind the fact that another old
footlight favorite is going to win new
laurels in the silent drama with the
Thanhouser Company. This is Grace
Henderson, who has been signed by

Thanhouser to play grand-dame parts.
She is an actress of national reputation,
who has played under the management
of the Frohmans and other leading producers, and is still further known to
fame as the widow of David Henderthe Chicago producer who originated extravaganza and brought Eddie
son,

Foy and other
firmament.

notables into the starry

Screen
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There are lots of
them still in the
making.
A brandnew manufacturing
company, christened
Ess-Ess
Producing
Company,

the

new

started off the

by

engaging
Darwin Karr, once
of Solax and more
recently of Essanay Art Accord
he who used to be
the Buck Parvin of
the Charles E. Van
;

—

Loan series made
by American and
Ruth Blair, also
well known to mo-

—

fans,

tion-picture

and

beginning the
production of a fif-

teen-episode

before the release
date set for chapter
one of the serial.

company

working on
at

a

is

interiors

studio

Ivan Film ProducRuth

from

Blair,

who
to

is

carry

interest

sode

epi-

episode
of a

have

Incorporated,
issued a fea-

ture

called "En-

tions,
to

new

serial.

ter."

know nothing

or
worth of the story

Thy

"Enlighten
Daughter," it

in

is

a

safe bet that the artistic

quality of the

production
features
c

i

p a

for

it

such prin-

s

1

be

will

satisfactory,

Frank

as

Sheridan/ James
KatherMorrison,
ine Kaelred, Marie

Arthur
Donaldson,
and
Shotwell,

Violet Horner.

out

on

Year

thor's script.

Following the run
of such photo plays
as "The Unborn,"

Are
and

My
"Is

off

by seeing

one of the new Foxthe
film Comedies

—

Fox

idea

stoneism?
Pirates"
first

tured
ing,

nette

shooting
exteriors
in the exact locale
called for by the au-

New

the

Start

Street, in New
York City, and

Children,"

of the

matter

subject

Amy

"Where

Thy DaughWhile we

lighten

Fifty-fourth

West

Girl Safe?" the

serial

which bears the
working title of
"The Lure of Gold."
It is whispered that
this may be changed

The

Any

surelv.

Serials,

year

Gossip

one,

of

Key-

"Social

was
and

the
fea-

Charles Arlsupported by

Jerome,

An-

DeFoe, Oliver
Bruce, Martin Kinney,
Bill
Hauber,
and Frank AlexanThese Foxfilm
der.
Comedies start off
as though they are
to
be polite comedies,

seasoned with

Your old
Hank Mann,

slapstick.

friend,

Keystone fame,
supported by Car-

of

Screen
men

broke into the limelight
again via the Fox brand by resorting,
again to the old, reliable laugh-making
stunts employed in "Chased Into Love."
As for the Pathe Lehrman-Fox comPhillips,

edies

featuring

Billie

Ritchie,

Henry

Lehrmann, and Dot Farley, the

first,

Society Buzzard,"

con-

''The

entitled

and even more.
Apparently William Fox means to do
his part in augmenting the mirth of a

tains all the old thrills

Gossip
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Rolfe Photo Plays, Incorporated, gave
the star the opportunity to transfer to
the screen the adorable heroine of the
book, and so satisfied Miss Barrymore
that she hastened to arrange for her
permanent continuance in Metro photo
plays.

The Williamson brothers first became famous in 'The Williamson Submarine Expedition

;"

and

later created

nation.

another sensation in "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," released
by Universal. They were also respon-

Just like that stately Ethel
Barn-more to do the unexpected she
has turned her back forever upon the
speaking stage, and adopted the films as

sible

Bing!

—

of expression. This
decision on her part was "registered"
emphatically by her signing a long-time
contract with Metro Pictures Corporation under whose auspices she has been
appearing for some months. Miss *Bar-

her future

rvmore's
efforts

medium

determination to

on motion pictures

is

center

her

said to

have followed the completion of

Metro wonder play, "The
Awakening of Helena Ritchie/'
adapted from Margaret De-

her

land's

great

American

of

classic

life.

This

which
production,
was directed b\

for the underwater scene in the

Captain

Nemo

story.

Anyway, what

we started to say was the Williamsons
now have organized a new film company, known as The Submarine Film
Corporation, and are utilizing their
wonderful inventions for securing a lot
of other submarine pictures.
Deep-sea
photography has already caused the
world to marvel.
Sitting in a quiet

watching a human being, armed
only with a knife, struggle with
a live octopus at the bottom of
the sea, or fight a man-eating
shark, seems like a Jules Verne
experience, but the Williamsons
have already shown us such
feats, and now they promise still more.

theater,

JohLll \Y. Nof o
b le

Ethel Barri/more,

who has abandoned

the sta</e .entire!)/ to play in

Metro

films.
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The Sunny South had another
from the

Seligites

during*

visit

December,

for Director Al Green, working out of
the Chicago studio, flitted with his com-

pany down

into Mississippi for the pur-

pose of shooting some real plantation
scenes for "The Princess of Patches,"
Vivian
a forthcoming Red Seal play.
Reed had the leading' role in this multiple^-reeler, and her supporting cast includes Frank Weed, Roy Southerland,
Clara Lambart, Charles LeMoyne, and
Maude Baker. Following the filming
of the plantation scenes the entire ag-

gregation returned to the Chicago studios, where the interiors are now being

whispered that he had
an awful time avoiding seasickness during the filming of "Pidgin Island," the
production just completed, many scenes
for which were filmed in the waters off
ashore, for

it

is

the California coast.

The

fans of the country surely had a
bountiful Christmas this year, for they

found on the screens of their favorite
theaters some of the biggest serial and
feature productions that have been
shown during any previous holiday
season.
Vitagraph prepared for the
stockings of the film fans its newest

"The Secret Kingdom," featuring Charles Richman and Dorothy
Kelly.
Metro played Santa Claus by

serial,

staged.

Edward

Cozen,

Richardson,

Tack

and Vivian Rich, all former stars of the
American Film Company, Incorporated, have found a new place to hang
their hats.
All three of them are now
Seligites, and hard at work in a new
eight-reel production written by Gilson
Willets, and being directed by Colin
Campbell, who produced "The Crisis"
Tom
and "The Garden of Allah."
Santschi, Bessie Eyeton, Fritzie Brunette, Harry Lonsdale, Eugenie Besserer, Frank Clark, and Al Filson are
included

also

story
ities

of

is

in

the

cast.

The new

said to center about the activ-

of a perfectly organized syndicate
criminals whose members live in

offering Francis X.

Bushman and Bev-

Bayne in "The Great Secret,"
which was produced under the direc-

erly

of Christie Cabanne, the former
Triangle director.
As appropriate to

tion

Kalem and Pathe revised
such former features as "From the
Manger to the Cross," and "The Life
of Our Savior."
the season,

Speaking of
friend, Bill

our mutual
Hart, of the Kay Bee-Tri-

working now in a picshow an interior which
took three whole weeks for the entire

angle studios,
ture that will
it

interiors,

is

technical staff of the Inceville plant to

This

luxury and move in the highest social
circles while preying upon their wealthy

erect.

victims.

exterior of the set

is

hewn lumber, and

the interior

Did you ever read "The Promise," a
novel from the pen of James B. Hendrix?

It's

for Harold

going to be the next vehicle

Lockwood and May
Yorke-Metro

Alli-

Since
all of its scenes are laid in the big-timber country, it ought to make a bully
offering for this charming pair of players.
The indefatigable press agent of
the Lockwood-Allison combination, is
mighty glad the story is at least laid
son, of the

forces.

is

a hacienda set used in a

Hart Mexican border production.

made

The

of roughis

fin-

with pieces prepared by wood
carvers of the Ince studio. It was specially designed by Art Director Robert
Brunton.
Hart and his company are
ished

now down on

Mexican border,
where they are working on a big ranch.
They went there because more than
the

sixty-three thousand head of cattle are
owned by the ranch, and scenes of

herd will work well into the story
prepared by J. G. Hawks.
this

—
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To Make Eve Weep
When

Shirley

Shirley couldn't cry,

Mason.

because she hadn't
anything to cry about, they
just manufactured tears.

merely

By Charles Phelps Gushing

ADAM and Eve and
of

Saul are the

the theme of the episode

one

serve an atmosphere of sorrow.
choice young man, and a goodly,"

"Seven Deadly
a

feature

is

Sins,"

starring

yclept

Charlotte

Saul had sworn he'd make
Eve weep two salty tears or more

Walker.

this is getting

First of

all

ahead of the

story.

you should know that Eve

the heroine of a series of five-reel

picture plays about the "Seven Deadly
Sins."

Mason.

—

happy, too, but his duty as a

director was, for the time being, to pre-

"Sloth,"

is

to be

and

the

But

was

chief persons in our story,

petite,

Eve's

She

other
is

dainty

name

is

Shirley

an

old-fashioned

miniature painting.
For as far back
as she can remember, Shirley Mason
has been an actress, but stage life has
not aged her beyond her years, nor
has it given her an air of worldliness.
This makes her ideal for the part in
which she is cast in the McClure series
she has to be just that kind of girl,
or she wouldn't do at all.
In her costume as a Red Cross nurse
she was striving hard to look grave,
but at every rest between filmings the

—

real girl, sixteen

and joyful, popped up,

radiating happiness.

This was

all

well enough for every-

body but Saul.

His natural inclination

was

namesake of long ago,
and he towered above Eve, as he
should, "from his shoulders and upward higher than any of the people."
Saul, by the way, was his real name
Saul Harrison.
He was working under the supervision of Theodore Marston, the McClure director in chief.
Saul, like his

Adam, however,

a film star at sixteen
as

"A

is

another just-sup-

George LeGuere plays the
part, the same curly-headed, handsome
juvenile who wept real salt tears with
Margaret Anglin last season every
week-day evening and every Saturday
and Wednesday afternoon in a play by
Oscar Wilde, called "A Woman of No
pose name.

Importance."

The
weepy

ability

to

situation

shed tears,

demands

it,

when
is,

I

a

was

told, part of George's stock in trade.
Everybody around the studio appeared

have faith that when the big scene
in the Red Cross hospital was put on,
George, in the role of Adam, the
wounded soldier boy, could be depended
upon to do his duty.
to

To Make Eve Weep
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hunted up Adam, and asked him
He
for an interview on the subject.
I

saw the humor
swered

but an-

in the request,

in all seriousness.

"In a play on the legitimate stage it
is not so difficult to shed tears as you
might suppose," he told me. "Every
Miss
actor is a. Sentimental Tommy.
Anglin and I used to weep at every
perf (vmance. In the movies, however,
I don't
it
is ten times as difficult.
know whether I'll succeed this time or

served.

"It's

too hard to concentrate

In a theater, where the
settirig helps create atmosphere, and
it's all so quiet that you can hear a
pin drop when the big scene is on, the
actor has an easier time of it."
Some one was bellowing through a

on the

role.

megaphone
"George LeGuere
Shirley."
The interview had to come to
an abrupt close.
Saul was ready to
:

!

"Why ?

put on a hospital scene.
No need to dwell at length upon
what happened soon thereafter. That
would give away the climax of a whole
episode of the series, and you would

A

know beforehand whether Eve wept

not."
I

asked him why.

Just listen for a moment!"
din of carpenters' hammers arose
from one corner of the studio. The
diverting discourse of a mouth organ
gong like
floated up from another.

A

an ambulance bell sounded one stroke.
"Lights
NumSome one bellowed
The gong sounded again,
ber one !"
Then
"All r-r-right,
two strokes.
!"
Eddie
Go ahead
:

!

:

!

It

was

rather diverting.

"There's

the

trouble,"

Adam

ob-

tears of

sorrow or tears of joy after

her experiences in "Sloth."
All afternoon Saul and his actors
and a squad of extra people who had
small parts as Red Cross nurses or
as wounded soldiers played arid replayed to produce a few hundred feet
of film leading up to the Big Scene.
The daylight pouring in from the
studio's glass roof gradually dimmed.

Eve was kneeling
beside the cot
of the
hero.

wounded

To Make Eve Weep
Dark

The

shut down.

other compa-

working in the studio washed off
The
their make-ups and went home.
little group under the arc lights of
Number Two were the only actors left.
The carpenters had ceased their pounding, the harmonica was silent, a door
slammed and roused an echo. One of
the extra men, playing
wounded soldier, went to

nies
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standing out in beads upon his
forehead as he worked, but Eve's eyes
were dry. He persevered, the music
At
of "Genius Loci" still abetting.

tion

he had to acknowledge partial deEve could not yet weep.
feat.
Saul handed her a bottle of smelling

last

salts.

"Take

pleaded.

Eve d d
i

and snored.
Saul woke him up

hushed

the

up" coursed down
her cheeks upon

laugh that followed.

The most

serious

the

business of the day

was now about

arcs

Num-

had taken "a good old
flared

now

whiff" himself.
The young heroine of the

with dazzling brilliance on
a

hospital

blue.

ward

all

piece
"1 simply can't make

the sheets and pillow cases,

and the nightgowns of the

Eve was kneeling
the wounded hero.

patients.

beside the

A

phonograph began to play the sweet and lowpitched melody of Carl Thern's "Genius
Loci." A moment or two and one forgot that the music came from a machine.
It quavered back from the high
ceiling of the big, half-deserted studio

and seemed to float from empty air.
Adam appeared to catch the mood
of the Big Scene first. Eve bowed her
head.
She looked up, and her face
told deep emotion, but
no tears
A property man beside me shook
his head and whispered:
"She can't

—

cry

!

"I don't

myself cry."

blue the aprons and caps of

cot of

sprang up and began
radiating happiness again.

gloomy

Blue the walls, blue

the nurses

young

Adam. For Adam,
we may as well add,

ber Two."

The

tear-stained

cheeks of

to

occur.

"All lights.

—a n d

wept.
Two of the most expressive tears ever
filmed in a "close-

sleep in his hospital cot

and

good old whiff!" he

a

A kid like that's too happy.

!

Take

one o' them old birds who's been
through the mill and has had hard sledding and you can get the weeps. Just
tell her to recall her troubles
But a
kid can't feel so hard hit."
Saul exhorted her, with the perspira-

know why

it

is,"

she mused, shaking her head
and laughing, "but I simply can't make
myself cry.
Now, my sister, Viola
Dana, can cry just as easy as anything,

whenever she wants to.
A regular
Niobe. But the only times I ever could
cry were when my mother made me
stay home when I wanted to go out."
So, even though her eyes had to be
when you see the sixth
coaxed,
deadly sin on the screen you'll see Eve
crying over
Saul,

And

it's
all because
with
stood by
a triumphant

who

it.

smile on his face,

"Tears
Saul.
dle

are

a

good

stubborn

"You have

women

is

to

director.

things,"

know how

to get them.

If

said

han-

to

she was

married I could scold her husband and
make her cry but she isn't."
The property man took me aside and
whispered in my ear again.
"I told
you so," he philosophized.
"They
should of used an organ instead of that
music box."

—

;
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This department will answer questions asked by our readers relating to motion pictures. No questions
regarding matrimony, religion, or scenario writing will be answered; those of the latter variety should be
sent to the editor of the scenario writers' department. Send full name and address, and write name or
Address: Picture Oracle, care of this
initials by which you wish to be answered at the top of your letter.
magazine, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York City. All questions are answered in the order received; failure
If you desire an early answer, inclose a
to see your reply in one issue means that it will come later.
envelope,
and
a
personal
will
addressed
answer
be
sent
there is space in the magazine for it.
unless
stamped,

—
MW.men

never heard of the two
you mentioned at the start of your
letter.
They are probably some "extra" people,
and all I keep track of are the stars, and people
who are in stock at the 'different companies.
The small bits you saw them in probably carYes, I have quite a
ries out my contention.
high opinion of Louise Glaum's efforts in her
vampire roles. No, Jane Lee is all right again,
after being bit in the face by Theda Bara's
Russian wolfhound.
I guess Theda will keep
a close watch on the Russian after this, to see
You
that he doesn't maltreat anybody else.
list
of
actors
and
actresses
name quite a long
that you like, and an equally long list of those
you don't care for. It just goes to show the
Some one will
difference in people's tastes.
Sorry, but

I

•

write in, and reverse your
estimate of the players is

lists

so

far

as
so

his

we have

You

Fox.

have

to

are

a

all

''dark

kinds,

horse,"

M. W.

would have dreamed you would land

when
ages

so

many

Who

at the top

others have been in the race for

?

Miss

Atlanta-Beverly-Bushman.

— No,

you

get quite a few letters from the different fans in Atlanta, Georgia, but the only
reason you have not noticed the fact is that
they have not advertised their residence as ex"Romeo and Juliet,"
tensively as you have.

are wrong.

I

the Metro picture in which Bushman and Bayne
and you
are starred, has already been released
;

praise.

You may

write often

for that.

—

Elaine T. I should say you are getting to
be one of my steady correspondents.
Glad you
like the service well enough to trade here regularly.
Maybe you are thinking of the name
Mabel Fenton that sounds so familiar. Mabel
of the famous vaudeville team of Ross and
Fenton. Charles Ray was very fine in "Home."
The Triangle Film Corporation was organized
just sixteen months ago.
Quite a splurge it
is

concerned,
you
in order for
Don't ask me why
everybody to be pleased.
Theda doesn't get another "snake" part. I don't
Better ask Willie
write her stories for her.
see

should have seen the whole thing by this time
in Atlanta.
If not, make a kick to your theater
manager, and make him get it. He is running
his house to please his patrons, and if enough
force is brought to bear, he will get the picture.
So Theda Bara packs them in whenever
she plays in Atlanta? Well, she does the same
thing in almost every other place in which her
pictures are shown.
Stuart Holmes was the
villain that played with Theda Bara in "The
Serpent."
Thanks for those kind words of

has made in that brief time, isn't it?
"Intolerance" is playing in several of the big cities
at the present time.
You a ought to have your
first glimpse of it in New Orleans very shortly
now.
"The Lamb," with Douglas Fairbanks,
was the first Fine Arts, and "The Iron Strain,"
with Dustin Farnum, was the first Kay Bee
to be released on the Triangle program.
"A
Favorite Fool," with Polly Moran and Eddie
Foy, was the first Keystone released by Triangle.
Mae Marsh is no longer with D. W.
Griffith.
She has gone off and joined the Goldwyn Company, a new one. Little Mae is to
.

draw down two thousand

dollars in real

money

The

every week, too! The press agent of the company will probably add about two thousand in

money

"reel"

amount.

to this

W. H. M. — Write

to Pauline Frederick in care

of the Famous Players-Lasky Company, No. 485
Fifth Avenue, New York City, for a photograph
Mae Murray can be reached at the
of herself.

Studio, Hollywood, CaliBetter inclose a quarter with your refornia.
quests, as even actresses have to pay for pictures.
Your last question is decidedly against the rules

of the department, so
sorry to say.

I will

have to overlook

it,

—

Your loving little letter
Girl.
were answered in anquestions
Your
received.
other issue. If you don't find them, let me know,
and I will look them up. I get so many letters

The Hallroom

that

would be impossible

it

one

in

issue,

so

if

to

answer them

you expect them in, please have patience,
for they are bound to come out just as soon as
is

space.

—

The Hallroom Girl. You certainly are keepHere you have
ing up quite a correspondence.
one letter right under another, and all in the
same issue, too. Cleo and Olive, junior, will be
getting awfully jealous the first thing I know.
Yes, I do admire Mary Fuller's acting very much
Herbert Rawlinson, Bessie Barriscale,
indeed.
Walthall are also great favorites of
Henry
and
Let me compliment you on your picking.
I have been in Atlantic City a great many
Great little place when you get used to
times.
I envy you skipping about in that gasoline
it.
launch that you described. So you like to go up
I don't know whether to
in aeroplanes, too?
call you a high flyer or not.
mine.
Yep,

The Gold Dust Twins. — Ah,

back for another
There were two gentlemen oppo-

clean-up I see.
site Bessie Love

in "Stranded."
One of them
was De Wolfe Hopper, and the other— the man
I guess that it is
she married Frank Bennett.
the latter to whom you refer. Am I right? Certainly Picture-Play is a wonderful magazine.
If you know of any one who doesn't think so,
How's every little thing
just let them ask us.

—

in Bakersfield?

Dare-devil Charlie.

you must think that

— Evidently from your

title

requires a lot of nerve
to write to the Oracle.
Yes, Syd Chaplin is a
brother of Charlie.
Address Francis Ford in
care of the Universal Film Company, Gower
Street, Hollywood, California. Grace Cunard has
been in the movies for a good many years. King
Baggot is now looking after the big Universal
feature, "Absinthe," in which he did his greatest
work. King has purchased the picture and added
some new scenes, and is attending to the sale of
it.

A

it

great production, too.

Herbert Rawlin-

with

still

is

the

Film Company
Sheldon Lewis was

Universal

The Clutching Hand in the "Exploits of Elaine."
Hobart Henley is acting and directing, and, in
out the rest of his time, he occano one will think
loafing. Pearl White was born in 1889.

order to

fill

sionally writes a scenario, so

he

is

C. U. Later.

— Fannie

Ward

is

still

on the job

front of the camera at the Lasky studios in
Hollywood, California.
No, I don't think the
editor would send you one of his photographs,
even if you did inclose a quarter unless you sent
it around Friday night.
I don't know whether
lie is proud or bashful
or afraid the recipients
would cancel their subscriptions immediately.
Why not ask him for his autograph? That's
in

—

—

much

all

they do not appear in the

issue

there

son
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at Universal City, California.

Play

Lasky Feature

Oracle

Picture

safer

Girlie.

— for

the circulation department.

— Geraldine

"Joan of Arc,"

Lasky Company.

in

Farrar's

latest

picture

is

which she is starred by the
No one is costarred with her.

is the leading man of the piece.
Yes, "The Fall of a Nation" has been released
for some time now.
Miss Lorraine Huling and
Messrs. Shirley, Standing & Willis have the prin-

Wallace Reid

Wallace Reid is cergood-looking chap.
Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne are one of the most
popular teams playing in motion pictures, and
have hosts of admirers all over the country.
cipal roles in this feature.

tainly

very

a

—

Georgia K. T. Mabel Trunnelle is appearing
Edison productions at the present time. Don't
know what Augustus Carney, or Gene Gauntier
are doing now.
Ruth Stonehouse is with the
Universal,. Tom Powers with the Mutual, after
appearing in "Mr. Lazarus" on the speaking stage
under Henry E. Dixey. Florence Turner is still
at the head of her own company in London, England.
Yes, Creighton Hale appeared in "The
Exploits of Elaine" and "The Romance of
Pearl White has
Elaine" with Pearl White.
auburn hair. Sorry I couldn't answer your questions any sooner.
in

—

Toe-Knee=Chest-Nut. Frank
Borjage
has
brown hair, but no freckles. Richard Travers
He
is still playing with the Essanay Company.
was born at a Hudson's Bay trading post. Violet
Mersereau can be addressed at the Universal
Film Company, No. 1600 Broadway, New York
I am sure that she would answer a nice
City.
letter if you wrote one to her.
J.

J.

W. — What would you

like

to

know

garding June Caprice ? Let me know, and
do my best to tell you. Yes, I saw Clara
ball
it

Young

was

in

I

rewill

Kim-

"The Common Law," and thought

fairly good.

She

is

also

one of

my many

favorites.

—

Constant Reader. No the winner of "The
Diamond from the Sky" sequel has already been
;

The
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The American has released the sequel
already, and the name of the winner is announced
on the screen. Did you make a try for it?
chosen.

—

Midget. How do you know that so many miles
separate us? Maybe I am right at your heels, and
Better be careful, or I
I might dine at Levj^'s.
may surprise you. You never can tell. Billie
the
Burke is just thirty. The studio manager
person that does all the hiring of the people.
is it that you haven't been around to the
studios to see for yourself, with so many of them
The Fine Arts, Lasky, Universal,
about you.
Keystone, Christie, L-Ko, Signal, Kay-Bee, Morosco, Fox, Vogue, Lone Star, Rolin, and many
others are all within easy reach of your place.
That certainly is a thing that will take me quite
some time to figure out if people say you look
like Edith Storey, and yet have a profile like
is

How

friend Violet Mersereau.

Martha

B.

— Charlie

Chaplin

is

twenty-seven

years old.

Ruth All a son. — We
Harold Lockwood

an

ran

interview

in the July, 1916, issue of

with
our

Didn't you happen to come across
picture "Mister 44" is too old for us
Try another.
to run an illustrated story on it.

magazine.

it?

The

—

Inquirer. Address Marshall Neilan and Wallace Reid in care of the Lasky Feature Play

Hollywood.

Studio,

wood

California.

Harold

Lock-

can be tagged by the mail carrier at the

Yorke-Metro Film Company, Gordon
the same Hollywood.

Street,

in

—

R. E. H. You can get a picture of Jack Pickford by writing to him at the Famous PlayersLasky Company, No. 485 Fifth Avenue, New
York City, and asking him for one. Better inclose the

customary two

bits.

— Two

hours and nothing to do? You
certainly must have had a very unpleasant time.
No wonder you sat right down and wrote to
me.
It does get tiresome sitting around with
nothing to do but wait for the next show, when
you have to doll all up, and go out and do the
same old turn that you have been doing for so
long that you could do it every bit as well in
your sleep. A tough life, says I, but there is
one thing that has that beaten fifty ways, and
that is an Oracle.
It is just the opposite.
The
Oracle works all the time, and doesn't even get
the chance to rest a while, much less ever getting
two whole hours to kill. I would like to have

Songa.

that

A

many

to kill right

Movie Fan.

now

— Pauline

in

a nice

Frederick

little

is

nap.

working

right along for the Famous Players-Lasky Company at their Eastern studios, in New York City.

Thomas Meighan

is

playing opposite her.

Sorry

answer all your questions on
journey to the Oracle, but several of

couldn't

that

I

your

first

them were against

Oracle

Picture

the ironclad rules of the de-

partment.
Give the rules the shy glance, and
then write me about anything that doesn't conflict with them, and I shall do my best to answer
everything. Billie Burke has deserted the screen
and traveled back on the speaking stage once
more. Too bad to lose Billie.

G— Pearl White

was born in 1887. Can't
answer any questions regarding matrimony, as
I
haven't had experience enough on the subN. R.

Charles Ray is just twenty-five years old.
Ernest Shields played in "Wanted A Home"
with Mary MacLaren.
Y'ou couldn't be doing
anything better than knitting socks for the soldiers and reading Picture-Play at the same time,
as you say.
Give my regards to all the boys in
Canada and pray for the ones who aren't and

ject.

—

—

the girls, too.

—

Alice. Glad to hear that you are not a curious
personage. Violet Mersereau was born and educated in New York City. Bessie Barriscale can
be reached at the Kay-Bee studios in Culver City,
California.
Marguerite Clark is certainly very
nice, indeed.
No, she is not the least bit oldmaidish.
What on earth made you think she
was? Mary Miles Minter was born in 1902,
Alice Joyce in 1890, and Norma Talmadge in
You beg prettily indeed, but still I can't
1896.
do thy bidding. Rules is rules, even if they do
sometimes interfere with the imparting of knowledge. Yes, I have pictures of Violet Mersereau,
Bessie Barriscale, and Marguerite Clark.
William Desmond is signed for two years with the
New York Motion Picture Corporation, that
makes the Ince-Triangle plays.
C. D.

W — Yes,
7

.

the Edison

Company produced

"What Happened

to Mary," which,
by the way, was the first serial ever produced,
and Mary Fuller was the leading figure in it.
Very good, too. Mary Fuller also appeared in
the "Dolly of the Dailies" series, and in the serial
sequel to "What Happened to Mary," entitled
"Who Will Marry Mary." Romaine Fielding is
now appearing in vaudeville at the head of his

the

serial,

own company of
The pleasure is all
Miorbuibu.

Sounds

players,

mine,

— Where

I

presenting sketches.
assure you.

did you get that heading?
and you a nurse

like a patent medicine,

Francis X. Bushman is
Yes, I guess Wally
a very fine fellow indeed.
Reid received your letter all right if you addressed him correctly at the Lasky Feature Play
Studio, Hollywood, California. You certainly do
think a lot of your voice. People think a lot of
mine, too, but they would hate to tell me what
they think.
So you want me to look up some
legacy for you? Maybe you think I am a fortune hunter?
in

a hospital,

E.

A. O.

at

that.

— Maybe

correctly, or

your

you did not address them
went astray, somehow.

letters

The
Wallace Reid
California.

at

the

Lasky Studio, Hollywood,

Mary Pickford

at the Artcraft Pic-

tures, No. 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Henry Walthall at the Essanay Film Company,

Chicago, Illinois. Vernon Steele in care of the
Famous Players-Lasky Company, No. 485 Fifth
Avenue, New York City. Lionel Barrymore can

Metro Pictures Corporation,
Douglas Fairbanks at the Triangle Film Company, Longacre Building, New
York City; and Cleo Ridgely at the same address
the

be located

at

New York

City.

W allace
T

Reid.
They
their numerous admirers.
as

all

send out pictures to

— Yes,

Alice Hollister is her right
name. She has done most of her screen work
for the Kalem Company, and her best-known
Alice was
picture is probably "The Vampire."
really the first actress to take the art of "vamping" on the screen seriously.
P. F. O. F.

— Certainly

Harry Myers can
be addressed in care of the Vim Film Company,
No, Marie Walcamp was
Jacksonville, Florida.
not injured when the horse went over the bank
Mary Pickford owns a home on
in "Liberty."
Long Island, New York. In some studios the
H. M. R.

I

it

is

soon.

—

Miss Japan. Can't say whether Theda Bara
would be as attractive if she were a blonde inThe only way to settle the
stead of a brunette.
question is to buy a blond wig for Theda, and

Am

take a photograph of her in it.
glad to see
that you are getting to be so consistently inquisitive, and hope you will remain so for time to
come. Will get hold of the names of the movie
companies in Japan for you right away. Keep
on the lookout for the answer which will be
under your present title, Miss Japan. I certainly
enjoy reading your letters,
I received a letter
from an admirer of the department in Japanese,
or maybe it is in Chinese.
ish you were here
to translate it for me.
Reminds me of a puzzle.

W

7

Wonder how
answers

if

this person manages to read
he can't write them?

my

—

Tom Meighan is to be Pauline Fredleading man in Famous Players-Lasky
productions.
Quite some desirable combination,
H. R.

erick's

eh?

—

and not an alias, as you thought. In
second place it is well, see the February
issue.
She was born in Champagne, Illinois, on
November 8, 1890. She had been on the speaking stage under the management of Henry Savage, Henry B. Harris, and William A. Brady
before she embarked on her film career with the
Lubin Company. She is now back under Brady's
management, but for the screen, instead of the
first place,

D. C. Hash. So you want to know all about
Ethel Clayton? Well, here goes the whole terrible truth.
Ethel Clayton is her name, in the

—

the

Her home

stage.

New York

in

is

City.

Any-

thing else?
Oh, yes; she has red hair, of the
golden hue, blue eyes, and is five feet five and a
half inches tall, and weighs one hundred and
thirty pounds. Enough ?

D.

W. — Write

to the

New York

tion,

Metro Pictures Corporafor

City,

tions for the feature,

the

complete quota-

"My Madonna," which was

put on by the Popular Play and Players
pany.

Friends.

can.

allowed to watch pictures in the making,
but these" are very few, they do so only at certain
times. I am sure that you have given me a very
hard question to answer. Maybe the reason moving-picture people are the most interesting is because they are silent all the time. Some day when
we have some spare time between letters we shall
have to invent a camera that registers the voice
Don't expect
of a player as well as the action.

public
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Picture Oracle

— The

only

way

to get a start in pic-

when you have had no previous

tures

Com-

experi-

ence in that line is to apply for extra work at
some of the motion-picture studios nearest you.
and work your way up. Harold Lockwood can
be reached at the Yorke Film Corporation, Los

Angeles, California
Douglas Fairbanks at the
Fine Arts Film Company, Hollywood, California,
and William Clifford can be caught by the mailman 'most any day at the Fox Film Corporation
Studios, Los Angeles, California.
Your other
question is against the rules of the department,
sorry to say.
;

—

Oracle's Admirer. So I have cornered a reguadmirer for myself
I had better look out,
or I will have to order a larger headpiece.
If
my head does swell any more, I won't be able
to wear my present hat, and, as I haven't time
Guess
to buy one, I wonder what I shall do?

lar

I

!

can't afford to let

isn't

room enough

it

in

swell up, after all. There
the Oracle department to

give you a list of my favorites. Address Dorothy Dalton in care of Ince studios, Culver City,
California.
Monroe Salisbury was Allesandro
in the Clune production of "Ramona."
Theda
Bara is twenty-six years old. Dorothy Dalton
is just three years younger than the vampirish
Theda.
Address Alice Brady in care of the
World Film Corporation, New York City. Dorothy Dalton is five feet three inches tall, and
Dorothy
has dark-brown hair and blue eyes.
Gish is five feet three inches tall. Mae Marsh
is
of the same height, while little Marguerite
Clark is but four feet ten inches tall.

Talmadge Fan.

—Just

happened to see a mistake in my answer to you in the December issue,
so I thought I would correct it before you wrote
me about it. Don't know how it ever got in.
Louise Fazenda did play in the two-reel Key"Fatty's Tintype Tangle,"
leased on the Mutual program.
stone,

that

was

re-

!

The
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—

A. E. Costa. Clara Kimball Young is now at
Her films are
the head of her own company.
released through Lewis J. Selznick.

contingent of filmites at work before the
camera. Be sure to go over to Fort Lee, New
Jersey.
Just fifteen minutes across the ferry.
There are a host of different picture studios
there, and you will have a fine time doing them
big

So you would

all.

like

to

know

names of

the

the several leading ladies that are appearing in
the serial, "The Scarlet Runner," with Earle
Louisita
Williams. All right, here they all are
Valentine, Betty Howe, Adele Kelley, Gypsy
O'Brien, Lillian Tucker, Edith Storey, Gene
Stuart, Peggy Blake, Billie Billings, and Zeria
Keef e comprise the lot. Williams is the first
star so lucky to have so many distributed around
Pretty soft
him for his various adventures.
:

for

somebody

—

Private. Thelma Salter can be reached by
addressing her in care of the Ince studios at
Her latest release is
Culver City, California.
"The Honorable Algy," in which Charles Ray
starred.

is

Frances.

— Creighton

Hale

was

leading
Lewis
was.
Sheldon
in
"The
Iron
Claw."
man
Didn't you see the
the villain with the claw.
Pearl
picture of Creighton in our "Gallery?"
the

W hite

is now appearing in another serial, enYou can address
"Pearl of the Army."
her in care of Pathe Exchange, No. 25 West
Creighton
Forty-fifth Street, New York City.
Hale can be reached at the Frank Powell Pro7

titled

Times Building,

New York

and
Anita Stewart at the Vitagraph Company, LoAvenue, Brooklyn, New York.
Pearl
cust
White was born in 1889, so you can do a little
figuring yourself, and see how old the young
ductions,

lady

and theatrical companies have old boy
Ursus backed off the map when it comes to indulging in the Mexican national game, howture

ever.

— So

you are coming to the
big city to give the movie stars and queens
Well, you will find quite a
the "once over?"
your attentions upon.
shower
them
bunch of
to
Run over to the Vitagraph studio, in Brooklyn,
New York. There you will be able to see a
Oracle's Admirer.

Oracle

Picture

City,

is.

Walthall Worshiper. — You

certainly

have

loads of praise for Henry Walthall, and I agree
with you that he deserves it all, and even more,
for he is a finished actor.
"Quo Vadis" was
produced by a foreign film company, and released here by George Kleine.
Evidently you
didn't read the rules at the top of the department.
Do so, and you will discover the secret
that caused me to disregard your last question.
"Quo Vadis" is still in the market, despite its
long run, so you ought to be able to see it
somewhere. Ursns is the big attraction in the
play.
He is the fellow that braves the bull.
Some of the press agents of the different pic-

—

N. C. Girl. Sessue Hayakawa can be reached
by the mailman every morning at the Lasky
Photo Play Company, Hollywood, California.
You can pronounce his name Sess-soo Hayacow-wa.
Can't answer the Carlyle Blackwell
question, as it is barred by our ironclad rules.
I
don't" mind telling you that you need have
no fear of losing any of your tresses.
Mary
Pickford and Marguerite Clark are both extremely popular.
It's fifty-fifty with me as readmiration
gards
for them. Gene Gauntier went
with the Universal Company after she had left
her own company.
Before this, she and Jack
Clark were featured in Irish plays by Kalem.
So you want to know something about Cleo?
Well, strange as it may seem, her letter was
directly under yours in the pile to be answered.
Cleo has been traveling lately, and
hasn't asked any questions for a couple of issues.
Wallace Reid, Earle W'illiams, and Harold

Lockwood are three of the handsomest fellows
we have on the screen. Of course they are not
the only ones, for we also have Bushman, Kerrigan, and
oh, so many others, but it takes too
much space to name them all. After such a

—

compliment,

I

writing, but

it

I

if

certainly
didn't

will

seem

forgive

long, at

all,

Sessue might be persuaded
you write him a nice letter.

think

to

you for
honestly.
answer

—

Cleo. Where on earth have you been?
You
mustn't stay away so long in the future. Even
the other readers of the magazine have missed
your name in the answers.
The N. C. Girl
above was just inquiring about your residence.
Shall I tell her that you live in Butte, Montana?
You certainly have done a lot of traveling in
the last two months, but I insist that I have
been terribly neglected, and have looked for that
orange-and-black envelope for many a day. Have
This heliotrope-color
you run out of them?
envelope had me guessing.
Have you given
colors
for
good? That surely is
up the other
an attractive colored envelope, heliotrope, but
anything on the orange and black. I
it hasn't
don't know whether Earle Williams picked out
the ten leading ladies who support him in the
"Scarlet Runner," but whoever did certainly

showed good taste and excellent judgment.
Chester
Twelve episodes comprise the serial.
Conklin spends all his spare time on his ranch
when he is not working before the camera for
Mack Sennett's smashers. Don't ever stay away
so

long again.

Dixie Williams.

— Of

course

a different favorite, or favorites.
reau is a very pretty little miss,

one has
Violet Merse-

every

and very pleas-

!

The

ing on the screen. Oh, yes, I have seen Beatriz
Michelena in all of her plays for the California
Motion Picture Corporation. The East and the
West are about divided as to good child actors
The East has Bobby Connelly,
and actresses.
Kathie and Janee Lee for their stars while the
;

West can boast of Marie Osborne, "Little Mary
Sunshine," Thelma Salter, Doris Baker, Clara
Horton, Zoe Rae Bech, George Stone, and the
Then there are
rest of the Fine Arts kids.
Billy
well, I guess
and
and
Marsh
Betty
Jacobs,
we shall have to give the West the best of it

—

at that.

—

Yes, the movies are educawell as entertaining.
I right in
thinking that Mabel Normand is your favorite?
The world still has room for some more poets.
F.

tional

O'Connor.
as

Frenchy.

Am

— No,

Marguerite Clark has not deThere was
serted the screen by a long shot.
a good deal of talk about her doing so, but she
came along and signed a new contract with the
Famous Players, and all is well again. Marguerite is just thirty.
Theda Bara is twenty%ix.
.Marshall Neilan has not retired.
He is
directing Blanche Sweet at the Lasky studios.
Thomas Meighan is in the East now, working
on some pictures for the Lasky-Famous Players
combination.
Did you study closely the rules
at the top of the department?

—

Y-O-U. Quite right. There is not but one
person comprising the Oracle department.
The
reference to "we" is just the "editorial" use of
that word.
All the questions are answered by
poor little me. The reason my identity is not
known by anybody in the office, with the exception
of the editor, and he isn't altogether certain, because I am there so little of the time, is because
they see very little of me in the office. I do all
the work in a little office all of my own, and
no one's the wiser for it.
That was a mistake on the part of one of the editor's associates.
Creighton Hale, as was stated in my
answer to "I. O. U." did not play with Pearl
White in "The Perils of Pauline." Crane Wilbur was the hero, and Paul Panzer the villain
in that serial, the first one in which Pearl White
appeared.
"The Floorwalker," "The Fireman,"
^The Vagabond," "One A. M.," "The Count,"
"The Pawnshop," and "Behind the Screen" were
the first seven pictures that Charlie Chaplin
produced under his Mutual contract. Since that
time he has produced three others, which leaves
but two more to come to complete his twelve-ayear contract.
Edna Purviance was a stenographer, and Chaplin discovered her. She has
been playing opposite him ever since.
Why
didn't you send the letter to Creighton, and let
him see a sample of his secretary's work?
I
am sure he would have been glad to get it.
Sorry I couldn't get the answer in the issue you
IO
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wanted, but an unusually large number of letters prevented.
I made up for it, however, in
the size of the answer, didn't 1?

—

Helen

B. So you and your friend are both
years old, and want to go right into
Well,
Tired of school already?
the movies?
the only course that I can suggest to you is
thirteen

Do

hard work and study.

this, and you ought
head of your class,
Never! Wait until you
really learn something before you think of that.
School is a mighty fine place if you only set
right down and study hard.
I had to do it in
order to be able to answer all these questions.
Why don't you study real hard, and some day
you may be a regular Oracle? Who can tell?

move right up to
but moving pictures?

to

the

—

Another two right
Barbara. Good heavens
on the heels of the above who want to become
Mary Pickfords. Send six cents in stamps to
the editor, and he will send you the market
booklet, which has a list of film studios, and
where to send photo plays. Yes, Kathlyn Williams is a well-known star, and a very brilliant
one, too.
Your question about G. M. Anderson

is

!

against the rules.

—

Virginia. You can get all the back numbers
of the Picture-Play Magazine by writing to
the circulation manager, and inclosing the necesThey cost no
sary amount for the magazines.
more than they did when they were issued.
"Aristocracy" has been released for many, many
months. The Fine Arts have recently released
a picture with Douglas Fairbanks called "AmeriAddress Ethel Clayton in
can Aristocracy."
care of the World Film Corporation, New York
Your sister certainly did have a very exCity.
citing time during her trip West.

The Ladies of the Round Table. — Hark
What new secret society have we with us tonight?

Sounds

sort of creepy?

The rocky road

town in "the
old country."
Quite rocky, too.
You can address Elmer Clifton in care of the TriangleFine Arts studio at Hollywood, California.
didn't you look at the rules at the top of the
department before you asked some of your questions?
Never heard that Marguerite Clark was
Her birthplace is Cincinnati, Ohio,
French.
which, we will all admit, is situated some place
in the good old U. S. A.
Pauline Frederick
is a native American, having first seen the light

to Dublin lies just outside of that

Why

Mary
Her first
her own company was
Mary must be classed

of day in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1884.

Pickford resides

in

New York

picture to be released for

"Less Than Dust."

Little

City.

She was born in Toronto,
Boarding-school
girls,
eh?
1893.
Lights out at nine o'clock?
Pickford
is
Jack
with Famous Players.
as English,

Canada,

in

I

guess.

The
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—

Bebe Daniels can be addressed in
J. S. 771^
care of the Rolin Film Company, Hollywood,
California, and Marjorie Daw at the Lasky stuMarjorie is just fifteen years
dios, same place.
Both have had considerold, and Bebe sixteen.
able experience.
Mary Miles Minter is five
feet two inches tall, weighs one hundred and
ten pounds, has golden hair and big, blue eyes.
Doesn't that describe something beautiful? The
description fits the young lady exactly.
Billy Penn.
and blue eyes.

— Fannie

Ward

has blond hair
not playing in
He is helping his
pictures at
brother Charlie in the directing of the latter's
comedies on the Mutual.
Syd is a wonderful
man,
also
quite
and
a comedy director,
"gag"
so Charlie makes good use of his brother in
this line of work.
No, they don't drink real
whisky in the scenes you mention, because, for
one thing, in many cases they have to retake a
scene a number of times in order to get just
what the director wants. Can you imagine if
they drank real whisky, and had about fourteen
retakes, what the consequences would be?

Syd Chaplin
the present time.

is

—

Oracle's Admirer. Keeping up quite a correspondence, aren't we? You write the letters,
and I do the answering.
Get a February 15,
Picture-Play
copy
of
Magazine, and
1916,
read Theda Bara's own story of her life for all
the information that you want regarding her.
Bessie Love certainly is a real Love, to be sure.
Zoe Rae Bech is still being featured by the
"Glorianna" was one of
Universal Company.
her latest starring vehicles. Kittens is still playing every now and then.
I may be married,
but, if so, I am too busy to be aware of the

My

fact.

typewriter

the

is

autographs all my letters.
since I have had a pen in
forgotten how to use one.

party that
has been so long
hand that I have

couple ability,
screen is
Dorothy Gish,
reached at the

the

my

—

doubt the

a
is

a
getting

my

—

real

takes

It

story,

can be
put up

made

detail

in

a

A

feature

some

a

film

star if

enough money

to

the

but,

girl

in

it.

some one wants to
make a picture and
unless

and a great deal of

she

exhibits

because
has to be out of the ordinary "merely
good" class, there is no chance for her remaining at the top.
In other words, ability is the
main factor these days.
A person that can
a

talent,

star

Gish,

New York

quois Hotel,

City.

Grace for the Ford.— Yes, Mary Pickford

is

Famous Players Company entirely
now, and has her own studio, and is making
out

of

the

for the Artcraft Pictures Corporation,
also her own company.
Little Mary
plays the leads in these pictures, so you can
see what a busy little woman she must be.
No,
Violet hasn't said "yes" yet.
If she did, she
Billie Rhodes is
didn't consult me about it.
not with the Universal any more. She is working for the Christie Film Company, under her
Marguerite Clark
old director, -Al E. Christie.
Ruth
is thirty the twenty-second of this month.
Roland is seven years younger. Grace Cunard has
several cars, but none of them were made by the
manufacturer you mention.
pictures

which

is

Harold Lockwood.

—

Yes, Harold Lockwood is
name, and I see that it is also the same
Quite a
one that you were christened with.
coincidence, to be sure.
I am sure that Harold
would be glad to hear from a namesake. Address him in care of the Yorke Film Corporation, Los Angeles, California.
his right

— You

Admirer of Lillian
Lillian

can

reach

Film Company,
She certainly is very
So you would like a description of

Gish at the

Hollywood,

Gish.
Fine Arts

California.

Charles Ray?
inch over six

Charlie

is

three-quarters

of

an

handsome chap. He is twenty-five years old.
Address him in care of the Kay Bee Company,

capital to

star these days.
The public
particular every day about the

and

Lillian

make

more than

feature picture.
too, and are finding misIt is very critical,
takes in the fine points of a play every day, so
girl
the producer is all the more careful.
acting,

and good looks on

fortune.

readers seem to

film

more

a

feet, weighs about one hundred
and sixty-five pounds, has dark-brown eyes
and hair, and is quite an athlete as well as a

fact.

Mabelle.
girl

supposed to be a

is

for

Pickford will get a letter addressed to her at the
Famous Players Film Company, New York
Her sister Mary gets her daily mail at
City.
the Artcraf t Pictures Corporation, her own company, at No. 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Mary Fuller can be reached at the IroCity.

attractive.

An Oracle
C. U. Later.
human being, but most of

personality,
in

and Miriam Cooper can all be
Fine Arts Film Company, Hollywood, California. William Russell will receive
a letter addressed to him at the American Film
Company, Santa Barbara, California.
Lottie

guilty

It

Oracle

it,

too,

Binding is the best
Picture-Plays in good condiYou have no desire to betion that you have.
come a motion-picture actress? Well, you are
Culver

way

City,

California.

to keep the

in the

minority

class.

Nine-tenths of the letters

which are numerous, are from young
girls and men who want to get into pictures.
No, Bessie Love did not play in "Ramona."
She has never played in pictures for any other
I

receive,

Monroe
the Fine Arts-Triangle.
in
took the part of Allesandro
many
write
as
welcome
to
You're
"Ramona."

company than
Salisbury

letters

as

you

like.

The
Charles

Picture Oracle

Ray Admirer. — See above answer
His

for the address of Charles Ray.
He
starring production is "Honorable Algy."
Through a mistake in
is twenty-five years old.
a date that was sent to me, I had the age at
twenty-six. He saw it and corrected it.

latest

— Dustin

Farnum is forty-two
Cleo Madison made her first big

Madison Fan.

years old.
hit playing with George Larkin in the Universal
She is five feet
serial, 'The Trey o' Hearts."
six inches tall, weighs one hundred and twentyfive pounds, has blue eyes and hair with a redShe has been with the Universal
dish tinge.
Company for several years now.
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mond from the Sky." Rhea Mitchell is the
young lady who will have the leading role in
the forthcoming serial.
What do you want to
know about George Ovey, Edna Purviance,
Blanche Sweet, Harold Lockwood, May Allison,
Dorothy Davenport, Winifred Greenwood, and
Edward Coxen? Tell me, and I'll be glad to
tell you all I know, providing your questions
against the rules.
Marguerite Clark is
playing in pictures for the Famous Players
Film Company, and will not desert the screen,
as was reported some time ago.
She has just
signed a new contract for that concern.
aren't
still

—

Trixie. The February issue was the best that
could do for you.
You know our December
issue was out on the first of November, and,
as your letter didn't reach this office until the
twenty-fourth of October, there wasn't any
chance»of its getting in that issue, or even the
I

Votre Bonne Annie.

—W.

role of the elder brother in

Standing had the
"The Wolf Woman,"

and Charles Ray played the younger one.
Sometimes certain portions of a story will be
changed before it is put on before the camera.
This is why you may read a certain story, and
when you see the same thing on the screen,
left out of the picture
director probably thought
were not needed, or did not help to strengthen
the film to any marked degree. Complying with
your request, we published a story about Bessie
Barriscale.
Many others have asked us the
same thing, so we cornered Bessie when she
came to New York, and got her life's history.

several

entirely,

things

be

will

which

the

>

I

knew you would

a real good play.
lightful

picture,

like

her

"Home"
and

if

you saw her in
was a deBarriscale
and

certainly

Bessie

Charles Ray made the most of their parts.
Bessie can be addressed in care of the Kay-Bee
Company, Culver City, California. Charlie Ray
can also be reached at the same address. Edith
Storey will get a letter written to her in care
of the Vitagraph Film Company, Brooklyn, New
York.
William S. Hart gets his mail at the
same place that Bessie Barriscale does. Tom
Forman and Blanche Sweet will get any mail
sent to them in care of the Lasky Photo Play
Company, Hollywood, California.
Clara Kimball Young gets her mail at the Clara Kimball
Young Film Corporation, New York City. No,
Vernon Castle is still very much alive, but is
yet with the flying corps of the Allies.
Bored?
I
should say not.
Paul Willis was the young
blond fellow in "The Fall of a Nation." Percy
Standing was the conspiring gent with the eyeclasses, and leader of the peace bunch until the
war started. Flora MacDonald was the wife
of the Italian.
The other leads in this feature
you already know. Yes, Valeska Suratt has a
very contagious laugh, but doesn't use it very
often in her pictures, as they call mostly for

January number, replies having piled in on poor
little
me by the barrelful. It was answered,
however, as soon as its turn came around. Write
earlier next time.
Send six cents to the magazine for the market booklet, if that is the one
that you mean.

—

Baby Mae. I saw the "Daughter of the
Gods," and in several scenes Annette Kellerman
and some of the mermaids were rather scantily
The mermaids

clothed.

tached

their

to

Two Dusty
all

about

all

that

— No,

Lottie Pickford and Irving Cummings will not play in the sequel to the "Dia-

Admirers.

— So

Dusty Farnum?
I

had

fish

at-

tails

know about

him.

you want
Well,

Til

He was

to

know
you

tell

born

Hampton Beach, New Hampshire, on May

at
27,

you mentioned
and agree with you that
Dustin had
pieces of work.

Yes, I saw the
1874.
in which he appeared,

pictures

they were all fine
had considerable experience as a stage star before
he entered motion pictures, so he ought to be
able to act around quite a bit, don't you think?
No, there isn't much chance of Pearl White,
Creighton Hale, and Sheldon Lewis appearing in
another serial together again, as Creighton and
Sheldon are with the Frank Powell Productions
now, and Pearl White is still with Pathe. She
being featured in another serial, "Pearl of
is
the Army." All the companies seem to be putting out patriotic serials now.
Universal has
given us "Liberty;" the International, "Patria,"
and now the Pathe,
with Mrs. Vernon Castle
Anita Stewart is
with "Pearl of the Army."
appearing in Vitagraph productions right along
She has fully recovered from typhoid
now.
Edith Storey plays opposite Antonio
fever.
Moreno in Vitagraph pictures. Pauline Frederick is just thirty-two years old.
;

sneers and jeers.
G. G.

all

bodies.

L.

A. G.

that played
Exile."
"

— Yes,
the

it

lead

was Clara Kimball Young
in

the picture

"Hearts

in

;

The
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—

Tohn Barrymore has not played
")k.
Jett.
a picture for quite a time, due to his beingtied up by contract with the stage production of
"Justice,"' in which he is playing the leading
in

and

strongest kind of drama,
played in a picture for a
good while. Maurice Costello has returned to
screendom.
Didn't you see him in the serial,
"The Crimston Stain Mystery?"
role

;

also.

is

it

Tom

the

hasn't

—

Scott. Harold Lockwood is twentynine years old. He is five feet eleven and threequarter inches tall, has brown hair and blue eyes.
You can address him in care of the Yorke Film
Corporation, Los Angeles, California.

Beryl

—

Victor. Try any bookstore to get the bound
volume of the photo play, "The Victory of
Conscience."

Mary Miles Minter Nut. — Send

six

cents

stamps to this magazine for a copy of the
market booklet.
Address David Wark Griffith
at the Fine Arts Film Company, Hollywood,
California.
I
don't know whether he would
answer a letter or not, as he is a tremendously
busy man. He might get his secretary to drop
you a line. Mary Miles Minter can be reached
at the American Film Corporation, Santa Barin

am

sure that she would
welcome a letter from such an ardent admirer
D.
of hers, and would undoubtedly answer it.
W. Griffith picks his own people for his pictures, but has chosen very few new ones in a
long, long time. Bessie Love was the last young
girl that he picked out for his company, and
He seems perfectly
that was only by accident.
satisfied with the people that he already has
California.

I

under contract.

—

Marjorie. Ah, evidently you don't want the
poor Picture Oracle to be with the Picture-

Play Magazine much longer. Do you realize
that it means almost instant death to pick out
a screen actress, and say that she. is the best
If you don't,
dressed young lady in pictures?
then I shall inform you that such is the sad
case right now.
I think that every actress in
the business thinks that she is the best dressed,
and the same with any actor, and to pick out
one, and state that this is the man or woman

who

who

the Picture Oracle was, they would probably annihilate ever}- one in sight about the office
in the hope that one of their victims would be
I'll
have to list this question as
the Oracle.
coming under the "Unwritten Law" of the rules
of this department. Yes, Picture-Play has pubI
lished an interview with Norma Talmadge.
neglecting
The
have
been
us.
am afraid that you
interview appeared in the September issue, and
her picture was on the cover of the magazine as
well.
You can obtain a copy of this issue by
sending fifteen cents to the circulation manager
Bessie Barriscale is of the
of the magazine.
Helen Badgley, the "Thanhouser
blond type.
racing
Kidlet," was the little girl in that play.
well-known
make
automobile of a
was used in

A

"Peggy."

M. Reed.

A.

—

Portia. Address Jean Sothern in care of
Pathe, No. 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New
York City, and Mrs. Vernon Castle in care of
the International Film Service, New York City.
Louise Glaum will get a letter sent to her at the
What
Ince studios, Culver City, California.
picture do you refer to with Lucille Lee Stewart?
Give me the name of the picture, and I
shall try to find out the name of the character,
and where he can be reached by letter.

bara,

Oracle

Picture

leads in

Dame

Fashion's race, would
Even if they didn't

disaster for somebody.

mean

know

doubtless

—Yes,

Warren Kerrigan would
from you, and send
photographs.
You had better

answer a

you one of

his

letter

twenty-five cents if you want one of
the photos, as they cost an actor or actress
every bit of that, including the mailing.
He
has left the Universal, but you can reach him
by addressing him in care of W'illis & Inglis,
Wright & Callender Building, Los Angeles, California.
So you saw Mary Pickford off the
screen? What do you think of her?
inclose

—

Two

Inquisitive Little Schoolgirls. Just
all the space this title took up.
Ruth
Roland can be addressed at the Balboa Film
Company, Long Beach, California; Adele de
Garde and Antonio Moreno at the Vitagraph
Film Company, Brooklyn, New York
Pauline
Frederick at the Famous Players Film Company,
New York City Alice Brady in care of the
World Film Corporation, New York City
Anita King at the Lasky Photo Play Company,
Hollywood, California; Enid Markey at the Ince
studios,
Culver City, California; Viola Dana
at the Metro Pictures Corporation, New York
Harry Benham at Universal City, CaliCity
fornia
and Norma Talmadge in care of the
Enterprises,
Selznick
Incorporated,
Seventh
Avenue and Forty-ninth Street.

look at

;

;

;

;

—

Every Week. Back once more I see. Yes,
your addressing is O. K., and the spacing of
your paragraphs, too. Reading so many letters
very hard on the eyes, especially so when
is
the letters and words are all jammed up together.
Alice Joyce was born in Kansas City,
Missouri, on October 1. 1890. Winifred Kingston
arrived in this world at London, in 1892.
May
Allison was born in Georgia, in 1895.

Anita Stewart Fan.

—

I'll
speak again about
have been so busy that I haven't
even bothered to inquire what actors or actresses
were going to be on the forthcoming covers of
Picture-Play Magazine. Anita Stewart is cer-

that cover.

I
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(The Picture Oracle

Continued.)

young lady. You must
from the long list
including Dorothy Gish, Dorothy

tainly a very attractive

have a big heart,
of

favorites,
Kelry, Mae Marsh,

judging

Norma Talmadge,

Bessie
Bessie and Billie
are not playing in pictures at the present time.
Glad you like our magazine better with each

and Charles Ray.

Barriscale,

issue.

—

Valeska Admirer.
Chas. N. P. Valeska
Suratt can be reached in care of the Fox Film
Corporation, Los Angeles, California.
She was
born in Terre Haute, Indiana, but this should
not be held against her. No stamp was in your
letter, Charles, so I am answering this in the
Oracle department.

—

Picture Oracle Admirer No. 2. Ah, ha another admirer for the Oracle.
Guess this will
make all the actors and actresses jealous. That
makes two this month who have declared themselves under their nom de plumes to be admirers
of the Picture Oracle.
So you look a whole lot
like Theda Bara?
You must be strong on looks,
in that case.
Anita Stewart can be addressed
in care of the Vitagraph Company, Brooklyn,
New York Geraldine Farrar at the Lasky Company, Hollywood, California
Charles Chaplin
at the Lone Star Film Corporation, Los Angeles,
California; Owen Moore in care of the Famous
Players Film Company, New York City
Gail
Kane at the World Film Corporation, New York
City; and Sessue Hayakawa at Lasky, Hollywood, California.
The names you asked the
pronunciation of all sound just the way they
look: Brunette, Brady, Kerrigan, and Thurman.
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balance in eight equal monthly payments. If not entirely satisfied,
return at our expense. Whether you buy or not, get Our Catalog.
It is an education in Diamond and Jewelry values and easy credit
buying. Send for catalog today— before you forget. It is FREE.

We

;

;

LOFTIS BROS. & CO., The National Credit Jewelers
Dept« L927. 10O to 108 N. State Street. Chicago, Illinois
(Estahlifilied 1858)

Stores

la;

Chicago

Pittsburgh

St.

;

Omaha

Louia

You
Can Have

Bingo

— —
18.

I

with

agree

you

about

Theda

Very good

indeed.
Send six
cents in stamps to the magazine for a copy of
the market booklet.
Yes, "Old Heidelberg,"
"Cabira," "The Island of Regeneration," and
"Dawn Before Dusk" are still being shown
about, mostly in the smaller towns, however.
You have the location right for the fall of the
horse with the rider over the cliff in Fox's
"Carmen."
The fellow who did the fall with
the horse broke both of his legs doing this stunt.
He doubled for the actor in the picture, who
was supposed to have done this dive with the
The auto really took the leap you saw
horse.
in "The Secret of the Submarine."
So you have
another
discovered
Harold
Lockwood that
should be working before the motion-picture

Bara's

Beautiful

Eyebrows
and

Eyelashes
They give charm,

!

ex-

pression, loveliness to the

adding wonderfully to your
beauty and attractiveness. Society
women and actresses get them by using

face,

picture.

this very moment?
Were you standing
front of a mirror when you made this discovery? The nearest studios to Boston are the
That is,
ones in New York and New Jersey.
the places where there are the most number of
studios nearest you.

camera
in

promotes in a natural manner the growth
and eyelashes, making them
thick, long and silky, giving depth and soulful
expression to the eyes. A guaranteed pure
and harmless preparation. Two sizes— 25c
and 50c. Send coin and we'll mail LASHBROW-INE and our FREE Beauty Booklet
It

of eyebrows

—

Every Week. Whee Here twice in the same
You must be a real motion fan to prefer
to miss a dozen meals than a good picture. I con-

prepaid in plain sealed cover.

Beware of Worthless Imitations
Genuine

L ASH-BRO

W INE

sold only

!

issue.

sider myself quite a fan, too. but I can't "see"
losing all that good food, as eating is about
the only thing that I get a chance to do. and

by

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4008 -H Indiana Avenue, Chicago
I

I

have some appetite, too.

Arthur Johnson

cer-

—

Edison Knows!
HUNDREDS

of thousands of men who have won and are
winning success through the International Correspondence
Schools will thrill with pride when the)7 read this splendid tribute
from Thomas A. Edison.

For Edison knows! He knows the worth of spare-time study.
He knows what stuff men are made of who use their spare hours to
train themselves for the bigger jobs ahead. And he knows what the
3

I.

C.

S.

do for the

will

man

with the

grit to say,

"I will."

Wasn't it Edison himself who stayed up half the night tc read every
Didn't
at-able book on electricity?
——
TEAR OUT WEBB "
he educate himself in spite of every
handicap you could ever have?
All big men who have made their
mark in the world had the ambition
the determination
to improve their
spare time, to train themselves for big
work. You, too, can possess power,
money and happiness if you'll only
make the effort. The reward is great

—

—

it's

worth

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4235, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the position,
or in the subject, before which I mark x.

ELECTRICAL E.NGLNEEB
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running;
Electric Wiring

Telegraph Expert
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIYIL ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINES*

it

ask:

up

Merely mail

this

to us without paying or

promising.
Let us send you the details of
others' success through the I. C. S., and then
decide.
Mark and mail this coupon now.

RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER

Stenographer and Typfrt
Cert Public Accountant
Railway Accountant

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY ENGINEER

Teacher

ARCHITECT

we

Show Card Writer

Metallurgist or Prospector

Contractor and Builder

Here's all
coupon.
Put

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Outdoor Sign Painter

Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Practical

Marine Engineer

it.

get-

Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal

Worker

CHEMICAL ENGINEER

Common School

Subjects

CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

AGRICULTURE

Textile Overseer or Supt.
Navigator
Poultry Raisins

Spanish

AUT0M0BILE3

French

Auto Repairing

Italian

German

Name
Occupation

& Employer.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box

4235,

Scran ton, Pa.

Street

and No.
.State,

Citv.

u

ui course

yuu want id net in taia List, wriu> a u~ww.

—

M
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LESSONS IN

f REE

Chiropractic I

Without leaving home yon can now become a Doctor of Chiropractic—the great
modern day science of relieving diseases
through spinal adjustment. Just send a
postal. 20 lessons in this wonderful profession absolutelyfree. Also free, if you act
quick, 2 wonderful sets of anatomical
and pain area charts value $31.50.
We teach you by mail, and give you
your diploma free,

tainly appeared in
I

m

I

some very good

pictures, but

know whether they will be reissued or
hardly think they will.

Answer Me.

Please

Xew

goes.

readers

— Certainly

of

the

I

Oracle

will.

Here

department

are always most welcome, and their letters, too.
Jack Warren Kerrigan was born in Louisville,
Kentucky, on July 25, 1889.
Beverly Bayne is
still playing opposite Francis X. Bushman.
Clara
Kimball Young surely has fascinating eyes.

—

Earn

don't

not.

Continued.)

$25.00 a Day

—

and more as a Doctor of Chiropractic. No advanced education
necessary. Everything made easy for you. Get 20 free lessons,
magnificent charts and amazing book, all absolutely free. See
everything for yourself. Send a postal today— NOW.

American University, Mannierre Bldg., Dept. 728

Marguerite Clark Admirer. Yes, it was
Vernon Steele that played the parts of Jack
Desmond and Jacques Desmond in "Silks and

Chicago

Satins" with Marguerite Clark.
Can't answer
the other question about him.
Naughty girl,
don't you ever read the rules at the top of this
department? Anita Stewart, is still playing with
the Vitagraph Company. The "Girl Philippa" is
one of her latest and best productions, from the
story of the same name by Robert W. Chambers.
Never heard of the Mid-Western Company. Where is it situated?
-

Beautifully
Curly, Wavy

Hair Like
"Nature's

Own"
In three hours

you can

Marie M.

!

.

Liquid Silmerine
Easily applied with brush.
perfectly harmless.
Silmerine
is nice and fluffy when combed out.
Keeps hair fine and
is also a splendid dressing.
At your druggist's.
glossy.
Directions with bottle.
is

Rochelle,

Hair

SONGWRITERS"Key

to

Success"

us some of your work today for FREE EXAMINATION.
KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS, 100 Gaiety Bldg., New York City

OF THAT

FAT

FREE TRIAL TREATMENT

Sent on request.
Ask for my pay when reduced
My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day.
No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.
OR. R.
Licensed Physician,
York. 236
Fifth Avenue
New York, uesk C-48
offer.

!

Lillian T.

NEWMAN,

New

State

York.

—A

range music, secure copyright and facilitate free
publication or outright sale. START RIGHT. Send

RID

New

"

very clever letter, I must
Jewel of Cincy.
assure you, and all in verse, too.
As a questioner I must say that .you are a fine poet, because even if you did use up foar pages of
precious writing paper, you .asked but a single
Didn't you read "My Strange Life,"
question.
by Theda Bara? Well, if you had, it would have
You
settled her birthplace question for you.
say that you went to school with her in Cincinnati?
Are you sure it was Theda? You
know the name is a different one that you give.
I'm absolutely neutral. Theda says that she was
born in the Sahara Desert, and she ought to
know where she was born. She was there when
happened.
What does Bara spell backward?
it
Arab
That's desert enough for you.

SENT FREE. This valuable booklet contains THE
REAL FACTS. We revise poems, compose and ar-

GET

— Francis

Ford and Grace Cunard
are still playing together. You can address them
in care of the Universal Film Company, Universal City, California.
Florence LaBadie is
still with the Thanhouser Film Company, New

And
^ft^fifPi curls and waves
they remain a long time, when Liquid Silmerine
is used before rolling the hair in curlers.

JKtMW?

Her home

is

—

Billie

in

Burke

New York

hHBookletFREE
I

Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
earn big money right in your own home in spare
time.

No previous experience necessary. Our

easy home course turns out more successful
I

I

writers than all other schools together.
Write now and get by return mall FREE Booklet,
valuable information. Special Price and Prize Offer.
Chicago Photoplaywright College, Box 278XY, Chicago
scenario

CARTOONISTS, ILLUSTRATORS
AND ART STUDENTS
Read and endorse The Student
Illustrator as the Magazine of Art.
Full of inspiration, suggestions,
practical advice, instruction and
ideas. Articles on leading cartoonists, illustrators, etc. $1.00 per year.
Student Illustrator. Dept. X. Schwartz Buildi g, Washington, D. C.

her

City,

so

Alary Pickford. Henry
leading role opposite Billie Burke in ''Gloria's
Romance." What do you mean you think Billie
Burke a fine actor? That's just the same as
saying you consider Francis X. Bushman a. great
actress.
Jack Pickford is a very good-looking
You ought to see him shortly. He
youngster.
is
now playing with his sister Lottie in the
Famous Players Company.
little

I

right name.
is that of
Kolker played the

is

Oracle's

Admirer.

— Gee,

I

am

they're

coming

in

awfully sorry that I
pretty thick of late.
That is one
can't answer your first question.
thing that I don't know, the addresses of the
extra girls.
I have work enough keeping track
You
of the leading people.
addresses
the
of
ask
and
might write to the Edison Company,
for the addresses of the extra girls that you
I

—

SEE THESE

—

—

LWE SCENES IN

SEVEN DEBDLYSINS

McCLURE

THE
STARS

PICTURES

Ann Murdoch

present a series
of seven five-

reel photo

in "Envy"; Hoibrook Blinn in
"Pride '-.Nance

-

plays, each play

'

exemplify ing

O'Neill in

one of the
SEVEN DEAD-

lotte

LY SINS.

The

first play,

" En-

"Greed "; CharWalker in
"Sloth"; H. B.

Warner

Shirley Mason
in "Passion";
and George Le

Guere in

mediately fol-

Seventh S

low.

EVE LESLIE IS BESET

BY SEVEN DERDLYSINS

EVE LESLIE

is young, beautiful, appealing.
Wealth, luxury, social success all of her heart's desires are
within her reach. But they have a price!

She does not know that Seven Deadly Sins
wait to ensnare her. Evil men and women

Adam Moore is a young American with
ideals.
He is struggling to gain success

friends.

—

—

and the heart of Eve

Eve
Adam

admires

and yet

the

Eve

Leslie's soul is the stake.

Will Eve come out of the crucible unWill her lover win her in the face

scathed?

Stars of ail programs appear in McClure Pictures

of the
forces

Mason's
Surprise
Package!
maririn yoor

which you desire to see
Seven Deadly Sins. Tear off an_

in

McClure Pictures,

A

and
Ann Murdoch

HoXbrook Blinn Nance O'Neill

Charlotte Walker

insidious

array e d

25] 4th
Surprise

Package from the youngesi and

prettiest star of the films will be sent
to you FREE.

to

your

find out!

H. B. V/arner

M^^LURE PICTURES

Released by SUPERPICTURES, Inc., N.Y.
through the Triangle Exchanges

name and address and
name and street of theatre
York.

Go

short

Shirley

New

Seven Deadly

favorite theatre

success.

mail to

in their lives the

— set themselves to defeat Adam and his

against him?

Free!

Ave.,

Sins

othermenoffer her

and easy road

in

Leslie.

who embody

immediate wealth
and social power.
She is tempted to
take

Write

in

"Wrath";

vy", u ill be released January
8th. The other
plays ivill im-

:

The
n.

—

'

Geraldine Farrar Says:
"I have used Kosmeo Cream and Powder, also your Skin
Food for many years, and like them very much."

KOSMEO

Cream and Powder

are used by thousands of the world's
most beautiful women, to keep the
skin clear, fresh and velvety. Kosmeo
Powder adheres well and is invisible.
Three shades— flesh, white and bruPrice 50 cents at dealers or
nette.
by mail postpaid.

Free Samples

Cream^

Face Powder with 10-pagre
book, "Aids to Beauty," mailed free

Kosmeo

if

you enclose

4 cents for postage.

MRS. GERVAISE GRAHAM
47 W. Illinois St., Chicago

POSITIONS
FOR WOMEN

OPEN

The best opportunity ever
guaroffered women.
antee to place you in a lucrative position the day you qualify, at a salary of $12 a week
to start.
have requests from everywhere for Marigraduates.
Not one of the thousands of Marinello
graduates are today out of a position. Hundreds own
their own beauty shops and are making fortunes.

We

We

SALARY GUARANTEED
The

Marinello School is the world's largest. Every
branch of beauty culture is taught here in the most scientific, thorough, advanced method. Write now for easy
tuition fees, positions open and possibilities for you.

MARINELLO

CO., Dept. A-3

Mailers Bldg., Chicagi

LEARN RIGHT AT HOME BY MAIL

DRAWING— PAINTING
Be a Magazine, Newspaper
Illustrator;

Commercial
be a Cartoonist; paint in Water
or

Colors or Oil.
Let us develop your talent.
Free Scholarship Award.
Your name and
address brings you full particulars by return
mail and our illustrated Art Annual Free.

FINE

ARTS INSTITUTE,

Studio 943,

Omaha, Neb.
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mentioned as playing in some of their pictures,
but I don't know whether they keep the addresses of them or not.
Most companies get
their extra people through an agency.
I don't

know

the salary of

Anna

but

Little,

that she doesn't get quite the

Allison or Anita Stewart do.
anything about the Waltons,
the "Quest of Life" for the

amount
I

I

am

sure

that

May

haven't heard

who appeared in
Famous Players,

doing another picture.

—

Freckles. Yes, Dorothy Davenport is still
playing leads for the Universal Company, at
Universal City, California.
She was born in
Boston, in 1895.
The issue of Picture-Play
in which "Romances of the Studios" appeared
is being sent to you under separate cover.

—

M. E. D. No, Mary Pickford's real name is
not Mary Smith.
It is Gladys Smith.
Twenty
episodes
for
"Gloria's
Romance."
Address
Billie Burke in care of the George Kleine Film
Company, New York City.
Anita Stewart is
working right along at the Vitagraph now, after
recovering from an attack of typhoid fever.

—

Leslie Jones. Ann Pennington can be reached
by letter, addressing her in care of the Famous
Players Film Company, New York City.

—

Miss Lucille. See answer to M. E, D., above,
for address of Billie Burke. The Universal Film
Corporation puts out the Blue Bird pictures.
"Blue Bird" is just a brand name that they are
released under.
Dorothy Davenport plays in
pictures for the Universal, and is seen in many
Bird productions in leading parts.
Tom
Forman will get a letter addressed to him at the
Lasky Photo Play Company, Hollywood, CaliBlue

fornia, and Ruth Roland will receive all mail
sent to her at the Balboa Company, Long Beach,
California.
Charlie Chaplin is surely a good-

looking chap, but I don't think there is a chance
of his playing in anything else but comedies.
I teach

Frank — 18.

yoa pet

by mail, in a shout
and largest School.
work interesting. You can

"eonally,

time.

Big

field,

Oldest

I

"EARN $18 TO $45 A WEEK'
Minn.,

y Fritzner,
wrote: "Did job after f irst leseon, got $10, profit $7.05." Crawford, B. C, says: «
Earned $200.00 while taking course." Get literature.N
samples, guarantee — all FREE.

SCHOOL
DETROIT
OF LETTERING
Established 1899.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
&&a D. S. of L. Bldg.

Days
£\

In your own home, during the
evenings of just one week you
can learn the famous

PARAGON

Shorthand

Speed comes with use. Speed capacity practically unWonderfully easy to read. Writers in service
of U. S. Government and offices of largest corporaSystem already adopted by number of citias
tions.
Write now for full proof.
for High Schools.
Paragon Institute, 289 Coliseum St., New Orleans. La.
limited.

WRITE FOR MONE
Send us

YOUR IDEAS FOR PHOTOPLAYS.
ANY

STORIES, etc. We will accept them in
form— correct FREE— sell on commission.
Rewards! Make money. Write today

for full details.

WRITER'S SELLING SERVICE

15 Main,

AUBURN,

N. Y.

Big

— Did

you read the rules at the
top of the department before you sent off this
little note?
I don't think you did, Franklin,
so I can't answer your Grace Cunard question.
Gertrude Selby and Billie Ritchie played in
Might think up
"Crooked from the Start."
something on that correspondence idea.
G. K.

S.

— You

can address Carlyle Blackwell
World Film Cor-

in care of the Peerless Studios,

poration, Fort Lee,
is forty-seven years

New
old.

Fannie Ward
No, Myrtle Stedman

Jersey.

never played with the Thanhouser Company.
She has blond hair and blue eyes. The Thanhouser twins are sixteen summers old apiece.

—

Australian Reader. Another reader from the
So the "Romance of Elaine" is just
showing in Perth? Well, you have "The Iron

Antipodes.

Claw," with Pearl White, Sheldon Lewis, and
Pearl White is
Creighton Hale coming yet.
now appearing in a serial for Pathe, entitled
Sheldon Lewis and
"Pearl of the Army."
Creighton Hale are playing for the Frank Powell

.

r2

I J

I

-3^

Immediate Results
Trying to quit the tobacco habit unaided

is

a losing fight against

heavy odds, and means a serious shock to your nervous system. So don't
try it! Make the tobacco habit quit you.
It will quit you if you will
just take Tobacco Redeemer according to directions.
It doesn't make a particle of difference whether you've been a user of tobacco for a single
for 50 years, or how much you use, or in what form you use it. Whether
you smoke cigars, cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or use snuff
Tobacco Redeemer will positively remove all craving for tobacco in any
form in from 48 to 72 hours. Your tobacco craving will begin to decrease after the very first dose— there's no long waiting for results.
Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-forming drugs of any kind
and is the most marvelously quick, absolutely scientific and thoroughly
reliable remedy for the tobacco habit.

month or

Not a Substitute
Tobacco Redeemer is in no sense a substitute for tobacco, but
a radical, efficient treatment. After finishing the treatment you
have absolutely no desire to use tobacco again or to continue the
use of the remedy. It quiets the nerves, and will make you feel
better in every way. If you really want to quit the tobacco habit
—get rid of it so completely that when you see others using it, it
will not awaken the slightest desire in you— you should at once
begin a course of Tobacco Redeemer treatment for the habit.

is

Results Absolutely Guaranteed
A single trial will convince the most skeptical.
binding, money -back guarantee goes with
each full treatment. If Tobacco Redeemer fails to
banish the tobacco habit when taken according to
the plain and easy directions, your money will be
cheerfully refunded upon demand.

Our legal,

Let

Us Send You Convincing Proof

If you're a slave of the tobacco habit and
to find a sure, quick way of quitting "for
keeps" you owe it to yourself and to your family
to mail the coupon below or send your name and
address on a postal and receive our free booklet

want

A

A
"

Newell Pharmacal Company

°-

Dept. 571

W

t

St, Louis,

Mo,

Mail Coupon
for
J

NOW

FREE Booklet

aa NEWELL PHARMACAL
BO
aa Name
am
fa

on the deadly effect of tobacco on the human
system, and positive proof that Tobacco Redeemer will quickly free you from the habit.

w

ft

DepU 571

,

CO.,

St. Louis,

mm

Mo.

Please send, without obligating me in any way, your free
booklet regarding the tobacco habit and proof that Tobacco
Redeemer will positively free me from the tobacco habit.

Street and No.

Town

State

;
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LaGoutte-a-Goutte

mi

RESTORES

GRAY HAIR

No matter how gray, faded, sue ked
or lifeless it may be, only one application of LaGoutte-a-Goutte will restore
the color to any shade of black, brown,
drab or red.
LaGoutte-a-Goutte is
harmless, does not discolor the scalp,
makes a lovely, rich, lasting color that
does not fade or rub off on the pillow.
Makes the hair soft and glossy, with a
natural, full-of-life appearance, and the hair can be
washed as usual. IT REQUIRES ONLY ONE APPLICA-

TION and NO AFTER SHAMPOO IS NECESSARY;
takesonly a few minutes, and can be applied by yourself
In the privacy of your home. Any one of 32 shades you
wish is given from the ONE package. Price, $1.25, postpaid.
Order direct, or, if you'd first like to see how
well it will appear on your hair

Productions, and Lionel Barrymore is being
featured by the Metro Pictures Corporation. See
that your letter was passed by the censor board.
Pearl White was born in Springfield, Missouri
Creighton Hale was born and reared in Cork,
Ireland.

—

B. B.
True, it is quite a long wait, but "The
Birth of a Nation" is worth waiting a long time
for, as you will agree when you see it at San
Angelo, Texas.
Up to the advent of Griffith's
"Intolerance," this feature was by far the greatest ever produced.
Lulu Glaser is not appearing in pictures now. She has gone back on the
legitimate stage.

Send

me a

Little

Hair—I'll Color

It

Lock of Your
Without Charge

Cut il close to head and say tvhat color you wish. I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff, oily or dry scalps, falling hair, getting
bald, etc. Write fully. No charge for frank opinion. "SECRETS
of BEAUTY," mv new booklet, mailed free on request.

L.

PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room

41, No. 14 E. 44th

St.,

New York

Wrinkles
Thousands have successfully used
this formula to remove
traces of age, illness or
worry: 1 oz. of pure

Powdered

SAXOLITE
dissolved in % pt. witch hazel;
use as a face wash. The effect
is almost magical.
Deepest wrinkles, crow's
feet, as well as finest lines, completely and
Quickly vanish. Face becomes firm, smooth,
fresh, and you look years younger. No harm to tenderest
•kin. Get genuine Saxolite (powdered) at any drug store.

y,LD
show

YOU

this standard high grade
42 key fully visible typewriter
to your f riend9 and let them see
it excels any $100
typewriter, if by doing this
and other small as9istance.you could easily have
one to keep as your own?
Then by post card or letter
simply say, "Mail Particulars."
Chicago, III.
CO., Oept, J. 675

wherein

WOODSTOCK TYPEWRITER

Delivered
to You Free
A
"Ranger"
sample 1917 model
bicycle, on approval
and 30 DAYS TRIAL and free riding test.
Write at once for large illustrated catalog showing complete line of bicycles, tires and supplies, and the
most marvelous offer ever made on a bicycle. You will be
astonished at our lovs prices and remarkable terms.

RIDER AGENTS

Wanted— Boys, make money
taking orders for Bicycles, Tires and Sundries from
our big catalog. Do Business direct with the lead*
fng bicycle house in America. Do not buy until you
what we can do for you. WRITE TO US.

know

MEAD CYCLE

CO..

DEPT. A-212

CHICAGO

BE A TRAVELING SALESMAN

Hundreds of good positions now open. No experience
required to get one of them. Write today for list of
openings offering opportunities to earn Big Money while you
learn and testimonials from hundreds of our students who are
earning $100 to $500 a month. Address nearest office. Dept. 633

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
San Francisco
New York,

Chicago,

—Yes,

am

sure that the Gish sisters
lived in Dayton, Ohio, if only for a short time,
because Dorothy Gish was born there on March
ii,
Vivian Rich is vacationing at the
1898.
present time.
L.

J.

I

—

A. L. S- Sure, I'll take you up on that bet.
Yes, Bobby Harron's mustache was real, but he
has shaved it off now, so you have nothing more
to worry about on that score.

—

Sailor Al. Back again, I see, after your tervoyage in the River of Knowledge some
weeks back. You evidently had, a rough trip;
I
see it took you so long to get up enough
courage to try a return voyage, so I guess I had
better take you easily over the rough waters
this time.
So you did not like Bessie Barriscale
until you saw her in "Home?"
I knew that 'you
would like her the minute you saw her in which
she had a chance to show her abilities to ad"Intolerance" ought to show down
vantage.
your way in the near future. It is one of the
biggest and best things that has ever been shown
on the stage or screen, and I know that you
will go crazy over it, because your favorite, Mae
Marsh, has a very big part in it, and does some
I see that you have
splendid acting in it, too.
become curious about Louise Glaum. She cerQuite different
tainly is a very good vampire.
in her ways from any of the others, too. Louise
was born in Maryland, and made her first stage
She
appearance in "Why Girls Leave Home."
has changed since those days, however, and is
rible

acting in the pictures that show "Why Men
Leave Home." Of course, she plays the reason.
I
am sure that Norma Talmadge would be
very fine, indeed, in "The Outcast," in which
Elsie Ferguson starred on the stage. Marguerite
Snow has joined a new concern. I see that
you aren't prone to speak only of the female
I agree with you emphatically
of the species.
that William S. Hart and Charles Ray are fine
Their line of work runs in such a difactors.
ferent vein, however, that they cannot be compared. Each would be much out of place in the

now

other's kind of picture.
us a line often.

D.
long

F.

B.

Sweet(?)

Don't forget to drop

— Not

Sixteen.

question for your initial missive
Have to do better next trip.
Oracle.

a
to

very
the

Leland

—

(The Picture Oracle

Benham was born
September

10,

Continued.)

Every Blemish Removed

Boston, Massachusetts, on

in

1907.

In

— So

Charlie Ray is your
don't answer matrimonial
favorite actor?
Evidently that
questions in this department.
was a false alarm of some press agent.

Salt and Pepper.

We

Ten Days

Will Tell Every Reader of This

I

How FREE.

Paper

—You

Your

evidently mean Florence Turner.
She is the young lady that used to play
with Maurice Costello at the Vitagraph, appearing so- often with "Jean," tne Vitagraph collie.
Florence and Jean are now over in England,
She has her
and have been for some time.
own company over there, and many of her features have recently been released on the Mutual
program. Adele de Garde is the girl who played
She is now a fullthe child parts with them.
No
fledged leading lady with the Vitagraph.
more child parts for Adele. That was really

Bernice.

Complexion Makes or
Your Appearence

Mars

Mary Pickford in "Her Noble Sacrifice," and
not some one using her name, as you thought.
It was an old, old picture, that had been reissued because of Mary's extreme popularity.
Some of these old pictures were not put on
extra well, and do not do Mary any good.
Yes, that was Charlie Chaplin in "Carmen." No,
Although
he is anything but deaf and dumb.
he doesn't have so much to say, he talks very
readily when he has something to say, and
doesn't have to use his fingers or an ear trumpet,
either.

—

Charles Chaplin Fan. So you feel sure that
<•
_
u make a very good
draChaplm WOUld
Well, maybe he would, but I
matic actor?
t^i

Charlie

/".-I

-

1

1

PEARL LA SAGE,

former actress who now offers to
the most remarkable complexion treatment ever known.
This great beauty marvel has instantly produced a sensation.
Stubborn cases have been cured that baffled physicians and
beauty specialists for years. You have never in ally our life used
or heard of anything like it. Makes muddy complexions, red
spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions vanish almost like magic.
No cream, lotion, enamel, salve, plaster, bandage, mask, massage, diet or apparatus, nothing to swallow. It doesn't matter
whether or not your complexion is a "fright," whether your
f^ ce
^ fuU °I mudd y sP° ts Peppery blackheads, embarrassingp imp i es and eruptions, or whether your skin is rough and
"porey," and you've tried almost everything under the sun to
get rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just ten
§ a ys, positively removes every blemish and beautifies your
8
You look years younger. It gives
the skin the bloom and tint of purity of a freshlv-blown rose,
In ten days you can be the subject of wild admiration by all
your friends, no matter what your age or condition of health,
All methods now known are cast aside. There is nothing to
wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands,
shoulders are beautified beyond your fondest dreams. All this
I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes in your
mirror in ten days. This treatm ent is absolutely harmless to the
most delicate skin, and very pleasant to use. No change in your
mode of living is necessary. A few minutes every day does it.
To every reader of this paper I will give full details of this
really astounding treatment. Let me show you. You donotrisk
apenny. Send me no money—just send your name and address
on the free coupon below and T Wlll give you full details by

«

teU

don't think he will ever attempt to do anything
^1
tt
j
-r a
-li
With the
in this line.
He has become identified
pnH OI
rnmpHv ena
of tne
trip motion-nirtnre
DUSiness too
motion picture hii<;ine<;<;
COmeay
.

.

...

.

1

1

Strongly, and will probably Stick to this end as
*
i|
Did you ever
long as his popularity holds OUt. tv
has piety
olaved
nothing but
COmedv
see d
a man who
wiiu iias
cu nuuiiiig
uul cuijicuv
bcc
parts On the Stage attempt a dramatic Characitt 11
mi
c A ±x.
u
ter? Well, you Will always find that a man who
has Stuck to the funny part of the Stage will
always remain in that line. 1 once saw a player
f Vi ^ ctoirp
n^fViIno- V>i-i4r^-n
who lnnrl
had done nothing
but ^m^rl^
comedy on
the
stage.
He was given a Strong°. dramatic part at his rer1
r
quest, and gave a beautiful pertormance, but the
anrh'pnr^ rr>ii1r1n't
in enrh
rmrt
audience
imagine Viim in
couion z imacrin^
sucn aa part,
and everything he did was funny to them, and,
£
11
u
mindj you, his pertormance
was excellent,
but
the duuience
audience wouiu
would not taKe
take him serioiislv
uic
senousiy. This
1 ms
is
probably how our friend Charles Chaplin
would be treated should he decide to appear in
No matter how good he
a dramatic subject.
J
,j
.i
was, the audience would see something funny
.
his walk, mannerisms, or acting, and spoil
1
the Whole picture. 1 have always Contended that
j
£ 1
a Comedian OI long Standing Can t gO OUt and
do a Strong dramatic bit and get away with it,
even though he be great in the part.
This
is especially true with a slapstick artist of the
Chaplin type.
Henry Walthall is certainly a
very good emotional artist. "The Sting of Victory" followed his "Mary Paige" serial with
the Essanay.
Didn't you see this?
If not, be
•

,
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,

.

1

'
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women of

"--» FREE COUPON.—.....
return mail.

I
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PEARL LA SAGE,

Suite 475
~- .
111.
2119 Michigan Ave., Chicago, .„
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1

.
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I am a reader of this paper and am entitled to know full
details of the sensationMl, harmless, scientific method for
giving- marvelous beauty to the complexion and removingeverv blemish in ten clavs. There is no obligation whatsoever on
part for this information.
.
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STENOGRAPH!

sure to run to

the next time it comes your
reach Chaplin by letter at the
Lone Star Film Corporation, Los Angeles, California.
I am glad to see that the whole family
take such an interest in our Picture-Play
Magazine, and hope they shall continue to do so.

Typewrite the

satisfied with small pay.

write 80 to 100 words a minute, get better position, bigger pay.
Thousands of New Way typists now earn

Learn

in 10

to $40 per Week
$25
home,
spare time. No inter:erence
lemons,
at
in
l'ntire course

with regular work,

on

Typewrite the
Totally

—

Valley Falls. Yes, Mary Pickford played in
"The Mender of Nets" for the old Biograph
Company.

trial.

NEW Way

new system based on

Gymnastic

Finger

Training,

—

away fro?n machine.
day shows results. Send

practiced
First

it

You can

way.

BE bePRIVATE SECRETARY
New Way,
Don't

Continued.)

R. W. Address Paul Gordon in care of the
Metro Pictures Corporation, the studio address
being No. 3 West Sixty-first Street, New York

postalfor4S-page BOOK FREE.
Explains why New 'Way must
bring you amazing speed, perfect
accuracv, increased

Write NOW.
THE TULLOSS SCHOOL

salarv.

City.

9623 College Hill, Springfield, Ohio

Barbara H. Cleo Ridgley is still playing with
the Lasky Company.
You can write to her in
care of that firm at Hollywood, California.
She
was born in New York City on May 12, 1893.
Wallace Reid was born in St. Louis, Missouri,
on the day of April 15, 1892. His address is
the same as that of his costar, Cleo Ridgley.
Ruth Roland was born in San Francisco, California, on August 26, 1893.
She will get a letter
in care of the Balboa Film Company, Long
Beach, California.
Have you seen the "Who
Wins" series starring this dainty little actress
Edna Mayo was born in Philadelphia,
as yet?
Frank Mayo was born
Pennsylvania, in 1893.

—

LEARN TO DRAW FROM
THOSE WHO KNOW HOW
Illustrating, Cartooning and Desig-ning propPleasant and Profiterly taught by mail.
able work. Correspondence and Local School.
Send for book on Art Study. A reliable
school at the National Capital.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Washington, D. C.

987 F Street

Pay as You Wish
We'll send you a genuine Lachnite for you
to -wear for 10 full days. If you an tell \%
from a real diamond send it back at our expense.
Costs but l-30tn as much. If you decide to keep it
pay only a few cents a month. Write for catalog.
<

New York

GENUINE LACHNITE GEMS

in

keep their dazzling fire forever. Set in solid gold.
Cut by world renowned diamond cutters. Will stand
fire and acid tests. All kinds of jewelry at astounding low prices^
Easy payments. WRITE TODAV*
H. Lachman Co..l? N.Michigan Av.. Chicago. Dept. 1583

with

Curiosity.

Lifetime positions. No strikes, no "lay"straw bosses, "no pull needed. Ordinary
education sufficient. American citizens 18 or over

mrr

no matter where you live.
Mail, Post

eligible

Tells about Railway

Panama Canal, Custom
House and many other Gov't positions. Tells how to
prepare for Examinations under supervision of former
U. S. Civil Service Sec'y-Examiner. Write today— postal
Address PATTERSON CIVIL SERVICE
will do.
SCHOOL, 323 News Building, Rochester, N. Y.
-

A

I

J-IL*,

Office,

SCHOOLS
VIFNF
V iLiHLi The Acknowle aged
dged

Each department a

larg-e

school in

DRAMATIC
STAGE
PHOTO- PLAY
AND
DANCE ARTS

it-

Academic, Technical, and Practical Training-.
Students' School, Theatre
and Stock Co.
Afford New York Appearances. For catalogue, write

D.

20 Yearr
Authority on

Est.

self.

IRWIN,

Secretary

Mentioning Study Desired

225 West

57th

near

Street,

York |

Broadway,

DONT YOU
My Eyelashes

LIKE

and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASHNEEN, a hair food, applied once each day,
will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
eyelashes. Easy to apply— sure in results. Lash-

neen

is

an Oriental formula.

One box

is all

you will

Mailed on receipt of
need. Not sold at Druggists.
25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY,

Philadelphia

Dept. 28.

MAGAZINE
for artists and art students-

Publishes Cash art assignments, articles and
lessons on Cartooning,
Designing, Illustrating,

Lettering and Chalk- talking.
Criticises amateurs' work. Interesting,
helpful, artistic. Satisfaction guaran-

Send a

teed or money refunded. 10c a copy, $1 a

Send SI NOW, stamps

Dollar

ir.

Today

G. H.
Dept.

LOCKWOOD.
209

Neilan

or

bill,

to

Editor

Kalamazoo, Mich,

\

I

is

He

not playing
is

devoting

in
all

features for the Lasky
Company, in which he is starring pretty Blanche
Sweet. Earle Foxe has been in pictures for some
years. He has done his best work for the Lasky
Company.
Earle used to play heroes, but he
made such a good villain in "The Love Mask"
that Lasky decided that he should be kept in
this type of character, and has been playing
Earle as such ever since. Warren Kerrigan has
just recently left the Universal Company, which
concern he has been with for several years.
his

full pay.
offs, " no

nnnu

— Marshall

pictures at the present time.

Earn $75 to $150 monthly at once. Rapid promotion.
Easy work. Short hours. 15 and 30 day vacations,

htW BOOK FREE

June 28, 1886. He is still
Company.
Same address as

City,

Balboa

Ruth Roland.

GOV'T POSITIONS)
uriu

the

time

to

directing

—

Chubby Chick. Aren't you
moned up enough courage to

glad that you sumwrite now? Why
Honest, I'm perfectly human, even
hesitate?
if I do answer a lot of questions, so you needn't
have any fear of me. "My Lady's Slipper'^ was
the last Vitagraph feature in which Earle Williams played opposite Anita Stewart for the
Anita certainly is a very attractive
Vitagraph.
young lady on the screen, and off the screen as
Marshall Neilan has been
well, for that matter.
devoting his time lately to directing entirely.
He now supervises productions and guides the
efforts of Blanche Sweet in pictures for the
Lasky Company. He will receive a letter addressed to him in care of the Lasky Photo Play
Earle WilCompany, Hollywood, California.
liams gets all mail sent to him at the Vitagraph

Company, Elm Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
Send a letter to Earle Foxe in care of the Lasky
Company, same address as that of Marshall
Neilan.

—
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STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
BANISH THAT BUNION
ACHFELDT'S
Perfection
Worn

Toe Spring

Beauty Is Power
Write today.Encloseonly$l.Tryoursuperb

Ufa

Dr. Jas. P. Campbell's Arsenic Wafers— the
world's greatest complexion beautifiers.
These
marvelous tablets quickly clear the skin, remove
impurities of the blood, build up the system,
prevent skin affections and mnke blackheads,

at night, with auxiliary appliance
for day use

Removes the Actual Cause

wrinkles, redness, etc., quickly disappear.

Arsenic Complexion Wafers

and bunion. Sent on
approval. Money back if not as represented.
Send outline of foot. Use my improved
Instep Support for weak arches.
Full particulars and advize free
in plain envelope.
of the enlarged joint

now for their beauty and
health building efficiency.
Convince
yourself of their superior value. Write
today— now. Enclose only $1. Wafers will be
promptly mailed under plain cover.
Richard Fink Co. Dept. 49, 396 Broadway, New York City
Test them

_

Specialist, Estab. 1901
Dept. D. F.
MARBRIDGE BUILDING
1328 Broadway (at 34th Street! Sew York

M.

ACHFELDT, Foot

piCTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE

offers

a

new

field

for

the

Classified Advertiser.

—

—

The rate is but 40 cents a line a four line announcement costs $1.60 and this
small sum carries your message to 150,000 people who pay 15 cents per issue for
PiCTURE-PLAY because they want the best magazine of its kind published. PlCTUREPlay Magazine is growing rapidly, and now offers a rare opportunity for the small
advertiser to cash in on a growing market. Minimum space, 4 lines; maximum, 30 lines.
Forms

for April, 1917,

number

Agents and Help Wanted Games
Railroads want Traffic Inspectors;
8-hour law creates new depart-

new

ment. Travel; promotion certain; big
pay. Free transportation over Continent.
Ask for free Booklet J-7.
Frontier Prep. School, Buffalo, N. Y.

January

Entertainment

PLAYS, Vaudeville Sketches, Monologues, Dialogues, Speakers, Minstrel Material, Jokes, Recitations.
Tableaux,

Makeup

T. S.

AGENTS— HERE'S WHAT THEY
ALL WANT; concentrated liquor exmaking liquors at home;
legitimate; no license required; $6 to $12 a day easy; just a
postal today; ask for free sample.

&

will close

Drills,

goods.

Denison

&

Entertainments,

Large catalog

Co., Dept. 67,

free.

Chicago.

tracts for
strictly

Universal Import Co., 5113 Third

Motion Picture Business

St.,

Cincinnati, O.

$35.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital
Starts You. No experience needed.
teach you. Our machines are

We
Business Opportunities
IS HE CRAZY?
The owner of a
plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone,
Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for $6 per month.
Your profit should be $1,000 per
year. Some think this man is crazy
for giving away such valuable land,
but there may be method in his

madness.

INVESTORS MAGAZINE FREE
TO YOU. $10 invested with us has
made

others $300 in few months.
"Hoffman's Investment Journal''
tells how this was done. This magazine gives facts about the real earning power of money. Tells how many
have started on the road to fortune.
We will Fend it three months Free.
If y u want to make money, write
Hoffman
for ihis magazine today.
Trust Company, 339 Kress Building,
Houston, Texas.

used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Catalog and Testimonials Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin Bldg., Chicago, 111.

WE Have

Positions for Managers
assistants; Ticket sellers and
takers; Head ushers and ushers;
Pianists and organists; Machine operators and assistants, etc., in Picture

and

and Vaudeville Theatres throughout
the U. S. and Canada. Also studio
work. Either sex eligible. Experience not absolutely necessary. Send

stamp for list and full details. The
Central Motion Picture Exchange,
Chicago,

111.

18th, 1917.

Motion Picture Plays
SEE HERE! We want your ideas for
photoplays and stories! Submit them
in any form.
We'll criticise them
Free, and Sell on commission.
Big

money

writing. Details Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.J

SCENARIOS, manuscripts typewritten, ten cents per page. Spelling
corrected, extra carbon copy furnished, free. Marjorie Homer .J ones,
322 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

WANTED—Your
them

in

WANTED— Manufacturers

for patents
procured
through me. Three books with list
hundreds of inventions wanted sent
free. I help you market your invention.
Advice free. R. B. Owen, 39
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

are writing

to-

will accept

Any form — correct

Free

on Commission. Big Rewards
Make money. Write us Now Writer's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.
!

"Photoplay Pointers" and Model
Scenario sent free. Photoplay ide :s
wanted, any form. Experience unnecessary.
Paramount Photoplays
Co., Box 1402-PP21. Los Angeles, Calif.
Scenario-Itis

—The"Movie"Malady!

Don't quarantine your idea (picture
producers pay $50 to $1000). Studio
list from world's film capital, 25c.
Paul, 1735 N. Normandie, Los Angeles.

WRITE for Free Catalog of best
books an writing and selling photoplays, short stories, poems. Atlas
868,

Cincinnati.

AUTHORS— Let us revise, type and
help
etc.

IDEAS

We

sell

Publishing Company,

Patents and Lawyers

Ph

ideas for

plays, Stories, etc.!

sell

your scenarios, short stories,

Work guaranteed. 50c a 1000 words

College Lit.Ex.,Box 155,Meadville,Pa.

Authors
WANTED — Stories, articles, poems,
etc.

We pay on acceptance.

Offers

Send Mss. to Cosmos
Magazine, 1023 Washington. D. C.

submitted.

!

Special
BE
Don't
write

Thous
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Offer!
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The new Burlington—just

9623

—

out distributed now for the first
time— and on an astounding offer.

i

The

new model

superb

everything of the past.
21 jewels, adjusted to positions, temperature and isochronism.
New thin design and all the newest ideas in gold strata cases
Send coupon today for full particulars.
to choose from.

A

far surpassing

—

And — we

3

will send you this
master watch without a cent down.
you pay only
If you decide to buy it
the rock-bottom price the same price
that even wholesale jeweler must pay.

21

—

—

250

i

Jewels
—

a Month!

adjusted to positions

—adjusted to temperature
— adjusted to isochronism

Just think of it
$2.50 a month less
than ten cents a day
will pay, at the rock-bottom price, for the
New 2 1- Jewel Burlington the master watch.
This perfect time-piece will be sent to you,
prepaid, without a cent deposit so that you
can see and examine it for yourself. When
you hold it in your hand you will realize
and you will know
what a gigantic value it is

—

—adjusted
On an

gold

products of the

goldsmith'9

art are illustrated in colors in
our new Watch Book. All
yours to choose from. Write
for the

new watch book now.

Catalog Now Off the Press
tT7

\

.

.

f

Write today for our new

\

\
Name.

in

strata cases— the master

the Burlington brought the highest watch
value within the reach of all.

(

one

Iron-clad guarantee.

up-to-date ideas

how

Dept. 1581
Chicago, III.
Please send me, without obli<
cation (and prepaid) your free
COOK OH WBrtCaGS Wl til IUlt GXpl3.Fl 3~
tion of your cash or $2.50 a month

in

Newest

—

\
\\

days

2

winding.

—

Burlington Watch Co.
19th St. and Marshall Blvd.

to the second.

Runs almost

t»ii
Read about

«'."",-.'.

this gigantic
•
1_
T
i
watch value. JLeam
about watch movements and why 21 jewels are
the number prescribed by watch experts.
Read what makes a
watch movement perfect
and how the Burlington is adjusted to.
to the second.
The watch book is free. Write for it today
and get posted on watches and watch values. Send the coupon.

catalog.
l

1

i

it

-a

1

—

\

\V Burlington Watch Co. S&JSfcVa&S'

—

The Things You Want
Can Be Earned Easily

OLIVER Way

the

—

—

Don't wish for them. Get them. There's a way an easy way simplicity
itself. Other men like yourself have wanted an automobile or a farm or a trip,
but instead of wishing and waiting, they went out and got what they wanted.
We give exclusive territory backed by
One agent writes: "My children are using
wide-spread advertising. You get a coma fine piano, paid for out of Oliver commis-

—

my

Oliver agency will pay for
sions.
And
our trip to the Pacific Coast." He is in a
town of 5012 population. Another writes:
"I have sold more Olivers in this town of

mission on Oliver sales in your territory.
Each agent is privileged to sell the new
model Oliver "Nine" on our popular
monthly payment plan 11 cents a day!

makes combined."

The Oliver "Nine" is famed for the lightest

have thousands of such testimonials.
Whatever your business, you can make a
success with an Oliver agency if you will
follow our instructions. Sales experience is
not necessary we help you lessons by mail
traveling representatives help your efforts.

touch known and speediest, smoothest operation. The type prints down, just as you write.

Storekeepers, office men, salesmen, lawyers,
telegraphers, bankers, mechanics,
physicians, all kinds of people have become
successful Oliver agents.

model. Office experts admit

1400 people than

all

other

We

—

—

—

Thedoublearm.archedtypebar is the reason,
and it also insures permanent alignment.
Even our previous models — famous in
day — are outclassed by

their

new

this

it.

Many

of the biggest business institutions
in the country useOlivers throughout their business.

+

Our money-making book

entitled "Opportunity" gives the full details of our co-

(566)

The Oliver Typewriter
1424 Oliver

Co.^^

Typewriter Bide,

Chicago,

111.

+

f

f
City.

t

+

The

Oliver

1424 Oliver

Typewriter Bldg.
Chicago,
I

want

to

111.

know more

about an Oliver agency,
I believe l could, handle

open now. Send today
for precise details and get in touch
with us before your territory is ^
is

assigned.

f

Typewriter Co.

f
operative plan. We are awarding new
^
*
and valuable agencies every day. May- ^
be yours

*

as

one successfully.

Name
Address...

—
.State.

.

Ge

Plaids— Tartan Plaids, ShepGLENN Urquart
Two
Fancy and

Pencil Stripes,
tone stripes.
plain or fancy weaves, rough mill finish or
smooth finish— tailored to your own measure at prices that will astound you.

herd Plaids,
Your choice of any cloth,

All- Wool Serge is but one of the bargains we
Genuine All-Wool Serge—made to your
Just think of it!
measure for only $15.50

The Genuine

A

offer.

Fedit I
Don't decide to buy until you have seen the suit for yourself.
styleNote the perfect fit— note how carefully it is made in the latest
not
are
you
if
then,
bought—
ever
you
suit
compare it with any other
satisfied,

send

it

back.

—
—

If you decide to buy you may pay the bargain price jas you
pay your local tailor a little each month. Your credit is good.

Guaranteed AH-Wool 2z!£Xo*™$z
goes
pure
rics.

We

fabrics

guarantee it. Nothing but pure wool and
from which Babson suits are made.

tyle

Book
—

and Samples of the Latest Fabrics
The Spring

Style

Book

is

now

ready*

into the

silk

FREE!

Send the coupon

our Spring Style Book and samples at once. See for yourself the astounding bargains we are making. Examine carefully the newest fabrics.
Our Spring Style Book is a handsome piece of work. It is printed beautifully in full colors.
Generous large size samples of the actual fabrics are
enclosed right with the Style Book. You'll be able to see and test the
material and choose the style you want, all from the Style Book. It's like
having a taylor call at your home to get our Style Book.
The Spring Style Book is free write for it today. You
will be under no obligations.
BabSOIl BrOS.
for

—

W-S3,

Gentlemen .—Please send

me your free colored

Style
of fabrics
for suits and overcoats. Also
explain your easy credit terms.

the

Co„pon

Book and samples

For the free Style Book and

sam-

%ples of the newest fabrics for suits and
overcoats. We can have your suit ready
in 10 days.
Send for booklet and free
flame.

iddress

samples.

all-wool

V^ Babson Bros
Dept.

1583

19th St.

Chicago, Illinois
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Of

all the hours in the day the
"Billiard Hour" is best.
Then
fathers and mothers gather with

happy brood around the
Brunswick Carom or Pocket Table,
now the life of thousands of homes.
their

Dull care vanishes

when Billiards

and sportis King till bed time
comes.
For parties, holidays and leisure
hours for health and happiness
your home ?ieeds billiards/
starts,

—

HOME BILLIARD TABLES
Live cushions, true angles, fast everbed on Brunswick Tables your
skill will triumph most.

—

level

A

Size for Every Home
"Quick Demountables" can be setup
easily anywhere and folded away in a

when not in use.
"Baby Grand" and 'Regulation
Grand" for homes with space to spare

closet

Write for Color-Catalog
terms and home trial offer
explained
— in our handsome billiard book and

Low prices, easy
all

Home Magnet."

catalog: "Billiards— The
Get this book by return

mail free. Send today.

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
Dept.

46W 623-633

S.

Wabash Ave.

Chicago

Send Your Address For Catalog

'

for a table.

Beautifully built of mahogany and
oak. Cues, Balls, Markers, etc. —complete playing outfit included free!

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
Dept.46W, 623-633 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Send free, postpaid, a copy of your billiard
color catalog-— "BILLIARDS
and

tell

Name.
Address.

all

about your

home

book and

-THE HOME MAGNET"

trial offer.
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Tabulator Stops

wan:, t..rou{rh this advertisement,
to establish as friendly business relations with you as I possibly can.
I want you to realize also, that it is
my earnest (ffort and intention to
give you full honest value for
every dollar that you spend with
me. This is the only way I can succeed. My advertisement has
apI

Platen Release

Stops

Marginal

1

forced Alignment Fork

Adjustable Paper Guide

Line Space
iusxment

Carriage

Release

peared in the leading magazines
continuously for more than four
years.

am building- up my business on
the foundation of good value and
square dealings. I am saving- thousands of satisfied customers thousands of do lavs, by supplying perfect
— late style visible writing — type•writers, at remarkably low prices.

I

Carriage Return

and Automatic

-

—

Spacer

-

All my transactions are handled
throughout by personal corresponI assure you every courtesy
denceand consideration, in your dealings
-with me. Tour order will have my
prompt, careful, personal attention.
I will be glad to do business with

Back Spacer

Ribbon Reverse
Ribbon Shifts
Stencil Cutter

you.

Tabulator Bar

ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
Free TRIAL— Use As

You Pay

Send me only $2.50 a month until the low total price of $48.80
paid, and the machine is yours

is

This is absolutely the most generous typewriter offer ever made. Do not rent a
machine when you can pay $2.50 a month and own one. Think of it Buying a

—

$100.00 machine for $48.80.

Cash

price, $45.45.

Never before has anything

been attempted.

oh^ithu
OlVll 1 tl

standard w
VISIBLE

like this

JLi.

—

Perfect machines, standard size, keyboard of standard universal arrangement universally used
in teaching the touch system, The entire line of writing completely visible at all times, has the inbuilt tabulator, with billing devices, the two color ribbon—with automatic reverse and key controlled shift, automatic flexible paper feed automatic paper ringers, the back spacer— ball bearing car- i
riage action— ball bearing shift action ball bearing type bars in fact, every late style *
feature and modern operating convenience. Comes to you with everything complete, /
tools, cover, operating book and instructions, ribbon, practice paper nothing extra *
to buy. You cannot imagine the perfection of this beautiful reconstructed typewriter until you /
'
Room 342-231 N. Fifth Ave.,
have seen it. I have sold several thousand of these perfect latest style L. C. Smith
machines at this bargain price, and everyone of these thousands of satisfied cus
CHICAGO, ILL.
tomers had this beautiful, strictly up-to-date machine on five days' free trial
before deciding to buy it. I will send it to you F. O. B. Chicago for five days' free ».
Ship me the L. C. Smith
trial.
It will sell itself, but if you are not satisfied thnt this is the greatest
*
P. O. B. Chicago, as detypewriter you ever saw, you can return it at my expense. You won't want /
scribed in this advertiseto return it after you try it—you cannot equal this wonderful value anywhere. t
ment. I will pay you the

—

——

—

—

H.A. Smith

—

i

You Take No Risk

— Put

balance of the SPEpurchase price, at
the rate of 82.50 per month.
840.00

In

Your Order

Now

/

CIAL

84:8.80

The title to remain in you until
arrives deposit with the express acent $8.80 and take the machine
for live days' trial. It' you are convinced that it is the best typewriter you ever s;iw »
fully paid for.
It is understood
keep it and send me $2.50 a month until my barg-ain price of $48.80 is paid. If you dr. n't /
that I have five days in which to
want it, return it to the express agent, receive your $8.80 and return the machine *
"
examine and try the typewriter. If I
to me.
I will pay the return express charges.
This machine is guaranteed just
choose not to keep it I will carefully
as if you paid $1 00.00 for it. It is standard. Over one hundred thousand people I
own and use these typewriters and think them the best ever manufactured.
repack it and return it to the express
The supply at this price is very limited, the price will probably be raised when rry M
agent. It is understood that you give
next advertisement appears, so don't delay. Fill in the coupon today — mail to me
the standard guarantee for one year.
the typewriter will be shipped promptly. There is no r-d tape. I employ • o /
solicitors -no collectors— no chattel mortaraae.
lhat
»
It is simply understood
I
retain title to the machine until the full $48.80 is paid. You cannot lose. It is /
the greatest typewriter opportunity you will ever have, Do not send me one
cent. Cet the coupon in the malls today sure.
When the typewriter

£

—

Xame

—

HARRY A. SMITH,

342-231 W. Fifth Ave.,
Chicago
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Beautiful portrait drawings of actors and actresses of prominence.
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right and the wrong side of the Chaplin question
the right and the wrong side of the camera.

Shirt-Sleeved Prophets

Two men who

a

matter of

.181

Lloyd Robinson

.

.

largely

is

predicted big things in pictures, and did
for them to happen
but made them come true.

—

not

sit

still

and wait
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Pass the Puffs
Mixing powder and dessert on a table made

The

Kiss Bandit

She

is

an oscillatory

.

.

robber,

but

of

B.

J.

.

she

seven trunks.
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doesn't

a

Waye
mask
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— and

compli-

that

cates things terribly.

Foresight Unforeseen
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Everett Leighton
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Screen Opportunity Contest

A day

of
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the

man

behind the world's most
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200
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Witt H. Johnston
outworn word when

.

.

stirring story of prison life which shows retribution as an
applied to' the treatment of criminals.

Making Us Answer
If

.193

Ray Ralston

.

or actress.

smile.

The Honor System
A

.

philosophy, fun, and athletics with

famous

.188
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The chance of a lifetime for every one who wants to become an actor
Twelve stars are to be discovered. You may be one.

One Jump Behind Doug

.

.

you want your letters replied

.

to,

read

.

what

Vivian Martin
this

star

has to say about the

problem.

The

Life of

Thomas H.
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.

Kenneth O'Hara
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Illustrations by Mon Randall.
The fourth of a series of articles dealing with the unusual career of one of the
greatest figures in filmdom.
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famous people's bedrooms at bedtime.
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.
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A man

was a hotel clerk. A woman was a poet. They are both
what the others did before the camera ground their pictures.
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HERE IS
THE STORY

DON'T MISS
THE FILMS

LESLIE, a
EVE
innocence are her

the power to give Eve her heart's desires are
the pawns of Seven Deadly Sins. They will
give Eve what she wants but her soul will
be stained in the getting.
Adam Moore, her lover, sees this. He follows

whose beauty and
only possessions, is
ambitious to win wealth, luxury, social
girl

—

success.

Chance brings her to the great metropolis
and puts all of her ambitions within her
reach. But the men and women who have

A
Shirley

But can he win? You
your favorite theatre.

SEVEN DEADLY SINS

series of seven five-reel photo-plays starring: Ann Murdoch in "Envy"; Holbrook
•
7
T)U
«T»
J* » 07
r
r<-r>
M tt rt TV7
TP7_. _ ^ 7_ 55
TKT
Blinn
in "Pride"; Shirley Mason in 'Passion
H. B. Warner in "Wrath"; Nance
O'Neill in "Greed"; Charlotte Walker in
•

Free!

her. He fights for her.
will find the answer in

"Sloth";

Mason's
Surprise Package!
Write in margin your name
and address and name and
street of theatre in which you
desire to see Seven Deadly Sins.
Tear off and mail to McClure Pictures, 251 4th Ave., New York.
A
Surprise Package from the youngest
and prettiest star of the films will be
sent to you FREE.

•

•

11

•

and George Le Guere

Seventh Sin.

•

in

The

<•(•

.

Released through
Triangle

Exchanges
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Stage

her SUCCeSS has been

ARLINE PRETTY
a clever member of the Vitagraph Stock Company, received her early theatrical training with
Her
the Columbia Players, of Washington, D. C, after leaving a girls' school in that city.
motion-picture career began in the screen version of "The Old Guard," and later she wrote
Her
scenarios and played the leads in her own stories for a Tampa, Florida, film concern.
versatility enables her to play many roles with equal success. She stars in "The Secret Kingdom."

LILLIAN
is

known

as ''Dimples,"

WALKER

and has a smiling voice which won

her

many

friends

when she

was a telephone operator, but which was not strong enough to "carry" when she took up a
stage profession.
Her sunny disposition and daring feats in pictures, however, have won
great popularity for her.
In 1913 she and the late John Bunny, both Vitagraph players, were
queen and king respectively of the Coney Island Mardi Gras. She is of Swedish descent
and was born in Brooklyn.

HERBERT RAWLINSON
England and educated in France.
He came to Canada with a Toronto merchanl
work. His stage career included appearances in many American cities, and finally ended in Los Angeles under Oliver Morosco.
Entering pictures with
Selig, he remained with that firm two and a half years, and then joined the cast of "The
Sea Wolf" production. His popularity as a Universal player was attested last year by his

was born

in

and soon

drifted into theatrical

election as

mayor

of

Universal City.

MARJORIE RAMBEAU
newcomer

screendom, is to star in a series of feature pictures to be produced by Frank
Powell Producing Corporation, Miss Rambeau was almost unknown to metropolitan fame
until her Broadway d£but in "So Much for So Much," season before last.
Her first distinct
triumph was in "Cheating Cheaters," and it was after playing in this production that she decided to enter pictures.
The initial cinema drama in which she appeared was "The Greater

a

Woman."

to

GEORGE LE GUERE
one of the seven stars of "The Seven Deadly Sins," the McClure series of five-reel features,
studied to be a writer.
Instead he became an actor.
He was born in New Orleans and educated at Georgetown University, at which institution he gained many literary honors
Mr.
Le Guere created twelve parts in Broadway productions, and played with many celebrities
before he began to act in pictures.
He has been featured in the dramas of eight film concerns.

*

w

LENORE ULRICH
has been in the public eye as a stage and screen actress for five years. Her early dramatic
was in stock companies, and she was "discovered" by Oliver Morosco while playing
in a small town.
The well-known "Western producer gave her the opportunity of starring in
"The Bird of Paradise," and her triumph was instantaneous. She played to packed theaters
in this production for two seasons.
Her screen debut was made in "Kilmeny,"

training

GLADYS BROCK WELL
has played in spoken and silent drama almost continuously since she was three years old.
She was born in Brooklyn, in 1894, and when very young was appearing in important parts
with such actors as Willard Mack, Douglas Fairbanks, Orrin Johnson, and Henry Woodruff.
In her
Fate led her along the paths of fame until she played in 'The Honor System."
more recent film career she has been identified with four companies and is now with Fox.

RHEA MITCHELL
became known
was constantly

"the stunt girl," on account of the fact that she
The
feat from jumping off a cliff to drowning.
wide scope of her talent is shown in the fact that she has played in both comedy and emotional roles, and in turn has appeared as an ingenue lead and as the wayward girl in "The
Overcoat." A successful stage career preceded her appearance with the Ince forces, and she
is now with American.
early in her film career

as

facing death in every kind

of

WARNER OLAND
has risen from the position of super

in

Hall Caine's

"Tfie

Christian"

to a

foremost place

in

screendom.
His ability to sing Gounod's "Jesus of Nazareth" won recognition for him in
His first
that play, and his success in a long list of well-known stage productions followed.
been
has
he
then
since
and
appearance in pictures was in support of Theda Bara in "Sin,"
with
and
"Patria,"
He was cast with Mrs. Castle in
her leading man in many photo plays.
Madame Petrova in "The Eternal Question."

ALMA RUEBEN
few who was chosen. A little over a
Sacred Heart, San Francisco, and shortly
after leaving that institution was engaged to play in support of a Vitagraph star.
In a short
time she joined the Triangle-Fine Arts Company as a leading woman.
One of her latest successes was with Douglas Fairbanks in "The Americano."

is

one

of the

many who was

called

and one

of

year ago she was a student in the Convent of the

the

WILLIAM DUNCAN
a playwright, stage, and screen actor and director, who first became famous as an athlete.
was while he was a professional boxer, wrestler, and trainer that he accepted a vaudeville
engagement which ultimately led him to filmdom via the Selig route. After several years
with that company he joined Vitagraph.
"The Chalice of Courage," under Rolin S. Sturgeon's direction, is perhaps his best production with the latter concern. Mr. Duncan is a
is

It

native of Scotland.

KATHRYN ADAMS
has been called the "extreme lady," on account of the facility with which she plays roles of
a widely different character.
With equal sympathy she appeared as the demure Olivia in the
stage version of the "Vicar of Wakefield," and as the vampire in the film production of "Divorce and the Daughter." She played in numerous types of legitimate drama before entering
pictures, and was identified with several producing concerns before taking her present position with Thanhouser.

2

THOMAS HOLDING
career on the stage in this country and
in England and Australia.
As a footlight favorite he played leading man in w Peg o' My
Heart," and in the title role of "Ben Hur" at the Manhattan Opera House, New York, during
He made his bow to the screen world in 'The Eternal City" over a year
protracted runs.
ago, and has since been appearing in Famous Player films opposite Pauline Frederick and
Marie Doro.
prior to his advent in pictures, enjoyed a successful

ETHEL CLAYTON
has attained unusual popularity as a heroine in light romances, her oeauty and charm of manner lending itself particularly well to this type of play.
She has, however, evinced great versatility as an actress both on the
stage and screen.
Miss Clayton began her professional
career in
footlight

Henry B. Harris' stock-company production of "Bobby Burnitt,"
triumphs entered pictures with Lubin. She is now with World.

and

after

many

THE ORDER REVERSED
Charlie

Chaplin

receives

$670,000 a year to have
the camera's eye focused

on him.
the

Then he reverses

order of things

grinds

at

How much
be
side

some one

else.

would Charlie

worth on
of

and

the

wrong

the world's

eye.
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The Shirt-Sleeved Prophets
How

Jesse L. Lasky and Cecil B. de Mille predicted something
about the films a few years ago, and then, instead of sitting down

and waiting,

stripped off their coats

and made

it

come

true.

By Lloyd Robinson

THERE
grapes

will

A

never be any sour

the Jesse L. Lasky
vineyard. If this energetic genin

to

few years ago, Mr. Lasky said
himself that some one was going

der upon which to mount to the required height.
"No sooner' said than

organize a vaudeville concern that
would be conducted on cleaner and
more businesslike lines than the majority of -such firms were at that time.
And, being a "shirt-sleeved" prophet
the kind of a man who is not content

done" might be revised

to

tleman finds desired clusters of fruit
dangling just out of his present reach,
he will proceed to build himself a lad-

Lasky 's

character

to

to

"No

suit

Mr.

sooner

thought than done." Never say to him
that such and such a thing ought to be

done unless you really mean it, for if
he agrees with you, there will be a little
cloud of dust raised in the twinkling
of an eye, and the deed will be done.

to

know

that things ought to be

certain way, but

and proceeds

who

to

rolls

set

done a

up his sleeves

them

right

—he

organized the vaudeville
company which bears his name.
Then there suddenly sprang into
being that bloated infant the motionstraightway

picture industry.

Day

after day

Mr.

—
The
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Shirt-Sleeved Prophets

people driven from the
vaudeville houses by abominable films
which soon earned the sobriquet of
More and more of these
"chasers."

Lasky

saw

sprang up, like mushrooms,
overnight
and the poor, dear public
found its cost of living being raised.
The sudden demand for grocery and
candlestick-maker stores and butcher
and baker shops for movie purposes

movies

;

the few
forced up the rental prices
produce merchants who decided to stick
to their trades had to pay exorbitant
rents, and consequently raised the price
of their wares a practice which has
since become chronic with them.
But Mr. Lasky' s interest was centered chiefly in the poor quality of the
;

—

pictures which he
particularly the

saw on every hand
"chasers."
There was

one sure method of quashing the chaser,
and that was to replace it with a higher
type of photo play which was strong
enough to stand alone instead of lean-

program for supand which would constitute the

ing upon a vaudeville
port,

nucleus of an entertainment

itself.

To

be sure, there had been a few big
productions exhibited in this country,
but they were spasmodic in their occurrence, with the single exception of the
regular program of five-reel photo plays

which had been instituted by his good
Mr. Zukor, as
friend Adolph Zukor.
founder of the Famous Players Film

Company, was the

first

man

to organize

a feature-play program.

"There are a lot of big theatrical
stars who have not appeared on the
screen there is a tremendous amount
of room for improvement in the technical end of photo-play productions,
and somebody is going to do some won;

work along the line of
feature producing," mused Mr. Lasky

derful creative
to himself.

And

then the old shirt-sleeve propen-

sity asserted itself again,

Watching

the

result of their prophecy.

Farrar

Mm

Cecil B.

and that large

de Mille and Jesse L. Lasky viewing a

on the private screen in the former's

office.

The

Shirt-Sleeved Prophets
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Together they explored California for a studio location.

and complacent infant, the motion-picture industry, suddenly awoke to the
fact that somebody had administered a
well-placed kick.

the advent of Cecil Blount de Mille, ac-

playwright, and producer, with a
record of which he might well be proud.
It did not take long to show De Mille

tor,

But there was a prodigious task of
organization ahead before that kick
could be administered, and the Lasky

the

shirt sleeves did not find the shelter of

tions.

a coat for

many

Realizing that
the keynote of success lay in artistry of
production, Mr. Lasky cast about for a
man whose past achievements would
give ground for confidence in his creative, powers along a new field of endeavor. The search was not easily concluded, but the effort was rewarded by
a day.

which lay before an
upon the comparatively

possibilities

embarkation
uncharted waters of photo-play produc-

Having found the man

whom

he

felt

handle the technical problems of the new work, there
to be ideally suited to

now remained
cult

Lasky the diffiproblem of deciding upon a location
for Mr.

for the center of his activities.
that he

was maintaining

vaudeville

made

it

The

fact

his interest in

imperative to have

184

The

his personal headquarters in

Shirt-Sleeved

New

York,

and there were many motion-picture
concerns located in the East. But the
claims of California were not to be de-

Prophets

backgrounds as those which
could be found in California and the
atmospheric conditions there appealed

tiplicity of

;

to

De

Mille,

who

light

for

favored the use of
his productions as

nied without thorough investigation, for
it was a new world into which he was

natural

plunging and it would not do to take
anything for granted.

tems which have been employed successfully by many companies.
Holly-

So

flannel shirts, riding breeches,

and

puttees were hastily thrown into traveling bags, and the two men set off for
the West to explore California, aided
-

by the all-seeing motion-picture camera.
It was agreed that no other State in the

Union could

fur-

nish such a mul-

against the use of studio lighting sys-

wood was

decided upon as the
best location for their purposes, and
property was purchased there, upon
which the work of erecting a studio
was immediately begun.
The exploration of the Golden Gate

was accomplished in a manState

In the early days of the films.

Mr. de Mille,

Carlyle Blackwell, and Mr. Lasky.

m

who

is

partly present

finally

is

The lady

Blanche Sweet.

The

Shirt-Sleeved Prophets
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Mr. Lasky and Mr. de Mille, seated in the foreground, with one of the first Lasky companies. This
is the cast of "The Girl of the Golden West.''
House Peters is second from the right, standing.

ner which
sleeve

is

men

typical of these

—for

De

Mille

two

shirt-

in

com-

is

accord with Mr. Lasky in his
policy of reducing dreams to concrete
accomplishments by the very simple
process of carrying them through to
the desired conclusion himself.
plete

The

flannel shirts

were donned and

was made on horseback, so that
they would not flit too rapidly through
the country and miss all the fine points
of the scenery. Those flannel shirts and
riding breeches became almost a matter of habit out there, for they were
easy to work in and one was always
riding ofT to some new, interesting spot.
Having determined upon a course of
action so far as the studio was concerned, and being wholly confident in
the ability of Mr. de Mille to carry
through the plans upon which they had
agreed, Mr. Lasky returned to New
the trip

—

York

many problems inobtaining of new stellar

to tackle the

volved in the

purchasing of material, and
the marketing of the finished product.
Very soon such names as Dustin Fartalent, the

num, Edward Abeles, Edmund Breese,
and Robert Edeson were placed upon
his roster, and there was intrusted to
William C. de Mille, brother of Cecil
B., and a distinguished playwright, the
arduous duties of providing for the
various stars the necessary vehicles.
There being at that time no feature

program devoted to the distribution of
the combined products of several companies with which this

new

organiza-

which was called the Jesse L.
Lasky: Feature Play Company, deemed
it wise to ally itself, it was determined
to market the pictures on the Statesrights basis. The first production which
tion,

was thus offered to the public was "The
Squaw Man," which immediately attracted
tion

exceptionally

because

of

the

favorable

genuine

attenartistic

merit of the picture, especially with re-

The

—

—

;

Shirt-Sleeved Prophets

gard to the technical aspects of the
lighting effects which were obtained

gram by

in

Seeing this opportunity of allying
himself with these kindred spirits, Mr.
Lasky agreed to place his photo plays
on this program, provided a neutral
name were chosen to replace that of the

ing companies.

it.

"Brewster's Millions/' "The Master
Mind," "The Only Son," "The Man on
the Box," and

"The

Call of the

North"

followed in due time.
have now reached the momentous
year 1914 in our chronicles. Dissatisfied with the States-rights plan of operation, Mr. Lasky made a survey of
the field and made a very keen observation
the Famous Players Film Company had been marketing its own pictures through a chain of exchanges
partly owned and operated by itself
but Adolph Zukor, president of the company, was at that very time calling a
convention of these exchange men with
a view to proposing a separate corpora-

We

Famous

was in this way
that the Paramount Program was organized, to which was also added the
then Bosworth pictures, which have
since been changed to Morosco and
Pallas.
The recent combination of the
Famous Players and Lasky companies
and their absorption of Paramount are

—

tion for the purpose of distributing

the addition of other produc-

Players.

It

our readers.
Suffice it to say that one of these
shirt-sleeve prophets has been one of
the guiding spirits of these gigantic
transactions and that the other has paralleled in artistic accomplishment the
familiar to

its

photo plays and of augmenting the pro-

all

executive feats of his confrere.

PASS THE PUFFS
May Allison, of Metro, takes the art of making-up for the camera so seriously and so long
that, when her company is out on a location, she requires the whole lunch hour to arrange
things around her seven trunks
May always carries seven trunks, or rather the driver does
wherever she goes. It usually happens that just when Harold Lockwood, her leading man,
is about to munch his dessert May calls to her maid "Please

—

^it\
ftl

P ass

-

'^^^m

'

^e

P L1 ^S

''

home, except the

anc

*

little

tnen everything is ready to take and go
matter of packing up the seven trunks.

The Kiss Bandit
A

day on the
of the rouged

By

trail
lips.

J.

B.

w

Wave

HEN
ing

her

lead-

man met

her at the studio door in the morning,
Marie Wayne, of Pathe,
f
nodded her head with
curt politeness and passed
on. Less than half an hour
later, with the director and
the whole company looking on,
she threw her arms about his
neck with feverish emotion. And
she kissed him. Then she kissed

him

Talk about reality!
Talk about putting your soul
into your work
Talk about
acting!
Why, every one in
again.

!

the studio blushed,
ing the carpenters.

And

then, with

sincerity in the

all

includthe in-

world about

that first kiss, before twenty

more had passed,
Marie was viciously osculating with another man.
They
clinched and struggled over
minutes

Marie

Wayne

:

The
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was time to kiss some more. She
never thought about the poor fellow
who had just left. Talk about insin-

every inch of the one hundred and forty-four square feet that the set permitted.

Marie

was

regular

a

it

kiss

cerity

bandit.

A

the party of the second part,

when

bandit

is

a

of doubt, a kiss bandit.

When
started

it

the lights went out and
for home,

the nine

over, smiled

—

do not know where.
But when the director yelled "Cut !"
and she half smilingly smacked away
from her lover pro tern., Marie didn't
seem any more affected than if she had
been powdering her nose.
She just
asked, "Who's next?" and waited until

Then she passed on.
Talk about insincerity
But when a
!

man

much

per day and is massaged by the lips of a beautiful actress,
he can't expect everything, can he?
gets so

IF Robbie Burns w ere but alive to-day
And spent an evening at a picture play,
r

A

realize that

miracle he'd

From

movie folks were

call

it

;

blessed.

they've progressed

when, in rhyme,
This prayer he uttered once upon a time
"Oh, wad some Power the giftie gie as

To

men who

curt politeness.

FORESIGHT UNFORESEEN
He'd

Marie

had used the receiver while she had
used the mouthpiece were crowded
about the entrance. As she came out,
they all started forward simultaneously,
hat in hand.
She cast one sharp,
short glance at them and nodded in

and threw out hib
chest and wouldn't speak to any one,
he was so proud.
He was a leading
man. But she was leading him we
all

!

person who takes
things from other people without earning them.
She was, without a smack

While she was in the act of kissing
and in the arms of her leading man, she
gloried in her work.
She could have
done it no more realistically in the
darkened parlor of her own home. And

was

Bandit

Kiss

that far-distant period

see oursel's as

it

hers see us!"

Everett Leighton.

—

—

Screen Opportunity Contest
This

is

personally addressed to the person

who came

out of a

theater the other day and wished to be as

as the leading player.

That means you

THE

Screen Opportunity Contest
which is going to make twelve
new motion-picture players, and
which is being conducted by PicturePlay Magazine, has started. And it
has started with a bang.
The contest opened when it was announced on the first of last month in
this magazine.
Since then there has
been steady and almost overwhelming
response in the form of photographs

and

from

letters

contestants,

arriving

in every mail.

Picture-Play Magazine has

started

and

—

famous and fortunate
and here is your chance.

will continue until noon,

May

20,

Already we have nearly a thousand replies, and more are coming as
fast as the mailman's heavily burdened
19 1 7.

legs can bring them.

needed to enter the contest is a photograph of yourself
or
two, if possible, one full face and one
profile
a letter not more than two hundred words in length telling in your
own way why you think you can be a
successful screen actor or actress, and
a description of yourself made on the
blank at the end of this article, or on
any paper.
One big feature of this contest, and
one that we wish to emphasize, is that
it is for every one who has not played
professionally on the stage or in picAll that

is

—

—

conjunction with the
Frank Powell Producing Corporation,
which makes films for the Mutual program, for a double reason.
First, to
give twelve American people, regardless of their sex, an opportunity to shine
forth in glory upon the screen and to
earn fame and fortune.
Secondly, to
provide the Frank Powell Producing
Corporation with twelve new players.
It is not a question of luck or money.
It is a question of you.
If you have a
screen face not necessarily beauty
personality, and the average amount of
intelligence, you are right up front in
the running.
There are few requirements, except that you have never appeared on the professional stage or
screen.
No one who has been engaged
as an actor or actress previously will be
eligible.
This is done in order to aid
those who have had no opportunity

United States.
All of the twelve who are chosen by
the judges, who are Mr. Frank Powell,
vice president and director general of
the Frank Powell Producing Company,
and Mr. Gerald C. Duffy, editor of

whatever and have the real requisites

tors

this

contest

in

—

of screen playing. This is essentially a
contest for new blood
for those who
believe that in them is the ability to cap-

—

chance should it be given them.
contest opened on February 1st

italize a

The

tures.

With

open

is

that limitation, the contest

to all

—man

or old, dark or

who

or

fair,

it

woman, young
matters not

live in the

Picture-Play Magazine,

will play in

at least one feature picture, and from
these Mr. Powell and Mr. Duffy will
select as many as they think have actually "made good" and can possibly
be stars in time all, if they consider

—

sufficiently capable

all

—and

these will

be placed under contract as regular ac-

and

When

actresses.

the judges pick the winners,

we

are taking a chance on their ability.
It is up to those who are chosen to

make good. Everything is up to them.
They are given their opportunity to

Screen Opportunity Contest
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do make
good, the chance is theirs to enjoy all
that fame and money can bring them.
The average person makes a great
mistake when thinking of the requirements of a motion-picture actor or acMost people consider beauty a
tress.
necessity. It is not. Beauty is an asset,
but not nearly so much of a one as
personality and a good screen face.
A person has a screen face whose
No one not
features photograph well.
production
side
acquainted with the
of the screen really knows what a good
It is something that
screen face is.
can only be told by a photograph. But
aside from the features, one of the most
important points of a screen player's

make

the most of

make-up

is

it.

personality

If they

— that

indescrib-

able something that stands out

presses

an audience.

and im-

Intelligence,

of

course,
line of

is

as essential as in

any other

work.

You may have

a screen face

and per-

and not be aware of the fact.
You may be hiding your light under a
bushel and not know it. Your personality may be wasted on the iceman and
sonality

other visitors to the kitchen.

Or

the

iceman himself may have a screenable
personality.
You may have wonderful eyes that you only use to read books.
You may, in other words, be a pictureplay star that has not had a chance to
twinkle and is only waiting for the
breeze of opportunity to blow away the
clouds.

The

best

way

to find out

is

to

There is no expense
as it was started merely

enter this contest.

attached to

it,

to give the people a 'chance.

We

realize that

many

of those

who

might be good players might also be in

—
Screen

Theda Bara and Mr. Puwetl,
the "discoverer of

Opportunity Contest

at right,

working on one of her

first productions.
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Mr. Powell

is

Theda Bara" and he contends that he will find some one, through
who will rise to fame as quickly as Miss Bara did.

this contest,

moderate financial circumstances, and
order to be absolutely fair in the
choice of winners we are going to pay
the fare of each of the winners from
his or her place of residence to New
in

York, where the studio is located.
Moreover, as soon as they arrive they
will be employed to play a real part
not that of an extra in a real feature
picture.
And while they are working

—

they will be paid a salary of not less
than twenty-five dollars a week. There
will be no time between scenes when
they will not receive the salary, so none
need fear of being stranded in New

York.

The

Picture-Play's
Mr. Powell in this conand the unusual opportunity which
significance of

association with
test
it

thus

is

able to offer those

who

are

desirous of becoming figures of prom-

inence in the motion-picture world lies,
among other things, in the fact that it

was Mr. Powell who discovered Theda
Bara and Blanche Sweet and first gave
them the chance to act before a camera.
Neither of these stars had had
any experience whatever in motionpicture work when Mr. Powell first
met them and saw in them the possibilities long since fulfilled and which
have made their names known all over
the Avorld.

What

he has done for Theda Bara
and Blanche Sweet he can do for you
if you have it in you to make good.
Successful contestants will be given
every opportunity to show whether or
not they are possessed of the stuff that
makes stars the opportunity will be
theirs, but it is up to them to prove

—

their ability.

Screen Opportunity Contest
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READ CAREFULLY THE FOLLOWING RULES AND BE SURE THAT YOU
COMPLY WITH THEM:
This contest is open to both men and women.
There

no age limit.
No person is eligible who has had any professional experience on the stage
or in motion pictures.
The contest is open from February ist, until noon, May 20, 191 7.
All contestants must be residents of the United States.
or make out
In order to become a contestant fill out the blank on this page
one like it on any paper and send it with a photograph or photographs of
yourself and a letter telling why you think you could be a successful motionpicture player. If possible send one full-face and one profile picture.
Do not make your letter over two hundred words in length.
Send your entry to PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE Contest Department,
Nos. 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
We ivill not be responsible for any photographs or letters sent to the contest.
is

—

—

j

WHAT

THE WINNERS GET

From

the contestants twelve winners will be picked, regardless of sex or age.
big factors that will influence the judges' decision are the beauty, screen

The

value of the features, and the intelligence shown in the letters.
These twelve will have their fares paid to New York City from their home
towns. The money will be given them with their first week's salary.
Each of the winners will be given a position as actor or actress in at least
one feature picture.
While they are working they will be paid a salary of not less than twentyThere will be no time between scenes when
five dollars ($25.00) a week.
they do not receive their salaries.
When the picture or pictures in which each appears are completed the judges
will choose from the twelve, regardless of the number, even if it includes all
those who, in their estimation, have real ability to act, and have made good.
These will be placed under contract to act in Frank Powell productions.

APPLICATION BLANK
I am desirous of becoming a motion-picture player.
professional experience on either the stage or screen.

Name
Address

Age

Color of eyes

;

Height

Complexion

Weight.

Remarks

Color of hair

My preference

of character roles

is.

.

.

1

have never had any

—

i.

One Jump Behind Doug
He

eats cactus

for

breakfast,

reads Moliere for recreation, and

makes a

million dollars a year.

By Ray

INCONSISTENCY

Ralston

is the gallows rope of incompetency. If you are inconsistent, don't
worry about your ability to conquer some
world. If you are consistent, go to a doctor
there must be something wrong.
No one in

America

is

stance

am

;

I

consistent.

Take myself,

the most inconsistent

person I have ever met. When I
was studying to be a mining engineer at the Colorado School of
Mines, I thought I would never be
able to do anything worth
while or money.
Doug

Then

eats cactus to sharpen

his appetite.

I

j

One Jump Behind Doug

One Jump Behind Doug
I
began to be
became inconsistent.
I
saw somehappy and optimistic.
thing
funny in everything and I
I found that I was getting
still do.

—

You know

fat.

the old adage about

making the

Fairbanks
Well, that applies both to
register.
When I discovered
scales and actor.

and

laughing

I

decided to register

But

and screen.
I

my

had trained

that I

I

smile sufficiently
for the stage

it

was getting

say, so, instead of giving

ing

exercised to reduce.

I

your inconsistency
fat

and exercised

—
to

I

am

as

I

as

up laughThere is

laughed to grow

grow

thin.

as a result, instead of being
tent,

fat,

had thought

I

And,

incompe-

would

be,

I

receiving a salary of a million dol-

lars a year.

I

repeat, inconsistency

is

the gallows rope of incompetency."

was what "Doug" Fairbanks
answered to me when I caught him
early one morning and asked that he
tell me something about himself.
I had
left word with three night clerks to get
me up before breakfast, so that I could
This

arrive in time to catch the

man who

end of this
I was out to spend a day with
year.
Fairbanks, and had rested up for a

will be a millionaire at the

En

route to

the

studio.

week
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order to be in trim to stand the
strenuousness of it.
When I stepped lightly up the walk,
I caught a glance of Doug through an
open window. He was bending over
in

and motioned to me to come
He had been expecting me. I
clambered through the window and
a table
in.

alighted in the

room

just in front of a

wicker stand with the star's breakfast
on it. And the next thing I did was
almost faint at what I saw.
On
the stand were two plates
and a prime
cut of cactus.
I
gasped and Doug

—

smiled.
"I always have this for breakfast,"

he said
raised

;

"it

helps

my hand

make me
to

my

lively."

eyes to

I

make
when

sure I was seeing correctly, and,
I looked again the cactus was gone and
Doug was rubbing the center of a Chinese jacket he wore to indicate that he

had thoroughly enjoyed

his meal.
I
did not think to look out of the window

to see if

it

was not being digested on

the lawn.

During the meal, which continued
with more substantial courses, Doug
devoted his attention to answering my
questions in the most indirect and un-

—
One Jump Behind Doug
informative manner possible. He said
that if I could learn anything of interest
from things that he said I was perfectly welcome to be interested in them,
and to interview him, but he did not
interviewing himself.
seemed to be the happiest man

like the idea of

Doug

to

know

side

of

clouds

— so

thought I would like
his theory about the bright

world.

in the

I

and

things

—which

the

silver-lined

him

are gold lined for

asked him.
"It's not a theory," he answered, "it's
They might be the same for
a habit.
some people, but not for me.
I

For

instance,

if

you were

to

believe the theory that laugh-

ing would

make you

fat,

and

so set out to laugh with that

purpose

make
a

mind, you might

in

But

a habit in time.

it

habit acquired unnaturally

the

is

same

who

a child

as

learns to ice skate on double-

runner skates.

He

gets across

but when
he attempts to put on regular

the

ice,

right,

all

down.
"A fellow who makes him-

single runners he falls

laugh just for the reason
that he knows other people
self

can see funny things in everything, and so
presumes that there must be something to
laugh at in it even though he cannot see
it himself
is all right for a while.
Then,

—

—

when something funny happens, he

is

likely

down, but he goes one better than
the child on double runners. He does not
merely fall, he makes a break call it in
the ice, for simile's sake, if you care to
and then he is through.
"Everything is best when it is natural,
whether it be a hearty
laugh or a woman's comto fall

—

plexion."
All of which, though

sounded
was, as

extremely
I

it

well,

said, as indirect

and uninformative so far
He

reads a Hi tie,
mostly Moliere.

too;

:

One Jump Behind Doug

Doug's afternoon nap

as the question

I

is ever

undisturbed.

work comes

had asked was con-

in at

cerned, as anything could possibly be.

find recreation.

wrench some further facts
from him by queries about his lifedaily life in and out of the stu

tal

tried to

I

relaxation

one

of

smiles

me,

at

made me

out of

—

That's why I've picked
Moliere. I started last

very

Mr.

I'm

be
cause I could
never come
within even a
poor
substiof

said,

and took
a book from

or
self
j.

of

read,

started to

but

refirst

"A

you mystias to whethe

mine,
a
judge,
used to delve into
Wpr
the pages of Nick Carter every night to ease his
mind, because it was so dif-

dead earnest
simply amusing h_.

is

w

marked

that

leaves

he

ml

He

which

tone
fied

another table.

IjJ

he

in

refreshing.

kin

it.

"Life,"

it

Doug laid
down his nap-

re-

turning

find

on page
three now."

Grouch,

tute

and

week,

ai

feel like

the original

mostly

reading,

Deep books serve to carry
me away from my work.

four-

his

I

home, when I try to
get most of my men-

Moliere.

Doug merely threw

dio.
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in

with you,

two

,

"is
.

:

things,

for

composed
r

Arbors should

_

me-fun

and work, m that order. The
fun I have at the studio. Of
course, that is supposed to
be my work, and I call it that
people, but

it

really

is

my

fr<mthetop
«

just

as

W ould
to

most

fun.

My

»

be

watered

saysDoug}

the

do

rain
it."

friend

of

from his routine. That
the same reason, only with

ferent
is

reverse English, that
my fun in Moliere. It

another of the inconsistencies of
He opened the book, glanced

I

find

is

just

life."

in

it,

One Jump Behind Doug
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Thinking up comedy situations

and

laid

down

it

'Whenever

said, "I feel as if

for a cold bath.

but

So

somehow

I

I

again.

read this," he
I was just going in
know I should do it,

start

I

him

beside

is the

to

up the nerve.

can't get

far as the anticipation

is

concerned,

my

preference runs to amateur scenarios, but, once I get in it, everything
is great.
I read it all
even the num-

—

funny

to

him.

of a scene. So there is another reason
for my picking Moliere for recreation.
I could never think of filming that.
smile is too unruly, and I would ruin

My

And

then that
famous ear-to-ear is more contagious
than smallpox, and the audience would
Well, here goes
probably laugh, too.
Please pardon."
for the plunge.

every emotional climax.

Doug opened

bers on the pages.

"Most books

only thing that isn't

the

book again,

set his

That,
of course, injects an aspect of work.

jaw, and started in the center of the
third page.
The next thing I remembered, after

Every numbered page makes me think

a volley of conversation,

closely

that

I

read

I

watch

for screen possibilities.

was

that

Doug

One Jump Behind Doug
started for the studio, with

me

panting

He

that.

I

followed.

199
In a

moment

a big,

crossed the lawn in
three jumps, leaped over a hedge, and
landed in the seat of his automobile
that was waiting with Buddy, a dark
and distinctive person, at the wheel.

glass-topped
structure
loomed into
view.
Doug jumped, landed halfway
up a telegraph post, climbed the rest

The

We

after

him.

raced

car

around

corners and
climbed walls

through back yards, it
and forded rivers, just as if Doug had
been doing it alone.
As we were rounding a corner.
Doug's smile hopped out, Doug following,

and

of

a

I after,

house.

and jumped to the roof
He dashed across it,

reached the edge,
pipe

to

a

slid

clothesline,

down

a

drain

and ran across

of the way, and began to race along
the wires.
I tagged on lumberingly.

reached the level of the studio roof,
fifteen feet away.
Doug sprang; I folThere was a crash of glass,
lowed.
and we were tumbling through space,
but when we landed, a camera was
grinding and we were in a "set." Doug
had been merely making his entrance
to a scene.
And then
I

woke

porch.

up.

We

were

still

Moliere had been too

me, and Doug had

on the

much

for

just finished reading.

A

little

music in

evening

— leave

the
it to

Doug

to

the

high

notes

the

rests.

and

reach

The Honor System
A

story which throws "the searchlight of publicity

horrors which

made

the

Bv

THE

prison of the

fact that half a million pris-

He had

youth and a healthy,
wholesome outlook on life. He was an
inventor of sorts, and believed that
some day, when he made enough money
to pursue his experiments, he would
present to the world an idea that would
revolutionize wireless telegraphy.

was devoted
stintingly

mother
charitable when,
to his

He

he was un-

;

as

happened

very occasionally, he encountered the
outcasts of society but he was neither
philosopher nor sociologist. The problem of the convict had never cost him
an hour's thought, and, like many mil;

good-natured but unthinking
Americans, he was content to let the
machine called "the law" take its
lions

of

upon the

type a living

hell."

Will H. Johnston

oners are drifting in and out
of the penal institutions of the
United States every year had no meaning for Joseph Stanton. He lived in a
New England town, where crime was
rare.

old

full

never dreamed of the
ghastly things done behind the prison
course,

and

walls.

Strange that fate should select this
buoyant youth to be a living sacrifice
to the iniquitous system that has been
the crime of humanity for centuries.
One day Stanton was to have thrust
upon him all the horrors of prison life

and

to

wear

longer to be

a hideous, striped suit,

known by

his

no

name, but

by the numerals on his back.
The jump from the calm content of
a

New

England town

to the indescrib-

of a State's prison was
taken almost in a day. The West called
him, and he obeyed the call. There was
an opening in the office of the Excelsior
Copper Company, in the border town
of Howling Dog. It was a job with a
big future, and he jumped at it.
able

torture

Howling Dog was

good many
other towns on the border of Mexico,
like a

—
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neither better nor worse; a

town

that

had not yet arrived at a conception of
civic decency, and rather flattered itself
Gambling
upon being "wide open."
dens, saloons, and" dance halls were the
conspicuous features of the landscape.

"A

quiet place to

stay,"

was what

Stanton wanted, far from
Sheriff Holt
a grufftin-pan pianos.
voiced fellow, with a forbidding musrecommended
tache, but kindly eyes
the blare of

—

—

him

to the

"If

Widow

Taylor's.

you kin stand four or

liveliest

kids

that

ever

heart of a widow, you'll find Mrs. Taylor's house as satisfactory as any in

Howling Dog," he

said.

Stanton,
answered
game,"
laughing; and forthwith he was installed as the widow's new boarder
to the huge delight of the "kids," who
found they could play practical jokes
on the young Easterner without danger of severe punishment.
One day an abrupt stop was put to
their larks
not by Joe Stanton, but by
Mexican bandits. And behind the Mex-

"I'm

—

icans

was the

sprang to action. They were toughened
souls, these border folks, and not unused to gun play. They could not be
stampeded.
"Stand and fight !" was
their motto, and behind hastily constructed barricades they took heavy toll
of the raiders.

Stanton was no gunman, but he knew
horses, and an intrepid horseman was

most needed

the thing
it

subtle brain of Charles

Harrington, corporation attorney, and
as soulless as the traditional corporation.
Certain financial interests had decreed that a Mexican raid on American
soil was necessary to the success of
their operations, and they put it up to
Harrington.
This handsome gentleman, who was
accepted in polite society as the em-

in the crisis, as

turned out.

"Where

of the
pestered the
five
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is

the nearest cavalry post?"

he asked.

"At Lariat," was the answer. "But
we can't communicate with them the
bandits have cut the wires."
"I'll communicate with them, all ri^ht
;

—or
It

die in. the attempt," said Stanton.

was

a wild ride, but fortune favors

He

the brave.

gained his goal, dodg-

ing through the invaders' lines

shower of

bullets,

amid

a

and returned with

the cavalry to the relief of the town.

The blood sang

in

his

veins

as

he

raced back to the bloody encounter behind Old Glory.
It

was

a short encounter after the ar-

rival of the cavalry, lasting scarcely ten

A

few of the raiders got backthe rest were making personal

minutes.
alive

;

acquaintance with Satan.

the mountain passes and encircling the town without a warning being

Holt said it all when he
gripped Joe Stanton's hand and exclaimed
"Boy, you saved the day."
There were heavy casualties among
the Americans.
Saddest of all and
the one that touched Stanton most
deeply was the murder of the widow's
eldest son, a plucky young fellow, who,
after hiding the little tots in trunks and
boxes, kept the bandits at bay till his
ammunition gave out. He had been the
mainstay of his mother since his father's death
and when Joe Stanton
stood with the sorrowing family around
the casket, he wondered if it would not
have been better for him to stay and

sounded.

help protect the

bodiment of

all

the

virtues,

had

criminal agents in the underworld

both gringo and greaser

his

of

he pulled the
strings, and the raid was carried out
according to schedule.

Howling Dog was

;

the place selected

as the scene of the ghastly business.

At

sundown they began the attack, three
hundred mounted ruffians spurring

down

With

the

first

shot

Howling Dog

Sheriff

:

—

—

;

little

family.

larger thing that he did

But the

was the essen-

.
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thing and had to be done even at
the sacrifice of the lesser.
tial

Sacrifice

The word was

!

large in his

Into

to be writ

home

bereaved

came

a

strange figure, a woman of the underworld, a girl known as Trixie in the
dance halls, a girl who, with her confederate,
Three-fingered Louie, had

planned Stanton's undoing.
play

"I'll

help

the

lost-friend-no-one-to-

she

act,"

told

Three-fingered

Louie. "He looks like a guy that'd
for the sympathy stuff."

"Go

•

paign.

life.

the

Gently she pushed up the sash, and,
perching herself on the sill, discussed
in whispers the future plan of cam-

fall

"That job
him
of his at the Excelsior gives
access
him,
the
company's
cash.
and
to
Net
I'll show him how easy we can get away
to it," Joe assented.

was awkward that Stanton should
have been working late that night at
the office, and, returning home, he
It

caught sight of Three-fingered Louie
standing at the window.
As he approached, the man did not
wait for an introduction, but fled incontinently.

Trixie was ready with an explanation when he asked her who her visitor
was.
"He is one of the men I used

know

to

him.

the dance hall,"

in

"He's trying

to

get

she told

me

go

to

back."

'

Stanton

with the dust."
Trixie, in a

tawdry kimono, with her

hair tumbled about her shoulders, puff-

ing a cigarette and discussing

ways and

means with Louie for the "netting" of
Stanton, was a different figure, from the

nodded.

"You're

on

the

"But you've got
from your former friends

right track," he said.
to cut loose

;

refuse absolutely to see or talk with
them. If that man turns up again, shoo
the

widow

at

him."

who walked

Before the week was out, the same

slowly into the little parlor and with
trembling hands placed her humble
floral offering on the casket.

scene was repeated the same bit of ragtime whistled the same whispers at the

demure, black-robed

girl

She stepped back, half

fainting,

and

Stanton caught her in his arms.
"He was my only friend," she murmured through her tears. "I'm a bad
woman, but he tried to keep me straight
and now that he has gone, I I I'll
go down down down !"
Stanton had no suspicion of the girl's

—

—

——

—

"We'll

all

try to help you," he said

and persuaded Mrs. Taylor

room

give her a
felt that

the

first

in the house.

move

in the

to

Trixie

game was

won.

A

night or two later, Three-fingered
to congratulate the girl

the success of her plan.

He

on

did not

send in his card his method of announcing himself was to whistle a few
;

bars of ragtime, repeated intermittently.
At the prearranged signal, Trixie stole
a

der excitement.

"Get into your glad rags right away,"
he ordered. "There's a hick from the
hills

in

town with

The Stanton game
low won't.

a

big roll of

will wait.

bills.

This

fel-

He's squandering his dust

like a millionaire college bov.

side

window and beckoned him.

proved

Trixie

Hustle,

herself

a

lightning-

change artist.
In a surprisingly few
minutes she was out of her modest
frock and into an abbreviated costume
that

Louie came

to

window. But this time Three-fingered Louie was evidently laboring unside

girlie!"

sincerity.

kindly,

;

;

left

little

to

the

imagination.

There is no gainsaying the fact that
She had a skin
she was attractive.
like marble, and a figure that would
have given her a first-row position in
a show-girl chorus and when her bared
shoulders and bosom gleamed in the
;

garish glare of the dance-hall lights,

was a

foregone

conclusion

that

it

she
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would turn the head of any "hick from
the hills." She slipped out through the
window and raced down the shadowy

again.

road with Three-fingered Louie.
When Stanton returned from the office, the widow had a story to tell that

out

stirred

him

to the depths.

"That dance-hall

woman

has gone

!"

"In the East we give a

she told him.
"One of the neighbors
caught sight of her in a child's dress,
skipping down the road with a man.
One of them stage dresses she wore,
Mr. Stanton, most immodest.
She's
a bad lot, I'm thinking. You can't do
nothing with them kind of women, Mr.
Stanton. I had my doubts about taking
her in, you'll remember, and now she's

gone

—and good riddance, says

"Gone

!"

said Stanton,

I."

and he leaped

"That man who has
been bothering her has come after her

to a conclusion.
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He'll be sorry for this.

I'll

get

him!"

He

did not wait to eat, but started
for the dance hall.
Trixie was

dancing with the "hick from the
hills."
Stanton tore them apart, but
Three-fingered Louie jumped at the

there,

intruder.

woman

a square deal.''

"Say, what's this?

What's this?" be

demanded.
Stanton pushed the girl behind him.
"Simply this," he said: "If you're the

man who

tried to lure this girl

away

from the Widow Taylor's a night or
"
two ago
"I'm the guy," sneered Louie. "And
it was me that brought her here
tonight.
Got anything to say about it?"
"I suppose there's no use trying to
make you understand," said Stanton
"This girl wanted to walk
patiently.
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and

straight,

woman

in

East

the

we

give

Into the

a

"

room danced a girl with
roses from the garden.

a

scene at this juncture.
He knew his
business.
Gun play was taboo there,

bunch of
It
was the sheriff's daughter, Edith Holt.
She glanced curiously at the bowed
figure of the manacled man.
She had
only been home a few days from the
convent school, and this was her first
acquaintance with lawbreakers.
She

but the bouncer had a natural arma-

stood for a

ment of shoulder and arm that made
him a formidable antagonist. He aimed
a vicious blow at Stanton's head, but

in pity.

Stanton had seen

back to Stanton and put the flowers in
his manacled hands.
He looked up with a start, gazed into
a face of wonderful sweetness.
Her
pitying eyes burned into his, and. burying his face in the flowers, he said, half
sobbing
"God bless vou Little Lady
!"
of the Flowers
It was the last kindly act he was to
experience for many a day
an act

a square deal

"Square deal

snapped Louie wrath"You keep out of this, see, or

fuliy.

A

"

The

!"

knife flashe'd in his hand.

dance-hall bouncer

swung

stepping,

—

it

his

came on

the

coming, and. side-

own

fist

to

the

bouncer's jaw and the big fellow was
temporarily out of the fight.
to

What happened afterward was hazy
him.
He had a flash of Three-

making a lunge at him
with the knife, and of himself swinging a chair from the floor and bringing
fingered Louie

down with

crash on the fellow's
skull.
After that there was a minute
or two of wild confusion, during which
he was manhandled by the crowd, and
would have paid for his temerity with
it

own

a

had not the sheriff put in
an appearance and placed him under

his

life

Three-fingered Louie lay dead but
the bouncer, recovering his wits in time,
took the long-bladed knife from the
dead man's hand, and, stealing to his
room, threw the wicked blade into his
;

trunk.

"Sorry

you up," said
the sherifT, as he handcuffed Stanton
and led him away.
"You did good

work

in

popular
to

to

have

to lock

the raid, but killings are unin

Howling Dog, and I'm here

see that the people responsible are

punished."
In the parlor of Sheriff Holt's home,
Stanton bowed his head on his hands
and came to grips with black despair
while the sheriff "hitched up."
He

—

had become a murderer that was the
awful thought that filled his mind. And
with it came a vision of the gentle
mother back in Xew England.

the prisoner

There was an empty vase on
the piano.
She walked slowly toward
it,

then

stopped,

and,

turning,

came

—

:

;

whose remembrance was the only thing
that cheered him in the madness-provoking torture that was tc be his lot.
At a perfunctory examination, following the coroner's inquest, he was
held for

trial

was murder

arrest.

moment eying

without

bail.

The charge

in the first degree.

After the passing of several dreary
months, the trial was held at last. The
State attorney now Charles Harrington, the man who had been elevated for
"arranging" the raid pointed out that
Stanton's victim was unarmed, and with

—

—

a host of witnesses to testify that the

was unprovoked, there could be
but one verdict. He was right. It was
The
"Guilty !" A unanimous verdict.
!"
sentence
"Life Imprisonment
attack

:

:

Then began

Stanton that close
acquaintance with the horrors of the
old-fashioned prison system that, transfor

formed men into beasts and made permanent enemies of society of the convicts placed temporarily under the care
of the brutal and merciless warden of
the State penitentiary.

Floggings were of daily occurrence
and the poor victims were afterward
;
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dragged
ground

underwhere, in abysmal darkthe

to
cells

rat-infested,

ness, men had gone blind and mad and
finally "gained release from their tortures by taking their own lives.
''Serve 'em right !" was the comment
of the ghoulish warden, as he stood at
the portals of this man-made hell and
grinningly welcomed each fresh arrival.
Xo letters were received by the prisoners, no letters dispatched. They were
shut out from the world as effectively as
if the tomb had been sealed above them.
There
Newspapers were forbidden.
was no Star of Hope published here;
no figurative star of hope gleamed for
them in their blank despair. The food
was unfit for mortals absolute silence
was imperative hard labor meant work
till the exhausted muscles could do no
more, even under the whip. Companionship was impossible, except for the
;

;

rats

—and, loathsome as these

little

ani-

mals are, the attempt to get on friendly
terms with them was the only recreation permitted the poor prisoners.

In

this
of
place
"hope abandoned" there

was

one

cheerful soul,

Frenchy
by
name. It was
he
w h o
showed Stanton

that,

though

als

i

wa

lence

-

s

imperathey

tive,

com-

could

m

u n

i

c

a

t

e

by tiny messages written
in

their

own

blood and
carried by
roaches from
cell to cell.

One
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messages which a
ter-carrier roach brought him read
of the

first

let-

:

Cheer up, Cully.

We'll be making a break
I'll give you the signal.
Be ready to grab a hammer and crack the
skull of every uniformed thug that gets in
for freedom soon.

your way.

Stanton smiled as he read the message his first smile in the twenty
months of hell he had gone through.
The thing was so hopeless, so impossible.
Stone walls -a double tier of

—

—

them

— shut

them in the "uniformed
thugs," as Frenchy had called the
guards, were armed and watchful but
;

—

despairing mood gave place
to one of hope.
After all, were the
guards watchful? He had seen them
lolling about, armed, to be sure, and
brutal, but many of them were sleepyeyed with drink, and in a crisis might
be stampeded. Perhaps his fellow convict was right.
Perhaps there was a
chance.
there his

A

new

desire for life surged in his

veins, and. quick to follow the

example

!
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him back

of Frenchy, he sent

a cheery

note written in the red blood from his
arm and dispatched by the tiny, black
postboy.

Two months
The men were

uprising came.

later, the

placidly breaking stones

guards were
placidly watching them, "when Frenchy
gave his signal. A dozen of the picked
convicts attacked as many guards and
made a mighty rush at the stone wall.
Forming a pyramid, those on the
ground scrambled over the backs of
their fellows and reached down from
the top to drag the others to safety.
The great prison alarm gong was
sounded, and bullets sang their death
song among the fleeing prisoners.
The warden rushed out, gun in hand,
"Back or God help you!" he cried.
yard;

prison

the

in

the

—

was strong with some of the
and they flung their hands into

Discipline
convicts,

the

The warden, whatever

air.

his

other faults, was a dead shot, and he
had a few expert and reliable marks-

men he
gency

;

could depend on in an emer-

and when these lined up

at his

command,

with their rifles at their
shoulders, it took the fight out of the

huddled company of

men

striped

in

clothes.

Half a dozen lay dead already; but
more than twenty including Frenchy
and Stanton had made a clean getaway.

—

—

was every man

It

for himself with

escaped convicts.
himself racing across
the

found

Stanton
a

steel

bridge.

—

Behind him men were running armed
men, prison guards.
Beneath him
surged a great river. His strength was
almost exhausted.
He could run no
more.

The

bullets

whistled

past

his

Other convicts raced beside him.
He could not keep up. He stopped,
glanced back hesitantly, and then, leapears.

ing to the parapet of the bridge,
the

jump

— seventy

made

feet into the swirl-

His boyhood had
been spent on the waters of the New
ing torrent below.

England coast many a swimming contest he had won.
His skill saved his
life.
The breath went out of him when
;

he struck the river, but, conserving his
strength, he managed to keep himself
afloat, and, winning his way through
the rapids in the gathering gloom, he
finally crawled out on the opposite
bank.

Across the way loomed the forbidding walls of the prison that had spelled
despair for him
behind him was the
inviting country, with its promise of
freedom and new life.
;

He

rested for a brief

moment, then

plunged into the bushes. Dead silence
was around him. The firing had ceased.
The bridge was deserted. The guards
had probably concluded that they had
killed

escaping

the

all

He

convicts.

—

wondered if Frenchy good old cheerful Frenchy
had got away. He hoped
Freedom was sweet so sweet
so.
Through the night he kept on, walking always toward the east.
Looming
dark against the moonlight sky was a
!

—

—

on the top of a hill.
Coming nearer, he saw it was one of
the
little red schoolhouses" that are
the pride of our country.
He found
in
an open window and crept
to rest.
His eyes caught sight of a little bouquet of flowers on the teacher's desk.
He ran to them as eagerly as a thirsttormented Arab rushes to an oasis. He
caught them in his hands, kissed them
squat
*

building

1

passionately,

bosom.

And

hugged

them

his

to

fragrance filled
his nostrils he relived the scene in the
sheriff's parlor, where the little angel
of kindness once placed the roses in
his manacled hands.
as their

"Pray for me

to-night.

of the Flowers," he

Lady

Little

murmured.
Above the
gaze.

Stanton lifted his
platform was a life-size portrait of the
governor of the State. A big man, a
kindly man, it was easy for the escaped
convict
striking

to

fill

figure

in

the

details

dimly revealed

of
in

that

the

:
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''Seems to

moonlight.

And

me

I'll

have

he gazed, there
was born in him the desire to put before
Governor Hunter, at whatever cost, the
plight of society's unfortunates conas

signed to the State penitentiary.
He leaned over a desk and wrote on
a page of a copybook

For God's

sake, go and see for yourself
horrors of your State prison.
I
escaped from that hell, but I killed a man, and
I
feel in honor bound to return and serve
my term. Imprisonment is just, but I im-

the

plore you go and end the torture that takes
the manhood from the unfortunates.

Joseph Stantox,
Convict Xo. 1 1238.
''For the sake of the others," he told

on the
Stanton pushed on,

himself, as he turned back

to

look into this myself."

Holt, the gruff-voiced, kindly-eyed

who,

sentences.

"I

authority

whom

he could
intrust his note for the governor was
what he sought.
And the man he found was Sheriff
in

to

—

Are you Joe Stanton, the
that came from back East
the Excelsior works ?"
Stanton nodded and smiled grimly.
''Lord

!

new man

Doggedly
and
dawn was breaking when he entered
one

in

—

to

Some

man

obedience to duty, had first
arrested him. He came suddenly upon
the sheriff; and the latter, taking one
glance at the convict's stripes, whipped
out his gun.
"Don't fire I'm Stanton, the man
you arrested in the dance hall at Howling Dog.
I've escaped from prison,
and now I'm going back. But first I
want you to give this note to the governor of the State." He was speaking
quickly, without any break between the

trail.

the outskirts of a small town.
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know

I

don't look

that

I

have been through

but I'm the
man. Different, yes. And you'd look
different, too, if you'd been through the
hell

it,

!

For

God's sake, get this note to the governor
Now I'm going back."
!

;
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The

stared

sheriff

pityingly

at

the

unkempt, emaciated man, and endeavored to show him a way to safety. But
Stanton shook his head.
"I'm going back," he repeated. "I
want the governor to find me there if
he comes as an evidence of good faith,
It's for
if you like to put it that way.

—

Harrington glanced at the convict's
letter and tossed it on the table.
"The
usual croak of a degenerate," he
sneered. "Nothing to it. Everything is

The warden

all right.

known

is

to

me

personally, and I can vouch for him."
"

"Nevertheless
nor,

and

gover-

the

said

let it rest there.

But he was a man
of action, and within
an hour he
was

'I'm sorry,'

speeding with Sheriff
Holt to the State

paid the
Little

penitentiary.

Lady

want

of the

"I

Floirers.

convict

see

to

a

named Stan-

ton," he announced.

The

brutal

looked

warden

frightened.

Stanton

had

re-

turned, and as a "re-

ward"

had been

flogged

into

and flung into

bility

one

insensi-

of

under-

the

ground

cells

—had

lain there for several

months, and was
a

the sake of the other fellows, as well
as myself, you know."

Governor Hunter was on a long vacation, and could not be reached for
several months but the sheriff had not
forgotten Stanton's letter, and on the
governor's return he took it to him in
person. Harrington, the former attorney,
now Senator Harrington and
chairman of the Board of Pardons, was
;

closeted with the governor

when Holt

was ushered into the room.
"The matter is of grave importance
that's

why

I

asked for an immediate

interview," the

sheriff

explained,

and

he presented the note.
Governor Hunter read it carefully.
"Seems to me I'll have to look into
this myself," he said.
"What do you
think of it, Harrington?"

now

wreck.

physical

The warden was not anxious

pro-

to

duce him, and he endeavored to present
But
a negro prisoner in his stead.
Governor Hunter, at a whispered word

from the sheriff, grew wrathful.
"Produce this man Stanton instantly,
,

!"

or I'll turn this prison upside down
he thundered.
And Stanton was brought out from
the utter darkness, where he had languished for long months.
He groped
his

way forward.

The

eyes that had

been shut out so long from the light

had become

The
him in

useless.

sheriff ran

to

him and caught

—

"Stanton Stanton !"
he cried, swallowing a lump in his
I'm
throat.
"Don't you know me?
his arms.

—Sheriff

the sheriff

the governor.

"No

—no

!

Holt.

And

here's

Can't you see""
Stanton's
I can't see !"
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hands went up in a helpless gesture to
''Maybe some day when I
his eyes.
I've been in
get used to the daylight
years centuries
the dark for months
How long I don't know. But you say
thank God oh,
the governor is here
!"
thank God

—

—
—

—

—

!

—

Picture a group of men playing baseanother group splashing about in
ball
and one man,
a big swimming pool
;

;

on a bench
with eyes bandaged,
with a girl whom he called the "Little
Lady of the Flowers." Prisoners, all
of them, with the exception of the girl.
sitting

For the Honor System had come

to the

State penitentiary, as a result of Stan-

The

inhuman
warden was gone, and Sheriff Holt was
great

ton's

now

sacrifice.

—

superintendent chief
schoolmaster, so to speak, of this company of unruly, grown-up boys who
were being taught that society, far from
hating them, really loved them and
wished to make them decent citizens.
The astonishing change had come
about through a single speech made
by the governor in the senate, a speech
backed by proof that was incontestible.
"Our penitentiary is a disgrace to the
State, a disgrace to humanity," he had
said, and, dwelling on its cruelties, he
made an impassioned plea for reform
and the installation of the Honor Systhe

genial

Senator Harrington,

who w as
r

inter-

ested in the retention of the old system,
its

graft

and

poohed the governor's

privilege,

pooh-

plea, insisted that

lawbreakers should be properly disciand that maudlin sentiment was

plined,

utterly

upon the

that

in-

Then Governor Hunter produced

his

lost

habited the

riffraff

jails.

"Gentlemen, here is my
exhibit," he said, and Sheriff Holt led
Stanton, his eyes covered with a bandage, into the senate chamber.
A gasp
of horror went up from the senators
and visitors when the gaunt man in the

trump

hideous stripes stood before them.
"This, gentlemen, is a specimen of what
the distinguished senator calls 'discipline,' " snapped the governor.
"This
-man w as all but blinded for life by
the 'discipline' he received in an underground cell, shut out for months
from the light of day."
Harrington leaped to his feet, endeavored to say something about a
"cheap theatrical trick," but his vehemence was stopped by an avalanche of
books and pamphlets and reports that
tempested about him.
The reconstruction bill was passed
immediatelv, and the Honor Svstem
7

was

installed.

Men who were

card.

sen-

tenced to imprisonment were still considered men after the gates had closed
on them; more than that, they were
taught the great lesson of self-respect.
This once implanted in their souls, they
were placed on their honor, and in no
single case

had the system

-failed.

Edith Holt, the warden's daughter,
had made a special friend of Joe Stan-

and the friendship w as ripening
into love.
In a dav or two Stanton
expected to have the bandage removed
from his eyes, and he sat now with

ton,

:

the girl in contented anticipation of the

moment when he would
beautiful world again.

come

for him, a letter

look on God's

had
that Edith had

But a

letter

read to him with breaking voice

tem.

with
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from

—

a let-

announcing the
death of his mother and for a moment
the clouds of despair swept over his
soul again.
But the girl's hand lay on
his with a touch full of sympathy.
"I'm sorry, Joe," said the Little Lady
Simple phrase, but it
of the Flowers.
meant much to the lonely man, and he
covered the small hand with both of
ter

a

relative,
;

his.

"God

Flowers
I

!"

bless you, Little

he murmured.

of the

"That's what
saw you, and

you when I first
what I'll always say."

said to

that's

Lady

Came

a time

when

Stanton's bandage

was removed and he looked out again

The Honor System
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on the green, growing things in the
prison farm.
Edith was with him on
that glad day, and no paradise could
mean more to a sinner than the sunlit
world meant to this victim of society's
crime.

His first thought was Edith Holt,
and when he tore his gaze from her
crimsoning cheeks he cast longing eyes
at the flying clouds, the trees, the grass.

"Gentlemen, here

"God

is

very good to me," he whis-

pered.

assurance have we that he
will return?" he scoffed.
And here it
may be mentioned that the senator had
fallen in love with Edith Holt
and
was not oblivious to the girl's interest
in the ingenious convict.
Governor Hunter laughed.
"I'll
stake my life on his return."
"Will you stake the Honor System
on iff" demanded Harrington.

—

is

my

exhibit.'"

"Done!" agreed the governor.
he doesn't return,

But after

day or two of wonder his
mind centered on practical things, and
he began to develop the idea of an improved wireless telegraph which had
been his dream in years gone by. He
was encouraged in this project by the
governor, and, reaching something like
a

a definite solution of his problem, he

asked

"What

for

three

days'

parole,

during

which he might visit a wireless station
and test his invention.
Senator Harrington objected.

I'll

move

for

"If

the

ousting of the Honor System and the
"
return of the old order of 'discipline.'
With his wireless machine tucked under his arm, Stanton set out for the

"Back in three
days," he said cheerily.
But Senator
Harrington w as once more engaged in
a wire-pulling game
he was determined that Stanton should not return
coast wireless station.
T

;

within

three

nor

within

thirty-three

days.

From

the

moment

that

he

left

the

!

The Honor System
In a town
where he planned to stay overnight he
was followed to his hotel, and a faithful cohort of Harrington's, Muggsy by
name, entered his room while he slept

prison he

and

stole

was shadowed.

Fur-

the wireless machine.

he advertised the finding of it,
and Stanton swallowed the bait and
went, unconscious of danger, to reclaim
his property at an address in the slums
ther,

had he but known

which,

it,

was

a

thieves' den.

.

Stanton entered the place and was
promptly clubbed and beaten by the
With the
hired thugs of Harrington.
honor convict securely locked up, the
senator's plan seemed to have met with
success
but one thing went wrong.
;

The former warden of the prison was
among the thugs, and Frenchy, the escaped convict who had sworn to "get"
him, had trailed him here, and on the
day that Stanton was due back at the
Frenchy gained admittance to
the thieves' cellar and blew out the
brains of the warden.
In the melee
prison,

that

followed, he

made

own

his

exit

and pointed the way to escape to Stanton, whom he had found bound, and
released him.

The

police,

summoning

the reserves,

time.

Stanton, free
railroad station.

again,

raced

He had

very close to that hour now.
was a chance

the

It

to

was

But there

at the penitentiary,

the Flowers

for

promised

return on the four-thirty train.

Lady of

the Little

and her

father,

the warden, awaited the arrival of the
train.

The

wistfully staring

gruff-voiced,

kindly-eyed

warden understood the feeling between
the young people, and he chuckled as

down

who

stood
the track, with

daughter,

at his

storming heart.
"I've got a secret for you,
said the warden.

"It's

little girl,"

been discovered

when
The
Louie.

that Stanton acted in self-defense

he killed Light-fingered
bouncer of the dance hall reformed,
joined the Salvation Army, and married
Trixie.
He has confessed that Louie
attacked Stanton with a knife, and that
afterward he took the knife from
Louie's dead hand and hid it.
That
exonerates Joe Stanton, and he'll get

pardon now."
"Oh, dad, I can hardly wait till he
comes !" cried Edith, her head snug-

his

gled into her father's shoulder.
The train rolled in but Stanton did

—

not

alight.

girl's

arm

Warden Holt

pulled

the

and led her away.

into his

"He's missed this train he'll come
later," he said, but though he spoke
;

cheerily, there

was

a note of dubiety

in his voice.

They

down

wait in the big
sun parlor of the warden's house. The
hours crept on, but Stanton did not
come. The sun journeyed behind the
night came the girl was asleep
hills
in her chair.
The warden placed a
wrap about her and sat down near by.
sat

to

;

;

invaded the den, and there was a battle
royal.
Muggsy was one of the few
captured alive, and he made a full confession which implicated Senator Harrington and ended the public career of
that distinguished gentleman for all

Back

he looked
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His eyes, heavy with sleep, closed.
An hour, two hours went by; morning

was

at hand.

Edith awoke with a start. The sound
of running feet had roused her.
She
glanced out of the window.
In the
dim dawn a man was stumbling up the
path to the prison gates Stanton
" she shouted.
"Father father
"He's come oh, he's come
Thank
!"
God, he's come back
The gates were thrown open. Father
and daughter ran to meet him, helped
him up the steps, and led him, half

—
—

—

!

fainting, to a couch.

was a strange, rambling story he
Missing the train., he had
told them.
"jumped" a freight. But a satrap of
It

The Honor System
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come
Then

Harrington's saw him and sprang after
him. They gave battle on the roof of
Stanton
the fast-moving freight car.
was flung off, and lay for a time unWhen he recovered his
conscious.
senses, he had set out to make the disAll through the long
tance on foot.
night he had stumbled on, sometimes
creeping on hands and knees, sometimes erect, staggering blindly on,
buoyed up by the thought that he was
vindicating

worth of

the

the

;

every

man

down

And

his white lips parted

smile,

his life as a sacrifice to the gospel

That "exhibit" of Governor
Hunter's sent a shudder through the
whole country, revolutionized the prison
system, and put it on a new basis where
revenge was discarded from the curriculum; and love, education, and opportunity, justice and honor took the
place of malice and cruelty, and reof mercy.

Honor

claimed the
humanity.

Who,

unfortunates

erring

then,

say

shall

that

pull that

zvill to

sin,

makes the whole world kin

yet for those who, weaker-willed, succumb,

Alas for them our sympathies are numb.
"Unclean!" we cry. Xo hand we stretch to win
The sinners back to virtue. Let's begin
!

To

think of them as :nen, not convicts

And

test the

Honor System

CAST OF "THE

vile,

for a while.

HONOR SYSTEM"

Produced by the Fox Company

JOSEPH STANTON
STANTON'S MOTHER

Milton
Mrs. Cora

Sills

Drew

TRIXY BENNETT

JOHN HUNTER, the Governor, James A. Marcus
STEPHEN HOLT, the Sheriff, Arthur Mackley

JACK TAYLOR..

EDITH,

MRS. TAYLOR, widow

Holt's daughter

CHARLES HARRINGTON
JAMES PHELAN, warden

Miriam Cooper
Charles Clary
T. J.

Cannon

Gladys Brockwell

THREE-FINGERED LOUIS

Roy Rice
...George Walsh

MUGGSY

John Reese
Lillian

of

Joseph

Stanton died in vain?

there lurks the

The backward

moment

for a

saved the Honor System."
So passed Joseph Stanton, the brave
soul who came out of the East and laid

but only once did there

IN

intelligence in his eyes.

:

ness after the recital of his grim orThe doctors strove in vain to
deal.
life

gleam of

and as Edith bent over to
kiss him he whispered
"It's all right,
Little Lady of the Flowers; we've
in a

System.
His long incarceration in prison had
taken toll of his vitality, and this supreme effort he had made to keep faith
with his friend the warden sapped his
remaining strength. He lost conscious-

prolong his

a

Hatheway

MRS. TAYLOR'S OLDEST BOY,
Bernard Ertracto

Making Us Answer
It

is

By

almost as hard to get a reply

from a star as to get a job in the
movies or a strawberry in
January. But there is a way,

Vivian Martin

Here's what

MARRIED women make the
At

best

seems to
be the opinion of about ten per
wives.

least, that

young men who write to me
every day. They ask me to marry them
and I am a married woman.
Perhaps they do not know that I am married, but a man who would ask a girl to
marry him when he doesn't even know
enough about her to be acquainted with
cent of the

—

the fact that she

is

already wedded,

is

taking as much of a chance on what
he will get as a person who orders
chop suey at Coney Island.

The

best

way

to get a reply

from

a

put something in your letter
that she is bound to remember. Players
get hundreds of letters each day. and
some are likely to be laid aside without
any thought of neglect. For instance.
I received a missive the other day from
a person by the name of Taylor, and it
wasn't until three days later, when the
star

is

to

postman brought in something from another person whose name was also Tay-

one

star

advises.

was reminded of it. Then
I sat right down and wrote before I
forgot them both. If your name is Jefferson you'll get an answer from me;

lor,

that

I

my

name, too, after work.
Even though you do not always hear
from an actress when you praise her
work, you can be sure that the letter
and congratulations are appreciated.
that's

Xo

unheard.
And
neither are unkind ones.
I even try to
reply to the few
and I am glad they

words

kind

are

—

are few

—who write me

part which

We

all

I

that this or that

played was terrible.

like

to

get letters

from our

many we do get
we have Picture-Play Magazine to
audiences,

and

for

thank for giving our addresses
ers.
The "Picture Oracle"

where we

As

I

all

to read-

knows

live.

said before, the surest

impress an actress

is

way

to

something
Say something unto write

she will remember.
usual
something she will want to answer. Try it. Tell her she is homely.

—
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Thomas

which an actor becomes a

In

Ince's

real

life-saver,

H. Ince

then an actor again.

on the stage. The fourth of a series of comconcerning the life of one of the screen's greatest men.

start

plete articles

By Kenneth O'Hara

CHAPTER

IV.

this

selfsame

But there

confidence.

has been said of Thomas H. Ince
his attainment of success is
due, in a large measure, to the
sheer force of his indomitable will;
that he has climbed to his pinnacle of

is

one period

is

more

fame by the consistent exercise of that
worthy, though none too evident, trait
Some call it
of humankind grit.

mination of his engagement with William Morris and his introduction to the
vaudeville boards under the wing of the
venerable William H. Thompson.

IT that

—

"bluff," but there

is

a line of demarca-

all

the others combined, by these scintillat-

ing flashes of
is

wisdom and

strategy.

It

that half decade that bridged the ter-

He

between
the two, and
line

than

brilliantly illuminated

tion

that

perhaps

in his career that

was

not long out
of
employ-

is

men

designated by
the fact that

t

h

after

t

"When

e

b e

"bluff"

We Were
Twenty-

when

the ex-

one"

grit ceases to

pany

ponent therebegins

of

give

indica-

it."

The

life

Ince

Old

roads,"

b v
Reid,

Cross-

of

is

Ha

with

and

illustra-

of

1

he

Ince

supreme con-

the

fidence

he

had

his

the
And

r -

ergetic

own

v e

satility,

o f

and

young

of the happy
results
that

product

of
tramp.
the en-

part

obliging

and

were the

of-

fered

the

in

just

the

crowded
tions

Als-

preparing to
produce "At

with

away

Ar-

was

ton

"getting

s

dis-

banded.
thur C.

to

tions that he
i

com-

actor

did not comGrit cesses

to

be bluff

when

the exponent thereof begins to give

indications that he is "getting

away with

it."

plain

he

when
was

re-
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to

'"double''

as

from

George

train

Chilton,

jj

h e
with
t

on
his lips and
sought Mrs.
Dougherty.
song

a

the

coroner, for
" doubling "

had, by this

"Now,

time, become a sort
of habit

she

with

after

Nor

Tommy

him.

increa

u ner-

ation

that

m

a c co
panied h

Bench,

d

m

r e

i

the

goto be

n g

a life-saver.

Cham-

Mr.

who

pion,

-

runs the

>rtrerj

s

i

said,

"youire

the
s e

promo-

P

tion

Hotel,

to
man-

stage

'
'

,

greet ing,

did he

scoff at

•

alighted

quested

o

r 1

1

willing

and
is

to

ager of the

take you on.

same

com-

He

hasn't

pany.

The

the

time to

show

was

give

presented at
of 6 Chairs for

Springer's
Grand Op-

N

in

York,

e

1902,

and,

its

run,

it.

went on

was a

stage

Come,

now

manager

can do
we'll

;

go over and
tour.

Came

then the summer, and with it
the customary dearth of jobs. But Ince
was not destined to be idle.
In Atlantic Highlands lived a friend
of the young actor's mother, a Mrs.

Dougherty by name, and

Tom

conceived
the idea that possibly she could recommend him for some kind of work. So
he wired his mother and stated his sue:-

An

exchange of correspondbetween Mrs. Ince and Mrs.
Dougherty resulted in Tom being dis-

gestion.

told

who
Ince's property plot when, he

and

you're
just the one

following

pa-

him

on

12,

bathing
I've
-

w

May

the

vilion,

Stage Manager.

House,

era

Ak

to

ence

patched to Atlantic Highlands.
He
knew not what he was being counted
upon to do, nor did he care. But he

meet him."

And

so

Tom

Ince,

who

didn't

any more about swimming
walked blithely forth to meet

know

than a stone,
his

em-

ployer.

Young, vigorous, and dapper, the lad
deeply impressed Champion Ezra R.
Champion was his full name and the
two immediately became fast friends.
Ince was shown to his room, and for
two hours he sat and pondered over
A lifethe problem confronting him.
saver
What did an actor know about

—
—

!

such matters as strangle holds, breast

and artificial respiration?
Discouraging as the outlook was,

strokes,

The
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however, it did not rob Ince of his
determination to "go through with it."
Hence, arising the next morning, he
donned a bathing suit and undertook to
He strutted about the
"look wise."
pavilion, giving orders to the few boys
employed to gather up the wet suits,
and praying the while that none of the
in
the
early-summer
crowd
breakers would fm<
essary
scream
to
he p. His prayers w
heeded, for the da
misclaimed
no
and Ince
haps,
gave thanks ac-

had learned the

Ince
"To begin

truth.

he

possessed a remarkable physique,
and this at once gave him the appearance of a trained and expert swimmer.
People used to stare after him as he
passed, and comment on his muscles.
None questioned his failure to venture
beyond the ropes, because everybody
thought he was remaining within
er to be as close
ble to bathers in
s."

1

swimming,

to

quite
ly

Under

cover

of

dark-

ness,

he

w

e

the

when

n

t

in

for the recreation
thei

swallowed quantities of
but that is no more than
all

beginners

surprised

was

he

ama,

ported in the shallow water.

virtually

natural-

"The Ninety
Nine."
For a long
time, Ince wondered how it
had come to pass that he

the children and

it,

what
job was

given the important role of
Hud Bryson, the
half-witted boy. in
the noted melo-

door tank, intende

He

footlights.

therefore

plan.

and

s

going to be,
and he w a s

summer.
So
he hit upon a

adults,

i

before

his

if

throughout the

nightly to

h

idea of

of

hoped
remain

he

on

He had not
the vaguest

the

rudiments

re-

bent

work
the

the

Xew

to

resuming

realized,

learn

of
Ince

lurned
York,

however, that it
behooved him
to

end

the

ummer,

cordingly.

He

with,

are

William

S.

Hart when

should be so flattered. One
day he learned. Frank McKee, who produced the famous play, told him.
Morris,"
(meaning Ramsey
author)
McKee,
the
said
'

he was appearing with
Ince

in "H<arts Cou-

compelled to do, and yet he
rageous."
stuck bravely to the task of
teaching himself.
Within a week he
"Mr,
was able to risk the hazards of the
Morris.
surf that is, such hazards as lurk in"chanced to see your performance of
;

We

side the safety rope's.

The Imp

he certainly conducted himself without creating suspicion," is the
way that Champion spoke of luce's
life-saving days, in later years, when he

and he was so profoundly impressed by it that he bore you con-

''Well,

in

'When

Were Twenty-

one,'

mind when he was writing
'The Ninety and Nine.' And he would

stantly in

1
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not countenance the suggestion that any
one but you play the part."
The play opened at the Academy of

Music, in New York, on Tuesday evening, October 7, 1902, and its prosperous run which lasted until the spring
served to sustain in young
of 1903

—
—

Ince a certain amount of public interest.
His careful rendition of the difficult role furnished meaty

food for occasional

among

cussion

dis-

With only

Ince

the experience of the pre-

vious year to fortify him, the impatient
Ince assumed control of the pavilion.
Unaided, he made a house-to-house

canvass of the pretentious homes at the
popular resort.
Renewing the acquaintance of eacli
wealthy matron whom he had met during his first season at life-saving
he gracefully solicited reservations of his suites at
the pavilion.

theater

This
tested by the
goers.

fact

Abe Hummel

that

sive his tone, that

went voluntarily
to

le

announced that
had been
inspired to go
by the fact

he

the institution

occupied

was

day
of p

in

'

me

,

American Theater,
in N e w
York, Ince had

^

and
Puppets,' when he
was carried on the
stage in the arms of
May Irwin. His per
formance delighted m
The other day I heard
same lad was playing in
in 'Poets

so I decided to

spent a brief association

tire

this

come

and note how he has changed
in ten years.

he would

I

Ince

as

Ninety and Nine."

"

to

enable

him

cast about for a business venture.

presented
posal

to

This

in the form of a proChampion, of Atlantic

itself

from

Highlands,

—

—

he Ince lease
privileges of the bathing pavilion.
that

half-

immediately

following the close of
"The Ninety and Nine,"
took a trip to the Atlantic
Highlands, and, discovering
popular ex- juvenile
r
t h e
handling the reins of a highclass bathing establishment,
they fell upon Ince with a
i

Ince didn't collect a great salary from
"The Ninety and Nine," but he earned
sufficient

the

witted boy in "The

always said

'get there.'

and saved

the

with
p a n y
which, at the

I

impersonate

piece,

r 5

-

saw that young
ster

a y e

I

American
Stock C m

''About ten
years ago," he
*

1

party

a

from

the cast.

explained,

a

summer. One

that he heard

Ince

diffi-

up enough patrons to keep

a n d

duction,

had no

culty in signing

pro-

see the

So wor-

thy was his proposition, and so persua-

at-

is
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the

plea for accommodations.

But he was
Such was the

unable to provide them.
volume of business he did.
During this, his second summer as
a modern Apollo in a one-piece suit,
there occurred an incident that looms
up mightily as proof that Ince never
winced in the face of almost certain de'

—
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of

be that defeat either of a business
or physical encounter.
Not far from the bathing pavilion
was the Pavonia Yacht Club, of whose
grillroom Ince was a patron. The proprietor was a delicate little Englishfeat,

man, known

to Ince only as

Henry.

evening, later than usual, Ince
leaving the place, following his

dinner,

when Henry

Like almost every one

bid

him give

was one

—to-day

I

went an' sot down there, an' 'e
won't move, and I'm deucedly afraid
'e's plotting to 'urt me, I am."
'e's

As he

talked, the

ear.

else at the resort,

"Now,

I

another frightened
glance at the murderous-looking garcon
continued,

after

all-round athletic prowess, otherwise he

bill

'ere

would not have made the proposal

or

thirty-eight

that

followed.

Tommy," he

whispered, "d'ye
see that fellow sitting over there?"
Ince peered over his left shoulder and
caught a glimpse of a burly individual
at a table in a far corner of the room.
He was the only other occupant of the

— —
er

Englishman's

was thinking, Tommy," he

in the corner, "I

" Well

little

quivered, and Ince detected great
fear written on his face.

entertained a profound respect
for Ince's apparently great strength and

place.

—
—

and er
and er

waiters,

discharged 'im,

Henry

"Say,

my

o'

lips

One
was

see, 'e

Ince

— —

was thinking er er
You know, you 'ave a bit of a
with

me

— 'round thirty-seven
dollars — and
was
I

thinking that maybe if I agreed to call
it square you'd be willing to chase 'im
outa here."
Ince was stunned, for it was toward
the end of the season,

and

funds

his

He cast another look at the waiter, the plotting,
were none too abundant.

vengeful waiter, and then forced himlisten

!

Come

closer

!

Y'

man,

self to believe that that

too,

was

one of his respecters.
"Hand over my checks,"
said Ince to Henry.
Henry
tremblingly obeyed.
Ince tore the slips to

"Now

let

bits.

me have

that

he commanded, as he
pointed to the largest of a row
of liquor bottles on a shelf
behind the counter.
Then, expanding his chest
one,"

to

its

fullest proportions,

and

rhythmic tread
to the table at which sat the
discharged waiter, Ince entered what he sincerely believed would prove veritably
to be the "jaws of death."
"Get out o' here!" he
striding with

barked, pointing to the door.
" began the
"What the
waiter, arising.

"Get out o' here!" thundered Ince, and he raised the
bottle threateningly as he did
Like a scared rabbit the waiter dashed for the door.

it.
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scared rabbit, the waiter
leaped from his chair and dashed for
the door.
He didn't even stop to look
back, but crossed the threshold and dis-

Like

a

appeared into the darkness.
With a reputation to which he admits
he didn't have a right, and by bearing
it
out with his dramatic eloquence,
Ince, in the brief space of about sixteen seconds, had wiped from the slate
the grand total of thirty-eight dollars
and twenty-five cents' worth of debts.

was

It

at this

period

in

Ince's

life

with
that he commenced to
player folk over whom he since at times
has reigned.
His first engagement, after his return
to New York from Atlantic Highlands,
was with Orrin Johnson in "Hearts
Courageous," a dramatization, by Ramsay Morris and Franklin Fyles, of Hal-

Erminie Rives' celebrated novel.
Bearing in mind his splendid work the
previous season in "The Ninety and
Nine," Morris again opened for Ince
the door to opportunity and
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Ince lost no time by the closing of
"Hearts Courageous." During the latter part of December, Klaw and Erlanger produced "A Japanese Nightingale," with Orrin Johnson in the leading
role, at Daly's Theater, and Ince was
cast as the breezy Robert Newcomb.
Ensign, U. S. N.
Margaret Illington,

Vincent Serrano, who is now in films,
and Frederick Perry all were in the
same company. But the piece was not
favorably received, and, after a shortlived tour,

At

associate

lie

Ince

of

it

closed down.

Ince undertook some
most important work of his
It was a half season in stock

this juncture,

the

career.

— with

Baldwin-Melville
Stock
Company, playing at the New Prospect
Theater, in Cleveland, and it did nothing if not broaden his versatility.
He
joined the organization while it was
the

at the height of

1903- 1904 season,
and remained with it until the summer,
during which association he played important
roles
in
"Davy Crockett,"
its

;

young

the

ex-life-saver,

BIOII

rugged, went
into rehearsal of the part of
Ouimette.
The production

?M(j?AlJ.

bronzed

and

lived through a short

the

run

Broadway Theater,

at

New

York, during which Ince
met and became a fast friend
of William S. Hart, the
high-explosive dramatic star
of

Ince's

Western

screen

plays.

Recently, at the Ince stu-

were talking Over
"Hearts Courageous"

dios, they

their

Said Ince
"I always
admired your work, Bill. I
used to stand in the wings
and watch you play Patrick
Henry and wish I could be
as virile.
And I used to
days.

:

'One day that man
going to have the public

think,

the

palm of

his hand.'

"

is

in

One day Bill Hart arrived in the
as we were.

city,

broke

— as

broke

The
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"Barbara Frietchie," "The Sporting
Duchess," "Monte
Cristo,"
"Janice
Meredith," "The Christian," "Resurrection," "The Silver King," "The Private
"Paul
Secretary,"
Revere,"

Ince

—as

broke as we were. We invited him to stay with us, and he acbroke

We

knew that
cepted the invitation.
the landlord
he was a kindly old gen-

—

tleman

—was

getting impatient,

so

we

cooked up a scheme to soothe
him.
Frank was a gifted
musician, and I was able to
sing a little, so one night we
opened the door of our room,
and, sitting by the fireplace,
we gave a concert. It wasn't

much
just

— we wanted
as

though

sound
we were

it

to

—

enjoying ourselves but the
landlord and his wife came
upstairs

we

to

investigate,

and
This

them in.
seemed to cement us, for
the next morning the old lady
invited

brought us a big pitcher of
coffee and a plate of doughnuts.

We

had

breakfast

served in bed, like that, several times thereafter.
"As long as I live, I'll never
forget the Christmas we spent

He

br asked up on

"Woman

Against

it

in his hotel room that

Woman," "Fabio Ro-

mano,"

"Jane," "Thelma,"
brated Case," et cetera

"A

Cele-

An engagement

with "Shadows on
the Hearth," a military drama, starring
James M. Brophy, constituted Ince's
n,ext medium of appearance before the
public, but the production was not a
winner, and the winter found Ince again
jobless.
And about these days he sup-

As

day
drew near, we wondered what
we would do. There wasn't
a dime among us.
It was a
night
pretty gloomy outlook, so we
decided to make coffee and doughnuts
take the place of dinner. We were sitting there in the room, the three of us,
trying to smile, when the door
all
opened and an expressman walked in.
in

that

place.

the

He

deposited a big box.
It was for
Frank, from his parents in Boston, and
it was loaded with a
cooked turkey,
cranberries, mince pie, cake,

and

fruit.

plies

Well, we made it last about four days."
Shortly after Christmas, Ince "got on

Courageous,' " he says, in discussing
the experience of being in New York
without a job in winter.
"We had a
small room in the old Barrington Hotel.
One day 'Bill' Hart arrived in the city,

by "pushing a pen" for
The latter
his old friend Champion.
was proprietor of the Stanley Apartment House, on West Forty-fourth
Street, and he readily gave Ince a job
But Ince was
as assistant bookkeeper.
he says this
absolutely at sea, and

some interesting revelations.
"I was living with Frank Stammers,
who had been with me in 'Hearts

his feet" again,

—

a

-

The
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of

—

himself he was more of an obstacle
The head bookkeeper
than an aid.
called the "rookie's" attention to great

place the hostelry in readiness for the
reception of its summer guests.
The

outlook for a profitable summer, however, was not very bright, and Ince
made up his mind to earn a little money
at some other line of endeavor before

which he had accidentally smeared on the various ledgers,
splotches

of ink,

and, deeply chagrined,

The

Tom

resigned.

was tendered at the
opportune moment, for, a day or two
later, Ince was engaged to play the part
of Walter Clayton in Charles T. Dazey's
This
melodrama, "Home
Folks."
scored a distinct hit at McYicker's The-

departing.

resignation

Going among the tradespeople of the
village, he presented to them an advertising plan.

"I'm getting up a
sort of prospectus

—

guests," he explained,

summer.

them."

One

day, not long after his return
to the metropolis, he met Bart Champion, a brother of Ezra.
"I've

leased

a

hotel,

Prospect

the

House, at Catskill on the Hudson, for
the summer," he told Ince, "and I'd
like you to come up there and help me
run it."
Ince agreed, and left the next day
for the river town.
For two weeks he
helped Mr. and Mrs. Champion lay
carpets,

cut the lawns,

and otherwise

OFFICES

Iff

A

be numbered

to

booklet

little

to distribute to

Chicago, but did not last on
the road, and Ince found himself face
to face, once more, with a jobless
ater,, in
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"and

among

ments which we want

to

I'd like

the

to

dorsed the plan to net Ince a comfortable sum.
With part of it he fulfilled his promise by having printed ten
thousand pamphlets, and with the residue he left for New York, convinced
that the Prospect House was not in
line to enjoy a highly prosperous season.

The

artistic

talents

of

Ralph Ince,

the youngest of the three Ince brothers,

here played a part in Tom's existence.
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Ince

Palmer

their

occasional re-

unions,

it

again

m

was

Tom's custom to go

the affirm-

ative.

"Send him

about the

I

use

him

third

of the popu-

G

song

of

the

a

V,

And
C

tal-

bling

fa-

to

lumbus,

sult of a pic-

i

1/

ture which
had

war-

the

o

however, that
h i s engagein e n t
had
been the re-

elder

brother

Ince

not knowing,

e

his

'

hastened

of

n t
for
s k e tching,
and one day
he put on paper his impressions
of

'

i

gestion.

was

rough

was

b 1 y n s
parting
sug-

hits

possessed

as

come-

dian,"

day.

Ralph

can

out.

humming "Tammany," one
house

lar

replied

i

given

Giblyn an ex-

mous

Four-

aggerated

teenth

Street

impression of

lyric. The

The

was

sketch

labeled
"Thomas
Ince,

his ability.

:

H.

singing

words out of
G b yn s
mouth upon
i

4 note that shows lace's earry

j

'Tammany.' "
A few days after Ince returned from
Catskill, he met his friend Fred Palmer,
the booking agent.
"Give me a picture of yourself to
hang in my office," requested Palmer.
And Ince gave him the sketch Ralph
had made.

With the passing of another week,
when the wolf was beginning to growl
outside Tom's door, Charles Giblyn, the
then manager of the Empire Musical
Comedy Company, of Columbus, Ohio,

opu. uvity

among

tkchtrieat people

first

1

Ince's

'

arrival

would be a good idea
to let you put on your specialty next
week. We'll get a chorus together and
dress 'em as Indians, and I think the
were

act'll

"I think

:

it

go over big."

Ince didn't know the meaning of Giblyn's suggestion. But slowly
it dawned on him, as he concentrated on
the word "Indians." His thoughts went
back to Palmer's office and Ralph's

At

first

visited Palmer's office,

sketch on the wall. Candidly he didn't
know the song, "Tammany," very well,
but he readily consented to do the "spe-

Giblyn.

Immediately after the rehearsal, he rushed out and purchased
a copy of the song, and brushed up on

and observed the
pen drawing hanging on the wall.
"A singing comedian, eh?" exclaimed

Palmer nodded an assent.
"At liberty?" queried Giblyn.

cialty."

it

in

his

hotel

room

that night.

The

next week he gained favor in the hearts

The
of

Columbus audiences by topping
performance of Blinkey

his

Bowery tough,

"The

in

Thomas H.

of

Life

the

Bill,

Belle of

off

New

York," with a rendition of "Tammany"
between the third and fourth acts.
"Every time after that," he says,
the incident, "when I
into a cafe for dinner,

when narrating

"How's

"Tammany"

with the

Next month:

Em-

was Charles Zimmerman, the
At the end of
chestra conductor.

Ince's introduction to

vaudeville; his prolonged and popular association with William H.
Thompson; the days immediately
preceding his advent into the field

"

thing"

I

footlights."

Company.'
The only one in the house who knew
that Ince was "getting away with some-

pire

that?" asked Ince.

thought your eyeballs were
drop out and fall into the

"Well,
going to

:

sings

:

time you did your specialty."

would walk
people would turn around and point
and say There he is. That's the chap

who

Zimmerman pulled Ince aside and
"Gee, Tom, you scared me every

'week,
said
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or-

motion

of

pictures.

the
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Cradle of the
Charles

story of a

to

By

Gate he 11

little

hcuse

great industry

was rocked

Z

Movie

in

Making 55
in

New

York which was the cradle where a
in its in-

fancy and tales of those who rocked

it.

Charles Phelps Cushing

Telling

for

step

of

that

has

jacks

the

first

time every

wonderful

the

made

stars

of

business
steeple-

and millionaires of icemen.

Illustrated with

Exclusive

sketches and

graphs revealing ev-

photographs by

ery secret of studio

author.

and laboratory.

the
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A

Movies"
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ever been published and they will appear in
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Beauty

in

By Arthur Gavin,

Bed
Jr.

This

is

Theda Bara, vam-

pire, in her

fur-trimmed
pajamas, training for the
siren
tures.

mood of her
Enough said.

pic-

Violet Mersereau and Ollie Kirkby
are inventors. When nights were
oh, so cold,

and the

.sheets so chilly,

they used to freeze almost to death
that is, until they conceived the

—

idea of tying their nighties

the ankles.

down

at

"Sunshine Mary" Anderson
undivided nightgown

Alice Brady
inal

Most

is

people
tired

they

see

old-fashioned enough to argue for the

—but wait

the orig-

sleeping

feel

is

as
this

beauty.

begin

to

soon

as

picture.

you don't, just conit a minute
and watch yourself yawn.

If

centrate on

'til

you see her new bathing

suit.

oclitoi»i^ls oti metft ers of* ilio

screen, ||
1

w

HY

are there so

few good screen comedies

?

That

asked throughout the trade
and among motion-picture playgoers continually,
mand for
and apparently without answer. To many people, him comComedies
edies suggest rough-and-tumble stuff, brick and pie throwing, and other odd-and-end clownish methods of making
people laugh.
To others, with a broader vision, it also
means the straight comedies, with popular stars, some one or two reels in length,
others five reels long. And to some minds motion-picture comedy means Charlie

Tfe

Z><?-

is

the question that

is

Chaplin.

The

no all-inclusive definition of film comedy. It is one
branch of the art that has been sadly neglected, and has not developed apace with
dramatic films. There exist to-day a scarce half dozen men who can truly wring
a laugh from an audience, and this half dozen includes both players and directors.
Moreover, women have not proven funny on the screen. They may get an occasional laugh, but they are not capable of causing- the mirth they do on the stage.
Despite this dearth of comedies and comedy players, the demand for them is
All the world likes to laugh, and two short comedies and a long drama
great.
make a better program than a short comedy and a long and short drama. Thus
it becomes evident that this field must receive much attention in the near future.
There is a big opportunity in it for the people who care to take off their coats
and really work developing it. But there is no use of manufacturers rehashing
old stuff, done to death years ago, and trying to make themselves and the public
They won't be able to "put it over."
believe they have something new to offer.
The men with something really new will succeed in an instant; all others will
fact

is

that there

is

either fail entirely or just barely exist.

CONCERNING
Directors

and

the casting of players, one who follows film offerings from day to day is forced to the
conclusion that undiscriminating judgment on the

part of directors

is

all

too often

shown

in this matter.

In

one case a star may seem to fit perfectly into her play, and
Again,
the supporting characters will be poorly selected.
the star and several leading players will be obviously misand certain minor characters will attract attention to their work because they

Casts

cast,

seem

so well suited to their parts.

There are three or four directors who are

The Observer
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masters in the art of choosing types, and the plays they turn out are treats.
regards the grand aggregate of plays, however, this is not true.

The blame
person

sometimes due to the unwarranted
Other times the cause is carelessness on the part of the

for this condition of affairs

interference of stars.

As

is

in charge.

The

greatest difficulty in the casting problem, after the star question has
been disposed of. lies in the selection of a suitable type to support the leading

There are many young girls of the sweet-sixteen variety daily playing
opposite actors who are rounding out their forties. The passe hero is supposed
to make love to the girl and play the part generally of a dashing young gallant
of twenty summers. The farce is carried to completion, for we often find the few
truly young actors playing opposite actresses fully ten years their seniors, and the
latter, of course, try to act three years younger than the juveniles opposite them.
'Tis a sad state of affairs, to be sure, and we have often wondered why producers
have not that saving sense of humor which would make them see through it.
The few cases where a twenty-year-old actor and a seventeen-year-old
actress were played together in parts suited to their age, the artistic and financial
successes of the films were indeed gratifying. The same applies where a man or
a woman of mature years is given a part to fit his or her age.
A youth cannot
play a middle-aged part with the feeling that a middle-aged person can; and
middle-aged persons cannot be youths in appearance, try as they may. Therefore
it is about time that the men in charge of casting pictures woke up, and carefully
studied both the characters in scenarios and the available players before casting
player.

players.

HEXRY

WALTHALL'S

B.

recent

return

to

the

screen in the sort of vehicles in which all his admirers enjoy seeing him has been welcome indeed.
For more than a year Walthall's time was taken up with
inconsequential films, serials, and the like, none of which

Suitable
Vehicles for

Walthall

were worthy of

wonderful skill as an actor.
This player's ability to portray emotion is one of the
most wonderful things developed so far in motion pictures, and that it should be
wasted seems shameful. His work in "The Avenging Conscience," "Judith of
Bethulia," and The Birth of a Nation" will live forever in the minds of those
who saw these pictures. Therefore it is only fitting that every vehicle used by
this star be supreme in quality.
his

<4

THE

on Sunday in XT ew York State because of some
ancient and musty "Blue Law" supplies reformers
with something to rant about, but we know of no other purpose it serves. Wherein lies the evil in motion pictures on
Sunday or any other day of the week? We should like to
have that question satisfactorily answered. The "agitators"
ters

Agitation

Against Sunday Pictures
|

advance many reasons
contention.

agitation in favor of closing motion-picture thea-

to support their position, but

They must adopt one

of

we

two stands:

fail to

see the logic of their

either the film pictures are
hurtful to public morals per se, or the harm lies in their being shown on Sunday.
As to the first, if pictures are baneful in themselves they should not be shown
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on Sunday or any other day

—they

should be abolished altogether.
Therefore
As to the second, if pictures afford innocent amusethis position is untenable.
ment and recreation, they are just as harmless on Sunday as any other day. We
believe that public opinion indorses the right of people to recreate on Sunday
Mayor Gaynor, then judge,
in any decorous and seemly way that they see lit.
ruled about eight years ago that it was legal to keep motion-picture theaters open
on Sunday, despite the ''Blue Law" passed about one hundred years ago and reenacted in 1900. This ruling was reversed in the winter of 19 16 by a court at
Albany, equal in dignity to Judge Gaynor's court.
The latter decision, which
affects only a part of the State, has been appealed, and will probably be settled
before this number of the magazine appears. The newest decision will doubtless
be used as a precedent in courts all over the country in deciding the question of

Sunday

pictures.

THE

South seems to be coming into its own as a producing center for the film companies. During the
past two months, when the cold weather of the
Producing
North prevented freedom in outdoor work in New York
Center
and vicinity, many companies packed up their belongings
and moved to the Southland to film a picture or two.
For several seasons Jacksonville, Florida, has been the
home of the late Lubin Company and the winter home of the Thanhouser concern,
as well as one or two others who worked there occasionally.
This year the film
people have spread themselves throughout the Southern States, companies working in three or four spots in Florida, Louisiana, Georgia, and Tennessee.
There is no danger of the South's ever rivaling California as a producing
center, for it cannot hope to do so with its climate.
Nevertheless, the art of
making pictures has reached a stage where the companies who work in the North
during the warm months seek an equally suitable climate during the months when
the North is cold. Los Angeles is too far away, but the South seems to be the
Therefore we welcome into our midst a winter filmsolution of the problem.
producing center the Southern United States.

A New

—

noted
a few months of seeing
AFTER
plays made without schedule and of natural
several

Open-

Market

we

stars in

length,

are indeed pleased with the prospects for the

and believe the public will also be. The men backing
Pictures
these ventures have taken a chance in breaking away from
the old-style method of making sure money via the program
system, but they have opened up a field for themselves and
those who follow in which more money can be made by the people "with the
goods" than ever could have been made in the old way.
We do not expect the program to pass out entirely, but its value will be
greatly diminished. A picture will have to be a real picture in the future under
the new regime regardless of its length and the way it is marketed. Therefore
the judgment day of poor films seems to be getting nearer and nearer. We wait
for it patiently, and will rejoice when it arrives, for we are heart and soul for
better films, no matter what improvement has been made in the past.
future,
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WHETHER
announcement
the plan

the
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is

practical or purely fictitious,

that

several

moneyed

of the

New York City were planning to erect
for preserving memorials of the motiona ''Hall of
picture industry is interesting. Rumor says the hall is to be
located in Central Park, and that it will be opened to conmen
Fame"

film

tributions

be

left in vaults for a certain

from

number

in

all

film

of years

people.

—

These contributions

to "age," as

it

were.

will

Then they

be passed upon by a carefully selected board of authorities on film subjects,
and this body will decide whether or not a given subject is worthy of a permanent
place in the "Hall of Fame."
If conducted in a free and unprejudiced way, this institution would undoubtedly be a wonderful thing for the motion-picture art and business, as well as
Films such as "The Birth of a Nation" should be prefor the public at large.
served in a public institution. So should records of inventions in the film business, new devices of a mechanical nature, manuscripts of big plays, and many
other odds and ends, all of which will be looked upon as being of unlimited value
The question is whether the people in charge of
a quarter of a century hence.
such a place, if they be men in charge of certain companies, will be willing to
allow competitors the freedom of its use which is desirable if the institution is
to be a success.
will

ANNOUNCEMENTS

by ambitious press agents that
such and such a number of noted authors has been
Overrating
signed to write scenarios exclusively for their comFamous
panies bring ridicule upon their heads every time they burst
Writers
forth into such bombast.
Press agents of this kind are
behind the times. The trade and the public alike know by
either
this time that there are not a dozen noted authors
of drama or fiction
who are capable of turning into a studio a complete working
scenario.
So why try to enthuse over that which is not ?
Here is the true state of affairs
Many noted authors do not know the
technique of the silent drama.
Therefore they write synopses of plots, which
staff men turn into scenarios.
The latter usually add much of their own material.
Of course, the big author's name is used, and he is supposed to have 'Vritten the

—

—

:

scenario."

Some

big authors have failed to furnish the right kind of plots. They are
no longer writing "scenarios," but have returned to their original field. Some
staff writers

moving

are getting tired of writing ''scenarios" for big authors,

and are

companies which give them credit for original work. Some big authors
are being notified that they will have to learn screen technique, and turn in
finished scenarios in order to sell. These and other conditions denote the passing
of the big author who "writes scenarios," as the press agent says.
Some of the
big ones will learn the requirements, and actually write working scripts whicn
undoubtedly will be first class. Others will not, and will pass gracefully out of
the game.
The vacancies in the ranks and there will be many, we fear will
be filled by the present-day outside writers.
to

—

—

:

Bring

On

the Flags

By Warren Reed

THE

gentleman who has charge of
'"props"

the

at

—

the

Famous

Players studio which means
ihe man who can supply an ink stand or
a diver's suit or anything between them,
on demand was handed a note the

George was nervous.
Mr. Cohan walked tremulously over
and whispered something into Mr.
Kaufman's ear. Toe smiled. He scrib-

the green lights.

—

Marguerife
Snow, George
M: Cohan, and
Joseph

Kaufman

other day saying, "Replenish the supply
of American flags."
About an hour
later, George M. Cohan, the press agent
for the
start

Stars and

on his

man, the

first

Stripes,
film.

arrived to

Joseph Kauf-

director, noticed a slight shak-

ing of the knees and a flush of face
that would have been red but for

bled a note to the property man. Then,
in whispered confidence, he said to us

"Mr. Cohan

is

very nervous.

He

says that there isn't a stripe in the set,
and not a star except himself and Miss

Snow, and he always
scious

if

there isn't a

feels
flag-

self-con-

around

divert the audience's attention.

to

What's Happening
Snappy snapshots
the

keyhole of

of

the

famous people taken through
door to

their

private

lives.

Enid Markey doesn't know
the way through the hills
of California, so now, when
she takes her new derby
oat for exercise, she has a
canine run ahead to wigwag signals with his tail.

time Charlie Ray
reads a story now about
a fellow being killed by a
fall off a cliff he immediately thinks: "Gosh! I
wonder who played that.

Every

Poor chap."

Here's a chance in life
for a reformed ex-conBen Wilson could
vict.
pub to work one competent forger to autograph photos to admirers.
But he must
be reformed, because if
he ever got hold of
Ben's checkbook, there
is, we suspect, enough
balance to over-balance
most consciences.

"Isn't that great?" shouted Ralph Ince. "Fine!"
agreed the camera man.

But the caddie, watching
the little ball bob along
the grass,

disgusted.
that Ralph
was really trying to hit
the ball instead of
merely posing.

He thought

is

Said Harold L. to Demi John
"A demi's half, I think."
Said Demi John to Harold L.
"It's full

The

foryou who drink.'

risks of the film business.
President H. M. Horkheimer,
of Balboa, eating Jackie
Saunders' biscuits. We have
suspicions of ministerial presence when two people divide
the
dough
this way.

Arthur Albertson plays the banjo
to arouse his emotions, before a
scene. Arthur's best dramatic work
is

done in fight

stuff.

%

Winifred Kingston may have domestic
prospects and then ^he may not.
At any
rate, she visits the blacksmith regularly
to learn to handle the hot iron.

Lots of actresses paint,
but how many can look

Velma Lefler straight in
the eye and say they use
more colors than red?

Walter
right,

Belasco,

at

brotner

of

David Belasco, and
Jay Belasco, talking
over the past and future of a movie idol.

Croquet may be exciting to Maud George
(left) and Mary MacLaren, but Birtrara
Grassby feels the same about it as he
and he wears
does about taking a nap
his bathrobe to prove it.

—

Director John B. O'Brien and Charlotte Walker
trying to look innocent while she passes him
something to take the place of that light belt.
And John is perhaps saying, very rapidly,
"Corsetsonly *a matter of form."

The reason why the cow is now without her
is that it was used to hang the man
who remarked that this picture of Doris
Kenyon should be labelled, "A star in the
railkv wav."
halter

—

—
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Souls

in
The

story of a carbaret

girl

and a desert island

life.

denly before the
entrance to a saloon.
In another
toughest
of

section

of

part

that

San

humanity

gathers
known

clinging

in

girl,

as

unappropriate in its surroundings as
Three
anything could possibly be.
words, faded by the rain of eight long
months, were painted upon the boards.

bril-

its

timidly, half sternly.

The

stood still and regarded him
with an air of indignity.
''I'm not hankering for conversation
with sky pilots," she said curtly. "They

carried a message to the world

the world in which they

in

brushed
by
without even a look at
the young man.
Worden
grasped her arm 'as-, she was
about to go past him.
"Miss Maxey," he whispered half

as the

—a warn-

hung

girl

ing to the falling and a message from
the fallen.
They told a story, too, as
they hung there a story both sad and

don't exactly

joyous; a story of many lives and many
people they were a faint and dismal
waypost at the crossroad of humanity.

mark.

"I

—

want

fit

into

my

line."

just a word, "» replied

Wor-

den, without paying notice to her re-

"Miss

Maxey,

I

know your
mawkish

position as entertainer in this

;

establishment, but

am

Truly an unwelcome

forgetting that
for the present.
I

shelter

am

conducting

my

last

service

the

"coast"
"Little

on

the

was the
Jerusalem

'

Mission."

Arthur Worden,
coming down the

Cast of

"A Gamble

and a countenance shrouded in
worry and despair,
chanced to glance
up, and halted sud6

From the Triangle Kay-Bee
picture play 03- Lanier Bartlett

ARTHUR WORDEN. William Desmond
FREDA MAXEY
Dorothy Dalton
GUS HANSON
F. D. Tabler
TOM LEONARD
Charles K. French
.

.

.

I

mission

in Souls"

street with shuffling

step

1

liancy,

is

"Barbary
Coast," there swung back
and forward in the breeze a little placard of rough-hewn boards

They

clad

other

that

there,

a

garments of manycolors, each seeming to outdo the

Francisco
which, because of
the vagrant
scum
of

moment

at

—

to-day my
last service before I
leave for the Orient
with the message of
God.
The people
don't want me here,
and I have to go. I
would very much
like you to come and

hear

this

.

service

:

A Gamble
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just

one

—as

favor to

a.

me and

your-

to

can do you no harm whatever
your position in life; it may do you
much good."
self.

It

"My

business,"

life

is

"I

have

swered.

to

way

that the easiest

live,

do

to

it

me

much

as

she

and
is

an-

I

to

find

dance

The people

and sing and be happy.
here like

,

as they hate you.

went to hear a sermon, I might
have to beg my next meal.
I'm not
If

I

taking chances

—thanks."

She pulled her arm from him, and
went on without further ceremony.
Worden heaved a little sigh, set his jaw
with the determination that had kept
him on the "Barbary Coast" for eight
months, braving the taunts and sneers
that greeted him at every turn, and then

down

continued

the street.

That evening Freda Maxey did her
turn in the dance hall before half a
hundred of the most degraded of the
section's

inhabitants.

They

watched

her enthusiastically with eager, bloodshot eyes, and applauded

At

when

she

fin-

corner sat
one person who seemed out of place
in the surroundings.
He was not of
a high order of refinement, but his
clothes and general appearance were
not in harmony with San Francisco's
ished.

a

table

in

the

Souls

in

been watching you here, and I've
decidea that you're wasting your time."
"Pretty good returns for wasted
time," she said craftily.
"Pretty good for you now," Leonard
returned, "but nothing in comparison
to what you'd get outside.
Of course,
you'd have to start low and push ahead
but look at the future."
I've

—

"You mean you want me

to go to

Australia and act in vaudeville?"
"That's it," Leonard answered.

want you

to

go

"I

to Australia at a salary

of forty-five per and expenses.

What

do you say?"
Freda did not reply at once.
She
cast her eyes about the big room almost sentimentally. She thought what

would

and

compared it to
what she might gain. Freda was not
in love with the "Barbary Coast."
She
did not enjoy living and working in
the slums. She was a business woman,
and wanted to live and live, right.
When she had first come to San Francisco the life had gone against her, but
time and environment had cast a cloak
over her true self, and now she was
living for money.
She turned to the
theatrical man finally, and said in a
she

lose

short, imperative tone

"You're on."

slums.

As Freda walked from the dance
floor the man in the corner caught her
eye and beckoned her to join him. She
picked her way through the mass of
tables

between

reached him.

finally
and
motioned to her to

them,

He

down.
"You're Freda Maxey," he said, as
soon as she had settled herself.
T
know that much and I know more
than that.
You know how to put on
a good little act in the right way.
My
name's Leonard Tom Leonard.
I'm
from Australia, looking for good talent
to amuse the people there on the vaudesit

;

—

—

ville stage.

Now,

as a theatrical agent,

The route of the steamer Sydney
was from San Francisco to Melbourne,
and then on to the Oriental countries.
It had left port on its eastward journey
two days, and was battling with heavy
seas in mid-ocean.

One

of the passengers

was a young

man, perhaps twenty-five years of age,
a good six feet in height, and with
shoulders and a body that well enabled
him to carry out the determined air and
strength of character that could be read
in his features.
He was registered in

Arthur Worden.
He was on a mission of God, going to

the purser's office as

Orient after a very unsuccessful
period in Frisco.
the

"

A Gamble
Perhaps an evangelist of the ordinary
type would not have met with the utter

Worden

that did

failure

in

his

work

But his creed
was stern. He had been called eccentric and impractical, and his beliefs had
been leered at. When the public had
learned that he taught that evil could
be overcome by the efficacy of prayer
Many had
alone they had laughed.
called him "the winged nuisance," and,
California

in the

city.

in
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Souls

She looked different now. She was
better dressed, and appeared to be,
without a doubt, a very charming young
woman. She was of medium height,
and slender, with great masses of waving bronze-gold hair, a white skin, be-

neath which, regardless of the pastiness
her years of life in the slums had given
it, there surged waves of brilliant color
that changed as do the tints of a prairie
sunset.
Her features were, neverthe-

her principal
An analyst

less,

charm.

of

mil

-

'My

last,

might

character

have detected

in

them

sermon

before leaving

for the Orient
with the messaje of

God

unable to bear conditions longer, and
realizing that he could accomplish nothing where he was, he had determined
to

go
It

thur

to the Orient.

was on the

first

Worden made

day out that Ar-

a rather "disagree-

He was

a

certain

ever-present

discontent

and

restlessness.

She regarded Worden for a few moments, and then smiled.
He turned
away without a word, and walked down
the deck.

the deck alone when, chancing to glance
up, his eyes met those of a girl.
He

During the following day she made
it a point to get near him and throw
smiles and little, taunting laughs at him

recognized her

continually.

able discovery.

strolling about

immediately as

Maxey, the same

girl

who had

Freda
refused

to attend his last service at the Little

Jerusalem Mission.

He

tried to avoid her, but

she delighted in the idea of tormenting
him. Not once did he speak.
On the night of the second day at

A Gamble
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sea,

when

the passengers

were

in their

wave of excitement
spread among the crew.
They ran

cabins

asleep,

frantically

out orders

a

about

the

from the

had broken out

in

decks,
officers.

the hold.

carrying

A
At

fire
first

the captain decided to attempt to ex-

without informing the passengers, in order to avoid an unnecessary panic, but, as the blaze gained
tinguish

it

in

Souls

headway, he saw that matters were a
great deal more serious than they had
primarily seemed.

He

gave orders to awaken all on
board and gather them on deck.
It was a dark night, and the seas
were high. The only lights were those
within the ship, and the shimmering,
dancing glare of the flames. Above the
din of splashing water and the noise
made by the fire fighters on deck, rang out
the dread cry: "All
hands on deck!"
In another, ten minutes the peril was imminent.
There was
but one thing left to

and the grim captain w a s shaky of
voice when he gave
the order to fill and
lower the boats. The
wireless was spitting
madly above the ship,
its nervous tongues of
do,

fire

flashing

the

in

darkness.

There were but a

few

lifeboats,

they

were

filled,

and

rapidly

leaving

yet on board to

many
gam-

ble with fate for life

death against
heavy disadvantages.
or

Among

these

was Ar-

thur Worden.

When the

vessel

gave a final lurch and
disappeared
beneath
the surging waves, he

was clinging desperately to a piece of debris to

which he had

managed
was a

to hold.

It

terrible black-

ness that covered the
They forgot the hurricane, forgot their peril, and their troubles

ocean when the waters closed over the

!

A

Gamble

Worden

could see nothing, not even the logs to which he clung.
As he shifted about on the raft of
wood, keeping his nerve and bravely
hoping for the best, his hand touched
He could
something uncannily soft.
sinking ship.

see nothing in the darkness, but he felt

He

could distinguish the mold
Some one was
human hand.

again.

of

a

same debris as himself.
came over him to speak, but

clinging to the

A

desire

he could not, for a reason he did not
know. In the dark he held the fingers
of

companion

his

For

and waited.

hours they floated about together, at
the mercy of the seas. Long, desperate
hours they were, waiting for the dawn,
but holding little hope for what it would

They would doubtless

bring.

starve

there, clinging to the floating logs, but
still it

At

would be

easier in the day.

slowly and ghastly, the black
changed to a dull gray.
The waters
became lighter, and Worden kept his
eyes steadily in the direction of his
companion. As the gray grew brighter
and brighter he could make out a form
directly opposite him.
Then, almost
suddenly, he saw,- within a few feet
of him, the haggard, exhausted face
of Freda Maxey— the girl of the "Barbary Coast."
Her eyes were closed and she was
unconscious.
Evidently she could last
but a short time longer.
last,

Worden

her for a long
while, and then looked about the sea
to meet with an even greater surprise
than when he had discovered the identity

of

stared

his

at

companion

in
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was a hard struggle, and a battle
almost beyond his strength, exhausted
It

as he was, to get to the beach, but the

young man, with almost superhuman
accomplished it.
He
dragged, more than carried, Freda to
the land. After perhaps a quarter of an
hour of steady, untiring working over
her, the girl slowly opened her eyes.
She could not comprehend all for a
finally

efforts,

few minutes, but lay there, staring at
her rescuer.
Finally she sat up and gazed around
her in astonishment.
With an effort
she attempted to rise, but staggered and
sat

down

again.

"You'd

better rest a while,"

W orden
r

more warmly than he had
he would speak to her.

said, rather

expected

"You've had a mighty hard time, and
it will take, you a while to
overcome
the effects."

She seemed to understand it all now,
and she looked almost graciously at
Worden.

Even

her dishevelment she made
an entrancing picture.
Her hair,
braided as for the night, lay soaking

on the

in

Her

heavy with
exhaustion, showed a long-dimmed expression of sweetness, something that
sands.'

was new

eyes,

in the girl to

kimono, open
closely to her

Worden.

Her

throat and clinging
drenched body, was the

at the

only clothing that she wore except a
nightdress.

"Was— was
looking at

it

you?" she said meekly,

W orden.

T

r

"W as who me?"

distress.

Within but a short distance from where
they were floating, in a direction which
he did not know, was an island, its
trees reaching up from the water toward the sky, and the waves breaking
gently on a sandy beach.
Wbrden's
heart bounded within him as he realized that more than he had dared to
think of was within reach. There was
hope

Souls

in

it

"Was it
you who

he asked.
you who saved me?
brought me here ?"

Was

was God who did it, girlie," he
replied, hardly knowing why 'he became
so intimate.
"It was I who aided
Him."
"It

"You're not so bad, after all, are
you?" A faint smile broke over her
drawn countenance. "I guess it was
I who was the worst.
Thanks, Mr,

A Gamble
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"A woman's

heart," replied Hanson,

in

Souls

"is like a vessel in a gale.

It

must

*6e

guided by strong

hands, or will be a derelict upon the seas."

"You can call me Arthur now, if you
care to."
The young evangelist could
not account even to himself why he
said it.
"We are alone here now in

—

a world of our own.

be

friends.

enemies.

enough

if

It

We

might as well

would be

fatal

to

be

The struggle will be hard
we work together."

"All right

—Arthur— I'm

with you."
She almost whispered the words, but
she meant them. Freda Maxey, of the
"Barbary Coast," had been drowned
during that night in the ocean, and
in her place was Freda Maxey, who
used to be before she had gone down
the

wrong

One

path.

of the

first difficulties

that arose

was an abode in which to shelter tltemselves.
Arthur decided that the best
that could be done was a small hut.
He chose a spot between four trees ap-

proximately the proper distances apart,
and cleared the ground of underbrush
with his hands. By banking earth and
logs he made the structure solid, and
thatched the sides and roof.
For a long time, a time that seemed
even longer than it really was, Arthur
and Freda lived together on the island,
surviving on fruits and game that they
obtained from the woods. What clothes
they had worn from the ship soon became tattered and worn, and they
dressed themselves in crude garments
made of leaves and tall grass. Their
home was the hut that Arthur had constructed in two rooms, one of which
he occupied, and the other was fitted
up for Freda.
Continually they watched the horizon
in vain hope that some time they might
see a steamer which they could signal.
But the steamer did not come. Despite
.

A Gamble
they appeared to be
stranded forever and doomed to live
their lives and die on the uninhabited
island, Arthur never ceased offering his
the

fact

that

His sincerity had its influence
over Freda, and, little by little, .she began to see things in the light of her
companion.
On the other hand, Arthur, both by force of circumstances
and by the girl's talk, gradually grew
more and more practical, and learned
to realize more the value of worldly
things.
The happy medium had been
prayers.

struck.

Suddenly one evening,

as they

were

Souls

in
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mighty desire
to dash into him.
She hoped that he
would come to her, but not a sound
could be heard from the other room
above the noise of the hurricane raging
there,

sat

outside.

resisting

And

the

then, she could stand

it

no longer. With a leap she arose and
rushed through the door to Arthur.

He was

standing in the center of
the floor, where he had been thinking
thinking of Freda.
As her form
loomed in the dark of the doorway,
he opened his arms and ran to her.
Convention, precedent, and a silence of
two loves, long untold, all were broken

—

about the fire talking and feasting on a very humble repast, the sky
grew darker and darker, and the wind
howled. The trees, swayed to and fro,
struggling as if to free themselves from
the earth.
Apparently a violent storm

together.

was coming up, and Freda and Arthur

the tops of the trees were merely rock-

both sought shelter within the hut, in
their respective rooms.

ing in the breeze,

sitting

For a moment it seemed that the
wind was dying down and the storm
had gone over the little island, but almost as quickly as it had subsided it
arose again with renewed force.
The
forest fairly screamed as the wind
rushed through it, and the hut, caught
in the hurricane, was in danger of being swept from its foundation.
Freda crept into a corner of her
room and crouched there in fear, while
Arthur remained on his side of the hut.
It was a sort of unwritten rule between
th em

that

neither

should

enter

the

room

after dark, and they had
never done so.
Freda battled bravely
with herself as she drew closer and
other's

closer to the wall.

She knew the

they were in

a hurricane

— for

in

peril

the

Eastern seas is one of the most dreaded
things
and felt the need of him who
had rescued her from the waves. But
she knew, also, Arthur's feelings and

—

his

sternness

obeying the laws of
conventionality even in their circumstances.
For what seemed hours she
in

They
their

forgot

peril

hurricane,

the

and

their

forgot

troubles

—they

knew naught but love and each other,
and, when they at last awakened from
their reverie, the wind had died down
all

danger passed.
that either Arthur

That was the first
or Freda had known of the other's

love,

but they pledged themselves to hold it.
The island became, after that evening,
a

new world

own.
But the

—a

world that was their

blissful

Eden was not

happiness of their

to last for long.

As Ar-

thur and Freda were walking along the
beach one morning scanning the seas
for the possible sight of a vessel, they
saw a form on the sands a few hundred yards ahead of them. At first it
gave the impression of a large bowlder,
but as they drew closer it looked more
and more like a human body. The two
broke into a run and hurried to it. It
proved to be the body of a man, turned
face downward upon the sands, which
had probably been washed ashore from
a w recked ship, as had been the case
with Arthur and Freda themselves.
Arthur leaned over the prostrate form
and shook it. It did not move. For
a moment he stood looking at Freda,
then bent over and turned the body
over. He put his ear to the man's chest
r
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and

listened

for

thirty

fully

seconds.

When

he arose to his feet again, he
said/almost jubilantly:
"Still alive

—

his heart

is

bearded face of Arthur.

Souls

Freda and Arthur helped him to their
hut and made a bed of leaves for him
on the latter's side of the house. With
advantages of the girl's careful
nursing and a healthy physique attained
from years at the helm, his condition
slowly but steadily improved, until at
length he was entirely well and as
strong as ever, and entered into the
island life of Freda and Arthur.
It was not long after the rescue of
the sailor that Arthur found love-making in a world inhabited by only one
other person beside the girl much
harder than when there are millions of
others.
The reason probably was that
there was no one else to attract Hanthe

beating."

For the twenty minutes that followed
Arthur worked diligently applying the
first aids to the stranger, and then his
Slowly the
efforts were rewarded.
eyes opened and looked up curiously
at the

in

Then

he moved them to stare blandly at
Freda. In another few minutes he was
sitting up, and gradually he came back
to full consciousness and realization,

and told his story.
Gus Hanson, he was, a Swede by nationality, and he had been employed
as mate of an insular trading sloop.
When a severe storm had swept the
ocean his vessel had been wrecked and
he had been thrown to the mercy of
the sea, which had washed him upon
the island.

and

was
devoted entirely to Freda. Almost as
suddenly as he had come did he commence to play for the girl's heart, much
to Arthur's discomfort.
In no way did
he fit into the life of the others on the
island.
He was of a
different type and of
son's

attention,

naturally

it

He

different beliefs.

scorned the religious
side of the couple
who had saved him
from death, and un-

ignored

gratefully

Arthur in his attempt
to win Freda.
Day by day he be-

came
made
lie

bolder, until Kg

known

it

that

intended, whatever

the means, to procure

the island girl for his

own.
the

Freda, true to

man who had

res-

cued her and then
transformed her from
the

of

girl

Francisco
Coast" to a

San
"Barbary
the

woman

of

character and ideals,
scorned Hanson's attentions

Worden

seized a crude stone

ax that was on

the

ground near

the door

and told him

pointedly

that

they

A
must

cease.

But the

Gamble

sailor paid

no heed

warning, and, as a last resort, she
appealed to Arthur. He went immediately to the door of the hut, where Hanson was standing, and accosted him.
"It seems to me," he said sternly,
"that you are intruding on premises that
We saved you when
are not yours.
to her

you were in peril of losing your life.
We have brought you to our shelter and
kept you.
We have nursed you to
But you seem to overlook all
health.
I insist
these facts in your madness.
that you stop your annoyances and allow Freda to choose her way, whatever
it may be, and follow it unmolested."
"A woman's -heart," replied Hanson,
looking directly past Arthur at Freda,
It must be
''is like a vessel in a gale.
directed by strong hands or will be a
derelict upon the seas.
So far as I
care for you I would advise you to
attend to yourself and your own business.
Where Freda is concerned I am

make myself concerned, just
remember one thing Freda is for me.

going to

—

I'm going to have her!"
That was the beginning of a storm.
From then on Hanson and Arthur were
enemies, and each watched the other
with eyes that predicted trouble. The
few days immediately following the
quarrel went on smoothly enough ex-

and it appeared for a time as though Hanson
had at last come to realize the contemptible way in which he had been acting
and was attempting to correct it.
About a week had passed when Arthur and Hanson were walking one day
along the edge of a cliff that rose above
cept

for the silent hatred,

the beach, gathering

Freda had remained

about the hut.
close to the edge of the

duties
a

was lying
who had been

log that

sailor,

first,

unsuspectingly awaiting the return of
the men.

Arthur attributed it to kindness of
Providence rather than to good fortune,
and not without reason. The water at
the point where he had fallen after being hurled over the cliff by the murderous hands of Gus Hanson, had been
unusually deep for that part of the
beach, and the rocks had been fewer
than they were just a few feet away.
So, when the young evangelist fell he
was not killed, although the fall had
not been without very bad effects.
Luckily his head had escaped injury,
and his limbs, though they had sustained grave bruises, were not broken.
He crawled, dazed and almost as much
dead as alive, to the sand, and lay there
until he had recovered from the shock.
Then it suddenly dawned upon him that
Freda must be in danger. What would
this scoundrel, who had not even hesitated at throwing him to what he
thought would be his death, do to the

who was

still more "helpless in his
The
power?
thought of the possibilities injected new life into Arthur, and,

girl,

attend to the

Arthur

approached

for the

cliff

fire.

went

to procure

and the
watching him

there,

closely for a long time, waiting for just

such
him.

and when he did look about
and see Hanson tearing toward him
like a madman it was too late.
The
Swede caught him off his balance and
practically unawares, and, with his arms
and shoulders, pushed him to the very
edge of the cliff and over to the rocks
and water beneath. Then, peering over
the abyss for only a moment, he chuckled inhumanly and hurried away in the
direction of the hut, where Freda was

at

staggering to his feet, he went as
quickly as he could to the hut.
The sight that met his eyes as he

wood
to
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in

an opportunity, lurched toward
Arthur did not see or hear him

juries,

made

it

made him

forget his in-

his blood boil within him,

and where the gentleness of his nature
had before predominated it was supplanted by a fierce, irresistible anger.

doorway of the thatched
Hanson was holding Freda, both

Just outside the
hut,

A Gamble
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his

arms twined about

her,

and was

over her helpless, struggling
form, with his ugly face less than an
inch from her lips.
She was pushing
him away with all the strength of her
frail arms and beseeching him to stop.
Arthur ran up to them, seized a crude
stone ax that was on the ground near
the door, and, with a firm hand,
grasped Hanson by .the shoulder and
wheeled him about.
The sailor was
taken aback at the sight of the man
whom he had thought dead, and his
Arface showed unconcealable fear.
thur held his eye for a moment, and
then, in even, grating tones, said
"Hanson, let go of her! I'm going
leering

:

to kill

The

you

!"

hands involuntarily loosened, and Freda broke away from him.
Arthur threw down the ax and rushed
at him.
Hanson met him, and the two
struggled and fought, a battle of brawn
and brain, rolling on the ground, first
one on top and then the other, working farther and farther from the hut
toward an embankment some twenty
feet away.
Freda watched nervously,
afraid to interfere lest she might harm
the wrong person. The years that had
hardened Hanson's muscles were standing him in good stead, and it seemed
as though he were to conquer his opponent by mere strength. They drew to
the edge of the embankment.
Hanson
was obviously intending to duplicate the
deed of a short time previous.
But,
with one almost superhuman effort,
Arthur rose to his knees and gripped
the other in a death hold.
He pushed
him to the very rim of the precipice,
until Hanson was practically hanging
over the edge. Then he drew his body
back suddenly
the
sailor's
fingers
slipped, and he fell headlong below,
breaking his neck as he landed.
sailor's

;

Souls

in

who

—

looks closely can see the reason
there always is a reason
for its hap-

—

pening that is for the
same with life.

It

is

the

When

Freda and Arthuf were thrown
by fate upon the little desert island they
thought that the world in which they
had been born and for which they had
lived had gone.
But, as events later
proved, it was the work of an unseen
hand that was molding a happy future.
After the death of Gus Hanson their
love and their joy grew deeper with
time.

For months they

lived

in

solitude,

keeping always their eyes toward the
sea. At last, one day in the early morning, Freda came running to her companion, shouting in glee and waving her

arms

toward the horizon.
Arthur
looked and saw. It was a vessel without mistake
a vessel that they had
waited and longed for, but which they
thought they would never see.
"It's coming!
It'^ coming!" shouted
Arthur. "It is an angel from Heaven
coming to save us !"
They were standing in front of the
hut, and a clear space from there to
the precipice that dropped to the beach
arTorded an unobstructed view of the
ocean.
Freda * and Arthur, trembling
with excitement, brought up leaves and
logs, heaped them in a great pile, and
started a signal fire to the steamer which
was drawing ever closer.
It was a full half hour before they
could see any defined change in the
course of the vessel, but finally it was
evident
a sort of half turn that headed

—

;

—

it

direct for the island.

They

still

kept

wood on the fire, however, and
For
sat down to watch and wait.

piling

then
a long time neither spoke, but just sat

with eyes strained toward the sea,
intent on the

In the course of all things there arises
at some time or another what, on first
He
appearances, seems an obstacle.

best.

little

spot that

all

grew larger

Then
and larger as it approached.
Freda broke the silence. She had been
thinking, and as she spoke there was

—

;

A

Gamble

sign of neither smile nor joy

upon her

countenance.
"Arthur," she said slowly, in a voice
that trembled nervously, "Arthur, I cannot go with you."
He turned toward her jerkily, suddenly brought to earth from his musings.

"I

cannot,"

know my

she

past;

continued.

you

"You

knew me and

spurned me on the 'Barbary Coast,' and
you cannot respect me. I I love you,
and I could never be in the same world

—

Souls

in
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with you, Arthur; I couldn't stand it.
You go and be happy; I'll stay here
with my thoughts and pray for you."

When

Freda finished she was crying.
Her emotion was sincere and too much
for her to conceal. Arthur put his arm
about her and drew her to him.
He
pointed out toward the water, which
they had forgotten for the moment. The
ship had come close to the island, andtwo lifeboats were being lowered.
"Little girl," he said, "they are coming
for us. I have forgotten your past
the Master has forgiven it.
You

—
—

are

with me
the boat lands

going

When
gether.
I

am

•

going

to

IN

may sip of Russian vodka
Or a French absinth f rappe
You may drink your ale in England
And your cocktail on Broadway.

From

the Archipelagos.

But the worst is drunk by actors
In the movie studios.

Matthew

Allison..

happy.
shall be to-

are on board

and a minister."

LIQUOR

Follow Scotch with sticky liquor

be

ask for two things

—.•v.;:;..:**:-

THE LIMIT

we

And when we
a razor

•

to

How They Used

to

You may
but

Look

know their faces,
you know their names.
not

Claire

Whitney at the age of seven years.

Myrtle Stedman when she was eight

Edith Storey had entrancing eyes at

— four years before making her

first

six.

appearance on the stage.

Anna Luther,

at

five

years of age, never gave a thought

she had one screen essential even then.

to

ever becoming famous,

She did not stare into the camera.

Grace Valentine didn't worry a

about her future when she was seven years old.
haps she knew her curls were beautiful, and the world smiles at curls.
bit

—

.

Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture playwright, with

notes

on

what he can

where and

By Clarence

sell.

.

Caine

J.

Questions concerning scenario writing, addressed to Mr. Caine, will be aladly answered, but an
addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed. Due to the great amount of time that it would necessitate, it is impossible for Mr. Caine to read and criticize any scripts. Six cents in stamps will bring

you our market booklet for scenarios.

THE BROAD

— Editor's

Note.

often very easy for a scenario
writer to go along working out a
plot to a certain point
a point
where a different view of things must
be taken.
Then the writer suddenly
finds that his mind is cramped with
is

IT

—

just a

few

and, try as he will,

ideas,

unable to see beyond them.
This is a most distressing position
for a young writer to find himself in,
for it makes him feel that his brain
has refused to operate and will never
again be creative.
comes to all
It
writers at times, but affects them differently, according to their experience.

he

is

For

instance, the older writer will take

the matter quite calmly and not mis-

judge its dangers, while a young writer,
the kind that thinks he can no longer
create fiction, is liable to be plunged
into despair, with the ultimate result
that he will either

abandon writing

alto-

gether or will drop it for many months.
The training and experience has given
the older writer a broader vision in
the matter, and he therefore accepts
his periods of mental sluggishness in
a

more

It

and so we

consists

of

way and from

shall try to explain.

seeing things in a big
different angles,

the result of training the

chiefly occupied with

is

the plot at brand

he finds

;

it

difficult

work it out, and labors over it in
such a way that the strain on his untrained mind is intense. He thinks only
of what is needed to make the action
to

interesting

cover

and of

sufficient quantity to

desired

the

number

of

reels.

That he should consider many ways of
developing his story and many angles
characterization, together with the

of

incidents

form

and

situations

just to test the

in

abstract

worth of the

story,

The plotting
occurs to him.
process, to him, is a necessary evil that
must be gone through with to arrive
at a point w-here the manual labor of
writing the scenario proper is in order.
Therefore the plot of the new writer's
work generally is rather cramped and
never

stilted.

Now,

and more experienced
writer is not so much concerned with
the minor problems of the plot at hand.
the older

He

has trained his mind to seize the
essential elements of the plot offhand
and revolve them in his mind with cool
deliberation.

He

thinks of

many

things

with his plot, but never
lets any of them confuse him in his
general purpose. He may take a charmentally
acter- and walk him off
through all sorts of experiences, enin connection

optimistic spirit.

Naturally the young writers want to
know something about this "broader
vision,"

mind

writer's

VISION.

mind

has grown in power and scope.

—

and

is

tirely

until

it

make

A

new

irrelevant

to

the

plot,

just

to

sure that the character is all that
he wants him to be he may take a
;

—
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and magnify it by
various shapes and forms

NATURAL-LENGTH FILMS.

situation or incident

placing

in

it

really

to see if

it

lieved

was.

it

is

as clever as he be-

Thus he works, always

mentally shifting and turning his plot
elements about and looking at them

from many

angles.

And

the effort to

mind is usually less severe
the mind of the beginner.
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The Essanay Film Manufacturing
Company has come forward with the
announcement

that in the future none
of their subjects will be known by their
length in reels, but rather by the length

of time

it

show them upon

takes to

the

his trained

screen.

than to

of films by the number of minutes it
takes to show a reel
that is, about six-

After

all,

these things are really quite

and as they
mind will
untrained
The

as they should be,

will al-

ways be.
ways be cramped and strained, and the
developed mind will always function
with freedom and ease. Practically all
al-

people now having a broad vision at
some time in the past felt periodically
"cabined, cribbed, confined." The fact
that they have outgrown this condition
makes them all the more powerful. To
discipline one's untrained mind up to
the standard of a strong, developed one
means persistency and struggle, but
nothing is to be gained in life that does
not involve struggle, and, the harder
it is, the greater the reward.

young writers should
improve their minds and gain

Therefore,
seek to

all

broad vision that their plots may
grow apace. Thinking is the only meda

icine that will help in this case

;

think-

and

everybody
that comes into your life.
Study and
observation of life, literature, and the
screen will bring you to a point where
your mind will be far better able to
do its work in creating scenarios.
Keep .the thought continually before
you that you want to grow bigger mentally, and study everything pertaining
to your work that you can lay your
hands on with a determined will. Then
watch the results, for results there
ing

about

everything

surelv will be.

working and sending out everything
that you think really worthy of the editors'

consideration, for that

tical test

is

the prac-

of the theoretical training.

estimate the time length

—

teen and a half minutes

— and advertise

their films as being about

one hour and

twenty minutes long for a

five-reeler,

et cetera.

This appears

to

us to be a step in

we have always
natural-length reel. The

the right direction, for

advocated the
commercialized idea has always been
that one thousand feet of film make a
reel,

and that

as a one-reeler

sand feet

;

if

if
it

a story

is

to be sold

must cover one thou-

a five-reeler, five thousand

*and so on.
Every one who has
attended picture shows within the past
two years knows that this has led to
the most unmerciful "padding" of subjects that could be imagined.
Just because a manufacturer had to supply a
market demand for five-reelers, he
would stretch a one or two-reel story
over five thousand feet of film.
But
the time has come for a change, for
the public has tired of such humbug.
feet,

Essanay's idea seems to fit the commercial market all right, but it will
probably need some reshaping. We believe it would be better to have "acts"
to designate the length of divisions in

natural-length films and arrange these
"acts" according to approximate reels,

because the cans in which films are
shipped to various parts of the country
hold

one thousand

about

number

Arid in the meantime keep right on

They

of "acts," however, should be

determined by

how

long the story

a really big story requiring

age than one with

The value
length

is

The

feet.

more

action

is

footin

it.

of a story rather than

its

the

main

less

thing.

.
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This

an important point for scenario writers and one which everybody
interested in this department of the industry should watch with much interIt

est.

artistic

simplicity.

means the realization of the
story, and the men and women

"So-and-so telephones
not "Business of So-and-so
going to the telephone across the room,
pausing, and then taking up receiver.
Business of So-and-so telephoning."

who

can write truly worth-while sceIt
narios have reason to be gratified.
fulfillment
of our
also means the
prophecy, so often repeated, that the
day was not far distant when writers
would come into their own.

simplicity.

This

is

who

Those who have learned the lesson of
using simple language will save time
The others
by reading no farther.
should read carefully, for the matter is
one of importance.
Just suppose you were a director and
were handed a scenario which contained a confusion of technical terms,
some of which you were familiar with
and some of which you had never heard
And suppose these terms'
of before.
were so loosely used in the scenario

make

meaning unclear.
What would you do? That is for you
to answer, but we can answer for any
director in the business now he would
cuss, throw the scenario away, send
as

to

the synopsis to a staff writer to be

working

script,

and

nario editor never to give
script

tell

made

the sce-

him another

by the "technical term" author.

Thus would

chances of
selling a manuscript be greatly diminthe

author's

ished in that studio.

Directors are just

busy ones,

made

too.

as clear

human

beings,

and

They want everything
as possible to them so

understanding

So now,
our advice,

all

we beg

when you want

Likewise,
effect,

call

for

it

a

certain

in the clearest,

sim-

and most concise language
your command. Never mind what it
plest,

at
is

called in one studio, for in another stu-

may

be called something else entirely different, and then the director
to whom it was given might not know
dio

it

This has always been our doctrine,
but it is something that apparently
needs much preaching, for every day
some new writer turns up who wants to
know what a lot of things mean, which
in reality mean nothing except to the
We have
persons who coined them.
mentioned previously the technical
terms which may be safely used and
which are understood by all editors,
writers, and directors, and we again advise writers to use only such terms and
to apply the rule of simplicity to everything else -they encounter.

don't be rash.

Every so often we are forced to
sound a warning to ambitious amateur
writers who have sold one or two scripts
and who have ambitions to throw up
their present job in

this concerns, take

of you, and aim at

an

office

or store

and go to New York or Los Angeles
It
to become "professional writers."
would seem that a new crop of writers
belonging to this class springs up periodically, for we think we have driven

home

our readers each
time we have received a batch of letters asking our advice on such a move.

Every

game

to all

person

will tell a

experienced

young writer

in

the

that noth-

more hazardous than trying to
make a living writing scripts. when one
is uncertain of himself and his work;
ing

it.

whom

say,

;"

the point

that the least possible time will be spent
in

telephone,

to

their

;

into a

If

what you were talking about.

meant exclusively for the

are always bothering about
what this and that term means in the
parlance of the photo-play world.

writers

you want a character

is

is

:
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words, during the early stages
of his development. He is sure to write
many poor scripts, until experience has
taught him to guard against mistakes,
and these scripts will not sell. He will,
of course, write some that will sell, but
these will probably be quite a distance
apart, and trying to live on the income
in other

from them will be rather difficult. The
young writer thinks he can work twelve
hours a day, but he will soon find that
his mind is not sufficiently accustomed
to creative work to stand such a strain,
and there will be days when he will
not be able to work at all.
This will
prove highly discouraging to him, and'
may break his spirit entirely. The
danger of overwork and a breakdown
must also be considered.
The sane, profitable course is to keep
right on working at your steady job,
whatever it is, while you are learning
to write scenarios that sell

ing your

When

mind along

and develop-

that particular line.

the proper time comes,

and

all

things indicate that a commercial, as
well as an artistic success, awaits you
in

the photo-play field, then

wise course to hearken to the

We
many
at

know

that

writers

is

the

not please
are struggling along

all this will

who

some more or

it

call.

less disagreeable

work

time and telling themselves daily that they cannot do good
work with their scripts until they break
at the present

away from

the

grind and

give

their

whole time to artistic work. But the
fact remains that it is good, solid sense
to

"stay

put"

until

you

are

fully

equipped for a change of work, and that
those who follow this course will be far
better off at the end of five years or
so than those who venture onto the
rough-and-ready highway at the present time.
By our advice, we do not
mean that a writer with sufficient talent
should continue to work in an office
or elsewhere when he could make a
much better living writing scripts exclusively if he took the chance.
The

only thing

to be

is
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absolutely certain

that a better living can be
latter

way

made

before the "old job"

is

in the

parted

with.

FAMOUS PLAYERS' OFFER ENDS.
The

offer

of

the

Famous

Players-

Lasky Company of one thousand dollars each for the best one hundred
scenarios came to an end recently with
the acceptance of the one hundredth
The offer was made last July,
script.
and startled authors throughout the
country as well as the film trade in general.

The company

claims the deal

complete success. Following
statement regarding it

a

is

was
their

"The management of the company
expressed

as very gratified with

itself

the results of the record offer, having

expected to secure the hundred scripts
desired in not less than a year from the
time the offer was made. Within exactly three months, however, so great
was the response from the authors,
dramatists, and scenario writers to the

advertisements containing the offer
published in a selected list of national
magazines, the full number of winning
scripts have been procured.
"In commenting upon the success of
the offer, Adolph Zukor, under whose
personal auspices this unusual attempt
was made to induce the most important writers of the country to devote
their ideas to the screen, said
'The
cries of a dearth of screen material
which have arisen from various photoplay producers for the past two years,
:

are

now

entirely

hushed by the amaz-

ing response to the Famous Players'
one-thousand-dollar offer, and the pes-

had
been utterly exhausted is exploded by
the interesting, novel, and well-constructed themes which have been resimistic

belief

that

screen

plots

ceived.
" 'We are justified in believing,

from
the thousands of scripts submitted and
the prominent authors who have mani-

—
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fested an interest in the offer, that the

them the

foremost authors of the day are now
giving serious thought to the screen,
and that this new form of dramatic
expression is considered by them to be
a sufficiently important medium of
communication with the public to re-

tunities

and best efforts.'
"This statement was accompanied by
one from Jesse L. Lasky, who, since
ceive their

first

the formation of the

Famous

Lasky Corporation, has had

Players-

direct su-

pervision of the producing departments
of both companies. Mr. Lasky explains

hundred scripts will furnish a plenitude and variety of material for some time to come, the com-

screen.'

We

and financial opporcreative work on the

artistic

for
"

believe

that

these

companies

should be given credit by authors for
what they have done. While we do
not think that one thousand dollars for
a five-reel play is a staggering price,
nevertheless it is the best offer thus far
made, and we think these companies
will be square enough to continue to

neighborhood to
writers whose work is worthy of the

pay

prices

in

that

price.

anxious to receive more
photo plays which reach the standard

Lmdoubtedly there will be many complaints from writers who submitted
scenarios and failed to get in on the big
money. The wail of the failure is always audible after such offers, as well

of their output.

as after contests, but the fact remains

that, while the

panies

are

"

'Due to the recent combination of
the Oliver Morosco Photo-play Company and Pallas Pictures with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation/ said
Mr. Lasky, 'we now require more

that the judges are

men

of experience

and have acted according to their best
judgment in selecting the best scripts
beyond that there is no recourse. We
think that aspiring authors can do
much worse than to favor this now

screen material than ever to fill the producing requirements of these four con-

three-cornered company with

cerns.

sions

'While we do
pay one thousand dollars for all stories
accepted in the future under the 'Famous Players offer, or fifteen hundred
"

not feel obligated to

dollars,
in

which

the Oliver

we

is

the

Morosco

offer

for

cooperate
with novelists, short-story writers, or
dramatic authors who have not yet become associated with the motion picture,, and will be glad to indicate to
is

sincere

in

his

desire

to

''big. stuff."

Those

can supply its growing demand for
dependable stuff will have a decidedly
worth-while market.

OPENING SCENES.

sce-

will in every case

worthy

who

maximum amount

remunerate the author in a degree entirely commensurate with the value of his work,
and if unusual or extraordinary plots
are submitted will pay more than the
above-mentioned sums as cheerfully as
did the Famous Players for the hundred one-thousand-dollar scripts sought
through its offer.
" 'Hector Turnbull, head of the scenario department of these companies,

narios,

of

submis-

Did you ever stop

to realize

how

vital

opening scenes of scenarios are?
They certainly are mighty important
and have many missions to fulfill. Failure in any one of them may mean the
the

of the interest in the entire
first part of the story and very likely
the lessening of the interest throughout
spoiling

the whole.

The introductory

scenes must be of
sufficient interest to claim the attention
of an audience immediately; they must

introduce

all

or most of the characters,

type of each in the
minds of the audience and making clear
They
their relationship to each other.
establishing

the

—

;;

:
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must serve as a foundation for the plot
action which is to follow and fit in as
a part of the framework of the initial
situation, and they must be as concise as
possible, for the dragged-out introduc-

tion

is

fatal.

— especially
for time— make
staff

waves back

on the screen, which

has three or four subtitles within the
first two scenes, our interest in the subject is diminished and we probably do
not read the last leaders, and, therefore,

miss an essential fact of the story.
Xow, let us take an abstract example
of correct handling of opening scenes
and see just how the matter can be
treated to bring about the best results.
For the story, let us take an opening
which deals with the launching of a
four-cornered love affair three men
and a girl. The synopsis would run

—

as

follows

:

Roy, a young

student at a medical college, is in love
with Edith, the daughter of Colonel

Carton, who is in charge of a regiment
of soldiers stationed near the college.

Edith has also been loved by Major
Gray and Lieutenant Wiley, of her father's post, and when she chooses Roy's
attentions in preference to theirs, Gray
steps aside.
Wiley, however, is determined not to give her up, though Gray
tells him not to interfere, for the best
man has won.
in

—

free

may seem all right in
we all know that when

see a subject

Xow,

;

looks to side of picture, and sees

This

script form, but

somewhat

;

beckons her.
2. Front of Colonel Carton's residence in military camp. Colonel Carton and Edith on steps talking Edith
off picture

men

use of leaders or subtitles in launching

we

—

Walk in private garden. Roy enlooking
for some one sees Edith
ters
1.

;

Some writers
who are goaded
their story.
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that

possibilities for a

introduction

lies

the

most uninteresting de-

him makes an excuse to
from her father
Carton
to

away

get

Roy

;

;

smiles good-naturedly as she leaves to
join

Roy.

Subtitle.— ROY,

A MEDICAL STU-

DENT, AND EDITH CARTON,
THE COLONEL'S DAUGHTER.

—

Bench on lawn in garden. Roy
enters from one side, Edith from the
other by their actions they show they
3.

;

they sit on bench
go
through a love scene ending in emare

lovers

;

;

brace.

LIEUTENANT
AND MAJOR GRAY.

WILEY

Subtitle.—

Same

(walk through
garden). Wiley enters, walking about
slowly and smoking Gray enters, passing through garden they salute, and, by
their manner, indicate which is the
major; Gray passes from scene; Wiley
walks slowly about suddenly he looks
off scene and sees the lovers he registers pain and jealousy.
Roy and Edith
5. Back to scene 3.
4.

as

—

scene

1

;

;

;

;

continue love scene
6. Back to scene

=

overcome by

—
— Wiley

almost

4.

show

his feelings; clearly

that he has lost the woman he loves
then he braces himself shows hatred
and strong jealousy.
7. Another view of lawn in garden.
Gray enters looks off to side and also
;

;

velopment and also for the elaborate

sees lovers

use of subtitles. Now, let us see how it
can be worked out with only three subtitles, and these widely separated
also,

Back to scene 5. Roy and Edith
still making love.
An expression
9. Back to scene 7.
of pain comes over Gray's face show
that he, too, has loved and lost
then
have him brace up like a man and put
the trouble behind him looks to other
side
off scene
and sees Wiley knows
he loved her, too
starts toward him

;

how enough

interesting action can be

infused into the scenes to grip an audience, while the relationship and identity
of all the characters mentioned in the
synopsis is made clear.
Following is
the scene development

;

pauses.

8.

—
—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

:
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and

:

hesitates,

undecided

him.

Back to scene
showing some emotions

6.

10.

then goes to

;

— Wiley

ment
still

throws

;

his

cigar away,
disgust with
everything; Gray enters; Wiley does
not see him Gray watches Wiley's expression then he speaks to him Wiley

expressing

;

;

faces

him

;

Gray says

—"I
;

LOVED HER, TOO,
BUT THE BEST MAN HAS

Subtitle.

WON."
Wiley surprised

Gray would

to think

step out of his rank to speak of a per-

sonal matter with

him

Wiley

still

;

is

not inclined to agree with what he says
Gray further disregards rank by offering his
gladly,

hand

W

7

Wiley
iley accepts
but clearly shows he is not givto

;

ing up the fight for Edith

;

they leave

together.

We

believe this particular

scene action would

fill

all

form of

qualifications

for the opening under consideration.

beginners,

who

If

believe they see some-

thing that could be shortened or something that is not clear, will visualize the

scenes

as

we

they

would appear on the

they will see that
this arrangement of scenes and subtitles
is pretty air-tight.
You know, on the
screen you have not the character's
names in each scene, as you have in the
scenario neither have you an explanation of their motives for action.
All
yon see is the player representing the
character and what he does. The only
explanation that is given is the three
subtitles, and, in this case, they are
enough.
screen,

pletely in a

believe

;

mass of worthless develop-

He

has forgotten that the
thing to be preserved is the idea especially because that is the best thing in
stuff.

—

the beginner's bag of tricks, as a rule.

may happen

times that, while
working out one main idea, another one
of more worth will come to a writer to
be fitted into the same creation. If it
really is better it should be used, of
course
but every author should be
mighty sure that it is better before discarding his original idea. To subordinate the idea one starts to work out to
another,
habitually,
will
weaken a
It

at

;

writer's work.

well to

It is

work toward

a defined

goal in order to keep the original idea

This goal

may

be considered as
having three divisions along which general lines plots should be developed so
as to bring the idea to a head. Follow-

intact.

ing are the divisions

(A)

.

— The

come such
are based almost entirely upon

Under

acter.

plays as

development of a char-

one character,

this division

all

that happens revolv-

around him, and the plot itself
working to a definite end to affect his
ing

All other elements are subordi-

life.

nated.

(B)
idea.

work

.

— The

development of a theme-

In this class the main thing is to
out a definite thought in the un-

Everything
dercurrent of the action.
must point toward the idea-theme and
the incidents, situations, characters, et

must be subordinated and used

cetera,

its

merely to make the desired point.
The development of a situa(C)
This type of play has interesting
tion.
characters, no theme-idea, plenty of action and situations, and, as a rule, surprise.
The big object to be aimed at is
to work out an interesting main situation with the aid of all the helps menThis form of play is
tioned above.

worth, cannot be recognized as being of
merit. The reason is because the young
writer has smothered his idea com-

meant purely for entertainment purposes and goes no further.
There are, of course, other ways of

SAVING THE IDEA.

Very often

happens that a young
writer has a wonderful idea
fresh and
full of dramatic strength
and yet he
it

—
—

turns in such a miserable scenario to
the editor that even the idea, despite

.

—

—
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keeping an idea fully under one's con-

when working

out a plot, but these
trol
suggestions have proved very successful
in the work of a number of photo play-

wrights of our acquaintance, and should
help many of our beginner-readers master this problem.

TOO

MANY

IRONS.

hardly does for an author to write
one scenario and then sit down and wait
for it to go the rounds, and either be
accepted or else turned down by a dozen
or more producers, before starting to
write another one.
In fact, any one
who goes at the game in that way will
wait a long, long time, unless he has
the good fortune to strike a decidedly
It
novel idea that will sell of itself.
is not one scenario that makes a writer,
nor fifty. It is the experience that he
gains as he works that enables him to
turn out better and better ma:erial as
he goes along.
But now let us consider the other
It

possible evil, that of "getting too

many

Frequently we come
across young writers who have been in
the game about a year and who have
about a dozen plays started, but in dabbling with all of them they fail to actually finish any.
Therefore, they are as
good as out of the market for a long
time. And, because they have so much
in their mind, some of their work is
sure to suffer from neglect.
This is
sheer folly, for once your mind is overcome by the amount of work at hand
and wanders from one plot to another
without making visible improvement or
progress on any of them, it is best for
you to take a lay-off and get a new
viewpoint of things.
This difficulty can be avoided by
those not yet in it if they adopt a regular system of having so many scripts
under treatment at the same time no
more, no less. We found it profitable
at one time to always keep three scripts
on the go. one in the roughest sort of
irons in the fire."

—

form
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worked out into a plot,
another in rough-plot form to be thoroughly thought out into action and prepared for scene development, and one
all planned out and being written into
scene form. As a scenario was completed the two others were advanced a
notch toward completion and another
rough idea taken under consideration.
The system worked perfectly, and
might do much to help those with "too
many irons in the fire" at present or
those in danger of getting too many in.
idea

to be

REAL ACTION.

Amid
"kickers,"

the

wails

that

the

continual

brain

children

of

their

have been stolen, has at last been
sounded a note that is pleasing to the
ear. A number of prominent writers in
British Columbia have banded together
to petition the government to bar from
that province any film based on a stolen
idea
provided that the author who
claims the idea to be his can prove beyond question to the government that it

—

really is his.

This sort of movement does away
with a lot of absolutely senseless and
unpleasant wailing by writers who turn
out such ancient ideas that one cannot
see a conventional play on any screen
without finding some of the elements in
it which the writer believes belongs to
him alone. There would be no sense
of these people crying "Thief" if both
the Canadian and our own government
took action in this matter along the lines
All that
suggested by these writers.
any writer, who believed he had been
robbed, would have to do then would
be to lay his case before the government.
But, laying a case before the
government, is a serious "matter, and we

some of these
criers of "Thief," et cetera, would think
twice before accusing a film company
especially after they had consulted a
good attorney.
are inclined to think that

—
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That there are weak spots in the
scenario game we admit, and we doubt
if any person is more anxious to rid the

game

of

undesirables

much

than

as

accuses film companies' of theft of ideas
for no other reason than the fact that a
plot

somewhat

similar to one the ac-

cuser turned out has been seen on the

These

"wailers" have done
more to hurt the game than the dishonest scenario men. For our part, we tell
every "wailer" to either get some real
action on the matter of his stolen
scenario via the courts or else drop the
scenario game as a bad proposition.
screen.

For the game can well afford

to

get

along without this class of people.

ANSWERS TO READERS.
M. R.

L.

—YVe

believe a staff

man

which you refer. A
five-reel picture is produced in from
one to five weeks, as a rule. Must companies try to finish them as soon as they
wrote the play

to

can without injuring the story value or
artistic worth of the production.
Other
companies do not consider these things

—therefore,

the horrible examples of

poor films that we see. A couple of
months after a submission of a script,
if the writer has received no reply from
a company, we believe we would write
them inquiring whether they received
the play and what its status is.

—

M. It makes little difference
how much of a player shows in a

R. C.
just

close-up
is

;

the idea of this style of scenes

to bring the player close to the

cam-

era to register important expressions.

M.

—Almost

every company
will use an old-man character in a story
if he belongs there and adds to the plot
and action. All concerns have characMorosco has
ter men on their staffs.
been merged with Famous Players-

A.

P.

scripts

now

All are

in the

market for

through the same scenario bu-

reau.

ourself.

we despise a dishonest
scenario man, we think we place him
almost on a par with the person who
But, as

Lasky.

W.

Mrs. C.

—

scenarios

direct

possible.

The

It

is

best to

sell

the

to the companies, if
placing service you men-

and there is really great
and immediate need for a middleman in

tion

is

reliable,

selling scripts'.

^independable

The reason
criticism

there
of

is

such

writers'

because those who can best
criticize scripts cannot afford to waste
the time for the money they would receive for the work, when they can make
so much more doing work of their own.
scripts

is

H. K.

—We

sometimes we advance ideas that anything
but pleases those writers who like to go
dreaming along the course of least resistance.
But that path leads to no
place, and all that we write is intended
to spur the aspiring author along to better and more practical efforts.
We
fully realize that

don't believe in pointing the
pilgrims,

to

and,

point to the hard

wrong way

therefore,

we

often

way and consequently

draw the wrath of dreamers upon our
head.

M. van A.

—We

agree

with

you

that the clearing house you mention

—

is

not a fake at least, not all the way
through, as you say.
But when they
make the assertion, as they do in the
letter

are

you sent me, that the companies
no longer in the market for

make
our name

scenarios by outside writers, they
a deliberate misstatement.

In

you may ask them how about Metro,

Famous Players-Lasky-Morosco- Pallas,
American, Yitagraph, and
too many others to mention offhand
all of which are actively buying scripts
Universal,

from outside writers at present. Does
it seem logical that companies, depending in part upon the worth of stories
they receive for their financial life, will
trust to the brains of one or two staff
men who may be lost to them anv

day?
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MARKET

HINTS.

York, X. Y., announces that the play
contest conducted bv them has closed,
and that the winners will be announced
After these scripts have been
shortly.
out there will be a steady de-

sifted

mand

from outside

for material

writers.

The United States Motion Picture
Company, Savoy Building, WilkesPennsylvania, releasing on the
Paramount program, needs good one
and two-reel comedies for the Black
Diamond brand.
Barre,

Harry R. Durant,

of

late

Famous

Players-Lasky, has joined the Xew
York Motion Picture Company, and is

know

Therefore,

pression.

The W orld Film Corporation, Xo.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, Xew
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well

the

difference.

the hub upon which the
whole modern photo drama revolves.

Action

A

is

much

strong ambition makes for

work

—and

much work makes

for suc-

cess.

Don't wait for your first sale "to get
your start ;" the start is made with the
working out of the first script, and no
stop should be made until the writer is
ready for retirement but, of course,
there can be resting places on the
way.

—

-

•

The entrance
jects means the

of natural-length sub-

manu-

exit of certain

.

located

in

the

Long Acre

Building,

Broadway

and Forty-second Street,
York.
Synopses should be sent to
X^ew
him personally if they fit any of this
This same concern
company's stars.
also buys at their west-coast studio, so

makes little difference to the writer
which way he sends his script.
it

pany, Culver City, California, and the

Fine Arts Film ompany, Xo. 4500
Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California, two of the companies composing

and under the direction of
Thomas H. Ince and David \Y. Griffith
respectively, are both in need of fivereel dramas of the general style which
have appeared on the Triangle program,

"padding"

for

their

films.

Your manuscript

man

is

its

own salesas much as

appearance counts
the appearance of a road salesman for
a high-grade article.
its

;

Mark Twain once remarked

that

there were but three rules for writing,
vis.,

The New York Motion Picture Com-

noted

facturers

first,

write

;

second, write

;

third,

write.

Think back over

all

your career,

dis-

counting all the poor scripts you have
turned out, and ask yourself honestly
if the editors have been unfair to you.

Triangle,

modern

Have you

Every one enjoys escaping drudgery,
but every one also

knows

that without

drudgery there can be no true success.

There

The

sun."

A

is

''something
trick

"punch"

is

to find

vou found several
all

it.

who

see

it

;

a

leaves a decidedly unpleasant im-

holes, did

If

so,

you not?

do.

advancement of a
writer is blocked by the danger of a
Will power alone will
fatal mistake.
step in the

enable the writer to

rise

superior

to

such obstacles.

As you near
the

in a story leaves a pleas-

ing impression on those
''jolt"

new under

finished

a

for absolute plausibility?

tion,

Every

SHORT SHOTS.

tested

scenario, scene by scene, action by ac-

We

settings being preferred.

ever

see

if

it

is

the end of your plot,

headed for the natural and

—

obvious conclusion and, if so, give it
an unexpected twist that will cause it
to stand apart from the usual and
qualify for the ranks of the unusual.

The C o
Earle

THEY

1

-

By
Sommers
say

there

that

is

something about the
average college man

which enables others

to detect

his past, despite his efforts to

conceal

When

it.

Wallace

Reid graduated from college, a
few years ago, he made no effort to conceal his vast learning.

started

On

he
Cody,

contrary,

the

for

straight

Wyoming, arrayed in
of garb which makes

the sort

the so-

movie
of the present day a
mere farce and a
college

called

upon

travesty

the real thing.

were

There

the peg-top trousers,

coat

ders

the

short

with

shoul-

out to
propor-

built

monstrous

hope
of dismaying enemies
and insnaring imtions

the

in

femipressionable
nine hearts. Add
to

shoes
wide-ex-

these

with
tended

soles

and stubby
toes,

I

a

Wallace

Reid

made
a hand-

some

—

too

cowboy

hand-

some.

Cowboy

lege

Wally Reid went to "do up" Wyoming
but the West came right back at him.
musical-comedy hat that flared defiantly, and socks
that were their own press agents, and you have the
picture of this stalwart youth as it flashed upon
the eyes of the young men of Cody when he
stepped from the train.

Reid announced that he was looking for a job,
and several irreverent and irrelevant suggestions
were promptly offered as to the best kind of employment for him, but the possibilities offered by
such a collection of personal scenery were too
tempting to the foreman of a ranch to be foregone, and he promptly hired the applicant without even inquiring into his qualifications. When
Reid asked what the nature of his duties would
be, the cowboy grinned and drawled a reply to
the effect that chance and his ability to escape
the undertaker would largely determine that.
"That is the way I got my first job," said
Reid, as he related the story while waiting
for a call at the

Lasky

studio.

''Being

raw

out of college, I thought I knew everything there was to be known and I had
a secret contempt for these uncouth

and comparatively ignorant cowboys.
But what they lacked in culture they

more than supplied

in ingenuity.

What

they did to me in the next few weeks
would read like a dime novel.
"I cannot begin to remember all of
it,
but one of the things which still
lingers in

my memory

is

the string of

bad horses that was

given me with
assurances of their complete docilitv.
When we got to the ranch house, the

foreman told me that I was to be a
cowboy, and I was given a dejectedlooking animal to ride.
Of course
I was suspicious of the horse at first,
and expected that I would be given a
bucker, but this poor fellow looked
so

utterly

that

I

somewhat

down and
was
off

out

The College Cowboy
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my guard when I first swung up on him.
When I had picked the dirt out of
my eyes and generally brushed myself
after spending about three seconds

off,

noble steed, I heard
sounds of laughter coining from behind
the cookhouse, and there was a large
percentage of the crew slapping each
of

astride

this

woke

in the

dawn

ever,
innocent as
munched grass about ten

it

had:

was only

my

introduction

was

I

life.

to

left-handed

for

lariats

and

with a
meet peolantern
to
pie
w h o were sup
coming
be
posed
to
from
the
foad
over

many
only

tant,

to

ence then.

the

near

that

River

own

flood at that time,

anybody

dared

swim

and

I

the

in

with me.
Nobody took me up, but

place to

several of

it

them declared

could not be done.
We placed our bets, and
After
did the trick.
I

that

that,
ent,

it

were

things

for there

is

differ-

nothing

which a cowboy
spects as

much

re-

as a

muscular feat which
he cannot perform
He
part, but he

looked the

was an

himself.

"In a few months

actor.

got a job as night
clerk in the hotel at Cody, and nearly
ruined its reputation by appearing at the
I

We made our way cautiously
Then they rigged

the

The Yellowstone
was running at

find

through the night until we came to the
a trap,

was to guard and spring when
deer came down the run. Then they

which

and

do,

water.

differ-

selected spot.

the

howthat was to
had been
I

could

swim, as
brought up

twenty
the

got

I

dis-

years, but I did not

know

I

ever,

T

for

put

I

which

ranch after I had ridden miles through the
night while the rest of
slept
the crew
peacefully
their
bunks.
in
They played the old
hunting game on me of
taking me out to what
was supposed to be a
deer run.
I don't suppose there had been
a deer in that
part of the coun- 1
try

who

miles

the road circled our

fight

only had two other
fights all the time I was
on the ranch.
"There was one thing

and

dispatched

points

and

there,

a

;

ranch

sent

into

worst of it
the
but
performance w h i c h I
put up increased the respect of the boys for me,

landed.

"That

got

I

with the fellow

as

I

as

stiff

I

bed,

from where

and

as cold

was down in a gulley, not a hundred yards from the ranch
house, and it was only a source of wonder that I was not awakened bv
the
J
snonng of my fellow hunters.
Later, when I found a snake in my
a salted codfish.

other on the back, while
the horse, looking just

feet

and

that trap until I finally fell asleep,

I

departed, as they explained, to drive
the deer into the trap by beating up the
surrounding scenery.
I crouched by

desk
that

in a

some

dinner jacket

Xew York tourists

ing through.

The

that

New

briefly

West

I

heard

were com-

proprietor explained
Yorkers came out

to see the wild

and not

when

and woolly

a dressed-up dude."

stuff,

A

Noise About

Stills

only thing that doesn't move in
the movies causes the most trouble.

The

Bv Jerome Beatty

THE

the ointment, the bolt
in the cogwheels, the soap on
the billiard cue, the sand in the
the one
sugar, the ants at the picnic
tiny thing that puts sorrow into a mofly in

—

tion-picture director's
his visage vicious

dour

and

life

his

and makes
disposition

the "still."
To the advertising department of a
motion-picture company a still is something important— a photograph of a
is

scene, called a "still" to distinguish
from the picture that moves.

it

supposed to pause now
and then in the midst of the manufacture of his drama, ask his actors to

A

director

is

hold their positions, order the camera
man to abandon his motion-picture

posed" to pause, et cetera. Sometimes
he does more often he doesn't.
Taking a still is an anticlimax that
will draw enthusiasm out of an actor
quicker than an announcement that he
isn't the type, so they can't use him.
The process breaks into a director's
plan of campaign.
He is all worked up over his big
scenes, which, of course, are just the
scenes which should be reproduced in
The starving heroine
still photographs.
beans the villain over the head with
the last egg she has in the house. There
;

is

great

ready

to

Everybody

excitement.

go

on

the

to

next

scene

when
"Get

me

a

good

still

of that, will

and set up his
"still" camera and "shoot"
photographs that can be
used by the advertising
These stills
department.
camera,

are

turned

graphs,

litho-

into

published

in

newspapers and magazines, and reproduced in
the form of "lobby photographs" that are displayed outside the theThe general idea is
ater.

show in the stills scenes
from the play that will
make the m a n outside
I gotta
say, "Gee whiz
!"
see that one
and send
him galloping up to the
box office with his dime

to

!

in his
I

S

hand.

sav a director

One
is

"sup-

is

is

excellent,

except that a
battery of

man

with a pencil covers a

machine guns.

A
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I thought only the

would
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Si ills

window

show — but

look at

I

was the matter with
the stills I had been

it.

you?" drawls a man
from the advertising

who

department,
cidentally

has

getting, but I thought
I

and

been

if

had
a

to

still.

stop to

a magazine, sent
three dollars and seventy-six

The only trouble

i.s

growing in

stubbornly and goes ahead with his picture.
Or perhaps his camera man has
forgotten to take his still camera along.
Directors abhor the process of taking stills, and rightly.
But it is one
of those things that has to be done.
Which brings us to the crux, as
were, of our dissertation.

it

bit queer.

cents

for

postage and packing,
and the camera was
mine.
I spent about
ten dollars for equip-

ment, and out of the
one hundred pictures I took with it
perhaps six were good. So I thought I
knew a good deal about photography.
"I could make better stills than you
are getting," I said to a director. There
really wasn't anything the matter with

— they

were full of red blood
and green fire, and many a one of his
pictures was booked on the strength
of the lobby photographs.
But I had
my
keep
hand in.
to complain just to
"Go ahead and do it," he said, and
turned on his heel.
So I did.
I went over to the laboratory and
borrowed a camera. I had seen many
his stills

had been complaining to the McClure directors about the stills on Seven
Deadly Sins. It's always done. A publicity man who didn't complain about
stills, even though he had Michelangelo painting them for him, would be
considered a

that it shows grass

the living room.

the director grunts

I

I

to

make

Or perhaps

I

got two subscriptions

the

following scenes are
badly done, he excuses his company by
saying that they are
"cold" because they

could do better.

Once, when a boy,
had had a camera.

ac-

standing near.
So perhaps the director does,

couldn't say what

A

Noise About
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Stills

To

operate one seemed a fairly
simple matter.

in use.

went out and shot the stills.
are shown to you herewith.
I

First

I

They

thought I'd get a thrilling

scene of some of the battle stuff that
Charlotte Walker was making for
5

McClure's Pictures'
Seven Deadly Sins. I took two pic-

"Sloth/

One

tures.

man

one

of

is

excellent, except that a

with a pencil in his hand covers

—

up the most interesting feature a battery of machine guns.
The other,
showing Molly Pitcher dashing to the
front to save the Continental army is
perfect, or would have been if it had

shown Molly. It might be
if it didn't show a citizen

better, too,
in

modern

clothes watching a battle back in 1776.
I
took another of the Charlotte

Walker

picture.
It shows the soldiers,
George Le Guere in the lead, passing
Shirley Mason's house.
"Where are
the soldiers?" you ask.
They're past
the house. They got by before I could
get my camera ready.
Then I tried to get an exciting one
of H. B. Warner in "Wrath," driving
a cab over a band of assassins.
This
one would have been a knock-out, but

This shows the soldiers 'passing Shirley

Mason's house.

waited too long, and, finding that the
cab and the assassins were too far
apart, I had to think fast and choose
which I would photograph. I caught
I

the

The

cab.

assassins

are to the left of the picture,

two

about

inches

outside.

Next

came

Nance
O'Neil. who was making
"'Greed," also one of the

—

Seven Sins I might
well add that in the
terests

of

general

as
in-

pub-

Miss O'Neil and
Robert Elliott were supposed to be looking out
licity.

window at Shirley
Mason and George Le
Guere, who were making
of a

on a garden bench.
The director had erected
one side of a house for
them to look out of. All
love

It

might have been better
clothes

if it didn't

show a citizen in modern

watching a 1776

battle.

—

A
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he needed was the window, and he set
up his scene on a lawn. Only the window would show in the motion picture.
I thought only the window would show

my

in

still

picture,

but

too,

—look

at it!

Just to

make

sure,

I

took another

thought was very close up. The
only trouble with it is that it shows
that

I

grass growing in the living

room

of the

house.

Stills

were others of Ann Murdock and of
Holbrook Blinn that I took, but they
were overexposed or underexposed, or
two photographs were taken on the
same plate. Otherwise my efforts to
show a director how to do his work
were a great success.
I'm cured. I'll take what they give
me, and now I wonder how in the
world the directors ever get such wonI'm through telling a
derful stills
photographer how to photograph
!

So here you see

my

There

stills.

The assassins are

to

the left of the picture, about

two inches outside.

TO ORDER
A SIMPLE

A

!

girl of seventeen,

silver-headed

mamma,

A
A
A
A

hero smiling from the screen,
villain for a go-between,
maiden aunt in bombazine,
bold detective, fat or lean,
Two servants with a comic scene
If wisely mixed they'll make, I ween,
A five-reel movie drama.

W.

C.

MacDermott.

-

Screen Gossip
A

hundred reels of the happenings in filmdom, condensed into a few lively pages.

By
month
LAST
tioned the

Neil

department menformation of the
new Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
This month the same firm is the
first to be mentioned, and for two very
good reasons Maxine Elliott and Jane
Can you think of any better
Cowl.
ones ? Maxine, who has been spending the last few months in a rethis

—

hospital close to the fighting lines

lief

France and Belgium,

returned to
America more beautiful than ever be-

in

G. Caward
we

are going to have in watching the work of two such famous playa treat

ers

on the screen

!

Mention of Paramount

the fact that in the not-far-distant future

we may

look for

Maude Fealy

Lasky productions released on
the Paramount program.
Miss Fealy,
who first came into the limelight as a
screen

star

for

Thanhouser,

after

long

has taken the
plunge into

ing

motion

she

career

stage,

during which

de-

in

with
opportu-

starred

stock

played

lighted

the

a

on the speak-

picis

in

certain

fore, and.
now that she

tures,

mind

calls to

and
leads

opposite such

nities

offered

stars as

her.

As

liam

for

Cowl —
famous
star

Jane

E.

Wil-

Gillette,

S.

W il-

mon Clay"—

William
Collier,
Holbrook Blinn,
Robert
Hilliard, and Sir

she,

Henry

o
t

"Within

f

h

ia rd,

Law"

e

and

"Corntoo,

is

making her
picture debut,

for until

she

was

duced
the

site

last

appeared

Mr.

Roberts
when

in-

What

Theo-

opposite

never

studio.

oppo-

M

she

side of a film

to

dore Roberts.
i s s
Fealy

in-

Goldwyn

even been

now

costar

to sign

contract

had

ing, is

Irv-

Maxine

Elliott,

who has relur ned from
to play for Goldwyn.

the

French front

t

wo

the

were

playing

at

.
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Elitche's- Gardens,

in

Denver,

Colo-

not

— for

Even

rado.

new

of

have laughed when they reeled
it
off for inspection at the Essanay
plant
and we believe it. Max is already hard at work on "Max Wants a
Divorce," which is the second of the
Essanay-Linder productions.
They'll
is

of photo
dramas, all bearing the general title of
"The Voice on the Wire," proved so
successful that, instead of the six subUniversal's

kind

that

a picture.
the hardened old studio operator
it's

series

said to

—

which the series was first made
up, it has been decided to add ten more
Ben Wilson and
two-reel episodes.
Neva Gerber are featured, and Director
Stuart Paton is credited with the superjects of

follow at thirty-day intervals hereafter.

Olga Petrova, the statuesque vamand Players
organization lost some thirty thousand
dollars' worth of costumes,

pire of the Popular Plays

vision.

Mary

famous

Fuller,

of screendom since
infant days of th
dustry,

star

d three other persons
were badly injured in

th

now
Mary

is

Laskyite.

blaze

destroyed about two
hundred
thous a n d
dollars'
worth of prop-

made her debut
with Biograph.
Later she was
starred by
Edison. More
recently

erty in a film

studio at Xos.

she

226-230 West
Thirty - fifth

has been with
n i versa

U

that

New

Street,

1

Some months

York, early

The

ago she severed

January.

that connection.

newspaper

And now

es

been
the

she has

engaged
Jesse

L.

b
Lj

Feature Play Compaq
to appear in support of Lou
Tellegen in "The Long

e

and
has

sto-

as

differ

cause

in

of

one

to

the

press

been

bold

hasn't

was
a spark from Petrova's won-

which will be directed
by Howell Hansel. All of

seen a studio in months,

derful orbs that touched off

who enjoyed "What Hap-

over Lashj press sheets.

Trail,"

us

enough

Mary
can

Fuller,

now

Mary," and the Edison five-reelers in which she was featured, will look forward to seeing her
again on the screen in worth-while
pened

to

subjects.

seen "Max Comes Across,"
of the Essanay Max Linder
productions? Well, unless your sides
will stand a lot of laughter, you'd better

Have you

the

first

be.

who

found

all

to assert that

it

the conflagration, but, what-

ever

the

cause,

the

fire

proved a corker and gaA~e
Windham Standing and Malcolm Hamilton, two of the prominent male members of Madame Petrova's company, a
chance to rescue the leading woman
from the blaze in a most spectacular
fashion. President Rowland, of Metro,
through which the Petrova productions
are released, made immediate arrangements for another studio, and, after a

number of

visits to certain

fashionable

—
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Olga resumed her camera
work. In due time, therefore, we shall
again have the stunning Petrova on the
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Estabrook, who has been
spending his time between the stage

Howard

modistes,

outside the window
westward, and brings to

and the studio for some months past,
has been engaged by the Oliver Morosco Photo Play Company to direct
Vivian Martin's newest production,
"The Wax Model." Other Estabrook

mind the fact that Mabel Normand,
who seemed for a long time to have
completely disappeared, is once more

supervised productions, starring Vivian
Martin, will be issued from time to
time by Paramount.

screen as of yore.

The weather vane
pointing

is

the

in

limelight.

Her

first

multiple-

comedy, made by the Mabel Normand Film Corporation, under the
reel

direct supervision of

Mack

Sennett,

is

and ready for release
"Mickey" is its name
and none other
Mr. Sennett hit
finished

is

for

the

it
i

;

as the first director signed by the

Goldwyn

state-

that there
pie

a

isn't

organization,

lick

authority

self

ment

Ralph W. Ince, the former famous
Vitagraph director, and for the past
month or two engaged in producing
"The Argyle Case," w i t h
Warwick, for the

tures

in

P

Ince is
brother of

a

Thomas

rough

comedy,

ducer

innocent
who

and

Bee

overtaken
b y misfortune,
and no buckets o
blood spilled. It

wholesome little
about a mountain

girl

with
just

more,

thrown on

solemnly asserted,
none of the "pad-

it is

is

Mabel Normand, who has

had

is

finished,

and the story

is

told

through. It stops right there, there
being nothing more to tell. All of which
promises an unusual picture, full of acit is

tion

don't

and plot and pretty

know about

the

spotlight

her after a

long absence.

ding" which have made so
many of the longer attempts at comedy
positively wearisome.
When the picture

Kay

Triangle

and

uring the ten
years he spent as a
ayer and director
Vitagraph, he has

scuffed shoes, a bulldog, and
a lop-eared burro. Further-

there

the

offerings,

sweet

a

of

"Civilization,"

are

just

H.

pro-

Ince,

n o

heroines

-

tion.

absolutely

no

c

Corpora-

that there

s

i

actress.

is

still

produced some of the bestremembered photo dramas
that have ever been issued.
It was he who directed the
famous old "Battle Hymn

of the Republic" picture that
good for repeated showings on

appropriate occasions, and the direction

"The Goddess," the first Vitagraph
serial, was also intrusted to Ralph W.

of

Ince.

We

you, but as for us
we're just waiting for "Mickey" with
bated breath.

Rhea Mitchell, already famous for
her work in Ince productions opposite
such stars as William S. Hart, Henry

Screen Gossip
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Strand and Rialto are to
have a pretentious rival, for
at the corner of Broadway
and Forty-ninth Street, New
York, a new nve-hundredthousand-dollar house is being erected, which will bear
the

name

of

The Triumph.

Rumor

even went so far as
to whisper that, when completed, "Roxy" would be the
manager of this house also,
but Mr. Rothapfel denies
that such is his plan.
The
Triumph is expected to seat
two thousand six hundred'
people, and its fagade will be
fashioned along the lines of
an ancient Greek temple.
The lobby will contain a
fountain in which several
large

and

swans

will

to the right

swim

about,

and

left of

lobby will be writing
rooms for lady patrons and

this

a

smoking room for men.

Cooper, who in
private life is Mrs. R. A.
Walsh, as you know, has
been engaged by William
Fox, and will appear in a
series of subjects to be diMiriam Cooper, who will, be seen in a series of Fox pictures
rected by her husband. Miss
Woodruff, DeWolfe Hopper, Orrin
Cooper will be instantly remembered
Johnson, Robert Edeson, Richard Benfor her work, not only in "The Birth
net, and others, is now at the head of a
of a Nation," "Intolerance," and a numcompany of her own, with studios at ber of Fine Arts five-reelers, but also
Fort Lee, New Jersey.
for her recent creation of a leading role

Miriam

in

the

Fox

production,

"The Honor

System."
Photo-play fans everywhere are accustomed to think of the Strand and
the Rialto theaters of

New York

foremost temples of the silent drama in
America, largely due to the advertising
and prestige that has attached to these
houses under the management of the

famous Samuel L. Rothapfel.

You're going

as the

Now

the

to be astonished at the

realism of the gale

shown

in a

forth-

coming Thanhouser production, entitled
"Mary Lawson's Secret," which stars
Charlotte Walker. A ship is shown as
it

sinks in a gale off

Long

Island. After

281
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waters
off Long Island, when they
were whipped into action by
brisk gales, Director John
B. O'Brien hit upon a plan
for staging the gale in miniature with a tiny toy ship
actually

and toy

A

the

filming

IltlllS

38!

dolls as passengers.

large tank

was

filled

with

water and dirt piled up at
one side to represent the
Connecticut hills. The usual
overhead perforated "rain
tank," and a huge electric
fan did the

rest.

If

si

Six-inch

waves dash about the ship,
and at last the storm-tossed
bark goes down. It really is
a corking scene, and, if we
hadn't told you the secret,
it's a safe bet you'd have

sworn

it

was

all real

— so

impressively has the
miniature scene been

reproduced.
miniature

When a
scene

looks real

worth

it's

seeing.

*

Charlotte

Walker, who plays the leading role in an unusual Thanhouser feature.

i

)
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Paramount
the future be the

head of the Cleo
Madison Feature
Film company.

medium

Studios of

Program

will

in

through

which the corpulent and mirthful
Roscoe Arbuckle
will
productions
reach us. Roscoe

Keystone on
January ist, as
left

chronicled

time ago in
department,

went

producing

organization are
located on what
was formerly the

Perry

Davis

tate, consisting of

acres

nine

this

the highest point

within

into the pro-

limits

method

b
which his prod-

reach
known,
ever,

so

the

made
howthis

fact

Paramount

lucky

that
is

the

firm

to

the

handle
buckle

owner
rave

ful estate

paragraph record

the

The

of this beauti-

;

to

let

city

Los

of

former

market wasn't

then

the

Angeles.

The

w as

of

some

and

himself.

es-

ground, located at

ducing game for

uct

new

this

Ar-

comedies.

much

atten-

tion

to

beau-

tifying

the

grounds, and
within the area
of the estate can
be found growing
trees from every

making

clime,

possible

t

o

it

film

northwestern Canadian scenes or
those in which action

Your

old

friend, Cleo

Mad-

ison,

heroine

of

hundreds of Universal

features,

has signed a new
contract. Isadore

laid in the

is

tropics.
will

The

plant

have two

by
one hundred and
stages

fifty

eighty

feet in size,

and so varied
the scenery

it

is

will

once was director

hardly be necessary to leave the

the

ground for exte-

wh

Bernstein,

general of

all

o

Universal c o m the
panies,
is
individual
lucky
who secured Miss
Madison's signature.
She will be
starred

as

the

riors.

Roscoe Arbuckle,
who has left Triangle to appear in
Paramount comedies.
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Speaking of new stars, one would
have to hunt a long while before one
could find more announcements of newacquisitions than Mutual has been makMarjorie Rambeau, the
ing of late.
pretty star of "Cheating Cheaters," was
the first of the notables to be named by
Pretty Marjorie is making
Mutual.
her picture debut under the watchful
eye of Frank Powell in an
Eastern studio leased by
the Powell Producing Corporation.

The

starring

be screamingly funny. Still another Mutual twinkler is Marie Dressier, who is
also to work in short, snappy comedies.

She

will

impersonate again the quaint

character of Tilly,

who

is

already well

picture

first

her

the others will be starred in multiplereel productions. The first of the Marie
Cahill Mutual photo plays is entitled
"Flirting with Romance," and is said to

''The

is

Next,
Greater Woman."
after Marjorie Rambeau,

announcement
that Nance O'Neil had
signed a Mutual con-

came

a

n

She, too,

tract.

is

a

j

I

I

Pow-

"Mrs. Balfame,"
the famous Gertrude Ath-

ell star.

erton novel,

provided

the vehicle

is

for

her

Mutual

Her last screen
work w as in McClure's
"Greed."
Gail Kane was
debut.

the third
to

Mutual luminary

make her appearance

the

starry firmament,

she

is

so

well

in

and

known

to

even-where
that no comment on either
her talent or good looks is

picturegoers

Edna

necessary here.
Goodrich, pretty ex- wife of

Nat Goodwin, and recently
a Morosco star, is the
fourth Mutual acquisition

Edna Goodrich, who

is

now lending beauty

to

Mutual

films.

copy for the press agent. The
conclusion of Miss Goodrich's present

known

vaudeville contract

made "Under the Bamboo Tree" famous as a song, is a still more recent
Mutualite.
She is to work in a series

Punctured
Romance," in which the inimitable Miss
Dressier was supported by such funmakers as Charlie Chaplin, Mabel Normand, and other Kevstoners of those
days. Apparently Mutual isn't through
signing stars even yet, and is out to corner the whole Milky Way if money and

of two-reel comedies, however, while

brains can accomplish

to furnish

Mutual studio

in a

will

whole

see

her in a

series of spe-

cially written productions.

Marie Ca-

the pretty, blond beauty of "Marrying Mary" fame, and the star who

hill,

all

to screen fans as a result of the

success of the old, original Mutual-Key-

stone

production,

"Tilly's

it.

!
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Mention was made last month in this
department of a big new multiple-reeler
from the Selig studios, entitled "Beware of Strangers." The picture is in
eight reels, and is reported to be fully
equal to either "The Crisis" or "The
Garden of Allah" in dramatic action,
careful staging and interest of theme.
The story is from the pen of Gilson
Willets and Walter Howie, until recently

editor

city

of

Chicago
cast appear

Gossip
charge, but was refused even an inch
of space at regular advertising rates.

Accordingly, Mr. Griffith has been taking whole columns in other Philadelphia
newspapers, and the North American
is continuing to defend its attitude. Our
heart goes out to the film fans of the
Quaker City. Gosh, what a place Philadelphia must be

the

In the all-star
Tribune.
such notables as Tom Santschi, Bessie
Eyeton, Vivian Rich, Edward Coxen,
Fritzi Brunette, A3 Filson, Eugenie
Besserer, Harry Lonsdale, Frank Clark,
and Jack Richardson.

A

Mutual press agent alleges that
William Russell, of the American
Company, gave Charlie Chaplin a set
of boxing gloves for Christmas, and
that soon afterward, when the husky
Bill visited Los Angeles for picture
purposes, he was induced to put on the
gloves with Charlie, and the high-priced
comedian gave Bill a handsome black
Sounds just a little bit "fishy" to
eye.
meanwhile, let us look Bill over
very carefully on his next screen appearance and see if we can detect any
us, but,

signs of the scrap.

Speaking of censorship, your old
friend D. W. Griffith, who had some
over his first masterpiece,
"The Birth of a Nation," is now engaged in another battle with the Philadelphia North American, which has
refused to accept advertising on "In-

There

among
it

is

is

a

quite

belief,

prevalent

game
break away al-

film folks, that once in the

mighty hard

most impossible,

to

—

That such is
really the case is indicated by the return of Jack Barrymore to screens after
an absence of a good long while. Mr.
Barrymore severed his connection with
in fact.

the film industry to return to the speak-

was reported that he
had raised a hand solemnly aloft and
sworn a mighty oath to the effect that
he was through with pictures once and
for all.
But here he is again. It is
Herbert Brenon who coaxed him back,
and the popular Jack is already well
along with his first Brenon production,
ing stage, and

it

an adaptation of Louis Joseph Vance's
"The Lone Wolf." In this picture he
will have an opportunity for demonstrating his talent in both the lighter
and the heavier branches of his art.

"The Lone Wolf" follows the release
of "The Eternal Sin," starring Florence
Reed in the tragic role of Lncretia
Borgia.

terrific battles

tolerance."

The North American,

after

praising the picture to the skies, turned

square around and roasted it in an
torial in which it was proclaimed
argument in behalf of legalized
morality." Air. Griffith sought to
chase space in the columns of

North American

in

which

edi-

"an
impurthe

to refute the

Somebody wanted

to

know

recently

what had become of Marguerite Snow,
so we'll let you all in on the secret at
signed an Artcraft
contract and is to enact the role of
pretty
stenogJosie Richards,
the
rapher of Jones, in "Broadway Jones."
Sure, that means she is to play the
leading role opposite George M. Cohan
in his first appearance on the screen.
From all advance indications the screen
version of "Broadway Jones" is going
once.

She's

just

Screen Gossip
even more of a hit than was the
same production on the speaking stage.

to be

vak

is

285

Sybil Andres.

cast throughout

is

made up

While on the subject of recent
acquisitions,

you

is

Illington,

indelibly asso-

with a number

ciated

the most

of

mustn't forget to

Margaret

that

name

we

notable

achievements of the
theater, has been captured by the Lasky organization and will be
starred in several feature productions. The
first to be filmed will

be "The Pride of Jennico," which will be a
Paramount release, of
course.

who
joyed "Ramona"
All

of

us

enas

produced

b y Donald
Crisp for the Clune
Company, are becoming equally enthusiastic

over 'The Eyes of the
World," the second
Crisp-directed

Clune

which

spectacle,

has

been filmed in ten reels
from the novel of Harold Bell Wright. Monroe

Salisbury,

played

star
tell

whose

^^^^^^

of notables,

whom

and among others
stantly recognize

The supporting

you will inJack McDonald, the

is

Slapjack of Selig's "The Spoilers." At
its premiere in Chine's Auditorium, in
Los Angeles, the picture was introduced

most

uniquely in a
symbolical way. When
t h e
asbestos curtain

was raised the

entire

proscenium arch of the
stage
the

was

with

rilled

face of a

woman.

Gradually the eyes
opened, and these enlarged

until

was changed
an owl.
hemispheres
of

the

face

into

one

The two

gradually
take the place of the
eyes, and these in turn
fade away to disclose a

cyclorama of California mountains
the locale of the story.
This
cyclorama is dissolved
into' the
opening an-

—

nouncement of the film,
and the entire picture
seen by the audience
through the owl's
"Eyes of the World."

is

Originality,
is

thy

name

Clune!

who

the lovable Conrad he-

William Nigh, who
known and admired
by thousands and thou-

Grange, and Jane No-

sands of film fans, has

Allesandro

"Ramona,"

is

cast

in

as

is

Margaret Illington, who has just been placed under a contract with Lask;/.

—
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transferred his effects from the Metro
studios to those of the Fox organization,

and

first

Fox

production.

and plays

directs
in this

now hard

is

at

work on

Nigh,

leads,

is

his

Gossip
Doro, "because the picture

is

lesson in sneak-thievery."

a veritable
Shades of

Charles Dickens, what next?

who both

to continue

dual capacity under the

new

Kitty

ar-

Perhaps you saw him in
"Her Debt of Honor" or "Notorious
rangement.

back

Gordon

—who

— she

of

famous

the

scored so great a success
Selznick's
"Vera the Medium,"

in

Gallagher,"

adapted from

both

of

Richard

Metro

Harding Da-

in

which

h

releases

appeared.

e

of

vis' stories

same

the

If

shan't

name and

have to say
another word

produced under the direc-

about his

tion of G.

ability

Anders on

we

so,

as

both a play ei-

yes, the

and a

old

tor,

direc-

for

his

same
"Broncho

Billy" of the

pictures

days gone by
has shifted
her
rouge
and talcum

—

speak louder
than words.

powder

"That
Colby
is

the

of

one of the
early Dorothy

Gish

leases

he

World-

the Fine Arts-Triangle stu-

Director Joseph Henneberry is the
man responsible for the production,
and, aside from Miss Gish, such popular favorites as Frank Bennett, Lillian
Langdon, Jennie Lee, Fred Warren,
and Spottiswoode Aitken will appear.
dio.

Censor boards of this and that city
have made odd decisions in times past
and caused all sorts of trouble for motion-picture manufacturers and distributors, but the moving-picture cen-

sors of the Province of Quebec, Canada,

have gone the limit in refusing to permit the showing of the Paramount version of "Oliver Twist,' starring Marie

stu-

Brady
dios,

and

is

hard
work on "Flaunting Shadows," the
already

re-

from

beauty
over to

t

Dorothy Gish, star of Triangles
"That Colby Girir

and

aids

other

Girl"
title

M.

at

of a series of multiple-reel features

first

she

is

to appear in for Brady.

Pretty

Mignon Anderson, who had

with the Thanhouser
organization so long as to be considered
a fixture, startled her friends recently
by slipping out to Universal City, California, where she is playing leads in
Lois Weber's company opposite Ben
Wilson. Miss Anderson on the speaking stage has appeared with Joseph Jefferson and Richard Mansfield, while
her notable screen successes include
such productions as "Mill on the Floss,"
"The Price of Her Silence," "The Sub-

been

identified
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Screen Gossip
Tin Soldier and the Doll," and "The

employ of the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, is making a general

City of Illusion."

tour, visiting theaters, and, after being

"Her Menacing

stitute,"

Past,"

''The

from the

giving a
brief
fifteen-minute talk on studio
work, during which she tells the fans
many little "secrets" of the film fac-

introduced

Director Maurice Tourneur has more
than upheld his reputation for artistic
productions in the latest Mary Pickford

"The Poor

offering,

Little

Rich Girl,"

adapted for the screen from the famous
Eleanor Gates novel, which also enjoyed a big run as a play. Miss Pickford again proves her versatility by enacting the leading role in the Gates
novel as convincingly as she has already played the Indian maid in ''Less
Than the Dust," and the little Scotch
lass in "The Pride of the Clan."

and how certain seeming impossibilities are accomplished. Ruth is also
understood to have a long vaudeville
tories

tour outlined, her act consisting of the

on how films are produced, and a
which Miss Stonehouse
demonstrates
her
extreme
talk

classical dance, in

versatility.

The picture
know Bluebirds
of

the

directing

pictures,

it

frequently

happens that the camera snaps a scene
that

later decided not to use in the

it is

production, and in the argot

finished

;

have

learned to
and President Spoor,

fans

Essanay Film

Company,
In

stage,

is

Manufacturing
now teaching them to look

Black Cats.
With such a start
on brand names it ought not to be long
before Pink Giraffes, Yellow Ducks,
and Mauve Rhinoceros should be
for

A

of the studio the director can be fre-

equally popular.

quently overheard instructing his camera man or assistant to ''kill" this or

"movie" will then provide even the
most sane and sober of persons with a

that

While "Dusty" Farnum was

bit.

working in "Davy Crockett" in a scene
where a number of little pickaninnies
were also appearing, a little chocolatecolored actor made a mistake, and Director Taylor shouted, "Kill that nig-

ger!"
The little dark person probably hasn't stopped running yet.

Talented Lois Weber, producer of
half a score of really extraordinary
productions,

is

at

lighting the

West by
midst.

Ruth Stonehouse

many

is

de-

fans of the Middle

a personal appearance in their

Ruth,

who

is

no longer

in the

it

again.

You and I" is the name
and many of the scenes
coming feature are
nature.

Mignon Anderson
little

the nearest

regular nightmare.

gorical

Pretty

visit to

to

Ben

"Even As

of her latest,
in this

be of an

Wilson

forthalle-

and

are the players cast

in the leading roles.

They

will be as-

by Maude George, Bertram
Grassby, E. N. Wallock, and numerous

sisted

others.

Valeska Suratt, the
"woman of a thousand
gowns,"

received

he

r

BEFORE'

early training in the art

of costuming in a millinery establishment at

Terre

Haute,

While

employed

Indiana.
there

^IHONE

she acquired a taste for
gorgeous creations with
which she now adorns her photo plays. She becam mternationally famous in vaudeville before joining Fox.

Jane Cowl in her early teens began to write
verses for Brooklyn Life. She was spurred to this
effort as a means of livelihood for herself and invalid mother.
Her literary endeavors were far
from lucrative, and she next turned to the stage.
She called on Mr. Belasco, armed with an introduction, and secured an engagement.
In her own
words, she "attended rehearsals with an energy only
to be described as vicious," in order to "make good."

Max

Linder, the Essanay comedian who lately
returned from the war, was born in Bordeaux,
France, 1883. Although both his parents were playthey decided that Max should study art.
He
was then twelve. After two years he became dissatWhile he
isfied, and was sent to a musical school.
pretended to attend the conservatory, he was really
going to a dramatic school. In one year he won
first prize for his work, confessed to his family,
and was permitted to go on the stage.
ers,

Henry King was

very prominent

in college the-

He became well
Roanoke, Virginia.
known locally, and when he graduated he went
to Winston, North Carolina, to visit his mother.
The manager of the local stock company needed a
juvenile lead.
Henry heard about it, applied, and
was given the job at the princely salary of fifteen
atricals

at

dollars a week.

He

attained

many

successes before

he dreamed of being actor-director for Balboa.

Francis Ford, director and leading man of the
Universal features and serials, was formerly a
The manager
clerk in a New York City hotel.
caught him dozing on the job one morning after he
had been on duty most of the night, and Francis
was fired on the spot. He heard through a friend
that Amelia Bingham was looking for four people
in

evening clothes for background.

hotel

J

place.

clerk

He

The deposed

had a dress suit, and applied for the
was one of the four applicants chosen.

.

Ethel

%

m IV>pulc3ir
liters did

her

rior to becoming screen
favorites
Adams

Young

in

Maurice

father,

Barrymore, a celebrated

i

dependent

Barrymore'?

dramatic ability is hers
by rightful heritage. Inspired by the career of

1

entered the
theatrical profession at
the age of sixteen, appearing first in "The InPerson," with John Drew and Maude
actor,

she

She plays for Metro. Company.

the cast.

Margarita Fischer made her

first

professional

appearance at the age of eight in ''The Celebrated
Case," in Salem, Oregon, where she was born. She
made such a hit that her father took her out of the
play and featured her with his own traveling stock
company. When he died a few years later the show
was turned over to Margarita. Her stage career
continued for some time before she entered pictures
with Selig. She is now with Pollard.
it

George Holt, of the Vitagraph, was never
baseball player, but

He

won

his start

a

through a lucky

an electrical engineer in
Detroit when his fellow workers "walked out," and
George drifted to New York. Standing in front of
a theater, he saw an advertisement for a bell hop in
an Annie Russell play. He rushed around to see
the manager, with the result that next afternoon he
was a braided and gold-laced hotel employee in
"The Mysterious Mr. Bugle."
strike.

lost his job as

Billy Garwood made

bow

his

to

professional

Garden Stock- Company,
in Denver.
Having made up his mind to go on the
stage, he left his home in Springfield, Missouri, and
went to Denver, where he applied to Mrs. Eliteh in
person.
She was so struck by his good looks and
earnestness that she engaged him at once to play

theatricals with the Eliteh

utility parts for a small

He

is

now

dare-devil, has a

fine

weekly stipend.

a Universal director.

Marin
voice,

Sais, the

and used

Kalem

to sing at private concerts for the

fun of it. One day she went to the theater in her
home town, where some friends of her girl chum
were singing in a small repertoire show. On account of her vocal talent she was induced to go on
the road with the company, much to her parents'
objection.

when

Next she joined

landed in
from Vitagraph.
9

it

New York

a vaudeville act, and

she received an offer

What Can
A

film favorite

a

Woman Do

comments on

herself.

By Grace Cunard

A

STANDING

a woman
than one thing well?

men

is

more

Why

not

who do

among

question

Can

:

know many women

I

?

do

and do them
depends on the

several things well

thoroughly.

It

all

woman.
I

do not know, but

imagine the
because I write
I

question was put to me
so many photo plays and take all the
feminine leads in my plays, and also because I direct an occas ional one or tworeeler myself. I do all these things
and one or two more, including
landscape gardening and cos-

ily

tume

designing.

able to

^

not;

for

is

get
|k

that

others

judge.

I

I

things

these

or

"well"

k

not

whether

state

do all

am

I

to

do not

many com-

sol

plaints,

prefer
believe

to
I

do

them passing well and
let

ipF

I

go at

it

have

been

an actress all my
f
life, but -I never wrote
a ''scenario" until about
three

years

ago,

and

I

might never have written that
one but for the fact that I sat

w

i t

h

mv

director,

Francis

;

What Can

a

Woman Do
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Ford, one sunny afternoon, with a stack
of so-called "scenarios" before us.

make no bones about it. I
many moods and changes

needed a story badly, and had gone
through some two hundred of the sub-

me, I
joy the situations and incidents which

I remember that we
mitted scripts.
looked at each other in despair, and I
think Mr. Ford said, ''Junk," and that I
This was in the
replied, ''Hopeless!"

are

days when everybody who had an idea
in his noddle wrote a scenario and
mailed it first to one suffering editor
and then to another until eventually it
was so travel worn that he used it to
wipe his razor on when shaving. The
better class of writers had not then "ar-

caped

We

but were just commencing to
find that here was a new and a wide
field for the man or woman who could
"plot" and with original ideas, or who
had the knack of putting old ideas into
new garments.
To bring all this to a head, my head,
rived,"

I

went home, determined

to see

what

I

could do myself. I knew the motionpicture game thoroughly, I had dramatic instinct, and appreciated the value
of continuity, so

wrote

my

first

I

sat

story— a

War

up

all

night.

and

two-reeler, with

theme.
When
Francis Ford read it he said, "Bully"
he talks largely in monosyllables and
the photo play was put on as I wrote it.
From that day to this I have written
nearly every story our company has
produced, and I cannot believe that the
Universal would pay me so well for

the

Civil

as

my

—

—

them or raise no objection to them
they were not quite satisfactory.

Of

if

course, I have the advantage of

knowing my principals and company,
and I know just what style of parts
best suit Mr. Ford, and myself.
I follow every criticism carefully, and fully
study what the public as well as the exhibitors

want.

As

I

know

they love

expresthoroughly en-

sion, and, believe

described as "daring."
Take the part of "Lucille Love," in the
I
serial of that name, for instance.
rode and dived, swam and fought, es-

down

ladders and trapdoors/ and

went through fire more than once. I
had to portray terror and triumph, sorrow and joy. It was constant variety
and change and downright hard work
yet I had time to write the scenarios
from the synopses handed me by the
late Mr. Bliss.
While Francis Ford
was cutting and assembling the film, I
found time to write and produce several one-reel comedies.

am

doing all this again, in a different way, in "The Broken Coin," and
am in my element, but I could not do it
if I did not enjoy it, or if I was not
heart and soul in my work.
Then, again, there is melodrama and
I

melodrama the plays in which the artists rant and wave their arms and pose,
and the kind which most people call
"drama," in which the action apart
and
from
the
actual
adventures
"stunts"
is "put over" by means of
the best kind of acting, by gesture and
:

—

—

by the use of the hands, mouth,
and eyes. This is the kind which appeals to me and which Mr. Ford produces with such success.
This business of acting for the screen
is not learned in a day or in many days
it is an art in itself, and one which
requires constant study and thought.
And, although I believe that those with
look,

—

stage experience
actors,

still,

I

am

make

ring actors and actresses just because
they have been on the stage for a long

drama,

the screen.

flights

Yes,

I like

it

acting in

with

occasional

melodrama and

the best screen

not a believer in star-

time, for they have

keep to
into comedy.

of

generally

good melodrama, and as I love acting
and writing mystery stories and meloI

revel in the

to unlearn

much

when they

to learn

and

essay acting for

There are a few stage

art-

ists who play for the screen naturally,
but not many.

;
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do not know that my work
ever out of my mind, even
I

when

am

I

at play,

is

a

Woman Do
I

think

estly

in

live

the time.

some

a

little

\

how

screen
to

e r a

\

and

might be more but
for popular prejudice
against them, and the

my spare

with
rise

of the actors raise

PUfei who have
jjr*7^V work under

interfere

either

my work. I
early and

pottering

'

;

work

until

sun starts
to
go down
then
h o m e
and
a g a in

the

m ore

in
is

I

Ford's photo plays, so you see
I have to do quite a number
of things, and have to do
them reasonably well to "eet
by" with them.
often

is

why

am

I

work
the dark room
the

right,

and

am

my own

films.

If there is a mistake, I

know

assemble

why and where

occurred.

it

Yes, it is necessary to know
every part of the game, and,

makes one's work
much more interesting.

besides,

so

it.-

Is

Grace

is

busy on her

designs for bathing

it

not

wonderful

what a

change

costumes.

has

there

been

asked
whether

and

able to cut and

T

design most
costumes for Mr.

have

angle of

business,

when

gar-

Incidentally,

or
should

competent to run
a camera, know

—

I

di-

that

J

generally settle down to writing
I have to keep up with
the amount of work we do.
the

make a good

the
J

dening till it is
dark; and, after supper,

of

To

woman, he
know every

garden before
then
breakf ast
is

a

rector, man

my
it

to

woman.

f

hour
about

an

spend

some

objections that

but I
not let

time,

do

there

and

all

fill

di-

rectors,

This
automo-

biling

good

1

women

the gardens around
different from other peo

pie's.

plays.

There are sev'.

make
it

sticklers

are so important in

time to

out

studying

are

for the details which

on the summit of a
mountain, and I give
quite

are

women

home perched

lovely

that

eminently
suited to be producers,
especially those who are
blessed with imagination.
As a rule, such

I

it

think

I

women

but

seem to
most of
I have a

how, and

direc-

tors.

my work is honmy play any-

then

women make good

been
I

late

of

years?

;
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a
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Grace Cunard with Lewis Jackson, who was killed in an auto accident at Santa Monica soon after
this picture

When

I

never

even

started

acting as

a

child,

I

heard of pictures, and,
when at the age of thirteen I was taking leading parts and was enacting the
part of Feathers in "Princess
of
Patches," the photo play was becom-

ing known, but we all laughed at the
probability of its ever getting a foot-

But

I

new

art,

ing.

later

saw

possibilities

and joined the Biograph
and afterward the Lubin forces. The
in the

photo plays they made then look hopelessly old-fashioned now.
I spent some
time with the New York Motion Picture Corporation, then joined the Universal to work under the direction of
Francis Ford, and have been connected
with that company ever since.

would not be anything else but a
motion-picture actress and a writer of
I

cannot imagine a more interesting or a more healthful life.
Think of the changes we get and the
stories.

many

I

places

outdoor

life

we

and, of course, the
must appeal to every persee

;

was taken.

son who cares for health or nature. I
never felt really well during the time I
was on the speaking stage the worst
I ever feel now is when I am tired, and
we certainly do get tired out at times.
As an actress one gets lots of satisfaction out of the letters received from
moving-picture fans and even from exhibitors.
If there are those who believe that an artist never reads mail received, I would assure them that every
note is scanned, that many letters make
one feel that they have not worked in
;

and one

do better work all the time.
The sending out
of photographs is a great expense and a
vain,

feels the desire to

tax at times, but it is part of the
and must be seen to.

game

have my work it is all absorbing
I have my home, my auto, and several
dogs to say nothing of my cat so I am
happy.
When the time comes that I
must stop acting, I hope to establish
myself as a producer, and a good one,
I

;

—

too.

;

E3C

Uncomplimentary Department
Candid comments containing practically everything except
soap and whitewash.

No

soft-

offense is

meant by any remark.
IB
the press agent speaks
truthfully when he says
Louise Fazenda is as good
a ball player as she is an
If

actress, L.F. should be fired.
not, the p. a. should.

If

Some one must have

killed

that deer because it looks
real, but we wonder if

Helen Holmes did. The poor
animal must have been shot
on an empty stomach.

A

little

Mutual

from a
The director

villainy
film.

shouts: "Register anger!"

The actor portrays "cleaning his teeth."

Earle Shenck

and
Gertrude McCoy
in

a

:

love scene.

All

Why

Lillian

Walker,

of Vitaforty million
dollars under her arm, but

graph,

has

John Burke, United States
Treasurer, keeps his hand
on the box. There is nothing bad about this, except
that
an actress should
bother the treasurer about
money when she might
handle her own.

is

we ask
it

is:

necessary?'*

'icture,
<6

(X&eytionj<Pc&ttyu)et'$

about fr^Jcreen 4

This department will answer questions asked by our readers relating to motion pictures. No questions
regarding matrimony, religion, or scenario writing will be answered; those of the latter variety should be
Send full name and address, and write name or
sent to the editor of the scenario writers' department.
answered
the
wish
to
be
at
top
of
your letter. Address: Picture Oracle, care of this
initials by which you
magazine, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York City. All questions are answered in the order received; failure
If you desire an early answer, inclose a
to see your reply in one issue means that it will come later.
stamped, addressed envelope, and a personal answer will be sent unless there is space in the magazine for it.

Suxxy—

Alas
I must call your attention to
the rules at the head of the department as the
reason why I couldn't answer some of your ques!

Henry Walthall lives in Chicago, where
working for the Essanay Company. He is
thirty-nine years old, and has dark-brown hair
and eyes. Don't you like the picture you have
of him?
There are several companies that sell
portraits of the film stars, or you can get another
one of Walthall by sending twenty-five cents to
the Essanay Film Company, 1333 Argyle Street,
Chicago, Illinois. They will send a photo of your

—

Gladys Clark. You certainly have released
large number of questions.
You must have
lain awake nights thinking out this bunch of

a

Clifford Bruce

much

tions.

brain stormers.

he

you would like William S.
Hart if you ever had the good "fortune to see
him, and am glad to see that you have taken my
advice, and become an admirer of his.
Douglas
Fairbanks is American through and through.
"The Good Bad Marf' was the name of his picture, and not "Passin' Through."
That was the

is

favorite to you.

H.

— Is

Blanche Sweet?
I
don't know,
that Paul Willis.
Charlie Chaplin wears a false mustache when he is playing in
his comedies.
When he is off the screen, Charlie's
upper lip is devoid of any hair.
Your
Francis Ford question is against the rules. John
Bunny has been dead a long time now. You are
quite a jester.
Wallace Reid can be addressed
at the Lasky Photo Play Company, Hollywood,
California.
Pearl White has auburn hair.
J.

T.

but they

tell

me

Jack Kerrigan Admirer— It has not been decided who is to play opposite Jack Warren Kerrigan permanently in his new affiliation. He will
probably have a new leading lady every other
feature.
The Essanay Company allows visitors
sometimes, and sometimes it doesn't. They work
every day at the studio. Not too long for your
first attempt, at all.
I am only hoping that your
next will have a few questions for me to answer
for a change, as you were very lenient with me
this

trip.

alive.

I

knew

is still

very

that

character he played in
43" was very exciting.

Yes, "Shell
scenes were taken
at Culver City. California, and not in Europe.
I don't think H.
B. Warner ever lived in the
town you mention. Some people don't live in
certain towns, they merely exist. The red in the
picture is done by a coloring process, and not
naturally as you suppose. In some features real
United States soldiers are used, but in most
cases they are "extras," drawing down a dollar
this

play.

The

and a half a day. The submarine used in Key"Submarine Pirate," in which Syd Chaplin had the lead, was loaned the company by the
government.
It is very hard now for picture
companies to get the use of any kind of United
States warships.
What did Enid Markey play
in the picture?
With this information I can
give you the name of the film.
There is no
reason for the stage being set with the purple
curtains. Just a little scheme of the house manager.
Glad you like the department so well.
Keep on making use of it.
stone's

Curiosity.
to

notice

— No.

that

you are wrong. I didn't fail
"Beatrice Fairfax," "Mysteries

The
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"The Lass of the Lumberlands,"
did not have room to name them

of Myra," and

were

serials.

Mae Murray
Reid

villain that

Certainly,

play.
if

the only ones that

you

I

left out.

the star that played with Wallace

is

"To Have and

in

was the
you

I

They are not

all.

Picture

will

I

Hold."

to

caused
will

Tom Forman

the trouble in this
name the pictures for
all

send them on to me.

— You

most every
HenHobart
one
ley can be reached in care of the Universal Film
Company, 1600 Broadway, New York City. MarC. L. B.

H.

S.

seem

in the acting line, don't

to like

you?

Clark is just four feet ten inches tall.
Miles
Minter looks the same off the screen
Mary
I
agree with you that Maras she does on.
garita Fischer is a very beautiful young lady,
and a very good actress, too. I think that her
"Miss Jackie of the Navy" was one of the most
entertaining films that I have seen in many a
month, and it shows that she can do comedy as
Didn't she make a cute little
well as drama.
"feller?"
Mary Miles Minter is about fifteen.
Address Carlyle Blackwell in care of the World
Film Corporation, New York City.

Oracle

a while to compile them, but here they are: First
there is the Nippon Katsudo-Shashin Company,
Limited, 1 Kamimaki-cho, Nihonbashi, Tokyo,
Japan. Then there is the Tokyo Cinema Company,
Sekiguchi,
Suidocho,
Koishikawa,
46
Tokyo, Japan.
The Tennen-Shoku-KatsudoShashin Company, Limited, 13 3-Chome, Honzaimoku-cho, Kyobashi, Tokyo, Japan, is the
third motion-picture company in Nippon.
There
are two motion-picture journals in Japan, I hear.
Will give you their addresses and names next
month. Thinking of going back to get in the
movies there?

guerite

—

I
thought that you
Cleo. Well, well, well
had followed the tracks of Olive, junior, and deserted me, but I see that you are still true to the
If you keep on changing the
Picture Oracle.
color of your ink and envelopes, I won't be able
Max Linto tell your letters when they arrive.
der is signed up with the Essanay Company to
produce comedies for them, but no one seems to
!

for how long.
Max ought to be able to
turn out some really good pictures with a competent director who can understand him.

know

—

D. E. Nope; couldn't possibly tell you who
I
am getting so now that I doubt if I
I am.
really know myself. Keeping under cover is one
of the hardest jobs imaginable. Try it once, and
Grace Cunard and Frai\cis
see for yourself.
Ford seem to be your favorites. So you are loving them to distraction? There is only one thing
worse than that, and that is extraction the denYes, I am sure that you
tist's favorite word.
They like to hear from
will hear from them.
their admirers, and learn that their work is
No, Grace isn't.
Hobart
being appreciated.
Henley and Harry Carey were the main features
Herbert Rawlinson and Anna Little
in "Graft."
had the leads in "The Black Box," with William
Worthington as chief trouble maker. "The Adventures of the Last Raffles" has been changed
to "The Purple Mask," and has been out for
I
enjoyed your letter imsome time now.

—

mensely.
Barriscale.

You want

to

She's great!

be

sure

to

see

Bessie

Thanks!

Slyria, G. P.

Kerrigan won't be able
without being recognized after
this gets out.
Yes, Jack has left the Universal
Company, but has not yet connected with any
other concern. If you send mail to him at Universal City, California, it will be forwarded, and
he will no doubt reply to it. You are right. Our
Jack is a handsome fellow. He is six feet and
one inch in elevation, has hazel eyes and black
hair which, by the way, is naturally curly. His
screen career started in 1910, when he played in
"The Bitter Sweets," for Essanay. Little Louise
Lovely is very much in accordance with her name.
Perhaps she feels just the same as you do but
who can tell? King Baggot is still playing at
Universal City. Sorry, but your last question is
against the rules, and it will have to continue to
mystify you.

—

—

—

Paul Cooley. Your information was all
wrong. Mae Marsh was born in Madrid, New
Mexico, not in Oshkosh. She is to be twenty this
year.
Age makes little difference when it comes
to deciding whether you want to enter pictures.
It is opportunity.
Why not join the Screen Opportunity Contest this magazine is conducting?
There is an announcement about it in this issue.

—

Stella. Welcome another inquirer to our information bureau
Your favorite, Charles Clary,
is considered to be one of the best all-around
actors on the screen. He was born at Charleston,
Illinois, in 1892.
We think you are a good judge
of beauty you should be on our screen-opportunity contest committee.
Your next question is
against the rules.
We always suggest to new
questioners that they read carefully the heading
to this department.
If every one did so, enough
money would be saved in two-cent stamps to buy
an auto for the overworked Oracle.
Clary is
the real name, and the owner of it is with Lasky.
He can be reached in care of that studio, at Hollywood, California. There is no telling what a
s'ar will do for a quarter, but I think Mr. Clary
will send his photograph.
His next picture is still
!

—

unnamed.

—

Miss Japan. Here is a complete list of. all
It took quite
the film manufacturers in Japan.

— Warren

to pass a person

George
in

care

Walsh Fan
of

the

Fox

— Address
studios,

George Walsh
Western Avenue,

The

Hollywood, California. He has black hair and
brown eyes. Mina Cunard is the younger sister
of Grace Cunard, and can be reached at UniMarin Sais is the name
versal City, California.
of the heroine in "The Girl from Frisco" series,
and not Marian. She has light-brown hair, and
a letter to the Kalem Company, Glendale, CaliClaire Whitney
fornia, will be sure to reach her.
can be found by an alert mail carrier at the Fox
Film Corporation, 128 West Forty-sixth Street,

New York
you any

Sure,

City.

I'll

be glad to hear from

old time.

—

U. O. P. I don't know any way that you
Hundreds
become
a motion-picture actor.
can
If I
question.
same
have asked me the very
I.

could tell you, I might then be able to make a
The
regular living by charging commissions.
Universal studios are situated in Universal City,
California, which is quite a long way from
If you don't mind the trouble
Piano, Illinois.
and expense you might go out there, and apply
That is the only avenue by
for "extra" work.

which to get into pictures that

Katherine.

— So

you want

to

I

know

know

all

Oracle
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of.

the di-

rectors that are hiding away in New York at the
present time? It is quite a hard job to answer
that, because they are there for a few weeks,
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ing for Metro, 3 West Sixty-first Street. Emile
T
orld Film Corporation, will
Chautard, with the
be found at the studio of the World-Peerless,
Fort Lee, New Jersey. John Hancock Collins,
director of Viola Dana, is another Metroite at
Will S. Davis, one of
3 West Sixty-first Street.
Fox's best bets, will answer to a call at the Fox
address. J. Searle Dawley, of the Famous Players, can be found at their studio, 130 West Fiftysixth Street.
John Emerson's address is the
Lambs' Club, New York City. George Fitzmaurice, who
puts Pathe productions across, will
be found at the studios of this company, on
Congress Street, Jersey City. Francis J. Grandon
does his business at the Universal studios in Fort
Lee, New Jersey. The same for Hobart Henley.
Ralph Ince will be found at the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, Charles Horan at the Metro

W

studio,

West

3

Sixty-first

Street,

Benjamin

Chapin, Charter Features Corporation,
held Park, New Jersey, Joseph Kaufman
Famous Players studio, Burton King
Metro studios, 228 West Thirty-fifth

Ridgeat the

at

the

Street,

Theodore Marston at the Vitagraph studios, Elm
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, Sidney Olcott
at the Famous Players studio, where he directs Valentine Grant, John Noble at the Sixtyfirst Street Metro studios, Billy Quirk at the
-

then off to some other place. Well, here goes,
anyway. John Adolfi is directing for Fox, and
can be found at the Fox Company, 130 West
Forty-sixth Street. Ivan Abramson, who directs
his own Ivan films, will be discovered at his
desk in the same building as the Fox Company,
when he is not somewhere else. George D.
Baker, who directs for Metro, can be located at

same Metro studio, Lawrence Semon at the Vitagraph, David Thompson at the Metro, too, Fred-

that company's studio, 3 West Sixty-first Street.
Sidney Drew, who directs himself and wife in

directors.

Metro comedies, can be found

years of old age.
I
you a photo of herself. Suppose you write to
her at the Universal studios, Gower Street and
Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California, and
find out?
Lottie Pickford can be reached by
addressing a letter to her in care of the Famous
Players Film Company, New York City.

the same adMadame Alice Blache, the
dress as the above.
woman director, will be located 'most any day at
the Solax studio, in Fort Lee, New Jersey, S.
Rankin Drew, son of Sidney Drew, will be
caught napping sometimes, and found at the
Vitagraph studios at Elm Avenue, Brooklyn,
New York. Herbert Brenon, Charles Giblyn,
Alan Dwan, and Albert Capellani will be found
at the Selznick offices, 729 Seventh Avenue, when
not working under the lights of the studio. It is
always bad business to speak to a director about

anything when he

on

his picture,

and

some one

tries to

Buel and

J.

is
it

at

working. He has his mind
aggravates him much when

take it off his subject. Kenean
Gordon Edwards can be reached at

the Fox address. Maurice Tourneur, who pilots
the efforts of Mary Pickford, may be found in
the offices of the Artcraft Pictures Corporation

Seventh Avenue, when he has the chance.
Harry Rotter is a director with the Monmouth
Film Company, whose studio address is Hudson
Heights, New Jersey. Edwin Carew does direct-

at 729

Sullivan at Thanhouser, New Rochelle,
York, James Vincent at the Fox, Ernest
Warde at Thanhouser, and the Wharton brothers at their studio at Ithaca, New York.
The
latter is a long way to walk.
It ought to be a
good day's work to get around and see all these
erick

New

Kathlyx

P.

— Grace

Cunard

twenty-four
think that she would send
is

—

H. H. All questions pertaining to anything in
the scenario line should be addressed to Clarence
J. Caine, at this office.

—

D. J. Evidently the lad that you met in
Central Park, Los Angeles, was stringing you,
because certainly from your description it was
not the real Harold Lockwood, but a faker, as
you have guessed. Harold was at that time, and
is yet, with the Yorke-Metro Film Company, and
He does not walk with stooped
not Lasky's.
shoulders, but is a straight, upright young fellow,
and his mouth is not glittering with gold teeth
The only likeness to Harold Lockin the front.
wood that this man you mention bears lies in
the fact that he parts his hair on the side. AdL.

The
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House Peters is being
Company with Myrtle

dress Billie Burke in care of the George Kleine
Film Company. New York City; Lillian Gish

is

Film Company, Hollywood,
Talmadge at Selznick EnterNew York City,
prises, 729 Seventh Avenue,
and Blanche Sweet in care of the Lasky Com-

Stedman. King Baggot has gone into the business end of motion pictures, and has deserted
the screen for the time being. He has bought up
"Absinthe," the picture that made him famous as
a screen star, and is handling it himself, selling
the State rights of this feature to the highest
bidder, and as it was a very sensational picture,

the Fine Arts
California; Norma
at

pany, Hollywood, California. I can't tell whether
you will make a successful photo playwright or
He knows
Better ask Clarence J. Caine.
not.
reached
in
He can be
all about those things.
I would give him your
care of this magazine.
letter and let him answer it, but if I did he
would know that I am the Picture Oracle, and
that would never do.

—

H. B. Who on earth told you that Wallace
Reid was dead? Believe me, one certainly hears
J.

a lot of false reports about people connected
f
ally is as
with the motion-picture business.
well as any man can be, and right now is busy

W

working

for

the

Lasky

Company.

His

most
which
Farrar in such grand
hear such a report, you
see it in Picture-Play

Woman,"

"Joan
he supported Geraldine
style. The next time you
had best wait until you

the

before you believe it.
a large pinch of salt.

Otherwise, take

recent success

is

in

it

with

—

Ida C. Cleo Ridgeley can be addressed in care
of the Lasky Photo Play Company, Vine Street,
Hollywood, California, and she will be sure to
r
receive it.
e do not handle the photos of any
of the actors or actresses of the movies outside
You can, no
of our own use for the magazine.
doubt, secure one from Cleo, but you had better
inclose a quarter with your request to make sure.

W

—

Florida First. Harry Carey has just started
on a new series of pictures for the Universal
Film Company. Yes, Tom Forman was the man.
Harry Carey is his real name. You have quite
a bunch of favorites. Haven't heard from Olive,
junior, for such a long time that I fear she has
deserted me.
It seems funny for a month to
roll by and not have a word from Olive inquiring about her beloved Wallace Reid. Oh, Olive,
wnere art thou?

—

Ethelwyn. Billie Rhodes is the chief funmaker in the Al Christie comedies, which are
now released on the open market. She used
to be featured by Christie when he was producing comedies for the Universal under the Xestor
brand. Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran were featured with her at that time. They are now beingfeatured together by the Universal, and retain
the name of Nestor comedies, while Christie
exploits Billie Rhodes under the Christie brand.

—

Bebe. Yes, Wallace Reid was the chap that
played Don Jose in "Carmen," opposite Geraldine Farrar.
You had better not ask too much
about him, or hundreds of other girls like yourself will be getting very jealous.
Edna Maison

with the Universal.
costarred by the Pallas

he

having very

little trouble in disposing of
Tell me what company produced those pictures of three years back that you mention, and
is

it.

you who played the leading parts.
You are welcome at any time to use the Oracle
for your questions.
can

I

tell

—We

Canadian Movie Fan.
surely do answer
questions from Canadian readers, or any others.
Pearl White's latest serial is "Pearl of the
Army." No, Sheldon Lewis confines himself to
playing villain parts exclusively.
Pearl White
sometimes plays in a five or six-reel feature between serials, but never in a two or three-reel
picture.
She used to play in one-reel comedies
before she joined Pathe.
don't answer any
questions about matrimony, but will break the
rule this time and state that Francis Ford and
Grace Cunard are not married.
Alan Hale is
not any relation of Creighton Hale's.
No, you
can continue to like the great Francis X. Bushman, because his hair is not red, as you have
heard.
It is dark brown.

We

— You

have had quite a chase to find a
Here's hoping that
you?
you may find one in the Picture Oracle. Don't
forget to call on me any time you want to know
anything, and I shall always do my best to help
you out. Henry Kolker is a stage favorite, as
well as a screen idol, and has been confining his
efforts to footlight performances since the completion of "Gloria's Romance," for the George
Kleine Company. I'll speak to the editor and see
if I can get him to publish a picture of David
for you.
Did the election suit you?
Friend.

real

friend,

haven't

Every Week.

— Maybe

Louise will stop "vamptwo if you write and ask
Dorothy Gish was the sister of
her to do so.
Wallace Reid, Walter Long, and William HinckChester Conklin was responsible for most
ley.
of the fun-making in the Keystone, "Tugboat
Romeo."
ing" for a picture or

Claire.

W heeler

— We

haven't had anything to say about

r

Oakman, because there hasn't been anything new and startling to relate about this
worthy young actor. You know that our rules
forbid

the

answering of matrimonial questions,

with the Mabel NorHollywood, California.
was on the stage before going into pictures,

so that

is

out.

Wheeler

mand Film Company,

He

and played important

is

at

roles

in

"Checkers," "Un-

The
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der Southern Skies," "Strongheart," and many
other productions. He was with the Lubin Company before he went with the Selig organization
where he remained for four long years then to
;

Fox for one picture with William Farnum, "The
Battle of Hearts," and then the Mabel Normand
Company.

Vinnie

G.

— Grace

Cunard and Francis Ford

appearing in a new Universal serial, enGrace Cunard wrote
titled "The Purple Mask."
You
the story, and Francis Ford directed it.
Grace
and
Harry
Fox
pictures
of
obtain
can
Darling by sending twenty-five cents for each

now

are

the

to

Street,

Pathe

Exchange,

New York

25

West

Forty-fifth

City.

—

D. M. Yes, we forwarded your letter to
She was at the Vitagraph stuEdith Storey.
dios in Los Angeles, California, at the time, but
has returned to the Vitagraph studios at Elm
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, since that time.
J.

Miss

F.

K.

— Pearl

White can be reached

at

the Pathe Studios, Congress Street, Jersey City,
and Creighton Hale at the Famous Players Film

Company,

New York

City.

Harold Lockwood Admirer.

— Will

you all
can about your favorite, Harold Lockwood.
I
You should have read the rules at the head of
the department, and you wouldn't have asked
questions about him that are against these rules
tell

He is still costarring with May
answer.
Allison for the Yorke-Metro Film Company, at
their studios on Gordon Street, Hollywood, Cali-

to

born in Brooklyn, New York,
on April 12, 1887, and was on the stage for seven
He played
years before he went into pictures.
with Otis Harlan in "The Broken Idol," "Mephisto," and other productions.
He has been
with Nestor, New York Motion Picture Corporation, Selig, Famous Players, American, and
He is five feet eleven and three-quarMetro.
ters inches tall and weighs one hundred and seventy-five pounds.
He has light-brown hair and
blue eyes, and boasts that they have never been
any other color than blue, not even black. He
lives in Hollywood.
His next picture will be
"The Hidden Children," which is being directed,
by Oscar Apfel. Owen Moore played opposite
Mary Pickford in "Caprice."
Every one is
always welcome.
fornia.

He was

Lena May C. Miss Jiggerfoot. — Dustin Farnum is now working at the California Fox stuunder the direction of William Desmond
Taylor.
Nazimova has gone back on the stage.
She did her first and last picture with Herbert
Brenon for the Selznick Company, called "War
dios

taken from her great stage success.
The majority of actors and actresses now charge
twenty-five cents for their autographed photos,
which covers the cost of the photo and the mailBrides,"
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receive so many requests each day
likenesses that they had to charge
Bessie Barriscale
the party wishing the photo.
is twenty-six, and Billie Burke four years older.
Harold Lockwood is with the Yorke-Metro
ing.

for

They

their

Company. There is no limit on the number of
Howard Hickman is
questions one may ask.
with the Ince-Triangle Company at Culver City,
California.
Owen Moore is with the Famous
Players Film Company.
F.

H. B.

— Charles

Ray was born

in

Jackson-

twenty-five years ago.
You can
reach him in care of the Ince-Triangle ComHe has darkpany, at Culver City, California.
brown hair and eyes, is six feet one inch tall,

ville,

Illinois,

and weighs about one hundred and sixty-five
pounds. What do you mean, his wife?

—

Marjorie
C. H. M.
mailman at the Lasky

Daw

can be found by the

studios,

Hollywood, Cali-

fornia.

—

Cincy Girl. Thanks ever so much for your
poem. It came too late to be on time for the
Christmas issue of Picture-Play, or I should
If I do say it, this one has
have printed it.
the last beat a mile, and that one was very good
I am going to have it framed for my
indeed.
room.
Now, what do you know about that?
That is a great idea of yours to go down to
hubby's office and type it out. "ft'f Theda doesn't
know, who does ?

Helen Frances.

—William

S.

Hart

lives in

Los

He

has a sister who lives with him.
Margery Wilson is her right name. She lives
She does not play
in Hollywood, California.
opposite Hart any more.
Several of your quesCrazy to go in the
tions are against the rules.
movies, eh? If it wasn't for the fact that I am
such a kind-hearted soul, I would say you must
Angeles.

be.

Joe Smith Dyer.

—Yes,

you have done mighty

Henry
well in selecting your list of favorites.
King is now acting in, as well as directing, the
"Little Mary Sunshine" pictures for the Balboa
Company. Mary Fuller is no longer with the
Universal.
Geraldine Farrar has not acted
before a camera since she finished "Joan the
Woman" for the Lasky Company.
E.

M. N.

— No

one has been

presented

with

ten thousand dollars by the Universal Film Company for the best suggestion which would stop
the war.
The war is still going on. hence the
ten thousand

is

still

in the

—

bank of the Universal.

California Frank. Florence Turner is in the
States once more, and making pictures
She has been in England for several
here, too.
years, ever since leaving the Vitagraph Company, and has been producing feature pictures.
Several of these pictures were released recently
LInited

The
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on the Mutual program.
So Marguerite's age
fooled you ?
Well, you are not the only one.
Art Accord is acting now for
It fools them all.
the Fox Company. You are wrong about Mabel
A young lady who answers to the
Trunnelle.
name of Mrs. O'Keefe won the ten thousand
dollars for "The Diamond from the Sky" sequel
contest.
You certainly have a big boost for
Marguerite Clark, all right. I'll tell her the next
You surely do play the game
time I see her.
safe with your "Votes for Women."

—

Manuel

B.
Welcome to our Oracle departhaven't heard from you and Porto Rico
Florence Reed's latest picture
for a long time.
Sin," which was produced by
is "The Eternal
Herbert Brenon for Selznick.

ment

I

!

Brown

— You

are right regarding the
birthday of Mary Miles Minter, of the AmerShe was born on April i, 1902, but is no
ican.
Any one that can act the
fool because of it.
way little Man- can, and draw down the salary

Eyes.

she does for her efforts to make good films,
must be given credit for an abundance of common sense. She can be addressed at the American Film Company, Santa Barbara, California.
Pearl White should be reached at the Pathe
"On Danstudio, Congress Street, Jersey City.
Carlyle
latest
of
the
Ground"
isone
gerous
Blackwell pictures, released by the World Film

Corporation.

X. M. R.

—

knew

I

moment you started out
me that you had decided

the

to describe 3'ourself to

become a motion-picture actress was the
ambition
you had in your young life. Paul
only
Willis was the boy you speak about in "The
His most recent work was
Fall of a Xation."
opposite the popular stars, Harold Lockwood and
May Allison, whom he supported in "The PromAddress
ise," in which he played May's brother.
him in care of the Yorke Film Corporation, Holthat to

lywood,

— Theda

Bara is twenty-six years
Yes, the stars all have maids. If you could
old.
but gaze on the wardrobes of some of the stars,
you would wonder how they get along with less
than a dozen or two servants.

Jack Sherrill Admirer.

—Jack

Sherrill

is

still

Frohman Amusement Corporation.
"The Witching Hour" and "The Rainbow" are

with

the

two of

his

important

latest releases

in

which he plays an

role.

—

G. P. Yes, Francis X. Bushman sometimes gets enough time to himself to answer his

W.

which accumulate at an alarming rate. I
agree with you that he was very good as Romeo,

letters,

in

"Romeo and
Mabel Gay.

Juliet."

—You

heard from the

little

but the more

town the

from others

hear

I

better

I

shall like

a great place to come
don't put it off too long.

is

Am

—

in

the

same

imagine that it
from providing you
I right?
You have
it.

I

—

it
I'm absolutely neutral.
Matt Moore
playing in Mary Pickford's new company, not
Owen. Let me know how you make out with
those two scenarios of yours.

guessed
is

— We

Caroline E.
do not sell photographs of
the
photo-play actors
and actresses.
Send
twenty-five cents in stamps to Wallace Reid at
the Lasky Photo Play Company, Hollywood,
California, and I am sure that he will send you
an autographed photo of himself.

Knight.

Essie

— How

is
everything in Austime? You ought to have
had the Theda Bara picture, "A Fool There
Was," over there some time ago. as it was taken
and released quite a while before she appeared
in "Carmen" for the same company.
So you
liked the article she wrote for us very much?
So did we. Robert Leonard has quit acting for
the time being, and is devoting himself to the

tralia

at the present

directing

of

features

for

Lasky Company.
returned from South
the

Power has just
America. Enid Bennet can be addressed at the
Ince-Triangle Company, Culver City, California.

Tyrone

Teddy.

—Dcelightcd

to see

you back with some

questions again.
Ruth Roland and Frank Mayo
had the leading roles in Pathe's serial, "The Red
Circle."
Read the rules at the head of the department, 3r oung lad} as you have broken one
of them, and therefore I can't answer all of your
Howard Estabrook and Jean Sothern
questions.
had the leading roles in the International serial.
"The Mysteries of Myra." It was produced by
the Wharton brothers at their studios in Ithaca,
X'ew York.
Sorry I couldn't answer you personally, but I have been too rushed with answers
r

,

this

month.

—

California.

Manicurist.

Oracle

judge me wrongly. I have
burg of Redkey, Indiana,

Mae. My, what a lot of questions you want
answered
Yes, Hazel Dawn is considered quite
Theda
pretty, and Mary Pickford very cute.
Bara admits to twenty-six years.
!

— Address

Ann
Famous Players Film
T
Company, X ew York City, Gail Kane at the
A. A. C.
Pennington

in care

Marguerite Clark and

of the

American Film Company, Santa Barbara, California, Alice Brady in care of the World Film
Corporation, Xew York City, and Mae Murray
at the Lasky Photo Play Company, Hollywood.
California.
XT iles Welch was born on July 29.
1888.
He has light hair and blue eyes, weighs
one hundred and sixty pounds, and is five fe t

He is at present in Florida
eleven inches tall.
"Ivanhoe" has
with the Technicolor company.
several
screen
already been produced on the
years ago. The Universal Company produced it
with King Baggot, and Herbert Brenon was

—

A Remedy for Pain

Various Headaches
necessary in order to treat headaches properly to
understand the causes which produce the affection," says
Dr. J. W. Ray of Blockton, Alabama.
Continuing, he
says: "Physicians cannot even begin the treatment of a
disease without knowing what causes give rise to it, and
we must remember that headache is to be treated according to the same rule. We must not only be particular to
give a remedy intended to counteract the cause which
produces the headache, but we must also give a remedy
to relieve the pain until the cause of the trouble has been
removed. To answer this purpose Anti-kamnia Tablets
will be found a most convenient and satisfactory remedy.
One tablet every one to three hours gives comfort and
rest in most severe cases of headache, neuralgia and
particularly the headaches of women.
"It

is

:

FOR SICK-HEADACHE
a patient is subject to regular attacks of sick-headache, he should take two A-K Tablets when he feels the
least sign of an oncoming attack. These tablets are prompt
in action, and can be depended upon to produce relief in
a very few minutes. Such patients should always be
instructed to keep their bowels open.
If

Influenza or LaGrippe
It is quite refreshing these days to read of a clearly
defined treatment for Influenza or La Grippe. In an article
in the "Lancet-Clinic," Dr. James Bell of New York City,
says he is convinced that too much medication is both un-

necessary and injurious.
When called to a case of LaGrippe, thepatientis usually
seen when the fever is present, as the chill which occasionally ushers in the disease has generally passed away. Dr.
Bell then orders that the bowels be opened freely with salts,
citrate of magnesia or other laxative. For the high fever,
severe headache, pain and general soreness, one Antikamnia Tablet every two hours is quickly followed by
complete relief.

"The efficiency of any drug," says Dr. C. P. Robbins,
known to us by the results we obtain from its use.
One of the principal symptoms of all diseases is pain, and
this is what the patient most often applies to us for, i. e.,
"is

something to relieve his pain. If we can arrest this promptthe patient is most liable to trust in us for the other
remedies which will effect a permanent cure. One remedy
which I have used largely in my practice is Anti-kamnia
Tablets. Many and varied are their uses. I have put them
to the test on many occasions, and have never been disappointed. I found them especially valuable for headaches
of malarial origin, where quinine was being taken. They
appear to prevent the bad after-effects of the quinine.
Anti-kamnia Tablets are also excellent for the headaches
from improper digestion; also for headaches of a neuralgic
origin, and especially for women subject to pains at certain
times. One or two Anti-kamnia Tablets every two or
three hours give prompt relief."
ly,

Acute Rheumatism
In the hands of one observer we find that a certain drug
has been used with the utmost satisfaction; others have
found the same remedy to be a great disappointment.
All physicians however agree that every method of treat-

ment

aided by the administration of some remedy to
and quiet the nervous system, and Dr.
W. S. Schultze expresses the opinion of thousands of
practitioners when he says that Anti-kamnia Tablets
should be given preference over all other remedies for
relief of the pain in all forms of rheumatism. They are
also unsurpassed for headaches, neuralgia and all pain.
is

relieve the pain

Indigestion-Dyspepsia
Are you distressed after eating? Do you have nausea
riding in the cars, or on the train or boat? Take one
A-K Tablet and get relief.

when

When to Take Anti-Kamnia Tablets
As a Pain Reliever — In headache, migraine, coryza, la grippe and its after-effects.
As an Anodyne or Sedative — In indigestion, gastralgia, dyspepsia, hysteria, insomnia,
car-sickness, sea-sickness,

worry and sight-seer's fatigue.

As an Antipyretic — In intermittent, puerperal and malarial fevers, bronchitis pleurisy, etc.
As an Anti-Neuralgic— In acute or chronic neuralgia, facial neuralgia, earache, tooth,

ache and pains of

sciatica.

As an Anti-Rheumatic—For the pain

in acute or chronic

rheumatism and gout.

All genuine Anti-kamnia Tablets bear the /K monogram. At all druggists
any quantity or in 10c and 25c packages. Ask for A-K Tablets and insist
on getting them.
in

—
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Yes,

the director.

A Sure

Secret

Way to

Remove Wrinkles

I

Continued.)

think they will reply

if

}*ou

addressed them correctly.

—

Harold Grey. Mary Miles Minter can be addressed in care of the American Film Company
at Santa Barbara, California.

Miss Vivian Reed,
Selig's Gifted Star, being featured in "The

Princess of Patches,"
says:

Mm

W
ivork.

A

I am recommending
Princess Tokio treat-

ment

to all

my movie

fellow-workers. I found
that my skin was suffer.
in/
,ng from out-door exposure and hard, nerve-testing
friend advised me to try your

preparations and now I can wipe all
traces of fatigue, wind-caused lines, heaviness of the eyes and other effects of exposure, from my face in a few minutes with
your Tokio treatment. It is truly wonderIt makes my face look ten years
ful.
younger in ten minutes.

At

Last!

Any woman who has wrinkles need no longer
suffer the humiliation and heart-pangs that she
must feel as one time and another she is made
to realize that youthfulness has the call in all
Youth is a matter of
spheres of social life.
appearance today far more than it is a matter of
And as for spirit of feeling young, it is not
age.
So
easy to feel young without looking young.
This
young.
look
to
how
is
problem
then the
problem has been solved!

Ten Minutes At Home Does

It

Regardless of your age, no matter the sort of
blemishes or how deep the lines of age and worry
may be in your skin, no matter how many
wrinkles may have set in, you can positively remove them by a simply secret treatment now
being introduced to American women by The
Princess Tokio Company. It is something entirely new

—no massage, no

plaster, no masks, no rollers, no exerno injections; just ten minutes in the privacy of
your own home does it.
cise,

You Can Look Years Younger
Write today for the Princess Tokio Book,
which tells all about this treatment. It is FREE;
and will be sent prepaid in a plain envelope. Any
woman who has wrinkles and
does not write for this book is
her own enemy because she is
depriving herself of the opportunity to regain a youthful appearance, a charming skin, and
the prestige that is gained by
youth. For your own benefit,
write for this book at once.

This

Do Not Send Any Money
Just ask for the Princess Tokio_
Beauty Book, and you will receive
it by return mail.

Book

FREE

THE PRINCESS TOKIO COMPANY,
Dept. 17
Please send

Name
Address

me

Federal Life Bldg., Chicago
the Princess Tokio Beauty Book FREE.

—

—

Ruby Alf. You hit it right. You are not the
only one that has told me she wants to be a
motion-picture star, but about the two hundredth.
Beverly Bayne can be addressed in care of the
Metro Pictures Corporation, New York City.
Owen Moore is twenty-eight. Yes, Wallace Reid
has played in Triangle Films. He was costarred
with Dorothy Gish in "Old Heidelberg."
Xo,
for a wonder I have to admit that at last your
letter is one of the several that did not ask a
question against the rules.
-

—

So you like Charles Ray
light-comedy
parts than as the "waybetter
ward son?" You can secure a photo of him
by writing to him in care of the Ince-Triangle
studio at Culver City, California.
Who said all
the Ince actors were married?
Douglas Fairbanks certainly is a gloom dispeller. I am always the first in to see him at the trade showings.
Pretty soft to be an Oracle you can see
all the pictures that you can look at,
and it
doesn't cost a nickel. You didn't break any rules,

M. Earle Yakal.
in

—

either.

L.

Write

as often as

you

W. H. Vermont. — Glad

like.

to

were pleased with the way your
tions were answered.
That

You

hear that you
quesour aim to

last set of
is

—

can get a photo of Bessie Barriscale by writing to her at the Ince-Triangle studios, Culver City, California.
I knew you would
think a great deal of her work when you got a
chance to see her in some of her best plays. I
was right, wasn't I ? How comes it that a veteran reader of the Oracle like A^ourself should
make such a mistake as to ask a question that
was against the rules. Xo, the studios do not
send out photos of their players gratis. Photos
Several
cost money, just the same as bread.
companies make reproductions of the players'
photos and sell them very reasonably. Look in
I
see that you must have
the advertisements.
read the rules at that, because you notice that
you shouldn't write on both sides of the sheet.
You can meet the movie players at various balls
held in their honor. You are thinking of Ruth
She used to
Roland, of the Balboa Company.
play opposite Henry King, and that is probably
where you thought she was Ruth King. Thanks
Yes, Pearl White should have
for that boost.
done that. No, Vernon Castle is still very much
It seems
alive, and not dead, as you suppose.
to be the fad for all movie or theatrical people
Ham
to be reported dead every once in a while.
Kalem
Company. Yes,
and Bud are with the
Robert
their comedies are still being made.
Warwick had the leading role in "The Heart of
a
Hero," for the World Film Corporation.
Teddy Sampson is not playing now.

please.

—

Vou Get The Job

spare time

is

the kind

we

We

you're made of the stuff that
future to study an I. C. S. course in his
positions.
You're getting your
responsible
want in this firm's

"We've been watching you, young man.
The man that cares enough about his
wins.
promotion on what you know, and

wish

I

know

we had more

like

you."

boss can't take chances.
When he has a responsible job to fill, he picks a man
hold it.
He's watching you right now, hoping you'll be ready when your opportunity comes.
The thing for you to do is to start today and train yourself to do some
one thing better than others. You can do it in
TEAR OUT HERE—
spare time through the International CorreINTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
spondence Schools.
BOX 4236, SCRANTON, PA.
No matter where you live, if you can be reached by
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the

The

trained

to

C. S. will come to you.
No matter
how humble or important your present position,
I. C. S. training will help you go higher.
No matter
what your chosen work may be, some of the 280 practical I. C. S. home-study courses will suit your needs.
the mails, the

I.

Do you

like Advertising?
Many of the foremost
advertising managers in this country were I. C. S.
trained. Salesmanship? Thousands of I. C S. trained
,

are winning success in the selling game.

Commercial Law?

counting?

Ac-

All over America

accountants, bookkeepers, office managers, private
secretaries, are reaping the rewards of training gained
in I. C. S. spare-time study of these subjects.
Engineering? Architecture? Electricity? Hundreds of
thousands of men have climbed into big jobs in the
technical professions through I. C. S. help.
The first step these men took was to mark and
mail this coupon.
Make your start the same way

and make

it

right now.

ADVERTISING MAN
Salesmanship
Commercial Law

which I mark X.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

BUSINESS (Complete)

Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Electric Wiring

Certified Public Accountant

Telegraph Expert

Higher Accounting

Practical

Bookkeeper

Railroadef
Mine Foreman or Engineer

Steno grapher and Typist
Railway Accountant

Choose Your Career

men

position, or in the subject, before

WINDOW TRIMMER
Show Card Writer

Outdoor Sign Painter

Common School Subjects
Good

English

Telephony

Metallurgist or Prospector

ARCHITECT

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Teacher

Plumbing and Heating

Civil Service

Sheet Metal

Railway Mail Clerk

CHEMICAL ENGINEER

CIVIL

Illustrator

ENGINEER

Worker

Surveying and Mapping

Designer

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Textile Overseer or Supt.

Mechanical Draftsman

AGRICULTURE

Machine Shop Practice
Stationary Engneer
Gas Engineer

Navigator
Poultry Raising

German

AUTOMOBILES

Italian

Name
Present
Occupation.
Street

and No.
City

State.

Spanish

French

(The Picture Oracle— Continued.)
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Canadian Louise. So you
You certainly took in

well?

like

Xew York

very

the best picture

all

shows in the place, anyway. Glad to hear that
you have recovered from your recent case of
typhoid fever, and especially glad that the Picture-Play Magazine had so much to do with
making you feel cheered up Avhile you were
convalescing.
No, I have never heard of the
girl you mention.
There is no one writing successful scenarios under that name.
The White
Rats

VERY
DISTINCTIVE
IN

BEAUTY

BRILLIANCY/

AND CUT
WONDERFUL
VALUES

AT

*25

so

TOP

*ioo ias

EASY CREDIT TE

^ATlSFACTIOrf-'--^

for Catalog telling all about how easy we make it for you to
wear and own a Genuine Diamond, fine watch or other handsome
Jewelry. There are over 2,000 illustrations of Diamonds, Watches,
Diamond Rings on credit terms as low as $2.50 a month;
Jewelry
Diamond La Vallieres as low as $1 a month; Diamond Ear Screws,
Studs, Scarf Pins at $2 a month, etc. All our Diamonds are characterized by dazzling brilliancy and wide-spread effect, and are set in
solid gold and platinum. Also solid gold Watches, as low as $3.50 a
month; Wrist Watches, $1.50 a month, etc. Whatever you select from
our Catalog will be sent, all shipping charges prepaid. You see and
examine the article right in your own hands. If perfectly satisfied, pay one-fifth of the purchase price and _keep it, balance divided into
eight equal amounts, payable monthly. If not just what you wish, return at
our expense. SEND FOR CATALOG TODAY. IT IS FREE.

—

LOFTIS BROS.
M927

(Established 1853)

&

Stores

CO., The National Credit Jewelers
100

in:

to

Chicago

108
:

N. State Street, Chicago, Illinois

Pittsburgh

:

St. Louis

:

Omaha

New Illustrated Book
Write at once for your free
copy of this intensely interea
ing illustrated book

Our
cal,

PRACTIC

direct,

practi-

$25

a Day

American University, Dept*. 729 Manierre Building, Chicago

Motion Picture Acting"
book that you will find intensely interesting.
book that is positively necessary in looking for

Is a

a position in this fascinating profession. You
should know Whether You Are Fitted for Comedy
or Drama— What the Director's Photo Test Is—
How to Prepare for This at Home— How Movie
Actors Make Up— Salary— Location of StudiosHow the Director Works— and a great many
other importart and interestine facts which you
will find in "
PICTURE ACTING."

MOTION

DON'T TRUST TO LUCK
Looking for a position. The stakes are too big. Don't throw your
chance away by not being ready. One reader writes "Other books like
this cost me $1.00 and $1.50. Yours is the simplest form and the best."
Motion Picture Acting will be mailed on receipt of 50c in stamps or
money order or coin. If you are not entirely satisfied I guarantee to you
and Picture- Play Magazine that your money will be promptly returned.
:

Dept. C,

353

just as enjoyable

Let

me

hear from

you regularly.

W.

S.

— Robert Warwick

company

now,

and

through the Selznick

is the star of his own
releasing his pictures
Enterprises.
Ralph Ince,

is

who

has directed so many notable offerings of
the Yitagraph in the past, is acting in this capacity
for Mr. Warwick, and they should make a fine
combination.
No, I think it is the best thing
ever to go to a picture show on Sunday.
lot
of people are too tired when they come home
from work to go in the evenings, and Sunday is
the only time that they feel like going- around to
see a show, after they have rested up.
You certainly have chosen some might}- fine players as

A

— Thanks very much. You're welcome.
Manuel B. — So you have decided to be a cam-

Free Charts and Lessons

H. E. GRIFFIN,

is

H. D.

For a short time only we offer 20 complete lesson sections of
the Course and $15 set of 8 charts, absolutely free. This offer strictly limited. Send your name and address today for valuable free illustrated book on drugless healing and full particulars.

A

are well.

Olive, Jr.—Where on earth have you been keeping yourself of late? I haven't had a line from
you in ever so long. Have you been swallowed
up or something?

profusely illus
trated course
surely and

quickly prepares you at home, during
spare time, to enter this amazingly
profitable profession.
Everything so
clear and easy that if you can read and
write, you can readily master it— splendid
openings.
Easy, pleasant and surprisingly
lucrative.
Chiropractors make as high as

Picture-Play

when you

reading

your favorites.

Bhowing how disease is successfully eradicated through advanced Drugless Healing.

^^HIBJI^
^^niIm\Jr"

—

will find that

s

Send

Dept

an organization of the actors of both
stage and screen a lodge, so to speak.
Write
to Clarence J. Caine, of this magazine, who answers all the questions pertaining to scenarios. I
am sure that he will advise you as best he can
regarding anything in this line.
Let us hope
that you don't let anything like the little typhoid
germ catch up with you again. I think that you
is

E. 55th Place, Chicago,

III.

era man? Very good little idea indeed, as you
have some wonderful scenes in Porto Rico. I
haven't been there, but I have seen a lot of
pictures of the place.

of Photography

The Xew York
r

Institute

run by E. Brunell, the wellin Xew York.
Florence
Reed takes a flier into pictures every once in a
while.
Didn't you see her in the Pathe picture,
"New York?" Clara Kimball Young was very
is

known photographer

Francusca Bertini is working
Mary MacLaren and
company.
Phillips Smalley had the leads in ''Saving the
Family Name." Jack Holt, hero of the Universal

good

in

for an

"Camille."

Italian

"Liberty," was the lover in this feature,
Lillian
was directed by Lois Webber.
Lorraine has gone back on the stage again. Was
there a stamp?
serial,

which

—

Richard Travers Admtrer. Richard Travers
was born at a Hudson's Bay trading post. He
has not been with any other company than the
Essanay. ''The Man Trail" was one of his best
pieces of work.

(The Picture Oracle— Continued.)
Answer Me,—Ah, back again the same month
under a different name. Why forsake the Miss
Japan? You certainly have the customs and trayour native land down

haven't
Players
you? "Madame Butterfly," the Famous
production in which Mary Pickford and Marshall
Neilan were starred, was taken from the opera
of

ditions

fine,

those geisha girls

or CREDIT
1917 Models

t)

(

Make-up

of that name. Oh,
It can cover up any
hides a multitude of sins.
defect in the skin line if not too serious. Yes, it
surely would be terrible if Olive. Jr., were to
"Wouldn't she be jealous, though?
find it out.
Yes, I remember that picture with, the little fel!

Violet Mersereau made up as Little Lord
Fauntleroy at the Universal ball in Xew York
some time ago. Won the prize for the best
Sessue is quite Americanized, to be
get-up, too
star is a player who is featured alone in
sure.

WALTHAM
HAMILTON

low.

ELGIN, MILLER
Illinois,

!

A

big productions.
C. E.

W—What do you mean, William

S.

Hart

He

has never played in any picHolmes has a sister, who
Helen
this
title.
of
ture
Charles
plays in pictures with her occasionally.
Chaplin is considered by many the funniest man
in

"The Arab?"

on the screen.

Snow

are

two

Edna Purviance and Marguerite
utterly different types, so they can't

Marguerite is very dark, while
be compared.
Edna is exceedingly fair. Address Grace Cunard
and Francis Ford in care of the Universal Film

Company, Gower Street, Hollywood, California,
and inclose a quarter for a photo.

—

Oracle's Admirer. You are getting to be right
on the dot now every month, as regular as the
measles and the rent collector. Stories are funny
The film companies are paying the highthings.
est kind of prices now for suitable vehicles for
their stars. Probably they all pooled their photos
in the same envelope to save postage.
Who
knows ? There is only one Doris Grey in pictures, and she is' with the Thanhouser Company,
at Xew Rochelle, Xew York.
Maybe you are
thinking of Jane Grey, the stage star, who has
been playing in big film productions for the different companies between her stage engagements.
Ah, so there is some one out in Texas? Do you
keep him supplied with the Picture- Play Magazine every month?
I can say the same thing
about your letters that you do about my answers.
I
enjoy reading them immensely.
All the film
stars must be jealous now, when they discover
that some one else besides them has an admirer. I
feel highly honored. I assure you.

M. R.— Oh, those rules forbid
ing any of your questions.

—

Howard

Sent 301)ayslTeoTrial
on

dfoney Down
No
Advance by Me
Express Prepaid
in

take no chances with me. I am "Square Deal" Miller and I
That is why 1 am doing the greatest Credit Watch,
trust the people.
Diamond and Jewelry business in the country. Suppose you want ar.y
one of the eountry'sbest makes of watches? Name any one, I have it f> r
you. No money Down, Express Prepaid. A full month to carry IS (n
your pocket and the easiest of Long Time Payments. That' s the test that
tells.
All these watches

You

GUARANTEED 25 Y EARS

i

Smash
the Terms
No References Demanded

My

with no red

terms are made to suit you. You get unlimited credit,
tape, notes or collectors. All unnecessary detail left out.

An

4t

Open Charge" Account

the same kind of credit you get from your grocer. No matter where you
live or what your income is, you can now own the finest watch, a beautiful diamond or any rare jewelry and never miss the money.

FREE

Costly Catalog

Send me your name and address so I can mail you, Free and postpaid,
^the most beautiful catalog of its kind ever printed. I want you to have
^this book. It'sagem. It illustrates all makes of valuable Watches,
Elegant Genuine Diamonds, and a vast asortment of Beautiful Jewelry, all on the easiest and most liberal terms.

Square Deal fVfiLLEU
PRES.

805 Miller Bid*., Detroit, Mich.

me even answer-

Forget-me-not. You should have named the
companies that produced the plays you mentioned.
Edwin Arden was in "The Beloved Vagabond,"
Cleo Ridgely in "The Chorus Lady," Julia Dean
in "Judge Not" Viola Allen in "The White Sister," and William S. Hart with House Peters and
Enid Markey in "Between Men." "The Rise of
Susan" and "The Foolish Virgin" followed Clara
Kimball Young's "Common Law." Charles Chap-

Fine Diamonds
Our diamonds are

all

Fine Diamonds
per-

fect cut beautiful stones, white
in color and lots of fire.

luujliullluimiiiini

You cannot buy by mail
better diamonds at any price
than we are selling on credit.
mnnuuiiiuuuiiii

FREE CATALOG COUPON

SOUARE DEAL MILLER,

Pres.
Miller Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
me your 1917 Catalog and explain fully your 30 Day
Trial Plan and Easy Terms

805

Please send

Name....

A ddress

-

—

—
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was born

in

Continued.)

France's capital

city,

Paris.

We

have had. Norma Talmadge on the September
cover, with plenty of pictures of her inside the

same

Better send to
Didn't you get it?
the circulation manager for a copy if you didn't,
as it tells all about your favorite.
issue.

Hera

—You

can find out everything- you
want to know about Theda Bara by reading the
story of her strange life, written by herself in the
February 15th issue of Picture-Play. Send fifteen cents to the circulation manager of this
Boers.

magazine for a copy.

Every Week.

Beauty's Tribute
A soft, velvety skin with
a creamy

a touch of pink blending into
tribute paid to Beauty

ivory receives the

everywhere.

CARMEN

Complexion

POWDER

gives just this quality to the complexion, and its alluring
fragrance makes it the choice of women of refinement
and discrimination.
White, Pink, Flesh,

STAFFORD-MILLER

Cream— 50c Everywhere
ST. LOUIS, MO.

CO.,

—A

strange picture of a mother,
eh ? The fellow ought to have known better than
have a« picture of Theda Bara for his supposed
starving mother, because every one knows Theda's
picture by sight, and also that she makes enough
money to keep a thousand people from starving,
much less herself. Yes, the directory has been
published. Hobart Bosworth was born in Marietta, Ohio, 'way back in 1867.
Jack Conway first
saw the light of day in Grace ville, Minnesota.
James Kirkwood claims Grand Rapids, Michigan, as his birthplace.
Owen Moore was born
in Ireland.
Carlyle Blackwell's birth certificate
is in the Syracuse, New York,
You
city hall.
certainly must have been doing a great deal of
research work to compile all those names. What
is the big idea ?
Are you going to write them
all letters, and ask each for one of his photographs ? If you do, } ou certainly will have a big
r
collection.
Marjorie Wilson for the
Also
's.
Lillian Walker, Fannie Ward, Charlotte Walker,
Emmy Wehlen, Helen Ware, Clara Williams,
Roberta Wilson, Eleanor Woodruff, Lois Wilson,
Kathlyn Williams, Claire Whitney, and Helen
For the V's, there are Valli Valli,
Walcott.
Louise Vale, Valkyrien, Mabel van Buren, and
"Her Father's
Grace Valentine. No Z's or X's.
Son" was a very good play, indeed. Didn't you
think that Vivian Martin was very good indeed,
r

W

You
Can Have

Beautiful

Eyebrrows
and

in it?

Eyelashes
They give charm,

exthe
to
loveliness
pression,
face, adding wonderfully to your
beauty and attractiveness. Society
women and actresses get them by using

manner the growth
and eyelashes, making them
thick, long and silky, giving depth and soulful
expression to the eyes. A guaranteed pure
and harmless preparation. Two sizes— 25c
and 50c. Send coin and we'll mail LASHBROW-INE and our FREE Beauty Booklet
It

promotes

in a natural

of eyebrows

prepaid in plain sealed cover.

Beware of Worthless Imitations
Genuine

LASH-BROW-INE sold only by

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4008-H Indiana Avenue, Chicago

—

Mary Christmas. Paul Willis was Billy in
the Dixon spectacle, "The Fall of a Nation." Address Thomas Meighan in care of the Famous
Players Film Company, New York City.
Does
Bara sound like it?
don't you get a copy
of the February 15th issue of Picture- Play
and read "My Strange Life," by Theda Bara.
She tells all about herself in that issue, which
can be had by sending fifteen cents to the circulation manager of this magazine.

Why

—

Freckles. Dorothy Davenport is playing leads
for the Universal Company.
The July number
contains "Romances of the Studios."

—

Dear dear
Here you are a reguveteran reader of the Oracle, and yet you
don't even know the rules yet, or you would not
ask that question about Crane Wilbur. Yes, it
is
true that Anita Stewart recovered from an
attack of typhoid fever some little time ago, but
It is very
is all right once more, happy to say.
Sussane,

lar,

!

!

HABIT
TOBACCO
Days
Easily Conquered
in 3

Stop Ruining

Your
Would You Like

Life

Tobacco Quickly and Easily and Enjoy
Yourself a Thousand Times Better While in Robust Health ?
to Quit

Why continue to commit slow suicide when you can live a really contented life, if
you only get your body and nerves right? It is unsafe and torturing to attempt to
rid yourself of tobacco by suddenly stopping with "will-power" don't do it.
The
correct way is to eliminate nicotine poison from the system, and genuinely overcome

—

the craving.

Tobacco is poisonous and seriously injures health in several ways, causing such
disorders as nervous dyspepsia, sleeplessness, gas belching, gnawing, or other uncomfortable sensation in stomach
constipation, headache, weak eyes, loss of vigor, red
spots on skin, throat irritation, catarrh, asthma, bronchitis, heart failure, melancholy,
lung trouble, impure (poisoned) blood, heartburn, torpid liver, loss of appetite, bad
teeth, foul breath, lassitude, lack of ambition, weakening and falling out of hair and
many other disorders.
Overcome that peculiar nervousness and craving for cigarettes, cigars, pipe, chew=
ing tobacco, or snuff.
Here is an opportunity to receive FREE a carefully compiled treatise on the subject,
containing interesting and valuable information that you should
ould be glad to learn
about. This book tells all about the renowned
DAYS'
;

THREE

METHOD

by which thousands and thousands saved them=
selves from the life=wrecking tobacco habit. Full particulars,
including the book on tobacco and snuff habit, will be mailed
FREE TO YOU, in plain wrapper, postpaid. All you need
do is merely REQUEST IT. A postcard will do. Address

EDWARD
NOTE

To those

who

J,

WOODS,

986 E, Station E,

FREE
NEW
YORK,

N. Y.

are injuring their health, making themselves nervous, dyspeptic, etc., by excessive use of cigarettes, cigars, pipe, snuff
or chewing tobacco here is your opportunity quickly and easily to become your own master^

—

—

—
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Continued.)

seldom that Pearl White acts in anything- else
serial.
''Hazel Kirke" and "The King's
Game" have been her only straight features since

but a

Dress
Up!

Mae Marsh certainly
the ''Exploits of Elaine."
a fine little actress, and is coming into her
own, all right, because she now is a big attraction in a new company, the Goldwyn, and draws
down a salary of something like two thousand
You are right, some actresses
dollars a week.
persist in burying their eyes in make-up.
The
very best of them, however, don't do it. Aclios.
is

—

Mahnomen. Anita Stewart was an artist's
model before going into the realm of the flickering pictures. She answers letters from her many
admirers.
She is an American, and very popuwith the photo-play fans. Two bits will procure for you a fine photo of her. You can adher in care of the Vitagraph Film
dress
Company, Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
Herbert Rawlinson is with the Universal, at Universal City, California.
He also takes a good
deal of his spare time to answer letters from
his admirers, which are quite numerous. He was
lar

Your

socks

fit

like

a glove

when you wear the

Boston Garter
prevents unsightly wrinkles and keeps
the ankles trim all day. Get the "Boston"
and enjoy garter-luxury. It embodies
the finest materials and workmanship
gives the most comfortable security the
longest service and costs no more.
At store* everywhere, 25c 35c 50c.
It

—

— —

GEORGE FROST COMPANY, MAKERS, BOSTON

born on November 15, 1885. Anita Stewart is just
twenty years of old age. Of course you will learn
that several of your questions were against the
rules if you will but glance over those terrorizing
statements at the head of the department. Rawlinson is six feet tall in his holeproofs, weighs
one hundred and sixty-five pounds, and has brown
hair and blue eyes.

—

I teach yon pas.
ion&Hy, by mail, in a short
field,

and largest School.
interesting. You can

Oldest

time.

Big

work

I

EARN $18 TO $45 AWEE3C
Fritzner, Minn., wrote: "Did job after

first les-'

eon, got $10, profit $7.05."

Crawford, B.

'"Earned $200.00 while taking course.
all FREE.
samples, guarantee

—

C,

Get

nays:

literature.N

DETROIT SCHOOL OFL. LETTERING
DETROIT^ MICHIGAN
of
Bids.

Established 1899.

5ii

D.

S.

Wrinkles
Thousands have successfully used
this formula to remove
traces of age, illness or
worry: 1 oz. of pure

Powdered

SAXOLITE
dissolved in Vn pt. witch hazel;
use as a face wash. The effect
is almost magical.
Deepest wrinkles, crow's
feet, as well as finest lines, completely and
Quickly vanish. Face becomes firm, smooth,
fresh, and you look years younger. No harm to tenderest
Skin. Get genuine Saxolite (powdered; at any drug store.
'

STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
BANISH THAT BUN ION
ACHFELDT'S
Perfection Toe Spring
Worn

at nig-ht, with auxiliary appliance
for day use

Removes the Actual Cause
and bunion. Sent on
approval. Money back if not as represented.
Send outline of foot. Use my improved.
Instep Support for weak arches.

of the enlarged joint

Full particulars and advice free
in plain envelope.
ACHFET.DT.
Foot Specialist. Estab. 1901
M.
MARBItlDGE BUILDING
Dept. D. G.
(at 34th Street) New York

1328 Kroiidway

Welcome to our midst. Miss Jewell
C. W. G.
Carmen can be reached by a letter at the Fox
Film Corporation, Western Avenue, Hollywood,
California.
Are you certain that you can read
between the
or

woman ?

lines

and

Maybe

whether

tell

I

am

a

man

the lines are tangled.

—

W. W. K., Paterson, New Jersey. I should say
about sixteen. Glad to hear that you like so many
things about our magazine.
Helen Holmes will
soon come in for her share of the pages in the
magazine as soon as we can arrange it.
Helen
certainly is quite a favorite with- everybody, and
is one of the most daring personages that ever
graced the realm of the screen.
A nice little
I'm strong for Helen.
girl, too.
-

—

You. Helen Ware has been starred in photo
The Fine Arts feaplays by several companies.
in
"Cross Currents," and the Universal
tured her
starred her in "That Lass o' Lowries" and "SeShe is being featured again in
cret Love."
pictures now. The scene which you saw of Griffith directing was not one of the great producer
directing "Judith of Beth-ulia," but one of '"InHelen
tolerance."
Just a bit of advertising.
Ware was out at the Fine Arts studio when
Griffith was taking some of the scenes from his
latest spectacle, so that is how she happened to

There was so much to "Judith
of Bethulia" that if you missed seeing the first
part of it, you would have a hard time picking
up the thread of the story. If you came in on
"Intolerance" when it was a quarter over, you

be in the picture.

Why

Physicians Explain
They Prescribe
Nuxated Iron to Make Beautiful, Healthy
Women and Strong, Vigorous Men

City

NOW BEING

USED BY OVER THREE MILLION PEOPLE ANNUALLY

Quickly transforms the flabby flesh, toneless tissues, and pallid cheeks of weak, anaemic men and
Often increases the strength of delicate,
into a perfect glow of health and beauty
nervous, run-down folks 200 per cent in two weeks' time.

—

It is conservatively estimated that over three million people annually in this country alone are taking
Such astonishing results have been
Nuxated Iron.

reported from its use both by doctors and laymen, that
a number of physicians in various parts of the country have been asked to explain why they prescribe it
so extensively, and why it apparently produces so
much better results than were obtained from the old
forms of inorganic iron.
Extracts from some of the letters received are given
below
Dr. King, a New York
:

physician and author,
says
"There can be no
vigorous iron men without iron."
Pallor means anaemia.
Anaemia means iron
deficiency.
The skin of
:

The

flesh flabby.

The

muscles lack tone,
the brain fags and the
memory fails and they
often become weak, nervous,
irritable,
desponden t and melancholy.
When the iron goes from
the blood of women, the
roses
go from their
cheeks.
In the most common foods of America, the
starches, sugars, table syrups, candies, polished rice,
white bread, soda crackers, biscuits, macaroni, spaghetti, tapioca, sago, farina, degerminated cornmeal,
no longer is iron to be found. Refining processes have
removed the iron of Mother Earth from these impoverished foods, and silly methods of home cookery, by
throwing down the waste-pipe the water in which our
vegetables are cooked is responsible for another grave
iron loss.
Therefore, if you wish to preserve vour vouthful
vim and vigor to a ripe old age, you must supply the
iron deficiency in' your food by using some form of
organic iron, just as you would use salt when your

food has not enough salt.
Dr. Sauer, a Boston

physician who

—

;

!

:

York City, said "I have
never before given out
any medical information
:

or

has

:

advice
as I

for
publicaordinarily do
not believe in it. But in
the case of Nuxated Iron
I feel I would be remiss
in my duty not to mention it.
I have taken it
myself and given it to
my patients with most
surprising and satisfactory results.
And those
who wish quickly to increase
their
strength,
tion,

studied both in this country and in great European Medical Institutions
says
"As I have said a
hundred times over, organic iron is the greatest
of all strength builders.
If
people
would only
throw away patent medicines and nauseous concoctions and take Nuxated Iron.
I
am convinced that the lives of

power

and

will find it a
tive remedy."

endurance
most remarkable and wonderfully

NOTE — Nuxated

thousands of persons
might be saved, who now
die every year from pneumonia, grippe, consumption,
kidney, liver and
heart troubles, etc.
The
real and true cause which
started their diseases

ated iron had filled him with renewed life. At 30 he
was in bad health at 46 he was careworn and nearly
all in
now at 50, after taking nuxated iron a miracle of vitality and his face beaming with the buoyancy of youth.
Iron is absolutely necessary to enable your blood to
change food into living tissue. Without it, no mattor how much or what you eat, your food merely
passes through you without doing you any good. You
don*t get the strength out of it, and as a consequence
you become weak, pale and sickly-looking, just like a
plant trying to grow in a soil deficient in iron.
If you are not strong or well you owe it to yourself
to make the following test
See how long you can
work or how far you can walk without becoming tired.
Next take two five-grain tablets of ordinary nuxated
iron three times per day after meals for two weeks.
Then test your strength again and see how much you
have gained. I have seen dozens of nervous, run-down
people who were ailing all the while double their
strength and endurance and entirly rid themselves ot
all symptoms of dyspepsia, liver and other troubles in
from ten to fourteen days' time, simply by taking iron
in the proper form. And this, after they had in some
cases been doctoring for months without obtaining
any benefit. But don't take the old forms of reduced
iron, iron acetate, or tincture of iron simply to save
a few cents.
The iron demanded by Mother Nature
for the red coloring matter in the blood of her children is, alas not that kind of iron. You must take
iron in a form that can be easily absorbed and assimilated to do you any good, otherwise it may prove
worse than useless. Many an athlete and prize-fighter
has won the day simply because he knew the secret of
great strength and endurance and filled his blood with
iron before he went into the affray
while many another has gone down in inglorious defeat simply for
the lack of iron."
Dr. Schuyler C. Jaques,
visiting surgeon, St. Elizabeth's
Hospital.
New
:

anaemic men and women
is pale.

women

:

—

is

not a patent medicine nor

secret remedy, but one which is well known to druggists and whose iron constituents is widely prescribed
by eminent physicians everywhere. Unlike the older
inorganic iron products, it is easily assimilated, does
not injure the teeth, make them black, nor upset the
stomach on the contrary, it is a most potent remedy,
in nearly all forms of indigestion, as well as for nervous run-down conditions.
The manufacturers have
such great confidence in Nuxated Iron that they offer
to forfeit $100.00 to any charitable institution if they
cannot take any man or woman under 60 who lacks
iron and increase their strength 200 per cent, or over
in four weeks' time provided they have no serious
organic trouble. They also offer to refund your money
if it does not at least double your strength and endurance in ten days' time. It is dispensed by all good
druggists.
;

was

nothing more nor less
than a weakened condition brought on by lack of iron in the blood."
Not long ago a man came to me who was nearlv
half a century old and asked me to give him a preliminary examination for life insurance.
I was astonished to find him with a blood pressure of a boy of 20
and as full of vigor, vim and vitality as a young man
in fact, a young man he really was notwithstanding
his age.
The secret, he said, was taking iron nux-

Iron

effec-

—

(The Picture Oracle

TIFNITE GE

W

Brilliant

would never know what the story was about,

ana

two

photo play, and "get away with it." Chaplin
closest with his ''One A. M."
He
"went over great" at the start, but toward the
end of the picture it grew a bit tiresome.
To
put a whole picture on one man's shoulders is
too much of a burden to him.
Chaplin must
have some one to "feed" him for his comedy.
In other words, what is he going to do if there
no one to beat him up?
is
Nobody to kick?
Nobody for him to slam with a pie? Think of
Edna Purviance missing as an inspiration to the
emotional for Chaplin
It can't be done without a make-up, and then some.
in a

peas.

in looks, brilliancy and every diamond
test. Tifnite Gems cut glass like diamonds ; won 't
Guaranteed to last forever,
file- won't melt.
and are guaranteed not glass. To quickly intro-

a diamond

duce them to 10,000 men and women, we make a
test never before heard of. We have made up
four exquisite items, latest style designs, guaranteed solid gold mountings, each set with one
genuine Tifnite Perfect Diamond Cut Gem. We
will send you your choicei with privilege to

WEAR

FREE

IT

DAYS
TEN
Send no money

came the

Scarf
Pin,
Solid

Gold,

open
circle

mounting

Half
Carat

1

Tifnite

Gem

$12.25

$3.00
upon
arrival.

$3.00

whatever. Just state which item Per Mo.
you want— Ring, Pin or La Valliere— and we will
send it to you at once. If ring, send string showing size
around finger. State lady's or gent's. If you think it s worth
per month
all we'ask,simply pay $3 on arrival and balance $3

!

Otheris paid in full
Will promptly refund your
magnificent
;a
brings
request
your
money. Send no money— simply
Tifnite Gem to you for 10 days' free wear. These pictures
are to be sole
show mountings and rock bottom prices. You
judge. Send for yours today—now— while supply lasts

until our special

wise, return

it

Bargain Introductory Price

to us at

end of 10 days.

THE TIFNITE GEM

—

CO.,

Chicago
Rand McNally Bldg., Dept. 83
15 in. Chain,
LA VALLIERE — Solid Gold, Gem.
black
one-half carat Tifnite
enamel mounting, $14.25. $3.00
Mo.
arrival.
per
upon
$3

hHBookletFREE
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
earn big money right in your own home in spare
time. No previous experience necessary. Our
easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writers than all other schools together.
Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet,,
valuable information, Special Price and Prize Offer.

MEN WANTED

EARN «7 5 tiM 50

A MONTH

Birn $75 to $150 monthly at once. Rapid promotion.
Easy work. Short hours. 15 and 30 day vacations,

Theda Bara has been in
two years. No, I am afraid that
you would have to send your letter much earlier
than that to be heard from in the following
through" once again.

full pay. Lifetime positions. No strikes, no "layoffs," no "straw bosses," no pull needed. Ordinary
education sufficient. American citizens 18 or over

—

nnnv
NEW
BOOK FREE
—
——
—
many
rnrr

urui

eligible

no matter where yoc

pictures about

live.

Telia about Railway

Mail, Post

Office,

Custom
Tells how ti

Panama Canal,

other Gov't positions.
prepare for Examinations under supervision of former
U. S Civil Service Sec'y-Examiner. Write today—postal
Address PATTERSON CIVIL. SERVICE
•a- ill
do.
SCHOOL, News Bldg., 324, Rochester, N. Y.

House and

month's magazine.

FAT
OF THAT r M
GET

RID

PREB

TRIAL,

I

TREATMENT

Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-reduced"
My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound

offer.

a day.
No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.

OR,
State

New

York,

R.

286

NEWMAN,
Fifth

Licensed Physician*
New York. Desk C-48

Avenue,

WRITE FOR MONEY
Send us

YOUR IDEAS FOR PHOTOPLAYS.
ANY

STORIES, etc. We will accept them in
form— correct FREE— sell on commission.
Rewards! Make money. Write today

for full details.

WRITER'S SELLING SERVICE

15 Main,

AUBURN,

The Memphis Girl. Glad to see you back in
the Oracle Department again.
Have missed you
for a whole month now.
Where have you been
keeping yourself these days? So you have decided that you must be an actress? Couldn't you
pick out some light occupation, such as driving
a truck?
The latter is a cinch compared with
the hard time of it you will have should you
ever really remain screen struck. While there is
life, however, there is hope.
Yes, it was our
old friend Owen Moore, who played opposite
Mary Pickford in "Caprice," which, by the way,
was a very good picture indeed, and one of the
best things that Little Mary has ever done.
The
part just suited her to a "T."
If you have decided that insomnia will overtake you unless you
can flash your radiance on the screen, take a trip
around to the different studios, and apply for
Then, when you* get a
some "extra" work.
something
besides walk through a
chance to do
scene with your back to the camera, do your
who' knows?
Membest, and maybe you will
phis, I certainly thought that you, above all
others, would have read the rules of the Oracle
Give them the "straight
before writing there.

—

Chicago Photoplaywright College, Box 278XY, Chicago

I

as

there are four distinct stories to follow in this
feature at the same time.
It is practically impossible for one person to appear absolutely alone

Durable as
and a diamond are as near alike
A Tifnite GemNothing
else in the world so near

as

Continued.)

N. Y.

Bi£

May

—

You can send a letAllison in care of the Yorke Film
Corporation, Hollywood. California, and she will
be sure to receive it, as May collects a big bundle
of mail there every morning when she drives
up in that white-enameled car of hers. Yes, I
am sure that she would send you one of her
"Pidgin Island" is considered one of
photos.
The
the best pictures she has appeared in.
"Comeback" was also very good. Harold Lockwood and May Allison are one of the most popular teams playing in pictures, and their photo
plays are in constant demand all over the country.
You have seen them both, so you ought
to be able to judge which is the better looking,
Llarold Lockwood or Francis X. Bushman two
I
reutterly different types of handsomeness.
ter

to

Allison Admirer.

May

—

—

(The Picture Oracle

Continued

)

of both May Allison
I safely say which
can
and
one of them. I
offending
is the prettier .without
guess the only prudent way out of it is to say
that each of them is prettier than the other.
"Romeo and Juliet" is considered the Bushman-

joice

the acquaintance

in

Lillian Gish, so

how

Bayne best offering. Billie Burke is thirty, and
Harold Lockwood is twenty-nine years old, but
There is two years'
will be thirty next month.
difference in the ages of Dorothy and Lillian

May Allison is
Gish, Lillian being the older.
Jack
Crane Wilbur is twenty-seven.
twenty.
Warren Kerrigan is the same age as Crane.
Niles Welch is one year older than Jack. FranBeverly Bayne is
cis X. Bushman is thirty-two.
twenty-one. Ethel Clayton is twenty-six. MarMay Allison
guerite and Ethel are not sisters.
and Harold Lockwood haven't any brothers or
sisters playing in' pictures

or on the stage. Harold

Lockwood weighs one hundred and seventy-five
pounds, while Francis X. Bushman tips the beam
Niles Welch does
at one hundred and eighty.
not play opposite Mary Miles Minter any more.
He hasn't since she joined the American Film

Compare

Company, and went to Santa Barbara to act in
American studio there, under the direction
of James Kirkwood. Your questions did not bore
me in the least.- What made you think that?

Diamond

the

Belle.

— Yes, we are sorry to

Johnson

really dead.

True Boardman

—

He

can be addressed at the Ince studios, Culver
California.
Pearl White will get all mail
addressed to her at the Pathe Exchange, No. 25
City,

West

Forty-fifth Street,

New York

City.

—

Buzzy. So you have changed your name arain
from Cupid, I see. No, I have never been to
Banff, in the Canadian Rockies.
Where do you
suppose I ever get the time to go any place excepting home and a picture show?
I certainly
would like to, though, and will put it right
down in my notebook among the other three
thousand places I want to visit as soon as I get
too old to write the Oracle any more.
Why
call me an answer man?
Yes, it is true that
I
answer every one of these questions myself.
Haven't any photographs of myself, and, if I did
have, F doubt if I would send you one.
You
see, I want you to continue writing to me.
Jack

Dean

is

guerite

five

feet eleven inches in height.

Clark

four

Mar-

ten inches, while
Fannie Ward is just one inch over five feet.
Write me more about those sulphur springs.

May.

—The

is

—

is

Marie R. The feature "Honor Thy Name"
was put out by the Ince-Triangle Company, starring Charles Ray and Frank Keenan. Ray played
the part of the young man Rodney in this play.

feet

Vitagraph Company produced the

"Surprises of an Empty Hotel."
Victor
has appeared in the "Chimmie Fadden"

Moore

new, man-made gems will be a revelation to
THESE
proyou. After centuries of research, science has at
last

duced a gem of dazzling brilliance that so closely resembles the diamond that you'll not be able to distinguish it.
You may $ee it for yourself— without charge.
We will send you any of the Lachnite Gems that you may
select for a ten days' free trial. We want you to put it to
every diamond test. Make it cut glass — stand the diamond
file, fire, acid— use every diamond test that you ever heard
about. Then, if you can distinguish it from a diamond, send
it back at our expense. Write for our new, free jewelry book.

Pay As You Wish
you wish to keep the remarkable new gem, you may pay
the rock-bottom price at the rate of only a few cents a day.
cents a day without interest. No
Terms as lotv as
notes, mortgages or red tape. You pay only the direct, rockbottom price a mere fraction of what a diamond costs.
If

—

Set in Solid Gold
Gems

are never set in anything but solid gold.
jewelry book you will see scores of beautiful
rings, LaVallieres, necklaces, stick pins, cuff links, etc.,
etc. from which you have to choose.

Lachnite

In our

new

Send Coupon

/

For New Jewelry Book /

Harold
Ladiman Co.

»
12 N. Michigan Av.
address
'
Dept.
1584 Chicago
in the coupon or on a letter
/
or post card now and get
/ Gentlemen: Please send
our new jewelry book ab/
me absolutely free an d presolutely free. You will be
/ paid your new jewelry book
under no obligations to /
and full particulars of your
buy anything or to pay / free trial, easy payment plan,
for anything. The jewI
assume no obligations of

name and

Put your

—

elry

book

your

Harold
Lachman Co.

/ Name

/
/

12 N. Michigan Ave.
t

/

any kind.

/

dress now.

Dept. 15S4

f

Send

is free.

name and ad

Chicago. Illinois

series

With a

If You Can Tell the Difference
Send it Back at Our Expense

admit that Arthur

the
name of the man that played the part of Sting arce in the series by that name for the Kalem
Company. You can address him at the Kalem
Film Company, Glendale, California.
is

It

Address

(The Picture Oracle— Continued.)

The

for the Paramount Company, and in "The Race"
with Anita King, besides the "Clown," which you
mentioned.
Douglas Fairbanks has appeared in
'•The Lamb," "Double Trouble," "His Picture
in the Papers," "The Habit of Happiness," "The

Double

Lovers*

Wavy

Knot 4

Switch

Good Bad Man," "Reggie Mixes

In,"

"The Half-

breed," "Flirting with Fate," "The Mystery of
the Leaping Fish," "Manhattan Madness," "American Aristocracy," "The Matrimaniac," and "The

Americano."

Edwina.

— Belle

isn't playing in pictures at the
present time.
Address Earle Foxe in care of
the Selznick Enterprises, No. 729 Seventh Avenue, Xew York City, and Warren Kerrigan at

AS

BY FAMOUS
WORN
many
new

Hollywood, California.

BEAUTIES

Wanta Know. —We

cannot answer the quesRay
Charles
on account of the rules
tion about
Didn't you read the article,
of this department.
"Comet Ray," in the October issue, in which we
bared all his secrets? Better get a copy and look
it up right away.

more
effective styles which cannot be produced with
Dresses in
any other style of switch. Novel and very stylish arrangement of two
switches bound together wv'iwui showing a joint leiving a comple'e switch
on each side; each with four curls. The curls may be pari ly or altogether
hidden. Excellent quality of hair, 20 inches long weighing 2 1-U ounces.
No. 12031 postpaid Price $2.50. Greys Extra.
Money Back If Not Satisfied

—

,

Write for

"Vogue Coiffures" our FREE CATALOG

GUARANTEED
HAIR GOODS
At Lowest Importers' Prices

of

Switches, Transformations, Pompadours, Curls, Waves, Braids, Wigs, etc.
Wigs and Toupees for Men

—

The Lubin plant, in Philadelphia,
C. Club.
the only place where the}' have a permanent
studio in that city.
The best way to learn the
art of being a camera man is to get a job in a
studio helping the camera man, and keep your
eyes open.
H.

ho ^e
HE M *"-- ORDER
Frances Roberts Company [ 00 Fifth Ave., Dept. 244, NewYork

is

I

—

Leonard. So you like to receive letters from
Gosh! I bet you are a "regular guy" in
your own home town, yes? Jane Xovak is with
the Universal, and can be reached at Universal
Louise Fazenda is still at the
City, California.
Keystone plant at Edendale, California. Dorothy
and Lillian Gish are with the Fine Arts Film
Company, Hollywood, California. Yes, Francilla
Billington is a mighty nice girl.
Billie Burke
Sure, let
has gone back on the stage again.
me hear from you again, and be sure to give
girls?

Bring

Out the Hidden Beauty

Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged complexion is one fair to look upon. Mercolized Wax gradually, gently absorbs the devitalized surface skin, revealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.
Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true
naturalness. Have you tried it ?
in one ounce package, with direcTvT<=»**r-r>liT«=»r5

mercoiizea

Wav
wax

tionsforuse. Bold by

all

druggists.

my

best regards to all the village belles in Peru,

Illinois.

—

Cutey Tim m ins. What made you think that
you w ere due for a scolding? Broncho Billy is
now directing Mary Garden and other players
r

Write for

this

valuable booklet which contains the

REAL FACTS. We

poems, compose and arrange music, secure copyright and facilitate
Start right with reliable concern offering
free publication or outright sale.
a legitimate proposition. Send US your work to-day iorfree examination.
revise

KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS, 100

^''^^!^"'

LEARN TO DRAW FROM
THOSE WHO KNOW HOW
Illustrating, Cartooning and Designing- properly taught by mail.
Pleasant and Profitable work. Correspondence and Local School.
Send for book on Art Study. A reliable
school at the National Capital.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
987 F Street

Washington, D.

He is not acting
for the Selznick Enterprises.
Marguerite Clayton is the girl
himself as yet.
who used to play opposite him so often. G. M.
Anderson is Broncho's name off the screen. You
can reach him in care of the Selznick Enterprises,
No. 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City. No,
Who is
I don't know anything about a Roma.
she? Sounds like the fragrance of "blown buds
and barren flowers."

—

Bill Hanson. Address Art Accord in care of
Fox Film Corporation, New York City.

the
C.

Happy Go Luckie.

BE A TRAVELING SALESMAN

openings offering opportunities to earn Big Money while you
learn and testimonials from hundreds of our students who are
earning $100 to $500 a month. Address nearest office. Dept 633

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Chicago*
San Francisco
New York,

ask

me

to serve

you

I
have others in the past, but how- can I
answer your questions if you don't ask me any?
Now, with this invitation, you ought to sit right
down and let your pen scratch up a lot of perfectly good paper with some questions that you
think that something must
I
want answered.
have happened to that third of her heart that

as

Hundreds of good positions now open. No experience
required to get one of them. Write today for list of

—You

• I I

Immediate Results
Trying to quit the tobacco habit unaided

is

a losing fight against

heavy odds, and means a serious shock to your nervous system. So don't
try it! Make the tobacco habit quit you.
It will quit you if you will
just take Tobacco Redeemer according to directions.
It doesn't make a particle of difference whether you've been a user of tobacco for a single
for 50 years, or how much you use, or in what form you use it. Whether
you smoke cigars, cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or use snuff
Tobacco Redeemer will positively remove all craving for tobacco in any
form in from 48 to 72 hours. Your tobacco craving will begin to decrease after the very first dose— there's no long waiting for results.
Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-forming drugs of any kind
and is the most marvelously quick, absolutely scientific and thoroughly
reliable remedy for the tobacco habit.

month

or

Not a Substitute
Tobacco Redeemer

is in no sense a substitute for tobacco, but
treatment. After finishing the treatment you
have absolutely no desire to use tobacco again or to continue the
use of the remedy. It quiets the nerves, and will make you feel
better in every way. If you really want to quit the tobacco habit
—get rid of it so completely that when you see others using it, it
will not awaken the slightest desire in you— you should at once
begin a course of Tobacco Redeemer treatment for the habit.

is

a radical,

efficient

Results Absolutely Guaranteed
A single trial will convince the most skeptical.
Our legal, binding, money-back guarantee goes with
each full treatment. If Tobacco Redeemer fails to
banish the tobacco habit when taken according to
the plain and easy directions, your money will be
cheerfully refunded upon demand.

Let

Us Send You Convincing Proof

want

If you're a slave of the tobacco habit and
to find a sure, quick way of quitting "for

i

for
i

Newell Pharmacal Company
Dept. 571

(

St. Louis,

Mo.

NOW

FREE Booklet

00 NEWELL PHARMACAL
DepU
00
00 Name

keeps" you owe it to yourself and to your family
to mail the coupon below or send your name and
address on a postal and receive our free booklet
on the deadly effect of tobacco on the human
system, and positive proof that Tobacco Redeemer will quickly free you from the habit.

A

Mail Coupon

Off.

CO.,
571 , St. Louis, Mo.
Please send, without obligating me in any way, your free
booklet regarding the tobacco habit and proof that Tobacco
Redeemer will positively free me from the tobacco habit.

Street and No.

Town

State

—

(The Picture Oracle

Millions ol
dollars are
spent yearly for

beauty
The demand

who

treatments.

women

for

know

beauty
culture
supply.
Right
far exceeds the
now we have many urgent requests
from Marinello Beauty Shops all over
America for our graduates.
This proves
beauty culture
that
offers
every woman her
opportunity of life-long
greatest
prosperity, independence and happiness.
Marinello graduates re
ceive preference eve ry where
because the Marinello
School teaches every branch of beauty culture on
most scientific, advanced methods.
the
absolutely guarantee to place you in a good
Write
position the
day you quality.
now for handsome Marinello book
and proof of success awaiting you.

G

We

MARINELLO

Big
Salaries

CO.

Dept A.«4 .Mailers BIdg.,Chicago

Home

Learn At
—

Play By Note
Sure Way — Easy
Lessons To Play Any Instrument

To

—

Olive, Jr., said

heard from her

Piano, Organ, Violin, Banjo,
Mandolin, Cornet, Guitar, Harmony, etc. Sisht Singing Lessons. Free Lessons for Beginners or
Advanced Pupils. Just pay a few cents
for music, postage, etc. Our master les"
sons thoroughly teach you to play your
favorite instrument by note— at home— without a teacher.
We'll start you off right and help
you attain perfection. No tiresome lessons — no inconvenience. Easy and fascinating. Costs you
nothing to investigate. Write today for our remarkable New Book— sent Free. Your name and
address on a postal will do. Write NOW!

/

Standard School of Music, Station M, Dept. 129 Chicago

is

Embarrassing hairs can be destroyed
forever by using "Exbeard," the wonderful destroyer of the roots.

For

full

particulars, address

M.

GLADYS FARLEY

Box 6

North Bergen, N.

J.

LEARN MUSIC
AT HOME!
New Method— Learn To

Lessons

Play By

Note— Piano,

Organ, Violin, Banjo, Manin,
Cornet, Harp, 'Cello,
Guitar, Piccolo, Clarinet. Trombone,
Flute, or to singr. Special Limited
Offer of free weekly lessons. You pay
only for music and postage, which is
small. No extras. Money back guarantee. Beg-innersor advancedpupils.
Everything- illustrated, plain, simple,
systematic. Free lectures each course.
Start at once.
16 years' success.

—

Write for Free Booklet Today Now.
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box 326

225

Fifth

Avenue,

New York

City

she had for me, as I have not
for ages.
"Frailty, thy name

Woman!"

—

Andrew. Yes, I think that Harold Lockwood
would answer your letter, and send you a photowell.
You can address him
care of the Yorke Film Corporation, Hollywood, California. He certainly teams up very
well with May Allison. Francis X. Bushman and

graph of himself as
in

Beverly Bayne are also quite
with the photo-play fans.

a

popular

team

—

No. 9316. You are perfectly welcome to use
department any time that you care to. Gordon Griffith was the boy in that Keystone, but
there is no record of the little girl's name. and.
as the picture is so old, I can't remember, myself.
The Edison picture, "The Great Train Robbery."
featured G. M. Anderson, who became known as
"Broncho Billy," at the Essanay Company. Sorry,
but there is no record of the name of the girl
you want to know about. The picture is fifteen
years old, and they didn't think of putting the
names of their players on the screen in those
days.
The paper you sent me shall always be
kept.
It is very commendable, and those who

this

it out deserve a great deal of praise.
for them, and yourself, too.
Write to me
old time, and as much as you like.

get

I'm

any

—

The Memphis

Girl.
No, Marguerite Clark
on the face of this earth, I am glad to
say.
One certainly does hear wild rumors about
a person as soon as they become popular and
There is always some new rumor
well known.
afloat about Marguerite Clark, Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin, and a few others, every day,
but they are all getting along first rate, and
none of them are disabled in any way. Doris
Grey is nineteen years old. No, you heard incorrectly Fannie Ward is forty-seven years old.
Earle Williams and Anita Stewart have been
appearing in pictures for the Vitagraph right
along, with the exception of the time when
Earle was on a vacation and Anita had typhoid
They are both with Vitagraph, but in
fever.
separate casts. Clara Kimball Young has her own
company now.
is

GET RID OF THOSE
HAIRS

Continued.)

still

—

J.

A.

R.,

Australia.

— Another

letter

not con-

taining a question, but, in spite of this fact, I
must say that I really and truly enjoyed your
letter immensely
not only because of the fact
that you had so much praise for the poor Pic-

—

ture Oracle, but also because of its tone of real
friendliness, and on account of all the news it
contained.
I shall look with eagerness for your
letters from now on. and it will be a pleasure
indeed for me if you can find the time to drop
me a few lines once in a while. Evidently you
are getting the best pictures in Ballarat, from
the names of the ones you have been telling
illiam S. Hart is certainly a fine
me about.
actor, but vou haven't seen him in his best plays
"Hell's Hinges," "The Patriot." and
as yet.
"The Return of Draw Egan" will please you

W

7

.

(The Picture Oracle— Continued.)
more than the others, which is saying a
good deal from all the praise you bestowed upon
them. Ah, but you have seen the great Henry
You
Walthall, even though you don't think so.
a
''Birth
of
the
said that you saw and enjoyed
Don't
Then you have seen Walthall.
Nation."
you remember the hero in that play, the "Little
Colonel," Ben Cameron, brother of the girl that
jumped over the cliff, and organizer of the KuKlux Klan ? Well, that was Henry Walthall,
and now you have something to write to me
even

Every Blemish Removed
In
I

Ten Days

Will Tell Every Reader of This

Paper
Your

How FREE.

Complexion Makes or
Your Appearence

Mars

about right away. You can write, and tell me
how much you thought of his work. You have
quite a collection of favorites, and all good
Evidently pictures are going big
choices, too.
Thanks again
in Australia at the present time.
to say about
had
you
words
kind
the
all
for
Picture-Play
the
and
Oracle
both the Picture
Magazine, and believe me when I say that they
are appreciated by both, and I shall hope to hear

from you soon

again.

—

Curley. Good heavens, I should say that you
have made up for your lack of questions last
month, but I shall do my best to wade through the
list of questions that you ask. Evidently you have
a regular theater in your town at last, from the
pictures you have mentioned that have played
I know that
there, and those that are to come.
you will enjoy William Farnum, in "The SpoilIt is the best thing he has ever
ers," immensely.
done, which is saying a good deal, when you
consider some of the really good things that he
has done, but somehow this feature will always
stand out most prominently in the minds of the
photo-play fans who had the extreme good forOf
tune to witness his work in this spectacle.
theater,
this
course, you have seen people at
now that the management has changed hands
and is showing regular pictures, that you never

saw before

at the

show

in

life.
Get some
and show them
bring the crowds

your

real honest-to-goodenss features,
at a theater,

and

it

is

bound

flocking to the theater.

to

If the

exhibitors

could

understand this a little better they would find
out that there would not be so many motionpicture theaters closing their doors because of
The public loves to be stung
poor patronage.
once in a while, but they won't stand for it all
of the time. Address Hobart Bosworth in care
of the Lasky Photo Play Company, Hollywood,
California, and King Baggot at the Screen Club,
New York City. I am sure that each of these
actors will comply with your request, and send
you a photograph.

W. H.

—

Y. Marguerite Clark is now thirty
years old, and doesn't look a day over seventeen
on or off the screen. William Shay played opposite Annette Kellermann in "A Daughter of
the Gods." Address him in care of the Selznick
Enterprises, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York

PEARL LA SAGE,
tell

women of

former actress
the most remarkable
ment ever known.

return mall.

—-..FREE COUPON.—— — -

PEARL LA SAGE,
I

Suite 483
2119 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111*
am a reader of this paper and am entitled to know

name

is

pronounced

Mer-sir-o.

Got

it?

Ad-

full

details of the sensational, harmless, scientific method for
piving marvelous beauty to the complexion and removingevery blemish in ten davs. There is no obligation whatsoever on
part for this information.

my

Name
Street

—

offers to

complexion treat-

This great beauty marvel has instantly produced a sensation.
Stubborn cases have been cured that baffled physicians and
beauty specialists for years. You have never in all your life used
or heard of anything like it. Makes muddy complexions, red
spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions vanish almost like magic.
No cream, lotion, enamel, salve, plaster, bandage, mask, massage, diet or apparatus, nothing to swallow. It doesn't matter
whether or not your complexion is a "fright," whether your
face is full of muddy spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing
pimples and eruptions, or whether your skin is rough ami
"porey," and you've tried almost everything under the sun to
get rid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just ten
days, positively removes every blemish and beautifies your
skin in a marvelous way. You look years younger. It gives
the skin the bloom and tint of purity of a freshly-blown rose.
In ten days you can be the subject of wild admiration by fill
your friends, no matter what your age or condition of health.
All methods now known are fast aside. There is nothing to
wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands,
shoulders are beautified beyond your fondest dreams. All tlii.-i
I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes in your
mirror in ten days. This treatm ent is absolutely harmless to the
most delicate skin, and very pleasant to use. No change in yoi r
mode of riving is necessary. A few minutes every day does it.
To every reader of this paper I will give full details of this
really astounding treatment. Let me show y ou. Youdonotrisk
a penny. Send me no money—just send your name and address
on the free coupon below and I will give you full details by

City.

W. F. Parulski. Certainly you can write as
often as yon care to do so. Violet Mersereau's

who now

City

State

(The Picture Oracle

Graham's

Mrs.

S

GRAY
HAIR
natural color

—

its

Beth. I was certainly glad to get your letter.
There is no one who should be a better judge of

a few days
TRIAL BOTTLE
IO<*
harmless —
in

Perfectly

pictures than a piano player in a picture show,
because you have to sit through the show for
about eight times a day, and you can easily pick
out the different films that tire you most.
So
you think that Charlie Chaplin is improving all
the time. I agree with you. In fact, I think that

applied
will not stain the skin or
scalp. Positively sure in its results.
Makes the hair rich and glossy.
Price $1. Write for FREE Book,
easily

—

"Aids To Beauty."

MRS. GERVAISE
47 W. Ulinoia

GRAHAM

Street*

Chicago,

Continued.)

dress her in care of the Universal Film Company, New York City, and Clara Kimball Young
in care of the Selznick Enterprises, which address
is given in the answer above.
Against the rules,
those two questions. Remember that only horses
are hitched.

HAIR RESTORER
to

—

|

'

111.

most

N HAVE THIS
wholly visible (42 key) single shift

for your own, if
show it to your friends
and let them see wherein it excels other $100 typewriters, and tell them of

^typewriter,

you

will

.our most liberal offer ever
made on a strictly mod ern

typewriter and a Wood-

Stock at that. By post card
Or letter Simply say, "Mail Particulars."
COs. Dept. F 675, CHICAGO, ILL.

WOODSTOCK TYPEWRITER

Try Before You Buy

pictures

it

Write at once

for large illustrated catalog

showing complete line of bicycles.tires and supplies, and particulars of most marvelous offer
ever made on a bicycle. You will be astonished
at our Sow prices and remarkable terms.

R!&£R AGENTS Wa»te</-Boys.make

orders for Bicycles, Tires and
Do business
Sundries from our big catalog.
direct with the leading bicycle home in America
what we can do. Write Today.
not buy until you

pictures,

money taking

know

indications

DEPT.A-212 CHICAGO, U.S.A

some time

SCHOOLS
20 Year*
A VIFNF
ILiHL. The A cknowle dged Authority on
Est.

I
V
J-%L^

Each department a large school in i
self.
Academic, Technical, and Practical Training.
Students' School, Theatre
and Stock Co.
Afford New York Ap-

D,

Secretary

Mentioning Study Desired

57th

Street,

DRAMATIC
STAGE
PHO TO PL A Y
AND
DANCE ARTS
-

For catalogue, write

IRWIN,

225 West

near Broadway,

New York |

You M«xy Now Use
this valuable art. Others are using Lichtentag Paragon as a daily, convenience.
Executives and
business men find it most useful. Because of its remarkable simplicity you can learn the entire

UICHTENTAG PARAGON

SHORTHAND
in

your own home, during

the evenings of one week.
Speed comes icith use or practice.
Wonderfully easy to
read.
Paragon writers are
stenographers in service of
U. S. Gov. and offices, corporations
also in court reporting.
System already
:

adopted by number of

cities

for high schools
Write for full
proof.

WHAT OTHERS SAY

"The study

of Paragon is a fascinating
pastime."
"I was able to use it in making' my
private memoranda though slowly,
even before the end of the week.
"So simple and legible that in a week
I could read all the shorthand matter,
even before starting speed practice.
"By practice I have already developed a speed of 175 words a minute."
"The highest I was able to reach, on
a four minutes dictation of new matter, was 260 words per minute."
'

THE PARAGON INSTITUTE
2S9 Coliseum Street
New Orleans. La.

He

into vaudeville.

is

still

all

and from all
remain in them for

I

he

intends

to come,

to

which

I

know

will delight the

thousands of his admirers. Kerrigan is to-day
one of the most popular stars of the screen, and
has been a favorite with the fans for several
Yes, Louise Glaum used to be really
years.
funny back in the old Universal days, when she
was playing in comedies. It is quite a change
now to the heavy vampire stuff, eh? It is amusing,

when

indeed,

3^ou

take

into

consideration

what players were doing several years ago, and
what they are doing now. It would make a good
I think I shall have to get the editor to
article.
have

1

.

and go

in earnest about his picture work,

M
C A V\ CYCLE COMPANY
lYl&AU
pearances.

—Yes,

some of the Universal '"Bluebird"
are very good, indeed.
I am also an
admirer of Warren Kerrigan's work. He is out
for himself now, having been away from the
Universal for several months.
There isn't any
truth in the rumor that he is going to give up

on approval and 30 DAYS
TRIAL, freight paid to your town. Return if
not pleased and the trial costs you nothing.

We send

working for the Metro Company under the direction of John Collins.
Keep me in mind once
in a while, and let me hear more from you.

M. D.

Select the bicycle yon prefer from the 44
styles, colors and sizes in the famous "Ranger"
line.

all the actors and actresses improve with
each production. Take one of Charlie's old comedies that you roared your head off at two years
ago, and put it alongside of one of his present
laugh-makers, and you will note what a vast improvement there is in his productions.
''The
Stoning," with Viola Dana, was a very good picture.
In fact, it is one of the best that the Edison Company ever turned out, and little Viola
was. most charming and sweet in it. She is still

it

written up.

—

Pauline A. Anita Stewart has appeared in
"The Combat" and "The Girl Philippa." lately at
Warren Kerrigan's last
the Vitagraph plant.
with the Universal was "The Measure of a
Man." They will probably reissue some of his
best

He
at

films,

now

appeared

in

the Universal.

that

Mayo

has

left

that

concern.

the "Terence O'Rourke" series
The "Yankee Girl" was the

only Blanche Ring

Edna

he

film.

Admirer.

—Henry

Walthall

is

thirty-nine years old. He did not play with Edna
Mayo in the ''Return of Eve." It was Eugene
O'Brien that played opposite her in this feaIt was not a continued story, having been
started and finished in the same picture.

ture.

—
!

THIS
INattention
ance

is

DAY AND AGE

to your appearan absolute neces-

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE

you expect to make the
most out of life. Not only
should you wish to appear as
attractive as possible for your
own self-satisfaction, which is
alone well worth your efforts,
but you will find the world in
general judging- you gTeatly. if
not wholly, by your "looks,"
therefore it pays to/'look your

But Your Nose?

sity if

best" at all times. Permit no
one to see you looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon the impression you
constantly make rests the failure or success of your life.
"Which is to be your ultimate
destiny ? My new Nose-Shaper
" Trados " (Model 22) corrects
now ill-shaped noses without
operation, quickly, safely and
permanently. Is pleasant and
does not interfere with one's
daily occupation, being- worn
at night.
Write today for free booklet,

Before

After

WHAT OTHERS HAVE TO SAY:—

Dr. F. D. G. writes and sai/s that after he had used
for two weeks he thinks that "Trados 22" is fine
which tells you how to correct and will recommend it to his patrons.
ill-shaped noses without cost if
Mrs. K. W. says that she is getting fine results
not satisfactory.
and is very much elated over the Nose-Shaper.

M. TRILETY, Face

it

Specialist,

781 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

piCTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE

offers

a

new

Miss C- R. — After using my "Trados 22" for only
two weeks sees a wonderful improvement in the
shape of her nose.
Mr. P. writes— Your Nose-Shaper is doing the work
and I am certainly pleased with it; will recommend

m y friends.

it to

Mr.

and

field

J. B. is very pleased with
his nose looks much better.

for

the

the

Nose-Shaper

Classified Advertiser.

—

The rate is but 40 cents a line— a four line announcement costs $1.60 and this
small sum carries your message to 150,000 people who pay 15 cents per issue for
PiCTURE-PLAY because they want the best magazine of its kind published. PlCTUREPLAY Magazine is growing rapidly, and now offers a rare opportunity for the small
advertiser to cash in on a growing market. Minimum space, 4 lines; maximum. 30 lines.
Forms

for

May, 1917 number

will close

February

Agents and Help Wanted Motion Picture Business
Railroads want Traffic Inspectors;
8-hour law creates big demand; Travel; promotion certain; big pay. Short
hours. Free transportation over Continent.
Ask for free Booklet H-20.
Frontier Prep. School, Buffalo, N. Y.

WE Have

Positions for Managers
assistants; Ticket sellers and
t ikers;
Head ushers and ushers;
Pianists and organists; Machine operators and assistants, etc., in Picture

$35.00 Profit

Nightly.

Small Capital

Starts You. No experience needed.
teach you. Our machines are

We

used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Catalog and Testimonials Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin Bldg., Chicago, 111.

and

and Vaudeville Theatres throughout
the U. S. and Canada. Also studio

work. Either sex -eligible. Experience not absolutely necessary. Send

stamp

for list

and

full details.

The

Central Motion Picture Exchange,
Box B 136, Chicago, 111.

Motion Picture Plays
SEE HERE We want your ideas for
photoplays and stories! Submit them
We'll criticise them
in any form.
Big
Free, and Sell on commission.
!

money

writing. Details Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

SCENARIOS, manuscripts

Authors

WANTED—Stories, articles, poems,

We pay on acceptance. Offers
submitted.
Send Mss. to Cosmos
Magazine, 1054 Washington, D. C.

typewritten, ten cents per page. Spelling
corrected, extra carbon copy furnished, free. Marjorie Homer Jones,
322 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

18th, 1917.

Motion Picture Plays— Co n tinued.

WRITE for Free Catalog of best
books on writing and selling photoplays, short stories, poems. Atlas
Publishing Company,

868,

Cincinnati.

Patents and Lawyers
IDEAS WANTED— Manufacturers
are writing for patents procured
through me. Three books with list
hundreds of inventions wanted sent
free. I help you market your invention.
Advice free. R. B. Owen, 39
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Photoplay Text Books
"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTOPLAY," by

C.

Winkopp,

1342

Prospect

New York City. Price
25 cents. Contains model scenario,
"Where to Sell," "How to Build

Ave., Bronx,
Plots,"

"Where

to

Get Plots."

etc.

etc.

WANTED—Your

ideas for Photo-

plays, Stories, etc.!

will accept

in Any form — correct Free
on Commission. Big Rewards
Make money. Write us Now Writer's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.

them

Games

sell

&

Entertainment

PLAYS, Vaudeville Sketches, Monologues, Dialogues, Speakers, Minstrel Material, Jokes, Recitations.
Tableaux,

Makeup

T. S.

Drills,

goods.

Denison &

We

Entertainments,

Large catalog

Co., Dept. 67,

free.

Chicago.

!

Music
SHEET MUSIC. Introductory Offer.

Upon receipt

2 copies, just

for a Girl

we

will

mail you

published; "Lonesome

Like You,"

the Pride of

"Photoplay Pointers" and Model
Scenario sent free. Photoplay ideis
wanted, any form. Experience unParamount Photoplays
necessary.
Co., Box 1402-PP21, Los Angeles, Calif.

of 10c

and "You're

My Chicken Farm."' Buy

your music from vis and save money.
Send for Free List. We compose and
arrange music to your poems and advise regarding publication. United
Music Publishing Co., Sales Dept.,
3209 Madison Street, Chicago. 111.

—

^ Burlinaton

j

*

Look!
9

21 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels
Adjusted to the sec-

—

ond
Adjusted to tempera
{77

j

^

J

—
—

ture
Adjusl
Adjusted to isochronism
ism-

Adjusted topositions—

PRICES

25

-year

case

—

gold strata

Genuine Montgomery
Railroad Dial

—

New Ideas

in

Thin

Cases.

Only
A Month
xind all of this for 82.50— only $2.50
per month a great reduction in watch prices

—

—

positively the exact prices
-direct to you
the wholesale dealer would have to pay. Think of
the high-grade, guaranteed watch we offer here at
such a remarkable price. And, if you wish, you may pay
this price at the rate of $2.50 a month. Indeed, the
days of exhorbitant watch prices have passed.

See

You

don't pay
a cent to anybody until you
You don't buy a Burlington

It First

see the watch.

Watch without

Look at the splendid
seeing it.
beauty of the watch itself. Thin model, handsomely
aristocratic in every line. Then look at the
shaped
works! There you will see the masterpiece of the watch
makers' skilL A perfect timepiece adjusted to positions,
temperature and isochronism.
vessel in the U. S. Navy has the Burlington Watch aboard. Many
Buriingtons — a few over 200. This includes every torpedo boat —

—

Every fiehting

'

have over 1
every submarine as well as the big Dreadnaught3.

Burlington

Watch Co.

Send Your Name on
^
\ This Free Coupon

19th Street and Marshall Blvd.
Dept. 1582
Chicago, III.
Please send me (without obligation and
prepaid) your free book on watches
*
with full explanation of your cash or
12.50 a month offer on the Burlington Watch.

\

^

>

Get the Burlington Watch Book by sending

Name.

k

\
Address

this
coupon now. You will know a lot more about watch buying
when you read it. You will be able to "steer clear" of
Send
the over-priced watches which are no better.
the coupon today for the watch book and our offer,

\

Burlington
19th St.

Co.
WatchChicago,

& Marshall Blvd., Dept.

1582,

111,

f

—

The Secret

—

of Fast

Typewriting
New method

enables anyone to write 80
to 100 words a minute without mistakes. It's all in the FINGERS!

Doubles and Trebles Salaries
Now,

nimble enough.
This new easy method overcomes this at
once develops finger strength and flexibility by simple, easy
exercises away from the machine
trains, the fingers beforehand
for their work on the machine
and the results border on the

—

—
—

miraculous.

Valuable Book Free
We

have prepared a book which tells all about the wonderful
gymnastic finger exercises and explains the course in complete
detail, which is free to those interested.
It is a big 32-page
book, brimful of eye-opening ideas and valuable information.
Tt explains how this unique new method will quickly make
your fingers strong and dexterous, bring them under perfect
control, make them extremely

for the first time, has an idea been discovered which puts speed
great speed and accuracy
within the reach of every
typewriter user.
Almost
Aren't Stenographers
overnight it has revolutionized the whole typeBetter Paid?
writing situation.
Why are most stenographers getting only $8 to f 15 a
Stenographers who formerly
week while others get $25, $30, $40, and even $50?
never exceeded 30 to 40 words
Eight words tell the story. It's nothing in the world
a minute are writing 80 to 100
but lack of speed and accuracy on the typewriter that
words with less effort and with
is keeping salaries down
that is robbing most stenogfar greater accuracy than ever
raphers of the pay they ought to get.
before. And their salaries have
Think a minute. What is a stenographer paid for?
jumped from a meagre $8 to $15
Isn't it for your finished product
for the quantity and
per week to $30, $40 and even
quality of letters or other typewritten matter you can
$50.
turn out in a day?
No matter how, good you are at shorthand, you cari
never expect much increase in pay until you get spi§d
Easy for
real speed
and accuracy on the typewriter.
Here are a few examples of how the New Way in Type-

—

Why

rapid

how

short weeks you can transform
your typewriting and make it
easy, accurate and amazingly
speedy all this and .much more
is told in detail. No instruction
•book ever written,i\no matter
/what its cost, ever told so
plainly the ^real f WHY. and
of ^expert typewriting.
If you are ambitions to gejt ahead

—

—

—

—

—

Anyone— Only 10
Lessons

No

matter

how low your preshow la-

ent speed, no matter

bored your

efforts,

no matter

how weak or clumsy your fingers now seem to be, no matter
how little or how much experience you have had, no matter
what other courses you have
taken, this new method will
positively bring you the desired
results,
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you
Tear
tqi. write for it at once.
the coupon now, ^write' a

off:

postal or letter,
turn the page.

before

New Way
their pupils for the

piano, invariably give special finger exercises. *This is because
the'unt rained way is not the right way. The best results cannot
be obtained^-the fingers simply cannot be used correctly unless fche student develops and strengthens the .proper muscles.
This training is even more essent'al to expert typewriting.
The reason that so few people can write more ^than 30 to 40
words a minute is because their fingers are not flexible or

—

.

you

^tj>

The

Tulioss School
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\p

Ohio
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\

if*
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\f

of quickly increasing salaries
that you will be

•if
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to be so sure a

r Gentlemen:

injustice

European music teachers, when training
*'

in *jimr-- fpay envelope

w^iifc

wrapping, eto.
This new method is bringing such marvelous results
to others is proving it-

.

ste-

and

make your?%ork
to get more
—

want

tion and proof. fMiSieely: enclose
±g in stamps to cover postage,
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a single moment A>efore
sending for this book of informa-

'

*
ministers,
^
lawyers, reporters, and writers as well have already proven.
There are only 10 lessons amazingly easy and fascinating.
few short weeks of spare time study is all that is required and
the work is simply fascinating.

nographers

money

don't

_

H. Krull
O. B. Hunter

you

castor -if ..you,

writing has already resulted) in increased pay. Letters
from these students and from scores of others will be
found in the free book. What it has done for them it
/>
will do for you.
J.
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HOW

•

Amazingly

in their movements
in ten lessons, in a few

^
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me your free
book about the
^y^.New
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Times Faster and Better

interesting 64-page free book, "How to
Study Music'* shows the keen delight and
satisfaction which a musical training will
bring you, and how you can obtain this training easily, rapidly and thoroughly in your own horns, at one-quarter the

Chords immediately, and a complete piece, in every key,
within a few lessons, thus gaining the pleasure and satis*
faction of musical accomplishment at once.
Music has successfully been taught in Europe by
the written method for over 90 years, and to

usual cost. It explains the well-known social advantages of
musical accomplishment, and tells how you can earn $15 to
$100 weekly by devoting: all or part of your time to professional playing or to giving musical instruction.

more than 400,000 students.

.UR
I

Our book

fully describes a method of home study
all the advantages of the best foreign

which brings you
conservatories

MUSIC

(including

pieces

150

of

STANDARD

without charge) at less than 43 cent$ a lesson. Send
letter, postcard or coupon below tot four copy of this valuable book.
It's free.
'

I

Quinn Piano or Organ Course
WRITTEN METH-

by Dr. Quinn's

FREE

BOOK

COUPON

OD, has

revolutionized the study of mususe of Dr. Quinn's remarkable device the
(patented) you save three-quartof the time and effort
usually required for learning
piano or organ. You play

By the

ic.

kers

U. L Qitrn Conservatory
Bra CSt JP. Chici**. UL

\

Rme tend rae withont east or \
your Si-page RES %

obligation,
ration,

COLOROTONE

ft," How
Book."

^

to Study Music," and
end
foil particulars regardingDr.Qainn'a*
in
Piano
or
Organ
Count
by the Writ-\
Method, and special Twenty-Fifth

Un

Anniversary Offer now ope a.

Name.

Dr. Quinn who is
considered by many authorities to be the greatest living
teacher of music, introduced the written method, as improved through his own musical research, to this country
in 1891. Since that time he has given musical instruction
to more men and women than have ever before been
taught by one master. Among his graduates are thousands of accomplished amateur players, as well as leading
composers, distinguished professional players, and heads of
conservatories.

Dr. Quinn's

\e$

COURSE

endorsed by many prom-

not on your memory which must sometimes be incorrect,
but on scientifically correct and detailed explanations and
illustrations always before you. The COURSE is equally
effective for beginners or experienced players, children of
Progress as rapidly or slowly as you wish.

Diploma granted.

Investigate Without Cost
letter or free coupon, for our
64-page book, explaining everything you want to know
about "How to Study Music," and giving full particulars of
our COURSE. Special reduced terms this month on account of our Twenty-fifth Anniversary Offer. Investigate
Without cost or obligation NOW.

Write today, using postcard,

Marcu, * Lucius
eSUr—.

is

it.

inent musicians and educators, in whose opinion you have
the utmost confidence. It is scientific and systematic, as
only a written method can be. Yet it is simple, and more
individual than the old-fashioned oral or spoken method.
You practice at any time, day or night, at your own convenience, and know that you are practicing correctly. You rely

adults.

I>

The most famous

masters have advocated and used

Sox 650

JP

Quinn Conservatory
Chicago. I1L
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Beauty in
Every Jar

Another
Movie Star.

Miss
Dorothy
Gish

Photo

By

HARTSOOK

recommends

ItlfftQm'S Milkweed
No

"I

Ingram's
Specialties
essential on my

find

Toilet
absolutely
toilet table.

Ingram's Milk-

weed Cream and Velveola
Souveraine

make my

Face

Powder

best 'beauty treat-

of complexion is so exacting as that of the motion
picture.
For enlarged photographic reproduction the skin
must be free of blemish and of perfect texture.
test

Ingram's Milkweed Cream is very generally used by the
movies" because of its peculiar virtue of keep-

stars of the

ing the skin in a clear, healthy, youthful condition.

ment'."

Dorothy Gish

Cream

It is

more than

Buy

It

a cold -cream

In Either Size

— there

is

no

substitute for

SOc or $1.00

te

Send us 6c in stamps
for our Guest Room
Package containing Ingram's Face Powder and

Just to show a proper glow" use a touch of Ingram's
safe preparation for delicately
Rouge on the cheeks.
heightening the natural color of the cheeks. The coloring matter is not absorbed by the skin.
Daintily per-

Rouge

fumed.

in

novel

purse

Milkweed
Cream, Zodenta Tooth
Powder, and Perfume

packets, and

in

Guest

Room

sizes.

A

— brunette and blonde — SOc.
Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Two

shades

Windsor, Canada

it.

Established 1885
3 1 Tenth St., Detroit, Mich,, U.S.A.

IN

EVERY
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Forced Alignment Fork

Adjustable Paper Guide

Tabulator Stops

want, through this advertisement,
to establish as friendly business relations with you as I possibly can.
I want you to realize also, that It is
earnest ffort and intention to
give you full honest value for
every dollar that you spend with
me. This is the only way I can sucapceed. My advertisement has
peared in the leading- magazines
continuously for more than four
years.

I

Platen Release

Stops

Marginal

Line Space

my

Carriage

Release

<

am building- up my business on
the foundation of good value and
square dealing-s. I am saving- thousands of satisfied customers thousands of do lars, by supplying-perf ect
—late style— visible writing-— typewriters, at remarkably low prices.
I

Carriage Return

and Automatic

I

Spacer
Back Spacer

Ribbon Reverse
Ribbon Shift

&

my transactions are handled
throughout by personal correspondence. I assure you every courtesy
and consideration, in your dealing-s
with me. Your order will have my
prompt, careful, personal attention.
I will be glad to do business with
All

you.

Stencil Cutter

Tabulator Bar

ALL LATEST

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
Free

TRIAL—Use As You Pay

Send me only $2.50 a month until the low total price
paid, and the machine is yours

of $48.80

is

This is absolutely the most generous typewriter offer ever made. Do not rent a
machine when you can pay $2.50 a month and own one. Think of it Buying a

—

$100.00 machine for $48.80.

<^

ST

Cash

D

price, $45.45.

Never before has anything

like this

been attempted.

SMITH

L. C.

Perfect machines, standard size, keyboard of standard universal arrangement

—universally used

in teaching the touch system, The entire line of writing completely visible at all times, has the inbuilt tabulator, with billing devices, the two color ribbon with automatic reverse and key controlled shift, auto—»
matic flexible paper feed automatic paper fingers, the back space') ballbearing car"
riage action —ball bearing shift action ball bearing type bars in fact, every late style
feature and modern operating convenience. Comes to you with everything complete, /
tools, cover, operating book and instructions, ribbon, practice paper nothing extra /
to buy. You cannot imagine the perfection of this beautifut reconstructed typewriter until you
Room 342-231 N. Fifth Ave.,
have seen it. I have sold several thousand of these perfect latest style L,. C. Smith /
machines at this bargain price, and every one of these thousands of satisfied cus- /
CHICAGO, ILL.
tomers had this beautiful, strictly up-to-date machine on five days' free trial
before deciding to buy it. I will send it to you F. O. B. Chicago for five days' free
Ship me the L. C. Smith
/
trial.
It will sell itself, but if you are not satisfied that this is the greatest
F. O. B. Chicago, as detypewriter you ever saw, you can return it at
expense. You won't want /
scribed in this advertiseto return it after you try it—you cannot equal this wonderful value anywhere,
ment. I will pay you the

—

—

—

—

—

f

—

— —
H.A. Smith

™

y

j

my

You Take No Risk
When the typewriter
for five days' trial.

keep

it

and send

me

—Put

Your Order

In

Now
/

arrives deposit with the express agent $8.80 and take the machine
that it is the best typewriter you ever saw g
my bargain price of $48.80 is paid. If you don't /
**ike_™jichme g
y

2?rJt*±^

r
use these typewriters and think them, the best ever manufactured.
The supply at this price is very limited, the price will probably be raised when my /
next advertisement appears, so don't delay. Fill in the coupon today— mail to me
—the typewriter will be shipped promptly. There is no red tape. I employ 10 f
solicitors -no collectors— no chattel mort»aee.
»
It is simply understood that I
retain title to the machine until the full $48.80 is paid. You cannot lose. It is /
the greatest typewriter opportunity you will ever have. Do not send me one »
cent. Get the coupon in the malls today — sure.
f

own and

348-331
<

IV. Fifth Ave.,
'hicauo

A.

$40.00

CIAL

choose not to keep it I will carefully
repack it and return it to the express
agent. It is understood that you give
the standard guarantee for one year.

Name

HARRY A. SMITH,

•

balance of the SPE$48.80 purchase price, at
the rate of $2.50 per month.
The title to remain in you until
It is understood
fully paid for.
that I have five days in which to
examine and try the typewriter. If I

/

If you are convinced
$2.50 a month until

Z^ V^^J^JSSS^S^^SS^
1*'
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of fifteen favorites of the screen.
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This
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Is
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Your Stage

20

.

view of the studio where the winners of Picture-Play's contest will play for
the camera.

From Idea

Eye

to

.

Charles Phelps Cushing

.

.

21

in the making of a motion picture, from the time the author conceives
With twenty-three illushis plot until his filmed story is seen on the screen.
trations.

Every step

.....

The Director

Why

Girls

Leave

....

.

.

Anita Stewart caught in the act of leaving.

||

Romance and
pi

Home

Berton Braley

Reality in the Studio

Illustrated hy R. L. Lambdin.
Impressions, gathered when a big cabaret scene

.
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The

of the Movies
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.
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B.

Waye

was being

...

filmed in the

.28
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32
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52

Will H. Johnston

The story of a young man who sought commercial adventure on Broadway and
later returned home
but not for the same reason that prompted the prodigal

—
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tale of a time
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article
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Editorial comment that covers a wide range of subjects bearing on the motionpicture industry and screen profession.
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Arthur Gavin,
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Mrs. Vernon Castle, despite her reputation as a dancer, can fall gracefully from
a cliff, shoot a revolver, make love, or do anything else her director may ask.
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Warren Reed
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.104
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Terrible person is this Louise Glaum
that's what most women think.
And then read this for the truth.
the men about her.
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.106
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Mental Demons

AreTheyHo,d
ing Yon Back?

Do

Does a host of mental demons bar your path to success?
you feel yourself incapable to meet important situations ? Do you lack the power to make people recognize you to
make others see things your way
to compel people to listen to you ? Are you weak in a crisis ?

—

—

Most men have the brains and the ambition to do big things

—

—

—

—

person— but —a weak fright"—

ality
a lack of self-confidence timidness poor vocabulary unreliable memory- "stage
hazy, unorganized ideas
ineffective speech are holding them back from the success they deserve.

—

Send the coupon below at once and
_ "Your Course is a most valuable training to anyone who desires to be able to
speak in public without embarrass-

ment."
-C.

C HOFFPAUIR, Atfy, Texas.

it enabled me to speak
way that is most gratifying to me, but it has helped me in
business as well."
G. M. COSSITT. Banker, Illinois.
"It has given me greater confidence,
in my own ability, a better memory, a
more polished vocabulary, and a
stronger personality.
-W. L. WILDER, Mgr., Chicago.
"Your Course is a splendid training
for the salesman or sales manager,

"Not

us

—

tell

you how

onlv has

In public in a

Effective Public Speaking
and Menial Development

—

I

"A fascinating and practical training
that overcomes one of the common
weaknesses of business men inability
to express themselves."
H. SHEARER, Banker, Idaho.

—

have hundreds of similar
testimonials in our files from men
in every walk of life. Send the

Department

—

and convincingly

-address board meetings
-propose and respond to toasts
-tell entertaining stories

-train your

memory

-enlarge your vocabulary
-develop self-confidence and a
winning personality
-strengthen your ambition and
will

power

%

nattan Building, Chicago, ill.
Gentlemen: Please send me without obligation full details of your
Course in Effective Public Speaking

in public

a clear, accurate

your power of con-

and

centration, diligence
self-control

—equip you with power to be
the masterof any situation.

one of the foremost authorities in the country on public speaking and mentaf
development. You can now secure the personal instruction of this eminent authority right
in your own home, by mail, in spare time. Hundreds have acquired a powerful address and
a winning personality through his instruction.

sion, Chicago,

Send the
Coupon

peeial Offer

"

— become
thinker
— develop

This Course and Service is under the personal supervision and direction of
R. E. Pattison Kline, Dean of the Public Speaking Department, Columbia College of Expres-

Coupon today. You owe it to
yourself to find out what this
Course will do for you.

American Correspondence
1585 ManSchool of Law

-sell

-converse effectively
-write better letters

—GUY

forcefully

more gooda

-talk before your club or lodge

-make after-dinner speeches

We

Public Speaking

you to speak

will quickly train

and heartily recommend it."
O. F. BOURGEOIS. Pres., Chicago.

—

let

you can drive these mental demons away forever how you can occupy
a place among men who do things — how you can learn to express your ideas
forcefully and convincingly — how you can acquire a powerful, magnetic personality— how you can develop a strong dominating -will — how you can become a
powerful, public speaker. Our new scientific Course in

.

%

.

the coupon today for full particulars of the special
Limited Offer we are now making:. This unusual offer may be with„
-n
J
t
„
^
also send you tree, many interesting
drawn at anytime. We will
public
about
effective
know
should
that
you
fatts and P° inters
speaking and mental development— information that you can use.
Free and no obligations of any. kind, Don't delay. Send the

Mall

%%

.

i

:

.

•

^^of^ S^\^tod?o&. V
1

Name
Address.

coupon now while

this offer lasts.

Public Speaking Department
American Correspondence School of Law
1585 Manhattan Building

Chicago, Illinois
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WARD

Lasky's best stars, has been a luminary of the stage and screen for seventeen year:,.
After a season in London with Charles Hawtrey in two of his plays, she came to New York
and enjoyed success in many Broadway productions. Miss Ward scored immediate triumph on
u
The Cheat." She has always played with the Lasky Company.
the screen in her first picture,

one

of

MIRIAM COOPER
fade-away interval during the filming of 'The Honor System" dissolved her state of single
happiness and merged into the picture again as Mrs. R. A. Walsh. As leading lady in this
stirring Fox production, she distinguished herself in a great emotional role by her gentleness and
artistic restraint as she has in many other notable film offerings like ''The Birth of a Nation"
and "Intolerance." Miss Cooper, a native of Baltimore, has been a screen player since 1912.

in a

JOHN BARRYMORE
Although a
an irresistible laugh-maker.
member of one of the most famous theatrical families, it is not merely a matter of heredity
that makes him one of the funniest men on the screen.
Mr. Barrymore distinguished himself
on the stage in America, Europe, and Australia before making his initial film appearance in
is

an

idol

of

the motion-picture world

"An American

Citizen,"

Famous

because he

Players.

is

CHARLES RAY
arrived

_

at

Inceville three

and a

half years ago,

from Jacksonville,

Illinois,

his

home

town, but

He took the most circuitous route which was via
years to get there.
it took him nearly five
Nearly a third of his life has been spent scaling the
the itinerary of traveling stock companies.
summit of Mount Fame. His first big triumph on the screen was in "The~Coward," but his
recklessness in motoring contradicts the assumption that he is not a brave man in real life.

MADGE KENNEDY
Goldwyn star, gained her first dramatic experience in Los Angeles, to which city her family
had moved from Chicago. Her rise to the position of one of America's best-known comediennes is
due in part to her capacity for hard work and to her training under such able instructors as Margaret
Mayo, Grace George, and Edgar Selwyn. "Over Night" made her famous. "Little Miss Brown"
took the West and Middle West by storm, and "Twin Beds" scored a Broadway triumph for her.
the

MILDRED HARRIS
who has displayed an appealing and interesting personality in such plays as
Blood," "The Bad Boy," and many others, was born in Cheyenne, Wyoming,
in 1901.
She made her screen d£but with the Western Vitagraph Company and has since become a favorite in Kay Bee and Broncho pictures. Miss Harris, unspoiled by her youthful
successes, is wholesomely girlish and loves to swim, dance, motor, and ride a pony.

the child actress,

"The

Trail of

VIOLET MERSEREAU
whose smile's may be seen in Universal films, has been playing since she was nine years old.
She alternated acting and studying with her sister, Claire. For a time she posed for artists.
After a long engagement in "The Clansman," she was chosen by Famous Players for the
"Spitfire," and has been in pictures ever since. New York was made famous through— beside
a few other things

— her

birth there

on October

2, 1897.

m

CRAUFORD KENT
now

appearing in the "Broadway Jones" release, is a clean-cut, soft-spoken, gentlemanly young
English actor who attained fame abroad in Gilbert and Sullivan operas before coming to the
United States in "Miss Gibbs." Although he has divided his time between England and
America for the last few years he is criticized in London as having such a "pronounced
American accent that it hampers him in playing English parts/'
/

CARMEL MYERS
the vivid Oriental type, is the daughter of Rabbi and Mrs. Isodore Myers of Los
Angeles.
She first attracted the attention of D. W. Griffith during the production of "Intolerance," her father having been one of Mr. Griffith's chief authorities on that period of Jewish
history which concerns the play.
To those who have seen "Stage Struck," one of Miss Myers'
latest vehicles, it is unnecessary to point out that the great director has added another future
star to his galaxy of "discoveries."
a beauty of

MARGUERITE SNOW
whose

latest engagement has been in support of George M. Cohan in pictures, has been in
dramatics since 1907. For five years she appeared in notable Broadway productions, but left the
footlights to play in the serial film, "The Million Dollar Mystery." She has been with Thanhouser,
Metro, and Ivan and is now with Artcraft.
Miss Snow was born in Savannah, Georgia, in 1892.

FRANCIS FORD
is

known

work in Universal serials with Grace Cunard.
Bingham in stock. After that he spent some time

chiefly for his

He began

his career
vaudeville and then
turned his attention toward the screen. Mr. Ford has acted for Nestor, Edison, and Melies. He
has now been with Universal for four years. Portland, Maine, boasts of his birth there in 1882.

playing with Amelia

in

LUCILLE LEE STEWART
was famous before she acted, through being the sister of Anita Stewart, and the wife of Ralph
Ince. She was born near the lights of Broadway, twenty-three years ago. At the age of ten she
organized an amateur theatrical class, and her talent began to bud. Later, she went on the stage for
two years, as a light comedienne, and then worked for D. W. Griffith. Last year Miss Stewart
gained stardom with Vitagraph, and

is at

present planning

to play

under her husband's

direction.

MARY FULLER
one of the picture stars who has never been on the
fame immediately by playing in the "What Happened

is

stage.

She

Mary"

started her career

and won

Later she
took the lead in "Mary Stuart," the first three-reel picture ever produced.
Recently Miss
Fuller joined Lasky where she went from Universal.
She was born in Washington, D. C.

2

to

series for Edison.

HENRY KING
doubly valuable to the Balboa Company for he directs as well as acts. Since the age of
seventeen, when he joined the Osmond Stock Company, he has been active in theatricals. At
nineteen he was playing Shakespearean roles, and soon after gained success in Broadway productions.
Mr. King's screen career has been confined to the Lubin Company, where he
started, and Balboa.
He was born in Lafayette, Virginia, January 24, 1888.

is

ORA CAREW
has risen
edies.

in

She

die last year to the top ranks of filmdom through playing leads
in Keystone comone of the best comediennes on the Triangle program. Her success on the

is

vaudeville stage,

she attributes

to

where she played
the fact that she

in

acts written by herself, In stock,

was born

in

Salt

and in musical comedies,
Lake City on Good Friday, April 13 1895*

The author and
beginning

the

of his story, on
the

an

ONE

hold

may

views
whatever
he pleases about

standing

the

pictures as a

He may
to

of

moving

form of

art.

"take off his hat"

them or yank

it

down

around his bulging
brow. But when he comes to
view the wonders of the
tight

production of a "film,
following the process from
scenario to screen, the odds are
a thousand to one that he will
marvel and doff his hat.
Not more than one person in

actual

—

five

hundred

what demoupon
and resource-

realizes

mands

the average five-reel
tion-picture feature makes

man's technical
fulness.

skill

Most

of us are likely to
have a vague notion that all that is

required to produce such a picture
is a plot, a camera, and a photographer, five spools of film, and some
actors. YVe think of a motion-picture

back

of

envelope.
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From

Idea

to

Eve

studio as nothing

more or

than an
enlarged photograph gallery, something
like a florist's hothouse, but higherroofed, with some stage scenery in one
corner and a photographer's dark room
less

another.

in

such an idea would have
been accurate enough ten or twelve
years ago, but it is now quite out of
If it were still true, the holder
date.
of it might find considerable difficulty
to account for the fact that the motionpicture business now ranks fifth, or
possibly even fourth, among the great
Possibly

The
reason for the tremendous number of
employees engaged in it upward of a
quarter of a million and the immense
amount of capital involved more than
industries of the United States.

—

live

—

—

hundred million dollars^-is that the

average moving-picture studio is a factory which employs men and women of
a score or more of callings.
Under one
roof are working not only actors and
photographers.
writers,
but
also
chemists,

printers,

carpenters,

tailors,

interior decorators, chauffeurs, antiqua-

house painters and scene painters, cooks and waiters, paper hangers,
all the trades of a machine shop, electricians,
bookkeepers, and stenographers, storekeepers competent to manage a mail-order house, and experts of
several new trades which came into
being because of the special needs of
the movies
as. for example, "location
him
scouts'' and
assemblers. One cannot help but wonder if there is any
other modern industry which calls for
rians,

—

such a great variety of specialists.
What do they all do? Follow the
production of a live-reel feature from
the idea of the scenario writer to the
eve of a consumer and you shall see.

—

"Abracadabra .'" and we are whisked
awav, forty-hve minutes from Broad1.

Casting director engaging a type. 2. Loca3. Where scenery is con-

tion scout at work.
structed.

U-

Making wood

look

like

metal.

From
way,

Thanhouser

the

to

New

Ro'chelle,

Idea
New

plant,

"Open sesame!"

York.

—and we are explaining

Lloyd Lon-

to

ergan, chief of the scenario department,
that we want to see the whole process
to Z, "like tourof film making from

A

ists visiting a

packing house."

Mr. Lonergan

smiles.

"The packing houses," he observes,
"have long been held up to public
admiration because they make use of
every

raw material but the
The movies can go them one
for they can take profits from

bit of their

squeal.
better,

even the

He

squeal.''

digs

among some papers on

his

desk and produces an envelope on the
back of which are some rough notes
scribbled with a lead pencil. They run
:

Good
not a modern Monte Cristo?
versatile.
Serrano
chance for heroic part.
Lots of act.

Why

These, he explains, were his first
notes for an idea that later developed
into the scenario of a five-reel feature
called

"A Modern Monte

Cristo."

genesis of that idea." the author
a squeal of trirelates, "was a squeal
umph from a young lady who was

"The

—

working out

a knotty

problem

nario writing and solved

it

at

in

sce-

a

desk

near by."

The young lady

is

near by at the mo-

and looking somewhat embarShe joins gayly enough, howrassed.

ment,
ever,

the laugh that

in

follows

— and,

though we wouldn't dare say that she
squeals,

point

the

of

the

anecdote

is

made clearer.
"You know how one

idea treads on

another,"

Mr. Lonergan

the

heels

of

about
Clearly it was a squeal
that squeal.
I found myself wonderof triumph.
ing next if Monte Cristo ever squealed
in triumph, then about what a modern

continues.

1.

"I

got

to

Papering walls of a "set."
3. "Prop" room.

at work.

thinking

2.
If.

rator? finishing uf a

Scene fainter
Inlerior decoset.

to

Eye
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From

Eye

Idea to
Monte
thing

Cristo
I

ticking

He

would

And

do.

the

first

knew my old typewriter w as
away at a scenario."
y

searches again in his desk and

produces the original manuscript of the
completed scenario.
Half a dozen
copies were

made

of this

first

scenario.

These copies went for approval
president

the

of

corporation,

to the

to

the

actors cast for the leading parts, to their

and to the studio manager.
When this committee reported favorably upon the idea, the president affixed
his O. K. to the script, and the machinery of the studio was set in motion.
But do not suppose that a camera man
began immediately to grind out picMany preliminaries were necestures.
director,

sary.

A

location scout departed in a

motor

car to find appropriate outdoor back-

grounds, and he journeyed as far
abroad as Block Island before he
found all that he sought. Houses had to
be built and a number of indoor backgrounds provided. So the carpenters,
decorators,

interior

house

painters,

scene painters, paper hangers, and electricians got busy.
The needles of the

and gown makers in the costume
room began to ply on a new order. A
printer began to put the titles into type.
A list of articles as long as your arm
went to a storeroom which contains as
tailors

many

mail-order house.
This warehouse, the "property room,"
must supply anything that the scenario
as

articles

calls for

;

if

something on the

he finds

We

list isn't in

must scour the country

stock, a scout
until

a

it.

from the scenario department with a guide to see some of
Here are
these preliminary processes.
a star and a director reading over a
sally forth

scenario

in

the

star's

dressing room.

2.

Arranging costumes in wardrobe room.
The mechanic who can make a camera.

3.

Electrical

1.

author,

shop.

stars,

and,

U-

Everything

ready,

director conferring.

From

Idea

corner,

sewing machines

are whirring in the

room where cosdin of hammers

Around

the

tumes are made. A
and saws in the carpenter's shop today it looks like a small factory for
chair making. Next door, the varnishIn a corner
ers and painters are busy.
where the light is bright, the scenic
;

coloring

are

artists

a

Now

fresco.

through a dark passageway, where a
great variety of furniture and vases and

we

chandeliers greet the eye, and

bring

A
room.
place of delight, the property room, an
old curiosity shop, combined with the
stocks of a department store and a mailorder house.
Lamps, telephones, linup

at

ens,

in

last

the property

firearms,

statues,

cocktails,

toys,

books, bed warmers, antique furniture
anything and everything.

—

"When

me

have it, I
have to say yes," says the property man.
"I can furnish anything from a curling
iron to a sparrow with a clipped wing.
And all on short notice."
Back through the dark passageway
again and out into a big, bright room of
glass,

a

is

a

they ask

studio.

I

the

three-sided

roofless,

plumber

Here

if

sight

first

kitchen.

A

one corner of it, and two paper hangers are
papering the walls. Close by is a drawing-room, richly furnished and complete in all details but two
one wall
is lacking, and the ceiling is of white
cheesecloth. And here, at last, we have
is

installing a sink in

—

come
work,

to the filming process,

a

director

actors at

shouting through

a

megaphone, a camera grinding.

Our guide

hurries us on.

tarry, he warns, if

whole process

Through

No

we mean

time to

to see the

in a single day.

passageway we
emerge into the open air. Half a dozen
motor cars have just come back from
another

Photographing interior scenes in the studio.
Taking the exteriors.
3. Finished film,
being taken to laboratory.
The process
U-

1.

2.

of developing the negative.

to

Eye
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Idea

to

Eye
with the
glows of red in-

in
"location"
a
the woods near
Pelham. Out of

lighted

the

Gercke gives the

limousines

and buses emerge
the players, two
extra people, and
a

pair

romp-

of

children.

ing

From

the last car

pops

a

man and
we

of

who

something

looks

window

a

like

Another

sash.

his

t

as-

into

it

onto a frame that

assistant

follow

to

film

an assistant,

camera
and these

sistant,

spool

rapidly unrolls

a troop of

stars,

candescents.

seizes

h e frame a n d
plunges it into a
tank of blackish

the

laboratory.

water.

In

dark room
unload a

soaks for a minute or two, then
out it comes and
plunge
takes
a

a

they
spool

of

film

from the camera
and dispatch it
upstairs to

For

"Gercke."
fifteen

years

Here

it

into a tank of de-

veloping fluid.
Soon the yellow
changes
ribbon

seven
of
them
with the Thanhousers
Charles
Gercke, superintendent of the

color

has
been
developing
and printing mo-

images appearing, hundreds

tion-picture films,

dark

and he can tell
you enough about

where
should

the

light

—

laboratories,

evolution

of

trade to
a book.
But

fill

we

would rather

see

that

the

process

than

hear its history.
"All
right

Come

and when the

in-

spector holds the

up before a

film

we

red light

can

see

of tiny negatives,
in the places

they
be

light,

where they

should be dark.

"That

will do/'

says Gercke.

Out comes
frame from

the
the

and

developer

along,

Take -hold
my hand !"

then
of

!

black,

to

!

Two

1.

Drying

the films.

2. Setting type

for
titles.
3. Perforating films for du-

turns in
an unlighted hall-

plicate

way, and we

Printing the posi-

emerge

into

tives from negatives

room

dimly

a

prints.

l^-

for distribution.

From
takes

a

plunge into another bath of

From

water.

Idea to Eye

here, after a

little

rins-

In

suit.

27

the

the

positive

whites are

white and the blacks are black, as in a
finished photograph.

passes on into the "hypo,'' and
from the hypo into another tank of
water, this time for a bath of forty

next.

minutes, with ninety gallons of water
passing over it every minute to insure
that no speck of chemicals or of dust
These tiny images, you are
remains.

The

original film always

is

far too long,

due

chiefly to the fact that

many scenes
The best of

ing,

it

reminded, will be enlarged upon the
screen to seventy thousand times their
real size, and the smallest blemish will
show up like a spot of India ink on the

bosom

The

comes

editing

task of

difficult

In a miniature theater, the film's
first "house" assembles; a board of censorship comprised of scenario writers,
directors, and other critical observers.

are taken several times.
these

must be

selected,

and some of the

action indicated in the scenario must,
for the sake of unity and brevity, be

of a dress shirt.

:
:
:

..:

.,:v:

V.

C

:-:

f

_.„...,,.._..._

The end of the story, on front of an envelope; a

When
washed,

the film has been thoroughly
it

comes out

a daylight

into

room and drips for a while from a rack.
Then it is wound onto a big, rapidly
revolving drum to dry.
Before these
drums were invented, the drying sometimes required many hours nowadays
;

the process often

is

complete in twenty

minutes. After this it is polished, colored if coloring is required, and then a
positive

is

printed

—

at the rate of

two

hundred and twenty pictures a minute
from the negative. The positive goes
through the same processes as a nega-

—

-

tive

;

the only difference

is

in

the re-

letter

i

in

from admirer

shortened or omitted.

io

s'ar.

After

this ruth-

and after the titles have
been set up in type, photographed from
a piece of cardboard, and inserted in
less slashing,

the film, the feature again plays before

the studio censors, this time for
is

called "proof reading."

Which

what
is

to

say, another careful inspection to catch

errors and

make improvements. When

these censors finally approve, the negative is brought to light again, its useless

thrown away, the other parts
and the titles pieced together, and then
the positives, which you and I see
flashed on the screen in America's

parts are

;

From
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which

twenty thousand moving-picture thea-

Sometimes the NaBoard of Review steps in and in-

tional

dicates

further

but

slashing,

if

its

r

of "A'

Modern Monte

plete the circle.

THE DIRECTOR
E

has a load to carry. Oh,
He's rushed, beyond a doubt.
He takes that poor scenario
And turns it inside out,

He interlines and scratches it,
He chops "and cuts and strikes,
Until at length he patches it
To look the way he likes.

So

then, his troupe surrounding him,

He makes

that script a reel,

In spite of worries hounding him
Like leading men who feel

That they're abused most

Or

lady stars

who

fearfully,

raise

Their voices high, and tearfully
Bemoan his "roughneck ways."

He

bullies or

he

jollifies,

Whichever seems the best,
Their temperaments he mollifies
Until they work with zest.
He soothes them and he worries them,
For that's his special trade
He drives and checks and hurries them
;

Until the film

A

is

wiz in matters

made.
tactical,

He knows the game all through
He must be wise and practical,
And yet a dreamer, too
;

Thus

equipped ideally
For problems to be met.
Who is he ? Well, now, really,

We

Cristo" from the

back of Mr. Lonergan's envelope to
the front of Mr. Serrano's, and com-

followed a
to Z, from the squeal with

l_J

presentation.

might add, by way of postscript,
ways the film producers
have to judge of the success of a picture is by the number of letters that
the star receives from admiring "fans."
With the cover of one of these letters
for an exhibit, w e can trace the story

You know the rest.
And with that we have

A

greet

We

find
board or other censorship
no faults, the films go to an exchange
The average number
for distribution.
The
of prints made is about forty.
next critics to view the picture are the
proprietors of moving-picture houses.

from

may

that one of the

this

officials

film

began to the squeals which

it

possibly

are printed.

ters,

Eye

Idea to

he's

haven't met him yet.

Bertox Braley.

WHY

GIRLS

LEAVE
HOME

In this

time

a

case the motive

is

a spring-

which Anita Stewart
was about to take when she
was snapped on the stoop
of her bungalow.
>
stroll

Romance and
By

Reality in the Studio
J.

B.

Illustration by R.

THE

public concedes the possible existence
of an atmosphere of romance about the
theater and about the circus tent, but is
slow to recognize that such an atmosphere may
surround the studios of the cinema.
"big scene"
But look judge for yourself!
Can you look at it without someis being filmed.
thing of a thrill? Reflect that bits of that scene

—

A

Waye
L.

L

am b d

i

n

on picture screens from Bangor to San
Diego. What you are watching to-day will soon
spring miraculously into life again in New York
and Bird Center, in snowland and palmland,
among the mountains, on the prairies, by the sea.
Here is an artist's sketch of a "big scene" at
the taking. Summon your imagination to add to
the picture the lacking elements of color and
will flash

Romance and

Reality

scent and sound, for black and white tell only
part of the story.
What could be more bizarre than the colors of
a scene in a picture studio? The spring sunlight
from the hothouse roof of glass filters through
cloth shades and is tinged to a weird green by a
Those tablecloths are in
battery of arc lights.
pink,
shirts of the actors are
and
the
dress
reality
the color of coffee diluted with cream. Some of

men wear tan shoes with their evening clothes,
and the result in the pictures is perfectly proper
form. Sounds ? There are dozens of them -"silent
drama" is, indeed, a misnomer. An orchestra
playing, a babble of voices, a din of hammers,
the

—

applause

for

the

cabaret

dancer,

fierce

from the director through a megaphone.

shouts

in

Odors?

the Studio
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Attar of roses-

But there ends romance, and reality takes the
floor.
The dominating, the tormenting aroma is
of boiling coffee.
Over in a corner of the big
studio a "picnic spread" is in preparation.
The
actors who on the screen will appear to be gay
diners on the Great White Way are many miles

away from Broadway in a suburban studio, and
live hours removed from breakfast time.
Since
early morning they have had no refreshment but
the spring water in their champagne glasses.
They have toiled for five hours to make what
you will see run off in a few minutes. They are
hungry; their gayety
all

and

there

is

coffee.

is

feigned.

but a single passion

In the minds of

— for

sandwiches

:
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this

ballroom,

be cradled

the great-

in

"Here,
will
est

form

world

of

will

coming

amusement
know in

century —

the

the

The C rad

of

e

1

the

By Charles

mo-

tion-picture drama''

happen

room
later,

Gatchell

in

fifty

that

years

would

have believed

he
it?

He would

not

Neither would you,
nor I, nor any one
-

G4-GATC^£i_L

'

else,

thing happened to us

fifty

had such a
years ago.

For we would have heard something
like this

ACK

in

the days of beaver hats

and hoop skirts, a member of the
Cunard family, founders of the
great line of steamships, built a stately
family mansion at Xo. 1 1 East Four-

teenth Street,
It

was

New York

of graystone, flanked with broad lawns.

from the
the main hallway which

Great, winding stairways led

octagonal

ballroom

about fifty feet in width and depth, the
scene of many a brilliant social gathering in the

'50's.

If the dignified

sion

had chanced

owner

in this

ballroom, will be cra-

dled the greatest form of amusement
the world will know in the coming century the motion-picture drama. Within

—

these walls,

men and women, working
from a
form that

together, will develop this art

Gity.

a square, four-story structure

upper floors to
opened onto an

"Here,

of the old

man-

to linger in the ball-

room one

night after the last slippered
guest had left, to be rolled away in the
last family chaise, and a spirit had ap-

peared as distinctly as the ghost of
Hamlet's father to tell him what would

cheap, tawdry beginning to a
will bring every drama and story in the
world's history down to every village

and hamlet, touching the

lives of nearly

every one in the civilized world.
"And through these doors will come
and go a group of actors, playing their
parts in this magic transformation, each
of whom will star in some one of a
score of companies, their aggregate salaries amounting to far in excess of a
million dollars a year."

Would we have
By the time we'd
and finished

Hardly.
collected our senses
mopping our brow, we
believed it?

the Movies
The remarkable
ing,

history of a

little

New

where a vast industry was rocked
Illustrations by the Author.

would have summoned the
butler and in husky tones suggested that
probably

next reception the formula for
the punch be modified.

at the

Dropping the curtain for
after this bit of prologue,

a

moment,

let's

raise

it

in

York dwellits

infancy.

unknown. The business was scorned by
the people of the

le-

gitimate stage.

The time

for

the

magic transformation
was at hand when
David W. Griffith entered the old ballroom studio that year,
looking for work. A play he had written for James K. Hackett had proved
a failure.
He had heard that the Biograph Company bought plots for motion pictures.

At

the studio he

was

told

Outyears later.
building
side,
the
old
same,
looks much the
save that now it is flanked
fifty

But
bv other buildings.
no longer a dwelling,

it is

family livinsr rooms
for years have been artx'he

studios.

ists'

The
become

ball-

room has
workshop of the
graph
Company.

the

Bio-

For
twelve years they have
been making one form or
another of motion pictures there.

By

this

were

they
"trick

"The
Robbery"
of

Train
competing

other

1908,

turning

pictures"

thrillers

nine

time,

with

out

and
Great
type,

about

companies

in

supplying
the
"Bijou"
and "Nickelodeon" theaters that

had become

scat-

tered broadcast throughout the country.
The

making of films was a
hit-or-miss
business*
cheaply conducted, compared to modern standards.
Actors were paid
five

dollars

a

day.

One

would serve about as well
another.
Stars were

as

3

The old Biograpk studio, ihe cradle of the movies,
East Fourteenth Street, New York City.

at

No. 11
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they did

—

from

twentyfive dollars each.
What was more important to him that day was that he
and his wife were given jobs acting.
What Griffith saw when he entered
the studio was one of the most crowded
places in New York City.
In every
spare corner carpenters and scene painters were at work.
There was room
for only one set at a time, and to get
at

fifteen

to

camera far enough away it had to
be shoved back into the hallway.
Griffith became a regular actor and
scenario writer for the company, and
the

before long was asking for a chance
to direct a production.
The chance
was finally granted, and the result was
"The Adventures of Dolly." The film

showed some new ideas, and the management was pleased, particularly when
they

learned

twenty-eight prints
had been sold nearly twice the usual
number. The magic had begun.
Griffith

that

—

waved

stars

began

stars

then

—

his

appear.
bless you,
to

wand,

and the

They weren't
no

!

But the

the

of

wand

Movies

of Griffith's determination to get

the kind of people

who

could convincingly portray the characters was so sure
that, once he had "picked" an actor or
actress, he or she seemed to be destined to later stardom.
Tlis method ranged from a glance
caught in passing on the street to the
most searching inquiry into the mind of
the person he was considering for some
part.

The

late

Arthur Johnson, one of

the most popular screen actors until his

was picked up by Griffith while
searching Broadway for a man of a cerdeath,

Blanche Sweet, on theother
hand, was put through a third degree
of rapid-fire questions by Griffith until,
confused, she decided she would never
work for such a man. Then, to her
surprise, he laughed, told her she registered bewilderment and anger excellently, and that he could use her at
tain type.

once.

He was
actors.

used to

always on the alert to find

There was
come and

a
sit

little

in

girl

the

who

studio,

The

Cradle of the Movies
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"B u t
us who

those of
were taking part in that

watching

her

Marguerite
chanced to no-

big

sister,

Loveridge, act. Griffith
tice one day how her face was reflecting
That very
the emotions of the actors.
day he gave her a maid's part to test
her ability. And so began the career

Mae Marsh, now

of

a

Goldwyn

star.

In his search for comedians,
former
Sennett,
encountered Mack
chorus man at the Casino Theater.
Then Sennett did a little magic of his
own. He asked, as Griffith had before
him, for a chance to direct a production.
It was granted, and the Sennett
brand of knockabout, slapstick comedy, made world famous later through
Griffith

Company, was created.
Picking actors was only part of Grif-

the Keystone

wizardry.

His

touched
every side of motion-picture production.
He began to take pictures at
close range to give full value to the
fith's

actors' expressions.

talent

He demanded

re-

alism in his settings, as well as in the
acting.
Finally he ventured to put on
a straight drama, and a transformation
was at last completed. The thing the
public had been waiting for was ready.

And
dio

that

is

how

the old Biograph stu-

became the cradle of the modern

movies.

realize
didn't
transformation
what we were helping create in that little studio, nor the parts we were destined to play in its future development," Frank Powell, one of Griffith's
early "finds," now a producer, told me
one day, as he sat at hie mahogany
desk overlooking Times Square.
"Even Griffith himself didn't see the
developments ahead.
recall asking
I
him one day if it would be a good idea
begin getting picture rights for
to
books and plays, but he dismissed the
idea.

"No, we were just ordinary, hardworking actor folks, with plenty of
hardships, scant accommodations, few
complaints, and no temperament
not

—

on

five dollars

a day.

"We

had two dressing rooms, one
for the men, the other for the women.
Each room had four clothes hooks.
Mary Pickford, who was just a little
soldier like the rest of us, had a box
brought into the dressing room one day.
But it took up so much room that some
one complained, and out it went. Can
you imagine it?
"When I came to the Biograph, Griffith already had gathered the first group
of future stars. His little company had
been chosen to his liking, and was ready
to tackle anything from farce to melodrama. For the women's parts he had
Mary Pickford, Florence Lawrence,

—
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Marion Leonard and Stephen Longfellow. The men included Arthur Johnson, James Kirkwood, Henry Walthall,
Owen Moore, and for comedy Mack
Fancy getSennett and Billy Quirk.
ting that crowd into a single cast today and paying their salaries
"But big salaries weren't dreamed of
then.
When I became a director and
was raised to forty dollars a week, it

—

!

Some

looked tremendous.

when Johnson

time

later,

company, he
asked me what I thought he ought to
ask for when applying to another comleft

the

took a flight of imagination
and said 'A hundred dollars a week.'
"He looked at me narrowly.
One
of us is drunk,' he said, 'and it isn't
pany.

I

:

4

of

the Movies

so long as leafless trees didn't

summer

clothes.

films in

which

"We

it

was

chilly

We made
all

the

in

in

several such

men were

kept

smoking, to disguise their breath, which

showed in the frosty air.
And the
women, poor things, weren't allowed to
open their

lips.

"I often think of Griffith's kindness

who worked

to the people

for him,

and

people who
were always on hand waiting for work.

particularly

the

to

extra

We

had no room for them in the building, and they used to congregate in such
numbers that the police often had to
drive them away. You may remember
that

the films of those days there

in

were

many crowds,

great

a

made up

me.'

But

the pictures.

show
work

of old people.

I

largely

think Griffith

were both stunned the next day
when he followed my advice and got

often used them more out of sympathy
than because the picture really de-

hundred.
Until that time, Mary
Pickford was the only one I can recall

manded them.

to receive so large a salary.

tion

the

"We

used to have to work day and

"That same kindness and appreciaof

showed
toward

that

talent

Griffith

alwavs

to his regular actors did a lot

night to turn out the two pictures required each week. Sunday was our day
for going through scenarios and getting

own development. I've
only named the few who were there
at the beginning. Of those who worked

them ready

with him before he left the old studio,
the list could be extended to more than
half of the stars of to-day, I presume.

next day.
"In order to make our first trip to
California we had to get eight weeks'
work ahead, and to do that we worked
from nine in the morning until after
midnight.
At night our meals were
brought in from a near-by restaurant
and eaten on a single -table in the

crowded

to cast the

—

basement which was the
'prop' room.
I never shall forget"
Powell said it slowly and with feeling
"those cold steaks and the sugarless

—

coffee.

"And that wasn't our only hardship.
When we went to Fort Lee, on the Palmost of us caught the eight-ten
ferry
only a favored few ever traveled
in motor cars.
isades,

—

"A

great many out-of-door summer
scenes had to be acted around New
York in the winter. It was easily done
when there was no snow on the ground,

their

Nearly all those early actors, by the
way, became directors sooner or later.
Johnson, Kirkwood, Mack Sennett,
George Nichols, Frank Brandon, and
Del Henderson those at least."
Powell paused, and as he did so I
pictured to myself a scene which might
have taken place at the time of which

—

he was speaking.

Up
comes

the steps

the

and through the door

hurrying

figure

of

Mary

Pickford, all out of breath from walkfor there's no limousine to bring
ing
her anxiously wondering if she's late
to work. In the hallway stands another
girl, Blanche Sweet, trying to get up
courage to ask for Mr. Griffith, to see
if he will give her a job.
Fred Mace
has steered Owen Moore over in a cor-

—
—

1
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ner to ask him if he'll stake him to a
Out of the didollar until Saturday.
rector's office bursts an office boy, Bobbie Harron, his face glowing with enthusiasm, making a streak for the
dressing room. They need a messenger
boy in a scene to be rehearsed right
away, and Mr. Griffith has told him to

dicapped now, putting on these little
comedies. In those days we had three
directors working at once.
While one
was here, another would have a company out of doors somewhere, and a
third ready to come on at night.
The

jump

camera kept away ghosts
in the spooky hours of night.
But we
seemed to get along all right, though
we didn't have near the system we have
now. Say, ain't it funny ?"

into

he can do.

good

see

what

he can only

make

the uniform and

Gee,

if

!

holding a manuArthur Marvin is ready at the

Griffith
script.

appears,

latter

through

would
till

often

morning,

work

straight

and the

click-

click of the

camera.
The gong rings, and some
way, out of all the bustle and confu-

company gets together, the
day's work begins, and there we let the
curtain fall once more on the old ballthe

sion,

room. When it rises again, the scene
and setting are in present time, and the
wheels of the great industry that
started revolving in the ballroom are
turning in all parts of the world.
Passing the old Fourteenth Street
studio one day, I stopped in for a moment for a glimpse of the old cradle
of the movies as it appears to-day. It
is still used for making pictures, though
it

is

now

panies

rented out to smaller com-

since

Biograph moved tc
the end of

the

modern plant near
the Bronx subway.
A director was at w ork, leitheir big

r

surely rehearsing a come-

dian in a scene requiring
only two actors.
Every-

was

thing

very quiet,
very orderly.
William

Thomas,
eran

who

senior,

vet-

property master,
has been there since

days as a studio,
the rooms.
"It's

its

earliest

showed me through

the

cradle of the movies, all
right," he said, as we ended our short
tour.
"And it certainly did some rock-

You

can imagine how they kept
me jumping, the way they kept getting
new ideas every day.
ing.

"Just fancy,

sir,

we

think we're han-

Meals were eaten at a single table in the basement, which was the ''prop'' room.

Screen Opportunity Contest
Important

PPORTUNITY
knuckles

that

has

rattled

your

its

door.

said that such

a thing happens but once in a lifetime.
How have you greeted it? Have you
turned the knob and looked it in the
In other
face, or have you scorned it ?

words, have you entered the PicturePlay Magazine's Screen Opportunity
Contest? It is now running at full blast.
Every day that passes without your
sending in your application is a knock
of opportunity that you have ignored.
The Frank Powell Producing Corporation needs new players and not
only new players, but new stars.
It
wants them, and it is willing to make
them. Pic ture-Play Magazine is find-

—

A

group of some of

about

the

may make you

test

against

Wise men have

facts

the people

con-

a star.

ing these players for them.

We

intend

them everywhere, wherever they
may be. The best actors and actresses
to find

who have lived an ordinary
who know the world as it is. These
the people who have not had an

are those
life,

are

opportunity to show their ability and to
capitalize their talent and knowledge.
We are giving them their chance.
are giving you your chance.
You don't have to be beautiful. You
don't have to be entrancing.
Your
eyes don't have to be big and charming.
You don't need anything at all
except a screen face and ambition. If
you have that, you are among the best

We

in the contest.

This contest was undertaken with the

who are making Powell

films.

Opportunity Contest

Screen

worth
would
twelve people who

main purpose of making

life'

while to
not otherwise receive an opportunity in time for them to make
it

golden.

new

contest for

It is a

Any

one who has played
professionally on the stage or before a camera is not eligible as a
blood.

That

contestant.

only

practically the

is

men and

Both

restriction.

women,

of

all

There

is

no

set

lected

from each

can

ages,

number
sex.

enter.

to be

They

se-

will

be chosen according to the discretion of the judges, who are Frank
Powell, vice president and director general of the Frank Powell
Producing Corporation, and Gerald C. Duffy, editor of Picture-

Play Magazine.
Although thousands of applications have already been received
and gone over carefully by the
judges, no definite decision has
been reached as yet, and none will
be made until all the entries have
been received, in order that every
one may be considered on a par
with the other contestants.

The winners
in

the

July

will be

issue

PictureThese twelve
of

Play Magazine.
will have their way
residence

their

to

announced

paid

New

from
York

where the studios of the

City,

Frank

Powell

located.

From

Company

are

the time that

they arrive, they will receive
a salary of not less than
twenty-five dollars each per

week. Every contestant will
be given a real part in a
real feature picture of five

The part will not be
a mere "extra/'
but one which commands
reels.

that

of

attention

and

Nance
0' Ne land

J

ticv fius-

which

af- band, Al-

fords an opportunity for fred Hickthe portrayal of dramatic

2£$f£

talent.

portuniti/.
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Nance
It is

upon the work

O'Neil.

and Frank Powell conferring

in this first pic-

ture that the future of the winning contestants depends.

It is

up

to each per-

son individually to "make good" in his
or her part in the production.
The
judges will watch the work carefully
throughout.
Mr. Powell will himself
direct the

film in

person.

When

the

picture has been completed and the play

developed,

cut,

titled,

assembled,

and

shown, Mr. Powell and Mr, Duffy will
view it officially and decide which of
the new players have "made good." All
of those

who

are decided upon favor-

before a scene.

even if all are included, will be
placed under contract to appear regularly in Frank Powell pictures, which
will be released through the Mutual
Film Corporation. It will then merely
be a matter of time and ambitious apably,

them

become stars and
gain wealth, recognition, and fame. All
of this is not beyond you. In fact, it is
plication for

sounds colossal,
Your opportunity has

right before you.

but

it

is

true.

to

It

arrived to do all of these things.
One of the most important announcements regarding the contest to be made

—

Screen
month

Opportunity Contest

wherein
contestants must reside have been extended to include Canada. When the
entries from our American readers began to pour in on the first of February,
there came with them daily, until the
number approached a hundred, letters
from Canadians requesting that that
this

that the limits

is

Territory be included in the contest
boundaries.
The judges discussed the
matter thoroughly, and finally decided
that the requests be granted, so that
now, in order to be eligible under the

same

rules as previously,

the contest-

must be residents of either the
United States proper exclusive of its
possessions
or the Dominion of Canada.
Come on, now, let's see what our
ants

—

—

neighbors can present in the way of star
dust!
There is still plenty of time
the contest is open until May 20th at
noon.

The

vast

number

been coming

in

of entries that have

since the

Screen Op-

influence

their

decisions

41
;

the

contest

opened by them only they will
decide the twelve winners from the
viewpoint of the most acceptable only
and from the entire collection of entries.
mail

is

;

order to be absolutely certain
that they are picking the best, they
offer the following advice
When sending in your photograph, it is best to
inclose at least two, if possible, one
showing a full-face view and the other
The photographs help the
a profile.
judges to determine whether or not the
contestant possesses a "screen face." It
is important that intelligence
not education
play a strong part in the selection of the winners.
Therefore, while
it is not essential, it would be better if
the letters called for in the rules be
written in longhand and not on a typewriter.
Also, in order not to complicate matters, and to avoid confusion,
do not send the letter and application
blank first and follow in a few days
So,

in

:

—

—

portunity -Contest opened have incited
the judges to make
a few suggestions
to those
still

their

Mr.
Mr.
to

to

who have
send

in

applications.

Powell and
Duffy desire

make

this

con-

stand out because of its bonafide
features and
fairness
through-

test

out.

They have no

"favorites,"
is

there

nothing- that can

Marjory Rambeau and Mr. Powell, under whose direction she

is

playing for films for the first tune.

:

Screen
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Opportunity Contest

Send both at
inclosed within the same

with the photographs.
the

same

time,

wrapper.

The

and pictures that have
already been received show wonderful
promise for the result of the contest.
In the next issue of Picture-Play
Magazine, a group of pictures of
letters

promising contestants will be published.
Will you be among them?
There is no chance if you do not enter,
so if you have not yet sent in your application and photograph, now is the
time.

Out

Do

not delay.

Frank Powell

at the

studio, at

ago, when, under the eye of the best
technical

men,

Mc-

Frank

including

Cormack, who is a stage director of
note, and the man who put on the
recent success, "Experience," on the
legitimate, a whole street was built on
the studio stage and lighting effects of
night photography were taken.
Just a few hundred feet from the
entrance of the studio lies the Long
Island Sound, which affords convenient
and excellent location for scenes on the
water.
Mr. Powell is bringing into his studio and his

own company

all

the energy

Long Island, a few miles
outside of New York City, arrangements are being made continually for
the entrance of the winners. The sce-

which he has used to make
him famous during his many years in
the film industry.
He was with David
Griffith
at the old Biograph studio,
W.

nario department

the

College Point,

is

watching for

sto-

opportunity to the twelve
lucky ones to portray emotions that will
allow them to "make good" if they possess the ability and ambition.
Frank
Powell and Gerald C. Duffy put their
heads together on the premises the
other day and went over all the details,,
Mr. Powell, who has complete charge
ries that offer

of the studio, and

winners

who

will direct the

looking carefully after matters from the producer's
point of view while Mr. Duffy, who is
in their films, is

;

the editor of

Picture-Play Magazine

and the originator of the contest,

is

and

skill

motion-picture studio in existence, and is responsible for the success
of many of the stars who started on the
first

road to fame there.

His part

building of the great industry

and a hint of

it,

in

is

which might be

esting to contestants,

may

the

great;
inter-

be read in

an article in this issue entitled "The
Cradle of the Movies." After he left
Biograph, Mr. Powell again sprang into
prominence by discovering Theda Bara.
Blanche Sweet was his "find" of the
early days. The future which these and
other players, who were unknown when
he took them under his guidance and

taking into his consideration the pub-

who

lics end.

under it, speaks for itself and should
encourage faith in what he will do for
the winners in this contest.
For he
has said, using his own words

The Powell
of

some of

studio

is

the birthplace

the greatest present-day pro-

present occupied by
Marjorie Rambeau and Nance O'Xeil,
and the stars and some of the most artistic films that have been released recently were made there under the direction of Mr. Powell.
There is every
possible equipment for the best indoor
sets, and sixteen thousand square feet
of floor space upon which they can be
erected.
One of the most remarkable
feats that has been accomplished there
in production occurred a few weeks
ductions.

It is at

rose to the greatest heights while

"It

is-

certain

that

there

are

many

men and women who have never even
seen a motion-picture camera who can
become

just as great stars as

any one

playing on the screen to-day.
"I

am

from

who

sure that

winners
will

we

of' this

will

make

contest

stars

— stars

be just as famous and get just

as big salaries in time as the stars of

to-day

!"

Screen
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READ CAREFULLY THE FOLLOWING RULES AND BE SURE THAT YOU
COMPLY WITH THEM:
This contest is open to both men and women.
There is no age limit.
No person is eligible who has had any professional experience on the stage
or in motion pictures.
The contest is open from February ist, until noon, May 20, 191 7.
All contestants must be residents of the United States or Canada.
In order to become a contestant fill out the blank on this page or make out
one like it on any paper and send it with a photograph or photographs of
yourself and a letter telling why you think you could be a successful motionpicture player. If possible send one full-face and one profile picture.
Do not make your letter over two hundred words in length.
Send your entry to PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE Contest Department,
Nos. 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
We will not be responsible for any photographs or letters sent to the contest.

—

—

WHAT THE WINNERS

GET.

From
The

the contestants twelve winners will be picked, regardless of sex or age.
big factors that will influence the judges' decision are the beauty, screen

value of the features, and the intelligence shown in the letters'.
These twelve will have their fares paid to New York City from their home
towns. The money will be given them with their first week's salary.
Each of the winners will be given a position as actor or actress in at least
one feature picture.
While they are working they will be paid a salary of not less than twentyfive dollars ($25.00) a week.
There will be no time between scenes when
they do not receive their salaries.

When

the picture or pictures in which each appears are completed the judges
will choose from the twelve, regardless of the number, even if it includes all

those who, in their estimation, have real ability to act, and have made good.
These will be placed under contract to act in Frank Powell productions.

APPLICATION BLANK
I am desirous of becoming a motion-picture player.
professional experience on either the stage or screen.

Name

.

.

,

,

Address

Age

Color of eyes

Height

Complexion

Weight

Remarks

Color of hair

My preference

of character roles is

.

,

I have never had any

We

begin to suspect that Lenore Ulrich is human and, like
actress, says her prayers to David Belasco
Yes, that's Dave on the table, in the thoughtevery night.
ful attitude that he has made fnmous.

many another

Really, this

is

too easy, but the editor won't stand for

it,

so

you will have to imagine what we were really going to say
Talk about cast
pig.
about Pearl White and the
ing pearls before swine!
Pearl's arms about swine.

^SSB^ How

about

casting

No, this

is

not going to be a fight

between Battling King Baggot
and Knockout George Lessey, his
director.
They are discussing a
scene in the scenario that calls
for a chicken dinner, and Baggot
is delivering his ultimatum, stating that he will consider it an
overt act if the papier-mache
chicken is used again.

And now

Francelia Billington and Edward Slosson bump right
merrily into the make-up in a camera car. He is remarking
lightly that with Cupid at the wheel
it is certain
to be a pleasant trip.
Very pretty,
^223* but between
ourse'vt s the darn tiling is headed for
^lELJ a lamppost.

May

Allison,

About

Upon

to

go

a trip

To Buffalo,

Upon her face
The high

lights stick

Because she lays

Them

on so thick.

Frank Spearman,
Henry
McRae, Charles E. Van Loan,
and a cowcatcher— but the only
bull that is
but you get it.

—

"They are wearlaceReidhasbeen
"Your marriage

iiig

them higher

singing.

in Hawaii," WalTheodore Roberts says:

awaits without, sir!"

You

are entitled to one guess at what Margarita
Huh? Rigit! She is
Fisher is trying to tell you.
endeavoring to demonstrate that the old platitude,
pretty as a doll, is of no use in her
case because she is prettier.
Miss
A
Fisher is the figure on the right
the
other two are the dolls.

—

If there are any cold chills hupping down Margaret Loomis'
spine, she conceals the fact,
and continues gayly with her
barefoot dance as though there
were not a tack in this tack-

less ol' world.

J.G.Tarver,who is seven feet five, and Bill Farnum
Tarver cannot go into anything but a five-reeler—
you see, he sticks out at botn ends of a shorter him.

The artist got his layout mixed here. The parrot that
is roosting on George M. Cohan's foot really belongs
to Dorothy Gish and is not supposed to be in the other
picture at all. Dorothy
is slipping the parrot a
cracker for saying: "Dorothy Gish is the bestactress in the world
and points adjacent."

Marguerite Clark is ex
plaining to George M. Cohan that
she has never wavered in her admiration for him, and the boy who
put the pep into the American
flag is saying to her: "Long may

Jones
Things that happened to a young man who aspired to live
a Broadway life and do business on a Broadway basis.

By
his

own home

Will

H. Johnston

town, "Broadway"
Jonesville, Ohio,

INJones was a joke.

refused to take the young man seriously.
"Sensationalism" .was his slogan and "As they do it on Broadway"
was the scintillating sentence that
flashed through his unsolicited advice
;

to Jonesville's business

He
ster

men and

even went so far as to
palace"

after a

week

citizens of

install a "lob-

on the main

street,

of vain effort to

the

little

Broadway had come

others.

town

make

but
the

realize that

Ohio, he closed
the doors and went back to his desk in
to

the Jones

pany's

Chu-Chu Chewing

office.

His

Gum Com-

.

had founded the
Chu-Chu Company. His father had
carried it on with tolerable success, and
now his uncle, Andrew Jones, was headgrandfather

of the business, continuing the conservative policies of the founders, refusing
to advertise, and declining all offers to

merge with the Chewing Gum Trust.
Broadway Jones held an interest

in

and, with his youthful enthusiasm,
was insistent "upon the employment of
modern methods of advertising to make
it,

known

world the superior qualities of the toothsome gum.
Spectacular
schemes for making Chu-Chu a household word buzzed in his brain, and with
to the

all

"The Chu-Chu

gum

the eloquence of

a

zealot

thev

sales will be as

wide as

this!''

were

Broadway Jones

Jusie looked

up

at

him with an appeal in her

before his uncle.
But Andrew
Jones only laughed.
"He'll be sorry some day," mused
Broadway, casting a reproachful glance
at the old man bowed over the flattopped desk in the big, well-lighted,
outer office preferred by him to the dignified grandeur of the inner sanctum
where he occasionally received exceptional visitors. "I wish I could impress
Uncle Andrew with a sense of the importance of billboards and electric signs
laid

and page ads."
Just then

Broadway caught

a figure in the entrance hall

sight of

— an

alert

and broad, well set up, well
groomed. "A man of power," Broadway decided. A man who clearly had
no Jonesville bacillus in his blood in
short, a man who looked as if he were
on speaking terms with the Great White
figure, big

—

Way.
Broadway

ert

"I'd like to see the

vertising firm of Wallace

said the stranger.

"I

;

&

Co., of

New

York, and not above soliciting business
myself. What we have done for thousands of enterprises in the United
States we want to do for Chu-Chu

Gum."
!"

man

we're looking for
cried Broadway, and delightedly took
the visitor's hat and coat and led him
to the flat-topped desk where his uncle
was vainly endeavoring to drive an obstreperous fly from his shining pate
while he pored over a batch of reports.
"Uncle, here's a man to back up my
contentions," said Broadway by way of
"A man who has made
introduction.
million-dollar properties out of enterMr. Wallace,
prises dying of dry rot.
of the New York advertising firm of
Wallace & Co.
You've read of the
"Just the

way

head of the firm,"
am Wallace Rob-

violet eyes

Wallace, junior partner of the ad-

They

firm.

started to the door.
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to

are

known from Broad-

California."

He was

talking

high speed the words came in a
steady stream, and the listeners had no

at

;

Broadway Jones
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chance for speech. "If you give Mr.
Wallace a chance, he will make ChuChu known around the world. Tell
him, Wallace," he shouted. "Tell him
Broadway methods the
if he adopts
Chu-Chu Gum sales will be as wide as
He spread his
as wide as this !"
palms in an all-embracing gesture.
"As
Wallace caueht the infection.
wide as this I" he echoed, parrotlike,
but with great seriousness, and swung

—

arms wide.

his

Andrew
round

who

had

whirled

in his chair, glared at

Wallace.

Jones,

He

waited patiently till Broadway had
finished, then he said stiffly
"If Mr.
Wallace has anything to say. I will be
obliged to him if he puts it in writing.
My time is too valuable to waste in
chatter about newfangled advertising
methods."
-" besran Broadw^av
"But, uncle—
:

The

old

man waved him

and

was ended.
Wallace had gone, Broadway

the interview

When

aside,

returned to the attack.

"Let's have this thing out, uncle/' he

"You're

pleaded.

like the

guy who

re-

fuses to take a thousand-dollar bundle
of bills because they're done

lavender.

I've

done

my

up

in

best to

pink

make

you see the colossal possibilities for
Chu-Chu, but .Jvou set JvoUr face like
flint against Broadway ideas.
What's
the answer?"
"You've got Broadway on the brain,
7

my

Andrew

Jones, with less
stiffness than he had shown in the pres-

boy," said

He was
ence of the advertising man.
irascible,
strong-chinned,
thin-lipped,
but there was a flash of whimsicality in
his sunken eyes that told he was not

A man
devoid of a sense of humor.
this, who would be pronounced remarkably sane.

Hard-headed, conservative,

"On the
unquestionably able.
!"
brain
he repeated. "You 4 0n 't realize, I suppose, that half the people in
this town regard you as a humorist,
and that the other half think you ought
to be locked away in an insane asylum."
"Think I'm going crazy !" stormed
but

—

Broadway Jones
Broadway, crimsoning, as he shot a
glance at Josie Richards, the demure
secretary and bookkeeper, who
little
was shyly watching him from her high
stool.

"I'll

muds

these

stick-in-the-

shake the dust of this town
feet and become a real Broad-

I'll

!

my

from

show

way dweller."
"Good idea, boy

!"

said the old

man,

with a grim smile. "You've never seen
that much-overrated street, I think?"

have

"I

—through

the

mind's

eye.

I'm sure if you dropped me down on
the Great White Way I'd know every
electric
sign from Thirty-fourth to
Fiftieth!"

"And

you

after

have

become

a

Broadwayite in actuality?" suggested
Uncle Andrew acidly.
"After that," said Broadway calmly,
"I'll shake Jonesville to its
foundations
I'll come back with a reputation
that'll make these crawlers who have
been bitten by the sleeping-sickness bug
jump into action and live=— really live,
not merely exist
Broadway will take
to me
It'll give me the chance I need
to show the world
and Jonesville
the stuff that's in me."
!
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you to lunch with me in
the new Primrose Room of the Alcott."
The dimples deepened in her cheeks
as she smiled. "Still talking Broadway,
boy ? I should think you'd put it out
of your mind and settle down sensibly,
like your uncle."
He looked furtively at the old man,
crouched over the flat-topped desk. He
was apparently absorbed, and oblivious
to the presence of the others.
Broadway nodded toward him. "I can't rouse
him," he said, "any more than I can
rouse anybody in this sleep-heavy town.
said, "I'd invite

person who understands me, and I'm going to take

Josie, you're the only

you into my confidence. I have determined to cut loose from Jonesville."
"What do you mean?" she asked, a
frightened.

little

"Simply that

I

am

going to take

my

share of the capitalization and hit the
trail for the Broadway of my dreams."

"Do you mean

that seriously?"

she

demanded.*
"Yes; I'm through."

!

"I don't believe

You

it.

couldn't de-

!

—

It

was

said in all seriousness, but

was too much

for

Andrew

Jones.

it

''Get

I'm busy," he said, and
swung around with a sigh to his desk.
out,

please;

Broadway opened

his lips to continue

the argument, but, thinking better of
it, closed them with a snap and turned

away.

Across the

office,

Josie Richards

was

climbing down from her stool, and she
smiled sympathetically as she saw the
crestfallen look in the young man's
face.
She was an unusually pretty girl
with abundant black hair and a healthily tanned face that spoke of outdoor
sports.
Broadway watched her as she
reached up for her hat.
It was the

noon hour.

He

crossed the

room

to

her.

"Josie, if this

were Broadway," he

your grandfather worked
for and handed down to your father;
that your father worked for and handed
sert the plant

down

to you."

"That's the

rub,

Josie.

He

didn't

me I was too young
He handed it to Uncle
Andrew, and the old crab won't let me

hand

it

down

to

;

for the job.

put the

Broadway punch

So

ness.

I tell

into the busi-

you I'm through."

"You're ungrateful," Josie declared
indignantly, her voice rising above the
whispers in which they had carried on
the dialogue. "This business will be all
yours some day yours to hand down
to your children, if you put this foolish
notion of Broadway out of your head."

—

"It can't be done, Josie.

and

name

I

—

are

inseparable.

literally.

No

one

Broadway

It's

calls

my
me

first

anyup with

And when you tie
Broadway you never want a divorce."
"What particular angle of the Chu-

thing

else.

;

Broadway Jones
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"Young man, do you know where

you'll

end?"

he snapped.

"On Broadway,"

said the younger Jones cheer-

fully.

The

electric signs

were there

;

the

theaters, the "lobster palaces," the

crowds.

This

was

Broadwav

but after three days of

it,

Broad-

way Jones became restless, dispirited, when the grim fact was
borne
to
1

in

on him that he had failed

make

the

famous

street

scious of his presence.

con-

He had

sumptuous rooms in a
sumptuous hotel a sumptuous
valet had attired him befittingly taxis were at his com-

taken

;

;

mand he

Broadway."

could afford the best
that Broadway could give him.
Yet he was unhappy. He found
himself a bit overpowered by
the gorgeousness of the hotel and
the loftiness of the attendants.
Overbold or overshy, he had failed
dismally in an attempt to cultivate
acquaintances. He felt like a stranger
in a strange land.
The heart of Broad-

industry are you two children discussing?" The acid voice of Andrew
Jones bit in on their conversation.
Broadway drew his youthful figure
to its full height, after the manner prescribed for all indignant youths by
dramatists and novelists. "I have just

way, the street, was closed to Broadway, the man. He was "nothing but a
spectator," he told himself, who had
dreamed of becoming an integral part
of the great thoroughfare.
"I'm getting choked up with ingrowing conversation," he berated himself
on the morning of the fourth day, as he

;

Cheer up, Josie girl,

I'll

write you

from

Chu

been informing Miss Richards," he said,
with all the dignity at his command,
"that I am about to terminate my connection with the Chu-Chu Chewing
Gum Company and seek my fortune in
spheres where my inventive brain will
be untrammeled."
Josie had put her hand on his arm
and looked up at him with an appeal in
her violet eyes.
He patted the small
hand, but continued doggedly with his

Half an hour later, he literally fell
into the arms of Wallace, the advertising man, whom he encountered on Fifth
Avenue.
"You're more welcome than a snowstorm in July," he cried. "I'm the lonesomest biped outside the cemetery, Wallace.
I've dreamed of Broadway all
my life, and I came here to cultivate its

speech.

acquaintance, but

-

Andrew Jones approached

He

stuck

out

a

stubby

the pair.

forefinger.

absently patted the glossy hat his valet
handed him.

-

it

doesn't

me.
You know Broadway,
Introduce me to it, old man.

warm

to

Wallace.
I'm here

Broadway Jones
to get into its inner core, but

than a clam and

I

tighter

can't break through

Take me around

the shell.

it's

like, a

good

fellow."

"Want

to talk

lace hopefully.

Chu-Chu ?" asked Wal''Here on business?"

"No, I'm through with gum." And
he told of his breakaway.
"Mistake,"
pronounced
Wallace.
"It's a good money-maker, and it's
going to be a bigger when I've talked

your uncle out of

My

his

conservativism.

interview was a failure, but
I never stop with a first.
Well, let's
drop business for the day."
As a matter of fact, they dropped it
for a week
a week of enchantment for
first

—

Broadway

Wallace apparently
had the key that unlocked the heart of
New York. And his friend from Ohio
felt that life had begun for him at last.
There were smokers, where good fellows met together; little supper parties
with the ladies of the chorus automoJones.

;

to a
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number

of society functions, and

swam when

he compared the
primness of Jonesville with the splendor and extravagance around him. He
was well supplied with funds, and he
never counted the cost.
His breezy
his brain

manner and

popular, and soon
talking about him.
vertising man,

laughed at them, but his new friends refused to accept his denial and lionized
him with a zeal that dazzled him.

Among

others to whom. Wallace in-

troduced him was Mrs. Gerarcl, a rich
and pretty widow, who promptly took
him under her wing. She was older
than be by at least twenty years, but by
:

a

careful

heavy on the morning after the day before, he told Himself it was worth it.
He had been honored with invitations

that life

His friend, the ad-

had judiciously spread

application

quaint inns with more ladies.
Champagne sparkled in the whirl
of gayety, and if Broadway's head felt

felt

all

some interesting rumors about his former adventures and his present wealth,
which added to his popularity, investing
him with an air of mystery. When the
stories came to Broadway's ears, he

bile trips to

He

made him
New -York was

his roll of bills

had begun for him

Wm

at last.

1

of

first

aids

to

;

Broadway Jones
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beauty the widow had retained much of her youthful charm and scorned the
the years as

passing* of

proof

her

of

tered at

first

a

Flat

age.

by her openly

expressed interest

in

him,

Broadway began

to

find

her attentions a bore, and
he was forced to employ all
his wits to escape her.
" 'Mother' likes me a lot,
but I wish to the heavens

somebody'd fall in love
with her and marry her,"

was

way he

the

put

it

when

chorus girl twitted
him about Mrs. Gerard.
a pert

He had frowned

then,

but a day came when the
sight of the pretty and

wealthy

widow made

his

eyes glow with real interest.

That

was

day

the

when with an awful shock
he realized that he had
been spending money like
water and he had come to
the end of his resources.

Rankin

entered with the astounding announcement that Mrs,

Rankin, his valet, ventured to point to the pile of
unpaid bills on the table of his elaborately decorated rooms and hint that it

was becoming increasingly
keep the creditors
"It's

to

at bay.

Childs for me,

Broadway

difficult

I

can see," said

of the Alcott, where every-

body that was anybody dined.
At one of the tables sat Mrs. Gerard,
dining alone.

Broadway frowned, as
wont of late. And then

had become his
came the sparkle of interest in his
She smiled at him, beckoned him
seat.

He

hand

in his across the table.

dismally.

Broadway was still on him and his feet
carried him involuntarily into the Prim-

Room

have money enough for two," she
said demurely.
"Will you marry me?" he said hurriedly
and for answer she put her
"I

;

Excellent intention, but the lure of

rose

Gerard had arrived.

sat

down

minutes she had
wrecked finances.

opposite.

the

story

eyes.
to a

In ten
of

his

Back

in Jonesville, a

Andrew Jones

blow had

lay dangerously

victim of a paralytic stroke.
"Get Broadway the business
;

now !" was

fallen.
ill.

the

is

his

whispered message
that fluttered on the lips of the old man.
Josie

had no

the

first

Richards,

ter

—

little

secretary,

faith in the efficacy of a wire

New

York.
sent her but one leta boisterous epistle penned in the

jumped on a
Broadway had

she

the

ecstatic

moment

train for

of his arrival in the

metropolis, beginning:

Broadway Jones
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gowned with an

evident design to dis-

play rather than clothe.
"Hello, little sister!" one of the girls
greeted her. ''Come up to congratulate

Broadwav on his engagement?"
"Engagement?" faltered Josie.
"Sure. Going to annex Mrs. Gerard.
There's the lucky widow right opposite, looking as happy as a kid in a jam
closet."

Broadway himself breezed

in

from

an adjoining room. "Who said something about dull care ?" he cried, waving a glass in the air. Then he caught
sight of Josie Richards and the glass
crashed to the floor. With two bounds
he was beside her.
"Little Josie !" he exclaimed.
"How
did you get here?
What's the good

—

word from

I
Jonesville?
I meant to
you,
write
but there was really nothing

to write about.

way on

—

I

yet."

fire

"I

smile.

I

haven't

haven't set BroadThis with a wry
put over any big

"

schemes
"Except

your

engagement?"

hinted.

she

—

Broadway blushed. "That that was
"1
forced upon me," he whispered.
"Gire me

and

girl,

Remember my

a

fighting chance,

I'll

try

to

little

couldn't get out of
"

make good."

words

She went

to the hotel

to

where he had

but hardly dared
hope that he was still to be found there.
It was night when she arrived.
written his

first letter,

—

"Broadway Jones
right, madam," said

yes, he's here, all

the clerk,

in

she asked.

"A

girl

from

doesn't

my home town

—Miss

Richards," he said chokingly.
"You dear, sweet thing !" gurgled
Mrs. Gerard, and, embracing Josie, she
kissed the shrinking girl.
They pressed her to drink a toast to
the happy pair, but Josie fled in dismay.

an-

ing point in his

tertaining, I guess."

strove,

boy took her to the elevator, and
she w as ushered into a room full of
men in evening clothes and women
T

it

Mrs. Gerard was approaching, and
he broke off as the widow caught his
arm. "Who's your friend, Broadway?"

swer to her hesitant question. "This
seems to be his busy night.
Told us
to send everybody right up.
He's en-

A

But

mean anything

you, Josie?
When you stood on one side of the door
and I on the other? And we both grinned,
and I said: "Cheer up, Josie girl; I'll write
you from Broadway!" And here I am on
the most wonderful street in the world.
last

it.

Broadway
champagne

calls

that night the turn-

life.

after

the

He

drank more
girl
left,
and

with

considerable success, to
telegram,
cloud his sense of duty.
was handed to him, but he thrust it in

A

his pocket,

unopened.

:

Broadwa
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Next morning came

the

revulsion.

"I'm a fool, a natural-born fool !" he
denounced himself. "I see where I've
By
got to do something desperate.
glory,

I'll

join the Salvation

And he did.
A hymn sung

Army !"

by one of the

sisters

day or two later.
"I'm not a prodigal son only a prodigal nephew," he said, with tears in his
"But I'm going home to Joneseyes.
ville
and Josie."
He
Back to the hotel he rushed.
found Wallace there. The advertising
man had a key to his rooms and took
it upon himself to pay for them, feeling
that Broadway would return within a
day or two. Wallace had a friend with
him whom he introduced to Broadway
as Mr. Pembroke, a representative of
;

—

Chewing

"I

Gum

Trust.

knew you'd be

hitting

the

Jones

Broadway was stunned. "Josie must
have come to tell me of his sickness,"
he mused. "Did she tell me? I don't
know. I was fuddled that night. She
That telegram announcing uncle's death must have followed her."
He became conscious that Wallace
was speaking. He was arrested by this

trail

back to Jonesville," said Wallace. "That
announcement staggered me, and of
Pemcourse you have my sympathy.
broke and I have been talking about
the possibility of buying out the Chu

Chu Company."
"What announcement are you talking
about ?" said Broadway dazedly. "And
how in the world are you going to pry
Uncle Andrew loose from Chu-Chu ?"
"Haven't you heard of your uncle's
death?" asked Wallace, in amazement.
"Good Lord, no!" Broadway swayed
drunkenly, and dropped into a chair.
There was dead silence in the room for
a moment, then suddenly he sprang to
his feet. "I remember something about
a telegram
it came that night we had

—

a

in

left

about the Prodigal Son stirred him a

the

Y

hurry.

sentence
"

and

according to the pa-

since,

and will come into
full control of Chu-Chu, Pembroke and
I have talked over the prospect of buying you out.
He is willing, on behalf
of the trust, to make you an offer of

pers, you're the heir

What

a cool million for the property.

do you say?"
"Not on your

way

life!"

emphatically.

answered Broad-

Chu-Chu

"If

worth a million to Pembroke,

is

worth
more to me. I'll stick to it. Come and
see me in Jonesville, Wallace, and we'll
talk advertising. Broadway is a darned
good place to spend money, but I'm
going back where it grows."
There was a knock at the door, and
he heard a woman's voice inquiring of
Rankin whether Broadway had reit's

turned.

"Great

gosh,

Broadway

and

the

widow

bolted

for

!"

gasped
the

fire

escape.

Wallace ran after him and pressed
a

bill

tury, old

pay
luck

it
!

"Take

into his hand.

man," he

cen-

make you
Jonesville. Good

said.

back when I hit
W'atch your step

Broadway reached

this

"I'll

!"

the factory

town

announcement from the firm's attorneys, advising him of his uncle's
death and asking him to return imme-

over and Josie endeavoring to persuade the lawyers to
let her run the business.
"She's quite capable of doing it, too,"
declared the Prodigal Nephew, who had
burst into the office and heard her concluding words.
Josie gave a little shriek of delight.
"Oh, Broadway, we've needed you so

diately.

much

the blow-out

stuck

it

— just

after Josie left.

in the trousers

pocket of

I

my

evening clothes. It's there yet, I guess."
Feverishly he searched, and came
upon the crumpled message. It was a
brief

to find the funeral

!"

—

:

—

"

Broadway Jones
He would

pered huskily, visibly embarrassed

have taken her into his
arms, but she backed away from him.
something.
remembered
had
She
She
"Where's your your wife?"
forced the word through her tight-shut

fighting

consultation
their

Broadway. "Sell out
grandfather worked for

cried

plant that

my

father

my

father

worked

;

the

;

r

a

And when

speech to them."

were grouped
in the yard, Broadway Jones said a few
words in straight-from-the-shoulder
the workers

excitement

the
Josie

caught

his

hand and kissed

it.

"Give me

a

fighting chance,
tle

girl,"

lit-

he whis-

of

a

—

was a fait accompli.
The honeymoon tour of Mr. and Mrs.

parties that

it

Broadway Jones included a visit to the
Great White Way. in compliance with

"Stick to me, friends, and I'll stick
to you, and we'll all stick to the gum.
There's going to
be no selling out."

with a cheer that
thrilled
him.
In

the

Cast of "Broadway Jones"
From

the Artcraft picture-play by

GEORGE

M.

COHAN

Broadway Jones

George M. Cohan
Marguerite Snow

Josie Richards

Andrew Jones
Robert Wallace
Mrs. Gerard

which

;

fashion

They responded

in

—

!

little

office,

;

handed down to me the plant that I
must w ork for and hand down to my
!"
children— never
How well he had remembered her
own words "Oh, I'm glad, Broadway
I'll get the men together, and you can

make

the

Broadway put
heads together and worked out

—

for and

!

Broadway," she

development scheme
proposed by the advertising man. In
the midst of it Rankin entered with the
astounding announcement that Mrs.
Gerard had arrived.
"I've brought your coat and hat, sir,
thinking you might want to leave by
the rear door," he added thoughtfully.
"That woman again !" sobbed Josie.
Broadway caught her in his arms.
"Mrs. Gerard means nothing to me,
dear," he whispered.
"Nobody in the
world means anything to me but your
sweet self." Then to Rankin: "Lose
her marry her I don't care what you
!"
do with her
"Yes, sir," answered Rankin
and
faithfully he obeyed instructions, for
when, a week or two later, Josie and
Broadway left on their honeymoon-trip,
the train carried another honeymoon
couple Rankin
and the impetuous
widow. By what means he had persuaded her to transfer her affections
and accounts to his humble self is not
known enough for the other interested

—

to

will,

in

the -details

formation as to his future plans. "It
has been rumored that you are going
to sell out to the Chewing Gum Trust,"
she said, "and the employees are, of
course, anxious

and handed down

make

try to

Josie and Wallace and

—

my

I'll

answered, with shining eyes.
Following the ovation, there was a

"Wife!" He laughed. "Haven't got
If you mean the little widow,
one.
Thank
she's back there on Broadway.
!"
God, I'm still single and sane
Wallace came the following day
Wallace and the faithful Rankin. While
they were comparing notes in the inner sanctum sacred to the memory of
the late Andrew Jones and his closest
friends, Josie came in to report that a
delegation of the workers wanted in-

the plant

know you

"I

teeth.

"What!"

chance, and

—"a

good."

—

'
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Russell Bassett

Crauford Kent
Ida Darling

insistent

de-

mand of the little
bride. But its
glory had departed

for the bridegroom.

"The lights of
Broadway may be
fine, Josie,"

"but
lights

I

he said,

prefer the
of home."

—

Corner

in

Comedy
By Rav
T^HE

world

Ralston

has rocked with laughter

at

the antics of two men,

And

if

they do their stunts

world

When

one

will
of

some more,

rock again.

them, the famous Doug, went

out to Cal. to see

His fellow laugh-provoker, why
they cornered comedy.
So all the laughs that ever laughed
were gathered in one spot
They caused the greatest earth-

quake

that

the

State

had

ever got.

The

great

Doug watched what

Charlie did and tried
the

He

the

to

do

same;

tried to imitate the stunts that

brought friend Charlie fame.

So with

and cane lie
hobble, grin, and fall;
And Charlie watched his capers,
but he didn't laugh at all.
hat

a

Doug worked around, and

fooled

around, and jumped around
a while;

But Charlie just looked serious
and didn't crack a smile,
With widened eyes he looked
surprised, he looked
chagrined and sad;
t
And Douglas asked him
jf
if he thought the imitation bad.

With

shaking

slowly
all
I

don't

I

said:

head

he

'"That's

can endure,

know which

mighty poor

of

The

Life of

Thomas
part

H. Ince

v.

The

culminating days of his stage career
were brightened by his romantic marriage.

By Kenneth O'Hara
John B. Ritchie,

who promoted
the

WHEN

vaudeville

company which
I nee took to Ber-

muda.

man

begins to think
that the grass will not grow
at night unless he watches it,"
a

ends
either in an asylum or on the throne
of an emperor."
Thomas H. Ince does not recall ever
having encountered this epigram during his struggle for recognition, but he
stoutly maintains, along with those who
knew him when he was ascending the
ladder of success, that it would not have
thwarted his frequent burning of the
nocturnal oil. Being a good speculator,
and fortified, in his dealings with
Chance, by his self-confidence and his
willingness to "risk it," he probably
would have been frank to grant Chessaid

Chesterfield,

terfield

that

"he

possibly

generally

the

asylum did

him.
Firm was his belief in
"Nothing ventured, nothing gained."
Swiftly did he look away from "Let
well enough alone." And in undertaking many of his ventures, it became
necessary for him to think that the
grass would not grow at night unless

await

Time has proven that
he watched it.
he achieved the more acceptable of
two destinations.
Among the most striking illustrations that Ince hung on with bulldog
Chesterfield's

tenacity,

even

though

the

hanging

threatened to rob him of his night's
rest, is an incident that had its occurrence in St. Louis, in the summer of
1906. And it is alone in its class it is
the only instance on record in which
;

He quit
Ince was compelled to quit.
him
were
only because the odds against
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Mrs. Thomas H. Ince and her second son.

—they beat

too overwhelming

down

self-confidence and smothered

it

his

under

their weight.

summer, after he had
had a rather tame season with his own
company on tour in a comedy called
Early

in

the

'"Facing the Music," Ince accepted an

engagement to appear, as third comedian, with Gus Weinberg's comic-opera
troupe

at

Del

Mar

Gardens,

in

St.

Louis.

Presenting himself on the stage, he
found the entire company at work on
5

The orchestra was work-

a rehearsal.

and the voices of principals and chorus arose in a mighty
volume of sound which, to Ince's nonmusically inclined ears, was like bedlam.
"I'm Ince," said the newly acquired
comedian to Weinberg, as the company
disbanded for a moment.
"Oh, yes
Glad to know you
Just
come with me. I want to give you the
score," replied Weinberg.
The score was handed over a mass
of mottled pages
and Ince perused it
ing

full

blast,

!

!

—

—

.
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to

embarrassment

and without betrayal of his unfitness to learn it.
Then Weinberg, expecting him to be able readily to read
the music and so join the other principals in a rendition of one of the numbers, escorted him "down stage" and
coolly

signaled the orchestra leader to play.
All tripped merrily and gracefully

about the stage, singing the while their
respective parts, and Ince made a brave
effort to conceal his embarrassment.

He

hit the

rected

wrong

He

it.

Weinberg coranother.
Weinberg

note.

hit

again corrected it. He hit a third, and
at the same time fell out of the step of
the others.

On

the verge of resigning then and

back into the wings
and awaited a word from Weinberg.
The latter approached, and as he arched
his eyebrows in astonishment, Ince's
there, he stepped

courage suddenly returned.
the
trouble?"
inquired
"What's
Weinberg. "Little hard for yer?"
"Oh, no, no, no, no, no !" was Ince's

consoling reply.

me,

that's

hours.

I

Ince

"Just a

little

new

to

master it in a few
think I'll run over to the

all.

I'll

hotel

and study, and

I'll

be sure

on
This

fire

every note in the morning."
But
Ince meant it.
wasn't insincere
he had yet to learn that it wasn't in
him.
Hastening to the hotel, he locked
himself in his room and opened the
;

heavy portfolio of music
heart sank within him.

sheets.

His

His breath
came in quick gasps. A mental photograph of the sheepishness with which
he would have to 'fess up in the mornThen a
ing danced before his eyes.
great light lit up his face as he hit upon
He walked to the telephone,
a plan.
and, slowly and deliberately removing
the receiver, asked for the depot baggage-master.
"There are two trunks and a couple
of suit cases there for Thomas H.
"But
Ince," he said over the wire.
don't send them to the given address
It was his inuntil further orders."
tention to hurry to the station, have the

baggage directed back to New York,
and himself board the first train for the
East.

But he faltered as he proceeded

to

:
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The "stick-to-itcarry out his plan.
iveness" asserted itself and commanded
him to stay.
he dropped

murky

Quickly shedding his coat,
into a big armchair, and, in

kerosene lamp,
delved into the disheartening mass of
music. And at the end of an hour he
decided that he was letter-perfect in
the

his part.

light

He

of

a

started to pick

up

his cues

and go through with his lines unaided
But he got no farther
by the score.
first
The mass had rethan the
cue.
solved itself into a mess.

Determined

time to carry out
his
self-hurled
threat,
Ince
arose,
donned his coat, and left the room. He
this

-

boarded a

street

car

bound for

but halfway to his destination
he suddenly reconsidered the hastiness
of his act, and, alighting from the car,
returned to the hotel room.
For another hour he pored over the
notes, desperately trusting that strict
application would reAvard him with even

haphazard knowledge of the
His labors, however, were futile

part.

a

;

as the clock struck eleven,

for,

and he

—

note to Weinberg a note
that was grossly exaggerated, for the
reason that Ince was not married and,

following

moreover, never had been
have just received a telegram that my
wife is seriously ill. Therefore, I am rushing back to New York. I am very sorry, and
trust that you will be able to replace me.
I

Thomas H.

Sincerely,

Then he dashed
boarded
York.

a

to

midnight

!4T*

station

train

for

where I lay curled up for a
half hour before the train pulled out.
Honestlv, I felt like a murderer escaping from the scene of his crime.
berth,

ROBERT EM&*ET

J.Wesleyfjcsenquest.

heiirre

1 v-rill engage-

days to

(tire

y2 V'to.r* v

shoiee for *Bobert

his, but he mist give,

jte

xr

fe?t*

-

and

two or three
•

him positive answer $ as I h»ve got to go out

town to-narrow on business of the utmost is^ort&nce,
Will HOt he nsok

Tffitil

New

he savs, when he tells about it. "I was
nervous and upset and climbed into my

STREET THEATRE.

hoy Ton Is

and

"I didn't even wait for train time."

NEW VORK

Ygtu*

Txce.

the

H3BTS CF..H0M£

the village
Postmaster

at-

tempted again to warble the strains of
the opening number, he found that he
was no better equipped to make an appearance in the morning than he had
been that afternoon.
He thereupon
hurried downstairs and scribbled the

the

depot,

Ince

I5»«a»«^-»g3*>

StoAy>mStn«r~

ej^d

oi
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And

as

and the

wheels

from the depot,

Thomas H.

drawing away

train
I

You

schoolboy.

of

the brakes releasing the

felt

I

Life

was exuberant

as a

imagine

the

can't
!"

had been under
It was not long after this experience that Ince entered upon the turnstrain

I

Ince

Applying one day at the offices of
Mrs. E. L. Fernandez, the booking
agent, Ince was told that William H.
Thompson was casting about for a juvenile lead to appear with him in the
production of "The Bishop," which was
-

being staged by the Shuberts.
"But I'm afraid
you're not quite tall
jta

enough," said Mrs.
ri§!?f 9 Lively Vandevil
Novel ties

Ssitabie

for

Fernandez to Ince,
as the young actor's

beamed

eves
ieflned Patronage.

BEGINNING MONDAY MATINEE, DEC.

14

ticipation
He
wants a man as tali
as he is, anyway."
!

For

a

moment

Ince lost hope

iicrlca's favorite Comedian

an-

in

upon

;

but

reflection

he

to

take

chance.

On

his

sixteen,

"lifts"

stowed

them

elected

a

way
home he purchased

And

Tom

a .strong

Company, including

Id. GHlfSPIE, SM!\!C!i ALEXANDRE. ART.

ELMORE

la aside-spiitting farce comedy. Full of
life

& action

(First presentation on

ince

any

stage.)

SUGGEST A NAME. $10.00 IN GOLD
Address

all

Given for the best title to this funny playlet.
communications to Mr. Ince, Idea Theater. Prize,
$10.00.
awarded Sunday Night, December 20.

ing point in his career

with William H.
tually led

him

— an

Thompson

association
that even-

into the photo-play

in-

New

York, he went
about the organization of the "Ince Dramatic Stock," and toured with it for
several months, playing such pieces as
"Friends," "Corsican Brothers," "Cumberland '6l," "My Friend from India,"
"Camille,"

to

"A

Bachelor's

Honeymoon,"

"Sergeant James," "The Iron Master,"
"The Gunner's Mate," and "The Captain of the Nonsuch."

Then came

And

in

the

Thompson

connection with

it

affiliation.

there

is

told

an interesting story which again typifies

the

renowned Ince

strategy.

away

in his pocket, trust-

ing that they

would

satisfactorily

serve

their purpose.

They

the

next

did

;

for

morning, with eight
of

them

in the heel

he
went to the Fernandez office and
He had added
awaited Thompson.
of

dustry.

Returning

will be

and

each

shoe,

nearly two inches to his height.
Thompson greeted Ince cordially, for
he had known him as a boy, but stroked

doubt as he guessed the
young actor's motive in calling.
"There is no man in the business I
want for the part more than you, Tom,"
declared the veteran star, "but you're
He simply was taknot tall enough."
ing it for granted that luce's height had
his

chin

in

not increased in the past year.

"Well, I'm as tall as you are," returned Ince, confident that he could
prove his assertion.
"Oh, no, you're not !" Thompson re"Stand up! Let's see."
plied.
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The

Ince did as bade, and, to the amazement of Thompson, the applicant stood
as high as his elder.
There was no "out" for Thompson.
He had voiced his partiality for Ince

shrinking process had
been so gradual, however, that it did
not become noticeable to the venerable

and was compelled, upon suffering his
"bluff" to be called, to engage him.
"The Bishop" opened at the Garrick
Theater in St. Louis, -and, following
a prolonged tour on the road, it played
for a term at the old Princess in New
York.

York, "The Bishop" went again on tour
and finally closed in Washington. Fred

Recalling the night of the premiere,
Ince tells a touching story of Thompson's bigness of heart.

"The play 'went
producer, "and
ovation.

I

They

over' big," says the

star.

At

the termination of

Niblo, the

Broadway

its

star,

run

in

was appear-

and he made Ince an offer to
support his wife, Josephine Cohan. Ince
accepted and returned to the metropolis, where he joined Miss Cohan as
ville act,

leading

man

in a

sketch entitled "Fri-

day the Thirteenth," under the direction
of Frank Tannehill.
This enjoyed a

never forget the
clapped and
for

Mr.

and

time
again, until the tears welled
time

man's eyes. He
simply was overcome with
emotion. And finally he came
into the wings and dragged
me out on the stage. He
pushed me in front of him
and tried desperately to announce that I, not he, had
been responsible for the sucup

in the old

cess of the play.

Star

though he was,

was

that

unselfish

-he

to

on
honors
shoulders merely

the

cause

my

commanded

part

the

heap

my
be-

had
sym-

pathy."

Strangely

Thompson

enough,
never

noted that, as the
days passed,
Ince

grew shorter in stature.
Each night, at
his hotel, the young
actor would remove
one "lift" from each
of his shoes, until at
the end of a week

he had shrunk two

m

a

New

ing in the capital at the time in a vaude-

shall

whistled and yelled

Thompson

inches.

u

wmL
Ince enlisted the trusted services of a boatman at Vie bay.
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tour of several months over the boards,
and upon its disruption Ince went back

New

to

York.

time a great blow beHe
fell the rising young performer.
was within an ace of being promoted
to stardom in a Broadway production,
but a cog slipped somewhere and he
suffered the sting of disappointment.

Right at

One day
from

J.

this

his

father

received

a

letter

Wesley Rosenquest, manager

Fourteenth Street Theater,
which at that time was playing "Robert
Emmet." The letter read
of

the

:

Your boy Tom is my
Robert Emmet, and I think I
engage him, but he must give me two

Dear Mr. Ince:
choice
will

for

or three days to give him positive answer,
as I have got to go out of town ro-morrow
on business of the utmost importance, and
will not be back until Friday morning. Truly
yours,

(Signed)

J.

Ince

he at the thought of his approaching
honor.
But he heard no more from
Rosenquest, and, moreover, never was
able to ascertain the

why and

the where-

fore of the manager's decision.

He was
ever,

not out of work long, howfor soon afterward Thompson

him

appear as the juvenile
in the dramatic playlet, "For Love's
Sweet Sake."' This little gem had been
used by Thompson as a curtain raiser
during the tour of "The Bishop," and
the veteran actor, therefore, was well
acquainted with Ince's ability to handle
the important role.
Ince's association
with Thompson in this playlet extended
over a period of two years, during
which he took part in the most noteworthy event of his whole career his
own marriage. And therein lies the
tale of one of the sweetest romances
sent for

to

—

Wesley Rosenquest.

ever enacted.
Ince went to the College Inn, under
the old Sherman House, in Chicago,
one night after the

Ince scarcely was able to sleep for
the ensuing week, so overjoyed was

performance of "For
Love's Sweet Sake" at
Majestic Theater.
At a table not far from
where he sat, was a
party
of
girls
who
were appearing in another act on the same

the

Knowing

bill.

Ince,

one of the group sum-

moned

him to the
table, and among those
to whom he was introduced was Elinor Ker-

shaw, a beautiful,
golden-haired girl who
had not been long on

The
over,

the stage.

intro-

Ince
duction
chatted a moment with
the girls and then returned to his table. At
the end of the week,
The Irate Britisher ordered some of the guards
from, the place.

to

escort the actor

the

two

separated.

companies

The
Some

months
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brought

fate

them together in New York. Ince still
was with Thompson, but Miss Kershaw
was now with Lasky's "A Night on a

House Boat," playing

the part of the

—
—

found himself capitulating
of

Dan Cupid.

blond goddess

The two acts had arrived to play a
week at the Colonial Theater, and Ince

life to

went

A

to the

Room

Green

moment

Club

after he had

registered,

he went outside and stood on the sidewalk for a breath of fresh air before
Sudgoing to the theater.
Miss
Kershaw apdenly
Ince recognized
proached.
her at a glance, but she failed
to recall his face, and as he
doffed his hat and extended
his palm in greeting she shran
back.
It required but a moment, however, for Ince to
remind her of his identity, and
the two then chatted freely, as
they walked to the Hotel St.

71

The day came, however and it was
but a week later, when both acts were
appearing at the Orpheum that Ince

lisping visitor.

to live.

Ince

to the wiles

He invited this little
who had come into his

accompany him on a

visit to his

mother at her home in Sheepshead Bay.
Anxious to create an impression, he
enlisted the trusted services of a boatman at the bay, persuading him to

proffer the use of his motor boat.

Margaret, where the girl was
Williving
with her sister,
lette

Kershaw, the well-known

actress.

That night

at the

performance

Ince noticed that Miss.
stood in the wings and
studied

his

Kershaw

portrayal.

And Miss Kershaw

noticed that Ince stood in
the wings, after his act,
and paid close attention

the

to

''A Night

action

on a House

A

Boat."

of

romance

was in the embryo, but
nobody knew it. Time
developed the fact that
the

little

arrow-fling-

god of love was
busy with his bow.
But none had reason
ing

to

suspect

The

the::.

it

friendship,

seemed,
platonic.

was

it

purely
They continued

to

Me

out until the house

was

empt;/.

•

;
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"As we come down the gangplank,
just turn around and salute me and
'Cause, y' see,
say
'Howdy, cap'n
!'

:

I've told her

I

own

the boat," instructed

Then he bought a yachting cap.
The visit was highly successful.
Leaving the Ince home, where both had
Ince.

been lavishly entertained by Mr. and
Mrs. Ince, the couple went to the inlet
and boarded the Nellie S. for a trip on
They talked
past Manhattan Beach.
about everything under the sun, Ince
says, except matrimony
not that he
didn't want to propose, but he was
;

afraid

risk

to

the

embarrassment of

refusal.

Ince

Ince

finished

Thompson, and

out

his

contract

with

for the next year did

extensive traveling over the vaudeville
circuits with a comedy sketch of his

own

creation entitled

"Wise Mike."

At the premiere of this vehicle at the
Idea Theater in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, December 14, 1908, Ince gave sound
Hunproof of his charitable nature.
dreds of handbills had been distributed
throughout the town, announcing that
son

would be awarded the persubmitting the most appropriate

title

for the

ten dollars

new

sketch.

The answers began to flood Ince's
dressing room until he was in a quan-

how to go about the judgthem. One evening, as he was

They returned to the theater for the
matinee, and saw each other frequently

dary as to

throughout the remainder of the week.

leaving the room, he encountered the
old scrub woman, who had been await-

Then

was transferred again to
Xew York, this time to the Alhambra
Theater, and it was not until the end
the third since he had
of that week
renewed his acquaintance with Miss
Kershaw that he mustered up the
the

bill

—

—

courage to

her his hopes.
"She acted timid as a little lamb,"
says Ince of the proposal, "and said
she would have to write and ask her
mother. But I proceeded on the theory
that 'Faint heart never won fair lady.'
I bought a wedding ring, and on a Friday afternoon, the day before our engagement at the Alhambra was scheduled to terminate, I persuaded her to
go with me to The Little Church
Around the Corner. She acquiesced
but the minister would not perform the
ceremony. She looked too young, and
he would have to have a written permission from her mother, he said."
Undaunted, Ince communicated his
plight to his mother and requested her
to arrange for the ceremony at Sheepshead Bay. And there, in the Ince home
tell

on Twenty-seventh Street, on October
19, 1907, Thomas H. Ince and Elinor
Kershaw culminated their swift courtship in matrimony. Reverend William
Fray officiated.

ing of

him
"Mr.

ing

in the wings.

Ince," she said, "I hope I win

that prize.

My

poor husband

is

in the

and I don't know how I'm
going to buy the little ones anything
I hope I win it.
I've
for Christmas.
submitted about a dozen names."
"Let me see," said Ince, meditating.
"I'll tell you what to do.
Try 'Wise
Mike.'
That sounds like a good one
to me, and it may win."
hospital,

The woman followed his advice. And
Ince made it his business to see that
the sponsor of "Wise Mike" was
awarded the gold piece.
The matrimonial happiness of the
young actor suffered a sad interruption shortly after the holidays, when
word was received of the passing of
Pneumonia
his father, John E. Ince.
comedian at his
Sheepshead Bay home on January 18.
1909, and the press of the entire country commented, in glowing eulogies, on
the great loss that had been suffered
by the theatrical profession.
Concluding his tour with "Wise
Mike," Ince returned to New York.
He had not been in town three days
before he met his old friend John B.

claimed

the

veteran
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as the

dence on a bicycle, he found a tea party

helm of the ship that carried
Ince on a voyage to Canada in his early

progress, and the noise of his approach attracted the attention of the
commandant himself, who was indus-

Ritchie,
financial

boyhood. Ritchie divulged the fact that
he was managing The Great Saharas,
mind readers, and Ince promptly was
seized with an inspiration.
"What do you say about a trip to
Ince.
Bermuda,
suggested
John?"
"There should be a good business down
there with a troupe of some kind."
Ritchie pondered over the idea, and,
having the utmost faith in the everoriginal Ince, approved of the plan.
Ince made a hurried trip to Bermuda to "look things over," and returned to organize a company.

Two weeks

company, consisting of The Great Saharas, Joseph
Smiley, now a well-known motion-piclater, the

ture actor, a motion-picture

and

Ince,

for

sailed

operator,

Bermuda.

They

in

triously

engaged

in a tennis

match.

Ince stated his mission. He said he
would like permission to distribute

among

handbills
rison.

the

men

of the garBut the irate Britisher roared

out a refusal and ordered some of the
guards to escort the actor from the

The

guiding genius of the
Thomas H. Ince Vaudeville Company,
however, disobeyed the command and
made his way into the garrison to herald the show.
That night, when everything seemed
in readiness for the performance, the
operator quarreled with Ince and threw
up his job. So Ince rolled up his sleeves
and undertook to learn the mechanism
of the projecting machine.
He short-

place.

established themselves at the Colonial

circuited the lighting system,

Opera House and here Ince underwent a series of experiences that he
claims never will be erased from his
memory.

house was plunged into total darkness,
which was accentuated by the burly
negro house manager rushing frantically about, endeavoring to quell the impending panic.

—

To begin with, he painted
signs.
Then he set out to
his show to the men of the
garrison.

the
dant's

Riding

comman

up to

his

own

advertise

At

juncture

the

operator

re-

turned, penitent, and resumed control
of the machine. And so the show proIt opened with an overture,
ceeded.

and

resi-

this

and the

was

followed

by

/'Professor

I

The Ince family home, Sheepshead Bay, where the young actor was married.

—
:
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of

conflagration had spoiled the audience's

which
were converted into "talkies" by the
presence of Smiley and Ince behind the
screen, and their recital of appropriate
dialogue. They even gave imitations of
automobile horns and locomotives. And

Wood's

Pictures,"

interest in

With

a tidv
J

by Smiley, accompanied by illustrated
Then followed The Great Seslides.
haras, and "they mystified a large audience," according to the local newspaper report. And then more animated
pictures.

downs,

Cincinnati.
J.

It

was

Newman,

in part, in a letter to

does not permit him to entertain 'We
Cincinnatians' as of yore, for he surely
was 'some' entertainer."
In the fall of 1910, Ince went back
to New York to hunt again for a job
He was not aware, of .it, but the field
of the photo play, by the finger of success, was beckoning to him.

inter-

and shouted
"Just a moment, ladies and gentlemen
!"
I'll be through in a minute
But they continued to file out until
the house was empty. Then the negro
manager informed him that the fire
engines had passed the door during the
!

Next month: The concluding
chapter which describes Ince's
notable career in motion pictures.

and the thought of a near-by

OPENED BY CENSOR
IS kiss! Say, honest, girlie, it's a dream,
The kinda thing that makes you want to scream

With what them writers call "ecstatic bliss."
You'd die content if you could feel that kiss
Upon your lips. It's sweet as morning dew.
it's

Just go and see

My

Gawd,

I

the truth I'm telling you.

him

wish

prom-

pany since Air. Ince's departure, and
it is too bad that his rapid rise to wealth

deliver}-

girlie,

a

to this

one of Ince's employees, early in 1916:
"We have never had a good opera com-

out.

orator

Prospect

when he wrote,

spoken scarcely five lines of
the piece when the men, women, and
children began to stand up and walk

young

Keith's

inent Cincinnati manufacturer, referred

He had

Say,

the

for Ritchie.

association that S.

gade."

recitation,

sum

Company, of

But Ince's conscience troubled him.
He felt that the good people of Bermuda had not been given value for
So he quickly decided
value received.
to go out on the stage himself and
recite "The Charge of the Light Bri-

own

and

ups

its

Theater Stock
Company, of Cleveland, and when it
closed he went to the Euclid Avenue
Gardens in the same city.
Then he
went back to vaudeville for a short
term with an act called "An Old-timer,"
and spent the summer as the principal
comedian with the Chester Park Opera
the

—

rupted his

all

The following season Ince spent with

The next number on the program
was a song "Just One Sweet Girl"

the

"The Light Brigade."

troupe remained at Bermuda for six
weeks, and returned to New York with

the act scored a big hit.

Enraged,

Ince

in

my

"The Princess Pat."

Bill

could kiss like that.

Mary

Case.

London Maid
By Warren Reed

TWO

objects

occupy

the

same time
mathematical rumors to this

same space
if

can't
at

the

effect are true, but

what about

vivacity

and dignity in the heart of a woman?
These "opposing qualities do not ex-

London Maid
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Born in Worcestershire, England,
Miss Hyland is characteristically British in many ways, and yet on account
of her extensive travels and long asso-

appearance was in "The
Yellow Jacket." Later she played with
Cyril Maude's company, and many
successful engagements followed.
Miss Hyand's most devoted admirer
languished in London with a broken
heart after she left.
Finally he could
stand it no longer, and took ship for
America. His sweetheart was waiting
for him on the pier, and, when the boat
was docking, he caught sight of her^
and could hardly be restrained from
jumping overboard and swimming gallantly toward her.
At the Vitagraph
studio now, Jackpot and Peggy are inseparable.
He is only a fox terrier,
but he won't brook any rivalry, and
follows her around jealously all day
as if he is afraid she will give him the
slip again.
When the English actress
lived in London, Jackpot was a familiar figure in Rotten Row, and was
often seen riding with the coachman
on a specially constructed seat on Miss
Hyland's carriage. Her love for animals is Peggy's besetting weakness.
She unbridles horses with cruel checkreins no matter where she finds them,
and also likes to feed lumps of sugar
Every living
to her equine friends.
thing comes in for its share of Peggy's
solicitude, sparrows and goldfish in-

ciation with the notables of her profes-

cluded.

elude each other in the bivalvular seat
of

Peggy

Hyland's

Sne

affections.

frolicked into the films "just for fun,"
as she expresses

it,

and, before long the

Peggy was gracing the role of
leading lady for E. H. Sothern in his
first picture, "The Chattel."
A year ago Miss Hyland was a

petite

ingenue

petted

London

the

Edwarde's

George

with

of

stage

productions.

With some thoughtless girls of this
company she ventured into screendom,
and soon found herself imprisoned in
the hearts of picture fans.
She scored
two hits in "Caste" and "The Second Mrs. Tanqueray" before coming
country to play with Vitagraph.
Since her American debut with Sothern
she has been starred in five-reel features, and in each she reveals new
powers and new phases of her exquisite
to this

appeal.

Some

these

of

pictures

"The Enemy," "Her Right

to

are

Live,"

and "Intrigue."

In her latest release,
"Babette," she plays the part of an unsophisticated little French peasant girl
who nourishes a great romance in her
soul.

sion,

she

is

more

a

"citizen

of

the

world" than of any particular nation.
Several years ago, before going to the
footlights,
she attended a finishing
school for girls in Belgium and de-

by her rare soReturning to England, her

lighted Brussels society
cial gifts.

initial

stage

of her quickly won
popularity is in proportion to her unbounding interest in life and the

The measure

friendly response that she freely gives
to

everybody and everything about her.

And

her art as an actress is appealing,
because it is a real part of herself.

THE HERO'S PLIGHT
TNSCATHED

thousand risks he chanced,
Yet walked in Death's grim tracks.
But lost his sight when once he glanced
Upon his income tax.

T

a

M.

C.

Newman.

The American Highlander
He

lives

his

away from

life

imprison the wilds

to

By Garnett

"MIE

i

country

the

of

great

Northwest, tc
the average American,
is a land of towering
mountains, roaring

and

gorges,

He

lakes.

placid

thinks of

it

vaguely as "out there

—a

remote

1

'

place

where he hopes to go
some day on a summer
vacation.
There Nature, he feels, has for-

tressed herself against

mere

the intrusion of

humans

and

abides

with the ages, wrapped
in
her isolated and
awful grandeur.

Through the
and ingenious
of
the

a

patient
efforts

man who

silent

region

places,

loves
this

has been
brought to us in all its
beauty and vastness by

B.

for

the

world

civilization.

Diuguid

means

of

motion-pic-

ture photography.

man who

name

of the

has

imprisoned

wonders

ture's

The
Na-

for

a

waiting world is Robert C. Bruce.
He lives
his life with his friends
the mountains, apart
from his fellows and
the noisy worries of
civilization.
In the
spirit of an ascetic who

renounced the flesh for
an ideal, he has spent

young

the years of his

manhood

in

out-of-doors.

the

wild

To him

the mountains are al-

most human beings.
Because he loved them
-he

gained their confi-

dence, and in his pictures

we

they

are,

stand
their

see

them as

we

under-

their

moods,

mysteries,

their

The American Highlander
Awakening dawn, bold noon-

secrets.

day, and sullen evening in the endless
this is the
vistas of peak and range

—

art that he brings to us.

To

the imagination,

daring pygmy in the domain of giants.
You are carried with him as he scales
treacherous glaciers and dizzy heights
until at last he plants his tripod and
camera on some lofty summit.
Mr. Bruce's pictures should propThey
erly be called scenic stories.
never give you the impression of unThere is alrelated view after view.
ways a yarn and a tale in them somewhere. He shows artistic judgment in

choosing scenes of the rarest splendor,
and produces remarkable effects by his
two-tone color process

Another feature which
enlivens his pictures

are the sparkling,

story ing

t

his

who

that

trying
climb,
and
the

This was folio
filmed

in

Unwit-

released

,

extended

.

the

Mr.

something he
had scented.

mountains-

.

was

for

and

by
the Educational
Film Corporation,
of
New York.
-p.
Recently he has
all

up,

Bruce

furiously in
the ground

of

Washington

been

set

contentedly cranking a
panoramic view. Dane,
unnoticed, began to dig

enti

scores

camera,

having

Call."

Oregon

A

a

the Mountains

the

e d

r

mountaintop had been
gained after

"When

others,

n

scenic film.

a

about three year

by

a

splendid vantage point on

offer-

was

Bruce

hard-e a

produced

ago,

left the

Mr.

1 1 -

and most

ings,

trips

poor man to his fate in the
Catskills and snarled at the wretched
wanderer when he returned,
list
once did hunger
overthrow
loyalty,
and it nearly cost

of his

daring

His

deserted his master but once. His devotion is more steadfast than that displayed by old Rip Van Winkle's dog,

and scenes.
hrst

will include in

from place to place
are being made on foot whenever possible.
Accompanying him are two
friends, a camera man and his trusty
Great Dane, "Dane II."
These companions have loyally followed him in all
of his adventures. Faithful Dane never

action

One

Union and

repertoire places of historical and

tures.

spersed
t o
explain
the
progress of

the

will visit every

industrial interest, as well as scenic pic-

inter-

are

He

the United States.

and

titles

subtitles

e

scope of his work, and is now taking
a twenty-five-thousand-mile jaunt over
State in the

Bruce seems a

79

tingly
~
,

Robert Bruce in
,lis

backl/ard

friend

and

,

with

hu

com.panioii

Da He

II.

he

kicked
one
leg of the
tripod
and
toppled the

The American Highlander
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camera over and sent
the cliftside.

down

rolling

it

Fortunately, however,

it

few feet down
wonder of wonthe precipice, and
For
it was not badly damaged.
ders

came

!

to a standstill a

—

—

Dane

that,

all

wa

undis-

s

turbed
proudly

and

h

d

i

b

i

t

ex-

e

a

bone

large

which he
had
un-

known

mountain quadruped. Whatever success and popularity
await him as his later travelogues are
species

of

produced, he will always be remembered for his hazardous exploits in the
Olympics, the Cascades, the Deschutes
Canon, and the Columbia River coun-

Northwest States. Often his
party worked in twenty-five to thirty
feet of snow amid discouraging conditions.
Though working in the summer
try of the

season, the

snow

fell

On

continually.

earthed.

one occasion the party climbed an eightthousand-foot mountain several days in

Upon

exam-

succession, only to find that just as the

o n,

it

was found

to

camera was set up and trained upon a
chain of Olympic peaks, snow would
start falling.
They would have to retreat to camp, carrying heavv packs.
Next morning at four o'clock another
start would be made.
The summit

i

n a

be

t

i

the

frag-

ment of a
huge skeleton
some un-

would,

be

reached, and an-

storm

other

break.
Then back to

would

camp

again.

This

performance was
repeated
and over

over

the

party

finally

w

until

rewarded

a s

with clear atmosphere,
and the
pictures

were

completed.
In
his

scene
making on [Mount

Hood, Bruce and
his comrades ran
into

many

"close-

up" perils with
creabysmal
vasses. These are
huge holes in
crumbling g 1 a ciers

the
li^iyiii?

With undaunled courage he finds

that

the climber.
the earth's remotest corners.

beset

progress

of

They

often ventured to

The American Highlander
heard screams

very edge of
these in order to
nose the camera
the

the

into

hurried

of

bits

which

supported
gave way,

ice

them
and the

climbers

narrowly

escaped

The

injury.

were taking
a plunge in an icy
suits,

pool at the foot of
adjacent
banks. Mr. Movie
Man, always o n

snow

tures taken on this

were
programed as
mountain

the

discovered
the

as

and

Eliot,

and

three

this

known

is

with

is

miles long and one

more

mile wide.

the

A
on

camp

r

life,

through

mas and

s

into

the

pic-

low.

u n

the

the Three

in the

pool

Another
party

huge

Sisters," taken last

August

banks,

waving arms

"The Maza-

ture,

snow

and

of

his

bold,

became
ran up

then rushed
again with shrieks

based

incidents

The

joy.

and

pleasing vein

comedy,

of

whenever

maidens

half

a

spot

exciting
anything
happens, was busy
cranking the scene.
He stood on the
chuckling
shore,

"The Hermit of
Hood." A glacier

trip

bathing

in

ens,

pic-

by Bruce on

dis-

Eight or
ten intrepid maid-

Several

times

the

to

the

scene of
turbance.

oft

and

right

their

to

snowy

crater.
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be-

time,
built

snow

trenches and enacted a little modern warfare, with

Cas-

Bruce accompanied a club

cades.

mountain

situations with this

snowballs for ammunition.
Bruce,
ubiquitous
on the twenty-five
line, filmed the unusual battle. Later
he
photographed
outdoor games and

merry

of

athletic stunts per-

af-

formed around a
monument
snow
built at the camp.

of

climbers,
Mazamas, on

The

the
their

annual
encampment, and had a

chance

to

of funny

sorts

all

record

bunch

Alpiners.

One

ternoon about four
o'clock, the climb-

Allies of

barren wilderness

—

the

home of

the

Still another excitwere telling
roving camera man.
ing
picture
was
stories around the
being
shovcamp fire on a snowy elevation of six made of girls in the party
thousand two hundred feet.
They eled out of the snow where thev had

ers

6
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pretended to go to sleep.
The deepwalled canon of the Deschutes was
filmed into a one-reel comedy with a

hobo for the leading man. Walter
Spruance was his
name, and he is
reputed to be the
laziest
a n
in
Oregon.
That's
why he steals for
a
living
a n d
spend most of his
time in the Portland county jail.

m

As Mr. Bruce expressed
a picture

it, he wanted
which showed a hobo's point

The thing he was stealing
in this case was a ride on the NorthBank Oregon Trunk Railway through
of view.

the canon.

In the course of this trip,
Bruce came to the bridge over Celilo
Rapids at Fall Bridge, where native
Indians were spearing salmon.

He

stopped to take pictures of
them, and, as luck would
have it, in a short time they

performed a fetish
ceremony which

made

splendid

"copy" for the camera. Unfortunately,
however, the natives

took

offense

V

Risks and obstacles do not figure, where a day's work means
world education.

toil

and

the accomplishment

means

at

The American Highlander
being photograpned, and resented the
white man's intrusion by hurling stones
at

him and

his machine.

The canon
and

is

two thousand

beautiful for

is

courses,

its

falls

its

deep
"swirling water-

and quiet

feet

stretches."

Occasionally "antlike trails worm their
way from the water's edge over the
jagged ledges to the open country
The picture taken here is
above."
called "the Drifter of the Deschutes."
Mr. Bruce's knack for writing "rippling

and alliterative titles" is shown to good
advantage in such phrases as "Down
the Dashing Deschutes," "Daring the
Death-dealing Waters," et cetera.
One of Mr. Bruce's own favorites is
"Oddities in Film Form." He says he
because there are so many
"darn-fool stunts" in it. One of these
stunts, which pleased the "hermit's"
sense of humor, was a party of men
making frantic efforts to motor-cycle up
the glassy side of a snowy mountain.
likes

it

Another
to

his

"Hans,

picture

whimsical

Henry,

which

gave

play

sense of fun, was
and the Neophyte."

This portrays the humorous and oftentimes dangerous adventures of two
Swiss climbers who accompanied Mr.
Bruce. They came to America because,
on account of the war, there was little
use for their services as guides in the

For sheer beauty, perhaps none of
his panoramic wonders have surpassed
"Silver Linings."

cloud effects, and shows twenty-eight recognized cloud formations.
It clearly defines how clouds form and

study

It

is

a

remarkable

in

and one incident of the picture is a storm which blows up and
passes within a few seconds. "To the
Rainbow" is another gem of beauty.
To fully appreciate Mr. Bruce's pictures you have to know something of
his personality and the eventful experiences of his life.
Back in his home
town, Minneapolis, they remember him
as a fellow of charm but who was too
reserved to show it.
He attended the
University of Iowa, and later went to
disperse

;

University of Minnesota.
After
two years at the latter institution, the
"Call of the Wild" became too strong
for him and he gave up a college career
to seek the joys of outdoor life in the
Far West.
At first he was a retail
lumberman, and before long he bought
a ranch in the White Salmon Valley

the

at the foot of

From

Mount Hood.

time on he roamed the hills
and mountains that he loved so well.
Communing with nature, he learned
her deeper meanings, which he interprets for us so feelingly and faithfully
There is a kind
in his screen pictures.
this

of hardihood about

him

that

we

asso-

with that grand old highlander,
Robert Bruce, in Scotch history. The

ciate

mountains which was
linked with the name of Bruce in the
old days of clan heroism is personified
anew m our American highlander.

magic

Alps.
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A

T

Who
Makes

the

Mo?iey?

regarding the taxation oi
motion pictures, some very interesting statements
a

recent

investigation

were made by prominent film men.
P. A. Powers, treasurer of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, stated that stars were ruining the game
because of the salaries they forced producers to pay. He
said his company had tried to "put over" films which de-

pended on a good story and the good acting of the company in general, and had
failed in the attempt.
Therefore he thought Universal might return to the star
William A. Brady, of World, told of the thousands and thousands of
system.
dollars that had been put into his company within the last year, and^ said that
he had been too wise to invest his own money, as he considered the producer of
motion pictures a constant loser. He also remarked that his daughter Alice, a
star with World, received so much money that he had to place part of it in trust
to prevent her from spending it foolishly.
Adolph Zukor, leader of the Famous
Player-Lasky forces, stated that overproduction was killing the game, and making
profit on the manufacturing of films almost impossible.
There is truth in what these gentlemen said, and Zukor's statement may be
applied to the entire

field.

and therefore are not so

significant.

What

all

deal with purely local conditions,
of the statements do, however,

is

men

of the films in the light of "poor, starved orphans,"
employees daily rob them. But in making these statements they have cre-

to put the financial

whose

The other statements

ated a false impression regarding the

money which

is

distributed

among

the people

who make pictures. That is very bad. considering the fact that the statements
were made before a tax committee. It is our opinion that press agents have
already done enough to create false impressions regarding salaries of stars, let
alone having producers also contribute a say-so.
Many in the film industry still believe that the public is entirely mystified
regarding salaries, profits made, et cetera. They are very wrong
The public
knows enough to know that a player or star is worth money just in propor!

—

—

tion to financial returns he or she brings the producer.

If a star is

making

a

producer rich, the star has a right to a large salary. The producer should not
think he is being robbed. Much less should producers create the impression that
the stars are getting all the money. There is not a round dozen of really ''bigmoney" stars in the game to-day. Many more are getting far better salaries than
they ever did before, but they are worth it, and the amount is really small in proportion to the returns from their films. We know of one company on whose salary

!
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drawing more than one hundred and fifty dollars
a week. And yet the names of several so-called stars appear on this firm's roster.
We do not say the producers are getting rich head over heels, for we knowthat there is far less money in making pictures to-day than there was a few years
The fact remains that the producers who are carefully managing their
ago.
business and giving the public the very best possible pictures are making money
enough to keep them in splendid homes, limousines, and many other luxuries
which another business might not yield them on the same investment. Of course,
those producers who do not understand the game as it is played to-day are losing
money. But that is another story
list

there

is

not a player

is

SPEAKING

making money reminds us

that there are several squadrons of people

The Right

and

of people not

the

Wrong Way

who

are

perplexed about the wonderful financial returns from
the two D. W. Griffith successes, "The Birth of a Nation''
and "Intolerance." Such people are those who have "tried
but failed," and those

who "would

—

like to try."

Both

classes

hold the same theory they think Griffith's successes were
accidental, that he caught the public napping, and that actually the pictures cannot
compete with the films they make. They waste energy, of course, every time they
make assertions to this effect, for the public has seen their goods, after seeing
Griffith's,

and

still

Griffith's lasts.

The

final test

of any production's worth

is

box office.
While not recognized by these people at all, both these master films are marvelous from the artistic and technical standpoints, as well as from a financial one.
Griffith is a better producer than his detractors
and he always gives the public
the

—

something it likes at once. Also he is a better business man than his competitors
and would-be competitors. He always plans things far ahead. That is why,
following a year in which he had expended immense amounts on "The Birth of
a Nation," he wa: able to produce costly "Intolerance." The work of making the
latter was started on an elaborate plan only after the returns from the former
began to roll in and pay the many bills that "Intolerance" ran up. But eventually
"Intolerance" was finished and launched, and began bringing in money, too,
together with the steady income from "The Birth of a Nation."
Now Griffith
has enough extra cash on hand to attempt another elaborate production if he so
desires.

In direct contrast with this skillful planning is the attempt of another company, formerly one of the most prominent in the business, and still quite well

known, to make big features to compete with Griffith's. It has on its pay roll a
pretty good director, but it refused to give him money enough to make the first
big picture right. The man at the head didn't seem to know that a real, honestto-goodness investment of money was necessary to start the ball a-rolling if a
successful big spectacle was to be made. The director did his best, but the picture was not of the "Griffith" variety, by any means.
While this picture was
being made, the "boss" decided it would be just as easy to produce two pictures
as one. Therefore another big spectacle was put into production with hardly any
money back of it. Soon the "boss" was made realize he couldn't make two "big
ones" simultaneously, so he finished his first "big one" hurriedly, and was forced
to sell

it

to another

man

for exhibition purposes.

the second "big one," but foolishly started

still

Thus he got money

another "spectacle

in

to finish

twelve reels"

!
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at the

same time with part of

the

money gained from

the sale of the

first

one.

This soon necessitated the rushing to completion of the second one, and its sale to
the same parties that took the first. And it may be remarked that whatever money
will be made on these films will be made by these parties. Whether this ''boss"
has learned his lesson or not is a question, but he is making the third production
alone thus far, not having started another "masterpiece" to be its studio mate.
Maybe he knows now it's pretty hard to make anything over five reels that way.
Thus it is easily seen why Griffith has superior films, and why so many men
who fail do not see the real reason why their films cannot compete successfully
with his. If they do the planning, and inject the same amount of thought and
skill into the actual production that Griffith does, they will get the same results.
Otherwise they will always drag along, some keeping their heads above water,
and some not even doing that well.

THE

reviving of pictures of various lengths, made several years ago, is one of the pleasantest features
connected with the showing of films.
When an

Old
Films

tive

reshown after many, many months, who
Reissued
of us would not go some distance to see it again?
Of
course, we should not care to see it again at the end of a
few more months, unless the picture was particularly attracTherefore producers should reissue films which were big
to us personally.
old, favorite film is

favorites with very judicious caution.

Let us take, for example, the early Griffith-Biograph films or the Universal
productions of "Ivanhoe" or "Absinthe." All were done long ago, and may not
be as perfect in technique as the present-day features, but in their day they
"went big." There are a hundred or more films just like these, and if producers
discriminatingly offer them to the public just every so often they will go on
making money for many generations. In this respect they will outdo even the
aged stage successes, "The Old Homestead," " 'Way Down East," "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," et cetera. The only danger is that the producers may try to make money
on these films continuously each year after their revival, and we can state with
certainty that if they are shown too frequently the public will soon tire of seeing
them. Let us hope this will not happen

THE

small remaining

note,

Stage

who have

force

of

stage

personages of

for a long time resisted the call of

motion pictures, has been greatly reduced during
Among those who signed contracts
the past few months.
Ftlmdom
for their initial appearance in films are Mary Garden,
Maxine Elliott, Elsie Ferguson, Margaret Illington, Marjorie Rambeau, Jane Cowl, Madge Kennedy, and several
lesser lights. No doubt they will be looked upon as something out of the ordinary
for a short time, but we doubt very much if the fact that they enter with pomp and
ceremony late in the game will yield them much more than if they had started a
couple of years ago. They will all have to make good to really become successful
photo players. Their names will help in the first pictures, but after that it will be
their ability
success will go to the ones who show merit, and the others will have

Stars in

—

to return to the stage.

The Observer
The tendency on

the part of footlight favorites to avoid motion-picture pro-

ducers has been influenced,
field,

John Drew,
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et cetera

we

believe,

—the

by the stand of such men as David War-

aristocracy of the stage, so to speak.

It

has

been followed by many other stars who have felt that motion pictures could do
Perhaps some were wise in
nothing but impair their success on the stage.
remaining off the screen, for others were proven foolish in going into pictures.
YYe admire the player who refuses to go into motion pictures because he or she
conscientiously believes himself or herself unfitted to photography, but we certainly do not admire the one who deliberately "holds out" for a big financial
That is the case with some stage stars who have not yet appeared in films,
offer.
while the former reason which we stated is the cause of many more remaining out.

Considering the vast improvement in films that has been made in many ways
during the past two years, we look forward to a time when the camera will be
so perfected by inventions that all the great stars will be able to perform before
it naturally and without embarrassment at the result.
It surely would be a great
thing to preserve the greatest plays of all the truly great players of the age
through the medium of motion pictures. It is one of the missions the silent
drama has to perform, and one which we are confident that it will perform in
time
for it is still a very young art.

—

BY

those who have long advocated clean pictures only
the formation of the producers' association to comSubstibat, through the courts, all films which are considtute for
degrading
ered
to the industry, will be looked upon with
Censorship
great satisfaction.
This means that the companies themselves will fight to suppress such films as are considered
unfit for exhibition, or which, because of their general
character or presentation, are liable to injure the industry as a whole.

A

There

—

only one danger that we can foresee in action of this body that
is, of allowing personality to enter into the fight against undesirable films.
At
the very outset, Lee Ochs, president of the national exhibitors' organization,
is

made loud protests against any member of the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company serving on the board. Ochs based his claim for this restriction on
the fact that in a series of articles issued more than a year ago, Universal had
advocated risque films, while the real reason for his trying to discredit Universal
was said to be because this company refused to advertise in a trade paper he was
publishing. This sort of action is bad for the individuals, and bad for the game
in general. None of it should be allowed to creep into this board, above all others,
for it will give the enemies of motion pictures an excellent chance to say that
since the film industry cannot produce a board of men capable of prosecuting
bad films and their makers, then national and local beards of censorship should
be established.

We

hope to see the fair-minded producers of the industry run this board as
should be run, and deal fairly and fearlessly with any films which are found
to be undesirable.
It makes no difference if it strikes home once in a while
the
men on the board should be willing to sacrifice their personal interest of the
moment for the good of such a great and growing industry. It will be hard, but
it will be the shortest way to do
away with the censorship evil eventually.
it

;

;

From
By

THEDA
BARA
SAHARA
DESERT

The beloved
hi

Little

Mary?- who
journeyed
across
the border

from
Toronto,
confronted

Fa m e
upon her
arrival
h ere.

GATHERED

maelstrom of the movies
from every quarter of the globe are numberless

stars

we

who

into

the

are so well

known

to film fans that

American producers

forget they are not Americans.

boast that four-fifths of the world's motion pictures
are made in this country, but we are inclined to overlook the fact that one-fifth of our screen players are

Without the

foreign born.

art

and genius

that they

bring to the profession, the standard of excellence in
our pictures would suffer greatly. To emphasize this

only necessary to< mention our foremost comedian, Charles Chaplin, of England
our most popular heroine in love dramas, Alary
Pickford, of Canada our best-known player
of vampire roles, Theda Bara, born on the
fact
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;
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Eighteen
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before
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screen
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Scores of
to become citizens.
their fellow players escaped Ellis Island in the same way. Despite their varied nationalities, they have a
common language, the wordless Esperanto
of the screen. Each brought a different story of what motive
adventure,
romance, or ambition it was that led
them from home and fireside to seek
renown and riches in motion-pictureSome of them
loving America.
brought fame with them. Many of them
were obscure players in their own country

—

who have

risen

to

—

prominence

here. Others adopted the profes-

li

coming.
All have
laughed, danced, wept, or frolicked into the national heart.
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Castles
For

Two
By Eugene
A. Clancy

The

girl

eyed

speculatively.

—you

needn't

and

bellow

U!"

she

him
"Well
roar

about

said.

THE

business of being a real, live
lord is not always what it is
cracked up to be. It is not all

monocles and mushrooms on toast.
Brian O'Neil did not like it at all.
Lately he had come into the title of
Lord Kilcuddy and the possession of
a considerable estate in the west of Ire-

land.

He found

himself

master of

Kilcuddy and all therein contained, and a number of things surrounding and appertaining thereto.
Mostly the "things" consisted of tenCastle

impoverished,
happy-go-lucky,
lovable but utterly impossible tenants
from an economic and sanitary view.

ants

;

Castles
Brian did not mind so much the fact
that both himself and his estate were
Like many another
poverty-stricken.
Irish lad, his tastes strayed far from
the pursuits of the ideal landlord. The

world was a wonderful romance and
the
poverty a delightful adventure
light that lies in dancing eyes, the glow
of a log fire in a tumble-down castle,
the sun-shot mist on the downs in the
morning these were the really im;

—

portant things of life.
But Brian, poet though he was, at
heart had a keen sense of responsibility; poverty might be all very well

him personally, but it was his duty
to remove its curse from those dependAfter much investigaent upon him.
for

and effort, he could see no way to
rescue Kilcuddy from financial disFor months he had labored with
aster.
tion

the impossible tenants, trying to

make

them help themselves and the estate
by care and thrift, scientific farming,
and such things.

But he found that

for

Two
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he was only wasting breath and energy.
They laughed at him they looked upon
him as a well-meaning young man who
had gone to college and contracted
softening of the gray stuff.
Lately, too, they had become not a
little insolent.
Brian knew why, and
the reason made him furious.
They
;

were receiving sums of money from
the rich American girl who had recently

leased

Castle

Marr.

neighboring estate,
Patricia Calhoun, the

the

lady in question, sincerely believed that
she was benefiting them, not realizing
that she was merely encouraging their
idleness

and recklessness, and that they

were spending the money for trinkets
and whisky. She did not understand

—

the peculiar peasant character, and, besides, she was a woman of quick and

generous sympathies. They fooled her
with horrible and dramatic tales about
the hard-heartedness and brutality of
Lord Kilcuddy. Patricia did not take
the trouble to look into these tales if
she had, the good, sound sense
;

that lay

under her seemingly

frivolous

exterior

would

have come to her rescue.
One morning Brian

was

sitting at break-

fast with his

\Skes one of the Castle

Marr

servants."

—

mother, a sweet and gentle old lady,

— who

were the
reverse of sweet and gentle.
It was
an agreeable party.
Brian was
riot
steeped in gloom his mother, feeling
her son's mood, was inclined to surthe three sisters were
reptitious tears
aggressive they constantly exchanged
glances,, and it was evident that they
formed a triple alliance and had some
sort of antibrother campaign in mind.
that
"I'm going over and
see

and

three

hi,"

sisters

;

;

;

woman,"

said

Brian

give her a piece of

her

flatly that

ing

my

suddenly,

my mind

'"and
tell

I'll

!

she has got to stop giv-

tenants money."

"Brian," replied Alice, the eldest sister, boldly voicing a sentiment that had

been covertly mentioned for a week,
"it is utterly

ridiculous for

you

to

very idea!

Here you

are.

sit

The

there talking in that low fashion.

a present-

young man, possessor, of one of

able

the oldest titles in Ireland

—a

splendid

Before your very eyes Kilcuddy is going to wreck and ruin.
Your neighbor is: a rich American girl
unattached! They say "she has milcatch

!

—

lions in her

own name

!

Any woman

would know what she has come
Castle

Marr

for.

Brian,

why

to

be so

stupid ?"

The young Lord
from the table. He

of Kilcuddy arose
glared at the triple

touched his hand to his mother's cheek and went angrily from the
room. Once outside, he said things
relieved' his mind.
Brian always did
this outside; he knew it was useless to
argue with the alliance romance was
a check book with them, and they did
not understand Brian any more than
Paddy Callahan understood prohibi-

alliance

;

;

tion.

Calling his dog, Brian left the castle

and
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through the estate as usual,
to see if by any chance some of his
requests and suggestions had been carried out.
Equally as usual, he found
that they had not.
Finally he came to
strolled

Paddy Callahan's cabin. Paddv was
reclining in the doorway and smoking,
while his family were grunting, cluck-

and crowing within.
"Paddy," said Brian, smiling in spite
of himself, "I thought you promised
me to keep the pigs and the chickens
ing,

out of the kitchen?"

"Sure

an' I did that,

your lordship!"

"An' it's me that has
bin pleadin' with 'em all night to leave
the house
tellin' 'em how offinded ve
would be, but niver a move will they
replied Paddy.

—

make

!"

"Paddy," asked Brian, "where did
you get that new pipe?"
_

"Where

else w'u'd I be gettin'

it

from the grand American lady?
the

beautiful

she asks,

is

presents

the dear

able an'

she

little

gives

but
'Tis

— an'

pigs comfort-

"

Brian did not wait to hear any more.

He

strode off abruptly, just at the moment when a pig, overcome by his sense
of curiosity, thrust his head out of the

door to see
the

man who

who might

be calling on
ran the house.

nobody sees me!" The remark was made by a dainty young girl
of twenty-one or two who was gleefully kicking her bare feet and wriggling her toes in the waters of a brook
that ran through the woodland that
separated Castle Marr from Castle KilThe girl was small of figure,
cuddy.
and her mass of soft black hair flowed
"I hope

The cloak
over her shoulders.
of an Irish peasant girl lay beside her.
Her dark eyes gleamed with mischief
as she kicked her feet and splashed the
loose

water.

After a while she jumped up from
the rock on which she had been sitting, put on her shoes and stockings,
flung the cloak around her, and danced
Suddenly, like
off through the woods.

some nymph of the

Irish

forest,

she

broke into a run, laughing as she went.
Then, swiftly rounding a turn in the

—

;

:

Castles
path, she ran

plump

into a

young man

ragged shooting jacket.
"Oh," she cried, suppressing a gigI'm so sorry!"
gle, "did I hurt you?
The young man removed his cap and
stood looking at her with admiration
and wonder in his gaze. "No," he answered, with a twinkle in his eyes, "I'm
quite uninjured
but you ought to give
warning, you know
didn't expect
you."
"But you should expect anything!"
she cried. "I do here in these woods.
It's
the land of the unexpected gnomes and goblins,
in a

for
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Miss Calhoun

—you

Brian called after the dainty figure
"I'm sorry
Won't you tell me your
!

name

?"

these

parts

— I've

paused and
back for an

She
looked

"Clutie!"

instant.

and

then
broke into a run, her
eyes dancing, her
she

said,

Brian

hair flying.

and dreams
Again Brian O'Xeil looked
at the girl in wonderment
and admiration.
"Surely,"
he said, "you do not belong
in

ex-

needn't roar and bellow
about it !"
The girl drew her cloak
about her and started away. Flushing,

"Well

!"

fairies

Brian

claimed.

—

—

!"

returned to Kilcuddy, but his
thoughts were
no longer of

Miss Calhoun
tenants

o r

/

was

never seen you before."

he

A

thinking

frown

Brian's

you
e

new

the
s

t

a

lishment.

you

for

b

Do

figure

with

Twilight
found Clu-

work
the
"Maybe

the

rich

lying

flat

on the

young man's shoes were in a very
sad condition.
"Suppose I do?" she

the

than slaving for
that brute of Kilcuddy- but maybe you
are one of his tenants?
Well, I just
don't care
I detest him
We've heard
all about him at Marr."
"Kilcuddy is my worst enemy," said
Brian whimsically.
The girl eyed him speculatively.
"Why don't you go and see Miss Calbetter

—
!

houn?" she asked. "Perhaps she could
"
do something
"I prefer not to have any deal-

big tree

i

ground

American won't have you

stood observing him, and now she saw
that, besides wearing a ragged jacket,

"It's

e

t

under

girl

—

little

flying hair.

can lady?"

asked.

dainty

-

AmeriThe

of

strange,

a

face.

suppose
belong

"I
to

crossed

Always, as a

child, she

a

had

longed to visit the land of her father.
In America, Nanny, her old nurse, had
filled
her with tales from Ireland's
folklore, and now her dreams were
realized.
She was here, alone in the
Irish

forest.

lengthening

;

it

The shadows were
was the hour sacred to

gnomes and goblins, fairies and mystery.
With parted lips, Clutie listened
to the eerie

ing that

Nanny

sounds of the forest, wish-

some of the strange creatures
had told her about would

appear.

There came
crackling of the undergrowth behind

Her wish was

a

gratified.
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Turning her head, Clutie saw, not
ten feet away from her, a huge, feroher.

cious-looking animal, observing her
Its nostrils
with great, blazing eyes.

were distended

mouth

heaved its
revealing
enormous

its

;

gaped,

sides

;

him reproachfully, and, with a heavy
sigh, lumbered oft.
At the same moment a pair of small feet appeared on
the lower branch of the tree.

put

out

his

down.
"Y\ nere

teeth.

Clutie sprang to her feet

vent to

and gave

splendid, Irish-American yell.

a'

The animal drew
other

Two

for

nearer.

Clutie grabbed

yell,

With

an-

one of the

lower branches of the tree and swung
herself up nor did she stop until there
were no more branches available. The
animal made no attempt to follow instead, with something that sounded like
a sigh of disappointment, it calmly lay
down at the foot of the tree. After
half an hour's lapse, Clutie divined the
idea the ferocious one had decided on
Night
a policy of watchful waiting.
fell, and it grew cold.
With her cloak
close around her, Clutie sat on a branch
and sobbed. At intervals, and between
;

;

:

"Mrs.

and

-arms

—where

Cow

Brian
Clutie

lifted

it?" she asked.

is

gone home/'

has

said

Brian.

"C-cow ?
on
and

!*'

the

It

was not

!

Suddenly Clutie
now Brian realized

humor

was

a drag-

sank

down,

that,

despite

It

of the situation, the girl

was

exhausted.
Quickly he picked her up
and strode oft in the direction of Kilcnddy.
When he burst into the big living
room and deposited his burden in a
chair before the fire, the triple alliance
gasped and his mother hovered about
uncertainly.
"Get her a hot drink and
something to eat," he said. "She's one
:

of the Castle

Marr

servants."

removed

beside the chair,

He

knelt

damp

Clutie's

sobs, she called for help.

cloak and brushed back her hair.

Brian O'Neil, sitting by the fire in
the castle and being nagged by the
triple alliance, was seized with a rather
natural desire to go out for a walk.
In the course of his stroll he heard
what sounded like a feminine call for
help.
He answered and turned in the
direction of the call.
However, drawing within conversational distance, he
saw nothing. "Where are you?" he

Alice,
"Brian a
servant !"
cried
while her two sisters acted as chorus.
"What are vou thinking of? Take her
The
to the servants' quarters at once

called.

came a voice
voice he seemed to r ec-

"Please, I'm up here,"

—

from the

air

ognize.

"There's a horrid dragon un-

a

der the tree and
it

away

it's

cold

!"

—please

drive

—

"What

—

idea

Brian sprang to his feet. "She'll stay
here," he said, in a quiet though dangerous tone a tone they had never
heard before.
"I'm ashamed of you.
girls
You had better go to your rooms
at once.
Mother, will vou please help

—

!

me?"
The

alliance fled in

triple

disorder.

Brian's mother hurried to comply with
her son's request. As he turned again

he found
two large, dark eyes fixed on him. Clutie rose unsteadily, her small hands

—asleep?

clenched.

are

And

you're laugh-

oh !" The voice in the air was
choked with indignation.
Brian gave the dragon a gentle slap.
The ferocious one got up, looked at

ing

!

!"

to the chair before the fire,

Brian approached the tree, and then
he laughed. "Come down," he called.
"It's all right
your dragon is sound
asleep."

—

"Oh!" she gasped.

Lord Kilcuddy

ing fun with

me

"My—think

—

of

!

I

"You

You've been hav!"
hate you
.

that!"' said

Brian,

smiling and gently but firmly reseating
her in the chair. At the moment, his

mother came back with

a tray.

The

''Let

me come again to-morrow evening," said Brian.

manner and
motherly ways soon won Clutie from
kindly old lady's gracious

thoughts of hate. Half an hour later
she meekly departed for Castle Marion Brian's arm. Evidently some mutual understanding was arrived at during that walk, for, on reaching the servants' entrance to the Marr estate, Brian
seemed reluctant to turn back. "Tomorrow afternoon, then at the Goblins' Pool?" he asked.
"Maybe if there are no dragons,"
;

—

said Clutie.

There were no dragons

at the

Gob-

Pool the following day; nor on
many succeeding days consequently
the understanding between Clutie and
Brian progressed.
"Mr. Lord," said Clutie, one day a
week later, "there's something dreadful on your noble mind
out Avith it!"
Brian sat down on a log. Without
looking at her, he told her, in a savage
outburst, what was troubling him. Castle Kilcuddy w as at its last gasp finanlins'

;

—

r

His

cially.

sisters

were

him day and
American, and

at

marry the rich
now they had won over
night to

mother.
"It's a contemptible scheme," he said
bitterly, "but women seem to think
nothing of it. If I were alone but I
his

—

have my mother and sisters and some
hundred-odd tenants to consider Clutie, I'm so desperate that I'm tempted
!

to try it!"

"But," said Clutie, standing behind
him, mischief in her eyes, "maybe the
!"
rich American won't have you
"I hope she won't !" Brian exploded.
"But," he added, "I'm going to call on
her this evening."
Behind him, Clutie's dark eyes fairly danced.
Unlike the understanding between
Brian and Clutie, the courting of Patricia

Calhoun and Lord Kilcuddy did

not progress at all. Brian O'Xeil simply was not built that way. Miss Calhoun, a tall, handsome girl of twentyrive,

seemed alternately amused

embarrassed.

and

The only person who

—
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"Hang
go up

it,

— Vli

I won't
stan

down here with
youT Brian

for

Two
"Let

me come

again to-morrow eve-

when

ning," said Brian,

Clutie insisted

on his going.

The proposition seemed
f

tried.

m uch

o r

to call

consideration.

she said at length;

'"Yes,"

you must come by

but

the servants' entrance

not through the drawingroom.

Brian went home that
evening knowing well

which part of Cas-

in
tle

Marr

his heart lay,

and, despite his load
of trou-

he

bles,

w

a

s

happy.
•*

Brian,"

he told himself, "you
are not going to

marry

a rich

Amer-

no matter
what happens It's
going to be a litd a r k- eyed

ican

girl,

!

witch, a
woodland
n y m p h
with flying

—C

hair
1

u

-

!"

tie

seemed to enjoy the affair was Clutie,
whose duties frequently permitted her
to view the proceedings.
One evening, as Brian was sitting
with Patricia Calhoun in the drawingroom, Clutie passed through, her eyes
dancing with amusement. Brian asked
permission to go and smoke on the terrace
and hurried after Clutie.
The

—

chase led to the kitchen.
Clutie protested against such conduct, but the
end of it was that Lord Kilcuddy, while
Miss Calhoun and her guests wondered
what had become of him, enjoyed a
merry little supper in the kitchen with
Clutie.

name lingered
with him and brought him down to
Clutie

!

The

quaint

breakfast smiling.
when he read a

But the smile faded
letter

triumphantly

handed to him by his sister Alice. It
was a formal invitation, asking Lord
Kilcuddy, his mother and sisters, to
dine at Castle

Marr

that evening.

There was no getting out of it so in
the evening Lord Kilcuddy and party
presented themselves at Castle Marr.
Brian, however, found an early opporHe went around
tunity to slip away.
to the kitchen.
He found Clutie just
;

about to carry a tray of cocktails upstairs.

She

seemed

greatly

disap-

;

Two
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pointed when he told her of the dinShe pointed to a table alner party.
ready set for two. "Hang it, I won't
!"
go up I'll stay down here with you

—

Brian cried.

"Clutie, listen to

must serve these

"I

Clutie

said

You

Mr. Lord!

cocktails first,"
''Don't

hastily.

"

me
be

silly,

simply must stay up

you at the
Goblins' Pool to-morrow." She pushed
him out of the door. When he was
there this evening.

I'll

see

claimed.
for

me

—a
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"They

servant
wait !" cried

Brian, and he
"Just
darted through the door leading to the
upper regions.
In a minute Brian
stood in the center of the drawing-

room.

"Mother," he said, "and the
rest of you
I've come to announce
that I am going to marry Miss Cal!

houn's maid

A

was hard

in

say.

Brian returned to the dinner party.
Fuming with rage, he watched Clutie
serving cockthe woodland nymph
tails to his oppressively haughty sisAfter dinner, he. found to his
ters.
horror that Patricia Calhoun had edged
him off into a corner and was unmis-

—

!

takably making love to
distance, his sisters

—

him

!

From

a

watched the scene

with encouraging smiles.
Somehow he managed to escape
from the "American vampire," he
rushed from the house rushed right
around to the kitchen. Bursting in on
the startled Clutie, he seized her hands,
utterly ignoring the presence of the
cook. "Clutie." he cried, "I can't stand

—

it

—

any longer!
love vou

I

It's

you I want!
you know

— and

time

t

o

had her

For

not
speak.

did

Clutie

in his

a

of

light

the
mis

chief again in

her

eyes,

your

"But

mother
t

sis-

ers

"

!

she ex-

riot

American

girl

rich

tears.

rounded

The
their

sur-

alliance

triple

brother,

voices

their

shrilling.

The outraged

sisters

for ten minutes.

Then

talked steadily
a

sudden hush

on the room as a dainty little figure,
in a beautiful
evening gown,
stepped through the door. The apparition was Clutie, and behind her was
the hostess. Clutie walked up to Brian
and stood smilingly before him. "How
do you like your rich American girl?"
fell

clad

—

she asked, her eyes dancing.
"Clutie !" he gasped, as the truth
"
flashed on him.
"You vou are

—

"Miss Patricia Calhoun." she

said,

giving the train of her gown a kick
"known to my friends as Clutie. Allow me to present my secretary and

companion, Miss Frances Holbrook
erstwhile

hostess,

!"

lauehincr.

bowed.
said Brian, glaring at Clutie.

moment
sprang

away,

He

The

an excellent

arms

she met his lips

—then

have

!"

ran from the room, her handkerchief
to her face.
Lady Kilcuddy collapsed

The

it!"

and

Clutie

—-Clutie

fair imitation of

broke loose.

to

stand

never

they'll

!"

she collapsed in a chair, her
shoulders shaking, but whether from
tearful disappointment or laughter it
gone,

—

Clutie,"

he

cried,

"7

can't stand

it

any

longer!"

——

!

was a trick! The fooling has been
done by you, and not by me!"
"Yes," replied Clutie, giggling and
glance

a

stealing

"You

triple alliance.

the

at

quished a dragon for me
"I won't have it !" Brian repeated.

when

came to Ireland I wanted to revel
in romance and mystery and dreams
This idea came to me and I acted on

Brian sank limp-ly into a chair.
Then as by magic and perhaps Clufairies really had something to
tie's
do with it only two people were in
the room. Clutie dropped on her knees
"Brian,"
beside his lordship's chair.
!"
Brian
"kiss
me
she whispered,
looked down at the
dark hair gleaming

arms.

Frances change places with

me."
!

—

American

rich

girl

"Chi—Miss

!"

Cal-

houn," said Brian,
"I won't have it!
I'm a pauper and

Cast of "Castl es for Two"
the Famous Players- Lasky
Picture Play by Beatrice DeMille

charity

of

cad

—

!

to
"

a

proposed to
a nymph— with
I

"

Splendid

cried.

she

!"

"And

I

and

wood-

in the

outside,

land

a

motherlv cow looked

object

—a n d

flying hair

And,

and Leighton Osmun

marry you would

make me an

in the firelight,

From

—

to

—

—

paused and giggled.
"And
And you prothen I met funny you
posed to me and I have accepted you
and .now you're going to marry a
Clutie

—

!"

some honor left
"Your mother and I shall decide
that," said Clutie. She stepped to Lady
Kilcuddy and in a moment was in her
"I have

I

—made

—who van-

!"

astounded

see, Brian,

with a ragged tenant

in love

"it

it

Two

Castles for
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Brian O'Neil

,

Frances Holbrook.
Brian's Sisters.

.

.

Paddv Callahan

.

.

.

Dexter

Elliott

....

May me Kelso

Jane Wolff
Harriett Sorenson
| Lillian Leighton
Billy Elmer

up at a certain tree
and sighed contentedlv

:

lin

ENIGMAS
'Y^/'HEN water runs uphill
Then I expect to know

Where all those people get their speed
To write the letters that we read
At every

When

picture show.

two and two make

Then

five

understand
Why movie folk ne'er have to look
To find their place in any book
We see them take in hand.
I

shall

And why the hero throws
Upon the rug-strewn floor
His cigarette
I'll

solve

But

— that

when

not,

salt

mystery
has left the sea,

oh not, before.

Hugh

at

the

Goblins' Pool, a gob-

w inked

gnome.

fell

and

Scotland.

at

a

Another Ad

for California

*

Heroine

a

By
Arthur Gavin,

Jr.

VESTINY — producer
J

of so many startling
transformation scenes in the movie profession

—never

did

more

a

surprising

when she summoned Mrs. Vernon
from
Castle
the dancing floor, and, with a
touch of her wand, bade her suddenly take

rick than

among

a place

the celluloid stars.

Here was a dainty woman, by profession
and a dancer only, graceful and
slender, and
so you would have thought,
at least
delicate and fragile as a Dresden

a dancer,

—

doll

;

—

a sensitive, exotic, hothouse plant,

a creature to be caressed by silks and
satins.
N

—

But presto!
One magic touch,
and this ethereal being reappears before us in her

first film,

"Patria," as

m

expert rider, swimmer, diver, wrestler,
In a
and motor-car driver.
swiftly moving play of "thrills," she
has been in the center of almost
every dangerous situation, not as a
graceful,

clinging,

"Oh-save-me

sort of heroine, but as

an

alert,

!"

ad-

ready to dive at an
instant's notice from the deck of
a steamer, climb the mast of a
burning ship, or fly an aeroplane.
All of which goes to show that it
takes the movies to bring out a person's hidden accomplishments.
Those who knew Mrs. Castle only
as queen of ballroom dancers would
no more have imagined her as capable of such adventures than Douglas Fairbanks' former followers who
knew him only as a matinee idol of

venturous

polite

girl,

comedy would have dreamed

of his being the all-around, daredevil

athlete

he has since shown

himself to be, thanks to the screen.

So

'"Patria"

has

revealed

the

Carte

la

f

Mrs. Castle can cast aside her
and be a

famous dantiness
graceful,

actress,

emotional,
to

fit

any

or

dare-devil

scenario.

Mrs. Castle, the dancer,
was only masquerading, and that
behind the scenes she has always
been a romping, fearless, out-ofdoor hoyden.
For one doesn't
master half a dozen nerve and
muscle-testing sports in a few
weeks just to meet the requirements of a new play.
No, she had been athletic from
fact that

girlhood,

when

she was

known

as

Irene Foote, daughter of a New
Rochelle physician. Whether her
mother ever chided her for being
so adventurous, or suggested that
less time spent on motor boating

and swimming and more on practicing the piano or learning house-

work would be more
the end,
this

may

I

profitable in

don't know.

However

was due

to her love

be,

it

of out-of-doors sports that she first
attracted Vernon Castle, which led
to the first step in her career

and

fortune.

For, seven years ago, Castle, a
lanky young English actor, trying

on the American vaudeville
stage, first saw her at a bathing
beach.
He was struck by her appearance and procured an introducto get

tion.

They were married,

after the

Mrs. Vernon

usual to-be-expected family objections

had been overcome.

Then

they started in as a dancing team.

They played

Castle

the

symbol

of

grace.

small theaters,
and were thankful for even
such work.
The idea then
struck Vernon that dancing
in

was more popular in Europe,
and they sailed for London.
Dancing was more popular

'^ ^ :;r
:

'-'-y.

v

there,

but

o

rec-

gnitio

came
They

n

slowly.

danced

wherever they could
get engagements, in music
halls or cabarets.
There
were times when they were
out of work and flat broke.
Finally they drifted over to

France.

There,

they

in Paris,

Back

their first sensation.

London

again,

made

with the

in

in-

dorsement of the capital of
gayety,

their

success

They were

peated.

was

re-

entertained

by society. When they reached
New York once more, destiny was
ready to loose the golden downpour
upon them. Of their success in America,
of Castle House, the Castle walk, the Castle
ityle of bobbing hair, and a score of other pub-

and republished

lished

woman

stories

which made

this

the talk of a continent, the idol of the

world of polite amusement, the arbiter of novelty
in

fashion,

and the pet of

society,

when

she

came

tripping into publicity, fame, and fortune at the

height of the dance craze four years ago

—every

one knows.

But what most persons did not know was that
whenever they could get away, during all these
golden months, she and Vernon were amusing themselves with speedsters, motor boats, and similar forms
of adventure, and that Mrs. Castle always insisted on
her share "at the wheel."

The sudden jump

movies was in itself an adventure for
Mrs. Castle. That her first appearance should have been to< carry
the leading part m a play planned to be so spectacularly and widely
advertised took no little nerve in itself. Even veteran actors of the
footlights have troubles enough, for all their past training, when they
step over to the camera and screen.
Probably no star, so widely
:ralded in advance, ever stepped into so prominent a role with less experience
into the

an actress.
Favorite on two continents though she was in her one specialty, neither

she nor any one else could tell whether the ability to portray the emotions
For, lacking an effective
lay behind those searching, wistful, gray eyes.

speaking voice, the speaking stage had been closed to her save for such
an engagement as she had in "Watch Your Step," in which she
appeared practically as a dancer only.
However, when the part was offered her last May, she
accepted it without a moment's hesitation. And if you have
seen her in any of the fifteen episodes you can judge
how well she succeeded.
Perhaps Mrs. Castle chose to tackle the nervy requirements of this piece in emulation of Vernon, who
is attached to the British aviation corps in France.
Her adventures exceeded any he may have had, in
variety at least, for they included a thirty-foot div<
from the deck of a steamer and a swim to a motor
boat a dash in a motor car through a lowered gate
in front of an oncoming train
a machine-gun batand a fall from the top of a burning mast of
tle
are told tin at she
a ship into the water below.
enjoyed all the thrills even when, in the
one last mentioned, the heat from the
flames scorched her dress and melted her

—
—

—

We

make-up.
striking

wears

We

are also told that the

gowns and costumes which she

in the

production are of her

own

designing and selection, and that
she even composed a waltz which
is being used in the incidenta
music.
All this points to a threefold moral
That it pays to take chances if fortune

back of you.
That you
never can tell what apparently
useless accomplishment sud
stands

-

able.

may become valu
And that al-

most

anything

denly

do

can
in

will

handy

if

you

come
you

contemplate entering

movingfield
and
become a "movie"
the

picture
star.

mg.

She

their

is

the kind of girl mothers pray

—

won't be that every
prides in hating and every man

daughters

woman

can't help loving.

And

the real Louise,

finished her scene,

all this

time, having

and, in her charming,

brutal way, having broken

up

homes,
wrecked three sons, and killed her child, has
rubbed the vampire black off her eyes and
talking in very human tones to her director.
It hardly sounds plausible/ but it is true.
Away from the studio Louise is quiet and
peaceful, and blushes red as a Manhattan
cocktail when a man recognizes her, but on
'seven

i

the screen

"Why

shouldn't

"I played in

be a vampire?" she says.

I

'Why

.

\,

Leave Home,' and
supported Nat Goodwin

Girls

:

— on

the stage.

I

know my business.'

Barry more

Lionel

made

pearance

"The

his

1893,

in

<T\

playing

illustrious

^HONE

grandmother, Mrs. John

I

Drew,

1

considered

senior.

one

He
of

is

?ALRAY

the

of the

members
Barrymore-Drew

family,

and

most
I

in

Rivals,"

with
I

REFORE
T HE

his first stage ap-

versatile

his decision to be

an actor came as a natural

result of his training and' hereditary talents.

Ann Murdock

appeared on the stage under
the direction of the late Henry B. Harris, and
afterward she was made a star by the late Charles
Frohman. It is a remarkable coincidence that Mr.
Harris lost his life on the Titanic and Mr. Frohman
went down on the Lusitania. She was starred in a
number of Frohman productions before entering
pictures.
One of her most recent photo plays is
"Envy," one of McClure's "Seven* Deadly Sins."
first

important New York
engagement was as Corporal Ferry in "The* New
South" at the Broadway Theater in 1893. Fifteen
years before he had played a child's part in "The

Holbrook Blinn's

B

first

London," and the taste for the stage,
which this first experience gave him, was never
dulled during the period that he was attending
His notable career in the
school and college.
spoken drama was interrupted more than a year
ago by his entering pictures. He plays for McClure.

IPI

Streets of

;

Jack Pickford, beginning his career merely as
"Mary Pickford's brother," has become a star actor
on his own merits entirely. His first screen work
was in support of his famous sister in several of
her earliest Famous Players productions. Soon his
ability was recognized, and he was cast for leading
roles in such pictures as "Poor Little Peppina."
The Lasky offering, "Freckles," is Jack's latest and
most ambitious

vehicle.

Enid Bennett

dom

to "the long

attributes her advent into film-

arm of coincidence." She hails
where her. stage career began.

from Australia,
Thomas H. Ince chanced to see her in a miracle
play during a Broadway engagement, and was
so impressed by the wistful charm of her personality that he inquired who she was and later induced
her to be a screen star. The first Triangle Kay Bee
play in which she appeared was "Princess of the
Dark." Miss Bennett is barely twenty years old.
I

.

King w a s
born in New York City,
April i8, 1898.
Her
Mollie

"Ipel 1 i n what
'Opt! lar ****

^

stage debut followed in

layers did

December of the same
Her first impor
year.

rior to foecoming screen
favorites

tant child part, after she

|

had passed infancy, was
with Maxine Elliott

"Her

Own Way."

in

Ex-

cept for interruptions incident to her education she has

m

played in stage and screen dramas ever since.

Ruth Rolaxd

will celebrate the

sixth anniver-

sary of her advent into pictures on Memorial Day
of this year.
It happened at the Balboa studio on
that particular

day that an actress was needed

in

which called for a girl being pinioned to a
tree. The director found the tree without any difficulty, but if he hadn't found Ruth the scene might
never have been filmed and Ruth might never have
become famous.
a scene

Herbert Hayes, who has played many leading
roles with Theda Bara, earned his first shekels in
the theatrical world by carrying a spear.
stage appearance

was

in this

humble

His

initial

role in

"The

Sorcerer," playing in Portland, Oregon, in 1905.
Every Saturday night he would go around to the

and come away four dollars and fifty
cents richer.
This was when Mr. Hayes had not
half finished his teens. Since then he has been leading man in many stage and screen productions.

box

office

Alma Rueben,
was a

until a little

more than

a year

San Francisco.

Leaving
school, she entered pictures with Vitagraph at the
instance of a director who was struck by her natural
aptitude for acting.
Shortly afterward she joined
the Triangle Fine Arts forces as a leading woman.
One of her latest successes was with Douglas Fairbanks in "The Americano." Miss Rueben was born
ago,

in 1897, in

schooigirl in

San Francisco.
Warn

George Beranger, a native of Sydney, Australia,
was pursuing the study of law in that city when
the opportunity to go on the stage came to him.
"Sweet Lavender" was being produced, and it happened that he was acquainted with several members
of the cast. They dared him to play an insignificant
role, and he surprised them by accepting the position.
This minor engagement led to another, and
he soon became a full-fledged actor. He now plays
juvenile leads in pictures.

—

Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture playwright, with

notes

where and

on

what he can

By Clarence

sell.

Caine

J.

Questions concerning scenario writing, addressed to Mr. Caine, will
addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed. Due to the great amount
impossible for Mr. Caine to read and criticize any
you our market booklet for scenarios. Editor's Note.

sitate, it is

—

THE REASONS.

N

past we have advised beginners to write short-length subjects, and we shall continue to

such advice right along. When
a beginner follows our advice, therefore, and^ finds that there is a much
larger market for five-reelers than for
one, two, or three-reelers, he begins to
wonder why we advised him to write
the latter class. Also he wonders why
offer

are so

five-reelers

much more

scripts.

want good

the

in

de-

mand

Neither
than the short films.
question should go unanswered in his
mind, for there is good and sufficient
reason for both.
First we shall explain why we advise new writers to write short stuff.
It is because there is nothing easier
to write than a one-reel drama, and,
goodness knows that is hard enough to

an
would necesSix cents in stamps will briny
be gladly answered, but

oj

time that

scenarios,

and

it

is

it

almost

an impossibility for a beginner to sit
down and turn out a good five-reeler
offhand.
On the other hand, a beginner's one-reel scripts may prove acceptable, even with a smaller market to sell
to.
At any rate, the writer who spends

months of his career learning
first principles and storing aw ay knowledge is the writer who later on draws
the

first

T

down

checks with regularity. As we
have said before, scenario writing is
an art which must be mastered, and no
art can be mastered with one or two
hasty and inconsequential attempts.
In regard to the other problem
that of the
if such it may be called
five-reel market being larger than the

—

short-length one, that

is

controlled en-

by the law of supply and de-

tirely

The

mand.

public has taken a liking

!

write.

It

contains

all

the principles to

be found in the larger plays, but because it is short it is also quite simple,
and these principles are easily mastered.
proceed on the theory that
it
for a beginner to spend
is better
six months working on short-length
reels and building a foundation for

We

future expansion than to plunge into a
five-reeler right off and be so hopelessly
muddled up that nothing is learned and
certainly nothing accomplished.
It is
true there are more companies to buy
five-reelers than one-reelers, but they

to

subjects

five-reel

them

and goes

to

see

to the partial exclusion of short-

length films

demand

therefore, since there

;

is

a

for five-reelers, the producers

Certain theaters and
localities still like the short film, and
therefore it still exists, but fully fourfifths of the bookings trend to the fiveThis condition will not alreel film.

must supply

ways

last,

experience

knows

it.

for any one
in

the

who

has had

amusement

game

that public favor shifts quickly

and often.

demand

So we may again have
for

short-length

a

subjects,.

:

Hints for Scenario Writers
though the longer film

We

is

here to stay.

simmer down
to a "natural-length" basis, where a
good three-reeler will be valued as
much as a five-reeler and where programs will be made up to offer entertainment which will cover so much time

game

believe the

many

rather than so

will

reels.

have been several feature films and a few of minor importance which have reached the screen,
showing the figure of an undraped
woman for some purpose or other. It
is not our purpose here to criticize the
worth of these pictures, but to warn
late there

writers

away from

An

such.

a

duplication

of

editor of one of the large

companies, in a recent letter to us,
stated in very few words that he was so
thoroughly disgusted with the run of
writers for flocking to this subject that

he felt like blacklisting every one
submitted such a script.
This editor
clean-minded.

who

woman's figure,
being used allegorically, was proper, but
of the early films the

why

this

do well to read

They follow

them.

No

Georgia mountain

known

ever

will

ride

to

woman was

astride

horse.

a

Those people are of genuine English
strain, and their forbears learned the
way to ride, as the Englishwomen of
from the aristocracy
all grades ride
down on a sidesaddle. There was
never a Feud Girl in Georgia. White
County nor any other county in this
State ever had a feud.
Locating a picture in White County

—

may

pass, but the riding won't

;

that in-

novation has crept in about the cities
in Georgia, but is not very common
This applies to the whole
there.
South.

The mountain men who saw
said

:

"If that gal rode that way at home,

mamma

her

the play

would

have

whipped

her."

Another play had a bad-tempered
"boss" whipping negroes on a plantaThe play was certion since the war.
tainly since the war, because the South-

fair-minded and also
He admits that in one

is

he sees no reason

South

—

TO BE AVOIDED.

Of

a play in the

109

should give

ern girl not only rode astride a horse,
but she ran a race on a motor cycle
with a mob riding in an automobile.

The man who put

that off on the public

rise to a flood of scenarios, all similiar

has never been South, never saw a mob.
Negroes have never been brutally

and almost

whipped when employed on a planta-

It

is

all

suggestively done.

certain

that

any writer who

submits such a script to this editor will
not rise in his estimation, and this is
but one of several editors who are of
the same opinion on this
subject.
Therefore it is something to be avoided.

tion

;

certainly not since the war.

wouldn't stand for it. Mobs don't ride
in automobiles in this part of the world.

WHAT
Some

FACTS FROM THE SOUTH.

H. H. Colquitt, president of the
Photodrama Club of Atlanta, Georgia,
takes exception, in a recent letter, to
certain things the producers have done
in

making pictures with Georgia and

less

who

are considering setting

—

We

His criticisms are based on
the writers

A PLOT?

—

shock.

and

IS

time ago while presiding at a
meeting of writers some of whom had
registered a few sales, but all of whom
were new at the game we were asked
by one amateur what a plot was.
referred the matter back to the meeting, asking some one present to define
What followed gave us quite a
plot.

other Southern States as their locale.
fact,

They

About

ten writers of

more or

experience answered the question,
and one after the other gave definitions

a

:
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of plot according to their understandThe definitions were a nightings.

mare, and we began to understand why
these yen* writers had been bothering
us for so long with lists of what we

termed

Some

"useless

technical

questions."

of them admitted that they were

good

and your brain works as
it should in developing the idea, you
will find that your plot will take care
of itself, for you will unconsciously
seek the very best plan of working out
your idea, and that will give you the
very best plot.
idea,

not sure of their idea of plot and were

groping for

the

right

solution

when

Therethey sent us these questions.
fore we had to explain as simply as
we knew how what a plot was, and
since so many writers in so small a
gathering had the wrong idea we began
to think that maybe the same handicap
was holding back many other writers
If
in various parts of the country.
there are, the following should prove
mightly helpful

The

plot

is

the author in

merely the plan used by
building up his play. It

corresponds to the outline sketch of the
artist before he begins the detail work
on his picture.
That explanation should be very
Plot is nothing more or less
clear.
even though beginners think it is a
magical something which can be gained
Plot is
only by a sort of witchcraft.
not, strictly speaking, idea, though the
two are often used one for the other.
Idea, when properly defined, is what
the author is to write plot is the plan
One is the
of how he is to write it.

—

;

material

the other the directions

;

for

the execution..

—

what plot is
very broad and elastic term indeed.
Almost anything can be done in the

Thus you can

way

of

form.

shaping a plot to a desired
That is a matter for the indi-

vidual to decide.

shaping
will

see

is

But no matter what

always be just

plained

Our

it

when analyzed,
what we have ex-

done, plot,
to be.

advice to beginners

is

to thor-

oughly absorb this bit of knowledge
and then literally forget all about the
technical word,

"plot."

If

you get

a

MUCH

TOO

SYSTEM.

We

advocate a practical business system for every writer whereby he can
tell just where every scenario is at the
moment, how many he has sold, and
for how much and just where to turn
to find the desired inspiration idea for

work,

well

as

basic

when

plot

Also there are a few other

needed.

things

little

as

different

writers

according to their
of which is very good.

keep,

But too much system

like

to

tastes.

All

bad

We

is

!

writer who kept a
criticized synopsis of every play put
out, a list of all his own plays in a big
ledger with a list of his characters,
synopses, et cetera, written out, a detailed criticism of every motion picture

recently visited

seen,

lists

a

of every actor and actress

—

companies these were revised almost daily
and so much more
in

all

the

—

could not help
asking him how he found time to write.
"It does keep me pretty busy keeping
up these files," he replied, and then
went on to explain that he had only
nonpractical stuff that

I

turned out three plays
or nine months.

in the last eight

This writer

is

a typical

example of

system." He spends hours,
which should be devoted to his writing, compiling lists which are of little
or no practical use to him. Of course,
"too

much

he enjoys doing this for his own
amusement, no one will stop him, for
he alone is the loser. But a practical
if

writer

who

is

fighting hard for success

and driving along toward the top over
all obstacles could never be encumbered
with such- stuff. Concise, practical, and

:
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ever-ready and useful files and records
are what he needs and what he has.

"too conventional."
x\ction:
A beScene: Any place.
ginner reading our department.

Us

(in print)

:

"

and the begin-

ner should carefully avoid all conventional material in building the
foundation of his plays."

"And how in
world am Pto know what is con-

Beginner
the

(vocally)

:

ventional and what

is

And

a beginner there

because he

is

not?"

The first
sense in what he asks.
week you are in the game you cannot
master all the ins and outs of the work.
Experience is what teaches beginners
is

and nothing
what changes

to avoid the conventional,

and experience is
them from beginners to professional
But the average bewriters in time.
ginner is not willing to wait six months
or a year to thoroughly learn what has
been done so often as to be considered
Therefore
threadbare by the editors.
we present a list of the most prominent
else,

ones following, but we again warn beginners that only through experience
will they fully realize that these subjects cannot be used; that's one of the
unwritten iaws of human nature in re-

gard to scenario writing. Here are the
impossibilities you've seen 'em often

The
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and millionaire who mask
as underworld people or people of any
lower station to break the monotony
of their lives and to seek adventure.
The "Enoch Arden Plot," wherein a
man who has been away and is supposed to be dead returns to find his
wife married to another.
All weird "old-time" comedies of
chases and falls, as well as the "oldtime" Civil War, military, and Indian
plays which were so popular a few
heiress

years ago.

Almost any variety of story dealing
with the artist and his model.

The

contrast between the poor

and the rich man, running to the dying
child, the strike at the mills,, the dash
in the auto, et cetera.
This has been
done to death.
And, to make our task lighter, everything which is familiar to you because
you have seen it as often upon the
screen as you have seen these story
ideas.
If you would attract the attention of editors, avoid this type of play

and get your mind working overtime
on something original.

editors' troubles.

In a recent issue of The MovingPicture World, Louis Reeves Harrison

had

a

most interesting

article

;

The

straight love story dealing with

the eternal triangle

— two

men

in love

with one woman. This cannot be used
unless varied by novel handling and
used as a minor story interest.
The mortgage on the homestead and
the villainous and
springing therefrom.

heroic

all

action

The gentleman crook who reforms
and becomes a pillar of good.
(Any
crook

who

worked

reforms

is

pretty

well

out.)

and brother who grow up unknown to each other and are about to
Sister

marry.

man

on the

troubles of editors in selecting scenarios
that suited every one
Air.

around the

Harrison writes

studio.

in a vein indicat-

ing that this condition

is

true through-

out the field, and that all editors are
very glad for the privilege of existing
at all.
This is not quite accurate. It
is our good
fortune to know many
editors

and

their lots.

We

know

it

to

be a fact that many are in just exactly
such a position as Mr. Harrison describes.
But, on the other hand, there
are many who have absolute sway over

and as far as stories
go they are not responsible to any one.
their departments,

;
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In these studios directors produce what
is given them to produce, and stars play
That is
the parts assigned to them.
the condition that is bound to exist
in all studios in time, for the other

Following are Mr.
Harrison's remarks on the subject:

leads

Go

to

to all the picture

convincingness, or even a fragment of that sure
insight into human nature which is one
of the few signs of ability to tell an
originality,

interesting story

!

reel feature that is

vitality,

Try to name a
brimming with

Who

is

a villain or a

such stuff
and permits it to be visualized over and
over again ? Why play with such puptonsorial artist.

pets at

selects

all ?

Many

failure.

shows you can
study all the stories exhibited on the
screen and try to enumerate those
which are not mere repetitions of what
has been done. How few have freshness,

cover in the end that he

of

the

motion-picture
scenario departments

larger

producers have
with one or more "editors" in charge.
These gentlemen do not lead lives of
unclouded joy. The career of an editor
depends largely upon his success or failure in judging what will suit many and
diverse interests. Left untrammeled he
would pick out stories best calculated
to interest a mixed audience if he could.
But he has to keep in mind that there

five-

only a limited amount of money to
be expended, and that almost exclu-

per-

sively for material, suited to the policy

is

sonal and dramatic interest, or one in

of his organization.

which these are interwoven with what

Above the editor are some gentlemen whose ambition is to get the most

deeply concerns us as living beings.
here is one portraying the real American girl, the recognizable product of
American parentage and environment?
We have had stories intended to pic-

W

for their money,

ture

ning the commercial side of the whole
proposition.
Even when he is personally convinced that a story will succeed
artistically and commercially he has to
consult them, and there is the director
to be considered, and the star has to
be pleased.
After he has eliminated

local

conditions

in

this

or

that

part of the country, but they are mostly

They deal with phases
remembered by their authors,

retrospective.

of life

who

conditions long since vanished, or with
purely theatrical and therefore conven-

many hundreds

what might be or might
have been. There are touches of realism now and then, especially where the

of unpleasant theme,

tional ideas of

story deals with that part of our. social

world which is squalid and revolting,
and even an occasional indictment of
present civilization, but the life most of
us know remains almost unpictured.
Particularly in vehicles for stars,
written to order by the plot wrestlers,

do we look upon creatures rarely to be
found out of the studios, where heroes
and heroines act with weary childishness and lack of common sense.
To
the verge of nausea we are shown the
American heiress who is encouraged by
an ambitious mamma to marry an English lord or a French count only to dis-

are closely scan-

of five-reel scripts con-

some more
some others unand many more of narrow

taining one reel of material,
original,

appeal he finds a gem.
r
hat is a gem ? It
At last a gem
is well written and well constructed.
!

W

with all that is bright, new,
and attractive concerning a vital motif
of large appeal by an author who has
observed high standards of technique
and is leaping high hurdles toward
fame. With joy in his heart over his
discoverv the editor announces that he
has found something bound to make a
There is
hit if visualized with skill.
no explosion in it, no fire, no train
wreck, yet, in spite of these defects,
The editor, his
it has decided merit.
face radiant with expectation, manages
It is filled

—
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secure an interview with the boss,
and announces that he has at last found

to

a great story.

me," says the boss. "I'll
He puts
return it to you in a week."
the scenario in his brief case, along
with a lot of others, and the editor
goes back to his sanctum. At the end
of four weeks he gently reminds the
"You never gave it
boss of the gem.
to me," declares the boss indignantly.
A search is made, and, sure enough,
"Give it
there it is in the brief case.
"See what
to the star," says the boss.
I am too busy just
she thinks of it
And remember" with awful
now.
significance
"we are under contract
The editor slinks
with that lady."
away with a wan and hopeless expression on his face.
"I like the play," says the star very
"Give

it

—

—

sweetly after glancing languidly over
the script, ''only

I

would

like to

have

down —-and

some of that man's role cut
and couldn't you work in some busiHe he is the
ness for my pet dog?

—

—

cutest

little

thing!"

The

reports to the boss, and

editor again
told to see

is

what the director has to say. The director thinks it would be a good story
if

told in an entirely different way.

He

favor of good old melodrama
it always makes a hit
and a sunset
effect at the end.
Back again to the
is

in

—

chief.

The

boss thinks the star is right. It
would be bright and chipper to intro-

duce some animals, some little kittens,
or a lot of chickens feeding, or a drove
of sheep on the hillside. -Make her a
shepherdess. She can wear poor clothes
in the first act, and the best in our

wardrobe room toward the

why

make

last.

—

comedy ?
good comedy. The

not

caught
in an attempt to jump out of the window and end his miserable existence.

But

people
love a
editor announces faintly that there seems to be
some difference of opinion on that subject, and a grand consultation is called
behind closed doors to reconcile varying opinions. When the composite re8
it

a

all

announced the editor

suit is

to

—
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It is

not to be wondered at that such

a condition exists.

but

it

is

is

The system

is

faulty,

not an easy one to replace.

A

common-sense view,
prejudiced, points to some form of final
one

wholly

un-

by capable single judgment.
The ordinary mind is only equipped to
It repronounce upon the ordinary.
quires a special fitness, natural good
taste, combined with a comprehensive
grasp of what is needed, to suit a great
audience being constantly educated and
to send the organization ahead of its
rivals in the matter of original proselection

duction.

The new,
ever makes

the

extraordinary, what-

cannot be
whose
people
rightly
gauged
by
thoughts are almost entirely occupied
with their respective branches of production. Any story that gets easily by
boss,

the

others,

is

the
all

for

progress,

star,

the

director,

and

apt to be very ordinary.

almost bound to be commonplace.
The ideal staff is a very small one, in
full charge of an editor, who is made
and held responsible. The best place
to recruit such men is from successful
newspaper men who have felt the public pulse with intelligence.
It is

When

discovered a
gem, the best possible consultation that
could take place would be limited to
This
editor, producer, and author.
gives the creator of the story a chance
to throw light upon points not made
It
affords a
clear in his scenario.
chance for him to consider and reply
to

the

editor

has

and the story may be
the advantage of all con-

criticism,

changed to
cerned through a better understanding

what is required, what can be done,
and how. By the older system small
of

doubt exists that many a strong, attractive, and well-designed screen story
has been read to death.
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MYSTERY AND THE AUDIENCE.

which

In writing" mystery stories and novels
there is no question as to whether to
If
keep the reader guessing or not.

you don't keep him thus, your mystery
won't be a mystery at all. But as to
the

drama

film

there

is

considerable

difference of opinion as to whether

it

advisable to fool the audience until
the end or to let them in on the secret
is

very start and play for a dramatic effect by having them know what
certain characters in the story do not
at the

know.
In our opinion, there

why

a

which

direct

no reason
that is, one

is

—
complicated — should
mystery

not
not
be presented on the screen much the
same as mystery stories or dramas are
presented, keeping the audience in the
dark until the solution of the mystery.
It is true that not very many plays
of this type have reached the screen
is

The

which have been successful.
been that too

ble has

or too

much

ing the

when

it

many

trou-

characters

was used in creatmystery, and in most cases,
came time to unravel it, a great
action

amount of uninteresting action, several
subtitles, and other anticlimax matter
had to be introduced. The real mystery play is one which presents a
straight mystery with a few characters,
and thoroughly puzzles the audience.

When
bit

the climax

is

reached a single

of action or subtitle, as the case

be, clears

up the atmosphere.

It

may

takes

a clever author to turn out this kind,

and even a clever man must spend more
time on it than he would on another
kind of a drama. Therefore we have
more mystery plays with the audience
possessing knowledge of the mystery
than of the true type.

It is

also a fact

companies follow policies
which tend to keep them from producing any straight mystery plays. On the
that certain

other hand,
light

keep the audience guessing

without mixing things up too badly.

A SIGN OF THE TIMES.
has been reported that the noted
Lasky photo play of a year ago, "The
Cheat," is to be adapted for opera purposes in Paris, as well as for dramatic
purposes in New York. Whether this
report is authentic or not is a question,
but nevertheless it is accepted with
credulence, whereas if such a thing as
basing an opera or a play upon an
original motion-picture scenario had
been proposed three years ago, the person bringing up the subject would have
been thought insane.
This is merely a sign of the times.
Ideas possessed by the people of this
world change much more swiftly than
do the fashions in dress. The original
photo play of three years ago could
not have pretended to be as strong as
a stage play or novel. But the original
feature scenario to-day
if it is done
in a way worthy of respect
is just as
pretentious as a play or novel.
It is
another form of the drama, distinct in
its technique and execution and worthy
of ranking beside the older forms. Another thing which emphasizes this is
the fact that almost all big, original
plays put out by certain film companies have been novelized, not by the best
writers in the game, it is true, but by
writers who would have been insulted
a few years ago if asked to novelize
a "movie. "
The novelization of the
serials is another sign along the same
It

—

—

lines.

All of this, of course, bodes

adaptations, for

But

it

is

ill

for

just reversing the

should be,
for the best of the already published
books have been used, and most of them
have fallen short of the requirements
tables.

it

is

quite as

it

concerns de-

The books coming
of the photo play.
from the pens of authors may be writ-

scenario for a play

ten with the motion-picture adaptation

many more

in finding a

will
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mind, as some claim, but when the
manufacturers are ready to pay writers
as much as publishers do, there will be
no preliminary novel. The motion picture can come first and the novel or

just that, the chances are that

drama follow

it

in

it.

SHOULD ENCOURAGE MANY.

A

Helen
ago Mrs.
O'Keefe, wife of a Chicago commission
broker, and mother of two children,
aged two and four respectively, won
short

time

money
offered by the American Film Manufacturing Company and the Chicago
Tribune for a sequel to "The Diamond
From the Sky" serial. Out of a field
ten-thousand-dollar

the

prize

of over one hundred thousand contestants she was chosen winner because the

—

was the best not
because she had a "name" in the fiction
game or for any other purpose, for
her fame up to the time of her winidea she submitted

ning the prize extended only to her immediate neighbors, friends, and rela-

them she was known only
an excellent housekeeper and mother,

tives,

as

and

to

not as an authoress.

Mrs. O'Keefe
of

new

She

is

is

writers in

many dreary months

of labor will be
removed from their path to the top, for
steady and determined progress is the
shortest cut.

Of

many will say
that way after

course,

easy to go along

is

winning ten thousand dollars, but remember Mrs. O'Keefe went along that
way before receiving the reward, and
will continue to go along the same way

now

We

that she has

wonder

if it

safely in the bank.

it

ever occurred to these
if they go the

dissatisfied writers that

same way

Maybe

they, too,

not the

same kind

may win

a prize.

same amount or the

of a prize, but surely they

go far without reward

will not

if

they

are faithful to their task.

In the case of Mrs. O'Keefe we see
a great object lesson for all writers.
Surely the burden of the downtrodden
clerk in the office or store, the girl
working to support herself, the man
with a family to support or merely himself to keep going, and all the other
classes of aspiring writers in the ranks

no harder than this woman's with
two children and a home to care for.
Oh, yes, we almost forgot, her invalid
is

typical of thousands

father lives with her also, this being

the scenario game.

an added burden, of course. She won
out despite obstacles, and any other
person can do so, too, if he has something to write and learns how to write
it
provided he ignores everything
which tends to definitely turn him away

not a "literary"

woman

in the

She is
ordinary sense of the word.
merely a woman who has ideas and has
cultivated the ability to express them.
Her chief interest is her home and children proven by the fact she will buy
a home and educate her babies w ith
the prize money.
But her avocation
in life is writing.
Later on, as the
children grow up and she advances in
her art, she may devote all her time
to the work.
But just now she spends
on it what little time she can spare from
her other duties. But she does everything systematically and in a deter-

—

T

mined manner.

many,

Nothing discourages
her, nothing sets her back.
She just
goes along, advancing all the time.
If the many other writers will do

—

from

fixed purpose.

his

behooves us to add this
little
note so that such misdirected
minds as those which believe art is supreme above all things practical will not
Caution

:

It

use this article as authority for shirking duties of daily life which fall upon

them.
never

home

The woman who won
her
you bet not

neglected

—

!

then came

art.

this article, art

her

life,

matter.

children

the prize

or

They came

her
first,

As we said earlier
may come first later

in
in

but time will take care of that
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SELLING BUREAUS.

One

of the latest fads

among

writers

seems to be to place their work with a
selling agency, or to consider placing

it

Within the past couple of
months we have received dozens of letters touching upon this subject, most of
which asked whether or not we approved of this manner of marketing
with such.

work.
Frankly

dleman

we

selling

end of scenario

reduces the writer's profit
bv the size of the commission, and the
profit is not large enough right now.
There are several good agencies in Los
Angeles who advertise in the magazines, one or two in Xew York, and a
Then there
couple located elsewhere.
are several hundred concerns not to be
These spring
trusted with scenarios.
It

up everywhere overnight.
competent
to sell his own work, it might be all
right to use an agency.
But we see no
reason why, with such helps as our
market booklet and scenario-markethints department, an author cannot dispose of his work direct. It brings him
closer to the company and the editor,
and one sale made thus often opens up
a steady market.
On the other hand,
a sale made through an agency gives
If the writer does not feel

—

writer little individuality unless
he already has a reputation and does
not often lead to an opening which
Then, too,
means continuous sales.
the

—

handling your

from any

own

scripts protects-

possible fraud

—

if

you

the "roast-

ers" of the studio editors will pardon

our saying

cent than they were in the early days.

Let us hope the future will remove this
If every script writer
defect entirely.
sees to it that every script he sends out
has no such faults in it, then the trouble can be laid at the director's door.
But we fear such an ideal condition is
far away.

don't approve of a mid-

in the

writing.

the statement that such errors are less
common now by about seventy-five per

so.

Mrs. R. X. L.

—

H. C. M. Sometimes the director
and sometimes the scenario writer is to
blame when you see a glaring inconsistency in a screen play.
If you have
followed films for three or more years,
you will easily recognize the truth of

scenarios or fiction versions of

either

If
produced plays from the outside.
you will send six cents in stamps for
our market booklet, you will learn the
market for scenarios. We never criticize scenarios or act as a scenario sell-

ing agent, as

it

is

against an established

Any

advice you
desire will be given cheerfully if a selfaddressed, stamped envelope is sent us.
Otherwise, your query will be answered
through this department.

custom

in this office.

—

A. H. It is unfortunate that your
experience with the Lasky Company
That they
has been such as you say
should promise to criticize scripts and
then ignore the proposition seems illogical.
We have heard stories pro and
con regarding this matter, and it would
appear that Lasky made good its offer
only where the script was good enough

This
warrant detailed criticism.
condition should ha\~e been stated, how-

to

game and

where
but beware of the com-

Stick to the

ever.

you think best,
pany you are submitting

We

cannot

company

sell

to in Chicago.

recommend any

frankly

in that city at present

— Selig

and Essanay are out of the market, and
American is buying on the coast.
D.

ANSWERS TO READERS.

— YYe do not purchase

S.

—A

"close-up"

is

a scene taken

camera to magnify the features of players and register emotions
close to the

is

The number of scenes per reel
determined by the amount of action

in

each scene.

clearly.

screen,

Watch

and you

better than

will

we can

the films on the

understand

explain

it

to

this

you

!
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of com-

list

panies which will purchase only fivereel scenarios as well as those buying
shorter ones.

M.

R. C.

— See

D.

above,

S.,

for a

The

term
"bust" means much the same, and of
"close-up."

of

definition

"close range," taken in

its

and not

refers to obstacles only

We

ers.

strict sense,

to play-

are sure you will be able to

solve your market problems with the
aid of

market booklet w hich has
T

the

been sent you.
L. H.

S.

—As

far as

we know,

the

Lasky Company has not withdrawn its
criticism offer, and the fact that they
your

sent

scenario

back

uncriticized

must indicate they didn't consider it
worth while to criticize it.
See the
answer to A. H. It expresses our opinion in the matter.
We think a good
self-criticism -would be worth much
more to you than an outside criticism
at your stage of development in writing
scenarios.
Try it. Our hat is off to
you you are one of the few w ho realize that you have at least gained something by taking up the work, and appre-
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American), according to a statement
issued by General Manager R. R.
Nehls, of its Chicago office.
Farce
comedies might also find a market at
Vogue, according to him. They should
be strictly Vogue style and suitable
for this company's comedians
Turpin,
Miller, and McOuire.

—

The

Christie Film Corporation, Sun-

Boulevard and Gower Street, Los
Angeles, California, again clamors for
one and two-reel comedies with action,
clean-cut plots, and no "slapstick."
It
wants really clever comedies, relying on
legitimate fun for laughs, and will pay
set

from twenty-five

to fifty dollars for ac-

ceptable synopses and

hundred

from

fifty to

one

for working

dollars per reel

scripts.

The Kalem Company has shifted its
scenario department from New York
to Glendale, California, but Phil Lan-g

remains in charge. There is little
to interest the writer here except that
stories which will be appropriate for
still

T

;

"Helen" railroad thrillers
"Ham and Bud" farce-comedy

their series of

or their
series.

ciate the fact.

SHORT SHOTS.

—

Mrs. M. F. The scenario which was
returned to you marked "refused" musthave been wrongly addressed.
The
Universal Company, to which you say
it
was sent, accepts all scenarios for
consideration.

If they

took to turning
them down without even opening the
envelope, they would soon have no stories

to

film

—therefore,

you

see,

it

is

should do that. Don't
let that bother you.
Keep on working;
it's playing the game in a big way that
wins.
illogical that thefy

LIVE-WIRE MARKET HINTS.
The American Film Company, Santa
Barbara, California,
ious

Mary

to

get

material

is

especially anx-

for

their

stars,

Miles Minter, William Russell,

and Helen Holmes
(Signal,
Miss
Holmes' company, is a branch of

Don't stop writing on your tenth play
and decide to wait until success comes
before proceeding. It won't come.

We

have

often

followed

a

play

through a

few reels, all
keyed up with suspense, and then have
wilted when the ending "petered out"
and the suspense in which the audience
had been kept amounted to mere
"piffle."
Don't write such plays
breathlessly

Learn to realize what you learn as
you go> along. It's a great help to the
psychological development of the mind.
Don't put your story in Egypt unless
you know what Egypt is like. Then do
so only with the encouragement of an
editor, for a scenario with a foreign set-

ting

is

hard to

sell.

Enter,

Maxine

Elliott

By Howard Mann
the importation of stars into the film world con-

IF tinues,

it

will not be long before the stage will

be forced in turn to recruit big players from
the picture companies. One of the latest luminosities
to desert the footlights in favor of the screen is

Maxine Elliott.
The famous actress, known in private life as Jessie Dermott, was born at Rockland, Maine, and was
Notre Dame x\cademy. She studied for
the stage under the direction of the famous Dion
Boucicault, and made her first public appearance in
1890 in a minor role in "The Middleman." Success
and fame came to her in Augustin Daly's company,
which she joined in 1895. Two years later she married Nat Goodwin, and costarred with him in
America, England, and Australia till 1903. Since
then she has starred, for the most part, alone.

educated

at

Three pose* of Maxine
Elliott,

star,

famous

stage

who has just

ranged

to

appear

ar-

in

pictures.

In

1908

she

established

the

Maxine Elliott Theater in New
York, where she has played and
produced many dramas. Her interesting
friendships and experiences are told in
a book, written by her, which will soon
She recently returned from
appear.
war-relief work, and has signed with
the

Goldwyn

Pictures Corporation.

Screen Gossip
A

hundred reels of the happenings in filmdom, condensed into a few lively pages.

By

SPEAKING

Neil

Mutual, since the
last copy for this department was
prepared President Freuler has

formed

a

of

new two

million five

hundred

thousand dollar corporation known as
"Empire All-Star Corporation," with
the assistance of Alf Hayman, president of the

Frohman Company.

The

G. Caward
gest

film-distributing

abled to make use of the vast collection
of costumes, scenery, stage settings,
props, et cetera, accumulated by the

Long Beach,
rangement

Ann Murdoch, firxt

star to join

gigantic

of the

branch of

will be established in

New

York, Chi-

and California, and many of the

cago,

Frohman

stars will be screened

productions in
w h i c h they first
achieved fame on the
speaking stage. Ann
3Jurdoek is one of the
in the

first

stars

of the
to

Frohman

sign

tract with the

a

con-

Empire

All-Star Corporation.

Unquestionably one
of the biggest deals in

the motion-picture in-

dustry during the last
twelve months links

up

the

publishing

house o f Street &
Smith, the GeneralFilm Company, one
of the oldest and big-

k

By

ar-

California.

the

General Film
Company has secured the sole motion picture rights to all of the stories pnb-

Empire
Company,
the new

Frohman Company. Studios
new film-manufacturing concern

the

the
biggest independent film manufacturer
in the United States, with studios at

new producing

organization has an option on all the stage successes of the
late Charles Frohman and will be en-

mediums in
Company,

world, and the Balboa

the

Mutual.

effected,

the

Screen
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such

in

love

&

Smith
a s
magazines
Ainslee's, PopStreet

stirring

To

Smith's.

p

adventure
and mystery,
puzzling de-

-

tective

Notch, and De-

—

i

t

i

mated

that

fourth

family

lead-

ing fiction writers of the

esti-

s

The

ety.

read by mil-

lions

plots

of every vari-

These magazines
are

sto-

and

ries,

Story.

tective

tales

of

People's,

ular,

stories,

represented.

The

films will be

every
in

world

are

released at week-

United States
reads one at least o
the Street & Smith

will be advertised

publications

nationally.

the

now

— and

this great

and

intervals

ly

arm)

of readers will be at-

tracted to the motionpicture theaters to see

Mary Garden,

incomparable grandopera star, has been
signed by the Goldwyn Film Corpora-

their favorite stories in

The Balboa Company has already completed a numfilm

form.

tion.

ber of productions based

The

a

is

first

adaptation
Inspirations

"The

Harry Larrabee,"

a

that appeared in the

ular Magazine,

of

Howard

story

Pop-

Fielding.

subjects.

All of

made
By

into

con-

densing the incidents and happenings of a story into four
reels, every foot of the film
version will sparkle with rapid-fire

action,

human interest. The subjects will em-

vital

brace

romantic

suspense,

and

vehicle selected for

—

being one of
the operas in which she
achieved tremendous success.
Miss Garden has
probably received as
her

f

from the pen

the stories will be
four-reel

first

of

o

celluloid ver-

Strauss story of "Salome" is said to be the

release

film

A

sion of the sensational

on selected fiction from
the magazines mentioned
above.

much

this

or

more

star to enter films.

publicity

than any other living artist
her name is known
in
every hamlet in the
land, and for years Miss
Garden's newest whim
or latest bit of finery
has gained country-

—

wide

notice.

Her

name

in electric

lights

over a pic-

ture

theater

sure
Mary Garden, the.
latest
big stage

the

antee

is

guarcapacity

to

and,
besides, will
business,

"

Screen
probably attract thousands

Gossip

who

never
"movies.
ordinarily attend the humble

Your

in

Gertrude Hoffman

see

in

"Sumurun?" If so, you must recall a
member of her company named KenMr. Harlan
neth D. Harlan.

Crane Wilbur, he of
locks and the debonair man-

old friend

the curl}ner,

Did you
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is

back again on the screen.

Wilbur

is

which

is

being starred in a series of
five-reel subjects, the general title of

"The

Among

has appeared on the screen

Morals

Men."

of

the subjects in this se-

ries

having

before,

Still

David Horsley, Mr.

the employ of

already completed are
i n t e d
Lie.'''

former member

Everlasting.''

B

"The Single

i

aph

o g.r

Company
the

''The

days

old

when David
W. Griffith
was

mandment."

The

Now

he is
on the Fine Arts
"lot" at

playing

venile

leads

site

such

to

of

R.

(

Director Oscar C. Apf el,
recently engaged by
Fred J. Balshofer, of th

Yorke-Metro Company,

is

differ-

the

back-

bounds of the
ack Yitagraph

Hughh

es

and

c o

m

-

the palm

other

typical

ornia backgrounds are
things and not stage

:f

1

stars,

"The Hidden Children," a
multiple-reeler adapted from
the Robert Chambers novel of
the same title.
This work of
Mr. Chambers is spoken of as

Hughie and

settings.

his

fellow players have migrated
from the Flatbush studios in
Colleen

Moore,

Fine

A rts star, v:ho has a
new leading man.

the best delineation of Indian character
since the Leather Stocking Tales of J.

The

in

Yep,

?

is

Harold Lockwood and Mae
Allison, is hard at work on

Fenimore Cooper.

Freuler

any

Xotice
i.w c e

popular

-the

dent.

;

exteriors

are

being filmed in northern California,
where, in a secluded valley in ihe
mountains an unfrequented spot the
big battle and fort-storming scenes are
being played in a realistic manner.

—

m^es

ex-

Film Coration, of which

favori

the

the

tual

leen Moore,
Seena Owen, w
also back in the
Arts fold once moi

direct

theaters

the

rough

ji

opp

as Bessie Love,

subjects

will be released

Los An-

geles,

Elev-

Com-

enth

direc-

its

tor.

and

Code,"

in

sunny California,
and the comedies are proceedthe East to

ing just as merrily in the new
surroundings. The stories of
many of these laugh-makers are said to
originate in the clever brain of Mack
himself, so

Hughie can now properly be

termed an author-player.

—

Carmel Myers, the new Fine Arts
leading

woman,

is

to

make her debut

—

122
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w—

with Wilfred Lucas in a fiver e e 1 e r
entitled
'"Orpheus,"
an adaptation of a story of the same name

aa»B

which is
by Samuel Hopkins Adams. Tod Browning is directing the production, which includes in its cast
such favorites as F. A. Turner, James O'Shea,
Elmer Clifton. Jack Brammall, Alice Wilson, and
Alexander McClure. Speaking of debuts, Colleen

Moore

make

hers in the transcontinental
picture, featuring Robert Harron, which was

begun

v>>

\
•

I

to

is

Los Angeles, continued in El
Paso, Xew Orleans, Atlanta, Washing\ ton, and completed at the Yonkers
\ studios in Xew York. Lloyd Ingraham directed, and the supin

porting

III

m

y

cast

Alma

includes

Rueben, Wilbur Hugby, Sam
DeGrasse, Tom Wilson, Alberta Lee, Ray Myers, and

Thomas

Jefferson.

some

for

Pretty soft

when

of these folks,

you think of

a lot of the play-

who

weren't
fortunate
enough to be cast in a picture that
necessitated such an amount of
ers

traveling.

of
marriages,
Richard
Speaking
Travers is once more a bridegroom
this time in real life
and a most romantic affair it was, for the ladv is
said to have been a childhood sweetheart of the popular Essanay star,
| and hadn't seen him for years and

—

i

a

years, except on the motion-picture

I

Chicago

screen.

newspapers,

mean

chronicling the affair, were
;|

-jl

enough

in

mention that
is
Tibbs and riot
Travers.''
But don't you care,
Dick, we all like you just as well.
And then there's Jack Pickford
brother to "Little Mary."
Los Angeles is all agog with
the report that Jack and Olive

real

Dick's

to

name

—

Lillian Waller, who has

left

pic-

temporarily

a

long

tures

after

Vitagraph evgagpment.

Screen Gossip
Thomas, one of the

niftiest,

daintiest

whom

Ziegfeld ever captured for his "Follies" are soon to flit
out to one of California's historic old
missions and there become man and
wife. Cupid must be a movie fan himlittle

self,

ladies

for he just refuses to keep

from the

away

studios.

Marjorie Rambeau,_star of "Cheating Cheaters" on the speaking stage,
who made her screen debut in "The
Greater Woman" on the Mutual Program late in February, scored an inShe is now completing the
stant hit.
final scenes of "Motherhood," a fivefeeler adapted from a story by Frederick Arnold Kummer, author of any
number of popular bits of fiction. Both
"The Greater Woman" and "Motherhood" are produced under the direc-

Frank Powell, at the studios
of the Frank Powell Producing Corporation in the East, and both are releases
of the Mutual Film Corporation.

tion of
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new Broadway successes, "Johnny
Get Your Gun," a John Cort producrunning at the Criterion
tion now

the

scene laid in a
The picture managers
movie studio.
have already instructed their office boys
to say they are out, calculating that
very soon "supe" players from the

Theater, has

its

first

"Johnny" company will begin to come
around saying they have had wonderful studio experience.
It has been noorchestra leader is alcombing his hair dangerously

that

ticed

ready

the

after the style of the thousand-a-weekers.

And now

they're going to film the

Down

Bible.

in

Las

Vegas,

New

Mexico, a concern calling itself the
Bible Film Company, has been organized and is already at work on motion
which
stories,
Bible
pictures
of
churches, the Y. M. C. A., and allied
institutions can use

and

feel absolutely

and sure about their sacred treatment,
chronological and historical correctTo quote the words of Phil Leness.
.

any person dares to mention that
the pictures have not invaded the stage
within hearing of a New Yorker the
They have
result would be very sad.
invaded to such an extent that one of
If

Noir, the frock-coated (?) press agent
of the new concern, "a board of interdenominational ministers will supervise, criticize, and censor every Bible
Twenty-five per cent
story released.

The motion-picture studio scene in "Johnny Get Your Gun,'' a stage play.

Screen
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of the company's profits will be set
aside for purely charitable purposes,
such as the erection of homes for aged
ministers,

orphanages,

hospitals,

and

educational institutions."

Forman, the popular juvenile
leading man with the Lasky forces, has
entered into a new contract, and will
shortly be seen in "The American Conand
with Theodore Roberts
sul,"
Fealy.

Ina

with

Forman has appeared

Claire,

Mae Murray, and

supporting
besides
Ward,
Fanny
numerous other Lasky stars in various

productions released
mount exchanges.

Storey and Lillian Walker are
no longer Yitagraphers, and Beatriz
Michelena has severed her connection
with California Motion Picture CorEdi'th

poration.

Tom

Maude

Gossip

through

Para-

of players, from
one studio to another, are in progress
as these lines are being written, but

Ethel Barrymore and John Noble,
her director, with a big company of

Rolfe

are

players,

Florida, putting the

Jacksonville,

in

finishing touches

on "Egypt," a spectacular adaptation

Edward Sheldon's
title.
The company
of

Whittier,

play of the same
includes Robert

William B. Davidson, Wil-

liam C. Mandeville, Frank

Hugh

Montgom-

and Mrs. Allen
Walker, besides Herbert T. Carleton,
photographer, and his assistant, Marty
Malone.
ery,

S.

Jeffrey,

Numerous changes

have not advanced to the point where
announcedefinite

ment
ers'

of the play-

n e

nections

be

w

con-

can

a long

list

of big of-

on the skids which will soon
be cut loose.
During April we can
look forward to such features as
The Inner Shrine," with Margaret
Illington
"The School for Husferings

;

made.

Ruth

Paramount has

bands," with Fanny Ward "The
Valentine Girl," with Marguerite Clark; "The Long Trail,"
with Lou-Tellegen and Marv
Fuller; "The Bottle Imp," with
Sessue Hayakawa "The Tides
of
Barnegat," w t h Blanche
Sweet
"Forget-me-nots," w i t h
Marie Doro "The Cost of Hatred,"
with Kathlyn Williams and Theodore
Roberts; and "Sleeping Fires," with
Pauline Frederick.
During May
some other notable offerings will
jk be screened, among which we
can expect "A Lonesome
Chap," with House Peters
;

Ro-

land is leaving Balboa,

;

i

;

;

and

Louise

A'lysterious

Huff; "The
Miss Terry,"

with Olga Petrova;
with Jack
"Freckles,"
Pickford and Louise Huff;
Edith Storey, who has

left

the

Vitagrap.i

Company.

"The

Conflict," with

Fanny

!

Screen
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Ward; 'The Primrose Ring," with
Mae Murray; 'The Squaw Man's
Son," with Wallace Reid and
Myrtle Stedman and 'The
Marcellini Millions," with
George Beban.
;

Rollin S. Sturgeon,

famous Vitagraph director, who produced
some of the best feature

ever

films

by

leased

the

re-

Vita-

graph Company of
America, is now at the
Santa Barbara studios
of the American Film

Company,
directing

Incorporated,
the first Gail

Kane production. Miss
Kane reached Santa
Barbara from the East
the latter part of Januand, after considering many manu-

ary,

had been
prepared in advance
scripts that

of her coming, chose
from
the

among

many

Gail Kane, now starring for American in ''Whose

"Whose Wife?" as the
one in which to make her debut as an
American-Mutual star. With such a
ture,

entitled

director as
as

Sturgeon and such a star
this production cannot

Gail Kane,

evoke praise from all of us when
finally ready for screening.

fail to
it

is

and the other members of her
company are bent on trying to outdo
her, so we probably have something to
look forward to that will
keep our best little
ances,

gaspers gasping
as they never did

before.

"The

Helen Holmes, known to film fans
as 'The Fearless Film Star," is off
again on another long grind.
It's an-

title

other fitf teen-chapter photo novel full
of
flying
railroad
tracks,
engines,

forthcoming
offer
and J. P. McGowan

broken

again the director behind the

keys,

Wife?'

a five-reel fea-

box

cars,

desperate

clicking
villains,

telegraph

and

hair-

breadth
escapes.
Helen positively
guarantees to perform more daredevil feats in the forthcoming serial
than in any of her previous appear-

Railroad

Raid-

ers"

the

is

of

the

is

megaphone.
Clang
clang!
!

clang

All

Helen Holmes, heroine of a

new railroad

series.

aboard for "The Railroad Raiders!"

—
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Little Virginia Kirtley,

who used

to

be a Seligite, but who later, deserted
to the American Beauty Company and
likewise put in some time on the Universal "lot," is once more back in Seligville and rehearsing for an important
role in a forthcoming feature drama
under the direction of Colin Campbell.

lar

Robert

set

these

scenes in

which

is

is

Mutual under the

Our

'The

title,

Peril of

Girl Reporters," has just signed a

contract with the

Van Dyke Film

poration, by which he

with Jean Sothern

"Her

is

in a m»ultiple-reeler

Good

who

"David Harum" and "The
Governor and the Boss," and was a
Lubin olayer for several months.
appeared

thrilling

of St. Simon."
an adaptation of one of E.

Oppenheim's

most famous
novels. He is being directed by Leonce
Perret, a famous French director, who
came to the United States in February
Phillips

Warwick picture for the Selznick concern.
Anna
Little, who has appeared in both Amerdirect the

ican and Universal photo plays,

ing

feminine

the

lead

is

play-

opposite

Mr.

Warwick.

to be starred

has done much to win
fame for himself, both on the speaking
stage and the screen.
On the stage he

"heavy,"

the

Cor-

Name."
With
Metcalfe goes William H. Turner, a
entitled

staging

[days*,

"The Court

especially to

Earl Metcalfe, former Lubin leading
man, but more recently the star of the
series of newspaper stories released by

Warwick. The popubusy from sunrise to sun-

starred Robert

in

near Los Angeles or are visiting there, there's one
studio that you're not going to have
If

you happen to

trouble

live

locating.

in

It's

new

the

Thomas H.

Ince plant at Culver City.
'Mr. Ince has a plant of which any
one might well be proud, and so, instead of tucking it quietly away in an
out-of-the-way spot, he is blazoning its
location forth in electric lights so that

the passer-by cannot fail to note

Cardinal Films have snared another
star.
Some time ago, you'll recall, we
mentioned the signing of Geraldine
Farrar by this concern.
This time it
is Elsie Ferguson, for whose services

many

companies in
America have been bidding against one
of the biggest

another. Cardinal
ding contest, and

film,

won

An

it.

high and one
hundred and twenty long one of the
biggest ever erected in that vicinity
is hung on the side of the administration building, where it can be seen from
almost any portion of the city.
electric

sign,

forty

feet

—

out in the bid-

Miss Ferguson is
now under contract to do a whole series

Kalem's Glendale studios are a perfect

hive

of

industry.

Work

al-

is

of multiple-reel- features for this concern.
Most of you will instantly re-

ready well along on two new series of

Miss Ferguson for the splendid
work she did on the speaking stage in
"Shirley Kaye." Her studio work will

Sais and the other Helen Gibson.

call

film

productions.

Sais has

One

stars

Marin
Miss

been chosen as the star of

"The American

not begin until the close of her present

from the
pen of Frederick R. Bechdolt. James

theatrical engagement.

W. Home, who produced

Probably long before this you have
seen and enjoyed the Selznick production, entitled "The Argyle Case," which

Girl" series

garee" series with True
Each episode
to direct.
plete in itself and each
length.
Miss Gibson is
series

the

"Stin-

Boardman. is
will be comtwo reels in
to

star

of one-reelers, to be called

in

a

"A

Screen
Daughter of Daring," and

a

number

prepare the
stories to be presented under this genwriters

different

of

eral

will

title.

While on the subject of new conmention the for
mation of the Corona C
cerns, let us

em a Company,

a
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mored

to

wear

Xo. 15 shoe.
Gee, what a leading
man he would make for Marguerite
Clarke!
If any great number of Fox
productions featuring James Tarver are
a

listed

for release

leased

some of

stages

the

Zoo

of the Selig

we expect

to see all

begin

installing

theaters

the

larger

L

screens,

they

o r

f

never will be
able to get any closeups
f
James on

certainly

Angeles organization

which has

and

a twenty-four collar

those

now

in use.

stu-

Los Angeles,
and begun work on

Goldwyn Pictures

a seven-reel picture

have added another

under
the title "The Curse
Frank
of Eve."

star to their galaxy.

dios in

to be released

who

Beal,

directed

cently

the

until

The newest

Madge

is

one

re-

considered

for

the best farce come-

diennes

Selig Polyscope

Company,

is

Kennedy,

American

in

of

on

the

stage.

She

charge of the production, and Vivian
Rich, who used to
be an American star,
but more recently

has brought pleasure
to thousands by her
clever work in such
p a v s as "Over
Night," "Little Miss

was

cast

''Beware
gers,"

is

1

in

Selig's

Brown,"

of

Stran-

Beds,"

and

be "Eve."

to

production
"Jack the
Killer,"

or

Tw

n
"Fair
i

Warmer.''
she

has

of

never before appeared in pictures,
we are assured of
seeing in her one of
the youngest and

Giant

sprightliest of stage

suppose
getting ready
a

and

Though

Do you
Fox is
to make

"

feature

out

some

other fairy tale in whi
men of gigantic size a
necessary? The inquin

stars.
'

Her

first

pro-

duction is being made at
the Fort Lee studios of
Goldwyn Pictures
the

Corporation.
occasioned by the reVnian Rie% playing Eve in
port that James Grover
^-j^ e q u rse of Eve."
Tarver has signed a Fox
Henry Walthall is now on the
contract and is now busy at the Fox
Western studios. Mr. Tarver is scarcely
screens of the land in a new picture.
out of his twenties, and yet is pretty
It's entitled "Burning the Candle," and
well grown up, for he stands seven feet
is
a powerful exposition of a man's
Reared in ignorance
five inches in his B. V. D.'s, and is rufight with drink.
is

:;

Screen
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of such things as saloons, he indulges

one night in a cocktail, thus marking
the beginning of his downward plunge,
which ends only after he has wrecked
his home, lost his wife's affection, and
all but driven himself into a drunkard's
grave. It isn't necessary to tell any of
you how splendidly Walthall plays the
role, for you are familiar with his talents.
Mary Charleston, who played the
little nurse in the Walthall drug picture, "The Truant Soul," is again his
leading woman in "Burning the Can-

Harry Beaumont directed the

dle.''

and surely ''Dusty" Farnum ought to
be able to visualize the rugged hero
to anybody's satisfaction.
Winifred
Kingston has the leading feminine role.

Carol Holloway and William Duncan are to be the stars of Yitagraph's
new serial, "Hearts of Flames," which

now

studios.

making at the Western
Many days were spent by the

company

recently in the

is

ert,

in the

getting the exteriors

installments

earlv
J

of

Mohave Desshown

this

in the

newest

of

photo novels.

production.

At

Gossip

rumors about
Grace Cunard and Francis Ford being
man and wife are set at rest, for, during February, Grace took unto herself
a husband in the person of Joseph
Moore a brother of Mat, Owen, and
Tom. As for Francis, well, he and the
former Mrs. Ford are reconciled and
last all the foolish

—

once more are living happily together
with their child. Thus endeth a heap
of idle gossip
for both Grace and
Francis are supremely happy in their
respective homes, and the best of

—

friends on the screen.

Ruth

who checked her
New York hotel a few

Roland,

trunks at a

weeks ago, was seen
Majestic

grill

in a corner of the

the other evening,

famous

pletely

surrounded

Among

those at the table

by

commen.

who w ere
r

blushing in the starlight were Arthur
Somers Roche, eminent inkster Peter
;

Kyne, noted for the same Oscar
Odd Mclntyre, whose signature always
looks the same on every waiter's check
Ray Rohn, artist and reputed woman
hater; Jean Knott, just artist; and Gerald C. Duffy, whose veins are filled
B.

;

with blue pencil. Two wi\~es w ere also
present. Miss Roland's next serial, released by Pathe, is "The Neglected
Wife." Reports from the Majestic say
both Mr. Rohn, the w. h., and Ruth
T

Dustin
a

Fox

read.

W.

Farnum makes

his debut as

It is

we

have
"North of 53." by Bertrand

star in a story that

all

Sinclair, published originally in the

Popular Magazine as a serial, and later
sold by the hundred thousand in book
form. Director Taylor is said to have
found some ideal locations for the unusual exteriors called for in the story,

More men have become wealthy
in

any other business.

The

have

lost their parts.

''Oh, I didn't play the part of the neg-

you know. I played the
reason." And two people present glowered and nodded at each other.
lected wife,

through motion pictures than
how they did it are engrossing.

in less time

stories

of

BREAKING INTO MILLIONAIRE'S
By

But Ruth says

ROW

CHARLES GATCHELL

the interesting tales of the big producers. It appears in next month's
PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE for June. On sale May first. Order Now.
tells
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story

By

gambler
who had the
strength to be honest
and found that
a

of

say
JUST
quested

that

Kenneth
Rand
it

again,

paid in everything, including the

parson,"

John Diamond,

re-

his level,

gray eyes holding the mild ones of
the man before him.
"You can't take

my money — why ?"

you haven't come by it
honestly,"
repeated
the
wandering
preacher, with a smile. "I don't mean,"
he hastily went on, "that you haven't
" Because

I'm a stranger here in
this town of Oxide
but I've heard
enough in the few hours I've been here
to satisfy me that there isn't a squarer
dealt straight.

;

gambler

in

the whole State of

—

Texas

than 'Jack o' Diamonds' or a man
with a bigger heart.
You've proved
that by offering me those two handfuls
of gold pieces to pass on to any needy
ones I may meet in the Lord's work.
9

But the money

game

of love.

isn't legal

tender in His

won't pass for charity because you've w on it away from others,
instead of earning it by the sweat of
your brow. If I've offended you by
but
telling you the truth, I'm sorry
that's what I've bound myself by a
solemn vow to do spend the rest of
my life spreading the truth to people."
The gambler stepped back, his thin
lips twitching as they pressed grimly
eyes.

It

;

r

;

—

shut.

"You

me

none," he
"Only a fool 'u'd take
said slowly.
offense at hearin' the truth, I reckon.
But you've given me somethin' to think
about I guess I'm obliged to you, instead o' sore at you, for that."
Turning, without another word, John

—

ain't

offended

A
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Diamond passed

out of the bar of the
saloon and gambling hall which he
owned with his loyal friend and part-

stake your roll against one the size of
mine, and deal for it. But you'll do it,

'Two-spot'' Hargis.
He seated
himself alone before the faro table in
the back room, and stared straight before him.
!"
''It's quittin' time for me, I reckon
muttered Jack o' Diamonds determinedly. "And for Two Spot, too. He
wants to be on the level as much as
me. * If it's true that we ain't and I'd
lay a bet any time on that sky pilot to
tell nothin' but the truth
then we'll
give up this here outfit, muy pronto,
and take up a diff'rent line. So I'll go
and tell Two Spot now that we're goin'

about that reputation of yours for being a square sport.
I've come forty
miles to gamble against you.
Xobodv

ner,

—

—

cease bein' the sole proprietors of

to

the

on

best-payin'
this

side

o'

gamblin'

establishment

the border,

from

this

hour."

—

me beforehand
down.

closed

here

if

I'll

that your

leave

it

to

a fair shake for

it's

end of

told at the

get a roll for
"Sit

you care anything

if

my

game had
anvbodv

me

trip that I can't

"

my money

down," ordered Diamond

"Under

to be

curtly.

circumstances, you're entake
to
your whirl at my bank
To give every man a square deal

titled
roll.

—

that's

to

you

the

my

motto. That's why I'll sit
into this game with you.
But it's the
last one that'll be played under Two
Spot's and my roof.
I'm givin' notice
all

that we're quittin' the

gam-

profession to-day. Xow, lay yotir
bets.
Two Spot, take the rack."
In tense silence, the crowd watched
the outcome of the game which Jack o'
blin'

But before John Diamond could rise
from the table, the door facing him
open.
Two Spot stood on the
threshold.
Besides him, his handsome
burst

but weak face flushed with drink, was
Colonel Ransome, one of the wealthiest
ranchmen in those parts. Behind them,
Diamond could see a crowd of cow-

Mexicans, and the idle citizens
of the town, who had followed them
boys,

curiously

told

same

the

just

from the

"I'm lookin' for a

for

my money

the colonel loudly informed the
bler at the faro table.

"I want

!"

gam-

action,

with the sky as the limit.
Just sold
eighteen hundred head of longhorns,
and I'm loaded for bear you hear me,
tinhorn?
I'm goin' to show you the
"
kind of gamblin' the old folks did
"Not here, you're not," cut in Jack
o' Diamonds shortly, overlooking the
slighting reference the rancher had
made to him in view of the obvious fact
that he had been imbibing too freely.
"This game has closed down."
"You mean you're afraid of me,"
charged the colonel, advancing to the
table, followed by the inquisitive crowd.
"That's it you aren't game enough to

—

—

the luck turned against* him.

hour

later,

o'

"I'll

A

half

the last of the ranchman's

money had passed
Jack

bar.
roll

Diamonds had proclaimed would be his
last.
At first, it looked as though Colonel Ransome was going to "clean out"
Diamond and his partner. But then

into the

Diamonds.
put up a deed

to

my

hands of

ranch," said
all you've

the colonel hoarsely, "against

won from me, and

leave

it

to one

more

turn of the cards, to see whether I
break even or walk out of here a ruined

man."
Jack o' Diamonds cut the deck, and
won. But Colonel Ransome was not to
walk out of the gambling hall, dead
broke.

As he

from the table, he snarled
a charge that he had been cheated.
Quick as a. flash, Diamond was on his
feet, his hand dropping back to the
rose

on his hip. Simultaneously, a shot
rang out and the colonel dropped in his
The
tracks, shot through the heart.
gambler's gun was back in its holster,
.45

.

A
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It
with his hand resting on the butt.
looked, to the crowd, like incredibly
quick shooting, even for Jack o' Dia-

monds, who was noted for the swiftness of his hand and eye.
But it was not John Diamond who
had killed Colonel Ransome. The fore-

man

of the latter's ranch, a

Mexican

named Anastacio, who had followed

his

employer to town with the intention of
robbing him of the large sum of money
he knew he was carrying, had shot him
from behind the gambler, just as the
latter's arm had darted
back to his hip, in ra
seeing his employer
the

money

grimly replied John
"At least, as far as I'm con-

straight,"

"It's

Diamond.

You

cerned.

can do as you

like,

but

my last card and chip. I'm
earn my livin' henceforth in

I've handled

goin' to

way

heard is the only honest
Do
one by the sweat of my brow
you want to throw in with me on the
deal, same as always, or don't you?"
the

I've

—

r

.

"You're the Jack o' Diamonds and
I'm only the Two Spot," grinned his
"Furthermore, bein' the same
friend.

for

No one

hac

him

seen

and

w
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that he ha

pected to steal
self.

Man

hre

pon

e a

and no
one saw

him

slip

out of th

room

back

of the
loon,

in

general
citement

lowing
colonel's
It

was held

be

to

able

on

are,

homicide

Jack

Diamond's

isn't legal

lender in His eyes,"

said the parson.

and he was freed of
having murdered the

got in

mind

that

charge of
rancher by a jury of twelve witnesses

gave up gamblin'

who convened on

to Colonel

the

the spot.

Diamond, the man who
ing every other

man

But John

believed in giv-

"a square deal,"
had not heard the last of the shooting
of which he was innocent.
"Old-timer, is this straight goods of
vourn," his partner, Two-spot Hargis,
asked him as soon as they were alone
''that we're through with the gam-

—

blin'

game

for

good?"

Diamond

s

o

1

But what have you

suit.

o'

part,

r

hope, whenever yon
lead I've got to follow

justifi-

''Your money

o

we

could do,

if

we

?"

He

held the deed
Ransome's ranch, and everything on it. He and Two Spot, he proposed, should go there and take charge
of it there was no reason why they
shouldn't make it pay as well as the
told him.

—

colonel had.

And

was to take over the valuable
property which he had won, that John
Diamond rode out of town with his
But when
partner the next morning.
it

A
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— for

he arrived at the ranch house, Diamond

givin' her a square deal

made a surprising discovery.
"What d'ye know about this?"

claim to this place, through her father's
folly, and when it's all she's got.
I say
we oughter put the outfit in first-class
shape for her, and then send her word
to come and claim her property, which
What do you
we'll then mosey off of.
say to that?"
Two Spot stuck out his hand.
"I say that's square dealin', right up
to the hilt, pard," he answered, "and
!"
vou're on
Diamond set to work at once, with
Two Spot's aid, to put the ranch in
He was eager to complete the
order.

He

turned, with a photograph in his hand,
to address his friend in the

room

that

had used for his library.
"Ransome had a gal a right sweet
cne, to judge from this picture that's
signed 'Your lovin' daughter Virginia.'
It was tooken by a photographer in
X'Yawk, I ^ee. I reckon, from that,
the colonel must have shipped her oft
East to be educated, and that's why we
never knew he had a daughter."
the

colonel

—

reckon you've called the turn,
Jack," observed Two Spot.
''But she don't know her pa's dead
now, and that she's penniless without
"I

Diamond

ranch,"

this

went

o n

"Two

musingly.

Spot,

ain't right

!"

turned abruptly to an-

he

it

us to lay

The
sooner he did so, the sooner would he
be able to telegraph Virginia Ransome
to come back to the West.
He was more than anx-

work

for

more than one

reason.

ious to see her in the
flesh

— for

the

truth was. al-

though

he

nounce to
the other.
' 1

11

ain't

In tense
silence the

crowd
watched the
outcome of
the game.
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"Jack

o

shot

the

colonel

dead," Anastacio
told Virginia.

had not confided it to his partner, that
he had fallen in love with her the moment his eyes had rested on her photograph.

John Diamond did not know that he
had an enemy on the ranch, in the person of Anastacio, who had been its
foreman before his own arrival to take
charge of the place. Hating him as the
man who had won Colonel Ransome's
money, which he himself had had designs upon, the Mexican had been careful not to show his hand to the exgambler.
But he was only biding his
time to pay him back for his fancied
grievance against him.
Diamond unwittingly gave him that
chance, when he sent him with the
buckboard to bring Virginia from the
depot to the ranch on the day of her
'

Ransome

unfairly,"

During the course of the

drive,

Ana-

stacio set himself to the task of poison-

mind of the ranchman's daughman who was waiting

ter against the

to turn the property over to her,

and he

succeeded.
Virginia's attitude toward Diamond
was decidedly cold when she met him.
He was unable to account for it, but,
though her indifference cut him to the
quick, he suffered in silence.
It was

Mexican

the

—

was there though no one
save Pedro, my companero has ever
known that before and I saw it all.
Your father accused him of having cut
He was about to
the cards unfairly.
utter the proof of it, which would have
meant ruin, perhaps lynching, -for that
gambler, when— whisk ! his pistol, was
charged.

"I

,

—

out like that, and he shot the colonel

dead

to seal his lips."

hearing that she had
been harboring under her roof for
months the man who had slain her
father, Virginia rushed to the great bell
outside the ranch house and rang it, to
summon all hands into her presence.
This she did that the manner of her

Enraged

arrival.

ing the

something, he told himself, to be near
her, and working for her, every day.
Anastacio, too, having fallen in love
with the girl, and desiring her for himself, boldly told her that it was Tack o'
Diamonds who had killed her father,
"He won the ranch from Colonel

dismissal

at thus

of

John Diamond and

his

partner from the ranch, in full sight
and hearing of all, might heighten the
humiliation of the former man.
Told that he was to leave the ranch

"

,

on c e
John Diamond
at

Virginia

Diamond

received

coldly.

might have requested
her to furnish him with
her authority for ordering him off the property

was

But he did not
do so. He had made up his mind to
turn the ranch over to her, and he was
not the sort of man to break his promise, even when given to himself.
that

rightfully his.

"Your presence

is

more than merely

unpleasant to me," said the girl, without further explanation.
"I hate the
sight of you
and I hope I will never
see your face again !"

—

Crushed by her cruel words, Jack

o'

Diamonds allowed himself to be led
away by his faithful friend, Two Spot.

A

quarter of a mile outside the gates
of the ranch, Diamond halted.
"Did you see the look on the face
of that greaser Anastacio," he inquired
of his partner, "when he heard her give
me the grand bounce? He looked like
he was up to mischief and, Two Spot,
that's wdiat I think he's plottin'
bad
medicine, sure enough, for the little
lady.
I'm goin' back there, and sand
his track
;

—

——

"Jack,"

remonstrated

his

friend,

"you never are
Not after the w ay she
handed you the cold shoulder just now
!

"What

difference does that

r

make?"

sharply interrupted Jack o' Diamonds.
"She's goin' to find herself in a hornets'
nest

o'

trouble, left alone with that pack

Anastacio's biddin'. I feel it in my
bones, that she's goin' to need a white
man's help and that's wmat I'm goin'
back, pard, to give her. I'll return and
protect her, while you hike out and get
the rangers.
Get 'em quick, Two Spot
I'm play in' a hunch."
at

;

—

Without another word, Jack o' Diamonds turned and strode back toward
the ranch. Two Spot, with no alternaexcept to obey his partner's
orders, did so. And it was lucky, as it
turned out, that he did.
tive

left

When

John Diamond returned to the
ranch, he found Virginia already in the
arms of Anastacio. A shot from the
ex-gambler's revolver ended the Mexican's career of villainy then and there.

—
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Mexican ranch
While the
hands.

the

before

Virginia,

return

Diamond's

Castof"ASquare-DealMan"
j

ranch,

to the

had

Ince-Kay Bee Picture

learned from the
lips of Pedro, his

ByJ.G HAWKS
William

was
Anastacio who had
killed her father.
friend, that

All

her

f

coldness

had

John

it

police
trained their guns
upon the mutinous
employees of the
outfit.

Dowling

Two

dropped

Frank Burke

toward

Milton Rose

Spot
on his

knees beside his
"pard" and lifted
his head.

melted

when he

reap-

followers

of

Anastacio,

but killed. The Rangers, for
Two Spot had gone, arrived just
all

ex-gambler had fallen in the
courtyard of the ranch house, bleeding
from a scalp wound inflicted by one of

as

J.

Thomas Kurthara

still-loyal

whom

.Joseph

mer

o r

therefore;
she hailed him,

he was

.

J.

peared, as her deliverer.
She all but spoke too soon, however.
In the gunfight which followed, wherein
Jack o' Dianionds was arrayed against
the

Hart

Mary Maclvor
.'.

away,
and

S.

border

the

"Speak to me,
Jack!" he implored. But it was not at
him that Tack o' Diamonds looked.
"The ranch belongs to you!" whispered Virginia, who had knelt at his
other side.

know
"You won
"I

the truth at last,"

it fairly."
she said.
"A square deal," panted John Diamond "that's all I ask. I'll share it

—

with you.

And

Is

it

the girl

until their lips

a

go?"

bowed her head over
touched

in

assent.

•-

In the presence of all the hands

Virginia

told

Jack

o

Diamonds

to

his

leave.

--

•i

Uncomplimentary Department
Containing practically everything except
soap and white- wash. Candid comments on
graphs,
given
without
any
offense

Ralph Ince might make a
tennis player if he threw the
ball into the air before he
raised his racquet and slashed,
witn

/Qk

his

mouth

all set.
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-

photomeant.
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about ^Jcteeri

This department will answer questions asked by our readers relating to motion pictures. No questions
regarding matrimony, religion, or scenario writing will be answered; those of the latter variety should be
sent to the editor of the scenario writers' department. Send full name and address, and write name or
Address: Picture Oracle, care of this
initials by which you wish to be answered at the top of your letter.
magazine, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York City. All questions are answered in the order received; failure
If you desire an early answer, inclose a
to see your reply in one issue means that it will come later.
and
a personal answer will be sent unless there is space in the magazine for it.
stamped, addressed envelope,

Kiss me.

— Here

the charm, all right, just as
names of the men you mention
is

you said. The
were not in the cast sheet. You are writing about
that movie acting stunt. If every pretty girl went
in the picture business, where would the audidence be ? I agree with you heartily. You don't
generally

woman

speak

an

of

actor

as

beautiful.

A

and beautiful, attractive and
male is just considered atwhile
the
handsome,
tractive or handsome, sometimes ugly.
is

pretty

Mrs. Charles A.
to the magazine for
let.

It

studios,

gives

the

and where

S— Send

six cents in stamps

copy of the market book-

a

names and address of many
to

submit your scenarios.

Marie Doro in
care of the Lasky Studios, Hollywood, California.
Oracle's

I

Admirer.— Address

don't think

Navimova

appear in another
Haven't heard anything
will

photo play very soon.
from Barbara Tennant for quite a while. Didn't
you see the new contest we have going? I'll answer all your letters just as soon as I can, even
if you should carry out your threat and write one
a day.

and

I

—

thought you said one
Here I get another letter from you,
discover by the postmark that they were

Oracle's
every day?

Admirer.

I

I
mailed at the same place at the same time.
friends
was
of
your
one
that
neither
guess
chosen at the movie ball in Boston, were they?
From your description, I should agree with you.
The motion-picture business is getting down to
a mighty fine scale these days, and it takes more
Looks used to
than mere beauty to get over.
carry a person a long way. Now they will carry

one up to a certain point, but the moment that
point is
goods.

reached,

the player

has to deliver the

— My

Anxious.
heart did flutter when I saw
the Baltimore postmark and what I thought was
the familiar writing of Olive, Jr., but no such
luck.
However, I am not at all disappointed, as
I
have another reader from fair Baltimore to
take her place. "The Purple Mask" is the latest
Grace Cunard and Francis Ford serial released
by the Universal. Address them in care of the

L-ko Film Company, Gower Street, Hollywood,
California.
Address Marie Walcamp in care
of the International Film Company, Los Angeles,
California.

—

T. E. T. Address Bobby Harron in care of
the Fine Arts Film Company, Los Angeles, CaliNaughty naughty
fornia.
!

Snow

— Do you like the title? Address
Snow in care of the Artcraft Pictures

Bird.

Marguerite

Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Certainly I think Anita would send you a
City.
photo. Inclose two bits or twenty-five cents. It
doesn't matter which. Address her in care of the
Vitagraph Studios, Elm Avenue, Brooklyn, New

York.

—

Sunshine Sue. See answer to Doomed a
way ahead of this for the answer to your
!

little

Charlie Chaplin gets
Fannie Ward question.
bundles of letters a day from admirers telling
him how much they like him, and still he isn't a
He thinks his brother a whole
bit swell-headed.
You couldn't use Pichimself.
lot funnier than

The
ture-Play
by sending
trenches.

Picture

advantage than you are now
across the water to the boys in the
Sure you can write again.
to better
it

—

Grace Cuxard Admirer. Grace Cunard's latest serial is "The Purple Mask."
So you have
called Charles Ray ''Comet Ray" ever since you
read our article on him? Certainly I think that
Grace would send such an ardent admirer as
yourself a photo. Write her a line and ask. but
better write it in ink, as I had a hard time reading your letter, because the pencil writing was
somewhat blurred.

—

Oliver. Creighton Hale has been playing on
the stage in a musical comedy called "Oh, Boy !"
while your friend Tom Powers, and mine, too,
has the leading part in the stage success, "Milea-minute Kendall."

—

M. J. Cellar. You always come in about every
month in the Oracle answers, but when you do,
you always have two letters in, chock-full with
questions about your Wheeler Oakman.
Marguerite played the part on the stage, Marie Doro
had the lead in the picture. So you thought that
"Whispering Smith" was a fine play? So did I,
and I agree with you that McGowan was wonderful in it. Ditto Helen Holmes. It was written
by Frank H. Spearman, from his well-known
title.
It seems to me that you are
falling in love with a lot of people lately.
First

novel of that

thing you know poor Wheeler will be cut out. A
little while ago Lou-Tellegen was gaining your
admiration inch by inch, and now it's Harold
Lockwood. Shame on you, fickle woman
Don't
save up for a wedding cake, because you would
be saving for naught. Your letters are almost as
conspicuous as Cleo's orange-and-black paper.
!

Kathie.— No

D. W. Griffith diall.
productions now.
He directed
"The Clansman" or "The Birth of a Nation," and
"Intolerance" or the "Mother and the Law."
Tom Ince directs a picture every once in a while.
He is head man at the Kay Bee Studios at Culver
City, California.
The last picture that he directed was "Civilization," and previous to this
"Peggy," with Billie Burke.
rects

only

trouble at

big

—Very

well said, indeed, my boy.
You can get a copy of our Market Booklet,
which has a copy of all the studios, for the big
price of six pennies, or stamps of equal amount.

Michael.

Harry Carey Fan.
swer

—You

to "Florida First,"

know

by

have seen your anthis time,

I

am

sure,

you are not angry with a poor
little Oracle.
Besides, you forgave me all in this
letter.
I get the answers in just as soon as the
space will allow, and the letters are answered
in the order that they arrive.
I won't spoil your
mind picture. Harry does all those things. He
is six feet, weighs one hundred and eighty pounds,
so I

that
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and has blue eyes and blond hair. I think that
you would like Cleo and Olive. Jr., very much,
but you must be sure to write often yourself. I
think that Olive has deserted me.
L. G.

— The

fellow just put a tomato sauce on

that macaroni that

Peppina."

Little

Mary Pickford ate in "Poor
What did you think it was?

Gravy ?

—We

George B., Jr.
do not sell photographs of
the players.
If you want one "of Pearl White,
write to her in care of the Pathe Exchange. 25
West Forty-fifth Street, New York City. Inclose

two

bits.

E. S.^-Blanche Sweet is no longer with the
Lasky Company. At the present time she is taking a much-needed rest before accepting any offers.
I answer all the questions myself.
No one
helps me, as you suppose. The Artcraft Pictures
have released two Mary Pickford pictures, and
a third is due. "Less Than Dust," and "The Pride
of the Clan," were her first two productions.

Conway Tearle played opposite Clara Kimball
Young in "The Common Law," which was her
first picture at the head of her own company.
S.

M. R.

— WVite to

Mae Marsh

in care of

Gold-

wyn Pictures, Incorporated. New York City, for
a photograph of Mae Marsh, and inclose a quarter to insure your getting one.

—

Jackie K. Evidently you didn't read the rules
Read them now.
before you wrote your letter.
and you will understand why the Grace Cunard
question cannot be answered. Wallace Reid, Marshall Neilan, and Tom Forman are all with the
Lasky Company, and you can address them there
in

care of the Lasky Studios, Hollywood,

Cali-

fornia.

—

Frederick Worshiper- Pauline Frederick was
She certainly is a very clever
born in '1889.
Don't know her favorite flower, as I
actress.
have never heard her say. Hazel Dawn is five
feet tall, with four and one quarter inches to
boot.
C. E. K.

Charles

Read

What

— Can't answer the two questions

Ray and H.

B.

the rules at the
difference does it

My Telegram
We have already

about

Warner
top

of

that you ask.
the department.

make?

—

Mary

Pickford Admirer.
had Mary Pickford on the cover
of the magazine a good while ago and the
magazine very often has something about her in
it, even if only in the Oracle Department.

Miss Buster.

Co.

—

—

— Marguerite might accept a white

Persian kitten if it doesn't scratch. James Cruze
now out on the coast, considering several offers.
Of course I wish you luck, but don't fall off the.
horse while you are riding him. If you want to
fall off, wait until he stops, as it is much safer
is

The
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way. I have done the trick both
ways, so I know which is better. You had better
write to Wallace Reid yourself. He is with the

to fall off this

Lasky Company,

at

Hollywood, California.

—

Every Week. You are getting to be a regular
old-time correspondent with your questions every
week. I will look up those Burton Holmes quesYes, Charles Ray
tions, and answer them later.
was very fine in '"The Honorable Algy." The
same can be said of Marguerite Clark in "Miss
George Washington."

—

!

Hollywood, California, and Marjorie Wilson

a note at the Ince-Triangle Studios, Culver City,
California.

—

Yes, Frances, you had better write
because all the questions you asked this
time were against the rules. Read them, and then
let me have another letter from you if you should
happen to think up something that you would

Frances.

again,

like to

know.

—

Mary Jane. What has a bald-headed man of
Evisixty got to do with being good-natured?
dently from your letter you think that only this
type of person has any good feelings in his nature.
I must confess that I do not resemble the
idol that you present, so I suppose your dreams
are shattered in this respect. Please give the rules
Dorothy Kelly is twenty-three
the "once over."
years of age.

Anita

Stewart Fan.

:

—

Reader. Just as soon as space allows. Keep
your eyes open for a photo of your favorite in
the gallery.

Nach.
City,

— Address

California.

tralia, in 1896.

I

Louise Lovely at Universal
She was born at Sydney, Aus-

don't see

Anita Stewart Fan.

—

I

who

there

is

to object.

haven't seen anything

you mention, so they must
have been returned to you by this time if you
forgot to put any stamps on them and if your
of

the

two

letters

ney can be addressed at the Signal Studios, Pasadena Avenue, Los Angeles, California.
Write
to Tom Chatterton, at the American Film Company, Santa Barbara, California.
Mrs. Helen
O'Keefe won the ten-thousand-dollar prize for

"The Diamond from the Sky." The

included

cast

Bill

Burton,

Charlotte

Russell,

George Periolat, and Rhea Mitchell in the leading
roles, and the picture was directed by Edward
Slowman.

—

I. M. D. K. N.
Address Louise Huff in care
of the Lasky Studios, Hollywood, California, and
Mary Miles Minter in care of the American Film
Company, Santa Barbara, California.

Movie-struck.

— So

you are

dying to
thousands

be

an
the

There seem to be
in
same death chamber as yourself. Address Theda
Bara and Virginia Pearson in care of the Fox
Film Company, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New
York City, and Anita Stewart at the Vitagraph
Studio, Elm Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. Clara
actress?

Kimball Young will get a

addressed to her
Seventh Avenue.
Ethel
should be adYork.
City.
Clayton
New
dressed at the World Film Company, 130 West
Forty-sixth Street, New York City.
letter

at the Selznick Enterprises, 729

—Your

questions were
written on a billhead, which was certainly a faOn the first of every month, withmiliar sight.
out fail, I get quite a lot of these things in my
When may
mail, and they all ask a question, too
we expect a check, et cetera? Write the editor
about the interview. Harold Lockwood was born
in 1887.
Henry Walthall arrived a few years
Address James
earlier than Harold, in 1878.
Morrison in care of the Ivan Film Company,
Times Building, New York City; Earle Williams
in care of the Vitagraph Studios, Elm Avenue,
Brooklyn, Xew York; Norma Talmadge at the
Selznick Enterprises. 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City; and Mae Marsh at the Goldwyn Company, New York City. Were the addresses you
used correct ?

A

—

Bobby Brown. This being your first offense,
I'll excuse you for not reading the rules before
you wrote to me. Helen Holmes and Leo Malo-

the sequel to

Drop
Don. Here's looking at your questions
Bessie Love a line in care of the Fine Arts Studio.

address was on the envelope.
Otherwise, both
are probably resting in the Dead Letter Office.

Just Thirteen.

Play

— That

is

the price of Picture-

over the United States.
guerite Courtot in care of the
all

Write

to

Mar-

Famous Players

Film Company, New York City. Billie Burke has
appeared in only two pictures, "Peggy," which
was produced by Thomas H. Ince, and the serial
Nope,
"Gloria's Romance," released by Kleine.
I'm still alive after each month's questions. Yes,
Florence
Billie Burke is very nice to talk to.
of
a
"The
Fear
Poverty,"
in
Badie
played
la
Thanhouser production.

A

St.

Louis Fan.

— Marion

Leonard

is

not play-

ing in pictures at the present time, to my knowl"God's Country and the Woman" was
edge.
It was directed by Rollin
taken in California.
S.

Sturgeon.

new

I

am

always glad to hear from

fans.

—

Every Week. It is the same Reggis Barker.
Vivian Martin was born near Grand Rapids.
Michigan. Gertrude Robinson was born in New
York City, Margery Wilson in Gracey, Kentucky,
and Pearl White at Springfield, Missouri, while
Clara Kimball. Young first saw the light of day
Ralph Lewis claims Evansin Chicago, Illinois.
ton, Illinois, as his birthplace, and Tully Marshall,

The smoky city,
California.
Pennsylvania, claims Tom Meighan

Nevada

Pittsburgh,

City,

!

The
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last, but not least, Tom Wilson
Helena, Montana. No, there is no
law against using a bit of verse in a picture from
some famous author. Some pictures have used
bits of verse from several well-known poets in
the same feature, to explain something.

for

its

own

was born

;

and

in

—

Lillian Sweet Sixteen
You are decidedly
wrong, fair Lillian, so I accept your apology.
Here is the proof. Picture-Play is not connected with an)- other motion-picture magazine.
Ella Hall is still playing with the Universal Film
Company. Walace Reid plays opposite Geraldine
Farrar in "Joan the Woman," which is the title
the Lasky picture is released under, and not
"Joan of Arc." Which club do you mean? There
are several. Sorry, I could not get the answer in
any sooner.
-

.

—Yes.

true that Douglas Fairbanks is out of Triangle. It is often quicker to
get an answer in the columns of the Oracle than
by inclosing a self-addressed, stamped envelope,
as the questions are all answered before personal
letters are attended to.
G. V.

Ax it a

B.

it

is

Stewart Fax.

—You

are getting to be
Keep up the good
quite a regular, aren't you?
work. George Stone is a clever youngster, all
right.
Margery is but nineteen, and little George

between seven and
Mavis, Junior.

eight.

— The

Marshall Xeilan question

agin' the rules. Mavis. Paul Gordon was a student at Yale, and studied architecture in Paris be-

is

fore going on the stage. Address him in care of
r
Metro, 3
est Sixty-first Street, New York City.
Charles Clary can be reached by letter at the Fox

W

Studios, Western Avenue, Hollywood, California
Harold Lockwood was born on April 12th, 1887.
He is one-quarter inch shy of six feet, and has

a light complexion. Pauline Frederick is five feet
Virfour, and May Allison is one inch taller.
ginia Pearson is the same height as yourself,
five feet seven and a half inches.
Olga Petrova
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was not playing
the films at that time, and, besides, has not
appeared in pictures for either the Biograph or
the Yitagraph companies.
Yes, I think that
Mabel Xormand would send a photo of herself
if
the customary twenty-five pennies were intion seven years ago, as Violet
in

closed.

Address her

you mention.

Maybe

is five

feet five.

Are

j'ou

going to try to reduce

—

Cleo axd Olive. Jr., Mixed. I almost thought
that you two girls had met until I got a glimpse
of the handwriting and found out that I had a
new reader with some questions. Read Theda
Bara's life by herself in the February 15, 1916,
issue of Picture- Play, for the information you
desire.
This
Cleo and Oilve, Jr., take notice
young lady would like to hear from you both.
I would like to hear from Olive, Jr., again myself.
She seems to be hiding away some place.
Come on, now, Olive, drop me a line like a good
!

little girl.

Camrose Aeta Canada.

—

Evidently you are a
could not have been Violet
Mersereau that played in the picture you men-

Latin

scholar.

It

care of the

Mabel Xor-

hard to

upon

Why

not write to Ethel Clayton?
she has one of them on hand.
Amant

Some

get.

Latin Oracle myself

(once

a time).

—

Mrs. E. A. C. Xo trouble at all, I assure you.
see, I have so many letters to answer besides
the ones that I attend to in the magazine that it
keeps me real busy. Try Vivian Rich at the Fox
Film Company, Hollywood. California they will
forward it to her. There is always room for one

You

;

more.
It is true that it is almost quicker to
get an answer in the magazine than it is by mail.
The answers in the magazine have to be attended
to first, before the letters are written, so I would
have them printed if I were you, always. I have
about two hundred and fifty letters now, awaiting
answer. No rest for the weary

Lu

—

Love. -Thought your questions were going
about Grace Cunard when I saw your head
ing.
Address Irving Cummings in care of th
Fox Film Company, 130 West Forty-sixth Street.
N'ew York City.
Xo, I don't think he would
mind the least bit. Irving has just had some new
photographs taken, but don't tell any one I told
I
saw the proofs myself, and they look
you.
to be

really nice.

— Address

House Peters in care of
Studio, at Los Angeles, California,
and he will be sure to receive it when he calls
at the office in the morning for his mail.

Donald S.
Morosco

the

'

your height?

in

mand Film Company, Hollywood, California. Xo,
I am sorry that I couldn't get hold of the photo

—

Grace Cunard Admirer. Yes, Grace really did
She is quite a chance-taker herself,
the jump.
and a little jump like that does not faze her in
the least. Only on the edge of roofs and in sixtyfoot dives does Grace have some one double for
her.
She wore a canary-yellow circus dress in
"Peg o' the Ring," which, of course, photographed
white
A pure white dress most always causes
halation, so all white garments are dipped in a yellow dye and they then photograph white and don't
spoil any film.
Sure, I'm glad.

— The

reason that you don't see
many pictures released lately with J. Warren Kerrigan is because that little fellow is not playing
He has just
in photo plays at the present time.
formed his own company after leaving the employ
of the Universal, and, while stories are being
written for him and his studio put into shape,
he is touring around the country appearing at the

Mabelle.

Jr.

different theaters in person,

which

is

delighting

The
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who have

Oracle

Picture
seen

Lasky

Address Francis
X. Bushman in care of the Metro Pictures Corporation, New York City. Yes, I am sure that he
would send you one of his photographs if you
inclosed the necessary quarter.
So you would

y'ears,

thousands
Jack's

of

love to kiss
If J.

you

picture

manly figure

J.

Warren
to

fans

Warren?

ever

not

in the real.

sells

Mabelle, I'm surprised!
them for charity, I advise

keep away, because you would probably

be killed in the rush, unless you were good and
Yes. I bet your mother would give you
strong.
some scolding if she saw your letter. I'll only
scold 3'ou for not writing sooner.
Zita.

—

I

don't

know about

Eddie
"touches" by his

that,

Lyons has stood for several

Zita.

friends, so he might stand for a squeeze
ask him yourself. -

!

Better

eral

;

Am

—

Violet Braxdox. Harry Meyers is with the
Encore Company, of Jacksonville, Florida, of
which he is one of the main owners, as well as
leading man and director.
Rosemary Theby is
still to be seen opposite him in their new series
of pictures. He is to continue producing polite or
parlor comedies such as he has been put-ting on
for the Vim Company for the last few months.
Drop Bessie Love a line in care of the Fine Arts

Film Company, Hollywood, California.
You
ought to be proud of two such fine photographs.
J.

Browx.

— Theda Bara

star, indeed,

a very popular screen

and has done some very good work

"A Fool There Was," in which
Edward Jose. This is the picture
Theda on her road to success. You
four figures when you write down

appeared
she supported

that started

salary-

Film Company, Hollywood, California. Wallace
Reid's picture has been in the magazine on several occasions.
Address Owen Moore in care
of the Famous Players Film Company, New York
City.
Creighton Hale was the chief LaugJiing
Mask in the Pathe serial, "The Iron Claw."

Raymond Schubert. — One
lets will

—

Xew York

City.

of our

market book-

names and addresses of the
companies to which you can send
This will be sent to you upon the

give you the

different film

your scenario.

Write
ou have regarding scenarios to
Clarence J. Caine, of this magazine, as he looks
after this end of it.
So it is your first? Here's
and
hoping!
luck,
receipt of six cents in stamps to the editor.

any questions

M.

\t

—

Send six cents in stamps to the editor
copy
of
the market booklet. Corinne Griffith
for a
E. B.

A letter adat the present time.
her in care of the Picture-Play
Magazine will be forwarded to her immediately.
She hasn't any permanent address at the present
time, so this would be the quickest way of reaching her.
She left the Western Vitagraph some
time ago.
is

in

New York
to

—

Violet Braxdox. The Atlas Film Company is
located in Detroit, Michigan. That is, it was the
last time I heard of it.
So many companies are
born each week, and live half as long, that it is
hard to keep track of them all. No, you are not
supposed to give up any of your good money
when you apply at a reliable studio. They are
the ones that are supposed to give up the greenEvidently your
backs to you if they7 hire you.
friend was in some unreliable place, and is lucky
that he didn't have to come across with any money
in

that case.

West

Sixty-first

—

Minnie M. Write to Sessue Hayakawa in care
of the Lasky Studios, Hollywood. California, for
one of his photographs.

—

each week.

Dick. Canada is getting to be quite a stronghold for questions and answers in the Oracle.
I certainly do get a big bunch of letters from your
homeland every month. John Bowers is with
the Metro Company, and can be addressed in care
of the Metro Studio. 3

several

—

in

have to use
Willam Farnum's

for

r

is

for the Fox Company.
She has never been with
any other concern, and has just signed a contract
for three more years under the Fox banner. She
first

contract

stars.

dressed

Mate."

a

Ruby A. You have quite a while yet to think
over being an actress. I doubt if there is a person who at some time in his life didn't have ambitions of being an actor or actress.
Address
Lillian and Dorothy Gish in care of the Fine Arts

—

K. M. D. Your letter of seven months ago
Your favorites
surely must have gone astray.
seem to be with the Universal that is, the majority of them, so I guess that is the make of
I
pictures that you travel mostly to see.
right?
Hobart Henley is now in the East with
the Universal.
So you haven't seen Charlie
Chaplin? That seems almost unbelievable. Better start right in now and make up for all you
have missed. I am sure that he will give you a
hearty laugh.
He always treats me this way.
Kirkwood
played opposite Mary Pickford
James.
in the Famous
Plavers picture ''The Eagle's

Company under

according to information received from
this concern.
John Bowers was on the stage for
several years before he entered the realm of the
silent drama.
He has been leading man for sev-

Street,

Olga Petrova has joined the

A. G. C. N. B. Why don't you read the notes
head of the Oracle department? The\r are

at the

very good reading, indeed, especially when you
ask so many questions against these poor, innoA hurried look through them
cent little rules.
would have prevented all that. You certainly
hear some wild rumors about people connected
with the moving pictures. Get that one out of

Without

Pictures

—

Padding Every
Scene a Climax
THE

10,000 wonderful stories of romance and adventure which have appeared in Street & Smith's
magazines have long been recognized as an inexhaustible mine of pure gold by the motion-picture producers.
swift in action and rich in
thrilling incident that, handled in the usual way, they will
make five, eight even ten-reel pictures.

But these

stories are

so

—

Now, a

great producer has taken the most vivid and
fascinating of these stories and cut and condensed until
only the "high spots" remain trimmed down to one hour
of swift, breathless action and exciting climax.

—

You

are invited to see the wonderful results in Fortune

Photo-Plays.

A new play will be

Don't miss
exhibited every week.
a single one of them they will give you a new idea of
how powerful and absorbing a motion picture can be. Ask
the manager of your theater when the first one will appear.

—

FORTUNE
PHOTO - PLAYS
FORTUNE PHOTO-PLAYS
Supervised

are Distributed by
b3-

GENERAL FILM

H. M. and E. D. Horkheimer

CO.,

Inc.

The
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your head about your favorite, Grace Cunard,
because there is absolutely no truth in it. Mary
and Lottie Pickford are just opposite types. Mary
is light, and little sister Lottie is dark-complexioned, as is brother Jack. "Liberty" was finished
in the Universal studios about four or five months

—

Robert Vee. It was Harry Spingler that played
with William Farnum in the Fox picture, "The
Plunderer." George Fawcett was not in the cast.
Which "heavy" do you mean?

—

Evelyn O. S. H. B. Warner's last appearance
on the screen was with the McClure Pictures
Corporation in one of their "Seven Deadly Sins"
Charles Clary is with the Fox
series, "Wrath."
Company at the Hollywood, California, studios.
Henrietta Crosman is not playing in photo plays
present writing.

at the

—

Katherine. We have sent the letter
Tapley that you asked us to. No trouble

— That

was

— If

I

to

Rose

at all.

from the Oracle
know who wrote it.

clipped

department, so you ought to

Miss B. H.
you by simply

could

make an

actress out of

you anything, I wouldn't
be a picture Oracle right now, but, being unable
to perform this feat, I have to be content with
answering a big bundle of questions each month.
telling

—

would take more than that to
Ward was born some
What do you mean a
forty-seven years ago.
nine-hundred-foot drop? I am sure that I never
saw one like that in the third episode of "Pearl
Do you mean the one-hundredof the Army."
foot one? They really put the buildings on fire.
How did you think they did it? There are several ways of showing an automobile rushing down
One way is to
a street without any one in it.
in
the
car, while the
concealed
have some one
other is to do it by "stop motion." That is, push

Arthur. 'No,
win the prize.

it

Fannie

the car ahead a foot or two, take a couple of
inches of film, stop, and, pushing the car ahead
another foot, repeat the camera. It takes a lot
of time to do it this way, but it is often done in
"cut-in" is a notice, letter, or
comedy pictures.
anything that you see flashed on the screen during
a scene. Address William S. Hart in care of the
Ince Studios at Culver City, California, and it

A

New

— Marguerite
Jersey.

— Address

Florence la Badie in care of
the Thanhouser Film Corporation, New Rochelle,
New York; Marguerite Snow at the Artcraft Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
F. O. H.

York

City;

CaliCity,

Badie is the only one of
those mentioned that appeared in "The Milliondollar Mystery" who is still with the Thanhouser
la

Company.

James Cruze, care Willis &

but you certainly can ask a lot of
are against the rules.
Grace
Cunard's latest play is "The Purple Mask." Lillian
Lorraine is back on the stage, and is not playing
in pictures now.
Ruth Roland can be reached in
care of the Balboa Company, at Long Beach, California.
Grace Cunard has been in the PicturePlay "gallery." Address her in care of the Universal Film Company, Gower Street and Sunset
Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Cutie.
questions

that

—

Arthur. I fear that you have caught the motion-picture-acting fever, too.
It
certainly is
spreading.
sequel is a "follow-up" to a play,
or a play in which the main character is the same
The Universal is the
as in a preceding play.
largest company at times.
They have but nineteen companies working now, and Keystone has
the same number going, so I guess it is a toss-up.

A

The Kay Bee and Keystone Companies are owned
New York Motion Picture Corporation.
Willie Collier, junior, appeared in "The No-good
by the

Guy," with his father, William Collier, senior, and
"The Bugle Call." Buster is his
nickname.
also starred in

—

Cutie. The name "Desperate" is just a nickof William Desmond. H. B. Warner says
that he never lived in Brookline.
He is a Britisher.
Yes, I saw Charlie in "The Honorable
Algy."

name

L.

S.

— Address

Inglis,

Mary Miles Minter in care of
Company at Santa Barbara,

the American Film
California.

—

C. J. Juanita Hansen is her right name, and
she reads all her mail. Write her in care of the
Keystone Film Company, Edendale, California.

—

Ella Dennis. Clara Kimball Young didn't appear in a picture of that name. Have you confused her with some one else? So Charlie ChapAddress Ethel Claylin does not appeal to you?
ton in care of the World Film Corporation, 130
West Forty-sixth Street, New York City.

—

Address Pearl White in care
Ira.
Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth
Grace Cunard and Francis Ford are with
Street.
the same company, the Universal, and a letter
addressed to them at the Universal Studios.
Gower Street and Sunset Boulevard, will reach
Cleo Madison's address is the same.
them.
Creighton Hale will receive any mail that is adHe is
dressed to him at the Pathe Exchange.
on the stage now, but they will forward the mail
of

Clark has just entered her
born on June 30, 1893.
Elvidge
was
thirties.
June
Address her in care of the Paragon Studio, Fort
Lee,

Florence

California.

M. Herbert

will be sure to reach him.

Louise.

Wright & Callender Building, Los Angeles,
fornia, and Sidney Bracey at Universal

— My,

ago.

Anxious.

Oracle

Picture

the

to him.

WHO IS THIS ^5IRL7
You can sp»H Kw first* nam?
ouf of 1 h* tfvth Efeadlu, Sins

THE sculptor
who

George Le Guere, one of the seven famous

acts in the film

stars

series

is

she Nance O'Neil? Charlotte
Walker? Ann Murdock? Each of
these stars appears in one of the
seven plays of Sev en Deadly Sins
and any of them may be acting
Is

T|jg

.

PRIDE

WRATH
SLOTH

GREED
ENVY

Or

is it Shirley Mason, whose
romance extends through the

entire seven plays?

the column
containing the names
of the stories.
By

Free!
loveliest star of
the films.

Write in margin you.
guess as to who the girl
is in the above picture.
Write also your name
address and name and street
of theatre in which you desire
Teai
to see Seven Deadly Sins.
off and mail to Motion Picture
Editor. The Ladies World, 251 4th
Ave., New York. The miniature will
come to you FREE.
i

The

Ladies'

World

at

one letter from each
name, and reading downwards,
you will spell the first name of
taking

SfonOS

PASSION
SEVENTH SIN

the part of the model.

A dainty min
iature of the
youngest and

version of

of stories, Seven Deadly Sins.

Who is the girl— George's model?

Glance

.

The stars

who

act the

Ann Murdock
in "Pride"; Shirley Mason
in "Passion"; Nance
O'Neil in "Greed"; H. B.
stories are:

in" Envy"; Holbrook Blinn

Warner

in "Wrath";
Walker in
"Sloth"; George Le Guere
in The Seventh Sin.
Charlotte

I

the model.

To

those

who send

us the

this

Send your answer on the

Buy The

Ladies'

World and

read Florence Morse Kingsley's
absorbing stories, Seven Deadly
Sins 10 cents at all newsstands.

THE LADIES' WORLD
Read

at-

tached coupon.

—

the story in The Ladies' World
in your favorite theatre

See the films

name

favorite actress The
Ladies' World will send a souvenir miniature of her, in colors, framed in nickel.

of

—

*

Diamonds

m

9

$

^fe OnCredit

AMonth
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(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
Garwood Admirer. Yes, Billy Garwood is certainly one of the handsomest leading men we
have on the screen.
His latest picture was in
support of Enid Bennett for the Ince-Triangle
Company. Previous to this he had a short engagement as leading man in the Morosco stock
company in Los Angeles, just after he had left

—

the Universal. He hasn't any brothers and sisters
that I know of. At least, there are none before
the camera.
Marie Walcamp can be addressed

of the International Film Company, Los
Angeles, California. She left the Universal upon
the completion of the "Liberty" serial to play in
"Patria," with Mrs. A^ernon Castle. Jack Warren
in care

'DIAMONDS
WIN HEARTS"
A Diamond is the ideal

Kerrigan is now touring the United States, appearing in person at the picture houses in the

'

gift for a loved one, it
lasts forever, and every

day reminds the wearer of your regard and
good judgment.

Rock Bottom Prices
Easy Credit Terms

FREE

Our import prices "direct from the mines to
you" cut out all the
wholesaler's and re.

You

tailer's

profits.

Yoa

get the benefit of this
saving along with our
liberal credit

terms-

eight months to pay
—and you wear the

Examination

don't pay one cent until you
see and examine any article you desire
own bands.

right in your

on our easy credit plan.
return at our expense.

If you like it pay for it
If not entirely satisfied

GET OUR GREAT

PAGE
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CATALOG..

It contains over 2,000
beautiful illustrations of Diamonds,
Watches, Solid Gold Jewelry, Silverware,
Novelties, etc. all the latest and most up-

—

Diamond while paying to-date designs at our Importer's bargain prices
—and easy terms of payment. Send for catalog
it. Our large catabefore you forget.

for

log is free, write for

IOFTIS

it.

IT IS

today

FREE.

The National Credit Jewelers
Dept.

N927

108 N. State

Stores in: Chicago

St.,

Pittsburgh

Mf* EdiSOn'S

Chicago, III.
Omaha

St. Louis

Phonograph

00

is

now

directing pictures for

Morosco Company.

Vivian Martin is the
leading lady he pilots through several thousand
feet of film weekly.
Herbert Brenon put Jean
Sothern in pictures when he was directing for
Fox.
He happened to see her picture in the
vaudeville offices of Mr. Fox, and decided that
she was just the type he wanted for a picture,
"The Two Orphans." She was known as Jean
Baldwin on the Fox circuit. S. Rankin Drew
has been playing opposite Anita Stewart. James
Morrison has left the Vitagraph Company. There
is no truth in that Marguerite Clark rumor. You
are one of the very few, then, who doesn't aspire
to be a Mary Pickford.
It was "Not My Sister"
that you were thinking about not "Not Her Sister."
Bill
Desmond is a very striking good
the rules

New

a
cents
Try the
Edison
$1. Pay the balance at rate of
in your own home before you decide to buy. Send no money down. Entertain your friends with your favorite records. Then return it if you wish.

™

For Our New Edison Book. Send your name and
UI/l*itA
IMS TftflnV
UU«*JT address for our new book and pictures of the new
Edison phonograph. No obligations— write now while this offer lasts.
F. K. BABSON, Edison Phonograph Distributors
1585 Edison Block.
Chicago, Illinois

LEARN MUSIC
AT HOME!

^New Method— Learn To

s^Play By Note— Piano,
Organ, "Violin, Banjo, Mandolin, Cornet, Harp, 'Cello,
Guitar, Piccolo, Clarinet. Trombone,
Flute, or to sing:. Special Limited
Offer of free weekly lessons. You pay
only for music and postage, which is
small. No extras. Money back guarantee. Beginnersor advancedpupils.
Everything illustrated, plain, simple,
systematic. Free lectures each course.
16 years' success.
Start at once.
for

Free Booklet Today

—Now.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box 326
225 Fifth Avenue, New York City
S.

Howard Kstabrook
the

looker.

Yes, you may keep this New Edison
the
—Thomas A. Edison's great phonograph withtoo,
for only
diamond stylus — and your choice of records,
only
few
a day.

U.

—

After all the kind words you have
say
to
about me, I suppose that I will have to do
my best, and answer the questions you ask.

You wandered outside the boundary of
when you asked those questions about
matrimony, so you will know why they were not

Free Trial

Write

Pelham.

—

After

Lessons

large cities, while waiting for his new studio to
be completed. He has not appeared in a picture
since leaving the Universal.
All your questions
seem to have been about players who have recently been taken off the pay roll of the big "U."

answered.

M.

S.

— Mack

Sennett

Pickford in "The

appeared
Hat."

with

Mary

New York

Harry Hilwas the leading man opposite Mary Fuller
in the Universal picture, "The Strength of the
Weak." Did you read the rules? I'll forgive
you this time if you will promise to< read them
through before you write again.
liard

—

L. T. D.
Ah, ha
So you think kissing on the
screen is distasteful? I wish that the editor realized

my

worth

!

as

much

you do, because I
have a whole string of nice
as

would then be able to
automobiles, and lots of things but, as he doesn't
I
have to be contented with riding in the subway. Why don't you find out where a real good
picture is playing, and drag friend husband out
with you? If he saw a few of the best, I am
There is
sure that he will change his opinion.
nothing like daydreaming for relaxation, is there?
I used to do quite a bit of it before I became an
;

.

felTm
you never had a chance!

"Don't

We

were both disconyears ago you and I worked at the same bench.
tented.
Remember the noon we saw the International Correspondence Schools *
advertisement ? That woke me up. I realized that to get ahead I needed special
training, and I decided to let the I. C. S. help me. When I marked the coupon I
asked you to sign with me. You said,
- — » TEaB OUT HEnE
'Aw, forget it! '
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4237, SCRANTON, PA.
"I made the most of my opportunity
Explain, without obligating me, how can qualify for the position,
or in the subject, before which I mark x.
and have been climbing ever since. You
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
Electric Lighting
ADVERTISING MAN
had the same chance I had, but you turned
Electric Car Running
Window Trimmer
Electric Wiring
Show Card Writer
it down.
Telegraph Expert
Outdoor Sign Painter
No, Jim, you can't expect more
Practical Telephony
RAILROADER
B
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
ILLUSTRATOR.
money until youVe trained yourself to
Mechanical Draftsman
DESIGNER
H
Machine
Shop Practice
BOOKKEEPER
handle bigger work."
Gas Engineer
Stenographer and Typist

"Four

—

,

,

I

CIVIL

There

are lots of

"Jims"

in the

world

—

MIME FOREMAN OR ENGINEER

in

everywhere. Are you one
of them? Wake up!
Every time you see an
I. C. S. coupon your chance is staring you in the

stores, factories, offices,

face.

Don't turn

Right

now

it

pay through

You can

I.

join

C.

S.

Teacher

Contractor and Builder

men

promotion. Mark and mail this coupon, and find out how.
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Bos 4237, Scranton, Pa.

Subjects

CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

AGRICULTURE

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Textile Overseer or Supt.

Worker

CHEMICAL ENGINEER

and bet-

Common School

Architectural Draftsman

Sheet Metal

Narigator
Poultry Raising

Spanish.

AUTOMOBILES

French

Auto Repairing

Italian

Cermaa

Namn

courses.

them and get

GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY. ENGINEER
Marine Engineer

B PLUMBING AND HEATING

over one hundred thousand

BCert. Public Accountant
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

Metallurgist or Prospector

ARCHITECT

down.

are preparing themselves for bigger jobs
ter

ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping

Occupation

& Emplnvpr

in line for

Street
and Nn.

i

City
Ulty

Stats
State

U name oi Course you waat is not in mis list,

write

it

bouw.

—

(The Picture Oracle
Oracle.
night,

at

^Within your reach stands independence, prosperity and a big future.
k

Beauty Culture Offers You this
Great Opportunity

Women

over America

all

spend millions of dollars yearly
/for beauty treatments.
You
can get your share of this
'

fortune.
Do you know that the
crying demand for Marinello graduates
far exceeds the supply, and that every
day we have big positions open and not
enoug-h graduates to fill them? Ours is the only
School in America which positively guarantees to
secure a good position for every student who
qualifies. If you are tired of small wasresand uncertainty, write today for details and free literature.
MARINELLO CO., Dept. A5, Mailers Bldg., CHICAGO

CALVACUHA
METHOD OV

Induces

Hair Hea

Hair Culture
Do you

from loss of hair, prematurely grey hair,
stripy, stick v or matted hair, dandruff, itching-, eczema of
the scalp ? Becoming bald ?
suffer

"THE TRIUMPH OF SCIENCE OVER BALDNESS"
Is

an

interesting-

book on the proper

treatment of the hair.
to

you

Let us send

A

free,

Calvacura No.

it

liberal sample of
1 to demonstrate the

possibility of obtaining hair health,
will be sent also, for 10c in stamps.

UNION

LABORATORY
177
4th

N. y.

Wrinkles
Thousands have successfully used
this formula to remove
traces of age, illness or
worry: 1 oz. of pure

Powdered

SAXOLITE
dissolved in % pt. witch hazel;
use as a face wash. The effect
is almost magical.
Deepest wrinkles, crow's
feet, as well as finest lines, completely and
vanish.
Quickly
Face becomes firm, smooth,
fresh, and you look years younger. No harm to tenderest
ekin. Get genuine Saxolite (powdered) at any drug store.

I have to do all of my daydreaming
and there are very few nights that 1

—honest.

N. V.

MJOBS

—

!

:

1

»

— Xo,

the

only brothers that William Farnum lias that are
connected with the motion-picture game are Dustin, who is now with the Fox
Company, and
Marshall, who is a director. Betty Nansen is not
with the Fox Company an}- more, and has not
been for some time. She returned to her country
some time ago. Earl is his first name. The
Theda Bara issue of Picture-Play was out on
February 15, 1916. You can secure a copy of
this magazine by sending fifteen cents to the cirI don't think
culation manager of the magazine.
I'm well,
that you asked many questions at all.
thanks. How are you ?

— Tyrone

Power was

the

featured

—

Easy work. No strikes. No hard times. Steady,,
$75to$150 amonth to start. Quick promotion.
or
A a <b A
a A A a ^t/*9^&\ t If you are an American Citizen
1 3 i£L jig g JL M flf over write for FREE bnok that tells
and
many
other
wonderabout
these
fWB AT
a M*
W Wm m *t0
W ttkmWW
•
ful advantages offered by U. S. Government. Railway Mail, Post Office, Custom House, Panama Canal and other
divisions.
Prepare under former Civil Service Secretary-Examiner. Positions
guaranteed or no pay. Write for FREE BOOK and Special 20 Day Offer NOW.
PATTERSON CIVIL SERVICE SCHOOL, 325 News Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

ill

a

personage in Universal's '"Where Are My Children?" The baby was borrowed, or I should say
Don't know any picture
hired, for the occasion.
you mention. Do you
the
name
of Kay Bee's by
mean "His First False Step," with Chester Conklin, which was a Keystone production?

to-

Short hours.

aLMtkmi
Mm fVrf
Mf fU W

me

A. P. L. Lockwood Pal. Thanks ever so much
your breezy little letter, but, thank heavens
my identity still remains a secret. I'll say this
much for D. He's an awfully nice little fellow,
even if he did almost discover once that it was
none other than myself who attended to the
Oracle department. I left the letter on his desk,
just to keep him guessing a while longer.
You
seem just as crazy about Harold as Olive, junior,
is
about Wallace Reid.
They are both very
good-looking chaps, indeed. Here is all the dope
you requested about the gentleman in question
Harold was born in Brooklyn, on April 12. 18S7.
He' is five feet eleven and three-quarter inches
tall, weighs one hundred and seventy-five pounds,
and has light-brown hair and blue eyes. He can
be addressed in care of the Yorke-Metro Studio,
Gordon Street, Hollywood, California. Ah, but,
my dear lad}', thou art laughing in vain, because
you do not know the "mysterious being." as you
However. I am indeed glad to see that
put it.
such an interested reader as yourself likes the
Oracle department. Abk your hubby to let you
write again. I'd like to hear more from you.

U-O-2-N0.

WRITER'S SELLING SERVICE

lifetime positions.

bore

it.

—

YOUR IDEAS FOR PHOTOPLAYS.
etc. We will accept them in ANY
form— correct FREE — sell on commission. Big
AUBURN,

letter didn't

for

Send us

15 Main,

Your

rather enjoyed

old chap, that I can't help
with
job
a motion-picture comsecure
a
you to
pany, but I am an answer department, not a booking agency.
What do you intend to become
You don't state which.
hero or a comedian?
You say your actions are _ comical, so you must
want to be a villain.

STORIES,

Write

I

W. H. M. —Sorry,

WRITE FOR MONEY
Rewards! Make money.
day for full details.

Continued.)

William Farnum Fan, Australia.

St.

UNION

m

:

Xow

have time to dream.
bit

a

W

Better write to Wallace Reid again,
T. G. K.
and inquire whether he received your letter. Address him at the Lasky Photo Play Company,
Vine Street, Hollywood, California.

—

Louis B. Alice Joyce can be addressed in care
of the Yitagraph Company. Elm Avenue, BrookW "hat do you want with my
lyn, New York.

Make New Age of
Beautiful Women and Vigorous Iron Men
Nuxated Iron

Say Physicians

to

Into the Cheeks of Women and Most
—Quickly Putsof Roses
Men — Often Increases the Strength

Power Into the Veins

A Wonderful

It

Nervous "Run Down" Folks 200 Per Cent,

Delicate,

Which Promises

Discovery

to

in

Two

Astonishing Youthful
and Endurance of
Weeks' Time.

Mark a New Era

in

Medical Science

remarkable discovery of organic iron,
Iron or "Fer Nuxate," as the French
It is
call it, has taken the country by storm.
conservatively estimated that over three million persons annually are taking it in this country alone.
Most astonishing results are reported from its use
So much so that
by both physicians and laymen.
doctors predict that we shall soon have a new age
the
SINCE
Nuxated

more beautiful, rosy-cheeked women and vigorous iron men.
Dr. King, a New York physician and author, when
"There can be no
interviewed on the subject, said
means
Pallor
vigorous iron men without iron.
of far

:

anaemia.
anaemic

Anaemia means iron

men and women

is

deficiency.
The
pale.

The skin
flesh

of
flabby.

The muscles lack tone the brain fags and the memory fails and often they become weak, nervous, irriWhen the iron
table, despondent and melancholy.
goes from the blood of women, the roses go from
;

cheeks.
the most common foods of America, the
starches, sugars, table syrups, candies, polished rice,
white bread, soda crackers, biscuits, macaroni, spaghetti, tapioca, sago, farina, degerminated corn-meal,
Refining processes
no longer is iron to be found.
have removed the iron of Mother Earth from these
impoverished foods, and silly methods of home cookery, by throwing down the waste pipe the water in
which our vegetables are cooked, are responsible for
another grave iron loss.
"Therefore, if you wish to preserve your youthful
vim and vigor to a ripe old age, you must supply the
iron deficiency in your food by using some form of
organic iron, just as you would use salt when your
their

"In

food has not enough salt."
Dr. E. Sauer, who has studied abroad in great European medical institutions, said
"As I have said a
hundred times over, organic iron is the greatest of
all strength builders.
If people would only throw
away habit-forming drugs and nauseous concoctions
and take simple nuxated iron, I am convinced that the
lives of thousands of persons might be saved who
now die every year from pneumonia, grippe, consumption, kidney, liver, heart trouble, etc.
The real and
true cause which started their disease was nothing
more nor less than a weakened condition brought on
by a lack of iron in the blood.
"Not long ago a man came to me who was nearly
half a century old and asked me to give him a preliminary examination for life insurance.
I was astonished to find him with the blood pressure of a boy
of twenty and as full of vigor, vim and vitality as a
young man in fact, a young man he really was, notwithstanding his age. The secret, he said, was taking
iron
Nuxated Iron had filled him with renewed life.
At thirty he was in bad health at forty-six he was
care worn and nearly all in. Now at fifty, after taking Nuxated Iron, a miracle of vitality and his face
beaming with the buoyancy of youth. Iron is absolutely necessary to enable your blood to change food
:

;

—

;

Without it, no matter how much
your food merely passes through
you without doing you any good. You don't get the
strength out of it, and as a .consequence you become
weak, pale and sickly looking, just like a plant trying
to grow in a soil deficient in iron.
If you are not
strong or well, you owe it to yourself to make the
following test
See how long you can work or how
far you can walk without becoming tired.
Next take
two five-grain tablets of ordinary nuxated iron three
times per day after meals for two weeks. Then test
your strength again and see how much you have
gained. I have seen dozens of nervous, run-down people who were ailing all the while double their strength
and endurance and entirely rid themselves of all
symptoms of dyspepsia, liver and other troubles in
from ten to fourteen days' time simply by taking
iron in the proper form.
And this, after they had in
some cases been doctoring for months without obtaininto living tissue.
or what you eat,

:

ing any benefit.
But don't take the old forms of reduced iron, iron acetate, or tincture of iron simply to
save a few cents. The iron demanded by Mother Nature for the red coloring matter in the blood of her
children is, alas
not that kind of iron.
You must
take iron in a form that can be easily absorbed and
assimilated to do you any good, otherwise it may
prove worse than useless.
Many an athlete and
prize-fighter has won the day simply because he knew
the secret of great strength and endurance and filled
his blood with iron before he went into the affray
while many another has gone down in inglorious defeat simply for the lack of iron."
Dr. Schuyler C. Jaques, visiting surgeon, St. Elizabeth's Hospital, New York City, said
"I have never
before given out any medical information or advice
for publication, as I ordinarily do not believe in it.
But in the case of Nuxated Iron I feel I would be
remiss in my duty not. to mention it. I have taken it
myself and given it to my patients with most surprising and satisfactory results.
And those who
wish quickly to increase their strength, power and
endurance will find it a most remarkable and wonderfully effective remedy."
!

;

:

—

NOTE Nuxated Iron, which is prescribed and
recommended above by physicians in such a great
is not a patent medicine nor secret
but one which is well known to druggists
and whose iron constituents are widely prescribed by
eminent physicians both in Europe and America.
Unlike the older inorganic iron products, it is easily
assimilated, does not injure the teeth, make them
black, nor upset the stomach
on the contrary, it is a
most potent remedy in nearly all forms of indigestion as well as for nervous, run-down conditions.
The manufacturers have such great confidence in nuxated iron that they offer to forfeit $100.00 to any
charitable institution if they cannot take any man
or woman under 60 who lacks iron, and increase
their strength 200 per cent or over in four weeks'
time, provided they have no serious organic trouble.
They also offer to refund your money if it does not
at least double your strength and endurance in ten
days' time.
It is dispensed by all good druggists.

variety of cases,

remedy,

;

—

(The Picture Oracle

home address?

there so little that I don't
suppose the janitor thinks I live there any more.
The landlord would probably think the same
thing if he didn't receive his check on the first
of each and every month, and if he didn't receive the check, there is no doubt that I wouldn't

WALTHAM

ELGIN
HOWARD
ROCKFORD
ILLINOIS
HAMILTON

be living there, so there you are.

—

Grace Cuxard Fax. Address Grace Cunard
and Francis Ford in care of the Universal Film
Company. Gower Street and Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood, California. Grace was born in Paris
twenty-three years ago.
She has blue eyes and

mm
on CREDIT"

Any Wam

waving, blond hair. A very clever girl, too. She
wrote "The Purple Mask." Universal's serial, all
by herself, and Francis Ford directed it.
Address Pearl White at the Pathe Studios. Congress
Street. Jersey City; and Owen Moore and Marguerite Cortot at the Famous Players Film Company, Xew York City. See answer above for the
address of Alice Joyce. Write to Virginia Pearson in care of Fox Film Corporation, 130 West

have had my watch
One Customer Writes: a"iyear
today and our watch

just

its the best time keeper on the road.
Please find enclosed
monthly payment of $1.00. "
We have thousands of such letters
from satisfied customers, who have bought from us on

inspector says

my
on

last
file

Express Paid
f|ovs Trial
l/aja
M f i&S no Money Down
am "Square Deal"
no chances with me.
and

Qtfl
Tou take

the people.

Miller

I

That

I

trust

why I am doing the greatest credit Watch, Diabusiness in the world.

is

mond and Jewelry

Forty-sixth Street,

Watches Guaranteed for 25 Years

I
My

Smash the Terms
— ACCOUnt

—

terms will surely suit you.

SQUARE DEAL

is

Margaret H.

in

child?

—

Sorry that I could not answer
any sooner, but it has been well down
the list.
Am I excused? Thanks! I have

your
in

827 Miller Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

to John Drew.
"The Rose of the

related

—

ILLER, Pres.

(tf

Drew

The good-looking what
South" man, woman, or

FM&FF

MILLER- HOEFER CO.

Sidney

pany.

same kind

#

City.

r

get unlimited credit.
of credit you get from
. your grocer.
No matter where you
live or what your income might be, you can now own the finest of watches,
a beautiful diamond or a ny rare jewelry and never miss the money.
Send me your name and address so I
*J E f\ ft
**C1*CII
caa mail vou F ree and postpaid the
Vfig B
most beautiful catalog of its kind ever printed. I want you to have this
book.
It's a gem.
Write TODAY.

f

Xew York

Hazel Stafford. Marguerite Clark is still
ver} much with the Famous Players-La sky Com-

NO REFERENCES
DEMANDED
You

CtiQrtie
-S.

Continued.)

am

I

letter

nothing to do with people getting into the movies,

and

HAVE THIS
wholly visible (42 key) single shift

your own,

^typewriter, for

if

will show it to your friends
let them see wherein it ex-

you

and
cels other $100 typewriters, and tell them of
^our most liberal offer ever
madeon a strictly modern
typewriter and a Wood-

Stock

WOODSTOCK

at that. By post card
or letter simply pay ," Mail Particulars."
TYPEWRITER CO;. Dept, M675, CHICAGO, ELL.

anted!
CARTOOMSTS--S50.
of Special Schooling

to

required,

Education and a desire

to

tf

$200. per week. No talent
you have a Common-School

succeed take

the

first

toward a dignified profession where the demand

Send

supply.

foi

FREE

proof

step

far

and

NOW

exceeds the
particulars.

my

Dennon School
HARRISON.

of Cartooning

NEW YORK

wonder why so many write

To look

to

me

to enlist

at the requests for assistance

and information on my desk one would think that
I was a casting director or directress, whichever
way you take it. The only way I know of for
one to get in motion pictures is by the "extra"
route, unless you want to start a company of your
own.

—

Cuxard Admirer. It is
did not name all your

a good thing that 3r ou
favorites because voir
would not have had stationery enough on which
Grace was never in vaudeto write them all out.
Stock experience was her great asset when
ville.
she entered pictures with the old Lubin Company.
Grace has blond hair and blue eyes, while
Mina has auburn hair and gray eyes. You could
probably get fifty opinions from the various film
Yes,
critics as to the best actress on the screen.
that

Let us convince you.

I

help.

was Francis Ford's own

Mina was

car.

in

a circus for three years, performing on the high
She has been in pictures since 1914.

trapeze.

Buy

Factory !2 Rider
SA VES YOU MONEY
direct

RANGER BICYCLES now

.

and

$20 on a bicyclw.
come in 44 styles, colors

and save $10 to

sizes.

Greatly improved; prices reduced.

WE DELIVER
reliable models $15.75 up.
%^ Other
FREE to you on approval and SO days' trial and

Bessie Barriscale is twenty-six.
was born in October, 1892.

Grace W.

Henry

—

Pictures of
F.
Kolk'er can be had

Jackie Saunders

Billie

from

Burke and
George

the

Kleine
Company, Xew York City.
r
twent3 -five cents to cover the costs.

Inclose

riding test.

Our big FREE catalog shows everything

new

in bicycles

TIE) EC

Ranger

Electric

Lighted
Motorbike

and sundries. Write for

it.

lamps, wheels, parts and supplies
at half usual prices.
Do not buy a bicycle, tires, or sundries until
you get our wonderful new offers, low prices
and liberal terms. A postal brings everything.
I

IntO

COMPANY

Dept.A--212 Chicago

Shylock.

—

I'll

give

the

editor

your

warning

about not reducing the size of the magazine, no
Bematter how high the cost of paper soars.
lieve me, it can't soar much higher than it is
now. Address Mae Murrav and Geraldine Far-

I"

^^^^il^^^^ ^TjR^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^

i

Tobacco Habit Banished
In 48 to 72 Hours
Immediate Results
Trying to quit the^ tobacco habit unaided is a losing fight against heavy
means a serious shock to your nervous system. So don't try it!
Make the tobacco habit quit you. It will quit you if you will just take
Tobacco Redeemer according to directions.
It doesn't make a particle of difference whether you've been a user of

odds, and

how much you use, or in what form
Whether you smoke cigars, cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine
cut or use snuff Tobacco Redeemer will positively remove all craving for
tobacco in any form in from 48 to 72 hours. Your tobacco craving will begin
tobacco for a single month or 50 years, or

you use

it.

—

—

to decrease after the very first dose there's no long waiting for results.
Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-f crming drugs of any kind and is the
most marvelously quick, absolutely scientific and thoroughly reliable remedy
for the tobacco habit.

Tobacco Stunts
Boy's Growth^

Not a Substitute
Tobacco Redeemer is in no sense a substitute for tobacco, but is a radical,
treatment. After finishing the treatment you have absolutely no
desire to use tobacco again or to continue the use of the remedy. It quiets the
nerves, and will make you feel better in every
way. If you really want to quit the tobacco habit
—get rid of it so completely that when you see
efficient

others using it, it will not awaken the slightest
desire in you— you should at once begin a course
of Tobacco Redeemer treatment for the habit.
[Tobacco

Robs{:;7

Man of Virilil

I

Results Absolutely Guaranteed

A single trial will convince the most skepOur legal, binding, money-back guarantee goes with each full treatment. If
Tobacco Redeemer fails to banish the tobacco habii
when taken according to- the plain and
easy directions, your money will be

tical.

cheerfully refunded

Free Book Coupon

upon demand.

Let Us Send You
Convincing Proof

-Ml'

NEWELL PHARMACAL

If you're a slave of the tobacco
habit and want to find a sure, quick way
of quitting "for keeps" you owe it to
yourself and to your family to mail the
coupon beiow or send your name and
address on a postal and receive our free
booklet on the deadly effect of tobacco
on the human system, and positive proof
that Tobacco Redeemer will quickly
free you from the habit.
_

Tobacco Steals

from You the

:i

1

,J

Pleasures,
forte,

Com-

Luxuries

of Life

Name.
Street and No.

Newell Pharmacal Company
Dept. 571,

St. Louis,

Mo.

CO.,

St. Louis, Mo,
Dept. 571 ,
Please send, without obligating me in any way.
your free booklet regarding the tobacco habit and
proof that Tobacco Redeemer will positively free
me from the tobacco habit.

Town

btate.

—

Geraldine Farrar Says:
"I have used Kosmeo Cream and Powder, also your Skin
Food for many years, and like them very much.''''

Cream and Powder
are used by thousands of the world's
most beautiful women, to keep the
skin clear, fresh and velvet '. Kosmeo
Powder adheres well and i; invisible.
Thn-e shades— flesh, white and brunette.
Price 50 cents at dealers or
by mail postpaid.
Of Kosmeo

Free Samples

Cream

and

Kosmeo Face Powder witli 40-page
book, "Aids to Beauty," mailed free
if you enclose i cents for postage.

MRS. CERVAISE GRAHAM
47 W. Illinois St., Chicago
You Can Have Beautiful

Eyebrows
ana

Eyelashes

They give charm, expression, lovliness to the face,addingwonderf ully
to your beauty and attractiveness.

Society women and actresses get them by using

It

promotes

in

a natural manner the growth of eyebrows and

eyelashes, making them thick, long and silky, giving depth and
soulful expre=sion to the eyes. A guaranteed pure and harmless treatment. Send 25c(coin)and we'll mail LASH-BROW-INE
and our FREE Beauty Booklet prapaid in plain sealed cover.

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS—
Genuine LASH-BROW-INE sold only by
4008Indiana Ave.,

Maybe!! Laboratories,

H

Chicago

MOVIE ACTING
A

fascinating profession that pays big. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send 10c
for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or Key to Movie
Acting Aptitude and find whether or not you are suited
to take up Movie Acting. Instructive and valuable.
Send dime or stamps today. Interesting, Illustrated

Booklet on Movie Acting included

FILM IMFORMATION BUREAU,

FREE!

Station R, Jackson, Mich.

Rider
Agents
Wanted!
town
show a new

in each

"RANGER"

to ride and
bicycle. Write for

1917

—

CO.,

DEPT.

A-212

for her mail.

M.

CHICAGO

Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book
Shows how you can become a skilled

player of piano or organ in your own home,
Dr. Quinn's
a t one quarter usual cost.
FnmousWi itten Method is endorsed by leading-musicians andheadsof
Si ate Conservatories. Successful 25 years, l'laychordsatonceandcomScientific yet easy to un]> ete piece in every key, within 4 lessons.
All music
derstand. Fully illustrated. For beginners or teachers, old or youn ;

^••^"OSi^sM^HM

Write today for 64-page free book, "lowto Study
Diploma eranfp<).
Music." M. L. QUINN CONSERVATORY, BOX 650 AC, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

free.

—Write

to the Epoch Producing Comthe musical numbers for the
"Birth of a Nation.". Address them at the Longacre Building, Forty-second Street and BroadJ.

L.

pany

regarding

way,

New York

City.

—

F. De'l H.
Lillian Gish can be reached in care
of the Fine Arts Film Company, Sunset Boule-

vard, Hollywood, California.
She was born in
Springfield, Ohio, on October 14, 1896. She made
her stage debut in 1902, in "The Little Red

She danced
company for two seasons,
Schoolhouse."

— Glad

in
too.

S.

to

Olive, junior,

favorite among the players, as I
many of them. Drop me another line
a

—

Wilbur Admirer. Crane Wilbur has been
playing in pictures for a good many years.
He
was with Pathe, then went to Lubin, and is now
being starred by the David Horsley Company at
He played opposite
Los Angeles, California.
Pearl White in "The Perils of Pauline," the first
serial that Pathe produced.
Evelyn

Larry.

Helen Holmes

—

It

is

nothing

>

office.
Dept. 633
___
NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
San Francisco
Chicago,
New York,

unusual

for

She is used to
taking all sorts of chances in the making of her
serials.
Grace Cunard and Francis Ford are now
appearing in "The Purple Mask" serial. Theda
Bara is a very nice girl, indeed, off the screen.
to dive off a

cliff.

Fox even goes

as far as to let her be real
I'll
while
in his pictures, too.
good once
speak to Jack about it.

Willie

in

a

Mary MacLaren Fan. — You

can address

Mary

MacLaren to Universal City, California, and she
Are you sure that you adwill get your letter.
dressed the letter correctly to Darwin Karr?
is

at the

Chicago,

Essanay Company, 1333 Argyle

He

'Street,

Illinois.

—

BE A TRAVELING SALESMAN

know so
when you

get the chance.

Lonesome. I know lots
would be satisfied with a

Hundreds of good positions now open. Experience
unnecessary. Earn while you learn. Write today for
large list of openings and testimonials from huudreds of members who are earning $100 to $500 a month. Address nearest

Sarah Bernhardt's

have another Olive on my
seems to have been swallowed up lately. She must have started a letter
to her favorite, Wallace Reid, which she has
not finished yet. I suppose I shall hear from her
as soon as she does.
Jackie Saunders has been
with Biograph, Pathe, Universal, and Balboa, but
never with the Essanay Company. Yes, I answer
all the letters that are addressed to the Picture
Oracle myself, and don't have any assistants to
help me out, either.
Yes, I do like mushrooms
once in a while. Yes, it is hard for me to pick
Olive

branch.

model

our liberal terms.
approval and SO days' trlsff,
Send for big free catalog and particulars of most
marvelous offer ever made on a bicycle. You will be
astonished at our low prices and remarkable terms.
FACTORY CLEARING SALE a limited number of
old models of various makes, $7 to $12. A few good
second-hand wheels $3 to $8. Write if you want a bargain,
res, lamps, wheels, sundries and repair parts for all makes
of bicycles, at half usual prices. Write us before buying,

DELIVERED FREE on

MEAD CYCLE

(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
rar at the Lasky Studios, Vine Street, -Hollywood,
California.
Louise Huff gets her letters at the
Famous Players Film Company, New York City,
and Claire Whitney journeys down to the Fox
Film Corporation at 130 West Forty-sixth Street

of

little

girls

that

photograph of
She
the one you have.
little
lady, and gets very
nice

Pauline Frederick like
is a mighty busy little
I think it is
time to do anything for herself.
very thoughtful of her to send a photograph of
herself to her admirers. Every time I see her she
Blanche Sweet hasn't a
rushed to death.
is

—

FOR 10

DAYS' WEAR
Flat Belcher Ring
No.

i.

mount-

Solid gold

Eight claw design
with flat wide band. Almost
a carat, guaranteed pennine Tifnite Gem.
Price
$12.75; only $3.00 upon aring.

Balance

rival.

$3

per

month. Can be returned at
our expense within 10 days.

Ladies' Ring
No. 2. Solid gold Tiffany
mounting. Has, a guaranteed genuine Tifnite Gem
almost a carat in size. Price
$12.25; only $3.00 upon ar_

Balance

rival.

$3

Here ia the most amazingly liberal offer ever made on wonderful gems. To quickly introduce
which in appearance and by every test are
into every locality our beautiful TIFNITE
eo much like a diamond that even an expert can hardly tell the difference— we will absolutely
and positively send them out
and on trial for 10 days' wear. But only 10,000 will be
shipped on this plan. To take advantage of it, you must act quickly.
Send the coupon
Send no money. Tell us which item you prefer— Ring, Pin or
LaValliere. We'll Bend your selection at once. After you see the beautiful, dazzling gem and
the handsome solid gold mounting— after you have carefully made an examination and decided
that you like it— if you believe you have a wonderful bargain and want to keep it, you may pay
for same in small easy payments as described in this advertisement. If, however, you can tell a
TIFNITE
from a genuine diamond, or for any reason you do not wish it, return at our

GEMS—

FREE

NOW!

GEM

expense.

per

month. Can be returned at
our expense within 10 days.

TIFNITE

Tooth Belcher Ring
No.3. Solid gold, six-prong
Guarantooth mounting.
teed genuine _ Tifnite Gem
almost a carat in size. Price
$12.25; only $3.00 upon arrival. Balance
$3 per
month. Can be returned at
our expense within 10 days.

Ladies' LaValliere
Solid gold throughout. Chain 15 inches long.
One-half carat guaranteed
genuine Tifnite Gem artis-

No,

4.

g^figS&IS

Send No Money
Send No References

Price $14.25: only $3

upon arrival. Balance
$3 per month. Can be returned at our expense within 10 days.

Scarf Pin
No.
out.

5. Solid gold throughbeautiful open circle

A

mounting. Half carat guaranteed Tifnite Gem. Price
$12.25; only $3.00

upon

rival.

$3

Balance

ar-

per

month. Can be returned at
our expense in 10 days.

THE

Tifnite

Rand McNally

Bldg.,

ping, and measure at the second joint. Send the
paper to us with order coupon._

strip of

Just send coupon. You do not obligate yourself in
any way. The coupon—only the coupon— brings you any
CO.
TIFNITE
of the exquisitely beautiful pieces shown and described
here.
If you want ring, state whether ladies' or
Rand McNally Bldg., Dept.101 , Chicago, III
gentlemen's, be sure to enclose strip of paper showNo...... on 10 days' approval.
Send me
ing exact finger measurement as explained above.
(In ordering ring, be sure to enclose size as described above).
Send coupon now and get a TIFNITE GEM on
If satisfactory, I agree to pay $3.00 upon arrival, and
this liberal offer. Wear it for 10 days on trial.
balance at rate of $3.00 per month. If not satisfactory.
All set in latest style solid gold mountings. Then
I will return same within ten days.
decide whether you want to keep it or not Send
for yours

The

MOUNTINGS

are recognized as the closest thing to a diamond ever discovered. In fact, it requires an expert
to distinguish between them. In appearance, a Tifnite and a diamond are as alike as two
peas. TIFNITE GEMS have the wounderful pure
white color of diamonds of the first water, the dazzling
fire, brilliancy, cut and polish.
They stand every
In Ordering Rings
diamond test— fire, acid and diamond file. The mountheavy paper so that the ends exactly meet when
drawn tightly around the second joint of finger on
ings are exclusively fashioned in latest designs— and
which you want to wear the ring. Be careful that
guaranteed solid gold
the measuring paper fits snugly without overlap-

tically mounted in genuine
latest style Blackenamelcircle.

GEMS

SOLID GOLD

now— today —sure

Company
Gem
Dept.101

Chicago,

Name.
HI.

Address.

GEM

—

(The Picture Oracle

LaGoutte-a-Goutte

RESTORES

GRAY HAIR

Faded ir

No maiter how gray, faded, strenked
or lifeless it may be, only one application of LaGoutte-a-Goutte will restore
the color to any shade of black, brown,
drab or red.
LaGoutte-a-Goutte is
harmless, does not discolor the scalp,
makes a lovely, rich, lasting color that
does not fade or rub off on the pillow.
Makes the hair soft and glossy, with a
natural, full-of-life appearance, and the hair can be
washed as usual. IT REQUIRES ONLY ONE APPLICA-

TION and NO AFTER

SHAMPOO

NECESSARY;

IS

takes only a few minutes, and can be applied by yourself
in the privacy of your home. Any one of 32 shades yon
wish is given from the ONE package. Price, $1.25, post-

Order direct, or, if you'd
paid.
well it will appear on your hair

Send

me a

Little

Hair—I'll Color

It

first like

to see

how

Lock of Your
Without Charge

Cut it close to head and sat/ what color you Uriah. I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff, oily or dry scalps, falling hair, setting
bald. etc. Write fully. Xo charge for frank opinion. "SECRETS
of BEAUTY," niv new booklet, mailed free on request.
-

L.

PIERREVALLIGNY,Room41,No.l4E. 44th

New York

St.,

Beautifully
Curly, Wavy

Hair Like
In three hours you can
just the prettiest

have

curls
is

and waves

when Liquid

used before rolling the hair in

!

And

Silmerine

curlers.

Liquid Silmerine
Easily applied with brush.
perfectly harmless.
Hair is nice and fluffy when combed out. Silmerine
Keeps hair fine and
is also a splendid dressing.
glossy.
Directions with bottle.
At your druggist's.
is

STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
BANISH THAT BUNION
ACHFELDT'S
Perfection Toe Spring
Worn

31 e

Marguerite Clark's favorite hobbies.

-

at night, with auxiliary appliance
for day use

Ura Nut. — Wallace Reid's hair
He wears it straight back. So you
Lockwood has grown
must

and sizes

in

our

i

in the

famous

m pro ve ments

1917 price offers.

.

Trial

"RANGER" line.

Extraordinary values

You cannot

afford to

buy without getting our latest propositions and
Factory-to-Rider prices.
Boys, be a "Rider Agent" and make big
money taking orders for bicycles and supplies.
Get our liberal terms on a sample to introduce
the

new "RANGER."

TIDCC
intd

equipment, sundries and everything
in the bicycle line; at half usual
prices. Write today. A post card will do.
I

Lighted
Motorbike

COMPANY
A |\ CYCLE
M|T
fc r%
Dept.
Chicago
%Jf

A-212

that

M.

is not curly.
think Harold

Well, well, well,

I

—Harry

Spingler is resting up at the
present time.
Bessie Barriscale made a decided
hit recently in "Bawbs of the Blue Ridge."

—

Cleo Madison Admirer. It has not been defiwhere the Cleo Madison Film Company will release its pictures. They have several offers under consideration at the present
time, and it is expected that they will announce
within a very short time information about the
release of these features.
Cleo is as busy as she
can be every day at her studio on Boyle Heights,
Los Angeles. Joe King is not with the Universal
Company. His latest work was with the Anchor
Film Company opposite Grace Davison in '"Hell
nitely decided

a State's rights release.

A. G. B. Violet Mersereau was born and
reared in Xew York.
She has seen twenty-one
summers turn into winters. Yes, she was on the
stage before entering pictures.
She is five feet
four; weighs one hundred and fifteen pounds, and
has dark-blue eyes with a mass of blond hair.
A complete description isn't it, Archie?

Paul Milhomme.
Dorothy Gish

at

—Address

the Fine

Love and
Arts Film Company,
Bessie

Sunset Boulevard, Holh wood, California; and
Anita Stewart at the Vitagraph Film Company,
Elm Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. Dorothy
Phillips can be reached at Universal City, Calir

fornia
and Norma Talmadge in care of the
Selznick Enterprises, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City. Bessie is seventeen, Anita twentyone, Dorothy Phillips twenty-four, Dot. Gish
nineteen, and Norma eighteen.
;

— "Snow

White"

one of Marguerite Clark's latest and best films.
Hazel Dawn is back on the stage, playing in the
"Century Girl" at the Century Theater, New
Pallas,
Morosco, Lasky, and Famous
York.
Players comprise the Paramount feature proDonald Brian is still playing in "Sybil,"
ducers.
on the legitimate. Henry Walthall is with Essanay still. His latest picture is "Little Shoes."
Mae Marsh is a very good little actress. She is
now starring for the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
Bessie Barriscale is with the Ince-Triangle
Company Vivian Martin is with Morosco Helen
Holmes works at the Signal Studios; and Helen
Yes, Lillian Gish is very
Gibson with Kalem.
beautiful.
You think that Charles Chaplin is
silly?
Well, who wouldn't be for the salary he's
getting?
Besides, $670,000 a year is enough to
is

freight prepaid on a new 1917 "RANGER"
bicycle. Write at once for our big catalog and
special offers.
Take your choice from 44 styles,

Marvelous

know

that.

Marguerite Clark's Admirer.

Full particulars and advize free
in plain envelope.
SI. At'HFELDT, Foot Specialist, Estab. 1901
MARBRIDGE BUILDING
Dept. D. H.
1328 Broadway (at 34th Street) New York

:olors

stout?

Harold about

tell

L. C.

Removes the Actual Cause
of the enlarged joint and bunion. Sent on
approval. Money back if not as represented.
Send outline of foot. Use my improved
Instep Support for weak arches.

30 Days Free

I

Pauline Frederick likes to read a lot, but don't
see where she gets the time to do it.

—

Own"
they remain a long time,

brother playing in pictures. Nazimova has gone
back on the stage after finishing "War Brides"
for Herbert Brenon. "The Slave Market" is one
of Pauline Frederick's latest films. Wallace Reid
is just twenty-five years old.
Motoring is one of

Hath Xo Fury,"

"Nature's

Continued.)

;

;

—

—

Continued.)
"off," but, really, Charles

(The Picture Oracle

make any one

a

little

a very sensible fellow.
him his salary.

Being

Bishop— William

Sella

S.

silly

is

is

what gets

Hart can be ad-

dressed at the Ince-Triangle Studios, Culver City,
I am afraid that it would be too
California.
of a journey for Hart to visit your-town.
Attleboro is some distance away from California,
and they need him out there all the time to turn
out photo plays for the Triangle Company.

much

Cleo.

—

month?

Well, how is everything with you this
The name Goldwyn is a combination of

the first part of Samuel Goldfish's last name and
If
the last part of Edgar Selwyn's .last name.
last
the
used
and
the}- had twisted things around,
part of Goldfish and the first part of Selywn,
they would have had a grand name for a film
company selfish. Sorry, but I can't even disclose

my

The Burlington

Smashes
Watch

Mail the

All

Coupon

TODAY

Competition

fot Free

Watch
Book

Look!
21 Ruby and Saphire Jewels
^
Adjusted to the

—

Adjusted

temperature

Adjusted,

W<—You're

long way from home if you
are going to boarding school in Philadelphia, and
In fact, you couldn't be much
live in California.
farther away, could you? Monroe Salisbury was
very good, indeed, as the Indian, AUesandro, in
•'Ramona," but his work as Le Grange, in "The
Eves of the World." far surpasses his former
sterling effort.

-

a

When was Theda

Bara

in

Oh, yes. Xew
twenty-six.
is a pretty good-sized little town, although
not noted for boarding schools.

Theda Bara

is

Los?

York
it

is

—

Gertie D. Ella Hall can be addressed by letShe is just
ter at Universal City, California.
She
twenty years old. Who'd 'a' thought it?
was with David Belasco in "The Grand Army
Man," and has been in pictures since 1910, having
been with Biograph, Reliance, and Universal.
Tack Pickford has been acting in pictures on and
He used to
off for about eight or nine years.
play with BiOgraph when D. W. Griffith directed
Grace Cunard has been in pictures for
there.
about five years.
P.

M.

L.

a list of

— Received your card.

your questions, as

I

Better write me
don't remember re-

ceiving the letter.

welcome.

—

don't know why certain readers
the ages and birthplaces of the
different players, and don't care, as far as that
All I do is answer them as best
is concerned.
Maybe they think they were born in the
I can.
same town, or have a dozen other reasons. I
never try to figure out the cause of other people's
troubles. If they are troubled, that is enough for
me. It takes all my energy figuring out answers
to their questions.
Charles Ray is still with the

E.

want

Z.

to

D.

I

know

Ince-Triangle

Company,

to

Genuine Mont-

gomery Rail-

road Died—

"New ideas

in

TJiin Cases.
Every ftehtfns vessel In the
U. S. Navy has the Burlington

Watch aboard. This includes

—

every
every torpedo boat
submarine as well aa the big
Some
have
Dreadnoughts.
Over
30u Burlingtoos aboard.

Only
And

—

all o* <vhis for $2.50
only $2.50 per
month —a great reduction in watch price— direct to

you

— positively the exact prices the wholesale dealer

would have to pay. Think of the high-grade, guaranteed watch we offer here at such a remarkable
price. And if you wish, you may pay this price at
the rate of only $2.50 a month. Indeed, the days of
exhorbitant watch prices have passed

See

It Firs

You don't pay a cent

to

anybody

until

You

you see the

don't buy a Burlington watch without seeing it.
Look at the Bplendid beauty of the watch itself. Thin model,
handsomely shaped— aristocratic in every line. Then look at
the works! There you will 6ee the masterpiece of watch
makers skill.
timepiece adjusted to positions, tempera*
ture and isochronism.

watch.

A

—Here

are the two motion-picture
The
first one is the Kxuema
in
magazines
Japan.
Record, which is printed at Xo. 7 Minami-tomizak-acho. Asakusa, Tokyo. The other publication
Xo Sckai, which is situated at
is the Katsitdo
Morikawacho, Hongo, Tokyo, Japan.
You're

Miss Japan.

to

—
isochronism —
Adjusted to
position —
55 year gold
strata case —

identity to such a steady correspondent

as yourself.

F. B.

^

second —

having

signed

up

re-

•.aaavBBBaaaarf

FreeWatch
Free Watch ^/Book
Coupon

BooknJ!

£

Burlington Watch Co.

vy
7 ocuuiii
Yon will
coupon
itS^Sf
Chicago, Hi
DepL1585
know a lot more about watch
(without
buying when you read it. Jr Pleas ? BenS me prepaid)
obligations and
Yon
4r
oe able
aoie to "sfeer
steer
1 ou will
^ in be
your freQ book on watc hea

this

r

/ ^.^^^i
/f

.

«ash or S2.50 a month offer
>fthe
BurilD ton Watch

Clear" of the OVer-oriced
Watches Which are no
better. Send the cou- Jf
pon today for the book >

and our

offer.

19th St

>'*

& Marshall
1585

Chicago

full

s

explanation of your

on

-

Jr

Burlington f
Watch Co. /
Blvd., Dept.

with

Name.

Address..

jT

/

Last chance at old prices— date prices go op wilt
be announced— write at once for catalogs

—

—

MOVIE
STARS
AUTOGRAPHED PICTURES
GRAPHED PANEL POR-

pany.

I

TRAITS

of the leading
Screen Celebrities, each
inches.
Just the
thing to decorate your
room or den. Mailed any-

send

4x8

get into

AUTO-

where for
Bushman
Pauline

And

Doug-las Fairbanks

William Farnum
Marguerite Clark
Blanche Sweet

Pearl White

Theda Bara
Wm. S. Hart

Gerald ine Farrar

A

MOLYNEAUX

B.

New York

Box 49

SCHOOLS
VIFNF
V 11-alY.Li The A cknowle deed

cal Training-.
Students' School, Theatre
and Stock Co.
Afford New York Appearances. For catalog-ue, write

D IRWIN,

Secretary

9

Mentioning Study Desired

I

^

20 Year*
Authority on

DRAMATIC
STAGE
PHOTO-PLAY
AND
DANCE ARTS

Each department a large school in it
Academic, Technical, and Practi

self.

(.225•tp

City

Est .

I

West

near
—

57th

»T»f|gyTIMa

Street,
BrwwMrnW
||

Broadway,

New

.

TTrwrBn

ii

|[|

||

love

fruit, but can't tell you where to
you addressed it to the office it might
the box with bad manuscript and ruin.

If

it.

the office force can't be trusted before lunch.
I must suffer
but thanks.

—

Wheeler Oakman Fan.
for your nice

and 32 Others

W.

that

Guess

Mary Pickford

Frederick
Henry B. Walthall
Anita Stewart

Mine. Petrova
Annette Kellermann
Wallace Reid
Clara Kimball Young:
Dorothy Gish

Post Office

Continued.)
concern for two more years.
Address him at the Culver City Studios, California.
Irving Cummings is with the Fox Comwith

Beautiful Sepia

Francis X.

(The Picture Oracle

cently

note.

Gish Girl, Indianapolis.

We

REAL

valuable booklet which contains the
FACTS.
revise poems, compose and arrange music, secure copyright and facilitate
free publication or outright sale.
Start right with reliable concern offering
a legitimate proposition. Send us your work to-day fat free examination.
this

TheatreBui!d5Eg
KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS 100Gaie^
e
York City
New
f

3% c a Day
now huys a
brilliance

is

dazzling- Lachnite Gem. Their
eternal— they stand tire and acid tests
If you can tell a

and cut glass like diamonds.
Lachnite from a diamond, send
free

trial.

Set in solid gold.

it

back.

HAROLD LACHMAN COMPANY

MAGAZINE
Lettering and Chalk- talking.

Criticises amateurs' work. Interesting,
helpful, artistic.
Satisfaction guaran- \Ji
toed or money refunded. 10c a copy, $1 a
year. Send$1 NOW.stamps or bill, to "^*vvll

LOCKWOOD,
303

Editor

'

KalamazoOt Mich.

RID

OF THAT

FAT

TRIAL, TREAT2VIEIVT

Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-reduced''
My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound

offer.

No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
a day.
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR.

R.

286

York.

NEW 11 A IX,
Fifth

Avenue,

Licensed Phvsicipn,
New York.
Desk C-48

^WsBookletFREE
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
j You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
earn big money right in your own home in spare
time.

No previous experience necessary. Our

easy

home course

turns out more successful

other schools together.
Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet,
valuable information, Special Price and Prize Offer.
Chicago Photoplaywright College, Box 278XY, Chicago

scenario writers than

all

I

do

!

I

;

;

New York

City.

—

— Better

write again about your photo.
that write
for photographs of the stars do not get them. In
my acquaintance I have been shown numerous
letters by different players, and asked if I could
make out the address or the name. I have even
seen a number where they wrote the name and
Better write
forgot the address, or vice versa.
not
made
any of
again, and be sure you have
these mistakes.
It is

signments, articles and
lessons on Cartooning,
Designing, Illustrating, b

New

course

Essanay Company, 1333 Argyle Street. Chicago,
Illinois
Anita Stewart at the Vitagraph Studios,
Elm Avenue, Brooklyn, New York; Marguerite
Snow at the Artcraft Company, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York City; and dainty little Marguerite Clark at the Famous Players Film Com-

Nora

and art students
Publishes cash art as-

for artists

State

— Of

my

Jim. No, I haven't forgotten you. It
just had to be that your answer waited until
there was a little room. Kathlyn Williams is one
of the best little actresses we have.

12 N. Michigan Avenue, Dept. 1585, Chicago, III.

FREE

all

Sunny

ur n

GET

much

W

pany,

Write for Big Jewelry Book £S d r §?I *i s
enongh.No oblifrationswhatever. Write today— now.

Dept.

very

fact,

10 days'

The newest designs.

G. H.

In

old friends when they write
7
again.
rite to Alice Brady at the World Film
Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New
York City Henry B. Walthall in care of the

recognize

Write for

— Thanks

for both of
them. If you blow me a kiss, as you say, be sure
some ill wind doesn't get hold of it, and carry it
astray to some one for whom it was not intended. Yes, Wheeler is Mabel Normand's leading man, now.
He was with Lew Cody in the
picture at first, but when Lew was transferred to
Keystone your friend Oak Jiad things all to himself.
Lew Cody is the gentleman that played
opposite Bessie Barriscale in the Mutual masterpicture, "The Mating."
You are in error about
the Vernon Castle question.
Think it over. I
didn't know that you were referring to my little
friend, Olive, junior.
I thought you meant another Olive.
little

B.

no wonder that some of the fans

— See

three answers above yours for
From all reports,
Marguerite Clark's address.
Charles Chaplin runs second to Douglas Fairbanks in the salary race in the movies now, and
Mary Pickford comes third. Marguerite is not
going to desert the screen for some time to come.
B.

R. B.

Margaret K.

— How

do you expect me to
when you seal up the stamped

P.

write you a letter
envelope that you inclose?
C. T. G. L.

I.

—

I

remember you,

all right,

under

the heading last time of C. T. A. P. N. J. Why
Lillian Gish is twenty-one. while
the change?
Norma
Dorothy, her sister, is but nineteen.

—

(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
Talmadge is nineteen, and Constance seventeen.
Marguerite Clark is thirty. What good are all
Mae
these ages going to do you, anyway?
is
Margaret
Marsh is twenty, and her sister
Fannie Ward is forty-seven.
Douglas Fairbanks was
Billie Burke is thirty.
Henry Walthall was
in
1883.
born in Denver
born in 1878. George Stone is almost eight years
Jewel Carmen
Yes, you heard correctly.
old.
has left the Triangle Company and joined the
five

years older.

forces at their Western Avenue Studios, at
Her first picture for
Hollywood, California.
that company was in support of William Far-

Fox

of Two Cities," which was diNo, she is not going to
Lloyd.
Frank
rected by
So the Picture
releases..
"vamp" in her Fox
Oracle serves as a referee in the arguments between you and your sister ? I have had several

num,

in

"A Tale

letters that tell

old

Picture

"Till

referee.

me

the same tale

Oracle

is

we meet

—that

the poor

working overtime as
again

!"

is

a

good.

—

Well, you picked a good man
William
S. Hart is in California now,
admire.
to
I think you
at the Ince studios in Culver City.
were quite lucky to get the picture. However,

Helen Totter.

was so interesting that I sent it to
Bill, and you may receive that much-desired note
from him yet. Just wait a while. Bill is a dandy
fellow, and deserves every word of praise you
gave him. I am quite sure that he will be touched
by your letter. Not only do you laugh and cry
I am
with hirrv— he does the same with you.

your

letter

going to keep that picture if he ever sends it
back. Who is the mysterious person with a muff
around her neck?
D.

around

D.

— Claire

in

Anderson is
Keystone comedies.

still

parading

—

Cathryn Pen. The next Metro picture in
which Harold Lockwood and May Allison will
be seen is "The Hidden Children," which is
Oscar Apfel's first production for this company.
Harold lives in Los Angeles, while May and her
mother have a very pretty little house in Hollywood, right near the Yorke studio, so it doesn't
take her long to get to work. Harold Lockwood
was born on April 12, 1887. May Allison first
saw the light of day in 1895. Certainly, write
again.

Veta Admirer.

—

Mutual has already released
Frank Powell production, "Charity." I don't
know what picture your favorite will appear in

Wrinkles

Removed
New

By

Secret Method

WONDERFUL

results!

7* Wrinkles and age

banished.
cret

Yes, this

lines
se

new

method works marvels.

You should learn about it
right now. Learn how it
makes the skin as smooth,
clear and beautiful as the
famous complexions of
the Japanese women.
(You know how

soft, sat-

iny and lovely their skins

matter how longyou may have suffered
from these blemishes, no
matter what you have
tried, get the information
we will g-ladly send about
the Princess Tokio treatment. Get the Princess Tokio Beauty Book. It is free.
It tells you how to have the
perfect skin beauty that all
women long for. Yours for
the coupon. Send now.
are.) No.

-

No Massage. No Plasters.
No Masks. No Rollers.
No Exercise.
None

Edna Hunter
Famous "Movie"
Star, says of the
Princess Tokio

But a simple, easy

of these.

treatment you use in the privacy of
your room. Only a few minutes re-

Treatment:

quired.
The skin made flawless,
fresh, young-looking-. Used and recommended by society leaders and
prominent actresses.

"After a hard day I
just apply Princess

Tokio

and every

trace of fatigue,
strain and roug-hness
banishes like magic.
I gave it to a friend
whose face was be-

Guaranteed

coming- wrinkled and
she says it wiped the
wrinkles off in no

Our leg-al, binding- money-back
g-uarantee g-oes with each treatment.
If the Princess Tokio treatment
should fail in your case, taken according- to our plain, simple directions, your money will be cheerfully

time. I wish you all
the success you so
richly deserve."

refunded upon demand.

ri„ AA

F

Princess Tokio

I f£f£ Beauty Book

The whole story of the Princess Tokio treatment told. The
wonders it accomplishes. How complexions, once 'hopeless,"
have been restored to youthful beauty.
How years have been taken off women's
'

looks. All this valuable, private information is given in this book now ready for
distribution. Get your copy now. (Sent
Learn the
in plain, sealed envelope.)
secret of a perfect skin. Learn how the
American woman can rival the complexion
charms of the Japanese. No cost. No obligation. It is free.

the

"Charity" is the last one that I know of.
Honest, I mustn't give way to my feelings, and
agree with you that I would like to hug certain
parties.
My sex must be guarded.

next.

—

Doomed! Why
Typhoon" was not

the

forlorn

Lasky

heading?

"The

was proHayakawa
with
Sessue
duced
by Thomas H.
Ince.
Gladys Brockwell was the girl.
Theda
was very good in that picture. Can't say they
are uplifting.
Sometimes a little rouge on the
lips helps an actress's appearance a whole lot.
Fannie Ward's age is a question.
Some say
a

picture.

It

Send

Coupon

NOW!
^

sig-n and mail
is all. It will bring-

the coupon. That
you the Princess Jr
Beauty Book by return

Just

Tokio

Every woman ought to
We want you to

mail.

have
have

gEAOTygoofC

it.

f
f

f

Princess Tokio Co.
Dept. 27
Federal Life Building
Chicago, 111.

f ™
Please send me free and with-

Don't put off sendPut the coupon in J?
JT
the mail right now.
it.

ing\

er

f

TokiO CO.
Dept. 27
/

PrillCeSS

Federal life BIdg
Chicago, 111.

cess Tokio Beauty

sealed envelope.

•/

f

Name.

Address

c

out obligation on

my part Prin-

Book

in plain

—

piCTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE
The

Advertiser.

ment

cost $1.60

people

they

—and

who pay

want

rate

the

15

best

PLAY MAGAZINE

is

but 40 cents a

sum

this small

new

a

offers

line

the Classified

field for

—a four-line announce-

your message

carries

to 150.000

PICTURE-PLAY because
kind published. PICTURE-

cents per issue for

magazine of
growing

is

its

rapidly,

now

and

offers

a rare

opportunity for the small advertiser to cash in on a growing market.

Minimum

maximum

space. 4 lines;

30

lines.

FORMS FOR NEXT NUMBER WILL CLOSE APRIL
Business Opportunities
The owner of a
IS HE CRAZY?
plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough

figs raised

to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest

in the factory by writing

Farms

Company,

1158

Eubank

Keystone,

Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for 86 per month.

Your

profit

should

be

81,000

Motion Picture Plays — Continued.

Games

madness,

Big prices
Great demand. We show you
how. Get free particulars. Rex Publishers, Box 175 P-l, Chicago.

—

INVESTORS MAGAZINE FREE

Investment Journal"'
tells how this was done. This magazine gives facts about the real earning power of money. Tells how many
have started on the road to fortune.
We will send it three months Free.
If you want to make money, write
Hoffman
for 1his magazine today.
'"Hoffman's

Trust Company, 723 Carter Building,
Houston, Texas.

modern

studio
requirements for writing photoplays:
something new; mailed on receipt of
81.00, including sample manuscript.
California Scenario Company, Inc.,
Los Angeles, California.
1917

JOIN Universal "Movie" Club
World.

SEE HERE! We want your ideas for
photoplays and stories! Submit them
We'll criticise them
in any form.
Big
Free, and Sell on commission.
money

writing. Details Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeepsie, X.Y.

SCENARIOS, manuscripts

typewritten, ten cents per page. Spelling
corrected, extra carbon copy furnished, free. Marjorie Homer Jones,
322 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

Get acquainted with "fans"

Learn this great inNew, interestine!
6-months membership 25c. Universal
Movie Club, Box 829, Cincinnati, Ohio

and players!

"Photoplay Pointers'' and Model
Scenario sent free. Photoplay ideas
wanted, any form. Experience unnecessary.
Paramount Photoplays
Co., Box 1402-PP21, Los Angeles, Calif.

Motion Picture Business
835.00 Profit Nightly. Small Capital
Starts You. No experience needed.
teach you. Our machines are

used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Catalog and Testimonials Free. Reliable Film Exchange,
454 Franklin Bldg., Chicago, 111.

MOTION PICTURE POSITIONS
throughout the country. Theaire
and studio work. Either sex. E Send ten
perience not essential.
cents — coin or stamps — for lisr
The Central
and full details.
Motion Picture Exchange, Box II
136,

Chicago,

Illinois.

ideas for Photo-

plays, Stories, etc.!

will accept

We

them in Any form — correct Free
Bie Rewards!
s 41 on Commission.
Make money. Write us Now Writer's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.
!

T. S.

WANTED — Stories, articles, poems,

We pay on acceptance. Offers
submitted.
Send Mss. to Cosmos
Magazine. 1100 Washington. D. C.
etc.

Entertainments.
Large catalog free.

Drills,

goods.

Denison

<fc

Co., Dept. 67.

Chicaeo.

Photoplay Text Books
"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTOPLAY," by C. Winkopp. 1342 Prospect
Ave., Bronx. New York City. Price
25 cents.

Contains model scenario,

"Where to Sell," "How to Build
Plots," "Where to Get Plots," etc.

PHOTOPLAYS. PLOTS, ORIGIN A L

Wanted; Submit in any form:
noprize contest or instruction school;
protection guaranteed. Enclose return postage. California Scenario
Company, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
Stories

Patents and Lawyers
PATENT Your Ideas— 89.000

offered

for certain inventions. Books. "How
to Obtain a Patent," and "What
Send rough
to Invent," sent free.
sic etch for free report as to patentManufacturers constantly
ability.
writing us for patents we have ob-

We

advertise
tained.
for sale at our expense.
Address
20 years.

Chandlee. Patent
Street,

Authors

WANTED — Your

Make up

of

We

Motion Picture Plays

Entertainment

PLAYS. Yaudeville Sketches, Monologues, Dialogues. Speakers. Minstrel Material. Jokes. Recitations.
Tableaux.

PHOTOPLAYS;

dustry thoroly.

TO YOU. 810 invested with us has
made others 8290.00 in few months.

&

1917

PHOTOPLAYS wanted.

paid.

per

Some think this man is crazy
for giving away such valuable land,
but there may be method in his
year.

20th ?

Established

Chandlee

Attorneys.

Washington, D.

IDEAS

your patent
1022

&

F

C.

WANTED— Manufacturers

for patents procured
through me. Four books with list
hundreds of inventions wanted sent
I help you market your invenfree.
Advice free. R. B. Owen. 39
tion.
Owen Building, Washington, D. t'.

are

writins

—

Continued.)

^The Picture Oracle
forty-one.

has even
ages
three
These are the

Others say forty-seven.

been put at fifty-three.
Take your
she is quoted at.
a grab.
make
and
your eyes,

It

own

pick.

Shut

—

O. Any relation of O. Henry? Charles
Ray, John Hines, and Bobby Harron are all very
Hines is supporting Marie Dressclever boys.
Harron
ier now, while Charles Ray and Bobby
give
I'll
plays.
Triangle
in
are being starred
is
he
think
I
that
Johnny a little boost by saying
a very good comedian.

Henry

Every Blemish Removed
In
I

Ten Days

Will Tell Every Reader of This

Paper
Your

How FREE.

Complexion Makes or
Your Appearence

Mars

•

—

K. K. Mistakes in detail are
bound to happen even to the best of them. You
and your girl friend were probably the only ones
Did
that noticed that slight slip in "The Rink."
blond
wears
a
White
Pearl
rules?
you read the
Olga Petrova's hair photographs black.
wig.
There isn't any studio near you where you could
E.

Worms

A.

try to

work

after school hours,

— Good

of my old
readers like ydurse±f forgotten the rules so soon ?
Yes, the Matt Moore that played opposite Mary

Pelham.

heavens

Has one

!

Pickford in "The Pride of the Clan" was
Moore's brother.

Owen

—

A. Mabel Normand does not play with
Her last picture
Roscoe Arbuckle any more.
Grace DarLights."
Bright
with him was "The
Douglas Fairbanks
ling was with International.
Included in
changes leading ladies very often.
the list of those who have played opposite him
are Seena Owen, Gladys Brockwell, Marjorie
Wilson. Bessie Love. Jewel Carmen, and Alma
Rueben. and now Mildred Harris is his leading
Ruth changes the mode of wearing her
lady.
Dorothy Gish has nice
hair to suit her parts.
hair.
They are her own, too
long strands of
V.

!

— Mabel

Xormand

playing in big features now at the head of her own company.
N >rma Talmadge is playing for Selznick with
her own company, but her sister Constance is
Constance is the younger.
with the Fine Arts.
Wallace Reid is playing opposite Myrtle Stedman
Blanche Sweet has left
at the present writing.
the Lasky Company, and is taking a rest.

M. A.

—

Dick who
J.
your question.

E.
in

H.

The

didn't get that last

I

?

—

You are
J. L.
picture business

is

all
is

wrong,

not at

its

name

my

dear lady.
highest point,

Just watch the development
by any means.
within another year, and I am sure that you will
agree with me.

—

Inquisitive Xo. i. A permit is not needed to
go through Universal City. They charge a regular admission price of twenty-five cents to get in
the place. If you happen to know some one on
the lot, however, they can get a pass for you.

Jim Lanene.

— Creighton

Hale was the Laughing Mask in the "Iron Claw" that you wondered
so much about.
He was one of them. At the
end of the picture, it was found that there were
about seven of them, but Hale was the ringleader
of the bunch.

PEARL LA SAGE,
tell

women of

former actress
the most remarkable
ment ever known.

who now

offers to

complexion treat-

This great beauty marvel has instantly produced a sensation.
Stubborn cases have been cured that baffled physicians aud
beauty specialists for years. You have never in all your life used
or heard of anything like it. Makes muddy complexions, red
spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions vanish almost like magic.
No cream, lotion, enamel, salve, plaster, bandage, mask, massage, diet or apparatus, nothing to swallow. It doesn't matter
whether or not your complexion is a "fright," whether y outface is full of muddy spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing:
pimples and eruptions, or whether your skin is rough and
"porey," and you've tried almost every thing under the sun to
get lid of the blemishes. This wonderful treatment, in just ten
days, positively removes every blemish and beautifies your
skin in a marvelous way. You look years younger. It gives
the skin the bloom and tint of purity of a freshly-blown rose.
In ten days you can be the subject of wild admiration by all
your friends, no matter what your age or condition of health.
All methods now known are cast aside. There is nothing to
wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands,
shoulders are beautified beyond your fondest dreams. All this
I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes in your
mirror in ten days. This treatm ent is absolutely harmless to the
most delicate skin, and very pleasant to use. No change in yoi r
mode of living is necessary. A few minutes every day does it.
To every reader of this paper I will give full details of this
really astounding treatment. Let me show you. You do not risk
a penny. Send me no money —j list send your name and address
on the free coupon below and I will give you full details by
return mail.

I—-—. FREE

COUPON.

—

—.

PEARL LA SAGE,

Suite 492
2119 Michigan Ave., Chicago,

g
111.

I

I am a reader of this paper and am entitled to know full
details of the sensationnl, harmless, scientific method for
giving- marvelous beauty to the complexion and removingevery blemish in ten davs. There is no obligation whatsoever on
part for this information.

my

£

|
I

Name

g

Street

„

State

City
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DO YOU WANT A FREE BOX OF KOSKOTT

HAIR GROWER
That

is

reported so remarkably successful?

Everybody Desires

SUPERB HAIR GROWTH
If you would like to grow hair on a bald spot, to
stop falling hair, or completely banish dandruff,
why not test the true value of Koskott?
E. E. Wurster writes: "7 spent many a dollar without results, but
Koskott did wonders for me.
This
I feel it my duty to recommend it.
photo shows me after using' Koskott — / wish I had one taken when my
hair was all gone, so people could see how Koskott works. "
(Address on application.)

We

$

offer

500 Cash Guarantee
we

can produce over 1000 genuine testimonials.
READ THESE EXCERPTS FROM LETTERS; WE HAVE LEGIONS MORE,
that

"For eight or nine years I have been a baldheaded man; the top of my head was as bare as
my hand. Now hair is growing again, it is the most
wonderful thing I ever saw."— Lee Fish, Clayton
Co.,

"For growing hair and making

Alleghany

Iowa.

can no longer find the place where the
bald spot was; the hair is as long there as on any
other place of the head."— Matt Bagley, Itasca
"I

Minn.
•'My hair has quit falling out, my scalp itches
no more and new hair is growing thickly." — Mrs.
Co.,

Lundeen, Multnomah Co., Oregon.
"After being bald 20 years, my head is mostly
covered with new hair; am well pleased."— Geo.
Van Wyck, Union Co., N. J.
"The baldness on my head has entirely disappeared, being covered with hair, by use of

J.

Koskott Hair
Maryland.

Grower."— Prof. C. E.

Bowman,

it

beautiful

there is nothing like Koskott, for my hair is now a
surprise to all my friends. I am telling everybody
of your wonderful hair grower."— Mrs. W. Rabiger,
Co., Pa.

"Koskott has started a new growth of hair on
my head."— R. C. Cunningham, Abbeville Co., S. C.
"The hair is now about an inch long on my
head where there was not a hair in 30 years; Koskott
did it."—J._J. Ellis, Minnesota.
"Four months ago my scalp was bare; now it is
covered with a nice growth of hair and it is growing
nicely."—W. C. Colman, Red River Co., La.

"One sample box and one full box of Koskott
my head where I was perfectly
bald." —A. W. Bowser, Butler Co., Pa.

have grown hair on

"I was bald and never could find anything to
bring the hair back until I used Koskott." Esther

—

Arnett, Wallace Co., Ky,
"My daughter's hair grew four inches in two months. She is very enthusiastic in her recommendation of
Koskott, as she thought her hair had been irreparably injured by a severe fever she had six years ago. Although
she had tried many well-known and widely advertised hair tonics, Koskott is the first Jiair preparation to start
a new growth of hair on her head. "—Mrs. J. Dindinger (daughter's photo below).

BOX
FREE
TO
YOU
We
offer fo send you a testing box of Koskott
FREE, postpaid. It is probably different from anything
you ever used on your scalp before. It is inexpen-

We know

that Koskott has
losing or
had lost their hair and feared they must remain bald

sive because concentrated.

surprised and delighted many
throughout

who were

life.

What Koskott has done for others' hair, why
not for yours?
If you have entire or partial baldness, alopecia
areata (bald spots) barbers' itch, dandruff, dry scalp,
brittle hair, falling hair, if you get a lot of hair on your
comb whenever you use it, itching scalp, or other
hair or scalp trouble, try Koskott.
,

MISS

BERTHA DINDINGER

(Address on application)

You Need Only Ask

FREE BOX

of Koskott—a postcard
for a
Parcel will be sent you promptly, postpaid, and under plain
cover with full directions; and you can soon decide what it will do for you.

will do.

KOSKOTT LABORATORY,

1269 Broadway, 986 C,

f*T% All 7 II il IO
IwKiiWW 11/4 liC

NEW YORK

CITY

A TYPEWRITER
REVOLUTION
New Machines for Half the Former Price
the very height of its success, The Oliver Typewriter Company again upsets the
typewriter industry. Just as it did in 1896, when it introduced visible writing and forced
all others to follow.
Now this powerful Company world wide in influence calls a halt
to old expensive ways of selling typewriters.
It frees buyers of a wasteful burden.

At

—

A

company strong enough,

large

This is the first time in history that a new, standard $100 typewriter has heen offered for $40. We do
not offer a' substitute model, cheaper, different or reRead all the secret facts in our document, enbuilt.
The Reason
titled '"The High Cost of Typewriters
and The Remedy." The coupon below mailed today
will bring you one copy.

enough* and

startling thing like
brave enough to do a
this, deserves a hearing.
The full facts are set
forth in our amazing exposure, entitled ''The
big,

—

—

High Cost of Typewriters The Reason and The
Remedy." One copy will be mailed to you if you
send us the coupon below.

HOW WE DO

SAVE $51

IT

This Oliver Nine

Oliver Typewriter Company
will maintain no expensive sales force of 15,000
salesmen and agents it will pay no high rents in
50 cities. There will be no idle stocks.
You, Mr. User, will deal direct now with the

Henceforth

the

the
ever

;

—

actual manufacturer.
No middlemen no useless
end the waste and give you the savings.
You get the $51 by being your own salesman. And
we gain economies for ourselves, too. So it isn't
philanthropy. Just the new efficient way of doing
business to meet present day economic changes.
Xote this fact carefully.
offer the identical,
Oliver Nine the latest model brand new, for
$49, the exact one which was $100 until March 1st.

tolls.

We

—

We

—

finest,

built.

is

a 20-year development.

It

costliest, most successful typewriter
It is yours for 10 cents per day

is

we
in

Everyone can own a
monthly payments of $3.00.
typewriter now. Will any sane person ever again pay
$100 for a standard typewriter when the Standard
Visible Oliver Nine sells for $49?
Send today for your copy of our book and further
details.

You'll be surprised.

—

TRIAL

THE LATEST MODEL
Do not confuse this offer of the Oliver Typewriter
Company itself of a brand new, latest model Nine
—with offers of second-hand or rebuilt machines.

—

No money down

— no

read our book you

may

O. D.
After you
ask for an Oliver for
Be your own salesman.
You decide in the privacy
or home, as you use the
C.

days free trial.
Save yourself $51.
of your own office
Oliver.
Then if you want to own an Oliver you
may pay at the rate of 10 cents per day.
Mail the coupon now for "The High Cost of
Typewriters The Reason and The Remedy."
Cut the coupon out now.
It rips off the mask.

five

—

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1255 Oliver Typewriter BIdg.

,

Chicago,

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER
1255 Oliver Typewriter

111.

CO.

BIdg., Chicago,

111.

Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me
your book "The Hhrh Cost of Typewriters— The Reason and The Remedy," de luxe catalogs and further

—

information.

Name

Over 600,000 Sold

••••

Street Address
J^City

j

State
|

NE,l9f

MilKWeed CtSattt
"From

when
Ingram's Milkweed Cream
was my beauty preservthe time

'

throughout a trying
wind and cold and
burning sun, to my present strenuous demands, I
have depended on your
products. My complexion
and skin are in perfect
condition due wholly to
Ingram's Milkweed Cream.
And I find nothing better
than your Face Powder
and Rouge."
er,'

trip in

—

Cleo
Send us

6c in

Ridge ly.
stamps for

cntr

Room Package containing
Ingram's Face Powder and
Guest

Rouge in novel purse packets,
and Milkweed Cream, Zodenta
Tooth Powder, and Perfuine in
Guest

Room

sizes.

"A woman

can be young but once, but she can be youth-

always."
It is the face that tells the tale of time.
FaithMilkweed
ful use of Ingram's
Cream will keep the skin fresh
and youthful. Sarah Bernhardt began its use twenty years
ago today she is proclaimed "y°un g at seventy-one."
Ingram's Milkweed Cream is a time-proven preparation.
1917
marks its thirty-second year. It is more than a "face cream" of the
ordinary sort.
There is no substitute for it.
It is a skin-health cream.
IN
Buy It in Either Size, SOc. or $1.00
THERE
EVERY
IS
of
glow"
use
touch
to
show
proper
a
a
"Just
JAR
BEAUTY
ful

—

A

Ingram's Rouge.
safe preparation for delicately
heightening the natural color of the cheeks. The coloring matter is not absorbed by the skin.
Daintily perfumed. Two shades brunette and blonde SOc.

—

—

Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Established 1885

Windsor, Canada

31 Tenth

St., Detroit,
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Mich., U. S. A.
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Tabulator Stops
Marginal Stops

Adjustable Paper Guide

Forced Alignment Fork
want, throug-h this advertisement,
to establish as friendly business relations with you as I possibly can.
I want you to realize also, that it is
earnest effort and intention to
give you full honest value for
every dollar that you spend with
me. This is the only way I can sucaj>ceed. My advertisement has
peared in the leading magazines
continuously for more than four
years.

I

Platen Release

I

Line

Space

usxment

Carriage
Release'

my

Carnage Return
and Automatic

Spacer
Back Spacer

Ribbon Reverse
Ribbon Shift &
Stencil Cutter

I am building* up my business on
the foundation of good value and
square dea'ings. I am saving- thousands of satisfied customers thousands of do lavs, by supplying- perfect
— late style—visible writing-— typewriters,- at remarkably low prices.

my transactions are handled
throughout by personal corresponI assure you every courtesy
dence.
and consideration, in your dealing-s
with me. Your order will have my
prompt, careful* personal attention.
I will be glad to do business with
All

you.

Tabulator Bar

ALL LATEST IMPROVEMENTS

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
Free

TRIAL—Use As You Pay

Send me only $2.50 a month until the low total price
paid, and the machine is yours

of $48.80

is

This is absolutely the most generous typewriter offer ever made. Do not rent a
machine when you can pay $2.50 a month and own one. Think of it Buying a

—

$100.00 machine for $48.80.

Cash

price, $45.45.

Never before has anything

been attempted.

like this

SMITH

"vSBSP L. C.

—

Perfect machines, standard size, keyboard of standard universal arrangement universally used
in teaching the touch system, The entire line of writing completely visible at all times, has the inbuilt tabulator, with billing devices," the two color ribbon—with automatic reverse and key controlled shift, automatic flexible paper feed— automatic paper fingers, the back space? ball bearing car- /
riage action— ball bearing shift action bail bearing type bars in fact, every late style *
feature and modern operating convenience. Comes to you with everything complete, /
tools, cover, operating book and instructions, ribbon, practice paper— nothing extra *

—

—

——————

—

H.A. Smith

to buy. You cannot imagine the perfection of this beautiful reconstructed typewriter until you .
Room 342-231 N. Fifth Ave.,
have seen it. I have sold several thousand of these perfect latest style L,. C. Smith f
machines at this bargain price, and every one of these thousands of satisfied cus- /
CHICAGO. ILL.
tomers had this beautiful, strictly up-to-date machine on five days' free trial /
before deciding to buy it. I will send it to you F. O. B. Chicago for five days' free *
Ship me the L. C. Smith
trial.
It will sell itself, but if you are not satisfied that this is the greatest /
F. O. B. Chicago, as detypewriter you ever saw, you can return it at
expense. You won't want /
scribed in this advertiseto return it after you try it—you cannot equal this wonderful value anywhere. .
ment. I will pay you the

my

You Take No Risk—Put

In

Your Order

/

Now

/

$40.00

S^£
The
t

balance
t B

of

the SPE-

g^

S

p

2SitS!

title to remain in you until
deposit with the express agent $8. 80 and take the machine
for five days' trial. If you are convinced that it is the best typewriter you ever saw #
It is understood
fully paid for.
keep it and send me $2.50 a month until my bargain price of $48.80 is paid. If you don't /
that I have five days in which to
want it, return it to the express agent, receive your $8.80 and return the machine »
ova^i^o onri t-r^fho tunpwritpr Tf T
to me.
I will pay the return express charges.
This machine is guaranteed lust '
^
X *to Keep 1T1
x ™iw^o^rf«iVi
Will careiuiiy
choose not
as If you paid $100.00 for it. It is standard. Over one hundred thousand people /
*
own and use these typewriters and think them the best ever manufactured.
repack it and return it to tne express
The supply at this price is very limited, the price will probably be raised when my /
agent. It IS understood that you give
next advertisement appears, so don't delay. Fill in the coupon today— mall to me
the standard guarantee for one year.
the typewriter will be shipped promptly. There is no red tape. I employ ro /
solicitors— no collectors no chattel morterag'e.
It is simply understood that I »
retain title to the machine until the full $48.80 is paid. You cannot lose. It is /
e
the greatest typewriter opportunity you will ever have. Do not send me one »
cent. Get the coupon in the malls today sure.
/

/

When the typewriter arrives

T

—

—

Nam

—

HARRY A. SMITH,

343-331 IV. Fifth Ave.,
rhicago

Address

•

-

MA\
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my watch
One
Customer Writes: aM year
"»f5«>
today aDd our watch
——————

just

its the best time keeper on the road.
Please find enclosed,
monthly payment of $1.00." We have thousands of such letters
from satisfied customers, who have bought from us on

inspector says

my
on

last
file

30 Days

Trial
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I am "Square Deal" Miller and I trust
why I am doing the greatest credit Watch, Diabusiness in the world.

Ton take no chances with me.
the people.

That

mond and Jewelry

is

Watches Guaranteed tor 25 Years

I
My

Smash

the Terms

NO REFERENCES
DEMANDED
You

terms will surely suit you.

get unlimited credit.
of credit you get from
. your grocer.
No matter where you
live or what your income might be, you can now own the finest of watches,
a beautiful diamond or any rare jewelry and never miss the money.
1<
Send me your name and address so I
Si't£t1fbf$
STO.SL-flU can mail you Free and postpaid the
most beautiful catalog of its kind ever printed. I want you to have this
book.
It's a gem.
Write TODAY.

^
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same kind
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SQUARE DEAL MILLER, Pres.

MILLER -HOEFER CO.

853 Miller Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

NO

need of asking:

who?"

"Charlie

Everybody knows

that just "Charlie," is Charlie
Chaplin.
There has been lots of
trash published about this funniest of
all comedians, but the Charlie Chaplin

BESSIE

EYTON

Selig Star

Writes: "Crime Mignon is concentrated Roses
and Sunshine—refreshing and efficient"

WON'T you give us the opportunity to prove

to

you why

Creme Migrn >n— the Perfect Cold Cream— is recommended bv the most b autiful women of the stage and
screen— why Creme .Mignon is the favorite cream of New
York's Society

Women?

DON'T ENVY

A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN

when a few minutes time at night with Creme Mignon
will bring to your face the same rosy glow of youth
and perfect health—the appealing freshness and charm to

which every woman is entitled. Carelessness alone is responsible for a sallow complexion, unsightly blotches and a
tired, drawn face. It is easy to make your friends proud of
you. Can you afford not to ?

OUR GUARANTEE
money returned means this- To readers of
Picture-Play Magazine who will remit 50c. in stamps or
coin, we will send, prepaid, a large jar of Creme Mignon. If
this cream does not refresh and improve your complexion
better than any cream, or lotion you have ever used, we
will, upon receipt of the jar— whether full or empty— immediately return your fifty cents. We guarantee this to
you and to the publishers of Picture-Play Magazine.

of satisfaction or

CREME MIGNON CO.,540 W.

165th

St.,

Book (authorized and copyrighted) is
the only one which deals with Mr.
Chaplin's best work. It contains all of
the side-splitting comedies in which
this artist has appeared for the Essanay
Company, in interesting, well-written
story form.
In this book you will find Charlie in

The Bank" at " Work"; "By the Sea"
holding down "His New Job" as "The
Champion," and all the others at which
you have laughed.
Charlie is funny and so are these
stories and the Charlie Chaplin Book is
well worth fifteen cents.

At your news

Aluminum Box, Purse Size, containing Creme Mignon and
Mignon Complexion Powder— enough for two or three weeks.
Write today. This offer is presented at a great loss for a short
time only, to prove the wonderful value of the Mignon products.
Large jar of Creme Mignon 50c. postpaid.

he cannot
to the pub-

or

if

supply, you, send direct
lishers, adding four cents to the price
to cover postage.

New York City

readers of Picture-Play Magazine.
CDPn/lI
UrrEK to
51 LLl YL ACTED
We will mail, on receipt of 25c., a beautiful
Clair

dealer's,

STREET

&

SMITH,
NEW YORK

Publishers
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Favorite Picture Players

|
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ELSIE FERGUSON
who has
chorus

recently entered pictures with Lasky, began her career on the stage ten years ago as a
and is justly famous for her many histrionic accomplishments and her beauty.

girl,

VALESKA SURATT
which has produced so many luminaries of the literary and histrionic profamous for feathers and finery. Known as one of the best-dressed women
in screendom, she acquired a taste for artistic clothes when employed in a millinery establishment in Terra Haute. Following a notable vaudeville career, she has shown in such Fox productions as "The Soul of Broadway" and "The Straight Way."

a native of Indiana
fessions,

is justly

IRVING CUMMINGS
began his career in a bank, but the humdrum life did not suit him. He first made known his
world in supporting parts with Otis Skinner, Lillian Russell, and other stage celebrities and in pictures with Pathe, Reliance, and American successively he has displayed increasing versatility.
Fame's rays were focused on him first in films in "The Diamond from the Sky."
abilities to the

THOMAS SANTSCHI
in Lucerne, Switzerland, but when still young the United States and St. Louis claimed
him.
His talents in early life were divided between watchmaking and music, but his ambition
His
to be an actor led him to do "extra" work at night whenever opportunity afforded.
He is one
theatrical experiences increased as he continued to show adaptability to stage work.
of the original members of the Western branch of Selig Polyscope where he plays leading parts.

was born

DORIS

PAWN

rose to stardom in three months after her entrance into pictures because
could act as well as she could look. In 1913 she went to California
Nebraska and soon found her way into the movies, playing first a minor
Hearts" serial.
Shortly afterward, Sydney Ayres, a director, struck by
engaged her for leading woman in a forthcoming production, and she
plays opposite George Walsh for Fox.

she proved that she
with her family from
role in the "Trey o'
her unusual beauty,

"made

good."

She

ARTHUR ASHLEY
as gord a fellow off screen as he is mean when acting villain roles. This is attested by
the fact that he was recently elevated to the uncommon rank of thirty-second degree in Freemasonry in company with Governor Whitman, of New York. The handsome young World actor

is just

has attained distinction by the force of his personality in such successes as "Sealed Lips" and
"Tangled Fates." He was born and educated in New York.

FRANCELIA BILLINGTON
who

is appearing in a series of pictures opposite William Russell, under contract with the
American-Mutual Company, is a Texas girl, who was transplanted in California in time to join the
vanguard of movie pioneers who settled that State. She is a graceful, athletic girl whose charm
as an actress is shown especially in her unusual command of facial expression. Formerly she
played for the Kalem and New York Motion Picture companies.

RUTH STONEHOUSE
claim to distinction in three branches of the motion-picture art; she is an author, direcand leading woman for Universal Company. She is well-known for the "Mary Ann"
series which is a screen triumph of her pen, directorship, and acting.
Miss Stonehouse was
born in Denver, Colorado, 1894, and was educated at the Monticello Seminary, Illinois, before beginning her career as a dancer
She entered pictures in 1910 with Essanay, and has
steadily risen to prominence and popu'arity.
lays

tor,

MARSHALL NEILAN
leading

man and

Lasky Company, received his early theatrical training in stock
San Francisco and Los Angeles; and later played on tour before beginning
his screen career with Biograph.
Since then he has been successively in Kalem, Universal,
American, Famous Players and Lasky pictures.
He is but twenty-three years old.
companies and

in

director for the

GEORGE FISHER
best

known

for his

reverent and skillful handling of The Chrisius in Ince's spectacle, "Civili-

zation," began his career in his native State, Michigan, where he appeared as Beauty in
Boys of Company B," at Milwaukee. Two years ago, after a successful period of stock

which he rose to leading parts, he joined the N. Y. M.
many successes here he joined American, where he is now playing.

pany engagements,

in

P. forces.

"The
comAfter

CONSTANCE TALMADGE
was associated with the Triangle Fine Arts studio

until a

month

ago, and

was

recently elevated

appearing as co-star with Wilfred Lucas in "The Microscope Mystery.''
She is a Brooklyn girl, has just passed her eighteenth birthday, and is noted as one of
She drifted
the most expert swimmers and divers of the Los Angeles motion-picture colony.
into screen work in the wake of her famous sister Norma, after only a limited experience in
amateur performances.

to

stellar

honors,

KENNETH HARLAN
was born

New

York City, in 1895, and after being educated in that city turned to the stage
His earlier appearances were in "See My Lawyer," with Roy Barnes, and
"The Fortune Hunter," with Gertrude Hoffman.
He entered pictures with Famous Players
Company, and later played for Triangle and Metro.
It can be said with reference to his personal attractions that he is nearly six feet tall, has dark hair and eyes, and is athletic.
in

as a profession.

KATHLEEN CLIFFORD
screen production, "The Twisted Thread," a Balboa serial, is wellEver since that
having first played for Frohman when she was fifteen,
time Miss Clifford's career has been one triumph after another.
She was born in a quaint
little Virginia town of a wealthy family twentv -three years
ago, and enjoyed the advantage of
an education abroad when she was a mere girl.
Besides her accomplishments as an actress
she composes her own songs and designs her own costumes.
appearing in her

known

2

initial

to the stage,

SHELDON LEWIS
now

appearing in pictures with Pathe, was born in Philadelphia where his father was in the
wholesale milk business.
He sought the stage early and has played leading roles with such
stars as Blanche Walsh and Mrs. Fiske.
Four years ago he married Virginia Pearson, well-

known Fox

actress.

MARTHA EARLY
was born
come into

Mansfield, Ohio> and is seventeen years old.
For the last two seasons she has
the limelight as a musical comedy actress of exceptional promise, playing at the
Century Theater, New York.
Recently she joined Efsanay as Max Linder's leading woman
in "Max Comes Across."
Her success in this production established her ability as a comedienne, despite her extreme youth, and she has been filmed in two succeeding pictures with Linder.
in

Mary Pickford and her mother looking over some
studio. We don't know exactly what Mrs Pickford
acting, but we know

of
is

Mary's scenes at the
saying about her daughter's
that it should be nice.
Little

Breaking Into
Millionaires'

Row
By Charles

Blackton.

President

q

avK

Gatchell

Ve%

changed his

TF

youth always sought success by arts.
I
beginning with one thing and sticking to it to the finish, Thomas Edison might still be pounding a telegraph
key, Wilbur Wright would be repairing
broken bicycles to-day, and as for the
magnates of the movies there would
never have been any.
Of that group of recent recruits to millionaires' row, not one began in the business that
brought their vast fortunes. They came tumbling
into it from almost as many trades and businesses
as sent men rushing into the Klondike when the
gold fields were discovered there.
There were
business men, actors, artists, theatrical men, and
men who had scarcely seen a theater. There were
men of a dozen trades and men of no trades.
There were men with millions and others almost
penniless.
There were those who stumbled onto
their fortunes by the merest chance and those who
took them with cool calculation.
There were
those who plunged in boldly and those who entered

—

cautiously.

To

begin with the pioneers, the Pathe brothers

—

—there were

four of them at first ventured into
the business twenty vears ago, each contributing
somewhat less than five hundred dollars. But in
less than a week two of them, horrified by their
rashness, demanded their monev and withdrew,
leaving the millions they might have shared in to
Charles and Emile, who remained.
It is not so surprising that the two withdrew.

The

tiny business consisted of but a

few "petiny-

machines in which tiny photographs
tumbled over each other. But from the profits of
that small beginning the firm purchased
Lumiere's motion camera, then just completed, and began taking pictures, ten or
in-the-slot"

fifteen feet at a time.

business

at

first

that

So small was
Charles

traveling to London, Berlin, and

Pathe,

Rome

the
in

to
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Breaking Into Millionaires'

Row

introduce the new form of entertainment, had to go third class on account
of his limited means. For a long time

he was his own camera man, shipping
clerk, manufacturer,
salesman, and
demonstrator.
Meanwhile, in America, Albert E.
Smith, a young English bookbinder
who had turned sleight-of-hand performer, together with a sketch artist
who had formerly worked on a newspaper, were doing a combination act
in vaudeville, waiting impatiently until
Thomas Edison could manufacture a
projection machine to sell them so
they could try out the commercial possibilities of the new invention in their
The artist, J. Stuart Blackton,
act.

had become interested

in the

machine

while making some sketches of Edison
for a newspaper interview on the new
The machine finally was dedevice.

and two years later Smith and
Blackton had formed the Vitagraph
Company, which they still control
and manaec.

livered,

A

Edith Ellis, Roi Cooper Megrue, Crosby Gaige, Ralph W. Ince, Samuel
Goldfish, Edgar Selwyn, Arthur Hopkins, Robert W. Chambers, Irvin S. Cobb, and Margaret Mayo.

group of edebrdies. Ltfi

to right,
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only
into mil-

the

movie magnates who came
row through the pennylionaires'
Fox,
William
entrance.
arcade
Adolph Zukor, and Marcus Loew alt
arrived by that route.
Fox, watching the treasurer of a
penny arcade carrying the day's toll
of coppers in great bags to a wagon,
had his imagination kindled, and, with
a
a partner, promptly purchased
Brooklyn arcade which was offered
for sale. The purchase was made just
Two
on the edge of springtime.
weeks later, Coney Island opened, and
all Brooklyn deserted the amusements
The penny arcade sudof the city.
denly was without patrons. But Fox
He had been
wouldn't be downed.
watching the interest which motion
pictures were creating in the vaudeville

theaters,

the

only

they
partners inplaces

were then shown. The
stalled a small movie theater above
The crowds returned.
the arcade.
Patrons of the theater were given

George

the" Ess"

K. Spooi

of Essanay.

m
>

Four pioneers who were among the first to break into Millionaires' Row. From left
Cecil B. De Mille, Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, and Samuel Goldfish.

to

....

rigid,
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Fox continued

He

believed that
film theaters in the poorer
alone.

modern
districts would prove immensely
fine,

profit-

and he established a chain of
houses in New York, adding to them

able,

another chain of uptown theaters. The
business became so large that he found
it

feasible

torial rights

them

lease outright the terri-

to

and after showing
own houses, to rent them

on

in his

films,

Having thus created a filmrenting business which became one of
the largest in the country, it was but a
lo others.

Lewis

J.

Selzniclc.

their change in pennies,

and

year
the place cleared seventy-five thousand
in a

dollars.

Meanwhile, Fox's partner,
two terrified Pathes, had sold

like

the

out,

and

Carl Laemmle.

natural step to begin producing his

own

films.

Loew, a

furrier,

penny-arcade
friend's

who went

through

business

saw

advice,

into the

his

first

show in Covington, Kentucky.
show was a crude affair, given
house.

private

Loew

Herbert

Brenvon.

But

it

so

a

movie

The
in

a

impressed

he ordered his Cincinnati
arcade transformed into a movie show,
and thus laid the foundation for the
chain of more than two hundred theaters which he now conthat

trols.

Jfe
!

^

And

*'

Like
Zukor?
Loew, he had been a fur-

then arcade manager,
and at last an exhibitor. Ten years
ago, Zukor, though wealthy then, began
10 worry himself into a greater forrier,

Breaking Into Millionaires'
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He

feared that movies would
end like the penny arcades, unless
transformed. Finally he. conceived the

tune.

famous stars in famous
plays onto the screen, and took the idea
to Daniel Frohman.
The result was
Sarah Bernhardt in "Queen Elizabeth,"
a film that marked a turning point in
the career of Zukor and in the entire
idea of putting

industry.

These men were all graduated to the
movies through being engaged in other
lines of amusements, like the theatrical

Daniel Fruk in an.

founded the Universal Film Company
and became a producer himself.
George K. Spoor, another Chicago
man, was a pioneer who had been a
railroad employee.
In 1896 he met the

Albert E.

Smith.

Marcus Loew.

producers

who

followed

them.

But others took the plunge from
being onlookers.
Carl Laemmle, who had made
a few thousand dollars in the
goods business in Oshkosh, Wisconsin,
went to Chicago some years ago, planning to start a five-and-ten-cent store.

He dropped into a movie show one
afternoon for the first time in his life,
and was struck by the number of people who were going in and out.
It occurred to him to stand outside for a
while and count the number who purchased admission. The result astounded
him. He decided that this, and not th
five-and-ten-cent
for him.

He

store,

stopped

fielc

started a theater, estab

lished an exchange,
trust

was the

his

and when the
supply,

he

%

Breaking Into Millionaires'

Row

inventor of the magnascope, borrowed

he had occasion to deal with vaudeville

some money, and began manufacturing

managers,

Two

films.

years later, he procured

exclusive rights on the kindrome and
established a complete service, supplying

Western

vaudeville

houses.

In

1907 he joined with G. M.' Anderson,
built a platform in a vacant lot, hired
two comedians to hurl pies at each
other, and with the release of those first
slapstick comedies was founded the
firm of Essanay, the name formed from
the initials of the partners.

A

mere chance

Hiram Abrams,
Paramount Pictures
led

president of the
Corporation, into the movie business.
Abrams had been a traveling salesman,
a phonograph jobber, and later a sheetmusic salesman. While selling music,

William Fox, who dropped
the

far business for

furs.

now

as

change, became interested in the exchange business, and in three months
had become a partner in it. This ex-

change later became the New England
headquarters of the Paramount Company, when that gigantic corporation
was formed, and Mr. Abrams came to

New York

to

become

its

president.

Misfortune .forced Lewis J. Selznick
into becoming a producer.
He had
been a retail jeweler in Pittsburgh, and
later in New York.
The panic o*f 1907,
which closed him out, incidentally set
him on the road of a greater fortune
than he probably would have amassed

films.

His pictures are almost
as famous

whom

he sold songs.
One day a Keith theater manager
asked him if he didn't think it would
be possible to procure slides for use
in theaters.
Abrams looked into the
slide business and decided to go into it.
He began selling slides to a film exto

as a jeweler.

Selznick, casting about after closing

Fox

out his business, decided that the motion-picture business ofTered a
better future than any

#i

He

began as
an employee of
the Universal
Film Manufact u r i n
g

other.

Row
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the

of

occurred to
him to present a fa-

Biograph
comedy
department,
where
he did for comedy
almost as much as

mous

Griffith

accom-

for

serious

was genThe
manager.

a year he
eral

idea

star

head

own

her

of

company

the

at

Tophoto drama.
day he is the head of

in a series

mar-

pictures

of

plished

keted on the open-

booking

plan.

started

the

the

He

Company.

Thomas H.

Clara

Kimball

Young

another

Film
Corporation.
He was reported recently
that

after

a

of

the

in

is really

forty-two

business
dollars,

with a
he had

cleared one hundred thousand dollars.

Though temporary misfortune turned
him to the movies, Selznick stepped into
producing directly from the inside of
There are many others
the business.
among the present movie magnates who
"broke
in"
that
same route.
by
Strangely enough, many of the most
successful began as actors. One doesn't
usually regard actors as having either

dio at Edendale, California.

He

leased, the

Miller

entire

show had

just

arrived

duction.

Its

was not surprising that such a genius soon became head
of an enormous studio equipment of his
last

summer he

transferred

for

resort

came,

Biograph studios for two years before
he was discovered. Before that he had
been a chorus man. Griffith finally gave

at

a

the .winter

near-by
months.

"Custer's Last Fight" and "The Battle
of Gettysburg," and incidentally to millionaires'
It

row.

was a natural

step for the theatri-

producers to enter the photo-play
field, once the start was made.
Frohman, already mentioned, was the first
cal

to

dip into the newly opened treasure

field

and add

to his coffers

success of the

turn producers, and also broke
into millionaires' row.
Macklyn Sennett, for example, was an extra at the

the

larger productions which culminated in

of Griffith's finds be-

in

of

was the first prosuccess led him on to the

to the Triangle.

More than one

stock

whose "101 Ranch"

Brothers,

the Plains"

It

He found

scant.

"War on

own, which

studio,

After several months of
discouraging work, he' hit on an idea.

were

beach

stars.

old

he had been given charge of a troupe
containing only three experienced actors. There was no- scenery, and funds

Probably no greater example could
be found than David W. Griffith, the
story of whose rise has been told so
many times. Griffith was first an actor,
then a director, at the old Biograph
studio.
There he became the father
of the modern photo play, and selected
a group of players, nearly all of whom

became

the

who

forced his way to
the top of the TriHe
angle, in which he is a director.
had engaged by Kessel and Baumann,
and was sent to take charge of the stu-

interest in or ability for business.

later

actor,

began in
Biograph

responsible

Ince,

for the pictu re industry.

few months

starting

capital

Charles Pat he, who

saying

as

Keystone

great

It is

Famous

through the

Players.

strange that William A. Brady

was not the first, for Brady is known
as the most venturesome of all play

He

began as assistant stage
manager of a small road company in
producers.

California, before reaching twenty-one.

With a saved-up capital of eighteen
hundred dollars, he took a plunge and
brought out a version of Rider Haggard's "She," written, directed, and
produced by himself.

Fortunately for
him, the play succeeded, and he came
Since then he has produced an
East.
innumerable number of plays, managed
many stars, "made" two champion pugilists, built a theater of his own, and
owned a minor-league baseball team.
For an adventurer like Brady, who
once produced a play in which he had
small faith, on the theory that nobody
could win a bet without making one,
going into the movies must have offered
small excitement, though it has brought

him big
Like

Row
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returns.

Brady,

Oliver

Morosco

and

Jesse L. Lasky were theatrical producers before entering the photo-play field.

came from California.
At twenty, Morosco was making a success of a Los Angeles theater
which had broken thirteen veteran man"Peg o'- My Heart" and "The
agers.
Bird of Paradise" were two of his
Also, like Brady, they

Lasky had dabbled

at several things

before settling down to producing
vaudeville musical acts, which he aban-

doned to become a movie producer. He
had been a newspaper reporter, a musician, leader of the Royal Hawaiian
Band of Honolulu, and took part in the
first

gold rush to

Nome, Alaska.

Like Lasky, his associate, Cecil De
Mille became a producer of photo
dramas through having produced plays,
while his brother, William C. De Mille,
now chief photo dramatist of the Lasky
Company, was being prepared to share
in the company's fortunes by a long
experience as a playwright.
Samuel

and general
manager of the company, stepped in
from out of the ranks of business to
become the organizer.
These are but a few of the betterGoldfish,

the

treasurer

known men who have made fortunes
from the movies. From their experiences one must conclude that millionaires' row stands ready to be broken

by almost anybody. All you need
just the right judgment and vision

into
is

most notable successes. He entered the
movie field when he took over Bosworth, Incorporated, and he just recently became allied with Famous Players and the Jesse L. Lasky Feature

to see the thing at the right time.

Play Company.

mine.

likely,

under

right

our

other group of unknown men are prospecting in some other new enterprise
that will turn out to be as great a gold

Who

knows?

THE INDISPENSABLE VILLAIN
WILE

meet your dismal death
Upon the gory stage.
Exhale your final hissing breath
villain,

In vain, defeated rage.

But even while you undergo

The coroner's inspection
The author will contrive, we know,
Your ready resurrection.
For though we scornfully denounce,
Excoriate and flout you,
And though you get the frequent bounce,

We

noses,

Very
some

cannot play without you.

Arthur Brooks Baker.

And Why

Shouldn't

We Boast?

Flickering

Shadow
Which doesnt
to Mae Marsh's

Glimpses into
the private life

of

Mae Marsh.

beginning

I'Mworld

is all

pertain at

of

all

personal side,

to

think

that

the

turned around, topsy-

turvy, and inside out," said

Mae

Marsh, as she curled up like a kitten in
a big, soft armchair in the library of
her apartment on Riverside Drive, so
that only the toe of one slippered foot
peeped out from beneath her black
gown.
"It's like
derland,' "

happens

being a real 'Alice in Wonshe went on. "Evervthine

so

'contrariwise,'

'Duchess' said."

"You

haven't

as

the

—

Bernhardt
By
Warren Reed

make
grow

yourself
tall,"

I

i

suddenly
observed,

thinking how nice it must
be to be as tiny as Miss
Marsh, and able to tuck one's
self up so comfortably in the

corner of a chair.
She shook her head.
"No," she said, "but

.

"jj

wouldn't
surprise me if I did, the way every
thing else happens. Here I was, working away, out in
California, with all

my

it

old associates

people who'd

up
with

in

me

the

—and

grown

movies
all at

Mae Marsh

at

the

right,

with her sister Marguerite,

who

is

also

an

actress.

—

A
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Flickering

Shadow

once I'm plumped down in New York,
stepping out of summer into a winter
blizzard, to take up my new work with
the Goldwyn Film Corporation.
"Well, the first thing that seemed
strange was to see my name advertised
with Miss Maxine Elliott, Mary Garden, Jane Cowl, and Madge Kennedy

—

whom

of

all

are

legitimate-stage

going into the movies for the
time. For I've never acted on the

stars,
first

stage ,you know."
I asked.

"That's the queerest thing of all," she
"I don't know."
answered.
''You don't know?" I asked in astonishment.
She shook her head mischievously.
though we've
"I haven't any idea
taken half the

—

You
way

started that

notion of
out."

"But

that's

it?" I asked.

how
more

"We

like real life, isn't

know, when

don't

worse about
I would if I'd been through the
rehearsal of welcoming back home.
For when he left, I didn't know
whether he would ever come back or
not.
So, you see, it really seemed natural to feel badly about his going awav.
the play,

I

I felt

a great deal

than

And

nearly cried in earnest.

to really

emotions you're trying to portray on the screen is the only secret I
know about actfeel the

ing.

And

v o
falling in love with
any one in the

been

I've

fore,

going to come

it's

"Of course it is. And, in a way, it's
a lot more interesting.
For instance,
when my brother went away to war, in

Always, be-

:

haven't the faint-

start out a day, just what's going to
"
happen to us before night

this

it's

I

we

think.

I

see,

we

Bernhardt

est

it

'"What are you working on now?"

scenes,

since

of

are

used to having the

same

w hole

re-

asked.

hearsed from beginning to end before taking a fool

Her

blue
twinkled.

of film. That's Mr.

going

play

way

Griffith's

to

tist,"

Now I
does that.
only rehearse each
it's
before
scene

terested

and

'Tin

I've

all

pected to be big
ones weren't at all,

cause

and

end.

just

I

thought would be
just

out

the big ones.

they've

to

the storv so

I

And
much

don't

I

how

it

know

all will

He's a soci-

— a rich man's son.

be

changed

him.

in

ety portrait painter

incidents

turned

in-

more interin him be-

the

ested

those

arsaid.

awfully

ex-

I'd

in

He's a fine-looking
chap.
He's
tall
Handsome
a n d
and, of course, I'm

been so surprised,
because some of
the scenes

an

she

though I don't believe any one else

taken,

eyes

fall

with

love

I

— I'm

think

"I

,

way ?"

very
Little,

niece

Hetty who has screen aspirations —
they

run in

the family.

he has a
scrumptious

think

studio

somewhere

here in

New

York,

!

.

A

Shadow

Flickering

of

Bernhardt

haven't seen
Of course, I

but

I

it.

him

look up to
tremendously,

I

taken

lot

It

Miss

had
my

pigtails

may

be

that

Marsh

is

but I
you my word

freckled,

a

different

give

Xew York
before we get

they

of

I

!

be

in

ask

wearing
I
admit
pigtails
freckles, and I'm
proud of them."

was a scene
in which I was at
work in a millinery
scenes

Mr.

to

sixteen

there

There'll

went

first

back
down
And I never did
Fancy a girl of

too,

shop.

said

tion

wore.

And then,

"And they
that when I

Griffith for a posi-

be-

cause I'm supposed
to be a poor girl. I
could tell that the
first thing by the
dresses
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parts of

weren't

vis-

ible in the light of

the library reading
I
prethrough,
A pose of Mae Marsh that, shows her
lamp.
sume.
And I've
impressive personality
"And another
never been so anxthing
You know. I'm usually referred
ious to see the completed picture as I
am to see this one. It will be almost to as being Irish. As a matter of fact,
I'm only one-quarter Irish proud of
like seeing a play acted by some one
:

—

Then, besides, I think it's going
be awfully interesting a sort of

else.

to

—

Cinderella story, you
''Like the story of

know
how you

started into the movies

"

yourself

and became a

star," I said.
!"

"Oh, dear, no

she said, with a help"That's one of the strang-

less gesture.
est things

of

I've read at least six-

all.

teen different accounts of

how

I started

into the movies, no two of them alike,
and not one of them right that I ever
saw.
Some of them were so interesting, and I've read them so many times,
that I've begun to wonder whether
maybe they weren't true. They've had

—

me

starting in every conceivable way.

Nearly always

I

was supposed

—

to

have

had a desperate struggle hardships
and disappointments. One said that I
had worked as a telephone operator
before getting

my

first

try-out.

I

think

would have been much more to my
credit if I had done something like that
that is, if there had been any need
it

—

for

my

doing so

—but I'm sure

I

didn't.

it,

of course.

But I'm just as proud

of being three-quarters French.
"But to get back to the beginning,"
she went on, "I never had a desperate
struggle at all."
"Then, to what do you attribute your
success in climbing this topsy-turvy
ladder so easily?" I asked.
"There are just three things that are
essential," she said. "First, if vou have
a personality that can be translated onto

you can get a
Then you must have a good
chance.
director and a part that fits you."
"Then I suppose you'll continue right
along in the same sort of parts you've
become so well known in?" I asked.
the screen, you can act

if

suppose so," she said wistfully.
"And that's another funny thing. I'd
like to do something entirely different.
Perhaps that's not so strange, because
I presume every one feels that way
about his or her work. But, take it all
around, it is a very queer, topsy-turvy
world, even though it is a delightful
"I

one, isn't it?"

The Cheapness
By

OXEcanofdo

of

Everett Leighton

most famous sayings is that "money
Perhaps
everything."
But it cannot.

the

enough money could, but there
is,
the most elaborate scenes

isn't

enough.

But, as

it

the best productions
are the cheapest to obtain. They are the camera man's
for the asking and often without even the asking.
Fancy a company building the sky line of New York
Imagine
City, with the harbor in the foreground
erecting a busy street in Xew York, or a Western plain
Think of
with a snow-capped mountain behind it!
making a skyscraper of fifty stories for a film, or a
panorama of the residential section of a city. You say
they could be done in miniature? They could not, for
the simple reason that all that could be shown would be
the setting.
How would your proportions be, if you
in

—

!

Riches

stood a leading

man

Proving that what you can't buy
you can usually get for nothing.

in front of a

miniature of
,

him to go through his
would look so small he could put it
in his pocket. And he would have to be careful not to step on a miniature of New York.
Fake scenes can only be used when no players
the skyscraper and told

scene?

It

The law of proportions
Yet the world belongs to the
Anything is his. The most expenfilm man.
sive is the cheapest, and the cheapest is the
Herewith are shown some priceless locabest.
tions, using the adjective both ways, every one
of which has been used in films. How would
you like to pay for them?
are

shown with them.

regulates that.

DIMMING THE FOOTLIGHTS
Ml

;

Some

Inside Stuff

By

J.

B.

of
LOTS
mous

people can become faif they are in pictures
some of them pay salaries to
publicity men for that purpose.
Of
course,

come

a different matter to bepopular, but even that, for a
it

is

'

good-looking hero, isn't so hard. Jack
Pickford became famous, anyway, the
minute that Mary Pickford did he
was her brother. But all that didn't
count much for him. With an actor it's
the inside stuff that counts
his popularity inside the studio
in other words,

—

—

what

his

—

fellow players think.

When

Wave
Jack Pickford landed at the Lasky Studio, in Hollywood, California, to begin
work with that company, he received a
All
greeting that did his heart good.
the actors turned out to welcome him
with a reception. They made him feel
that he was not only famous, but popuand on the inside, with the playlar
ers.
Above is a snapshot taken just
before the beginning of the festivities.
From left to right, standing around
Frank Reicher, Antonio
are
Jack,
Moreno, Jack Dean, Marshall Xeilan,
and Wallace Reid.

—

—

READ CAREFULLY THE FOLLOWING RUL^S AND BE SURE THAT
YOU COMPLY WITH THEM:
This contest is open to both men and women.
There

no age limit.
No person is eligible who has had any professional experience
on the stage or in motion pictures.
The contest is open from February ist, until noon, May 20, 1917.
All ccnlestants must be residents of the United States or Canada.
In order to become a contestant fill out the blank on this page
or make out one like it on any paper and send it with a photograph or photographs of yourself and a letter telling why you think
is

—

you could be

a successful motion-picture player.

If possible send

one full-face and one profile picture.
Do not make your letter over two hundred words in length.
Send your entry to PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE Contest Department, Nos. 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
We will not be responsible for any photographs or letters sent to
the contest.

WHAT THE WINNERS

GET.
twelve
winners
will
the contestants
be picked, regardless of

From

sex or age.

The big factors that will influence the judges' decision are the
beauty, screen value of the features, and the intelligence shown in
l

letters.

lie

These twelve
their

home

will

tow.ns.

to New York City from
given them with their first

have their fares paid

The money

will be

week's salarjjpps
g
Each of the "winners will be given a position as actor or actress
in at least one feature picture.
While they are working they will be paid a salary of not less than
twenty-five dollars ($25.00) a week. There will be no time between
scenes when they do not receive their salaries.
When the picture or pictures in which each appears are completed
the judges will choose from the twelve, regardless of the number,
even if it includes all those who, in their estimation, have real
These will be placed under
ability to act, and have made good.
contract to act in Frank Powell productions.

APPLICATION BLANK
I am desirous of becoming
any professional experience on

Name

a motion-picture player.

_

.

Address

Age

Color of eyes

Height

Complexion

Weight

Remarks

Color of hair

My preference

I have never had

either the stage or the screen.

'

of character roles

is

..

Gerald C. Duffy, editor of Picture-Play Magazine, Marjorie
Rambeau, famous stage and screen actress, and Frank Powell, head of

TAe judges at work.

From

left

to right,

the

Frank Powell Producing Corporation.

Screen Opportunity Contest
Your

last

testants.

THE

Some of the conRambeau now a judge.

chance to enter.
Marjorie

end of Picture- Play Maga-

zine's screen opportunity contest, and the bright beginning

of twelve motion-picture careers which
will automatically follow, are both close

The

chance you will have
to make 'your future one of those twelve

at hand.

last

careers has arrived. All entries, in order to be considered, must reach the

Picture-Play Magazine by
noon, May 20th, at the latest. If you
have not already become a contestant,
office of

now

is

the time.

No

doubt you know just what the
means to the winners. Twelve people, regardless of age
and sex, are to be chosen from all the
result of this contest

entries by the judges,

and these twelve

people will have their expenses paid to
New York and be paid a salary of at
least twenty-five dollars a week while
they act in a feature picture. Each of
the winners will be given a real part,
not that of an extra, in a five-reel production made by the Frank Powell Producing Corporation, and personally directed by Frank Powell, the man who
discovered Theda Bara and Blanche
Sweet. The pictures in which the winners appear will be shown all over the
United States and in many other parts
of the world by the Mutual Film Corporation.
It

will

be

entirely

upon the work

done by each of the winners

in the first pic-

ture that his or her future will depend.

them

The

them every opportunity to display any latent talent or ability
for the screen that they may have, and their
work will be carefully judged. All of those
who ''make good" will be placed under a
contract to play in Frank Powell proparts given

will afford

ductions, and so be started
the road to stardom.

far along

MARJORIE RAM BEAU A JUDGE.
After the contest got under
way, Mr. Powell and Air.

Gerald Duffy, editor

of

Pic--

U R E

T

-

Play

M
zine,

A G A

-

who were

announced

as

the

came to the conclusion that it would be better
to have three instead of two
judges, and that the third judge
They felt that
should be a woman.
they and those who enter the contest
should have the benefit of a woman's
judges,

intuition

feminine

whatever that intangible,
something may be that so

or

often points in the right direction.
To that end, they approached Marjorie
Rambeau, the celebrated stage and screen star,

who

is

now working under Mr.

Powell's direc-

besides appearing every evening
on the Broadway stage in "Cheating Cheaters."
Miss Rambeau immediately consented to act in
capacity of a judge, and both Mr. Powell and
tion

in

films,

—

will deMr. Duffy, who are the other two who
are being
cide on the winners, feel that they
services,
greatly assisted by Miss Rambeau's
^

and that the contestants of the

fair sex will

much better consideration
a
given
through being judged by a woman.

be

Miss Rambeau, moreover, knows the poswork, due
sibilities of people for dramatic
She
her long experience in theatricals.

to

now hard at work at her new duties,
and she may be seen in the midst of
is

them
graph

an accompanying phototaken in Picture-

in

Play Magazine's

where

the

tries are

being

received.

On

these
also

office,

en-

pages

is

printed

'layout" of

a

pictures

of

These pictures
were selected at random from
the thousands and tens of thousands which now are piled high
in the contest editor's offices and which
contestants.

are arriving in droves.
Look at
these pictures carefully.
Yours may be

daily

among them, or, if not here, it may be
and far more important to you— among
the twelve printed when the judges announce

—

their

made
With

decision.

This

announcement

will

be

as soon as posible after the contest closes.

the

many entries

to be considered,

it

will

be some time before a decision can be reached,
but it is the desire and intention of the judges to
announce the winners at the earliest possible

moment.

Opportunity Contest

Screen
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long
while
before
such an opportunity
again presents itself.
Seldom does the inexperienced person
have a chance to

break

the

into

pic-

ture field under such

favorable conditions,
and with the personal
interest of a big director as an incentive

do his

to

Mr.
great

best.

Powell

has

confidence

in

the result of this con-

He

test.

that

feels

from the winners
there

be

will

some

w ill no doubt

who

T

have

the

features,

and ability to shine on the
screen,
and before
long to become real
personality,

Marjorie Rambeau, who

is

now one

of Ike contest judges,

stars.

in her dressing room.

are working continuously

on the thousands of entries that have
been received, but from the size of the
daily mail they anticipate a hard task
after

contest

the

"screen

has

have

faces"

Many

closed.

come

to

light

already, and the selection of the win-

ners will be a difficult matter.
There will be no definite number of
men or girls chosen. All decisions will

made on merit and this point will decide automatically how many winners

if

there

any native talent
the

The judges

And

is

in

people chosen,

could be no better person to
bring it out than Mr. Powell, which
fact can be attested by a glance at his
record in filmdom and the number of
famous players who were given their
first chance by him.
In view of the number of winners
that will be chosen, the chances offered
there

by

contest are

this

over,

when

excellent.

More-

the selected dozen play in

of

pictures,

are taken

another contest between them to see
which is given a contract. Not one but
all those who make good will be signed

from each sex

order to
make up the twelve. As soon as the
winners have been picked and announced, arrangements will be made to
bring them to the Powell studio and
place them in an important part in a
in

feature picture.
If

you have not sent

already,
if

now

you miss

is

your entry
the time to do it, for

this

contest

in

it

will

be a

it

not

will

be a

matter

be

as regular players.

You

cannot afford to miss the opporYou may have a screen face
tunity.
and not know it you may have a forAt any rate,
tune within your reach.
it is worth while filling out the application, or a copy of it made on any
paper, and let the judges decide.
'

;

Making Paris
By Howard Mann

WITH

so

nario

many extravagant
writers who can sit

at a typewriter

scestill

and send char-

from New York City to Patagonia, and then, without batting an eyelash or anything else except a few keys,
can ship them right over into the war

acters

zone without so much as a passport, a
script is liable to be set anywhere.
When the author of a recent Robert
Warwick picture planned his plot, he
carelessly

happen

made

a

in Paris.

number

few

essential scenes

They were not

suf-

warrant sending
Mr. Warwick and a company so near
the trenches. So what was to be done ?
ficient

in

to

As fortune would have it, Director
Leonce Perret, who had lived in Paris,
was making the picture. He decided
that,

for the sake of convenience, he

would

France, in
Fort Lee, New Jersey. He pulled up a
table that was not in use, and, with the
aid of clay, cardboard, and imagination,
sat on a chair and built Paris. When he
had finished, he went over the details,
called in a camera man, and "shot" the
necessary scenes.

The

like to

erect

Paris,

picture above shows

at the left,

buildings

changes

Mr. Perret,

and Mr. Rapf, transplanting
and making other slight

in the city's layout.

corner of the art department of the Bray studios.

.4

The Bray plant was the

first to

make

cartoon films extensively.

Making Cartoon Movies
The hardest actors to handle are
comic pen-and-ink characters.

Bv Arthur Gavin,

ON

Jr.

mendous undertaking of making a

the day the

Lusitania
was

sunk,

191 5,

Win-

May

7,

sor

McCay,

t

hundred-foot
film of drawings,
photoalmost
graphic i n detail,
reproduce, i n
t o
five

h e

cartoonist of "Lit-

Nemo"

fame,
began planning a
motion-picture film
that was to cause
a new chapter to be
tle

graphic

of

trophe.

Had n

you

been made in
this branch of the
movies since Mc-

animated

see

capering
that

in

Cay made the
animated

— Tittle

the

in

mated
started

tre-

first

cartoon

Nemo"—
the

have

feat

been

utterly impractical,

every aniweekly, he

the

1910,

would

comics

form part of

nearly

prog-

o

ress

drawings.
Instead of making a simple, outline drawing, such
as

vividness,

that terrible catas-

written in the history

-

if

'Bad" Fisher, originator of "Mutt and

Jeff.'

not

impossible.

Even by using
modern devices, it

•

Making Cartoon Movies

were required, as the first one began again where the last one left off,

has taken nearly two years of constant
work, in all the spare time he could de-

ings

and the film is not yet quite
completed! If you compare the amount
of w ork on the piece of film reproduced
here with that of the simple screen comics you have seen,
such as "Mutt and
Jeff," and then re-

in

vote to

it,

r

member

that

it

continuous rotation.
But if all animators

make

screen

worked

like

o

and

Jeff"

"Mutt

all

To

the

sky and
water, would be a
good day's work.
There will be fifteen thousand such
in

that

—now

—

is

R. Bray, a

J.

have made

sive production of

animated cartoons.
Bray began his experiments in 1909.
His first film was
ready to release in
To-day he
1912.

of

cellu-

used in
making almost all
animated cartoons
loid

has

what made the

Lusitania film pos-

a

staff

ists

and

part of the picture
requiring
motion

and

is

art

staff

had

Only

have a sepdrawing for
each exposure of
the camera. These
drawings, made on

o

f

nearly twenty art-

the

sible.

s

possible the exten-

film.

drawing on

i

the credit for having devised most
of the short cuts

this

The trick

H

former staff artist
on Judge, belongs

details of

pictures

a hobby.

years.

drawing

with

thing

the

four films in seven

of the sinking of a
ship,

McCay,

though n o artist
draws with greater
ease and speed, he
has produced only

To make

single

With

make one
marvel, but,

a week, you
may get an idea of
Mc Cay's undera

—

pictures

film

taking.

called

tertainment.
is

working

one

are

for this sort of en-

re-

produce

who

artists

McCay, the movie public
would go hungry

eight hours a day,
t

—as

drawings

quires about thirty

persons,

205

assistants,

turning out
a completed film
every week. Bray's

to

arate

A

from Winsor McCay's new film. Each
picture is hand-drawn and depicts the

strip

photographed at once. To get the wave
motion, only about two hundred draw-

half a dozen high-

men

taken
from the top ranks
of newspaper and comic-weekly artists.
And in other studios in New York, Chicago, and other cities, scores of other
former cartoonists are now working at
For in the last two
this queer trade.
years the business has grow n by leaps

sinking of the Lusitania.

the transparent surface, were placed, in
turn, over a drawing of the background
which remained the same throughout a
large part of the film, and the two were

includes

salaried

T

Making Cartoon Movies
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Louis de Lorme,

"Happy Hooligan," and

writer and

tech-

acters.

man,

pre-

nical

paring sheets for
the

When

the scenario

the other charfinished,

is

who

turned over to the animator

camera man.

specialized

in

particular

is

it

has
that

character.

Each animator works
at a drawing board, in
which is
sheet of ground
a
glass, lighted from beneath.
The animator
the center of

himself a director.
His actors are the
characters originated
is

by

the

draw
and bounds. Nearly half of the most
successful newspaper comic strips have
been animated. And in the last nine
months more than a hundred concerns
have been organized to make animated
drawings for advertising purposes.
A studio for making animated cartoons is like a photo-play studio in miniature.

has

It

its

directors, actors,- sce-

—

even scennario writers, camera men
ery, for some of the backgrounds used
beneath the celluloid are filed away
when the film is finished, ready to be
used again when another scenario

same

for the

artists

them

newspapers, but who have nothing to
do with the work of filming them.
The animator, having read the scenario, is ready to begin the first scene.
Suppose, for example, the story is to
start by having "Krazy Kat" come out
of his house, about to go shopping.

The

thing to do is to draw the
setting
the house, trees, a lamp-post,
the cobblestones of the street, and the
like.

dental

first

—

These

details,

and

all

workshop

sits

Herbert
cock, the

"managing
as

we

call

him, and

chief

scenario

might
writer,
plots

Han-

E.

director,"

also

Mr.

working out
"Krazy
for

Kat," the "Katzen-

jammer

Kids,"

inci-

touches, are left to the
imagination of the animator
That is

setting.

artists'

the

comedy

[

the

the

for

calls

Take, for an example, the animatedcartoon department of the International
Film Service, where the comics that
appear in the Hearst
and other papers are
brought to life.
In an office adjoining

who

Clement

S.

Parsons, camera

man far In-

ternational's
cartoons, at

vork.

,

Making Cartoon Movies
why we

rector, for

the

him the

call

207

di-

he builds up

scenario

as

just

a

photo-play director does.
Having- drawn his setting on celluloid, he is
ready now to put his
On
actors into motion.
a sheet of paper he

sketches,

in

pencil,

face,

"Krazy's"

so

placed that when photographed together with
the setting it will just
peep out of the door. On
a

second

sheet,

''Krazy's'' body
sketched,

to

m

is

F. M. FolLeit,

who draws cartoons

at the

Bray

studio.

appear to

be just stepping out of the house.
Sketch after sketch is made, until the
cat has done everything called for in
that scene.
Then, while he goes on
with his work, his finished pencil
sketches are turned over to members
of the staff of "tracers" and "blackers"
less-skilled artists who go over the
pencil lines in ink and paint in the
solid blacks, where indicated by cross
marks.
This relieves the high-priced
''director" of much of the drudgery,
for his time is valuable, and even with
all the labor-savin^ devices that have

—

been invented it takes him a month to
complete a single five-hundred- foot
film.
After all the work is done, the
great mass of drawings are collected
and turned over to the camera man,
who, by referring to the schedule
which the animator keeps as he works
and which looks as long and complicated as a railway time-table is able

—

—

out how all these parts of
pictures are to be fitted together to be
photographed.
This is another slow,
laborious process, for the drawings
have to be pieced together and changed
for each exposure.
It requires at least a
year to become a proficient animator, and only
a man who has had training and experience as a
comic artist or cartoonist can hope to qualify
to

figure

for the position.

There

another

is

method of making motion

-

picture

cartoons

which is used by Hy
Mayer, whose films are
released each week by

the
Hy Mayer, who draws animated

cartoons for news films.

Universal.

scheme is
hand and

H

i

s

have his
pen photo-

to

;

Making Cartoon Movies
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graphed while

work, so that the cardrawn on the screen under your
at

toon is
very eyes.

To do
had

Mayer sits down at
desk beneath him. At a given sig-

the platform, and
the

operator begins to crank, and
Mayer starts to draw. Then, at another signal, the operator stops, and
nal, the

this

work conveniently he has

built a special

apparatus in his stu-

on which a camera is fastened,
pointing directly down, and placed
above his drawing board.
dio,

Whenever Mayer

gets

inspiration

for a cartoon,

telephones

the

Universal

Mayer works on some

of the details

without the camera, as the filming of
the entire drawing would be too long
to keep the interest of an audiThe speed by which the
ence.
drawing appears to be made when
shown on the screen is explained
by the fact that the operator throws
his camera into low gear, only
making one exposure a second,
one-sixteenth the speed at
which they are shown.

i

send up an operator. The operator, on his arrival, mounts
H. E. Hancock,

who writes
scenarios for

cartoon characters

and

edits

Inter national's
output.

TOO FAR EAST

IS

WEST

A PUNCHER, rough and dirty, thought he'd take a trip back East
And meet some pretty, dainty girls, and wine and dine and feast,

A waxen

dude from Broadway planned

So both sat down to figure how
The puncher spent a fortune on

to see the

woolly West,

to properly be dressed.

and hats
He bought a cane and
and neckties and some spats.
He knew the girls would fall for him the choruses admire
A man who's big and broad and strong and wears the best attire.
The waxen dude from Broadway cast his stylish clothes aside,
And bought some hairy chaps and spurs and brown sombrero wide.
He spent his fortune learning how to rope and ride and shoot
And how to wear deceivingly his prairie puncher's suit.
The puncher and the waxen dude set on their ways one day;
The dude invaded Western plains the- puncher hit Broaway.
But they were so conspicuous in ultralocal dress
That they were seen and destined to immediate success.
A movie man detected them, and now, to earn their food,
The dude, he plays a puncher, and the puncher plays a dude.
Ray Ralston.
the latest clothes

silken gloves

—

;

REMEMBER YOUR

FIRST LOVE?

Not

so very many months ago, if you remember,
you and almost every one else in
the United States fidgeted
around impatiently waiting for the next film starring
3

and

Florence Turner. They were the
t£
l?,
Ihen Florence
parted from her screen lover to star

of the picture world.
English films, and has been
missing ever, since. She just came back to America,
and one of the first old
friends she visited was
Earle. How do they look to you now, in the latest styles?
first love

in

n

e
Bv

R.

L,

c
Lambdin

i

Shooting Out West
An

artist's

record of visits to Pacific coast studios.

Harold Lock wood

in-

terrupted in romance
by

a

director

who

calls it work.

V\
Mary

Pickford had her

face hidden for she wus

weepiny,

busy

but

we

recognized her curls.

William

Bill

(

who

is

his

Hart,

silting doirn to read.

popular despite

terrible

plotting

S.)

"Doug" Fairbanks cannot be coneven when he is merely

ventional

some

reputation,
delightful

villainy.

I's^i

J S

/'

Ruth

Roland

is

proud of

her art and paints herself

much
artist.

belter than a

certain

The Merciless Mallet
By Robert

V. Carr

I.

a time the sweet
FOR
gooey smile, reigned

She
She
She
She
She
She
She

young

thing, with

tossing curls

and

supreme.

skipped the rope.
ran to grandpaw.
nearly drank wine in a road house,
was abused.
was the pet of the rough miners.

wore

rags.

played with rabbits, goats, young bear, white

rats,

chick-

ducks, geese, et cetera.
She was a good little girl

ens,

For a time

the sweet

who did not understand that the
world was all wrong.
For her the yokel, with large, translucent ears and mushroomed feet, yammered and cracked his knuckles in rapture,
yearning to protect her on the salary paid him by the Red

young

thing ruled supreme.

Front Grocery Store, the same being nearly enough to buy grease
for her boudoir car or keep her
pet dog in cough drops.
And then ah, then the mallet
fell
and (business of dry sob)
they came and took her away,

—

— —

—

—

II.

the comedy cutie,
with her clever ways and tricks,
to make 'em unpouch their dimes.

Then came

She crossed her eyes.
She did a fall.
She led a chase.
She flashed a knee as round and
as soft as a new marshmallow.
She used her eyes.
She did not care how she mistreated pie.

She was blown

up,

submarined,

trains,

run over by
drowned,

washed out of a hotel in
and dropped from

tub,

a bathnine-

a

story building into a mortar -box.

And the bleating gazob unlocked his jaws and -clawed his
aching sides, the while Hampton
the Del Ruth thought up more
stuff,
and Mack the Sennett
waxed rich, and nine billion companies tried to imitate Keystone
comedy and passed quietly away,
unmourned, unsung, unhung.
And
fell

—

and
away.

—

then ah, then—the mallet
(business of faint cheep)
they came and took her.

—

Chunks

of

humanity were being

griffithed

and dendlled.

—

III.

Then, came the vamp, using her undulating
form to turn the heads of awed yaperines.
She did the muscle dance, clad only in
tissue paper.

She burned incense purchased by "Props"
Chinatown.
She devoured cigarettes.
She smiled a slow, cruel, meaning smile.
She wore a spider gown in fly time.
She only needed a couch, some hanging
curtains, and a place for her victim to fall
and bleed, to do her act.
She was a Wolf Woman, a Snake Woman,
Destroyer of Homes, and the sole cause of
in

suicide,

manslaughter, bigamy, high treason,

and battery, and cruelty to animals.
She was no use a-talkin' a feminine son
of a gun
For her the glass-eyed mowp clutched the
arms of his chair and held on tight. He
wore his morals in plain sight, lest such, as
assault

—

—

!

open-faced
people said she was a
menace to the home life of the nation and
stood in line for- hours to see her.
her

start

bungalow.

trouble

in

his

little,

And good

Dropped from

a nine-story building into a

mortar

—

box.

—

And then ah, then the mallet fell
(business of sigh of relief
and some kind
person came and took her away.
)

—

IV.

Then came those awful days when

large

chunks of humanity were being gri frith ed and
demilled. stunned with sweating hordes of
charioteers,, masses of knights in hardware,
and the "salary of the star.
They studied arithmetic, these supreme directors.

They searched
They devoured
The}' ate the

history.

the dictionary.

Koran and government

re-

ports.

They went

into

the silence,

and no man

could reach them by phone, letter, messenger,
dynamite, charge of desertion, jury duty,
war, or by order of the supreme court. They
were supermen, high priests of art, master
minds, gods brooding on giddy heights, and,
by writing constantly in shorthand for ninetynine years, a fast stenographer might record
their salaries.

And all the time all the people wanted was
a different kind of girl.
And then ah, then the mallet fell (business of yell of joy)
and some thoughtful

—

Burned

incense purchased by "Props" in Chinatown.

—
—

person came and took them away.

—

"7Vte movie.s

seem

to

be nut king

but rush

and hurry

Madge Kennedy, Once
But, just now, of the celluloid

to

me."

of the Stage

— though

she
vowed she'd never act before the camera.

Bv Charles

MADGE KENNEDY

Illustrated by

an apartment that looks out over
IN the
treetops of Riverside Drive up

and down the shimmering Hud-

New York

Gatchell
herself.

had just finished reading on
top of the heap and shook her head
script she

disconsolately.

a rug before a fireplace a few weeks

"You're not a good play, and I don't
want you," she said firmly, shaking her

ago, looking at a great pile of

finger at the helpless manuscript.

son, in

written

City,

manuscripts

that

a girl sat on

lay

type-

strewn

about her.
star in

was Madge Kennedy,
"Fair and Warmer," whose

brown

eyes have smiled friendly greet-

The

girl

late
big,

you more than once from the
pages of the magazine covers set apart
ings at

for the favorites of the footlights.
But she wasn't smiling on this particular morning, as she laid the manu-

"Not

one of you will do.
Oh, dear, why
doesn't some one write me the play with
just the touch of comedy and heart interest combined that I want? I searched
so long and read so many
I wish some
good fairy would appear with just the
play I've been looking for and drop it
Maybe if I wish hard
right in my lap.
"
enoughThere was a sudden, scratching,

—

;

Madge Kennedy, Once
scrambling sound in the chimney above,
and the next minute, out of the fire-

popped a tiny goblin man, who,
with one hop, perched himself on the
arm of a chair, shook the snow off his
hat, sneezed, and looked at her over a
place

pair of tortoise-shell spectacles.
"I don't think

it

was very

polite of

way," Madge said
severely.
"You should have come by
the front entrance and first sent up your

you

come

to

in that

card."

much

"This way was

quicker," said

man, grinning, "and I don't
like elevators, anyway.
Besides, when
I was at work over at Fort Lee, just
now, and I heard your wish, I wanted
to get here by the most direct route, be"
fore any of the others could
the goblin

"Then you've got

Madge asked

a play

me?"

for

eagerly.

"Heaps and scads and bushels of
'em,"

the

said

goblin.

"Barrels

boxes and
Why, don't you
I'm from the mov-

and

know

of

"Just what I came to talk about \"
cried the goblin triumphantly.
"Not
only one, but dozens. Look here, just
to

show you

a

tiny

He whisked

a sample."

manuscript

from out of

that

!"

"Well, you can," answered the goblin.
"Now, you'd never get one of the
theatrical producers to let you put that
play on behind their blessed footlights.

They'd say it
wouldn't get

"Oh, I'm so

across

don't

wasn't

o r r y

—

I

Madge

looking
movies
so

long

for
;

added

of

us

now,

movare made the

the finer the

she

ies

quickly,

people

better

like

You can
the whole
world for your

aw-

them,
ha v e

perfectly

"I met

many

nice actors, but most

exactly the kind that would

or

fill

them weren't

an army."

stage,

—

—

"

And

as for plays

Nature

for

your scene painter

and

with long salary lists and contracts
never could tempt me. What I'm looking for is a play
something different
from the- kind they've always given me
one that will give me a chance to take

forward

risk.

and we know that

me.

contracts.
movie men

a step

was too big

it

back

nice, and
they've shown me

But

wanted

!

fully

lovely

the

ever

"they've been

some

what

been

a

they've

course,"

it

But we
know how We've
got all the arts

fairly pestered

Of

that

disap-

have

me

after

said,

"The

pointed.

that

;

public

think you can help

me,"

the

pocket in his coat tails.
"Here's one
based on a legend of old Japan. The
principal character is a little girl who
lived among the cherry blossoms and
who was taught to believe that a person's soul might be reflected in a magic
mirror which had been given her.
Would you like to look at the scenario ?"
He handed her the manuscript.
Madge read it over and her face brightened with delight.
"Oh, I think it's a beautiful idea!"
she exclaimed.
"I would like to play

ies !"

s
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the

— why,

carpenter.
we've simply

taken over the whole world's literature.
The movies aren't afraid to tackle anything nowadays."
"Oh, that does sound tempting !"

Madge

said breathlessly.

Madge Kennedy, Once
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"And

then,

think,"

the goblin

con-

tinued; "you wouldn't be given just one
part to play for a year or two or three,
"
until you were so tired of it

"Oh, that would be a

relief

!"

said

Madge.

"And you wouldn't have to go out
on the road just when you wanted to
"
stay at home
"Or live in hotels," said Madge.
"Or ride on stuffy trains except
maybe once a year to California, per-

—

'

—

"

haps

"But

the

of

and her eyes opened wider than
ever with surprise and pleasure. I hap-

her,

know

pen to

but as this

the figures

should

cried.

"Cali-

fornia

is

that!"

love

Madge

of what happened, which

want you to
believe, and which I'm sure you do so
far, I'm afraid to tell them for fear
you'd think I was letting my imagination run.
So I'll leave them out. You
I

can take my word, though, that they'd
have made any of us open our eyes.
"If

it's

right,"

all

I'm

back to Fort Lee.

said

the

I've got a lot to do."

Madge

signed

my'

and
goblin,

many

the

friends

there

with

the

a

final

bow, whisked
up the chimney and out

"And, best
said

all,"

the

contract,

I've so

of

goblin,

hurry to get

in a

home;

old

contained,

it

just a simple, true story

is

"just sign here.

I

Stage

of sight.

goblin,

could

have your

And that is
how it came

evenings free

about

"you

home

to sit at

and read or
go to the opera, t o visit
your friends

that

Madge

Ken-

nedy,

who

for five years

has been capt

v a

i

t

i

n g

American
"Oh,

that
''Mo fie

would be
lovely \"

ii.

en

inth

I ant)

salary

lists

theatergoers
by her work

and contracts vevei

could tempt me."

light

in

Madge exclaimed in delight. "I would
like so much to live the way other people do for a while.
And I want to see
some of my old friends. Of course I

came
company of

met a

lot of

the goblin didn't really

many

nice

would

fill

chimney, but first sent up his card and
then rode up the elevator, as a wellbehaved goblin should, though I believe
he did wear tortoise-rimmed spectacles.
He was, as a matter of fact, a representative of the Goldwyn Pictures Cor-

people on the stage, and
actors, but most of them
weren't exactly the kind of men that

things

I

an army. There are so many
want to do that I can't while

I'm on the stage

"Then
goblin

we'll

said

call

"
it

abruptly.

a bargain,"
"I've

the

brought

along a contract.
A perfectly splendoriferous one. Just look it over."
Madge looked at the paper he handed

farces,

to join that

actors

of

ever-growing
stage

the

who

have gone over to the movies.
I suppose I may as well admit that

poration,

Madge

and

signed

the
is

for

come down

contract

two

the

which

years,

the

productions to begin in July.

But

I

have told the story

in this vein

—
!

Madge Kennedy, Once
because Madge's whole career, as she
says herself, is like a fairy romance.
Six years ago, she was living in a
land of dreams, just off the coast of
Bohemia that centered in a graystone
building on West Fifty-seventh Street,
Xew York City, known as the Art StuShe had come from
dents' League.
California to study there, with visions
of becoming an artist.
But one summer, while on a visit
with her mother at Siasconsett, she was
asked by a group of actors, who have
summer homes there, to take a part in
an amateur play they were getting up.
Henry Woodruff, watching her act, was
struck by the charm of the girl, and a
day or so later he did an unusual but
very shrewd thing.
He asked her
mother to let Madge take the leading
lady's part in a play he was preparing
to take on the road that fall.
That was a big undertaking, and a
big problem for a sixteen-year-old girl

had never
dreamed of going on the stage, and
Madge thought very hard about it for
two weeks. Finally she decided to acto decide,

especially as she

cept the offer.

The

play was no great success, but
reviewers everywhere commented on
the surprising talent which this girl,
without any training or experience, was

William A. Brady, hearing
of her, sent a scout to watch her act,
and within soon after, procured her

showing.

signature to a five-year contract.
After a summer in stock in Cleveland, she began appearing in that group
of plays with the type of which she has
so far been associated, including "Over
Night," "Little Miss Brown," "Twin

and "Fair and Warmer," all
light farces, adroit and humorous.
"It's all been like a wonderful adventure," she said to me, in her dressing
room, a few weeks ago, just before
leaving for Boston to play for a long
time, at least, her last engagement before the footlights.
"It's been full of
Beds,"

many
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of

and now
the thought of going into the movies
seems like one of the most delightful
so

one of

delightful surprises,

all.

"The day
for
it

my

I

went over

I

—but

don't think

I

was so
was ever
I

ened on the stage," she

"The

laugh.

Fort Lee

try-out before the camera

first

seems so funny

ened.

to

said,

frightfright-

with a

me

thing they had

first

—

do was to
set and open
and read a letter. I was so excited that
The movies
I fairly rushed through it.
seem nothing but rush and hurry to
me, anyway, but they are wonderfully

walk onto the

fascinating.

"I'm so anxious to get to work at
I can just fancy myself trudging
up a hill on the way to Fort Lee
them.

maybe

enough

early

to see a

sunrise

been so long since I've seen one,"
she added. "And to think that before
long all my friends, scattered from
coast to coast, and 'way up into Canada, will be seeing me again, thanks to
the movies
I like to think about that,
because it will seem as though I am
It's

!

them

seeing

"And

again.
"
yet

She

paused,

and

went on seriously
"You know, it's
never seemed as though I had had this
career at all.
It seems as though it
was another girl. Oh, a girl of whom
I'm very fond, of course, and glad to
see succeed," she added hastily.
"But
it seems as though I'm just the same
girl Avho was studying art a few years
ago, and that she'll be the one I'll see
when I see my pictures on the screen.
Do you understand what I mean ?"
:

The

call

for

the

last

act

suddenly

Madge Kennedy, with a
hurried good-by, ran away

sounded, and
smile and a

to meet, as she stepped onto the stage,

the "other girl" for

whom

she was glad.

Before long you, too, will meet the
"other girl," and you'll be fond of her,
also,

when you

see

her clear, brown

eyes smiling at you from the screen.

GET

IN

ON THE SECRET!

By Charles

ACCORDING

to

story, gleaned

snatches of the

from few

install-

ments which we did not miss,
and from parts of the plot which are
served out like pieces of plum pie you

—

get part of a

plum or

the case
be, in the first piece, and the rest
in the next
there appears to be a "Secret Kingdom," with which Vitagraph
is mystifying the public.
Charles Richman, who is crown prince of the "Secret Kingdom"— only he doesn't know
it
and Arline Pretty, whose father is
usurping Charles' throne, are in love.
In short, the whole situation is terrible.

may

—

—

plot, as

Carter

The usurpers

try

to

assassinate

him,

but they are always a little too late.
But we know the secret, and you
will, too, in a minute.
The truth of it
is

that there isn't

kingdom
Island,

is

and,

any secret

somewhere
as

this

at

just

all.

off

picture

The
Long

shows,

crown prince, usurper, agents, assassins, and camera men all ride to it on
Charles Richtug every morning.
man is just left of Miss Pretty in the
photograph. So don't let Charlie Richman sell you his "kingdom" for a horse
or a cigarette. It isn't his it belongs to
a

;

a real-estate

man.

What's
Happenin
George Beban (below)

is

trying to tell his son that
he is better than Chaplin.

George, Jr./'doesn'tknow
anything about art, but
he knows what he likes."

Snappy snapshots
that

show

the un-

seen side of fame.

Irene Castle teaching Milton Sills a dance that
Vernon himself never
heard of. There is a "dip"
in this, but it doesn't come
until the boat lurches.

x

flocks of partridges, nine
bears, four deer, and two million
rabbits went past Marin Sais and
made faces at her
f while she held this
beautiful pose.

Three

"Is any

woman

safe?"

Billy Jacobs, in teach-

Lynn

Reynolds

(above)

high

in

the

Sierras,

says that in her
humble opinion
it

is

warmer

in

the sum mer
than it is in the
mountains.

ing Anita King to do
a trick, seems to have
dragged her down to

his
level.

own

who sculps in his spare
assisting a gentleman to go on a

Willard H. Wilson,
time,

is

bust.

"You monster!"

cried the beautiful duchess
as she puffed slowly at her cigarette
but
that's where we interrupted Virginia Pearson to take her picture.
She smiles, not
because she must, but because she has
dimples.

—

This

is

What
Come

Bessie.

kinds?
again!

She makes all kinds of kale.
Well, Barriscale, for example.

That was too easy.

How would you like to have Edna Maison
for your stenog, fellers? She holds the record for running broad stenography. She
seems to have managed to get through a
whole page without writing a word on it.

""ii,

till"'—

i
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seems to us that the Goldwyn Company did a very
thing recently when it appealed direct to
exhibitors to learn their views regarding the question
of how fast to get films to them. It was not the first time
a manufacturing company has appealed to the men who

IT excellent

Producers

and
Exhibitors

was the most open,
and direct appeal ever made. The result will show for
itself, and those who follow this company will see what they gain by their action.
We always advocate the closest cooperation between the maker of a film,
its seller (usually the maker), and the man who shows the film
the exhibitor.
On another occasion we said that it was the duty of every exhibitor to know
what pleased his patrons if he wanted to be successful. Most live-wire exhibitors
are close to their patrons, and can tell what they like; but all manufacturers will

show

their films to enlighten

it,

but

it

—

not listen to the voice of the exhibitor.
The latter rents his films through an
exchange (owned by the manufacturing company usually, but sometimes by
individuals),

must
panies

also

—

if

and

settle

they

it

all

all

is

his

exchange he must make his
business problems through this exchange.

through

act like

owned by them or

not,

this

Goldwyn

act

—

will see to

as agents

in

it

pleas.

He

The com-

that these exchanges, whether

establishing the closest kind of

—

co-

operation between the two branches of the industry the producing branch and
exhibiting branch.
Some companies, we know, are too far behind the
times to think that any one could offer them suggestions, but such companies
constitute but a small percentage of the field, and should drop off soon because
of lack, of finance.
The really live concerns which survive will doubtless be

the

inclined

toward cooperation as the most

THE
Filming

Frohman
Plays

— Stars

logical course to continued success.

completed between the Mutual
Film Corporation and Charles Frohman, Incorporated, by which a company called the Empire All
Star Corporation was formed, will bring to the screen all
deal

recently

of the plays and

Frohman.

many

of the stars of the late Charles

These plays have been sought by practically

the big producers

but before his
death Mr. Frohman was determined to wait until the screen could do his plays
justice before presenting them, and that policy was carried out after his death.
That the heads of the concern should consider the present a suitable time to film
the plays is a compliment to the progress of the industry.
all

at

different

times,

The Observer
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The Frohman
more or less late

plays and stars are especially well known.
There are many
ones, such as "The Outcast," "Twin Beds," "The Charity

famous productions of "Peter Pan," "Secret
The stars include Anne Murdock,
Service," "Kismet," and several others.
Maude Adams, William Gillette, Otis Skinner, and a host of actors and actresses
whose names have been famous for years under Charles Frohman's management.
It is unfortunate that Mr. Frohman is not alive to see the film productions
of the plays in which he took so much pride, but the hard hand of fate ruled
otherwise.
The stars and plays will doubtless be a credit to the industry, for
every one of both former and latter qualify in many ways as being suitable for
Ball," et cetera, in addition to the

If Charles Frohman himself could only stand behind the
motion pictures.
camera and direct his star, change the dramatic action a little here and there,
and add an effect where needed, what w onderful pictures they w ould be! But
Frohman has left his genius behind in the plays and in what he taught the stars, so
that much can be expected from these productions, even though the master of
T

r

stagecraft

is

missing.

WOE

has come to the many who are wont to keep
track of screen favorites of a couple of years
ago who have not developed into one of the big

The
Elusive

They

them

one company's picture one week
Star
and in another's the next, and they wonder just where
they work and when they can be seen.
The cause of this shifting about of the film players of
the typical film players who did not come to the studio
a couple of years ago
With but few exceptions the
with a big stage reputation is the star system.
companies have run to featuring stars. Many of these were recruited from the
At any rate, the stars
stage, but others were known only as screen performers.
were installed and advertised heavily they still are so that it hasn't been difficult to tell where they are.
But the remainder of the rank and file of players
who had made reputations before the camera were allotted supporting roles to
They were hired only for a single picture, and then only because
these stars.
"stars."

—

see

in

—

—

—

"type" in the play. Naturally, when the making of the picture was over, they drifted to another company for employment, where they
In the East this moving about is especially noticeable,
fitted as another type.
It
for some concerns even engage their stars for only one picture at a time.
also has become a habit with the Western companies, so it will probably become

they

fitted a certain

an established custom

in

moviedom.

OUR

The Evolution of screen

Comedy

American brand of motion-picture comedy appears to come in starts and dashes first one style
prevailing and then another.
As we remarked
recently', there can be no comparison between the development of the screen drama and the screen comedy during
the period of evolution through which motion pictures have
just passed.

brand-new type of
the Fairbanks style
larized

it

—

The

past year, however, has brought forth a

comedy, and we think the type may be justly named
of comedy, for Douglas Fairbanks was the star who popu-

silent

on the screen.

Several years ago,

w hen
r

films

were

first

taking hold of the public,

we had

The Observer
the ''Keystone

Comedy," which was the
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In some

distinct type to appear.

first

Next
places this is still in vogue, but on the whole its popularity has faded.
came the Charlie Chaplin rule, which may still be said to exist, though not quite
This was the Keystone style smoothed
so prominently as a year or so ago.

down
style

a

little

followed

and

satire injected in a rather

— rather

silly,

rough-and-tumble way.

but minus farce features.

It

was

a step

The Drew

7

toward the

development of comedy.
There is little
Fairbanks comedies are what might be called "straight."
physical violence exerted in an effort to draw laughs. Rather, the comedies depend upon the appeal to the mind for the laugh, and the stories, interpreted by
the clever star, combine to appeal to the mind in such a way that it is imposSharp satire, delivered straight
sible not to see the humor of the thing at hand.
and comically, has appeared in many of the late Fairbanks films, and this comes
closer to reminding one of real, honest-to-goodness comedy than any of
the many misguided efforts which have appeared in celluloid in days gone by.
Let us hope that this new vein of screen comedy will reach its ultimate pereven better will be discovered and developed.
fection, and that others
There can be no doubt we certainly could use a better grade of humor than we
have on the screen at present or that we have had in the past.
-

—

—

what effect the conclusion of the war will have on
JUST
film men have on their mind
films
a matter which
all

is

American

Whether American-made

a good part of the time.

Pictures

films will be in

Abroad

without a market
|

them

m

more

or whether they will be

foreign countries which formerly used

a vital question.

is

require

demand abroad,

Some

countries

doubtless

will

pictures than ever before, but with the re-

sumption of production activities in other countries we doubt if imported films
of any kind will be overwelcome.
We have been doing some business with South America and the Orient
during the war, but only the latter seems to be a real money-making proposition.
The problem of enlarging the American film trade and playing to a w orld audiOf
ence is a big one, and one which has as yet not been very well handled.
course, all concerns ship a few prints here and there -a smattering which may
be said to cover the world but for real hard business dealings with the faraway nations in regard to renting or selling films, progress has been practir

—

—

cally nil.

What's

interesting
SOME
ing the

angles have been developed regardrelations of film players and companies in the

Los Angeles courts by Mary McDonald, known to film-theater patrons as Mary MacLaren,
Name?
against the Universal Film Manufacturing Company. Miss
McDonald was "discovered" by Lois Weber, Universal director, some time ago, and offered a contract at a comparatively small salary after she had made good.
The contract also provided that
she had to do anything the directors told her to, and that, in event of her leavsuit

in

brought

in the

a

ing Universal, she could never use the name of Mary MacLaren with another
concern. Being anxious to "get in pictures," the young lady signed the contract.
Now, after fame and success has come to her, and she has experienced some

—
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disagreeable

moments

from

the

"do-anything-the-directors-say"

clause,

she

wishes to break the contract.
think that when some of the many clauses are eliminated from film
It seems utterly ridiculous that a perplayers' contracts, things will run beter.
which
liable
contract
is
to deprive them of the name under
son, should sign a
which they became famous. There is nothing gained on either side by such
When Miss McDonald left Universal, Mary MacLaren ceased to
a clause.
The company could not create another girl for the name and get away
exist.

We

—

and the rightful owner of the name as far as the public is concerned
was prevented from using it. Of course, the young lady merely made a business
mistake about the salary, but, even so, a big company should be upright enough
to reward those players who make money for it, even though they have them
under contract for a small salary. The other point mentioned, giving full condepending entirely on the kind of
trol to directors, may or may not be wise
Discipline is absolutely necessary, but "riding
directors w ho are employed.
On the whole, it is well that this
players" is a procedure not to be tolerated.
matter came to light in the film metropolis, for, we believe, it will have an important and beneficial bearing on the future relations between players and comwith

it,

—

7

panies regarding contracts.

AT

a motion-picture camera has been perfected
which will be marketed at a popular price (as
Motion
prices for such cameras run), and which can really
Pictures at
be said to be the first device of its kind offered for universal
use. Others have been advertised, and a few have reached
but none have met with public favor because
the' market
they were sadly deficient in some way or another.
The camera which has been invented now combines a camera to take motion
pictures and a projection machine to show them upon a screen.
It holds two
film,
enough
hundred feet of
for any continuous scene and the amount used
by professionals to film many scenes, as a rule.
The price is beyond the reach of the average fan just now, but this is the
opening up of a new field in the motion-picture industry, and we look forward
last

Home

;

day when a camera and projection machine in the average home will be
as common as the phonograph of to-day.
It surely would be enjoyable to be
able to project scenes of last summer's vacation during the winter months in
your own parlor. The scenes which one wishes to preserve are innumerable.
Quite aside from the pleasant feature of entertainment in the home, private
motion-picture cameras and projection machines open up an almost unlimited
field in the business and professional world, in our estimation.
Think of the
use the following persons could make of such machines in their various followto the

— doctors,

lawyers, architects, lecturers, ministers, artists, manufacturers,
contractors, salesmen, school-teachers, detectives and the police in general, all
departments of city government, hospitals, local film houses, and so many more
ings

that to enumerate*

them would be a waste of

space.

pictures have only served one part of their duty

The

—that

fact is that

motion

of entertaining; in the

future they will serve many more, chief among them being that of educating,
know of nothing that will
for this great work has begun seriously already.
help the educational film along faster than the private camera, and we hope it
stays and grows, now that it has arrived in substantial form.

We

SHE COMES—A REGULAR QUEEN

The door of Fame is open and Francelia Billington,
of American, is on the threshold.
She is a
movie queen but refuses to wear a crown— the kind
of queen that has the world's support.

Ray
A

for Inceville!

true story with neither moral

nor point but with interest aplenty.

By Mosgrove Colwell

TURNING now
page — that

from the preceding

has the luck
to have a preceding page— we
come to Inceville. Inceville usually is not
reached by the simple process of turning
is,

from a page.
Painted

in

Post,

But

if

this

Nickelodeon
Minnesota, or the Bijou in
just as the

may

present to its patrons a
view of penguins on the rocks of Terra del
Fuego, so the reader may take even more of a
Rushville, Indiana,

,

short cut here.

That, however,

is

not the

way

Charlie

Ray and

came to Inceville. There were other things
from which we turned. One of them was a twoinch steak at Nat Goodwin's cafe at Santa Monica, where the breakers surge against the surf
I

and

retire in

worn

shocked surprise

at the

bathing suits

there.

We

from a perfectly good boulevard, lined with palms and Standard Oil service
stations, which runs along the crest of a cliff
turned, too,

keeping the Pacific at its distance.
The cliff
serves an additional purpose. It keeps the RussoJapanese fishing village also at its distance.

The
went

distance
to

was not

Inceville.

enough the day we
Perhaps when the wind is
far

blowing
does its
This
time
there
duty.
was a stiff wind sweeping
along the shore and we knew, long before we
reached there, that the fishers still were tendin the right direction the cliff

ing their nets.

That

fishing village

ternational

is

an

in-

complica-

Ray

Inceville!

for

Russ and Jap dwell side by side
a cluster of huts which fringe the

tion.

in

road to Inceville. It is a monument to
the horrors of war. No doubt, if there
hadn't been a Russo-Japanese War, the
village wouldn't be there, and then the
Santa Monica cliff would have less
to do.

We

turned from the fishing village,
but not before it had its effect on the
learned
camera we brought along.
later that a certain haziness to be seen
in the pictures was due to the fact that
we had left the camera door open, and
part of the village had been blown inside.
It was a kind of liquid air, so to

We

speak.

The road

to Inceville runs

beach as rapidly as
the fishing village.

along the

can away from
There was no misit

taking our destination. Inceville sticks
out from. the surrounding landscape like
a Carter's

On

ad.

Candy
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ory was wrong.
The gatekeeper told
me that a Japanese had built the platform ostensibly for use as a fishing pier,
but in reality for the convenience of
any invading Japanese fleet which entered Santa Monica Bay. The platform,
said the gatekeeper, would make an excellent landing stage for the Japanese

So the man who built the
platform undoubtedly was a spy in disguise, and the authorities at Washingtone are welcome to this information.
Charlie Ray pointed to the name,
"Inceville," on a sign on the gatekeepsoldiers.

"This is it," he said, to
prove that our exposure to the fishing
village hadn't been in vain.
As soon as we were inside the gate
I
saw another sign.
Not that they
are superstitious, but some one there
must believe in signs. This one was
typically Western, and I knew that
er's

lodge.

Pill

the face of a

with a
Roman nose was

promontory

perched a large openIts profile

air stage.

was

striking but

At

ceptive.

de-

the foot

other

stage,

was anand be-

yond

this a

platform

of

the

hill

running

From

out

a

to

sea.

distance

seemed

it

incredible

that anything without

wings could climb the
hill

the

to

stage,

upper

and the thought

naturally

people

was

that-

jumped from

the upper stage to the
lower, and that the

platform was there to
catch any one who

jumped too hard.

When
reached,

Inceville

was

however,

I

learned that this the-

/

knew

that sooner or later Bill

Hart would come rolling out with

h is two guns and cold blue eyes.

—
Ray
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sooner

or

later

would

Hart

out

rolling

two

guns

blue

eyes.

It

I

come
his

cold

Hardy's
loon" on it, and

Reginald Barker, Charlie Ray, and

Gardner

Suilivan,

street in the

Sato

ask the

physician what he could recommend
for fishing villages.
Charlie told me,
though, that the sign was only a "prop."

"propped up"
but no, Inceville is no place for punning.
Too many cowboys there are
suppose he meant

it

'

impatient with effete Easterners who
make light of their little ways.
"Now is a good time to see what
Inceville

is

like,"

said

Ray.

working up on the hill,
there is no danger of walking
one

is

I

was

right

expecting to see
Bill
Hart.
But he
wasn't the same William S. Hart of the

with

the

background.

C.

Italian

"Every
and so
into a

scene."

He may

have been right. Inceville,
so to speak, was dormant for the day.
Here, there, and alongside were rude
shacks of the Western or frontier days,
built to represent miners' cabins, streets,
and dance halls. All the houses had the
same peculiarity. One no sooner went
through a door than he seemed to have

gone clear through the building. Then
I realized that they were only "fronts."
On the back they were only pieces of
board and scaffolding.

We

met him
on a stage behind a wall of which
I could hear some one say:
"I'll take
two cards." He still had the cold blue
eyes and the firm mouth, but instead of
vivid checked shirt and fuzzy "chaps,"
he wore plain trousers, regular store
shirt, a collar, and blue velveteen smoking jacket. Imagine a famous bad man
in a blue smoking jacket
He didn't
even have one gun, let alone two.
I
know, for I brushed against his hip
pocket and there wasn't any bulge.
Hart pointed the way up the side of
the cliff, and then I learned the secret
of the two stages.
The upper one is
a kind of halfway station to the top of
films.

wanted

I

knew

in

had

"Doc

I

Inceville!

Bill

with

and

for

!

After a director gets through
taking "sea stuff" at the foot, he says,
"Let's shoot that mining-camp scene
now," and the actors climb zigzag to
the upper stage.
Then when they're through there,
they can climb to the top of the mountain range behind them, and, for all I
know, put a telescope on the lens and
have the villain escaping over the Alps.
the

hill.

Ray
We

climbed as Hart had told

us.

for

We

Sometimes we were on the
of a mountain range and some-

climbed.
crest

times in the

depths of a valley.

From

we caught
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Inceville!
hall there, to wait until

Chicago or

New

York surrounded it.
At one side was a long row
tures of

of strucforeign architecture and pic-

glimpses of
Inceville, now far below us, with the
broad expanse of the Pacific stretching out beyond. The view* was superb.
No wonder Tom Ince gets such wonAll he
derful scenery in his pictures.

turesque design.
"That," said Charlie Ray, pointing to

has to do is to train the camera on
A "location," to
his own back yard.
him, is merely a matter of a stone's
throw.
Finally we reached a broad plateau.
A stately building, reminding one either
of the Capitol at Washington or the
post office at Turner's Corners, Pennsylvania, loomed before us. It was immense. It looked as if some farseeing
real-estate developer had. built a city

making a picture."
The king's palace seemed

time to time

Imagine a famous bad

man

the edifice, "is a palace for a picture
just

finished.

And

turning to

that,"

the foreign village, "is a street in an
Italian city,

rent,

so

where Reginald Barker

we turned our

to be

attention

is

for
to

Barker was there, along
with several hundred soldiers, peasants,
camera men, horsemen, scenario men,
publicity men, and just persons.
The sun had hidden behind a cloud,
and so they were not "shooting." The
actors, principals, and extras sat around
and talked among themselves, just as
the merry villagers do in all well-apItaly.

Yes,

in a blue velveteen smoking jacket.

;

Ray
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for

pointed Italian cities. They were waiting for the orchestra to finish the overture and the curtain to go up.

Through the inspiring archway of
a building

I

could see the peaks of the

Santa Monica Range in the distance,
and truly the illusion of space and distance was perfect.
and Charles Ray,

With
I

J.

posed

G.

Hawks

in the arch-

way, to show there was nothing between us and the mountains but space,
but the atmosphere of the fishing vilThen we took
lage fogged the plate.
a picture of Charlie standing between
Reginald Barker and C. Gardner Sullivan, with the Italian street in the background.
Any one could tell from the picture
which is Barker, the director. He looks
In fact, the best dressers in the Los Angeles film colony have
agreed upon the mode a director should
adopt.
It simplifies matters
for the
actors.
As every one in the studios
like a director.

knows now, a

director

ahvays wears

Riding breeches are preferable, but any kind of trousers is allowed. Barker also wore a sport shirt

putties.

but this

is

optional.

Sullivan, the

man who wrote

"Civ-

run true to form the
day I met him.
He looked like any
business or ordinary man. The broad
brimmed, tortoise-shell eyeglasses were
ilization," did not

Inceville!
conspicuous by their absence, as was
the Windsor tie.
Maybe he wasn't
writing that day and didn't need them.
And then Charlie Ray introduced me
to Rags.
Rags was not in the cast of
whatever kind of war play Barker was
producing. He was supernumerary.

Rags

is

a dog,

and the bosom friend

of every one at Inceville. He has been
there ever since Ince added ville to his

name, and even when Ince pictures
were known by the old "Bison- 101-

Ranch" brand.
Rags knows more about
their press agents

can

tell

actors than

dare to print.

He

the difference between an up-

man from the legitimate
who is the particular friend

stage leading

and the

star

of the boss.

camera wise.
When
told to sit .up, he did so and registered
something or other.
Also, he obeyed
Rags, too,

the

is

command

to

"hold

it"

while

the

was taken.
There is a sad, rather worn expression on his face, and his nose seems
restless and ill at ease.
At first it puz"still"

remembered.
From
the top of the hill an excellent view
of the fishing village was had by all.
Turning now from Inceville, we
come again to no, that's wrong. We
went over the hill in Charlie's motor
to get away from it.
zled

me, then

I

—

Mothers of France

A tale of

big

bravery

By

in

men and women and
war-ridden France.

Will H. Johnston

PHILOSOPHERS

they were, these

two Frenchmen Henri Lebrou,
the farmer, and Jules Martin,
:

the schoolmaster, half the other's age,

but far in advance of his friend in his
dreams of the social regeneration of the
world. Standing at the door of his little

school in Meurcey, one afternoon,

after his pupils had scampered to their

homes, Martin stroked his miniature
beard and gazed somberly down the village street with brooding eyes.
Farmer Lebrou approached unnoticed
a fat little man, with ruddy
cheeks and twinkling eyes, a lover of
humanity, but a born optimist, heart
and soul with the schoolmaster in his

—

plans for social welfare, but, unlike his
friend, not a whit disturbed by the
slowness of millennium's coming.

"School is out, Maitre Martin; now
is the time to play," he said, smiling,
as he noted the other's serious mien.
Martin brought his gaze back to rest
on the grizzled head of the farmer.

"Play?" he echoed.
for play

is

ings of

war

past,

good

fear the time

friend.

are in the

moment France

"War

"I

air,

Mutterand any

"

—nonsense

curtly interrupted

!"

Farmer Lebrou.

"Peace and the brotherhood of man are the two things that
have been most talked of by civilized

War is
peoples in the last ten years.
unthinkable."
"None the less, the war cloud is coming.
It has burst over the Balkans, and
Europe, I believe."
"Pouf
You have been reading the
German. Bernhardi," scoffed Lebrou.
"The war cloud in the Balkans will
blow itself out, and we shall be free to
carry on our peace-and-brotherhood
it

will involve all
!

propaganda w ith new
T

"God grant
tin fervently.

A woman

it

may

zest."

be so

!"

—

said

Mar-

joined them a woman
whose beautiful face was overcast with
sadness, whose glorious eyes were tearThis was Madame d'Urbex, the
wet.

Mothers
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Lady Bountiful of the village, the wife
of gallant Major d'Urbex, retired. To

men

she gave a hand.
"Good friends," she said, speaking
with evident effort T;o control her agitation, "have you heard the news?"
They stared at her dumbly, waited
for her to continue, the same grim
thought in both their minds.
"My son
"It is war," she went on.
Robert, home on Jeave, has been hurThe major, too, has
riedly recalled.
offered himself and expects to be called
to the colors before the week is out."
"La guerre'." The dread word leaped
from the lips of the men. Then, "N'est

each of the

"Mais
dabbed
"It

is

oui,"

at
all

Madame

d'Urbex

her eyes with a wisp of
too true, my friends.
have invaded Belgium

Germans
will march on
"There

Farmer

exclaimed

pas possible!"
Lebrou.
ce

lace.

—

a thing of the devil," said

Lebrou, his ruddy cheeks blanched.
"Call it whatever name you wish,"
answered Martin. "Nothing you can
say is too harsh.
But if Madame
d'Urbex's words are true, the foe is
at the gate, and, while I have preached
the brotherhood of man and would give
my right arm to bring it about, my love
for France is greater than all else.
If
the gallant
to

major can

country,

his

I,

offer his services

who am

younger, must not hesitate

so

much

"

"

"But your mother

began Lemind the aged
who was dependent on the scant

brou, picturing in his

woman

earnings of Martin.
"Alas, the mothers of France!" said
the schoolmaster.
"Theirs will be the
hardest task. But there are no braver

ready for sacrifice if the country is in
danger."
Martin would have turned away, but
Lebrou put his hand on the other's
sleeve.
"And what about our dreams
of universal brotherhood?" he asked.
"They were but dreams," Martin answered harshly, and unconsciously he
drew himself erect and stepped out with

some

—

—

Your
Ah, God

well as the well born.

good wife will be distracted.
!"
pity the mothers of France
She broke off, sobbing, and with
bared heads the men watched her as
she went down the village street this
regal woman who a few hours ago had
held her head high, but who now was

—

bowed with sorrow.

is

and

7

ling as

"War

women under

Paris."

been

France

The

misunderstanding there must have been !" insisted Lebrou.
"We men of France
have no quarrel w ith our brothers
across the Rhine."
"The time is gone for argument, my
good Lebrou," said the woman.
"I
know nothing of the details of the diplomatic exchanges. All I know is that
war has been declared, and Robert has
gone to the front, and the major will
join him.
Already the newsboys are
calling the dreadful tidings. Your boys
will go, too, Lebrou
your son Victor,
and the fatherless boy, Pierre, who has
grown up in your house as your son.
The boys will all go, for the spirit of
France lives in all of them the foundhas

of

the

sun,

and they are

a military stride.

On

the following day the schoolmas-

ter took sorrowful leave of his pupils.

Out on

the street, the villagers

were

gathered, discussing in unrestrained accents the call to arms.
The childish
voices joined in the clamor, and not one

of these bright-eyed youngsters but en-

vied broad-shouldered Maitre Martin,

who was going

out

to

fight

for

"la

pat He."

Joy was intermingled with Martin's
regret at leaving the peace of

Muercey

for the battleground of Belgium.

An

hour or two before, he had declared his
love for the pretty daughter of Farmer
Lebrou, and little Marie had promised
to marry him when he came back from
the war.
He had long cherished an

Mothers
the girl, but had

feared
to speak of it. for she was all of ten
years younger than he, and there was
affection

for

an old saw about ''youth to youth" that
made Martin wince.
All hesitancy was swept away, however, when he found himself detailed
for immediate duty at the front. Gaining courage from the call to action, he
and little Marie,
made his plea
prompted by her mother and Madame
d'Urbex. who stood by, gave him her
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France

of

recruiting sergeant to
as a soldier of France.
office

cruiting:

he

enter his

From

hurried

name

the re-

to

Marie

Lebrou.
he said proudly, "go to fight
country."

"I, too,"

for

my

were a man

!"

you
sighed Marie, clasping her small hands
and sizing at him wistfully.

"Would

I

like

;

The schoolmaster took sorrowful leave

oj

his pupils.

promise to wed him when peace came
again.
He was well content with the
promise and hardly noted that she had
said no word of love
or, if he noted
it, he ascribed the omission to shyness.

—

Enough for him that she would be his
wife when the war drums were silent.
But when Martin had gone and all
the stalwart men of the village had
answered the

defend France
against the invaders, Pierre, the foundling, burned with a passion to join the
colors, and, though he was under military age, he was tall and sturdy and
by persistent entreaty persuaded the
call

to

"No, no, don't wish for that !" he
said quickly.
"I would not have you
change places with me or with any one
in the world.

You

beautiful

soul

And

in

are beautiful, Marie,
as

well

as

then, while he caught her

body."

hands

and for one delirious moment held her
"I
close to his heart, he whispered
love you
I, who have no right to tell
you so I, who am nameless and would
be an outcast on the streets had not
your father stretched out his hand and
saved me. Forgive me, Marie, I have
"
no right
"Xo, you have no right," she said.
:

—
—

Mothers
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with a catch in her throat.
"A week
ago, had you spoken, you would have
had the right, but now Pierre, now I
am the betrothed of Monsieur Martin."
"The schoolmaster you love him?"
he exclaimed incredulously.
"And why should I not?" she asked
demurely.
"He is oh, so much older than you."
"Ah, but is he not a good man,
Pierre ?"
"Indeed, yes, one of the best of men,"
he agreed candidly. Then doggedly he
pressed home his point
"But you have
not told me you love him."
"Do not ask me, Pierre," she begged
him. "I have not dared ask the quesMy father, my mother,
tion of myself.
Madame d'Urbex they all were so
pleased when he asked for my hand,
will be
and I grave mv consent.
married when the bodies have been
driven back to their own country and
Maitre Martin comes back from the

—
—

—

:

—

We

France

of

war. I had not thought of you, Pierre,
save as a brother and now it is too
late.
I will marry him.
I am in honor
bound. But I shall pray not only for
Jules Martin and my brother Victor,
but for you, too, my good Pierre, and
beseech le boh Dieu to bring you back
safely.
I shall always want you for

—

my

friend."

"Always and always," he

said bro-

kenly.

"This is good-by, Pierre. And now
to your duty for our beloved France."
For a moment her lips were on his, then
she put him gently away, and he faced
about and marched oft with shuffling
gait and drooping head as a man going
to execution.

Under

the

shadow of

the great cathe-

dral of Rheims, kneeling by the statue

Jeanne d'Arc, Madame d'Urbex
found comfort in the dark days that

of

followed.

Life in her chateau at Meur-

Mothers

of

cey had become unbearable after the
departure of the major and their son
Robert, and she had joined the Red

Her

was at Rheims, and
when she could steal away a moment
or two from her heart-rending duties it
was to the heroic figure of Joan of Arc,
Cross.

her patron

station

that

saint,

Joan d'Urbex

flew for inspiration and help.

Here, one morning, a soldier came to
her with the news that Victor Lebrou
had been brought to the hospital,

wounded, and was

calling for her.

entering the consultation room where
nurses and doctors were gathered, she
leaned against the door for support and
spread her hands beseechingly.

loved

—

loved him as I
son!" she cried. "What

my own

I

tidings ?"

"Madame, be brave

;

it is

for France,"

one of the nurses answered. "Victor
Lebrou has a thin hold on life but a

—

hold.

Come
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routed them; but of our company of a
hundred a bare dozen of us lived to rejoice in the victory."
"
"Robert
she caught him up.
"My son Robert? You have seen him?
"
Tell me, he is
'Wounded," he answered, his voice
barely audible.
"Sadly wounded, madame. Of the twelve of us survivors,
all more or less wounded, his was considered the most hopeless case.
He

could not be

moved from

the field hos-

pital."

''Come quickly, I beg of you, madame," he said. '"There is hope for him,
"
but
There he stopped.
She hurried back to the hospital, and,

"The boy Victor

France

!"

On

one of the cots in the bis: ward
they found the boy. He was breathing

"I
to

must go

me
"It

to him, Victor.

where he

the place
is

Describe

is."

Chaulnes, a village four miles

to the north.

But stay one

moshe rose and would
little

ment, madame," as
have hastened away. "I may never live
to see another sun.
You will take my
love to the dear ones at home in Meurcey? Tell them my last thought was of
them."

"Be assured, my good Victor." She
turned and bent over him again. "But
think no more of death. You must live.
I will find my Robert
bring him to
you.
Think rather of the reunion that
is coming."
And, touching his forehead with her lips, she was gone.

—

painfully.

"Madame

d'Urbex," he murmured.
"Thank you for coming. I heard you

were here.

I

wanted

beautiful face.

hours

to

I

live

your
may only have a few
"
His eyes closed
to look into

wearily.

Madame

d'Urbex

pleaded

d'Urbex

arms
shoulders and raised him

"Do

ing us, Victor.

We

I

am

to

put

not speak of leavneed you. France

a nurse

help

her

you

now.
to

See.

get

I

well

a^ain."

"Ah, for France!" the boy said.
"Gladly would I die a hundred deaths
for her.
I have gone through purgatory since I left dear green little Meurcey.
Robert and I were among those
who pierced the lines of the bodies and
6

permission

for

to

pass, but the outposts politely but firmly

barred the way.

In her despair she
Martin, the peace-loving

came upon

around his
on his pillows.
needs you.
have come

The road to Chaulnes was closed
even to the Red Cross nurses. Madame

schoolmaster of

Meurcey—now

an of-

French armv.
"My boy Robert he is wounded,"
she wailed.
"Ah, Monsieur Martin,
could not you arrange that I may go to
ficer in the

him?

He

—

is

at

the

field

hospital

at

Chaulnes."
"As it happens," said Martin, "it is to
Chaulnes that I myself have been as"
signed with my command
"Oh, cannot Jvou take me with Jvou,
good friend?"

He was

silent

for a

long moment.

Mothers
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Then

"If you are willing to accept
the risk, I can conceal you in a trans:

port wagon."

"Any

risk

—any

risk,

France

of

Monsieur Mar-

on her knees by the cot where he
lay.
She kissed his pallid cheeks, wept
over him, put her arms about him as if
to shield him from the dread angel of
fell

\

tin !"
if

she cried.

only

I

may

see

"I will gladly take

my

it

boy again!"

Into the boy's vacant eyes came
a momentary look of understanding.
He strove to speak his fingers clutched
death.

;

When

Martin, with his men, set out
for Chaulnes, they carried with them,
hidden in a transport wagon, Madame
d'Urbex.
The journey brought them
closer to the firing lines, and when they
reached the village the shells were dropping around them. Martin pointed the

way

and

eagerly

at

white

her

trembled on his
tion,

lips

major who was doing his duty
somewhere else on the front. But it
was of France the boy was thinking.
And as she bent over him, there came

resources while he put
his men in readiness for the action in
which they were to take part.

the ""Marseillaise:"

lady to her

own

Robert lay scarcely breathing,

of affec-

gallant

faintly to her the

left

—words

she guessed, for herself and the

the

to the field hospital

Words

hands.

opening phrases of

"AUons, en f ants dc
Le jour de gloire

la
.

patrie,
.

.."

star-

ing with lusterless eyes, only half conscious of his surroundings. His mother

He

broke off his eyes, glowing for
a moment, were closing.
;

;

Mothers

—ray boy, my boy!"
— — for—France—mother."

she

"Robert
moaned.
"It

up

lit

And

his face.

madame,

A

so he died.

order has
come to retire and take our wounded
with us." A helmeted soldier stood beside the grief-stricken mother.
She
"But my boy he is dead !"
looked up at him through brimming
"Cannot I take his body with
eyes.
''Pardon,

the

—

me 0"
"Impossible,

madame

!

He

will

be

with his comrades who have
fallen.
Hasten, if you please."
He raised her from the ground,
and there
gently led her to the door
her mind ceased to register impresburied

—

She

sions.

trenches

found

like a spirit/she

;

in

the

passed;

men

herself

gave her no heed, but went on with
their deadly business.
Then came a
sudden thrust of the enemy. Caught
with the fleeing soldiers, she scrambled
out of the labyrinth and raced along

muddy

In her nostrils was the
acrid smell of powder, in her ears the
artillery.
clamor
of
She heard the thudding impact of fighting men wild, hoarse
shouts added to the
din; now and then a
bugle blared out an
a
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giving ground, were being driven back

become a rout. The
sound of conflict grew fainter. Evening had come night was at hand.
She
There was no shelter in sight.
the retreat had

is

smile

France

of

road.

—

sank to the ground, exhausted strove
to rise, but nature denied her strength.
Luxuriously she stretched herself on
the thick grass.
She slept.
;

morning when she
awoke, stiff and cold. She shuddered
when she recalled the events of the day
before. Rubbing her tired muscles, she
managed to get to her feet. A cart
was rumbling along a country road near
was

It

—

by

early

cart piled high

a

A little

goods.

from the

with household

family was moving

away

She called to
them.
They were going toward
Rheims. Would they take her? But
surelv
Madame was welcome to their
poor conveyance.
So with the peasants she journeyed back to Rheims.
For several weeks Madame d'Urbex
gave herself to the care of the sick and
firing

lines.

!

wounded strove to forget her own sorrow in ministering to others. No tidinsrs had come of her husband, and she
;

;

order.

from that
unbelievable hell where
crazed men were conShe

fled

every

testing

the

way

—

fled

inch

of

across

the fields, borne on by

superhuman strength,
led by some unknown
hand out of the danger
Presently

zone.

stopped.
battle

The

she

tide of

had turned.

In

the hand-to-hand fighting the bodies were

"

Martin, I

am

losing

my

faith in

God"

she said brokenly.

—

Mothers
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made no

She dared not speculate as to his fate.
She asked concerning young Victor Lebrou, and sufinquiries.

new anguish when

fered

she learned

had died only a short time after'
she had gone to search for her own son.
One more mother of France had been
that he

bereaved.

One day
swung open

the gates
to

of

the

admit another friend of

hers, another victim of the

cruelty

hospital

—Martin,

the

war god's

schoolmaster

of

Meurcey, blinded from shrapnel, his
body wracked with pain from many
wounds. Through him she learned of
her husband's fate. He had been with
Major d'Urbex when the gallant officer was mortally wounded by a sniper.
Martin picked oft the sniper and then
Searchknelt by his fallen comrade.
ing for the bullet wound, he found that
the bullet had pierced a pocketbook
before entering the major's body.
"If

it

had been a

little

fatter

it

would

have stopped the lead," said the brave
Frenchman, jesting even at death's
door. "Give it to my wife and tell her
I

died as an officer should

—

in action."

France

of

Madame

d'Urbex

wept

over the
bloodstained pocketbook.
"Martin, I
am losing my faith in God," she said
brokenly.
"Ah, you must not do that." He put
out

his

hand

and

groped

for

hers.

"Never doubt that right will triumph."
"But what bitterness !" she wailed.
"Yes, it is hard," he answered;
"harder for you mothers of France
than for us who have been in the thick
of the conflict."
She wondered at the bravery of this
man who, shut out from the sunlight,
could yet speak words of cheer.
little later, when Martin had wrestled with his own life's problem, he put
in her hands a letter.
"I want you to give this to Marie,"
he said— "little Marie, Farmer Lebrou's
daughter, you remember. I had hoped
to marry her, but I absolve her from
her promise. She must not marry a
blind man."
He winced at the words,
"I have written
but went on bravely

A

:

this note

the

— rather,

surgeons,

Please give

it

I

dictated

who wrote

it

it

to one of

for

me.

have told
is free, and
have added that it
is God's will."
But Marie refused to be ab-

In it
her she

to her.

solved

I

from

her

promise. Like the
loyal daughter oi
France she was,

she hastened

R h e m s and
i

to
in-

sisted that the en-

gagement must not
be broken. For better or worse she
would marry him.

Had

he not fought
for France, and did
he think she would
turn from him because of his great
Marie refused

to be absolved

from her promise.

sacrifice ?

;

Mothers
Too

"God

blind

the

soldier

Cast of

not

did

"Mothers

then try to change
her mind.

But a day came
later when he had
his way.
It was a

month

He was

back in

Meurcey.
d'Urbex

Madame

;

.

other

had

Pierre,

the

One

—

new

light in

narrow escapes

"Glad glad so glad
she told him,
with brimming eyes.
"Somehow it was always of you I
was thinking," he went on. "It was
your eyes that beckoned me, your voice

— Pierre

that I

Martin.

wounded
"Blind
so?"

—

"Pierre

to him.

she said wildly.

!"

some one

member

!"

on."

Marie was clinging

"You must

else to think

of

!

Re-

am promised to MonHe has come horns

he exclaimed.

"Is

it

indeed

He

begged me to give
him up said he would only be a burden. But I said I would keep my prom"Alas, yes

!

;

Was

was

I

not right, Pierre?

rip-ht."

—

.

more than

.Aubrey Angle

ever."

.

Alice

was Madame
d'Urbex who' first

Lagrange

Albert Signer, Jr.

brave even

such a startling fact.
But she could not summon
enough courage, and it was for fate to
da what Madame d'Urbex could not.
Fate brought Pierre and Marie one day
within earshot of Martin.
He recognized their voices immediately.
"I cannot bear to stay longer, Marie," Pierre was saying.
"I am going
to cut short my leave and go back to
the trenches. It is for love of you I go*."
The blind soldier heard no more. He
in the face of

knew what answer the girl would make.
She was loyal but was it right that

—

she should sacrifice her

He went
"I

to

Madame

have come

life

for

him?

d'Urbex.

for help," he said to

come
to ask you to persuade Marie Lebrou
Then he told her of
to give me up."
what he had heard.
She summoned Pierre and Marie,
and while the blind man gave them his

the lady of the chateau.

"I have

blessing and' spoke of his school chil-

whom
Madame

were his heart and
d'Urbex joined the
future,
hands of the young couple.
"I see I shall have to' mother all of
dren, with

blind."

!"

Martin will
you now

learned of Pierre's
love
for Marie,
and her heart went
out to the blind schoolmaster.
Many times she was on the point of
telling him, knowing that he would be
.

again."

me

love

It

;

that urged

.

.

from death. He had left the village a
boy he had come back a man.
"The boches tried to keep me from
coming back to you, Marie," he said
gayly to Farmer Lebrou's daughter.
"But efficiency has its limits, and here
I am on leave of absence for three
weeks. Now, tell me you are glad to

—

all

need

Robert d'Urbex

Pierre, the soldier,

—

"I

said

—love you with
my soul —but

right.

of hazardous deeds and

me

huskily.

Major George d'Urbex.

Pierre, with startling tales of fighting,

I

little

you have done

wearing on
breast the coveted military medal

his eyes

ise.

Marie, brave
woman !" he

Mme. Joan d'Urbex... .Surah Bernhardt

returned to the village
foundling; Pierre, with a

sieur

you.

you

herself to the poor

find

bless
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had returned, too,
and was devoting
and the sorrowing.

France"

of

.

be

to

later,

exact.

see
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deliriously

happy,

his

France

of

Tell

me

you," said the gentle woman, smiling.
"We mothers of France have varied
tasks, but we are aided, thank Heaven,
by men like the valiant Martin."

—

—

The Life
The

chapter of a
career
Ince's

final

great

—

conquest of filmdom.

Thomas

Company, and was tramping New
York's Broadway in search of work
when Opportunity reached out and

H

Ince.

touched him. He didn't know that
it was the kind of opportunity that
would lead him, as it has done, to
fame and affluence, but he knew
that it was an opportunity whereby
he could keep from the door of his
little Harlem flat the curly wolf of
want that threatened to pay a visit.

Having made

rounds of

the

the booking offices with no success, Ince was standing before a
hotel near

Times Square, debat-

ing with himself the question of

what his next step would be.
Suddenly a rather luxuriouslooking automobile drove up to
the curb and a nattily attired
man alighted. His whole ap-

THERE almostsome1

s

thing

un-

canny about the
swiftness with which
Thomas H. Ince advanced to the position of prominence he now enjoys something

pearance bespoke prosperity
of the kind Ince had never

known.

;

that sprang

the eyes of the two men
met, there occurred a mutual recognition.
And the man that said to Ince,

goal

"Hello,

astonishing about the consistency
with which he overthrew the obstacles

up in his path toward the
achievement; and something.,
too, encouraging to those who are wont
to brood over their tardy promotion to-

ward

of

better things.

Ince's initiation into the motion-pic-

ture

business

was extremely inauspi-

cious, being attended not even
publicity.

It

took place in the

by local
fall

of

1910, and consisted merely in his being
introduced by one already initiated
and being engaged. He had returned,
as has been chronicled, in the

of
sojourn in Cinfall

from a summer
cinnati, where he had played an engagement with the Chester Park Opera
1910,

As

Tom !"

was Joseph Smiley, who

also has attained success as a photo-play
director.

The exchange

was followed by
Ince to join him
having a

bit

of

greetings

of

Smiley's invitation to
at lunch.

And

Ince.

an appetite himself,

accepted.

Over

the

demitasse

they

talked

some months prewhen they had played together,

talked of the days,
vious,

Smiley the hireling, Ince the employer

—talked

of the eventful Bermuda trip
and of the illustrated songs that so satisfactorily had entertained the brown
and the British Tommies.
natives

:

Thomas

of

By Kenneth O'Hara
Illustrated

well

talked until Ince suddenly wondered how it had come to pass that
Joe Smiley was displaying a scout bank

and that he, his friend's erstwhile
boss, was hunting employment.
''Why er I'm working in moving
pictures," is the way Smiley explained
"I'm an ashis prosperous condition.
sistant director up at the Imp studio
on Fifty-sixth Street, and gettin' along
roll

— —

finely."

W

ith most
Ince reflected a moment.
of his professional friends, he always
had regarded the moving picture in the
It was unlight of cheap amusement.
dignified and not in harmony with the

Only airdomes

and beer gardens had been contributing
True, it was gaining a
to its support.
foothold, but there was nothing of the
glamour of the theater about it. And
yet, were it to offer him even a temporary livelihood, it were better than

"Any

!

Owen Moore,

King

Baggot,

"Bob" Dailey, and several others now

by Mon Randall

traditions of the stage.

Ince

H.

rence,

They

nothing

!

known

—steady

employees,

all

of

them
Harry Salter was directing a scene.
Ince looked on in awe. The sight was
more absorbing than he had calculated.
PerPossibly he would like the work
!

haps

wasn't so degrading, after all!
Such were his thoughts as he stood
it

there in silence,

when

Salter

summoned

After a few whispered words,
in which Smiley had highly recommended Ince for the part of a "heavy"
Salter was in need of, Salter approached Ince and offered him five
dollars a day to play the part throughNaturally Ince acout the picture.
cepted the engagement without further
Smiley.

parley.

Mrs. Ince chanced
to be acting at the Biograph studio,
portraying a part in a comedy under
Right

at this time,

He reached a hasty decision.
chance for me up there?" he

suddenly inquired of Smiley.
'"Why, certainly! There should be!"
was Smiley's reply. "You're an actor,
aren't you ?"
Then, after a pause
"Why don't you come on up there with
me now? There may be something
doing this afternoon."

Much

against his will, Ince agreed,

and a moment
to the

Imp

later he

was en route

studio with Smiley.

It oc-

cupied the top floor of a manufacturing building on Fifty-sixth Street be-

tween Tenth and Eleventh Avenues,
and as Ince cast his glances about the
place it reminded him, he says, of some
of his uninviting one-night stands. Yet
there before

him stood Florence Law-

Ince

made

the

rounds of

the

with no success.

booking

offices

The
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Ince
that

the direction of
Frank Powell.

elusion

One day Powell

possibility

of

told her he unher
derstood

character

actor

becoming

husband

high-salaried fa-

working

Imp

at

the

vorite

studio,

and
that

public

suggested
she advise

was

there

was

j^oh't

FeAR lav/

;

slim
a
a

of the
was an-

other.

then

It

to join the Bio-

occurred to him
he might be a

graph forces. At

director.

home,

Smiley was an as-

that
con-

she

night,

him

sistant

he reflected, and

veyed the message, and,

director,

beam-

if

an

assistant

was be-

ing with visions

director

of

generous

ing paid a hand-

"raise," Ince re-

some sum, what

adopt

must be the

a

solved

to

the tip.
alized, for

Pow-

readily

con-

sented

him

director

materi-

visions

ell

honorarium of

His

to

pa

he

was

too

roles

y

short

his

of stature to

merit hading

staggering,

was a foregone conclusion.

fact, that

He was

given an important
part in a comedy, and so impatient was
Powell to complete the subject that the
company frequently worked at night,
thereby adding considerable to Ince's
income.
The Biograph, however, was
not destined long to be his source of
revenue.
Shortly before the completion of the
picture, Ince met Smiley one day and
was handed another profitable tip. In

was
becoming

fact,

it

''You

made

Tom \"

this

tip

that

resulted

in

a director.
quite a hit over at our

Smiley told him. "And
if I were you, I'd go back there and
have a talk with Tom Cochrane. No
kiddin', they like your work."
This encomium set Ince to thinking.
He tried to convince himself that Smiley had told him a truth, yet he could
not understand the logic of it.
That
he was too short of stature to merit
leading-man roles was a foregone conplace,

was

staggering — so

fifteen dol-

lars a day.

The

!

.thought
That

gered

hand

A

Ince

resolving to

into

a

it

i

n

stag-

try

his

at directing.

few days

Tom

Cochrane's
private office, there was made an agreement that started Ince on his skyrocket
later, in

climb.

Cochrane admitted freely to Ince that
his first and only performance under
the Imp banner had made an impression, and that, should he so elect, he
might return to the Fifty-sixth Street
studio.

"Well, Til try you, Mr. Cochrane,"
said Ince.
"I feel that I'm cut out
for
I'll

you

and
sign a contract with you, provided
a

director

stipulate in

in

it

this

business,

that the first chance

at directing shall be given to

Cochrane

me."

hastily turned the proposi-

tion over in his mind.

He had no

suf-

reason to believe that Ince would
make a better director than would any
of several older and more experienced
Yet he was
employees at the plant.
ficient

The

Life

of

Thomas H.

anxious that Ince perform in Imp picSo he signed the agreement contures.
taining the proviso which he frankly
believed future circumstances never
would compel him to keep.
But he erred sadly in his judgment,
for
something happened here that
forced him very reluctantly to abide
by the terms of the document. Even
while the ink was drying, the telephone
on Cochrane's desk tingled and an authoritative voice informed him that one
of the directors had resigned.

An

in-

nocent auditor, Ince gleaned the one
paramount fact from Cochrane's conversation and decided then and there

quash any intent that Cochrane may
have had to frustrate his promotion.
Politely and leisurely he stepped to
Cochrane's desk and picked up his copy
to

of the contract.

he

"Well,"
rane,

as that

said,

addressing

official

hung up

suppose

ceiver, "I

I

Ince
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sudden turn of events. "They'll give
you the script over there and you can
finish the picture."

Out of
sallied

sanctum Ince
the studio.
But his

the executive

direct

to

was not a warm reception. Instead of
grasping his hand in congratulation,
the stock players, property men, and
stage hands cast furtive glances in his
direction

and shambled away, muttering

expressions of utter disapproval.
The discouraging environment, however, robbed Ince of none of his determination or confidence.
He assembled the members of the company and
directed the few remaining scenes of
the picture.

J

Then he undertook
manuscript

for

his

to find a suitable

next

production.

But his search availed him nothing.
"There were no establi-shed scenario

Coch-

departments then," he says, discussing

the re-

those days.
"What authors we were
forced to choose from were made of
high-school boys and girls, and their

might just as well

go over there and get busy."
Cochrane had no alternative to

offer.

stuff

was impossible."

He saw

clear

visions of

some

spair,

Ince

sat

old-tim-

down

in

a

cor-

of

the

Finally, in de-

ers yelling their

ner of the

little

heads off in pro-

studio

and

res-

test against

urrected out of
h i s memory a

this

seemingly u n just
promotion
o f Ince
but

poem h
had known as
little

;

was in
black and white
his agreement
there

boy. It

it

first

va-

cancy created in

nities.

the

made

ranks

directorial

—and

i

n

replied,
to

!"

a

produced
he

der

trying

appear

So he
and
it

the

untitle,

Nell's
Tobacco." Hayward
Mack,
now a director,
"Little

un-

concerned and
completely
satisfied
with the

crude

adaptation

Ince's pocket.

"Oh, yes

rich

emotion, and
Ince perceived
in it splendid
screen opportu-

to allow Ince to

the

a

in

—

fill

was

e

His was not a warm reception.

played lead.

The
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This achievement Ince's first as a
director
suggests an amusing incident
that was responsible, in great measure,
for Ince's next big step forward.

—

Feverishly anxious to ascertain the
attitude of the public toward his initial
effort, he bothered the exchange repeatedly, until told the date and place
of the first showing of "Little Nell's

Tobacco." It was to have its premiere
at the Fourteenth Street Theater.

And

so

was

it

that on the appointed

day Ince and Carl Laemmle, then president

of

Imp Company,

the

together

with Mrs. Ince and Mrs. Laemmle,
entered the Fourteenth Street Theater

judgment upon the merits of
the new director's maiden contribution
A fair-sized crowd
to the cinema art.
was on hand for the same purpose.
Scarcely had a hundred feet of the
reel been projected when Ince commenced to exert an influence over his
to sit in

chief.

"Hear what they're sayin'?" he kept
asking Laemmle.
And every time

Laemmle

strained his ears to hear, Ince

would bend over and remind him that
it
was a wonderful picture. On account of which Laemmle would have
been unable to hear any laudatory remark, even though one might have been
passed.

end of the show, Laemmle
turned to Ince and inquired
"Well,
what do you think? How did it go

At

the

:

over

r

"Oh,

fine !"

fine,

exclaimed

Ince

boastfully.
Ince,

my

boy?" quizzed Laemmle.
"Why, there's no doubt about

it,"

"Do you

really

returned Ince.
made.
That's
people say."

.And before
had a chance

"The
what
the

best picture ever
I

heard

several

credulous magnate
any adverse criti-

to hear

him firmly by the arm
with him as the two hur-

cism, Ince took

and kept step

think so,

ried

up the

Ince
and made a hasty

aisle

exit.

Shortly

after

Mary

incident,

this

Biograph for
the Imp management, and her arrival
marked the reward tendered Ince by
Laemmle for his good work work
that first had been brought to the president's attention by the director himself at the Fourteenth Street Theater.
He was assigned to direct the popular
Mary.
By this time, the Imp pictures had
begun to "catch on," and the company
officials were considering the advisaPickford

deserted

the

—

of establishing a studio in California.
So they sent a representative

bility

— Ben

Turpin,

comedian

the

—

to

the

Pacific coast to investigate conditions.

But Turpin's investigation threw cold
water on any further aspirations the
Imp folk might have had toward California.

It

revealed the fact that the

General Film Company, which was
seeking to enjoin all independent organizations
from using the perforated
film, was waiting for a foreign concern

to

locate

whereupon

it

This

rise

in

the

Golden

State,

would institute injunction proceedings and thereby seriously
hinder the work of picture making.
Hence, Laemmle and his associates decided to abandon the California idea.
gave

to

the

suggestion

of

and a day or two
later two companies were making plans
One
for an extended trip to Havana.
of the companies was headed by Ince,

Cuba

as a destination,

who

was,

scheduled

to

direct

Mary

Pickford and Owen Moore; the ether
by Joe Smiley, whose leading player
was King Baggot.
The trip consumed about four
months, during which Ince made what
were considered to be many of Miss
It was dyPickford's best vehicles.

namic by virtue of its energy, but was
not, however, without its humor.
Before the departure of the troupe,
C. A. ("Doc") Willat, the laboratory

The
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had been dispatched to the
He had been
island as an emissary.
specialist,

instructed to

make

all

necessary pre-

Ince

Investigation

illness.
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showed

cream instead of

lard.

liminary arrangements for the arrival
and establishment of the two com-

Ince's

panies.

after his arrival in Cuba.

His
vana,

known

first

was

step,

to

upon arriving
a

lease

historic

in

Ha-

hotel,

as the Palacio del Carneado, at

Yedado, on the outskirts of the city
proper.
It formerly had been used
as a jail, and was then deserted, and
Willat calculated it would make a
splendid dwelling and working place
his

plans

Litigation interrupted the celerity of

work

for a short period, not long
It

presented

nature of further activities
on the part of the General Film Company, which this time threatened to
itself in the

work of exhibitors who had
given Cuba her picture houses.
But
undo

the

000-lAliAllAH//
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for the entire outfit.

But

that the

cook inadvertently had utilized the cold

went awry

— for

"S"0Ut_

the

AT LfiSTj

All in the party
time being, at least.
appeared to be in accord with the idea,
They obexcept Smiley and Baggot.
jected strenuously, and the upshot of
it
was that they took up their abode
in the city.
Ince and the others, however, remained and made the Palacio
del Carneado their headquarters. They
built a studio in the yard and thereby
were enabled to film all their interior
scenes without having to walk more
than a few yards from the breakfast
table.

The mention

breakfast table
leads to a recital of a rather unpleasant
experience that befell Ince and his
charges one day at the evening meal,
on account of joint errors committed
of

a

by the cook and Charlie Weston, the
company property man.
Being of an enterprising nature,

Weston had taken with him from New
York a great vat of cold cream, he

—

presumed and correctly, too
that little would be available in
Cuba. It was his intention to dispose

having

—

of

it,

at

members

a comfortable profit, to the
of the company, as they re-

quired it. To protect it from the liquidating effect of the warm temperature,
he placed it in the huge ice chest.

That evening,

nine members of the troupe
the nine who had
eaten pie— were seized with a violent
at dinner,

—

Investigation showed
cold

the

that the cook

had

use

I

cream instead of lard.

Cuba Films Company, which con-

trolled about sixty-five per cent of the

theaters, fearing that a victory for the

would mean death to the photo
play in Cuba, threw up its legal bulwarks and beat the case.
Returning to New York from Cuba,
Ince was assigned to direct Ethel
Grandin, and he maintained the same

plaintiff

standard of excellence throughout the
association in the products of his skill.

when Adam Kessel,
junior,
and Charles O. Baumann,
founders of the New York Motion Pic-

Came

ture

the day

Corporation,

decided

to

send

a

The
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to California to

tures for them.
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pic-

Nearly two years pre-

had dispatched a troupe to
the coast, and that selfsame troupe still
was turning out plays, but they wanted
This was in the summer
to expand.

vious, they

of 1911.

Ince had commanded their attention,
it seems, with the superiority of his Imp
pictures, and he thereupon became the
But Ince did not
object of their aim.
know this. He truly believed he could
make good pictures, but he didn't think
Naturally,
any one else thought so.
then, it devolved upon him to employ
his well-known strategy in applying for
the job.

weeks of his contract, he allowed a mustache to grow
until his upper lip was completely con-

During the

last six

he wanted me.
Then, when he didn't
say anything, I stood up and walked
leisurely out of the office, promising to
return a day or so later.
"In a few days I went back, and
Baumann told me he would pay me a

hundred and fifty a week; and, fearing that he might perchance change his
mind but not letting him observe my

—
fear—

signed

months.

Then

I

A

week

three

Ince and his wife and
child, with Ethel Grandin, Ray Smallwood, and Charlie Weston, boarded the
later,

train for California.
It

was

ma-

that trip that has helped

The scenery

he says, when he narrates the
incident, "and I could plainly see that
he had taken cognizance of the fact

for

—

diamond ring from "Doc"

cally,"

contract

my

terially to

According to his calculations, this would
enable him to look like a man of comfortable means, and consequently one
who did not have to work for "a paltry
sixty dollars a week," which he had
been earning at the Imp studio.
"Mr. Baumann surveyed me criti-

a

I requested that he contaking my leading woman,
camera man, and property man with
me.
He readily consented and that
closed the deal."

sent to

cealed beneath a wealth of thick, dark
This, he figured, would give him
hair.
the appearance of an older and hence
more experienced man, for minus it
he looked not over twenty-four. And
the day on which he had planned to
visit Kessel and Baumann and "feel
them out" he borrowed a large, lustrous
Willat.

Ince

make

Ince what he is to-day,
for he was given a free rein.
The future to him looked far from
roseate, as he inspected the tiny plant
at Edendale.
Time and its attendant
production increase had wrought some
expansion, but it was far from being

what Ince would have

liked

it

to

be.

consisted of a few pieces

furniture and a back drop with a
painted bird on it, purporting to be in

of

flight.

The

actors, with

two or three

made up of inexperienced men and women, whom friends

exceptions, were

had advised to "go into the movies."
Fred J. Balshofer was in charge of the
outfit, and he welcomed the arrival of
Ince, to

whom

he relinquished the di-

rectorial reins.

At once Ince "cut

He

was wearing a mustache and a
diamond also that he had apparently

burst
the bonds of financial restraint and thus

presence as I had
'Well, Ince,' he
planned and hoped.

allowed

that I

;

interpreted

their

you a hundred dolgo out there and make

told me, 'we'll give

week to
Western pictures

lars a

for

course, startled me.

and

didn't betray

my

This,

us.'

But

I

surprise.

of

kept cool
Instead,

convey the impression that he
would have to raise the ante a bit if
I tried to

his

pent-up

loose."

energy

to

gush

His ideas became automatically
possible of realization. He heaped ridicule on himself when he used sixty-two
scenes, instead of one hundred and seventv, to make his first picture, a comBut it
edy titled "The New Cook."
scored, and by the renewed efforts born
of the praise that was accorded him he
forth.

The
made more

successes.

Life
Not by

of

Thomas H.

confin-

antiquated equipment he had found there did he make
them, but by scattering the seed of improvement over the entire organizaing himself

to

the

tion.

One day he took

his

company

to the

Santa Monica Mountains to film some
scenes, and en route to the location he
learned that the "Miller Brothers' 101

Ranch Wild West Show" had arrived
Venice, an adjacent beach, to hibernate. Charles O. Baumann was paying
a visit to the coast at that time, and
at Ince's suggestion that he hire a few
cowboys, Indians, and horses, he negoin

Ince
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ment of stupendous salaries to the stars
of the stage and always the company

—

kept growing.

To-day

is

it

a veritable Titan in the

realy of the motion picture.

Its

photo-

dramatic gems are sparkling in the uttermost parts of the earth. Its smoothrunning machinery never is still. And
over it all watches a little man a stern.
God-fearing man whose natural endowments almost are numberless a Rodin
of Shadows, as he aptly has been
termed a modern wizard whom President W'ilson took pleasure in congratu-

—

;

;

tiated for the exclusive use of the en-

This

immensely, for the move gave him even
greater facilities. He rented the mountain land by the day and produced his
first
two-reel picture, "W ar on the
tire

outfit.

Ince

pleased

r

And

Plains."

ture

was

the success of this ven-

so encouraging to Kessel

and

Baumann

that they authorized Ince to
lease the territory of eighteen thousand

acres on which
is

this

tract

country that

had been filmed. It
of rugged, mountainous

is

it

now known

as

Ince-

ville.

Upon

the acquisition of Inceville, the
company abandoned the Edendale plant
and confined its activities to the new

Expansion continued in leaps
and bounds.
Structures were built,
actors engaged, and the weekly output
of the concern was increased from one
to two and later to three two-reel subjects a week— the "Kay-Bee," "Broncho," and "Domino" brands.
location.

Then followed "Custer's Last Fight"
and "The Battle of Gettysburg" and
"The Wrath of the Gods" and "The
Typhoon" and "The Bargain"— and all
the time Inceville continued to grow
bigger and more efficient.
Then came "Civilization," and the
inception of the Triangle and the building of the half-million-dollar producing plant at Culver City, and the pay-

His upper

lip

was concealed beneath a wealth

of thick, blcck hair.

lating

for

the

good he

is

doing hu-

manity.

Over

he watches, and as he
watches his mind never for a moment
dwells on the though- that one day,
when the real history of the motionit

picture art

H. Ince

all

is

written, the

name Thomas

will play a

tremendously imcomposition; that it

portant part in its
will be held up to future generations
for emulation
an eloquent example of
the self-made man.

—

————
!
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The Finding
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and Pierrot

of Pierrette

By Oscar H. Roesner

OST

I

Pierrette and lost Pierrot

is

Unanswered

!

the heart's desire

is

With mournful hearts, steps sad and slow,
We wander from our hearth's low fire,
And wistfully we weep and sigh

As

long-forgotten

Lost

by.

Pierrette

is

We

dreams go

mourn and

go.

Heart hungers yet
Lost is Pierrot

No

magic touch the hours may cheer,
Or ope the gateways to the heart.
And dark the coming days appear,
Through portals drear our joys depart.

And

wistful

wistful,

all

the

while

Love may not dance or sing or
Lost

smile.

Pierrette

is

Age gaunt and slow

,

.

,

Twines rue wreaths wet,
Lost

Pierrot

is

may

Spirit to spirit

To

voice the old,

Fair fancies

not dare
familiar dreams

the stage

flee,

xA.nd life is all a lure of

is

bare,

schemes.

No

dancer

Of

holy, pure, heart-haunting things.

Lost

Pierrette

is

No

no lover sings

trips,

love fires glow

Days weave
Lost

At

last

Into

is

regret

Pierrot

the feet aweary stray
a cavern's gloom serene

At once the

arts

of magic play

Across the face of wondrous screen.
Gone are December's storm and stress
June's fairest roses blow and bless

Found

W ith
T

Love's

is

Pierrette,

heart aglow
feast

Found

is

is

set,

Pierrot

—

BEWARE NEW

YORK!

By Truman Dorsey

NEW

YORK CITY

message as

can take

pleases

it

as joyous tidings or a

Anna

warning.

woman,

Little

cowgirl,

beautiful,

brown-eyed

but they
be almost anypic

tures

— the

kind

that

m

of

horse-

and

brunette,

-

has

would have no trouble in holding up the
city banks and making a get-away.
Judging also from her pictures the
-

—

—

kind that don't move she could as easily hold up the subway during rush hour
so far as the men are concerned.
Anna was born in California,
raised there, made her reputation
there, and has never been away for
very long. She has played in everything from comic opera to the

—

"Black Box" film serial, and refuses to be kissed unless it is in the
scenario. She was long with the
American Company before comAnna says
ing East for Fox.
that she has come to stay

Judging

from her

word

sharpshooter,

intentions,

thing.

—either

— squaw,

landed in that metropolis
with her smile, trunk,
and jewelry. She has
not made known her

may

this

—which

o v e

means that all the
shots on Broadway may not,

— she

be
blow-outs.

hereafter,

So

s,.,

automobile

New York

can

take this message
as it pleases
either as joyous tidings or

a

word

of

warning.
0:

:

Their Successes are
But they are content
did succeed

know they

—the mothers of

THERE
York
ing.

to

is

a

woman

stars.

New

in

who, two years ago,

wrote stenography for a livTo-day she pays an income tax,

because she rents her six children to
the studios for child parts. Some day
they may become stars.
Eight families are represented on
these two pages, and, in the eight, are
twelve stars of the silent drama. Ask
any one of them how they happen to
be luminaries and they will reply
"Any success I may have in this

world
Below,

Pauline

right, her sister

Frederick,

and Mrs. Fred-

erick, and, in auto,

Martin and her
vi

Above, MarjorieRam
beau and her mother

other.

at

Vivian

^Q

m

_

I
T

owe
J ar _

Unsung
Roger Packard
And, ten

ling mother."

they

one,

A

truth.

are

picture-play

almost

is

as essential in the
a

the

telling

mother

to

making of

star

as

a

camera. It is surprising to
note the number of sisters

who

are

now

stars

—due

to

the efforts of their parents.

Mrs. Edna Flugrath has the
distinction of having three
daughters in pictures, all
stars, and each famous under a different name.
The eldest is Miss Edna Dorothy,

™

.

rlugrath,

star

r

01

it

London Film Company,

now in South
The other
Africa.
two are Viola Dana
who

is

and Shirley Mason.
This is but one exThere are
ample.
many and they
their
thank
all
;

mothers.
generations of
The first is holding the third. Alice

Three

Joi/ce.

Jo iice is the second.

Lillian,

the av dMrs.
Gish.

creen Gossip
A

hundred reels
dom, condensed

By

ONE

of the happenings in filminto

—

—

Rex Beach's famous

not definitely settled. That they will
be well worth waiting for goes without
is

saying,

value at dollar-adrnission
to go on tour, and other big
cities of the country will be offering it
this summer in a de-luxe manner. "The
Barrier" features no one star, but
boasts of an evenly balanced cast, every
its

it is

member

we can judge by

the

first

story of

same title, which opened in New
York City at the Broadway Theater
late in February.
Now that it has demonstrated

if

series.

After traveling halfway round the

the

prices,

pages.

lively

G. Caward

Neil

of the latest of the superpictures
those which run for a
whole* evening's entertainment,
like "Birth of a Nation," "Intolerance,"
and "Civilization" is "The Barrier,"

based on

few

a

which was selected for

w orld and months spent in careful preparation, the Nevada Motion Picture
Corporation's company is putting the
r

finishing touches

on

its

twelve-reel fea-

"The Planter," which is based on
Herman Whitaker's famous novel of

ture,

South America. This production
features Tyrone Power and will have

life in

is

over a half million dollars
before it is finally ready for the screen.
Thousands of feet of negative were
actually exposed in South America, and

few months ago, McClure
plunged into the him game with a se-

upon the return of the company to the
States, much of this negative was found
wholly unusable, owing to climatic conditions under which it was made.
In
the Pasadena studios it was then nec-

of

his

or her ability to play a particular role.

Edgar Lewis

is

the director.

The work

of Mitchell Lewis as 'Poleon alone
well

worth admission.

Just

a

of seven multiple-reel subjects released by Triangle under the general
title of "The Seven Deadly Sins."
So
successful did it prove that work will
soon begin on another series of productions starring, of course, a wholly new
set of stars and with wholly different
themes, but, generally speaking, along
the same line.
Who the stars will be
in the new series has not yet been determined, but they will all be popular
favorites.
It is highly possible that
several, at least, of the pictures will be
produced in California, instead of in
the East, as was the case with "The
Seven Deadly Sins," but even that point
ries

cost

well

essary to erect native villages, typical

South American

and stage

streets,

set-

order to create the
proper atmosphere for the Guatemalan
tings

galore,

locale in

in

which

it

Before long we
pictures in color,

is laid.

will
it

is

be seeing motion
likely.

A

half

dozen attempts are being made now
to stage such productions, and just last

week

a

new company was

incorporated

Wilmingtsn, Delaware. The latest
concern to undertake such a task is
known as The Natural. Color Company,
and is capitalized at eight hundred and
in

Screen
fifty

see

thousand dollars,

what we

We'll wait and

shall see.

George Beban, who scored so tremendously in "His Sweetheart" and
"The Bond Between,"

both Morosco

-

Gossip

Pathe that within the near future it will
release the Thanhouser multiple-reel
production,
"Her Beloved Enemy."
This picture stars Doris Grey.
Miss
Grey is the stage name assumed by the

young woman who won a popularity
Boston's prettiest
girl at a ball given by the
motion-picture exhibitors of
Massachusetts.
Thanhouser,

Pallas

along
toward the finish of another wonderful characsubjects,

is

259

well

contest

as

through

its

publicity manager,

ter portrayal, entitled

announced that

"The

ploy the girl
the prettiest,

Marcellini

Millions," in which

was delighted

he again enacts
the role of an
Italian

would emwho was voted
and Miss Grey
it

%

truck
v
„

Photographic tryouts proved that she
had a real screen
\ face, and, after be-

offer.

,

•

farmer.
Suddenly he inherits

to accept the

x

'i\

a huge fortune, and the
psychological effect of

ing cast in minor

|k

roles until she

v

wealth upon the humble gardener and his
family supplies Beban
with some wonderful

HHk

dio

over-

1

came

tip

Crisp is directing the
production, and attention is being paid to the
tiniest details.
Assisting
Mr. Beban in the screening of this story are Eugene Palette, Adele Far-

e r

was made
woman.

Enemy"
in

?

That

is

the

which she

is
it

Beloved

first

picture

starred,

you

and

will be

convinced that she has other
things besides

good looks

to

recommend her. You canwrong in reading the

not go

announcement of PicturePlay's contest in this
It's your last chance.

issue.

screen

contests

Crane

frequently result in the
entrants actually becoming principals in a big

motion-picture studio is
conclusively proven by
the

leading

a

"Her

after seeing

Have you entered
your name and photograph yet in PicturePlay Magazine's constars

con-

a

sciousness, she

and Helen
Eddy, to mention only a
few of the many capable
players found in the cast.

new

cam-

her

rington,

test to secure

q u e

i

and

1

Donald

opportunities.

tech-

n

announcement from

Wilbur,

of

the

Horsley studios, has
gone one step closer toGeorge Beban, in his famous
character.

ward breaking the records of Nat Goodwin
and

Florcnz

Zeirfeld.

Screen
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Since the last issue went to press, Mr.

—

Wilbur journeyed to Reno where he
has friends and placed a golden circle
on the finger of Mrs. Florence Williams.
Mr. Wilbur does not care to have the
fact of his marriage become known, as
he contends it makes a picture star less

—

although

we

hadn't
thought of it before, is probably the
reason that audiences are so opposed
to Douglas Fairbanks.
popular.

You

This,

remember Elmer

all

Clifton, of

course? He who has appeared to such
advantage in a host of Triangle-Fine
Arts releases, but will specially be re-

membered

for splendid

work

in

"The

Gossip
"O. C. R."—It
either Miss or Mrs.)

(Note

to

!

Yellow Ticket,"
"Innocent," and
"Cheating Cheat-

iously for the appearance of the first

ers,"

besides

Clifton-directed picture on the screens.

host

of

Try

as

we

will,

we movie

folks can-

not always be superhuman, and once
in a while the fact that we are not is

Our

revealed.

cently

fate fell

when we

re-

announced that Jane Cowl, who

studio before."

To

err,

so

we

human. Miss Cowl,
about a year and a half ago, was
starred in a screen drama entitled "The
Garden of Lies." Through the vigiare told,

is

lance of "O. C. R.," of Denison, Texas,

we were

exposed.

Beg pardon,

Already

past.

are

available

such

triumphs

"Common

as

"The

Clay,"

all.

a

others.

Prominent

stage

stars

head

the

will

cast

in

each

production.

As

A. H. Woods, who
is

now a producer.

had recently signed with Goldwyn, had "never been inside a

Mr., not

Splash
There goes another legitimate producer into< the film game. This
time it is A. H. Woods who is following in the pathway trodden by Jesse
Lasky, Klaw & Erlanger, George M.
Cohan, William A. Brady, the Shuberts, Daniel Frohman, Charles Frohman, and a host of other Broadway
producers.
In March the A. H.
Woods Motion Picture Corporation
was formed with a capital of one
million dollars, and, according to present rumors, both Eastern and Western studios will be opened by this
organization in the very near future.
The Woods Corporation will, of course,
present on the screen the accumulation
of successful plays that have been produced on the speaking stage by Mr.
Woods in the

Birth of a Nation" and as the mountain
boy in "Intolerance." Well, Elmer for
a long time has had aspirations to become a director and now at last he is
to see his ambition realized, for he is
in charge of the company headed by
Dorothy Gish and hard at work behind the megaphone, instead of in front
of it.
Clifton has long been a student
of the Griffith methods of production,
so we have every reason to expect that
he will succeed as well as a director as
he did as a player.
host of us will
wish him good luck and watch anx-

A

is

Screen Gossip
for the speaking stage, it is said Mr.
Woods plans to confine his efforts almost entirely to the larger cities, and

when

his

new

plays have outlived their

popularity in the metropolises he will
transfer them to the screen and send
them forth to gladden the hearts of

playgoers

The

in-

the

more remote

localities.

Fox

roster of players at the

dios in California
in length.

is

stu-

steadily increasing

Bertram Grassby, the young-

English actor,

who

known on

well

is

Broadwav and has been

for the

last

eighteen months appearing under the

Turner

Universal
productions, is one of the newest. Another is James Cruze, former hero of
hundreds of Thanhouser productions,
in which he appeared opposite pretty
Marguerite Snow, his wife.
Carrie
Clark Ward, famous character woman,
direction of Otis

is

in

new

another

player,

Fox

while all
the
o1d
favorites
such a s Hank
Mann, Charles

Mix, are hard

at

new productions.
Some
in

unusually

large

may

sets

be

on
the
ox "lot" just
now, one of the

seen

argest

being

that erected for

the

multiple-

child

reel

spectacle,

the

which

Beanstalk,"

is

being

filmed under the direction of the Frank-

Brothers, who made so many of the
children's plays for Triangle-Fine Arts.

lin

Speaking of new talent on the Inceville stages, attention must be called to
Adele Belgarde and Florence Dagmar,
both of whom are just completing their
first Ince productions.
Miss Belgarde

comes from the legitimate

stage,

where

she has been featured in principal roles
for several years.
She heads the supporting cast in a comedy drama, pro-

duced under the direction of Reginald
Barker, which stars Enid Bennett,

wonder

from Australia.
Miss Dagmar will be remembered as
a former Lasky star, and starts her
work at Inceville in a play the working
It is an
title of which is "One Week."
adaptation of a story by W. Carey
Wonderly, and William Desmond has
the leading male role.
Other faces
you will instantly recognize in the cast
are Anna Luther, Maude George, and
Marie Mills.
Ince's

girl

Tom

Arling, and

work

and
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"Jack

At the Balboa

things

California,

and day.

It is

Grassby,
no iv with

Fox.

are

here that Fortune Photo

— adapted from
the Street
appeared
zines — are being made,
Plays

stories that

in

have

&

Smith magaand already the

increase in production has necessitated
the

erection

stages, besides
directors'

four

of

complete

many new

new

scene docks,

dressing

offices,

rooms and

Director
carpenter shops.
Frank H. Crane has picked out his cast

enlarged
for the

new Pathe-Balboa

Twisted Threads."
lyn Clifford

Bertram

Long Beach,
humming night

studios in

is

Dainty

serial,
little

"The
Kath-

to be the heroine of this

multiple-reel subject,

and Gordon Sack-

has been chosen to play leads opposite her.
In addition to these two popular players, Bruce Smith will be seen
ville

in a

heavy

role,

Julian Dillon as a ju-

Screen
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and Corinne Grant as heavy

venile lead,

woman.

leading

Several

new

other

may

be seen on the Balboa "lot,"
Monroe Salisbury and Katherine
Kirkman, the principals in Chine's
"Eyes of the World" and both of whom
have recently been working with the
Pollard Company at San Diego, are
now Balboans, as is Winnifred Greenwood, formerly with American, at
Santa Barbara.
faces

for

House
lead,

the

completing the

is

scenes

final

one from the very beginning.
In Paris he began as a
painter, and then turned to the stage
as a

artistic

more

This

Film fans everywhere read with surprise and sorrow of the death of Fred
Mace, popular comedian, in his room
in a New York hotel early in March.
Mr. Mace was one of the first stars
of the spoken stage to enter the
picture

Mack

When

was

and

nine

time

the principal

role.

Eugene

femi-

House Peters.

Pallette

Maurice Tourneur, who succeeded in
making Mary Pickford's "Poor Little
Rich Girl" such a corking picture, is
now a Lasky director. His name was
secured to a contract just a week or
clusively for a year,

trova,

who

is

now

a

his

services

ex-

and

Madame

Pe-

Paramount

there

to the

death.

and a brother, Doctor Mace,

work

Many

film fans will

musical comedy,
where he has starred in such productions as "The Chinese Honeymoon,"
'vPifT,
Paff, Pouff," "The Umpire,"
"The Time, the Place, and, the Girl,"
and "The Chocolate Soldier."
recall

his

in

star,

him
Mr. Tourneur's career has

will be the first player assigned to
to direct.

.

pose of incorporating a company
of his own. His death is laid to violent
exercise in which he indulged while
seeking to rid himself of his surplus
flesh.
Mr. Mace was thirty-nine years
of age and is survived by a widow, his
of Universal City.

for

his

signed,

attack of apoplexy, for the pur-

parents,

calling

of

the

had resigned from
Keystone, just a few
weeks prior to his sudden

has an important bit in the picture, and
some clever comedy is registered by a
real Chinese actor who was "discovered" by the studio employment department.

two ago,

of

Lie

making her

in

one

and worked
off and on up

opportunities.
The play is
being staged at the
Morosco studio, a n d

debut

Key-

e

stars

first

unusual

is

h

Company
was formed, Mace

some

Nina Byron

t

stone

well-

him

offers

to

famous.

edies

story

writer,

helped

make Biograph com-

Mr. Peters
by Addison Lath-

known

Sennett and Ford

Sterling,

ten for

the

with

and,

field,

specially writ-

rop,

for his

possibilities

talents.

Le-

J.

for his ex-

he finds even

in pictures

newer and greater

Di-

of

medium

fitting

Now

pression.

under the

Ages,"

Saint.

Lasky

been an

"The Heir of

of

supervision
rector
E.

was

popular

the

Peters,

Gossip

Max

Linder, international comedian,
but now an Essanay star, has moved,

Screen Gossip
bag and baggage, to sunny California,
where the remainder of his series of
comedies will be staged.
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play in which the
should first appear,

Mary

celebrated

"The Juggler of

Notre Dame" won second honors, and
Both
third place went to "Salome."
of these will probably be screened fol-

"Lois Weber Productions" is the title
given "a newly formed organization on
which Carl
in
coast,
Pacific
the
Laemmle, of Universal, is said to be in-

and which will have as its chief
asset the famous directorial abilities of
Lois Weber and Phillips Smalley. Miss
Weber rose to fame almost overnight

terested

as a result of her production of

"Hypo-

and her Pavlowa production, "The Dumb Girl
^g^T"
crites,"

.

of

lowing the staging of "Thais."

Essanay has scored such a success
with its "Is Marriage Sacred?" series
that a brand-new series of much the
same sort is now well under way. The
two series will have no connection other
than that the new one will develop further the problems of the home
^^^^^ which were depicted in the

has been
motion-pic-

Portici,"

seen

by

ture

fans

every-

Studios of
where.
the
Weber
Lois
will
Productions

located

be

plant

v

title

a

two

Mm

it

"I s

\f §

Sacred ?"

:

m
H

be
operation

solely

to

a vote of the .public, "Thai's"

*\

first

produced

as an opera,

"Thais" became the talk
of two continents, and as Miss Garden
the artiste to create the role,

Count?"
up the

it

is

to be expected she will achieve an even
greater triumph when enablred to play
it on so much more elaborate a scale in
films.
In the contest to determine the

-

aris-

the

writing the series, and there will
be twelve stories in the cycle.

Lois Weber.

was

from

o

advent
of children in the home.
Charles Mortimer Peck is
ing

chosen as the first vehicle for Mary
Garden, who will return from abroad
in August to make her screen debut as

When

"D

o n y

problems

Each story

be a separate, distinct
photo drama, complete in itself, so that
the theater manager can, if he desires,
will

book any picture

was

per-

Children
will
take

will

star.

Marriage

problems of matri-

will retire for a rest of

Goldwyn

series.

tained

months, and, refreshed and invigorated, will again plunge into the
work of picture making on June ist.

a

the

V

full

By

of

be the
second

to

is

m

ready for
by June 1st. Upon th
completion of the Universal production on which
she is now at work,
Miss

Weber

"Do Children

Count?"

%x

in

South Hollywood,
just outside of Los
Angeles, and the
big

first.

x

in the series,

though

the majority will, of course, prefer to
book them all. Essanay's child star,
little

Mary V.

six years

McAllister,

who

is

but

of age, will be featured in

each screen story. This talented little
girl has appeared with Henry Walthall
in "Little Shoes" and other dramas, so
that she is already well on the road to
become a favorite. The "Do Children
Count?" series will probably advance
her still farther, due to the unusual opportunity it affords her to display her
talents.

—
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London, England, obtained its first
glimpse of David W. Griffith's latest,
"Intolerance," on Saturday, April 7th,
when the big show went on the screen

Drury Lane Theater. In May
opens in Buenos Aires, Argentina,

at

that by the middle of the

summer

it

so

there

will be scarcely a capital of note any-

where in the world but has seen or had
an opportunity of seeing this monster
spectacle.
In America alone there are
twelve

"Intolerance"

companies

on

and two more in Australia. In
practically every one of the big cities
where "Intolerance" has been shown
for the same length of time as "The
tour,

Birth of a Nation," box-office laurels
have gone to the former production,
seeming to offer conclusive evidence
that each new Griffith masterpiece exceeds its predecessors in drawing power

and popularity.

Rhodes,

Comedies

They are all

for

Garden of Allah," is at it again. "Who
Shall Take My Life?" is the title of his
newest one. Maibelle Heikes Justice is
the author of the story, which is a cry
against capital punishment, a movement
which has the support of such dignitaries as Ambassador Brand Whitlock,
former Governor Dunne, Bishop Fallows, Samuel Gompers, and other notables.
Featured in the cast are such
players as Thomas Santschi, Fritzi Brunette, Harry Lonsdale, Bessie Eyton,
Edward Coxen, Eugenie Besserer, Virginia Kirtley, Al W. Filson, and Frank

Many

Clark.

elaborate,
picts

the

chamber.

of the sets are unusually
one in particular that deinterior

The

of

the

has to do with
the trial and conviction of
"Bill"
O'Shaughnessy, a bridge tender, for
murder.
The death penalty is pronounced purely on circumstantial evidence, and a gripping love story is interwoven through the general plot.
story

the

Mutual

one-reel subjects,

program.
filled

with

Rudd

Whiting, editor of
Ainslee's Magazine, who is the author
of "The Golden Idiot," to be produced
by Essanay, featuring Henry B. Walthall, promises that it will -be an unRojbert

action of a sprightly sort, clean, whole-

usual film.

Mr. Whiting

some, and enacted by young people just
bubbling over with good spirits. Each
subject is based on real comedy situa-

distinction

of beino- the

and they are free
from slapstick and knockabout "business" of the usual slap-dash sort. Miss
Rhodes is supported by an all-star cast
headed by Jay Belasco. The direction
of the Strand Comedies, which are becoming exceedingly popular on account
of their cleanness, is in the hands of
Al E. Christie.
tions of a polite sort,

Campbell, the Selig director,
who has already given us such splendid
photo plays as "The Spoilers," 'The
Colin

Ne'er-do-well,"

legislative

who

has been starred
in countless Christie Comedies, is now
at the head of a brand-new company
known as the Caulfield Photo Play
Company, which is making the Strand
Billie

Gossip

"The

Crisis,"

and "The

also claims the
first

man

to

ever put something into his story which
could not be supplied by the "prop"
room. It was a three-legged dog.

Genuine college atmosphere pervades
one of Charley Ray's recent TriangleKay Bee features, and the college boys
who were assembled as "extras" for
this production had the time of their
young lives "supporting" Charlie. It
was more fun than a snake dance or
breaking up a freshman class party
in fact,

studio

they became so lively that the
manager thought seriously of

Keystone police to keep
an eye on the exuberant college lads.
calling in the

Screen
Gardner Sullivan wrote the college
story and Victor L. Schertzinger, who
provided the musical accompaniment
C.

;

for the big Ince spectacle, "CivilizaCharley Ray plays
tion," directed it.
the lead, and opposite him appears

Sylvia Bremer, one of the new stars
Others
to make her debut in Inceville.
in the cast are Joseph J. Dowling,
Jerome Storm, and Darrell Foss.

Gossip
date will become even more famous in St. Augustine than March 17th.

this

May

Allison writes us that, due to
the impossibility of obtaining suitable
plays for herself and Harold Lock-

wood, which would give them each a
part exactly as important as the other's,
and in view of the fact that she was
offered

The Lewis

J.

Selznick

better

opportunities

Enterprises

are continuing to ring the bell at frequent intervals with new and unusual
Norma Talmadge bids fair
offerings.

one of her greatest successes
in "The Law of Compensation/' her
newest picture, from the pen of Wilson
Mizner, in which she appears as the
wife of a business man much her
senior.
Clara Kimball Young's fifth
Selznick release is a Russian story
adapted from the novel of a famous
author whose name is temporarily withheld.
Some of her greatest successes
in the past, it will be recalled, were in
Russian dramas, but Director Charles
Giblyn expects to make this forthcoming production eclipse any of its predto score

-

ecessors.

Your

Theda Bara

old friend

You

is

now,

thought she
was before? Well, perhaps but lives
there another screen actress who can
boast of having planted a palm tree
along the historic old Plaza de la Constitution at St. Augustine, Florida?
indeed, a celebrity.

—

We

think not. And if that doesn't
one a real celebrity, what does?

palm

tree

was planted

make
The

at the solicita-

and the
ceremony was witnessed by some ten
thousand people who gathered in the
plaza to see the famous "vampire" in
real life.
The event occurred on February 17th, and the bashful (?) Fox
press agent is now speculating whether
tion

of

the city

authorities,

Clara Kimball Young.

to

star

Screen
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Gossip

John Emerson directing Arline Pretty and Douglas Fairbanks in "In Again, Out Again."

Metro organiza-

That well-known saying, "It never

appear by herself in the
future, although we do not know as yet
on which program. Which means that
Harold will also be a single star and
that 1he busy scenario writers will have
another market.

rains but, et cetera," applies to the -film

alone, she has left the
tion

and

will

Arline Pretty, heroine of any number of Yitagraph productions, is the
lucky girl chosen to play opposite
Douglas Fairbanks in the multiple-reel
features

"Doug"

is

now making

for

through Artcraft.
The Fairbanks aggregation is working at the
old Gene Gauntier studios on West
release

Fifty-fourth

Street,

New York

City,

and have already completed the greater
part

of

the

Out Again"

"interiors."
is

the working

"In
title

Again,
of the

Fairbanks Artcraft picture. Anita
Loos, the clever young woman who has
prepared the subtitles for previous
Fairbanks releases, will again assist
with her clever wording of the exfirst

planatory

titles.

business as well as to Wall Street and
Any one would have
the weather.

thought
Griffith

announcement that
had resigned from Triangle and
that

the

signed a contract to release special productions through the Artcraft, regularly, would have been enough for the
ordinary man to stand for some time.

But

it

was

finally

Immediately after the
startling news had circulated, the fact
was disclosed that the Fine Arts studio
in Los Angeles had practically been
closed down. When Griffith and Fairbanks left, a stream of others began
to slip through the open door, and it
wasn't.

decided to practically shut

There were several players who
were under contract, and thev had to
These were Bessie
be kept working.
Love, Seena Owen, Wilfred Lucas,
Alma Reubens, and Director Chester
Withey. Ince, it is said, will supervise
shop.

future Fine Arts films
fornia.

made

in

Cali-

WHAT

—

can you do dance, sing, or
act?" Charles Frohman asked fifteen-year-old Kathleen Clifford when she
told him she would like to go on the stage.
"None," she replied "I don't do anything." And Mr. Frohman smiled and anYou should be a great
swered 'Tine
actress. You have nothing to unlearn."
He assigned her a role in "The Top j
o' the World," and sent her a part.
/
Miss Clifford thought it was a cata
logue, and destroyed it. But she got
another, and was a success. Then,
with a bundle of male clothes and
nerve, she triumphed in vaudeville
j
And now, I
here and abroad.
/
at twenty-three she is capturing
through a
the film world
/
;

:

!

.

Balboa
serial.

Shadows

in

have been of the opinion
IF you
that emotions are registered

camera solely by the
make up your mind now
that you are wrong.
On these
two pages you will rind the bad
for the

features,

man

with his stern countenance,

the

adventurer,
appealing maid

—

Pauline Frederick in a very quiet
and romantic love scene.

the
all

lover,

the

expressive in

;

Shadowland
the darkness; you can feel their
emotions. When, in a lighted, full
scene, has the feeling of romance
been able to compare with the
is
it

he is seldom
withseen
out his sm ile.

—

Emotion

silhouette here ?

wooded

Douglas
Fairbanks as

not government of the features
is

Acting
soul

the

in
is

the

soul

of

power

to

the

player.

make

that

felt.

Lenore Ulrich (in oval)
silhouetted
appeal.

ii
htshW-V

in

wistful

—

Coloring the Silent
A new

invention that promises to rev-

olutionize

the art of moving pictures.

By Robert

PRIZE

fighters, prodigal sons,

and

prima donnas have a way of

''coming back" after the curtain
fallen on their triumphs or tru-

has
ancy, as the case may be.
public smiles indulgently

The

patient

with each
"final appearance/' hoping another ''return engagement" will not return. Lest
we excite alarm, we are not preparing

you

C. Duncan
had long since despaired of ever hearing from again.
Despite the lapse which followed the
showing of these pictures ten years ago
and their later appearance in 191 3, colored pictures have not been lost to
Natural-color
productions,
more highly perfected than any previous ones, are now enjoying a new
science.

v o

the

for

the

u e

gf

.

They surpass

seventh maranr i a g e
n o u n c e ment of Xat

Goodwin

Drama

-beauty

in

and
t

i

perfec-

the

n

gorgeous

o r

Durbar

spirit-

ual reappear-

of

tacle

of

specfive

ago

Henry

years

Like
James.
renewal
the

pageant

of old friend-

gave promise

a n c e

o

i

n

that

colors

there

ships,

India

the

revolu-

f

are

certain

rare

exam-

film industry.

the
line

This offering
appeared and

not

vanished

ples

in

revival
that

are

u n

w

come.

e
It

safe

to

that

in

1

tionizing

with

-

—an

the

with

its

velous
bilities,

marpossi-

had

been abanAny
doned.
qualms the

art that

either

about or

why

colored films,

forgotten

world to

wonder

pictures

we had

leaving

ness,

say
the

can be listed
the rebirth of
mocolored
tion

equal

sudden-

is

class

latter

the

Filming a bowl

of goldfish in natural color.

world

may
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motion-

have suffered
this

con-

picture

nection

are

has given her

in

art,

indorse-

answered by
the Prizma

ment

to

by

it

pictures

that

appear-

show

Ni-

ing in colored

taken
from one of

scenes

Falls
agara
with rainbow

her

play-

effects

ing on
sunset

T

a

it,

over

Grand

the

plays.

h e

results

were

conand

vincing

Canon,

satisfying.

United States

was

troops at the
border,
au-

able

t

m

u

n a

It

notice-

the

that

and

''flicker"

"fringe"

which

1

scenes in
New Jersey,

marred many

the

former

latest

color

fashions

produc-

from

Broad-

way,
ups"

"close-

a s
happily miss-

of

mous
other

fa-

i

i

ng

The

.

i

n

every
did justice to

scenes
With

be less inters t

n g

way

and _

that would
e

7

picture

screen

stars,

w

tions

the

new invention

Washington, may

tlie

be seen

Ranier National Park,

bea utiful

in

all its

the

famous

actress in

glory by the world.

all

the fine color

in

of hair, eyes, complexion, and
costume. Mary Garden, who recently

black and white than in color.
The new invention blazes the way for
the universal adoption of colored pic-

details

kinds of productions, including dramas. This is now possible
for two reasons The pictures produced
by the latest process reveal every tint
and shade, as against earlier pictures
that permitted two-coior effects only, or
were imperfect in other ways
and,
secondly, they can be produced at a
cost which makes them commercially

the keenest interest in the innovation.
She has expressed a desire that her

practical.

be lost sight of again since the radiant

plain

tures in

all

:

;

Already the enhanced realism which
colored pictures will effect in the screen
drama is making its appeal to the stars

and

to the rank and file of filmdom.
Clara Kimball Young, recognizing what
the new color process will mean to the

left

grand opera for the screen, evinces

produced in colors, especially "Thais," in which the gorgeous
gowns used in that production may be
shown to complete advantage. Again,
where perthe ultimate in pictures
film plays be

—

fection of

movement

color realism

—

is

is

combined"' with

a goal that can never

"Joan the Woman',"
which showed Joan looking through
her prison cell while a shaft of golden
sunlight streamed through. This scene
was produced by the Wyckoff process.
A broad educational field is autoeffects realized in

.

:
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matically opened by the perfection of
a natural-color process.
Surgical op-

tomology, zoology, and other scientific
fields, experiments will be shown as

erations will have the realism of a clinic

The story of a nation's inthe manufacture of silk, ceramics, steel, furniture, candy, tooth
paste or what not, will be registered

and

will

-become a part of collegiate

medical courses.

Prizma pictures taken on the Pacific
coast, showing sun-star fish and the abalone, in and out of water, served as an
example of the possible photographic

they are.

dustries,

with an exactitude that
matter itself.
Scenically a

man may

is

and

as life

around

travel

world without
going around the
block.
The yellow
the

reaches of the Sahara,
the blue of the Atlantic, the green of southern Europe, and the
red of the

Grand

Canon

are

faithfully

reproduced
for
him
on a moving-picture
screen.

geneous
of

The

hetero-

color

scheme

world

the

will

be

his.

For more than a half
of
dollars have been spent
century,

millions

1

in

research,

scientific

and more than a thousand patents securing
innovations i n color
photography have been
issued in the United
States
and England.

One

obstacle after an-

other

moved,

been

has
:

art

the

as

evolved, until

re-'

now

the

world has a nearly perThe projecting machine that gives us colored pictures
wheel in front makes them possible

The color

fected process.

As

regards mechanical explanation of the
color effect produced- by- the Prizma'
method, the following description is
-

contribution to the science of natural
history.

An

experiment/

in

which a

soap bubble contained all of the colors
61 the rainbow, was predicated upon
the

physical

precept

of

ference and was one of

light

many

inter-

similar

demonstrations that may be screened.
In chemistry, metallurgy, botany, en-

offered

"Prizma

and' white
in appearance, although they contain
These colors are
latent color values.
films

photographed

are black

into

the

film

color filters in the camera."

through

The

filters

—
Drama

Coloring the Silent
are colored red, green-blue, yellow, and
blue, and these colors are so blended
into the highly sensitized film that the
of visible colors are reproduced in the picture. The device
which permits this almost perfect
entire range

blending of the primary colors onto the
picture is perhaps the greatest triumph
Further, the colored
for the process.
pictures on the film are shown at the
rate of twenty-four a second. The normal, number to the second for blackThis
and-white pictures is sixteen.
means that action cannot be shown with
the same rapidity in colored pictures
But the
as in black-and-white ones.
significant fact is that formerly coloredpicture cameras were unable to reduce
the number of pictures per second to
less than thirty-two or more, and consequently the action in the colored pictures was very slow and hence they

were unadapted to swift movements as
a drama.
Now it is practical, this
mechanical trouble having been largely
overcome, to adapt colored pictures to
any kind of production that involves
quick, lifelike movement.
Another feature which makes Prizma
pictures suitable for use by every proin

273

pose for a portrait. The deep vermilion of his racial complexion rivaled
the sunset ball of fire which was shown
in the picture dropping through a celes"Long Tom," with
tial sea of color.
a Yankee sense for the value of his
services, approached the director with
an outstretched and itching palm. He
was given a dollar.
"Stingy," commented "Long Tom"
acidly. Then he had an inspiration and
to

smiled.

"Me match
it

dollar," he said

;

"make

two dollars or none."
Mr. Memke, the director, accommo-

dated

sportive

the

and won back

coin,

speaking

In

Memke

said

'Long Tom'

is

is

now

the

incident,

make

"I'll

bet

a

that E. B.

Koopman,

the earliest presi-

dents of the old Biograph

Company

the concern which ushered in the
tion-picture industry
art.

It

and

now

on which

dramatic

that

head of the Prizma

at the

Company, was one of

dations

Mr.

grumbling yet."

It is significant

who

the

his original dollar.

of

:

flipped

chief,

is

mo-

laid the founrest

the

new

further interesting

Prizma process was patented
in the names of Charles Raleigh and
\V. V. D. Kelley, who formerly were
that the

ducer consists in the fact that they can
be produced under artificial lights and

also identified with the earlier under-

are therefore suitable to studio condi-

takings

tions.

Still

invention

another advantage of the

is

the

money-saving device

which allows the pictures both to be
taken and projected with standard
equipment, no special kind of camera
being necessary.
The standard

Company

set

by

the

Prizma

of

the

With men of

Biograph

Company.

this caliber lending their

talents to the last-word process in pic-

ture production,

it

is

safe

to

predict

that black-and-white pictures will soon

be to the screen what propertyless plays
of Shakespeare's day are to the stage.
It is also

safe to prophesy that colored

may

pictures will not again suffer the dis-

please the producer and the "ultimate

"comeback"
they will go forward with progclass
ress unfalteringly and unceasingly until

for economic production

consumer," but
pleasing to a

it

proved rather

Navaho Indian

dis-

Colorado during the filming of the canon.
The redskin in question was retained

8

in

grace

—

of

being

in

the film play has taken

among

the

its

the finished arts.

rightful rank

—

Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture playwright, with

on

notes

where

what he

and

By Clarence
Due

to
to

—

WRITING FROM CHARACTERS.

mind

RECENTLY we were informed by
a

friend

who

has

many
way he

sold

scenarios that the only

could build a play successfully was to
get a certain set of characters and then
start them off on a portion of their lives
in which they clashed and thus work
out the plot of his story. He said that

whenever he had

tried

working

his

characters to a given climax in a preconceived plot he always had written

In other words, his brain
had been allowed to run along a certain
a

failure.

had formed a habit of creation.
In his case it seems to have
formed a good habit, for he sells, but
in a dozen other cases it would have
formed a bad habit, and the author
would find himself writing one failure
line until

it

after another.

must be

It

fullv realized that

writ-

ing scenarios is the work of a trained
mind.
Therefore, full control of' the

mind must be gained as early in one's
career as possible.
Once such control
is

gained, the author need not fear that

his

mind

habit

will

—unless

get into any groove or

the element of careless-

ness enters.

The

trained

mind can be made

Mr. Caine, will be gladly answered, but an
amount of time that it would necesany scripts. Six cents in stamps will bring

the great

is impossible for Mr. Ca ne to read end cri'.icize
you our market booklet for scenarios. Editor"s Kote.

sitate, it

do
Thereto

almost anything mechanically.
fore it can be made work characters
through a series of happenings, more or
less preconceived, to a given climax.
It is merely a matter of training the

sell.

Caine

J.

Qvestions concerning scenario writing, addressed
addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed.

can

concentrate on the particular
thing before it. In creating a scenario,
the first thing to know is the general
to

—
— —

theme you are to write on the idea.
Then a rough outline idea a plot
of the story must be sketched and the
necessary characters fixed in the mind.
After this, the story can be written out,
the characters working out their own
salvation largely, though guided by the
general plan of the story.
Thus the
climax is arrived at naturally, without
any false steps, while the element of
suspense in character development is
maintained because of the independent
manner in which the characters are

worked through

The

the story.

idea of starting with character.^

and no idea of what your story is
The
to be, is a decidedlv bad one.
story is liable to wander here and there
and be uninteresting when finished,
only,

while there

is

certain to be

much un-

necessary action in it. which would
have been avoided had the idea been
It is all
plotted out roughly at first.
very well to say that in life we go
along unconsciously, knowing nothing
of what is going to happen to us, but
we think you will agree with us that not

very

many

of our lives

teresting stories

if

would make

everything

we

in-

did

were included. A story is just a momentary flash of a dramatic portion of
the lives of certain characters.
fore,

There-

the action should be planned so

Hints for Scenario Writers
which is interesting will
be shown. This cannot be done where
a writer works along blindly, having
nothing in mind but his characters and
that only that

grabbing blindly after

all

the action he

may

sees that the characters

be set in

motion and kept going.
Let the young writer master his own
mind. Then almost any kind of mechanical working out of a story is posBut the folly of letting one's
sible.
mind run into a groove, so that plots
are no longer of use and one can only
write from characters, is very wrong
and can only lead to failure in the case
of the average writer.

no more
Not

!

so very long ago, the mistaken

idea existed that there should be a big

every reel of a photo play and
one supreme climax in the last reel.
Thus, a three-reeler had two crises and
a climax, a five-reeler four crises and
a climax, and so on.
So pronounced
did this custom become that one whose
eye was trained to study screen subjects
could discern the number of reels by
crisis in

these

so-called

when
shown on

"punches" even

the reel-end tags were not
the screen.

Time has changed

this,

however, for

with the entrance of the natural-length
screen subject, such mechanical devices

had

to

go.

Even

the companies

who

by the reels realize that
their stories must be constructed for
dramatic value rather than for mechanstill

sell

films

ical

division.

And

the

old-style,

"punch-a-reel"

is at

so the passing of

scenario

hand.

The handicap placed on writers by
demand was felt chiefly in the

this old

studios by the staff men, but many outside writers also experienced discomfort at its hands.

An

author, sizing up
a plot he had created or had adapted
from a novel, could see six or seven
fine

"high lights," or dramatic spots,

where
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interest could be raised to a high

But the boss ordered him to
make a five-reeler, and therefore some
of the dramatic possibilities had to be
ignored and others overdeveloped to

pitch.

make

the story

fit

The

quirements.

the mechanical re-

was what is
one that moves

result

called a "stilted storv,"

as though

it

were on

Had

stilts.

the

author been allowed to work the scenario out in his own way, a splendid,
dramatic scenario probably would have
been the result. And with care in direction, it probably could have been
done in -five reels, too. But then that
would not have been according to law
in the old days, and so it was never
done.
But now that such times have
passed, let us be thankful and think
no more about them. Two years from
now, we can feel likewise about many
of the present-day evils.

THE BUSINESS OF

SELLING.

Many, many times in
have said that to make a

we

past

the

true success

author must
regard the work as being divided into

of

scenario

writing,

the

—

two parts the creation of the scenario
and its sale. One department is fully
as important as the other, and both
should receive equal attention.

We

fear that

forget

the

writing,

many

selling

writers do not

end entirely

when

and that many more do not
the

distinguish

sharp

difference

be-

tween the two divisions of the work.
The result on one hand is usually poor
scenarios, and on the other hand it is
a lack of sales, even though the scenarios which are created are fairly
good.

The

selling of scenarios

much

is

a business,

them is
must
be
an art. Therefore, the author
if
practical as well as temperamental
he must be that and must be as good
just as

as the writing of

—

—

a business
selling

man

goods

as the person

in a store.

The

who

first

is

thing
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required of a man with a product to sell
It takes
is that he know his market.
time to master any kind of a market,
including the market for photo-play
scenarios, and it cannot be learned in

manner

not marketing at

with a list of changes in this
department under the caption, ''Livewire Market Hints." Also the sections
of

this

magazine

this

news of

which

contain

the

companies, players, and
directors, together with the editorial
section, known as the "Observer," all
give
information
which will keep
the live author right up to the minmarket conditions,
where
ute
on
a play for such a star would best fit,
of
policy
certain
companies,
the
changes which will affect the market,
and all the hundred and one other
things needed to keep the live-wire author in close touch with the film game,
so that he may know the scenario marthe

ket's condition at all times.

We

know

lift

their

but

we

that a lot of writers will

eyebrows

at

this

can't help that.

If

suggestion,

you wish

go into the business of selling scenarios, as well as engage in the art of
writing them, you must be prepared
to absorb such knowledge as the average business man finds necessary for
No one
success in his particular field.
is going to whisper the golden words
in your ear, when you have finished a
scenario, that will enable vou to send it
to the company which is most likely
to buy it.
If you are
No, indeed!
going to make a wise selection in marketing it, you are going to do so only
because a study of the film game and
market conditions for the past six
months or a year has taught you that
this or that concern is the logical one
to

to offer such a play to.

Of

course, there

by which a play is thrown
to the winds and alights in the right
place
once in a thousand times. But
is

fool's luck,

—

is

There

all.

—

any way except by steady application
and study. We offer a market booklet
to help solve this difficulty, and supple-

ment

of marketing

worse than
is only one
certain way, and that is the hard way
and yet the easiest way, when the
profits are counted up.
that

PRETTY-PICTURE STUFF.

There are certain stars, directors, and
companies we need not name them,
for all who attend picture shows know
them who turn out film after film
minus story and plot but filled with
what is known as "pretty-picture stuff."
This "stuff" consists of anything which
will photograph well, such as kittenish
action on the part of a star, beautiful
backgrounds in which uninteresting

—

—

scenes are prolonged to gain footage,

supposedly effective scenes of love or
other emotions which are played out
with tiresome detail and effect, and
many other things, all of which cause
the action of the picture to be regarded
as shallow by the critical eye, as uninteresting by the average spectator.
e will not try to deny that there
are enough such pictures on exhibition
at present to convince the beginner that,
if he is to sell, that is what he must
write.
The viewpoint is excusable in
one who does not understand the game
from both the outside and the studio
end.
Despite the convictions of the
beginner, however, it is folly for him
to nicely plan out such a story and try
to sell it. The editors will merely yawn
and this despite the fact that they
know the next three releases of their
company are of this exact style.
Here's the reason for this rather perverse condition
Although the manu-

W

T

—

facturers

:

—the

men who

—are

finance

the

putting out a great amount
of "pretty-picture" offerings and some
films

even worse,
tions to

at

make

consequence

heart they have ambi-

really

good

instruct

with
ping plot interest.
In
select only stories

films,

their

and

editors

in

to

real, vital, gripfact,

they urge

—

:

:
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their editors continually along this line

WRITING THE SERIAL AND

and firmly impress upon them the fact
that "the play is the thing" and that the

We

"pretty-picture stuff"

is

all

This

rot.

explains the editors' viewpoint of the
matter.

Strange, but true, these same men
have reverse ideas on the same subject
when they are caught in a tight pinch

have a play in a hurry.
They call a staff writer and order him
to have a play ready for the particular
star who needs it at a certain time.

and have

When

to

the surprised staff writer asks

what sort of a play is wanted, the answer is usually something like this
"Oh, make Miss Blank an orphan with
the usual trials such a character goes

through slums in the beginning, then
the orphanage, then the rich lover
We'll
you know the kind of stuff
him the play at Oakhurst, and there
are a lot of pretty willow trees along
a creek there, and some fine hillside
scenes can be worked in.
Then you
know the usual run of tricks to display
Miss Blank's personality.
Fix it up
so that it will be fairly interesting- and
will have a lot of pretty-picture stuff

SERIES.

have alwavs advised writers to
avoid the serial and series, for we knew
in the past through studio conditions
that they would merely waste their
time. These two forms appear to have
come to stay, however, and we do not
doubt but what many authors who have
previously held back will not decide
to try their hand at the work.
In a recent issue of The Writer's Monthly,
E. A. Dench, writing on the subject,
makes some interesting remarks regarding it.
While we do not fully
agree with him, as our previous statements prove, we reproduce herewith his
article that our readers may see the
matter from both sides

;

The motion-picture producer is an
individual who is ever on the change.

!

to

make up

for the lack of a

This explains why so
reaches the screen.

We

new

plot."

much tommyrot

trust that the beginner

now

will

business to study what the pubwants, so he has to gauge his output

It is his
lic

accordingly.

At the present

time, the "to-be-con-

inued" types of photo plays are enjoying

much

popularity.

What

are you, a

free lance, doing to break into the
field?

and

New

it

is,

new

for both the series

have been going through the

serial

experimental stage until quite recently.
They have, however, now come to stay,
just like the big features.

am

be able to share our idea that it will
pay him well to let the "pretty-picture
stuff" alone and concentrate on his

only too well aware of the fact
that you are "up against it" on all sides,
but remember the trite adage, "Faint

plots.

Of course, the more effective
you can make your scene action by

heart

development, the better.
But
unless you have a dyed-in-the-wool plot
behind your action, all the clever ideas

spite the opposite "trenches"

clever

you think up

your scenario
Neither is there anv

writer, for the staff writer
it

costs nothing to

is

on salary

have him write

would cost the firm monev
to buy one from the outside. Then, too,
he knows better what is required.
one, while

it

"

you know the rest. There
are loopholes which you can enter decupied by well-known

and

will not land

with the editors.
chance of an outside "clever" script
being used instead of one by a staff

and

I

I

a

being ocfiction authors

staff "writers.
will

fair

presume that you have achieved
amount of success in putting

short-length

scenarios

across

the

Xo

edi-

matter what your vocation or hobby is, your progress must
be gradual.
The proper way to start
in the photo-playwriting game is to
master the one-reel story, after which
tor's desk.

you can take up writing "features."
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for

This experience in plot building and
technique should eminently qualify you
to soar to greater heights

—

the

serial.

But even though you have proceeded
so far, you must go ahead with caution.

There

as

are,

you may know, sev-

The

eral classifications of serials.

kind you should tackle

is

first

the character-

Suppose you evolve a
character which warrants the weaving
of a bunch of stories around him the
centra figure may be a man, a woman,
creating serials.

—

1

—

matter bear in
mind that he must not only be of a
pleasing nature, but his doings, whether
comical or serious, must in each successive group be different from what
has gone before.
In addition to this variety, originality is also a big factor because much
of the popularity hinges upon this.
Most series start off in an unpretentious manner.
Take, for instance, the
Ham comedies. The first of these was
intended to be ''the one and only," but
or a

child,

for

that

the public liked the

teamwork

of

Ham

and Bud so much that they clamored
for more, so a

Ham

peared weekly on the
for several months.

"The Hazards

of

comedy has apKalem program

—

production.
In preparing a series, let each story
be complete in itself, otherwise it will
cease to be a series and automatically

become

Helen"

series

is

You

panies,

it

is

the series as a sample and otter to submit others of the series on request. It
advisable, for your

is

stipulate that

to

A

and

"Moonlight,"

being

produced by the American Company.
This should prove to you that if you

protection,

warbeyond the

their success

photo play
is the sequel.
It frequently happens
in the fiction world that readers like
a story so much that they implore the
author to give them a sequel.
This
occurs more in stories that end in an
unusual manner, for readers are anxlittle-exploited type of

to

know what happened

the

to

characters afterward. So if one of your
photo plays makes a hit with the fans

you might broach the producing company on the subject of a sequel.

The

serial

cannot be dismissed

Be modest and

few words.

—

released at

in a

start

ofif

one say, twelve reels,
weekly intervals in one-reel

short

a

the

including "In the Candlelight,"

own

period agreed upon, you are to write
the stories.

nay Company
series,

if

rants continuing the series

to a severe test,

"Firelight,"

have, of course,
same characters in

best to write the first of

can also build a series around
an object.
As an example of this,
Marc Edmund Jones, who has achieved
an enviable reputation for originality,
was responsible for what he calls the
"Light" series.
The first of these,
"Sunlight," was released by the Essain 1912, the others of the

You

introduce the
each story, but make each adventure so
complete that it can be intelligently followed by a spectator who has not seen
others of the series.
In approaching motion-picture com-

with

signs of stopping.

a serial.

to

ious

another case in point. It was intended
to run these for only a few weeks, but
so popular did they prove that they
have enjoyed more than an eight
months' run and even at this writing

show no

your brain gun on the film series
you may score a hit with something
out of the ordinary something which
would not be possible with a single
train

installments.

Your

plot-building abilities are put

you simply must
both maintain and augment the interest
for

throughj:welve reels without permitting
Aside from the strength of
it to flag.
story,

the

You

length.

theme must

to

its

have, to begin with, to

main plot, after which it is
you" to obtain a strong subplot

get your

"up

justify

for each installment.
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the long serial, thirty
reels being the most acceptable length.
Of course, the whole story must be of
sufficient strength to put it across the
step

is

out

reading

landlady.

a

means

as

been very much negPerhaps it is because
lected in serials.
humor is so hard to write in bulk. This
seems to me to be a good opportunity
permitted to go begging.
When submitting a serial, offer a
synopsis of each installment. Then the
scenario editor can judge of its commercial value and will tell you to go
ahead on the action if the story is O. K.
In writing and selling serial photo
plays, you must expect to work harder
than in writing single plays. Big propositions always do entail an unusual
amount of work.

Comedy

has

THE UNUSUAL.
Arthur Conan Doyle, creator of
Sherlock Holmes, offers to writers of
both the photo play and fiction a valuSir

able hint regarding

how

become the unusual

in

entitled

"A

the usual may
one of his stories

Case of Identity."

Doctor

Watson, the famous interpreter of the
Holmes stories, and Sherlock Holmes
are engaged in a conversation about
matters of public interest in general.
Watson maintains that the average
news item is so decidedly conventional
as not to be worthy of the time spent
in reading it.
To illustrate the truth
,

sister-in-law,

sister,

or

The crudest of writers could
invent nothing more crude."
Then Holmes calmly proceeds to
"Insurprise Watson with his reply:
deed, your example

to the end.

—the other

drink, the blow, the bruise, the

Melodrama seems to be preferred in
serials, although "The Goddess" has
set a new precedent in proving that it
thrills

of course,

is,

one or more of the elements

woman,

perfectly

all

is

it

There

familiar to me.

unsympathetic

not necessary to resort to

that

it

screen acceptably.

is
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an unfortunate
one for your argument," he says. "This
is

Dundas separation case, and, as
it happens, I was engaged in clearing
up some of the minor points in connecThe husband was a teetion with it.
totaler, there was no other woman or
other of the causes you mentioned. The
conduct complained of was that he had
is

the

drifted

habit

the

into

winding up

of

meal bv taking out
teeth and hurling them at
which you will allow is not
every

his

false

his

wife,

strictly in

accord with the conventionalities of the
matters you mentioned."
Those of our readers who do not at
once catch the idea behind this example
of transforming the commonplace into
the unusual will do well to study it until
they see light.
It is splendidly pointed
and drives home an idea that many
pages of type have been wasted on.

The

action

amounts
it.

is

Our

of

the

Doyle story

—

itself

nothing therefore ignore
reason for presenting it

to

sole

to forcibly set forth the principle

we

have defined.

A BLOOMING MARKET.

From hundreds

of amateurs of late

has come the wail that the market
entirely closed

and that

it

is

is

useless to

We

of his statement, he picks up a newspaper and reads the first headline which

write

comes

have learned that there are several reliable sources of advice to amateurs who

one to the effect
that a husband's cruelty to his wife has
caused their separation. Then Watson
to his attention,

comments upon
news as follows:

umn

the

of print about

particular

"There
it.

but

is
I

bit

of

half a col-

know

with-

anything

at

present.

slight attention to this at first,

— doubtless
sons — have

paid
but we

for personal business rea-

been telling them that at
present there is no demand for scripts.
This is a most unfortunate condition to

—
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exist,

and we

who know

trust all of our readers

true conditions will do their

utmost to make the real state of

known

Many

to

their

struggling

affairs

friends.

promising career is snuffed
out by the circulation of such rumors
from apparently worthy sources.
The market at present is as open as
it
has been for the past three years.
Universal buys all lengths and styles of
plays, though we admit that aside from
this concern there are but few places
for one, two, or three-reel dramas.
Kalem and possibly Essanay might be
interested, but we doubt it, as this work
is done by staff men.
Yet, the fact remains that beginners have at least one
generous market. Most practice work
has to be thrown away.
Those who venture into the comedy
field find it wide.
One-reel straight
comedies are used by the Drews, Meyers and Theby, and several other pairs,
while Vogue, Fox, L-KO, Christie, and
other comedy concerns need their own
particular style of comedy in one and
Comical and novel ideas,
two reels.
rather than full scenarios, are liked by
these people, and this is a rich field.
In addition, the companies, with few
exceptions, will put on an exceedingly
a

clever five-reel
to

straight

comedy

fitted

some of their stars.
Then there is the five-reel drama

or about five reels, for the absolute reel
limit is slipping
and this offers the

—

and richest opportunity of all
to the writers who have been training
faithfully on short stuff and now are
ready to take up the long, and for
those who have already taken it up.
We name but a few of the companies:
Famous Players-Lasky-Morosco, Ince,
Fine Arts, Fox, Universal, all the subsidiary companies of the FrohmanMutual concern, and Metro's companies.
There are others, but we have
already listed them in the market book
and through our "Live-wire Market
Hints." We don't believe there is any

more convincing evidence needed

to

offset the statement of such persons as

choose to declare the market dead.

Now

comes the question of individual
submission by every ambitious
writer who reads this. He must firmly
fix in his mind the fact that a golden
opportunity is at hand, and he must
also

that

realize

tunity he

must be

to

seize

opporTo grind

this

at his best.

out and send off dozens of scripts in
senseless enthusiasm will get

him noth-

ing.

He must

write one good one, and

if

really

good

it

follow

it

that will

is

it

Then

will sell.

w ith another good
sell.
And so the

one, and

T

sales

will

multiply.

ANSWERS TO READERS.
E. B.

— The best

way

to begin a sce-

nario is to get some simple yet interesting bit of action for the character or
characters to perform while being in-

troduced

—unless

you

introduce
all
characters in a row, as is occasionally

padded

clone in a long or

A. L. D.

— Every

issue

film.

we

list

new

companies in the market for scenarios
under the caption, "Live-wire Market
If these suggestions are kept

Hints."

checked against the market booklet, a
fair outline of the market should be
before you all the time. You can secure the market booklet by sending six
cents in stamps to this magazine.

largest

H. T.

W.

—The

Xestor

Company is
as we know,

with Universal, as far
but Al E. Christie, founder of Nestor,
still

is

now

the head of the Christie

Com-

edy Company, Los Angeles, California,
and is buying scenarios of a typical
Three weeks is not
"Nestor" tinge.
long for a film company to hold a scenario, considering the distance

some

of

them are from authors. The editors
must be approached tactfully and
gracefully, but not, as you say, "whimWhat is good
pering and whining."

Hints
sells in the

average studio,

Scenario Writers

for

if it fits

such as the Gish

that

madge,

studio's policy.

C.

W. H.

— Biograph

N. Y. M. P. Co., Culver City, Cali-

studios,

better pictures in

worse ones
B.

M.

C.

:

Pauline
Frederick,
Justiana
HufT, Jack Pickford, Mae Murray,
Fanny Ward, Kathlyn Williams, and

Clark,

Myrtle Stedman.

Metro-Rolfe Studio, 3 West Sixtyfirst
Street, New York.
Plays for
Bushman and Bayne, Lockwood and
Allison, Ethel Barrymore, Viola Dana,
Emmy Whelan, and many stage stars
who are featured from time to time.

in others.

com-

pany which rejected your scenario told
you that your technique was perfect,
There is a very, very comit meant it.
mon evil among young writers, known
as

the

scenario

"without- plot."

SHORT SHOTS.
It's

plotting

;

Give time and thought to the

and when you

and you

ing

much time and thought

Sharp

HINTS.

larger

companies

continue

to

need material for their players, and apparently not much is being done to
really supply the demand.
Following
are a

of the leading big film concerns, with the stars whom they are
particularly desirous of fitting:
list

Fine Arts Studios, 4500 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California, the
Griffith studios.
Plays for girl stars,

It will

save givto

rejec-

to

business

cultivated

The

get.

keep a clear view
of all that happens about you and allow
nothing to swerve vou from vour determination in work.

care of the rest of the matter.

MARKET

hunch" you

Never forget

will automatically take

LIVE-WIRE

plot

"first

tions later on.

are actually writing, do not try to recall the technique of the scenario or
the mechanical process of plotting. Just
create,

sad, but profitable, to be told by

an editor that your pet melodrama is
Listen
better fitted to a farce comedy.
to him and rewrite it.

The

scene action is perfect as far as it can
be, but there is nothing in the action
of the story to draw and hold the attenLearn technique as one thing.
tion.

Then master

Hart,

The stars are nuby this company.
Marguerite
merous and well known

—making for
the

S.

are read and produced on both coasts

especially

when

Has

studio.

William

Famous Players-Lasky-Morosco, Los
Angeles and New York City. Scripts

some studios and for

— Doubtless,

Ince's

Barriscale,

Charles Ray, and other noted stars.

West, a manager has been installed, and he has charge of every department in turn. Thus, scenarios are
O. K.'d before a director gets them, and
then the director has to take up
changes in construction with the manager. This is something like your plan.
degree

Thomas

Bessie

in the

It is successful to a

and for Bobby Har-

et cetera,

fornia,

and are using many adaptations.

many

Constance Tal-

ron.

not in the
been for some

in a rut, as far as original stories go,

— In

sisters,

is

market, and has not
Neither are any of the old-time
time.
General Film aggregation, with the exception of Vitagraph. They seem to be

H. L.
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— saves

dollars in stamps.
.

ability

—natural

or

young writers many
That's a part of the

game.

What

you did not sell your first
scenario ? Did you or any one else start
to work in an office or shop at a big
price until you had learned the business ? Often the work is done for mere
pittance, sometimes for nothing at first.
The reward comes when the work is
if

mastered.

-

The American
THEY

of
course, as "Big Bill" Russell
is six feet two and Mary Miles
aren't

exactly

a

pair,

Then,
besides, Mary is shy and demure, the
type that makes you want strawberry
shortcake every time you look at her,
while Bill has been something of a prize
Both work for
fighter in his day.
American films, and
they get along very

Minter

well

is

a foot less in height.

they

cause

different.

was

Ma

so
r

y
edu-

success

hand,

came

when

she was young, and

into

a

t

On

naturally.

the other

program

Bill Russell started as a

boy, ticket collector, and general utility

New York theaters, and just
knocked every one out of his way until
he was in the center of the stage.
person

in

Mary

In the picture below,
Bill's

is

telling

says he doesn't
believe it.
?

fortune, but he

Whv
m>

She

has

that

Bill's

predicted

Chinese

and ruler of

valet

going

the kitchen

is

to

position

lose his

some
a

She

tor.

the

are

carefully

by
cated
private tin

went

be-

together,

ricals quietly

Pair

^

day, and that

nice,

beautiful,

fluffy,

young

girl

B u

t

that's

where the story
ends
where

—

Uncomplimentary Department
Which means no
by press

offense, but is
agents, prejudice, or

ungoverned
popularity.

Peggy Burke,atleft,should nothave that hammer— itsnould
be in the hands of the audience. We might pardon her wearing overalls and trying to look kittenish it' she did not roll
them up to show her silk stockings, and then be so inconsistent as to put on high-heeled slippers for carpenter work.

Grace Darmond, above, may be a quiet, home-loving soul— though we saw
her at the Screen Club ball— but we doubt if she can make the public
believe that sue spends the evenings before an unlighted gas fireplace.
Why cannot actresses pose natural y?

is;*™

:

so

W"

Margarita Fisher
perhaps caught
the fish just before the photo
was snapped, but how about
the monkey and two goats?

It's

a mighty fortunate thing that this coat appeared in a silent drama,
wonder if -the audience was able to hear

but, as it is, we
the orchestra.

The caption on the back of this from the press
agent says Henry McRae is breaking speed laws.
Friend P. A. didn't see the wheel spokes and
Henry's left foot on the ground.

Some people become famous
with

ferocious animals.
Farnum risking his life
movie bear.

for daring

deeds

Here

is

Franklyn

with

a

wild

"

!
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By Eugene

A.

clothes
don't

don't

know

Clancy

MANJOHN
NERS looked
serious,

severely

garbed
wife

young
n

i

heard that sentence—
you use it like a preparedness slogan. As
I have told you before, I am an advo-

calm,

his

at

cate

futile

desperaHeaven's
sake,
will you get some

Have some

wherever we

How

?

if

you have none for

are

go.

laughingstock
won't have it

a
I

I

—

that

mannish

on —
—
—

have
sake
"

get

—

jacket

ridiculous

!

and collar you
For Heaven's

wring

and

I

continue my
campaign.
here
are you off to?"
"I'm going to look
in

at

W

the

office

this

Things
down there don't seem to.be going as
they should."
"How can

expect them to ?"
asked Betty, smiling in spite of her-

you

"Your visits to the office are
growing more infrequent every week,
Your own business instinct is none too
self.

good, John dear, but I suspect that of
your partner is considerably worse."
With an exclamation of impatience,
Manners left the house and stepped

some decent

clothes," Betty

"John, dear,
about the unty-unth time I have

The

however,
did not turn in the direction of Wall
Street instead, it went swiftly up the
avenue and drew up before a house
into his automobile.

quietly finished for him.
this is

dress,

in

afternoon.

maintain my position in society if my wife goes around dressed
like a freak?
Why don't you dress like
Mrs. Airlie I don't care how much
you spend. Fix yourself up at least
do something with your hair! Look at
can

"I'll

this fellow's neck!"

con-

We

!

won't have it!" roared John.

'1

sideration for me,

yourself

simplicity

shall

"Betty," he
exclaimed,
"for

clothes

of

women's

tion.

decent

it.

;

car,

;

The School
in a fashionable side street

—the

home

of Mrs. Airlie.

Coming

of

considerable

a

well-to-do

prestige

family

socially,

life

— one's

He

regarded the popular Mrs. Airlie as that very thing.
He had married Betty because she was

—

and lovable it was not until
marriage
that he made the horafter
rible discovery that his wife had sane
and radical ideas about clothes and the
other vastly important things which
made up John
Manners' life.
Mrs. Airlie believed

herself

a matter of fact, she

was neither

she

may have

exciting, like

been a

little

she was perfectly harmless
she wore
off by the time the hothouse lamb was
served.
There had been a Mr. Airlie.
but he had had the good sense to die

the correct thing in the inner circles of

pretty

As

young

mussed up downtown.
Manners always had his eye out for

Upper Ten.
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a cocktail at a prohibition dinner, but

clothes got so

the

Husbands

for

of

John Manners was by force of circumstances a Wall Street broker. By
inclination he was a sort of human
song and dance. To him, life was a
Business was a bother
dress parade.
social obligations supreme and sacred.
For the most part, he let his partner
run the brokerage end of

;

—

and leave

his

millions to Mrs. Airlie,

who

spent the entire interest on clothes

and

fascination.

The

latest

widow's
ners.

victim

of

the

harmless

was John ManHe was young, good looking,
fascinations

the best-dressed

man

in the

and Mrs. Airlie decided

smart

set,

take posBetty rarely acto

him.
As
companied her husband in society, Mrs.
Airlie's conquest was easy.
There was
no scandal about it it was merely a
session of

;

good joke, and, while society laughed,
a good many people admitted it was a
little rough on Betty to have her husband dancing attendance on the spectacular widow.

This

noon
n e w

to

v

both dashing
and dangerous.

be

"Bethj" said Lovell. "why don't you take him in hand

after-

well

that

frivolous

— take

him by storm?"

Betty
quite

her
hus-

—
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band was not going to the office; that
in reality he was going to take Mrs.
She said as
Airlie out to the races.

much

to John's mother, a stout, aggres-

"managing" woman who, at the
time, was conducting open warfare
sive,

against a lovesick youth

A slam, who was

named Hugh

trying to pay court to

her young daughter, Claire.
"Well, my dear," answered the aggressive lady, "suppose he is taking her
to the races?
I'm sure I don't blame
the man, if you insist on going around
dressed like a schoolmarm and wearing specs! You'll just have to handle
John yourself, Betty; I've quite enough
to do keeping that fool Hugh thing

away from

Claire.

I've positively for-

bidden her to see him, yet I caught
them spooning in the music room not
an hour ago she smuggled him in
!"
through the servants' entrance
Betty laughed frankly.
The doings
of her flapper sister-in-law and her
college-boy swain were not to be taken
seriously.
Mrs. Manners, however,

—

stalked

out

of

the

drawing-room

angrily.

Left to herself, Betty did some think-

Things were coming to a sort of
climax. Though she seemed indifferent,
ing.

secretly she did not relish her husband's

Mrs. Airlie, harmless
and ridiculous though the affair was.
She did not want to see her husband
infatuation

for

away from her or made a fool
of.
She knew it was time she took a
hand in the game and did something
to bring him to his senses.
But she
retiring
nature, and she
was of a quiet,

Husbands

for

geous array, while Betty was attired in
her plain mannish suit and soft collar.
She wore a hard sailor hat, under
which her really pretty hair was
combed straight back over her ears and
gathered in a knot at the back.
And
she wore specs
John, never equal to
!

any

pletely.

went

pieces comAnd, as she had feared she

situation,

might, Betty

to

made

a fizzle of the business.
She was no match for the gorgeous and vivacious widow. When the

were over, Betty, pleading an
engagement to tea, went home alone,
leaving Mrs. Airlie triumphant.
For John Manners, the day proved a
bad one, not only in the domestic and
social sense.
He made wild bets and
dropped a small fortune, and when he
got home he found his partner awaiting him nervously with the news that
the firm had had an awful day and
was almost on the rocks. It was imperative that they raise one hundred
thousand dollars within a month to
carry them over.
races

The shock

of the threatened disaster

almost instilled some sound sense into
John's head; at least, he had a glimmering of the fact that life is not entirely
a fox trot or a hula hula.
He knew
there was only one thing to do
sell
his big estate at Casa Blanca, California.
He decided to leave for the 7 est
a week hence and sell the place at

—
W

taken

auction.

did not

For the first time in many a month,
John Manners got up early the following morning, went downtown, and
spent the entire day at the office. For
once he put his mind on business and

know

just

how

to

go about

it.

As

a starter, however, she decided that
she would go to the races herself this

—

afternoon and sit in John's box.
Accordingly Betty carried out her
plan, and when she walked through the
clubhouse and sat down beside John
Mrs. Airlie being on the other side
society gasped and prepared for some
excitement.
Mrs. Airlie was in gor-

made an

earnest

effort

to

straighten

was in vain.
Being downtown, John was unaware
that there were mysterious doings at
home. His mother had gone motoring
things out, though his labor

for the day, taking Claire along to circumvent any schemes that might be

hatching in the pseudo brain of Hugh
Consequently Betty had the
Aslam.

The School

There was not a

house to herself.
she

received

man

of thirty,

lish

accent

—

a

woman

in

the

About eleven
visitor,

a

o'clock,

tine-looking

not society.

He

was Sir Harry Lovell, a distant relaof Betty's, who had just arrived
from London and brought her some
startling news.
Through the death of

tive

one of the English branch of her family
she had come into a large fortune and
a title.
Sir Harry was one of the executors of the will and had come over
to personally

announce the

tidings,

as

he was Betty's legal adviser.
Betty was not much impressed bv
the fact that she was now rich in her
own right. She had not the faintest
idea as to what she would do with so
much money. Her first impulse was to
run to the telephone and tell John about
it; but. on second thoughts, she did not.

Q
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room who could touch Betty for beauty or

who spoke with an Eng-

natural,

for

get-up.

John would instantly make
plans for squandering

all

sorts of

it.

Betty had known Lovell for a number of years,
and had frequently
brought her troubles to him for settleXow. over luncheon, she told
ment.

him about Mrs.
''Betty/'

said

Airlie.

Lovell,

when he had

heard the whole story. "'I agree with
you that at bottom John is all right.
The trouble is. no one seems to make a
sensible effort to curb his gadabout nature.
Why don't you take him in hand
take him by storm?"

—

"What

are you driving

at,

Harry?"

Betty asked.
''Beat this

Xow.

you're

—

woman

her

young and

charming if you
Betty and here is
Lovell went on

—

at

own game.
pretty

and

will let yourself out.

a

little

talking,

idea."

developing
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At

Betty did not seem
very enthusiastic, but at last she was
won over, and when Lovell left, late
in the afternoon, Betty was pledged
to "take her husband by storm."
Manners delayed his departure for
the West in order to attend an elabhis plan.

first

''You told

me

to get

for

Husbands

orate ball given by Mrs. Airlie.

The

evening of the ball found John in a
quandary. Betty, of course, had also
received an invitation, and therein lay
John's quandary. He did not want to
take his wife, but could not very well
see how he was to get out of it, for
Betty had announced that she was
going.
"Lord!" thought John. "She'll
!"
probably come in a wrapper
Betty knew what was troubling him,
and she could hardly keep from laughing in his lugubrious face.
At last,
when it was near time to leave for the

some decent

c'.othes

and I have!'

!:

The School
had
a bad headache and that he would have
to go alone and give her regrets to the
hostess.
John almost shouted with joy
and relief. He was so tickled that he
actually pinched his wife's cheek and
Airlie mansion, she said that she

kissed her before he left.
But the instant he was out of the

house Betty's headache disappeared as
Quickly she placed herby magic.
self in the hands of a recently acquired
maid one engaged that very afternoon, in fact. The maid got busy at
Bandboxes appeared from mysonce.

—

and out of them came
an avalanche of costly evening gowns,
lingerie, and a hundred and one femi-
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getting that he should be dancing with

Mrs.

At

John stood watching them.
wife condescended to let him

Airlie,

last his

approach.

"You

"Betty

—you

—and

!"

he

are wonderful

exclaimed.
!

But why
you come

how ? Why didn't
with me ? Look here I won't have it
Do you know you are carrying on dis-

—

gracefully with that fellow?

he?

This

is
!"

awful

a stranger
"Fiddlesticks

!"

—coming

Who

is

here with

snapped Betty, laugh-

ing and mocking him.
good, I'll let you take

"Now, if you're
me home !"

terious places,

nine things. Then followed the trans^
formation of Betty. Just as the maid
was putting the last touches to the

a servant announced
that Sir Harry Lovell was waiting in
Betty descended
the drawing-room.
and Lovell beheld as radiant a vision
of loveliness as a man could wish to
transformation,

see.

''The

schoolmarm

the queen

!"

dead

is

—long

"Wonderful
The first part
of our little scheme is a triumph
You
!

!

have my invitation?"
"Yes," said Betty.
"You are my
friend
Henry Martin, of London,
Harry.
None of the people you will
meet there knows you, and luckily John
has never seen you."
A few hours later, just as the Airlie
ball was reaching its climax, there came
a sensation not on the program the
entrance of Mrs. John Manners on the
arm of Mr. Henry Martin, of London.

—

There was not a

who

woman

in

the

She had refused absolutely to give him any explanation or to satisfy any of his
clothes

room

could touch Betty for beauty or
get-up.
Society rubbed its eyes and
gasped. For once Mrs. Airlie lost her
poise and could scarcely speak as she
took Betty's hand. John could do nothing but stare and stare.
Bubbling with vivacity, Betty flung
herself into a dance with Lovell.
For-

scattered

about.

queries.

"Betty," he said, "I
at

you

now
live

he exclaimed, laughing de-

lightedly.

Arriving home and entering their
rooms, Betty flung herself on a divan
and watched her husband staring in
amazement at the profusion of costly

—

to

get

all

this

know
stuff,

I've been

but just

it's awkward.
Why, you
must have bought out the town
And
we're up against it financially hard
Do you know why I'm going West tomorrow? I've got to sell Casa Blanca !"
Betty sat up and looked at him with
genuine concern. He had not told her

well,

!

—

!

the real reason of his proposed trip

she had no idea that his neglected business was in such a bad way. Her first
impulse was to tell him of her fortune,
but she checked herself. Lovell's "little
idea" was not finished yet John must
be taught his lesson, and she must go
through with the idea, for already it
was beginning to work. "John," she
said, yawning, "please don't bore me
with your silly business troubles tonight.
Sell old Casa Blanca, if you
must. You told me to get some decent
clothes, and I have.
They cost a lot
of money, and you'll have to meet the
bills.
You should have told me you
were hard up. Good night, dear."
John left the room in a towering
;
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— she

had calmly dismissed him
But, Lord
without a bit of sympathy
she certainly was stunning in that
rage

!

—

gown
tiful

—

And her hair it was beauHe thought of going back for

!

!

a kiss, but the

maid had arrived and

shut the door in his face.

Manners
The
day.

started

West

the following

day after, Mrs. Airlie
started West, announcing that she was

for

Husbands

the broad veranda of the beautiful old

California mansion, they were startled

and the Englishman just
coming out of the house and down the
steps.
Betty wore a wonderful afternoon dress and a hat that was an epic.
She was leaning on Lovell's arm and
gazing up at him soul fully.
to see Betty

"Hello,
lightly.

people !" exclaimed Betty
"I thought I'd surprise you,

—

John beat you to it I
have been showing Mr.
Martin over the house,
"
and
!

have

won't
roared John.
"I

it!"

wring

"I'll

neck! If I
catch you with my wife

this fellow's

"

again,

I'll

"For

shame, John!"
Betty exclaimed mockingly.
"Such silly and
ugly language and in
front of Mrs. Airlie,

—

too

Or

!

hearing

you

that?
excuse him,

You

tomed
talk

she accus-

is

to
like

must

Mr.

me
The

Martin.

Please take

back to the hotel.
house is all ready for us,
ohn, and I have arranged to give a dinner

party

night.

here

Mrs.

to-

Airlie,

must join
And, with a
us
bow and a smile,
Betty walked off
on Lovell's arm.
enough, Mrs. Manners,
you

really

!"

Before Lovell could speak,

Manners

sprang at

him.

Naturally
senior,

going

to

Somebody

California

her health.
both to Casa

for

them
Blanca, however, and that somebody
was Betty, accompanied by Mr. Henry
Martin, of London, and a party of
beat

hastily gathered friends.

Consequently when one afternoon
John and Mrs. Airlie strolled up to

was not going

to stay in

New

York when everybody was hiking for
With her daughter Claire,
California.
she arrived at Casa Blanca that after-

The same train brought Hugh
Aslam. Claire knew of his presence,
though her mother did not. The youth

noon.

was desperate
ladylove

going

at

the

three

thought of his
thousand miles

The School
away, and he had somehow managed
to scrape together enough funds to
California was the land
of romance, and he figured that out
here he might find some way to elim-

make

the trip.

inate Claire's mother.

The next

day, John held a public aucAt
tion of Casa Blanca on the lawn.
first there were many bidders, but soon

only two were

left

— Mrs.

Everybody
widow was bidding.
Lovell.

Airlie

and

knew

why

the

Ever

since

that

John's interest in her had been
waning.
In other words, Betty had
made a hit with her husband. Mrs.
Airlie was trying to buy Casa Blanca
to help Manners and hold him by means
ball,

of gratitude.

Nobody could

figure

why

out

the

Englishman was bidding. Higher and
higher went the figure, Lovell always
At last
going the widow one better.
Mrs. Airlie had to stop, and the estate
was knocked down to the mysterious
Englishman at an enormous price.
Though it took him out of a financial
hole, John was furious, as he suspected
that the Englishman's interest in Betty

had something to do with the man's
desire to buy the place.
After the
auction, he sought Betty and demanded
an explanation. Betty, however, merely
laughed, as usual, and flatly told him
to

mind his own
That evening,

for a

moment

lam, with very

business.
as Betty

was

in the garden,

much

strolling

Hugh As-

the air of a stage

about him, approached her.
"Mrs. Manners," he whispered, press-

villain

ing a note into her hand, "I know you
are a friend of mine
and Claire's.
Please give her this to-night, without
letting on."
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—when a thought occurred
drop to the

She

to her.

being
careful that it fell in a conspicuous
place.
Then, after talking to some one
over the telephone for a minute, she
went downstairs to the drawing-room
and mingled with the guests who were
the note

let

floor,

arriving for dinner.

As

the drawingroom, John Manners, not knowing that
she had already gone down, entered her
room in search of her. His eye fell
on the bit of paper and he picked it up.
The moment he had read it, his face
became savage.
Crushing it into a
pocket, he went to his own room,
grabbed a revolver from a drawer,
flung on his hat, and ran downstairs.
In a moment he was flying along the
road in the direction of the hotel at
which Lovell was staying.
Pushing aside protesting bell boys
and attendants, John dived into an elevator and was carried up to Lovell's

Betty

chatted

in

.

floor.

the

He

burst into the

Englishman and

room

his valet

to find

engaged

packing a suit case. Lovell looked
up, apparently startled.
"Good evening, Manners," he said.
"Why the
?"
excitement
Ignoring the wondering valet, John
in

advanced threateningly, his face
"You need not pack, you hound

"Your

cried.

and I'm going
"I

—

Lovell,

little

is

to settle with

don't

I

plan

he

discovered,

you now

understand,"

with what seemed

livid.
!"

like

!"

replied
guilty

hesitation.

Betty could ques-

found your note !" cried John,
flinging the bit of paper on the table.
Flushing as if he had been caught
at something, the Englishman picked up
"I have arranged
the note.
It read

Wonderingly she went into
the house and up to her room.
The
note was merely a bit of paper doubled
over. She opened it and read it. Smiling to herself, she was about to leave
the room possibly in search of Claire

everything for us to elope to-night. Be
ready when I whistle."
Before Lovell could speak. Manners,
the revolver in his hand, sprang at him.
Now Lovell's face showed genuine surprise.
The two men clinched. In the

—

He was gone before
tion him.

—

"I

:
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struggle the revolver went

sank to the

for

Lovell

off.

floor.

John, all the rage suddenly gone out
of him, looked down in horror. Panic

him

seized

—he 4iad committed murder

!

He

darted from the room.
The trembling valet had discreetly
remained in the background.
When John disappeared,

however,

came
the

had

on that

where

until

i

w

a

gave

he

was
Betty

the

word

that the

coast

was

Betty
denied
that
her
hus-

phoned

J

%

.

are sure you won't

woman make

that horrid

skin,

clear.

s

driving
at,
they tele-

"And you

try to bluff

but there was nothing to do but stay

h s
master. As soon
as the hotel people
understood

he

I'll

drenched to the

Manners

what

second balcony," she whis-

them off."
John obeyed. It had begun to rain
hard, and the balcony was uncovered.
He had not been out there five
minutes before he was

yelling

killed

little

pered, "and stay there.

rushed for

lobby,

—

what sort of emotion Betty
pushed him toward the stairs. "Go out
just

valet

the

to,

that

Husbands

love

let

to

K

you any 7nore?" asked Betty.

the police to hustle to

I

Casa

which direction
Manners was seen to go.
Then everybody flocked up to
Blanca,

in

— only

the victim sitting in a chair and calmly

band was in the house, but the police
They searched the
were skeptical.

smoking a

house.

the scene of the tragedy

to find

cigarette!

In the meantime, the police had already set out for Casa Blanca, where
John was incoherently telling Betty the
awful thing he had done. He was still
telling

when

shoulders

the police arrived.

heaving

with

though John was too excited

Her

emotion

—

to realize

This took quite some time.
They did not see the second balcony,
but at last they entered John's sitting
room, a small den they had almost overHere, sitting before the fire,
looked.
arrayed in John's dressing gown and
toasting his feet, they found a suspicious-looking gentleman. Betty gasped.

—
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The

The

gentleman
was Hugh Aslam.
He had waited and
whistled

for

a fine imita-

crawled

into

the

Fannie Ward
Lady Betty Manners
Jack Dean
John Manners
Mrs. Manners (bis mother) .Edyth Chapman
Irene Aldwyn
Claire Manners.
Frank Borzage
Hugh Aslam

window

of the

sit-

Sir

tion of a

drowned

At

cat.

he

last

had given up and

stood

.Frank

Harry Lovell

he said,
"shot at you!"

"Wrong,"
sir,

Elliott

He

was

jumped
their

man. Again

Hugh. "My husband !" she
"I know
cried, with a few choice sobs.
!"
you didn't do it
That was enough for the village poIn a moment the protesting and
lice.
bewildered youth was led away, handthe startled

cuffed.

As soon

as

they were gone,

Betty

The answering
ran to the telephone.
voice had an English accent. The dinner guests had long since left on hearing of the supposed tragedy and the
trouble that had descended on Casa
Blanca. Mrs. Manners, senior, believing her son to be a fugitive from justice, was sobbing in the deserted drawClaire, suspecting that all
ing-room.
was not as it seemed, was watching
Betty.

Hugh Aslam,
was dragged

He w as

in a cell

when

r

John Manners,
the courtroom in the

alias

into

village.

just about to be placed

the Englishman strolled

the desk.

"Sergeant," he said,

annoyed tone, "I have just
heard a rumor that I have been murdered.
It's rather silly, you know.
I
thought I'd just drop in to deny it. I
assure, on my word of honor, I have
positively not been murdered in the

in a slightly

least."

merely

a

your.g
"

to the con-

choking with that peculiar emotion,
Betty promptly threw her arms around

to

is

romantic
police at once

are

incased in
steel is not John
neither
Manners,
did he shoot at me.

invitingly

clusion that this

up

hands

now

open.

The

dear

youth

the

whose

said

"My

Lovell.

Mabel Van Buren

Mrs. Airlie

which

room,

ting

—

ners,"

Written from the Jesse Lasky picture
play by Stanislaus Stange

—

sergeant

choked, "But this
man John Man-

Husbands"

under Claire's window and had be-

come
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man who waits in damp gardens
He was interrupted by the entrance
"Sergeant," she said, "I'm
awfully sorry, "but I made a dreadful
mistake. This is not my husband. You
"
see, I'm educating John, and
But the purple-faced sergeant could
stand no more. "Clear the court !" he
of Betty.

"Take the bracelets oft that
young fool and kick him out
What
do you 'smart setters' think this place
is
Clear out!"
a vaudeville show?
They cleared. Reaching home, Bettv
rescued her drenched and shivering
husband from the balcony.
Some time later, Betty and John
were sitting in her boudoir.
John's
yelled.

!

—

a tub of steaming hot
water, and Betty, in a charming neg .igee, was happily ministering to him.
feet

w^ere

in

1

There was no doubt that he was eduBetty had explained
cated at last.
everything to him. Lovell had just left,
after having a good laugh with the pair.
"And you are sure you won't let that
horrid woman make love to you any
more?" asked Betty, tucking a blanket
around him more closely.
"Mrs. Airlie can go to the devil!"
exploded John.
Betty laughed. "All right, Mr. Out"But you
raged Husband," she said.
needn't stamp your feet so hard
you're splashing the water all over my
nice

new

clothes

!"

Dorothy

Kelly,

leading woman for Vitagraph, decided to be a
picture actress

upon

sec-

ond thought. Her first
endeavors were as an
artist and illustrator, she
having

been

educated

REFORE
A THE
Xtar^t
gOHONE

work at the National Academy of Designs.
She was born in Philadelphia, and attended
New York public schools.
for this

the

Ethel Clayton,

long identified with popular
screen romances, is a product of the Middle West,
having been born in Champagne, Illinois, and educated in Chicago. Leaving school, her youth was
quickly merged into a stage career, her debut having
been made in Henry B. Harris' offering, "The Lion
and the Mouse." She is a pioneer film player, having appeared in the first three-reel production ever
made, "When the Earth Trembles."

Monroe Salisbury found fame

waiting for him
almost as soon as he decided to adopt the stage proAfter taking a dramatic course with Rose
fession.
Eytinge, he secured an engagement in which he immediately took a leading part.
Following close
upon his debut, he developed surprising versatility,
sometimes undertaking as many as twelve roles a
After this strenuous period of "making
week.
good," he was engaged with Richard Mansfield in
"Henry Fifth" and other plays.

Violet Mersereau began to act when she was so
young that a biography oiher up to that time would
not include much that could not be written of any
kindergarten kiddie. Born in New York in 1897,
of a French father and an English mother, she took
the weight of a career upon he*r tiny shoulders when
she was only seven. She was cast for a child's part
in a Margaret Anglin production, and the -fascination of acting never afterward deserted her.

Tyrone Power was born

England, but it was
after coming to America that his first stage appearIt was in 1884 that he began his
ance occurred.
histrionic career in "The Private Secretary," which
was then showing in Jacksonville, Florida. His
in

career before entering picture's included a stockcompany engagement with Augustin Daly's com-

pany for eight years, and from time
pearances

in

to time ap-

various classical plays supporting some

of the greatest stage celebrities.

.

Marguerite C

lcar

l«ayers did
rior to be-

coming screen
favorites

:

ark

has never found a single
theatrical twig on her
family tree. Her father
was a prosperous merchant of Avondale,
Ohio.
It was through

lure

the

of

amateur

plays that she learned to
love the footlights.

She

adopted a professional career, and made her debut
the

Aborn Opera Company.

Dustin Farnum was born

at picturesque

Hamp-

ton Beach, New Hampshire,
days were spent on the old family estate in BuckHere he attended "a little, old, red
port, Maine.
schoolhouse," and laid the foundations of his educaHis dramatic career began in school theatrition.
cals, in which he frequently took part with great
success, making the rafters of the little schoolhouse resound to the applause he received.
in 1874, but his early

Edna Goodrich, world-famous
tered

pictures

last

winter,

was

actress

a

who

Chicago

engirl,

that city.
She
daughter of A. S. Stephens,
High
School
from
Park
there,
graduated
the Hyde
afterward
soon
was married to Nat. C. Goodand
win. The marriage was later dissolved. She played
first as one of the celebrated "Florodora" sextette.
Later she joined Anna Held's company, playing
Madame Recamier, in "Mamselle Napoleon," and
was the highest-salaried show girl on the stage.

of

Chester Conklin, Keystone comedian, was told
by his father when he was nine years old that the
clerical profession

had been chosen for him, but a

which came to Oskaloosa, Iowa, his home
town, a few days later, inspired Chester to go
"on the road." Though he failed to secure an engagement then, his opportunity came a few years
later, when he went "clowning" with an eighteencar show.
circus

Edwin Arden, one of the best-known actors of
to-day, who is now starring in Pathe pictures, entered the theatrical profession quite by accident.
He was born in St. Louis, and when his father was

appointed receiver for the Grand Opera House in
that city, the son was employed to attend to the
finances of the company playing there.
This position led indirectly to his acquaintance with Thomas
W. Keene, which resulted in his playing Shakespearean roles with the great tragedian.

in

ONE-PERSON

ROMANCE
Romance

a queer thing. It is
supposed to include
man and moonlight, woman and
woe, osculation and offers, and
is

generally

hymeneal happiness.
general

supposition

But the
is

wrong.

Margaret
star,

Thompson, Triangle
proves that. She is of a

romantic nature, but hers is a
one-person romance
and that
person is herself.
Miss Thompson finds romance in all its
glory in the flowers, sun, and in
spring itself.
Here she is enjoying it all, at a most romantic
moment and she is all alone.

—

—

~~

(fjracle
Q^aejtionjAdttfiiet'j aboiit ^Screen

This department will answer questions asked by our readers relating to motion pictures. No questions
regarding matrimony, religion, or scenario writing will be answered; those of the latter variety should be
sent to the editor of the scenario writers' department. Send full name and address, and write name or
Address: Picture Oracle, care of this
initials by which you wish to be answered at the top of your letter.
magazine, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York City. All questions are answered in the order received; failure
If you desire an early answer, inclose a
to see your reply in one issue means that it will come later.
stamped, addressed envelope, and a personal answer will be sent unless there is space in the magazine for it.

—

Helen M. You don't want to know very
much, but your letter arrived first of the bunch,
so you are located this month in the honored
position of head questioner, and first to receive
an answer. You can obtain a photo of J. Warren Kerrigan by writing to him in care of
Willis

&

Inglis,

Wright & Callender Building,

Angeles, California.
He is touring the
country at the present time, appearing in person
He is soon to return
at all the leading theaters.
to the coast, at the head of his own company.
hat would you like to know about 'Owen

Los

W

7

Moore ?

Beulah

in Picture-Play.
If there is any special thing
that you would like to know about your favorite
that doesn't conflict with the rules of the department, I shall be only too glad to answer it for

you as best

I

can.

—

You are getting to be quite
writer to the Oracle, aren't you?
Address George Walsh in care of the Fox stuMavis Durand.

a steady
dios,

little

Western Avenue,

Hollywood,

California.

Irving Cummings is with the Fox Company, and
can be addressed in care of the Fox Feature Film
Company, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New
City.
He is working in their Eastern stuYes, George Walsh
dios at the present writing.
He was
is very clever, and also very athletic.

York

— Florence

Badie took the part
mention
in
you
"The Million-dollar Mystery."
Marguerite Clark is a very tiny little lady, and
B.

la

when they take her measurement in height, the
tape measure always shows that she is but four
feet and ten inches tall.
She is thirty years old
I mean young, because Marguerite
anything but old. If I didn't know for sure,
no one could make me believe that she was anywhere near that thirty mark.

—excuse me,
is

Rachel

—

P. The gentleman's name is a new
one to me. Never heard of him before. Are
you sure that you have the name tight?

E. M. B.
care of the

—June

Caprice can be addressed in
Fox Company, 130 West Forty-sixth
Street, New York City.
Send twenty-five cents
jn your letter to her for one of June's autographed photos. Please be reasonable. How do
you expect me to give you an account of the
girl's life history in the limited space that I have

born on March 16, 1892. Harold Lockwood will
get any mail sent to him at the Yorke-Metro
studios,

Gordon

Street,

Hollywood,

California.

Warren Kerrigan has started to work at the head
of his own company of players, and the name
of the picture on which he is at work will be
announced

shortly.

— Max

Linder is not working in Chicago for the Essanay. He is now at their Western studios, and should be addressed in care of
the Essanay Film Company, Culver City, California.
Max does not understand English, so
had
better
get some friend of yours to write
you
him for you that can understand French. I am
sure that it would be read if you should do this.
Yes, he gets a very big salary indeed, and is said
to be signed up with the Essanay Company for
one year of work before the camera. He was
acting in the movies long before Charles Chaplin

Anxious.

The
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Picture

was ever heard of, and the theater managers report that he is still a big drawing card.
He was
reported dead on several occasions when they
thought he had been punctured by a bullet in the
war. He was punctured by one, and laid up in
the hospital for repairs, recovered, was given his
release, and came to America to make people
laugh.

—

W.

E. C. The studios are looking for camera
practical experience, and I never heard
any taking- on a person who did not have

men with
of

some experience in taking photo-play productions.
It would take too long a time to break
one of this kind in, so they are only looking
for camera men who have been connected with
Many
studios, and know just what is wanted.
camera men who have known all about photography have been engaged as assistants to the
regular camera man until they get on to the
ways and whys at the studio.

— Yes,

the same Fannie Ward
that played in the Lasky feature, "Years of the
Locust."
No, she certainly does not look her
age.
Myrtle Stedman is a blonde. Hazel Dawn
deserted the screen for a time, and went back
on the stage, playing in the big New York production of the "Century Girl" at the Century

M. A.

S.

it

is

Helen Holmes was born in Chicago.
Theater.
They probably did their advertising before they
saw the picture. Just heard that Lillian was in
the spectacle, and didn't know how big a part
she had.
C.

D. — Mary Pickford can be addressed
Mary Pickford Film Company, 729 Sev-

A.

at the

enth Avenue,
L.

much
your

W.

see

nice things that they said about her.
why the authorities should stop the

I

don't

showing

of "Undine," the Universal feature.
I thought
Henry Otto
that it was a very artistic picture.
is the man who directed this feature, and it received much favorable comment wherever it was
shown. This is the first time that I have ever
heard of its being stopped. That must be some
town. Otto is a very good director, and never
puts anything in his productions that seems to
be the least bit suggestive. -He is a firm believer
in clean pictures.
Doris Kenyon was born in
Syracuse, New York, on September 5, 1898. Yes,
the Bray cartoons seem to take very well indeed
wherever they are shown.
Charlie Chaplin's
latest comedy following "Easy Street" is all situated in and about a health resort.
Mary Fuller
is
not with the Universal any longer.
She is
now at work for the Lasky studios, in Holly-

think that

I

if

you address

Teddy Sampson in care of the Keystone Film
Company, 1712 Allesandro Street, Edendale, Caliyou will be able to get a photo of
Better inclose a quarter.

fornia, that
her.

—

Miss Calculation. You say that I might be
a Mrs. or a Mr., so you put both down in your
heading, but why might I not be a Miss, as well?
Norma Talmadge has been in moving pictures
for several years.
Address her in care of the
Selznick Enterprises, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City. Norma is nineteen years old. She
says so herself.
Constance, her younger sister,
is seventeen.
We have had an interview with
Norma, and we have had her picture on the
as well as in the gallery.
What more
could you ask for?
No, George Beban is not
with the Triangle Company. He is playing with
the Morosco-Paramount banner.
You must be
thinking of George Berranger.
He played the
role of Automatic Joe in "Flirting with Fate."
Probably the reason they don't put my picture
in the gallery is because they can't convict «me
of being anything other than an Oracle, if that's
the gallery you mean. If the Picture-Play gallery is what you refer to, it is probably because
they have a very good circulation now, and aren't
taking any chances.

cover,

B— Nance

Doctor K. M.
Mutual.

O'Neil

is

with the

I have been in Los Angeles sevAddress Derwent Hall Caine in care
of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth
Street, New York City.
Address Olive Fuller
Golden at 1729 Winona Boulevard, Hollywood,

Yes,

eral times.

California.

M.

—

certainly did give Bessie Barriscale quite a boost,
and of course we must admit that she deserves
all

wood, California.

City.

Waterbury Center. Thanks very
clippings that you inclosed with
They were all very interesting. They

H.,
for the

letter.

New York

Oracle

tion

that

B.

— Sorry,

but

I

you get the posidon't know of any star

can't help

you inquire about. I
needs one at the present time.

"Fatty."
time.

— Haven't

heard from you for a long

Where have you been keeping

yourself

answer all your letters
in the magazine.
Do you mean Gladys Brockwell? She is with the Fox Company. The Fairbanks twins' names are Marion and Madeline.
Yes, you have Fannie Ward's age correctly. Sure,
they got married in the picture. "The Pride of
the Clan," "The Poor Little Rich Girl," and "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" followed "Less Than
the Dust" of the Mary Pickford productions for
the Artcraft. There is one film studio in Detroit
that I know of. Grace Cunard has blue eyes and
lately?

Certainly,

I

will

blond hair.

—

Ginger and Peggy. I am awfully sorry, "Ginger and Peggy," but the questions that you ask
about Anita Stewart, Earle Williams, Billie
Burke, Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Robert Warwick, Mary Miles Minter, Marguerite
Clark, Bianca Soroya, Beverly Bayne, Francis
X. Bushman, Theda Bara, Lenore Ulrich, Pauline

!

The
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Frederick, Clara Kimball Young, Shirley Mason,

Seena Owen, Ina

Claire,

Constance Talmadge,

Norma Talmadge, Marion Davies, Mabel Normand, and Edna May are against the rules, and
You should
can't be answered for this reason.
have read these rules before you wrote your letIt would have saved you a lot of time.
ter.
Leonie Flugrath is Shirley Mason's right name,
and she is a sister of Viola Dana. Gladys Smith
is the name that was christened with Mary PickJuliet Shelby is the name that Mary
ford.
Miles Minter's mother calls her by.

Bunker Bean. — Carlyle

Blackwell

is

Stuart

Holmes was

—

Robert Mantell is not playing in picL. E. J.
His last engagement
tures at the present time.
before the camera was with the Fox Company.
Here's wishing you the best of luck.
F. L. Stockton.

— Harry

in several productions

Hilliard has appeared

since he did

production with May Allison. It was directed by
Henry Otto. Yes, it was a Metro release. William Courtleigh, junior, was Neal in "Neal of
the Navy."
I never heard of Pearl being with
a circus. Address Creighton Hale at the Pathe

Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

"Romeo and

Gladys Brockwell is
with Theda Bara.
working with the Fox Company. "One Touch
of Sin" followed her "Sins of Her Parents" for
Juliet"

—

Mr. Devi Lon Wheels. Write to Charles
Chaplin at the Lone Star Studio, Los Angeles,
California, for information regarding the make
of skates he uses in his Mutual comedy, "The
Rink." So you are going to try and imitate him
at your local rink? Well, I hope you have good
luck in keeping your being from contact with the
floor.

—

Albany C. D. Lillian and Dorothy Gish live
with their mother. Yes, a letter to the Fine Arts
studio will reach them. Lillian Gish was born in
Springfield, Ohio.
I am not familiar with any
studios in St. Louis.

— You

are about the 'steen hundredth
film fan that has written to me regarding Fannie
Ward's age. There have been many estimates
on the delightful star's age, and have been published, ranging from twenty-five to forty-seven.
No one seemed to know how old she was. What
has a person's age to do with their acting ability,
anyway. It makes no difference if she is seventy; as long as Miss Ward can pass as a seventeen-year-old miss, she will play ingenue roles,
and she can do this easily. Well, the age affair
has been settled at last, and by Miss Ward herself.
She tells me that she was born in St.
Louis, Missouri, on February 22, 1875, which
makes the little lady just forty-two. So now
on with the march

Reginald.

G. S. Goddard.

—

I

have forwarded your

letter

at the Morosco studios, as you
Yes, a book has been published giving
the names of all the movie folk in fact, several
of them. The Variety magazine publishes a list
once a month of the prominent people in motion
pictures, and at what studios they are located.

to

Web

Feet.

George Beban,

desired.

Donna Day. — So you

—

are sure that I am a
woman. Others are just as sure as you are that
I am, and still others are not so sure.
Jack
Pickford is Mary Pickford's brother. Yes, there
has been a picture called "Mr. Forty-four." It
was taken from the well-known book of that
name, and Harold Lockwood was featured in this

the

at

— That

new

ing the

company.

New York

has rejoined the Pathe Company.
George Fischer is now playing opposite Mary
Miles Minter for the American Company.
No,
Norma Talmadge did not play in "Neal of the
Navy." Lillian Lorraine was the girl that had
the leading role in this serial.
Yes, Harold
Lloyd has appeared in some very funny pictures.

'

this

Street,

He

City.

with the

World Film Corporation, having just re-signed
with this concern for another year. Address him
at the World Film Corporation, 130 West Fortysixth Street, New York City.
the villain, of course.

301

year.

Metro

New York

was a very fine way of
John Bowers will get a

studios,

City.

3

startletter

East Sixty-first Street,
bprn at Indiana.

He was

—

Inez. Of course your letter didn't make me
angry. I very seldom get angry. It doesn't pay,
and, besides, it isn't good for you. If you want
to feel well all the time, just try to see the bright
side of things, and laugh. You will be surprised
how much better you will feel. Your questions
were few, and all against the rules. Too bad.
Try again.

— Earle

Fox was

Silver Spurs in
which was produced by
Lasky.
His latest picture was opposite Norma
Talmadge in "Panthea." He played the husband
G.

"The

G.,

Jr.

Love

Mask,"

in the latter production.

— Harold

Lockwood is thirty years old.
playing opposite May Allison in YorkeMetro productions. John Bowers was born in
Indiana.
He is in New York City at the present time, working at the Metro studios, so you
had best address him there if you want him to reE.

He

M.

is still

ceive your letter.

Chas. E. Harwood.

—Your

was most inshould think it would
letter

Yes, I
be rather tough being out on the briny deep during New Year's and Christmas. I suppose when
you do get a day to come on shore it is usually
raining? Don't be too reckless with your wagers
You might
of five-pound boxes of chocolates.
teresting, indeed.

The
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The Universal publish the Animated
Weekly. They can be addressed at 1600 Broadway, New York City. Alutual is responsible for
the Mutual Weekly. They are at the Consumers'
Building, Chicago, Illinois. The Selig-Tribune is
made by the Selig Polyscope Company, Chicago,
Illinois.
Then there is the Pathe Weekly, whose
address is at the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Fortyfifth Street, New York City.
They are all in
lose.

market for good

the

had better get

in

You

stuff for the weeklies.

touch with them

all.

— Back

on the job again. You are getnow. California, New
Jersey. New York, Jacksonville, Fla., and Pennsylvania house nearly all of the motion-picture
studios in the United States. Ruth Roland is five
feet six inches tall.
It is her real name.
Babs.

ting to be quite a regular

—

V. M. Yes, Sydney Ayres passed away
some time ago. Page Peters was not playing
Doris Pawn
in a scene when he was drowned.
is still playing in pictures.
E.

—

Spoon River. Sounds very romantic indeed.
Yes, I like Margery Wilson's work very much
indeed.
I think she has mighty fine prospects
Never heard of your friend
for the future.
Horace. If I have, it has slipped my mind entirely.

Agnes.

— What

do you mean, join our players?
Screen Opportunity Contest to w hich
you refer? If so, address all inquiries on this to
the editor.
I have troubles enough of my own.
If you want to know anything about anybody,
then write to me.
Is

it

T

the

—

H. L. D. Arnold Daly is not playing before
camera at the present time. Lloyd Hamilton and Bud Duncan are the names that Ham
and Bud are known by off the screen. Pearl
White will get a letter addressed to the Pathe
Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York
J.

the

City.

Pretty Baby.

— Niles Welch should be addressed

the Technicolor Film Company, Jacksonville,
Florida.
Yes, Marguerite Clark likes to dance
very much indeed. "The Making of Crooks" was
one of Jack Pickford's best Selig pictures. Yes,
both Niles Welch and Mae Murray have cars.
at

My

birthday

is

in

— Yes,

August.

have received several other letters from Porto Rico.
There is always room
for one more.
You have quite a few favorites.
Address Clara Kimball Young in care of the
Clara Kimball Young Film Company, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Kathlyn Williams
Tavita.

I

her at the Morosco
Yes, it was very
Joseph Schenck is not an

will receive a letter written to

studios,

Los Angeles,

California.

of her indeed.
He is in the vaudeville business. Norma
actor.
Tclmadge is twenty and Theda Bara seven years
nice

Constance Talmadge is seventeen. The
February 15, 1916, issue of Picture-Play con-

older.

tained Theda Bara's strange life.
It was written by herself. Yes, send to the circulation manager for a copy.
Yes, Theda's hair is black.

Theda Bara's home is in New York. Yes, she
has a fine automobile. Sorry I couldn't get your
answer in as soon as you expected it.

—

W

r
Billie B. Niles
elch is the young man that
took the leading role opposite Marguerite Clark
in "Miss George Washington."
See above answer for his address. He is just twenty-nine
years old.

—

Alberta. Mary Pickford has light hair and
blue eyes.
Florence Lawrence is in retirement
from the screen at the present time. Address
Cleo Madison in care of the L-ko Company,
Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Grace
Cunard and Francis Ford's latest serial is "The
Purple Mask," released by the Universal. Grace
Cunard wrote the story, and Francis Ford directed it besides playing the leads. Grace Cunard
is
about twenty-six.
Mary Pickford gets the
most money of the screen actresses. Cleo Madison was born

in

Bloomington,

Illinois.

—

A. Menn. Here you are.
The Fairbanks
twins and Douglas Fairbanks are not related.
Jack Warren Kerrigan was born at Louisville,
Kentucky, on July 25, 1889. Marguerite Clark is
thirty and Mary Pickford six years younger.
Somehow I sort of felt that you would ask me
if I thought there w as a chance of your becoming
a motion-picture actress, and, sure enough, the
very last thing you asked me was this. I don't
know, I am sure. There have been several hundred near the thousands, I guess who have
asked me this very same question.
r

—

—

—

No, Fannie Ward has told me just
old she is.
Forty-two is her correct age.
So you, too, want to be a star? No, not all of
Dustin
the stars have had a college education.
Farnum is forty-two years old, and William Farnum forty-one. The players always speak the
The
subtitles that are flashed on the screen.
Gish girls have been in pictures for eight years.
Lillian Gish was born in Springfield, Ohio, and
Dorothy first saw the light of day in the same
Dayton is her
State, but in a different town.

Clara M.

how

birthplace.

E.

M.

P.

— Robert

McKim

is

a stock actor at

the Ince-Triangle studios, and
pear in another William S. Hart feature in the
will probably ap-

near future.

He

has no set company to

work

with.

—

Chaplin's
contract
Arthurarcione. Charles
with the Mutual Film Corporation was for twelve
two-reel comedies. Yes, I guess he would accept
a scenario that he thought was suited for his

The

not in the hospital. The address of the Selznick Pictures is 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York City. Yes, any of the moving-picture companies can reissue a picture if
If a certain picture has made
they want to.
quite a hit in its time, and there has been a
demand on the part of the public to see it again,
the firm that made it will, in all probability, reissue the picture.

No, he

talents.

C.

L.

B.

is

—Warren

He

Kerrigan

working now

still

is

in

the

head of his
own company. Certainly he plays other than as
In fact, he rarely ever plays a cowa cowboy.
Address Billie Billings in
more.
any
boy part
care of the Vitagraph Company, Brooklyn, New
York. A letter addressed to Warren Kerrigan,
Gower Street, Hollywood, California, will reach
movies.

is

at the

Barrymore

played the part of
Couldn't send you a
Dorian Gray
personal reply, as you did not inclose a stamp,
and, besides, it is quicker to get your answer
through the magazine.
him.

Lionel

in a picture.

Empo.

—

I

finished the letter,

all

right,

so will

I
say ''You're welcome" to your "Thank you."
see that you didn't ask any questions, so I haven't
any answers. So you teach school? You must
be in my class then, always answering questions.
I see that the movie bug has given you a terrible
Keepbite, and I do hope it won't prove fatal.
ing your mind occupied all the time with other
interests in life might cure you from desiring to
become an actress. It's a terrible disease, and
Some cases get so bad
gets the best of them.

that they never can be cured.

—

Grace Cunard Fan. Grace Cunard and FranFord have done four serials together. "LuThen came "The
cille Love" was their first.
Broken Coin," "Peg o' the Ring," and "The Purple Mask." Grace lives in Hollywood, California.
She is about twenty-six.
cis

Helen Dalton.
latest

— "Back

Dorothy Dalton

starred with

of

the

picture, in

Charles Ray,

Man"

which she

is

is

the
co-

who

has the leading
role.
Owen Moore had the leading role opposite
Mary Pickford in "Caprice," a Famous Players
production, and a very good one, too. No, Grace
Darling did not play in "My Little Wife." Billie
Burke resides in New York City, and Mary Miles
Minter says that she has seen fifteen summers.

—

Trione Turner. Webster Campbell and Mary
Anderson have not been playing together for a
mighty long time. Webster is now playing leads
for the Essanay, while Mary Anderson is still
with the Vitagraph.
Address Mary MacLaren
at Universal City, California
Mary Miles Min;

ter at

Santa Barbara, California,

American Company.
any mail that is sent

in care of the
Allison will receive
to her at the Yorke-Metro

May
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Hollywood, California Jean Sothern
Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth
Geraldine Farrar in care
Street, New York City
of the Lasky studios, Hollywood, California;
Mary Anderson at the Vitagraph studios, Hollywood, California, and Webster Campbell in care
of Essanay, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Enid Markey is with the Corona Cinema Comstudios, in

;

the

at

;

Address her in care of
pany.
Los Angeles, California. Yes,
several times, but she doesn't
Oracle.

concern, at

have met her

know

that I

am

the

—

My, but you are the sarcastic thing,
you? Olga Petrova wears a wrist watch

Billie.
aren't

this
I

with her evening gown to
perhaps. She has to be
early some mornings, and
gets home in time for
Now, couldn't this be the
other ?

—

keep track of the time

work

at the studio to

wants to be sure she
a good night's rest.
reason as well as any

—

Eleanor R. R. No, Pearl White is quite a
long ways from thirty-five. Maybe some day my
identity will be discovered.
Who knows? Address Creighton Hale at the Pathe Exchange,
25

West

Forty-fifth Street,

New York

City.

—

Impatient Waiters. Sounds as if you were
Are you? Wallace Reid's hair is
a hurry.
He combs it straight
light brown and straight.
back, too.
Certainly, ask everything that you
want to know. There is no time like the present
in

Not very many of the screen
for such things.
actresses have auburn hair. It photographs black,
anyway, so it can never be told by looking at it
on the screen.
next time.
A.

S.

Be sure and give me the name

— Address

Theda Bara at the Fox ComWest Forty-sixth Street, New York

pany,

130

City.

Wallace Reid

wood,

California.

at the

Lasky

studios, Holly-

Mary Pickford

will

get

a

addressed to her at the Artcraft Company,
William
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
S. Hart gets his mail at the Ince studios, Culver
Webster Campbell should be
City, California.
written to in care of the Essanay Company, 1333
Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois.
letter

Humorous Hoosier Movie Fan. — Address
Wilson
nia.

If

Lois

at the Universal, Universal City, Califor-

you want photographs autographed by

the leading film stars, write to them, and inclose
a quarter for each photo. Photographs cost them
just twenty-seven cents to send out, and if they
did not make this charge you can see how quickly

they would be bankrupt.
Theda Bara, Warren
Kerrigan, and Anita Stewart all have very pleasSeveral of the prominent stars
ant dispositions.
play the piano really well.
So you are still another who would like to be a movie star? My
columns are full of such ambitions. Look them
over and see for yourself.

The
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L. B. D. N. H.— Harry Milliard is "still with
Don't- know about the Anna
the Fox Company.
What /was the name
Little picture you mention.
of it? I never heard of one like it. Anita Stewis her right name.
Hazel Dawn will probably
return to the screen. She is at the Century The'Vivian Martin is now
ater, New York City.
Two cents
being- directed by Howard Tistabrook.
is
usually enough postage for a return photo
mailer with a photo. The photo mailer costs a
few pennies itself.

art

,

:

<

—

Marjorie McC. Fannie Ward's age is a mysShe is in her 'forties, but no one seems to

tery.

far in.
Some say forty-one, while
Meanwhile
others put it at forty-six- or seven.
You
can
Fannie remains- neutrall
reach Earle
Foxe by letter if you will address him in care of
the Selznick .Enterprises,. 729 'Seventh Avenue,

know how

<

New York

City.

-

:

-

c;

:

-

used to' direct
for Tom Ince before .he joined -the' Universal
Company. Grace Cunard is still his leading lady.
Bessie Love's latest picture is "The Doll Shop."
She has only been in" films for a short while.
Her first appearance ,was-with John Emerson in
the Triangle picture,, "The Flying: Torpedo." Uniis

the

largest 'film-manufacturing

com-

pany.
Mary Miles Minter can be addressed at
the American Film Company, Santa Barbara,
California.

— Address

Clara Kimball Young in
Selznick Enterprises, 729 Seventh
care of
Avenue, New York City. You can inquire from
this company about getting a poster of her in

H.

B.

R.
the

"The Common Law"

I don't know
advertising.
whether they will sell you one or not. I don't
think that they will, because they are made for

the exhibitor's use only.

It

take of the typesetter in putting the wrong caption under Charlotte Burton.
"Who put the
sense in censor?" is a. question that would perplex the most proficient scientist.
It would be
easier to answer who took it out.

—

Irish Colleen. Yes, you can get admitted to
most of the studios in California if you have a
pass from the "management.
Otherwise you will
find it quite a hard job.
With the proper applying, you should be able to gain admittance, and
watch them at work. It is a very interesting
sight,

assure you.

I

Yes,

I

think that Charlie

would send you his photo. Address him at the
Lone Star Film Company, Los Angeles, California, and Mabel Normand in care of the
Mabel Normand Feature Film Company, Hollywood, California. How's everything in Canada?

— You

F. G. O.

have a few years to decide

in.

did not play in "Emmy of the
Stork's Nest."
She was twenty when she played
in "Tess of the Storm Country."
I am sure that
Mary Pickford would send you one of her
photos. Address her at the Mary Pickford Film

Mary Pickford

Andy Blackwell. — Francis "Ford

versal

Oracle

Picture

won't do any harm,

Company, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Charles Richman, Norma Talmadge, and James
Morrison had the leading roles in "The Battle
Cry of Peace."
..:.*.•
-

M., Toledo, Ohio.—Welcome, .captain, .to
the Picture Oracle. Yes, the stars do like to receive letters of appreciation from admirers.
It
spurs them on, and shows them that their work
S. F.

and makes them

mighty good, indeed, when they return home after a hard day's
work, and read some letters from picture fans
telling them that they enjoyed their work in
such and such a picture.

is

liked,

feel

—

Aro-Nel. I see that you are quite a booster of
Irving Cummings. More power to you
Address
him at the Fox Film Company, 130 West Fortysixth Street, New York City. No, Charlotte Burton and Winifred Greenwood are two different
The sequel to "The Diamond
beings entirely.
from the Sky" was taken in Santa Barbara about
five months ago.
!

however, to

try.

—

FIuh Huh. Where
Of course Theda Bara

did

you get that grunt?

isn't deaf.

Who

put such

Anita Stewart
a mistaken idea into your head?
You mustn't
with the Vitagraph Company.
is
ask me if I am good looking, as I might get
conceited, and that would never do for a Pic-

Mary MacLaren is appearing in "Even as You and I" at the present
time. The manager is the only fellow who keeps

ture Oracle, would it?

a lot of girls off the stage, and out of the studios, too.

—

Jane Novak Admirer. Jane's latest picture is
the big Clune feature, "The Eyes of the World."
The Universal serial, "Graft," was taken in and
around

Universal City, California.
June Caprice has appeared in many more Fox pictures
since "Caprice of the Mountains."

—

Anita Stewart Fan. Mabel Trunnelle is still
with the Edison Company. That was the mis-

W.

B.

—

It

is

possible

that

sequel to "The
be issued by the

a

Crimson Stain Mystery" may
Consolidated Company.
I guess

depends
it all
took with the fans. Address Ethel
Grandin in care of the Erbograph Company, 203
West One Hundred and Forty-sixth Street, New

how

this serial

York
A.

City.
J.

Y.

— Nearly

all

the big companies are in
five-reel feature with an

the market for a good
original plot.
Write to Clarence J. Caine about
all matters pertaining to scenario writing.

—

Lillian H. Address Olga Petrova in care of
Lasky Photo Play Company, Hollywood, Cali-

the

fornia.

FORTUNE
PHOTO - PLAYS
i

•

,

-

You

get a wonderful variety of entertainment in
wonderful as that
as
Fortune Photo-Plays
afforded you by the great stories which appear in
Smith magazines. For
this and other Street
Fortune Photo-Plays are these thrilling stones

—

&

brought to

T

m-JSJ V

life.

Charming romances
XL/

that center

around beau-

lovable heroines and virile, swift-acting,
The love stories in Fortune
manly heroes.
Photo-Plays are uniquely delightful.
tiful,

^

IX/TV^'T^TTR
-LlM. X k5 X XI/ XV X

you in the
scene and keep you keyed up

Baffling plots that grip
first

and on edge to the very end.

And

the ingenuity
of the clever characters in solving these mysteries
is amazing.

A TY\ri?"MHrTrP I?
£\LJ
V JC^IM X UXVX1/

Perilous

encounters in
form.
Dare-devil

every
feats that verge on the impossible.
Nothing ever
before filmed equals the courageous exploits of
the adventurers who aopear in Fortune Photo-

Plays.

f\J
OT? "F^/^f^U C
V/UTHP
1 -Ur -L/WUIVO

Pictures laid in the
vast open places of
"God's country/' where strong men and winsome
women meet and play the game of life. Some of
the grandest and most beautiful scenery in the
world is shown in Fortune Photo-Plays.

There is a new Fortune Photo-Play each week.
Ask the manager of your local theater when he
intends to show them.
DISTRIBUTED BY GENERAL FILM
Supervised by H. M.

&

S. D.

CO.,
Horkheimer

Inc.

—

—
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Removed
New

By

Secret Method

YVOXDERFUL
'

results!
Wrinkles and age lines

'

banished.
cret

Yes, this

new

se-

method works marvels

You should
now.

rig-ht

learn about

Learn

how

tried, g-et the

information
will giadly send about
the Princess Tokio treatment. Get the Princess Tokio Beauty Book. It is free.
It tells you how to have the
perfect skin beauty that all
women long- for. Yours for
the coupon. Send now.

we

Edna Hunter
Famous "Movie"
Star, says of the

treatment you use in the privacy of
your room. Only a few minutes re-

Princess Tokio
Treatment:
"After a hard day I
just apply Princess
Tokio and every

The skin made flawless,
Used and recommended by society leaders and
prominent actresses.

quired.

fresh, young- looking-.

trace of fatigue,
strain and roughness
banishes like magic.
I jrave it to a friend
whose face was becoming- wi inkled and

Guaranteed
money-back

guarantee goes with each treatment.
If the Princess Tokio treatment
should fail in youi» case, taken according- to our plain, simple directions, your money will be cheerfully
refunded upon demand.

time. I wish you all
the success you so
richly deserve."

looks. All this valuable, private information is given in this book now ready for
distribution. Get your copy now. (Sent
in plain, sealed envelope.)
Learn the
secret of a perfect skin. Learn how the
American woman can rival the complexion
charms of the Japanese. No cost. No obligation. It is free.

Coupon

it.

want you

to

Don't 'put off send-

Put the coupon in
Jr
the mail right now.
ing.

.

Federal life Bldg
Chicago, 111.

f

f

PrinceSS ToklO CO.
/•
Depl.644

'PmcESS'Lo^ro

NOW!

Just sign and mail the coupon. That
is all. It will bring you the Princess
Jr
Tokio Beauty Book by return
mail.
Every woman ought to

We

+

Ns

Address

when

New York City. Charles Ray
mail addressed to him at the Ince
T
rite to Jackie
studio. Culver City, California.
Saunders at the Balboa studios, Long Beach,
California.
Of course I agree with you about

f
f

>

f

get

will

all

W

Picture-Play.

Princess Tokio Co.
Dept. 644

Federal Life Building
Chicago, 111.

Please send me free and without obligation on my part PrinBook in plain

cess Tokio Beauty
sealed envelope.

Picture-Play has never published a

John H.

my

picture of Evelyn Nesbit to

John
and

B.

— Certainly Herbert
much

very

him

Rawlinson

He

too.

alive,

knowledge.

will

is alive,

get

any

of the Universal Film Company, at Universal City, California.
He was born in 1885. Sorry, but your other
question and the rules do not get along together,
so I had to drop the question.
is sent to

in "care

—You can

get a photo of Miriam Cooper
in
care of the Fox Company,
her
by writing to
Hollywood, California. She played one of the
big parts in "Intolerance," and her big Fox picYour typeture was "The Honor System."
hand.
What make
nice
very
write
a
writer does

Weva.

is

it.

to- see

Forty-fifth Street,

mail that

The whole story of the Princess Tokio treatment told. The
wonders it accomplishes. How complexions, once "hopeless,"
have been restored to youthful beauty.
How years have been taken off women's

have
have

have to watch the theaters

will

Vitagraph Company, Brooklyn, New York, and
Pearl White in care of Pathe Exchange, 25 West

she says it wiped the
wrinkles off in no

TC -n gy gy Princess Tokio
ML I f£f£ Beauty Book

Send

Marguerite

Ford's.

they are going to show "The Return of Eve."
Mary Pickford's mother does not act in picNaomi Childers can be reached at the
tures.

But a simple, easy

binding-

Francis

was born just twenty years
was born in 1882. Of course
Mae Marsh didn't really jump off the cliff in
"The Birth of a Nation." Do you suppose she
would be going around these days if she had?
Margaret Gibson was born in 1896.
She has
golden-brown hair and blue eyes.

You

No Massage. No Plasters.
No Masks. No Rollers.
No Exercise.

legal,

relative

—

and beautiful as the
famous complexions of
the Japanese worn en.
(You know how soft, satiny and lovely their skins
are.) Xo matter how long"
you may have suffered
from these blemishes, no
matter what you have

Our

no

of
Gabrielle Courtot
ago. Francis Ford
is

Olive G. S. Yes, it was True Boardman that
played in the "Stingaree" series for the Kalem
Company. He then appeared with Marin Sais
in the "Girl from Frisco" series, and is once
more playing the title role in some more "Stingaree" pictures.
You can address him in care
of the Kalem studios, at Glendale, California.

it

clear

these.

lot

it

makes the skin as smooth,

None of

—

You certainly are curious about
of things concerning the actors and actresses of the film world, but you had to ask so
many questions that were against the rules.
Most of them were matrimonial, of course. Here
are the answers to the ones that are allowed by
the rules.
It is Victoria Forde and Ford.
She
Beatrice Sol.

a

Wrinkles

Continued.)

it?

—We

thinking of doing that, but
the address required varies so each month, and
space is so valuable that we only print them
when asked for. Thanks just the same.
'76.

were

Hazel S.— Carlyle Blackwell will get a letter
addressed to him at the W orld Film Corporation, 130 W est Forty-sixth Street, New York
r

r

W

T

City.

and

rite

Lillian

to

Earle Williams, Anita Stewart,

Walker

New

at

the Vitagraph

Company,

York, and to Wallace Reid in
care of Lasky studios, Hollywood, California.
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne will get
any letters for them which are sent to the Metro
Brooklyn,

!

Former United States Senator Mason
Pioneer

in

Pure Food and Drug Legislation, Father of Rural Free Delivery System

Takes Nuxated Iron
to obtain renewed strength, power and endurance after the hardest
fought political campaign of his life in which he was elected Congressman from the State of Illinois. The results he obtained from taking
Nuxated Iron were so surprising that

SENATOR MASON

NOW

SAYS

Nuxated Iron should be made known to every nervous, run down,
anaemic man, woman and child.
Opinion of Doctor Howard James, late of United States Public Health
Service who has prescribed and thoroughly tested Nuxated Iron in his

own

private practice.

WHAT SENATOR MASON

SAYS:

"I have often said I would never recommend mediI believe that the docto'r's place.
cine of any kind.
However, after the hardest political campaign of my
without a chance for a vacation, I had been
life,
starting to court every morning with that horrible
I was advised to
tired feeling one cannot describe.
As a pioneer in the pure food
try Nuxated Iron.
and drug legislation, I was at first loath to try an
advertised remedy, but after advising with one of
my medical friends, I gave it a test. The results
have been so beneficial in my own case I made up
my mind to let my friends know about it, and you
are at liberty to publish this statement if you so desire. I am now sixty-five years of age, and I feel that a
remedy which will build up the strength and increase
the power of endurance of a man of my age should be
known to every nervous, run-down anaemic man, woman

and child."
Senator Mason's statement in regard to Nuxated
Iron was shown to several physicians who were requested to give their opinions thereon.
Dr. Howard James, late of the United States Public
Health Service, said
"Senator Mason is to be commended on handing out
this statement on Nuxated Iron for public print.
There is nothing like organic iron Nuxated Iron— to
give increased strength, snap, vigor, and staying
power.
It enriches the blood, brings roses to * the
cheeks of women and is an unfailing source of re:

—

newed vitality, endurance and power for men who
burn up too rapidly their nervous energy in the strenuous strain of the great business competition of the
day!"
Dr. E. Sauer, a Boston physician who has studied
abroad in great European medical institutions, said
"Senator Mason is right. As I have said a hundred
:

times over, organic iron is the greatest of all strength
builders.
"Not long ago a man came to me who was nearly
half a century old and asked me to give him a pre-

liminary examination for life insurance. I was astonished to find him with the blood pressure of a boy
of twenty and as full of vigor, vim and vitality as
a young man
in fact, a young man he really 'was.
notwithstanding his age.
The secret, he said, was
taking organic iron Nuxated Iron had filled him with
renewed life. At thirty he was in bad health
at
forty-six he was care-worn and nearlv all in.
Now
at fifty, after taking Nuxated Iron.' a miracle of
vitality and his face beaming with the buovancy of
;

—

;

youth.

"Iron

is absolutely necessary to enable your blood
change food into living tissue.
Without it, no
matter how much or what you eat, vour food merelv
passes through you without doing vou anv good.
You
don't get the strength out of it. and as a consequence
you become weak, pale and sicklv looking, just like a

to

plant trying to grow in a soil deficient in iron.
If
you are not strong or well, vou owe it to vourself to
make the following test See how long vou can work
or how far you can walk without becoming tired.
Next, take two five-grain tablets of ordinary nuxated
iron three times per day after meals for two weeks.
I hen test your strength again, and
see how much
you have gamed.
I have seen dozens of nervous,
run-down people who were ailing all the while double
their strength and endurance and entirelv rid
themselves of all symptoms of dyspepsia, liver and
other
troubles in from ten to fourteen davs' time simplv
by taking iron in the proper form. 'And this, after
tbey had
some cases been doctoring for months
:

m

without
obtaining
any
benefit.
But
take

don't

forms

the

old

reduced

of

iron, iron acetate or
tincture of iron simply to save a few
cents.
The iron de-

manded

by Mother
Nature for the red
coloring matter in

the
blood
her
of
children
is,
alas
not
that kind
of

must

You

iron.

take iron in a form
that can be easily
absorbed and assimilated to do you any
good,
otherwise it
may prove worse

than useless.
Dr.
Schuyler C.
J a q u e s
Visiting
,

Surgeon

of

New

pital,

said

City,

:

St.

Hos-

Elizabeth's

York
"I have

never before given
out any medical information or advice
for publication, as I
ordinarily do not believe in

But

it.

in

the case of Nuxated

Iron

I

feel

I

would

remiss
in
my
duty not to men-

be,

tion

it.

taken
given

it
it

I

have

myself and

my

to

pa-

with
most
surprising and sat-

tients

isfactory
results.
those who wish
quickly to increase
their
strength,

And

power and endurance will find it a

most

remarkable

and wonderfully

ef-

Former United States Senator Wm. E.
Mason, recently elected Member of
the U. S. Congress from Illinois.
Senator Mason's championship
of Pure Food and Drugs legislation, his fight for the rural free
delivery system, and his strongadvocacy of all bills favoring
labor and tbe rights of the masses
as against trusts and combines,
made him a national figure at

Washington and endeared him to
the hearts of the working man
and the g-reat masses of people
throughout the United States.
Senator Mason has the distinction
of being- one of the really big- men
of the nation.
His strong- endorsement of Nuxated Iron must
convince any intelligent thinking
reader that it must be a preparation of very great merit and one
which the Senator feels is bound
to be of great value to the masses
of people everywhere, otherwise
he could not afford to lend his

name

to

it,

especially after his

strong advocacy of pure food and
druus legislation.
Since Nuxated Iron has obtained
such an enormous sale— over tl-ree
million people using- it annuallyother iron preparations are recommended as a substitute for it. The
reader should remember that
there is a vast difference between
ordinary metallic iron and the organic iron contained in Nuxated
Iron, therefore always insist on
having Nuxated Iron as recommended by Dr. Howard James. Lite
of the United States Public Health
Service; Dr. Schuvler C. Jaques,
Visiting Surgeon of St. Elizabeth s
Hospital, New York, and other
physicians.

fective remedy."

NOTE — Nuxated

Iron which

ommended above by physicians

is

prescribed and rec-

in such a great variety
is not a patent medicine nor secret remedy,
but one which is well known to druggists and whose
iron constituents are widely prescribed bv eminent
physicians both in Europe and America.
Unlike the
older inorganic iron products it is easily assimilated,
does not injure the teeth, make them black, nor upset

of cases,

the stomach
on the contrary, it is a most potent
remedy in nearly all forms of indigestion as well as
for nervous, run-down conditions.
The manufacturers
have such great confidence in nuxated iron that thev
offer to forfeit 8100.00 to any charitable institution
if they cannot take any man or woman under 60
who lacks iron, and increase their strength 100 per
cent or over in four weeks' time, provided thev have
no serious organic trouble. They also offer to 'refund
your money if it does not at least double vour strength
and endurance in ten days' time. It is dispensed bv
all good druggists.
:

—

—
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JEWEL n'ifn

—

that will pass Rail
road inspectioi

CREDIT TERMS wmm rAMnn+h
AS LOW AS
Watch Prices Down to Bed Rock
'

Our

prices on high-grade, standard

Watches are

always the lowest, while values are top-notch.
Send for Watch and Diamond Catalog and get
posted about Watches before you purchase. Our
Catalog illustrates and describes all the new

models—Elgin, Waltham,

Illinois,

Hampden, and

Jewels, adjusted to temperature, isochronism and positions. You do not have
to take any one special make when you buy of us,
for we have all the best for you to select from,
and you judge for yourself after you see and examine the watch. Our watches are guaranteed by
the factory and further guaranteed by us. We make
any necessary repairs, barring accident, free of charge, for a
period of three years from date of purchase.

others—15,

Continued.)

Pictures Corporation, New York City.
Mary
Miles Minter is now receiving daily a large number of letters at the American Film Company,
Santa Barbara, California.

WATCHES

n

!

17, 19, 21, 23

Blue Eyes and Dimples. I wasn't going to
answer your questions because you didn't put
down your own names, but my kind heart got
the better of me, and here you are.
Douglas
Fairbanks isn't any relation of the Fairbanks
twins.
Some one was dreaming when they told
you that Marguerite Clark was dead.
She is
by no means a dead one. She was very much
alive when I saw her yesterday.
Zoe Rae Bech
is with the Universal.
Lee
gets
her salary
Jane
from William Fox, and so does Kittens Reichert.

Carmen de Rue is with the Franklin brothers
at the Fox Company's Western
studios.
LuLee Stewart

cille

is

not playing at the present-

Diamonds

time.

laOnCredit

Atlantic City Girl.— Yes, Olga Petrova has
auburn hair. Fannie Ward is a blonde. Maurice

SEND FOR CATALOG and see

Costello, returned to pictures in the serial photo

the splendid Diamond Rings
we are selling on credit term9
as low as $2.50 a month; Diamond La Vallieres as low as $1 a month;
Diamond Ear Screws, Studs, Scarf Pins, at $2 a month; all mountings solid gold or platinum. Wrist watches at $1.50 a month. Any*
thing you select will be sent prepaid by us. You examine the article right in your own hands. If satisfactory, pay one-fifth of
the purchase price and keep it, balance divided into eight equal
amounts, payable monthly. If not what you wish, return At our
expense. You are under no obligation. Send for Catalog today*

"The Crimson Stain Mystery."
Ethel
Grandin played opposite him in this film. Cleo
Ridgley was born in 1893.
Wallace Reid was
born one year before Cleo.

Diamonds
Win Hearts

&

L0FTIS BROS.
A927 100

Dept.

(Established

Stores

1.358)

CO., The National Credit Jewelers
108 N. State Street, Chicago, Illinois

to

in:

Chicago

;

Pittsburgh

:

St. Louia

t

Omaha

play,

Carlyle Black well Lover.

— You

travel about to keep up with the
serial.

Grace

certainly did

"Broken Coin"

Carlyle Blackwell resides in New York.
Cunard's favorite hobby is her automo-

You have an expensive taste, all right.
Grace Cunard and Francis Ford finished "The
Purple Mask" serial during the first part of February. Francis Ford was born in 1882. He lives
in
Los Angeles, California.
Yes, Grace and
Francis are on the cards.
No desire to be an
bile.

actress

the names of the companies
produced the pictures you want to know
the casts of, and maybe I can help you out.
The sequel to the "Diamond from the Sky" is

Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged complexion is one fair to look upon. Mercolized Wax gradually, gently absorbs the devitalized surface skin, revealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.
Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true
naturalness. Have you tried it ?
in one onnce package, with direcMaf/>nli7arl
lTiercouzea "Wa-v
vv ax tj ons for US6i 6old by a n druggists.

was one of her
Poor Little Rich

Short hours. EaBy work. No hard times. Steady, lifetime positions. $75 to 5150 a
to start. Quick promotion. If you are an American Citizen 18 or oyer write
FREE book that tells about these and many other wonderful advantagesofferedby U. S. Government. Railway Mail, Post Office,, Custom House, Panama Canal
and other divisions. Prepare under former Civil Service Secretary-Examiner. Positions guaranteed or no pay. Write for FREE BOOK and special20-Day-Off erNOW.
for

PREB

326 News Bid?., Rochester.N.Y.

TRIAL,

MT
A

State

New

York.

R.
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NEWMAN,
Fifth

brook

Diamond from

the

TREATMENT

Licensed Physician?
Avenue, New York.
Desk C-48

Farm"

late

Girl"

"The
plays.
and "Rebecca of Sunny-

successful

Mary

Pickford's latest suchas been touring the
country, and visiting the various picture houses
in each town, and therefore has not been appearHe will soon be hard at
ing before the screen.
work on some new features with his own comYes. William S. Hart played the leading
pany.
role in "Hell's Hinges."
cesses.

I

Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-reduced"
offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR.

the

duction. Irving Cummings is with the Fox Company. Ella Hall is still acting out on the lot at
"Polly Redhead"
Universal City, California.

month

I

to

William Russell, Charlotte Burton, and
Rhea Mitchell had the leading, roles in this proSky."

MEN FOR NEW JOBS!
OF THAT

"The Sequel

called

WANTED!
RID f-

certainly are a novelty

that

Bring Out the Hidden Beauty

GET

You

M. A. —-Give

I.

PATTERSON CIVIL SERVICE SCHOOL,

?

V.

are

Kerrigan

Tack

W. — Conway

Tearle can be reached by letSeventh Ave-

ter at the Selznick Enterprises, 729

nue,

New York

—

City.

Albert S. Your letter has been forwarded.
The Duplex Film Corporation hasn't any studio
T.

—

!

(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
They are in some new kind of
of.
that I
film-manufacturing business. The Vim comedies

know

had
last

studios

their

time

I

in

Florida,

Jacksonville,

the

heard from them.

—

Jack Canuck. Mary Pickford is a
was born in Toronto, Canada,
Anita Stewart was born in
1893.
8,
New York, in 1896. No, Anita and

All sizes

The newest

men
and women

ideas in gold

for both

strata cases

Canadian.

on April
Brooklyn,
Earle do
"The
more.
other
any
not play opposite each
Glory of Yolande" is one of Miss Stewart's latest
successes, while "The Hawk" and "Arsene Lupin" are late Earle Williams features.
She

—

Votre Bonne Amie. Never mind, here's the
Business has been picking
answer right now.
up very rapidly of late, and it has been hard to
cram the answers in when our space is limited.
Address Charles Ray at the Ince studios, Culver
His latest picture is a baseCity, California.
ball story, in which Charlie is seen as a country
youth. "The Pinch Hitter" is the temporary title
of the piece.
Tom Meighan will get a letter
addressed to him in care of the Famous Players-

New York
Young should be addressed

Lasky Company,
terprises,

City.

Clara Kimball

at the Selznick

729 Seventh Avenue,

New York

Henry Walthall has been appearing

EnCity.

Tp 21 Jev^i
jArlin£t%L_

Essanay releases.
His last three were "The
Truant Soul," "Little Shoes," and "Burning the
Candle." Mary Fuller is playing with the Lasky
Company at Hollywood, California.
Chester
Barnett plays in a feature every once in a while.

Rare Bargain

is/gk

regularly in

The Burlington smashes

—

Stuart
Holmes'
Only
Friend. Stuart
Holmes has played parts in which he was not a
deep, dyed-in-the-wool he-vampire and villain.
He plays a good role in "The Scarlet Letter."
a Fox production in which he is starred.
He
will get a letter if it is addressed to him in care
of the Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Fortysixth Street, New York City.
He was with the

Ramo Film Company

before he joined the Fox
Yes, he played "heavy" leads while he
was with the Ramo Company, too.
forces.

^

Stuner.— Lucille Lee

D.

C.

Stewart is the
Anita Stewart, the Vitagraph star.
Thomas H. Ince has not directed a picture himself since his "Peggy" with Billie Burke and
war masterpiece, "Civilization." You would probably see the pictures that you inquire about if
you could convince the theater manager that
sister

fornia.

Marc MacDermot is with Vitagraph.
in a while Theda Bara takes some

Every once
role

other than a vampire, but as she is most
popular in the latter brand of films, this is probably the reason we see so few films with
her
in which she takes the part of
a really good

woman.

The Vitagraph Company maintains two
one

in

Griffith

is

studios,

onth
—

And all

of this for $2. 50 a great reducwatch prices— direct to you— positively
the exact prices the wholesale dealer would
have to pay. Think of the high-grade, guaranteed watch we offer here at such a remarkable
price. And, if you wish, pay this rock-bottom
price at the rate of $2.50 a month. Write now.
tion in

See It First!
see

the watch.

body until you
Then look at the works!
see the masterpiece of watch

There you will
makers' skill. A timepiece adjusted to positions, temperature and isochronism. Write

of

enough people are of the same frame of mind
as you are about them.
The Keystone studio
is
on 1712 Allesandro Street, Edendale, Cali-

Hollywood, and one in Brooklyn.
not going to produce a picture
called "The Battle Cry of War."
Vitagraph has
No,

all watch

competition. This superb new model
surpasses anythingof the past. 21 jewels,
adjusted to positions, temperature and
isochronism. Runs almost two days on one
winding. New thin model— all the newest
ideas in gold strata cases to choose from.

filmed this already, with Alice Joyce as the star.

Every Fighting Vessel in the U. 3.
Navy has the Burlington Watch
aboard. This includes Every Torpedo Boat—Every Submarine as
well as the Big Dreadnaughts.

New Thatch Book

FREE!—/
Get the Burli ngton Watch
'
Book by sending coupon. You will
know more about watch buying* /
after you read it- and it will
/
be sent to you free and prepaid. Send the coupon to/
f
day for watch book and
our special offer.
*

VI
«7
Watch

*

S.

/

to.

A158

19th St. and

Marshall
Blvd.
Chicago,

.

/

Boulevard
...

.

A15o,
,
Please send
Dept.

Chicago,

me

cas h or $2.50

a month

the Burlingten Watch.

/

Name.

Address

IQth
Si
and Marshall
ITlarsnall
HBO
15W0 3u

.

111.

...

without

obligation (and prepaid),
your free book on watches,
with full explanation of your

/

D.,

Burlington
Co.

Watch

oti'er

on

—
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The Lasky and Famous Players companies have

LaGoutte-a-Goutte

RESTORES

m:

GRAY HAIR

No matter how gray, faded, stre.iked
it may be, only one applica-

or lifeless

tion of LaGoutte-a-Goutte will restore
the color to any shade of black, brown,
drab or red.
LaGoutte-a-Goutte is
harmless, does not discolor the scalp,
makes a lovely, rich, lasting color that
does not fade or rub off on the pillow.

Makes the hair
natural,

soft and glossy, with a
appearance, and the hair can be
IT REQUIRES ONLY ONE APPLICA-

full-of-life

washed as usual.

NO AFTER SHAMPOO

TION and

NECESSARY;

IS

takes only a few minutes, and can be applied by yourself
in the privacy of your home. Any one of 32 shades you
wish is given from the ONE package. Price, $1.25, postOrder direct, or, if you'd first like to see howpaid.
well it will appear on your hair

me

Send

a Little Lock of Your
Color It Without Charge

Hair—I'll

Cut it close to head and say u-hat color you wish. I ha ve helped thousands of ladies with dandruff, oily or dry scalps, falling- hair, getting
bald, etc. Write fully. No charg-e for frank opinion. "SECRETS
of

BEAUTY," my new

L.

PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room

OLD
COINS

booklet, mailed free on request.

$2

41, No. 14 E. 44th

New York

St.,

WANTED
many

to pay for coins. This book
dollars to you. Get Posted at Once.

CLARKE COIN

CO., LE

may mean

^ ^.
Y

Forty-fifth

the

D.

For catalogue, write

IRWIN,

Secretary

Mentioning Study Desired

225 West 57th

Street,

ing

20 Y e;

Authority

DRAMATIC
STAGE
PHOTO- PLAY
AND
DANCE ARTS
New York |

FREE

SSs?

Wanted

LAMPS. HORNS,

5!

pedals,

single

wheels and repair parts for all makes
of bicycles at half usual prices. No one else can
offer you such values and such terms.
SEND NO MONEY but write today for the big

new Catalog.

It's free.

A It
ME"
9YI

situated on

1333 Argyle
25 West
City; and the

Pathe

at

New York
in New York

City.

Lasky studios
"The Great Secret"

at the

Holly-

in

serial

was

Bushman and
Marguerite Snow is still playHer latest is in support of
of

X.

Francis

— See

above answer for Mary Pickford's
Burke has not appeared in a

Billie

film.

film since she did the "Gloria's

Romance"

serial

for the Kleine Company. Owen Moore is twentyeight years old.
Harold Lockwood has seen
thirty summers and an equal amount of win-

Wallace Reid

ters.

Bab.

— Crane

is

five

Wilbur

is

years Harold's junior.

with

Horsley

;

Rhea

Mitchell has her own company; Grace Darling
capers about for International Bessie Barriscale
with Triangle; Margaret Gibson jumps freights
for Kalem
Edna Goodrich is with Mutual
Mary Anderson at the Vitagraph Fannie Ward
in the Lasky-Famous Players studio
and Enid
Markey with the Carona Film Company. Yes,
Ruth Roland has a home all her own, and a
;

;

;

Trial

lect, actual riding test in your own town for a
full month. Do not buy until you get our great
neu» trial offer and low Factory-Direct-ToRider terms and prices.

Rider
Agents

effort

pictures.

in

latest

Your choice of 44 styles, colors and sizes in the
famous line of "RANGER" bicycles, shown in full
color in the big new Free Catalog. We pay all the
freight charges from Chicago to your town.

JipCC
I IllEw

is

California.

Delivered y o°u
30 Days Free

spacious

Pickford Admirer. Mary Pickford has
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,"

latest

E. B.

t

their

Kalem companies

George M. Cohan in "Broadway Jones." James
Cruze is with the Fox forces in Hollywood,

Broadway,

near

to

the

finished

Beverly Bayne.

Est

pearances.

all

Illinois;

Street,

which she staged
wood, California.

Full particulars and advize free
in plain envelope.
M. ACHFELDT, Foot Specialist, Estab. 1901
MARBRIDGE BUILDING
Dept. D. I.
1328 Broadway (at 34th Street) New York

cal Training-.
Students' School, Theatre
and Stock Co.
Afford New York Ap-

Cali-

—

Mary

enlarged joint and bunion. Sent on
approval. Money hack if not as represented.
Send outline of foot. Use my improved
Instep Support for weak arches.

Practi-

moved

Metro Pictures Corporation

of the

it

Essanay

Chicago,

Street,

Toe Spring

in

Glendale,

in Jacksonville,

Hollywood, California, but

in

everything has been
Glendale plant, where

just

SCHOOLS
VIFNF
V lLillLi The A cknowle dged

and one

Florida,

.

at night, with auxiliary appliance
for day use

Each department a large school
self.
Academic, Technical, and

all questions about sceClarence J. Caine, in care of
Picture-Play. Florence la Badie is very much
alive, and Charlie Chaplin is at work in the Lone
Star studios in Los Angeles.
You have evidently been hearing some wild rumors in some
one's imagination. The address of the Vitagraph
Company is East Sixteenth Street and Locust
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
The Western
Universal is at Universal City, California. The

California.

Y

Removes the Actual Cause

Al

Lehrer— Address

Ivan

nario writing to

work now. The address of the Keystone
Company is 1712 Allesandro Street, Edendale,

ACHFELDT'S
Worn

fornia.

are at

STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
_ BANISH THAT BUNION
Perfection

—

Connie. Edward Earle will receive a letter
addressed to him at the Metro Pictures Corporation, New York City.
Charles Ray receives
all
mail that arrives at the Ince studios at
Culver City, California, with his name on
the envelope.
Address Jack Pickford at the
Famous Players-Lasky Company, New York
City. Jane Lee is her real name.
Lena Baskette
should be written to at Universal City, Cali-

fornia.

paid for hundreds of old U. S. and Foreien
Coins. Keep all money dated before 1895
and send TEN cents for our New Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x7, showing prices we

GUARANTEE

been together for several months.

Kalem Company is situated in
They had another studio

$500 Each

to

;

CYCLE COMPANY
Dept.

A-212

Chicago

;

mighty

W.
her

fine one, too.

G.

life

making

W.

S.

— Annette

Kellermann did not

lose

as a result of injuries sustained in the
of the "Daughter of the Gods" for the

—
(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
Fox Company. She didn't sustain any injuries
worth mentioning, and at the present writing is
delighting audiences by her clever work at the
New York Hippodrome, so you see she is far
from being in the dead or disabled class.

M.

E. B.

— William

Farnum was

THIS BOOK!

the man.

—

William V. Mong is no longer with the
Ida.
He left that concern sevUniversal Company.

weeks ago, and is now in Monrovia, California, where he has started work on a big
eight or ten-reel feature, called "Israel," which
eral

Yes, he
expected to be quite some feature.
many of his Universal pictures
that he produced, but I don't think he will work
in his present feature.
I guess directing a big
film is enough to occupy all of his time.
The
Fox feature, "A Tale of Two Cities," was diis

also appeared in

rected by

Frank Lloyd

at the

Western Fox

stu-

and received much favorable comment from
public and press.
William Farnum was
the star of this piece, and was supported chiefly
William
by Jewel Carmen and Charles Clary.
Hart
still
with
is
the Ince-Triangle Company.
S.
He is under contract with Tom Ince, so the
rumor you heard is unfounded. Max Linder is
supposed to have a year's contract with the Essanay Company.
Never heard of the actress
you mention. Are you sure it's a person? The
name sounds more like a perfume.
Chester
Conklin's contract with the Keystone Film Company expires in May.
I
don't know whether
he is going to remain with Sennett or not, but
I know that he has received a good many flattering offers to remove his "Walrus" mustache
from the Keystone plant to several other studios.
You seem to be interested chiefly in the business end of the players.
dios,

both

.

M. Moore.

—

See the Picture-Play for full deof the Screen Opportunity contest.
Mary
Miles Minter will get any mail sent to her in care
of the American Film Company, Santa Barbara,
tails

California.

—

Ruth Stern. You certainly have an eye for
beauty in picking out your five favorites, also
for handsomeness in your choice of the male
stars.

—

Kathryn M. Glad to hear from you, but
where are your questions? I can't help you a
bit in becoming a motion-picture actress, sorry
to say.

—

Oracle's Admirer. Had a terrible time making
head and tail out of your letter, as you wrote
on all sides of the paper, and didn't even number your pages. Naughty girl, you must do better than this.
However, as you are such a seasoned reader, I guess that I will have to forgive
you this time.
Emily Stevens, of the Metro
forces, is certainly a very clever actress.
She
made a big hit on the stage with Edwin Arden
in
"To-day," and also in "The Unchastened
Woman," in which she was starred. The Fairbanks twins had returned to the stage the last
I
heard of them.
Gladys Brockwell has been

Will Tell

You

What

the Director's Photo Test is.
to Prepare for this at Home.
Whether you are fitted for Comedy

How

or

Drama.

What

Personal Magnetism

How Movie Actors Make
How the Director Works.

is.

Up.

What

Salary you can expect at the Start.
to Apply to for a Position.
Physical Conditions necessary.
Where the Studios are Located.
How Trick Pictures are Made.

Whom

"Motion Picture Acting"
mighty instructive book on this fascinating profession.
Not part of a course but a
complete book that will give you valuable
pointers that you should know if you are
thinking of entering this highly paid, interesting work.
Even if you have no serious intentions of making the movies your life work
you will find lots of interesting information in
"Motion Picture Acting."
Is a

My

Absolute Guaranty

Means that

I believe you will find "Motion Picture
Acting" worth the fifty cents I ask you to pay for it.
If, after reading
my book, you don't believe it
contains a great deal more than fifty cents' worth of
information and entertainment I want you to mail
Your money will be immediately reit back to me.
turned. No deductions for mailing or any other
expense I incur in sending you the book.
I guarantee this to you and to the publishers of

Picture-Play Magazine.

TO-DAY
SEND COUPON ^""""^
The
fifty -cent

edition

is

limited.

+

Don't delay filling out the couH. E. GRIFFIN
pon. Enclose either stamps,
Department a
coin or money order.
Be
East 55th Place
353
sure to write your name
Chicago
and address very clearly,
Enclosed fifty cents is
_
_„ .
Jr
One Reader Writes:
for a copy of "Motion Picture Acting" bought under
i
Other books
hke jT your guarantee of satisfacthis cost me $1.00
tion or money returned.
and $1.50. Yours J*
is the simplest JT
Nama
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form and the
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Complexion
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Odays
what
Do

is

Improving!

tjou

skin?

You

—

ration,

that delicate charm---a clear

can have

it,

and quickly

jj

Brown

tan.

LIQUID FACE
Three Colors:

Moore

I

by mail, postpaid.

d»

^
A

(either color) for 2c. Stamp.
32 South Fifth St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Co.,
Mfg.
Lyon

\

Bert. Z. Maurice Costello's present address is
in care of the Erbograph Company, One Hundred and Forty-sixth Street, New York City.
He has not appeared on the screen since the
"Crimson Stain Mystery."

{}

Cleo.— So you are
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We

REAL

valuable booklet which contains the
FACTS.
revise poems, compose and arrange music, secure copyright and facilitate
free publication or outright sale.
Start right with reliable concern offering
a legitimate proposition. Send us your work to-day [ox free examination.

Write for

this

KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS, 100 GaieAyeXhYo rk g?»

ding

MOVIE ACTING
A

fascinating profession that pays big. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send 10c
for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or Key to Movie
Acting Aptitude and find whether or not you are suited
to take up Movie Acting. Instructive and valuable.
Send dime or stamps today. Interesting, Illustrated

Booklet on Movie Acting included

FILM I INFORMATION BUREAU,

your

—

White, Pin\ and Rose-Red.

75c. a bottle at Dealers or

— Address

favorite Tom
of the Lasky studios, Hollywood,

Eyes.

in care

California.

POWDER

Sample

West Forty-sixth Street New York

highly appreciated.

Magnolia Balm

o

130

Marshall Neilan played the leading role
opposite
Marguerite
Clark
in
"Wildnower."
Thanks for the kind wishes. They are always
City.

too.

Magnolia Balm acts soon as applied. Is
easy to use and cannot be detected. It is the
beauty-secret of women who know how to
take care of their complexion. Keeps off

sunburn and

?

Miss Inquisitive, Owen Souxd. Address
John Hines in care of the World Film Corpo-

tell us.

want

(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
on the stage for quite some time.
She was
with the New York Motion Picture Corporation
for quite a while before she joined the Fox.
"One Touch of Sin" was another good piece
of acting on her part. Yes, Corrine Griffith and
Linda Griffith are two different people entirely.
There isn't an}- motion-picture star by that name.
Yes, Mary Pickford sends many pictures to admirers.
You would think so if you could see
the mail sacks that they occupy each day.
Yes,
I hope that the editor will agree with you some
day on that salary proposition. Is he an Oracle
fan, too

have used Magnolia Balm only a few
but am delighted with results." That's
ladies

—

J

FREE

Station R, Jackson, Mich.

riwBookletFRE E
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
earn big money right in your own home in spare
Nopreviousexperience necessary. Our
home course turns out more successful
all other schools together*
Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet,

time.

easy

scenario writers than

here,

right'

on tab again.

Have you decided to be a good little reader, and
not desert me so often?
Of course the editor
a very good-looking man. If you don't believe
me, write and ask him yourself.

is

—

Dixie. Here you are.
Webster Campbell is
with the Essanay Company.
Address him
at 1333 Argyle Street, in the care of this company, and he will be sure to receive your letter.
Niles Welch is with the Technicolor Company,
at Jacksonville, Florida.
Theda Bara is twentysix years old. Mae Marsh had a very important
part in Griffith's "Birth of a Nation."
Charles
Spencer Chaplin is twenty-eight years old. Niles
Welch is one year older than Chaplin. Mae

now

Marsh was born

in

So you would

1897.

Madrid.

New

like to be a

Mexico, in
movie actress,

too?

—

Flossie M. Sorry, but I can't help you out in
regards to your friend.
There isn't any one in
pictures by that name.
Give me a few other
names that she might be using, and I ma}- be
able to trace her up for you.
Are you sure
that she is playing in pictures now, and not on
the stage

?

valuable information, Special Price and Prize Offer.

Chicago Photoplaywright College, Box 278XY, Chicago

Learn
This Interesting Free Book
Shows how you can become a skilled

player of piano or organ in your own home,
Dr. Quinn's
at one-quarter usual cost.
FamousWritten Method is endorsed by leading-musicians andheadsof
State Conservatories. Successful 25 years. Playchordsatonceandcompier^ piece in every key. within 4 lessons. Scientific yet easy to unAll music
derstand. Fully illustrated. For beginners or teachers, old or young
Diploma gran ted.
Write today for 64-page free book, "How to Study
Music." M. L. QUINN CONSERVATORY, BOX 650 AD, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

free.

— Chester

Conklin started his theatrical
career when he ran away from home to join
His first picture with the
a traveling circus.
Keystone Company was "Fire Bugs," in which
Mack Sennett had the leading part. It was a
Irma.

one-reel picture.

Bot.

Lasky
say

— Cleo

Ridgley can be

studios,

that

you

in

Hollywood,

don't

see

her

addressed
California.

name

at

the

You

mentioned

—
(The Picture Oracle

Continued.)

have seen it a great many times. Cleo
young lady, and there has been
popular
is a very
lots said about her.
often.

I

—

No. 191 Danial. No, they are not real messenger boys that they use in the making of picThe uniforms are the only things real
tures.
them.
You can get a photo of Theda Bara
about
by writing to her in care of the Fox Film Corporation, 130 West Forty-sixth Street, New York
City.

—If

you would get a letter to Mary
her in care of the Universal
address
MacLaren.
Film Company, at Universal City, California.
F.

G.

L.

Pelham.

—You

are getting to be quite a frequent visitor to the Oracle's columns, aren't you?
Robert McKim was the artist in "The Devil's
Enid Markey
Double," with William S. Hart.
was the wife of the artist. She is now with the
Corona Film Company, doing a big-feature picYes, I think
ture called "The Curse of Eve."
that Jean Southern would send
photos if you inclosed a quarter.
in

is

twenty-eight.

TOILET WATER
As

attractive and pleasing as its namesake.
Pronounced by thousands who have used it

most wonderful and dainty odor ever pro( V^oz.) to try on
receiptof 25c. Full size bottle of Toilet Water only75c.

to be the

duced.

—

by their own names.

Douglas Fairbanks prob-

ably receives the largest salary of any motionpicture star. Charles Chaplin and Alary Pickford,

however, complete the three-cornered rivalry in
the matter of incomes. Anita Stewart was born
in Brooklyn, New York, in 1896.
Norma Tal-

madge

is

nineteen.

—

E. M. Locke. Who on earth told you
Theda Bara doesn't make friends because

MELOROSE

—

M. T. Head. Back again for more, I see.
William Stowell is with the Universal now, and
not at American.
He left that company several
months ago to take a leading part in one of
Joseph de Grasse's pictures at Universal City,

5*

Face Powder, Cold Cream, Rouge
Endorsed by thousands of

CD PC

r

women

of note.

Sample of "MELOROSE" Face Powder
and Beauty Cream sent with each order.

WILLARD WHITE COMPANY,
230

W. Madison

St.,

Chicago,

Perrumers
111.

UNDEVELOPED
NERVOUS WOMEN

THIN,

The most noted

of the American stage
women of note, inVie and other high author-

stars

join the thousands of other

cluding

Mme. De La

on health and beauty, in recommending Willard White Co.'s Vaucaire Galega Tablets and
the famous "Melorose" Toilet Articles.
ities

that
she

plays vampire roles on the screen? If you could
see how many friends Theda really has, I know
that you would be astonished if you swallowed
what was told you about her friendlessness.
Theda is one of the nicest persons that a body
could care to meet, and every one that meets her
is
bound to like her right away.
Marguerite
Clark was certainly very good in the Famous
Players feature, "Miss George Washington."
I
think it was one of the most entertaining films
that I have had the pleasure of seeing in a long
time.
She is just thirty years old, but of course
it
seems utterly impossible when you see how
young she looks.

We will send you 50c worth

This perfume is made by the manufacturers of the justly celebrated

"The Love Thief."

Daphne-Watoxga. Anita Stewart's latest feature is opposite Charles Richman for the Vitagraph. Most of the stars in motion pictures go

Walker Perfume
and

you one of her
Charles Chap-

Gretchen Hartman played
Marie Walcamp has finished her "Liberty" serial with the Universal a
long time back.
Since that time she has been
appearing with Mrs. Vernon Castle in "Patria."
Jack Holt was Bob. Yes, I think I would remember the names of your friends in Australia
if you told me.
lin

Lillian

Willard White Co.'s

Vaucaire Galega Tablets
the genuine
imported Galega.
They
round out shrunken, shallow parts, develop and
make the bust firm. If you are undeveloped,
THIN, careworn, nervous or rundown, take a
box of these tablets and note their wonderful
effects.
Six
$1 box (three weeks' treatment).
boxes, $5.
Sent by mail prepaid.
Mail orders

contain

filled.

—

CAUTION Imitations and worthless nostrums are being offered. Get only the original,
genuine, distributed by Willard White Co., Chicago.

Beware of

substitutes.

FREE— Send
Cream,

2c stamp for sample of Melorose
Melorose Face Powder, also booklet.

Write to Willard White Co.,
2 30 Madison

St.,

Chicago,

111.

—

(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
and they liked his work so well that they immediately signed him up to a long-time contract.
So he is your favorite? Well, it isn't usually
that a man who plays villains most of the time

$800
to

$1800

is

a very great favorite

among

the film fans, but

seems that if there were a few exceptions to
the rule, and Stowell is one of these exceptions.
His letter box is just crammed full every day

it

YOU -GET A GOVERNMENT JOB
Candidates Coached Free
No

"layoff';" without pay,

flurries or the

because of strikes, financial

whims of some

petty boss.

for free
able.

If

TODAY

want immediate appointment, send

of positions now obtaindelay lessens your

list

Any

screen.

you

^^^^^

Send
Coupon Below

^^^FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
^Z^^T'T^
We
Coach 25 ^^^^^
Will

^^^^^

Candidates

FREE

(The pathway to plenty)
1 67, Rochester, N. Y.

A

Depi.

This coupon, filled out as directed, entitles
the sender to a free copy of our book, " Governto Get Them," a full list
of positions now obtainable and to consideration for
Free Coaching for the position here checked.

——

—

ment Positions and How

.Railway Mail Clerk

.Bookkeeper
.Postoffice Clerk-

Carrier
.Rural Mail Carrier

.l'ostoffice

COUPON

($900 to $1800)
($900 to $1800)
'($800 to $1200)
($800 to $1200)
($600 to $1200)

^—

Customs Positions
Stenographer
Internal

Revenue

^—

($800 to $1500)
($800 to $1600)
($700 to $1800)

in the Departments
at Washington
($800 to $1500)

Clerk

Name.

A 167

Address

Use

you lose

this before

it.

Write

plainly.

SECRETS OF PITCHING
By Burt
This book will

tell

what you know about

Price, 15c. postvaid.

SMITH, 79 Seventh Ave.,

— You

have done some travel-

Hollywood, California.
William Farnum was
born on July 4th, one hundred years after the
Declaration of Independence. Yes, 1876 is correct, and in Boston, too.
Yes, Boston was first
noted for its "tea parties." I don't know whether
William Farnum would answer a letter or not,
but I think that he would send you one of his

you something new, no matter
baseball. Every player or fan

to know how to make the ball accomplish all
kinds of feats should own a copy. It is the best book on
pitching ever published.
Profusely Illustrated.

&

Leola Perkins.

ing during your young life, haven't you?
William Farnum is still at the Western studios of
the Fox Film Corporation, working under the
direction of Frank Lloyd.
His latest film is
"A Tale of Two Cities," adapted from the famous classic of that name. Address him in care
of the Fox Film Company, Western Avenue,

autographed photos.

L. Standish

who wants

STREET

with letters from admirers. "The Piper's Price,"
"Hell Morgan's Girl," and "The Price of Silence"
are three of his latest features with the Universal.
Lamar Johnstone is still with the Nevada
Film Company, supporting Tyrone Power in
"The Planter," which is scheduled to be released
in the near
future.
Stuart Holmes is being
starred by the Fox Film Corporation.
Your
interest seems to be with the villains of the

NEW YORK

CITY

—

Hansen-Chatterton Admirer. Juanita Hanis with the Keystone Film Company again,

sen

in care of that company,
Edendale, California.
Allesandro
Street,
at 1712

and can be addressed

A

letter

the

Tom

Chatterton, in care of
will reach him all
at present resting up on his ranch.

written to

American Film Company,

right.

He

is

Juanita Hansen was born in Des Moines, Iowa,
She has been with Bosworth, Famous
in 1897.
Players, Fine Arts, American, Fox, and Keystone companies, as well as doing a feature entitled "Glory" for the Unity.

— Monroe

Marshall
Neilan, Niles Welch, and Jack Johnstone are
some of Marguerite Clark's leading men. Send

Blockhead.

Salisbury,

cents to the circulation manager of this
magazine for a copy of February 15th, 1916, issue
fifteen

of Picture-Play. It has her life story, and was
Virginia Pearson was the
written by herself.
Kate." Theda Bara
"Dare-devil
only one to play
Reid played
Wallace
did not do the" role at all.
opposite Geraldine Farrar in "Joan the Woman."
Sorry, but that Walthall question of yours is

$500 Reward
will be paid to anyone who can
permanently destroy the brilliancy
and sparkle of RAJAH im. Diamonds
without destroying the stone.
Their.Brilliancy is eternal. Rajah is the king of jewels.

30

against the rules.

DAYS' FREE TRIAL

BEAUTIFUL
COLORED CATALOG FREE!
WRITE FOR IT. You
Rajah im.

be delighted at the exquisite
Diamond Rings. Just send your name and address on a postal.
W
'"
De
under
no
obligations
to buy. Rajah im. Diamonds are
Y£B.
ABSOLUTELY
GUARANTEED to keep their brilliancy and sparkle
rOREVER. Their brilliancy is eternal. Easy monthly paymenta
if desired— one year to pay.
will

159

MRAUTHDept.& 136REEDChicago,

N. State St,

111.

—

Love. So you are going to write me a letter
every week for a whole year? That will be fine,
I hope
but I wonder if you will keep it up.
that nothing comes up to interfere with your
getting that promised fifty-two a year off' to me.

—
(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
Your second letter came to hand all right, but
you forgot

ask

to

me any

questions

your

in

hurry.

—

An

Admirer. Address Mrs. Vernon Castle in
care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth
Street,

New York

City.

Frank Mayo

playreceives the
is still

Charles Chaplin
ing in pictures.
highest salary of any of the film players. Creighton Hale did not play in "The Mysteries of
'

Myra."

was Howard Estabrook who took

It

the part of

Jean

doctor

the

opposite

serial,

this

Creighton

Southern.

He

in

born

Hale was

in

Boy!"
him
to
addressed
letter
A
a musical comedy.
him.
in care of the Pathe Exchange will reach
He is not any relation of Alan Hale's, of the Fox
Company. What was the idea of the double enIreland.

is

now on

the stage in "Oh,

velope with the letter addressed to

me?

Safety

first?

— No,

Creighton Hale was not
the "Clutching Hand." Sheldon Lewis is the man
Creighton was the
that played that character.
"Laughing Mask" that had you so puzzled all the
Address Anita Stewart in
time by his antics.
care of the Vitagraph Company, Brooklyn, New
York. Marguerite Clark will receive any letters
mailed to her in the care of the Famous Players

Pauline Abell.

New York

ALLISON
Designed expressly for this
Charming Screen Beauty
Cluster of 10 small drooping

J

curls fastened to a shell hair
pin. Stick it into your hair
and it forms a fetching, fash'
tonable finish for the tnot on
the crown of your head or lower
down. You will love it. No.
88011 Extra quality, $2.50.
No. 88081 Standard Quality,
$1.60. Postpaid. Grays extra.

Burke
should be addressed at the George Kleine Film
Company, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York City;
Norma Talmadge in care of the Selznick EnterFilm Company,

City.

Billie

MONEY BACK

Avenue, New York City.
Francis X. Bushman's middle name is Xavier.
Yes, the actors and actresses send their photo-

prises,

729

Seventh

graphs to their admirers, but

it

is

44

Dorothy Gish was born

March

11,

G.

for

Dept.

252

Men.

unique
title.
So you would like to see Charles Ray
in a part where he doesn't get the worst of things
Well, you shall. See him in his first
at the end.
picture under his new contract, "The Pinch Hitter," in which he gets the worst of everything up
until the end.
Howard Hickman seems best
suited to the parts he is assigned at the Ince
studios, so I guess that is the reason you never
see him in any other kind.
Yes, Charlie was
very good in "The Honorable Algy."
Maybe
they will let Louise Glaum play a "nice-girl" part

New York

*>m»

Creighton

—

quite

100 Fifth Ave.

"Laughing

Sister Susie. Charles Chaplin has just finished his eleventh comedy for the Mutual program, and has started work on his twelfth, which
completes his contract for twelve pictures with
the Mutual.

— That's

BANGS
PUFFS
FRINGES
TRANSFORMATIONS

Frances Roberts Co.

—There

Half Past Sixteen.

WAVES

Wigs and Toupees

1898.

were seven
W.
Masks" in "The Iron Claw" serial.
Hale was the chief one, however.
L.

Write for
Vogue Coiffures"
our FREE CATALOG o£

CURLS
SWITCHES
WIGS
BRAIDS
POM PADOURS

Dayton,

in

NOT SATISFIED

Guaranteed Hair-Goods

best to inclose
an actor or ac-

a quarter, to make sure. When
tress sends out a photograph to an admirer who
sends them a quarter for it, they lose just two
cents by the transaction, the stamp that goes on
the photo mailer. You can figure up how much
they would lose if they sent out photos for
nothing.
Ohio, on

IF

—

WRITE FOR MONEY
Send us

YOUR IDEAS FOR PHOTOPLAYS.
ANY

STORIES, etc. We will accept them in
form— correct FREE— sell on commission.
Rewards! Make money. W rite today

a

Big

for full details.

WRITER'S SELLING

15 Main,

SH" II VICE

AUBURN,

N. V.

BE A TRAVELING SALESMAN

.

Hundreds of good positions now open. _ Experience
unnecessary. Earn while you learn. Write today for
large list of openings and testimonials from tauudreds of members who are earning $100 to $500 a month. Address Dearest
office.
Dept. 8335
__
_
NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
San Francisco
Chicago,
New York,

—

MOVIE
STARS
AUTOGRAPHED PICTURES
Beautiful Sepia

AUTO-

GRAPHED PANEL PORTRAITS
Screen

4xS
thing

of the

leading
each
inches. Just the
to
decorate your
Celebrities,

Henry

Walthall
Anita Stewart

Annette Kellennann
Wallace Keid
Clara Kimball Young:
Dorothy Gish

B.

Pearl White

Theda Bara
Wm. S. Hart

Pickford
Douglas Fairbanks
William Farnum
Marguerite Clark
Blanche Sweet
Geraldine Farrar

Above and 32 Others—for $1.00
W. E.
New York City
Post Office Box 49
Pictures of the

Continued.)
Fisher is with American
now. and not Ince. Yes, I remember the pickpocket in Lasky's "The Circus Man." "The Cup
of Life," "The Mating," and "The Payment"
were three of the best Bessie Barriscale pictures.
I didn't get tired a bit.
Yours was a very in-

some

George

time.

teresting letter indeed.

room or den. Mailed anywhere for
Mary
Bushman
Pauline Frederick

Francis X.
ilme. Petrova

(The Picture Oracle

MOLYNEAUX

Beauty* Late Hours
Modern life is aggravating the interThat is why you find
nal system.
facial blemishes. No outward influence tackles the skin. And yet you
try to remedy these manifestations
by outward application. Get right
back into the system. Clean up house

—outward marks will

disappear.
Dr. Campbell's Arsenic Wafers are
absolutely safe, and as doctors will
tell you, just the thing to get at the stomach and the
liver. Used since 1885 by thousands of women.with more
than satisfactory results. 50c and $1.00 per box, mailed
in plain cover, from
Richard Fink Co., Dept. 49, 396 Broadway, N. Y.
Erery druggist can get Dr. Campbell's Arsenic Wafers for you from big
wholesale dealer. Guaranteed safe and strictly non-habit forming.

—

D. D. R. Your matrimonial questions are
against the rules. Address George Walsh at the

Fox

Western Avenue, Hollywood, California.
George Fisher can be reached at the
American Film Company, Santa Barbara, Calistudios,

fornia.

—

R. U. Fair. Marin Sais is the young lady that
played opposite True Boardman in the "Stingaree" series. She later starred in "The Girl from
Frisco" series with Mr. Boardman, and is now
appearing as the leading light in the new Kalem
series, "An American Girl," while Mr. Boardman
is continuing his "Stingaree" series again.
Sarah
Bernhardt is said to receive the highest salary
paid any star on the stage.

Two Chums. — I am

sorry, but I can't help you
any way to become a movie actress, as you
so desire. There are just about a million in the
same boat as yourself, and they don't know of
Isn't there anything else
the rough sea ahead.
in life that you would like to do besides act
before the camera?
in

—

G. M. You can address Sessue Hayakawa in
care of the Lasky Company, at Hollywood, Cali-

Graham's

Mcs.

fornia.

HAIR RESTORER

GRAY
HAIR
to
natural color
its

2f

a few days
TRIAL BOTTLE
IO*
—
in

Perfectly harmless
easily applied—will not stain the skin or
scalp. Positively sure in its results.
Makes the hair rich and glossy.
Price $1. Write for FREE Book,

"Aids To Beauty."

MRS. GERVAISE
47 W.

Illinois Street,

GRAHAM
Chicago,

111.

FREE Book "How to Write"
Short Stones— Photo Plays
it today. Valuable instructive book. Tells how
famous authors got their start and the amounts they made. How
you can earn $3000 or more a year. You can succeed
with this great, new, easily-mastered method. Personal instruction right in your own home. Manuscripts criticised and made
ready to sell. Earn big money and fame in this profession.

Send for

m

1M

otb e r f
h
s p ec fa
u c:
tory offer for limited time only, -sent with free book. Write now,

Endorsed by Jack London

Aloha.

—Evidently

LEARN

Fort Wayne, Indiana

I

C

SPECIAL OFFER— EASY LESSONS FREE— Piano, Organ,

Violin,

U S

AT HOME!
Banjo. Mandolin. Guitar, Co net. Harp, 'Cello, C arinet, Piccolo,
Trombone, Flute, or to sintr. T>.u pay only for music and postage
which is small. No exfras. Beginners or advanced pupils. Plain,
simple, systematic. 16 years' success. Start at once
Send your
name and yet free booklet by return mail.

—

Address C.

S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Box 326

F, 225 5th

Ave, N.Y. City.

at

department, because if you had you would have
seen that no matrimonial questions are answered,
and, as all but one of your questions pertained
to the marriage vows of the players, I can only
Mary Pickford's two latest
answer that one
pictures are "The Poor Little Rich Girl" and
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm."
:

—

William S. Hart can be addressed in
J. A. T.
care of the Ince studios, at Culver City, California, and he will be sure to receive your letter.
He was a prominent stage star for years
before he ever thought of going into the movies.
Only his strong friendship for Thomas H. Ince
He
ever persuaded him to try pictures at all.
did one feature called "The Bargain," and liked
it so well that he signed up with Ince, and has
just recently re-signed again.

HOOSIER INSTITUTE, SHORT STORY DEPT.

Desk A158_

you have never looked

the rules which are situated at the head of the
Oracle, even if you are a veteran reader of the

—McClure's

Deadly Sins"
series have already been released. Nance O'Neill
starred in "Greed" of the series, and H. B. WarNance
ner appeared as the star in "Wrath."
O'Neill is now with the Mutual, and H. B. Warner is with the Frohman Amusement Company,
doing a big feature, "God's Man," which has
Shirley Mason, of
just been completed recently.
the "Seven Deadlv Sins" fame, is none other than
H.

E.

L.

"Seven

—

!

(The Picture Oracle
Leonie Flugrath,
thought, but she

Continued.)

and not Viola Dana, as you
is

nearly that, as she

Viola's

is

sister.

—

Paullette. All the information that you desire about Theda Bara can be secured by sending fifteen cents to the circulation department of

Picture-Play for a February 15th issue of
Picture-Play in 1916, in which appears an article
written by Theda Bara herself, called "My
the

Strange Life." It will explain all the problems
about her life that have been puzzling you, and
some that you never even dreamed about. I am
sure that you will find

M.

— One

it

highly entertaining.

always go by a photograph in
telling if the person on the photo has screen
possibilities.
I have seen men and women that
took remarkable photographs, and yet when they
were screened they were not one-half as attractive.
One's face is a strange thing. You never
can tell what it will do before the camera. You
may photograph like Mary Pickford and a few
others and again you may not. The camera is
supposed to have the crudest eye in the world.
Defects that the human eye can't point out it
always finds.
I
have known some beautiful
women that have been induced to go in for a
picture because of their attractiveness, and prove
horrible failures as regards looks when projected on the screen.
The same goes for the
men.
Several actors and actresses are better
looking on the screen than they are off, and, of
course, there is just the opposite.
No, you can't
tell a person's possibilities on the screen when
you see them in person, much less a photograph.
The only way to tell is to sit in a projection
room, and see their countenances on the curtain.
J.

can't

and

are affected more by the unseen things
of your apparel than by outer garments

—

HOSE SUPPORTER
—

contributes to your ease and comfort allows
the utmost freedom of action and retains its
life and resiliency after long wear.
It is the only woman's hose supporter having the Oblong Rubber Button which prevents tearing and drop stitches.

GEORGE FROST COMPANY, MAKERS, BOSTON

J)

—

a

Philly. Can't give you the plot of the picture you mention, as it would take up entirely
too much room.
There are several agencies in
New York City that supply the studios with
extra people
too.

wish

for

to be

use in

an actor.

mob

scenes.

My, my, but

sure

is

catching

money-

making business
or command a' igh salaried
position.Wecan help you.There
is a nation-wide need for Marinello
Beauty Shops and Marinello operators.

Millions of Dollars are Spent for

So you,
it

C arriage

Beauty Treatments

Never has woman been offered such a grand opportunity.

We will teach you all

Cunard Twins.— Glad

to have you back with
Crane Wilbur was the featured
one in "Vengeance Is Mine," a Horsley-Mutual
picture.
The cast of "The Purple Mask" was
Patricia Montez, Grace
Cunard; Phil Kelly,
Francis Ford; Eleanor van Nuys, Jean Hathaway; Pete Bartlett, Pete Gerald; Bull Sanderson,
Jerry Ash; Silk Donahue, John Duffy; Stephen
Dupont, John Featherstone and Jacques, Mario

us once more.

about successfully conducting a Beauty Shop
and every branch of Beauty Culture. We guarantee graduates a
good paying position or you can start in business for yourself .Write
now for free particulars and proof of the prosperity awaiting you.

MARINELLO CO.,

Dept. A6,

Mailers Bldg., Chicago

Mr. Edison's

™£™oVw*

;

Biannchi.
You can address Tom Chatterton at
the American Film Company, Santa Barbara,
California.

ing a

little

is now down on his ranch, takfrom the movie life, but a letter
the American will promptly be for-

addressed to
warded to him.

W.

—

A. R. That title of yours doesn't look neubut the periods have saved you from being
barred.
You see, the Oracle is strictly neutral,
we don't care who licks
To prove we are
neutral, we leave it all to your own imagination.
tral,

After

He
rest

Free Trial
Yes, you

—Thomas

may keep this New Edison

A. Edison's gTeat phonograph with the
diamond stylus — and your choice of records, too, for only
$1. Pay che balance at rate of only a few cents a day. Try the New Edison
in your own home before you decide to buy. Send no money down. Entertain your friends with your favorite records. Then return it if you wish.
For Our New Edison Book. Send your name and
Writ A TntlnV
iUlKtJ' address for our new book and pictures of the new
Edison phonograph. Wo obligations— write now while this offer lasts.
F. K. BABSON, Edison Phonograph Distributors
A158 Edison Blo ck,
Chicago, Illinois

—

:

(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
Yes, Chester Barnett is still in the movies. He
plays in a feature production every once in a
while.
He used to play opposite Pearl White
when they were both appearing in Crystal comedies, released on the Universal program, just
before Pearl joined the Pathe forces, and did her
first serial, ''The Perils of Pauline."
Florence
Lawrence and Marion Leonard are in temporary
retirement from the films.
Being an operator,
certainly
you
have a chance to see all the stars
of the screen run off before your eyes every day.
I know of an abundance of readers who will
envy you when they read this, if you show films
of Charles Ray, Harold Lockwood, Francis X.
Bushman, Earle Williams, Warren Kerrigan, and
a few other idols regularly. Do you?

You
Can Have
Beautiful

Eyebrows
and

Eyelashes
They give charm, expression, loveliness to the
face, adding wonderfully to your
beauty and attractiveness. Society
women and actresses get them by using

—

Marion B. Sorry, Marion, but there are no
producing companies, to my knowledge, in or
around Boston.
There are plenty of them in
New York and New Jersey, however, to make
up for this oversight on the part of Boston.

promotes in a natural manner the growth
and eyelashes, making them
thick, long and silky, giving depth and soulful
expression to the eyes. A guaranteed pure
and harmless preparation. Two sizes— 25c
and 50c. Send coin and we'll mail LASHBROW-INE and our FREE Beauty Booklet

It

of eyebrows

Statement of the Ownership, Management,
etc., required by the Act of Congress of
August 24, 1912, of the PICTURE=PLAY
MAGAZINE, published monthly, at New
York, N. Y., for April 1, 1917:
State of New York, County of New York, (ss.)

prepaid in plain sealed cover.

Beware of Worthless ImitationsGenuine

LASH-BROW-INE sold only by

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4008-H Indiana Avenue, Chicago

Tobacco Habit
BANISHED in
48 to?2 Hours

Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared George C.
Smith, who, having been duly sworn according to
law, deposes and says that he is one of the publishers
of Picture-Plat Magazine, and that the following is,
to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912,
embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations, to

wit

That the names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and business managers are
1.

:

Publishers, Street
New York, N. Y.

& Smith,
;

Seventh Avenue,
editor, Gerald C. Duffy, 79 Sev79-89

managing editors,
enth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Street & Smith, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York,
business managers, Street & Smith, 79-89 SevN. Y.
enth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Street & Smith, 79-89
That the owners are
2.
Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y., a firm, composed
of Ormond G. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue, New York,
George C. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue, New
N. Y.
•
York, N. Y.
That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
3.
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or
more of total amount of bonds,, mortgages, or other
None.
securities are
That the two paragraphs next above, giving the
4.
names of the owners, stockholders, and security
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon the
books of the company, but also, in cases where the
stockholder or security holder appears upon the books
of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is acting, is given also that the
said two paragraphs contain statements embracing
affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the books of
the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in
a capacitv other than that of a bona fide owner; and
this affiant has no reason to believe that any other
person, association, or corporation has any interest
direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other
securities than as so stated by him.
;

;

:

No

craving for tobacco in any form

;

when you begin taking Tobacco Redeemer.
Don't try to quit the tobacco habit unaided.
a losing fight against heavy odds and means
a serious shock to the nervous system. Let the
tobacco habit quit YOU. It will quit you, if you
will just take Tobacco Redeemer, according to
It's

I

1

directions for two or three days. It is a most
marvelously quick and thoroughly reliable remedy
for the tobacco habit.

I

Not Redeemer
a Substitute

I
I
I

I

contains no habit-forming
Tobacco
drugs of any kind. It is in no sense a substitute
for tobacco. After finishing the treatment you
have absolutely no desire to use tobacco again or
to continue the use of the remedy. It makes not
a particle of difference how long you have been
using tobacco, how much you use or in what form
you use it— whether you smoke cigars, cigarettes,
pipe, chew plug or fine cut or use snuff, Tobacco
Redeemer will positively banish every trace of
desire in from 48 to 72 hours. This we absolutely
guarantee in every case or money refunded.
Write today for our free booklet showing the
deadly effect of tobacco upon the human system
and positive proof that Tobacco Redeemer will
quickly free you of the habit.

N/ewell

Dept.

571

Pharmacal Company,
St.

Louis,

Mo*

:

I
I
I
I
I
I

;

GEORGE

I

C.

SMITH,

Street & Smith, publisher.
before me this 26th day of
subscribed
Sworn to and
March, 1917, Charles W. Ostertag, Notary Public,
(My commission expires
No. 51, New York Countv.
March 30. 1919.)
of the firm of

—
!

PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE

new

a
but 40 cents a
offers

field for

—

the Classified

The rate is
line
a four-line announceAdvertiser.
ment cost $1.60 and this small sum carries your message to 150,000
people who pay 15 cents per issue for PICTURE-PLAY because
they want the best magazine of its kind published. PICTUREis
growing rapidly, and now offers a rare
opportunity for the small advertiser to cash in on a growing market.
Minimum space, 4 lines; maximum 30 lines.

—

PLAY MAGAZINE

FORMS FOR NEXT NUMBER WILL CLOSE APRIL

Business Opportunities
The owner of a
IS HE CRAZY?
plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.
The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure rive acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone,
Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for $6 per month.
Your profit should be $1,000 per
year. Some think this man is crazy
for giving away such valuable land,
but there may be method in his

madness.

FREE FOR SIX MONTHS— My
my maga-

special offer to introduce

"Investing for Profit." It is
worth $10 a copy to any one who has
not acquired sufficient money to
provide necessities and comforts for
self and loved ones.
It shows how
to become richer quickly and honestly. "Investing for Profit" is the
only progressive financial journal
and has the largest circulation in
zine,

America.

shows how $100 grows
write now and I'll send it
It

to $2,200;
six months free.

H. L. Barber,

604-20

W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.

Motion Picture Business
MOTION PICTURE POSITIONS
throughout the country. Theatre
and studio work. Either sex. Experience not essential.
Send ten
cents — coin or stamps — for list
and full
details.
The Central
Motion Picture Exchange, Box H
136,

Chicago,

Illinois.

BOUND VOLUMES

Authors
WANTED— Stories, articles, poems,

now hays

a

liazzlini-

Lachnite Gem.

brilliance is eternal— they stand tire

and cut glass like diamonds.
Lachnite from a diamond, send
free

trial.

Set in solid gold.

If
it

Their

back.

10 days'

The newest designs.

^7^^

Write for Big Jewelry Book
enongh.No obligationswhate ver. Write today — now.

HAROLD LACHMAN COMPANY

12 N. Michigan Avenue. Dept. A158, Chicago, III.

We'll criticise them
in any form.
Big
Free, and Sell on commission.
money writing. Details Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeensie, N.Y.

Agents and Help Wanted

PHOTOPLAYS wanted.

Big prices
Great demand. We show you
how. Get free particulars. Rex Publishers, Box 175— P-l, Chicago.

RAILROADS Want Men for Traffic

paid.

Inspectors. Big Pay; Promotion; Free
Transportation; Chance travel overseas.
Experience not necessary.
Ask for free booklet G-19. Frontier
Prep. School, Buffalo, N. Y.

«

PLAY," by

C.

Ave., Bronx,

Winkopp,

New York

1342

Prospect
Price

City.

25 cents. Contains model scenario,
"Where to Sell," "How to Build
Plots," " Where to Get Plots," etc.

Patents and Lawyers
IDEAS WANTED— Manufacturers
are writing for patents procured
through me. Four books with list
hundreds of inventions wanted sent
free. I help you market your invention.
Advice free. R. B. Owen, 39
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

ideas for Photowill accept

We

!

M, Naperville.Ill.

Photoplay Text Books
"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTO-

WANTED—Your
plays, Stories, etc.!

them in Any form — correct Free
Big Rewards
sell on Commission.
Make money. Write us Now Writer's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.
_

Reliable men to handle my 1917
EverySells
"Business Guide."
where. 60% commission. Outfit free.

mmce

and acid tests
you can tell a

SEE HERE! We want your ideas for
photoplays and stories! Submit them

We pay on acceptance. Offers
submitted.
Send Mss. to Cosmos
Magazine, 1139 Washington. D. C.

$2.00 per volume. Address Subscription Department.
STREET & SMITH,
79-89 Seventh Avenue,
NEW YORK CITY

3%c a Day

Motion Picture Plays

etc.

Prof. Nichols, Dept.

18th, 1917

"Photoplay Pointers" and Model
Scenario sent free. Photoplay ideas
wanted, any form. Experience un
Paramount Photoplays
necessary.
Co., Box 1402-PP21, Los Angeles. Calif.

WRITE Photoplays in spare time
and earn money: try it. Big Prices
Paid

;

Free.
Street,

Demand Details
308 Whiteman

Constant

;

Giese Co.,
Cincinnati,

Ohio.

Miscellaneous
LADIES — Simple home remedy, re-

moves superfluous hair—no burning,
no needle, no scars, harmless. Permanent cure. Send $1 for treatment
course and formula. Mme. Marg*t
Oakes, Idaho Falls, Idaho. Box 677.

Try Before You Buy
Select the bicycle you prefer from the 44
styles, colors and sizes in the famous "Ranger"

on approval and 30 DAYS
Return if
to your town
not pleased and the trial costs you nothing.
line.

We send

it

TRIAL, freight paid

.

Write at once for large illustrated catalog
showing complete line of bicycles.tires and supplies, and particulars of most marvelous offer
ever made on a bicycle. You will be astonished
at our low prices and remarkable terms.

RIDER AGENTS Wanted-Boys, make

money taking orders

for Bicycles,

Sundries from our big catalog.
direct .with the leading bicycle

not buy

you

MCA |^
until

lYlBLAU

Tires and

Do business

home

in America.

know what we can do.

CYCLE COMPANY
DEPT.

A-vil

Do

Write Today.

'CHICAGO. U.S.A

Tbeq

Tra

Is

i

ni ng

These two men, like thousands of
started side by side at desks in a row

others,

—

One

equal.

stood still. Today he's just a little older, just a little more
discouraged but right where he started.
The other has grown to a position of command and big pay with all its accompanying advantages and comforts.
The big difference in these men's lives is Training.

—

The failure had the same opportunities, as
much spare time, as much natural ability as the
man who won. They started equal.
But the successful man looked ahead he saw that
the man who climbs to a position of responsibility is
the man who trains himself for bigger work. And

TEAR OUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4238 SCRANTON, PA.
,

Explain, without obligating me, how
tion, or In the subject, before which I

ADVERTISING MAN
Salesmanship
Commercial Law

;

can qualify for the posi-

mark

X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Electric Wiring

BUSINESS (Complete)

he had the pluck, the determination to get that
He ivon.
training in spare time while others idled.
Go where you will, you will find thousands of
such men who have risen from the ranks to posi-

3 Telegraph Expert

Certified Public Accountant

Higher Accounting

Practical

Bookkeeper

Telephony

Railroader
Mine Foreman or Engineer

Stenographer and Typist
Railway Accountant

H

WINDOW TRIMMER

Show Card Writer

Metallurgist or Proipeetor

as Superintendents, Managers, Engineers,
Contractors, Proprietors, solely through training
secured through the help of the International Correspondence Schools.

tions

ARCHITECT

Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Outdoor Sign Painter

Common School Subjects
Good

I

English

Plumbing and Heating

Teacher

Sheet Metal Worker

Civil Service

Railway Mall Clerk

CHEMICAL ENGINEER

CIVIL

Illustrator

ENGINEER

Surveying and Mapping
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Stationary Engineer
Gas Engineer

You, too, can inIt is just the same with you.
crease your earning power and advance yourself
All that's
just as fast and as far as you choose.
will."
needed is the courage to say "I

Designer
Textile Overseer or Supt.

AGRICULTURE

Spanish

Navigator
Poultry Raising

French

AUTOMOBILES

Italian

German

It

Present
Occupation.
Street

and No

If

name

NOW

_ State.
of Course

you want

is

not in this

list,

difference

write

it

below.

you

what you

are doing,

The

how

International
Correspondence Schools will bring right into your
own home all the help you need to train in spare
time for whatever position you mark on the attached coupon. Take the first step today ! Mail
the coupon

Name

City_

makes no

old you are or where

\\

!

live.

—

—

—
-

Own

Be Your

FREE
TRIAL

Salesman and Save $51

New

OFFER

Oliver

Typewriters for $49
lis

—
—

Prices

Cut

Two

—

—

This

Why

With greater
produ ction

Is

Our Offer

No Money Down. No

and huge financial

—

—

in

and

—

new

send you a brand

Oliver Nine the world-famous typewriter
for rive days' free trial. Keep it or return it.
That is our plan in a nutshell. Our new plan besides saving you
$51 makes it easy for every one to convince himself of Oliver superiority.
No red-tape no money down no C. O. D. No salesman to
influence you. No need to ever pay $100 for a typewriter again.
But here is a warning all advertisements for brand nezv Oliver
Nines at $49 must be signed by the Oliver Typewriter Company.

Let

C. O. D.

Easy Monthly Payments

resources,

the Oliver Typewriter Company
is the pace setter.

Maker and user deal direct. You are your own
salesman. You pay yourself the Sol. Own this
master typewriter at the rate of $.'3.00 per month.
The Oliver Nine itself must convince you. It is
Its officials seek
the greatest, the most durable, the most sucto relieve the public
cessful typewriter ever built. No finer can be
of a useless tax. In the
bought for any price. It is a twenty year
past, it has cost §51 to
development.
sell typewriters through
There is no need now to ever pay $100
an expensive sales force
again for a new typewriter. The Oliver
high rents for offices in
rebellion gives every one an opportunity to own an Oliver.
50 cities and other frills.
And at the
lowest time payments.
All are wasteful from an
This is the same machine used bv
That is
economic viewpoint.
the largest concerns. It has all the
why Oliver Nines are shipped
latest improvements.
For speed
direct from the factory to the
and fine workmanship, it can"t be
user on free trial. This permits
beat.
us to wholesale machines to you
If after trial of 5 davs, you
for $49. You get the saving. No midare
not
satisfied
ship
it
dlemen with their tolls.
back at our expense.

—

—

—

—

MAIL TODAY

This plan, we feel sure, is in keeping with modern demands.
All will
welcome such a sincere effort to reduce
the High Cost of Typewriters.

10 Cents a

Day
I

No Money Down
Simply send in the coupon properly filled in.
There is no red tape no salesmen no collectors
no bother. Keep the Oliver for $3.00 per month.
it.

It is

—

Mail the coupon today.

You may send me

The Oliver Typewriter Company
Chicago

of the big- concerns using"
are: U. S. Steel Corp.,
Standard Oil Co., Nat'l City Bank
of N. Y.
Montgomery Ward,

Pennsylvania R. R. The Oliver is
famous the world over. You can
now own one for 10c per day.

CO.

Bldg.,

Chicago

a new Oliver Nine on approval.
keep it five days. Then, if I decide to buy it.
I will pay $49 at the rate of $3 per month. The title
to remain in you until fully paid for.
If I decide to return it, I will turn it over to the
express company, properly packed and addressed to
I will

you.

"Name
Address

Bldg.,

Some

Olivers

1256 Oliver Typewriter

up to you.

1256 Oliver Typewriter

This ?49 Oliver is not a secondrebuilt machine but
brand new, direct from the factory to you. It is not a special
model— but the identical machine that was $100. Reduced
selling: expenses saves you §51.

hand nor

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER

—

Or return

Do Not Confuse

FREE TRIAL COUPON

Easy payments of $3.00 per month. This in. addition to our cutting the price in two.
Could any
one go further? Yet we offer this free trial without obligation on your part. The plan is daring
but we believe discerning people will respond.
This is the first time in history that a new,
never-used $100 typewriter of the latest model has
been offered at the price of cheaper or second-hand
machines. It is cheaper to own than rent.

—

Over 600,000 Sold

References

——

HER charm comsee HER every day!
YOU
pelling— HER beauty
fascinating.
You turn
is

is

HER

everywhere
twice and you see
"The Carmen Beauty" on the Boulevards in the
Parks in Automobiles at the Theatre on the
Movie Screen- on the Stage and in the Boxes.
to

look

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

Powaer

Carmen
Women

of discrimination who study the Art of Beauty recognize
the superiority of Carmen Complexion Powder.
They are quick
to see and make use of its beauty-giving and lasting qualities.
complexion, without
It
does not rub or blow off
a trace of artificiality.
all
charming
complexion regardless
assuring- at
times a
and
of strong lights, wind, sun or effects of perspiration
fragrance
is harmless
to the skin.
A subtle, enticing
enhances its refinement.

Imparts a delicate

Red \
Trimmed \
the

Orange Colored Box- Sees.

Everywhere

]

softness

to

the

-

50c Everywhere

STAFFORD-MILLER

—

— White,

CO., 129

Flesh, Pink,

OLIVE STREET,

Cream
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

JULY~1917«15 CENTS

MONEY DRUNK AM)
MONEY SOBER
AtaeW and: humorous
side of the? Studios

Remarkable Lives

Famous Screen
Writers

GettitxJ

200

AXMi JOYCE

It

OVter

lL2„U S -T RATIONS

,
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is

A A

Says
Another

Beauty in
Every Jar* 9

Movie

Star.

Photo
by
Hartsook

Miss

Mabel

Normand
recommends

MilKWeed CtSattl
" I

"A woman

do not hesitate

recommend

to

gram's

In-

Milkweed

Cream

to

friends.

It

have a

all

my

should

permanent

on every
woman's dressing
place

table."

Mabel Normand.
Send

tis

our Guest

6c in

stamps for

Room Package

containing Ingram's Face
Powder and Rouge in
novel purse packets, and

Milkweed Cream, Zodenta
Tooth Powder, and Per-

fume in Guest Room sizes.

can be young but once, but she can be youthalways."
It is the face that tells the tale of time.
Faithful use of Ingram's Milkweed Cream will keep the skin fresh
and youthful. Sarah Bernhardt began its use twenty years
ago
at
seventy-one."
today she is proclaimed "y° un g
ful

—

Ingram's Milkweed Cream

is a time-proven
preparation.
1917
It is more than a "face cream" of the
thirty-second year.
ordinary sort.
There is no substitute for it.
It is a skin-health cream.

marks

its

Buy It

in Either Size, SOc. or

$1.00

THERE

show a proper glow" use a touch of

"Just to

A

Ingram's Rouge.
safe preparation for delicately
heightening the natural color of the cheeks. The coloring matter is not absorbed by the skin.
Daintily perfumed. Three shades
light, medium, dark
50c.

—

—

Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Established 1885

Windsor, Canada

^

Y

31 Tenth

St., Detroit,

Mich., U. S.

A*
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IS

BEAUTY

The Finished Expression
of the Dramatic Artist
Triangle players are artists —in every
sense of the word. They are picked for
their sincerity, for their highly developed
talent, for their

Heaven-given

interpret character.

know
make

life,

and

live

ability to

And Triangle players
the parts that they

so real.

Their
never finished though their un-

Triangle artists are students.

work

is

They find the
is.
even the comvalue
in
keenest dramatic
spoken expression

They

new

monplace things of

life.

human

mankind's attributes

find

interest in
of weakness, of strength, of passion or
of tenderness and love.

TRIANGLE PLAYS
THE FOREMOST PRODUCTIONS
IN MOTION PICTURES
are written around subjects that are dear to the
human heart. Good is shown in vivid contrast to

Hate is used only to illustrate its dominance
Passion is made to yield to gentleness.
by love.
But above all, Triangle plays are alive with action
and spontaneous realism. The characters live and
breathe. They have a tremendous appeal. Triangle
artists carry you to the point where you are one with
them— and hold you in spellbound fervor.
evil.

And

Triangle comedies are crowded with rollickkeeps up in a bubbling
stream. It's clean fun too, that all can see and
enjoy. Take your wife or sweetheart to any Triangle
Play and you'll be sure that they will find genuine
amusement in a healthful atmosphere. Look for
the theatres where Triangle Plays are shown.
ing, side-splitting fun that

Triangle Distributing Corporation
1457

Broadway

New York

dU::

-2

=

©CI.B390191

1917

=
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picture-play
magazine:
CONTENTS FOR JULY,

Vol. VI

Favorite Picture Players

No. 5

1917

5

.

Fifteen attractive portrait pictures of screen favorites.

Star Stuff— But Not Astronomy
and pursuit

"Life, liberty,

of happiness,"

20

.

as three film heroes see

Money Drunk and Money Sober
A

1

it.

Illustrated by
humorous or tragic

—

The

trials of the studio staff

years

Birdie!

when

21

Gerald C. Duffy

story-article w hich may be considered either
real studio impressions and real people
and a lot more.

Look Baby! Watch the

1

;

Ray Rohn.
containing

31

.

the center of attraction and disjtraction

old.

I

Up on Fame

Doubling
The story

three

is

of .Alice Joyce,

Stock Sad Scenes
Safety Last
.

.
.
Garnett B. Diuguid
who "came back" and "made good."

—Verse
.

M.

.

.

.

C.

Newman

.

.

Flirting with Death in perilous efforts to get thrill pictures
with screen players.

Ink in Their Veins

32

.

.

is all

in a day's

Ray Ralston

.

35
36

work

38

.

Concerning clever men and women who, through their scenario productions, are
creating a new form of literary art
and larger bank accounts.

—

The Two-Gun Prima Donna

...

Warren Reed

.

Side-tracked ambition is the real reason why
actress instead of an operatic warbler.

Marin Sais

is

a

voiceless

the contest and
judges in picking twelve winners.
close

of

High Ambitions— Verse
Leaving Us In Doubt

I

A

i

.

.

.

who

confided to a mirror.

56

Illustrated by drawings and photographs.
wield their untiring quills for the entertainment

Pictl re-Play readers.

Again

-

— Out

The story of
woman's

Again

a man
heart.

.

who was

sent

to

Little Chili

58

Lyon Mearson

.

With Douglas Fairbanks illustrations.
jail, and later became imprisoned in a

Pepper of the Screen

Interesting facts concerning Dorothy Kelly,
tlie serving of celluloid scenes.

.

who

69
allegiance to filmdoaa.

Fred Schaefer
is

.

70

a snappy bit of seasoning in

Movie Money
financial difficulty
and actor.

ill

|j

Prodigal Queen Billie Returns to Her Throne
All welcome to this queen of drama who has renewed

A

54
55

Ward

of the Graphite

Introducing the gentlemen
of

Dorothy DeJagers

.

one-page picture of the secret that Fannie

Our Own Knights
In

50
arduous task which confronts the

the

.

.

46

screen

The Screen Opportunity Contest
Announcing the

1

73
which involves the names of a well-known screen actress
I

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

CONTENTS— Continued
74

New Worlds

Crying for

Not satisfied with histrionic honors, an ambitious young actor wins new laurels.

75

What's Happening
Events in the off-screen lives of players described by
the trusty camera.
reporters

—

The Observer

—

Editorials

.

most truthful of

the

all

....

83

Focusing the rays of editorial limelight on present-day happenings and conditions
in the motion-picture world.

Eighty Pounds of Ideas

.

Getting

Over

Wistful

Weeper

87

Roger Packard
popular

the success of a

The unseen part which a petite young lady plays in
comedian of the films.

...

Sanford Stanton
.
It
method of attack of each for
secret
the
reveal
which
idols
Confessions of cinema
invading the hearts of their audiences.-

of the Film

Mademoiselle Sad Eyes

of

.

explains

the screen

...

Waye

B.

J.

the

reasons for

her gloom

90
96

and

emotion.

He Wants

to

Be Unpopular

In the

Meantime

Spring's Frenzy in

bought only at the price of blasted ambi-

.....

.

.

pictures, Howard Hickman
literary end of screen art.

Between

Filmdom

Charles Phelps Cushing

.

its

.

105

of Business or Toys

Hints for Scenario Writers

.

101

relation to the problem of

Training a child in the way she shouldn"t go, or at least the
parents would taboo.

A

100

find time to tackle the

and Bessie Barriscale

Describing a spring-fever epidemic in a studio, and
making players register emotion.

A Question

98

Charles Carter

.

In this case, at least, popularity can be
tions and a "release" notice.

.

way

Clarence

that most anxious

Came

J.

.

.106

department devoted to the practical problems of photo-play writing and selling.

Before the Stars Shone

Al Ray

prosaic and picturesque,
chronicled.

Events,

.114

.

which precede motion-picture careers are here

.116

Weather To-morrow: Sandstormy
When
own

weather forecasters don't act

suit a

....

hands.

Screen Gossip
Newsy items

to

of interest about plays

and

director,

he takes matters in his

Neil G.

.117

Caward

gathered from here and there

players,

in filmdom.

The Vengeance
A

of the

Dead

.

intrigues

and cross-purposes, both

men and women

to a realization of their

story

of

—

The Millennial Prospect Verse
The Uncomplimentary Department
In which flattery

The
A

is

Matthew
political

own

Allison
and personal, that

.126
stir

motives.

Arthur Brooks Baker

.

136

.137

.

suppressed in favor of frankness.

Picture Oracle

.140

.
*<

clearing house for curiosity currency in which questions
shade about player folk are answered.

of

every

shape and
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Be a Farmer!

Gone!
Wonderful WayCharm of Youth Restored

New

i

Wonderful

results!

Wrinkles and age
lines banished. Yes, this

new

method works

secret

marvels. You should learn,
about it right now. Learn
bow it makes the sl:in as
smooth, clear and beautiful as the famous complexions of the Japanese

women. (You know bow
soft, satiny and k>vely
their skins are.) No matter how long you may

have suffered from these
blemishes, no matter what
you have tried, get the information we will gladly
send about the Princess Tokio
treatment. Get the Princess
Tokio Beauty Book. It is free
It tells you how to have the perfect skin beauty that all women
long for. Yours for the coupon

Just a

Few Days

Edna Hunter

And All Your Wrinkles Gone
No Massage. No Plasters. No
Masks. No Rollers. No Exercise.
A simple, easy treatment you use in

AVE

Famous "Movie"
Star, says of the

Princess Tokio
Treatment:
"After a hard day

the privacy of your room. Only a few
minutesrequired. The skin made flaw-

vacant
I

apply Princess
Tokio and every trace
of fatigue, strain and
roughness vanishes
like magic. I gave it
to a friend whose face

prominent actresses everywhere.

Guaranteed

Last year
a shortage in all crops

there was
and the demand

richly deserve."

R. Best, has been
published to help avoid another
shortage in the vegetable crop. It

looks. All this valuable, private information is given in this book now ready for
distribution. Get your copy now. (Sent in
plain, sealed envelope.) Learn the secret
of a perfect skin. Learn how the American

tells

can rival the complexion charms of

whatever upon you.

now!
you
/ /Jr"n
*

Just sign and mail the coupon.
the
ia all. It will bring
Prinppnn Tokio
Tokirt Beauty
Reanrv Book
Rook by
hv re
rePrincess

That

turn mail.
to have

Every woman ought

We want you to have

it.

Don't put off sending. Put
the coupon in the mail

it.

right now.

Federal Life Bid*.
Chicago,

III.

S

—

t«

Co
,'°Icin V
°'
.
f
Federal Life Bldg.
Chicago, III.
Dept. 744
ce

.

Price, Fifteen Cents

me free and

without obligation on my
VwS part
Princess Tokio Beauty
Please send

Book

Princess Tokio Co.
Dept. 744

•

From your news
upon receipt

in plain sealed envelope.

dealer, or sent postpaid,
of nine two-cent stamps by

STREET & SMITH, Publishers
NEW YORK

Name.

/Address

what can be done with a

small plot of ground, how to lay
it
out and plant; what to plant
early and how to secure a succession of crops and thus get
double service from the same
ground in one season.

obligation

1 Coupon

oend

why

By Thomas

women's

cost.
No
It is free.

is

Back-yard
Gardening

The whole story of the Princess Tokio treatment told.
The wonders it accomplishes. How complexions, once
"hopeless," have been restored to youthful f"
beauty. How years have been taken off

No

That

in history.

Princess Tokio Beauty
Book Sent Free

the Japanese.

was

the greatest
vegetables are now an expensive luxury.

kled and she says it
wiped the wrinkles off
in no time. I wish you
all the success you so

funded upon demand.

woman

now growing

lot,

and be independent.

was becoming wrin-

Our legal, binding money back guarantee goes with each treatment. If the
Princess Tokio treatment should fail
in your case, taken according to our
plain, simple directions, your money
will be willingly and cheerfully re-

backyard, or

flowers, grass or weeds?
If so, plant a vegetable garden

just

young looking. Used and
recommended by society leaders and

less, fresh,

you a

80 Seventh Avenue,

m
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OLIVE THOMAS
one

newest

appear on the horizon of the film firmament.
She recently
at Culver City, California, and her friends claim that on
account of her good looks and talents she will leap into instant popularity.
She has been
called by a famous artist the most beautiful girl in America, and her especial gift lies in portraying roles that call for good-natured satire.
is

of the

stars

to

allied herself to the Triangle studios

MARGARET ILLINGTON
was born in Bloomington, Illinois,, and educated at Wesleyan University.
She is one of the
most recent screen celebrities to be recruited from the stage. In the beginning of her career
as Michel in "The Pride of Jennico," she was recognized as an actress of ability, and she
has steadily gained in success and popularity in the years since then. Her name
with innumerable stage hits of late years.
Miss Illington made her screen debut
offering,

"Sacrifice," a play written espec'ally for her.

associated
in the Lasky
is

RALPH KELLARD
found individuals, a native of New York.
He narrowly missed being a
but forsook the profession, after studying for it, in favor of a stage
career. He proved his fitness for the latter in a twenty-six-weeks' run of "The Eternal City,"
and later entrenched himself in Broadway popularity by his meritorious work with David
Warfield in "The Music Master."
As a costar with Grace Darmond and Leon Barry in
"The Shielding Shadow/' he has proven himself a top-notch cinema actor.

is

one

of those rarely

barrister

in

that

city,

BETTY SCHADE
was born

in Berlin, in 1894, but came to this country when very young, and was educated in
Chicago.
Before entering pictures, she played in stock, vaudeville, and repertoire companies,
and scored a signal triumph in U A Modern Eve." Her film career has been associated with
many of the leading companies, and she is especially well known for her work in "The Dumb
Girl of Portici," "The Crippled Hand," and "The Heritage of Hate," Universal. Miss Schade
js a Titian-haired, blue-eyed beauty of a striking type.

EARLE

A.

FOXE

devotees recently by his successful work in
Norma Talmadge's "Panthea." This production, however, is just one of a long list in which
he has played creditably.
He first came into fame as the lending man of Pathe's " Blind
Man's Luck," and later he appeared in many Lasky plays like ""Alien Souls," with Pauline
Frederick, and "The Dream Girl."
Mr. Foxe is featured in the serial, "New York Nights,"
with Pearl White, which is scheduled for an early release.

attracted the favorable attention

of motion-picture

GEORGE BEBAN
Morosco Pallas star in Paramount pictures, is one of the greatest impersonators of Italian
character parts in this country.
He began his career as a boy singer and later rose to prominence as a comedian.
His entrance into the more serious form of dramatic art came in
"The Sign of the Rose," in which he starred with great success for five and a half years.
His first appearance in pictures was in the screen version of this play called "An Alien."
Mr. Beban writes many of his own film plays, most of which deal with the Latins.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
the daughter of distinguished players, Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Young, and was born in
Benton Harbor, Michigan.
When she was too young to have any choice in the matter she
was given a child's part in a play, but counts her real career as beginning years later when
In 1913, realizing the future
she stepped before the footlights in a Chicago stock company.
of screen art, she gave up a lucrative stage engagement to play for Vitagraph at fourth the
salary she was getting.
Her popularity and prestige have increased enormously since then.

is

ANNA LITTLE
who has won her way

screen fans principally through her charming acting
barely twenty, and has climbed the traditional fame

into the hearts of

of Western and Indian girl stories, is
She
ladder from a place as singer, dancer, and actress for the Ferris Hartman Company.
entered pictures with Essanay at the instance of G. M. Anderson, and has later played for
Triangle, Universal, and American. Miss Little is a typical California girl in beauty and in her
She is now in Fox films.
joyous love of outdoor life.

MYRTIS CONEY
is a slender, dark-eyed daughter of the South.
She was born in Magnolia, Mississippi, and
Miss
received her early education there, finishing at Bishop Robinson Hall, in St. Louis.
Coney received her Thespian training in stock companies.
Her first screen appearance was
with Selig.
She next supported Robert Warwick in World pictures, and played leads with
Miss Coney left
Equitable, returning later to Chicago for a year's engagement with Selig.
that company to costar with Adam Didur, in White Eagle productions.
She became a Vitagraph leading lady this spring.

ROLAND BOTTOMLEY
who starred
The beloved

Pathe's serial, "The Grip of Evil,." owes his stage career to Ellen Terry.
English actress, in need of a small boy to take a child's part in one of her productions, toured the church choirs of London and found Roland, then a sweet-voiced, eightyear-old boy.
He made good, and after completing his education, plunged into the histrionic
profession in earnest.
Coming to this country he appeared in many stage successes and two
years ago entered screenland.
in

JUNE CAPRICE
sunbeamed her way into popular favor a year ago when she accepted what she called a
"dream offer" by the Fox Company.
In a twelvemonth her laughing eyes and unaffected
graces have become internationally famous.
Miss Caprice was born in Arlington, Massachusetts, sixteen years ago.
She lives in a boarding school in New York while she is acting,
but goes

home

her parents between pictures.
which she has appeared.

to

eight features in

k

'A Small

Town

Girl"

is

the latest of the

RALPH INCE
famous director, began his career as a cartoonist, but forsook this calling to enter stage work. Although he attained considerable fame in such legitimate productions
as "Ben Hur" and "The College Widow" he was taken with film fever early in his career,
and his talents for a long time have been devoted to directing and acting in screenland. At
thirty he has many motion-picture triumphs to his credit which augur a brilliant future for him.'
He was born in Boston.
younger brother

of the

PRESCILLA DEAN
began to act in Joseph Jefferson's "Rip Van Winkle" company when she was four years old.
She reappeared before the footlights with the Ben Greet players in Shakespearean repertoire
and with James A. Hearne, before making her bow to the film world in 1911, when she was
Prescilla was born in
fifteen.
She played for several companies before joining Universal.

New
of

York City, but finds as a member of the Universal City colony, the uncramped freedom
sunny California more congenial to her outdoor-loving tastes

MABEL JULIENE SCOTT
as leading lady in the stirring Rex Beach proplay Necia in this photo play, and thus make her
Not only had she had
debut in pictures, came as the result of her peculiar fitness for the role.
gave her a
Minnesota
in
a successful stage career, but her outdoor life among the Indians
sympathetic understanding of the part portrayed.
Miss Scott was born in Minneapolis, in 1895
is

known

duction,

to

the screen world for Her
Barrier."
Her chance

"The

work
to

RICHARD TRAVERS
leading man for Essanay, was born at a Hudson
Bav trading post where his parents were
missionaries and was ten years old before he saw any 'white woman
except his mother.
His
early environment gave him a taste for out-of-door
adventure, and among other exciting expenences, he fought through the Boer War. Ten years of acting before the footlights
preceded
his entrance into pictures with Lubin.
He is famed for his virile, realistic portraval of parts.

'
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And

ten thousand dollars didn't do

By Gerald

TAKE

C. Duffy

what

incidentally,

— and

what

it

did.

Illustrations
by Ray Rohn

from the
press agents and
newspaper finan-

made

that

it

fake

one

the

of

and de-

statistics

of

descriptions

ceptive

cial

the old-home town look

it

an ad for garbage
It was about the
cans.
movies, and, after I read

columns, these are
prosperous times. Take

from

like

and

yourself,

No

one has
too> much money, and no
one will have not while
U. S. Steel and C. S.
they are not.

—

Eggs are selling
same price.

The

at

the

a

gentleman of imporI

stepped into that company's office on Broad-

way.

Every one bowed,

from the

boy

office

to the

on the
was shown in

picture of Griffith
wall.

pillow at night.
couldn't

was

tance was when

stand
the strain any longer
became money drunk. I
I

the

fast

station

life that I realized I

bank book informed me
that I could have ten
thousand dollars on demand.
I read it over
and over, and put it un-

Then

to-

enough.
I ran all the
way, and, incidentally,
the ten thousand dollars
were in a trouser pocket
with my right hand.
The first time in my

papers, however,

my

couldn't get

railroad

divulged the information
that last year the farmers put the banks on a
sound basis. This was
good news to me, as I
was a farmer, and decided that I must be one
of the upper set, as my

der

I

it,

—

I

and

promptly

that

my

assured
fortune was

made.

They

me

it

that

didn't

tell

had been made

wanted to make more
money, and I wanted to

on the farm, though, or
would have had
I
enough sense to hold on
to it instead of buying a

make

lot

it

me

and

I

to do.

was

The

stock

meant no more

reports
to

quick.

than a time-table,
didn't

But
where

know what
right there

the

press
r

m
.

agent put his lemon
the pie.
He got my name from

some unkind friend and
sent

me

a little booklet

of green certificates

and a
Imagine

title

dent with

of vice presiInside of

it.

doin 9 this

an hour

six days a

man
who had sent me
hired

week and

..

being paid
for

^_

Just

Y

IWr

the

I

the

letter,

his

and

his

office

and

avd thtn you >u cease
wondering why the farmers can't

services,

was

sitting

get "hands:'

side

a

agine

it>

had

be-

stenog-

—
:
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rapher

looked

Mary

Pickford, and who made me feel that the
farm was entirely the wrong place to
that

Then Richard Shep-

chickens.

raise

hard, the fellow

we ought

like

I

had

me

hired, told

Sober

was the matter with

she looked pretty enough to me, too,
but Shephard said she didn't photo-

and we ought to go around
the studios in Fort Lee and look

graph
to

well,

have a scenario, and I told
him to go ahead and get it, because I
wasn't sure whether he was talking
about Latin or Shakespeare, and didn't

the actresses over.

want to disclose my ignorance. I paid
five hundred dollars to learn that it was
a lawyer's term for a bunch of papers,
and asked him whom I was going to

wasn't anv
o b j e c tion

sue.

side

"I don't

am

to

know

yet," he answered, "but

be some one before you
I'll avoid court proceedget through.
ings, though, as long as possible."
That fellow had a wonderful foreI

afraid

it'll

the stenographer,

learn

more

Besides, I should
about how a studio was run,

and get a look

know how

at all the girls

to cast

so I'd

them myself. There

coming

from my
the

of

after

office

he said they

were
tier

pret-

than

the one

who

sight.

Shep-

Well,

hard and I spent
the next t w o
days impressing
each other with

our

imp 01

tance,

and

then he

There
girls

were
clothed

beautiful

for

an

Oriental 'the dansanV sewing socks for somebod;i

and passing on scandal, a

pretty fountain singing

poetical tunes to a properly

finally

told

"The next

we need
for
that

That

is

me

act

a cast
in

it.

an important thing, and we'd
better be careful about it. The leading
lady will probably want about six hundred dollars a week, so we must get a
good one."
"We ought, for six hundred dollars,"
I told him, and then wondered what
is

in

a.

dirty shirt,

and a mystic air of romance being wasted on a
camera man.

thing

our story

means the people who

man

on my
typewriter, so we decided to go the
next day, which was Friday.
clicked off lists of expenditures

was about nine o'clock the following morning that Shephard and myself
got a ferryboat that was called the
"Is this where she
Mary Garden.
It

sings?"

I

asked him, but he answered,

"No. All the ferries are named for
They used to be
movie stars now.
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honor of Jersey towns, but
some press agent, by the name of Warren, who has no use for New Jersey
and wanted to make Madge Kennedy
the capital of the United States, got
them to change the lettering on the life
preservers. The first morning the other
actresses saw them they all got jealous
and headed for the captain's cabin. He
got so excited that he drove the boat up

must have blushed as red as a Manhattan cocktail.
Valeska was standing
at the far end of the studio, surrounded
by about three dozen men who were
clad in a few leopard spots and some
Egyptian jewelry from the prop room.

Poughkeepsie."
After about ten minutes the ferry
tied up at Fort Lee and we got off.
It wasn't a fort at all, nothing but a

They weren't though, because, as we
got closer, I saw that the famous vampire was gowned in something that was

called in

to

made you wonder why
some life-insurance company doesn't

big

that

cliff

They w ere
r

all

excited

and were chattering away so- that I
thought they were arguing about who
was going to grab my six hundred.

between Cleopatra's retiring
costume and a Grecian queen's handkerchief, and I drew the conclusion
that the whole force
had gathered to keep
any advance scenes
from her next vamp
cross

a

picture

r"
v

rl

v
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There did not
seem to be any way
of
removing Miss
Suratt's
bodyguard
except
by yelling
^ re
The}'
would

5

'.\

y|gf -x.gjfejj

'

,

\

J^d^dM^i

"

have dissolved into
the atmosphere then,
because, with noth-

$'

~

it

and

an opposi-

start in

Another

tion to the ad for Gibraltar.

was made
column when Shephard
subtraction

do to go

to a studio

my

into

said

asset

wouldn't
except by

it

any way

automobile, so we hired a car at a
garage. The fellow who drove it was
also the owner, and he said that he had
been running around' to the studios in
The looks. of the
it for about ten vears.
J
machine testified that he wasn't exaggerating.
Shephard told him to drive
the
Fox studio first, so we could see
to

Valeska

Suratt,

who was vampiring

When we
the

Fox

leave

ing over the most of their bodies except some brown grease paint, they

would have given a wonderful imitation of a fade-out if any flames had
reached them. But there was no need
for starting a panic, because, as things

turned out, Shephard was able to butt
into the conversation with the famous
demolisher of men, characters, homes,
purses, and milliners'

my

walked onto the stage

the

human

a

plant I 'could feel the blood

I

and rush northward.

I

race.

One

Valeska imparted

at

feet

bills.

Right there was when I began to
learn things about the movie game and

easiest

there.

from being

seen before the req*ular release date.

J^r^&y*:

get hold of

over Valeska,

to

of the

first

things

us was that the

thing in the world

is

''to

get

woman's husband away from her."
didn't know, for a minute, whether to

be sorry for the

woman

or the husband.

a
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Fortunately, before I was called upon
to comment, the subject was changed

spiritual

which we were inShephard told Miss Suratt
terested.
that I was about to produce movies, and
I did
she at once became interested.

to

into the channels in

know much about the film game yet,
I did know that if we were going
make successful pictures we had to

not
but
to

have vampires
thought,

we

in

them.

Perhaps,

I

could get her.

"How would you

like to

make

a good

salary?" I asked her.
"Fine," she said, and there wasn't
anything fake in her enthusiasm. "It
has always been my ambition to make
Things are so
a really good salary.
high now, you know with those heartless farmers keeping the cost of living

—

where they have to

new
know how
vent

in-

figures

to

much

to

r

adviser,

so*

abandoned her

I

and averted all my attention
the "extras." There were about fif-

entirely,

teen of them,

dressed as though they
were living somewhere near Turkey.
The place was a perfect harem, except
that the sultan w as out to lunch or enjoying a smoke where it wouldn't
bother the ladies. They were squatting
down, most of them doing the family
sewing while they were waiting for the
all

r

(

them to

In the
background was a pretty fountain play-

director to call

action.

ing in the center of the floor, and a

camera man with his camera was mixed
in the scene,

much

very

out of locale.

Nothing seemed to be in harmony.
There were beautiful girls, clothed for
an Oriental the dansant, sewing socks
for somebody and passing a scandal, a
fountain singing poetical tunes
to a property man in a dirty shirt, and
a mystic air of romance being wasted
on a camera man who was standing
with his sleeves rolled above his elbows.
Over in one corner was a gathering of
pretty

."'

charge for the next
onions
of
bushel
person can hardly drag
I
along and live.
always wanted to

—

make enough

Sober

the

so that

vampire men

—the

who w ore

leop-

fellows

T

and looked
they were vaude-

wouldn't have to
worry. You know, I
scarcely earn a thousand dollars a week

ard

now."

They were engaged

I

as

strong men about
to die of consumption.
ville

For some reason
suddenly

I

came
tras "

in

the unartistic sport of
"rolling the bones," or,

be-

the

for

interested

m some

if

spots

of

"ex-

who were

benefit

readwe are

gentle

ers,

if

sitting

fortunate enough

floor

to

on the
near by at

have

dice.
playing
The only puzzle

a salary of five
I didn't
a day.
see how any one

about the

could
earn

game was

where
could

a

thousand

a
week, un1

e s s

was

In one corner the vampire

men — who resembled

it

her

any,

uaudeville strong

men about

to

they keep
the money
to

gamble

with
die of consumption — were "roiling the bones."

—

—
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of "strip

!"

Inasmuch as the popular

stories Call

women

vampires, we couldn't do
business with them, and, as Valeska's
proposition couldn't interest me unless
for

marry and divide the
we went out and told the driver
she would

profits,

to take

us to another studio.

stopped at a place and we went
in, but I thought he must have made a
mistake and brought us to some one's

The first
made me

thing that
struck my eyes
think of a
pair of newlyweds celebrating the
deaths of each other's mother-in-law.
I looked at the pair seven or eight times,
before I discovered there were two of
them, and then turned to Shephard
parlor.

"We're about
as

as

much

in place here

an attack of seasickness

at a

masque

ball."

"Oh, no," Shephard said.
"That's
only an actor and an actress doing a
scene. Go right on in
there's nothing
serious about it.
See the director tell-

—

ing them

how

to

do

looked and saw a man behind a
camera motioning as though he was
beating time for an orchestra.
Suddenly he yelled, "Eight nine ten
The two players untwined
break!"
themselves and the fellow began to
I

—

—

whistle.

"Was

it

all

right?" the

fair-haired

one asked.

He

private

25

play.

they couldn't possibly be engaged in a

game

Sober

it

?"

"O. K.," the bearded cupid answered.
"Now, Jim," he said to the camera
man, "set up for the wedding scene, and
then we'll go out to lunch."

was too much for me. Just imagine having a girl weaved in your arms
as close as a Turkish rug and getting
her lip rouge all over your face and
doing it six days a week and being paid
for it to boot.
Just imagine it, and
then you'll cease wondering why we
It

—

farmers

can't

get

hands.

And

then

you go out to lunch, and when you
come back everything is all ready for
your marriage. Things are done in a
rush at the studios.

When

no one was looking

I

went
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Sober

over and spoke to the girl. She was the kind of a
person an orphan imagines his mother was.
We
made friends immediately, and when Shephard
called me to go out to the lunch room in the back of
the studio she had my name, address, heart, confidence, and telephone number.
I followed her out to the lunch room, which was
a little shack in the rear of the studio where the
players had ham and, or coffee, for lunch, thinking
that we might become good friends.
She seemed to
likely
candidate for our leading lady, and I
me a
decided to put her up to Shephard for election.
"Who do you mean; Marjory, over there?" he
asked, pointing directly at the girl I meant.
"No,
Her forte is thrillers. She's going
she'd never do.
to hold up a bank this afternoon, and do some daredevil stunt to get away."
"She might just as easily hold up the traffic on
Broadway," I told him, "if she'd only smile at the

corner
SSEZsk.

Forty -

of

second
If

street.

that

stuff

we

saw

her putting

over inside

minute

a

ago was
her fort,

Lillian Cook,
Siberia

with

certain-

it

was

lv

a

shade —

she's got a better

I

the

if

there

to

thermometer

boiling at ninety degrees

thriller,
and
all

who was going
i'n

the

had been any

shade.

means of attack than

the forts on the coast defense."
looked around again for Marjory,

but she had disappeared. That seemed
most unfortunate to me, because I liked
the girl and wanted to see her get

ahead, even though Shephard told me
her income tax couldn't be paid with all
that Valeska Suratt received for a salary.

It
though, not in that crowd.
wasn't a lunch room we were in that
is, you wouldn't have known it was if
you weren't hungry enough to make
an investigation worthy of the Democratic administration.

her,

Alice

Brady

stuck out her chin in determination

and refused

to

go

to the

artics without mitts.

There was no chance of finding

—
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was a

resting place

An

codger,
dressed up like Napoleon's bell boy, paged a harmonica, and the call was answered by one of the

He

waiters.

cigarettes.

old

started in to play a tune,

and every

-

body but the "child actress" of the play started to
dance and the only reason she didn't was that
she was absent, probably telephoning to her
husband. The chairs and tables were pushed
They were of about as much use as
to one side.

—

adenoids.

The lunch room,
was

so speaking

for identification

with the motleyest array of
motley costumes a human eye ever beheld. In about
three minutes it looked like a Mardi-gras carnival
at an insane asylum, where every one thought he
was some one else. The only character that was
only,

rep-

not
r e s

ent-

d

wa5

e

fairly alive

Venus
de M.,

and
n

no
e

would
1

m per-

sonate
her
Violet Mersereau

was very lovely
and her golden

and very sweet,
hair and smile might

well have been

the envy of the sun.

be-

cause
every
was

girl

using
two arms

and having a hard
time making those do. It was no place
for me after I had eaten a couple of
to their full length

sandwiches, because the film company
had evidently hired the place as a dance
hall instead of a restaurant,

and

I

had

no partner, except one by the name of
Shephard, who played a wonderful role
as a leech, so the two of us left to go the
rounds of the other studios. So far we
had done nothing in the way of lining
up any one for our cast, so we kept
busy and did not wait long at any single
place.

Our

We

was at the World
Peerless manufactory of films. Here I
was satisfied to stand near the door,
first

stop

visited

Mary

fickford's domain

found her a perfect Scotch
that

she

couldn't

make

vs

ate porridge.

lassie,

and

except

believe

she

.
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away was

for about five feet
lady,

:

dressed,

so

that

young

a

resembled

she

what Little Red Riding Hood would
have looked like had she been a memEveryber of Joan of Arc's army.
thing was ready for the wolf, except
that she wore boots that seemed to be
meant for horseback. Her name turned
out to be Lillian Cook, and she said she
was about to take a trip to Siberia.
That made me laugh, because the thermometer was boiling at ninety degrees
if there had been any
in the shade
Lillian got near enough to the
shade.
arctics to convince me that she must
be a relative of the famous doctor.
For all her beauty, Shephard said

—

Lillian wouldn't do for a leading lady,

because

she

known

enough and

was no chance of luring her from her
home, and we hied ourselves over to
see Violet Mersereau, who was the only
under Universal's big glass roof.
Violet was very lovely and very sweet,
and her golden hair and smile might
well have been the envy of the sun. But
Violet also was very much contracted,
and a contract, like a husband, is an excellent thing to have, but, if you have
two at once, there is likely to be trouble.
So Miss Mersereau helped me
save that six hundred per for a while.
I was almost afraid to go into Mary
Pickford's studio for fear Shephard
would try to engage her, but evidently
he wanted some of the ten thousand
star

for himself.

wasn't- well

seems
that, in the picture game,
a producer either has to
pay a salary that he can't
pay to an actress, or, if
he gets the actress cheaper,, he has to pay it to a
agent.

It

%

—

*

.

ones in

k

we

Mary's do-

we were

though

A

it.

sight-seeing

•

visi-

discovered,

I

al-

the only

party of
schoolgirls

picked the place out as a
point of interest, and
peered through a window
from the outside. Girls
miles to look

<

come

through

Brady was

present, but

weren't the only

main,

press agent.

Alice

We

tors at Little

couldn't be unless' she had
a press

Sober

window,

that

I

learned, just so they can

also

home and say that
Mary Pick ford spoke to
them.
They don't add

go

didn't get

to talk to her, because she

was sticking out her chin
and looking as determined
as her name implies she

that

can, refusing to go to Si-

found Mary Pickford a

beria

unless

some

"No

what she said was
admittance."

We

perfect Scotch lassie, ex-

one

furnished her with
a pair of mitts.
did not wait to see
if she got them or
not, but, if she did,
I'll
bet that with
that heat they did
not add to the illu-

cept

We

that

she

couldn't

make

sion of

believe
us
she ate porridge.
Well, sir, after
we had spent all
day studying the
plans of Fort Lee,
we came to the decision
there
that

beria.

was no
be had

making her
think she was in SiA party of s ight-seeing

Alice's father

producer,

so

is

a

there

school-

girls picked the place out as a point of interest

and

peered

through

the

window.

actress

for

to

the

leading part in our
play.

Every

one

Money Drunk and Money
we had

"How

I sat

my

office to

I've hired a stu-

My

stenog-

was on the opposite side
Even
objection from us.

some big
Ruth Roland, who ate supper with us,
confided that she and California could
of

not remain parted any longer than an
African negro's hair, and she had tO' act
So we
in the sunny West or not at all.

went home, and
in

think.
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do we stand?" I asked him.
"Are you doing anything, or are we
just paying office rent so that the pretty
view out my window won't go to
waste ?"
"I've just been figuring things out,"
he said quietly, "and I find that we are
very poorly off.

tried
-

down

Sober

dio

—

that

beautiful

of the

There

thing for

me

but

for

—

do
Shep-

to

as di-

first,

general

company

am

and

That costs
hundred
o

sets.
t

w

a day,
and it'll be ten
days before it's
dollars

get.

two days

was

do

better

having the scenery
fixed up for our

any-

hard to give a report,
and that's what I
waited three days to
It

d

rector

actresses.

wasn't

wait

I

thought

I

rapher held no more
appeal for me, since
I had met all those

'

equipped and
ready for work.

after our trip to Fort

all

Lee that the phone
rang and something

That's two thou-

very

sand dollars."

sweet

that

couldn't see told

she
I

I

me

"I had that

was Marjory that
had met at the

studio.

"Are you

still

out

figured
Ruth Roland, who confided
that
she and California
couldn't remain parted any
longer than an African

go-

ing to start that company ?" she chirped.
"If
you are, I

all

be-

fore you found
the period for

your
I

negro's hair.

sentence,"

told him.

he

"Well,"

went

on,

"the

thought, perhaps, you could use me, and
Fd like very much to work for you."

equipment is about another thousand.
Auto hire, cameras, film, office rent,

"Oh, yes," I
get busy on it

salaries

"We're going to
a day or two, but I

said.

in

know anything definite
soon as I do I'll phone you."
And what I said was the

don't

wanted

7

yet.

truth.

knew

have the salary

waited another day, but,
didn't report, I went to him.
I

getting

things ready, and miscellaneous items

I

nifying glass," I broke in before he
could go on with his list. But he didn't

pay her.
as Shephard
to

are

"
make about three thousand in all
"Your mother must have been a mag-

to

I'd

men who

As

hear a financial report on
myself from Shephard before I started
to arrange to spend any more money.
There wasn't any one in the world I
would have rather paid a salary to than
Marjory, but I had to hold her off until
I

of the

pay any attention to me.
"We had this doped a little wrong,"
he went on. "By the time we are ready
for

work

there will be too

to

You'd better

understake the project.
get

little left

some more money."

"I'd better get a
eral," I answered.

new

And

director gen-,

that's just

what

Money Drunk and Money
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But by the time Shephard came
go he' had found some more acces-

me

Sober

even more.

I did.

terested

to

that she hadn't called

sories to the film business in the dic-

tionary, and,

them, left me
dred dollars.
I

by putting figures after
a little over twelve hun-

slammed the door

bang that sounded
France.

Then

I

like

sat

him with a
somewhere in

after

down

figure

to

There wasn't anything to
do but use up the rent on the office, so

things* out.

decided to stay there.
During the next two weeks I did
very little except entertain Marjory.
She* came in every day almost, and I
was afraid that she was looking for
work. I didn't want to tell her about
things because' I liked her company, so
But she kept
all I could do was stall.
right on coming, without saying she
wanted a job. One day she dropped in
Another time she
to see how I felt.
was passing the office, she said, and remembered she had a letter to mail and
wondered if I'd give her a stamp. The
next day she thought she had forgotten something when she came for the
stamp and was in after it. She wasn't
the least bit flustered when she found
I

wasn't there.
Well, a girl like Marjorie can't
into the office of a man like me
day without us getting to know
other pretty well. After 'about a
it

and
we
on a golf ball, and then
a half

tell

me

got to

come
every
each

week

be as close as dots
I

just

had

to

her about Shephard. She surprised
by saying that she knew it all the

time,

and'

that

his

right

name was

Sheporwitz, but he had changed it to
make it sound more appropriate for
fleecing little lambs like me.
Then she
told me that she had a job all the time,

and was getting a salary that sounded
like a report on the cost of the war.
But she also told me something that in-

And
me up

that

was

the

first

time for a job at all, but just to get in
touch with me.
I
kicked myself for three weeks
afterward for having been such a fool
as not to have caught on before, but
then I made up for lost time.
went together to see all the pictures she
was in, but the most interesting thing

We

on the program
so far is a line that reads: "This theater can be emptied in three minutes."
Not that I don't like her work, because
it is great, but I like her much better
I

have been able

to see

—when there aren't so many around.

That's some time ago now. Just at
present I am not worrying about my
ten thousand, because I learned that

Shephard married my stenographer,
and she had such faith in him that she
invested most of the money in one of
his companies in which he sold stock,
and no one knows where either money
or company is now.
Anyway, it would not make much
because money isn't anything to me any more.
I'm over my
drunk, and I'm money sober. Mar j dry
and I live at the Hotel Majestic, where
Francis X. Bushman pays his board,
as that name sounds the most appropriate for a queen.
are very swell
and very happy, and both working hard
Marjory at making movies and I as
her press agent.
7
A ery soon we are going" to start a
company of our own. We can do it,
of course that
too, because my wife
is Marg
told me the other day:
"There's more money in a company
of our own, and it'll be easy. Anybody
can start one on a quarter.''
difference,

We

—

—

—

But that didn't scare me any. I knew
she was dividing a million, not a dollar.

J

Look Baby! Watch
the Birdie!

EVERYBODY
trait

knows

photographer

that a por-

who

special-

izes in taking pictures of babies

has his little troubles.
Then try to
imagine the agonies of the motion-picture folk who engage in the task of
making a reel of photographs of a
child barely three years old.
They
work for at least a solid week, and take
sixteen thousand
consecutive poses.
The pictures on this page show such a
process in the making. "Baby Jones,"

aged three, and Miss Ethel Clayton, of
the World Film Company, are the actors.
Much of the hardest work, however, must be done by the coaches on
the side lines
Baby Jones' mother, the
camera men, Harley Knowles, the diThink of
rector, and other assistants.
making baby watch the little birdie for
Then multiply that by five
a week
and you have a feature film. Making a
portrait is so much easier that it should
not be mentioned in the same breath.

—

!

Doubling

Up on
Fame
The

who

on the cover,
has twice been a star.

By Garnett

AN

inventory of

filmdom
the

There

is

is

girl

B. Diuguid

all

the nice, likable people in

bound

to lead, sooner or later, to

inquiry,

"Alice,

more than one

Where Art Thou?"
who
question when the roll

scintillating individual

could answer "here" to this
call of celebrities was in order.
But for the purpose
of the remarks which herein follow there is but one
Alice.

not enough to say that, in addition to the foregoing label, she rejoices in the name of Joyce. Not
enough because "Moore" follows, for Alice Joyce,
screen star, in private life is Mrs. Tom Moore. ExAll of this is only setting us
planations follow.
right with the requirements of a "lead," which is
another way of saying that we must reveal the subIt is

our sketch before the reader gets confused.
In no sense do we mean to introduce, identify, or
orientate this popular lady of the screen, whose
place in the firmament of famous twinklers is so well
known that it does not need to be enlarged upon.
There is, however, one thing about Alice that has
I
1 never been satisfactorily explained. At the Vitagraph
j| studio, where she changes lifeless celluloid into living
ject of

they mysteriously speak of a
certain quality which, they say ex-

art,

plains her personality.

This qual-

designated by the "word,
This is all in the way
of explaining that it is not sheer
beauty that makes Alice Joyce
ity

is

"register" in a
tive

and

all

way

that

her own.

is

distinc-

The

girl's

is

merely

an adjunct of the spiritual.

Pretti-

physical

ness

is

attractiveness

a part of the stock kit of

but what lifts Miss
Joyce above the conventional doll
is not so much the fine, slender eyebrows, the soft, abundant brown
hair, the very clear skin, the sensitive mouth, and the classic neck as
that electric, magnetic, intangible
something which they call voltage.
Eight months ago she was invited out of retirement to do big
parts in big plays and the success
attending "Womanhood, the Glory
of the Nation," and other productions during the time is added proof
that the voltage theory must be
right.
The cumulative evidence of
this claim is borne out by the following roles to her credit the Irish
a film actress

;

:

"In Whom the Gods
Mercedes, the woman

girl patriot in

Destroy

Alice

Joyce
(in circle)

takes

more
pleasure
in enter-

taining
little

Alice

than the
whole
public.

At right
she is

seen at

Palm
Beach.

;"

;

Doubling
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of

Grey
"The Courage of

impulse,

Sister

in

Silence

;"

demure

and

W eston, the

Clara

and

later

love-martyred

heroine in "Her Secret ;" and,
most notable of all, perhaps,
Mary Turner, in "WithAll of
in the Law."
J
these roles, played with

consummate

such
of

all

human

experiences

—marriage and motherhood —which have come

antescreen

days.

Kansas

City,

Born

in

Missouri,
twenty-seven years ago,
she moved with her famto
Petersburg, Virginia,

when very young, and

spent

her early youth in that quaint
town, amid the richest of

81

Southern traditions.
When
still in her teens, she came to

^

New York

to live.

several

artist

skill,

indicate that the deepest

Up on Fame

'
>

mm

At

she
made a living by posing,
the instance of
at
first

;„

into her life in the last

two years, have wrought
a finer and more womanly understanding of
things which reflects
itself in her art. She
declares

Tom
Alice

that

and

little

mean

all

the world

J

J

and yet she
heart and soul in

to her
is

love with her

life's

work

which
abandoned
some time.

she
f

or

A

friends.

picturesque
story threads

Later she was engaged as
a telephone operator for a

itself through

short while.

Alice

Joyce's

The

owes a certain camera man, L. E.
Taylor, gratitude and a
good cigar for first detecting the
ities

was

public

dramatic possibil-

of Alice Joyce.
He
the friendly means of

rescuing her from the

tele-

phone board in the Gramercy exchange by recom-

mending her offhand to a
Mr. Buel, then of Kalem
and the latter agreed to
give

her

a

chance

the studio.

work was

story

Her
a

of
roading,

in

first

thrill
rail-

and

;

Doubling
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Miss Joyce performed stunts that
were better suited to
an athlete than £o a
queen of drama.
But even the breathless miracles

could

robatics

obscure
of this

not

the

ability

little

actress

finer

act

to

of ac-

and

more worthy parts.
This fact was soon
recognized, and she
was given a place in

some

of

straight
pictures.

Kalem's
dramatic

Some

of

were

"The
Girl of the Music
Hall," 'The Face of

these

the

Madonna,''

''The
ter,"

The home of two famous film stars.

New Minisand "A Cele-

mean curfew, but

brated Case."
In all of these she acquitted herself with distinction, revealing ever-increasing adaptability and

unthinkable that such gifts as Miss
Joyce has should not find continued expression in her chosen field of work.
Moreover, her accomplishments are by
no means limited to the histrionic pro-

time came the romantic
interruption which lured her from work
in the studio.
Her acquaintance with
the handsome and popular actor, Tom
Moore, began when they played together in "Grandfather's Clock." The
setting for this picture was near beauthis

fession.

Nyack,

She

writes,

friends

at

the

studio

at least

it

call

"voltage"

serves a purpose in calling

attention to the

fact that

possesses qualities, which

Miss Joyce
if

be explained, can be admired.

STOCK SAD SCENES

T HEThe

hero on his deathbed lay
girlie turned her head away.

reel of

and

shows itself. Though this term in itself
may have a rather vague connotation,

3^

One

in clay,

and languages. In all
that she undertakes the same indefinable charm of character which her

New

The girlie
The hero

models

studies dancing

York, and professional love between the two screen
sweethearts, which ended, as a love
story properly does, in real love and a
real wedding:
Marriage for many actresses might

tiful

in this case, at least,

it is

talent.

About

In this location they are

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Moore.

sighed,

died

almost any play.

M.

C.

Newman.

they can't

Safety
Thrillers

now must

those

who

live

be unusu-

by nerve

Ivy Croswaithe outdoing Helen
over a 300-foot ravine while the

Hank Mann, upper left-hand
corner,

see-sawing fifteen
above the street.
comedy is about one

stories

This
inch from tragedy.

Helen Holmes, at left, dangling
by her hands from a bridge,
waiting to drop backwards upon
Helen
the approaching train.
lives by risking her life.

Douglas Fairbanks lassoed the
telegraph post and swung to the
top of a coal wagon.
He never
thought that he might crash into
the post, even if he didn't fall.
But he didn't.

George Larkin sliding by a rope,
from one sky- scraper to another.
In the old days a dummy would
have been used for this scene
but the public is too wise for such
substitution in these times.

—

Ink

in

Their Veins
Hector Turnbull at his desk.

Feeling

the

whose
writing

pulses of

Mr. Turnbull, besides direct-

fluid

ing Laslcy's scenario dtpart-

those

life

is

material.

ment, has written
that

company's

many

best

of

plays,

Bv
Ray Ralston

F i ^HERE

I

is

a race of

men who have

not only beaten their figurative
plowshares
intotypewriters,
but have also beaten said typewriters
into submission, forcing that clever little

machine to

up to them a livelisorts and conditions of
and women and from

yield

hood. From all
men they come
many walks of

—

—

life.

Their blood

is

composed partly of writing fluid of assorted colors and partly of a solution of
typewriter ribbon.
When the succulent long green that
comes from successful scenario' writing
began to appear in the land, these
geniuses of the quill and cast-iron keys
dropped whatever occupation gainful
and otherwise that happened to be oc-

—

—

cupying their landlords' attention at the
moment, and made a concerted rush at
the

producers,

who were

reputed

to

have money. They did have money,
and the process of divorce began at
once. Now thev both have monev
the
producers and the folk of the inspira-

—

tion.

Let us take up, first, the case of Hector Turnbull, one of the prominent
members of the photo-dramatic department of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature

Play Company.

TurnbuH's career has
varied. At the age of seventeen he enlisted in the regular army, solely (as he
says) with the intention of acquiring a
certain amount of adventurous material
for army film plays. He succeeded, and
gathered unto himself much experience
and many court martials. He found a
still greater field of adventure in New
York, whither he came after his discharge (honorable) from the army, and
where he tried to sell uplift and ordinary articles to the magazines and newspapers.
After exhausting this field
and many others in his search for the
elusive wherewithal
he finally struck
the most adventurous job of all, dra-

—

of the New York Tribune.
For two years he wandered in the jungle of the legit producers, coming often
upon the bleached bones of others who
had been there before him. Finally he
reached the exalted position of being

matic

critic

New York

not engaged in a legal controversy with a thethe only critic in

manager. There was no more to
be gained by a stay in New York, and
Los Angeles beckoned. The call, so
they say, was loud, and has been getting
louder every few months. Turnbull is
atrical
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Edna Goodrich, among many others.
He was born in Arlington, New Jersey,
September n, 1884, and was educated
at Pratt Institute,

wedded only

to>

He

Brooklyn.

is still

his art.

Robert V. Carr, who has taken a step

upward from poetry

to the authorship

of Keystone comedies, at a salary that

Frances Marion, who draws $26,000 annually
for writing scenarios for World Pictures.

such celebrated photo
dramas as "Out of Darkness," in which
the

author of

Charlotte

Walker

starred

;

the

left

to right:

William

S. Hart, actor,

plays for some

time

to

erward he shouldered a gun and went
tO'

Geral-

dine Farrar production of "The Temptation," and the new production for

From

precludes living in a garret, says that
he has done every kind of work from
skinning politicians to driving mules.
He was born in Illinois, and spent his
boyhood in herding cattle and reading
every scrap o*f paper he could lay his
hands on. At seventeen he was a real,
honest-to-goodness cow-puncher in the
summer, and he pottered around in a
print shop in the winter, setting up what
he considered great verse. Shortly aftthe Philippines.

He

says

:

have written about three hundred
short stories and over a thousand
poems. Some were pretty fair, and all
were paid for. I have written poetry
"I

Buck Connors, author, who is to write
Thomas H. Ince, -producer.

come, and

all

Hart's
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when

I

a novel.

should have been pounding out

And

foolish things.

I

I

have done some other
have spent time, health,

and money in the service of my country,
and received neither appreciation nor
have told the truth
when fiction would bring me money and
an easy time.
I have let friendship
twist my judgment.
I rode a broncho
in Roosevelt's inaugural parade when
I should have remained home and saved
my money. I have listened quietly
thanks for

I

it.

when some motion-picture
nounced that

know

director an-

man

did not need to
anything about a story to get over
*a

good picture. I went into motion pictures two years ago because I believed
pictures to be the coming medium of
a

expression for creative men. I may say
that the hero of this play thinks well of
himself, but more of his patient and allenduring friends." Mr. Carr adds
"And, I beg of you, please cast this in
the third person."
are not listening to the prayers
of script writers this season. He makes
:

Paul West, well-known
of

far too

scenarioist,

many Sidney Drew

much money

and author

comedies.

for us to pay the

modest moods.
Paul West is another man who began
life as a newspaper writer.
They say
slightest attention to his

We

David M. Hartford, superintendent

of productions; J.

G. Hawks, author, and Robert

Brunton, art director, at the Ince studios.
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Lash," Marie Doro. His salary is very
discouraging to a poor writer who
works on space. Lasky pays it.
Anthony P. Kelly, who has attained
the mature age of almost twenty- five
years, is another newspaper man.
He
admits, however, that as a reporter he
was a joke. He was too imaginative,

and the editor told
of one syllable.

it

So

to

him

in

he collected

words
some

of the surplus of his feverish imagina-

them up

bundle with a
neat pink ribbon, and shipped them to
Vitagraph.
A check came back. He
told the editor his candid opinion of
him, also in words of one syllable, and
tion, tied

in a

resigned, just beating the editor to

it.

That was four years ago. He has done
over a hundred scenarios since then, a
"The Soul of a
few of which are
Woman," "The Light at Dusk," "Somebody's Paradise," "Shadows in the
It is ruEast," and "The Crucible."
mored that he pounds out about fifty
:

thousand dollars (no,
Roy

who

L. McCardell,

first

gained film renown

graphical error)

this not a typo-

a year.

He

recently

by winning $10,000 fur one idea.

him that more than twenty years ago
he walked into the office of the New
York World, and announced that he
was there to> do anything from sweeping
of

the

floor

to

They did not

—

writing
let

feature

stories.

him write feature

He made

sto-

with his
verse, however, and remained on the
Sunday World for fifteen years. Six
years ago he resigned in order to devote
his time exclusively to writing. He is the
author of many musical comedies, including "The Man From China," "The
Pearl and the Pumpkin," "Sergeant
Brue," and others. He has written and
produced more than a hundred photo
dramas, including many of the Sidney
Drew comedies. Some of his most sucries

yet.

cessful

pictures

thus

a

hit

far

are:

"The

H. Sothern; "The Velvet Paw," Gail Kane; "The Dark Silence," Clara Kimball Young and "The
Chattel," for E.

;

Charles W. Goddard, from whose facile pen hare
originated many of the biggest serial pictures.

refused to make a seven-reel adaptation
of a novel for one thousand dollars.
Mary Murillo, a fair-haired little person in William Fox's scenario department, was never on a newspaper. She
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was born

England, received an academic education, and, while still in her
For a short
teens, came to America.
time she was in the chorus of "Havana," but left to play the part of Mimi,
the lead in "The Only Way," with
Reginald Barker's company. She sold
her first story, a comedy, to the SmalThey encouraged her, and she
leys.
sold them two more. Some of her bestknown films are "A Soldier's Oath,"
"The Green-eyed Monster," "Gold and
the Woman," "The Eternal Sappho."
"The Vixen," and "Ambition." Many
in

:

of the Theda Bara films emanate from

overworked little head of Miss Murillo, and it is said that her income by
no means pales into insignificance bethe

sides that of the vampirish one.

Another plutocrat of the

pictures, fe-

male, is Frances Marion, ,vho collects
twenty-six thousand dollars per year
from Wiliam A. Brady for writing the
continuity of two five-reel features

weekly for the World Film Corporation.
She was born in San Francisco

Robert

V.

Carr, ivhose

business

is

into the world with a pen-point.

injecting

fun

He has

written numberless Keystone comedies.

living

was something

fierce, so, in

to learn the limitations of the

order

camera

—you didn't know there were any, did
you?— she went with the Bosworth
Company

C.

Gardner Sullivan has probably written more
original scenarios than any other person.

many

years ago, and educated
there.
After designing posters, illustrating for magazines, and later taking
not so

up newspaper work, she became cognizant of the fact that the high cost of

as an extra. She wrote "The
Foundling" for Mary Pickford, "The
Feast of Life" for Clara Kimball
Young, "A Daughter of the Sea" for
Muriel Ostriche, and "The Battle of
Hearts" for William Farnum.
Anita Loos, another best seller in
filmdom, was born in California of
French parents. She was raised on the
stage as a child actress, and was in stock
in San Francisco.
She began writing
for the New York Telegraph at the age
She does not state what
of sixteen.
delayed her.
Six years ago she sold
'her first script to D.

New York

W.

Griffith,

"The

Hat," produced by Griffith
and played by Mary Pickford and
She left Griffith
Lionel Barrvmore.

!
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after about five years, and began to do
the scenarios for Douglas Fairbanks.

Now

she writes most of his scripts and
all of his subtitles, for which she has
shown a diabolical ingenuity. Some of

her Fairbanks pictures are "His Picture in the Papers," "American Aristocracy," "The Americano," and "In
She says:
Again, Out Again."
ceaseless enoi
"After six years
deavor I can truthfully say that I am
the only scenario writer in the world
that weighs eighty pounds." She weighs

more on pay
Clarence
the

J.

day.

Harris, feature writer for

Fox Film

Corporation,

is

an or-

dained clergyman of two liberal deFollowing an active innominations.
terest in moving pictures, he began to
write, and during the past three years
has written and placed four hundred

photo dramas covering all lines
of thought. Mr. Harris wrote the first
dramas in which Alice Brady, Mary
Nash, Lenore Ullrich, Fania MarinofT,
and Mary Miles Minter played.
Another newspaper man is C. Gardner Sullivan, who was born in Stillwater, Minnesota, in 1886, and graduated from the University of Minnesota.
After knocking about the country, he
landed finally in New York, and got a
job on the Journal.
He sold his first
scenario to Edison. Then Ince bought
a few, and Sullivan decided that he had
had enough of the Journal. They parted
by mutual consent. Now he works for
reels

o-f

and receives six hundred and fifty
dollars a week and a percentage of the
profits.
Pity the downtrodden sceInce,

nario writer

Monte M.
for Ince.

Indiana,

The Balboa scenario
L. V.

From
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He

Katterjohn also works
was born in Boomville.

twenty-five

years

ago,

left to right, back row: Captain Leslie T. Peacocke, Mrs.
Whiteomb.
Front row: Lela Leibrand, Frances Guihan,
Will M. Ritchie, Sylvia Gibson-Go wland, and Douglas Bronston.

Waters,

staff.

Dan

F.

and

Ink
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Mvide M. Katterjohn,

in

Their Veins

center, has submitted

while Hart considers

it,

Cliff

soon after started a publication called

Motor

Topics.

That

lanced.

It

failed.

failed.

He

He

free-

started

a

moving-picture scenario school.
It
failed.
Then he took off his coat and

began to make good for Ince, for whom
he has been making good ever since, at
a salary that nobody should permit himself

tO'

We

sneeze
will

at.

now

quit piking along at re-

and present them by the wholesale
three-quarters of a dozen assorted,
plain, and fancy scenario' writers. They
compose the Balboa staff, and we are
told that they live together in harmony.
At their head is Will M. Ritchey, who
tail,

—

is

their editor in chief.

Dan

The

others are

Whitcomb, Captain Leslie T.
Peacocke, who is the author of more
than five hundred photo dramas DougF.

;

Bronston, Luther A. Reed, Lela Leibrand, Frances Guihan, L. Virginia
Waters, and Sylvia Gibson-Gowland.
Their combined salaries, if laid end to
las

an idea

to William S. Hart, between
Smith takes it down in notes.

end, would reach
tional debt,

from here

scenes,

any na-

to

and overlap said debt

to a

large extent.

Adrian Johnson, who prepares many
of Miss Theda Bara's manuscripts, was
born in Knoxville, Tennessee, and educated by the Jesuit priests. He was- a
clerk in an office for a while, but was
not buried so deeply under his ledgers
that the raucous shouts of the currency

earned in the pictures could not
reach to him. He has red hair, and has
committed a novel, thus joining the vast
to be

majority, and

ary

is

it is

rumored that

twenty-five thousand.

his sal-

Some

of

best-known plays are ''The Ruse,"
"The Marriage Bond," "The Tragedy
of Wall Street," and "The Lure of
His former employer
Fleart's Desire."
in his commercial career recently took a
glance at Johnson's monthly check, and
his

then entered bankruptcy.
has
J. G. Hawks, who is with Ince,
the startling distinction of never hav-

a
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worked on a newspaper. He was
born in San Francisco in 1876 at a very
early age. Part of his youth was spent
at sea, and in various other unprofiting

such as ranching in

enterprises,

able

Arizona, abalone and pearl expeditioning in Lower California, and as a sergeant in Company F of the First California United States Volunteer Infantry in the war with Spain. At the close
of the war he appeared for a while in
He left to beBelasco productions.

come
the

manager and director for
In
and Elmendorff forces.

stage

Hill

191 2 the demand for moving-picture
plays became very pronounced, and

Hawks, who had written for the stage
two three-act plays ''Kathleen Acushla" and "Down. Nogales Way"
decided to write photo plays.
He was

—

—

—that

he received checks.
It is the same thing.
Some of- his most
noteworthy contributions to the screen
are "The Hammer," "The Conversion
of Frosty Blake," "The Shadowgraph
Message," and "The $100,000 Bill."
Hawks sneers at the sheriff as he goes
by, to and from the bank.
Roy L. McCardell is one of the piosuccessful

is,

neer scenario writers of the industry.
As is customary, he was rather, is
newspaper man. Born- in Hagerstown,
Maryland, in 1870, he has since that
date sold over nine hundred scenarios.

—

—

He writes the Jarr Family series for the
New York Evening World. There is
lots of

money

in series

and

serials.

Mc-

Cardell received a prize of ten thousand
dollars for his "Diamond From the

Sky"

serial

for American.

He

dictates

his stories, operettas, plays, poetry,

and

scenarios to a white-haired amanuensis,

but indorses his

own

with his family, which

New

T

work

Rochelle,

He

checks.
is

lives

a large one, in

New York—but

uniformly good.
Charles W. Goddard, who

his

is

ent a free lance,

is

is

at -pres-

thirty-eight years

and also writes serials. He wrote
for the stage a while, including "The

old,

!
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Ghost
Breaker,"
"The
Misleading
Lady," "The Last Laugh," and "Miss
Information," all of which were written in collaboration with Paul Dickey.
He is the author of the following picture serials "The Mysteries of Myra,"
:

International

"The

;

Perils of Pauline,"

"The Exploits of Elaine," "The God-

He

dess," Pathe.

earns at least twentyfive thousand dollars a year, but hopes,
after more experience, to be able to
earn enough to make both ends meet.
Bertram Millhauser is another serial

That

writer.
serial at

he
engaged on a
—
present
"The Mystery of the
is

is,

Double Cross," Pathe. He is one of
the younger generation, if there can be
such a thing where they are all young,
but he has already achieved disinction,
notably with his five-part Gold Rooster
feature
It is

for

Pathe,

rumored

that

"The Challenge."
he was never on a

newspaper, and that he has not a debt
in the world.
Oh, well
Hampton Del Ruth, of the Keystone
Company, is reported to be a» man who
never works more than twenty-four

He

managing editor
and assistant manager of production,
and each of these jobs keeps him busy
twelve hours per each and every day.
He was born in Venice, Italy, of
American parents, studied literature
and art at Oxford, and now he injects
hours- a day.

artistic

is

value into the custard pies that

are used in his pictures.
So here they are, plutocrats all, who
earn their living by the perspiration of
their typists and by dipping the fine
quill of their imaginations into the fluid'

composes their blood. They are all
living and successful exponents of the
theory that genius is merely an ability
to work hard and to study the subject.
To this, add gray matter, a trace, as the
chemists say, a pinch of persistence, and
a drop of courage in times of adversity,
when checks are few and the landlord
ceases to be subtle
and the result is, 1
that

—

certain cure for

all

financial

ills.

s

The Two-Gun
Prima Donna
By Warren Reed

NOT

so very long ago a

little girl

with some voice, but much more
ambition, entered the College

of Notre

Dame,

at

San

Jose, California.

She disclosed the startling information
that she was a coming prima donna of
Her name was Marin
the opera.
Sais, and it
sounded so
unusual to
her that

she had
decided

make

it

to

fa-

mous. Her

future, in her

was

mind,
settled

M arin
may

Sa i

look like

— she

opera with her
voice.

she rides like

cious

a

real

was

going to capture

actress, but

an

all

But, though the viva-

Marin knew nothing of
it, two large revolvers and a
corral full of bronchos were

West-

erner.

T

waiting

all

the time, back in

Utah, for her.

When Marin

Sais

com-

pleted her course in Cali-

fornia she played for a time
in

dramatic stock.

Then, sudher original

denly remembering
ambition, she turned again to singing,
and went on the concert stage. And the
steers
in
Utah still waited to be
punched. But Marin's thoughts were
far from the ranches she
longed for the lights of
;

Broadway and
of fame.

not

seem

the laurels

To

her they did-

to

mingle,

though she was

later

find that thev did.

to

Off on location in

when no
grease paint wax
available and she

the wilds,

was
a

cast to have

nut-brown com-

plexion,

Marin

boiled a tan shirt

and used

the dye

for make-up.
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After a time spent in concert work
she took her voice to New York with
her, and set it free on the vaudeville
stages of the Keith and Proctor circuit.
This lasted for some time, but at length
the bronchos and ranch folk in the West
became restless, and Marin subconsciously heard their call, though she did

Casting aside her frills and broad
A's, she donned a corduroy dress,
learned slang, and went in seriously for

Western

the state of

weighed in her mind, and the cactus country won.
She purchased outright the place where she was, which
comprised many acres, cattle, horses,
shacks, and everything else that goes to
make up a true ranch. There is nothfully

not know exactly what it was, and went
out to Utah to divorce herself from art

— for

The State of Utah and
Broadway bliss were care-

life.

a time.

ing theatrical or amateurish about
It is a genuine
the Sais place.

run

ch, that is

like a business,

next thing that Marin did
as to realize the value of her
knowledge of Western life,
and its close connection with
her dearest dream that of
dramatics.
Her thoughts
went to motion pictures,
e

—

and she saw the possibility of making real Western dramas featuring a
girl.
They would be
something different from
the average Wester n
melodrama. This was in
1909, and Vitagraph and
Marin put their heads together,
that

to

result

work

company's studio.

played
for

there

then

the

Marin went

in that

She

with

left to

successfully
while,

a

and

go to Bison,

which was at that time producing a program of very,
very Western films. These
gave Marin an opportunity
to use her spurs, lariat, and
great advantage,
and, after a long engagement with them, she

nerve

It

may

actly

not be ex-

right for a

prospective

prima

donna, but Marin

handles

a

hot

branding iron better than aflat one.

to

transferred to

Kalem,

with which company she

When
connected.
Marin saw that her work
would necessitate her remaining: in California, and
is

still

—

;
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Taking a picture of Miss Sais with her own ranch in Utah as the location.

was purely Western in character,
she decided that her Utah ranch was

that

it

very little use to her as a place to enjoy.
Its business value, however, was too
great for her to want to dispose of it,
and there remained but one thing for
her to do, and she did it. That was to
buy a ranch in California. Many of
Miss Sais' pictures are taken on her
own place, and, because it is a real
ranch, the settings are exactly what are
wanted in the films they are realistic.
It is doubtful if there is another

—

motion pictures whose real
personality and life is so close to the
characters she portrays on the screen
at any rate, there is no one in Western
dramas who is really as Western as
actress

Marin

And
players

4

in

Sais.
this

and

means a
director.

lot to
It

her fellow

means

that

nothing "up-stage" about her
She
that she is a "regular fellow."
wears no flossy lace when she does not

there

is

—

have to it is often replaced by ordinary trousers.
She speaks like a human, and does not say "rawnch" when
she means ranch; her broad A's were
left between the cracks of two boards
on some vaudeville stage in the vicinity
of New York. And she can rope cattle,
brand calves, cook pies for the
punchers who are really actors, and

—

take the hide off a steer.
Marin's work all takes place in Cali-

She was born there, in Marin
County, though unfortunately history
neglects to state whether she was named
for the county or the county named for
her. Also she studied music there, and
fornia.

now

is

still

in California following

voiceless art.

her

The Screen Opportunity Contest
The

close of the contest brings the judges face

with twenty-five thousand entries
from which twelve winners will be selected.
to

HE

face

contest has

a close.

now come

to

Electionally speak-

ing, all that

now remains

is

for the returns to be can-

While

thousand
screen-star aspirants the country over

vassed.

twenty-five

nous

entries.

It is their desire to

make

a final selection at the earliest possible
moment, but it is also their purpose to
give full consideration to each individual entry.

They may be

able to an-

are waiting for the final decision, the

nounce the winners in the next issue of
Picture- Play. The contestants are as-

judges have set themselves to the bigMr.
task of selecting twelve winners.

sured that the applications are being
looked over with all dispatch possible.

Mr

Powell,

Duffy,
Miss
a

i

the

OT only

an<

Rambeau

have

appre-

the large

e

number

sus-

of contestants sur-

keenly
c

.

t

n s e
p
that hangs

passed

upon the
outcome,

resent people

e

but

it

takes

pa-

t
j

i

n c e
u d g

rnent,

expecta-

but they rep-

tions,

from

every walk of

The
of

e

all

life.

great variety

types

can

be

,

readily seen

-

a

and

time to assort,
examine, and
decide upon
the volumi-

Frank

glance

group

from

at

the

picture

published in this

Powell, Marjorie Rambeau, and Gerald C. Dvffy, judges, examining contest entries.

—
The

Opportunity Contest

Screen

Men and

maids, optimists and
pessimists, grandees and gardeners, coquettes and home bodies, benedicts and
bachelors in an endless army of conarticle.

have been marching in mass formation toward the day of reckoning.
trasts

This whole-hearted response from picture-loving America has been extremely
More than
gratifying to the judges.
that, however, it is heartening to note
the large percentage of entries that
show unmistakable ability, good looks,
and character. In fact, there are so
many excellent applications to pick
from that the task of selection and reThis
jection is made very difficult.
point should be emphasized for the benefit of those who are inclined to be impatient
it

was

tribunal
front.

for results.

From

plain

that

the

outset-

the

contest

had a herculean task

to con-

see

to

With each succeeding week,

new material has poured

in

as

unceas-

and increasingly, both the pleasure and the worries of the judges have
ingly

been multiplied.
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is capable of such development,
necessary that each contestant be
given every opportunity to show himself or herself to the best advantage
while portraying the roles to which they
may be assigned. The three~ or four
winners who may first be selected and
appear first before the camera will net
have an advantage in any way over
those who follow them. Mr. Powell is
looking, as is every other producer of

testants
it

is

motion

pictures,

for

new

faces,

embryo Piekfords and Fairbanks who

may

time ascend to the heights of
popularity and financial reward now enjoyed by those world-wide favorites.
in

f|ANY

of the things said before

bearing on the
screen opportunity contest
may well be repeated, to
drive home the unusual opportunity
which will be given the winners. They
will be given parts
in feareal parts
ture productions which will be distributed all over the world by one of the
in

articles

—

—

largest releasing organizations, the

N

connection

with

the

an-

nouncement of the winners,
not probable that the
twelve will be asked to come
to New York at the same time.
It is
possible that three or four of the winners may be asked to come on immediis

is

announcement, ready for
work before the camera. This is done
that each and every one of the twelve
ately after the

may

be given a part of sufficient size
to demonstrate to< the entire satisfaction
of Mr.
Powell and of themselves
whether or not they have in them the

makes

stuff that

stars.

main purpose of this contest and of those conducting

new material
material that may be develother words, into potential
it

To

is

to find

definitely

determine whether

any one of the successful con-

Mu-

Film Corporation, and, more important, they will work under the direction of Frank Powell, one of the master
directors of motion pictures, a man who
tual

has to his credit many of the big successes of the screen, and a man who
has ever been quick to recognize and
They
to develop players of promise.
will

work

in the studios of the

Frank

Powell Producing Corporation at College Point, Long Island, one of the
largest and best equipped studios near
New York, and they will appear in support of noted stars of the stage and
screen.

Last month

NE

for

we

ran a number of pic-

tures of contestants.
find yours

among

If

those,

you did not
you may find

those which now adorn these
pages, but even if you do not there is

it

among

no reason to be discouraged.
These
pictures were picked at random from
all

the entries.

i

The
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|OU who have

Screen

Opportunity Contest

entered the con-

be patient. Be of good
heart and sit tight.
In an.
other few weeks you may be

test
r j

jg

i

—

an active part of that big world which
revolves around the drama. As the contest came to a finish a conflict of emotions were borne in upon the judges
who have followed the incoming entries
with so much interest and expectation.

Scarcely a day has passed since the
opening of the contest that some letter
or picture received has failed to excite
unusual response or curiosity on the
part of the judges. Xot a single entry
has

failed

to

make

its

individual ap-

course there have been
many that, on account of some distinguishing mark of merit or human inpeal,

terest,,

but

of

have stirred more than passing

The

sympathy

in

the

Opportunity Contest

Screen

hearts

charge of the contest.

those

of
It

is

in

not too

ambition, adventure, romance, heart yearnings, and struggle which have come to
us in the contest correspondence would
We
fill
a large and readable book-.
would indeed have been lacking in imagination if we had failed to respond
to these very human tales that have

much

to say that the stories of

come from every type
America.

of

home

in

Also, as in everything else

has been a humorous side
In many cases the motives of a
to it.
contestant in applying for motion-picture work have been as comical as they
were interesting. Furthermore, it has
been surprising to observe what a great

in life, there

variety of preference has been shown
Perhaps every
in the choice of roles.

;;

The
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;;

;

Screen Opportunity Contest

"part" known to the screen director
has been named in the blank forms cut
out of Picture-Play and submitted by
the would-be screen player.
In many
instances

a

contestant would

send a

large collection of photographs of

him

or herself showing all kinds of poses
and postures that demonstrated ability
to play such and such a part.

S the entries have streamed in
and been opened from day
to day they have supplied a
source of keen interest that
will be greatly missed when the contest
entries have all been decided upon.
The judges can't help wondering if the
flutter and furor attending the opening
of them in the office has been as great
in the homes where they were tied up
and sent. It has been like a long, continuous Christmas, where the element

of surprise entered into the opening of
each package.

A

word, in conclusion, about the return of photographs submitted. It has
been plainly stated in the rules governing the contest, printed each month, that

we would

not hold ourselves responsible
for them.
In spite of the announcement quite a number of applicants have
inclosed return postage in their photo
mailers.
While we still maintain that
we are within our rights in sticking to
the original ruling, we shall attempt as
far as possible to send back photographs when a special request for their
return is accompanied by the necessary
postage. It must be remembered, however, that in such a large contest where
twenty-five to thirty thousand entries
have been received some photographs
will inevitably be mislaid or lost, and
we shall not be responsible for these.

HIGH AMBITIONS
|

WISH
As

I

were

cute a

as sweet a

man, as neat a man,

man

Or even as astute a man in situations tense
Or half as strong and straight a man, as great a man,
As blessed a man,
As fashionably dressed a man in "ad" habiliments.
wish I were as quick a man to lick a man,
As brave a man
To swagger in and save a man from death, divorce, or
I wish I were as capable, as apeable,
I

As

beautiful

were

when Conscience should

I

wish

I

then would be a happy man, a snappy man,

A

A

jail,

I

as dutiful

assail.

gentleman

simply transcendental man with punch and pep and
If I could only be the pink
Of sweet perfection, like the gink

The charming

ladies

always think their movie

idol

fizz.

is.

Dorothy DeJagers.

'

Leaving Us

In

Doubt

Own

Our
Eugene A. Clancy, in

at

Mr. Clancy's favorite pas-

right.

time

circle

Knights

film stories.

is fictionizing

Charles Gatchell at work, above, and a caricature of him by

Hal Coffm.an

making

Gerald
left,

C.

Duff//,

at

and,

below,

a

caricature

Pages

Roth.

pass

through

Duffy's

bring
about

by

film

left.

Mr. Gatchell has the

H.

taking one

that

gift

of

fiction,

Johnston,
of

those

long, deep breaths, that

Mr.

draw in inspiration for

folk

and movies, and occasionally, when they get

unusual

work two ways. He writes articles and
and illusiiates his own stories.

Will

Herb

typewriter
out articles
the

at

the ink

tangled, some verse.

Garnett B. Diuyuid, whose facile pen
knows many things about the picture
people.

No, Mr. Diuguid

Dewgid,

if

feur.

you please

—

is

— pronounce
not a chaf-

This picture was taken on the

French front, where he served in
American Ambulance Corps.

the

fiction versions of movies.

of

the Graphite
Lyon Mearson, in
in

corner.

the

may

have

truth,

the little circle

His long

locks

made you guess

that,

while

he

the

writes

stories, his ivorst offense is poetry.

Priest

U

and Herb Ruth's edition of him, at right
Mr. Rohn's drawings are one of this magazine's best features
and are usually taken from life seen during visits to the

Ray

Rolin, above

studios.

Clarence J. Caine, at
left,

regular

whose

scenario

department

in "Picture-Play" is

considered one of the
best

Mr. Caine

is art

in

the

country.

authority on writing for the films.

Neil G. Caward, below, who
conducts the Screen Gossip

department.
is

Mr. Caward

acquainted with practi-

cally every one in the

movie

field, and writes everything
he knows about them.

and

above,

by H. L. Drucklieb.

Mr.

Charles Phelps Cushing, at
as

he

is

seen

left,

Cashing writes many of our best articles
id the majority are illustrated by his own

a

photographs.

Despite the fact that this was

snapped on the Ford peace

trip,

Mr. Cash-

ing has become a lieutenant since war was
declared.

—

.

A
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sides of the jail door.

By
Lyon Mearson

a peaceful haven

in

of quiet suburban rest

town of Arlingwhich nestles in New

Amos

"

pacifist

"You

are right,"
the young lady said

Rutherford, a
vigorous exponent of preparsoul of

young

the

friend,

Teddy
voung and
into

Teddy

sadly, "there is our

ing joy to the heart of

bitterness

besides,"

interposed

behind the majestic
almost
Hudson,
became,
overnight, a very hive of munition manufacturers, bring-

and

"

"And,

Jersey,

edness,

And, be-

war.

besides

the

dale,

>,

which
takes place on both
story

decidedly.

"Jenry

Pinchit."

the

Jennings Ford, the

extreme pacifist.
These
things might not be linked together so, were it not for the
daughter of Ford, Pacifice. The
town's

following explains the connection

:

"No," said Pacifice. I would
never marry a man who believed

Whereupon Teddy,

sore at heart

and modulated in spirits, went
him into the town of Arlingdale
and imbibed freely of the nectarial spirits there to

be had.

Which

brings us to the consideration of Teddy when he awoke

next morning.
He opened one
eye somehow he
could
not d

—

.

Again — Out Again

In
seem

to

other.

negotiate the opening of the
Directly in front of him was

a grated door, and. he regarded
tently for a

moment.

—

it

in-

see one vision

eyes
It

59
;

who would have two

r

was

a vision he saw, in truth

and

I
"Ah," he said slowly, "a jail
that
appear to be in it." Which proves
he was a very observing young man,
because he had no recollection whatever of the events that must have trans-

inations

was

of artists.

him within the

He

turned his
head to the right, then, and his left eye
rested

upon a vision of

jolted

his

fagged

loveliness that

brain

into

a

con-

sciousness of things.

"Get

thee

hence,

—

specters

of

the

morning
after
advance,
beauteous
young ladies lady, rather, because,

—

strangely

you.

I

enough,
have one

I

see

good

one of
eye, and I

but

Her bronze

hair

maidenly simplicity
around a small, well-formed head; the
parted

in

You are rigid"
cidedly,

portals of the cooler.

a

and simple loveliness,
such as he had never imagined to exist
outside of books, or the fevered imag-

'

pired last night to bring

;

vision of sweet

Pacijice said de-

"Jenry Pinchit."

dimples that came and went, unbidden,
in her cheeks as she tried to repress a
bewilderment played
smile
his
at

around a cupid's-bow mouth that
would have been a temptation to the
great god Apollo himself, and in her
small, delicate hands was a bandage,
which she was preparing to superimpose upon Teddy's damaged orb.
"I'm really seeing you?" he asked,
almost incredulous.

In
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"You

are."

"I don't

Again — Out Again

She smiled calmly.

know how

I

got here," he

can guess;
hut, if you travel along with this show,
I must say that it was the most symShe
pathetic souse I ever was on."
smiled at this, and proceeded to bandHe lay quiet, grateful
age his eye.
for the touch of her cool hand on his
racking brow. He sat up with an effort
said,

relieve'd,

''although

I

when it w as finished.
"Thank you," he said.
r

"That's betman stopped before the grated
ter."
door and looked in a middle-aged man,
with the stern look of determination on
his face and in his steel-blue eyes that

A

;

gazed judicially upon Teddy and his
fair nurse, and passed on.
said Teddy; "who's the
'IHello/'
cross-eyed old roughneck ?"
"That's
girl

my

father, the sheriff," the

answered

amused twinkle

simply,
in

but

with

an

her eves.

Teddy sat up with a start. "Oh !"
he managed to ejaculate lamely; and
then, struck by the humorous side of
She joined

the situation, he laughed.

him—a

mellow, low-toned laughter that
went straight through Teddy's blase exterior and stabbed him to the heart
with its musical qualities. It was just
the sound that he expected to emanate

from

her.

"Funny," he speculated, more to himself than to her, "that I never saw yon
r

Arlingdale is not very large,
and one could reasonably have been expected to have noticed the lady if she
had lived there for any length of time.
"Oh, I almost never get out of the
prison or grounds," she explained.
"You see, I have no mother, and dad
thinks I ought to stay where he can
keep an eye on me." She was candid
in her explanation.
"When do I go before the judge?"
asked Teddy, a hopeful gleam in his
before."

mischievous eyes.

"You were
cial

session

—

He held
You were

last night.

on you.

spesen-

tenced," she said.

"Sentenced!" he repeated.
did

I

"What

get?"

"Thirty days," she answered.
"Fine !" he ejacu-

and

lated,

the

dimples appeared

by magic
her velvety

as if
in

cheeks
again
Thirty

Whereupon, Teddy

full sore at heart,

imbibed right freely of the nectar ial spirits.

—
In Again

— Out

—

days and you to keep me company."
"I'm only here because you weren't
Now you're all right, I won't
well.

come again."
Teddy paled, and

He

racked violently again.

down on his cot.
"You have no

My

—

racking brain

his

lay weakly

it

idea

how

sick I

is

—

out the vision of beauty.

By

judicious

questioning,

Teddy

found out the status of things at the
jail.
Janie Smith was the girl's name,
and she was the daughter of old Tom
Smith, the sheriff, who was a sick man,
able only to hobble around the jail occasionally and see that things were going

The

right.

management was

actual

in

hands of the deputy. Bill Wright.
By putting two and two together,

the

Teddy gathered

that Bill

Wright was

say the least, in Janie,
and that Janie did not return his interest in the slightest degree.
In which
he was right, being a very wise and
interested,

-to

young man.
Teddy gazed happily

after the

parting back of Janie Smith,
had only permitted to leave
a promise that she

de-

whom

he
him with

would return early

II.

Tom

Smith sat in his office at the
other end of the jail, and read the
tated

him

Smith, and his laxness in
permitting the mysterious one to go
free and continue his delightful career
of depredation and destruction.
"Damn it all," grunted the sheriff, "if
it wasn't for my rheumatism, I'd go out
and take a crack at him myself. Suff erin' fishhooks
but you'd think, with
the description they have, that this gang
of bonehead assistants of mine would
be able to round him up. " 'Grizzled,
fuzzy hair,' " he read, " 'and enormous,
"

unkempt, black beard, and eyeglasses.'
The sheriff lapsed into a moody, meditative silence.

For weeks the mysterious one had
been menacing that section of New Jersey where the munition plants were
thickest.
He had been seen many
which
times, and hence the description
tallied with all the others that had been

—

turned in of the midnight marauder.
People had been killed in the explosions
that were a result of his nocturnal visits
property to the extent of millions of
dollars had been destroyed, and all that
part of New Jersey was nervous and
at fever heat for his capture.
Hence

—

the agitation of the sheriff.

Hence,

The headlines

to-day, full as they

also, his

rasping reply to his

when that gentlemanaged to obtrude

deputy, Bill Wright,
a

little

later

himself on the presence of the sheriff,

and

to ask, a little hesitatingly, that his

suit of Janie

Smith be looked upon with

favor.

"Don't bother me about that now,"
growled the sheriff angrily, "when
we're in so Dutch about this dam' mys-

in the afternoon, to read to him.

uneasily.
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Tom

said

man

astute

papers

Again

!

feel.

throbbing with pain.
her
If somebody would only put
hand on it," he supplicated, in his agonized voice.
He closed his -good eye,
but opened it at once when it came to
him that by closing it he thereby shut

head

—

irri-

were of

the doings of the mysterious stranger,
who had set a bomb under another munition factory, thereby sending nearly a

terious stranger.

chap

first

Go

—then come

"You mean

that

if

out and get this
to

me."

I

get him, I get

Janie?" asked the deputy, who liked to
be exact about this matter.

—

—

"Good Lord yes. You anybody
who gets him can have Janie, if she's

to the happy hunting
Sundry and caustic comments were made in the day's news

out

concerning the efficiency of the

standing unobserved in the

million

dollars

grounds.

sheriff,

willing, or

anything

I

have.

Now

get

Wright went away.
So did Janie Smith, who had been
!"

Bill

doorway.

—
In
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room

sitting

little

than a cell.
She read to him
they talked he held
her hand, and she listened to him in rapt

rather

—

attention.

In

fact,

head

over

they
heels

and Teddy

love,

ized

that

fell

in

real-

was

this

the real thing, as he

phrased it, and that
what he considered
his

love for Pacifice

Ford had
been

reality

in

nothing but

a

flutter of his cardiac

And

organ.

she

loved

Janie

good

his

looks, his devil-may-

care

the

frivolity,

serious vein that she

knew

underlay

flippant
she,

very

the

exterior

—

who had known
few men, knew

would never
know any other who
would stir in her
breast the same emotions that did Teddy.
that she

Teddy gazed happily

at

the departing

back of Janie Smith

In the midst of
this

Moved by

the bond of sympathy that
already existed between them, she came
to

Teddy and recounted

she had heard.

to

him w hat
T

—

"And so he said that Bill or anybody who who gets the mysterious

—

stranger
pouted.

—

could

have

"The mean old

—have me," she
—excuse me,"

skinfli

Teddy, "I forgot. There, there,
don't worry about it," he soothed, taking her hand in his and patting it. She
did not remove it.
For Teddy, life was rather full of
Janie for the next few days. She fixed
up his cell so that it looked like a cozy
said

Teddy

all

found

time to make friends with another occupant of the jail, Red Alike, who was in
for exercising the polite profession of
plain and fancy burgling, and whose
term had almost expired. He wormed
his way into the heart of Red Alike by
sending him cigars and giving him
money for tobacco, and the heart of

Mike was grateful. As we shall see,
this was distinctly a fortunate thing for
our Teddy.

There was one other who was cognizant of the seeming attraction between
Teddy and Janie. That party, as you
may have guessed, was Bill Wright,
who could have her if he caught the

—
In Again
The intimacy

mysterious stranger.

tween the two irked the soul of
exceedingly, and, about a

week

beBill

after

—

The

result of

this

plan was a body blow for Teddy.
On the tenth day of his incarceration, Bill Wright appeared before the
door of his cell.
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—there

was no bubble. His heart
was not with him; it had been left belife

hind when the iron door jolted shut behind him.
He made two attempts to
visit Janie in jail, but was met each
time by Bill Wright, who informed
him that outsiders were not allowed
within the gates. He was an outsider

The words

cut his spirit.

would not
be right to endanger 3 our health, and
he, therefore, commuted your sentence.
You are a free man. I congratulate
vou," he finished triumphantly.

racer,

have
been to see the judge about you, and
I told him that vou were a sick man,
and that your imprisonment was making you sicker.
He said that your offense

was

said, "I

so trivial that

it

r

"The deuce you

say," burst out Teddy,

He

gazed at Bill
Wright for a moment, and, understanding, burst in on him.
"I am an American citizen," he managed to ejaculate;
"and I insist upon my rights. I never

in

:

Again

Like a shaft of light came his inspiration.
He was an outsider. Very well,
then, he would become an insider.
It
should be easy to become an insider in
a jail. There seemed to be many people
who found no difficulty in the matter.
He would become a lawbreaker
then Bill Wright would have to let him
come in. So he began to break the law,
but, strangely enough, with no degree
of the success to which he aspired.
For instance, he got out his low, gray

"Mr. Rutherford/' he

;

!

—Out

Teddy's entrance into this elysium, he
noticed the two holding hands.
Immediately Bill went into executive
and worked out
session with himself
a plan of action.

—

astonishment.

was healthier in my life. I was sentenced for thirty days, and it is my
here thirty
days, and I'm going to do it."
"I guess not," leered Bill.
"The
judge says you're free, and you'll go
!"
free if I have to break your neck
He whipped out an ugly-looking blue
automatic. "It is my duty to carry out
the mandate of the court.
Come on
!"
get your hat
Five minutes later the door of the
prison grated unpleasantly upon the
ears of Teddy
he was on the outside.
"Leave all hope behind, ye who exit
here," he misquoted, with a tinge of
right

to

stay

—

bitterness.

The

tried speeding.

vigilant

constable got him, of course, but, instead of taking him to the town jail,
he took him to the county jail, as he
had caught him outside of the township limits.
Teddy paid his fine and

went home

The next

\

inalienable

and

friend

sadly.

night he went out with his

had confided
jail

whom

Doctor Prentiss, to
his desire to

be sent to

him

the reason.

—without stating

"I don't

he

to

know why you want

to get'

you ask me, I think you're
several miles off your base, but come
along," remarked the doctor, looking at
him quizzically. They made their way
to the pacifist meeting on Vine Street,
which was being conducted under the
auspices of Jenry Pinchit, the fiance
of Teddy's former love, Pacifice Ford.
Armed with a tomato in a sufficiently
in,

and,

if

agreeable state of ripeness, Teddy stationed himself at the door, and, when
Jenry arose to speak, Teddy, with all

power of which his good right arm
was capable, and using both speed and

the
III.

Things outside were very flat for
Teddy during the next few days. The
sparkle seemed to have gone out of

control,

sent

his

missile

rately to the center

dress

shirt.

sailing

accu-

of Jenry's white

Seventy-three

pacifists

:

Jn
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ducked

immediately

behind
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seventy-

of the bolder spirits glanced up

and noticed Teddy and Doctor Prentiss, grinning broadly, in the door. The
exponents,
peace-at-any-price
overcome by their righteous rage, made
a dash for the despoilers of their meet-

mild,

To

ing.

lead them on, and to

suspicion to himself,
run.
So did Prentiss

draw

Teddy began
he was not

—

to

so

sure that it was a healthy neighborhood.
He ran in a totally different di-

from Teddy.

rection

The next morning he

received the
following note from the doctor

Dear Ted: I am in jail for ten days. I
wish it was ten years.
I understand you
now, you gay devil.
Doc.

You may

the

then,

With

ealousy and anger now
roused to an almost desperate pitch,
Teddy decided that the best way to go
to jail was to be caught robbing a
house. What house? Ah, a bright idea

astonishment
in the breast of Teddy when, on
looking back,
he saw that
the pursuers
conceive,

had not noticed him at
all, and were

his

j

came

into the

dy.

Where was

head of Tedbetter

authorities.

That night he went
about

the

serious

business of robbing
the
house of

the doctor.

ran back,

He did
Jenry.
not go about it

and intercepted

some of them.
there,'
"Hey,
he shouted des-

silently

— that

was too
dangerous,
and

''he

perately,

a

house to burglarize than the
house of Jenry Pinchit, his
formerly hated rival ?
He knew Jenry disliked
him intensely, and would be
sure to hand him over to the

running after

He

and almost

there, in futile rage

incoherent in his impotency.

three chairs.

Some

Teddy

didn't

thro w

might

that

lead

to-

mato.

his escape.

I

did

He

'

'
!

They
a

moment
looked
way !"

mitting

"You

one

that

shouted.

over on

Beat it!"
continued
pursuit,

a

put

can't

They
leaving

light.

stirred.

us.

the

tinkle

to

it

onto the roof of the
porch. Nobody stirred.
He went in. and struck

outa

them

the

ing the glass, per-

blankly.

"Get

of

porch columns, and
proceeded to open
the window by the
expedient of break-

pur-

suit for

swarmed

one

up

halted
the

to

"Leave

all

hope behind, ye who exit here,"
he misquo ted.

Still

He

arms with
vase, and
on the

filled

silver,

floor.

nobody
his

took a

smashed

it

In
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"Damn
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guess you can take him

to the

prison for the night."

he muttered angrily
to himself, "I never knew burglary was
such an easy and fascinating business.''
The truth of the matter was that
there was nobody home.
Jenry had
gone to the theater with Pacifice and
Air. Ford, and the servants were out.
Teddy smashed another vase. "Hands
up!" came the command, and Teddy's
hands w ent up with a glad motion as
it

all,"

r

he whirled, to face two constables.
''Keep them there !" was the command. One of the constables advanced,
patted his pockets to see whether he

had a weapon, pulled down his hands
from aloft, and snapped handcuffs on

They looked at Teddy in astonishment as one of the constables explained
that he had seen him climb the porch
and had caught him red-handed, with
hands

bis

He

"Let's

full

of plated ware.

"You'll

make

a complaint, sir?'' asked the constable, as a matter of form.
I

"Yes," said Jenry. "In the morning.
guess you can take him to the prison

for the night."

Right here was where another com"Please,

Jenry,"

of

Pacifice,

plication

entered.

broke in

the

"don't

them take him away

Do

'

let

this

soft

me !"

for

voice

He

to jail.

looked at her

questioningly.

"But

them.

"Thanks, boys," said Teddy.

65

he

should go.

was
It

is

— he

caught

stealing

for the

good of the

smiled at them pleas-

community," protested Jenry.
"Yes," chimed in Teddy, "society

"Hello what's this?" broke in a
voice on them. They turned, and confronted Jenry, Pacifice, and her father,
Mr. Ford, who had just returned from
the theater and stopped for a midnight

ought to be protected. It is better that
She looked at him
I should go to jail."
pityingly, and turned again to Jenry.

go to
antly.

jail."

—

bite at Jenry's house.

5

"Listen,

Jenry,

she

dear,"

clutching at his sleeve,
been the same ever since

pleaded,

"Teddy
I

hasn't

refused him.

—

:

In Again
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He

is

work

— Out

"Right," said Teddy.

not responsible for this night's

—

it

is

really

my

Teddy

fault."

"You

"I say, look here," he exclaimed, "I
"
am as sane as

"Oh, well, dear, since you ask it,"
broke in Jenry deprecatingly, ''certainly."
He motioned to the officers,
and they took off the handcuffs.
''Go,"
said Jenry grandiloquently,
striking an attitude, "and sin no more."
The officers led him away, almost f rothing at the mouth.
IV.

The next morning

Wright

re-

The Misteryus Stranger

will be

at the Bliss Co. factorie at ten o'clock tonite

blow up the hole shooting match. Take
A Friexd.
a tip and be thare.

to

"I

wonder

if

it

can

be

straight

—

goods," ruminated Bill. "If it is old
man Smith will be glad to come across
with his promise if I can get my hands
on this bird." It might be true, and
decided Bill, but it was
it might not,

worth

a trial.

7

a heavy, bristly beard,

and

matted
He took

thick,

hair skulked under the walls.

out an oblong package from his valise
a shiny black box, seemed to fix the
of

knew

"I

Bill.

all

along there was something phony about
you.
You might not stay in jail long
this
time,"
he added significantly.
wondered
Teddy
w hat he meant,
but dismissed the thought, and they
marched willingly along in the direcr

tion of the

jail.

The next morning Arlingdale was
alive with the news.
The mysterious
stranger had been captured
He had
destroyed millions of dollars' worth of
!

many

lives.

.

The

public,

decided that lynching was

in its frenzy,

In a saloon, on the outskirts of the
town, the news came to Red Mike, who
had been Teddy's companion in jail, and
in

whose breast gratitude

for Teddy's

little

still

stirred

kindnesses.

"Gee, dat bloke ain't never de mysterious guy," he said to himself. "Yer
can't fool me
he ain't no criminal."
He thought about the matter, and a

—

vague something stirred in his brain.
That paper
He remembered now.
!

At ten o'clock that night, in the black
shadow that surrounded the munition
plant of the Bliss Company, a man w ith

mechanism

to

justified.

ceived the following note
Sir,

said

bet,"

property and
Bill

"Come on

jail."

began to see red.

Dere

Again

and was about

it,

to set

under one of the window's, when a
weight fell upon his back, crushing him
to the ground.
There was a scuffle, but, taken by
surprise, the midnight visitor was able
He arose with handto do nothing.
cuffs on his wrists, with Bill Wright
holding him by the collar. In the fight
the wig and w hiskers had fallen off,
and when Bill Wright stepped out into
the light with his prisoner, he gave a
gasp of astonishment.
"Holy smokes
Rutherford !"
He
looked at him intently for a moment.
it

r

!

Two

nights ago, in casually exercising

chosen profession of burglary, he
had accidentally come across a paper in
the house of one of his victims.
The paper contained a queer-looking
list of factories on it, with dates. Some
of the names had been crossed off, and,
on examination, he saw that the names
crossed off w ere those of munitions
factories that had been blown up.
In the jail, after his first sweet moment with Janie, Teddy looked himself
in the eye and decided that he was in
bad.
It had been easy to play that he
was the mysterious stranger but how
was he going to proA^e now that he was
The
not the mysterious stranger?
whisperings that had been going around
the tow n to-day about lynching had
seeped into the jail, and it came to
Teddy that he had better do some tall
proving in a hurry.
his

r

—

r

Again — Out Again

In

And

there

Wright, he

knew
would

was

"You

ml

also Bill

stick

to

word

his

I

f

at-

don't
"I

he had caught the
mysterious one.
It was night now, and
he could hear the noise of

help

to

Janie,

that

I

j

—

be a grisly joke
would be on him.

Perhaps this would
and perhaps the joke

the corridor.

He

feet

stepped to the

and Red Alike stood before

him.
"Hello, Red,"
here again?"

down
name

the

you,"

Teddy.

might

Red,

Teddy glanced

of Bliss

"You

"Miss Smith let me in," explained
Mike. "Say, bo, d'ye know dey's gitread} fer a lynchin' bee out dere?"

Against

the

Company was marked

the date, February ioth.

That was

to-

night.

get

he asked

this?"

hastily.

"I don't rightly recollect," answered

"Some house where

Red.

—visited."
said

dis

said

hastily.

list

"Where'd you

There was a sound of hurrying
grating,

any

to play

t'ought

factories.

A

went through him.

want

handing him the list with
the names of munitions

JfJ

the large crowd that was forming rapidly in front of the jail.
cold shiver

I

—where

I

Teddy laughed.
There
from the
was
front door, and old man Smith was
"Visited

is

right,"

he

said.

a sound of stern voices

7

he beckoned backward with his thumb
in the general direction of the front of

the

shall not!''

more."

i

now

tentions

tin'

"You

that the old sheriff

about permitting his

down

shall not take him!'' she

sobbed.

He

reflected.

67

jail,

in

front of which the

was congregating.
"So I imagine,"
up

my

A

was heard, and
men swept past him and into the
struggle

the
cor-

ridor.

said Teddy.

to be a spoilsport, but, really,
to pick

crowd

heard expostulating with them.

"I hate
I'd like

marbles and go home.

About

a dozen of

them there were,

and determined looking behind
their black masks.
stern

.

— Out

In Again
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"Come

them

on, you," one of

said

Teddy, unlocking- the cell. They
pushed themselves into the roomy cell
about him. A small fury threw itself
through them, pushing and scratching,
and in a moment Janie was in his arms.
to

"You

shall

"You

sobbed.

—he

not

shall not

He

!

!"

she

mine
Teddy,

is

Oh—

oh,
do it!
She sobbed on his shoulder.

didn't
!"

dear

him

take

came from below him weakly. Something in the voice awoke a chord of recollection in the mind of Teddy.
He
stooped down and peered at his captive
intently. With a swift motion he pulled
off the beard and wig, and staring up
at him was the face of
Amos Jennings

—

Ford, the pacifist

the spring lock catching.

the corridor they flew, he

a

in

minutes pulled up in front of the

Teddy

explained to
Janie what they were waiting for, there
in the dark.
Luck, for once, was with
Bliss

factory.

Into the shadows skulked a thickset
man, with a thick, matted beard and a

heavy mass of unkempt hair. In his
hand was a small black package, which
he placed under the framework of the

for

fight

—

Amos Ford bowed

his head, but said

"You're a low-down coward," Teddy
went on, taking happy advantage of the
turn of affairs which allowed him to so
address his former prospective father-

"But now

in-law.

Teddy turned

you'll get

to Janie.

yours

"Your

He

In the darkness a chuckle
from Red, who had hold

did.

was heard

"Go to
Teddy

it,

kid!" he whispered.

was
lifted up to him as he bent down, and
he did the only thing there was for a

man

to

grinned.

do

—he

face

Janie's

covered

it

with kisses.

Cast of

"In Again

!"

Teddy

triumph antly
They had him
now, and
Teddy's knee was
on his chest.
"T give up!"

on

to

papa and the

d

ejaculated

father

mysterious stranger could press his
I'm going to do some
suit with you.
pressing right now."

Red and Teddy

stranger

!"

anybody who captured the

that

"Come

were on him in an
instant. "The mys-

his

country you are the mysterious stranger, eh?"

building.

down

to

of the mysterious one.

him, and they had not long to wait.

terious

who

man who wanted

said

and

the

—

leading them.

—

five

"You

has been bullying
the world into thinking that you considered war so dreadful you who refused to allow your daughter to marry

gentle pacifist,

nothing.

cut across the dark lots,

father of Paci-

fice.

and Janie and Red, and out through
the back door, followed by the hoarse
shouts of the would-be lynchers.
the
All was deserted behind the jail
crowd was in front.
"Come on !" shouted Teddy. They
went out, wondering whither he was

They

—the

"What!" gasped Teddy.

In momentary respect for her, the
men drew back. It was only for an
instant, but it was enough. With Janie
in his arms, Teddy threw himself backward, through the door, and, with a
swift motion, clanged it shut on them,

Through

Again

— Out

Again"

Written from the Artcraft picture
play by Anita Loos

Teddy Rutherford
Janie Smith.....
Tom Smith.
.

.

Amos Jennings Ford
Pacifice

Jenry Pinchit

Douglas Fairbanks
Arline Pretty
Walter Walker
Arnold Lucy
Helen Green

Homer Hunt

g a n g," he said,
"Bring the prisoner, Red."
He and Janie
set

their

toward

faces

the

light,

and went out
into

the

bright

sunshine
love.

of

Prodigal

Queen

Billie

Returns

Her Throne

to
Billie

Burke, queen

stage and screen,

of

who

the

desert-

drama some time ago

ed the
to devote
tirely to

her attention en-

playing the real role

Mrs. Florenz Ziegfeld, has
returned to her throne. Miss
the
Billie, after abandoning

of

amusement world so
has
year

just

signed

engagement

mount

cruelly,

for

a two-

in

pictures.

Para-

Little Chili
By
Fred Schaefer

AT twentycollege

the
man

about

be-

three

just

figure out
he has gone to

gins to

why

and

college

end he
use

is

is

what

d e c i d
he will

But, at
three,

ng
be.

Dorothy
little girl,

is.

Dorothy
of the

i

twenty-

Kelly, really just a

alreadv

going to

education.

his

He

what

to

is

a glittering star

screen — a

favorite

whose name

is

boc\rd

pretensions

of

on every

bill-

and

every tongue of importance in
Whenever the
the country.
dramatic news editor of a paper has an extra "stick" to fill,
and wants it filled with interest, he uses a photograph and
story about Dorothy Kelly.
She has her fame, her job, her
bird-of-paradise plumes, her
pom, her diamonds/ her car,

Varied poses and
snapshots
effervescent

of

the

Doro-

thy Kelly.

—

Pepper of the Screen
A

few

lively facts

about a very

lively girl.

—

her health, her salary and her husband. She has
arrived
at twenty-three.
While the college man is poring over his books
let us see what Doroor green-covered poker table

—

—

thy was doing long ago.
First she was born.

That was about the only

conventional thing that she did in her life,
although you must admit even her birth
had a tinge of the unusual in it, as she
chose a Kelly for a father and an ancestor
of the demure Quakers for a mother.
From her earliest day she was noted for
her piquancy and "pep." They say she
tried to walk in the first week, but no
matter.

As

mere tot she was the life of Philadelphia
which was distinction in itself
and then her family prevailed upon

—

a

—

her to go to school, she consenting because they made it New York. Through
school Dorothy went like a dancing spark.
The only thing that kept her quiet wa^
the

drawing

class.

She liked that

class

:

,

Pepper

Little Chili

72

of the Screen

She loved to draw, and, soon afterward, when she was
finally emancipated from school, it was art, not knitting, that
brought her her first money. Dorothy attended the National
Academy of Design in New York City, and, while there, w as
ottered and accepted a commission to do sketching and designing for the publications of a well-known firm.
So far in her life,
there was no indication of her change to
dramatics. She was
an artist. But Dorothy di d not sit
rooted to the worklong enough
7

a

mo

v

1

real

es

and becoming aware of anything

so

fascinating

as

the

movies meant investigation to
Dorothy.
Throwing a few
thumb tacks on the floor for
"pokes" to step upon, she

went out

to

tion-picture

the nearest

mo-

and

ap-

studio,

plied for a job with Vita-

graph

at

bewildering

the

camera.

She had about as much
acting experience as a will
quail.
The nearest she had
ever been to the stage was a
dress

circle

-

J

seat.

Twitted with this by
one of the Vitagraph

officials,
she
her
t

made

o r

and

hisc

Dorothy Kelly as she appeared in ''The Secret
Kingdom." They say she is so strenuous that

oft-

she did not use the iron, but battered the door

i

quoted
answer,
and said

with her fist instead?

No, we don't believe

it.

Little Chili
have brains,
brains were needed."

"But

I

Having

and

also beauty, she

I

Pepper

was doubly

Williams in

five-reel productions.

when

But

the

whistle

five-thirty

blows Dorothy hops into her car and
never thinks of them again. Because
they are shop, and home is home. And

Dorothy is happiest after she crosses
Brooklyn Bridge and reaches her gorgeous suite on West End Avenue in

was "The Secret Kingdom," a fifteenepisode serial of romance and adventure.
In this she was not the heroine.
Nothing so tame as that for Dorothy.
She was the villainess with a villainy
that was bewitching.

Riverside Drive section of New
York. By which time friend husband
is back from his skyscraper office downtown, where he is an honest-to-goodness business man.
the

—

MOVIE MONEY
FEW

ough course

years ago the popular admission price to picture theaters

was

five cents.

mathematics before she
can qualify for a position handing out
change all because of the lack of a
in

—

The box

almost held a corner in nickels.
Now the films are three times as good
and three times as expensive. And as
a result, a poor girl has to take a thor-

fifteen-cent piece.

offices

The Mutual Company

i

reverse side.
take two to
like

^4

on

Without him it would
make Miss Holmes look

with Charlie
the aspect would change.

thirty

it,

The only
f

started a cam-

paign for a fifteen-cent piece for the
convenience of the film industry. They
say it should be not quite as large as
a quarter.
Miss Helen Holmes has
posed as the goddess to grace the
coin, and it has been rumored that
the image of Charlie Chaplin or some
other bank wrecker be placed on the

|

V
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She is now far above the comedies
in which she frisked gayly at the beginning, and quite superior to some of
the former dramas in which she and
James Morrison made such effective
goo-goo eyes at each other.
Jimmy,
her foil of other days, has gone elsewhere, and more recently she makes
goo eyes at Charles Richman or Earle

thought

welcomed. What she lacked in experience was made up in liveliness and that
indefinable something which is called
personality. In her try-outs she played
so naturally and instinctively that she
Then
really succeeded while learning.
again hers was an individuality that
survived the board-of-review stamp.
Dorothy is still with Vitagraph. They
never let her get away, mercurial as
she is. And just to give her an outlet
for her energy they are starring her.
The biggest thing she has played so far

A

of the Screen

cents,

but

objection that has been

raised so far to this

is

that the films'

influence for uplift will be

—the

by it
which

distillers

of

damaged

moonshine

calls for fifteen cents

per are

represented to a certain extent in the

motto inscribed upon the coin, which
reads

:

"E

Pluribus Fillum."

Crying

for

New Worlds

CHARLES

RAY, screen actor, athlete, and good fellow, finds time once in a
while to devote his talents to scenario writing. Summer days, when the

work

and the California sun is still hanging a few hours
above the horizon, he seeks seclusion from, friends and duties in a quiet outof-door place, and sets himself to the task of the photo playwright. He says
that countless plots for good film stories come to mind in odd moments, and that
at the studio

is

over,

when he addresses himself
usually already worked out

the

work

of typewriting a manuscript, he has
and only has to write it down.
It would seem that honors enough to satisfy the most ambitious young man
have come to him in the histrionic field.
But his versatile genius refuses
to be silenced, and he glories in the thrill of trying something new, and in
succeeding at it.
number of his scenarios have been screened, and are said

A

to

show unusual

merit.

Charles Ray.

to

his story in detail,

What's Happenin
Snappy snapshots of famous
as you have never seen

people,

them.

The

fairest flower in Fritzi Brun-

Fritzi Brunette.
weeds, bat she
wouldn't think it so funny if
there didn't happen to be a
camera in the neighborhood. We
know our editorial back still
aches from our weed-pulling
ette's

She

garden

is

—

days.

is

pulling

Lester Cuneo (left) and Harold
Lockwood (centre) seem to

have found their "place in the
sun," as we say in these warThe identity of
ridden days.
the man on the right is unknown to us he must be an

—

author, the only human shrinking violet we know.

Charley
"It's easy to dodge
the sun" says Betty
Schade, "I just find

my name

my

in

favorite

magazine."

John R. Freuler, president of Mutual (below),
shaking hands with du redevil Helen Holmes.
Helen is smiling only beshe doesn't recoga train when it is
standing still.

cause
nize

Ray,

full

o'

pep, control, and
speed. It must be that
he sees the paymaster
in the offing.

Margaret Landis, of Fortune Photoplays, doing water stuff. Somebody

must have taken out the ocean to
it off
we don't see it around.

dust

—

The usual animal
they
i c t u r e

p

—

never tire 'of it.
This time it's Big
Russell and
lamb. Bill is wearing the hat.
Bill

\

This is Bill Farntim, and the
temptation is almost irresistible to say something about
Edwin Markham's poem, "The
Man With the Hoe," but we
won't.
We are not even
sure

it

is

a hoe.

Eddie Dillon, director, registering deep thought. Sometime we'll take a director
apart to see what makes
him tick they say many of

—

them

think.

^ —

Chester Conklin

is

engaged

in

the serious business of missing
putt we know he'll
three-foot
a
miss it because he has taken his eye
from the ball, You can hardly blame Harry
Williams, the director, for laughing.

—

Some more pajamas.

They

are pink China silk with blue
decorations and frogs, gathered about the waist with an
insertion of baby ribbon, and

—

oh, yes,

them.

Anna Luther

Pattern,

ten

is in

cents.

i

No

ostrich would bury its head in the sand when the scenery aboveground
included Margarita Fischer. The bird is not in any way related to Muriel.
Included in the scenery are mother and Uncle Bill.
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What

has been a long time since any-

IT thing

Wark

as

David
present movements

interesting

Griffith's

as

has engaged the attention of the motionSince he officially anpicture world.
nounced his retirement as head of the
producing forces of the Fine Arts Company, rumors have been rife regarding
his possible future connections.
Men
of the Griffith type are not to be found
on every corner, and it is a matter of
vital importance to the entire industry
where he will locate.
Though not generally known, Griffith
left off actual work with the Fine Arts
concern many months ago, and devoted
himself exclusively to the production
of "Intolerance." When that was finished, he gave his time to correctly
staging it in various cities.
Now that
it has had its premiere in most of the
large cities, Griffith has sailed

Do?

Will Griffith

away

to

Rumor

Artcraft.

Another angle of Mr. Griffith's trip
abroad must be considered, however
for, on good authority, it has been
stated that he

is

The Artcrafts Company claims the
authority to state that a contract has

National

of big features

—

per year on a sort of a schedule all
of these features to be released through

to visit the battle front

and gather material for a picture which
will 3e an accurate history of the world
war on that side of the water. The
warring forces are known to have given

the British

number

that the

prove their ability.
All of the latter
seem without foundation, however, for
the Artcraft's claim is the only one
which is generally admitted as fact.

plans are.

a certain

it

was denied.
Then came reports that he was with
the newly organized Empire All Star
Company, and also that he was going
to Europe, to make films there and
prove that America could produce a
great director, just as the European directors have come to this country to

him every help

make

had

to secure Griffith, but this

London, England, to stage it correctly
there.
But in sailing he left many unsettled claims to his services, and the
best one can do is guess what his future

been closed between Griffith and itself,
by the terms of which Griffith will

also

Famous Players-Lasky Company was

possible to

make

his ob-

servations on "the five fronts" as complete as

made,

possible,

and the

films,

when

will be stored in the archives of

Libraries

Museum,

of
of

Paris,

the Bibliotheque

and

Petrograd,

Royal
Berlin, and
the

Vienna. The fact that Mr. Griffith may
make such a picture while on the other
side will have no effect upon his AmeriThe copies of this
can connections.
picture,

which

will

be

shown

in

this

The
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Observer

country, will be handled by whatever
company he affiliates with Artcraft, if

—

the deal be already completed in ironclad fashion.

Cooperation Means Better Pictures
has been a long time since we first
pointed out the fact that the first step
It

toward better pictures was cooperation.
Since then we have done all in our
power to bring a more ideal condition
about, and have, in part succeeded. But
motion-picture people themselves
have seemed to overlook the need for
working to bring about such a state of
affairs.
Now the trade papers have
waked up to the truth of the fact that
lack of close cooperation between the
men who make and the men who exthe

thor, the adapted book, plays, et cetera,

cannot supply this grade of stories, let
him insist that others be given the opportunity to do so.
If the exhibitor
will get in touch with the producing
concerns, and let them understand that
foisting of

the

upon the public

weak
is

stories

films

in

a serious matter, a

different condition

is

bound

to

occur,

because the exhibitor is the one who
supplies the producing concerns with
their incomes.
Please, Mr. Exhibitor,

the oldest of the trade papers, in a re-

have a heart
Demand better stories.
No matter how big a star you feature,
if the story is poor, the star shows to
poor advantage, and your audiences

cent editorial on the subject, says:

leave the theater dissatisfied.

having a harmful effect
on the industry.
otography, one of
hibit pictures is

M

"The

public has been reading books

!

note to your producers, and

Drop

a

k them
from a wider
ac

and seeing stage plays, and then, when

to

the motion-picture adaptations of these

range of writers, and get good stories,
whether the author of them be known
even to themselves or not.
Get together and tell the men who make the
pictures the truth, which they do not
seem to understand."

comes along, they pay

their

money, hop-

ing to be entertained as they were by
the originals, and, instead, see a

mere

bunch of twaddle. Why not rather a
good picture, based on an original story
from an unknown pen ? It would be

To

of

all

"Amen,"

fairer.

"The young and unknown author
should be given his chance. Let the exhibitor demand a high grade of stories
in all films,

and

if

the well-known au-

part,

we

it

The Observer
very

is

like

says

our own

If the trade press does its

think

to action,

stories

this

for

argument.

it

will stir the exhibitors

and the

result will be

more

enjoyable pictures on the screen.

News Films

Favoring Livelier
One

their

select

very excellent departments of the motion picture is the news

There

which was started several years
ago and which has done much to bring
before the eyes of the masses vivid
pictures of happenings all over the
world.
Great credit should be given
the men who started the news film and
the men who have developed it.
It is
not our intention to belittle their work,
for it is something that is praiseworthy.

and that is
the careful selection of subjects from

reel,

of

the

is

one thing,

should be given a
in

little

making up news

everything offered.

however,

more

which

attention

reels,

We

offer our opin-

ion that this particular part of news-

making

weak, from observation
in various parts of the country for more
than a year.
It would seem that the camera men
reel

is

get in the habit of "shooting" a certain

The. Observer
events when' big happenings are
lacking in their territory, and they will
Often
not deviate from this path.
where something truly unusual, even
line of

though not

vital, is offered,

it

is

turned

down

as not being of "sufficient inter-

est."

That

why we have

is

launchings, minor
cetera, in the weeklies.
boat

many

so

parades,

et

like

Heart's and the Chicago Tribune, and
film companies like Pathe, Universal,
Selig, and the other lesser ones all concentrating on news reels, it is safe to
assume that there will be several very
interesting events filmed in various
parts of the country for each issue of
When the camera men canthe reel.

A

reel,

of

Mace
member

ever appeared before the camera.

having been a
of the famous old Biograph comedy
a veteran,

composed of Mack Sennett,
Mabel Normand, Ford Sterling, and

quartet,

It

is

a pleasure to think that
is

being

fitted

the present at least,

thing

more

to

Mary

with plays, for

which have some-

them than

films of

some conven-

tional happening, such as has often
been seen in weeklies, will detract from

Let the news-reel makers keep up
their good work, but let the men on
the outposts take a new point of view
of what will "go" in a news reel. They
should remember that a newspaper, besides news, prints other things, unusual
and interesting, and these blend in
nicely with the news, entertaining and
instructing without boring a person.

This quartet was also the
original Keystone company.
Mace's
fun was always clean and brisk, and
at the time of his death he was making
plans for a company of his own, which
would produce a new variety of comedy, especially fitted to him.
We join
with many others in expressing our
deep regret over his sudden demise.
himself.

Worthier Pi ys
Pickford

whereas the

Tribute to Mace

Fred Mace; the noted
screen comedian, some time ago, deprived the followers of motion pictures
of one of the greatest fun makers that

was

not rind anything of national interest in
their locality for an issue, therefore he
will do well to secure something unusual or attractive.
This will form a
splendid balance for the rest of the

the reel's value.

With newspaper organizations

The death

85

a lot of cute

things for her to do just to
she is Mary Pickford.

show

that

Since her advent into Artcraft, she
has been supplied with ''The Poor Little

to

for
be

Stars

hoped that before she leaves
which is said to be a couple

the screen

—

of years hence

— she

will

make

several

great pictures, each with a story one
will remember and with a character
which will immortalize her. For surely
Mary Pickford's name is synonymous

with motion pictures, and not to have

Rich Girl" and ''Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," both of which made repu-

several truly marvelous films to

tations for themselves in their original

work

form, and later on the speaking stage.
That means that Miss Pickford has a
character to interpret, and is no longer
merely creating the very similar charac7
ter she has done so often.
ith rumors of her retirement in the air, it is

ful.

W

samples of the
her fame would be piti-

future generations

won
And we fear
that

show

as

there are not

many

such samples on hand just now, though
one or two earlier Famous and several old Biographs might be pointed to
as being near the desired standard.
This same thing holds true of many

;
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of our brightest stars.
So many commercial pictures have been made that
the producer seems to forget that there
is a future, and that in the future only
the masterpieces will be admired; the
chromos will not even be considered.
Making pictures is a business, w e know,
but it is also an art. Artists sell their
chromos to live, but all bend their
greatest efforts toward the masterpiece
r

which takes time and trouble, but which
lasts through ages.
Why not work on
the same plan, Mr. Producer? You are
putting out your chromos regularly, and
getting your living therefrom.
Why
not take your brightest stars and make
occasional masterpieces with each?
It
can be done, and if you are alive twenty

years from now, you w ill be
glad that it was done.
T

more than

The Get-together Movement
The high cost of making pictures in
too many studios has greatly affected
certain companies,

drive around
studio

it

A

would seem.

New York

City to

the

all

which have at some

buildings

time or other been the home of the big
producing concerns reveals that only a
handful still occupy the studios they
originally started

work

in.

Some have

prospered and built larger buildings
others have slipped backward, and have
been forced to leave their home and

which their more
prosperous competitor had deserted.
Most of the studios in New York have
some company or other working in
them part of the time, but likewise most
of these studios are merely rented by
the picture, and cannot be said to be
the home of any certain brand.
In Los Angeles much the same conrent a smaller studio,

dition

obtains.

Some

of

the

largest

companies have brought their forces together from several plants, and put

Censure

—

all to work under one roof
enlarging the studio to meet the demands,
of course. This leaves studios on many

them

u

corners with the for-rent" sign hanging on them, but these are rapidly filled
by stars with their own individual companies or by concerns sending new companies into the West.
In fact, the,
shifting about

of

Angeles

colony
despair to those

One

studios

in

the

Los

such as to cause
who have to visit the
is

company is at a certain studio, and, when he goes to visit it,
This
it has moved to another studio.
does not apply to the larger and more
plants.

thinks a

heavily

financed

for they

own

concerns,

their

of

course,

own ground.

There

can be no disputing the fact that concentrated producing is a great saver
of both time and money, and this shifting around of companies from one
studio to another, while the larger ones
are concentrating their forces, is a sign
that the business

for

settling

is

down!

Censors

During the past four years the
cial censors in Ohio State have

offi-

col-

task they have handed the investigators
a list of names of censors who also hold

lected about twenty-six thousand

dol-

other

of

much

lars
this

from

film

sources.

No

trace

money can be found, nor can any

reason for its disappearance be found.
So say the exhibitors of that State.
Therefore they have started administration leaders on a silent search to see
who really got the graft. As an extra

positions

State

—which

is

very

contrary to law.
Exhibitors surely stand
Ho, hum
for much, but we guess they fight when
!

they're really

would happen
of

exhibitors

We

mad.
if

a

wonder what
few more bodies

investigated

the

inside

workings of a few more censor boards.

Eighty Pounds of Ideas
They appear
the

facile

through
of little Anita Loos.

intact as scenarios,

pen

By Roger Packard
unseen" is a coinage among
small boys used in the transfer of
such property as jack-knives and

SIGHT

The

marbles.

parties

to

the contract

agree upon an exchange of chattel without either party seeing what the other
Small girls are not so
has to offer.
much addicted to this don't-care way of

doing business. In the case of one little
eighty-pound lass, however, it was employed with such success that she is
now clinging to the topmost cliff on the
scenario writers' mountain of fame.
Anita Loos, age negligible, began
writing photoplays for Griffith, and
kept it up for two years without disclosing what a mere slip of a girl she

The

was.

surprise

when

came

the

great director found out he had been
screening dime-killing comedies from

Far
Griffith was
quite content to continue the deal which
started on the sight-unseen basis, and
for the next three years Anita had her
the

pen

of

sweet-sixteener.

a

from being chagrined, Mr.

Anita Loos

at

her

work thinking
up a Fairbanks

hands

"out of the

supplying the Fine Arts
forces with laugh-provoking vehicles.
Lately and lastly Anita has leaped

clear sky."

into

stunt.

She

watching

it

is

fall

full

limelight

responsibilities

as

the

writer of scenarios and subtitles for
Douglas Fairbanks. Between Doug and
the merriment that he draws from

thousands of fans
ing

script

is

the work-

which the

di-

:

Eighty Pounds of Ideas
rector uses to get stunts and antics out of the
irrepressible actor.
If it wasn't for this "scrap

about this time she
evinced a budding genius

of paper/' Mr. D. Fairbanks might be wageless, and the dear public might be wondering

for literature, and began
to contribute stories to
the
New York Tele-

where to buy an evening's
worth of amusement. It remains for a mite of a maid
to save the situation, and this
is
why Miss Loos is kept
busy plotting new pranks for the
rollicking Douglas, and indirectly
rescuing the brooding world from
ennui.

It is

safe to say that for

this service she has a

mortgage on

humanity's gratitude, despite the
onerous salary that she staggers under.

you were to subtract
many years or pounds from
If

Anita's already small supply of these

two commodi-

you'd think there
wouldn't be much left, but
when she was even younger
ties,

graph.

she invaded the scenario field,

and met with immediate
recognition from the old
Biograph C o m p any.
This first effort was

Pickford and
Barrymore. So

Lionel

herself

that

many
well-known
picture
dramas from her
pen have followed
this
one that the
high cost of paper
prevents us
from
enumerating them. She

Kelsey
Blanche
Bates,
and Shannon in stock, in

"my

child actress.

few

years

histrionic

as

a

declares

Little Liar."

and

her favorite
brain child, though she
it

is

Anita

is

not

rehearsing

dreamed that
writing would

just his smile.

her

stage

The

reer.

calast

best

is

one of Doug's

supplant

is

best serious effort,"

flowered and flourished, and she little

ever

which

Mae Marsh,

featured

Until a
ago her

talents

Hat,"

and the leading parts
were taken by Mary

"The

Francisco,

New York

"The

and less copious she was appearing with Nance O'Neil,

San

Next

thrillers

—

b

?/

1

kno w

n

for her

comedy
plays.

Am
the

ter,

o n

g
latin-

cluded in
her Fair-

time she was
seen before

banks

the

toire, are

foot-

reper-

she

"His Pic-

played

ture in

the

t

lights

of

Ja n

part

h

e

Pa-

Mary

p e r s,''

in

"Ameri-

e

"Mary
Jane's

can Aristocracy,"

Eighty Pounds

—

Americano'' all released under the
Triangle banner and "In Again, Out
Again," the first Fairbanks release, with
More recently she has speArtcraft.
cialized on subtitles, and it might be
said that she has done more than any
one else to raise this branch of scenario

work

.

—

to the level of real art.

Although Miss Loos writes the com-

Anita with her gruff

boss at her left

of

plete

Ideas

scenario for

89
many

of the Fair-

banks pictures, she

is under contract to
write the subtitles for all of them, her
services in this connection being indispensable.
It is this uncanny gift for

matching words with action with such
unescapable fitness that more than anything else puts her in an isolated class
among scenario writers.

and Director John Emerson occupying

available vicinity.

all the

Getting
Which means

Over

It

nothing more nor less than being successful.

follows the players'

own

ideas of

why

and

how

There

they "get across."

By Sanford Stanton

AN

evening to spend; no where to
go. Your best girl on your arm.
Perhaps there has been a quarrel.
Or just you and your wife. And
still, mayhap, there has been a quarrel.
Such things have been known to hap-

his

then you go to the movies.

Perhaps it was the feature or it may
have been the comedy. The news pictures may have been more than ordi;

Douglas Fairbanks can "get over" in more
ways than one.

No

matter what,
you come away in a completely changed
frame of mind.
The leading lady has moved you to
tears the comedian has made you laugh
They
until tears came into your eyes.
have put the story they have had to tell
over to you.
narily

interesting.

;

But how

?

There's a question for you, and the
answer affords an interesting chapter in
the story of motion pictures that

is

well

worth the reading.
For instance, I had sat one night for
an hour and a half, and fairly held
onto the sides of my chair while Doug.
Fairbanks smiled, jumped, and fought

a series of situations

but took one's breath away, and
then, as I was walking out of the theathat

pen.

And

way through
all

Getting
Doug, himself, standing in
the back, smiling in exactly the same
fashion as I had just seen him on the
ter I spied

screen.

Impulsively
him.

I

put

it

squarely up to

It

Over

91

Fairbanks picture than they would of
missing the cashier on pay day?"
"Oh, as near as I can figure it out,"
he said, surprised, perhaps, into answering by the suddenness of my verbal

"Doug," I said, "how do you do it?
How do you manage to flash out there
on the screen, and, without saying one
single word, put the story over to me
and to the hundreds of thousand others
who would no more think of missing a

Roscoe (Fatty)

Arbuckle

is

one

of

the

best co-

brain rivals that

medians, because the
of his body.

weight

of his

Getting
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It

Over

attack, "the thing's right here,"

selected

with a quick, energetic
stab,
he pointed toward his
stomach.

across

and,

"You mean,"

I

said,

"That's

Doug.

said

thing

exactly,

it

"It's

located

some-

outlet
feel

it

he said
adapting of

brush,

face, the

"That's the word," he
enthusiastically,

"personality.

Let's

see,

once?

it

heard
the

across

I've

"Of

A wa

some one
song,
and

the

brought a temporary halt
in the conversation. "Suppose we go," I suggested
"

near-by

did.

of

and

I

cor-

had

the

place.

screen

barrier
to

h

inside

the

i

m

the

of

audience

watching him.

is

course,

gift

must

there

of

but
to

it

portraying

—

It is as

though she

had the

Well,

When Doug

had dropped into
the most com-

and the

each emotion distinctly
the people with personality must have the
gift of acting.
This
last cannot be overemphasized. Ma'ry
Pickford. for instance, has it to a
remarkable degree.

'

i

hopefully, "to

his

painter

primary essential,
there must be added

r n n g "sh-s-s
from those sitting in the
last rows of the theater

ners,

distinctly

be something else beside
personality.
That is a

too.'"

fortable

By some form

the

screen

they finished I recall I added, 'Yes, and
that's
the thing that
makes a movie actor,

And we

feeling in-

a

feeling

that

when

a

external."

makes use of the talents with which he has been
endowed whereby he puts

a

forgotten what the words
are, but I remember one

it

internal

the

to

the

is

actor

which

some one write

song about

call

'life

expression

pen,

ality.

singing

"when

over."

it

apply or synchronize it
with the external things.
The writer employs his

—

I

"puts

the same,

hands, the legs oh, it's
the thing we call person-

time

man who

your own, you adapt or

through the

didn't

the

of

but the outlet is different with various
people. It comes out

added

"Herbert Spencer came
near to explaining it," said

We

some extremity.
all

ter.

side you.

through

in the thea-

it

You have

the player, that finds

an

had dropped

things

inside

directly

from him, he took up
conversation where he

the

"it's

something inside of you that's
hard to describe, but that every
actor, whether on the screen or
on the spoken stage, must feel ?"

seat

a

How

to

''get

across" is
a
sermons matter
with Charlie.

oi

tricks

recording

each emotion
arranged in alphabetic order

on a shelf, and
could place her

Getting
hands on them

at a

moment's notice

in

the dark.

erroneous to think that 'putting it over' depends solely on the
amount of action one puts into his
That really is only padding.
work.
There are scores of men who could do
every one of the knockabout tricks at
which we laugh so
''It

when w e

see

r

employed

by
Charlie Chaplin, but

them

93

myself just what they think
"
sary to 'put it across.'

And

is

heartily

Over

It

neces-

is

I did.

took three days to find her with a.
moment's breathing space in which she
might talk to me, but, after all, who
wouldn't wait three days or three weeks
if necessary for the chance to talk to
Marguerite Clark?
She stopped long
enough one afterIt

noon

in the

midst of a pic-

doesn't follow that
they would be either

it

ture

at

the

another Chaplin or
even a good imitation
There is
of him.
something else to
Chaplin a quaint,

—

personality

likable

that

labels

once

as

him

at

distinctly

human, even

at the

very height of

all

foolishness.

It

his

is

scarcely necessary, of
course, to point out
that

the

for

be

actor to
'putting

screen
sure of

over'

it

he

his

own

personality into

that

must blend

of the character he is
portraying. He must
submerge his physical
self

and

retain

his

mental self is as near
as I can come to de-

Marguerite Clark attributes sue
cess to ''being natural."

scribing

it.

"To use a somewhat homely expression,

summed up

so far as I

it

am

might be
concerned

by saying that the two essentials for
me are 'pep' and perspiration. Or, if
you'll have it another way, hard work
and lots of it.
"But don't take just my view of it,"
added Doug as a final word.
"Ask
some of the others, and see how they
attempt to describe

it.

I'd like to

know

Famous Players Studio
she thought

to tell

was needed

me what

for the screen

star to put her story over to her audi-

ences.

"You know,"
are

all

said Miss Clark,

"we

children at heart, and most of

whether we

or not, reduce
everything to the very elementals with
us,

which children
I

am

realize

deal.

it

So

it is,

that

given a role to interpret,

I

when
try to

Getting
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It

Over
me that, I think we
who are acting on the
ing

screen achieve our purpose in what you call
'putting

it

we succeed
our

when

over'
in

making

extremely

action

The moment

natural.

we adopt an

affectation,

our audiences resent

it,

and we instantly lose
our grip on them, and
we have failed in doing
the thing

"Of
think,"

we

set out to.

course,

I

do

went on Miss

Clark, "that the public

admire* certain types
more than others, and
as a primary essential
winning
to not only
their interest, but hold-

ing it, I think it is necessary that we impress
ourselves on them as
being the type they like.
For example, people in

country in particular admire the self-reliant type of girl, rather
than the weeping herothis

ine,

and,

in

conse-

quence, their interest is
far keener when they
recognize their favorite
type on the screen be-

Mae Marsh, who

is

one of the best emotional aetresses in the

younger

reduce

my

every action to

set.

elements;
that is to say, I try to think what a
youngster would do under similar circumstances.
''There is nothing more natural or
unaffected than a child, is there?" she
asked, and, as she did, smiled in a way
which would have given me an answer

my own

were

its

answering
it for her, had she not been answering
much better in her own way. "Grant-

to

question,

I

fore

them than when

they are asked to follow the deeds and
thoughts of a girl in whom they have
no natural interest."
And, strangely enough, when I had
picked up my hat and started on my
way over toward the Norma Talmadge
studio, where Roscoe, the inimitable
"Fatty" Arbuckle, is making his new
comedies, almost the first words the
popular comedian uttered in answer to
my question were to express much the

same thought, though

in a different

way.

;

Getting
"I don't believe you can put a story
over to an audience," said "Fatty,"

cornered him in his
dressing room, to which he had retreated in a vain effort to elude the
interviewer, "unless you have succeeded
in first getting their complete sympathy.
They must be more than interested in
you; they must be quick to rejoice in
your good fortune, and as quick to shed
tears at your mishaps.
"When I start work on a picture, my
first thought is to get thoroughly acquainted with the chap I am to impersonate on the screen. I try to figure out
just what his failings and shortcomings

when

I

had

finally

would naturally

be.

And

I

want

;

Over

It
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far rather than trick them, I would prefer to deliberately carry out a situation
that is entirely expected.

"I think you can sum it all up by laying down just two rules: First, have
the audience with you before you really

development of your story
and second, play absolutely fair with
your audience from that moment on."
And so it went the longer I continued
my search for the magic secret of "putthe

start

ting

it

over."

Norma Talmadge had
which she always
natural"

is

the

first,

Mae Marsh had
make

two

rules

"Be
and "try and make

tries to follow.

the audience like you"

to ap-

just

the second.

is

her

own

idea, too.

who

preciate his virtues, too, for the minute

"I just

he smiles out at an audience from the
screen he must be distinctly human. If
he gets in a temper at a bit of misfor-

are going to see the picture are actually
there while it is being filmed. Then I

believe that the people

be that those in the audience will say to
themselves
'Well, I don't blame him
I'd be glad myself.'

pretend I'm playing to them, just as
though it was in a theater, with an audience just the other side of the footlights.
I think it keeps me from doing
many things that would look 'awfully
bad in a picture. You've seen pictures
many times, I'm sure, and I know I

"Of course, in the particular kind of
work I am doing," went on the popular

have often," said the little star, "where
it seemed as though the people
were

comedian,

just playing

must be a natural exhibition of
humor, and, contrariwise, when he
happy at the turn of events, it must

tune,
ill

is

it

:

believe

"I

it

is

absolutely

fatal to try to trick or befool the audiIf, for example, I intend to rescue the hero from the predicament he
has found himself in through the machinations of the villain, and to do it

ence.

employ a brand-new

which the
audience either has had no knowledge
whatever, or, if they have seen it, they
have been purposely confused as to just
what part it is to play in the picture, I
set of

am making a grave error in the picture,
and am as certain I will fail to 'put it
over' as I am that I am sitting here talking to you. Instead, I must let the audience in on all my secrets before I trot

them out for inspection.
I

can

which

make

Of

course,

if

the situation take a turn

will be

unexpected, though not
•necessarily improbable or impossible,
that will probably help the picture. But,

for their

own

entertain-

ment, and without an idea that any one
else was ever going to see what they
had done. It was just that they had
forgotten that they are acting for people
real, live people
quite as much
when there is no one to see them but

—

—

camera man and the director as
though they were out before the foot-

the

know

may

take a little more
imagination to do that, but that is one
of the things every one who wants to
be an actor must have, anyway."
lights.

I

it

could go on through a list of names
longer than your memory, perhaps, will
recall, and the answer would be the
I

same

in effect

personal

from them

element

—the

It is

the

personality

of

all.

which Fairbanks spoke, and that led
some one else to write a song that "puts
it

over" in the movies.

Wistful

Weeper
By

most actresses sad-eyed sympathy
WITH emotional.
With Marie Doro
is

—

not emotional it
aided by reasons.

is

natural.

Marie

is

Films

Waye

B.

J.

of the

Fate.

new

She may have money, a husband, and
dress, but she usually has a railroad
educational film

it

is

a

But Nature

is

ticket as long as a live-reel

the Football of

as well.

To

be sure, her

picture took her to
Lakewood, New Jersey, but that was nothing.
But her second meant Florida. That
was not so nice. When she came back to
Xew York orders were issued immediately
to go to California, which Marie did. There
first

she married Elliott Dexter, and settled down
bungalow— only to be transferred
back to New York to film ''Diplomacy." Husband Dexter, however, was cast for the lead,
and that eased the blow. But no sooner had
this been filmed than Miss Doro had to rush
back to the Lasky studio, three thousand
miles away. With a grim determination the
in a lovely

'

Dexter-Doros engaged a bungalow, and remained in it long enough to learn its plan

Marie Doro
and her
husband,
Elliott

Dexter.

-

Wistful

Weeper

before Miss Doro was again summoned across the continent. This
time Mr. Dexter was not included
in

the

mobilization

had not been

in

orders.

New York

She
twelve

hours before she received word to
leave at once for Florida to do
-Heart's Desire." She went, came

was exiled to the wilds
of New Jersey, where she is as
this is being written; but, by the
time we have struck the next
back, and

be responsible
for her whereabouts.
So who wouldn't be sad? Melancholy Marie has been traveling

period,

we

shall not

ever since she went on the stage

She was born in Duncannon, Pennsylvania, on May 25.
1885. went to three private schools,
and then sought the stage at the

in

1901.

Since then she has
Would you feel sad

age of sixteen.
not stopped.

pictures and
married, and then had to travel
fifteen thousand miles in search of
that most elusive substance called

if

you went

in

"atmosphere?"

the

Answer:

Yes.

of

the Films
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He Wants

to

be Unpopular

By Charles

Carter

STUART HOLMES

spends money for
His company spends money
publicity.
He dresses natfor publicity for him.

takes pains to comb his hair and twirl his
mustache, and looks a great deal like a famous
young hero. Yet his greatest desire is to be

tily,

unpopular. If he woke up some fine morning
and discovered that the public liked him, he
wouldn't be worth a cent. Of course, he has
no objection to being famous, but he desires to
Why?
be famous in an unfavorable light.
Stuart Holmes is a villain a cruel, crafty, oldfashioned villyun with a fine assortment of

—

—

modern tricks of treachery.
So it is no wonder that his ambition is to have
a shady reputation. What good would a villain
be to his producer or his family if the people
who saw him in pictures put their hands on
their
-

bosoms and heaved
sighs of love?

able to

make
But

He

great,

warm

wouldn't be

a cent for either.
he is not popular,

Stuart Holmes at home on his
circular bed, so
shaped to avoid
getting out on
the

wrong

side.

Pie

Wants

to

be Unpopular
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vampire man. Seductive Stuart is, therefore,
one of our best bad men, and that is one reason
why so many of Fox's productions are successful.
Mr. Holmes has a keen sense of art, which was,
in one way, responsible for his becoming an actor.
This same sense of art was also, in another way.
almost responsible for keeping his career entirely
The following incidents
apart from the drama.
will prove the truth of both of these statements
Soon after Stuart Holmes' birth in
Galicia, thirty-two years ago, he was
brought to the United States.. He was
settled in Milwaukee, but later moved to
Chicago and attended public school, and.
while still there, cultivated an ambition
the
to become a sculptor and artist
first form in which art presented itself
this

:

—

On

graduation, to gratify
this ambition, he entered the School of
Design. His first work of quality was
in his career.

an interior decoration, which was placed
Pittsburgh railroad
terminal. Later efforts were
in

the

the

post

pillars
office,

work on

of

the

Sometimes

he

infrequently —

Chicago

smiles,
it

might

though

make

him popular.

and much of the

the Shiloh P>attle-

field

Monument. While

at the School of
Design,
Mr. Holmes
went to the theater for the
first time, and saw Richard Mansfield. The performance so impressed
him that he applied for
a position with the company, and was fortunate enough to secure
employment as a super.
Next, Air. Holmes obtained
with
a
part
Henry E. Dixey, and
played with him until
Company
the Biograph
claimed his talents for the
screen. And ever since he
has been a villain. So, if
you want to pay a compliment to Stuart Holmes,
just send him a letter and
still

I

tell

Stuart, the villain, at

work

him how much you

hate him.

In
AT

the Meantime

home, Bessie Barriscale and

Howard Hickman

conspire to invent trouHere they are shown collaborating on
ble for unsuspecting directors.
an effort that means another link in the endless chain of work which fetters
player folk to their art. It will also, no doubt, give admiring fans another
excuse to roll up the score of love which they lavish on this popular pair.
There is no limit, in short, to the possible results of this little scenario plot.
It may even act as a boomerang and bring them back, through their own
play, to screen labors, from which they have recently escaped for a brief
spell of rest and recreation in New York.

:

Spring's Frenzy in
Which

Filmdom

the result of an epidemic

is

of fever in the land of make-believe

By Charles Phelps Cushing

WHETHER
Doc Cook
did or did

not attain the north pole
is

upon which

a matter

the

writer

None the
Doc stands

judgment.
less,

reserves

the

our
an expert
geography

discredited

eyes

as

on

and

in

ethnol-

May

Allison befriends
the

squirrels.

ogy.

Here

is

the

why

reason

was once our
happy lot to cross
It

the Atlantic with

Doc

and

in

course

of

spring,

the
that

made
that

early

in

voyage the

explorer
once
the rash statement

nowhere

else in the

world does the coming
of this celebrated sea-

son

cause

so

much

!

Charlie
not see

Murray, maker of comedies, canHis lawn is
the funny side.
sprouting rapidly.

After months of darkness, one morning your heart
leaps into your throat to see the
sun return."

light!

The Doc

is

a persuasive talker,

and for a while he had us convinced.
But when we got back

home

again, the editor of a pic-

ture-play magazine assigned us
to visit a

number

of springtime

—

movie filmings.
Then bang
went another illusion.
For if there is any place in the
world where the return of spring
and light are welcomed with a
wilder frenzy than in filmdom, the
Doc must produce some snapshots to
The Eskimo poet may
prove it.
chant in a splendid frenzy, but a movie
scenario writer, under the winelike
stimulus of spring sunshine, can become
far more delirious. Show us an Eskimo

exuberance as

in the arctic re-

gions.

''Think of

—and

we

it !"

he exclaimed

him to
this effect in a weekly magazine.
"To the Eskimo and to
the explorer in the Far North,
spring means the return of
sunshine
Think of the poetry
in that
where spring means
transcribed

!

—

Babies

Jave

Katherine and
Lee are already

looking

forward

to

Thanksgiving with the
eyes of a commissary
department.

!

There

is

Glaum.

youth

no happier vampire than Loiii
She has east men aside and her
sin is with the apples.

who can

register

more joy

out into the open again
than a movie star or a director
Let the habitant of Gumdrop
Plateau cavort but have you
ever seen our filmland barefoot
dancers cutting didos on a dewy
at getting

—

lawn ?
Every one knocks
twenty-thirty years

ten-

off

from

his

or her age and behaves like a
school child on an unexpected
holiday.
Motor cars from the
studios dash about the countryside at a speed that would amaze
Barney Oldheld. The water lures
filmdom to take its first splash of
the new season
sudden attentions
lavished
upon long-neglected
are
pets physical culture takes a tremen
dous boom; even botany becomes a pas
;

;

sion.

There

are.

however, two com
pensations
the hardiassed
re e t o r s
'

work.

One, of course,

—the return of

is

the

same

that the

Eskimo

The other is a thing
nature
whatever other
troubles the director meets with in "spring, the sweet
spring," he never has any difficulty to persuade his
actors to put enough feeling into the love scenes. These
can be run off almost without a rehearsal.
have heard it said that the only way a
city dweller can tell when spring is at hand
by the reappearance of
is
bock-beer signs. That rule
cherishes

not in nature, but in

sunlight.

human

:

We

Marguerite

Clark

must halt her work
for an afternoon tea

Spring's

104

Frenzy in Filmdom
Raj/ lets loose with all his vim.
has been waiting for this all winter.

aides

weep

to

the

for

"close-ups"

without a double
whifT

of

smell-

ing salts to
bring tears to her
eyes the gladsome
season'.
The leading
man is late to report be-

—

y
^

muse he was having a
work-out on the Roman
rings.

tra

Some

people

of the ex-

have

spring

fever and are sunning themEven destructive avd seductive Thed.a
Bar a runs from vamping to a daisy field.

selves upon

a

grassy

Behold some
bank.
graphic samples.

photo-

may

hold good for most of the urban
population, but not for the folks who
work in the editorial offices of pictureThese fortunate
play publications.

warned of the new and

are

fellows

gladsome season by a
sudden flood of photographs of actors and
snapped in
actresses
bright sunshine against

backgrounds

o

water, foliage,
flowers.

other

are

The
star
izes

parts

And

there
signs.

young

who

f

and

lady

special-

in heart-throb

can't

induced

be

Helen

Holmes

gets

together

with Sister Florence and diverts her attention from railroad to barn.

A

Question of Business or Toys

BABY DOROTHY HOLMES McGOWAN, adopted

daughter of daring Helen Holmes,
has no toy engines or tin cars. She plays with a real railroad the same one her foster
mother plays with in a different way. The business element figures, because Dorothy is
is old enough to be worth risking.
training to risk her life, as soon as it

—

—

—
;

:
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Instructions for the picture playwright, with

notes

on

where and

what he can

By Clarence
Due

to

to

is impossible

—

A PLOT EXAMINATION.

ONE

of the most helpful things a
young writer can do when plot
building first becomes a prob-

lem for him is to study the plots of
produced films and see how others do
what he is trying to do. We have said
this often; and on a couple of occasions
have explained how to analyze another
plot just to see what it is made of.
Several of our readers have requested
a practical example, however, so we
have decided to give one.
The play which we selected at random will do as well as any screen offering.
The same examination can be applied to all of

form.

them

in

slightly varied

"The Bride of Hate," a Kay

Bee release through the Triangle Corporation on January 14th, is the subject

we

are going to handle.
Following
a brief synopsis of the plot

is

Mr. Caine, will be gladly answered, but an
amount of time that it would necesany scripts. Six cents in stamps will bring

the great

for Mr. Caine to read and criticize
gou our market booklet for scenarios. Editor's Kote.
sitate, it

Caine

J,

Questions concerning scenario writing, addressed
addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed.

slave and that he considers he has punished
Crenshaw sufficiently by making him the husband of a "nigger."
yellow-fever epidemic
breaks out shortly after, and Crenshaw is
shot when attempting to evade the quarantine.
Doctor Duprez is told by a dying overseer from the plantation where Mercedes was
born that the girl is of Spanish and American
ancestry, without a drop of negro blood in
her veins, and was made a slave through a
The doctor returns home, conconspiracy.

A

his

fesses

tant relative, arranges it so that
falls in love with the girl.

A

wedding

is

arranged,

Crenshaw

and immediately

after the ceremony Doctor Duprez announces
to the assembled guests that Mercedes is a

wrong

to Mercedes, and is forIn the end they are married.

given by her.

The first step to be taken in examining the plot is to "get 'way off," as if
were, and look upon it as a whole, considering only the outstanding feature
the theme or idea. In this case our examination reveals that the idea upon
which the play is based is the rather
.

man and his revenge
man whom he hates

just anger of a

upon

another
then, his being taught the futility of
hatred.
Now, that sounds convenfor

tional,

Doctor Dudley Duprez is a well-known
Louisiana physician. His beautiful but wayward niece, Rose Duprez, is seduced by Paul
Crenshaw, a friend of the doctor, and to prevent her shame from becoming known, Rose
kills herself.
Doctor Duprez learns her secret, and determines to make Crenshaw expiate his crime.
While traveling on a Mississippi
River steamer, the doctor wins
Mercedes, a beautiful slave, at cards.
He
takes her home, and, passing her off as a dis-

sell.

same

many

general

plays

fit

description.

under that

We

may

have visions of a man running away
with another man's wife or wronging

—that

his little sister

is

the

way

the be-

ginner would go every time. But now
let us see' what this wrong was that
caused one man to avenge himself upon
another.
You see, there is some novelty there.
It is a niece of the avenger,

Otherwise the action
seems pretty much on the beaten path

that
at

is

wronged.

this

Now,

point.

the central interest in the story

—
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means of vengeance.

Novelty is
introduced here when the avenger wins
the slave girl at cards. This is also a
dramatic touch, and establishes a basis
is

the

Then

working out
of the revenge follows. The film would
show this more in detail. This part of
the action is fairly new, inasmuch as
part of the sympathy of the audience
for the revenge.

the

with the avenger, because he really
has a just cause. Still, the deed in
itself is distasteful, and therefore not
quite enough to make the avenger a
hero at this point. Following the wedding, the natural sequence of events
lead to Doctor Dudley's exposure of his
secret, and Paul's shame.
is

The

story could end at this point, but

would be decidedly unpleasant, and
anything but educating to young minds.

it

Therefore, a

new

twist

is

given the

story right at this point, and the inter-

greatly renewed,

because it is
doubtless unexpected. The fever comes,
and Paul proves himself a coward and
tries to run away, being killed
the

est

is

m

Another surprise now follows, which again boosts the story
along, though some beginners would
have ended it with Paul's death. This
story goes forward two more notches
attempt.

to the confession that the slave girl

is

not colored, but of Spanish descent, and
to the falling in love with and wedding
of her by the man who almost ruined
her innocent life.

When

the plot incidents have been

examined, and it is seen just how they
lead up to the big climax, other elements should be considered. For instance, the setting and characters.
As
a

rule,

selection

the

of

setting

will

characters

influence

—

the

a
play set in the woods will have rough,
hardy, close-to-nature people, while a
society play will have drawing-room
therefore,

We

would gamble that the
majority of beginners would set this
characters.

play either in daily life of the city or
in the woods, where primitive passions

107

given full play.
Setting it
amid the Louisiana plantations gives it
a degree of novelty in this particular.
It also handicapped the author in selection of characters to set the play in this
locale.
He was forced to use people
could

be

peculiar to that section.
First of all there is the doctor.
His
only excuse for being a doctor instead
of something else was that he had to
tend the dying overseer and get the
confession.
He fills the part of the
avenger.
wayward niece is used to
cause the trouble, and a slave girl who
later proves white
to work out the
vengeance and then prove to the doctor that he did wrong. The villain and
weakling is a friend of the doctor's at
first, thus proving himself an ingrate,

A

—

—

as well.

The title
"The Bride

must be considered.
of Hate" is rather sensaalso

We

think it
but fits the story.
could be better titled artistically, but
maybe not commercially, for the title
is very striking to the eye, and suggests
much of interest. Last of all, when
we have examined a play, we should
note who produced it, and see if he has
offered others along the same general
If he has, do somedramatic lines.
thing of similar dramatic construction,
and send it to this producer.
tional,

Of

course

is

it

well for those

who

reexamine them
rather than put them aside and forget
them.
For this purpose we believe
every person who goes through the
process of examination that we have

examine plays

to also

heretofore described, should put the
play which has been considered away
for a couple of weeks, and then take it
out and examine it from many different
angles again. Upon a second examination of "The Bride of Hate," we have
found many more points than we could
hope to list here because of a lack of
Examine it over again yourspace.
self,

and see

if

critical points.

you don't

find

some new
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The method

of conducting these ex-

aminations is important, as it either
saves or wastes time, according to the
method employed. Some do the work
entirely in their minds, not using penothers make notes
cil and paper at all
at random, doing none of the work
mentally
others must have the full
story before them, and must write out
the entire critical analysis in order to
Personally, we
accomplish anything.
think the work done mentally is the
best, though notes scribbled here and
there to keep certain points in the
mind or for filing purposes are all right.
;

;

BIBLE STORIES.

A

company

in

Arizona,

educational and religious as well as

amusement buildings.
The point which should

interest sce-

nario writers is that this company, after
carefully considering the matter, decided that adaptations for Bible stories
should be made under the direction of
the

from the various religious
so that the showing of the picture

staff

sects,

could be universal in their appeal. This
raises another objection to the adapting
In
of Bible stories by the amateurs.
the future not only will they encounter
the obstacle of "No Costume Play
Wanted," but also the objection of havIt has long
ing a "one-sided view."
been considered more or less of a waste
of time for writers to try to dramatize
these stories unless they did them
merely for practice, and then worked
at them intelligently, without thought
of selling them. Still, we have to sound
the warning every time a new craze

seems

likely to start.

my

technique now the
companies seem to be buying synopses
only.
I do not feel that I can devote
all my time to working out a scenario,
when I might write two or three synopses in the same length of time, and get
several times as much money."
That is the general tone of the letwell perfected

ters

we

that

;

receive quite

frequently.

same question which we have
given advice upon on numerous occasions.
The case is simple, the present
demand is for synopses only with many
It is

the

companies

with Phil
le Noir as scenario editor, has been
organized to exclusively produce Bible
The financial backing of this
stories.
enterprise seems to be strong, and the
It is
efforts should meet with success.
the plan of this concern to make all
the Bible stories in their natural length,
to be exhibited throughout the world
in

FULL SCRIPT OR SYNOPSIS?
"I have been writing full working
scripts for three years, and have fairly

scripts.

;

No

others

are

buying

full

matter what they desire,

they will pay more for a working script
than they will for a synopsis.
The
future will call for a writer who can
turn out a full scenario, not a synopsis,
and it is entirely up to every writer
whether he wishes a become known as a
writer of synopses only now, and be
forced to reestablish himself when the
demand for full scripts comes into
vogue, or whether he cares to plug
along as a full-script writer now, and
slide right into success when the gates
are open. There are hundreds writing
synopses to-day who could not write a
full, working scenario were they to do
it in an attempt to. save their life.
Also
the person who lays off writing scene
acts for several weeks or months will
find that much time is required to regain the old skill when the work is
taken up again.

AN EDITOR SPEAKS ON
For many months, in

PLAGIARISTS.
fact,

we can

almost say years, the continual howl
of disgruntled writers that .they have
been robbed of their ideas has been
going up. In many cases we know per-

was entirely unfounded.
In others it was doubtless
true, but where the offenders were
Now an
caught, they were punished.
sonally that the claim

:

:

:
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He
editor has spoken on the subject.
is Robert H. Davis, editor of the Munsey publications, and, though he
fiction-

man,

his

words apply

to

is

a

motion

"(b)

Following is an outline of Mr. Davis'
thoughts on the subject as they appeared in the Literary Digest, which
took them from the pages of The Bulletin of the Authors' League of America:

it

—

"It ramifies into every avenue of literature
into books, into magazines, drama, and mo-

An army of mercenaries, fattening upon the thoughts of other men, is in
the saddle.
They apply to the business of
plagiarism the same kind of intelligence and
cunning, and even art, that a forger or a
check lifter brings to his unholy calling. By
divers and sundry tricks they absorb the idea,
if not in letter, in spirit
breathe into it an
unwholesome vitality, christen it with a new
name, and thrust it out into the world as a
legitimate offspring.
Its acceptance is regarded as a triumph on the part of the scalation pictures.

—

wag

parent,

whose

intellectual

communion

is

held solely with the devil.

"The arguments of defense put forth by
these most pernicious of all thieves are characteristic of sinners.
Confronted by the evidence of their guilt, they take refuge behind
any one of the following excuses
"(a) I had no idea that
printed before. It was told
story by a friend.

it

me

had ever been
as an original

at

read it somewhere when I was a child, and
clung to my memory. This is a surprise
"There are a number of other equally vapid
and ridiculous explanations that come glibly
from the liar's lips, but the samples cited will
1

;

gentleman whose whereabouts

the present moment are unknown gave me
the story in the form of a manuscript, and
asked me to touch it up a bit.
"(c) I can't understand it at all. Probably

pictures as well as magazines.

"Larceny of the Mind" is no new offense,
but it has rarely been fitted with so good a
phrase as Robert H. Davis, editor of the
Munsey publications, gives it. The offenders
have usually been called "plagiarists," and
Mr. Davis calls up the aid of all fellow workers to check this brotherhood whose depredations, according to him, are reaching "alarming proportions." The demand for fiction, he
points out, coincident with the profits, "has
attracted the disreputables
and to-day it is
no uncommon thing for editors to receive
manuscripts that are palpable plagiarisms,
filched from the past and brought up to date
by adroit manipulation of theme and dialogue, so that in its new garb the contribution stands an excellent chance of running
the gantlet of editorial scrutiny." fylr. Davis
utters his protests in the pages of The Bulletin of the Authors'' League of America
(New York), and shows how it is to the interest of both the author and the editor, as
well as the reading public, that plagiarism in
For
all its forms be stamped out.

A
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!

suffice.

"They seldom make it clear how such
memories and deficient intellectual
mechanism as they appear to possess are able

vacillating
to

absorb and hold

tions, et cetera,

details,

ad infinitum.

dialogue, situaOf course, you

announce in adabout to go through your

can't expect a pickpocket to

vance that he
clothes.

And

planations

is

so, therefore,

awaken

these belated ex-

irritation instead of satis-

faction.

"The most profound and noble countenance
ever saw, upon which were written reflection, wisdonv and serenity, belonged to a
man who had spent thirty years of his life
in an insane asylum, under the impression
that he was the lost Dauphin.
"The kindest and most benignant individual I ever met one whom I would have felt
secure in naming as my executor was in a
penitentiary, where he had been thrust as a
I

—

—

youth of eighteen for assassinating his

fa-

ther.

"If you want to pick out a nice, quietlooking boy to sing in the church choir, step

any reform school.
"But for pure, undefiled innocence, a face
carrying the expression of an archangel, a

into

brew tears against acyou to a plagiarist."
Mr. Davis avers that if these same plagiarists exercised their gifts on any legitimate calling, they would succeed beyond cal-

pair of eyes that can
cusation, I commend

culation, for they "possess subtle intelligence

and great powers of conversion."

Indeed, he
on the
spot where their art begins and the author's
Further
art terminates."

finds

it

"difficult to place one's finger

"It is seldom that plagiarists are actually
convicted beyond the peradventure of a
doubt. They possess the delicate sensibilities
of a vitrified brick. An accusation pointed
and proved has about as much weight with

them as would have an autumn leaf
upon the bosom of Lake Superior.

falling

is the business of the Authors' League
America to set its traps for these varmint
and exterminate them. There are hundreds
of cases known to every editor, and perhaps
half of them are known to every author.

"It

of

Should we not make

it

our business to define
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plagiarism so that
interpreted ?

it

cannot hereafter be mis-

"I would recommend that a committee be
appointed to examine into all charges of plagiarism
to read both the original and socalled plagiarized version of any story out
of which charges of plagiarism grow; to
make a report to the league and to publish a
;

The Bulletin; and that all book
magazine editors, dramatic producers, and motion-picture scenario editors

verdict in
publishers,

be notified of such verdict."
Mr. Davis see sthe plagiarist not only "a
foe to the editor and the reading public, but
also to new authors," because "an editor

whose fingers have been burned by stolen
manuscripts finds himself unavoidably prejudiced against writers whom he does not
know."
e read
"Ten years ago contributions from strangers were accepted on their merit, and
printed under the assumption that the writers
were honest men. It is now regarded as a
necessary precaution to write a new author,
whose manuscript has attracted attention,
and ask for references. Even these precautions do not always succeed. One must wait
for the publication of the plagiarism before
a comparison with the original can be made.
In the interval the fraud is accomplished. A
comparison of the two stories supplies the
evidence of guilt.
"It is the opinion of the writer that unwarranted leniency has been shown these offenders. The usual penalty is a severance of
connections, followed occasionally by the return of the money dishonestly collected. A
period of agreeable silence follows, after
which the malefactor sits down with a ream
of white paper, selects another alias, and con-

W

tinues in the
for new."

to

do

—

to build every production

upon
and

a story that of itself will stand out
grip an audience.

Film men of the

financial and business type are loath to admit that they
realize this, but nevertheless they do,
and it is only a matter of time until

their realization will force

A vital

the author.

issue

them

is

now

to every writer in the country

He must

condition.

to seek

put up

by

this

assert himself as

the most important factor in the making of the picture just as the star asserted himself at one time.

He must

forget the past, in which his treatment

:

business

of

selling

old

tales

CHANGING CONDITIONS.

The time

has arrived for the real
honest-to-goodness scenario writer of
the day, whether he be the struggling
amateur or the experienced professional, to wake up and take full advantage of changing conditions. There
is
no one close to the heart of the
motion-picture industry who does not

know, as well as they know their own
name, that the writer of plays has to be
recognized.
The other means which
were thought to be life-savers of film
finance has been tried and proved failures, and there remains but one thing

was none too good, and must dominate,
the buyer

if

the buyer tries to dominate

him.

When

the producers

forced to
seek better stories, they will begin a
little at a time, offering, perhaps, thirtyfive to fifty dollars per reel.
This is
where the writer must put his foot
down if he has a story that they really
want and that he feels is good he must
not sell for less than one hundred dollars per reel. This price will get bigger
in time, but for the near future that
should be the standard.
If one sale
is lost this way, it is really nothing to
the writer, for the script that he might
have sold for twenty-five dollars, had
he not turned down the offer, may be
bought for one hundred and fifty dolThis
lars per reel by another concern.
are

—

is

the only

standard.

way authors can raise their
The chance is coming to

them, and they must not show weakness.
It is up to every writer in the
country to do his share by refusing to
waver the slightest in his dealings with
the film companies.

CALLING FOR STUDIO EFFECTS.
has long been a habit with certain writers to take special delight in
seeing how many unusual effects they
could put into their scenarios; that is,
what they thought were unusual effects.
It

—

:
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—

In some cases they were unusual so
unusual that the editor was privileged
to laugh heartily when the script was
received, on account of the absolute
impossibility of staging the effect called
In other cases the effects were not
for.
funny, and, therefore, there was not
even a good laugh gained for them
These
they simply didn't belong.
writers spend hours and hours working
on just these effects, and give little time
here and there to the plot of their story.
Of course, they don't sell, and of
course they tell their friends that they

—

wrote a more artistic and more finished
play than any that had been at the local
theater for a long time.
This usually
ends them as far as the film game goes.
There is no sense in wasting such
efforts on plays.
Studios have technical experts, whose sole duty is to work
day and night specializing in just such
Getting a strong plot and conveying the story clearly to the producers in concise form is the author's

things.

duty.

If

an

effect

the plot, and you

is

the vital part of

know

it can* be done
then there is no objection
to mentioning it, but otherwise don't
waste time with effects.

in the studio,

PLAYS BEING CLASSIFIED.
Cecil B. de Mille,

whose recent

ef-

a director have proved him
to be one of the closest rivals of Griffith, and whose views of motion pictures are always worthy of consideraforts

as

he believed the
future would see only two kinds of
plays being exhibited on the screen
the spectacle, in which there will be
much pageant and little or no acting
tion, recently stated that

and the drama of character,
dramatic
coupled with

the

forth

work
the

most of the

of

the

scenario,

in

which

players,
will

be no doubt that the huge spectacle,
such as is now represented by "Intolerance," "Joan of Arc," and several kindred works, has taken a place in filmdom from which it cannot be dislodged.
It may differ in form slightly, but the
spectacle is here to stay, and is a permanent form of photo play. There also
can be no doubt but what the drama
of character and realistic action, based
on merit in story, acting, directing, and
photography, is also to come in fact,
it is almost here.
These dramas will
naturally be more or less of a natural length, varying according to the
strength of their story.
They will be
the big dramas of the theater program,
and we sincerely believe that every program which carries one of these big
dramas will also carry a small drama
by that we mean a short-length picture
of perhaps one thousand or two thousand feet, which would correspond to
the short story when compared to the
big drama— the novel of the screen.
all know there must be comedy
in addition to drama, and, since tastes
vary greatly in this and other countries, we believe there will also be what

—

We

Mr. de Mille's statement covers the
dramatic field entirely, though he has
not provided for comedy.
There can

known

and the rough
Comedies will also vary in
comedy.
length. There is a certain type such as
was introduced by Douglas Fairbanks
which will be worked out along lines
very similar to the natural drama.
These will correspond to the amusing
novels and the stage comedies which
Of the rougher
have entertained us.
element of comedy and the slapstick
is

as the polite

variety, such as Charlie Chaplin

maker

of,

very short
ter

the

—

length

will

is

the

always be

in fact, the shorter the bet-

— for their very make-up

insists that

they be on the screen a very short time,
so as not to tire the audience.

The

call

attention.
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writer

who

is

training himself

for the future will do well to consider

these things very carefully, for they
will affect him vitally in the future.

all

While

at the present

moment

the condi-

Hints for Scenario Writers
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tions outlined

do not

exist,

it

is

plain to see that they are forming,

very

and

with no uncertainty, so that within a
few years in fact, it may be within
the demand will be for the
a year
types of plays which we have outlined
above, unless we have entirely misjudged film conditions which seem very

—

—

plain.

USING A COINCIDENCE.

When we

the various motion-

visit

house of the neighborhood
variety, and see a medium of cheapgrade film, we are almost certain to see
a film play with a plot constructed enpertirely of accidental happenings
sons who have been separated by miles
suddenly meet in a little cabin in the
picture

;

he

is

engaged threatens

when

a meeting

so

desirable for

Most of these

a dramatic effect.
ations are

is

situ-

forced that they either

are disgusting to the intelligent mind,

or perhaps they are even so bad that
they are amusing.

crisis, is

of coincidence, when skillfully handled, often brings forth wonderful dramatic values.

The

greatest

masters of literature in handling their
plots all resort to coincidence many
times, but they are careful to so arrange
the surrounding plot incident as to
make their little forced situation seem
entirely within the order of things. All
this took thought, and the kind of photo
plays we mentioned above are written
without thought.
entered the
ranks of the shorter-reel plays which
show in the neighborhood houses, but
is found in the five-reelers and other
feature plays showing at downtown
theaters far more frequently than it
should be.
can appreciate the staff
writer's inclination to use such material
as this because of a crushing demand
for stories, and we can also understand
the adapter's weakness toward this
this

evil

We

same

evil,

when

taken.

For the outside writer,

who can calmly proceed

to

build his

play according to his conscience, and
not according to a time clock, coinci-

dences should have absolutely no attraction.
The free lance should see that
every story he turns out is carefully
handled from beginning to end, and
that nothing is eased up by the use of
any such devices, unless it is handled
Like the way of reaching all
artfully.
good ends, this is the hardest, of course,
but the play that does not have to depend on obvious coincidence is the play
that will doubtless be most favorably
looked upon by editors.

VARY YOUR PLAYS.

The

trouble

toward

along

with

beginners,

often

or fifth
month of steady work, is that they fall
into a rut, and write a certain type of
play repeatedly. Some take up straight
love stories others do adventure stories
placed in the woods
others run to
comedy exclusively, either straight or
their

fourth

;

The use

Not only has

become com-

plicated unless a short cut to the desired

forest just at the critical point in the
story,

to

the

work upon which

;

farce

;

more write

surprise stories, and

some mystery.
Concentrating on any particular type
of story of this kind for a length of
time may be all right if there is a steady
market for the subject, but it is sure to
prove a handicap to writers when they
again broaden out their field of enThis settling into the rut, as
deavor.
it
may be termed, cramps a writer's
visions and viewpoint, and should be
followed by a "lay-off," if possible, so
that he may readjust himself to the
It is an easy
natural order of things.
matter for a free lance to get into this
habit either through writing for a favorite company or star or writing a
kind of story which is enjoyable to
Rejections piled up may
one's self.
mean that a writer has unconsciously
drifted into such a habit and does not
know it. Therefore, we would advise

;

Hints for Scenario Writers
who have been

those

receiving

their

back quite regularly of late to
look them over and see how much
If there is
variation there is in them.

scripts

not enough to suit, we would advise
that you take the advice prescribed
above.

ANSWERS TO READERS.
F. D.

A.—We

are of the opinion that

you write to the company who promised you a criticism, and then did not
give you one, reminding it of its promif

ise,

company

the

will

see

to

it

that

whatever script you submit will receive
a competent "once over," and you may
It is
be told its good and bad points.
unusual that a large company should
make an individual an offer to criticize
his scripts.

G.

H.

E.

—We

you try the

would suggest that

film studios in

New York

our market booklet, with
a view to getting a commercial film
made. If you have written a scenario
for the same, you will be saved that
City, listed in

LIVE-WIRE MARKET HINTS.
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, of
New York City, has been formed, and

We

producing.
do not believe it
worth while at present for outsiders to
submit here, but the man who knows
how to write a moving-picture play in
the future will probably be interested in
is

this

company.

Thomas

A. Edison, Incorporated,
2826 Decatur Avenue, New York City,
wishes stories, which, according to one
of their editresses, are midway between
the

grown-up and the

B.

W.

— Our scenario booklet

sug-

other than the Universal Company which will purchase the style of
scripts you mention.
In sending a scenario, whether it be a feature or not,
we do not believe that it is necessary
to write a letter to the editor, unless
existing conditions give cause for the
same.

D.

—In

new

the

market booklet,

now

interested

all

in

edition

of

the

of the companies
scripts are listed.

There are a few companies which have
been since formed, but they are not
buying from the outside.

M. V. A.

—We are very glad

that the party

who

at

to note

one time told you

were closed, retracted his
statements upon the receipt of the list
of purchasing companies we sent you.
To live-wire writers the market is developing rapidly into what it should
have been in the beginning of the game.

the markets

8

stories

line.

The Amber Star Film Corporation,
Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville,
Florida, needs one and two-reel comedies for Kate Price, Burns, and Stowe.

750

Company, 6140 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, might buy
humorous suggestions and stunts, as
L. K. O. Film

well as synopses of stories.

SHORT SHOTS.

gests

A.

fairy

something along the R. L. Stevenson

much money.
J.
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Though
thing,

a

perfection

little

thing

is

may

not

a

little

lead to per-

fection.

A

new

character that stands out upon
the screen is like a cool breath in an
arid desert.

Your
your

first

effort should be to

make

human,

otherwise people
who see it on the screen will see merely
one of the many "movies."

Do

story

not be too

radical

in

choosing
audience

remember the vast
themes
that watches every screen play.
;

Discriminate selling of scripts has
saved many a young writer from squandering his postage and becoming discouraged.

During your early years do not try
to drive your brain on when it becomes
It can result in no
tired and sluggish.
good creation, and it is sure to injure
you mentally.

Mary Pickford

is

a

Canadian by birth and an
Irish lass by descent.
"Little

Mary" has

ways been

When

not

al-

REFORE
THE
(f\

in the movies.

she was only five

years old her stage caThe manreer began.
ager of a local theater in

4 HONE

Toronto, where she
lived, gave her a chance to play an important child's
part, and the little, golden-haired girl made good.

Thomas Meighan, who made
success

in

"The

such a pronounced
Fighting Hope," Lasky-Belasco,

postponed his histrionic career at the instance of his
Durparents, who wanted him to be a physician.
ing his college days he made an excellent record as
a football player, but his biography includes little
about his record as a medical student. He dropped
all to join Henrietta Crosman's company when she

was playing

in his native city,

Pittsburgh.

Francelia Billtngton spent a part of her childhood among the romantic scenes of the old section
Her native city, however, is
of New Orleans.
She moved to Los Angeles when
Dallas, Texas.
quite young, not suspecting what Fate held in store
She had never had any stage or
for her there.
screen experience when about six years ago she was
offered the leading role in a picture by a West-coast
Her success in this picture caused her to
director.

adopt screen acting as a profession.

William Duncan was ten
moved to this country with his

years old when he
parents from ScotHis ancestors as far as he can trace them
land.
were quarry owners in the Trossachs. At college

he excelled in boxing, wrestling, and football.
Later he boxed professionally, and finally accepted
a vaudeville engagement which called for stunts of
Once on the stage, his latent talathletic prowess.
ent developed, and he is now a director and actor.

Mary Miles Minter,

the

little

Mutual

star,

never knew any nursery except the wings of a

Many

times she rested in the tray of a
trunk while her mother, an actress, went on to play
her role, afterward returning to rock the little one
to sleep. Airs. Charlotte Shelby, who is now Mary's
chum and business manager, little knew that her
theater.

daughter would some day be one of the most popular exponents of a form of drama then almost un-

dreamed
ggMBMBSHaMaa

of.

.

Francis X. Bushman
tried his hand at thirty-

Jfpoptildir

*^

m layers

did

I

\rior to becoming screen
favorites
\

seven

vocations

before

he became an actor.
everything

did
clerking
store

to

from

a country
riding tandem
in

with his brother as a
professional
bicyclist.
Born in Norfolk, Vir-

he moved to Baltimore when a bov.
got his stage start before entering pictures.
ginia,

Here he

Dana

began as a little girl to prepare for
the art of acting under the guidance of her mother,
who believed that she saw a future for her. She
first mastered dancing under a famous danseuse,
and the elfish grace thus attained has shown itself

Viola

in

many

plays, such as Edison's

"The Blind Fid-

Viola appeared in parlor entertainments and social affairs with marked success,
and later went on the stage before entering lilmdom.
dler."

First

little

George M. Cohan, for the last decade one of the
most popular comedians and playwrights in America, who made his screen debut in "Broadway
Jones" recently, began his stage career at an early
In a company composed of his father, mother,
age.
sister, and himself, he toured the New England
States in "Four of a Kind," when he was a mere
youth. The next season he played the title role in
"Peck's Bad Boy" in vaudeville, and since then uninterrupted successes have brought him fame.

Cleo Ridgley, of the Lasky Company, was born
in New York City in 1893. Both parents died when
she was two years old, and she went to live, with
her grandfather, first in Wisconsin and later in
Edgewater, New Jersey, where he moved when she
was ten. Cleo was sent to the New York schools,
but learning appealed to her less than adventure.
When she was still a child she bolted the restraints
of the classroom for the Hippodrome chorus.

Phillips Smalley came in touch with famous
people of the stage, art, and political world when as
a small boy he would meet them at receptions given
by his mother at their English home. It was quite
natural that his early association with players should
have influenced his ambitions and caused him to
decide upon a career before the footlights. Smalley

was born

in Brooklyn, but spent

most of

youth
abroad, his father being the London correspondent
of the

New York

Tribune.

He

his

Weather Tomorrow: Sandstormy
story
THEwriggly

may

for a beautiful heroine, a robust hero with curly hair, a dark and

call

vampire, a mustachioed villain, an automobile collision, and a sandstorm.
two, of course, to be the lovers, the vampire to complicate the plot, the automobile
collision to kill the vampire and straighten' the plot again, the villain to pursue the coupb
into the desert to get some pretty scenery, and the sandstorm to kill the villain.
Such a
Not for the people there are
story might have worried a director a short time ago.
always plenty of beautiful girls, curly-haired heroes, wriggly vamps, and terrible villains.
Also, auto wrecks are easy to manufacture.
But how about that sandstorm?
of
friends
enemies
of the picture man is the weather man.
best
and
worst
One
the
He can make film taking easy or hard. But the producer
found that he was usually an enemy, and so a way had
And the way was found.
to be found to overcome him.
When a recent Selig scenario called 'for a sandstorm,
and a glance at the ocean of sand gave no promise of
atmospherical disturbance, the director called a committee
of the company's own Thors which included carpenters
and mechanics together, and the result was sandstorm.
Here is the recipe
Go to the desert. Build
one chute, as in illustration; place in back of it ir
wagon, containing aeroplane propeller and motor.
Place in front one camera and as many actors and
actresses as desired. Fill chute with sand and allow to
flow down chute.
Blow sand with terrific force by
starting aeroplane propeller. Result dead villain, brave
hero, excellent scenes, and a remarkable picture.

The

first

—

—

—

—

:

<

:

Oh,

yes,

nature

wonderful— but
how about the

m

is

movies?
The
"weather

machine"
used

to

maize
Selig's

sandstorms

*mmgL««»L:-

Screen Gossip
A

hundred reels of the happenings in filmdom, condensed into a few lively pages,

By

THE name

G. Caward

Neil

of Ince

decidedly in the limelight
just at present. The three brothers, Thomas
H., Ralph, and John, are doing big things in
filmdom, and in the months to come bid fair to
Folachieve even greater triumphs than in the past.
is

lowing the announcement from Triangle that David
W. Griffith was no longer affiliated with the "Big
Three," the Fine Arts studios in Los Angeles were
closed, a great

number

of the players in the various

companies were given their notices, and
Thomas H. Ince took over the remaining stars and
transferred them to his Kay Bee Culver City studios.
Among those transferred and now hard at work
under Mr. Ince's supervision are Bessie Love, Alma
Rueben, Mildred Harris, and some of the others
who have done yeoman service in Fine Arts dramas.
Wilfred Lucas and some of the 'other Fine Arts
male leads have been transferred to the Triangle
Eastern studios in New York, where they are already at work.
stock

Herbert Brenon has completed his third Selznick
production, "The Lone Wolf," from the pen of
Louis Joseph Vance. Bert Lytell and Hazel Dawn
are featured, this being Miss Dawn's first screen
appearance in more than a year. Many of the
scenes were "shot" in and about New Orleans.
The Lone Wolf is a mysterious criminal who
I
operates with ease and secrecy, his victims beThough he vows
ing all people of wealth.
I
"never to open the door to love," he eventually
meets a beautiful young woman whom he beJ
lieves is allied with another band of criminals.
The adventures of the two lead up to a
\

;\

strong climax.
•

\

Hazel Dawn,

who has
turned

^

reto

the screen.

«The Old Master" is
David W. Griffith,
baek
considered by many the
world's foremost director

Screen
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of motion
of

ance/'

under-

new

taken no

work — nor

gone so

far

studio

even
for

next film offern g has publicly

his

President
Wilson,
not long ago, was the
principal spectator at

—

announced his withdrawal from Triangle, and his affiliPictures

We

known

production
Crisis.

wa

some

Triangle
tions

— for

president's

it

who

it

were

of

the

cabinet,

of the death of her

Mrs. Wilson
was unable to be

sister,

present.

,

The

and his
guests were cor-

president
/.
.

Warren Kerrigan, leaving
his own company.

departed for London to behold the European premiere of "Intolerance," and possibly to venture into the
fighting zone to secure some unusual
battle pictures for the British government.
The new Griffith Artcraft pictures when ready for release will not
be issued as two-dollar spectacles, as
were "The Birth of a Nation" and "Intolerance," but as ordinary feature productions,
like
Pickford,
the Mary
George Cohan, and Douglas Fairbanks
Griffith

at

few diplomats,
and some other
notables.
Because

angle Corporation,
and signed a long-time contract with
Artcraft, under which he contemplates
making at least four Griffith productions a year under the Artcraft banner.
Before beginning his new studio work,

Mr.

m

a

Fairbanks
and the Gish sisters from Trian-

however, he has
sold such stock as
he held in the Tri-

others

members

produc-

No w

i 1

screened

witnessed

stars as

?

f

in

among

not that very fact
that led to the desertion
of
such

gleville

s

"The

of

The

'

White House,
Washington,
and

to

was

7

the

time that he had
ceased to lend his

name and fame

multiple-reel

Selig's

Corporafans have

for

private showing of

a

ation with Artcraft
tion.

it

to

as

select a subject

i

seems mighty
to have Griffith
again back in the fold,
and making films for
our entertainment.

way,
good

re-

"Intoler-

has

Any-

Artcraft dramas.

pictures,

who, since the
lease

Gossip

to

play in

dial in their praise

of the production,

and

comment was made on the
impersonation of Abraham Lin-

special

lifelike

coln given by the late

Sam

D. Drane.

Writing of new companies in the
field calls to mind the formation of
Paralta Plays, Incorporated, headed by
Carl Anderson, well known in the motion-picture industry through his former
connections with the Lasky and Para-

mount Corporation.
talized

at

three

Paralta

million

is

dollars,

Herman Fichtenberg, of New
who controls, in addition to a

capi-

and

Orleans,
chain of
motion-picture theaters throughout the
South, a number of film exchanges, is

Screen Gossip
chairman of the board of directors of

make

Herman

pany

the

new

Paralta organization.

Katz, of

City,

is

treas-

Brown, of
Louis, secretary and

urer,
St.

New York

and Nat

It

the foundation of his new coma program of really interesting
travel pictures by

such a noted

I.

general manager.
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as

Mr. Elmen-

A series
of good

dorf.

is

reported that J. Warren
Kerrigan, now touring
the United States on a
speaking
engagement,
and Bessie Barriscale.
who still is working on
the Ince "lot" at Culver
City, are to be featured in

man

education-

h

||

als

is

ways

}

in de-

mand

\

al-

by

exhibitors,

\

P and these
pictures

Paralta Plays.

should do a
great deal to-

ward introducLast month this department
chronicled the formation of
the A. H. Woods Picture Corporation, and

now

that already the

is

able to

ducing
films.

add

W'oods organization

has incorporated a subsidiary company known
as the Elmendorf Travel Talks, Incorporated,
with Dwight Elmendorf, the noted traveler,

and

lecturer,

shortly the
lease of

artist

Woods

as

Very

president.

firm will begin the re-

Mr. Elmendorf 's Travel Talks, which

such film offerings as the
Burton Holmes Travelogues, released by
Paramount, and which are exceedingly
will closely parallel

popular

wherever

standpoint

of

shown.

educational

From
value

the

alone,

motion pictures have more than justified
themselves, by giving the public the wonderful collection of prints of out-of-the-

way places assembled by these two
mous travelers. Mr. Woods has made
a very wise move in deciding to

fa-

the

;

Screen Gossip
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remember Vitagraph's great war spectacle, "The BatMonths ago Screen
tle Cry of Peace."
All of you, of course,

Gossip mentioned that

Commodore

J.

Stuart Blackton, president of Vitagraph, had then in production a sequel
the sequel to bear
to the first offering
the title, "The Battle Cry of War."
Since that mention was made, the title

—

new picture has been changed to
"Womanhood, the Glory of the Na-

of the

and the production, in eight reels,
now showing in big cities all over the

tion,"
is

country.

time when the
throbbing with patriot-

Coming

at a

whole world is
ism, and women as well as men are
eagerly seeking an opportunity to "do

their bit" for their country, the attrac-

tion scored

an instant triumph.

"Wom-

anhood" is said to be the brain child of
no less a person than Theodore Roose-

for the former president, a close
personal friend of Commodore Blackvelt,

ton, suggested that a picture "preaching

preparedness in every foot of film"
should be made. "Womanhood" is the
result, and not only does Colonel Roosevelt himself appear, but also President

Wilson and hundreds of notables. The
picture has been highly indorsed by such
organizations as The Daughters of the
American Revolution, The National
Preparedness Society, The American
Defense League, The National Security
Society, and the Navy League.

Walker, former Vitagraph
star, has been signed by the Ogden Pictures Corporation, of Ogden, Utah, and
during the coming year will appear in
Lillian

a series of pictures especially adapted,
written, and personally

supervised
Lilliau

Walker, flailing in Ogden,

by

Aaron

Hoffman. Albert Snowcraft, one of the founders
of Paramount, is presi-

pictures.

dent of the

new

film or-

hoping the fair Lillian's dimples register properly under even a Mormon sun.
ganization.

Here's

Kane, who some
weeks ago transferred her
name and fame from the
Metro camp over to the
Gail

studios

of the American

Film Company, Incorporated, which releases on
the Mutual program, has
proven that the change
did not in any way decrease

her

and "Whose
first

popularity
Wife?" her

Mutual

picture,

was the equal of any
drama in which she has

About

the
appeared.
time this installment of

Screen
Screen Gossip reaches your hands, Miss
Kane will be appearing at theaters all
over the country in "Edged Tools," her
second American-Mutual picture. This
is an adaptation of a story by Forrest
At present she is appearing,
Halsey.
under Rollin Sturgeon's direction, in
"The Indiscretion of Molly," which is a
film" version of Charles Sherman's -popular story,

"The Upper Crust."

Gossip
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considerable currency for a time, stated
that Thomas Ince would, before the
year w as over, join with his brothers,
r

Ralph and John, but this was later denied and seems without real foundation.

Remember how
Siegmann created the

splendidly

George

role of the mulatto

"carpet-bagger" heavy in "The Birth of
Well, following that performance, George became one of Mr.
Griffith's principal directors on the Fine
Arts "lot."
And now he is director
general of a brand-new film manufacturing company, known as the Arizona
Film Company, organized in Chicago,
and including among its stockholders
former Lieutenant Governor Barrett
O'Hara. of Illinois. At the old Bioa Nation ?"

famous

Farrar,

Geraldine

and the featured player

star,

Woman,"

operatic
in

"Joan

again at Laskyville, in
Los Angeles, where, under the direction
of Cecil DeMille, the same man who
directed "Joan the Woman" and previous Farrar productions, she is mak-

the

new

ing two
the

is

subjects

for

release

on

Paramount program.
Geraldine

Farrar, who

As

for the other Ince

Ralph
they have

brothers,

John

—

and

but
recently organized Ince
Productions,
Incorpo-

and begun work
on productions six and
rated,

seven

reels

in

length,

which

will be released
about June 15th. They
contemplate
about twelve produc-

making

tions a year,

and the

ut-

most care w ill be taken
with each. Nothing has
7

been disclosed as yet
regarding the stars or
the stories, but it is

known

that

some of the

foremost players of the
stage and screen have
been approached- with

and some of
most popular novels

contracts,

the

being adapted for
screen presentation. A

are

rumor,

which

gained

is

again

in films.

Screen
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graph studio, out in Los Angeles, Mr.
Siegmann and his associates have completed an eight-reel feature for the
States-rights field. Included in the cast
are Norbert Miles, J. Webster Dill,
Miss Genung, Alice Wilson, Billie
West, James Harrison, and others. Its

and release date will be determined later on. Mr. Siegmann will immediately begin work on another feature picture, which will be filmed at the
Arizona Company's studios, located on
title

Gossip
of the producing chiefs of Triangle will
offer one of these superfeatures. Mack
Sennett, for instance, will contribute

"Mickey,"
picture in

tacular

H. B. Warner, hero of countproduc
less Ince-Triangle

will

prepare

the

released

has

re-

with all the
skill which has gone
into her previous creations.
It need only
ization

by

Corporation,
will next be seen in
Selig
a
production.

be said that the story
was written and directly supervised in production by Cecil DeMille,

Mr. Warner is starred
in "The Danger Trail,"
a story of James Oliver

Warner
is

Violet

in

of

Supporting Mr.
"The. Danger Trail"

Hemming, who

role of Rebecca, in

Butt,

who

jj

t

created

g

t

the

"Rebecca of Sunny-

brook Farm," on the speaking stage

Lawson

super-Triangles,

ever been seen, and
again she proves her
versatility by creating a
wholly new character-

t

Curwood's.

and

Dwan

featuring stars of note.

Frohman Amuse-

men

Normand

;

similar

cently seen in "God's

Man,"

Mabel

Ince will offer specmultiple-reel productions like

from the Eastern studios Allan

one of McClure's "Seven Deadly

more

months

"Civilization," "Peggy," et cetera;

tions, star in

and

first

The latest Mary Pickford offering,
"A Romance of the Redwoods," presents "Little Mary" in a role different
from any other in which she

the outskirts of Chicago.

Sins,"

the

;

W.

the

Lasky-Artcraft

assure you of its quality both as a story and a perIt leads one to
fectly made picture.
wonder if there is anything beyond Miss
Pickford's power to create.

Warner.

staff, to

created the role of

Boris in the stage production of "The

Garden of Allah," and a number of
other well-known players. Early snow
scenes for "The Danger Trail" were
"shot" in the vicinity of Saranac Lake,
New York, while the production was
completed at the Selig studios in Chicago.

And now you

can begin looking for
the Super-Triangle productions. Early
this summer, one release per month
from Triangle will be a feature of even
greater magnitude than ordinary. Each

Does the name of Romaine Fielding
recall old memories?
We thought it
would, though it has been months since
any pictures featuring this former Lubin favorite have been seen on the
screens of the land.

Well, Fielding

is

and though no
longer starring, writing, and directing
his own features, he is on the producing staff of the World Film Corporation,
and hard at work supervising "The
Crimson Dove," in which Carlyle
Blackwell and June Elvidge are starred.
Work on this picture is in progress
just as active as ever,

Screen Gossip
World

at the

studios, in Fort Lee,

New

Jersey.

Things are nicely settled down and
running smoothly at the Triangle studios in New" York, where Allan Dwan
is

The

director general.

New York

from the

release

first

studio

was "Her

Father's Keeper," which starred Irene
Howley. Wilfred Lucas is now per-

manently located there, directing a company of his own. Jack Devereaux, star
of innumerable photo plays, but more
Broadway in
featured on
recently
"Bunker Bean," of the speak
ing stage, has been signed
by Triangle to be fea-
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Mae makes

her Goldwyn debut it will
be Bob Harron himself who will appear
as her leading man. Director John W.
Noble, is behind the megaphone, and
the old starring combination is expected to hit up its old stride immediately in the new surroundings, for the
two popular screen favorites have
teamed so long together that their work
perfectly synchronizes.
Others in the
cast of Miss Marsh's vehicle are William Furey, Edward See, John Charles,
W. T. Carlton, and Isabel Berwin.

The

Famous

Players-Lasky
Corporation has taken possession

new

goers

to

the

lized in the future for

picture-

have been

taking

the

may

Hinckley,
William
you will recall, played^
Norma Talopposite
madge in "Children In

role opposite

the

he

is

Mutual

which the famous beauty

The production

Robert Harrow.

in

"Repu-

picture
will

in

appear.

nearing completion
at the studios of the Empire All-Star
Corporation at Glenda«le, Long Island.
is

Once more the old reliable team of
Robert Harron and Mae Marsh are
Fans the country over were
stunned when Mae resigned from Fine
Arts to go East as the star of a series of
Goldwyn pictures, and wondered who

united.

ever

take

Bobby Harron.

her

place

And now,

opposite
after

there isn't to be any substitute, for

m ost

The

all,

when

completely

equipped

daylight studios in the country.

The

cast for the leading

Edna Goodrich
first

as

Paragon
studios
are
adjudged
among the largest and

and "Martha's
Vindication," and opposite Lillian Gish in "The Lily and the

Now

brand

or

be staged in the

East.

House"

could

such

Players

Lasky

the

tation,"

of

pictures of either the

Famous

Rose."

New

Jersey, and will be uti-

signed.

the

Paragon

studio, in Fort Lee,

tured in juvenile leads,
and a number of other
stars

of

floor area

is

approximately

twenty thousand square feet, exclusive
of that portion devoted to executive offices and workrooms.
It contains two
large revolving stages, each of which is
capable of holding two large and two
small settings.

By

the use of this re-

volving device the director can work
upon any number of sets, without the
necessity of -moving his lights or his
camera, a method of production which
greatly decreases the waste of time and
energy incidental to the system of lighting equipment and the refocusing of
cameras. Still another feature of this
studio is a steel bridge which travels
the full width of the building, enabling
the camera

man

to

photograph from any

desired angle of elevation.

!

—
Screen
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queen, is once
more to renew her reign. Pearl is now
appearing in a brand-new serial of a
sensational kind, from the pen of
George B. Seitz, who has provided her
with stories in the past, and in

White,

Pearl

serial

Gossip
to

show

films that the public does not

care to see.

Naomi

Childers, beautiful Vitagraph-

er for, lo

due time the house
Pathe will announce
ters

everywhere

The

cast

White

new

well-remem-

Turn of the
Road," "An-

her

include

n

a r

e r

Oland,
merly lead-

man

for

in

serial,

Ruby
and

Long

ous to

M

m

Queen Pearl

pany, releasing
its productions
icho is starting

Spokane, Washington, they have a brand-

new

in

idea

of

made

that

seems

to

have

the

Art

Dramas

pro-

on

gram.
Childers

Miss
will

now

be seen amid such a galaxy of
feminine stars as Jean Sothern, Alma

Hanlon, Anna Q. Nilsson, and Gertrude

McCoy,

whom

posing for
manufacturers releasing their product
through Art Dramas, Incorporated.
all

of

are

public ''sponsors" those of which

approves, recommending that they be
seen by all. No effort will be made to
criticize or condemn those which are
not approved, but the theaters which
show films considered vulgar will be
simply ignored in the weekly report
a condition that is sure to tend for
the betterment of their attractions, as
no theater manager will long continue
it

another thriller.

criticizing

censorship
beaten a mile.
It is called "'Sponsorship," and is backed by the Spokane
Federation of Women's Organizations.
This organization of women views
weekly the attractions at the principal
motion-picture' theaters, and in a report

films

AmuseComen t

States

Pearl White,

Out

has

list,

United

Hoffmann,
a 1 1 i e Ferguson

live

others

signed a
contract
with the

of

"Patria"
Earl Fox,

the

be-

too numer-

Huroki

Baron

"Joan

sides

played

part

the

Lee,"

and

day,''

Theda Bara,

who

salo

Thurs-

for-

ing

"The

Clay,"

vehicle

will

\V

sup-

in

years,

bered productions as
The Writing on
the Wall," "The
Spirit
In the

Miss

porting

many

these

star of such

release to thea-

its

!

Thanhouser has added two widely

known

directors to

its

already distin-

guished staff of megaphone wielders.

The two most

recent additions to the

Emile Chautard and
Van Dyke Brooke. The former comes
from World, where he produced such
directorial staff are

"The Man

Who

Forgot,"
•'Friday, the Thirteenth," "All Man,"
features as

Screen Gossip
'The

Heart

"Human

Little

them, and very shortly the screens will
be reflecting their one-reel adventures
under the name Myers-Theby Comedies.

productions, the

Both stars are known and admired by
a whole host of film fans, and their
new offerings are sure to be on a par

Hero,"

a

of

Church
Around the Corner," and others, and at
Thanhouser will be in charge of the

"The

Driftwood,"

Frederick

Warde

of which under his direction

is

first

entitled

Mr.
Pemberton."
'Tron-Hearted
Brooke, since leaving the speaking
stage, has been continuously employed
by Vitagraph, and has directed such
Maurice Costello, Lillian
stars
as
Walker, Anita Stewart, Norma Talmadge, Dorothy Kelly, and Leah Baird.
Gladys Leslie is the Thanhouser star

whom Mr.
the
is

Brooke

now

is

to direct,

and

with their past ones.
at you,

Harry and Rosemary!

McClure, which issued "The Seven
Deadly Sins," is now well along with
another series of similar productions,
the

new group

in three

to consist of nine plays

groups of three plays each.

vehicle to be put in production
Amateur Orphan," from the pen

Agnes

There are

C. Johnston.

William V. Mong, for some months
past one of Universale foremost directors, has been signed as the director in
chief of the newly formed Colorado
Film Corporation, which has
just opened studios at

—

tras

first

and the

organization

is

said to be a multiple-

adapted

reel spectacle

from a portion of the
DiOld Testament.
rector

Mong

prepared

State

in

in

Harry Myers.

ing the early filming of the picture, with
the assurance of undivided support from

who have

Your

seen

it

old friends,

by enrolling
the Los Angeles Aviation

patriotic action

the

Union, and the company has received thousands of letters urg-

all

other

Director J.
P. McGowan, being so
hardened against life
risking that nothing
daunts him, started the

the script,

every

In

ernment.

himself

and it has been shown to
prominent educators, ministers,
and historians in
nearly

players them-

announced that it stands
ready to abandon the
screen profession and
take up arms at a
word from the gov-

undertaking of the

w

bit

words,
the whole company has

selves.

Th

California.

and ex-

in

M

rovia,

stars, bit players,

peace times. But now that the
war has come, everything is muddled.
The stars at the Signal studio, where
the Helen Holmes thrillers are made,
have all announced that they are ready
to do their bits.
And so have the extras

n e

Here's laughing

first

"An

of
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in synopsis form.

Harry Myers and

Rosemary Theby, are now to be found
in Pathe productions. They are to have
a brand of film especially named after

Corps.

Ever know Mitchell Lewis was a
jack-tar?
You remember his recent
success in "The Barrier" and "The Bar
Sinister," in which he gave as good a
character interpretation as we have seen
in many long months. Well, the reason
for his natural acting in outdoor roles
has just come to light. Before going on

Screen Gossip
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D. W.

Griffith,

now

G.

of Artcraft, directing.

Bitzer, his best camera

man,

IV.

is at the right.

now

the stage, Lewis served before the mast

Company,

crew of the Wasp, during
the Spanish-American War, was under
Admiral Sampson on the flagship New
York, and was a "schoolmaster" at the
Naval Training Station at Newport.

for Black Cats.

as one of the

is

teaching them to look

With such

a start on

brand names it ought not to be long
before Pink Giraffes, Yellow Ducks,
and Mauve Rhinoceros should be

A

equally popular.

nearest

visit to the

"movie" will then provide even the
most sane and sober of persons with a

A

rumor has been

floating

loosely

regular nightmare.

through the air, like a balloon, to the
effect that William S. Hart was making negotiations apropos of his joining

Norma Talmadge's company.

But Bill
just pulled one of his guns from its
holster and punctured said balloon by
wiring Picture-Play Magazine as
follows:
"Positively no truth in ru-

mor

of

Which,

my
it

negotiations with Schenk."

Talented Lois Weber, producer of
half a score of really extraordinary
productions,

at

coming feature are

in

fans

have learned

to

and President Spoor,
of the Essanay Film Manufacturing
;

again.

the

leading

to

Ben

nature.

Mignon Anderson

The picture
know Bluebirds

it

You and I" is the name
and many of the scenes
gorical

seems, calls for a period.

is

"Even As

of her latest,
in this

forth-

be of an

alle-

Wilson

and

are the players cast

roles.

Maude

They

will

be

George, Bertram
Grassby, E. N. Wallock, and numerous others.

assisted

by

A

Little Celluloid

Sorrow

The Vengeance
By Matthew
From

LILAS

Featuring

VELSO,

premiere danseuse
of the Imperial Ballet, in Washington, meditated on the strange

contrasts that four years had wrought

From

a

hard

pal-

and a dancing master in St. Petersburg now Petrograd, by the grace of
the Russian government
to this new
let

—

—

land, a land veritably flowing with milk

and honey.

She gazed

appointments

her

of

gorgeous
apartment, and
at the

sighed.

Was
The

ever

without

rose

its

was
madame."

thorn

?

"If you please,

The trim

maid who entered disturbed her cogitations.
"Mr. TcheofT!" She looked
up with a vague foreboding in her black
eyes as the portieres parted and Michael
tall,

black-bearded

man

of

perhaps thirty-five entered.
"A good afternoon to you, my Lilas,"
he said pleasantly in Russian as she
rose.
He made as if to take her in his
arms, but she eluded him with an al-

most imperceptible,
placed her at his

lithe

movement

side.

He

that

laughed

shortly.

"Save that for Mr. David Royston,"
he muttered into his black beard. "He
is not, perhaps, familiar with your entire repertoire of coquetries.
Use them
on him while you may; it will not be

much longer."
"What do you mean?"
him,

she flared up
flooding her pale

the color
cheeks, as she stepped back from him.
at

"You know what I mean," he replied.
"Surely you know that Mr. David Royyouth of the United States
secret service, is but a puppet in a
greater play. I need not recall to your
ston, na'ive

HENRY KING

hope, that you have
cultivated Royston at my instance and

forgetful mind,

I

You ought

command.

know," he
went on, with a brutal laugh, "that he
is not for you
he would never marry
your kind."
She sank in a chair with a low moan.
He went on, unheeding: "It is a
greater service in which we are engaged a service in which love"— he
laughed sardonically "has no place.
You have been careless enough to allow
to

;

—

yourself

—

to

in

fall

beardless youth

thorn, in this case,

Tcheoff, a

Allison

the Fortune Picture Play

in her circumstances.

the Dead

of

— so

love

be

it.

with

this

The time

come for denouement of our little
play.
Why, only yesterday he discovered that some plans had been taken,
has

and

called

carelessness.

down

his

They

subordinate

for

are working on the

case now."

She looked up,
"

startled.

"You mean

Her

voice choked off in her
white throat as she gazed at him, dread
and fear rampant in her eyes.
"Exactly, my lady," he said easily.

"The

secret-service department of these

become aware

United States has

finally

of the

important plans are

being

—

fact that

shall I say, stolen?

—and

is

tak-

ing steps for the apprehension of the
malefactors. Of course, as is customary

such cases, it is now too late, for we
have almost everything we set out to
get.
There are, however, certain plans
of a new submarine that we must have.
The person selected to er achieve
" He
the accomplishment of this is
paused and looked at her significantly.
in

— —

"It

is I,"

she throated in the veriest

whisper.
"Really, my dear Lilas," he laughed,
"at times you show a quickness of per-

;

The Vengeance
Yes,

ception that astounds me.

She was

you."

silent

it

is

under his scru-

tiny.

He drew up

his chair to hers,

was lowered

his voice

and

to a bare whisper.

"You know Captain Salwin?" he
She shook her head silently.
"No matter," he went on. "You will
meet him to-night at the embassy ball.
He will be there with his cousin, David
Royston. These plans, that are so imasked.

portant to us, will be in the possession
of Captain Salwin, who received them
this afternoon from David and has orders not to allow them to leave his
person until he can deliver them to
headquarters to-morrow morning. That

means

that he will have

at the ball.

win."

matter

how

ways of knowing

there are

"And
"You

No

them to-night

I

" she broke

I

know

things."
in.

are to get these plans from SalA flare of fury seemed to en-

:

of

Dead

the
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She sprang to her
feet and confronted Michael Tcheoff,
her black eyes flashing an eternal feminine fire that seemed to strike him
through and through. He recoiled from
velop her at

this.

her momentarily.
"I will not be a party to this," she
snapped. "I am through with all this
this intrigue.
Since I came here I
have been dragged into it my whole
life here has been nothing but a round
I stood it
of intrigue and deception.
"
all, but now
Her voice
but now
trailed off into a sob as she stood facing

—

—

—

him there.
"But now," he

finished,

"you

was

1

who helped you

to

escape

— who

go

through with our plans as outlined."
He brought his voice down to an easy,
conversational level as he continued
"Do you know, Lilas, sometimes it
seems to me that you forget certain
scenes that occurred in St. Petersburg,
immediately preceding your- our departure to this new land. I remember,
for example, a husband
yours lying

—

—

"It

will

placed you in the Imperial Ballet.'

—
—

The Vengeance
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on a bare, wooden

member

—

floor,

dead.

I

re-

—

was you standing over him, clutching the empty water
bottle with which you had killed him.
I remember
"It was in self-defense,'- she palpi"He was drunk, as usual, and
tated.
he was beating me— and the baby. He
a figure

it

'-

—

Dead

the

of

"You

light manner.

you

—

the ball

at

He

beaten.

silent,

"And

for

as

paused

at the

"there

is

a

do what I tell
to-night."
She was
rose to go.

David Royston," he

door

little

will

to fling

score of

back

at her,

my own

I

intend to settle at the proper time. Remember one thing that you belong to

me — and

—

cast

David out of your mind.

know I know. But the police
You forget, at
did not know this.
times, that it was I who helped you to
escape-— who brought you here and
placed you in the Imperial Ballet. Has

David, for instance, knew of our re"
lations
He paused significantly

occurred to you lately that the Russian police might want to locate one
Lilas Markoff, wanted for the murder
He looked at her
of her husband."
pleasantly, a faint smile curving his

there.

contemptuous lips."
"Oh oh, you beast !" she breathed.
"
"Have you no spark of human
"Not where my country is concerned," he said sternly, abandoning his

mother. Will I see my big sweetheart
soon?" she said, as she threw her arms
about her mother's neck.
"Yes, Mignon, very soon; he is coming for tea." With a sigh of absolute

"I

it

—

"Only yesterday he
ered

that

some

discov-

plans

been taken, and, called

had

dovn

his subordinate for careless-

If

for a

moment, and was gone.

She stared blankly

standing
small, golden head peered in

visualizing

still

A

at the door, as if

his

figure

through the portieres.
"Is that horrid

At
in.

man

gone, mother ?"

nod from her mother she came
"I heard him talking about David,

a

—

!

The Vengeance
gold head pressed
too
close against her mother's breast
close to see the tears that stood like
wonderfully lucent jewels in Li las'
the

content,

little

—

black eyes.
"Captain Sal win received them this

the

of

round in his circling arms they were
as one spirit in two bodies.
David introduced her to Captain Salvvin later, and that headstrong youth,
as was his wont, promptly fell in love.
This, of course, was a chronic condi;

but a pretty scene of
followed, at the conclusion of

pique

big

brilliant

ballroom never

looked

and so gay, crowded as

it

so

was

with the representatives of every naBeautiful women there were
tion.
the pick of the countries they repreand the most beautiful of these
sented

—

was

Lilas.

She danced the first dance with
David Royston, a big, blond man of
with cleanregular features, and of such
cut,
height that he towered above every man
in the room. Lilas was never so lovely,
and never had she danced so divinely.
The spirit of the dance seemed to have
entered into her she was music incar-

perhaps twenty-five or

six,

—

nate.

They swayed,
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tion with him,

afternoon from, his cousin David.''

The

Dead

reedlike, to the rhyth-

mic cadence of the music, seeming to
move on the wings of the melody rather
than through their own volition. Her
eyes half closed, she drifted round and

which the captain bore Lilas away to
the palm room, while David stood talk-

ing

to the chief of the secret service.

Screened by the tall, potted plants,
and with the music coming faintly to
her almost unheanng ears, the words
of Michael Tcheoff came back to her,
and the very soul within her moaned
she, with her infinite caat her fate
pacity for the enjoyment of life, to be
a puppet, an unwilling tool for evil

—

Even
the

as her eyes flared

tall

tered

up

in rebellion,

figure of Michael Tcheoff saun-

through the room.

He bowed

pleasantly to her, but she caught the

strange

gleam

in

the

dark eyes

— the

gleam that told her that now was her
chance and he expected her to utilize
She stared impothe opportunity.
tently at his retreating back, her face

gray under the artificial light that
tered down through the palms.

fil-

!
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"Aren't you well,

madame ?"

inquired

the captain solicitously.

— —no,

not very," she
stammered, remembering her appointed
task.
"I have a very bad headache,
captain.
I wonder if I could trouble
you to take me home."
"Certainly, madame, certainly," he
"Perfectly

answered

at

er

once.

"Til

get

your

wraps."

"Thank you

so

much," she breathed,

leaning back, very white, against the
bench.
He returned with her wraps
in a

few minutes, and conducted her

her machine.
In the meantime, David had been in
receipt of interesting information from
his chief.
Much progress had been
made in tracing the purloiners of the

to

plans.

All the evidence, the chief told

him, pointed to Michael Tcheoff as the
receiver of the plans, and, much against
his will, as he had rather a liking for
Michael, David was forced to believe
that he was the man behind the robberies.

Even now he was being watched, as
there was information that he would
proceed- to the residence of his confederate,

or

confederates,

this point a

man who had

to-night.

At

unobtrusively

approached beckoned to the chief.
There was a whispered consultation,
and the chief returned with the information that Tcheoff had departed and
that he had been traced to his destina-

"Come

Dave," called the chief,
"you had better be in on the finish of
on,

The

three went out, the last arrival leading the way.
They entered
the waiting automobile, and David

this.

started at the address that
to the chauffeur.

It

was given

was the house

of

Lilas Velso

Could it be that she was a confederate of Michael TcheofFs ? He remembered now the little confidences that he
had seen between them, the half-averted
eyes,

and the hurriedly changed con-

when he approached.

In a
daze, with his house of cards tumbling
rapidly down around his throbbing
head, the powerful machine whirled
versation

him on

to the house

oLthe woman he

loved.

Before they arrived there another

drama

part in this

of

human

hearts and

cross-purposes had been enacted. Redfaced, and breathing heavily, Captain
Salwin was prone on the drawingroom rug dead to the world. Over
him bent Lilas, a flushed, desperate
Lilas, who repented her act in drugging the cousin and confidant of
David.
Her efforts to bring him back to a
consciousness of things were useless.
"Get up, captain
Oh, get up \" she
pleaded, shaking his shoulder.
To no
avail it would take hours for the effect
of the drug to wear off.
"Why should he get up, my pretty
Lilas ?" remarked a mocking voice over
her shoulder. "I suppose you have the
papers?"
She whirled quickly and
faced Michael Tcheoff", who had slipped
in silently. Tier hands flew to her breast
with a sudden gasp. Could she never

—

!

;

man ?

escape this

have not the plans," she retorted.
"I have changed my mind I
do not intend to get them." His face
"No,

I

;

contorted with rage, Tcheoff" grasped
her roughly by the arm.

"What do you mean, woman?" he
"Hurry

rasped.

tion.

Dead

the

of

"I

mean

that I

I

!

am

am

followed."

through with you

and your kind forever.

I

"You mean nothing of the
growled. "You mean merely
have

forgotten

a long

he

you

police.

Russia,
as the

chief,

and

commented the
"Ah, what is this?" He

evening,"

chief casually.

advanced

that

Russian

door opened and David, his
two policemen entered.

"Good

sort,"

memory in
He dropped her arm

They have
Lilas."

the

"

mean

to the

tain Salwin.

prone figure of Cap-

—
The Vengeance
David stepped over to his cousin's
side and lifted a glass from a table
He smelled of it, and then,
near by.
with an accusing voice, he addressed
Lilas.

"How comes

he demanded.

this?"

of

Captain Salwin he is drunk."
supplied Michael. "Madame Yelso sent
for me to see that he got Home safely/'
They looked at Lilas, and she nodded
slowly in corroboration. "And to what
are we indebted for this visit, chief, if
I may ask?" he vent on.
"You know,
it is rather late to visit a lady in her
is

;

home."

"You know what we

are here for,
Tcheoff," retorted the chief brusquely.
He turned to the policeman. "Search
that

man

!"

Michael submitted to the
search, which was finished without anything incriminating being found on him.
All that was found on him was a letter,
which, while it gave some information,
gave no evidence. Puzzled, the chief
in

meditation

for

David stepped over to his cousin's
side and lifted a glass from a
table

nearby.

"How

this?" he demanded.
he

been
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of

his— lady."
David, who had stood

in a

became

livid

the developments,

daze at
with an

unreasoning fury. Insane in his rage,
!"
he sprang upon Michael. "It's a lie
he shouted. "You white-livered dog
it's a lie, do you hear ?"
His hand was
at Michael's throat when the policeman
separated them.
"It is the truth, David," said Lilas
quietly, her face pale, but calm and
composed as is the face of one who
has made a great resolve.
"It is the
truth," she reiterated.
A dead silence
•

—

followed.

Silently

stood

Dead

"We'll have to search the house, I suppose.
I am sure the papers are here."
"It seems to me, chief, that your procedure is rather high-handed. Surely a
gentleman has a right to visit the house

"Has he been drugged?"
"It

the

drugged ?''

comes

"Has

a

moment.

She stood before them, straight and
cold, as they stared at her. David stood
in his tracks, as if transfixed by this
sudden revelation.
\\ here she had got it, no one seemed

—
The Vengeance
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the

of

Dead

know, but with a quick movement
of her hand she brought a tiny blue

and Michael was received in the Roy-

her lips.
The chief sprang
forward to dash it away, but it was too
late.
She swayed before them dizzily
for a moment, and sank into David's
arms.
He laid her tenderly on the

David was a busy man, and there

to

bottle to

couch.

She looked up
"I

der.

am

at him, pleading, ten-

Before

going, David.

I

want you to know that I loved
you that you were the only bright spot
in a drab, unclean life.
If you cared
for me at all, look after little Mignon.
Bring her up to be unlike her
go

I

—

— — —
Now —
me,

mother.
kiss
David.
Good-by." She was gone as his head
bent low over her.
Fifteen years

many emotions

is

a very long time,

and

that might be supposed

be lasting can fade out in that time.
David and Mignon were now married.
Mignon had been David's ward, and in
his tender care she grew to the full
to

bloom of young womanhood

—the

ing incarnation of her mother.

liv-

Time

and happiness had softened the harsher
feelings
of David toward Michael
TcheofT, especially

now

that the doctor

had given him but three months

All that was

found on him

to live,

urns a letter,

ston household as a frequent visitor.

were, of course, many times when he
could not be home. Mignon, out of the
great sympathy and kindness that is
woman's, often during those times entertained Michael.
He had not long
to live, as she

make

his

last

knew, and she tried to
days as happy as she

could.

Michael's visits became a daily thing,
and there were many days when David,
returning home, found them chatting
intimately over the tea table.
It was
after one of these visits that David

spoke

first

to

Mignon about

He mentioned

it

the matter.

merely because, as

he said, some idle gossip had come to
his ears about it, and, while he, of
course,

knew

it

was

all

right— still,

it

might be well to pay a little attention
to appearances and Mrs. Grundy.
Indignantly Mignon swept from the
room. The truth of the matter was, to
be sure, that David, being nothing but
a man, did not understand women and
had taken the wrong method of ap-

was the beginning of a
break between them, and Mignon, although her attentions to Michael were
proach.

It

which gave information but no evidence.
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"I have
he b

and only because she
was trying to make him happy in his
last days, carried on the affair with re-

his eyes.

newed

out a backward look,

entirely innocent

vigor.

self to

her

"You

full

lie !"

height as she looked into

Withshe swept from

she uttered slowly.

David, manlike, brooded a good deal,
and the seed of suspicion, that could
have fallen on fallow ground, began to

the room.

take root.

crumpled, white little heap of femininity, sobbing her heart out on the bed.
In her hands were some little baby

A

few days later Michael died, leaving all his wealth to Mignon.
Overcome by his rage, his suspicions of
Mignon strengthened by this further
proof of Michael's regard for her,
David towered above her in the drawing-room that night.
"So your lover has died," he said
brutally, his senses almost gone in the
upheaval of his passions. White to the
lips, she stood up slowly and drew her-

David had peered into her
boudoir, he would have seen her, a
Later,

if

They were small and pitiful
shadow of her great grief.

things.

the

A year later David

in

brooding alone
over his whiskv and soda in his den.
and meditating over the incidents of the
This day a divorce had been
day.
granted to Mignon a divorce which he
had permitted her to have. It had torn

—

sat
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but in his narrow,
unseeing- mind
narrowed and blinded
by his great love there had been no
He was alone toother course open.
night and the need of Mignon tugged

his heart out to

do

—

—

and tore at his heartstrings. He, who
had had happiness in his grasp, had
cast it from him.
His man brought in a letter, and
David started as he recognized the
handwriting on the envelope.
It was
message
from the dead from
a
.Michael Tcheoff*, and on the envelope
was inscribed: "To. David Royston, to

—

be delivered at the time of his divorce
from his wife." With his senses reeling, he tore it open feverishly, and
read

Cher Ami

:

My

revenge

— that

is

complete

It

!

now to know that
I knew you would

worse

you
Mignon was innocent.
pain

American way. Ah,
how childlike you Americans are. There
never was anything between Mignon and me
divorce her

is

the

but friendship and pity on her part, and a
I planned it
desire for revenge on mine.
Lilas and you have paid!
clever, wasn't it?

Michael Tcheoff.

David
Mignon.
came in.

went immediately to find
She looked up, startled, as he
Her face went gray, but she

retained her composure, as
of women the world over.

the

is

-

"

"Mignon
and

"

Dead

the

of

it,

—

will

—

—

:

began

he

TcheofFs

took

letter

"Good evening, Mr. Royston,"
"To what am I

debted——"

—

"Mignon Mignon
me!" he broke out.
fool, a triple fool

am

sorry;

I

— don't

—but

know

I

have paid.

I

more

to

say."

"And you
all

I

have

—

think that is enough after
suffered/' she came back

"You walk

on me, like
the last act of a melodrama, and say
you are sorry. Then we embrace, and
all is forgiven."
She gazed at him,
unrelenting, but as he bowed his head
there was a soft, warm little gleam that
scornfully.

in

crept into her black eyes.

"Now

go!"

she

said.

In short,

We

when

will not

Silent,

he

slowly to the door.
"Wait !"
she commanded, and he stopped, a sudden throbbing of hope in his heart and
a pounding of the blood in his brain.*
She stepped swiftly to the next room,
and returned with a live little bundle.
started

His

little

man

child laughed

him.
"His name
proudly, "and

—

is

up

at

David," she said

:

way

But the

rest

was buried

in his breast

he gathered her and the child to him\

every motive, thought, and deed is right,
When heroes, crowned with aureoles of light,
Have put the last low villain out of sight,
When Good no longer dons its armor bright
attitudes

in-

pla}^

of nothing

"^l^HEN

With

she

with
"I have been a
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Bad

his

broke in coldly.

as

gives to

from

pocket.

5#

And

hoarsely,

the customary smite,

and phrases fixed and

trite

—

picture plays are pure and white,

go to see them every night.

Arthur Brooks Baker,

a lucky thing Dorot iy Gish id
happy about being out in the
rain, because she is going to stay
The mere facr that her
out in it.
hand is on the auto door doesn't
prove that she can open it or walk

It's

so

miraculously in, when the leather
fastened down tight
curtain is
over the entrance.

X

We

never realized that Molly Malone was

so attractive until

we saw

this picture at

the northwest of this caption. She has one of those
stalwart, young movie
hunters so fussed that he
is holding his hand over
the muzzle of the gun,

where

bullets

the

exit.

knew something tragic
would result if ladies persisted in
posing with animals. Now see what
happened to poor Eileen Sedgwick.
After choosing various beasts to
make her photographs cute, she
finally got mixed up with one that
was so big lie broke out through
the top, and Eileen can hardly be
"We always

noticed

— just

like

a

nightmare.

•

Some ore has
look

cute

if

told Louise Huff that she'd
she found a hole in a

decayed tree, and pushed her head
through it. This picture of an actress
completely surrounded by wood, reminds us of the days we used to throw
mellow tomatoes at dark men for
cheap cigars at the County Fair.

Harold Lockwood (above) may
be a brave and sturdy hero and
perfectly able to care for himself, but our first rule in selfdefense would be to take cur
hands out of our pockets when
a lumberjack doubles his fists
and swears at us. But, then,
we may not be a hero.

5

terrible

—

terrible, to see

poor

a predicament.
But how, we ask, did Ella manage
fall out of the seat of an auto
was in the car before the accia

Hall

in

sucli

—

!

ent

in

the film

and unruffled,

— and land so neatly

in this graceful yet

pathetic pose on the fender of the

same automobile?

~

(fjracle
^sss^^tT
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This department will answer questions asked by our readers relating to motion pictures. No questions
regarding matrimony, religion, or scenario writing will be answered; those of the latter variety should be
sent to the editor of the scenario writers' department. Send full name and address, and write name or
Address: Picture Oracle, care of this
initials by which you wish to be answered at the top of your letter.
magazine, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York City. All questions are answered in the order received; failure
If you desire an early answer, inclose a
to see your reply in one issue means that it will come later.
stamped, addressed envelope, and a personal answer will be sent unless there is space in the magazine for it.

ARIDAS.— Right

and

at the top of the Oracle,

with only two small questions, too. Yes, I
can't see where the censors could raise any objection to the contest you contemplate using in
your scenario. Get all your advice on photo-play
writing from Clarence J. Caine, of the PicturePlay staff. He is always glad to give advice
Write to Anita
regarding scenario problems.
Stewart in regard to securing the photo you
You can reach her at the Vitagraph
mention.
Company, East Fifteenth Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

Hapeville.

— Yes,

is

it

true that D. \V. Griffith,

motion-picture
world-famous
across the broad Atlantic to

director,

attend

to

went

some

business matters of great importance on the
There have been many vague ruother side.
mors about his reasons for running the blockade
of submarines, but no one seems* to know defiHe will
nitely just what he is in Europe for.
produce features for the Artcraft upon his return.

Geraldixe

G.

—Just

what

do

know about Douglas Fairbanks?
up much too much space to tell
tory in the Oracle, so

if

you

will

you want to
It would take
his
let

life's

his-

me know

you want to learn most, 1 will try
He was born in Dento supply them for you.
ver, Colorado, in 1883, and has been on the stage
and screen since 1901, except for a short time
he spent bulling the bears in Wall Street.

what

facts

Irish Colleen.
Louise.

Sorry,

—

I

but

don't
all

know what became
your

other

of
question?

were against the

rules, so I could not answer
them.
Better sit right down now, and ask me
those questions you said you wanted to, but
w ere afraid to ask because you thought there
r

were too many.
Pearl

The more

the

merrier.

— You

should get in touch with the
about your little girl and yourself.
We can't help you out in that line. You
would get much better satisfaction by going
right to the engaging department of the different
companies and showing the photos to them. As
you have had considerable stage and screen
experience, you should not have much trouble
in landing something.
studios

S.

direct

—

Cleo. Well, I am certainly glad to see that
you haven't deserted me as has Olive Junior.
So you have been enjoying yourself at Niagara
Falls?
I'll
Is that place still running?
have
to ask forgiveness after that, Cleo, as I don't
want you to stop writing. William S. Hart is
still with the Triangle, and will continue to be
seen in their films for two years to come. Yes,
the editor's mustache is full grown on one side.
The whole six hairs are now in bloom. He expects another one soon.

W.

—

T. C. I suggest that the best way for you
go about things would be to study the camera
thoroughly until you are sure you have mastered
Then go around to some
every detail of it.
studio, and try to get a position as assistant
camera man for a while. The pay is small and
the duties not very much, but it will give you
a chance to study the way things are done in
to

W
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the studio, and you will gain much information
about the duties of the camera man while in the

too,

that

that

is

studio and out on locations.

human emotions

—

Can't get them much higher
Here they are:
Certainly
I will.
than that.
Grace Darmond at the Pathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, and Ralph Kellard, the same.
Ralph Kellard was
These are their names.

Roy

Flush.

L.

born on June
but

is

16, 1887, in

New York

City.

Grace

— Address Louise Huff in care of the
Pictures

—

Love. All right. Don't forget to send me that
promised ticket when you give your first concert,
and I'll be there. No, I don't need to wear purple
robes and a black mask, as you suggest, because no
one knows me so what difference does it make
whether I put on a disguise or not ? I don't have
to resort to "Masked Marvel" tactics, thank goodness that is, not until some one gets wind of

—

—

If they do, it
I am the Oracle.
me busy thinking up ways and means
escape, so I hope no one discovers who I be

the fact that
will

of

keep

you work all day,
night,
when
do you get a
music
at
and study
chance to take in a picture show?
for

some time

to

come.

—

—

of

work

that

is

have
is

it

isn't
I

very honest work?

don't

more

know

honest.

evidently

What

of any other
There is one

to

and

register the

the satisfaction of others.
Evidently you think that acting is as easy as
rolling out of bed.
You will have to change
that opinion if you ever expect to make a success
of it.
I am afraid that you will realize that
it is no easy matter when you have tried it for
a while.

This

to

—

7

hat has happened to you?
the third week now, and not a line
you. If one doesn't come along pretty soon
is

from
you will have

to

change

it

to

Every Month.

Flo.— Why

the "Air. Oracle?"
"Dear Oracle"
is a plenty.
So you are coming down to the
office and take a snapshot of me?
That will
be lots of fun, indeed, but in an office of three
hundred people, where no one is wise as to
who I am with the exception of the editor, how
do you think you are going to pick me out.
Your only salvation may be in taking snaps of
the three hundred and then looking them over
and saying, "Well, one of you is the Oracle,
but I don't know which."
No, Creighton Hale
has not deserted the screen for the stage.
He
went on the stage for a while after finishing
"Snow White" with Marguerite Clark, in a musical comedy called "Oh, Boy," but returned shortly
after to the Pathe forces when they flashed a
tempting contract in front of him and gave him
a pen to write all. over it with.
Pearl White
was born in 1889. "Pearl of the Army" is the
last serial that Pearl White appeared in.
Ralph
Kellard played opposite her in this one.
Colds
are very bothersome things, aren't they?
They
are not half as "bad as hay fever, which I have
had every year for the last five years.
That
is a cold with reinforcements.

Picture

Oracle

Admirer.

— Whee

!

Another

•admirer added to my list.
They certainly are
growing.
Francis X. Bushman, have a care
Juanita Hansen is with the Keystone Company
again.
She is not playing opposite Tom ChatTom is on his ranch at the
terton any more.
present time.
Juanita has not appeared with
him since the "Secret of the Submarine." She
went to Fox from American, and then when
Keystone made her a big offer to return to the
fold she accepted, and has been working for
Mack Sennett ever since. Jack Moyer is the
gentleman who played opposite Margarita Fischer
Quite an enterin "Miss Jackie of the Navy."
I think it was
taining picture, don't you think?
she
has
ever done.
that
one of, the best things
Do let me hear from you soon again. Grace
Cunard is twenty-six. Juanita first saw the light
of day in 1897.

Smut.

line
fact,

overlooked,

no easy matter

1

If

M. M. A. Mrs. Vernon Castle should be addressed in care of the International Film Company, which is in care of the Los Angeles ExShe certainly
aminer, Los Angeles, California.
does spend a lot of money on her clothes.
No, she is not through with pictures for a long
The Commonwealth Pictures Corporation,
time.
of Chicago, have just announced that they have
secured her services, and are looking for suitable
stories in which to feature her at the present
time.
Her first screen appearance was in "The
Whirl of Life," produced by the Cort Film Corporation. Her salary looks like a telephone number that you have to read several times in order
to remember it long enough to tell the operator.
A. B. Acting
do you mean?

you

that

Every Week.

eighteen.

ParaCorporation, New York City.
Vivian Martin gets all of her mail at the MoDorrosco studios in Los Angeles, California.
othy Davenport will get any mail sent to her at
Marie Doro should
Universal City, California.
be addressed in care of the Lasky Studios, Vine
Street, Hollywood, California. House Peters' address is the same as that of Vivian Martin.
Hazel Dawn's mail will be forwarded to her
from the Famous Players Film Company, New
York City. She was with the "Century Girl"
show all. season, and that accounts for the fact
that she has not been seen on the screen for
some time. Hazel is a great favorite, however,
and will most likely appear in some more screen
dramas within the near future.
Dot.

mount

!

In

fact,

— No,

you didn't bother me in the least.
you interested me. I am always glad

The
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hear from new readers as well as the old.
Yes, the actors and actresses will all send you
their photos upon receipt of twenty-five cents.
Be sure you have their right addresses before
you send to them for a picture.
to

Wood

B.

Kwestioner.

—Yes,

the Triangle

Com-

pany has made quite a success. Their stars are
William S. Hart, Charles Ray, Enid Bennett,
Bessie Love, Louise Glaum, William Desmond,
Clara Williams, and also Dorothy Dalton. Don't

know the
but know

exact figures of Charles Ray's salary,
that he receives the second largest
salary of the Triangle stars, William S. Hart
getting the most numbers written on his check
each Saturday. Thomas H. Ince is supervising
the entire output of all the Triangle dramas,
while Mack Sennett is looking after the comedy
Some of the latest Keyend of the company.
stones are funnier than any they have ever been.
gold rooster has always been the trade-mark
of the Pathe Company, so this is probably where
they got the name of their Gold Rooster features
from. "The Hidden Spring" was the last Lockwood and Allison feature. They will both be
starred separately in the future, and will not team
The Lasky and Famous
together any more.
Players companies joined together quite a few
months ago. The Goldwyn Corporation is the
newest big concern in the motion-picture game.
They have signed up Mae Marsh, Robert Har-

A

ron,

Maxine

Elliot,

Mary Garden, Madge Ken-

nedy, and several other well-known stars. Mae's
sister, Margaret Marsh, is also with the company, and appears in Mae's first picture with
Samuel Goldfish and Edgar Selthis concern.
wyn are the heads of the concern.

—

E. R. Address Carlyle Blackwell, in care of
the World Film Corporation, 126 West FortyWebster Campsixth Street, New York City.
bell should be written to in care of the Essanay

Company, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Crane Wilbur receives his mail at the David
Horsley studios, Los Angeles, California. Can't
tell you anything about acting, as I am not an
Crane Wilbur was born
instructor in this line.
in Athens, New York, on November 17, 1889.
Eva.

— No,

Mary Pickford has

seven years yet

to travel before she reaches the thirty-year mark.
Address Marguerite Clark in care of the Famous

Yes,
Players Film Company, New York City.
Earle Williams and Anita Stewart are to play
opposite each other once more. Forrest Stanleywas in "He Fell in Love With His Wife." Mary's
hair

Hollywood, California. Helen Holmes greets the
postman at the Signal Film Company, Los Angeles, California.
They will send you an autographed photograph of themselves that will cost
them just twenty-nine cents if you will but mail
a

much

they would be out

quarter.

around free

who

—

all

all

the time.

—

G. A. B. Marguerite Courtot was the maid in
that Kalem picture that Tom Moore married, in
the end, not his fiancee.

—

Particular Admirer Picture Oracle. I agree
with you that the only bad feature of the Picture-Play Magazine is that it is printed but
once a month. Do you mean the "Ten Thousand
Dollar Husband?" I don't remember any other
picture by the name you mention. Blanche Sweet
was the star of this production. So you believe
in reading through the Oracle to find out what
you want to know? In other words, you let
the other fellow do the heavy writing, and you
do the reading when the magazine comes out?

Am

I right?

Mary.— All
you think he

Frank Keenan

right, I will tell

that

a wonderful actor the next time
I run into him.
He is a pretty busy man lately,
and I have seen very little of him, but the next
time I do, I shall certainly give him your letter
and best regards.
How will that do? You
forgot to ask any questions, so what can I say?
is

—

E. O. D. Alice Joyce and Harry Morey have
been starring together in Vitagraph productions.

The

Nestor,

Bluebird,

Red

Feather,

Laemmle,

Imp, Joker, L-ko, and Powers make up the
Universal program.
Kay-bee, Fine Arts, and
Keystone form the Triangle. Famous Players,
Lasky, Morosco, and Black Diamond form the
Paramount.
The Mutual Film Corporation is
composed of the American, Vogue, Lone Star,
Signal, David Horsley, Gaumont, and Strand.
The General is' composed of Selig, Essanay, Vitagraph, Kalem, Edison, Melies, Vim, and Amber.
The K. L. S\ E. releases Kleine, Lubin, Selig,

and Essanay pictures.
F. J. R.

—The

home

of the rich financier was

photographed just oft of Sunset Boulevard in
Los Angeles, California, for "The Main Spring."
You don't want to know very much in your
first offense.
Do think up something else that
you might want to know, and let me hear from
you.

is light.

Criterion. Write to Marguerite Clark in care
New
the Famous Players Film Company.
York City. May Allison will get all mail sent
to her at the Yorke-Metro studios, Gordon Street.

to

can see from this how
if they sent these photos
their thousands of admirers

are writing for them

Mortimer.
of

You

them

— Mary Fuller

is

now

playing in fea-

Lasky Company in Hollywood, CaliNo, she is very well, indeed. Had a
from her last week. 'State Rights" is a

tures for the
fornia.
letter

term used when a feature picture

is

to be

sold

I
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by States. That is to say, that if you want to
buy a picture for New York, you will pay so

much money

for the rights of renting the picexclusively in your State._ Each State is
Sometimes a firm will buy
sold the same way.
the rights of a certain States Rights feature
"Absinthe" was produced in
for several States.
Paris by Herbert Brenon, and starred King
It was by far Baggot's best picture.
Baggot.
Yes, Cleo
Leah Baird played opposite him.
George
Madison has deserted the Universal.
Larkin is risking his life daily for the Kalem
Company. Yes, I think that he would answer
Address him in care of the Kalem Comyou.
pany, Glendale, California. Universal and BlueXo deception about
bird are one and the same.
ture

it,

Mortimer,
H. O. O.

I

knew you

— Scenarios

right away.

for Sidney

Drew

should

3 West
In the future
address all your questions pertaining to scenarios
to Clarence J. Caine, of this magazine, as he
looks after all that part of it.

be

sent

him

to

Sixty-first Street,

at

the

Metro

New York

studios,

City.

—

"The

Oregon.
Movie Kid," Redmond,
think that you would have a question
or two to ask if you have not been to a motionpicture show for three years and two months.
I
am sure that I should have a book full if
ever I stayed away from them for a year.
Florence
G. M. Anderson is directing now.
Turner is still acting, and Maurice Costello
bobbed up recently in a serial called "The Crimson. Stain." I have heard your song, "The Movie
Kid," and liked it very much.
You might do
me the favor of sending me an autographed
I shall be glad to keep it
copy if you will.
always as a remembrance of one of my readers.
Do write soon again, and let me know of any
other songs that you happen to have published
or in mind during the meanwhile.
should

Curiosity.

— Harold

Lockwood has been

in

mo-

few years now. He
has been with Nestor, Selig, American, Famous
Players, and the Yorke-Metro during his screen
career.
He was born in Brooklyn, New York,
on April 12, 1887. You can reach him by letter
at the Yorke-Metro studios, Hollywood, Calition

pictures

for

quite

a

fornia.

—

Viola and Inola, Sunshixe Kids. Juanita
Hansen is at the Keystone studios, 1712 Allesandro

Street,

Edendale,

California.

—

Grace E. We haven't a printed list of the
names of all the actors and actresses. Sorry we
can't accommodate you.

—

Mrs. Joseph S. I have referred your letter to
our Mr. Clarence J. Caine, of Picture-Play.
You can have your scenario typewritten by a
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public stenographer.
Send
to Picture-Play for a copy
let which will give you the
all the studios, and the type

cents in stamps
of the market booknames, addresses of
of stories that they

six

want.

—

Just Little Wee .Marjorie. Twice in the
same month. What brought you back so soon?.
Charlie Chaplin has appeared in several hundred
pictures

he

since

Gladys Smith

is

Horton

Juanita

started

my

picture

career.

Mary

Pickford's real name, and
the name Bessie Love was
do you mean, do I think
pretty?
man is never

is

christened.
What
Charlie Chaplin is
pretty,

his

dear;

A

he'

is

handsome,

attractive,

homely, or ugly. You must sign your name in
the future, Marjorie, and give your address for
reference. Mary Miles Minter says that she was
born in April, 1902. Theda Bara is twenty-six.
Charles Chaplin was born in France in 1889.
Charles Spencer Chaplin is his full name.
He
is five feet four inches tall.

Hazel
all

their

J.

H.

—Yes,

the actors have to

supply
has to be the
too, or it will look very
The double-exposure scenes

own wardrobe, and

it

very latest in style,
poor on the screen.
were taken at different times.
One half of
the film is taken of a person, and then they
are photographed on the other half maybe several days later.

Mae Marsh.

Admirer.

— Mae

Marsh

is

no

longer with Griffith. She is starring in productions for the Goldwyn Company.
She has a sister, Margaret, who is older than she, who was
in pictures before Mae began her career.
In
fact, Mae came to the old Biograph studio to
see her big sister work, and got a bit herself
as a maid in one of Griffith's pictures.
This
is how she started.
She was born in Madrid,
New Mexico, in 1897. She is five feet three
inches tall, has gray eyes and auburn hair. Yes,
she paints and carves really well.
She" didn't
fall over the cliff in "The Birth of a Nation."
She jumped into a net, and then we saw a long
dive off the cliff, and a dummy, in her clothes,
fell to the bottom
then the camera moved up,
and Mae Marsh was substituted in the place
of the dummy. It certainly takes a lot of study
on the part of the director and scenario writer
to figure these things out.
-

;

_

A Wild
all

right.

Cowgirl.— That is some ferocious
Theda Bara is twent3 -six years
r

title,

old.

of the Fox Film Corporation, 126 West Forty-sixth Street, New York
City.
"Her Greatest Love" is one of her latest
plays in which she is not a vamp. Address Vic-

Address her

in care

W

T

estern
Forde at the Fox Film Company,
She is playing
studios, Los Angeles, California.
in Fox comedies now, and has not played opposite

toria

The
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Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran for a long time.
Edith Roberts is with Eddie and Lee now. Pearl
White was born in 1889. She can be reached by
letter at the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth
Glen is no relation
Street, New York City.
The interiors of "Helene of the
of Pearl's.
North" were taken in the Famous Players studio,
New York City. Mary Pickford is a Canadian.
She was born in Toronto, Canada, twenty-three
years ago, and was christened Gladys Smith.
If there is anything else that you would like to.
I didn't
know, my wild friend, just ask me.
know that they had such things as wild cowgirls
I
in England, where your letter is postmarked.
always thought that there were but two places
One on
where this species could be located.
the plains of the West maybe and the other
You see, even
at different times in the movies.
an Oracle like myself has lots to learn these days.

—

—

—

Richardson. Franklyn Farnum, of the Universal, is not any relation of the Farnum brothers,
Dustin and William. Yes, Rose Tapely did play
in a "Seven Days" company before going into
pictures. What would you do with it if you had
it?

Thanks very much

for the

compliment.

—

E. N. B.
May Allison is twenty-one, and
Harold Lockwood is twenty-nine. Sorry I can't
answer your other questions, but every one of
them is against the rules of the department.

Marjorie A.

He was
is five

— Arthur

Kalem Company

for the

born

in

Albertson used to play
at Jacksonville, Florida.

Waycross, Georgia, in 1892. He
and weighs one hun-

feet nine inches tall

dred and sixty pounds. He also has brown hair
and dark-gray eyes and medium complexion.
Now is there anything else you would like to
know about the gentleman?

— House

Peters is very much ali e
at the present time, and not a dead one, as you
suspected, even if you did hear a rumor to that
You mustn't
effect from one of your friends.
believe everything you hear, especially about motion-picture people. I receive letters all the time
asking me if so and so is dead, or is it true that
he was arrested for killing some one, and is so
and so a deaf mute. Don't take anything for

Dorothy

S.

twenty-five cents at the gate of Universal City.
Pearl White was born in 1889. The reason that
we don't see more cowboys and Indians in pictures now is probably because this type of film
is
not very popular at the preesnt time with
the exception of the William S. Hart films. The
Westerns used to be in vogue about six or
seven years ago, but the public have changed
their taste considerably in that space of time.
Alice Joyce has just been featured in a Vitagraph picture that is attracting wide comment.
It is called "Womanhood, the Glory of a Nation."
She and Harry Morey are costars at the Vitagraph plant now. Don't mention it.

—

Cecilia T. I think that Grace Darmond can
understand a little French if I am not mistaken.
I
can't speak the language myself, so I have
never talked to her in that tongue.
letter
addressed to her in care of the Pathe Exchange,
25 West Forty-fifth Street, will reach her.

A

M.

—

E. W., Freshie for Short. Willie Collier,
is the son of William Collier, the famous

junior,

stage comedian.
Charlotte Burton is no longer
with the American Film Company.
She is now
working in the Essanay studios.
Yes, she is
quite a capable little actress.
John Oaker is
resting up at present.
He was recently with
the Vogue.
Yes, you have a very pretty little
name, indeed.
>

—
—

L. N. S.
The Kalem, Garrick, Vim, and Amber studios are located in Jacksonville, Florida.
George T. I can't help you in any way toward
becoming a motion-picture actor. You will have
to try around at the different studios, and see
if you can't get some extra work to do until
you get the needed experience.

—

I'll
ask Miss Davies if it was she
J. L. S.
you saw on the train. The address of the Triangle Film Corporation is 1587 Broadway, New

York

City.

Goelette.

— Alice Joyce lives

in

New York

City.

Tom Moore is
him. He was

granted unless you see it in print in a reliable
magazine or paper. House is doing very nicely
indeed, and your theater will most likely be
showing one of his latest Morosco releases in
the near future, so you will have a chance to

with Lasky, the last I heard from
doing a picture with Mae Murray
under the direction of Robert Leonard.
Jack
Warren Kerrigan will get any mail sent to him
at Gower Street, Hollywood, California.
Juanita
Hansen should be addressed at the Keystone
studios, 1712 Allesandro Street, Edendale, CaliT
fornia.
hite and Creighton Hale both
Pearl
receive their mail at the Pathe Exchange, 25

see him.

West

Eternal One.

— The

only way to see pictures
studio or catch a. company
at work while they are out on exterior locations.
pass is required at all the studios now ,with
the exception of the Universal, where you can
see them take the pictures there by paying your

taken

A

is

to

go

to

some

W

Forty-fifth Street,

New York

—

City.

Antonio Moreno's Admirer. Yes, I know
Rose Tapely really welt. She is- quite a talker,
I am sure that
too, on motion-picture topics.
you will enjoy hearing her speak. Address Antonio Moreno at the Vitagraph studios, Hollywood, California.
Yes, you have very good

The
taste.
-
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Antonio Moreno was born on September

Chaplin has a company of his

Mrs. HenkY D.

— Harry

Margarita Fischer

Margarita Fischer.

in

Pollard

features

for

is

the

directing

Mutual

Los An-

and made

deal.
too.

pictures for several years.

—

Irene Smith. Douglas Fairbanks will next be
in his second Artcraft release called "A
Regular Guy." His first production at the head
"of his own company was "In Again, Out Again."
'

He will
Arline Pretty was his leading lady.
production shortly on a story which was
written by the editor of our own Picture- Play,
called "Far From the Maddening Girls."
I don't
know whether friend editor has had any experience or not in this line, but there certainly
You are thinking of
is a lot of wisdom in it.
"The Americano." The scenes of this were not
taken in South America.
They secured all the
scenery they needed for this picture at San
Diego, California, making great use of the fair
grounds and buildings for this picture. He was
born in Denver, Colorado, in 1883. Two of your
questions were against the rules, so had to be
omitted.

—

Burke lives in New York
City when not working before the camera or
out of town with a play. "Peggy" was the first
picture that she ever appeared in, and she has

Give her time. Address Grace Darling
and Harry Fox at the Pathe Exchange, 25 West
letters.

Forty-fifth

Dimple. Xo, I don't think that Marguerite
Clark would regard that question too personal
to answer you regarding it.
Send a letter to her
in care of the Famous Players Film Company,
New York City. Sorry I couldn't answer your
letter in the issue you stated, but things have
been coming so hot and heavy lately that I didn't
get to 3-ours until now.
Forgive me this time,
and I will try to do better by you when you
write

again.

M.
role

J.

in

Street,

New York

City.

Charles

M.
the

*

— Dorothea
feature.

Farley played the leading

"Are Passions Inherited?"

William Conklin played opposite her. You can
reach Miss Farley in care of Willis & Inglis,
Wright and Callender Building, Los Angeles,
California.
Yes, I think she will answer your
letter.

—A

-

Louise K.
letter to Henry Walthall, in
care of the Essanay Film Company, 1333 Argyle
Street, Chicago, Illinois, will be sure to reach
him.
Niles Welch is the young gentleman that
played opposite Marguerite Clark in "Miss George
Washington." He can be addressed at the Technicolor Film
Company, Jacksonville, Florida,
where he is being featured at the present time.
No, he has been working in pictures for some
time, and is a very strong favorite with the
picture fans, especially the gentler sex.
J.

E.

B.

— Have

already answered your letter
coloring of the motion-picture film.

about the
Didn't you receive

Billie

not appeared in anything since she finished 'Gloria's Romance" for Kliene.
Mary Pickford gets
about five hundred letters a day. It is all she
can do to see that her autographed photos reach
those five hundred, much less answering all their

started putting

—

start

Peggy King.

They

on comedies together at the Vitgraph.
Yes, I
think that William S. Hart will answer a letter
from you. Try him out and see. Mrs. Vernon
Castle is certainly an exceptional dresser.
She
will get a letter addressed to her at the Pathe
Exchange also.
Certainly, I'll answer another
bunch of questions for you.
Let them come;
you can't scare me.

In fact, they originated these
quite a success of it, too.

I.
O. U.— Pearl White was born in 1889.
Creighton Hale was born in Cork, Ireland, on
May 29, 1892. Arnold Daly, Pearl White, Creighton Hale, and Sheldon Lewis were the stars in
the "Exploits of Elaine."
Pearl was with the
Crystal Film Company before she went with
Pathe.
Pearl White, Paul Panzer, and Crane
Wilbur were the three leading lights in "The
Perils of Pauline," the first serial that Pearl
White ever appeared in.
"Charity" was the
name of the play in which Linda Griffith, Creighton Hale, and Sheldon Lewis appeared. Creighton also played with Marguerite Clark in ''Snow
White" and in the musical comedy, "Oh, Boy."
before he returned once more to the Pathe.
Six hundred and seventy thousand dollars is what
Charles Chaplin received for his twelve Mutual
comedies.

far, which is saying a great
Mabel Normand has her own company,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew have been in

his best effort thus

seen

TO

in

California.
"Easy Street" is considered
his best picture.
All the film critics praised
it most highly, and I personally think that it was

program at the present time. You can address
him in care of the Pollard Picture Players, San
Yes, he is the same Harry
Diego, California.
that used to appear in the Beauty films with
pictures,

own

geles,

1888.

26,
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it?

—

Alice Joyce Fan. Alice Joyce is the young
Better take a glance at the
real name.
rules of the Oracle before you write your next
so you will not be disappointed when
letter,
some of your questions are not answered. Marguerite Snow is with the Artcraft Company,
and her latest picture is with George M. Cohan
in "Broadway Jones." in which she does some
Yes, I think Marguerite
very creditable work.
would send you one of her photographs. Address
lady's

her in care of the Artcraft Pictures Corporation,

The
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729 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Ruth Roland and Henry King were very good in Balboa's
"Who Pays?" series, but that was a long time
They have both done much better work
ago.
since that time.

Movie Fan. Harold Lockwood was born
in 1887.
Douglas Fairbanks was ushered into
four years before Harold.
Clara
this world
Kimball

Young

certainly a very beautiful
is
All right, the next time I see Bessie
Love, I shall give her the hug you sent her,
but you know little old New York is over three
thousand miles away from Culver City, California, where Bessie is acting at the present time.
Olga Petrova has auburn hair.
No, Stuart
Holmes is a very nice fellow off the screen, and
nothing like the villainous roles he po'rtrays for
Fox is starring
the benefit of picture-goers.
him in features now where he has a chance to be
"The Scarlet Letter" was the first one
good.
in which Stuart played the star part, and a real
good fellow, too. Harold Lockwood surely is a
didn't you ask the other
handsome fellow.
hundred questions in this letter, and think up
some more to write in your next? There isn't
any limit to the number of questions you ask.
The more you write the better.

woman.

Why

—

Roy W. I don't know whether you could
make a good movie actor or not. You will have
to

let

some motion-picture

question for you, as

it

is

director
'way out of

settle

my

that

line.

C— Robert

Mantell is the man to whom
you refer. He is not playing in any pictures
Yes, he
at the present time to my knowledge.
certainly is a very capable actor.
B. B.

of

Street,

New

— Write

to Grace Darmond in care
Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth
York City. Margaret Thompson is

Dixie Land.
the Pathe

Her adstill with the Ince-Triangle Company.
dress is Culver City, California, in care of the
Ralph Kellard was born in New
Tnce studios.
York City on June 6, 1887. His address is the
same as that of Grace Darmond. Ralph appeared
with Pearl White in her latest Pathe serial,
"Pearl of the Army."
Who-ish-ees?
Effingham

—Don't

happen

to

know where

now.

Cleo Ridgely will get a letter
sent to her in care of the Lasky studios, Hollywood, California. Stuart Holmes gets all of his
mail at the Fox Film Corporation, 126 West
Forty-sixth Street, New York City. So you don't
Charlie Ray should be
care for Theda Bara?
addressed in care of the Ince-Triangle studios.
Culver City, California.
Yes, I think he will
send you a picture if you ask him for one. Just
say that the Oracle said he would.
is

1889.

age you want to know, she was born in
Yes, she has auburn hair.
Chester Bar-

was the young fellow that
sed to play
opposite her in the old Crystal comedies before
Pearl left that company to start her serial work
with the Pathe.
heeler Oakman is Mabel Normand's leading man now. He was born in Washington, District of Columbia, in 1890.
He is
five feet eleven inches tall and weighs one hundred and ninety pounds. No, King Baggot is not
playing in pictures at the present time. He was
exploiting the sale of "Absinthe," the picture
that did so much toward making him famous
nett

W

r

—

A

lady's

—

Betty Milligan. How old
weight? What do you mean?

is

If

Pearl
it's

White's

the

young

when

I
heard from him last.
Grace Cunard
a sister by the name of Mina who plays
pictures.
don't answer matrimonial ques-

has
in

We

tions,

H.

Betty.

— No,

you have named all the pictures
of your favorite, Howard
Estabrook.
He recently went to California,
where he directed a feature with Vivian Martin
C.

we have

a

as

published

starter.

—

Albert S. Hixes. William S. Hart was born
Newburgh, New York. He has been in motion pictures about three years.
Yes, he used
to be a very popular star on the speaking stage
before he went in for motion pictures.
"The
Primal Lure" was filmed in California. All of
in

the Triangle pictures, with the exception of
one company, are made in California. Hart is

be seen in the famous Buck Connor stories
the near future.
He lives in Los Angeles,
and has one sister.
to
in

Peg Holmes.

— Your

friend

is

a

new one on

me.

—

Lena S. Can't send you a picture of myself
because I never have the time to stop off at a
photographer's and get one taken, and if I did
have the time I couldn't do it, anyway, because
it
would give everything away and that would
not do for the world. Irving Cummings is playing leads for the Fox Company at the present
time.
You can address him in care of the Fox
Film Corporation, 126 West Forty-sixth Street,

New York

City.

—

Curious Jean. Helen Holmes gets letters addressed to her in care of the Signal Film CorCalifornia.
Geraldine
poration, Los Angeles,
Farrar will be sure to get letters that are addressed to her in care of the Lasky Studios,
Hollywood, California. Valeska Suratt's address
is the Fox Film Corporation, 126 West FortyFrancis X. Bushsixth Street, New York City.
man collects his mail at the Metro Pictures Corporation,

New York

City.

Mabel Normand

her mail each morning at her

own

gets

studios, the

Mabel Normand Feature Film Company, Los Angeles,

California.

May

Allison secures her bun-

The
die at the

Yorke-Metro Studios, Gordon

Picture Oracle
Street,

gender

Hollywood, California, and Bessie Barriscale has

wood

her letter box at the Ince-Triangle Studios, CulYes, Bessie was certainly
ver City, California.
very good in "Home." "The Cup of Life" and
"The Mating" were two of her best pictures.
Send twenty-five cents with your requests for
photographs to the film players. Jack and Warren Kerrigan are one and the same. Kerrigan's
He has
real name is Jack Warren Kerrigan.
a brother by the name of Wallace Kerrigan.
Ella Hall was very good in the Universal feature,
"Jewel." Critics proclaimed that it was the best
thing that she has ever done.

letter.

M. Jones.

— Bessie

Barriscale is reported to
have left the Ince-Triangle studios. J. Warren
Kerrigan has formed his own company. He does
not do the type of stories that Douglas Fairbanks
Al
does, so can't be compared with the latter.
with
Charter
Features
CorpoRay is not
the
ration any longer. In fact, he has not been there
He is now playing juvenile
for eight months.
E.

leads opposite Lillian

He

Hamilton

in

Vogue come-

twenty-three years old, has light
brown hair, blue eyes, six feet tall, and weighs
one hundred and sixty-five pounds. Address him
in care of the Vogue Film Studios, Los Angeles,
California.
Yes, I think he will send you one
of his pictures. Rex Beach is not acting in modies.

He is an author, and wrote the
famous "Spoilers" that William Farnum made
His latest contribution to
such a great hit in.
the films is "The Barrier," which is on the order
of the "Spoilers," but a much better story, which
Helen Holmes has a
saying a great deal.
is
sister, Florence, who sometimes plays in pictures
"The Railroad Raiders," her latest
with her.
'

serial,

has already been released.

—

The address of the Pathe Exchange
25 West Forty-fifth Street, New York City.
I did not see that self-addressed, stamped envelope that you said you inclosed in the letter.
Maybe you forgot to put it in when you sealed
it up?
I don't know the exact figures of Theodore Friebus' salary, but I understand that it is
quite a large one.
R. A. C.

Yes, I know Harold Lockthink he would answer your
Write to him in care of the Yorke-Metro
I

belong?

personally.

is

—

A. C. R. Vivian Martin is still with the Morosco Company. Can't understand why she isn't
so very popular in Canada, as you say.
She
certainly is in the United States and several
other countries.
You can reach her by mail
at the Morosco Studios, Los Angeles, California.

—

M. G. I'll take up your request with the editor
of Picture- Play and see what he says about it.

—

Bashful Blue Eyes. What difference does it
make whether I am a man or a woman ? Do
you think it would help me any in answering
your questions if I should tell you to which

I

Studios, Hollywood, California.
Doublas Fairbanks can be reached at the Artcraft Pictures
Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City.
What is the difference whether they are
married or not, just so they give you perfect
satisfaction with their screen performances. Yes,
I get quite a few letters from your town.

—

Ruby S. Good heavens, Ruby, where have you
been all the time? Francis X. Bushman has not
been with the Essanay Company for about two
years.
You must have been off in the wilderness not to know this about your favorite. The
reason he plays with Beverly Bayne all the time
is because they have proven to be a very popular
team, and their names out in front of a theater
draw the crowds in. What better reason could
there be than that for two people to play together.
Another example is Earle Williams and
Anita Stewart, who will again be costarred together in Vitagraph productions.

is

tion pictures.
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—

M. H. S. M. I don't answer questions for any
other magazine except the Picture- Play. Don't
you think it takes enough of my time doing
this?
The Dancer's Peril" is one of the latest
Alice Brady pictures. Marguerite Snow is with
the Artcraft.
She played opposite George M.
Cohan

in

his

first

motion

picture,

"Broadway

Arline Pretty is also with the Artcraft.
She played opposite Douglas Fairbanks in his
first production for the Artcraft called, "In Again,
Out Again." Ethel Clayton is with the World
Film Corporation. Violet Mersereau is still being featured by the Universal at their Eastern
studios at Fort Lee, New Jersey. Lina Cavalieri
is singing in grand opera now with the Boston
Opera Company, to be correct, and is not playing in pictures. Cleo Madison has taken a trip
East.
A letter addressed in care of Willis &
Inglis, Wright and Callender Building, Los Angeles, California, will be forwarded to her immediately.
Maybe you wrote to the wrong adJones."

dress before.

Monroe Salisbury Admirer— I certainly do
agree with you that Monroe Salisbury is a great
In fact, I think he is one of the best.
actor.
"The Cook of Canon Camp" is his latest picture in which he plays the leading role with
George Beban. "The Secret Sin," with Miriam
Cooper, a Fox production, was his previous release to the Beban feature.
If you enjoyed his
work as 4llcsandro in the Clune production of
"Ramona," you have a big treat for yourself
when the latest Clune feature, "The Eyes of
Salisbury has
the World," comes to your town.
the leading role in this ten-reeler of Conrad
LeGrange, and gives one of the finest perform-

The
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I

have ever seen.
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certainly

am

is

a

him

sure that you will like
LeGrange, than you did his
A letter addressed to him at the
Allesandro.
Morosco Studios, Los Angeles, California, will

finished actor.

even

better

I

as

reach him.

Tom

Love.

—You

eye in

and such and such

is

beginning to

slip.

—

L. W. V.
So you intend to be a motion-picture
actress?
The extra route is the only way I

are

wrong about my being

the

with

years ago.

in

I

—

Little Blond. Your poem was very cute.
Mary Pickford evident^ is your biggest favorite
from the looks of it.

—

Grace Cuxard Fax. Yes, Grace acts in feaThe latter are rather
tures as well as serials.
She is twentya side line with the young lady.
No, Pearl White hasn't played
six years old.
The
in a comedy for a mighty long time now.
Crystal comedies which were released on the
Universal program were her last comedy pictures
Mary Pickford
before she joined the Pathe.
Tom Forman used to
is twenty-three years old.
play opposite Blanche Sweet most of the time
at the Lasky studios.
Yes, Francis Ford has a
brother in pictures, and Grace Cunard has a sisGladys Smith
ter that plays in them as well.
is Mary Pickford's real name.

—

Lucille H. Henry Walthall is with the Essanay Company and not the Biograph. The Biograph reissued some of the old pictures that Henry
Walthall appeared in for them some eight years
ago under the direction of D. W. Griffith. This
is what probably gave you the impression that
he was with the Biograph Company. You can
write to him at the Essanay Company, 1333
Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois. The Biograph
studios are situated in the Bronx of New York
City on One Hundred and Seventy-eighth Street.

—

H. Certainly, I mean Balboa. Yes, I saw
Henry Walthall in "The Truant Soul," and enjoyed his work as much as ever. Edna Mayo is
still with the Essanay Company, but has not played
r
althall since the "Strange Case
opposite Henry
of Mary Page" serial.
Mary Charleson is
Henry's leading woman now. If I had a dollar,
as you say, for every time I told the age of a

W

screen player, I shouldn't be writing the Oracle
I don't know why people want to know
how old a star is. Do you? Don't know what
So Pauline Frederick
has become of Gladys?
has been your steady favorite for years? There
are not many movie fans who stick to one person
The maas their idol for that length of time.
They
jority of them change by the picture.
like so and so best of all, think he is the greatest actor that ever lived, and presently they
write me that such and such a person took their

—Very well, we'll look into the matter.
M. — Earle Foxe was seen in "Panthea,"

Grant.

have troubles of my
own without having all that extra burden on
my shoulders. Bessie Love was born eighteen

now.

and it isn't very many
and so is forgotten entirely,

feature,

know.

editor of Picture-Play.

B.

new

a

letters later that so

C. G.

Norma Talmadge, but he is now with Pathe
New York. He is certainly a very good actor.
You certainly do want to know all about him.

The only

thing you seemed to leave out was the
color of his shirts. Mary Miles Minter was Dimples in the Metro release of that name.

Alma May. —Jewel Carmen

played the leading

Douglas Fairbanks in
"Manhattan Madness." Address Captain Leslie
Peacock at the Balboa Company, Long Beach,
feminine

role

opposite

California.

—

Address the Vitagraph Company at
C. S. J.
East Sixteenth Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
Anita Stewart receives her mail
every day at this same address.
Friend.

—Henry

Kolker

is

not playing in pic-

We

tures at the present time.
will get your
favorites interviewed at the first opportunity.
hope you entered the Picture- Play contest
so as to increase your chances of getting in the

We

movies.

—

The Memphis Girl. Your questions have
been answered in another issue. I suppose you
have come across them by this time.

—

Two Freshmen. Marshall Neilan is not playing in pictures any more. He is directing for the
He proLasky-Famous Players combination.
Pickford
feature,
"Freckduced the latest Jack
Address him at the Lasky studios, Hollyles."
wood, California. Warren Kerrigan's new company is situated on the coast. Thanks for those
kind wishes.

—

Picture-Play Friend. Didn't you see the fine
Hart on the March cover? Yes, I

picture of
think that

Charles

Ray

is

a

very clever actor

agree with you that he is one
cleverest.
Yes, Margery Wilson made
a very good sweetheart for him in "The HonorBeing English, I suppose you enable Algy."
joyed the picture all the more? Mabel Normand
hasn't been seen in "Micky" as yet, but there are
Address George Fisher at the American
hopes.
Film Company, Santa Barbara, California. Theda
Bara has already been on the cover of PicturePlay. Douglas Fairbanks is not related to the
Fairbanks twins. Write to Charles Ray at the
Ince studios, Culver City, California, if you want
one of his pictures.
indeed.
of the

In fact,

I

"Look at Him Today!"
"Six years ago he started in here just as you are doing. Now he's
General Manager and makes more in a day than he used to make in a
week. I'll tell you how he did it. The first week he was here he began
to train for the job ahead by studying in spare time with the International
Correspondence Schools. Inside of six months he got his first promotion.
But he kept right on with the I. C. S. I tell you a man like that is bound
to get ahead.
Some day he'll be President of the Company. You've
got the same chance he had, young man, and if I were you I'd follow his
example. Take up some I. C. S. course and do it right away. Use your
spare time. Study. What you are six years from now is entirely up to you."

This

the story of thousands of

—

successful men. They did their work
well, and in spare time, with I. C. S.
help, trained themselves for advancement. That's the thing for you to do.

INTERNATIONAL

is

—

T8AR OUT HERE

CORRESPONDENCE

BOX 4239, SCRANTON,

—
SCHOOLS

PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the posior in the subject, before which I mark X.

tion,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electric Wiring

Whatever your chosen work may be,
there is an I. C. S. Course that will
prepare you right at home for a better

Telegraph Engineer

Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER

position with bigger pay.

More

than 100,000 men are getting ready
promotion right now in the I. C. S. way.
Let us tell you what we are doing for them
and what we can do for you. The way to
find out is easy.
Just mark and mail this
coupon. It won't cost you a cent or obligate
you in the least, but it may be the first step
toward a bigger, happier future. Don't lose
a minute.
Mark this coupon and get it
into the mail right now.

Metallurgist or Prospector

for

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card Write*
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman

ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning

BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant

TRAFFIC

MANAGER

Railway Accountant
Commercial Law

STATIONARY ENGINEER

GOOD ENGLISH

Marine Engineer

Teacher

ARCHITECT

Common School

Contractor and Builder

Mathematics

Architectural Draftsman

CIVIL SERVICE

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Railway Mail Clerk

PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Supt.

CHEMIST

AUTOMOBILE OPERATING
Spanish
Auto Repairing
Navigation

AGRICULTURE
Poultry Raising

Name
Present
Occupation.
Street

and No.
I

Subjects

our

State

!
I
|

German
French
I

talian

—

—

.

(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
H. W. A letter addressed to Ruth Roland
at the Balboa Company, Long Beach, California,

—

will reach this little lady.

Pearl White gets her
mail at the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

You have never seen anything
like this before
The most concentrated and exquisite perfume
ever made.

drop

Produced without

alcohol.

A

days. Bottles like picture,
with long glass stopper, Rose or Lilac, $1.50;
Lily of the Valley or Violet, $1.75.
Send 20c silver or stamps for miniature bottle.
single

New York

Street,

lasts

Jack H.

!Tow tJrops
The above

209 First

St.,

,

1

San Francisco

Motion Picture Acting"
book that you

will find intensely interesting.
positively necessary in looking for
a position in this fascinating profession. You
should know Whether You Are Fitted for Comedy
or Drama— What the Director's Photo Test Is—
How to Prepare for This at Home How Movie

A book that is

—

—

Actors Make Up— Salary Location of Studios
How the Director Works— and a great many
other important and interesting facts which you
will find in "
PICTURE ACTING."

MOTION

DON'T TRUST TO LUCK
Looking for a position. The stakes are too big:. Don't throw your
chance away by not being ready. One reader writes "Other books like
this cost me $1.00 and $1.50. Yours is the simplest form and the best."
Motion Picture Acting will be mailed on receipt of 50c in stamps or
money order or coin. If you are not entirely satisfied I guarantee to you
and Picture-Play Magazine that your money will be promptly returned.
Dept. E,

353

E. 55th Place, Chicago,

111.

Free 10 Days
Wonderful, genuine Tifnite gem ring. Solid
gold 6 prong Belcher mounting. Gem nearly
a carat large. Looks like genuine diamond.

diamond tests. Brilliant, beautiful,
Yours to wear for 10 days. Send no
money. Just ask us to send this superb ring. (Send
string or strip paper fitting 2nd joint of finger.) Then
an
consider
it
extraordinary bargain, send $3 on arrival and $3
if you
monthly until only $12.25 is paid. If not satisfied, return in 10 days at
our expense and any payment made will be refunded. No risk to you.
Keep ring only if you find it an amazing value. Only 10,000 to go out
on these terms. Send now while offer is on.
THE T1FNITE GEM CO., Dept. 182 Rand McNally Bldg., Chic«g«
Stands

all

dazzling.

YOUR NEWS DEALER
maintains his store at considerable expense. He
must pay for help, rent and lighting-. He carries
many articles that you would never dream of
ordering direct from manufacturers, and is, therefore, of great service when you need a newspaper,
a cigar, or a box of stationery. Then why not give
him all of your custom and so help make his business profitable? Tell him to show you samples
of Ainslee's, Popular, Smith's, People's, Top-

Notch, Detective Story and Picture-Play
magazines.
Select those you want and he will
gladly deliver them to your residence regularly.

STREET & SMITH,

Publisher's,

— Creighton

—

H. S. F. The same fellow must have been
"kidding you that told another one of my readers
that he was Harold Lockwood.
No, that doesn't

New York

to his description at

A.

all.

~

.

— Arthur

Johnson died quite a long
Florence Lawrence and Marion
Leonard are in retirement at the present time.
Broncho Billy has been directing recently. G. M.
R.

time

S.

ago.

Anderson

is

his

name.

W. — Screen

struck, too? Well, I guess you
won't be satisfied until the germ has been stepped

P.

on or

So Grace Cunard wrote you a nice
fine.
You ought to frame it, and

fed.

letter?

That's

show

to

it

your posterity

Strand Theater.

:

H. E. GRIFFIN,

Uni-

Hale and Pearl White get
day at the Pathe Exchange, 25
West Forty-fifth Street, New York City, and
Grace Cunard and Eddie Polo at the Universal,
Universal City, California. Yes, if you have a
theater you can book the serial.

answer

Is a

at

their letters every

r

PAUL RIEGER,

is

dressed at the American Film Company, at Santa
Barbara, California, and not at New York City.
I don't think that Billie Burke will receive your
letter if it was addressed like that.

TRRC£ MARK REC STEREO

also comes in less concentrated
(usual perfume) form at $1.00 an ounce at
druggists or by mail, with two new extra
odors, "Mon Amour" and "Garden Queen,"
which are very fine. Send $1.00 for souvenir
box, six 25c bottles same size as picture,
Send stamps or currency.
different odors.

Jack Mulhall

City;

versal City, California, and May Allison gets all
her mail at the Yorke-Metro studio, Hollywood,
California.
Mary Miles Minter should be ad-

in

several

pictures

—

later on.

P.

J.

McGowan

has played

with Helen Holmes,

whom

he directs in Mutual serials and features. He
played Spike in "The Girl and the Game," and
was Whispering Smith in the play of that name,
and several others. He is conceded to be the
best director of railroad stories in the business.

—

H. B. You are quite behind the times in your
information.
Mary Pickford formed her own
company quite some time back, and has released
four pictures since then.
"The Pride of the
Clan" followed "Less Than the Dust," after
which came "The Poor Little Rich Girl," and
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." Address her
at the

Artcraft Pictures

New York

enth Avenue,
Petrolia.

—

I

Corporation, 729

Sev-

City.

never heard of such a

film.

The

you see colored is hand-colored, and it
It
takes an abundance of time to do it, too.
is
mostly done in France, but since the war
started there have been very few hand-colored
pictures shown.
film that

Me.

— The

wages of

a

camera man's assistant

are very small. Viola Dana is a very clever acletter addressed to her in care
tress indeed.
of the Metro Pictures Corporation will be sure
The Essanay and the Selig Comto reach her.
panies are the principal studios in Chicago. The
Mutual Film Corporation have their offices there
I
am sure that
in the Consumers' Building.

A

—
(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
Viola will send you her photograph under the
conditions you mention regarding the "two bits."
B. D.

J.

—Constance

Talmadge

is

now

starred

by the Fine Arts Company in Triangle producShe was with her sister Constance at the
tions.
then appeared in
Vitagraph Company, and
Company, after
Film
National
the
comedies for
with her
studios
Griffith
which she joined the
sister.

H. O.

W—

Warren Kerrigan was born

J.

in

King
July 25, 1889.
RobMissouri.
Louis,
St.
Sacrain
bert Warwick first saw the light of day
mento, California, in 1881. October 9th was the
Beverly Bayne was born iu Mineventful day.
neapolis in 1895.
Louisville, Kentucky,
Baggot was born in

L

W. — Address

L.

#

Pathe

the

of

Street,

on

your friend Grace in care
Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth

New York

Ruth P.— Alice

City.

with the Vitagraph
playing in pictures.
Company.
"Trie Seven Deadly Sins" have already been pubThinking of studying them?
lished.

Joyce

Yes, she

.

is

is

still

—

N. C. I should say you are entitled to it.
Seven months is a long time to be in the hosYou must have jumped off the Woolworth
pital.
Alice Joyce
Building into two feet of water.
for quite
Company
Vitagraph
has been with the
The movie life is a very hard one,
a time now.
but I must admit that a dare-devil at fairs is
another proposition altogether, and is out of the
S.

movie dare-devil

class.

Write as often

as

you

can.
C.

I.

U.?

—Not

that I

know

of.

Lamar John-

'The
stone is still
I agree with you
Planter," with Tyrone Power.
No, he has rethat he is a very good "heavy."
turned from South America, but the company is
Lamar
still engaged on the picture in California.
that
he
is on.
is not the bad fellow off the screen
I am sure that he would be glad to hear from you.
Address him at the Rosslyn Hotel, Los Angeles,
playing in a big feature film,

Yes, he was the "heavy" in "The
Submarine." Frank Lloyd is not
the
Secret of
acting any more. He is devoting all his time to
directing the famous William Farnum at the Fox
studio in Hollywood, California. Never heard of
new one on me.
the Gnome Film Company.
California.

A

—You are right.

The

fans don't give the
directors the credit that is due them for some of
the fine pictures that they turn out. Willie Collier, junior, has not played in anything since "The
Bugle Call." He did a bit with his fond pa in
an Ince feature, "The No-good Guy," before that.
Jane Lee is the tiny star that you refer to with the
Fox Company. "Intolerance" should have been
your way by this time. Yes, I saw a lot in
"Purity." All the companies claim to have second Mary Pickfords.
I
fear that Olive, Jr.,
Dixie.

must be

Mary

—Address

Mary

Miles Minter in care
of the American Film Company, at Santa Barbara. California.

It

With a

Diamond
If You Can Tell the Difference
Send it Back at Our Expense

—

new, man-made gems will be a revelation to
THESE
you. After centuries of research, science has at
prolast

duced a gem of dazzling brilliance that so closely re*
sembles the diamond that you'll not be able to distinguish it.
You may see it for yourself without charge.
We will send you any of the Lachnite Gems that you may
select for a ten days' free trial. We want you to put it to
every diamond test. Make it cut glass— stand the diamond
file, fire, acid— use every diamond test that you ever heard
about. Then, if you can distinguish it from a diamond, send
it back at our expense. Write for our new, free jewelry book.

—

Pay As You Wish
you wish to keep the remarkable new gem, you may pay
the rock-bottom price at the rate of only a few cents a day.
Terms as low as 3V3 cents a day without interest. No
notes, mortgages or red tape. You pay only the direct, rockbottom price a mere fraction of what a diamond costs.
If

—

SetGemsin Solid Gold

Lachnite
are never set in anything but solid gold.
In our new jewelry book you will see scores of beautiful
rings, LaVallieres, necklaces, stick pins, cuff links, etc.,
etc. from which you have to choose.

Send Coupon
For New Jewelry Book /
Put your

address
in the coupon or on a letter
or post card now and get
our new jewelry book absolutely free. You will be
under no obligations to
buy anything or to pay
/
for anything. The jew*
elry book is free. Send

—

your name and ad-

12 N. Michigan Ave.

B1S8

Chicago. Illinois

/

j

Address*.

12 N. Michigan Av.

Dept. B 158 Chicago
Please send

I

and

assume no

any kind.

/

/

/

Harold

Lachman Co.

paid your new jewelry book
full particulars of your
free trial, easy payment plan

/

/

/

me absolutely free and pre-

/ Name ~~

Harold

r

y
/ Gentlemen:

/

dress now.

Dept.

/

name and

LachmanCo.

ill.

P.

Compare

obligations

of

—

—
mi

You
Can Have

i

Beautiful

Eyebrows

(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
Cloe Honey C. Sorry, but I can't reveal my
identity even to such an anxious little party as
yourself.
If you help pick out the pictures for
your father's theater, I can see where Harold
Lockwood, your favorite actor, is seen a great
deal on the posters outside your picture palace.

—

Am

I

right?

and
Curley.

Eyelashes
They give charm,

ex-

pression, loveliness to the
face, adding wonderfully to your
beauty and attractiveness. Society
women and actresses get them by using

S.

Hart

— So

you were delighted with William
"The Primal Lure?" He certainly

in

has a raft of

admirers that is hard to equal.
Enid Markey was the name of the young lady
that appeared opposite him in this play. A letter

addressed to Billie Ritchie, in care of the Fox
Studios, Los Angeles, California, will be sure
to reach him.

—

M. B. P. Address Jack Holt, in care of the
Universal Film Company, Universal City,- Calipromotes :n a natural manner the growth
of eyebrows and eyelashes, making them
thick, long and silky, giving depth and soulful
expression to the eyes. A guaranteed pure
and harmless preparation. Two sizes 25c
and 50c. Send coin and we'll mail LASHBROW-INE and our FREE Beauty Booklet
It

—

prepaid in plain sealed cover.

Beware of Worthless Imitations
LASH-BRO W-INE sold only by

Genuine

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4008- H

Indiana Avenue, Chicago

fornia, and Marie Walcamp, at the International
Film Company, Los Angeles, California. Charlie
Chaplin will get any mail addressed to him at the
Lone Star Film Company, Los Angeles, California.
You will find it a pretty tough proposition to get into the movies if you have had no
previous experience in the silent drama. If you
are determined to try, I should advise you to take
plenty of money with you, because you will
need it. The nearest motion-picture studios to
you are in Jacksonville, Florida. There are sev-

eral

studios

there.

—

Days
g%

In your own home, during the
evenings of just one week you
can learn the famous

PARAGON

Lichtentag

Shorthand
Used

Then
•

.i

BSnitgSjne

speed

Paragon

in

Government

service; also in Court

Reporting.
Adopted by cities for High
Schools
Wonderfully easy to read. Speed
capacity practically unlimited.
Positive proof

Practice

n

before you enroll. Send for it TODAY.
Institute. 392 CoUseutnPI..NewOrleans.La«

GET

FAT

RID

OF THAT
PREE

TRIAL, TR.EA.TiVl EINT

Sent on request. Ask for my "pay-when-reduced"
offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR.
State

New York

R.

NEWMMN,

286

Fifth

Licensed Physician?
Avenue, New York.
Desk C-48

Beautifully
Curly, Wavy

Hair Like
"Nature's

Own"
In three hours you can
just the prettiest

have

curls

and waves

!

And

they remain a long time, when Liquid Silmerine
is used before rolling the hair in curlers.

Licftiid

Silmerine

perfectly harmless.
Easily applied with brush.
Hair is nice and fluffy when combed out. Silmerine
is also a splendid dressing.
Keeps hair fine and
glossy
Directions with bottle.
At your druggist's

is

M. A. M. So you, too, would like to be a
movie actress ? There are certainly a "vast quantity
in
the United States, Canada, England,
France, Germany, and the other countries who
would be Mary Piekfords, but the United States
seems to have the most aspirants for screen
honors. There isn't a moving-picture studio that
I know about in the town you mention, and I
know all of them. Can't answer your Blanche
Sweet question, as it is against the rules. Please
be sure to write out your name next time.

—

D. C. H. Sorry, but I can't give you the adIf you will
of the reader you want.
address the letter to her in care of this magdress

azine, I will see that

it

is

forwarded

to her.

—

Morelite. Sorry to have been so long in answering your letter, but they have been coming
in so fast that every one has to wait his turn.
I hope to have caught up again by the next
It is just as hard to get a job playing
issue.
juveniles on the stage as it is on the screen
when the aspirant has not had experience with
either, no matter how extensive the wardrobe
may be. You are supposed to have a good
wardrobe, anyway. The reason the old, seasoned
in the show business try to discourage
from trying to go on the stage
people
young
and in pictures is probably because they have
seen so many thousands try the game and fail.
One doesn't realize what a hard proposition it
is until he bucks up against it.

people

Emma

—

Address Mary Pickford, in care of
I.
the Artcraft Pictures, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
letter written to Owen Moore in
York City.

A

—
(The Picture Oracle

Continued.)

care of the Famous Players Film Company will
be sure to reach him. The reason you did not
get a personal answer, Emma, is because you
did not inclose the stamp you spoke about in

your

The Charm of Youth
No woman
With

Anita Stewart Fan— What kept you away
Thought something had happened to
so long ?
had an interview with Douglas
have
We
you.

necessary.

helps to retain this
choicest of Time's
S'N> fleeting gifts.
\ It adds to the
skin a natural,

^

CT\

and his picture on the very front
Don't you think that is doing very
cover, too.
well by that honored gentleman? Constance Taimadge has left the Fine Arts. Anita Stewart and
Earle Williams have teamed up again, and will
be costarred in the future in Vitagraph producThis will certainly be received as great
tions.
news by the numerous fans throughout the country who have asked to see this popular pair
Fairbanks,

more

likes to part
it

CARMEN
Complexion
POWDER

letter.

together in some

— nor is

it

/
I

/

*\ P//-S
l

'

^J
"1

flower-like glow
that radiates

^ Youth

and

Beauty.

Cream
50c Everywhere

White, Pink, Flesh,

STAFFORD-MILLER CO.
St.
Louis, Mo.

films.

—

I could not tell you of any one that
J. E. B.
would be interested in your patent, but you might
try some of the manufacturing" companies on it.
The American Film Company, of which S. S.
Hutchinson is president, is in Chicago, at 6227
Broadway, and the Essanay Company, with
George K. Spoor at the head, is also situated in
I should
the windy city at 1333 Argyle Street.
get in touch with either one of these men or
both, as they may be interested in such an idea.

—

Walt, Lima, Ohio. Lillian Gish was born on
American is the nationality.
October 14, 1896.
Dorothy, and Lillian Gish, Mae
Constance Talmadge, Frank
Woods, together with a whole raft of actors and
Griffith
actresses, are all out of the Fine Arts.
is with the Artcraft now.
Bobby Harron and'
Mae Marsh are playing together again for the
Goldwyn Company. Certainly the Keystone Company is in existence. Very much so. William
Desmond and Creighton Hale were both born
in Ireland.
It is not necessary to copyright a
scenario before submitting it to a film company.
Address all your questions pertaining to scenarios
to Clarence J. Caine in care of this magazine.
Yes,

Griffith,

Marsh,

Norma and

BE A TRAVELING SALESMAN
Hundreds of good positions now open. Experience
unnecessary. Earn while you learn. Write today for
large list of openings and testimonials from buudreds of members who are earning $100 to $500 a month. Address nearest

'

Admirer. — "On

Mae Murray
Record"
"Mormon Maid," and "The Plow

the

Fairbanks-Hart Fan.

Dept. 6336

Bush Car Delivered Free
34.7 lit P» Drive and demonstrate
it

the Bush Car. Pay for
of your commissions on saies, my
agents are making money.
Shipments are prompt.

Bush Cars guaranteed or money back.
Write at once for
my 48-page catalog

followed
of

and all particulars.
Address J. H B"ah.

Girl"

the Mae Murray pictures for the Lasky Company. "The Primrose Ring" is one of her latest
productions. Yes, Mae was there, all right. You
certainly are a Mae Murray admirer, because
you haven't asked another question about any
one else connected with the film business outside
of your favorite.

BUSH MOTOR COMPANY, Bush Temple, Chicago. Ill*
Millions of
dollar^ are
spent yearly for

beauty

treatments.
for women
beauty
culture
the supply.
Right

The demand

who

know

exceeds
now we have many urgent requests
from Marinello Beauty Shops all over
America for our graduates.
This proves
that beauty culture
offers
every woman her
far

—

No, William S. Hart
any permanent leading lady. Eileen Percy
is
Douglas Fairbanks' opposite at the present
time.
"Doug" is working for his own company
now, and releasing his pictures on the Artcraft
program. Jewel Carmen has not left the pictures
by a long shot. She is now with the Fox Company, and played the leading role opposite William Farnum in "A Tale of Two Cities."
Mae
Marsh has been working with the Goldwyn Company for several months now.
Bobby Harron
hasn't

office.

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
New York,
San Francisco

.Chicago,

6

greatest

opportunity

pendence and happiness.
ceive preference everywhere

school

teaches

every branch

of life-long
prosperity, indeMarinello graduates rebecause the Marinello
of beauty culture on

We

most scientific, advanced methods.
absolutely guarantee to place you in a good
position the day you
quality.
Write
now for handsome Marinello book
and proof of success awaiting you.
the

MARINELLO CO.
DeoL A.

7. Mailers Bidg.,Chicago

Big

Salaries

!
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WANTED!

*

Inquisitive Ionian.— Vivian Martin will get a
letter addressed to her at the Morosco Studios,
Los Angeles, California. No, Nance O'Neil does
not always play the part of a vampire.
Bobby

Send us YOUR IDEAS for Phothplays, Stories,
Etc.!
They may bring BIG MONEY
Rowland
Thomas, an "unknown writer," won a $5,000
!

prize.
$1,000

Elaine Sterne, another beginner, received

from the " Sun."

You Have

Ideas

Vernon

get a letter sent to him in care
the Keystone Film Company, Los Angeles,
California. Jackie Saunders should be addressed

you go to the movies, if you read magazinesthen you know the kind of material editors want.
Special education is NOT REQUIRED. Writing is
open to ALL CLASSES. The editor of PICTUREPLAY MAGAZINE says: " The best reading matter is as frequently obtained from absolutely
new writers as it is from famous writers."
EVERY life has its story!
If

Your Ideas Taken

in

the Balboa Studios, Long Beach, California.
Yes, I think she might answer your letter. She
always does mine. Yes, Mary Miles Minter was
very good in "Youth's Endearing Charm." Sorry
I couldn't answer all of your questions, but some
of them were against the rules.
at

Any Form

will

Your Ideas Corrected Free
If your

A

W. M. B.—
letter addressed to Geraldihe
Farrar, in care of the Lasky Studios, Hollywood,
California, will always reach her.

work shows merit— but needs correction

—we will completely REVISE and TYPEWRITE
it FREE OF CHARGE
Then promptly submit
!

to the Leading Film and Fiction Editors.
All
scripts are sold on commission. No charge is
made for SELLING, except a small commission,

deducted

AFTER

This is

a sale

is

—

Jane L. Harold Lockwood and May Allison
are not costarring now. It was found too hard
to get the proper vehicles in which both would
have an equal amount to do, so it was decided
to star them alone. Wilfred Lucus just recently
severed his connections with Triangle.

made.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY.

So

get

A T ONCE
FULL DETAILS!

busy ! Send your manuscripts

WRITE TODAY

for

WRITER'S SELLING SERVICE
15

MAIN

AUBURN,

will

of

accept your ideas in ANY form— either
as finished scripts or as mere outlines of plots.
Send us your Bare Ideas, Outlines, Plots, Synopses
or Finished Stories.

We

her leading man.
Creighton Hale is playing
with the Pathe Company once again.
So you
liked Carlyle Blackwell very much?
He's nice
to lalk to, isn't he?
is

N. Y.

—

Anxious Polly. Charles Ray has not left the
Triangle nor Thomas H. Ince.
Your informer
was incorrect. It was rumored around for some
time that Ince might leave, as he had many
attractive offers, but he bested

remained.

Tobacco Habit

*

J Ax^ BANISHED
48

i.

io72 Hours

No

craving for tobacco in any form

when you begin taking Tobacco Redeemer.
Don't try to quit the tobacco habit unaided.
a losing fight against heavy odds and means
serious shock to the nervous system. Let the
tobacco habit quit YOU. It will quit you, if you
will just take Tobacco Redeemer, accordmg to
directions for two or three days. It is a most
marvelously quick and thoroughly reliable remedy
It's

for the tobacco habit.

Not Redeemer
a Substitute

contains no habit-forming
Tobacco
drugs of any kind. It is in no sense a substitute
for tobacco. After finishing the treatment you
have absolutely no desire to use tobacco again or
to continue the use of the remedy. It makes not
a particle of difference how long you have been
using tobacco, how much you use or in what form
you use it— whether you smoke cigars, cigarettes,
pipe, chew plug or fine cut or use snuff. Tobacco
Redeemer will positively banish every trace of
desire in from 48 to 72 hours. This we absolutely
guarantee in every case or money refunded.
Write today for our free booklet showing the
deadly effect of tobacco upon the human system
and positive proof that Tobacco Redeemer will
quickly free you of the habit.

Njewell

Dept. 571

Pharmacal Company,
St. Louis,

Mo.

Lamar Johnstone

them

all,

so

he

not playing the
principal support to Tyrone Power in a big
twelve-reel feature, "The Planter."
The latter
has been working on it for some time now.
William Stowell is no longer with the American
Company. In fact, he has not been with them
for many months, and is no longer playing
heavies. Bill is a regular hero now, and is playing leads opposite Dorothy Phillips in Bluebird
features for the Universal Film Company.
Bill
just couldn't be bad.
He was too good looking.
Bessie Barriscale has left the Ince-Triangle
forces, and gone at it for herself.
Never heard
of that gladiator you mention.
Is it an actor
or the name of a town?
Ollie Kirkby is still
with the Kalem Company. She is not in Jacksonville, Florida, however.
The Kalem forces
have moved all their companies back to the Glendale,

California,

can address

studios,

and

is

this

is

where you

Ollie.

Yours Truly.

—

Can't tell whether you meant
your heading or not, but, as it is the
only thing besides your questions and the date
you had on the paper, I am using it. Marion
Leonard, who used to appear in Rex and other
pictures, is no longer playing for the screen.
Kindly sign your name and address in the future.
this to be

I
I

C. M.—I am afraid that you would need a
pass to get into any of the studios at the present
time.
You can most likely obtain one by applySome of the
ing to the companies' head office.
You can
studios do not permit visitors at all.

—
(The Picture Oracle

Continued.)
watch them take pic-
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Universal City and
tures by paying twenty-five cents at the entrance.
visit

.

Numerous Questions. — Wallace Reid was

The Summer Girl's Friend.
The

the

Prince in the Fine Arts production of "Old
Address Paul Willis, in care of
Heidelberg."

o

<z>

He

the Yorke Studios, Hollywood, California.
has just donned his first pair of long trousers.
William
Don't answer matrimonial questions.

Hart was born in New York
Ben" and "Fritz" are the names of

S.

State.

"Pinto

his pet horses.

Hunt has been playing at the Universal.
Marguerite Clark appeared on the legitimate stage
Yes, Jewel Carmen
before entering pictures.
forces.
'The MatriFox
has gone with the
maniac" was a complete picture and not a serial.
Fairbanks' latest picture is "A Regular Guy" for
Don't know the reason for
his own company.
wearing
the dresses you menPickforcTs
Mary
Maybe it's because she wants to. Jack
tion.
Pickford is starring in photo plays for the FaIrene

mous Players Film Company. "Freckles" is his
Charles Ray played the part of Rex in
latest.
Creighton Hale played opthe "Wolf Woman."
Niles
posite Marguerite Clark in "Snow White."
Welch was born on July 29, 1888. Charles Ray
first saw the light of day in Jacksonville, Illinois,
in 1892.
Yes, he is the one who starred in "The
Honorable Algy." Howard Hickman was born

William
reached by
tion,

H.

M.

letter

at

Consumer's

o knowMagnoliaBalm
o
will remove the rav- /
<=>

&
o

o
o

ages of the elements,
This delightful lotion
inslantly stops Sun-

o
o>
o
o
o

Magnolia Balm

o

LIQUID
Three Colors

Sample

Chicago,

the same Charlotte Ives.
says that she was born in

—

Harold Lockwood Fan. Yes, it is true that
Harold Lockwood was a chorus man before he
started on the road to success, but all the more
credit is due to him for this feat.
He answers
his mail himself.
Autoing seems to be his favorite pastime.
He was born in Brooklyn, New
York, on April 12, 1887. His eyes are not gray,
but blue.
He attended business college, and
before he decided to seek a stage career was a

32 South Fifth

Co.,

WRITE

!

Tiffin,

y

St..

^

Brooklyn. N. Y.

Don't be content with poor-

6<*
t\otx

—

School. 327 NewsBldg.. Rochester. N. Y

..

Wrinkles
Thousands have successfully used
this formula to remove
traces* of age, illness or
worry: 1 oz. of pure

Powdered

SAXOLITE
dissolved in % pt. witch hazel;
/ use as a face wash. The effect
is almost magical.
Deepest wrinkles, crow's
feet, as well as finest lines, completely and
Quickly vanish. Face becomes firm, smooth,
fresh, and you look years younger. No harm to tenderest
skin. Get genuine Saxolite (powdered) at any drug store.

30 Days Free

Trial

and freight prepaid on a new 1917 "RANGER"
bicycle. Write at once for our big catalog and
special offers.
Take your choice from 44 styles,
colors and sizes in the famous "RANGER" line.

Marvelous improvements. Extraordinary values
in our 1917 price offers. You cannot afford to

buy without getting our latest propositions and
Fact ory-to- Rider prices.
Boys, be a "Rider Agent" and make big
money taking orders for bicycles and supplies.
Get our liberal terms on a sample to introduce
the

Ohio— Gold

teeth photograph
black on the screen, and give the impression that
the tooth is missing.
They can easily be fixed
B.,

mail, postpaid.

paying, uncertain job when Uncle Sam
offers you steady, well paying position in
Railway Mail Service, Post Office. Custom
House or at Panama Canal. LetformerU.
S. Civil Service Sec'y-Examiner prepare
you for examination. Write for beautiful
book. Free.
Patterson Civil Service

dry-goods salesman.

M.

by

(either color) for 2c. Stamp.

Tells how American Citizens 18 or over can qualify for U. S.
positions paying $75 to $150 monthly to begin with.
Unlimited possibilities for advancement.
Easy work. Short hours. Sure vacations
with full pay.
No strikes. Lifetime
positions. Ordinary education sufficient,

Mary

1902.
Miles Minter
In 1917 she was hauled up into court over a
complaint that she was too young to be playing
for the screen, and at the time they said that
Mary Miles was seventeen. Somebody must be
wrong. I give the puzzle up. You can address
your adored Wallace Reid in care of the Lasky
Studios at Hollywood, California.

J.

A

White, Pin£ and Rose-Red.

:

BOOK OF GOV'T JOBS

Illinois.

—

is

FACE POWDER

75c. a bottle at Dealers or

o>
o

Australia. Why the
sad little title for your heading? Has some amOr some
bition of yours been cruelly shattered?
it

and softening

Magnolia Balm

two years.

Yes,

is

visible complexion
secret for preserving
the skin.

You certainly are quite far back in
California.
few pictures you have seen for the past

idol?

jj

f|

the Society Girl's in-

Goodrich can be
the Mutual Film Corpora-

From

/

a

to use, too.

the

Doll

1

^0<=^00<^!>000<^>00<ir>00<C=>00<^»000<C=>C^

— Edna

Building,

f

burn and overcomes
Tan. It is so easy

Mary Fuller is still playing in pictures. She is
now with the Lasky Company, at Hollywood,

Broken

because you

results

Lyon Mfg.

Columbia, Missouri.

in

pleasure of the seashore and
outdoor life may be enjoyed to the
limit. Never fear the

Ranger
Electric

Lighten

Wlotorblke

new "RANGER."

TIDCC
I lllbw

equipment, sundries and everything
in the bicycle line' at half usual
rite today. A post card will do. 5

FWA

price s.

ft CYCLE COMPANY

Dept. A-212 Chicago

—
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LaGoutte-a-Goutte

RESTORES

Wi GRAY HAIR

•

.

with

a

solution that is sold at any make-up
store, to paint the gold teeth with, so they will

show up white on

the screen.

5

No matter how gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless it may be, only one application of LaGoutte-a-Goutte will restore
the color to any shade of black, brown,
drab or red.
LaGoutte-a-Goutte is
harmless, does not discolor tl e scalp,
makes a lovely, rich, lasting color that
does not fade or rub off on the pillow.
Makes the hair soft and glossy, with a
natural, full-of-life appearance, and the hair can lie
washed as usual. IT REQUIRES ONLY ONE APPLICA-

TION and

NO AFTER SHAMPOO

IS

NECESSARY;

takes only a few minutes, and can be applied by yourself
in the privacy of your home. Any one of 32 shades you
wish is given from the ONE package. Price. Si. 25, postpaid.
Order direct, or, if you'd first like to see how
well it will appear on' your hair

Edmond K.— Paul Willis was the boy that
played Billy Holliday in "The Fall of a Nation.''
He lately appeared with May Allison as her
brother in the York-Metro feature, "The Promise."
J.

Clark OLipBlvks.— "The Lamb," "Double

Trouble,"
Habit of

"His Picture in the Papers," "The
Happiness," "The Good Bad Man,"
"The Mystery of the Leaping Fish," "Flirting
With Fate," "The Half-breed," "Reggie Mixes

"American Aristocracy," "Manhattan Mad"The Matrimaniac," and "The Americano"
were the Fine Arts Fairbanks films. "In Again
Out Again" is the name of his first offering
from his own company, released on the Artcraft
In,"

ness,"

Send

me

a Little Lock of Your
Hair—HI Color It Without Charge

CiU it close to head and say what color you wish. I h.'i ve help' d thousands of ladies with dandruff, oily or dry scalps, falling- hair, netting
bald, etc. Write fully. No charge for frank opinion. "SECRETS
of BEAUTY," mv new booklet, mailed free on request.

L.

PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room

41, No. 14 E. 44th

St.,

New York

'

program.
R.

R.

— "The

duced by the

Unwelcome Mother" was pro 1
Fox forces at their Eastern studios.

—

hisBookletFREE
I

I

Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
earn big money right in your own home in spare
time.

No previousexperience necessary. Our

more successful
scenario writers than all other schools together.
Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet,
easy

home course

Chicago Photoplaywright College, Box 278XY,Chlcago

To Ladies

Who Are Stout
health and beauty.
Reduce weight sensibly and simply; improve your health and figure. Avoid heart
trouble, wrinkles, nervousness, weaknesses,

Fat

etc.,

is

due

fatal

to

to obesity.

Walk sprightly.
Let your eyes sparkle with new fervor.
Surprise and delight your friends. Be a
Look and

girl

feel

younger.

again!

Go

and get a small box
of korein capsules and follow the

to the druggist

of oil
directions of the wonderfully fine fat reduction system.
Reduce ten to sixty pounds
under guarantee.
Eat all you need (including some candy, if desired) while reducing. Or write to Mrs. Fallon, Secretary
Korein Company, 284 G East 28th Street

New York, N. Y., for free test
with booklet, "Reduce Weight Happily,"
Arcade,

which

will

assistant.

turns but

valuable information, Special Price and Prize Offer.
I

Oracle's Admirer. You didn't desert me this
month, after all, did you? Anna Little took the
role of Sanford Quest's private secretary in the
Universal serial, "The Black Box."
Herbert
Rawlinson was Quest.
Laura Oakley was his

come

to

you

in

a plain envelope.

Helen Kay.
Meighan.

—You

are

right

about

Thomas

"The River of Romance" was taken

from a book. Just glance at the heading on the
Oracle department, and you can immediately become acquainted with the rules. The managers
of the picture theaters ask for the pictures they
want. They secure them from the film exchanges,
which buy them from the producers.

—

Edith. Write to the Universal Film Company,
and address your letter to Eddie Polo, in care
of them, at Universal City, California.
Jack
Holt at the same place. Marie Walcamp should
be written to at the International Film Company, Los Angeles, California.

—

E. Z. Mark.
The report you heard about
Charlie Chaplin is untrue, as are all trie other
It
reports that have been floated about him.
seems that as soon as a person attains any degree
of popularity some one thinks up something
about the person, and it is soon spreading merrily
on its way from tongue to tongue by the gossiphungry people who love to spread it around,
using their own imagination to the limit for the
other details which have been forgotten by the
Charlie is alive, and
first party in his ravings.
time, despite the
present
very healthy at the
Billie
reports you have heard to the contrary.
Naught}',
Burke has returned to the stage.
naughty, E. Z. The editor is too nice a fellow
during
to be lured away from his busy desk

—

business hours, at least.

—

Frankie B. House Peters is playing with the
Morosco Company. You can write to him in
care of this concern at their studios in Los An-

—
(The Picture Oracle
California, where he

geles,

..

)

Continued.)
is

working

at

the

present writing.

—

How
"Hope." Yes, I like the machine best.
to
home?
You
seem
do you like your new
have a new heading every time you write.
Wheeler is a very nice fellow, indeed. He says
that the Mabel Normand feature, in which he
is playing opposite the pretty former Keystonite,
It just seems that Mabel
is almost finished now.
will not be rushed.
W.

— You

should have read the rules
at the top of the Oracle before asking your
Constance Talmadge expects to work
questions.
in Griffith features, to be released on the Artcraft program.
J.

B.

—

Little Lady of the Plains. Pearl White
Creighton Hale first saw
was born in 1889.
the light of day in Cork, Ireland, May 29, 1892.
You are there with the poetic stuff, all right.
Winifred Kingston was born in London, EngGeorge Larkin was born in New
land, in 1892.

York on November 11,
was born and reared in
Movie Weary.

—

1890.

Candidates Coached Free
No

playoffs" without pay, because of strikes, financial
flurries or the whims of some petty boss.
If you

want immediate appointment, send

We Will Coach 25

—

Wee

Marjorie. Are you sure
the nicest men on earth?
That's a pretty broad statement, I think, when
you don't even know whether I be a man at
However, I'll forgive you this time. Charall.
Chaplin has a brother, Sydney, who used
lie
to star in pictures for the Keystone Company,
but now devotes all of his time looking after
his brother's affairs, which keeps him pretty
busy.
Linder is very funny, but I don't think
that he has the personality that Charlie Chaplin possesses.
Valeska Suratt is the only name

Just

I

I

know

Little

am one

for

the

of

young

lady.

Theda Bara

is

indeed.
I think
still vamping along very
so much of you that at your request I shall
also forgive you for the two questions that you
nicely,

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
(The pathway to plenty)

Candidates

Dept.

FREE

—

B 167, Rochester,

N. Y.

This coupon, filled out as directed, entitles
the sender to (1) a free copy of our book, " Govern-

ment Positions and How to Get Them," (2) a full list
of positions now easily obtainable and (3) to consideration
Coaching
for the position here checked.
for Free

—

...Railway Mail Clerk

Bookkeeper

Postoffice Clerk
Postoffice Carrier

Rural Mail Carrier
...

Customs Positions

Name.

COUPON

'
"

Stenographer

($900 to $1800)
($900 to $1800)
($800 to $1200)
($800 to $1200)
($600 to $1200)
($800 to $1500)

Clerk

($800 to $1500)
to $1800)

Revenue
($700
Departments

Internal

in the

at Washing-ton

($800 to $1500

Canadian Govern-

ment

Positions

.

B

Address

Use

-

that

Send
Coupon Below

list

Any

Sheldon Lewis

wouldn't

TODAY

of positions now obtain
delay lessens your
chance of early appointment.

for free
able.

Philadelphia.

take more than
one guess to state that you are a female of
I never try to disguise my typethe species.
I
am
writing- to deceive as regards my sex.
afraid that it would take up too much time,
and you know that time is one of the most
Letters have to
valuable of my possessions.
be answered, and if I try to figure out some
way to make my readers think I am one
gender when I am another, where would I ever
get time to answer all the questions that I
You must see all the stars,
do each month?
if you play in
a movie seven nights a week.
You have a great chance for observation, so
you can see faults in films and acting that
I hadn't noticed
other people would not notice.
that the star you mentioned stamped her foot
and scratched her head with one finger in every
I'll
watch out for it the
one of her films.
next time I see her on the screen. I shall tell
her what some one said she did in all her picHow
tures, and see if she can recall the fact.
Eviis it up in Alaska this time of the year?
few
movie
quite
fans
there.
there
are
dently
a
It

YOU "GET A GOVERNMENT JOB

this before

you lose

167

Write plainly.

It.

DON'T YOU LIKE
My Eyelashes

and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
LASHNEEN,

a hair food, applied once each day,
will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
eyelashes. Easy to apply sure in results. Lash-

neen

—

is

an Oriental formula.

One box

is all

you will

need.
Not sold at Druggists. Mailed on receipt of
25c coin and 2c postage, or Canadian money order.

LASHNEEN COMPANY,

010
COINS

$2

to

Dept. 28.

Philadelphia.

$500 Each

hundreds of old U. S. and Foreign
Coins. Keep all money dated before 1895
and send TEN cents for our New Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x7, showing prices we
GUARANTEE to pay for coins. This book may mean

WANTED
many

paid

for

dollars to you.

Get Posted at Once.

CLARKE COIN

37,
CO., LE Box
ROY, N.

Y.

Geraldine Farrar Says:
"7 have used Kosmeo Cream and Powder, also your Skin
like them very wmc/;."

Food for many years, and

KOSMEO

Cream and Powder
are used by thousands of the world's
most beautiful women, to keep the
skLii clear, i'resh and velvety. Kosmeo

Powder adheres well and is invisible.
Three shades— flesh, white and brunette.

Price 50 cents at dealers or

by mail postpaid.

Free Samples

osl

^eam

an«i

Kosmeo Face Powder with 40? page
book, "Aids to Beauty," mailed five
if you enclose 4 cents for postage.

MRS. GERVAISE GRAHAM
47 W. Illinois St., Chicago

—

!

(The Picture Oracle

Beauty in 1885

Co.,

this,

Dept. 49, 396 Broadway, N. Y.

Every druggist can get Dr. Campbell's Arsenic Wafers for
you from his wholesale dealer.

MOVIE ACTING
A

fascinating profession that pays big. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work ? Send 10c
for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or Key to Movie
Acting Aptitude and find whether or not yo are suited
to take up Movie Acting. Instructive and valuable.
Send dime or stamps today. Interesting, Illustrated

FILM 1 INFORMATION BUREAU,

FREE

Station R, Jackson, Mich.

sow-rate
We

REAL

Write for this valuable booklet which contains the
FACTS.
poems, compose and arrange music, secure copyright and facilitate

revise

free publication or outright sale.

a legitimate

proposition.

Start right with reliable concern offering

Send us your work to-day for/ree examination.

KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS,

MMW fc?Sffi§g* «
,

SCHOOLS

A

I VTFftlF
V lLinL" The A ckhowle deed
J-XLu
Each department a larpe school in itAcademic, Technical, and Practiself.
cal Training
Students' School. Theatre
and Stock Co.
Afford New York Ap-

.

pearances.

D.

For catalogue, write

IRWIN,

Secretary

Mentioning Study Desired

225 West

57th

Street,

near

Est.

20 Y e;

Authority

DRAMATIC
STAGE
PHOTO-PLAY
AND
DANCE APTS

Broadway,

better

than

Marjorie.

Lucille Williams. You certainly did write
a lengthy letter. How long were you working
on it? Yes, I have met Lucille Le Stewart
several times. She wrote a poem about me once.
'The Ninety and Nine," in which she starred,
has been released some time now, so you should
have seen this film by now. Violet Mersereau
is still playing in Universal pictures right along.
She has done several features since "Broken
Fetters."
The "Boy Girl" was one of her most
recent films. Mary Fuller has not left pictures.
She is with the Lasky Company, and doing
very nicely, too, thank you.
I have complied
with your request, and spoken to the editor.
Anything more I can do for you?
Olive

i

Booklet on Movie Acting included

were against

—

1885 thousands of beautiful
purchased-Dr. Campbell* s Arsenic
Wafers and cleaned up their systems.
They didn't bother with paint, powder
and cream. These wonderful wafers are
just the right thing to put your liver in
shape.
And your liver is the chief
offender behind a bad complexion. Dr.
Campbell's Wafers are wonderfully efficacious in retaining and bringing back a beautiul complexion.
Guaranteed safe, harmless and non habit forming. 50 cents
and $1.00 per box, by mail, in plain cover from
Since

women

Richard Fink

Continued.)

so carelessly asked that you knew
the rules.
You will have to do

New York?

Burns— Paul

of a
playing in
Fall

Nation."
pictures

Willis
Billie

for

a

was Billy in "The
Rhodes has been
long

time.

Billie

Rhodes was born in San Francisco, California.
She played vaudeville and musical stock before
going into pictures. She has been with Kalem,
Universal, and Christie.
She works at the
Christie studios on Sunset Boulevard and Gower
Street,
Hollywood, California.
Mary Miles
Minter has been playing in pictures for about
three years.
She has been on the speaking
stage almost since she could walk.
"The Littlest Rebel," in which Dustin and William Farnum starred, was her greatest success.

Maray Mac. — So you

are going to stick to
future?
Good for you! Edna
Purviance is still playing opposite Charles Chaplin in Mutual comedies.
Arnold Daly has gone
back to his first love the stage.
He has not
done any picture work for a long time now.
Here's wishing you the best of luck, Marjorie.

comedy

in

the

—

—

lis splendid Tifn'te gem ladies' ring in
beautiful 6-prong solid gold mounting sent
to wear for 10 days. Guaranteed genuine
Tifnite gem. Looks like a genuine dia-

mond. Stands every diamond test. Almost
a carat large. If you find it a wonderful
bargain send only $3 on arrival. Then $3
monthly until price, only $12.25, is paid.
Otherwise return in 10 days and any payment made will be refunded. Send string
or strip of paper fitting second joint of
finger.

See what wonderful brilliancy this

gem ha9. Keep it only if perfectly satisSend for it now while this offer lasts.
THE TIFNITE GEM CO.,
Dep.181 RandMcNallyBld.Chicago
fied.

Garlic. The red circle was put on Ruth
Roland's hand by means of double exposure in
Baby Marie Osborne
the serial by that name.
is starred in the
"Little Mary Sunshine" picSahara Desert is right.
tures.
Mary's right
name is Gladys Smith. "Rosemary" was taken
from the book. Marguerite Snow was the star.
I can't give you the name of the character if
you can't think of the name of the picture or
the company that produced it. Marguerite Clark
played the role of Berenice in "Miss George

Washington." Frank Losee was Judge Atwold;
Niles Welch, Cleverley Trafton; Florence Marten, Alice Atwold; Joseph Gleason, Paul Carroll; Maude Gordon, Mrs. Atwold; Billy Watson, Miss Perkins, and Herbert Prior was ColoCertainly, by all means write
nel Worthington.
again.

Photoplays, Stories,
ffc

d
fftOITB
"t^HllJ

WRITE FOR FREE COPY
Books for Writers.

ATLAS PUBLISHING

D-68 Atlas

"Hints

Writers of Photoplays. Short Stories. Poems."
Also Catalog of Best
to

Bldg.,

CO.,

Cincinnati,

Ohio

—

E. K. M. All your questions are about scenarios, so I have turned your letter over to
Clarence J. Caine, our expert in such matters,
and he will write to you in reference to it.
Couldn't you think up anything else that you

would

like

to

know ?

—
!

Diamonds
^STRATI**

Send Today
tor Your

Catalog

LUatches

ON CREDITI

BARGAIN

This Is
the Ring
She Wants

Handsome 116-Page Catalog contains The Loftis "Perfection" Diamond Ring
over 2,000 illustrations of Diamonds, Watches, is our great special. Only fine, high-grade
Jewelry. All the new, popular styles are shown Diamonds, perfect in cut and full of fiery brill
gorgeously beautiful Diamonds, artistic solid iancy, are used.
Skilfully set in our famous
exquisite Loftis "Perfection" 14k solid gold six-prong
gold and platinum mountings
things at prices to suit any purse. Select any- ring mounting. Our large Catalog shows
thing desired, either for personal wear or for
Wonderful Values at $25,
a gift, then ask us to send it for your exami$40, $50, $75, $100,
nation, all charges prepaid by us.
You See and Examine the Article
Right in Your Own Hands
Our prices on guaranteed Watches are
If you like it, pay one-fifth of price and keep lowest. All the new models are shown in
Catalog. Any one you select will be sent
it, balance divided into eight equal amounts,
payable monthly. Send for Catalog today. for your examination, charges prepaid.

This

—

—

—

$125

EASY CREDIT TERMS

National Credit
&lOO CO.,
CHICAGO,
108

LOFTIS BROS.
Dept. B927
(Established 185S>

40 cents per line

MAN OR WOMAN

Stores

in:

TO TRAVEL

for old-established firm; no canvassing; ^1170 first year, payable weekly,

pursuant to contract. Expenses advanced. T. Nichols, Philadelphia,
Pa., Pepper Building.

BIG Pay, Free

Travel, for Traffic
Inspectors. AVe fit you in 3 months
for influential position. Quick promotion. Big salary — all expenses
paid.
Ask for Free Booklet G 19.
Frontier Prep. School, Buffalo, N. Y.

PITTSBURGH:

CHICAGO:

SEE HERE! We want your ideas for
photoplays and stories! Submit them
in any form.
We'll criticise them
Free, and Sell on commission.
Big
money writing. Details Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted.
lishers,

Box

plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.

The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company, 1158 Keystone,
Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for $6 per month.
Your profit should be $1,000 per
year.

Some think this man is crazy
away such valuable land,

for giving

but there
madness.

may

be method in his

FREE FOR SIX MONTHS— My
special offer to introduce my maga"Investing for Profit." It is
$10 a copy to any one who has
not acquired sufficient money to
provide necessities and comforts for
self and loved ones.
It shows how
to become richer quickly and honestly. "Investing for Profit" is the
only progressive financial journal
and has the largest circulation in
zine,

worth

shows how $100 grows
to $2,200; write now and I'll send it
six months free. H. L. Barber, 604-20
W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.

America.

It

Photoplay Text Books
"HOW TO WRITE A PHOTOPLAY," by C. Winkopp, 1342 Prospect
Ave., Bronx, New York City. Price
25 cents. Contains model scenario,
"Where to Sell," "How to Build
Plots,"

"Where

to

Get Plots,"

etc.

sell

in

Rex Pub-

free particulars.
175

— P-l, Chicago.

WANTED—Your
them

Big prices

We show you

Great demand.

paid.

how. Get

Any

ideas for Photowill accept
form correct Free

We

—

on Commission.

Big Rewards
Writ-

Make money. Write us Now
er's Service,

Box

33,

Jewelers
ILL.

OMAHA

August forms

Motion Picture Plays

plays, Stories, etc.!

Business Opportunities
IS HE CRAZY? The owner of a

ST. LOUIS:

150,000

Circulation,

Agents and Help Wanted

N. State St.,

to

!

Auburn, N. Y.

"Photoplay Pointers" and Model
Scenario sent free. Photoplay ideas
wanted, any form. Experience unnecessary.
Paramount Photoplays
Co., Box 1402-PP21, Los Angeles, Calif.

YOU, MISS, OR YOU, MR., can
write a Photoplay as easily as those
who are getting thousands doing it.
Moving Picture Producers want
ideas for Plays.
Big Pay for them.
No experience needed. Write for
particulars.
Schwab Co., 122
49th Street. New York.

West

close

May

20th

Authors
WANTED — Stories, articles, poems,

T
etc. W e pay on acceptance. Offers
submitted.
Send Mss. to Cosmos
Magazine, 1180 Washington, D. C.

Patents and Lawyers
IDEAS WANTED— Manufacturers
are writing for patents procured
through me. Four books with list
hundreds of inventions wanted sent
free. I help you market your invention.
Advice free. R. B. Owen. 39
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Miscellaneous
GRAY HAIR— HOW TO DARKEN

IT SUCCESSFULLY. A book has
been published entitled "Perfect
Hair," which explains how white or
gray hair may be gradually darkened to a natural shade. No quick
action dyeing or other such makeshifts that are visible to all. but an
eminently satisfactory, reliable, safe
method, easily applied at home. You
gradually appear younger and more
attractive can maintain dark hair
through life. Book will be mailed
free in plain wrapper by Koskott
Laboratory, 1269 Broadway, 1574 A,
;

City.
No matter what
tried in the past, read this
Free Book; it also tells about growing new, luxuriant hair, banishing
dandruff and stopping the falling
out of hair.

New York
you have

WRITE for free copy "Hints to
Writers of Photoplays, Short Stories,
Poems." Also catalog of best books for
writers. Atlas Pub. Co.,68, Cincinnati.

TOBACCO HABIT.

Conquer

it

in pictures needed. Experience not
essential. Inform, furnished. Sierra
Co., Box 1797-X6, Los Angeles, Cal.

happily in 3 days, improve your
health, prolong life, avoid stomach
trouble, nervousness, foul breath,
heart disease. Regain manly vigor,
calm nerves, clear eyes and superior
mental strength. Whether you chew,

WRITE Photoplays in spare time
and earn money: try it. Big Prices
Paid
Details
Constant Demand

or smoke pipe, cigarettes, cigars, get
Worth
interesting Tobacco Book.
Mailed free.
its weight in gold.
E. J. Woods, 1574 A, Station E, New
York, N. Y.

FREE— "Motion Picture Studios'
Folder"— Illus. New faces— all types—

;

Free.
Street,

;

Gi^se Co., 308 Whiteman
Cincinnati, Ohio.

SEND ME YOUR PHOTOPLAY

IDEAS! Submit

in any form.

typewrite and help you
idea Now! H. Hursh,
Harrisburg, Pa.

sell.

I'll

Send

123 So. 3rd,

Songs
"IRELAND'S FORGET-ME-NOT."

latest Irish Shamrock song. 35c.
postpaid. Roy Pierson, 77 Colborne
Street, Brantford, Ont., Can.

The

Make New Age of
Beautiful Women and Vigorous Iron Men
Nuxated Iron

Say Physicians

to

—Quickly Puts Roses Into the Cheeks of Women and Most

Astonishing Youthful

—

Vitality Into the Veins of Men
It Often Increases the Strength and Endurance of
Delicate, Nervous "Run-Down" Folks 100 Per Cent, in Two Weeks' Time.

Opinion of Dr. Schuyler C. Jaques, Visiting Surgeon of

St. Elizabeth's

Hospital,

New York

City

the
SINCE
Nuxated

remarkable discovery of organic iron,
Iron or "Fer Nuxate," as the French
call it, has taken the country by storm.
It is
conservatively estimated that over three million people annually are taking it in this country alone.
Most astonishing results are reported from its use
by both physicians and laymen.
So much so that
doctors predict that we shall soon have a new age
of far

more beautiful, rosy-cheeked women and

vig-

orous iron men.
Dr. Ferdinand King, a New York Physician and
Medical Author, when interviewed on the subject, said
"There can be no vigorous iron men without iron.
Pallor means anaemia. Anaemia means iron deficiency.
The skin of anaemic men and women is pale. The
flesh flabby.
The muscles lack tone the brain fags
and the memory fails, and often they become weak,
nervous, irritable, despondent and melancholy. When
the iron goes from the blood of women, the roses go
from their cheeks.
"In the most common foods of America, the
:

;

starches, sugars, table syrups, candies, polished rice,
white bread, soda crackers, biscuits, macaroni, spaghetti, tapioca, sago, farina, degerminated corn-meal,
Refining processes
no longer is iron to be found.
have removed the iron of Mother Earth from these
impoverished foods, and silly methods of home cookery, by throwing down the waste pipe the water in
which our vegetables are cooked, are responsible for
another grave iron loss.
"Therefore, if you wish to preserve your youthful
vim and vigor to a ripe old age, you must supply the
iron deficiency in your food by using some form of
organic iron, just as you would use salt when your

food has not enough salt."
Dr. E. Sauer, a Boston Physician, who has studied
both in this country and in great European Medical
.institutions, said
"As I have said a hundred times
over, organic iron is the greatest of all strength builders.
If people would only take Nuxated Iron when
they feel weak or rundown, instead of dosing themselves with habit-forming drugs, stimulants and alcoholic beverages I am convinced that in this way they
could ward off disease, preventing it becoming organic
in thousands of cases and thereby the lives of thousands might be saved who now die every year from
pneumonia, grippe, kidney, liver, heart trouble and
other dangerous maladies.
The real and true cause
which started their disease was nothing more nor
less than a weakened condition brought on by lack
of iron in the blood.
"Not long ago a man came to me who was nearly
half a century old and asked me to give him a preliminary examination for life insurance.
I was astonished to find him with the blood pressure of a boy
of 20 and as full of vigor, vim and vitality as a
young man in fact, a young man he really was, notwithstanding his age. The secret, he said, was taking
iron
Nuxated Iron had filled him with renewed life.
At 30 he was in bad health ; at 46 he was care
worn and nearly all in.
Now at 50, after taking Nuxated Iron, a miracle of vitality and his face
beaming with the buoyancy of youth. Iron is absolutely necessary to enable your blood to change food
:

;

—

Without it, no matter how much
your food merely passes through
you without doing you any good. You don't get the
strength out of it, and as a conseauenee you become
weak, pale and sickly looking, just like a plant trying
to grow in a soil deficient in iron.
If you are not
strong or well, you owe it to yourself to make the
following test
See how long you can work or how
far you can walk without bpcoming tired.
Next take
two five-grain tablets of ordinary nuxated iron three
times per day after meals for two weeks.
Then test
your strength again and see how much you have
grained.
I have seen dozens of nervous, run-down people who were ailing all the while double their strength
and endurance and entirely rid themselves of all
into living tissue.
or what you eat,

:

symptoms

of

dyspepsia,

liver

and other troubles

in

from ten to fourteen days' time simply by taking
iron in the proper form. And this, after they had in
some cases been doctoring for months without obtaining any benefit.
But don't take the old forms of reduced iron, iron acetate, or tincture of iron simply to
save a few cents. The iron demanded by Mother Nature for the red coloring matter in the blood of her
children is, alas
not that kind of iron.
You must
take iron in a form that can be easily absorbed and
assimilated to do you any good, otherwise it may
prove worse than useless.
Many an athlete and
prize-fighter has won the day simply because he knew
the secret of great strength and endurance and filled
his blood with iron before he went into the affray
while many another has gone down, in inglorious defeat simply for the lack of iron."
Dr. Schuyler C. Jaques, Visiting Surgeon of St.
Elizabeth's Hospital, New York City, said
"I have
never before given out any medical information or
advice for publication as I ordinarily do not believe
in it.
But in the case of Nuxated Iron I feel I
would be remiss in my duty not to mention it.
I
have taken it myself and given it to my patients with
most surprising and satisfactory results. And those
who wish to increase their strength, power and en!

;

.

:

durance will find it a most remarkable and wonderfully effective remedy."
NOTE. Nuxated iron, which is prescribed and
recommended above by physicians in such a great
variety of cases, is not a patent medicine nor secret
remedy, but one which is well known to druggists
and whose iron constituents are widely prescribed by
eminent physicians both in Europe and America.
Unlike the older inorganic iron products, it is easily
assimilated, does not injure the teeth, make them
black, nor upset the stomach
on the contrary, it is a
most potent remedy in nearly all forms of indigestion as well as for nervous, run-down conditions.
The manufacturers have such great confidence in nuxated iron that they offer to forfeit $100.00 to any
charitable institution if they cannot take any man
or woman under 60 who lacks iron, and increase
their strength 100 per cent or over in four weeks'
time, provided they have no serious organic trouble.
They also offer to refund your money if it does not
at least double your strength and endurance in ten
days' time.
It is dispensed by all good druggists.

—

:

—

Die £reat American mechanic
and fj?p" fURHAMl -IUPLEXlRladp
The American mechanic
"You

speaks:

me why Durham-Duplex

ask

blades

than other razor blades.

stay sharp longer

They're harder and they're oil-tempered
Hardness is secured by
that's the reason.
heating the steel and then quenching it in

Everybody knows

water.

But

that.

I

know

should be
heated. I know how long it should remain
And I
in the oven before it is quenched.
know just what kind of oil to use for temper-

what degree the

exactly to

These are

ing.

"Why

my

steel

secrets.

Durham-Duplex blades keener
I can tell you that, too.
the way they're hollow-ground and
are

than other blades?
It's

honed. These operations require great skill
and long experience. I know how much of
the steel to grind away. I can measure this
grinding accurately to a ten-thousandth of
an inch. I know just how the blade should
be honed to get the super-keen edge you

—

require.

"Then comes the important detail of stropping.
I have invented a machine that takes
care of this operation better than I could.
Every Durham-Duplex blade is stropped on
2700 inches of leather equal to 450 six-inch
I watch that machine closely and
strokes.
inspect every blade. I won't pass a blade
along to the packing room if it isn't 100%

—

To make

perfect.

sure

I

cut a hair six times

with every blade.

my

"All

pains in producing a masterpiece

would be wasted if I let the blade go out any
old way. So I invented a special container

Durham-Duplex blades. When the blade
packed, I seal the package hermetically in
melted paraffine. Then I don't care if you
throw the package against a stone wall you
simply can't spoil my work. The super-keen
edge is bound to get to your face just as it
left my hands."
for
is

—

'.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

The Durham-Duplex mechanic is
proud of his work. You will understand why when you try his blade.
Invest $1 today in a $5 DurhamDuplex Domino Razor Set, containing a 50-cent package of six
of the famous Durham-Duplex
double-edged blades. Get it from
I

I

I

I

I

I

t

I

I

Mill

"

1

your dealer or from us direct.
Address Dep't T52.

DURHAM-DUPLEX RAZOR

CO.

190 Baldwin Avenue, Jersey City, U.S.A.

CANADA

ENGLAND

43 Victoria St.

27 Church St.

Ontario

T

S3

FRANCE
Rue de ParadU

26.

Sheffield

T

Pari*
I

I
I

1

I

I
I

|

I
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TTERE

souvenir and gift novelty
that combines beauty with serviceability.
The "Photoplayer" teaspoon is distinctly new
and unlike any other article of a similar
nature ever offered.
The photos of the world's leading motion picture stars are
made part of the engraved design on the handle of the spoon.

if-'

at last is a

The photos and

the complete decorative designs are in raised
giving life-like expression to the features.
The name of

effect,

each star

is

stamped below the picture as shown

A

in illustration,

decorative floral design also covers the back of the spoon
Each spoon is six inches long standard length and
handle.
weight. Handles finished in the popular satin grey and the bowls
highly polished. The famous Wm. Rogers & Son,
brand, war-

—

AA

ranted pure silver plate on solid white metal base.

Apart from their attractiveness as souvenir novelties these
spoons are designed for practical use and should give satisfactory
service for a life-time. Most appropriate and very desirable as birthday and souvenir gifts. Every photo-play enthusiast should have a full
set of these beautiful spoons.
As a special advertising offer to the
readers of this magazine we are supplying the spoons at only

At this special price the spoons are furnished in any quantity, from a single spoon to one or
more full sets of nine spoons. Make your choice from the following list: Clara Kimball Young,
Francis X. Bushman, Mary Fuller, J. Warren Kerrigan, Anita Stewart, Mabel Normand, Alice
Joyce, Blanche Sweet, Earl Williams.
guarantee entire satisfaction and

We

you

if

spoons, return them immediately and your

are not fully satisfied
will be refunded.

when you

receive the

money

Special Introductory

REBATE OFFER

We

are importers and distributors of diamonds, watches, jewelry novelties and silverware,
selling direct to you at lowest, money-saving prices on the credit plan.
have been in business
more than 32 years and have a host of satisfied customers among the readers of this magazine.

We

We

shall be pleased to mail a

mond and jewelry

Convenient OrderForn

copy of our large illustrated dia-

catalogue upon request.

If

you accept

souvenir spoon offer you will receive,
spoon purchased, a 25-cent Rebate Cheque
which VOU may USC the Same as Cash in the purchase of any item or items illustrated in our cata-

this special

L.

W. Sweet & Co., Inc., Dept.

I

50 B

V

and 4 Maiden Lane, New York City

2

for each

\

Send me. postpaid. \
Enclosed find $.
"Photoplayer" Spoons, as checked (»/) below:
r
I

I

I

I

1

Blanche Sweet

Mabel Normand
Clara Kimball Young

logue. This offer is made to further introduce our
money-saving service.
The "Photoplayer" spoons are 25 cents each, or $2.25

\

Alice Joyce V
Mary Fuller ^
i"" Earl Williams

I

j

I

•

I

In ordering
for the full set of 9 spoons, postpaid.
less than the full set be sure to indicate selection
I Anita Stewart
J. Warren Kerrigan
^
I am to receive a 25-cent Rebate Cheque with each spoon.
by giving the name of each player. Remit by
(If you desire a free copy of our large illustrated Diamond
i
postage stamps, post office or express money
and Jewelry Catalogue be sure to mark X in this square
Address
order.
^
I

I

I

I

Francis X.

Bushman

y

<

I

|

my name.. ...

I

L.

\

W. SWEET &

\

{_j>OSTAL ADDRESS

CO., Inc.,

Dept. 50 B

\

2

and

4

Maiden Lane, New York

City
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Million -Dollar
Families Of Players

40 Big Feature Stories
225 Illustrations
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"There is
Beauty in
Every Jar"

Says
Another

Movie Star.

Photo
by
Hartsook

Miss
Louise

Lovely
recommends

Ittgtfxm'S MilKwZed CtSattt
Through constant
have found your
Milkweed Cream keeps
the skin always soft
and clear and with
Ingram's Face Powder
forms a combination
unexcelled as a mo^t
valuable adjunct to
every woman's toilet.
With kindest regards,
Louise Lovely.
use

-<\\

<\\

A

<w

I

Send us 6c in stamps for
our Guest Room Package
containing Ingram" s Face

Powder and

Rouge in
novel purse packets, and
Milkweed Cream, Zodenta
Tooth Powder, and Per.
fume in Guest Room sizes.

woman

can be young but once, but she can
be youthful always." It is the face that tells the tale
of time.
Faithful use of Ingram's Milkweed Cream
will keep the skin fresh and youthful.

'A

Milkweed Cream is a time-proven preparation,
It is more than a "face cream" of the
thirty-second year.
ordinary sort.
There is no substitute for it.
It is a skin health cream.
Ingram's

marks

its

Buy It

in Either Size, 50c. or

$1.00

show

a proper glow" use a touch of
"Just to
Ingram's Rouge.
safe preparation for delicately
heightening the natural color of the cheeks. The coloring matter is not absorbed by the skin.
Daintily perfumed. Three shades
50c.
light, medium, dark

A

—

—

Frederick F. Ingram Co.
Windsor, Canada

Triangle Players
Live Their Parts
Acting is but artificial expression. It is one thing to
mimic character— and quite another to create it. Triangle
Players are chosen because they have the living spark
of productive ability. They are the poets of the screen,
who carry imagination to the point of vivid reality and
live the life, the individuality, the joy and pathos in

TRIANGLE PLAYS
THE FOREMOST PRODUCTIONS
IN MOTION PICTURES
And

Triangle Players are chosen for the parts they play.
They have an understanding of human nature. They are born
with the white flame of genius burning in their breasts, that
lifts them
and gives them the
out of the commonplace
ability to take their audience with them.

—

Triangle Plays are apart from the usual
They are portrayals of passion and
too.
tenderness, poverty and riches, love and
all used as tools by the picturehate
drama craftsman to teach a wholesome
lesson.
Triangle Plays do this without
offense, and with cleanliness uppermost.

—

Look
hood

for Triangle Plays in
theatres.

your neighbor-

Triangle Distributing Corporation
1457

Broadway

New York

^

=
©C1B391506
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PICTURE-PLAY

MAGAZINE
CONTENTS FOR AUGUST,
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Favorite Picture Players
Art sketches of

fifteen

What Might Be

.

.

Called a Shooting Star

Famous Families
Beauty's

a matter of lineage

She a Mason?
An

.

— but

180
he's moving- ahead.

Ray Ralston

I

.181

.

.

are a matter of talent.

|

189

.

very fine to be a vampire, but sometimes beauty rebels for daintier things.

It is all

Is

man

Filmdom

of

— salaries
Thumbs Go Down

is

.165

.

popular players.

Lou-Tellegen was Sarah Bernhardt's leading

Stardom

.

No. 6

1917

She Shirley

190

Is!

interview that is wholly unoriginal, contains all the bromidic phrases, and
nevertheless snappy.

Oh, for the Life
A gay and

is

|

194

a Star-Fish

of

with the aquatically inclined, pictorially narrated.

rollicking, afternoon

Get Thee Behind Me, Spotlight!

198

Earle Williams doesn't care a rap about having his glory road illuminated.

An

Essay on Anatomy
In which George

.

.

Walsh and James

.

J. Jeffries

.199

Howard Mann

are the subjects of discussion.

|

200

Versus Going to Market
If

home had a

the little pig that stayed
spondent.

Incidentally

wife,

an Actor

.
J. 8. Waye
.
work to interfere with pleasure.

.

—

Heroes at Twenty-One Verse
At Well-Known Waikiki
The map
to

of

Broadway was irreparably defaced when Sessue Hayakawa

at

Any Movie

Whatever "Wolf" decided

The Serious Business

Studio

.

....

you don't believe there

is

is

to do he

203
204

know

When June

Charles Gatchell

.

.

205

Will H. Johnston

:

.

206

of Bossing Ourselves

Paul Roland

1
|

.215

.

players don't
I

it.

Caprice smiled

all

.221

.

barricades to success tumbled at her feet.

Graphite Exposures of the Eastern Studios R. L. Lambdin
While the wheels of work hummed in the studios the artist's deft
some interesting

1

went

always did with a bang, until

Where Laughter Leads

|
.

222

pencil pictured

scenes.

g

224

Economy Plan

Calamities on the

Death for the screen is devoid of
and on the efficiency basis.

all

sentiment, and people must pass

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

fr*"""*

really

.

action in a studio, behold this drawing.

a great thing to have things done exactly as you wish, but

all

.

i

"Wolf" Lowry
It

Gerald C. Duffy

.

.201

Hawaii.

Any Day
If

be a core|

E. K. Lincoln does not believe in allowing
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Chaplin.
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Charlie
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all comedians, but the Charlie Chaplin
Book (authorized and copyrighted) is
the only one which deals with Mr.
Chaplin's best work. It contains all of
the side-splitting comedies in which
this artist has appeared for the Essanay
Company, in interesting, well-written
story form.
In this book you will find Charlie in
The Bank" at "Work"; "By the Sea"
holding down "His New Job" as "The
Champion," and all the others at which
you have laughed.
Charlie is funny and so are these
stories and the Charlie Chaplin Book is
well worth fifteen cents.
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supply you, send direct to the publishers, adding four cents to the price
to cover postage.
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Favorite Picture Players

JOSEPHINE STEVENS
who makes her screen debut in the Paramount-Arbuckle comedy, "The Butcher Boy," was
discovered by the man who is "worth his weight in laughs." The fat and famous comedian
scoured the country for "just the right girl" for a leading lady, and Miss Stevens comes into
the limelight as the result of this search.
Beauty, talent, and "personality" are the three
attributes of this young comedienne upon which a bright career is predicted for her.
She was
born in New York of a theatrical family, and has known many stage celebrities since childhood.

EILEEN PERCY
appearing opposite Douglas Fairbanks in "A Regular Guy," has attracted particular attention
New York during the last year in "The Century Girl" show. Miss Percy, who has just
passed her seventeenth birthday, is an unusually attractive little girl of Irish birth, but she has
spent the greater part of her life in this country. When she was eight years old she began to
take part in many notable stage plays, and became one of the best-known child actresses.
in

CRANE WILBUR
He plays feature leads and
His stage career began in 19£4
when he was fifteen years old, and continued for nearly a decade, during which time he played
for many years with Mrs. Fiske.
Some of the well-known plays with which he has been
identified are "The Perils of Pauline, " series,
Pathe; "The Road of Strife," Lubin; ana
"The Spite Husband," Horsley.
lays claim to distinction in three branches of motion-picture work.
directs for Horsley,

and

in

addition

is

a writer of scenarios

BILLIE
who

BURKE

ranks as one of the foremost exponents of dramatic art among the ycunger actresses,
played for the screen less than a year ago in "Gloria's Romance," and is now appearing in
the Famous Players picture, "The Mysterious Miss Terry."
Miss Burke is a native of
Washington, D. C, but was educated in France, and made her first public appearance at the
London Pavilion.
In this country her initial play was "My Wife," with John Drew, at the
Empire Theater.
first

WILLIAM
who

work

S.

HART
Western

began his dramatic career in
classical stage plays.
Although born in Newburg, New York, forty years ago, he was reared
on the Western plains and his early biography is filled with adventurous stories of cowpunching and battles with Indians. When the lure of the stage came to him he went to NewYork and made a hit in many Shakespearean productions.
His most lasting fame, however, rests upon his impersonation of the rugged Westerner.
is

idolized for his

in stirring

pictures of

life,

MONROE SALISBURY
although best known for his excellent work as Allesandro in the Clune feature, "Romona,"
has to his credit a long list of famous stage and screen plays.
He was born in Buffalo, New
York, and entered the dramatic world by studying with Rose Eytinge.
In his first engage
ment he played leads, and in a surprisingly short time he took supporting parts with such renowned players as Richard Mansfield, Mrs. Fiske, John Drew, and many others, and soon
rose to stardom.
He plays for Balboa.

EDNA GOODRICH
beginning her career as a member of the celebrated sextet in " Florodora," achieved fame
in a short time as the highest-salaried show girl on ..the stage.
After many successful engagements she decided to enter the comedy field and purchased the rights to "The Genius
and the Model," producing the play and starring jointly with Harry Woodroof.
Beginning in
the spring of 1906, and for several seasons following, she costarred with Nat Goodwin to whom
she had previously been married. Miss Goodrich plays in Empire-Mutual pictures.

VIRGINIA KIRTLEY
has returned to the screen with Selig after an absence of two years.
During her retirement
she devoted her talents to writing novels, short stories, and scenarios.
The fair Virginia in
u
Who Shall Take My Life," proves that the seclusion oF a literary life has not dimmed the
brilliance of her histrionic gifts for which she was famous in comedy work with Imp, Keystone, Usona, American, Horsley, and Selig in her earlier career.
Missouri is Miss Kirtley's
native State, though the public first knew her as a stage actress in Los Angeles.

ROBERT WARWICK
commanding figure in the world of the silent drama, plays leading, parts in his own company which releases through Selznick.
Born in Sacramento, California, in 1881, he was
educated in this country and afterward studied music abroad.
He first appeared on the stage
in Broadway musical comedies, and since then has steadily increased his prestige as an actor
through long association with stage celebrities in popular plays. His screen career has gained
new histrionic honors for him.
a

MAXINE ELLIOTT
among

the most celebrated stars connected with motion pictures, and is one of the few persons in films who have been members of the renowned Augustin Daly company of the stage.
Miss Elliott was born at Rockland, Maine, and made her stage d£but in 1890. Five years
On returning
later she joined the Daly company, and later played in England ard Australia.
She is now
to America, Miss Elliott built her own theater in New York, and played there.
is

appearing

in

Goldwyn

films.

DERWENT HALL CAINE
is playing to American audiences through the
Caine, his illustrious father. The first of these was
Mr. Caine is one of the most prominent
last winter.
of London actor-managers.
On the English stage he has produced and played three famous
Caine novels, "The Christian," "Pete," and "The Bishop's Son."

called

"England's greatest

romantic

actor,"

medium of the pictureized works of Hall
"The Deemster." He came to America

WINIFRED ALLEN
from the standpoint of age, height, and weight is one of the least conspicuous figures in filmbut, despite her extreme youth and petiteness, she has attained popularity for her rare
talents and unus'ual beauty.
In "The Man Who Made Good/' cofeatured with Jack Devereaux,
Miss Allen completed the first of a series of pictures for Triangle that deserve unstinted praise.
Previous to her film career she studied sculpture, her modeling board and clay being put

dom,

aside regretfully for acting.

Wallace Mcdonald
a promising young player of juvenile roles, with a pleasing screen personality, has most recently
been associated with Eastern Vitagraph pictures. Previously, his name was prominently identified with Famous Players productions for a while, though his film debut was made with the
American Company at Santa Barbara, California, where he remained for over a year. In addition to his ability as an actor,
of his athletic

prowess and

he

is

extremely popular among his

social gifts.

fellow players on account

ELMER CLIFTON
although still in his early twenties, has scored success in many of the most famous screen
and stage productions of the last few years. .Among the first of these was "The Girl of the
Golden West/' played in Los Angeles, and afterward Broadway claimed him in "The Deep
Purple" and "The Brass Bottle." In pictures, he essays juvenile, romantic parts with especial
success as is evidenced in such roles in "The Birth of a Nation," "The Sable Lorcha," and
"The Lily and th.3 Rose."

BILLIE RHODES
is making merry for the benefit of picture fans through the medium
comedies now being released by Mutual under the general title of Strand
Comedies.
This diminutive and engaging comedienne has relentlessly and unremittingly
waged war on the god of gloom throughout her screen career which began with Kalem several
years ago.
Even prior to that she achieved fame as a laugh provoker on the stage in her

assisted by Jay Belasco,
of fifty-two one-reel

native California.

What

Might be Called a Shooting Star

There really shouldn't be any reason for Lou-Tellegen having an ambition. There
can be no excuse for it he has been a leading man for Sarah Bernhardt, hns
had an enviable career on the stage, has attained even more success on the screen,
and has been married to Geraldine Farrar by a minister who didn't wear greasepaint.
But Mr. Tellegen said that it' he was a star he might as well be a
shooting one, and so he incubated an ambition.
He wanted to be a director.
And he was.
This photograph was snapped as he w as starting his first scene.

—

T

MARY PICKFORD
There are nine famous members
to the

family

this little emotional

actress heads, financially.

twenty- four, beautiful,

She

is

and highly

prosperous.

Famous
Families of

Filmdom
Facts about celebrated cliques of relations

who have

taken the screen by storm.

By Ray

Ralston

ACTING, at present, has developed
into

a

monopoly

The time

of

lineage.

almost at hand
when a young actor, looking for a job,
will have to present the director with a
copy of his family tree that that gentleman may bask in the shade of the
applicant's
bears.

Of

No

illustrious

family tree

course, that

but the mood
at the large
are

stars

is

is

is

and gifted
no Job

—

for-

!

a bit far-fetched,

brought on by a glance

number of

on the screen

families

—the

who

list

in-

also
just

Grace Cunard, who has
Rather a
married Joe Moore

includes

!

modicum

of class to that assemblage,

Yet, with several country election districts still unheard from,
they are all in the same family, although not in the same company. Ten
The star
(10), count 'em, ten ( to)
of the aggregation, of course, is little
is

there not

?

.

Mary, who casually helps herself to an
income that would make many princes
blush for pure joy. It is supposed to be
over five hundred thousand dollars and

You

cludes almost every star of note.

a percentage of the profits.

Consider, for example, what a splendid company could be made from Tom
Moore, Alice Joyce, Owen Moore,
Mary Pickford, Matt Moore, Jack
Pickford, Lottie Pickford, Joe Moore,

she

Moore are the veterans of the family.
They played opposite each other with
the Biograph Company, until it oc-

and Mary Moore.

curred to them that they could

Oh,

yes,

and the

list

is

the vice president of her

company.

see,

own

Mary Pickford and Owen

join

—
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of

Owen Moore,
husband

of

Mary Pickford, and
a
himself,
screen fav-

All

orite.

those pictured

on

these

two

pages aremembers of
the

same fam-

ily.

Grace Canard, above,
for her

renowned,
serial

pictures,

and,

at right, her husband,

Joe Moore.

They became

film
ists,

of

the

best

emotionalis

who

wedded

did

as

Jack

Pickford, who began his career also
with the old Biograph, under the direction of a gentleman yclept Griffith

Miss Alice Joyce,
one

favorites,

Wark

David

to

Griffith,

if

you must be

Thorn as

exact.

Moore.

Alice Joyce, who is Tom Moore's
pretty wife, plays the big leads for the
vitagraph, and contrives to add materially to the family exchequer
that
is, pocketbook.
The career of this fam-

—

meteoric and astounding, as every
one in the family is a star, with the
possible exception of Mary Moore, although she is well on the way. It has
been estimated that the combined earnings of the Pickfords, Moores, and
Joyces approach very close to the milily is

Pickford, sister
of "Little' Mary," who

Lottie

has gained fame
her own account.

on

lion

mark.

It

dollars to

is

which we

refer.

Drew-Barrymore
family.
A glance at the names of
them
Sidney Drew, Mrs. Sidney
Drew, S. Rankin Drew, Ethel Barrymore, John Barrymore, Lionel BarryAll of them
more, and John Drew.
are brightly gleaming stars in the movNext

in size

is

the

:

forces

and

keep

the

money

in

the

family.

Owen Moore

brought Mary home,
and announced his marriage to Tom
and Matt. Tom and Matt took a look
at

Marv.
"Oh, see what

ing-picture firmament, with the excep-

John Drew, the uncle of Ethel
Barrymore, and it is rumored that he

tion of

is

Owen

got in the moving pictures \" they gasped, and, grasping their trusty fountain pens each in
his good right hand, signed contracts.

on the verge of affixing his signature

goes rather neatly
go>es
Sidney Drew is
up into six figures.
to

a contract that

John Drew's brother, and

Drew

is

Sidney's

son.

S.

Rankin

Ethel Barry-
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Jack Pickford,

who

Mary's
Matt Moore, who lends further
proof that being a handsome leading man runs in the Moore family.

Thomas Moore, whose workbefore the camera has attracted
the attention of the film world.

more's first venture on the screen, after
a long period of dodging moving-picture managers, was in "The Nightingale," written for her by Augustus

Thomas. Her success was instantaneous, and she made enough money to lift
the mortgage off the old home.
John
Drew, as every one knows, has never

is

little

brother in
every way
includ ing
monetarily.

Mary Pickford, as she

was caught
by the camera between
the filming
of scenes.

'

attached his classic signature to a conPerhaps the biggest hit in this
tract.
family has been made by Sidney Drew
and Mrs. Sidney drew, in society com-

—

edy polite stuff. It is said that Mrs.
Sidney collects the money every week
for the two, and that it amounts to
about two hundred thousand per each
and every year. Jack Barrymore is
also a great favorite both on the stage
and the screen. Every one remembers
his tremendous success on the stage in
"The Fortune Hunter" his success as
a fortune hunter in the field of the

—

silent

drama

is

quite as impressive.

It

suggested that the DrewBarrymore family be dissolved by the

has

been

United States Supreme Court under the

Sherman antitrust
more has been in

Lionel Barrythe pictures longer

law.

than any of the rest of the family, and
is

a

heavy

villain

of the

finest

type.

He

has brought the qualms of fear to
many an honest heart. S. Rankin Drew
commenced as an actor, later turned
director,

and

Company has

is

to

now

fcoth.

The Metro

pay the salaries of

all

the Barrymores and

Drews who

are in

pictures.

A

disconsolate-looking wolf had been
noticed hanging around the doors of
the

Drew-Barrymore

family., for

some
body

day his lifeless
an automat restaurant.

time, but the other

was found in
He had starved to death.
Another large and successful family
is
the Ince-Stewarts.
They number
Tom Ince, Ralph Ince, John Ince, Anita
Stewart, and Lucille Lee Stewart, who
is Mrs. Ralph Ince, and the link that
brings

in

Anita.

Tom

who is
Ince Com-

Ince,

the director general of the

pany, and one of the three vice-presidents in charge of manufacturing for

—
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of

and Goldwyn, and John Ince has also
staged some very worthy productions.
Sidney Drew, who

has

attained

re-

markable success
in

the motion-pic-

through

ture field

new
in comedy

establisliing a

policy

one

tha*

and

—

clean

is

without

cus-

tard pies.

the Triangle,
bination.

is

the big

man

of the

com-

Since his production of the

remarkable spectacle, "Civilization," he

Mrs. Sidney Drew,

who has

appeared in films.

They are known
together as one of
best

lars

per

comedy

teams in America.

has been recognized as the prince of
directors. Ralph Ince achieved most of

fame

as a director

thousand dolof remunera-

Ralph. Unshe has achieved a

tion, is the sister-in-law of

der his guidance

noteworthy success. When Anita went
back under the direction of S. Rankin
Drew, himself a man of family, Ralph
needed a leading woman, and sent in
a hurry-up call to Lucille Lee Stewart,
In the parlance of the studio,
she is going big, though no longer with
Yitagraph.
Her husband directs her,
and takes great joy to himself in the
job, conditions being reversed when
they get home.
Ah, well, every hushis wife.

—

his

fifty

annum by way

his day!

is another family, that does
not rival the foregoing in numbers, but
comes awfully close to it in results
that is, bank accounts.
They are only
two in it, but one of the two happens
to be Charlie Chaplin.
The other is his
brother, Syd Chaplin.
The bulk of the
income, of course, is contributed if it
is
by Charlie, who has attained quite
a little note as an eccentric comedian.

her husband

ever since he has

the

some hundred and

band has
There

played

leading roles opposite

Since the inception of this article, the
three Inces, it is said, have combined,
and give promise of making movingpicture history. Anita Stewart, leading
woman for Yitagraph, and in receipt of

for Yitagraph

Rankin Drew,
son of Sidney
Drew and a promS.

inent actor of pic-

Mr.

tui'p pla>:s.

Drew
to

that

has

his
of

excellent

added

triu wp

being

1
'

s

on

director.

—

His modest stipend is six hundred and
seventy thousand dollars a year, and a
percentage, the same being something
of a change from the time he played
in the same comedies with his brother
Syd for Keystone. So much has been
written about this pair that it is scarcely
necessary to do more than accord them
passing mention. They are both on intimate terms with the income-tax collector.

Another small but notable family is
composed of Dustin and William Farnum.
There were three originally;
Marshall Farnum, who had achieved
fame as a director, died several months
Dustin and William achieved
aeo.

—
Famous Families
played the leading parts in ''The Littlest
Both of them are physical
Rebel."
marvels and remarkably good actors, a
combination impossible to beat on the
They both play leads William
screen.
for Fox and Dustin for Morosco.

—

you guessed their salaries at
one hundred thousand dollars apiece
vou would not be so far out of the way.
Both had been on the stage for a long
if

John Barrymore,

nephew
ular

with

lowers

those

trio'

is

in

the possession

of

a

that has attained world-wide fame.

Mae Marsh,

Marguerite

Marsh, and

is as

pop-

the

of the

drama

the

Sidney

of

Drew, who

fol-

silevt

as he is with,
the

of

spoken

Mr. Barrymore divides his seastage.

sons

between

screen

and

time before venturing into the, films,
and both had attained stardom.

Goldwyn
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fame together when they

their greatest

And

Filmdom

of

the

the legiti-

mate.

should be made of Wallace Reid, Dorothy Davenport, his wife, and Fanny
Davenport, his mother-in-law. Wallace

Mae, who made a stunBetty Marsh
ning success in ''The Birth of a Nation," has been under the eye of Griffith since she was a small child, in the
old Biograph days.
It was through
Marguerite that Mae, her younger sister, got in.
Marguerite asked Griffith
He
to give her sister a small part.
did, but it was the last small part she
ever got.
Little Betty Marsh, who
made a great success in the Mutual
masterpiece, "Enoch Arden," is one of
the best child actresses on the screen at
the present writing.
She threatens to
arise to full stardom within a very
!

Ethel

Barrymore

t

many years a
favorite of the

for

has

boards,

contract
confines
ents

re-

signed

cently

a

which
her

tal-

entirely

to

the motion picture.

She

is a

sister of

John Barrymore.

short time.

The Kevstone's

bid for entrance into

cannot be denied, composing,
as it does, Roscoe Arbuckle
family
in himself
Minta Durfee,
a
Roscoe's wife, and Al St. John, his
hen Chaplin left the Keynephew.
stone, Arbuckle's pictures became their
main feature.
Not only is he their
principal actor, but also one of their
principal directors.
Roscoe took a
glance at the bank roll that was Keystone's, and, saying to himself
''How
dare you have so much money
Give
it
to me!" he beckoned to his wife.
this

article

!

is

considered one

the screen.

W

Lionel Barrymore,
Ethel,

brother

of

was

first

this

the

family

enter filmdom.
is to-day

of
to

He

one of the

!

Now

she plays opposite him in the
comedies, and relieves the atrocious
swelling of their employer's bank roll.

Among

other

families,

mention

the

handsomest

His beauty may
be some\yhat enhanced by the fact that

men on

—

:

of

most popular p' oyer s on the screen.
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i.

r

i

Cooper,
is

a

of

Filmdom

m

who

one of the

prettiest

ac-

tresses

in

films,

who

Thomas H. Inc
All that need be
said of him is that there is a town
•'.

Liaoul Walsh,

does not depend upon her

beauty for success.

worse

half,

—

in California called Inceville, built

excellent

director.

he often sees his mother-in-law get
hers in the comedies in which she
works.
Follow, then, Raoul Walsh, a director for Fox
Miriam Cooper, his
wife, a lead for Fox, and George
Walsh, Raoul's younger brother, also a
leading man for Fox, who plays under
the direction of his brother.
And, also, Helene, Queenie, and Dick
Rosson, and Vera Sisson, who is Mrs.
Dick Rosson, all of whom manage to
separate the cashier at the American
studio from a tidy bit of the necessary.
There are other families in the films,
many of them, but perhaps none who
have attained to the prominence of
those mentioned herein.
All of those mentioned above have a
wide scope of relationship, and in most
cases link two clans of player families
together by marriage. Which might be
used as evidence to prove that actors
and actresses of a feather, as well as
birds, flock together
to the altar.
There is also another class to familyization of dramatic stars, which might
be interesting to note.
These are the
sisters and brothers who have undertaken the same line of work in their
endeavors to beat the well-known wolf
;

Miss Cooper's

and an

making his

especially for

in the race for the door.

films.

Perhaps the

most popular pair of sisters in the
world of films to-day are the Talmadges, Norma and Constance. Norma
took the splash into fame first, and her
successes with the Vitagraph Company
proved very profitable.
Constance
watched her sister gain in popularity as
long as she could, and, when she could
stand it no more, went over to the
Vitgraph studio and proceeded to be a
screen actress herself.
Now both sisters are among the most brilliant luminaries of the silent drama, and
Norma is in her own company. Norma
made the extension of the family into
the larger class impossible when she
married a man who is not an actor.
But pretty little Constance has not yet
followed her

sister's

While there

respect.

example
is

in

this

another daugh-

ter there is hope.

Gish and her sister Dorothy
are the both sides of another important
Lillian

screen

question

famous?"

Company

—"which

When

the

is

old

the

more

Biograph

started production in the par-

house in New
York City, Lillian was one of the main
reasons for its success, though her
lor of a one-time private

name was unknown

to the public at that

Famous Families

Filmdom

of

Ralph

George Walsh, husband

Seena Owen,

who planed on

the stage just six weeks before

Owen and

of Seena

one

Tom,

I nee, brother of

who has

also reached the top

of the ladder.

of the idols of the film

deciding that her future was
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Ralph

is

a

director.

world.

the camera.

Lucille Lee Stew-

time.

David

W.

art,

foresaw a
for her, and, when her
Griffith

great future
plays began to be so successful, and
David Belasco told some one in a loud
voice that she was ''the most beautiful
blonde in the world," nothing could

who

besides be-

ing a film actress,
is the sister of the

celebrated

Anita

and the
wife of Ralph Inc.'.

Stewart

hold Lillian back.
Her triumph in
''The Birth of a Nation" was more
She
than little Dorothy could resist.
went right over to Mr. Griffith, and,
aided by a few good words from Lillian herself, who didn't seem to be
afraid of losing her popularity when
little sister joined dramatics, induced
him to give her an opportunity. And
now the check of either of the girls
would be honored by any butcher.
There are a great number of these
smaller family gatherings in picturedom those that are composed of just
two members of a family, sometimes

—

and brother, sometimes two sisters,
other times two brothers, and
even parents and children, but their resister

lationship does not, naturally, cover as

great a

field as

those in which the fam-

have been connected by the bonds
Their names are often
of marriage.
ones to conjure with, and the success
attained by the various members goes a
ilies

way

prove a much-debated question
that talent, especially dramatic
talent, is inherited.
Some people might
long

—

to

point out the

fact

that

this

is

not a

proof as often, when two of the
dren in a family grow up to be

chil-

cele-

!

Famous Families
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Anita Stewart

is

of

Filmdom

a

beautiful
with

an.

amount

brunette
exceptional

of talent. Miss

Stewart is one of the
few very young girls

who

doesn't

worry

—

about her future
because
she
doesn't

have

to.

brated players, very often the

was

father

a mechanical engineer or something

equally as unromantic, and the mother

was

a little

country

girl

who never

did

anything but feed chickens and water
cows.
And then, what can we say?

are thrust upon us. but thank

can pick our friends," might be better
said
"Would to God we could pick
Imagine being perour relations."
mitted to be born into the Drew-Barrymore family, or into the same house
that holds dainty little Mary Pickford
would be a prince?
:

There only remains a list of names that
bear on facts.
The moral is plain to get into the
films you must be a person of fam-

—

ily.

The

old

saying,

"Our

relations

God we

Who

She

Is

"We

might

a

Mason? She

about the art of
fencing/' the interviewer suggested.
"Suppose you give a bit of advice on
jabbing people with a stick?"
Shirley glanced at her instructor.
''I don't know enough about it yet,"
The
she admitted.
"I'm too rough.
other day we were making some scenes
in which I was defending myself from
Mr. Hill with my parasol by methods
he had taught and I became excited,
and rammed him in the solar plexus
with the point of my parasol so hard
that he crumpled up on the ground, and
for a moment I thought I'd killed

—

him!"
proved that she had learned the
things I had taught her," said Mr. Hill,
with some pride in his pupil.
''Then let's talk about your gowns."
"Fine!" said Shirlev.
"That's a
good old idea."
"It

The

interviewer was nonplused.
"But if we're going back to old
ideas," Shirley pleaded, ''please let me
tell

where

how
how

I

was born and

my

love

I
I

Shirley

talk

—

got

art,

and

into

the

Shirley
pouted,

obeyed orders.
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Is!
then

and
a few

smiled

She was back

in

minutes.

She curled up on a lounge
by

set.

"They
a

in a near-

little

all

treat

me

just as

child," she laughed.

temperamental

or

if

I

were

"I can't be

stubborn

any-

or

-

thing/'

"Never mind," soothed the inter"
viewer.
"You'll grow up, and
"I don't want to grow up.
I wasn't
complaining.
I was boasting.
I hope
never be one of those actresses who
makes everybody around the studio
miserable.
I never want to be digniI'll

like things

fied.

I

are.

If I

want

way they

just the

to put

on boxing gloves

and hammer one of the stage hands, or
if I feel hungry and want to go down
and borrow a banana from the propIf I had
erty man I can do it now.
to be dignified and act important, life
wouldn't be any fun.
The day I get
so that the directors think they ought
to call me 'Miss Mason,' instead of
'Shirley,' I think

I'll

quit."

movies."

"Shoot

!"

said the inter-

viewer.
He meant it as
an expression of dismay,
but Shirley took it to

mean

that she

was

to

go

ahead.
"I

"

was born

she

began.
Shirley's maid, a
erly

colored

moth-

woman who

has looked after Shirley
ever since Shirlev was a
baby, interrupted.

"Miss Shirley," she ordered, "you mustn't sit
around in those fencing
clothes.

Come

and change."
"But, Annie

"Come

along.

catch cold."

right

in

"

You'll

Shirley's
chief trouble
i s

clothes

—

not

how

to

get them, but

how

to

wear

them.

—
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Is

'But,"

She a Mason?

interviewer

the

She Shirley

Is!

protested,

'motion-picture artistes"I don't want to be called anything

I'm being paid now to have
All the
a good time.
I don't work.
It's a game that I
time I'm playing.
enjoy hugely motion-picture acting.
If the time comes that I have to take
myself with dreadful seriousness, then
what I do will be hard work. And"
she lowered her voice -"and I hate
like that.

A double exposure, showby Miss Mason both hav-

—

—

—

—

work don't you ?"
The interviewer nodded.
body who

"Everyhates work.

honest about it
The only happy people are those who
are able to turn their labor into a sort
of

a

is

He

game."

paused

to

ponder

upon the noble thought.
"Goodness me !" Shirlev exclaimed,

"We

about the interview
Where were we? Oh, yes. I was born
in Brooklyn, sixteen years ago.
My
Viola Dana and Edna Flusisters
grath are older than I.
All three of
us studied dancing.
I appeared at an
forgot

—
—

all

!

amateur entertainment when I was two
and a half years old, and that's how I
became an actress.
All interviews
must state how the
actress
became an

mustn't

actress,

they?"

"They must.

It's

the law."

"Well, a friend

\

Two
idols

movie

and

a canine.

!

She a Mason? She Shirley

Is

me up and
number
Meenie in

a
ing two characters played
ing appetites.

said

was

I
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Is!
hired.

played

I

of child parts.
I was Little
'Rip Van Winkle,' and Peter

in Tassers-By.'

When

Viola played in
'The Poor Little Rich Girl,' I was her
understudy, and played the part on
tour.
Viola went into- motion pictures
for the Edison Company, and so did I.
I had been with Edison for some time
when McClure Pictures chose me to
play in 'Seven Deadly Sins.' And here
I

am, a McClure star."
Sure enough. There she was.

"Oh

!"

she exclaimed.
"The press
agent has told me never to leave out

my

favorite author.

vorite author

is

— —
er

Let's see,
in

my

fa-

what magazine

in this interview to

Mr. William Faversham saw me.
Mr. Faversham was looking for a child

of

to play Little

Hal

in

'The

Squaw Man,'

and upon the friend's advice Mr. Faversham sent for me. Mother took me,
and there were about a
dozen children there, she
tells me.
I ran away and
hid.
There was a lot of
excitement when mother
missed me, and they
were searching for
me when Mr.
F a v e rsham

came
He picked

in.

appear?"
"Picture-Play."
"Oh, yes. My favorite author is the
editor of Picture-Play.
And if this
is an unoriginal interview you need a
picture of my dog and me, too.
The
press agent said they were unoriginal."
So we took the picture. And here it
is

Gee, won't it make
the press agent sore

in print.

Shirley fencing with her
This seems a
director.
very exposed, location for
a screen star's heart, but
no one has plucked it as
yet.

Oh, for the

Life of a Star-Fish!

A

Below,
Pick out your favorite dish.
all still uncaught and some wild.
perfectly
good
wasting
a
Maclvor
Margery
and
Mary
Hope,
Love,
Bennett, Bessie
Gloria
dance scene on an unappreciative horse.
line of Star-fish,

Hag?''

After viewing the
in
above scene
its back yard, we
have grave suspicions as to what
the wild waves

Sylvia Bremer and
Margaret Thompson
shock the party by playing a conventional
of ball.

game

were saying.

Thomas,

Olive

Bessie

Love, Sylvia Bremer, and
Gloria Hope have at last
found a way to lead the

men. The only revolting
wheelbarrow was Hart.

The

others

Gilbert,

are

Messrs.

Desmond, Rich-

ardson, and Neill.

Seven contented
girls
and two

more contented

game

men.

of

left

Desmond, Mary
Maclvor.
Mar-

cine
ball

that

From

to right, William

medi-

gery

is

Bennett,

Margaret
Thompson, Bessie

Love, Joseph-

ine

Headley,

William S. Hart,
Gloria Hope, and
Sylvia
Bremer.

The happy ending

in

which the only person modestly clothed hid

his face

in

shame.

Get Thee Behind Me,
films have made Eaile Williams forget the
primary rule of the stage be guided by the
spotlight, and keep it in front of you.
Here
is Earle, unconcernedly reading a script, with
the actor's ray from Heaven at his back.

The

—

Spotlight!

An Essay on Anatomy
Not

to

mention astronomy, which might be

included, considering the subjects' stardom.

By Howard Mann

GEORGE WALSH

read

so

and

much about

giant self,
written by some graceful inkster in the Fox
Company, that he was actually beginning to
wonder how he had ever attained his wonderful physique.
The graceful inkster, too,
thought that smiling George was quite unusual until the above photograph found its
way into the office. Air. James J. Jeffries,
ex-champion pugilist of the world, and now
one of the biggest ranch owners in the West
in both senses of the word
is the man at
the left who has shattered George Walsh's
record for both high and broad growth.
This picture was snapped during the film
star's recent visit to the Jeffries ranch in
southern California. The former prize fighter
is one of Walsh's best friends, and whenever the screen favorite is in the vicinity he
always drops in to see him and to spend a
few days in the carefree life of the rancher.
his

stalwart,

robust,

—

—

—

Some day, he says, he hopes
won over to rough-and-tumble

he will be so
living that he
will actually be able to forget to put on his
collar and tie when he gets up in the morning.

But, despite the dramatic hero's comparative smallness in this photograph, he really is
not so small as one might think. He is six

feet above ground leveh and moves the hands
of a scale around to the figure 185. Georgetown and Fordham Universities will boast of
the fact that he was at one time one of their
best football players, and the New York Athletic Club never complained that the stroke
he pulled on its crew was too weak. So both
Jeff and George are two ordinary citizens

who were

at

one time renowned in

Neither do much

athletics.

in that line just now, but
certain that they will be in pretty fair
shape to bear the weight of a gun if the army
it

is

calls

them.

1
Versus Going
to

Market

now becomes known for the first time
what really happened to the little pig
that stayed at home. Alma Reubens took
It

pity on his lonesomeness, and hence the
chumship which has arisen. Doubtless he
feels fully compensated now for not
having been chosen to go to market,
even if he does succeed in masking

Alma is laughing bewhen she asked him if he

his emotions.

cause,

loved her, the gay little rascal
squealed "J)ui! Oui!"

Incidentally an Actor
By

STRENUOUS"
word

wrong
scribe

one

est actors in

is

to

is

never idle a moment, but in
order to avoid the thing
that made Jack a dull
boy he devotes his tal-

and

ents

interests

many things

to

that

could not be classi
fied under '"work."
E. K. Lincoln,

now
the

starring

Jimmy Dale

''The

serial,

Gray
no

in

Seal,"

less

actor

of

for

is

an
being

all-round good
sport, who incidentally owns one of the

an

largest

dog

collec

Waye

Besides
he rinds time for other avocations that are usually considered
outside the province of an actor.
this,

de-

He

B.

tions in the United States.

the

of the busi-

filmdom.

J.

manager and playdog fancier, athlete, and plain
American gentleman
these
are the component parts of
one of the most interesting

Financier, film
er,

—

personalities in screendom.

To

begin with the hobby
which is perhaps nearest
to the heart of this
popular
actor,
there
are
several
hundred
reasons why Mr. Lincoln

an actor just inEach one of

these reasons
rarity

is

kennels,

at

country

the

The owner

collection

the

Connecticut,

Fairfield,

famous

a canine

makes

that

Greenacre

over.
Prize-winning dogs from
the Lincoln Kennels.

is

cidentally.

is

how many

of this

not

sure

cold -nosed

Incidentally an Actor
aquatic prowess serves
to

him

in

good stead when

performing certain perilous acts

it

comes

in pictures.

No

matter what the director calls for, Mr. Lincoln's
response is always: "I can do it."
The film world has no stancher friend than this
outdoor-loving actor, despite the divided allegiance which he gives to his profession. He believes in pictures not only as a source of wholesome entertainment, but he believes in them
as a power for moral good. Again, no player
is more conscientious in his work, once he puts
away from him the allurements of nature.
When he takes up a scenario, he begins to live
His identity is
the part it contains for him.
gone for the time being sunk in the characAn
terization that is being born for the screen.
amusing anecdote is told that

—

strates

the

colony,

least he

is

of the character he was playing,

and the first intimation that he had

1 1

of

are

that

born,

tiny

ones,

"fluff,

turned.

foreign

and huge
fetch, and carry

dogs

the canine world are often listed in the entries
of dog shows in every part of the United

and very often bring home many honor
ribbons to their proud master.
If any objection is raised that this seems to
be a dissertation on dogs instead of a muchStates,

deserved tribute to the genius of a great actor,
Mr. Lincoln himself would be the first to justify
His loyal rejoinder would be: "Love me,
it.

my

The

dog."

actor's fine estate at Blandford,

Massachu

exerts an instant appeal upon the heart of the
sportsman. It includes a large lake, where Mr. Lin
setts,

coin

delights

to

swim,

mistake

him when
the check was re-

dogs, and fierce, wolflike creatures that hardly
These notables of
can be called dogs at all.

love

the

came

oughly American, and
others

On

name

but at
person-

acquainted
y
with every one of
four-footed
hi s
proteges, and can
each by its
call
There are
name.
dogs that are thor
a

point.

one occasion, while writg a check at the stuhe signed the
dio,

comprise

inhabitants

this

fish,

and

pilot his

boat.

His

to

— —
;

Heroes

Twentv-One

at

By Gerald
\17HEX

C. Duffy

handsome hero

picked for a page
He smiles like a youngster an' talks like- a sage
An* then, if a person should ask him his age,
He frankly replies: "Twenty-one.'''
the brave,

is

it's youth an' it's beauty the ladies adore.
whittles his years till they're close to a score
can't say he's less, an' he won't say he's more.

Since

He
He

So he says that

just twenty-one.

he's

wise to be young, an' for him that's distraught
There's chemists providin' the age that is sought,
An' no one's to worry but him that has bought,
If he pleases to be twenty-one.
It is

While

The

it's

ladies

nice to be famous,
are hangin' your

it's

nicer to

face

up

know
show.

for

An' prayin' the Lord that their children will grow
To be like you when they're twenty-one.
But the hero of plays

is

From

demon who

the slaughterin'

a different chap
glories a scrap,

An' between 'em there's yawnin' an almighty gap

Though they both may be
Now,

the

army

is

just twenty-one.

draftin' the hero that shoots

From twenty to thirty is prime for recruits
An' the beauty that's past it I'm bettin' my boots
Won't be braggin' he's just twenty-one.

—

;

At Well-Known Waikiki
SOME

time ago the geographical experts of Broadway got thenof international possession and annexation mixed.
The
result was that, instead of Hawaii belonging to the United States, the
United States belonged to Hawaii. The rest is history in the annals of
the Great White Way. But, while the stage may do with manufactured
So, when Sessue Hayakawa was cast for
locations, the screen rebels.
an Hawaiian film, Lasky sent him to
Hawaii.
This photograph was taken
while he was acting on the real beach
Waikiki,
at
plans

_

,

which

is

in

the

background.

>

Any Day

at

Any Movie

Impressions of an amusement
factory as seen from the ceiling.

By Charles Gatchell

Studio

"Wolf" Lowr
A tale of the

plains in

which hearts and

courage play a greater part than guns.

By

Will H. Johnston

OPINIONS

about "Wolf" Lowry,
owner of the Bar Z Ranch,
were easy to get, but hard to
reconcile.
To Jose Sonora, the sheep-

man, Wolf was a fiend

in

human

shape,

who thought

himself king of
the earth, and was liable to shoot you
full of holes, without asking questions,
To
if you stared at him too pointedly.
old Doc Gleason, Wolf was the bravest
man he had ever clapped eyes on. To
a gringo

Sheriff
a

man

self,

Bob Pry or, Wolf Lowry was
best

alone, a law unto him-

let

a rancher

who was judge and

and executioner
cide the merits

all in

one

;

jury

quick to de-

of a case, and quick,

To Chu
deadly quick, on the draw.
Hi, the cook, Wolf was the best man
that was ever born.
Irreconcilable the opinions about the
The truth probbig, gaunt cattleman.
Wolf
ably lay somewhere between.
ownership
had fought his way to the
fought with brain and
of the Bar Z
brawn and a much-loved .44. He loved

—

A
wide spaces, the open plains.
cowman by temperament and choice, he
had. small patience with the forwardthe

looking ranchers who insisted that the
day of the cattleman was done and the

sheepman was coming into his own.
His brow was a thundercloud when his
ears were assailed by this line of talk.

"No

smelly

sheep-herding

greaser

can drive us from the plains," he declared. "That goes for the nester, too."
''Yuh want to leave out the nesters,
W^olf," expostulated Cal Larkins, the
round-up boss. "'They've got genooine
law on their side."

"Law

don't go here unless

I

make

Wolf.

said

it,"

.

Yuh have done

"H'm.

consid'ble

law makin' for them there greasers,
Wolf, but I'm thinkin' you have to go
slow with the nesters.
Now, for instance, down by Sunset Creek I see
signs that old Red Wheelock's deserted
shack is bein' put in order, and I reckon
we're goin' to have nesters for neighbors."

"Not

as long as I can see straight

!"

snapped Wolf, and his hand dropped
on the butt of his .44. "If yuh hear
any shootin', don't come buttin' in. But
maybe they'll go peaceable." And he
went off to saddle his pony.

w as growing dusk when Wolf
Lowry rode down to the creek to present his ultimatum to the nesters. The
T

It

setting sun glorified the rolling grass-

darkly green in the hollows,
brownly barren on the hilltops.
But
Wolf had no eyes for beauty. His
heart was hot within him. The plains
belonged to the cattleman by divine
right, he told himself, and no cabbage
planter could come to narrow the free
life of the plainsmen.
By the time he had reached the cabin
on Sunset Creek he had lashed himself
land,

into a

fine

The

fury.

curl of

smoke

from the chimney added to his anger.
He flung himself from his pony and

hammered

at the

door.

his

out,

vertical

were drawn deep on his forehead.
would give this petty farmer and
brood just twenty-four hours to get

lines

He

Two

he determined.

I

"Wolf" Lowry
The door opened

—and Wolf, instead

ultimatum, stepped
The frown on
back in astonishment.
He pulled
his forehead disappeared.
"Why
off his hat and stammered
I guess it's your dad I want to see."
And the sweetest voice he had ever
"I am all alone
heard answered him
delivering

of

his

—

:

—

:

here."

He was

into a
dark
eyes
lovely face, from which two
looked out at him inquiringly. A slip
of a girl in a simple white dress had
played havoc with his plans for vengeance
"Alone !" he echoed, bewildered.
The girl nodded.
"I bought this little
place from an agent
in Bald Peak.
He

staring

helplessly

!

207

She was smiling at him, self-possessed, amused.
He stood twirling his
hat in his hand, more abashed than he
had ever been in his life.
She gave him her hand. "We're
going to be good friends," she said.

"My name

is

Mary

Davis.

Don't for-

Mr. Lowry. I am in
search of some one, and the some one
get

it,

please,

may

ask about me."
"I won't forget," he said.

"And

if

you need any help, call on me or any
of the Bar Z outfit. You've got pluck."
She watched him go, this tall, gaunt
cattleman who rarely smiled and whom
men called Wolf watched him as he

—

up supplies for
me, and I moved in
fixed

this

morning."

"But

don't under-

I

You're

stand.

not

going to live here all
alone?
Your folks
"I

left

my

folks

back in Chicago," she
"1
answered.
was
sick of the life of the
city."

"And you expect

to

plow the country and
plant
and
orchards

make

a

paradise

of

mesquite wilderness all by your
lonesome ?"
"You're laughing at
this old

—

said gravely.

"Who

rode into the dull-copper glow of the

me now,"

she

are you?"

"Why, I am the owner of the Bar Z
Ranch your next neighbor."

—

and flung a friendly hand to
him as he topped a little rise and
checked his pony for a moment to look
sunset,

back.

"What's your name, neighbor?"

"Tom Lowry

—but

me
The

was noticeable at the ranch that
Wolf was taking particular pains with
He would not
his personal adornment.

dimples played about her mouth. "You
don't look much like a wolf to me."

have admitted it to himself, but Mary
Davis had stirred in him feelings long

Wolf."
She looked

at

him

people

call

quizzically.

It

"Wolf" Lowry
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Wolf was

dormant.

man,

essentially a

man's

taciturn, quick-tempered, but loyal

to his

friends.

No woman had come

He had

regarded the
gentler sex with a certain contemptuous
air
till Mary Davis came.
He was insensible of any change in
his nature, but the boys in the ranch
discussed the new sartorial splendor of
Wolf with all the gravity that such an
News of the girl
event demanded.
nester of Sunset Creek spread quickly,
and Mary was embarrassed by offers of
into

his

life.

—

assistance.

"They

such good fellows," she
"They all seem
said to Wolf one day.
so anxious to make it pleasant for me."
"Have you heard anything more of
the 'somebody' you are in search of?"
he asked.
He was transare

.

formed.
She

could

understand

why

now

he had

been called

"Wolf"

Her

"No."
a sad

little

eyes clouded. There was
droop to her mouth. "He's

country somewhere."
then?" he said.
She
looked at him sharply.
Perhaps she
was mistaken, but it seemed to her there

out in this
a

"It's

'he/

was a trace of bitterness in his speech.
"Yes," she answered quickly. "He is
he's my half brother.
Owen Thorpe
is his name.
He came out here from
Chicago two years ago far his health,
and he hasn't written us. Just disap-

—

peared."
"We'll find him some day," he assured her.

When Wolf
herself

face

had gone, the
down on the

girl flung

cot

and

sobbed.

"Why
pered.
truth,

did

I

"Why
and

'fess

him?" she whisdidn't I tell him the
up that Owen is no half
lie

to

brother of mine but the man I love?"
Two years ago she and Owen Thorpe
had seen the world through the golden
Then came the sudden
haze of love.
sickness and the physician's command
to the young fellow: "If you want to
save your life, go West.
Get out on
the plains and fill your lungs with some
good air, and you'll probably beat

Stay here and you
candid if brutal opin-

the undertaker.

won't."

A

and Thorpe insisted that the
engagement be broken and
Mary left free to marry some
one who was not living in the
shadow of death.
'You know I can never love
any one but you, Owen," she
had told him; but he shook his

ion,

head.
"I won't have
a

you

dying man," he

tied to

said.

That was two years ago.
One letter she had had
from him.
In it he
had told her briefly
that he was "some-

where

in

Mon

-

:

"Wolf" Lowry
tana,"

and pleaded with her

to

forget

him.

But Mary would not forget. She
watched for more letters. They did not
come, and at last, weary of waiting, she
went in search of him.
.

The search brought her nothing but
and a blossoming of the
youthful lines of her figure and a fine
Nothing more.
proficiency in riding.
Xo one had heard of Owen Thorpe.
At last she had drifted to the cow
town of Bald Peak, and, tempted by
Buck Fanning, the real-estate man, with
a healthy tan

the offer of the cabin at Sunset Creek,
at

was the thrilling thought
that she was breathing the same air
that was bringing health to him.
But, she asked herself over and over
again, was it diffidence or fear that had
made her lie to Wolf Lowry? The
problem was impossible of solution.
least

He was

singing the doleful "Cowboy's

Lament" with

—

—

there

Riding down to Sunset Creek some
days later, Wolf was in cheerful mood.
blithesomeness that
contrasted ludicrously with the lugubrious words. The pony cocked an ear inquisitively, for rarely had he heard

Wolf

understand now why he had been called
Wolf. There was deadly intent on his
face.
His lips were drawn into a
straight line.
His eyes were like diamond points beneath the heavy brows.
The vertical lines on his forehead
seemed as though cut with a knife.
"Don't shoot him," she begged. "He
will go now.
This is Mr. Fanning, the
real-estate agent I bought the place
from.
He said he came to pay a
friendly call, and then
he must have
been drinking he tried to kiss me."
Wolf's hand itched to squeeze the
trigger, but the girl stood between him
and Fanning.
"Please please!" she
begged. "He will go now."

—

she had bought the place.

She might never see Owen, but
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a

sing.

Abruptly the song broke off.
A
scream shattered the "Lament."
A
woman's scream
The wise pony
needed no spur. He was kicking the
alkali dust from his hoofs in a headlong gallop. The pony and Mary Davis
had become very good friends, and man
and pony knew that scream was Mary's.

"If you say so," said

Wolf

,

disgusted.

Then, to the cowering real-estate man
!"
"Get out
Fanning dropped his hands and shufthe door.

fled to

chair.

Wolf put

Mary tottered to
his arm around her.

a

—

"I'm glad so glad you came," she
said, and clung to him, sobbing.

As

W olf
T

Lowry

bent over her, Fanning whirled around at the door, and,
jerking out a small, pearl-handled revolver, fired into the back of the gaunt
cattleman.

He

did not stop to see the effect of
his shot, but ran out to where his horse
was hitched, and spurred off into the
purple distance.

!

In the cabin a man was struggling
with the girl, when the door was flung
open and Wolf shouted: "Put 'em up

—quick !"
The man's hands w ent
r

who

into the air.
at

stood with his
gun pointing unwaveringly at the other
man. He was transformed. She could

4

When

Lowry

lost

consciousness.

he aw oke, he found himself in
bed, old Doc Gleason peering down at
him with kindly eyes.
r

"Back from

the front,

Wolf?"

said

"A close shave,
doctor cheerily.
but I've got the bullet out, and you're
doing fine."
the

Wolf brushed

Mary, panting, white-faced, stared
the gaunt rancher,

Wolf

a

hand across

his eyes.

remember," he said slowly. "That
jasper
what happened to him?"
"Vamoosed.
Mary Davis sent a
hurry call for me, but she had you all
fixed up proper when I got here."
"I

—

"Wolf" Lowry
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Wolf's stern eyes were smiling.
"Thank her for me, doc."
"Sure. But you can thank her yourself, Wolf.
She's constituted herself
your nurse, and she's better'n any professional I ever knew."

made up my life. I want
know I'm not like any of the

things that

you.

I

—

men

of your world like that lost half
brother of yours for instance.
But if
devotion counts, I'm willing to lay down

Wolf whis-

my life for you. Will you marry me?"
And Mary, hearing no word of Owen

tient fell in

happened. The palove with the nurse. Con-

Thorpe, tired of her hopeless quest, her
nerves unstrung by the encounter with
Fanning, feeling the need of protection,
gave him her hand.

A

Wolf.

"Mary

God

!

bless her

!"

pered.

The

inevitable

great Light' brulce on

"Thorpe!"

he cried.

range
with the nurse.
Those were golden
days for Wolf. He dreaded to speak
what was in his mind, but at last he
made his plea. He was standing with
Mary Davis at the door of her cabin.
His thoughts went back to the first time
he had seen her, and he knew that he
had loved her at that first meeting.
Suddenly, without preamble, he blurted
out what was in his heart.
"Mary, I love you. I never thought
I could love any woman, but since you
came here I have lost interest in the
valescent,

the

patient

rode the

"You're the

man

we're Looking

for!"

"Yes, Wolf," she said wearily, "I will
marry you."

Wolf Lowry was eager
diate

"Wait

immemarriage, but she put him off.
till

after

the

for an

round-up,"

she

pleaded.
Now that the die was cast,
she was disturbed of mind. She had a

tremendous respect for this great, gaunt
man, but somewhere in the back of her
She
brain lurked thoughts of Owen.
refused to believe that he was dead.
"Come back to me, Owen, my love,"
she whispered into her pillow.

—
"Wolf" Lowry
The destiny

that shapes our ends

lis-

and led Owen
Thorpe to the hustling town of Brewster at the moment when Wolf was
tened

the

to

prayer,
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tented with the world.
The sad little
droop of Mary's lips would disappear
now that the lost had been found.

there arranging for a shipment of his
Thorpe singled out the big catcattle.

Mary was crying and
turns.
"Owen Owen it

tleman from the crowd and approached

it?" she exclaimed.

"Sweetheart

him.

''You don't happen to want to add another puncher to your outfit ?" he asked.
"You
Wolf eyed him curiously.
don't look much like a puncher," he

"Them

said.

"

store clothes

"This is a city rig I brought out with
me," interrupted the young fellow, "and

when

a

I hit

Come
give me

two years.
I

I.

he'd

sort of lay aside the

country
from Chicago. Doc

been out

I've

chaps.
said

town

a

in

this

week

to

live

if

didn't hit the trail for the plains."
T

"W hat's

your name?"
"Thorpe Owen Thorpe."
A great light broke on Wolf.
"Thorpe !" he cried. "You're the man
we're looking for." He recalled Mary's

—

—

—
!"

he said over and over

again.

"You

didn't write, dear," she chided.

two long years for your letters, and then I had to come for you.
How big and strong you look !" She
held him at arms' length, then drew him
toward her and nestled her head in his
"I waited

shoulder.

hadn't the heart to write, little
girl," he said.
"I was gaining strength,
as the doctors said I w ould.
But I
thought in the meantime maybe
Isn't there somesomebody else
"I

r

—

body else?"

"Owen

!"

She staggered out of

arms and stared about her with

"What

"W olf Lowry — where

"You and

"The

for the

Bar

are going to hit the trail
Z Ranch quick as the train

and a couple of bronchos

will take us."

his

fright-

ened eyes.

description of her lost "half brother,"
and grabbed the young fellow's arm.
I

laughing by
is you, isn't

is

it?"

T

big cattleman

"Owen

?

did he go ?"

He

rode off."

—you

—

must not stay I have
marry him. I had forgot-

promised to
She covered her face with her

ten."

Wolf's great voice
"Ho, Mary!"
came to the girl as she cleared away

hands.

supper dishes in her little cabin.
"I've brought a friend to see you."

ingly.

the

W onderingly she flung wide the door,
r

and Wolf pushed the younger

man

for-

ward.

"Owen !"

—

"Mary you here."
Wolf had a keen

sense of the
dramatics. He flattered himself he had
sprung his surprise with all the deftness
of

a

stage

as the girl

and he chuckled
flung her arms around the
director,

stranger's neck.

lucky that feller's a half brother,
or I'd be plumb jealous!" he said, as he
threw a leg over his pony's back.
He loped off, proud of himself, con"It's

"Nonsense

!"

said

"Why, he

Thorpe unbeliev-

isn't

"

your sort

"Oh, you don't understand, Owen.

He came

to

my

him of

rescue once.

Listen

!"

Fanning episode,
of her own loneliness, and of Wolf's
love-making and her promise to marry
She

told

the

him.
"I deceived

him about you, Owen,"
told him I was in search

she added. "I
of my half brother I didn't dare
him you were the man I loved."

—

"When he
Owen began.

finds out the truth

"He must never know,"

tell

"

she inter-

rupted.

For hours they talked over the probAt last Thorpe said: "There's
lem.

—
"Wolf" Lowry
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only one

way

That

all

is

away

out.

You

love me, Mary.

that counts.

We

will

We'll write to
after Ave are married."
together.

go

Wolf

She had no will to combat him. He
went off to saddle her horse, and Mary
packed a few articles in her bag and
flung a cloak around her shoulders.
She heard the door open. "Owen,
do you think he will be very angry ?"she asked, as she bent over the bag.

There was no answer, and she turned
The blood went out of her
around.
cheeks. She staggered to her feet with
"Wolf!" she gasped.
a little cry.
The old hard lines of his face frightened her.
"Going on a journey?" he asked bitAnd added: "Does the half
ingly.
brother go with you?"
-Wolf— Wolf!" she said brokenly.
Please don't
"I'll tell you the truth.
be hard on me, dear. Owen is not my
half brother.
It

He

is

zvas

my

my lover I came seeking."'
"Wny did you lie to me?"
was

fiance.

"I

—

know.

don't

I

I

think

I

was

afraid of you."

"Afraid?"

A

came into
his voice.
"Men call me Wolf, and I
guess they have reason.
But you,

Mary

softer note

him

wouldn't harm a hair of your
If you had told me you loved
"
He broke off to ask sud-

denly:

"You

I

!

head.

still

love*

him?"

She nodded dumbly.
"If I had known, I never would have
told you what was in my heart."
An
expression of keen anguish passed
across his face like a gray smoke.

She was all contrition in a moment.
"Wolf Wolf, I'll keep my promise to
you. It was wrong for Owen and me
to plan to run away. I will marry you."
His eyes bored into hers.
"You
mean that ? I said you had pluck. That
was one of the first things I said to

—

you,

I

Thorpe

Where

think.

this

is

man

?"

Owen was

the room.
He had
heard part of the conversation, unnoticed by the others. Wolf swung round
in

upon him.

"You tempted

N

this

little

he

girl,"

"doing on
ney?"

he

bitingly'.

a jour-

asked

And

"Does

the

half-brother

go

added:

with

i/ou?"

;

"Wolf" Lowry

Go

to

it,

-parson" said

Wolf.

"That wasn't the part of
an honest man, was it?"
Thorpe hung his head. "I was carried away by the sight of her.
If she
has given you her promise, and if she
wants to keep that promise now, I'll
stand by her."
"Do you still love her?" Wolf shot
out the words abruptly.
and always will."
"I do
challenged.

—

"And

you'll be content to see her the
wife of another man ?"

"If she insists on keeping her word
to you, I'll try to be content.
I'll leave
this

country

"Not
Wolf.

till

"

after the wedding," insisted

"And

the

wedding

will

take

place within a week."

"You have

pluck."

The words rang

and they steeled her
to the ordeal of the week. On her wedding day she stood up with Wolf bein the girl's ears,

fore the minister in the big ranch house,
her cheeks pale, but a stout determina-
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''This is the bridegroom

— not

me!"

tion in her heart to be true to her word.

Buck Larkins had brought along his accordion to play what he called a wedding march. Thorpe stood among the
crowd of cowboys in the background,
hands clenched, feeling that a night
of utter darkness had settled over him.
Wolf looked triumphant. His face
seemed thinner, but there was an eager
his

light in his eyes.

The minister began

the ceremony, but

the big cattleman interrupted him.

"Before you go any further, parson,
I'd like to say a word to Owen Thorpe."
Owen stepped forward, his jaw
thrust forward pugnaciously.
"Thorpe, you're a lucky man," said
Wolf. "You love this girl, and I'm here
to see you marry her. Go to it, parson
!"
not me
this is the bridegroom
Mary ran to him and caught his

—

sleeve.

"Wolf
You're
thing?"

—you're going
going

to

do

to give
this

—

me up?

this

big

!

—

;

"Wolf" Lowry
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The morning
Wolf Lowry's

"It is a big thing,"

he

s

"But

sadly.

a id

you've

Cast of

been

"

plucky enough to keep
your word, and I'm
going to find pluck to
give you to the

you

love.

'

Written from the Tnce-Trianide
picture-play by J. G. Hawks.

I've turned

.

"And

how

oh,

I

There is a train that leaves each
morning from the little station at the
town of Brewster, where Wolf first set

the

plush and thought

happy

little girl

—

HOW THEY DO
By Robert

IT

V. Carr

old kid," the director cried,
his leading

damsel

brine

—

fair,

ah, that's the dope,

are there

CAM-ra Work fast, old dear,
And get this hokem done
!

—

Don't grin aw, cut! Now,
This ain't no time for fun.

.

listen, kid,

"Your baby's dead, and you're

You

flat

broke,

ain't a friend to call,

There's nothin' left for you to do
'Cept fist your face and bawl.
CAM-ra Say, can't you weep ?
Think, kid, of what I mean
Your baby's dead aw, hel-lup
Cut!
!

—

Bill,

—thought

—

from the Bar Z Ranch by means of a
cattle pony across the plains.

"You leak some
You certainly

of

in

of a

and a happy husband in
a shack of Bar Z on the plains.
"It's no place for a burly wolf," he
mused, half aloud.
"He needs new
plains and ne^y forests
and the wilds.
In a beast or in a man, the heart of a
wolf is alwavs the heart of a wolf."

it

To

out

Wolf lounged back

of the station.

eyes on Owen Thorpe. This train goes
north for many miles, and there makes
connection for the frozen wilds of
Alaska. It is always possible to reach

MOW,

pulled

—

threaten him with the Wolf!"
"I'm crying for joy, Wolf," she said
tears.

it

Brewster, as if it
hated to leave.
But
this was only imagination
the imagination of a man sitting in the last car. He looked out the
window as the train gained speed, at
a little pinto pony that stood emptysaddled beside the station. He neighed
as he saw the face through the glass.
Wolf Lowry's horse would have recognized its owner a mile away.
The
train rounded a curve and out of sight

over the ranch to you
and Owen. I'm, pulling out for the North in the morning.
Don't cry, little girl; I know you're goAnd, one last
ing to be very happy.
word: if Owen, isn't good to you,

through her
thank you!"

harder than usual as

William S. Hart
"Wolf" Lowry
Mary Davis .... Marjory Wilson
Carl Ullman
Owen Thorpe

man

heart

had been broken, the
train to the North
seemed to chug

Wolf Lowry"
.

after

get the glycerine."

!

Little Mary Piekford
seldom
in

takes

Tourneur
her

reins

shrink

but

Director

occasional!}/

to

the

her own hands,

is

made

before

di(]it.

The Serious Business

of

Bossing Ourselves
What some
own

salaries

of the stars

have

to say

who pay

their

on the subject.

Bv Paul Roland

A

STAR,"

the veracious dictionary

heavenly
body, so distant as to appear
like a luminous point."
But since the stars of the movies
have taken to forming their own companies, we have found that these heavenly bodies, so much admired by the
public, are quite human.
So long as
Milord and Milady were stars upon
sufferance of some corporation president, who might change his mind or be
induced to employ the fadeout on his
planetary favorites, it was necessary for
them never to allow any one to forsret

informs

us,

''is

a

their importance.

But as soon as Miss

Twinkler sees the "signed,
sealed, and delivered" on the incorporation papers of the Stella Twinkler
Film Corporation she has sufficient
proof of her stardom that she can draw
a deep breath of relief, take the poker
out of the back of her clothing, and
smile an honest-to-goodness smile at
one of the extra women without losing
Stella

her dignity.
You can put this down in your little
red book, that when you see a star who
is so distant as to appear like a lumi-

nous point,

this

is

because he or she

is
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The

Serious

Business of Bossing Ourselves

Robert Warwick, above, dictating a scenario
time.

— and

incidentally, trying

Below, we have evidence that, while he

may run

it

out on the dog at the

things in the

office,

same

Director

Leonce Perrett allows Mr. Warwick no executive privileges in the studio.

not quite sure of her right to her place
in the sun.
This is the real reason a

good many

stars

companies.

The

growing too

made

have formed their own

was
were

battle of black type

strenuous.

Stars

order overnight.
The latest
favorite of a mushroom producing company could get her name on the billboards in as big type as Mary Pickford
or Charlie Chaplin by saying the word
to

The idea occurred to
some one to make a star distinctive by
organizing a company for her excluto

the printer.

sively.

By marketing

the pictures in-

dependently of the programs, the real
value of the star would be thus obtained.
The Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation was the first, followed in rapid
succession by Mary Pickford, Robert

Warwick,

Norma Talmadge, George

The

Serious Business

M.

Cohan, Douglas
perhaps still more. It

Fairbanks,

and

to

keep

is difficult

up with the swiftly moving procession.
One of the most important features
provides an
effective answer to the corporation
heads who complain loudly that there
is no money in the picture business because the stars get all the money. All
those who have formed their own companies declare that, large as their salaries
were when they worked for
others, they make more money than
of this tendency

now

is

that

it

thev work for themHence, they reply, it is simply
selves.
proof of bad business management if
ever

that

former employers failed to make
a profit on their pictures.
Clara Kimball Young finds the principal advantage of heading her own
their

company

in the

fact that she can get

better stories for her picture plays.

had ever suggested to a company which employed me on salary that
they should buy Mr. Eugene Walter's
play, 'The Easiest Way,' and pay the
price which I did pay for it," says Miss
Young, "they would have told me I
was insane. There is some inspiration
in playing good roles.
Plays that are
big cost money
a great deal of money.
And when pictures are distributed on
the program system, they cannot get
big enough prices to warrant paying
''If

I

—

Bossing Ourselves

of

As might

be expected,
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Mary

Pick-

much less practical view
One would scarcely

ford takes a

of the situation.

expect to find her bothering her pretty
head about business matters, and if
she had not a very capable and practical mother, she might still be slaving
along at a few thousand dollars a week
for some grinding, grasping employer'.
As it is, however, she hardly knows for
whom she is working.
"Really, I never looked upon myself
in the light of the 'boss' of my own

company," she says, "and since this
organization was formed I have never
felt any different from the days when
I used to play small parts for Biograph.
I

work

just as hard,

and give

just as

thought to the actual business end
of my career to-day as I did then.
I
am trying to help make the world
little

and

my

share of
the work in connection with the picture
is finished when the last scene is enacted.
In other words, I put my entire
brighter,

my

self into

art,

worries of a
"I don't

out

feel that

I

and

let

others have the

'boss.'

know what

I

would do with-

my mother,

however; she is
the most won-

woman

derful
in

the

world.

such prices.
"Naturally there are many other
advantages for the star who heads
her own company.
You can put
sincere study into your work

and know that

it

is

not going to be ruined
because the almighty
see
cannot
things your way.
In
fact, there are simply
no end of advantages,
but these are the
ones
that appeal

director

most
me.

strongly

to

Norma Talmadge

laying

down

the

law

to

Director

Edward

Jose.
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The

Serious

Douglas Fairbanks talking

to

Business

of

Bossing Ourselves

John Emerson while his other bosses

listen.

him, and, from what we have seen of his pictures,
about this

many

She is always at my side with a
good word, and a smile for every one,
and when ii comes to business matters,
there is no one more capable of handling things than she.
With her and
my managers to take care of business
matters, I do not have the worries of
the ordinary 'boss/ and am allowed to
devote all my time to trying to entertain the friends who have been so kind
to me.
"I do remember, however, one occasion when I realized how good it felt
to

be

'boss.'

It

was

several

months

'The
Pride of the Clan,' when I found a
property boy unmercifully beating a
little goat, which we used in the picture.
The poor animal was cowering
in the corner of the studio yard, and
had no means of escaping the wrath of

ago,

during

the

production

of

to

do

it

He

says they all bully

takes

it.

young

promptly called
the studio manager and ordered him to
be discharged, and the feeling that I
had it within my power to do this gave
the

me

ruffian.

I

great joy."

According to Norma Talmadge, star
and vice president of the Norma Talmadge Film Corporation, this thing of
being at the head of your own film facIn
tory is not all beer and skittles.
fact, it is so much otherwise that Miss
Talmadge urgently advises any young
girl contemplating opening up her own
studio to give the matter most careful
consideration, else she may do something that she will ever regret.
It
isn't because a personally

conthe

ducted movie manufactory isn't
source of considerable pride and satisfaction, to say nothing of profit, that
Miss Talmadge issues this warning, but

The

Serious

Business of Bossing Ourselves

rather because of the perplexing problems its possession entails. As a pro-

me.
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holds widely divergent views
from those entertained by herself as
player, and trying to be neutral with
herself keeps her continually in hot

embarrassing, this being in a state of imbroglio constantly.
"When Mr. Schenck submitted to me
his plans for my own company I was
the happiest girl in the world, believing I had attained the most desirable

water.

goal possible in the picture industry.

"The Norma Talmadge Film Company is paying altogether too much

seemed a consummation devoutly to be
wished for, but little did I know that
I was destined, to become a modern

ducer

she*

money

Norma TalManufacturer Norma

for

vehicles

for

madge," declares
Talmadge. "It isn't doing anything of
the sort; the best is none too good for
snaps Picture Player Norma Talmadge right back, and then things be!"

her

gin to happen by, with, and between
herself.
Neutrality regulations are

diplomatic relations
are severed; armed neutrality is proclaimed and finally a state of war is declared.
Of course, in the end Norma
Talmadge wins, but it isn't always the
flagrantly violated

;

;

Really,

Janus.
lutely

The

it is

actress side of

me

is

It

abso-

unconcerned about money matbut

my

other self, the business
side, insists upon figuring out everything on a strictly commercial basis,
ters,

and there I am swaying between the
two hostile influences.
"Ambition and caution being at loggerheads within me, dilemmas are created where no dilemma should exist."

same Norma Talmadge.
"It

is

between Scylla
the way Miss Tal-

just like being

and Charybdis,"

is

madge explained the
situation the other
"There

day.

I

floundering
am,
on the sea of

and

trouble,

whichever shore
I

start

find

for

I

a voracious

tnonste
waiting

r

for

1

Just what Director Albert Capellani is putting over with Official Photographer

only guess, but if this is the

way Clara Kimball Young

company, she needs an assistant.

bosses

Frank Bangs we can
her own

—
The
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Serious

Business

To

those who are intimately acquainted with Robert Warwick and his
work, the business side of the man is
as interesting as his professional side.
As a matter of fact, the movie public
has profited not a little from his business proficiency.
The average movie
fan, who bothers himself only with the
finished picture product, knows little of
the painstaking efforts, the wrestling
with obstacles, and the mental struggle which go into the making of pictures.
He marks the continuity of a
picture without understanding the difficulties encountered before the various scenes of that picture could be
blended into a perfect whole.
There
is a bewildering network of processes
which enters into the production of a
screen play, and when one sees a Warwick picture, he can feel that the star
has had his finger on every artery of

network structure.

that

When
in

his

the people
pictures

are

Warwick

sees

them

plays no

—he

except that when you are your
boss you are bullied by every

them and

talks

favorites,

and

with
ac-

quaintances and friends are considered
only by their ability.
And Mr. Warwick is the power behind the throne
when it comes to passing upon stories
and scenarios. Before the final purchase is made, his eye has scanned
every scene in the contemplated story
his mind has visualized every move until he can see it almost as it would appear on the screen.
Harry Rapf is the business manager
of the Robert Warwick Film Corporation, and Leonce Perret is director of
productions.
The latter, before coming to this country, directed three hundred and eight feature pictures in
France.
Douglas Fairbanks doesn't see much
difference between heading your

company and being on

the salary

own
list,

own
one.

Says Doug:
''Everybody bosses me, from director
to property boy.
I think it is best to
allow every one to think he is boss, as
automatically insures superior results.
There shouldn't be such a thing

this

as a boss.

"Put a man on

his mettle,

times out of ten he will be

work

tive in his

in

and nine

more

crea-

as the result of this

personally don't believe
reproaches or reprimands.
Ten

confidence.

I

mistakes are atoned for by one good
idea.

"The one big disadvantage
to

in being

—having

when losing my temper
mend that harm. Despite

boss

is

am

that I
tion,

organizamust be at the studio on time

I

morning, and can't
for the day to attend the
"I

now

the fact

my

head of

at the

in the

who

are to appear
engaged, Robert

Bossing Ourselves

of

call off

ball

work

game.

any

really

don't

feel

from

when

my name

different

wasn't

printed on the salary checks and office stationery."

So, taking

it

of being one's

all

in all, this business

own

may
you may

be considered in any light
care to
look at it in. Some of the players take
it very seriously, and feel extremely important at being able to raise an index
boss

digit in front of a director's face

and

order him around. Others are so used
to being at the service end of an order
that they cannot accustom themselves
For the
to telling others what to do.
most part, as you can judge for yourself from the statements above, there
is

little

toward

difference in a player's attitude
his or her

work, whether he or

she be boss or bossed.
ness,

and pictures are

can't

bother

a

you meddle w ith
T

Business

picture

is

pictures.

You

—unless

player

his income.

busi-

Where Laughter
Leads
roads that lead to Rome are not
more numerous than the highways

THE

of opportunity which intersect in screendom. Most of these are track beaten and
worn, for whether it be by the road of good
luck,

hard work, or sheer genius, many have
There is one
hither to studioland.

traveled

fame that was blazed by a mere slip
no other feet have trod
)f a girl, and to date
The bright-eyed, carefree June
path.
that
sunbeam
Caprice scampered her way along the

way

to film

route that led her into the limelight
brilliance of popular favor.
this way. About one
June was
unsuspecting
year ago, the
of
representative
approached by a
flattering
the Fox Company with a
It

happened

_

contract that meant fame and fortune to her if she would consent to
syndicate her wonderful smile in
celluloid form for the benefit of a
Now, after a
mirth-loving world.

twelvemonth before the camera,
during which time she has starred
feature plays, the verdict
of an admiring public adjudges her
sixty-four-candle-power smile to be
in

eight

shameless
a
causing
of
Her
happiness.
human
amount of
"A
is
released
latest picture to be
guilty

Small-Town

Girl."

Graphite Exposures
By

Norma Talmadge

R. L.

can take as long as she

pleases to get her eyes ready for the famous
close-ups.

my
Norma means

''That is one of the beauties of

own company"

she says.

taking as long as she pleases is the beauty

— we

me an Norma.

Earle Williams and Anita Stewart,
while not in the same pictures, are
at the

same

studio,

and they just
This was

can't resist each other.

seen during a chat between scenes.

Favious Fatty Arbuckle sits calmly
down in the middle of a scene.

Mae Marsh's odd
smile cannot be
istered

except

Marsh

by

little

reg-

anii

artist

herself.

Miss

is

a

rendezvous of

human
mixed

emotions.

The

mighty

X. Bushman, at
the Metro studio,
swelling up

(with anger,
hope).

of the Eastern Studios
Lambdin

An

impression of
petite Marguerite
Clark wandering
through a great, big
jungle in the interim between camera

grinds

on

a

child part.

Lionel Barry more slips outside for a smoke between the
acting. He contends that this
is

the surest

director to

way

to

get

a

work — he always

for a scene as soon as
a cigarette is lighted.

calls

Sidney Drew sneaking into a scene with
Mrs. D. at 3 a. m.
time).

(si age

Tkeda Bara's eyes

— two

wonderful, emotionalists,

and

the most impressive

features of the famous
vampire.

Marie Doro's

love

scenes are so stren-

uous

and

tiring

that she spends a

great part of the
day resting on a

packing

box.

Calamities on the

Calamities and sudden death are so frequent in picture plays that they are put in the
hands of efficiency experts. The accompanying four photographs show the wrecking
of an automobile as cheaply as possible.
In the photo above a real automobile is on.
the ground and a cheap duplicate
is waiting to be substituted.
The dia dummy
rector is arranging the wreck.

—

—

This photograph shows Miss Alice Brady and Arthur Ashley jumping from the real car
The car is supposed to have broken down over the tracks.
as the train approaches.
At this point, both train and camera are stopped, and the dummy car substituted

IIS

When the dummy has been placed on the tracks the camera and train are again started and it is impossible to detect the substitution on the film. This photograph taken
the instant the train struck. Notice the front wheel.

Wilfred
A

strategic expert

battles of beauty.

Buckland— Artistic
who

deals with the

Titan

By Arthur Gavin,

Jr.

—
Wilfred Buckland— Artistic Titan
tioned

for

what

he

namely

designing

the

settings

mount

pictures.

When you

does

wonderful inthe Lasky-Para-

for

terior

really

see

a

—

Buckland's work

when you

see
fred
fishing
village
and
Brittany
you
aca

office

is a

form

;

—

If

you

New

see a street in Al-

York, or Keokuk, and
you remember faintly of having seen
that street yourself, perhaps walked
through it Wilfred Buckland is responsible for recalling it to your mind.
Mr. Buckland acquired a great deal of
giers, Paris,

—

famous

manager, David Belasco.

theatrical

Critics

were

to praise the magnificent Belasco

productions, and Mr. Buckland was responsible for their creation, but he was
enticed away from the theater shortly

Lasky Company three vears ago. and since that
after the inception of the

of papers and plans, and the;/ are as important as a war
shows Mr. Buckland conferring with his assistants.

claim loud and long that this company
must have gone to Brittany to film the
picture
that also is Wilfred Buckland's work.

an art director acting in

that capacity for the

wont

scene taken in a
room which you are positive is photographed in a private home that is Wil-

His

his training as

227

agent's.

This

time has been in Hollywood, California,
in his little office, designing beautiful

homes and artistic settings.
The appellation, "art director," is
exactly suited to Mr. Buckland, for he
is artistic to his finger tips and is continually working out new schemes and
ideas

in

connection

drama.
Mr. Buckland

is

with

the

photo

a great admirer of

228

Wilfred Buckland

—Artistic

Titan

;

Wilfred Buckland— Artistic Titan
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Art Director Wilfred Buckland, Director and Actor Lou-Tellegen, and General Studio Manager
Milton Hoffman, deciding a momentous of art.

Max

Rinehart's method of creating atmosphere on the stage, and is working
out a method to adopt the plan of Rine-

be erected, or they are the exterior of
a house, are left to one of Mr. Buck-

hart's settings to the screen.

whether a feudal manor or a tenement

Outside of the studio, Mr. Buckland's

hobby

is

shooting, and on the walls of

home hang guns

land's

but

assistants,

interiors,

all

kitchen, he designs himself.

For one director he may have

to de-

make and

sign the interiors of a Spanish castle

from the time guns were
first invented.
He has the long gun
of the Arab and the short blunderbuss
of the Puritans, and recently when a
machine gun was needed in a Lasky
picture Mr. Buckland produced one
from somewhere about his domicile.
In the basement of his home several
walls have been removed and a shoot-

Dark Ages for another a South
American plaza and the interiors of
those accompanying homes and stores
and for another the modern Long
Island country home the interior of a

his

of every

.description

of the

;

;

California bungalow or the salon of a
For any of these
French diplomat.
there can be no guesswork

;

each one

away.
The Lasky Company produces on an
average of five pictures a month. Each
of these has from five to thirty-five
interior scenes and as many exteriors.

must be absolutely correct.
As no interior scene is ever used for
more than the one production, it can
readily be seen that Mr. Buckland's
He
task is by no means an. easy one.
must design a room in a day which an
architect or an interior decorator would
He must
take a month to work out.
keep this up day after day and week
after week, and still
he must find time

The

to shoot.

ing gallery installed.
Here, instead of
entertaining his guests with cards and

Mr. Buckland leads the

bel-

ligerently inclined to the basement,

and

the piano,

there permits

exteriors,

them

to blaze

unless a village has to

—

Three Are

Company

By Charles

THE

gentleman who invented the
famous phrase that two are
company and three a
crowd
was undoubtedly a lover in private life
alone his romances could never have
extended into the informality of a motion-picture studio.
Who could even
imagine a picture hero making love to a
picture heroine without a third party
around to direct the procedures ? In
the movies there simply must be three
to form a company.
Mae Marsh tried to have a company

—

with Goldwyn pictures,
but she finally had to send an S. O. S.
wire to Robert Harron to come on from
the coast and hold up the male end of

all

to

herself

the picture.

Bobby was

glad, too.

He

Carter

den of fame alone. So he came to New
York, and signed with Goldwyn also,
to costar with Mae Marsh,
This pair of players has been making
pictures together ever since they commenced to become popular in Griffith's
first films.
They have never separated.

And

fans are glad they haven't.
The fact that they costar in one picture
gives we men one more night to spend
at the club, for we would never think
of letting a film of either pass by unseen.

the

If they played alone, there

would
So the

be one more picture to attend.
costar arrangement is best all around.
The photograph above exclusive of

—

the camera

three

man

at the right

who make up

just couldn't stand the strain of star-

are Director John

ring singly and having to bear the bur-

Harron, and

— shows the

the company.

W.

They

Noble, Robert

Mae Marsh.

What's Happening
What
it

The lady does not wish
light

under a bushel.

the curiosity-seeking camera

intruded into the private lives of players.

to

hide her

What

light?

The Lovelight that lies in Bessie's
eyes (and lies and lies and lies).
No; no one has been fortunate
enough to find this bundle on his
doorstep of a

summer morning.

Vivian Martin, who is more spectacled against that spectacling and
who doesn't wear them in real life,
listening to Jack Pickford explain
that he didn't fall off the
i

wagon

—he

was

saw when

pushed

off.

Thomas used be to a Ziegthatsbe should have a pajamaed
Billie
Burke, Ziegfeld's wife,
This, in prossuit of pajamas.
is probably known

Olive

If the rope breaks
William Duncan taking his morning stroll.
we imagine that it will exasperate William exceedingly. Very

fussy, these

actors are.

We

don't think E. K. Lincoln, who owns two studios and a vu-a
estate, is married.
He merely looks that way because hp is
watching waitfully rather, watchfully waiting for the income-tax
collector.
Trouble certainly can leave its stamp on a strong man.

—

—

feld dancer, so

quite right
Ince picture,
was the first one to dramatize a
perous and lucky Los Angeles,
as the Bed Line.

chorus in her

it is

first

"Dusty" Parnum and the only vessel which hasn't been turned
We don't know why he should consider
over to the government.
it necessary to bow and take a curtain call with this, but that's
what he seems to be doing.

Julian Dillon dressed for polo.
The pony, not being in the picture,
must be taken on faith.
It is "understood," as the English
teacher would say.

reading
Above,
from top to bot-

tom

—teeth,

Pris-

Dean,

and

ciila

ankles.

All are

interesting,
being excellent
specimens of
their

kind.

She

sews

merely that

she

may

lend conviction to

her

name.

"We confess we are stumped
by this picture. Why should
Gladys Coburn be registering
amused contempt, and why

Bertram
Director
Bracken be trying to pull
the horse out from under her
and what emotion is he
registering, anyway

should

—

give

it

up.

Josephine Earle, who does plain and fancy vampiring for
we don't
a living, is either planting or picking a flower
know which, but what of it?

—

how a
it,
isn't
camera always just happens to be around when
an actor does some real
However, they're
work.
Funny,

Let's not
it.
wield the hammer just because Charles Gunn is
wielding the ax.
entitled to

Director James Kirkwood
is
holding the rope for
Mary Miles Minter so that
she can not swing out of the
picture. The loss would be
ours, because she is pretty
enough to adorn any page.

am

Just because Harry Morey went outside the law in
'Within the Law" he has cultivated an utter
disregard for legal statutes when there is any
For instance, this cigathing he wants.
it was
easy to get it from
rette
Marc McDermott by merely threatening to shoot him into the dining room.

—

Fanny Ward

is so short that
her feet barely reach down to
The Los Angeles
the ground.
it would take
chief of police
at least three of him, laid end
to end, to reach from Cincinwho is here
nati to Singapore
providing shade for Fanny, is
asking her if she plays the part
of a period in Lasky titles.

—

—

x<.

George M. Cohan, lunching in the studio, is struggling to get
Georgie consufficient courage to drink that glass of milk.
tends that, even though he is not yet acquainted with all the
intricacies of screen acting, that

is

not a

ham sandwich.

mm

WE

Mistaken
Identities

Cleared

dustry,

—

Up

now have with us a case of "too many Inces."
Not that we mean that any of the Ince brothers
who produce films could be spared from the inTom, Ralph, and
for we don't. Each one of them

—

John are good producers, and good producers don't grow
on every stray bush and twig.

The cause

of the

u

too-many-Inces" statement

is

that

the industry and the film fans are being treated to the straightening out of a
sort of mixed identities affair.
Tom Ince recently
Here's how it happened.

new

by being placed in complete charge of the Westcoast activities of Triangle. Almost simultaneously Ralph and John Ince started
a company of their own, which is known as Ince Productions, Incorporated.
Now, of course, those well posted on affairs know what is what, but Tom
realized that there were a lot of people who didn't always keep well posted.
Therefore he has been busy as a bee explaining how the Ince Productions, Incorporated, come from his two brothers exclusively, while the Ince-Triangle
features come solely from the studios presided over by him.
Thus he has done
much to clear up a doubt which might arise in the trade if Ince productions were
offered from all sides.
We are glad Tom spoke up, as it will help not only
himself but also his brothers' company, as all of the Ince boys are capable of
making the kind of pictures that an exhibitor is always willing to book.
gained

laurels for himself

PARAMOUNT
The OpenBooking
Policy.

is

the latest

distributing

company

to

announce an open-booking policy, and, inasmuch as
several others have either openly announced such a
policy or are carrying it on without announcement, it looks
as if the days we have predicted and looked forward
to through this department for some time were very
in fact, closer than other signs of a few
close at hand
;

months ago

When

indicated.

the exhibitor gets the open-booking system in

all

places, then he will

be a real showman. If he wishes to associate himself with a certain exchange
exclusively it will be his privilege, but it will also be his privilege to select films
of any make and from any distributing agency he desires. There is going to be
quite a fuss over this system at first, we imagine, for it is hard to make a
change of such proportions. But it is the system which must rule the industry
in the long run
as we have said before— so come it must.

—

The Observer
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THE

value to the nation of the motion-picture industry, now that we have actually been drawn into the
unfortunate struggle which has scourged Europe
and the
for the past three years, cannot be overestimated. Already
Cinema
in all the big studios companies have been formed for volunteer service, and go through drills daily under the leadership of some experienced person on the pay roll of the
company whose past training has fitted him for an army position. Also many
boys from the industry responded to the initial call as members of the militia
in their various States, and not a few have left film studios and offices to enlist
in the regular army since then.
But the usefulness of the motion-picture industry does not stop at the
contribution of men from its ranks.
It goes much further, and reaches the

War

public in every part of the world.

Already the screen has done much

to

keep

patriotism at its highest pitch, but much more may be expected.
The national
organization of the industry launched a huge campaign as soon as war was
declared, and several of the largest companies have been busy making special

and training men. These are merely preparatory moves, and should the time come when it is necessary to do more the
industry will be found ready. Studios will be offered to be used for the manufacture of such war ammunition or equipment as is needed, and scores of
office men who are barred from army service for various reasons will be availAlso the film factory
able for clerical work incidental to, the affairs of an arm}
workers who do not go to war can be used in the converted studios as munition
workers. Then, quite aside from all this help, the screens of the country will
be given over to pictures that stimulate recruiting, as well as the showing of
plays which will lighten the burden on the minds of those who have to stay
at home.
And the service the screens of the country will render in this way
films

for the purpose of recruiting

7

.

indeed be great.
It is easy for one to imagine the great good motion pictures will do at
this time if they are only used judiciously, and it is to be hoped that those who
control the destinies of the nation will make every use of this latest and greatest
means of reaching the people and accomplishing almost any purpose desired.
And from the way things have been headed we believe that the guides of our
future will act wisely in this case.
will

WHEN

motion-picture players first obtained prominence enough to be compared to stage players, the
Transie7its
one big advantage of the silent drama was pointed
in
The film
out as being the permanence of employment.
Filmland
actor went into a studio, and in the early days was figured
to stay for many years, while the theatrical star often
changed "jobs" several times during a season. But we fear
that this particular attractiveness has worn off the motion-picture-acting profession.
Going back about three or four years before the popularity of the
feature of more than three reel?
and looking over the lists of the companies
then most active in the field, we find but few of the same players in the ranks

—

—

of these companies to-day.
for

At Universal. Lois Weber and Phillips still remain, although they were away
more than a year, and Francis Ford and Grace Cunard were until recently

—
The Observer
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The other stars there have come and gone, and
also veterans for the big "U."
some who have been quite permanent for the past couple of years can almost
be

old-timers.

as

classed

At

the

American

studio,

George

Periolat

alone

remains of the old company, and he spent a year elsewhere in the meantime. At
Thanhouser there is Flo la Badie at Yitagraph, Earle Williams, Anita Stewart,
and a few minor players at Essanay, Bryant Washburn alone remains at Selig's,
Thomas Santschi and Bessie Eyton are still starring; and with Pathe, Pearl
White may be considered a real veteran. Thomas Ince has quite a few of the
people who used to play in his early "Westerns," but most of them are filling
Griffith, upon resuming production
places out of public notice; and David \\
activities, will undoubtedly gather around him many of his old stars who have
continuously played under him. Aside from these, there are few players who
have not proved shooting stars. Sometimes it was the chance to join a feature
company and be starred that drew the players away sometimes the company
But whatever the
decided to use "big-stage stars," and let their players out.
cause, motion-picture players who have graced the pay roll of a single company
through the past few years are a rarity, and if those mentioned previously
change employers the species will soon be entirely extinct.
(Added Note. We were thinking that some time we would observe the
players who moved about as well as those who stood still, and list these wanderers also but, upon second thought, and recalling the cost of print paper,
we have decided to discreetly avoid starting any such momentous task.)
;

;

;

.

;

—

;

PATROXS

of motion-picture houses generally should

be seeing by this time the new style of release which
the Thomas A. Edison Company has in the field.
pictures
are being put out under the trade name "ConThe
quest," and consist of a whole program of entertainment,
designed for the younger generation, and also the older

Entertain-

ment and
Instruction

Combined

that likes true

The "Conquest"

and

light

amusement and

instruction.

pictures are five reels long, several subjects being locked

within that stretch of film. There is always a fiction film, most of which is based
on the world's greatest stories for young folks, but stories which every grown-up
Then there are silhouette fairy stories, educaloves to reread at his leisure.
tional subjects, clever comic cartoons, and maybe a scenic or a very interesting
The whole gives an hour and a half entertainment or thereabout
topical.
that is not only novel in being without duplicates at present, but also equally
entertaining to every one in the house, no matter what age.
And this can be
five-reel
films, or any other length, for that matter.
said of very few
The
"Conquest'' pictures are a step in the right direction.

—

Movie Sa/alies ana trie
War Tax
,

A

,

an(^

|

s j-

SPECIAL war

tax upon high salaries seems due to
worry our film people more and more. Rumors
wild or otherwise put the rate at forty per cent,
ars have been busy figuring their net loss.
list of

—

—

A

those whom the government believes certain subjects for
tax reads exactly like a list of the most widely heralded
money-earning players in filmdom.
Thus publicity regarding salaries reacts to disadvantage.
If the government got down to a real tax, and tried to find out the true
'

'

—
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salary of

all

stars, directors,

and guiding

officials,

some

would

interesting facts

We

be uncovered. Most of the inflated salaries would hurst.
don't think that
the investigators would find any big salaries where they weren't advertised.
These big salaries and they are paid to men in the directorial and executive

—
principally — are

given "in hand," and not via the pay roll.
branches
Nevertheless, they are among the largest in the industry, although the books show the
person in question is only getting a moderate amount. Thus the quiet workers
who shun publicity and are always humble regarding their earning powers gain
much at such a time, for they may give as they feel able, and there will be no
compulsion.

THE

of

Objectionable

habit into which certain companies have drifted,

making

a semisensational or an outright sensa-

and then putting it onto the market
through a blind alley, certainly is a bad one. This thing
Censorship
started about a year ago, and when it was at its worst a few
months later we joined others in a storm of criticism
against the practice.
The films seem to leave the market
for a while, but are coming back again.
tional

film,

Films and

The
believe

national organization of the industry should take this matter up, as

it is

a serious one.

It will

require

some

little

investigation to

we

exactly

tell

where the blame belongs in many cases because the company which makes such
a film does so secretly, and hires a special group of players, so' that its own will
not be recognized. In many other ways the film is disguised, and it also passes
through several hands before being shown on the screen, thus making the tracing
•of its maker even more difficult.

The national organization
a matter to be taken up.
should trace every film to its production source, and no matter who its maker
This is the shortest cut and the quickest
is the company should be punished.
way to get to clean films and at the same time to do away with outside censors
Nevertheless,

of the

it

is

industry.

THE
Far- Reaching Court
Decision

supreme court of the United States, at Washington, D. C, handed down a decision recently, in the
case of the Motion Picture Patents Company
more generally known as the General Film Company
versus the Universal Film Manufacturing Company, which
is

of vital importance to the entire industry, since

final decision in a case

men

it

is

the

which has bothered motion-picture

for several years.

The Motion Picture Patents Company charged Universal with using

certain

motion-picture camera machinery which were covered by its own
Universal won early victories in minor courts, and both cameras and
patents.
projectors have been distributed broadcast among the trade, though all were
under the curse of the Patents Company's accusation. The fight has been a
Universal always seemed to
long one, and has gone through several courts.
thrive on the decisions, but until this final supreme-court decision there was
always a danger of the complainant winning, and then the Patents Company
would have been privileged to collect back royalties on machines in use all over
Thus much money is saved from
the country, as well as future royalties.
changing hands.
parts

of

Mr. Jones,
Their Majesties' Advisor
a fine thing to be a king or a queen, wear those beautiful mantles of brilliant purple and
ermine, hold sway over the world and be the idol of a domain, but one does get so fussed and
confused at times! It is just the same in pictures. The kings and queens on
the screen are all-knowing rulers, but behind the scenes, they have to learn
their parts just like the carriage announcer. Here are Vola Vale and Monroe
Salisbury, rulers respectively, craning their necks at a scenario and awaiting
their instructions from Director Edgar Jones. Mr. Jones, from his face, was
not born of royal blood to gVapple with such weighty ^
x problems.

It is

—
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In which the press agent eases a furious heart

and does something

to

"make the world

By Gerald

is

GREAT

many

people nurse the

impression that all a movingpicture press agent has to do

sign passes to theaters for his friends,

buy cigars and luncheons for gentlemen of the press, and read letters from
beautiful actresses.

—any

The impression

is

moving-picture press agent
will tell you so.
And he will be supported in his defense by any gentleman of the press who is supposed to be
false

the recipient of the cigars and luncheons.

Every one of them

will

tell

you that the only return he ever got
for printing a press-agent story was a
libel suit from an unappreciative actor.

One of
man does

the hardest things a publicity
is

work.

Ashton

Quill,

who

has turned many a sheet of typewriting paper into a stirring story, would

vouch for that. He was employed by
the Cranco Film Corporation for the
purpose of writing so many narratives
about that concern that the newspapers
and magazines all over the country
would have a special key, reading
Cranco, placed on their linotype machines.

Ray Rolm

and was doubled each time
his picture was published.
But no one
thanked P. A. The more popular the
company became, the thicker the envelopes of the directors and actors grew
on Saturdays. But, so far as the publicity man was concerned, if it had not
been for the fact that he went out to
in

print

lunch occasionally when he could spare
time between stories, his doorway
would have been closed by cobwebs.
For a time he experienced little
trouble.
Players' pet dogs died, actresses sprained their ankles crossing
streets,
actors gave out
statements
(written by P. A.) on why they preferred films to the legitimate stage,
pieces of scenery fell on stars' heads

and two actors were accommodating enough to have a collision
in an automobile
all of which meant
copy and stories to the man behind
the pen.
But after this material was
exhausted, and actresses failed to do
occasionally,

—

such exciting things as discovering new
recipes for chicken salad, P. A. began
to find difficulty in getting material for

—

player to a star, while his salary increased every time his name appeared

He

fake a few, but
the gentlemen of the press found it out,
with the consequence that they assigned
nearly all of his manuscript, so carestories.

So well had he succeeded that every
one except those who owed him money
called him P. A.
meaning press agent.
P. A. wrote and landed reams of
copy. .He came into the industry with
new ideas and a wealth of fiction
ability, and the result was that within a
very short time the Cranco Film Corporation was famous, and Jean Fontaine, whose name by birth was Michael
Flannigan, was raised from a "bit"

up."

C. Duffy

Illustrated by

A

sit

tried to

and mimeographed, to the
wastebasket. P. A. was very blue and
discouraged, until one day the door of
his office was opened, slammed with a
bang, leaving on the inside of the
threshold a person with a heavy frown
and a gruff voice.
"Hello, Bud," P. A. greeted; "got a
story ?
What's the matter with Fontaine. Aren't you working him to-day ?"
fully typed

!
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"The

devil with Fontaine

shouted
the newcomer, who was the matinee
idol's director, Bud Anderson, in a tone

made

!"

Quill

"And what do you want me

to. do?"

P. A. inquired.

want you

run a story about
Tell 'em he's a thief, a ham, a

"I

to

played ingenue in our last
picture ? Well, we were going to interview a minister of serious business,
until that male Mary Pick ford came

him.
lady in pants, a heartbreaker, a oh,
!"
tell 'em anything, but make it strong
P. A. smiled, not at Bud's predicament, but at the news value of what
he had heard. He told the director that
he would write a story about the wedding, but not about the broken romance. "Just read to-morrow's papers,
and watch Fontaine," he said. "You

around and waved

may

that

fairly

the

shake.

building-

— and

"Yes, I've got a story for youwant you to print it, and use
cuss words you

know

in

all

I

the

the process.

That big stir! of an actor has run off
and married my girl. You know little
Aline,

who

his pretty curls in

her face. I thought she had more sense
than to fall for them, but she didn't,
and now they're married, and I'm
not.

Hang him

!"

—

see something interesting."

He
eight

called
office

gers.

three

stenographers,
boys, and twelve messenin

For one

day they

solid eight-hour

spreading the
glad tidings. It was a sure-fire
story, and the papers welcomed
But then
it.
toiled,

Jean Fontaine's morning mail
was carried in by four postmen.

They

piled

it

in

front of

the

and he began opening the
letters.
They were all alike,
from little,
broken-hearted

actor,

every State, who
wished him good luck and
hoped he'd be happy, but
who sadly declared that
their throbbing hearts
had been broken, and
that they would never
go to see another of
his films, because they
knew that his every
action, his every kiss,
and his every loving
glance would be insincere
because
he
was married
girls

in

—

Then

it

was

that

A. came into

at-

He was

the

responsible party.

It

P.

tention.

was he who had made public the sacred secret. He
apologized, and said he was sorry that the publicity
had turned the wrong way. What P. A. had thought
would be the greatest success of his life proved to be

The Mighty
Sanford Sherrill, the
undoing.
manager of the Cranco Company, came
to him and demanded an explanation.
"I
"I had to do it," P. A. told him.
simply had to. There wasn't any news,
and didn't seem to be likely to be any
My job is to land
for some time.
his

and I did. If
any other way, I had
stories,

taine's

I

couldn't do

to

it

reveal Fon-

marriage."

''We hire you

to

make our

stars

not unpopular," Sherrill responded, with a growl. "You've got to
land stories, but they've got to be legitipopular,

mate

Get me?"

stories.

"But, Mr. Sherrill
"I want no further explanation," the
"You've ruined
manager broke in.

your job, and you'll get just one more
opportunity to keep it. If you haven't
landed a good, long article about Jean
Fontaine that will make the world sit
up and take notice by one week from
to-day, you can consider yourself an
the

in

'situations-wanted'

column. Understand ?"
P. A. understood, and he could do
no more than say so. Sherrill went out
and slammed the door, and he sat down
in the swivel chair before his type-

He wondered what to
And then, as any human man
to do, he decided.
He got up,

writer to think.

do next.
is

likely

took his hat, and went around the corner to Sloman's place, to find solace in
the cool of Mr. Sloman's merchandise.
He did not go through the front
door, but passed in at the side entrance,
so that he might sit at a table and brood

by

himself.

down
strode

With

his

hands

stuck

into the depths of his pockets, he

across

the

plainly

hear

every

word

that

they

In a minute he had learned that
they were not professional moving-picture people, but, instead, expert secondspoke.

story men.

"You know the big Clavering mansion down on State Street, don't you?"
one of them asked. "Well, it's full of
stuff that's worth anybody's time and
sweat carrying out. The only trouble
is getting in,
in such crowded parts,
and I've got the scheme that'll do it.
It's
it'll

game

world, but
go over in this sleepy burg. We'll
the oldest

in the

movie camera from somewhere,
and have one of the boys to grind it.
Then you'll stand outside, with your
sleeves rolled up and your hat standing on one end on the back of your
You'll
collar and smoking a big cigar.
get a

"

advertiser
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threshold,

and was

about to go in through the inside door,
when the word "camera," spoken by
some one within, halted him. He did
not care to get into the society of his
profession, but he stood outside the

open doorway and listened. The men
within were evidently seated at a table
close to the entrance, for P. A. could

holler a lot of stuff about dashing out

and making believe I'm making my getaway in an auto that'll be near the curb.
Follow me ? I'll go inside, grab the
coin, and run out, waving the bills. The
camera'll be grinding on me all the
time.

Then

I'll

jump

into the jitney,

and ride away. You and the guy at
the camera can laugh like it was a
good picture, and get into another auto
and follow me.
See ?
Everybody'll
gather around and think w e're taking
a- picture.
It's an old stunt, but no matter.
This place needs something to
wake it up, anyway.
"You get one of the boys, I'll hunt
up a camera and hire the cars, and
we'll pull it off at two o'clock to-morr

row.

make

That's the best time.
railroad connections at

We

can

Beekman

then."
.

The

talking

ceased,

and

P.

A.,

thoughtful and astounded, slipped away
But as he rounded
as he had come.
the corner away from Sloman's a
smile broke out on his features and a
twinkle in his eye betrayed the fact
that one of the ideas that had made
his early career so successful had occurred to him.

!

:
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He went

Quill

back to his office, and called
in Bud Anderson, who was still raging
P. A. gave
over his lost sweetheart.

turned the corner just above the man-

and the two, puffing vio-

occupants alighted leisurely, and surveyed the old house with an apparently

him a

cigar,

conferred

lently,

Quill spoke, and

for

thirty

Anderson

an

few

lines,

minutes.

At
num-

The

One

them carried a
camera, with a little square box on top
for film and a crank at the side.
Another was fashionably dressed, and had
yellow grease paint on his face, while

listened.

and called

to a

stop before the Clavering place.

critical

the end of that time P. A. called a
ber on the telephone, and the director,
meanwhile, took a piece of paper and a
pen, scribbled a

came

State Street, and

sion, into

in

eye.

of

another gave every appearance of
being a director.
"Guess it'll do all right," remarked

office boy.

still

"Here,

Frank," he orand
d e r e d,
loweradded,

The

the latter, and the others agreed.

camera was

to

up near the curb, and
the ordeal of focusing and arranging
Everything was at-

Mr. Fontaine.
But don't tell
him who gave

tended to with
an eye to detail,
and no

ing

"take

it

voice,

his

this

Just

chance

with

left

to you.

leave

it

set

for suspi-

some one

cion

around so that

actual

he'll

be sure to

get

and

it

was

of

their

profes-

sion.

The

peo-

ple

of

the

town were too

hurry away."

Frank

well

acwith

smiled

and

quainted

nodded.

He

the ways

liked

motion-

A,

P.

of

and thought a

picture

great deal less
of the actors

to be careless.

The man
''

than did most
boys of his age

who

had

not
opportunity of
seeing

them

in

my

story about Jean Fontaine that

up and take

notice

— and

he asked sweetly,

Well,''

hold

it

"do I

You said a
would make the world
job?

will,

don't

you forget

big
sit

nodded
one

private

life.

He went

was three minutes to two in the
afternoon, and State Street north of
the Clavering mansion was hustling and
bustling w ith life and work.
To the
south it was more quiet, and directly
in front of the building there was just
r

average side-street traffic.
Preon the hour, two automobiles

cisely

to

the

in his shirt

it."

and he

in turn said

now go ahead, run up the
Stop
The window
stoop that's it
Good
minute
Look around
a
Climb over! Smash the glass! Fine!
Fine! Busy now, climb through! Look
"All right

;

!

!

;

!

!

It

at

camera

the

sleeves,

out quickly, and P. A. sat down, with
a self-contented smile, in his chair.

the

taking

Hurry up
around again! Get inside
Camera!" He shifted his cigar to the
"That'll
opposite side of his mouth.
do O. K.," he remarked. "Now we'll
wait till he gets the junk to carry to"
gether, and take!

!

:
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Some one running

as fast as

human

permit dashed by the speaker

facilities

and' up the front steps of the house.
He was some one not in the cast, and
the

two

who

crooks

stood

outside

Quill
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"Well," he asked sweetly, "do I hold
my job? You said a big story about
Jean Fontaine that would make the
world sit up and take notice and it

—

don't you

zmll,

forget

it.

Jean Fon-

something had
gone wrong. The camera man completely forgot about his machine, and

on an honest-to-goodness charge. Company' and player in the same big head-

the director headed, regardless of the

line.

dignity of his position, toward one of

your word, congratulate me !"
"You may keep your desk, Mr.
Quill," the manager answered, "but
hereafter do not be so spectacular.
How did Fontaine get into this mess?"
P. A. smiled broadly. "He has a letter

quickly

realized

that

The man who had

the automobiles.

run up the steps was_ climbing in
through the window. He turned around
for a second, and the crowd uttered a
low "Ah !" It was Jean Fontaine
Just as the two escaping crooks were
about to drive away, five policemen
!

came up to meet- them in another car.
They stopped, two took charge of the
men in the auto, and the other three
ran to the house and disappeared
through the broken window. But very
shortly they emerged by way of the
door, leading by the arm two distinmen.

guished-appearing

One,

who

Mr.

from

into

man was

That's

that his smile might

spread the broader.
Suddenly, and
without warning, Manager San ford
of the Cranco Films, strode
majestically into the office, wearing his
usual frown.
P. A. respectfully but
Sherrill,

reluctantly
feet

to

beamed.
if

swung back and lowered

the

but

floor,

Sherrill

to speak, but

his

still

mouth
A. beat him to

opened
P.

smile

his

his

as
it.

rush
minutes
to

the

picked the Clavering place as a location
for a scene, and wanted to take it quick.
It seems some crooks worked a game

was turned around, with
its back toward the door, so that he
might get more light. A thin, curling
line of smoke and a pair of large shoes
protruding from the end were all that
were visible from the open doorway.
On the desk were stacks of the morning's newspapers, each marked in a conspicuous place with a blue pencil. Very
frequently, as P. A. read these marked
stories, he removed the cigar and held
fingers,

him

Anderson wanted to
'take' in a hurry, so his letter to Fontaine told him not to wait for directions, and he would explain later.
As
I
understand it, Mr. Vnderson had

Company.

his

you are a man of

outside.

at

in

Sherrill, if

house at five
after two yesterday, provided a camera
right

got mixed.

it

Cranco Films, arrested

his director, telling

seemed particularly displeased, was the
famous Mr. Fontaine; of the Cranco

P. A.'s desk

of

star

taine,

same time, and the companies
I happened to overhear the
crooks' game, and put the police wise.
the

how

the arrest happened."

watched Sherrill closely. The
story seemed to get over without the
manager suspecting the truth that P.
A. and Bud Anderson had worked the
game together to humble the matinee
P. A.

—

idol.

Quill continued

"That

letter will get

the tangle as easily as

—

Fontaine out of
it

got

him

into

he didn't, I reckon
he makes enough out of the reputation
I made for him to pay a lawyer."
it

if

he kept

it.

If

The manager said nothing, but the
frown loosened a little, and he turned
on his heel and went out.
"It'll do the whole works good," P. A.
mumbled. "If they never did before,
they'll sure appreciate the value of

pub-

It'll
now.
be hats off to the
Mighty Quill and, by the way, I think
Clavering owes me money, too."

licity

—

—

The Stolen Paradise
By Eugene

OAN MERRI FIELD

A. Clancy

was

out of

like a girl

a book, a pleasant, lovable, and perhaps ro-

mantic book of the sort that you reluctantly
put clown with a smile in your soul and a
wistful longing that some day, somewhere,
fate will throw you in the path of just
such a
Well, anyway, Joan was that kind
\
of a girl.
She had dark-gold

^

\

hair and hazel eyes.

She was twenty
sensible,
little

not

She was
girl

just as

a

efficient

woman
too

;

—but

sensible.

human

as

any

of twenty.

It was rather natural for her to
be
like
a girl out of a book, for she
I
spent all her days among books,
helping her father run the Merrifield Book Shop, which was a landmark in the big city's artistic quarter.
There were only the two of them

—

father and daughter and Joan had a lot to
do, for Merrifield had strange and awful noand, besides, he was gettions of business
;

ting old.

As

much
many peo-

a consequence, Joan did not have

time to herself. She did not see
ple, other than those who came to buy books,
In the evenings, when
or talk about them.
she had put away the supper things, she was
Thus both
content to sit quietly and read.
her days and her nights were passed among
books, and writer folk came to play a big
part in her life.

There was one writer in particular who all
unconsciously was beginning to play a very
and therein is the
big part in Joan's life
proof that Joan was just as human as any
other girl.
For the writer in question was
not a dead one, nor was his name on the
cover of anv of the books she read. He was

—

—

!

The

Stolen

very much alive, as a young man of
twenty-four should be. He had regular

and a mighty pleasant
whistled cheerily and aggres-

arms and

legs,

He

face.

tune
had blue eyes

out

sively

of

outlandish

said

;

wore green and
yellow hats, and wore Greenwich Miwith Washington Square
ties
lage
and was considered a dangershirts
ous not to say eccentric young perthings

;

;

—
—

—

son by people who cannot recognize the
stamp and stampedings of genius. In
short, David Clifton, who occupied a
room on the top floor of the studio
building
shop,

that

was

housed

a struggling scribe

had not the

faintest idea

check looks

lisher's

Merrifield

the

who

as yet

what a pub-

like.

For the past month David had been
coming into the Merrifield shop to buya book, or read, or talk by the hour with

old Merrifield.

Always he exchanged

a

word of greeting with Joan,
Youth and beauty
but that was all.
were before him and he saw not. Much
smile and

shop held
had he but
a secret
a glorious secret
known. He did not suspect, however,
and the secret remained locked in its
hiding place Joan's heart.
less did

he guess that the

—

little

—

—

Unexpectedly one afternoon a limousine drew up at the door of the Merrifield Book Shop.
Joan was sitting at
the small desk in the rear making up

some accounts, while her father was
David
pottering around the store.
Clifton had come in a little before, and
was leaning against a shelf, idly looking over a new book.
A. fashionably dressed, radiant

girl,

a

year or so older than Joan, stepped from
the motor car.
She was followed by a
middle-aged, immaculately clad man.
The pair entered the shop. Old Merrifield hurried forward, a smile of greeting on his face.
"Katherine !" he exclaimed.

"Hello,

"So

this

Paradise

yourselves !"
She gazed around the
shop
then rushed to embrace Joan.
Katherine no doubt meant well, but she
gushed too much, and there was about
her the air of the rich bestowing bene;

on poor relatives. The immaculate
gentleman was a lawyer, and the object
of the call was to announce that according to the terms of a certain will the
old family mansion in the suburbs was
to go to Joan in the event of Katherine's
marriage an event which those in
Katherine's "set" believed imminent. It
fits

—

was known that Kenneth Brooks, the
wealthy mine owner, was more than interested in her, and it was taken for
granted that she would "land" him.
"Just thought it would be nice to
drop in myself, Joan, and tell you that
some day maybe soon
the funny old

—

uncle
is

the girl

responded.
where you and Joan hide

!

—

house will be yours."
After a few minutes' chat or chatshe and the
tering, on Katherine's part
As they passed out,
legal person left.
Katherine dropped a letter.
David
Clifton, who had not taken his eyes off
the girl since she came in, though he
was too far away to hear a word of the
conversation, rushed forward, picked
up the letter, and handed it to her.
She
Meeting his eyes, she smiled.
looked back as she passed through the
an indoor, and smiled at him again

—

—

—

viting smile.
street

David went out

to

and stood gazing after the

the
dis-

appearing limousine.
He did not go back into the book
shop.
Instead, he walked about the
streets furiously; then went up to his
room to dream. Katherine had done
Her prettiness
the necessary damage.
and fluffiness, and her to him unaffected charm had caught him, and the
As not
smiles had finished him off.
unfrequently happens in this world, a
bit of fluff had turned a strong man in-

—

She was it
maid of mystery

side out.
his

!"
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It

was

—the

—

only girl

shortly after this that

David

room with an

attack

was confined

to his

—
The
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Stolen

Paradise
slaving the wealthy mining man.

amusing,

perhaps,

was

but

—

really in love,

little

things

was
David

It

well,

and

like

it is

just

that which

lead to bitter futures.

About

month

later Joan
chanced to receive two
invitations to a masquerade ball. As a last

I

I

[

a

little

effort

to

find

some harmless way of
intimating to him that

W such a person as herself existed, she sent
BHV him one of the invitaHr

anonymously,

tions

ing

J

him

tume of

come
a Romeo.
to

ask-

in the cos-

Unfortunately she added, "and seek your
maid of mystery."
It was unfortunate, for KathSo, a

month

later,

there,

Thinking of him all alone
up there, and urged on hy her secret
love for him, Joan sent him baskets of
fruit,
books, and other little gifts.
These offerings were anonymous, of
course.
But David drew his own conclusions
they were from his maid of
mystery
Then occurred an incident
which seemed to him to make this a
of grippe.

—
!

The window of his room was
few feet away from the window

certainty.

only a
of a studio in the building at the rear
One
of the Merrifield establishment.
afternoon, while David was sitting reading at his window, the maid of mystery
Katherine herself appeared in the

—

studio window.

was at the ball. At the unmasking Joan came on David and
Katherine in a corner of the room, and
she heard him addressing Katherine as'
"dear maid of mystery."
Katherine
naturally looked at him in amazement

was a simple weading

—

She smiled again, and

threw him an orchid across the intervening space.
Before David could
speak she was gone and David Clifton
had no means of knowing that she was
merely attending a studio tea; and that,

—

while he reverently kissed the orchid,
Katherine had calmly turned from the
window to sit down beside Kenneth
Brooks and continue the process of en-

erine

turned away, openly snubbing him.
He saw Joan, but merely nodded to her
absently as he walked from the room.
Heartbroken, Joan at once realized the
state of affairs, though she did not understand how it had come about.
The girl stood there, thinking how
weak and silly she must be; that she
cftid

had better go home and try to forget
tear the secret from her heart. As she
was moving off through the crowded
room, suddenly she paused, white and
trembling, as were those around her,
for a cry of "Fire !" was ringing
through the room. And it was not a
false alarm.
Flames and smoke already
were pouring in through one of the
rear doors.
In a moment the panic was on.

how Joan managed

Some-

to escape before the

flames caught her, as did most of the
guests. But not so Katherine. She had

—
!

The
and was

fainted,

like to

be

Stolen

left

there

onrushing flames. It was David
who saw her plight. At the first cry he
had rushed back, thinking only of her.
He got to her at last through the struggling mob, and managed to carry her
out to safety. Katherine was unharmed,
but David collapsed. He was taken to
a hospital, where he lay all night in a
to the

half-delirious condition.

The

thing in the morning Joan
visited the hospital. They would not let
The doctor spoke to
her see David.
her gravely for a minute. Unable to
reply, but nodding that she understood,
Joan left the building and hurried to
As she was adKatherine's house.
first

mitted, she noticed that

was

Kenneth Brooks

just leaving.
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With evident reluctance, Katherine
agreed to go. At the hospital the doctor took them aside, putting a hand on
each

shoulder paternally. "I have
you something," he said gently.

girl's

to tell

"Mr. Clifton is— is blind;

—

''congratulate

impulsively,

Kenneth Brooks and I are engaged
Wondering how any one

me
!"

!

She went into the room and
knelt beside the bed on which David
He was comlay. his eyes bandaged.
pletely deceived. A smile of delight on
his face, his hand clasped that of the
girl he believed to be Katherine.
Thereafter Joan continued to visit the
There seemed nothing
hospital daily.

—

He

is

calling

for his 'maid of
tery,'

w horn

thinks

must
him

—

is

it

just

is

such a

thing to do

—he
You

you.

—

go

mys-

he
to

see
little

!"

David was grief stricken

may

—

could think of such things
while David lay in the hospital,
Joan put aside the
"Kathother girl's arms.
erine," she said, "the man
who saved you last night is
in a hospital
in a very

bad way.

his sight

never be restored. He is still calling
tor his maid of mystery.
It will ease
him if she will go to him for a moment."
With an hysterical cry, and saying
that hospitals terrified her, Katherine
broke away. She could not go in there.
Suddenly she urged Joan to take her
place. "I can't do it!" she cried. "You
must, Joan
He he will not know !"
When it was clear that Katherine
would not go in, Joan, her heart beating wildly, finally agreed to the substitution.

Miraculously recovered from the effects of the tragic happening of the
night
some people are built that way
Katherine greeted Joan effusively and
started to embrace her.
"Joan," she
cried

Paradise

at not being able to see his

own

child.

!

!

The
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do and with conflicting emoJoan knew that each day drew her

else to
tions,

Stolen

;

closer to the

man who

lay there, sight-

on the bed, unaware that the girl
who sat by his side was not the girl of

less,

his

dreams.

Then came

the day

when David

real-

ized that the last operation to restore

was unsuccessful.

his sight
terrible

moment he turned
;

the wall in black despair.

It

was

a

his face to

was more

It

than Joan could stand, and a great courage came to her. "He will never know,"
she said to herself.
Then, putting an
arm about him, she spoke aloud. "David," she said, "if it had been successful, would
would you have asked me
to

—

—

to marry you ?"
"Yes," he answered

"It

"David
be

can

—

I

!"

she

;

''but

now

interrupted

love you

it

can

— and

it

is

quickly.

going to

—as soon as you leave the hospital V
And

so,

a

month

were both intensely excited over it, and
after much discussion Joan decided to
go along with the company on the preliminary road tryout to help smooth
out any kinks in the play, and to observe how it went. While she was gone,
David's physician, Doctor Crawley,

came
that

him with the information
he was working on a new theory,
to see

and had hopes of
sight.

David's

Filled with thoughts too big for

utterance,

David agreed

He

operation.

not a

restoring

word

insisted,

undergo the
however, that

to

should be sent to his
wife.
If the miracle came to pass, he
wanted to keep the fact as a surprise
for her
a divine surprise
of

it

—

was a delicate operation, but David
bravely went through with it. It took
longer than Crawley had reckoned, and
it was not until the morning of the day
on which Joan was to return that the
bandages were removed, and David
found
that
miracle
had been
a
It

"

never

Paradise

later,

there was a

simple wedding, and Joan and David
went to live in the old Merrifield man-

which was now Joan's, Katherine
having in the meantime succeeded in
capturing Kenneth Brooks, and having
gone on a trip to Montana with him.
sion,

wrought.
He could see
In a very
agony of joy and thankfulness he
roamed about the old house. And then,
in a room upstairs, he suddenly came
on a picture a picture of Katherine.
He stood before it raptly, murmuring
!

—

words of
Despite his terrible affliction, David
was happy, and Joan was like the spirit
David spent his
of happiness itself.
time at work, composing stories and
plays, which he dictated to Joan. It was
not long before he began to be successful.
His stories found a market then
Then a
a book of his won popularity.
theatrical manager accepted a play.
A baby was born to them, and for a
time David was grief stricken at not
being able to see his own child
but
Joan comforted him. She made him resume his literary work, which he had
temporarily cast aside, and in a few
months he was happy again, and resigned to his affliction.
At the end of a year David's play
was suddenly put in rehearsal. They
;

;

As he

love.

stood there, the front door of

some one came in,
and the sound of his wife's voice came
to his ears. "David !" she called.
"Up here, dear come!"
There was the sound of light footsteps on the stairs
Joan entered the
room, ran to him, and put her arms
around his neck, her face raised for his
kiss.
He started to embrace her, then
flung her arms from him, a strange gasp
the house opened,

—

;

in his throat.

Startled, trembling, she

His face
stood back, staring at him.
his
eyes to the
distorted, Le had turned
In a flash Joan
picture of Katherine.
He
understood he could see her
could see her, and he knew the truth
At last he looked at her again. "A

—

new

!

operation was successful," he said

The

—

Stolen

understand what
has been done, but not why. It was a
I have married you,
cruel deception
"
Joan Merrifield, while I
"Wait/' she interrupted quietly, her
face white, but her voice controlled, as
"Come
she put a hand on his arm.
downstairs, David, and let me tell you
dully.

"I

I

think

I

!

—everything."

room, Joan
quietly told him everything; and now
the girl told the whole truth. She bared
her secret to him, her great love for
him, and let him hear the longing in her
Listenheart that he might love her.
ing to her, David heard that yearning
in her heart, and responded to it. Filled
with a great wave of tenderness, he
took her in his arms. It was Joan he
loved and there was no more to be
Seated

in

the

living

—

said.

was a month later that
and Brooks returned from
Katherine called on Joan at
loan insisted that David
It

Katherine
the West.
once,

and

meet

her

Paradise
cousin.

Happy
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former

new-found love
want to meet the

in his

for Joan, he did not

dreams, but Joan
laughingly stated a simple fact that he
was bound to meet Katherine sooner or
girl

of

his

—

Apparently, the meeting passed
of!
harmlessly.
Secretly,
however,
Katherine was now deeply impressed by
Perhaps her mercenary marDavid.
riage had given her some glimmering
of the fact that life without real love is
She took a suda little unsatisfactory.
den notion that Joan had cheated her
out of a great romance. She began to
call frequently, and it was not long before she had cleverly managed to be
on quite intimate terms with David.
She consulted him about books and
plays, and went over his manuscripts
with him. Soon Katherine felt that she
was genuinely in love with him. Unconsciously, perhaps, David was carried
along on this current.
He liked her,
and often he found himself dreaming of
later.

—
!

The
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those days

when

Stolen

she had seemed to be

the one girl he could love.

About this time David hired a studio
away from the house, where he could
work more freely. Katherine took to
calling there.
Joan knew of this, but,

Paradise
attitude suddenly

crumbled away. Impulsively he held out his arms to her,
beseeching her forgiveness.

But Joan rebelled. Her big, fine soul
revolted against such weakness in the
man she loved. Something within her

seemed

She had given her love
and he stood there vacillatnever sure whether he wanted her

generously sure of David's love, she did
One
not give the fact much thought.
day, however, she entered the studio un-

—

expectedly, and found David and Kath-

or not

very close together, evidently more interested in each other
than in the manuscript before them.

playing,

erine

sitting

But Joan said nothing. She left in a
few minutes and hurried home, her
heart contracted as if a cold hand had
been laid on it.
To her surprise she found Kenneth
Brooks awaiting her in the drawingroom. The reason for his call was a
still

greater

surprise.

—

about Katherine my wife," he
said.
"Joan, if you are blind, I'm not
There is not a day passes that she is
not seen with David. Don't you know
what that means, or may mean ? Joan"
and there was an ugly note in his
"I'd rather see her dead than
voice
!"
untrue to me
Distressed, unable to make any real
answer, Joan did her best to placate him,
saying that his imagination was overwrought. Brooks, however, went away
muttering and unconvinced.
As if it were a day of evil destiny for
"It's

— —

to die.

herself,

ing,

With a gesture of disgust, she
fled from the room.
She ran to the
nursery, where the baby was gleefully
!

and

fell

sobbing on the

floor.

was like the beginning of the end.
For two weeks David and Joan were
It

practically

strangers

begun

him there

each other.
Joan avoided him as much as she could,
and David spent most of his time at the
studio.
Joan knew that Katherine had

One

to see

to

again.

afternoon, in the third

week of

estrangement,
Doctor Crawley
came rushing into the Merrifield house.
"Joan," he said tensely, "listen closely
this

what I have to say. You must be
brave and think quick
I have just
come from Brooks' house, where I had
an appointment with him. As I went
up the veranda steps, he oame hurrying
out and passed me without a word.
Thinking he would be back in a few
to

!

minutes,

entered his study, as I always do. I noticed a sheet of paper on
the floor, which I picked up.
It was a
I

Joan, Brooks had scarcely gone when
David came in a David she had never

love letter which Katherine had started

seen before, except that once when he
had stood looking at Katherine's pic-

some unknown reason.
neth had been reading that

ture.

Blunderingly, in the manner of a
man who doubts in his heart that he is
doing the right thing, he told her what
he had come to say that he loved

thermore,

Katherine.

where I know he keeps a revolver it
was gone
You know his savage temperament when angered. Joan, he is
making for the studio. Katherine is

—

—

Her

steady eyes on him, Joan listened
until he finished.
She knew not what to
answer.
It was so brutal, yet pitiful.
"Have you thought of her husband?"
she finally asked in a dull, toneless voice.
David started to speak then his false
;

write to David, but had discarded

to

for

I

Now, Ken-

Furdrawer
opened the desk
letter!

—

!

there,

having

What

tea.

"Take me there
cried Joan.

—quick!"

your car
"I know what to
in

can only reach there

The

"

doctor's

do—if

I

first!"

little

car

fairly

flew

over the ground and they reached the

—
The

Stolen

Motioning the
studio before Brooks.
doctor to go on with the car and leave

"Where

her.
v

Katherine?" asked Joan.
"
"Katherine? Why, she is not
"Don't try to lie, David,"
is

"I see her
Joan.
sticking out from

said

foot

under that screen.
erine,

come out

Kath-

—there's
!"

no time to lose
Katherine, trem
bling,

—

!

discovered.

David

the

"Ken-

screen.

ing

time for a bite, nevertheless. Katherine with you ?"
Brooks looked at her searchingly.
David smiled at him, playing his part
well.
"Joan," Brooks cried, "it's too
thin
you know you are covering her
I know she was here !"
Then the floodgates of the man's rage and suspicion,
pent up for long, torturing months,
broke loose.
In vivid, bitter
words he laid bare what he knew
ofinfatuation
Katherine's
for David, and he finished by telling of
the letter he had

came from

behind
neth

25

in

the vicinity, Joan ran up to the studio
and knocked at the door. There was

some delay before David admitted
Seemingly he was alone.

Paradise

comhere

c

them. With

be

p

minute,
he

i

'

K

Then

'"if

—

I'll

Now, David,

were

take care of him.

"

David," she said,

sit

—

are having tea alone."
Quickly closing the

door

your

stole

away for a

Joan exclaimed,

"You're rather abrupt, but

in the be-

year,

and put

the test in time.'"

seeing Katherine.
!"

love

You must go

ginning

through which Katherine had
gone, Joan removed her hat and sat
down, her hands busy with the tea
things.
The next instant Brooks burst
into the room, but stopped short on not

Kenneth

down.
she began
sit

;

your

suspicions

correct,

y o u

r

rage might be considered manly. As it is.

"He'll not

down here with
me. You understand ? You and

7

made

laugh
a natural, convincing laugh.
"Kenneth," she said,
to

—

studio," she directed.

t-

words

ng

them

a t h e r ine
broke into hysterical sobs. Going
to her, Joan pushed
her none too gently
into the next room.
"Go out
the back way
through the next

rising.

a c a

1

she

"Hello,

"

But Joan
sprang bet
w e e n

on.

see you.

s

nched.

e

"You

here

I

1

i

tightly

fists

Joan

"He'll

h

white,

with a revolver
in
his
pock-

went

face

his

is

et!"

sprang

just

you are making a fool
of yourself.
You do
not

know

the

truth.

Do you see me worrying?
And don't you

would be much more troubled
than you if what you suspect were really
so ?
Now, I'll tell you the truth, and
think

I

understand why I am laughing.
Recently poor Katherine confided to
me that she thought you no longer
cared for her. Perhaps unthinkingly I

you'll

!

The
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—

bow weak and foolish I've been Joan
!"
forgive me
But Joan made no immediate reply,

advised her to do the usual thing make
you jealous. She asked me how, and
I suggested she pretend to be interested
in David.
That is all there is to it,

Kenneth
a joke

And

!

— she meant you

my David
tim

that silly letter
to find

it.

—

although there could be no doubting
the new manhood in David's voice, the
new note of final sincerity. For a long
time after he ceased to speak she remained with her head buried in her
arms. Patiently, hesitatingly, he stood
by her side.
Then at last she raised her face, a
wonderful, calm light in her eyes.
"David," she said, "I do believe you.
I think that you have found yourself.
But I am not certain. It is as you once

was

It

!

And

has been the innocent vic-

!"

Again Brooks looked at her long and
searchingly, but Joan withstood the

Then

scrutiny.

He

face broke into a

his

"I'm going to her," he
!"
said, "and ask her forgiveness
Knowing intuitively that it would be
all right; that Katherine had had a lesson she would not forget in a long
while, Joan nodded and smiled as he
left the room.
As soon as Brooks had gone, howsmile.

rose.

came

said

haps

to

sank on her arms.
His lips trembling,

David moved

to her,

and

hand

his

touched her hair, but
gave no indication

that

David Clifton

—

.

Dr. Crawley

scarcely

I

!

T

T

—
—

—

;

out.

.

.

Edward Langford
.

.

.

Pinna Nesbit

It

is

a

sad,

wretched thing, but
it

Ethel Clayton

Katherine Lambert

say.

—

;

Stolen Paradise"

You're fine and
wonderful, and I I'm a cad
Mere
w ords seem futile, but I love you
How can I make you understand ? I'm
miserable, and I hardly know how to
even ask you to forgive me to give
me one more chance. Joan am I to
have that chance? I know now that I
never could and never can care for
Katherine and you know it
know
to

time it is the only way. When
that year is up, if you can honestly
come back to me, then I'll be waiting.
You and I have reached the point where
only a long parting can bring to light
what is at tne bottom of our hearts,
and that is what you,
of
David,
must find

Joan Merrifield

—

I

—

Written from the World-Brady
picture play by Frances Marian

she notced.
"Joan," he said brokenly, "I

know what

could later win it. Perhave at last, David, but there

test in

Cast

"The

I

in the beginning,

—

Slowly

she turned from the
window, walked to
the table, and sat
Her head
down.

your love

;

—

intangible.

I stole

must be no more doubt it would kill
me. I have come to a decision, David
you must go away from me out of my
life
for a year.
We must put the

her face.
Without looking at David, she stepped
to the window and stood there.
She
might have been watching Brooks as
he hurried away, but that strange look
in her eyes indicated she was looking
something unseen,
at something else
strange expression

—

thinking that

and a

ever, the smile left Joan's lips

!

must be done."
She got up, me-

chanically

on

put

her hat, and quietly
went out, leaving
him standing there,
realizing the wonder of her and that
Robert Forsythe

what she had said was in reality the
only way.
Some time later he w ent
home, and that evening, the thing was
begun he took a train for the West.
T

—

And

that night, in the old Merrifield

mansion, Joan prayed that the man she
loved might be brought back to her;
brought back understanding her, and
his own heart filled with the love she
craved.

Relations Picked and Thrust
They

are usually thrust

but, those

who

can, pick

upon screen folk,
Mother McCord.

Bv Roger Packard
K

^

|

HE

woman who

old

lived in the

shoe led a life of sinful idleness compared with the existence of Mrs. Lewis McCord,
character actress. Mrs.

McCord
of

er

the

L

McCord

theatrical people,

considered one of the leading
character people of the country in
fact, she is continually referred to as the An-

—

the screen,
k

at

k y

Yeamans of

nie

entire

a s

(

As young
Bertha St.

studio
She

Mrs. Lewis

is

the moth-

is

organization
the

Among

Mrs.

Clair,

McCord

pets,

scolds,

sang in a

sy m pa-

church
|

t

h

w

z e s

i

h
chides,
n
a
h e 1 p
i

t

choir

J

Phila-

1

,

?

,j

delphia.

||

An opera
com pany
playing

:

I

-

all

trou-

i

bled
soul
from
t

r

a

?fj

the "Mi-

I

kado"

s

I

exs

t

in

lost

its

prima

o

stars. Ever\"

donna.

one goes to her
with their troubles,
and their sorrows
are her sorrows, their
joys her joys.
Let some
ambitious ingenue feel

The

that she

not

was

then
searched,

and finally
Miss St.
.

Clair
stepped
in

is

and

filled

given

proper

opportunity

make

name

a

city

the

to

va-

cancy, and

for herself,

and Mother McCord listens to
the tale of woe, and then advises the
latent genius to wait, and make good when the
opportunity does come. Let some leading man get
into a little matrimonial difficulty, and Mother McCord
tells him the proper way out.
All the younger people at
she keeps them away
the studio are under her protection
from temptation and bad habits.

—

shortly
made
for

a

name

herself.

Eventually she
married the fa-

mous

actor,

Lewis

Mc-

Cord,

and,
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Relations Picked and Thrust
McCord

for the character part.

had been with him

some

in

She
of his

theatrical productions, and, although

was

she

New York

in

he telegraphed her

in California,

come

to

made

and he was

No

on.

mention was

of salary, or of contract,

Mrs. McCord knew that
both would be adjusted to her

for

satisfaction.

Mrs.

McCord

scored a substantial hit in the first picture
she appeared in, and has been
repeating that success ever

Any

time a motherly
an Irish washerwoman, or a negro mammy, or a slum virago is
needed, Mrs. McCord al-

since.

old lady

1

Mrs.

I

Me Cord play nig

*

Moore in "Chimmie Fad den

number

a

of

theatrical

engage-

ments, they went into vaudeville in a
vaudeville sketch, entitled "Her Last

For years

Rehearsal."

this

amusing

was the joy of vaudeville patrons,
but Mr. McCord was taken ill and died
skit

— then Bertha

St. Clair

did a thing that

endeared her to the whole theatrical

She had established her own

world.

name, Bertha St. Clair, as an actress of
repute, and it was under that name she
had appeared with her husband, but
when he passed away, she immediately
sank her own identity, and took the
name of Airs. Lewis McCord, so that
his name might still live during her lifetime in the minds of the theatergoing
public.
All that Bertha St. Clair had
gained and achieved was lost that the
name of Lewis McCord might live, and
she was forced to commence again and
gain a

new

reputation.

And

this

she

did.

the

bill.

M other

with Victor

Fadden,

Moore

in the

"Chimmie Fadden" series,
her success was overwhelming.
She
made the Irish washerwoman in the
New York slums a most lovable and
sympathetic character.
With the ininstinct of a masterly artist she could

move

audience from laughter to
tears and back again.
Mrs. McCord is large and she need
be. because no slight body could hold
her great, big heart, or bear the burdens of the many tribulations that are
placed upon her shoulders by her
adopted children.
No matter who is ill at the studio,
the

—

McCord is at
matter w ho is hungry
Airs.

T

the bedside.

De

Mille started to
organize his all-star organization for the
first picture the Lasky Company proCecil B.

he promptly

thought of Airs.

No

or homeless, there

always a bountiful meal, or a roof,
waiting in her little home.
She is the
godmother to every studio baby.
And, beside her human traits, Mother
McCord is primarily an actress, and one
is

of

the

best

in

the

screen

character

Since her engagement with the
Lasky Company she has been cast in
countless plays, and her portrayal of
characters, plus personality, have gained
parts.

When

duced,

fills

As

the mother of Victor

after

ways

—

her the

title

of "Mother"

McCord.
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hundred reels of the happenings in filmdom, condensed into a few lively pages.

SOOXER

or later

all.

One

notables

hear

'em

camera

action,

in

moths

the

click

of

apparently

come from
to

a light.

the deadly motion-picture

and a few days

—

musical-comedy stage has contracted
to take her fluffy, gauzy skirts, her
graceful dancing poses, and her own
charming self into Mutual Pictures.
Alf Hayman, of the Empire-All Star
Film Corporation, which was formed to

get

after another the

and,

tracted by the sound,
rections like

the movies

bug

the
at-

all di-

Then

bites 'em.

picturize

busy press agen's
begin to disseminate columns and columns of publicity matter about the newest recruits to the most fasci-

cesses,

later

Frohman

Charles

the

was responsible

suc-

Miss San-

for

derson's decision to try her fling in the
movies, and very shortly Mutual Film

Corporation will release the

nating business in the world.
Since last month's

first

of the multiple-reel features
in

Gossip was
such folks
SanderJulia

which she

starred.

is

Screen

written,
as

Ex-postmasGenera1

son,
t

Next comes Frank
H. Hitchcock, for-

e r

mer

postmaster
general of the
United
States,
who has been

Hitchcock, Juliette

Bud

Day,

Fisher,

and

Houdini,
t o
mention only a
few, have enlisted
under
the banner of
motion p c -

elected

tures.

America.
one sense

man

V

i

of

a

t

p h
of
In

r a

particular

the
picture
to

-

who

not
presumed to care
who is the head of
any producing or reorganization.
leasing
fan,

skirts and the

dancing
who

scored
so heavily as one of the
triumvirate of
Brian, Joseph Caw-

is

This time, however,

Donald

and Julia
Sanderson on the

this

not seem

motion

—

thorn,

g

interest

first

named, Julia
Sanderson
she
of the fluffy, gauzy

poses, she

di-

Company

To begin

graceful

of

rectors of the

may
the

the

of

board

i

with

chair-

may make
Mr.

Elsie Ferguson, nen est Artcraft star,

has just begun

el

screen career.

who

a

it

difference.

Hitchcock

is

more

re-

Spects than one.

In

unique

in
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the

first place,

he

is

credited with hav-

almost alone and unassisted, placed
William Howard Taft in the president's chair. As postmaster general he
created our parcel-post system, and
changed a deficit of over seventeen miling,

an actual credit balance.
Any man who can make presidents and
turn losses into profits may be expected
lion dollars to

to "do> things" in the motion-picture in-

dustry which will be quite perceptible
ordinary
the
to
picture "fan."

J uliette

Day,

whom you

Plum Blossom

as

in

probably saw

"The

Yellow

Jacket," in the leading feminine role in

"Chin Chin," with Montgomery and
Stone, or in 'Marrying Money," "Twin
Beds," or "Upstairs and Down," you'll
soon be seeing again in pictures. She
has just been signed by President Samuel S. Hutchinson, of the American
Film Company, Incorporated, and is
spending the summer at Santa
|SgSfc
Barbara,
California,
appearing in feature pictures
that will later be released

through the Mutual Film
Burke, she of
the bewitching mannerisms and the
elfish ways, is once
|J

Corporation. Rollin Sturgeon, who has been di-

more coming back

tend

Billie

us on the

tual pictures, will superin-

to

screen.

what

Romance"

the

productions

which Miss Day

Surety all who watched
her work in "Peggy" and
"Gloria's

Mu-

recting Gail Kane's

in

will

be

And now we come

to

starred.

realize

It is

a treat awaits us.
the Famous Pla}<-

ers

Company

:

;*

Houdini, the hand-

You've

cuff king.

this

time

which presents Miss Burke,
and an adaptation

seen him lots of
times in his miraculous escapes from

of Gelett Burgess'

strait jack

ets,

"The

milk

and

Mysterious
Terry" will

Miss
be the

play

in

which
make
mount

she will
her
Para-

debut.

BUlie Burke,
f

on the

now a regular star
Paramount program.

manacles of variOUS kinds.
He's
just

as

clever

breaking

She

begins the story as Maz is Terry, a mysterious character in a cheap boarding
house.
How she weeds out her true
lovers from the many humble suitors
who seek her hand, and how she plays
Lady Bountiful to the poor of the
neighborhood, and how eventually she
finds romance and happiness will all be
explained
"finis"
title
is
ere
the
flashed on the screen.
J. Searle Dawley, who is considered one of the best
artists in his line, is directing Miss
Burke.

cans,

film

game

into

in

the

as he

is

breaking out of jails, for he has taken
the plunge via the Williamson Brothers
organization the same one which is
sponsoring the submarine films. Surely
at

—

wonderful multiple-reel
"The Williamson
attraction entitled
Submarine Expedition," and doubtless
you have also seen the remarkable under-water photography in "Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," reThe Williamson
leased by Universal.
brothers did them both. Not long ago

you

recall the

they released a

new

one, called

"The

Screen Gossip
Submarine Eye," which
amazing.

is little

short of

Imagine, therefore,

what a

Houdini is in for, when he goes
down under water, and, while submerged, accomplishes all the unusual
stunts he has performed so long on a
thriller

theater stage, the while a motion-picture camera merrily clicks. Of course,

involving the sort of daring
deeds he will accomplish serves to introduce his act.
a

story

26

duced by the Whartons for Internahas signed a contract calling for
her appearance in a number of Pathe
productions. She will first be starred in
a five-reel Gold Rooster production, entitled "Carroll of the Secret Service,"
and then will probably start off on the
long grind of another serial, the manuscript for which is now being prepared.

tional,

The Law

of

"amous stage

So much for the new
comers to the film busi-

The

ness.

are

all

Broadhurst, has been secured

by

busily engaged in

new

things.

the

top

To

of

Pickford,
delighted

the

who

her

with

"Romance
woods,"

now

is

Man

so recently

us
of

the

Red-

finishing

the last scenes of

"The

Little

American," a

patri-

otic

picture

of

un-

usual timeliness. One
of the thrillers
scheduled to be
screened in the course
of this photo drama
is a reproduction of
the sinking of the
Lusitania, a set which
it took weeks to erect
out in the Lasky "lot"

The

films.

role

well

is

talent,

Mrs. Vernon Castle, who

is

being starred

in five-reel Pathe pictures.

it.

Vernon Castle, late star of
"Patria," the famous serial film pro-

leading

also unusually

suited

Frederick's

Los Angeles,
where Mary has been working ever
since she went West.
"The Little
American" will be followed in due time
by Mary's appearance in "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm," an adaptation of
the famous story and play by Kate
Douglas Wiggin. Marshall Neilan, who
recently renewed his contract, will di-

Mrs.

will

itself particularly to

in

rect

Players-

be adapted as a screen vehicle for Pauline Frederick,
and released soon. "The
Law of the Land" is
one of the greatest
stage successes of this
noted playwright, and
story
possesses
a
that seems to lend

begin at
list,

the Famous

Lasky Corporation, and

favorites

old

the Land," the
play of George

so

to

Miss

peculiar
that

the

manufacturers feel it is
one of the happiest allaround combinations
they have ever offered.
Miss Frederick is no»w
at work on another fa-

mous

play recently purchased. It is entitled "The Love that Lives," and was
written by George Middleton. "At First
Sight," another Middleton manuscript,

be used as a vehicle for

will

Mae Mur-

ray.

Out in Los Angeles they are passing
the word around that Douglas Fairbanks has purchased a home for himself
thus indicating his determination
to settle down and become a "Native

—

Screen Gossip
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Immediately following the alSon."
leged purchase of a domicile, a bunch
of artisans were put to^ work constructing a huge

swimming

pool, in

which

it is

comedian with the

reported that

the

million-dollar

smile

is

to

teach

his

seven-year-old

son

all

the

tricks

of

and a few more which Doughimself
las
will probably have thought
up by the time the pool is ready. If
Ben Zeidman (Doug's press agent) has
misled us on the use to which this pool
is to be put, we here and now express
the hope that Doug will duck him so
deep in the pool that he'll never come
(Note to our readers: Ben only
up.
stands about three feet four inches, so
Doug can drown him in a wash basin if
the pool isn't handy.)
aquatics,

It'll

be

Max

some time

at least before

you

another Essanay production. The famous French comedian,
shortly after arriving in Los Angeles,
suffered a nervous breakdown, and the
physician who was hurriedly summoned
explained that Max was suffering from
tuberculosis, and ordered him to the hot,
dry climate of the Far Southwest if he
expected to live. Millions of film fans
will sympathize with poor Linder in his

see

illness,

Linder

in

and, one and

all,

we'll unite in

the hope that fresh air and God's

own

sunshine will work miracles with his
lungs, and eventually bring him back to
us as the star of countless other Linder
comedies.
Did any of you get a glimpse of big
Bill Hart when the husky Ince stardirector flitted East and then back
again? Bill, who hadn't been in New
York for several years, felt such a longing for another sight of Broadway that
he just couldn't stand it any longer, so
he kicked off the big silver spurs, hurled
the

huge sombrero

at a distant nail, and,

after bidding farewell to "Fritz," his

favorite horse, climbed aboard an Eastsatisfactory and
bound limited.

A

Max

hinder, in the uniform of France.
Mr
hinder has been forced by illness to retire
from films.
-

comprehensive glimpse of the bright
lights having been obtained, and a little
chat with the Triangle executives on the
subject of salary having ended triumphantly for Hart, big-hearted Bill once
more bought himself a railway ticket,
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and is now working overtime to make
up for the days lost by his absence from

ens'

the Inceville "lot."

lah."
Every one familiar with "Barbary Sheep" and the art of Miss Fer-

Barbary Sheep," which has been

his best seller since

guson
doesn't always pay to "pooh-pooh"
a motion picture, as Henry Ford, millionaire automobile manufacturer of
It

"The Garden of Al-

will readily appreciate

suited each

is

to the other.

how

well

The Fort

Lee studios of the Famous Players-

Mr. Ford, who
took a slam at Vitagraph's "The Battle
Cry of Peace," was promptly sued for
libel by the Vitagraph Company, and
Judge Mayer, of the Federal distract
court of New York, has rendered judgment in the sum of one million dollars
in favor of the Vitagraph Company.
Gee, there goes the profits on an awful
Detroit, has discovered.

lot

of "flivvers."

We

don't know, of course,

how

they

advertise films in your town, but either

Manager Joe Rickards,

the

of

Hipp

Theater, in Phoenix, has an Ai press
agent or he is one of the most original
of exhibitors.
Be that as it may, the
attractions at the Hipp are said to be advertised far and wide by means of a

huge sand turtle, which makes its home
in the basement of the Hipp, and wanders all about town during the daylight
hours,

its shell

bearing a painted adver-

tisement of that day's attraction at the
Hipp. People have learned to look for
the turtle,
visits

and at meal time

certain

restaurants

it

regularly

where

the

it with dainties.
long
Not
ago Manager Rickards went a
step further, and constructed a tiny little wagon, bearing small announcement
cards on its sides, and this the turtle
draws through the streets.

friendly cooks supply

Elsie Ferguson, newest of the Art-

who

has but just concluded
a road season in "Shirley Kay" on the
speaking stage, has begun her studio
career.
The vehicle selected for her
debut is an adaptation of Robert Hichcraft stars,

Julia

Sanderson,

<f

musical comedy fame, now

in Mutual pictures.
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r

sent pretty Seena

sheep

Owen

from

country

short-story writing.

in a tale of the

wizard

this
It

bears the

of

title.

''Madame Bo-Peep of the Ranches,"'
and contains in its cast such favorites as
A. D. Sears and F. A. Turner. Chester
Withey directed the production, which
is

in five reels.

Peggy Hyland, who has won

a host

of admirers while appearing with Yitagraph and some other film organizations, has been selected as the star of

brand-new producing firm called The
May fair Film Corporation. This new
concern is headed by M. A. Schlesinger,
who has had motion-picture interests
for years in both England and South
Africa.
As the American representaa

tive

of

the

International

Theatrical

Agency of England and the African
Theaters Trust, he has negotiated the
lease and sale of rights to the foremost
dramatic productions written on both
^sides of the ocean,

Lasky organization

is

the scene of -Miss

Ferguson's daily labors, and surely all
of us who have enjoyed her work on
the legitimate stage will welcome her
into the celluloid classics, for she is one
player of the speaking stage who will
undoubtedly screen as well as she acts
on the "boards."

Beautiful Anita Stewart's latest appearance bids fair to prove almost as
popular as did her ''That Girl Philippa."
The story is from the pen of George
Randolph and Lillian Chester, and bears
the title "The Message of the Mouse."
It is a seven-reel feature, and was directed by
ilfred North.

W

The
Henry

screen

is

fairly

reveling in O.

stories these days.

In addition

of O. Henry tales offered by
General Film, Triangle is going to pre-

to the

list

and so

is

in a posi-

tion to provide a great quantity of suit-

able material for Miss Hyland.

Charles
J. Brabin, who was Miss Hyland's director at \ itagraph, and superintended
the making of "The Sixteenth Wife,"
one of her most successful Yitagraph
appearances, will direct 4ier Mayfair
activities.

Robert Warwick, who played leading
roles in ''The Argyle Case" and "The
Silent Master" so delightfully, is nearly
through with another Warwick-Selznick
offering, entitled "The Beloved Traitor."
It is an adaptation of Frank L.
Packard's story of the same title, which
has been read by millions, and ought to
give Mr. Warwick still further opporLeonce Perret.
tunities for his talent.
the French director, who made his
American debut as the producer of
"The Silent Master," will direct the
forthcoming Warwick offering.

Screen Gossip
Melbourne McDowell,

many

roles

opposite his

who

played

wife,

Fanny
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Davenoort, and Blanche Walsh in the
Sardou plays, has entered into a contract with Thomas H. Ince, calling for
his early appearance in a number of
His debut
Ince Triangle productions.
will be made opposite Dorothy Dalton
For
in a story of Alaskan atmosphere.
this picture a special street scene had
to be erected in the Culver City "lot,"
typical of the only street in Nome,
Alaska, during the gold rush.
It is
said to be historically correct, and it
surely ought to be, for it was erected
under -the supervision of a former
dance-hall proprietor

who made

tune
the Klondike
and
1898
1899.
in

Carmel Myers,
Arts

in

a forthe days of

until recently a Fine

has been secured by the Yorke

star,

Metro Company to play leads opposite
Harold Lockwood in the film version of
Crampton Terry Elliott's story, "The
Haunted Pajamas."
Miss Myers is
Frances Kirkland, who falls in
love with Lockwood, and while it may
seem strange to some of us to behold
any other girlie than May Allison making eyes at Harold, we probably shall
grow accustomed to seeing Carmel bewitch him, if her splendid work at the
Fine Arts studio' indicates anything.
cast as

Maxine

Elliott,

who

has finished two

multiple-reel features for the

Goldwyn

organization, has gone back to England,

where she
relief

up again her war
She left England for a

will take

work.

brief vacation, and, while resting here,

was induced to become a Goldwyn
Miss Elliott did two pictures, the

along about September 1st we'll all be
told about the treat Goldwyn has in
store.

Bud

Fisher, highest-salaried cartoon-

and famous the world over as
the creator of "Mutt and Jeff," has
ist alive,

taken over the management of the Mutt
and Jeff Cartoons, and will hereafter
personally supervise all the production
as well as oversee the business manage-

ment of the concern. The animated
drawings of Mutt and Jeff have already
entertained millions, but now that Mr.
Fisher himself is at the throttle, we may
expect them to increase still further in
popularity.

star.
first

—

work she has ever attempted one
being a play from the pen of Roi Cooper

Fanny Ward has renewed her contract with Jesse L. Lasky, and work

Megrue, and the other written by Robert H. McLaughlin.
Their titles Gold-

has already started on the first of the
productions she is to do under the terms
of this contract. Up to this time Jack

film

wyn

is

still

jealously

guarding,

but

Screen
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Dean has been playing leading
posite Miss Ward, but now

roles opis

to

do

In
character roles and heavy parts.
each of her forthcoming productions
the fair Fanny is to have a different
leading man. Ah, folks, variety is the
of

spice
just

some

and

life,

folks

are

born lucky.

Oscar Apfel,

talented

the

director

who staged so many of the William
Farnum successes for Fox, is the pro-

Gossip
These productions will be released as
Howl Comedies the producers not being able to refrain from a jest even in
Miss Howell's name.
Several of the

—

new

ready for release,
and include such subjects as "Balloonatics," "Automaniacs," and "Neptune's
Naughty Daughter." Miss Howell will
be the star of each production. Director
J. G. Blystone, who conceived the L-KO
series in which Miss Howell appeared,
is to continue as her director.
pictures are

all

the newly formed
Photo
Paralta
Plays, which heads its
list of stars with those two acknowledged favorites J. Warren Kerrigan
and Bessie Barri scale. Work on the
first Paralta pictures is already under

Pink lemonade and the blare of a
brass band will be all that are needed
to transfer anybody to the actual circus
ring Bessie

Love

way

Paul Powell

is

ducing

of

chief

—

both stars being cast
in leading roles of popular novel adaptations.
Robert Brunton, the art director
of the Ince forces, is employed now in
the same capacity by Paralta.
The
in California,

early

weeks of the

fall will see

the

first

Paralta release.
.

S>t2j>

Universal
serial.

is

off

The newest

:

again
is

on

another

"The

entitled

Mystery of the Gray Ghost/' and is an
adaptation of Arthur Somers Roche's
story. "Loot/' that appeared in a magazine of nation-wide circulation.

Stuart

Paton is directing the company, which
is headed by Harry Carter and Priscilla
Dean, supported by Emory Johnson and
Eddie Polo. Those who have seen the
first few episodes agree that it is one of
the most powerful and dramatic tales
ever issued by Universal. The mystery
is most carefully maintained, and it is
guaranteed to keep us all out on the
edge of our seats all the time.

Your own favorite, Alice Howell,
who became so tremendously popular as
the leading funmaker in many L-KO
comedies, has been honored by having a

new brand

of

film

named

after

her.

lot

when

the next Ince production star-

ready for release.

is

directing the story, which

The

was written by L. V. Jefferson.

company spent more than

a

week

trav-

eling about the country with the Cole

Brothers Circus, and all
acquired so much circus

its

members

atmosphere
that they fairly talked, ate, slept, and
dreamed circus for days and days afterward.
They appeared in the street
parades, ate at the acrobats' table, slept
in the "palatial Pullman private cars,"
and, in fact, did everything possible except
act

appear
of the

in

the arena

the

big

show.

Another Mutual
soon to be seen
service type.

as

star,

Gail Kane,

is

in a play of the secret-

Its title is

"The

Woman

in Black."

A

W estern
7

production staged
a week or two ago on the Ince "lot" at
Culver Citv
had a scene in which the
J
leading players and a whole flock of
"supers" were required to consume
"flapjacks."
They did it very thorSome days
oughly and effectively.
later the itemized expense sheet of the
production is said to have fallen under
certain

Screen Gossip
Thomas H. Ince

the eyes of

himself.

When' he saw the amount checked off
against the making of those flapjacks he
Immediately an
nearly fainted away.
order was issued to use cream-colored
flannel and a circular saw in the future.
Howja like to be an Ince flapjack eater?

Metro
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soon be offering a combination of Barrymores, for Lionel has
will

announced his desertion of the
spoken stage once and for all, and in

just

the future

is

to devote his entire time to

directing the screen

work of his sister,
Mr. Barrymore has

Ethel Barrymore.
been the hero of countless stage pro-

Surely you have all seen Essanay's
"Skinner's Dress Suit" and its
companion piece, "Skinner's
released

Bubble,"

some

Well,
weeks later.
Washburn,
Bryant
Hazel Daly, and
the same supporting cast are just

completing
a

feature

third

en-

in the series,
titled

"Skinner's

Baby,"

which

continuation

is

of

a
the

fascinating story already

two rail'
tiple-reelers.
Mr. Washburn, in the
role of Skinner, has done some of the
screened in the

first

work of his entire screen career.
It has made him even more famous than
he already was. "Skinner's Baby" will
best

probably

One

reputation.

saw the

augment

further

still

thing

is

sure

two "Skinner"

first

going to make

it

—

all

that

who

films are

a point to see the third.

Hardly a week passes that something
"different" isn't offered to movie fans.
The latest is sponsored by Universal,
and consists of motion-picture versions
of popular song successes. One of the
"best sellers"

successes

is

among

modern

Day, another dage favorite,

wIlo has

signed with the American Company.

chosen, and the film un-

folds the story told by the lyrics, the
while the song itself is rendered.
It's
a new wrinkle on the old illustratedsong idea that used to be popular when
"Nickleodians" were the rule instead of

the

j uiieite

the current song

picture palaces.

ductions,

and

likewise

done

yeoman

service in the realm of the silent drama.

He

possessed of undoubted directorial
ability, and the future Ethel Barrymore
subjects under his supervision are apt
to reach new heights.
is

Screen
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Jack Xorworth, famous husband of
Xora Bayes, and starred in both vaudeville and musical-comedy vehicles, is
out at Universal City, where rumor says
he is to be featured in a whole series of
comedy dramas.
Jack certainly can
put a lot of "pep'' into pictures if he
only scores half as heavily as he did in
vaudeville, though how they're going to
screen his voice is a problem that apAnd
parently hasn't yet been solved.
without Jack's voice, what chance would
such lyrics as "Normandy" or ''Over on
the Jersey Side" have had?

Early
tion

Mutual Film Corpora-

this fall

will

present

Edna Goodrich

series of multiple-reel features
to her peculiar talents.

in

a

adapted

''Reputation/' a

Xew York

costume model,
will probably be the first, and ''Queen
X," a story with Chinese atmosphere,
Miss
will be among the later offerings.
Goodrich is assembling a wardrobe
even more elaborate than those she
made famous on the speaking stage,
and dressmakers, the land over, are sure
to sit up and take notice when the Mustory of a

tual-Goodrich films are finally released.

Theda Bara has transferred her
rouge, her bizarre gowns, and her

bewitching personality
hills

own

sun-kissed
next two pro-

to the

Her

of California,

lip

ductions will be staged there under the
direction of

J.

Gordon Edwards, who

produced nearly
tures

The

made

at the

all

of

the

Bara

Fox Eastern

pic-

studios.

of the forthcoming features
are not yet available for publication.
titles

Essanay has opened

its

—the

Niles, Cali-

same plant
that formerly used to house "Broncho
Billy" and his wild West features. Once
more it is to be the production site for
drama of a Western flavor. As the star
fornia,

studios again

Gossip
in

new Essanay Westerns, Jack

the

Gardner, of comic opera and vaudeville
note, has been engaged.

to

Every time things seem to be about
settle down and run smoothly for a

while

motion-picture business,
the bottom has to fall out of something
or the top blow off.
During the past
few weeks both have happened which
tends to make the silent drama an extremely noisy industry.
the

in

—

The

proposition, the bottom of which

suddenly sought lower depths, concerned some American stars and their
connection with the Canadian National
Features after which is the weighty
word Limited. On March nth, Holbrook Blinn, Marguerite Snow, Hugh
Jeffries, and several other of our film
players, accompanied by Director Barry
O'Xeil, left for Trenton, Ontario, to
make films with ail-American casts.
About the first of June, all those above
mentioned set foot again on dear old
Broadway. They had made one picture.
They had come to one conclusion
which had something to do with contracts
and they had taken one train
back home.
The Canadian National
Features, Limited, it is said, is waiting
for war contracts for films to be used

—

—

—

in stimulating recruiting.

The

episode includes the
ever-effervescent Clara Kimball Young.
After Miss Young's long and loquacious communications with Lewis J.
Selznick, who released her pictures, it
was decided that there were some very
intricate details of finance connected
with the Clara Kimball Young Film
Corporation, and Miss Young and Mr.
Selznick have withdrawn from the battle fronts in favor of members of the
legal

stance

lid-flying

profession.

Incidentally,

Talmadge and

Con-

Tom Moore

are

where were
produced the Young-Selznick films.

being filmed

And

so

it

in the

goes.

studio

Screen Opportunity Contest
Final
of

THESE
judges

the

contestants

—

busy

Miss Rambeau, and Mr. Duffy had
hoped to be able to announce in this
issue the winners of the most successful contest ever conducted in conjunction with motion pictures, but it was
found to be impossible. With so many
thousands of entries to be carefully
considered, and individual consideration given by the three judges to each
entry, some idea of the magnitude of
their task

may

the judges are

be imagined.

now

However,

well on their

way

and next
month's issue of Picture-Play will
positively contain the names and photoward

a

final

selection,

tographs of the twelve winners.

Herewith are presented more pictures
of a very few of those who have entered the contest, and if your picture
was not among the number published
last month, and you do not find it
among these, do not lose hope it may

—

be one of the twelve to be published
next month just as any one of these

may

—

-be

The

among

—

winners next month Some
What the winners will do.

of

days for the
of the Screen OpporMr. Powell,
Contest.

are

tunity

announcement

that number.

of the contest editors, ever
a busy place, became even busier as
May twentieth, the last day for entries
for the Screen Opportunity Contest,
drew near. Each mail brought more
office

and the piles of photographs
and letters, which already seemed to
occupy every available inch of space,
were piled higher and higher. Progress in and out and about the office
became almost a matter of military
maneuver.
The Screen Opportunity Contest has
entries,

not only aroused nation-wide interest,

but

has aroused the

also

interest

of

many

of the nation's leaders. Mr. Powell recently was in receipt of two letters
from the Honorable Champ Clark,

speaker of the House of Representatives; one written in long hand by Mr.

from the speaker's room in the
Capitol at Washington.
The judges

Clark,

are also in receipt of personal letters

from ex-Governor Major, of Missouri,
and State Senator Gilchrist, of Xew
\ ork.
When men as busy as the
speaker of the House of Representatives of the United States and the other
national characters mentioned can find
time to write personal letters about the
Screen Opportunity Contest, you can
see that they, like thousands of ethers,
appreciate fully just what and how big
are the opportunities to those who
would shine on the screen offered

through

this

Magazine,

contest by Picture- Play

Mr.

Powell,

the

Mutual

Film Corporation, which will distribute
the pictures in which the winning contestants appear.

has been definitely determined by
the judges that instead of asking the
twelve winners to come to Xew York
at the same time, it would be to th
best interests of the winners that three
or, probably, four be asked to come
first, ready to work before the camera,
and the others to come as soon as another film is started three weeks later.
This will be done that each and every
one of the winning contestants may be
given a part of sufficient importance
to demonstrate to the entire satisfaction
Powell and of themselves
of Mr.
It

—

whether or not they have
stuff that

makes

stars.

in

them the

To

definitely

—

determine whether or not
any one or all of the
twelve winners are capaof

ble

stellar

achieve-

ments, it is essential that
each and every contestant
be given full opportunity
to show himself or her-

utmost advan-

self to the

tage while working in his
or her

first picture.

twelve

be

cannot

There
suffi-

good parts
picture, and

ciently

single

winners will
profit by the
rangement.

The

in

a

the

ultimately

above

ar-

three or four win-

who may first be
lected, and who will

ners

se-

ap-

before the camera, will not have an advantage in any way over
those who follow them.

pear

first

Picture-Plav Magazine and Mr. Powell are
looking for new faces
screen faces, which in
time may draw nickels,
dimes, and dollars to the
box offices of thousands
of

the

theaters

There

over.

room

at

cially

in

ture

the

the

business.

player

may

is

world
always

—

espetop
motion-pic-

And

in a short time

become the master of

own

the
his

he can
deliver the goods, he can
destiny.

practically

If

name

his

salary and the conditions

under which he will work.
The winners of the
Screen Opportunity Conbe given every
opportunity to deliver the
goods. They will be given

test

will

parts

—

ture

real parts

—

productions,

in fea-

which

;

be distributed

will

all

over the world by one
of the largest releasing
organizations, the Mu-

Film Corporation

tual

and they

will

of
one of

direction

the

der

work un-

Frank Powell,

the master directors of
the
pictures,
motion

man who has
credit many of

his

to

the big

successes of the screen
and a man who has ever

been quick to recognize
and to develop players

Mr. Powell, as we have stated in
the past, has the honor

of progress.

of being the first

man

dramatic opportunities to both Theda

to give

He

Sweet.
tain

Blanche

and

Bara

that

feels

cer-

through

this

contest

others

found

who

will
will

be
in

time enjoy reputations
as great as those two
stars.

AFTER WINNERS ARE
SELECTED.

AS

soon as the winners have been
determined upon

bv

three

the

judges,

they will be informed
by telegram or letter

good fortune in
being selected, and all
the minor details will
be arranged immediof their

ately.

We are

conduct-

ing this contest for the
good of the winners
and the good of the

photo play in general.
We shall allow nothing
take

to

8

place

in

any

Screen
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Opportunity Contest

connection with it which might invite
any criticism other than most favorable.

For

this

reason, Picture-Play

Magazine will insist that before a
winner has been absolutely decided
upon, consent of his or her parents or
guardians must be given. As soon as
the fortunate twelve have been finally
selected, arrangements will be made as
to the dates on which they will be called
to the studio for

work.

They

will

come

probably three or four at a time, in order to afford each the individual attention which will be necessary for bringout all their latent talent and affording them an opportunity to gain
stardom as soon as possible if they pos-

ing-

do it.
Merely as a matter of protection, the

The

who

ners

will not be

from the residence of the
winners to New York City, which is
to be paid by us, will not be turned over
until the end of the first week in New

governed by anything except

the particular types needed at the time.

We

ask for those first whose personality and appearance best fit the
characters of the scenario in which they
are to play. Each will receive personal
shall

attention,

instruction,

advice,

and aid

from Air. Powell.
Each month we shall publish in Picture-Play Magazine an article telling
of the progress of the winners, as no
doubt

our readers will be interested
to learn how they are getting on.
all

letters to the judges.

sess the ability to

railroad fare

of those of the winare to be called for work first

selection

THE

contest department of

ture-Play Magazine
ceipt

letters,

of

many

in re-

and

telegrams

which have come

closing of the contest.

is

Pic-

in

An

since the
effort

was

each one who sent in
an inquiry, but this has been impossible
in scores of cases, because the writer,
especially of telegrams, neglected to
It is practistate his or her address.
cally useless, however, to send in a letter or wire, as a great many have done,

York.
It will then be paid, together
In cases where
with the first salary.
the contestant lives at a distance which
would require an expenditure for fare
which would be inconvenient or perhaps impossible for the winner to spare,
we shall give an order to the railroad
company for first-class passage to New
York. This will, no doubt, s mplify
matters a great deal.
As soon as the winners reacii New

made

met at the station and
whatever place they desire

make

certain that they will be able to

come

to

York they

will be

escorted to
to remain.

We

shall

make every

en-

chaperon the winners during
There
their entire stay in Xew York.
will be nothing for the parents to fear
regarding their welfare while they are
The
employed at the Powell studio.
film world has on several occasions suffered from a thoroughly mistaken opinion on the part of the public which the
younger profession inherited from the
btage, and all the producers are conducting their plants with the utmost

deavor

to

care, in order to satisfy the public that
it

deserves the highest reputation.

to reply to

to learn the result of the contest.

judges will require some time to

The
make

and will have to communicate with the winners in order to
final

decisions,

Xew

York.

Just as soon as
ones have been

twelve fortunate
chosen, the announcement will be pub-

the

lished

in

Picture-Play

Magazine

;

and, therefore, little information can be
gained by earlier communication with
the judges.

A

few of the contestants have written us. asking why we did not acknowledge the receipt of their entries. It is
obvious that, where over twenty-five
thousand applications were sent in, it
would have been a colossal task to undertake to reply individually to each
contestant merely to state that the pho-

:

Screen

Opportunity Contest

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF WINNERS.

tographs and letter had been received.
If you sent the entry to the contest to
the contest department, properly addressed, with sufficient postage, it was
no doubt received, or the post office

is

and all
the details will have been completed in time for definite and final announcement in the next issue of Picture-Play Magazine, which will be
the September number.
It will be on
sale at all news stands the first of August, or you can order it directly from

,

back

to the contest-

in

the

As soon

announcement has

the

as

been made, plans will be completed for
bringing the winners to Xew York and
proceeding to make as many of them
as have the qualifications bright and

—

We

Our

the twelve winners

the publishers.

event that they are not
among the winners. If, through any
unavoidable cause, these are not returned, we shall not be responsible for
them. They were sent in with this understanding, as it was published with
every set of rules.
are, however,
doing our utmost to return all rejected
entries which contained postage.
ants

certain that the judges will have

IT picked

would have returned it to you.
There are a great many photographs
which were sent us with postage inclosed, and we are making every effort to send these
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shining stars of the silent drama
to
gratify their cherished hopes and ambitions.

Number

Special Patriotic

NEXT MONTH'S
Picture-Play Magazine

will

be a special patriotic

will be the best edition ever issued

Picture-Play Magazine

number, and

by a motion-picture publication.

working with representatives of
the Military Service of the United States Government to obtain
authoritative articles for this number.
It will contain

A

special

feature

is

written by

Lieutenant Charles

P.

dishing,

of the United States Marine Corps.

A

profusely illustrated fiction story written from

ford's patriotic film,

There

"The

will be over

Little

200

Mary

Pick-

American."

illustrations

and 40 features

in

«

Picture-Play Magazine's Patriotic
On

sale

August

first

— dated

September.

— Send

in

Number
your order now.

;

Hints for Scenario Writers
Instructions for the picture playwright, with

where and

on

notes

what he can

By Clarence

addressed, stamped envelope should be inclosed.
sitate, it is

booklet for scenarios.

— Editor's

THE MARKET MUDDLE.

YOUNG

faction of our fellow writer, as well as

up one

picks

writer

slightest idea that

into proper

new, and

is

will

form themselves.

work
Then

he picks up another publication containing motion-picture news, and is in•

formed from the columns thereof that
the
scenario
nuisance is becoming
greater and greater with the producers
that they are daily receiving carloads of

utterly worthless manuscripts,

those

who

company

and that

are not on the staff of a

do

save time,
energy, and postage, and not send out
any scripts.
Consequently the young
writer is puzzled as to what really is
the true state of affairs.
will

well

to

One well-meaning

but not overly exwriter
on motion-picture
subjects recently encountered this subject, and, after working it over in his
mind, could only sum it up in the fol-

perienced

lowing question
ers who long to
ducers who long
:

"Why

it

that writ-

and probuy them cannot

sell

to

is

plays

get together ?"

The answer

Mr. Caine, will be gladly answered, but an
great amount of time that it would necesany scripts. Six cents in stamps will bring

Note.

motion-picture paper or reads
a short notice in the motionpicture section of the daily paper to the
effect that producers never before were
so badly in need of scenarios, and that
they will eagerly seize upon even the
it

to

to the

impossible for Mr. Caine to read and criticize

you our market

A

Due

Caine

J.

Qvestions concerning scenario writing, addressed

sell.

the thousands of others in

We

holds quite an important place.
do not entirely blame the producers, as
do many neither do we think the writers should be given more than a fair
share of the responsibility for bringing
about this unfortunate condition. Both
it

;

are partly at fault.
First, there is the producer.

been crystallized in our mind, and we
will endeavor to answer it to the satis-

When

were required in the early
days, they were sketchy little things,
dashed off with a little plot, much physical action, and little mental effort. Ten
to twenty-five dollars was good money
for those, because they were easily written and an author's production capacity
But conditions
was really immense.
changed.
Scenarios become more and
scenarios

more

like

novels,

plays,

short

stories

To-day it
requires as much to write a good scenario as it does to write a good work
in any other literary field.
But producers have not realized this, and only
recently they have waked up to the fact
that to exist in the future they must
which require

real

effort.

deal with authors in a bigger way, both

and otherwise. But in the
meantime these same producers have
driven many a good writer from the
financially

field

to that question has long

whose brain

whose ideas

right

now

are the very

thing the producers are seeking. These
writers will return when assured of
fair treatment, so it is up to the pro-

:

Hints for Scenario Writers
Also the
ducers to win them back.
producers must look to the younger
writers, and give them every encouragement if they hope to be supplied with,
material in the future. They must realize, in other words, that the beginner
of to-day will be the star of to-morrow.
Having disposed of one of the parties,

we now

take the other

—the

writer.

The writer is to blame for keeping
himself away from the studios because
he does not take his work seriously
enough. Now, many beginners realize
from the first that writing screen
dramas is serious work, and that it
takes much time and pains for them to
learn all its "ins and outs" before even
trying a script of their

own

creation.

These people are excepted from what

The

follows.

work

writers

who

fail to

take

the picture does, and not
if

it

"It

safe

is

all

outsiders.

Trained writers spend weeks working
over their scenarios. If the writers as
a whole wish to clear themselves of all
blame in the
nonselling"« argument,
they must take just as much time and
pains.
So long as writers mostly new
continue to dash off plays, so long
will producers feel prejudiced against
'

—

—

the outsider.

REX BEACH OX ROYALTY.

Rex Beach,

noted novelist, recently entered the producing field at the
head of the Rex Beach Feature Play
Company, and, at the time of his advent,

the

made some

interesting

remarks

regarding the author and the manner
in which he should be paid. Mr. Beach
strongly believes in the royalty plan of
payment the author making money if

—

Mr.

—

any.

against

declares

—

make

films

say,"

to

Beach, "that the average moving-picture royalty contract does not yield the
author more than ten per cent of the
profits taken by the producer.
"So long as writers consent to sell
outright their photo-play rights, so long
will producers take advantage of that
fact, as they have every reason to do,
and so long will authors continue to
complain of unfair treatment."
Mr. Beach then gave some striking
figures on the returns that pictures
have brought, and afterward said
"Of course, all pictures are not successful
a producer will say that these
alone are not fair examples of earnings.
Quite so many productions show a
small profit,

seriously

making any

fails.

study at its prinThen
ciples for a few short hours.
they dash oft an effort and send it in.
Another effort follows, then another.
Maybe they write two or three in a few
hours if they are going well. All this
is truck, and the producers become disgusted when they are swamped with it.
It serves to prejudice the men who
the

277

some

but with intelligent

reasonably

money,
handling, and with

actually lose

efficient distribution, there is

no greater hazard in this than in the
business of producing plays, and an author can well afford to face the risk of
no returns in case the photo plav fails,

provided he be allowed to share equitably the profits when, or
It is

so, his

if,

there are

the producer's refusal to do

failure to properly appraise the

importance of the latter's work, that is
most largely to blame for the inferior
quality of

moving

pictures.

But

it

is

the author's fault that he has permitted

himself and his work to fall into such
low esteem."
It will be interesting to see some company experiment with the royalty plan.
The bookkeeping which would be entailed would be considerable, but we
believe that the result would prove
highly beneficial to the trade in general.
Maybe Mr. Beach's company will start
the movement, though at present it is
making nothing but adaptations from
If this concern doesn't, we
his works.
to
Goldwyn,
Empire, All Star,
look
Artcrafts, or some other progressive

company

to

do

so.

Hints for Scenario Writers
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SCENARIO-WRITING SCHOOLS.

Those who have been
scenario-writing

picture

year

motion-

game

for

a

more doubtless have heard

or

much about "fake
from

in the

schools" and the like

sources.

;

is

significant of itself.

Xow

one of the active producing
companies has stepped forward and
asked for the help of the other companies in ridding the field of the plague
of the "fake scenario school."'
The
company is Thomas A. Edison. Inc.,

and

time ago it asked all
the other large concerns to join in a
short

a

campaign which would protect the
young and inexperienced writers from
"sharks" of the literary world.
Mr.
L. W. McChesney, manager of the motion-picture division for the Edison
Company, has stated that unless the
other companies come forward with the
desired aid, the Edison concern, with
the

help

of

Federal

the

take the matter in

own

its

"Some shameful

will

officers,

hands.

Mr. McChesney, "and
we are resolved to take some action to
discourage this plain form of swindling.
attention," said

receive

number

of

a

constantly

letters

money

or

increasing

from persons who

they are the graduates of
uch and such correspondence courses,
and, because of this, consider themselves proficient script writers.
I can
say without hesitation that one hundred
per cent of the matter received from

who

of persons

believe,

who

are persuaded to believe, that
can make fortunes writing sce-

they

narios."

We
a

are

more than glad

see that

to

company of importance has

taken a

real

interest

in

this

at last

subject.

Writers for various publications have
long harped on it, and often persons
who were both conscientious and capable of helping beginners were made
victims of those having "an ax to
grind" and a means of grinding it. All
scenario schools and teachers are not
fakes
in fact, we hold no one a fake

—

until

it is

known

proved.

that

some

However,
schools

it is

well

make

big

promises and then charge fees for mere
nothing.
These people should be run
out of business, and the sooner the
better.

school or teacher who actually
tries to give the pupil an idea of the

The

'requirements of the screen, and is capable of doing the same in the eyes of
experienced scenario writers, should be

encouraged. They do much to help beginners.
Therefore it will be well for
the companies to get together and sep-

from the

chaff, so that

know he is at all
times safe in seeking to learn the general idea of scenario writing from some
Any such moveadvertised agency.
ment has the moral and physical support of both this writer and of Pic-

the young writer will

ture-Play Magazine.

that

state
c

.

such

people

is

which shows just
derive

absolutely

how

little

from the alleged

scenario-writing

per

ting the

for the purpose of get-

arate the wheat

instances

of the
manner in which these fake organizations operate recently have come to my

We

solely

There

have
been threats of investigations, and a
few times investigations have actually
resulted.
Sometimes these investigations actually exposed a fake at other
times they were dropped quietly, which
various

formed

cent

of

schools.

these

worthless,
benefit they
'courses'

in

Xinety-nine

institutions

were

de mille speaks on scenarios.
In the recent issue of the Illustrated
Weekly Magazine of the Los Angeles
Times, William de Mille, scenario editor, and also director for the Lasky

Company, gave some highly

interesting

views in regard to scenario writing
general and

scenario

writing

Lasky Company in particular.
"The amateur must learn,"

in

for

the

said

Mr.

:

;

:

Hints for Scenario Writers
de Mille, "that scenarios are not writIt takes a
ten as are letters to home.
trained writer from four to eight weeks
Into prepare a story for the screen.
experienced writers seem to think they
can turn off three or four in an afternoon.

"We

encourage scenario writing as
much as possible, because it may disclose a latent talent, but, unless there
is

some degree of

intelligence in pre-

paring the story, the talent will be entirely submerged in a sea of words. All
the talent has to do is to stick its periscope up a little above the sea, and we
can spot it immediately.

"As the photo drama is the most
democratic form of amusement, so is
writing the most democratic
and popular indoor sport at the present
time.
Even if the writer is a shopgirl,
living in a hall bedroom, and writing
a scenario on the top of her trunk, or
a blacksmith, toiling by his forge to
write his story on a scrap of paper, do
you realize that scenario writing is the
only opportunity they have to give vent
to the feelings within them ?
In other
words, it does a person a lot of good
to get the story out of his system, even
if it never has a chance of being pro-

straight channel,

ments for a Lasky

five-reel

production

— Fundamental idea of
the average auditor.
"Second — Logical premises,
sequence,
conclusion.
"Third — Characterization,
"Fourth — Dramatic value
thought,
commonly known as the mental punch.
"Fifth — Dramatic value
or the physical punch.
"Sixth — Constant growth, progression of the
"Seventh — Beauty, harmony,
sim"First

interest

tc

logical

logical

action.

in

in situations,

story.

plicity,

for

the

color.

story

By
to

simplicity

run

along

is

meant
in

one

num-

—
—

not contain practically sixty per cent of
these requirements is returned simply
with the comment, 'Not available.'

However,

any sign of possibilities, it is criticized by one or more
of the Lasky experts, and then reThese experts are William C.
turned.
de Mille, head of scenario department
Eugene W. Presbery, dramatist, and
Marian Fairfax, also a famous dramaif

there

is

tist.

"Every story

is

carefully read,

and

a

record kept of every story submitted
with its criticism. Running through the
files, the most frequent criticisms are as
follows
"Too unpleasant a subject morbid,
or dealing with the underworld or white
slavery. The Lasky Company does not
want this kind of story.
"Rambling story covering a period

—

—
of twenty years.
"No sympathy— lacks
of

human

ises

a

knowledge

nature.

story founded on illogical prem-

— so

there could be no logical con-

clusion.

"Fundamental idea of no

are as follows

a

"Eighth Picturesque value.
"Ninth Novelty in treatment.
"And, after all of these, it must have
the breath of life, it must live, it must
be human, feeling. A story which does

"A

"I will state that the story require-

and not have

ber of branches.

scenario

duced.
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interest to

average audience.
"Filled with incidents, but not leading to a climax.

"No

suspense.

Ending of story

is

seen long before the picture is well under way.
"Lack of dramatic sense -this exists
in seventy-five per cent of plays re-

—

ceived.

"Open

repetition

of

plays

already

seen on the screen or on the stage.
"No reason for story lack of char-

—

acterization.

"Out of every two hundred manuscripts received by the Lasky Company,

—
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one of them

may

form the ban of a photo drama.
There is no inner circle of Lasky Company writers. In fact, that organizawill

tion

is

continually spending thousands

of dollars finding the people who can
write the kind of plays they require.
Every story submitted is carefully read
in the

hope that there may be a possi-

of securing that person's services
as a regular writer.
If the story contains any possibilities, and the writer
bility

within a short distance of Los Angeles, they are asked to come to the
studio, and there they go over the story
with one of the heads of the department. The head first gives the author
a destructive criticism of the story, and
then a constructive criticism, showing
where things could be filled up how
they could be worked out to better advantage. The author is then sent back
with a request to rewrite it, and submit
it again, or submit other work."
lives

—

According

to

William de Mille, the
is

that they can-

faults.

If they could

great fault of writers

not see their

own

see the faults in that story, they natu-

would not commit them. It takes
some experienced, some unbiased perrally

son to point out these faults. Then,
the author has any possibilities, he
able to correct

THE CREATIVE MIND.

contain an idea that

if
is

them and improve by

the experience.
Stories are too hard to get to be care-

glanced through by office boys or
a stenographer.
Every story submitted
tc the Lasky Company is read through
very carefully for even a germ of an
idea or a suggestion. An idea may be
lessly

In a general way we all have creative
minds, as is well known.
Otherwise
we would never be able to do anything
except that which we had seen done
before or which w e were drilled to do.
In a more restricted sense we speak of
r

the

creative

mind

who

create

writers

used in other

who

viduals

as

belonging

stories

fields

to

create

;

also

to

it

designate indivarious things.

Then, in an even more restricted sense,
it is used in the field of authorship to
designate the superior mind, which performs duties of wmich lesser minds in

same field are incapable.
Used in the latter sense, the term
"creative mind" has a very finely
the

shaded meaning. A beginner who sits
down and starts to w rite his first scenario is convinced that he has a creative mind. But has he? He may have
one idea to start with which is a creation of his brain, but when he comes to
seek other ideas, to make this one grow
T

into

a

play,

his

mind unconsciously

seeks that which has entered his
in

the past.

He remembers

motion pictures seen,

life

parts of

and
incidents from real life. Then he combines these, and soon has his play. But
stories read,

the only creative effort

The

rest

is

is

the

first idea.

Had

the art of combining.

he started with his original idea, and
then created other original ideas from
the suggestions offered by all of the
things he thought of thereafter, he
surely could be said to have a wonderful,
But the strain
creative mind.
would be immense, and very likely the
result would not be fully satisfactory

purchased and a story built on that idea
by one of the staff writers. None of

in fact,

the staff writers sees a story or does

he combined altogether.

any of the reading, and they do not
start to work on any idea until that idea
has been purchased and is the sole and
exclusive property of the Lasky Com-

The really successful writer
one who has mastered the art of

is

ing and using incidents from real

life

This prevents the staff writers
from committing plagiarism.

if

pany.

is

;

those

maybe

not as satisfactory as

if

the

creat-

or

remembered from other works

they are not too prominent in the

other works

— successfully combining

all

—
Hints
lifelike story.

The great

the beginner meets

culty

inability to

with

diffi-

is

his

blend together that which

is

because it really happened in life or because it has been used
before in fiction he has read, and that
which he creates himself and which
real to him, either

mind becomes trained to create
seem rather dim and hazy. Too

until his

—

will

often the happening in life entirely controls the plotting mind, and the result
is dry and uninteresting.
If a trained

mind were handling the same thing, it
would use only so much of the ''reallife" incident as was good material.
Then the creative mind w ould take up
T

the task of rounding out the play, and

blend the unreal with the
both become a new reality.

An
ers

excellent training for

who wish

real,

until

young

writ-

to develop their creative

mind and combining powers is te take
short items from newspapers which tell
of some domestic or other trouble or
event, and use as many of the facts as
needed

to create

and combine

interesting story has

until

grown out

The same may be done with
ing in real

of

an
it.

a happen-

but the big thought to
be kept in mind is to shake off the idea
that the real story, as it stands in type,
is a plot.
It is not, and your skill in
creating

make

it

life,

and combining
such

if it is

When

whole forms a

his material so that the

smooth,

for Scenario Writers

will

a sale

is
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registered,

we

think

a writer should pay special attention to

the

company which has thus encouraged
At
it his best efforts.
same time, he should not ignore the

him, and give
the

other companies, for one sale will not

keep him a lifetime, and maybe the
company will purchase no more from
him.

Upon

a second, third, or

more

however, it is time for the writer
to begin studying the particular company's products closely, and writing
pretty much to please them.
If letters
from the editor come with the sales,
there is every reason in the world why
the writer should believe he will profit
by centralizing his submissions on this
company.
This may lead to a close connection,
but it is always well for the writer to
also have one or two scenarios in the
general field, just to keep a line on it
for future use
though the big thing to
play up to is the regular market. The
steady market comes to all of us sooner
or later if we keep at it, and only has
At
to be looked for and taken care of.
sales,

—

same time all of us also like to feel
that even though the regular market
should close down, we would still be
well known in the general field and able
the

to

establish

a

connection

in

another

quarter or quarters.

have to

to be a plot at

all.

CENTRALIZING SUBMISSIONS.

SHORT POSTAGE.

The poorest kind

of

economy

that

beginner breaks into the
game, he generally sends his products
the entire rounds of the studios, trying
those most likely to buy each particular
type of story first and then the others
who may also be interested in it. This,
we believe, is as good as any system
for use during the early days of a
writer's career, for it permits him to
sort of "feel out" the market in general,
and also places his name before the edi-

an author can practice is sending his
scenarios to companies short two or
four cents postage. If the company is
kind enough not to refuse the manuscript, it will at least be prejudiced
against the author. For a matter of a
few pennies it isn't worth it. If you
wish to "short" the return postage, that
is your own business
you will have to
pay it in the end anyway. But do not,
under any circumstances, send scripts
not fully postpaid to any of the com-

tors.

panies.

When

a

;
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THE LATENT SPARK.
In almost every part of the country
there are dozens and dozens of people
who have latent talent for writing, but
who unfortunately either lack the
courage or the knowledge which perThey do not
mits them to go ahead.
know, in many cases, that such a thing
as talent for authorship could be within
their humble minds, for they believe all
authors live in New York and are
sort of individuals of another sphere.
Often, even when the knowledge of
latent talent comes to a person, he will
hold back because he feels it is no use
that he could merely make a feeble
attempt at the best, and then fail so
he does nothing about it. These cases
are as unfortunate as they are numerous. There is no doubting the fact that
if some of these people could be trained,
and would work for the desired goal,
they would take their place high among
the photo-playwrights of the country
within a short time.
But to arrive at
an end one must make a start. And
without knowledge of one's latent
talent, or courage to use that talent,
nothing can ever be accomplished.

—

—

A

way

sure

latent ability

is

which

feeling

that

tell

come

—

you if you
that you must

to

—

felt

ing

it,

That

is

also

a sure sign of the

to write out his ideas

what the ideas are

first trial

or

feeling

advise every person who
strongly the desire, after fight-

satisfaction

it

Most people

you.

We

has

ter

talent for writing

is

have the
to put their ideas forward with

ability.

that

fail to

will

will lead

—

to

—no

do

come

mat-

A. G.

—

that

when

a

script

has been our experience

It

in

company marred a manuany manner while it was in

their care, they always

were willing

to

and repair all damage as far
Write a dignified letter to
the editor of the company which tore
and soiled your scenario, and I think
he will have the marred pages recopied
by one of the company's stenographers.
retype

it

as possible.

E. B.

—

It

best not to

is

make

ductory scenes too long, as it
to get people interested anyway

is

intro-

hard

at first.

If a certain line of interesting action

can be worked out,
the beginning, as

it

is

will

it

preferable in

impress one or

P.

—The

reason

we cannot under-

take to criticize scenarios is because of
the length of time required to do justice

other

to

work and

such

business

the

on hand.

press

of

To merely

glance over a script takes but a few
minutes, but to give what we would

consider a worthy criticism would require hours of study and analysis, and
just now we have not those hours for
ourself.

W.

—When

the

writing a working
script, and using the cut-back system,
you cut back to the last scene dealing

Then
show

with the continuous action, and not to
the original. You can place the setting

after

vou further.

I.

I.

The

so.

your real talent will
show. If you have talent, you

will be that

J.

an audience. The other characters can
then be introduced later.

be sure there
somewhere within

little effort.

ANSWERS TO READERS.

to try to fight off the

may

ability

it.

two characters strongly on the minds of

will

this

success of

you have

to

have such hidden talent
express your ideas. They may be simple ideas, indeed, but if you try to put
them from your mind, and fail, you

who have

up the work with fire and enthusiasm, but if not, you will lose interest and drop it off in time. In either
case you will be more satisfied. Don't
hang back because you lack the courage
to make a trial at the game and see
what you really can do. If you do, you
will always be unhappy and dissatisfied,
because you will never know definitely
whether or not you could have made a
will take

E.

by stating

it

is

the

same

as the original

Hints for Scenario Writers
such happens to be the case,

scene,

if

or,

not,

if

by stating the background

In regard to night scenes, it is
always the best policy to write some
word or words descriptive of that fact
right after the setting, and in parenthebriefly.

In regard to actual
props, the writer needn't
the director does not know
he is incompetent, and it
ses.

settings

and

bother.

If

what

to use,

wouldn't do
any good to tell him the right thing anyway. If he is a good director, he needs

no

telling.

W. H.

C.

when

—Our

market

booklets,

up to date, but as time
passes some companies change their
wants. If a writer watches our "Live
Wire Market Hints" section of this deissued, are

partment, he will note these changes as
they occur, for we endeavor to list all
Thus he will be enabled to
of them.
keep right up to the times as far as
the needs of the companies go.

— We

never advise the
T. W.
writing of strictly "season" stories,
which can be filmed only in the fall,
spring, et cetera, for they seem to be a

H.

"drug on the market."

sort of a

The

general story that can be made in the
East, North, West, or South, and during any one of the four seasons, is the
best kind of story to write.

The

recent changes in the Triangle
corporation eliminated the Fine Arts

Company, 4500 Sunset Boulevard, Los
Angeles, California, from the scenario
market, as that studio has been shut
down. Thomas H. Ince, chief of the
New York Motion Picture Company's
studios, Culver City, California, has
taken over most of the force from Fine
Arts, and will consequently need even
more scenarios in the future than in the
past.
Then, too, Triangle has established an Eastern studio in New York,

and scenarios are wanted there. The
address of the new market is Triangle
Film Company, 1457 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
The Sunshine Comedy Company,
Hollywood, California, composed princippally of Billie Ritchie, Gertrude
Selby, and Henry Lehrman, are mak-

conditions.

Fox program.

for the

suited

terial,

to

The Kalem Company,

HINTS.

SHORT SHOTS.
Don't

let

mechanism of the

the

control your

characters.

human

who have

beings

plot

Make them

a life to lead.
In a writer's early days he looks for-

when he won't have

to the time
;

to

he ceases look-

later

ing.

A

Glendale, Cali-

changed the Ham and Bud
of comedies to two-reelers, and

who have

trio,

"stunt."

study any more

MARKET

this

worked together a long time, will find
a ready market in this studio, as Lehrman, who directs, is always alert for
anything that is new and funny, and
may even buy a novel or amusing

ward

LIVE-WIRE

week
Good farce ma-

ing a two-reel farce every other

If the cli-

mate has a noticeable effect, then the
company can change such parts of the
story as must be changed to meet local
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method of

sure

suicide

is

telling

fornia, has

the editor, via a long letter, that your

series

story

wants material for them.

In a recent

statement

department

the

scenario

states it wants both full scenarios and
ideas which may be developed into sceAll submissions to this comnarios.
pany should contain business and action

suitable
still

have

to

these

two comedians and

definite plot.

is strictly

Ah,

me

!

single script

true to

life.

what folly to write but a
and then sit down to await

the coming of the check.

A

play which never leaves

never

home

will

sell.

From

the very beginning learn to live

the life about you, and to write of life
as

you

live

and see

it

lived.

Gladys
B Rockwell,
was only three years old
when she played the role
of a newsboy in a benefit
performance

of

REFORE
THE

''The

>nTARX

^HONE
fALRAY

Charity Ball." After this
infantile plunge into theatrical life she retired to
B C's, and
learn her
reappeared before the
footlights at the age of seven.
of her permanent career.

A

BE

(f

This was the beginning

Wallace

Reid, famous for his work in leading
roles opposite Geraldine Farrar, was born in St.
Louis, and is the son of Hal Reid, well-known
writer of melodrama.
He was educated at the
New Jersey Military Academy, and in 1909, after
leaving school, went to Wyoming, where he worked
on a ranch, ran a hotel, and assisted in the government survey of the Shoshone Dam. Later he was
a reporter in New York before he became an actor.

McGowan,

well-known actor and director of the Kalem railroad series with Helen
Holmes as his daring lead, was born in Australia,
and has had an eventful career. He was first a
seaman, then in the cattle industry, and later a
soldier in the Boer War. He came to America with
some horses for the St. Louis Exposition, and soon
became interested in stage work. His first theatrical
appearance was in Robert Mantell's company, and
he now holds a high rank in the dramatic profession.

James

P.

Miriam Cooper

has reached an enviable place
without
ever having had any stage
in the film world
She was born in Baltimore, and diexperience.
vided the years of her childhood between Maryland and Virginia. When she was twelve her family moved to New York, and Miriam was educated
She began to play in 1912, her first
in that city.
picture being "A Blot on the 'Scutcheon," RelianceMiss Cooper now plays for Fox.
iestic.

Marc MacDermott

first

became interested

in

motion pictures while playing on the legitimate stage
For a long time he shared the disdain of
abroad.
One day
his fellow players for the silent drama.
he was persuaded to visit a cinema theater, and was
deeply impressed with the lifelike portrayals of the
A few years later, the films by that time
screen.
having become almost an obsession with him, he
visited America, and immediately joined the Edison
Company as a leading man. Now with Yitagraph.

«

Pearl

Ifellin^whaLt

White,

the

popular heroine of such
stirring pictures as

IV>pul<ar

"The

Exploits of Elaine" and
"Pearl of the Army," entered the realm of the

layers did

rior to becoining screen
favorites

silent

drama with Pathe

about four years ago.
Fortune and world-wide
fame have come to her
since she was forced to desert the speaking stage because her voice failed. It was then she entered films.

Gertrude McCoy considers
began with her debut

that her career really

in filmland,

though she had

acted in legitimate drama since childhood. It was
almost by accident that she applied for work at
the Edison studio, thinking that she might earn some

money

there during the oft seasons of the theater.
She played minor parts at first, but her versatile
ability both as an actress and scenario writer was
soon recognized. She was born in Rome, Georgia.

Doxald

Crisp,

who

is

famous

in the film

world

"Romona,"
is a Londoner, and was educated at Eton College,
where he gained distinction in literature and athHe saw service in the Boer War with the
letics.
Tenth Hussars, and was wounded three times/ He
for having produced the Clune picture

made

appearance in this country at
a benefit performance, and his success in this play
so impressed John C. Fisher that Crisp was engaged to play in ''Florodora."
his first stage

Arthur Rosson, who

Jack Devereaux
and Winifred Allen, confesses that he began his
business career as bus boy at one of the Yanderbilt
weddings in Newport. That Rosson does not fordirects

is evinced by the fact that whenever he needs a distinguished-looking butler in his
pictures, he sends for his first employer, Walter
Bussell, who for many years was caterer extraordinary to the "400" of Xew York and Xewport.

get his old friends

Gail Kane, reputed
tiful

actresses

to be one of the

of the day,

most beau-

was taken with stage

fever when, as a mere girl at boarding school in
Xewburgh, New York, she played in amateur performances. She first acted professionally in Frohman's "Decorating Clementine," a part in this play
having been offered her while she was summering

Long Beach, Long

After a successful
stage career she transferred her talents to screen-

at

dom, and

is

now

Island.

a leading

woman

for World.

Anita

StewartSixth

Ambulance
this warring
IN age,
when there
cannot be found

men

sufficient

to offer

themselves to be shot

army

the

in

enough

or

women

to take care of

them after they
are shot, what is a
poor picture-play actress to do?
Anita

who

Stewart,
pretty

that

so

is

any

if

man were

sure she'd
be his nurse he'd see
to

that he

it

even
it

was

he had to do

if

himself, has

face

this-

was

She

shot,

had

to

problem.

born

in

Brooklyn, educated in
Brooklyn, has lived
in Brooklyn, and was

made

famous

in

Brooklyn. She could
never think of leaving there to go to
France.
So Anita
joined the Sixth Ambulance Corp s in
the Yitagraph-studio

—

garage.

And,

ambulances
and mince pie do not
seem in harmony,
Anita has made them
so.
She n o t e the
food is in the commissary department.
although

—

Is

—

she acting?

—

The Uncomplimentary Department
Some

candid criticism, unwhitewashed, which calls
the attention of the film folks to things they
have done which they should not have done.

Winifred

Kingston,

of

Paramount,

may

look perfectly enchanting and
natural on a tennis court, but she
can't fool us into believing that she
They wouldn't
is a coming champ.
regular court
on
a
her
step
even let
not while she wore high, Frenchheeled shoes to plow it up with.

—

This photograph of Eva
is evidence of the
fact that the camera does lie
~
because we don't believe there is any
popular actress whose anatomy is so geographically incorrect. Why, oh why, did Miss Strawn allow any prints of
sake?
this to be circulated for publication. Who said art for

Strawn

Screen players, we know, are supposed to be temperamental and
have eccentricities, but this should
not mean that they are immature.
This is Viola Dana, and the object
in her hand is a cute, fuzzy Teddy
bear. Viola is married, and it
should be time for her to grow up.
Or is her press representative
to

blame?

This business of every one turning farmer
to increase the resources of these United
States is all right, but, we fear, there is
some embarrassment coming when certain
For
strangers first meet Mother Nature.
instance, here is Franklin Ritchie with a
potato fork picking things off a bush.
That's permissible, but who of you farmers
ever used a potato fork around a bush?

—

The Amazons
Lady Thomason,

By Robert

ot

Castlejordan, was
known as ''Tommy"
and lived up to

her

name — but

there

was

a

THE

Marquis of Castlejordan declared it could be done, and
when the marquis declared a
thing could be done that ended the argument, however impossible the achievement seemed. King Canute and his
attempted lordship of the sea was an
amateur compared with the master of
the fine old estate of Castlejordan. His
marchioness never willfully
thwarted his wishes generally anticipated them, indeed. But on three mopatient

;

mentous occasions she had the ill fortune to circumvent his will by present-

hope
said

"It

is

ungracious

"I

intruding.''

Tommy.

desire," he told her

to

on

was

the

was more noticeable. The
child was the last straw.

perity
girl

third

"I will have sons!" he insisted; and

before the marchioness could venture
Let
reply, he went on
"I have sons
me never more hear these infants
spoken of as girls
Let them dress as
boys let them learn boys' sports let
the word go out that I am the father of
three sons!"
:

!

!

;

;

of the wrong gender. Three
lovely girl babies should have delighted
the father's heart.
Not so the stern
Marquis of Castlejordan.

Ten

who were

I

not

rope.

marchioness.
With the coming of the second his as-

not

And

him with

a boy

I'm

the

the arrival of the firstborn, but he

additions to the family

ing

pajama-clad figure was

.4

descending

reason.

Foster

it

was

so.

or twelve years later he died
content. All that a splendidly equipped
private gymnasium could do to make
husky boys of his three children had

;

:
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been done. They discarded skirts at the
age when boys usually discard them
they wrestled and fought in true boy
fashion, with stiff falls and stiffer
punches, without ever resorting to the
disgracefully feminine trick of hair
pulling.
An attempt was made to keep
them within the confines of the extensive grounds of Castlejordan, but more
than once they had leaped the wall and
engaged in sanguinary conflict with the
boys of the village or pelted the farmers
of the neighborhood with whatever mis-

Very handsome boys, he decided
at first; and very muscular, he added
after
the
introductions,
when the
youngest Lady Thomason according

came to their hands.
The eyes of the old marquis brightened when he heard of their pranks.

convinced.

siles

"Those boys are a

me," he
said; and, content that he had overruled the plans of nature, he passed
away, leaving his "boys" as a legacy to
the marchioness, enjoining upon her
that she continue his excellent work.
A few of the intimate friends of the
Marchioness of Castlejordan were let
credit to

into the secret of the sex of her chil-

and rumors of

dren,
floated

the

to

sleepy

the
little

truth

had

hamlet of

Scrumleigh.
The new rector, determined to run these strange rumors to
earth, put the question point-blank to
the marchioness
"Some say they are girls, and some
say they aren't. Now, are they or are
they not, Lady Castlejordan?"
"What do you mean?" asked the
marchioness indignantly.
Doctor
in chin
coughed, embar•

M

rassed,

and washed

his

hands

—

in invis-

"Don't they don't they
ever Avear dresses?" he stammered.
The marchioness smiled. "It is true.
Often they disguise themselves in
skirts
and allow me to boast, Doctor
Minchin, no boys have sweeter frocks
than mine."

ible

water.

;

The
dalized.

rector

He

was

quite evidently scan-

rolled

his

eyes

to

the

carved ceiling, and w hen he rolled them
down again he found that Lady Castlejordan's three "boys" had entered the
T

room.

—

the

to

"Lord

made him

a grip that

am

known

family register, but

Tommy" — caught

his

as

hand with

"Now

wince.

I

they are boys," he muttered, and, tenderly rubbing his hand,
satisfied

he made a hasty exit.
If he had seen them a little earlier
in the gymnasium, engaged in a boxing
bout, he would have been still more

A

splendidly formed

whom

woman,

young

Sergeant
Shuter, was their instructor
appointed
by the late marquis. Her pupils took
their work in the squared ring seriously
for the most part, though on one occasion Sergeant Shuter had found the
second "boy," Lady Wilhelmina, alias
"Lord Willie," powdering her nose, and
threatened to report her for this lapse
they

called

—

into femininity.

Tommy,

"Dash

to the rescue.

are

it all,

among gentlemen now

"Tattling
"Right,

came
Shuter, you

the "kid" of the trio,

is

a

woman's

Tommy

;

I

!"

she said.

trick."

won't

tell,"

an-

swered Sergeant Shuter, and they shook
hands solemnly.
"Lord Noel," the eldest "son"— legally the

Lady Noeline

— was,

like

Tom-

my, perfectly content to be a boy, although she did not go to the extreme
lengths of the younger "son," who
scoffed at everything that smacked of
Willie, on the other
the gentler sex.
hand, had a passion for frocks and
frills, and loathed the bifurcated garments insisted upon by her mother. She
was the butt of the others' remarks, and
once almost dissolved in tears when the
trio were donning stiff shirts and forA perfectly
mal evening clothes.
dressed young gentleman was Willie

where the
trousers left off and the immaculate
shirt front should have been was a

from shoes

to

waist,

but

filmv corset cover, with pink ribbons.

;
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III

m

si

They took their work-in the squared
ring seriously.

Tommy

exploded

"My word

into

riotous

See the fashion plate
Then, more
she shrieked.
seriously, "Shame on you, Willie !" she
said, and made a grab at the ribbon of

laughter.

!

!"

Willie's eyes

grew

filmy.

"I like

all

these pretty things," she said unsteadily.

"I don't want to be a boy.''

"Come
Brace up !" commanded
Tommy. Her hand came down with a
!

thump on Willie's back, and tearfully
Lord Willie removed the dainty garto

Tommy's

disgust

it

fell

her

be the recipient of an invitation
from relatives who knew her only as

lot to

Lady Thomason.

The

invitation

came

from the Viponts, an aristocratic family
who lived in London. They knew that
there were three daughters in the Castlejordan family, and they would have
been shocked had they known that the
girls had become "boys."
Hence it became necessary for Tommy to put aside
her trousers and array herself in a
frock.

"Why

can't Willie go,

mother?" she

"Willie doesn't mind the
"
fripperies of feminine wear
"No, dear," said the marchioness; "it

pleaded.

—

The Viponts were

ment.

Much

you who are invited, and it is you
who must go. Anyhow, I have promised to take Noel and Willie to Lady
Gregory Dunset's, who is giving a ball,
and on that occasion they will appear
in propria persona, and not as boys
so
you can sympathize with one another."
is

the corset cover.

deadly dull
they were good, fearfully good; they
dull,

were exclusive, terribly exclusive. A
ride in the park in the morning, a formal tea with equally exclusive friends
in the afternoon
these were their diversions. Tommy bore it like a martyr

—

for several days, but she felt that she

would go mad with ennui unless somehappened.
"I've got to create
some excitement or I'll die!" she said to

thing

herself.

One

night, after being dismissed to

her room at the unholy hour of ten, she
dug down into the bottom of her trunk
and brought out her much-loved evening suit, which she had secretly packed
She decided that
for any emergency.
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the

emergency had come. She kicked
oft her skirts and donned the evening"
Her curls hidden by a pompadour
suit.
wig, and topped by a cap with very loud

handsome "boy"

checks, she gazed at her reflection in

dainty usher.

the mirror.

gram

"My, word,

"You

ning.

old top!'' she said, grin-

look like a proper Picca!"

Johnny
With her raincoat over her arm she
tiptoed down the stairs and let herself
out.
She hailed a passing hansom.
dilly

"Where

sir?" asked the cabby.

to,

Tommy

was

deliriously

''Drive to the devil

happy.

she commanded.
stop at the liveliest
!"

"But on your way
music hall in London."

The bar

an important adjunct of

is

every variety
" 'alls,"

theater

and since

the

in

London

Tommy was

"one of
for
night,
the
she sauntered
the boys"
into the lounge, and, leaning her arms
over the bar, grinned at the barmaid.
"What'll you
pretty barmaid.

sir?"

'ave,

asked the

Tommy
when

it

was a success at flirting, but
came to ordering drinks she was

A

broadshouldered man beside her was drinking
some dark liquid from a long glass.

the

novice.

veriest

She nodded toward
same,
'alf

.

"Make mine

the

one," she said.

little

Bravely

it.

burly,

Tommy

It

made

her sneeze.

The sneeze upset her

equi-

it.

and the burly man's waistcoat
received the contents of the glass.

librium,

—

"Sorry, sir unintentional, I assure
you," she hastened to apologize.

The burly man swore at her. "Gor
blimey, if Hi thought as 'ow you'd done
#

Not

displeased, the pro-

parry witticisms
with the good-looking boxholder. Too
long she lingered, for the curtains at the
back of the box parted, and the burly
cockney who had been the victim of
Tommy's attempt to swallow a man'ssized drink burst in.
His face was
aflame as he glared from the program
girl to the boyish figure in evening
girl lingered to

clothes.

"I s'y

!"

he growled thickly

swallowed too many

my
my

decided
girl

;

—he

'alf-an'-'alfs,

had

Tom-

"wot d'ye mean by mashin'

?'"

"Why,

I

didn't

know

"

began

Tommy.
The cockney turned
this

"Oo's
bloomin', bandy-legged bloke, annyto the girl.

wye?"

Tommy was

growing angry. "I paid
"
for this box, and
"Stow yer gab, ye baby !" The cockney waved her loftily to silence.
This was 'too much for the gymtrained girl. "Who's a baby?" she cried,
jumping to her feet.
The cockney

made

a vicious lunge at

Tommy

by way

Tommy

ducked and sent her
right fist to the man's jaw with a celerity and force that would have delighted

of reply.

tackled the 'alf-an'-

She could not swallow

box became the
focus of many admiring eyes.
A program girl entered, and Tommy
turned the battery of her smiles on this
in the

Sergeant Shuter.

The

big fellow top-

would have fallen over the
edge of the box had not the program
girl run to his rescue and dragged him
pled and

back.

Tommy

went away from there also

— went

gave herself up to the delights of the
moment. It was a girly show, and she

with
all
scurrying
speed,
through the corridors in a panic. Out
through the door of the theater she ran,
dived across the street, and collided violently with a slow-moving limousine.
"Help !" she screamed, jumping on the
running board.
A pair of muscular,
khaki-clad
arms reached
for
her

wigwagged

through the open window, and dragged

that

a-pu'ppose,

Hi'd bash your

silly

'ead!"

Tommy

went away from

there.

She

decided that excitement has its limits.
In her box she forgot the episode, and

the pretty

dancers

till

the
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The big fellow toppltd

her

into

the

car.

"Speed her up!"
she heard a man's

"Home
the

— as

quick as

London

County
you !"

his "den."

Council will let
Tommy declared afterward that she
was simply dazed, but the truth is that
she fainted in true feminine fashion on
the broad shoulder of Lieutenant Litterly, of the Aviation Corps, who was
alone in the car.

The young

aviation officer

—who,

by

the way, bore a Victoria Cross on his

—

grasped the situation promptly,
or thought he did.
breast

"Poor little Johnny!" he said, smil"The game has been too steep for
him, and he's running away." To Litterly it was just a boyish prank, and he
was ready to assist.
ing.

"Home" w as
r

a

bachelor's

near Buckingham Gate.

Tommy

did not wake.
When the
car stopped, the lieutenant carried her
to his luxurious library, which he called

ney

saying.

voice

Over

the edge of the box.

On

quarters
the jour-

"Bring brandy and water," he ordered his valet
"also bandages
the
;

kid's

He

hand

is

;

cut a bit/'

Tommy's watch on a table,
undoing
the buttons of her
to
waistcoat, but when he attempted to reput

prior

move

Tommy

the high collar,

stirred,

and, putting her arms round his neck,

whispered sleepily
darling

:

"Kiss me, mother,

!"

had been shot at bombs had
exploded around him enemy airships
had attempted to ram him he thought
he was immune from shock, but the
whispered words of this good-looking
boy brought him close to panic. Gingerly he took up one of the hands that
had fallen listlessly from his shoulder.
Litterly

;

;

—

:
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—

was a small hand a girl's hand. The
girl's feet, surely.
feet were small too
He pushed the hair up from the white
face— and discovered that a wig covered curls that were, beyond peradvenIt

ture, a girl's curls.

The

valet

came back hurriedly

— so

hurriedly that he flung open the door
with a crash. Tommy aroused with a

She stared up at the young aviaeyes whose
tor with wondering eyes
loveliness was a blessed memory for
him in the following days.
Tommy
'"Where where am I?"
sprang to her feet and glanced dazedly
start.

—

—

hunting trophies,

at the bookcases, the

the valet with his tray, and finally at
the tall, clean-shaven young fellow in

of the Viponts. "I'm some merry little
climber," she whispered to herself.

Disdaining the door, which may or may
not have been unlocked, she made a
jump for the trelliswork, and reached
her own window.
"Thank the Lord that's over I've
!"
had enough excitement for one night
she said, and leaped to the floor.
Then, to her horror, the lights were
suddenly flashed on, and she found Mr.
and Mrs. Vipont, in room robes and
slippers, glaring at her with eyes of

—

stern reproval.

Tommy
She

called

meringly:

"It's

she heard him say.

right,"

all

you here

"I brought

remember?

Tommy

in

my

car.

You

Just outside the Frivolity."
made a rush for the door,

She fled
but Litterly barred the way.
to the open window, snatching her

tried

bravely

to

explain.

"a lark," and added stamvery sorry."
"I am sorry

it

Freezingly,

"You do

khaki'.
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—

Vipont

Mrs.

retorted

not regret this proceeding any

more than
will leave

I

do,

Lady Thomason. You

here to-morrow."

"Tommy, you
Lady Gregory's

should have been at
"

cap as she went.

come

"If you

a step nearer,

I'll

jump!" she threatened.

The

duty to prevent suicide, and he sprang to
the

valet felt

his

it

fright

Litterly,

rescue.

him by the
but it was too
coat tails
Tommy had jumped
late.
It wasn't much of a jump
A tree grew close by.
grabbed

ened,

;

!

Tommy

had leaped

to

one

the

branches,
and,
scrambling to the ground,
was off like a deer, while

of

Litterly,

ledge

peering

of

the

over

the

window and

watching the maneuver, was
murmuring over and over
again
"The plucky little
:

cuss

!"

Another
som, and

trip

in a

Tommy

han-

was

the silent, darkened

at

home

'7/ you come a step nearer-

:
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"Such

dresses,

Tommy!

And

the

"

men
"What

"Great
Viponts
lows !"
!

time you must have
Poor
had at the Viponts, Tommy
chap!
If you're good, I'll introduce
"
you to the dearest man"She means the second-dearest man,
Tommy. For good looks the Count de
a

dull

snakes
Mother at
My goose is cooked,
!

the
fel-

!

Grival

"
is

Tommy.

"Don't believe her,

Wait
?3

you see Lord Tweenways
All this, and much more,

The
did call

Marchioness of
at the Viponts

Castlejordan
her call
Into her horrified

—and

was of the briefest.
ears was poured the story of the scandalous behavior of Lady Thomason.
At its close she tried to mollify the offended hostess by

till

telling

her that the

entrance hall of
Tommy
Castlejordan.
put her hands
over her
in

the

"

What's the
?''
game, fellow*

ears.

''For

fellows, give
to

get

my

your fairy

sakes

pity's

me

hat

a chance

off,

then

I'll

listen

to

tales."

"They're

not

fairy

tales!"

Noel

had many masculine traits, and
were fond of playing boyish pranks.
Mrs. Vipont merely sniffed, and the

girls

marchioness could only

pouted.

"The idea!"

said Willie, tossing her

grets

murmur her

re-

and depart.

pretty head.

"Now,

Tommy,

don't begin

again,"

snapped

out of patience. "I've
had adventures, too. But, first, where's
a

little

?"

After
exit

the

Tommy

had made her hasty

from Lieutenant Litterly's room,
young aviator turned back from the

London," answered Noel

window with a keen sense of disappointment.
Then his gaze fell on the

"Will be there for several days.
Said she might call at the Viponts.
You're back sooner than expected,
"
aren't you ?
She'll be surprised

watch he had removed from the waistcoat of the supposed "boy." He picked
it
up, and, with a stare of astonishment, read the inscription on the case

mother

"Gone
curtly.

to

!

The Amazons
To Thomason
From Her Mother,
Miriam, Marchioness of Castlejorcian.

Jove, she's my cousin !" he exclaimed, hugging himself with delight.
That must be the
"Lady Thomason

"By

!

This

kid daughter of the marchioness.

where

feud that's
kept the two branches of the family
is

many

these

apart

moned

that old

settle

I

He sum-

years."

"Look up trains for
Scrumleigh. To-morrow I want to rim
down and call on some relatives I've
his valet.

neglected."
It

was

after midnight

when Tommy

and Noel and Willie finished their exchange of confidences. Tommy's story
was voted the most exciting. But for
romance she could choose between Willie's story of the handsome Count de
Grival, who almost proposed to her, and
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marchioness, they had scaled the wall
in preference to formally presenting
their cards at the great entrance.
They tried to attract the attention of
the riders, but without success. Scrambling over the wall, they dashed madly
in pursuit.
De Grival swore at the tree
stumps over which he stumbled swore
at the marshes into which he splashed.
But, bruised and mud-bespattered, he
still clung to his flowers.
Eventually they came up with Noel
and Willie, who had doubled in their
tracks and were racing home.
In the
pleasure of the meeting, the girls forgot utterly about Tommy, who had disappeared.
When the Count de Grival
presented his sadly bedraggled bouquet
to the Lady Wilhelmina, she pressed it
to her bosom with exclamations of de;

light.

"My word!

wish I'd thought of

I

Noel's story of the rather shy but altogether adorable Lord Tweenways, who
had told her stammeringly that she was

you know ?" stammered
Lord Tweenways, dropping his eyeglass

most beautiful
seen, by Jove

Noel dismounted and gave him her
hand.
"I'm glad so glad you came,
flowers or no flowers, my lord," she

the

"The count

said

permission to

call

girl

he had

ever

he must have my
on me," murmured

so did

Lord Tweenways.

Do

ever see the 'man in
khaki' again, Tommy?" asked Noel.

you think

you'll

know

"Don't

Tommy

— don't

sleepily.

The next

"Go

care,"

to sleep

said

!"

day, in high spirits, the trio

donned

their smart riding clothes

started

ofif

for

a

canter

across

and
the

downs of Castlejordan. At the moment of setting out, two men climbed

— one

them
with a handsome bouquet. It was not
a fairy tale Noel and Willie had told.
Two masculine hearts had undeniably
the

wall

of

the

estate

of

been pierced on the night of Lady
Gregory's ball, and the Count de Grival

and Lord Tweenways had come

new acquaintance with

to re-

the daughters of

Being

men,
and somewhat afraid of the haughty
the

in his

self-condemnation.

—

whispered.

The Fates were

Willie happily.

"And

flowers, don't

marchioness.

timid

still

having

sport

Tommy.

She had become separated from the others. Her horse had
shied at a rabbit, stumbled, and pitched
Tommy from the saddle.
"No bones broken, I hope, Lady
Thomason?" she heard some one say.
She raised herself to a sitting posture,
and felt herself carefully.
"No, I think not," she answered, and
looked up into the smiling face of
with

—

the

man

in khaki,

Lieutenant Litterly.

"You
she cried, and, with the remembrance of the London escapade,
!"

her hands covered her eyes.

He

sat

down

beside her.
'T came to return this to you."
She
stole a glance at him.
He was holding

her watch in his hand.

my room
suddenly."

in

London

"I found

it

in

after you left so

—

:
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'"Thank you," she murmured.
"Also I found something else," he
"I found a cousin.

went on quickly.

I

—

read the inscription on the case and
was delighted to find that you were
Lady Thomason. daughter of my aunt,
the Marchioness of Castlejordaii."
"Your aunt my mother!" She was
looking at him now with real interest.
"Then you must be Lieutenant Litterly.
my cousin, whom I've heard a great
deal about but never seen."
She gave
him her hand frankly.
"'There's been a feud between our respective

families/"

he

smiling.

said,

his

"

laughed.

G

y

I've taken

many

worse

a

time

I'll

fall

gym,

he

make

The horse
browsing

was

peace-

away.
Litterly helped the
dle.

into

the

"You'll

Shuter

—please
you

come

in

to

to-night at ten.

must

I

summons, and Serhim to the gymnasium.

Litteiiv obeyed the

geant Shuter led
"\Ye can talk there unmolested," she
explained.

were headed for the gym.
The three girls had retired early, but
Others

Tommy

As

could not sleep.

the grand-

father's clock boomed the hour of ten,
she stirred and her eyes opened
opened wide, for

Lnwson

De

Andre

w

white-clad

o

forms

w ere

in
v e a 1 e d
moonlight.
switched
on

light

and

and

liellon

Roxanne Lancing

were

the

She
the

ar-

Willie,

in
raved
evening g o

Edgar Norton

re-

up in
Xoel

sat

bed. staring.

lovelv

wn

tiptoeing

s

to

the door.

sadlet

me

by the north gate.

see you again.

Elsie

me come and

see

"What's

the

game,

fellows?"

asked.
at

home,"

Tommy

said demurely.

wait at the village hotel
till
she returns," he declared and he
caught her hand and kissed it.
I'll

;

was in the gym that Lieutenant
Litterly saw Tommy again
but under
It

Please

will let

I

Willie

Grival

she said, with

and turned away.
Later in the day the young aviator
received this message from Sergeant

Greene

Sergeant Shuter

you?" he begged.
"My mother is not

"Then

me ?"

a half sob,

Helen

Lord Tweenways

fully not far

girl

1-love to

Marguerite Clark

Noel

window

She saw the affectionate greeting, and her face flamed
with anger.
She scrubbed the hand
that Litterly had kissed.
"How dare
that

introduce

you to the
mavbe."

should

moment.

at

"The Amazons"

Tommy

Tommv

that

be pensively gazing from her

Written from the Famous-Players-Paramount picture play by, Arthur Pinero

Some

on the mat.

was unfortunate

It

t

Cast of

Sergeant

him and greeted him warmly.

called to

m

trained.

grounds,

the

Shuter, the lovely physical instructor of
Castlejordan, caught sight of him. She

''That feud intended to keep us apart.

But fate and a little Johnny's watch
had other plans for us."
She insisted upon telling him why
she had become a little Johnny that
eventful night.
He sympathized with
her, told her she had done nothing to
be ashamed of, and proclaimed his belief that she had merely obeyed the
hand of Providence.
"Now I'll find your horse," he said.
"You're sure you're not hurt?"
"I'm hard/' she

way from

—

quite extraordinary circumstances.

On

she

—

"We

both had headaches and er
were going up to the gym for exercise," Xoel stammeringlv answered.
"In 'those togs?" Tommy looked incredulous.

"Yes,

Tommy."

yes.

Go

to

sleep

now.

And, taking Willie's arm,
Xoel dragged her from the room, lock-

—
The Amazons
ing the door behind her.
out of bed in an instant.

Tommy

was

Pa jama clad,
window ledge
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and murmured
not reach

something which

Tommy's

did

but at least
Tommy saw the embrace, and she was
positive they were kissing
ears

;

she crawled out on the
and went up the water spout to the
roof with the agility of a monkey.
All roads led to the gym that night.
Xoel and Willie were already there,
awaiting the arrival of Lord Tween-

was too much. She sprang out.
"What is the meaning of this?" she
demanded, ignoring the young aviator
and fixing
stern eyes on Sergeant

ways and the Count de Grival. The
gallant courtiers had been instructed to

"Come out. everybody !" she
commanded and Noel and Willie and

make

gym

way to the glass roof of the
and descend by the ropes near the
their

open skylight. The count and his lordship had gained the roof at precisely
the

moment when Tommy's

silhouette

appeared over the edge. Lord Tweenways took one look at the apparition
and smashed through the roof. De
Grival followed with less speed but
more safety, using the open skylight

and

a rope.

They were welcomed excitedly by
Lord Tweenways,
and Willie.
with NoeFs help, struggled to his feet.
"My word !" he said. "I hope I haven't
"
smashed my eyeglass, ye know
He stopped, with his mouth wide open.
A pajama-clad figure was descending
X'oel

the rope.

hope

I'm not intruding," said
Tommy, enjoying the bewilderment of
the quartet.
"What are you all doing
here?"
Xoel began a stammering explanation, but she, too, stooped abruptly.
Footsteps were sounding in the corridor.
"Hide !" she whispered.
"I

Tommv
horse.

ducked under the

The

It

Shuter.

;

The door opened, and Tommy,

joined

the

group.

Amazed, overwhelmed with confusion, poor Shuter could only stammer
wordlessly.
"I don't protest against this kissing

on

my own

account

brothers." " said

— but

TommvJ

I

have 'young

coldlv.
J

Lieutenant Litterly burst into laughter.
"Why, my dear cousin, this is my
old nurse's daughter."
Shuter further clarified the matter.
"He brought me news of my poor
mother, who has been very sick. I was
excited
glad beyond
measure.
We
only kissed sympathetically."
"Speaking of sympathy," drawled
Lord Tweenways, "don't you think /
need some?"
His clothes were torn,
one eye was blackening, he ached in

—

—

many places.
"And you

have it," answered
Xoel promptly, and kissed him.
shall

Whereon De
ingly

at

Willie

Grival looked languish-

— and

did

not look

in

vain.

The marchioness

vaulting;-

others fled to closets.

noblemen

astounded

the

curtailed her stay

London, and, reaching Castlejordan
close to midnight, she was astonished
to hear sounds of revelry in the gymnasium. Hurrying there, she found her
in

peer-

from her hiding place, could hardly
keep from screaming when Sergeant

ing

Shuter appeared, clinging to Litterly's
into his face with

arm and looking up
adoration.

"Oh. I am so glad to see you again,"
Shuter murmured, dragging the young
lieutenant into the room and closing
the door.
She flung herself on his
breast, and he put his arms around her

three "sons" dancing with three distin-

guished-looking men, while Sergeant
Shuter thumped the gymnasium piano.
She declared that she would never
survive the shock, but she did later,
when, in consequence of a triple wedding,

she

exchanged

the

fiction

of

"sons" for the realitv of "sons-in-law."

The Gay Bird Eats from Her Hand
When Olive Thomas
a New York dancing
in films,

favorite to go

staid

in

But she
old

West and

play

all

the gay old birds

didn't.

See what Olive

she thought she left

on Broadway.

found

left the effervescent life of

California

—a

bald-headed

rounder that eats chicken feed from her hand!

But here

is

an ostrich with sense

— enough of

it

to

shatter the tradition of his race

and not bury his head when Olive
is

around

—but

how

could

he?

;

Some Filmy
By Robert

—

;

Fancies

V. Carr

THE NANCE.

IT wandered

A

watch upon

The while

wondrous garb,

forth in

wrist,

Its

clutched a tiny cane
Within Its dainty fist.
Ahead of It a Bawston bull
It

Tugged on a

silver chain.

Sweet, oh, sweet

To

fill

but yet a sight
one's soul with pain.
!

Restrain, restrain the

Of murder

A

maddened surge

in the heart

and

fiend's desire to leap

And take It all apart.
Xo doubt It has a right

seize,

to live,

Sans sense and minus mind
And thus, to leap and blot It out,
Alight seem, perhaps, unkind.

THE CUTTER.
The

cutter sits in his poisonous lair,

And

scans what I have done;
The work of my heart and head and hands,
"Xeath the smile of the golden sun.

He

rips

and tears

at

my

choicest scenes

This cutter with head of bone;
And anything that looks worth while,
He never will leave alone.
Five hundred a week's my salary check,
The cutter he draws nine
Nine bones a week to spoil my work,
And he surely gets by fine.
No wonder the business is on the blink,
When a hophead full of gall
Can take my art, my thought, my work,

And, gloating,

spoil

it

all.

:
;
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This department will answer questions asked by our readers relating to motion pictures. No questions
regarding matrimony, religion, or scenario writing will be answered; those of the latter variety should be
Send full name and address, and write name or
sent to the editor of the scenario writers' department.
Address: Picture Oracle, care of this
initials by which you wish to be answered at the top of your letter.
magazine, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York City. All questions are answered in the order received; failure
If you desire an early answer, inclose a
to see your reply in one issue means that it will come later.
stamped, addressed envelope, and a personal answer will be sent unless there is space in the magazine for it.

ME.

M.

— Your

first

letter,

and

it

lands you

right at the top of the Oracle, too.

No,

Betty Nansen has not been playing in pictures
She has
over in this country for a long time.
gone back to her native land. The last picture
work she did here was for the William Fox
Company. Address Virginia Pearson in care of
the Fox Film Company, 126 West Forty-sixth
Clarence J. Caine gets
Street, New York City.
all
his mail at the Picture-Play Magazine,

;

New York

City.

—

A. H. Theodore Roberts is the one that
played in "The Plow Girl" and also in "Anton
the Terrible." Lasky productions, but he did not
play the part of the old man in the Norma Talmadge feature, "Panthea." He gets his mail at
the

Lasky

studios,

Vine

Street,

Hollywood,

Cali-

fornia.

at

L-ko

fornia;

studios,

William

—

He was born at Beardstown, Illinois,
He is five feet eight inches tall, and

California.
in

1886.

Gower

Street,

Hart

Hollywood,

has gray eyes with brown hair. Violet Mersereau
should be addressed in care of the Universal
Film Company, 1600 Broadway, New York City
Douglas Fairbanks at the Artcraft Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Alice Brady in care of the World Film Corporation, 126 West Forty-sixth Street, New York

Cali-

care of the InceTriangle studios, Culver City, California Harold
Lockwood at the Yorke-Metro studios, Gordon
Street, Hollywood,
California, and Baby Zoe
Ray Bech will get all letters sent to her at Universal City, California.
No trouble at all.
S.

in

;

Ha Ha

—

You are
but you are entirely
!

some little critic, Ha Ha
wrong about myself. The
!

!,

the one I had
reference to. Are you thinking of trying to become a second Alary Pickford or Theda Bara?
Would you rather
It all depends upon yourself.

"Screen Opportunity Contest"

is

vamp or pout? What do you think of Woodrow
That irresistible-force and immovablenow?
body question is pretty old for a Ha Ha Don't
you think so on second thought yourself? Evidently you have been reading one of those Ford
!

!

I. M. A.
Herbert Rawlinson is still with the
Universal Film Company. Clara Kimball Young
took the leading role in the World Film production,
"The Rise of Susan."
Address George
Larkin in care of the Kalem Company, Glendale, California.
Grace Cunard is about twentysix.
Address Eddie Lyons at Universal City.

Ford

;

!

79-89 Seventh Avenue,

Com-

City Doris Gray at the Thanhouser Film
pany, New Rochelle, New York
Francis

joke books.
ver.
rules.

Your typewriter looks

like

an Oli-

Some of your questions are against the
You will understand which ones they were

when you

read

the

rules

at

the

top

of

the

Oracle.

A

Grace

Cunard Admirer.

— The

Fairbanks

They are
twins are seventeen years old apiece.
not playing in pictures at the present time. They
Yes, I
are not related to Douglas Fairbanks.
think Grace Cunard and Francis Ford would
send you autographed photos of themselves upon
What is it you want to
receipt of a quarter.
know about them? You said that you wanted
to know something, but didn't mention what it

The
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Ha Ha !, the above questioner, is a
Canadian, like yourself, and also seems to have
From
Grace Cunard for her favorite actress.
Grace
must
be a
the different letters I receive,
Canadian territory,
very popular young lady
which she is in most every other place that I
was.

!

m

know

of.

—

— Am

sorry I cannot answer your
S.
regarding Douglas Fairbanks, but if
you w ill take a look at the rules on top of the
Oracle department you will see the reason why.
I will be only too glad to answer any questions
for you as long as they don't conflict with those
much abused Oracle rules.

Caryl X.

question
r

Ida May.

— Mary

Pickford can be reached in
Artcraft
Pictures Corporation, adthe
care of
dress of which is 729 Seventh Avenue, NewYork City. I don't know about her answering
your letter, as Mary gets so little time to reply
to the several hundred she receives every day,
but I am sure that she will send you one of her
photographs.

Y'ork City, as

Pathe and Interna-

Jeanne

— Maude

B.

Adams

has not played

in

any films up to the present time.
Maybe she
will soon be working before a camera.
Who
knows? I can't tell you the name of the pic-

you seek from just the few scenes you tell
it.
If you could name the company
that produced it, or who played in it, I might
be able to help you out. Was it Crane Wilbur?
June Caprice has light-brown hair.

—

and Bessie Love get

all their mail at the InceTriangle studios. Culver City, California. Anita
Stew art is with the Vitagraph Company, East
Fifteenth Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn,
Xew Y"ork Mary Pickford at the Artcraft PicT
tures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue. X ew
York City, and Douglas Fairbanks at the same
address. Norma Talmadge's address is the same,
but in care of the Selznick Enterprises, Incorporated.
Y'es, I think they will all send you their
photographs. Billie Burke has invaded the screen
again via Paramount.
She has made plans to
return to the speaking stage in the fall.
r

;

Yr ou evidently forgot to read the rules before you asked
your questions. Douglas Fairbanks spends most
of his time between Xew York and California
on the trains. He is in one place one week and
in the other the next.
It all depends on what
he needs for his pictures.
Douglas does not
call

again.

think anything of spending money for his productions, just so he gets what he w-ants and what
the public like to see best.
Write to Clarence
Caine
in
care
of
Picture-Play
for all the
J.

information you want to know regarding sceHe is an expert in this matter, and is
glad to give his advice to our readers.
Y'ou
have quite a brogue when you want to use it.
narios.

Imp.

— Sidney

Drew

can

Metro Pictures Corporation.
Street,

tion

New York
own

of his

some
Meyers and

City.

He

comedies.
comedies,

be
3

reached

West

at

the

Sixty-first

writes a good porVictor Moore pro-

and so do Harry
Theby.
The Christie
comedies are a cross between the Keystone and
the polite.
Jay Belasco and Billie Rhodes are
now appearing in a series of polite comedies for
the Mutual program, known under the Strand
brand. Jay and Billie make a very clever team.
William Shay is the man you mean at the Vitagraph.

polite

Why

Rosemary

the resolutions after the fourth of

March ?

—

L. W. H.
Don't know the names of the three
boys in the Mary Pickford play. John Bowers
played opposite Mary Pickford in "Hulda from
Holland." Address Cleo Ridgley in care of the

—

West Forty-fifth Street, New York City. Charles
Ray did not play in "The Stolen Triumph." He

— See

Mary

— Certainly,

Pickford.

—

R.

Kernel Nut.

Lasky studios. Vine Street. Hollywood, Califorand Dustin Farnum at the William Fox studios.
Western Avenue, Hollywood. California.
Winifred Kingston's address is the same as
Dusty's.
Ann Pennington will get any letters
sent to her in care of the Famous Players Film
Company, XT ew York City. Y7 es. Mrs. Vernon
Castle sends photographs to her many admirers.
Address her in care of the Pathe Exchange. 25

O. B. I don't know anything about the
J.
gentleman that you mention in your letter. What
did he use to do with the Edison Company?
S. G.

me about

duces

Annie Bliss M. Address Marguerite Clark in
care of the Famous Players Film Company,
Xew York City. Charles Ray. Bessie Barriscale,

Mrs.

Xew

tional are combined.

ture

Observer. Creighton Hale has returned to the
He will probably appear with
Pathe forces.
Creighton was
Pearl White in another serial.
born in Cork. Ireland, and not in England, as
you think. An actor or actress plays a double
role in a picture by means of double exposure
in the camera.

address of

Street,

303

two answers above for the

Adele Owen W. The International Film Company has its studios in Los Angeles, California,
and in Fort Lee, as well. w hen they produce
films in the East.
Address Betty Howe in care
of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth
T

nia,

with the Triangle-Ince studios, at Culver City.
California, where he has been for the last four
years.
E. K. Lincoln was seen as Mark West,
is

June Elvidge as Violet Ridgeway, Ruth Findlay

|
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Ruth West, John Sainpolis as Doctor HamilWelsh, Fred Truesdell as Doctor Samuel

Ince-Triangle studios, Culver City, California]
Mary Fuller gets her daily mail at the Laskyl

Boyd, Julia Stuart as Mrs. Cranby, Scar Face as
Scar. Face, Nicholas Dunaew as Peblo, Viola
Benton as Vivian Gould, and Edward Borein as

Ben Rodgers in the World Film, "The World
Against Him." Yes, Frank does look something
Lillian Gish is not with Triangle any
like Earle.
more. Edward Kenny had the role of Steger's
son in "The Stolen Triumph," and not Raymond

Vine Street, Hollywood, California.!
Mary Miles Minter receives hers at the Ameri-|
can Film Company, Santa Barbara, California.
Beverly Bayne should be written to in care of
the Metro Pictures Corporation, New York City.
Jackie Saunders greets the mail man at the|
Balboa studios, Long Beach, California. Douglas Fairbanks receives his weekly and daily notes!

McKee.

at

as

ton

— W

arren Kerrigan will get a letIvy M. H. J.
ter addressed to him at Gower Street, Hollywood, California.

—

Lawrence P. Can't answer that question
about Grace Cunard and Francis Ford as it is
against the rules. You forgot to state what the
Myra questions were in your letter. Howard
Estabrook and Jean Sothern had the leading
roles in this serial, which was produced by the
Wharton Brothers, Incorporated, for the InterSorry to cause you so much
national Company.
trouble in the matter, but if the above has not
answered your questions, kindly let me know
what they were, and I will answer them for you.
It is quicker to get an answer through the magazine than by personal reply, because all the magazine questions are answered before the personal
letters are taken care of.

—

Ford-Cuxard Admirer. AVhat do you mean by
company? Pictures or the speaking stage?
If pictures, the only way that I know for you to

stock

secure a position is by going to the studios, and
Tell him your
seeing the engaging manager.
life's history as far as your experience with acting is concerned, and he will do the rest of the
talking about the engagement.

—

Nosy. Alary Pickford never weighed anywhere near two hundred pounds, so you win
your bet hands down. June Caprice should be
addressed in care of the Fox Film Corporation,
126

W est
r

New York

Forty-sixth Street,

Raymond

W

C.

— So

they

all

say you

City.

look like

et

cetera,

sent

pictures

gratis

to

their

thousands and thousands of admirers at twentyseven cents a head. Address Bessie Love, Bessie
Barriscale,

the Artcraft Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Mary Anderson
receives her mash notes at the Vitagraph studios,
Hollywood, California.
Kathlyn W'illiams and
Vivian Martin get their mail at the Morosco studios, Los Angeles,
California.
Mae Murray's
address is the same as Mary Fuller's, and Bryant
Washburn can be reached at the Essanay Film

Company,

1333 Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois.

— Certainly

I will overlook the mistakes.
afraid that you were exaggerating, because
I
saw only a very few of them. Edith Story
wore a wig in the Vitagraph production "The
Island of Regeneration."
The main reason for
its not coming off in the water scenes was probably because it was a very good one.
Annette
Kellermann was very thinly clad in several scenes
in the Fox feature, "A Daughter of the Gods."
She went to work at the New York Hippodrome
as the featured attraction when she finished her
engagement in the Fox picture. Herbert Brenon
directed the picture.
You evidently keep your
eye on one particular actor all the way through
a feature. That is the reason you do not know
what the story is all about when you come out
only suggestion is to watch
of the theater.
all the characters that have principal parts in the
plays you see, and you can't help but get the
Of course you may write
gist of the story then.
again and ask me that bunch of questions that
Let me compliment you
you have stored up.
the very few who have
you
are
one
of
because
not asked questions which break the rules set
forth at the head of this department in his first

Sis.

I

am

My

letter.

T

ashburn, of the Essanay Company?
Bryant
You should feel highly satisfied with yourself
if this is the case, because Bryant is a mighty
nice-looking fellow.
Most of the photo players
require twenty-five cents with a request for one
of their photos. It costs them twenty-seven cents
to send a photo to an admirer, so they lose iust
two cents on the ones they send to the fans that
send them the customary quarter.
Figure out
for yourself how long it would be before they
were in bankruptcy if the popular stars like Kerrigan,

studios,

and William

S.

Hart

in

care of the

Antonio
addressed
to
Moreno in care of the Vitagraph studios, Hollywood, California, will reach the popular leading man. It was Earle Metcalfe that played the
leading role in the Lubin three-reeler. "The Nation's Peril," that was released a little over two
years ago, and not Crane Wilbur. Crane Wilbur
gets all his mail in care of the Horsley studios,
Your other W'ilbur
Los Angeles, California.

Natalie.—-A

letter

and Moreno questions are against the

—

rules.

The only way for you to go
S. W. H.
child into pictures is to take
your
getting
about
him around to the different studios, and let them
have a look at him. They do not engage people
Mrs.

The

just by seeing their photographs and learning
They want to see the
about their personality.
because people that
eyes,
their
own
person with
take fine photographs don't always look good on
the screen. You can get the names and addresses

the film companies by sending six cents
to this magazine for a copy of the
stamps
in
The nearest studios to you
market booklet.
would be in Jacksonville. Florida.
of all

—

New
stars

Reader. The full-page portraits of the
you mention have all been published in

What is it you would
know about Harry Hilliard and Thomas

Picture-Play already.
like to

Chatterton

?

—

Margery S. William Shay's last picture for
the Fox Film Corporation was "The Daughter
the Gods." in which he supported Annette
Kellermann. The first film he appeared in with
Herbert Brenon's company was "War Brides."
You should read the rules, young lady, before
would save us both a lot of
It
you write.
of

trouble.

— Sorry,

but I have no information
as to the names of the various theaters throughPicture-Play isn't large
out the United States.

M. G.

enough

C.

to print

them

all,

in the first place.

—

Sorry, but the only way I know
C.
position
as even an extra is to go
of to get a
around to the studios and apply yourself. Send-

Maurice

ing a photograph of yourself will not do any
good for several reasons. One is that a studio
receives on an average of fifty photos a day
from applicants, and another is because a studio
Photowill not hire any one who is unknown.

graphs don't always tell the truth. You may be
Kerrigan in a photo, but on the film you might
If your
turn out to be something else again.
idea is. as you say. to make enough to keep the
old folks well taken care of, I suggest that you
look for something more profitable to do than
extra work in a motion-picture studio.
You
would have an awful time taking good care of
them on what you would get for acting as an
Besides, everyextra before a movie camera.
thing is going up these days, with the exception

a

of salaries.

—

Dora F. L. P. I could not tell you the name
of the manager that took the winners of a popularity or beauty contest and trained them for
motion-picture actresses, because I don't know
what contest you mean. Who held it, and what
was it all about ? Let me know these details
and I may be able to help you out.
Harry
June's eyes are blue.
J.
J.
Hilliard should be addressed at the Fox Film
Corporation, 128 West Forty-sixth Street, New
York City.
Francis X. Bushman is certainly
well liked.
If it were not so he wouldn't be
10

drawing down the handsome salary that he gets
the studio every Saturday afternoon.
Harry
Hilliard has brown hair and his eyes are also
the same color.
Glad to hear that you were so
pleased with the latest edition of Picture-Play
Magazixe.

at

— Harry

Vivian H.

He

name.

Morey is the gentleman's
indeed a fine actor, and has a host

is

You have quite a raft of favorites
and all good ones. too.
Do they have
many photo plays down in South America? I
shall certainly be glad to hear from you on interesting facts pertaining to motion pictures in
your country.
Address Alice Joyce, Harry
Alorey, and Marc McDermott in care of the Vitagraph Company of America, East Fifteenth
Street and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
Pauline Frederick should be written to at the
Famous Players Film Company, New York City.
Henry Walthall will get any mail sent to him
in care of the Essanay Film
Company, 1333
Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Clara Kimball
Young gets her daily mail at the Clara Kimball
Young Film Companv, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
of admirers.
I

see.

York

City.

—

O. U. For These Axswers. Charles Spenis the way that young gentleman was
christened.
Yes, I am sure that he would send
you one of his autographed photos.
Send
twenty-five cents with your request to cover the
cost of the photograph and mailing.
His address is in care of the Lone Star Film Company.
Los Angeles. California. Theda Bara is twentysix years old.
Theda and Yaleska Suratt vamp
on entirely different scales, so you can't really
I.

cer Chaplin

them together.

rate

William

S.

Hart gets

all

mail at the Ince studios, Culver City. California.
Carter de Haven is his right name. Yes,
Flora Parker de Haven is very good looking.
The only way for you to get the Chaplin films at
your theater is to ask the manager to get them
If he hears enough people calling for
for you.
them to warrant his getting them for his theater,
you can bet he certainly will do so. He is there
to get films that the people who patronize his
house want to see. and if they want a certain
his

picture

W. — Yes,
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is

are

sure to

Try

up

to

him

to get the film,

and show

want to see it they
theater when he runs
this out, and see if it doesn't work well.

because

it.

it.

it

if

the

come

patrons

to

his

Pom Pom. — Four

foot two is certainly a cute
No. it is no trouble to crowd any one
height.
Yes. I
of that size into the Oracle department.
7
arren Kerrigan and Violet
know both J.
Mersereau personally. Both are extremely nice

W

folks,

too.

Violet

and

J.

Warren would un-

doubtedly make a fine pair to appear together
in screen plays, but I am afraid that their combined salaries would be too much for any bank
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Jack has his own company now, and his plays will be released by the
stand very long.

roll to

Company. Bessie Love is not related
any way to Montague Love. In the first place,
Bessie's real name is not Love at all.
She was
christened Juanita Horton, but still she is a love
just the same.
D. W. Griffith gave the name
Paralta

in

Yes,

of the players like to receive
It shows that their
work is being appreciated, and acts as a stimulant to better themselves.
In any walk of life it
is just the same.
When you know your work is
not appreciated, you will find yourself getting
mighty tired of your job and all your ambition
to do your work on the wane.
Honest, wellmeant praise goes a long way in this world of
ours.
I don't mind telling you that my hair is
not gray, so you see you were wrong.
to

her.

letters

from

all

their admirers.

— Address

Frank Keenan in care
of the Lambs Club, New York City, and he will
get your letter.
Charles Ray gets all his mail
at the Ince studios, Culver City, California.

Miss Seattle.

Cuckoo.

—

speak

the editor about
Warren Kerrigan's picture on the cover of our
magazine. He is not residing in Houston, Texas,
as you heard, but is in California, making feature
pictures for his own company.
He was traveling around the country, and appeared at several
theaters in Houston on his way, which probably
accounts for the report you heard to that effect.
Theda Bara is far from deaf. She can hear as
Billie Burke has returned to
well as any one.
I

will

to

and is working in Paramount pictures.
Zoe Ray Bech is one of the cleverest child acNo, my
tresses appearing before the camera.
green.
What
Louise
Glaum's
are
not
dear,
eyes
made you think that they were? She has darkbrown hair and eyes.
pictures,

— Mary

Miles Minter was born on
but is not affected by that date in the
least.
She has just signed up again with the
American Film Company, and will be seen in
Mutual features for two years more. Wallace
He can be
Reid plays in Lasky productions.
reached at the Lasky studios, Hollywood, California.
Cleo is taking a short rest now. Dorothy Davenport first saw the light of day in Boston, in 1895.
She has auburn-colored hair, and
her favorite sport is motoring.
Why so sentimental? Spring fever getting you in its grasp,
or summer heat?

Gladys.

April

Lew

ist,

G.

—

can't give

you a

of

the didepartment isn't large
enough to hold them all. If you want the addresses of all the studios, send six cents in
stamps to the editor for a copy of PicturePlay's market booklet. It will give you all the
information you desire. You are correct about
Madame Kalich. She is not appearing before
I

rectors, because the Oracle

list

all

the camera now.
The only way you can fin
out whether you are suitable for the movies o
not is to see yourself on the screen, and th
only course that I can suggest for you to folloA
in this

end

via the extra route.

is

China Blue.
graph

— Most

every color will photo
with the exception of white, o
White is always liable to cause hila

right,

all

the screen.
tion on the film, which spoils everything.

Whit

dipped in canary yellow will photograph whit
and yet not cause hilation. Pink and blue ar
two colors that always photograph very well.
C. H.
William

S.

S.

— You

can

secure

Hart by writing

a

photograph o

him

in care of th
Ince studios, Culver City, California. Better inclose a quarter, to cover the cost of the photograph and mailing, as they cost him twentyseven cents apiece to send out, and if he sent
them to all his numerous admirers without
charge you can see what a sum it would cost
him, because he gets on an average of two hundred letters a day. At this rate it would cost
him three hundred and fifty dollars a week to
supply his admirers with photographs of himself.
Don't you think that this is a bit too much
to ask of a star?

Ralph Kellard Admirer.

to

—Address

Ralph Kel-

lard in care of the Pathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City. He was born
in

New York

him

on June

City,

thirty years old.

I

16,

am

1887,

which makes

sure that he would

send you one of his photographs if you were
him for one. Francis X. Bushman is still
with the Metro.
to ask

M.— Yes,

M. M.
Clark is
look it.
with the
signed a

it

is

true

that

thirty years old.

Of course

William

will

S.

Hart

Marguerite
she doesn't

undoubtedly stay

Triangle for some time, as he has just
two years' contract with them again,
and will be seen in Kay-Bee productions under
the supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
Yes, he is
Yes, Marguerite Clark
a mighty good actor.
will send you one of her photographs with her
autograph upon receipt of twenty-five cents to
cover costs.

Margaret H.

— What

gave you that impression
the girls in motion pictures
are toughs? You are far from right. The stars
get around to many different functions and theaters, and the public readily sees that they are
not different from what they are themselves.
that people think

all

one of the qualifications to make
a good motion-picture actress, because she must
be familiar with the way a person of high stand-

Refinement

is

ing would act in many matters.
So you, too.
Well, good
actress.
an
have decided to become
luck to you. I see that you state you are going
to try vampire roles first, and if the vamping

;

The
doesn't work, do Alan- Pickford roles.
tainly

must be very

get Stuart

you

to

is

126

of

his

West

You

cer-

The only way

versatile.

to

Holmes or Jack Standing to write to
drop them a line first, and tell them

how much you enjoy
all

Picture Oracle

their

work.
Film

mail at the Fox
Forty-sixth Street,

Stuart gets
Corporation,

New York

City.

Jack Standing also gets his mail at the Fox
Company, but at their Western studios, on Western Avenue, Hollywood, California.

Amie
the

of

—

Write to Bryant Washburn
Essanay Film Company, 1333

T.

in

care

Argyle

I haven't his privateChicago, Illinois.
residence address, and the rules prohibit giving
He gets all his mail sent to him at
it if I did.

Street,

the studio anyway.

— You

ought to make a very good editor of Picture-Play, because you admit it so
freely, but I'll forgive you for that, because we
all think we can do something better than the
Evidently Grace Cunard is the
next fellow.
in
only star
the moving-picture world for you.
Flavia.

Well, there are a good many others that feel
the same way as yourself in this respect. I, for
one, am extremely fond of her work, and of
Grace, too, because she is one of the finest
women on earth, and everybody's friend. She
is
always trying to do some good for somebody.

—

Peggy. The Fairbanks twins are just sevenMadeline and Marion are their
teen years old.
names. Clara Kimball Young's eyes are certainly
Zoe Rae Bech is
very large and expressive.
little Zoe Ray's
real name.
She is still with
the Universal. Address her in care of Universal
Charles Ray is certainly a nice
City, California.
He
chap, and a very good-natured one indeed.
is very popular among his fellow players as well
He is twentyas with the film-loving public.
five years old, and will get a letter addressed to
him in care of the Ince studios, Culver City,
California.
Grace Cunard has auburn hair and
blue eyes.
Theda Bara is twenty-six years old.
Write to her in care of the Fox Film Corporation, 126 West Forty-sixth Street, New York
You are correct regarding Fannie Ward
City.
and Mae Marsh. Mabel Normand is with her
own company, and can be reached by letter at
the Mabel Normand Film Company, Los Angeles,

Address Marie Doro at the Lasky
studios,
Vine Street, Hollywood, California
Roscoe Arbuckle in care of the Paramount Pictures
Corporation,
New York City; Helen
Holmes at the Signal Film Corporation, Los AnCalifornia.

geles,

California

;

Charles

Chaplin

at

the

Lone

Film Company, Los Angeles, California
Doris Grey and Florence LaBadie at the Thanhouser Film Corporation, New Rochelle. New
York.
Lillian and Charlotte are not related.
Star
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Lillian Walker is now heading her own company.
Address her in care of the Ogden Pictures Corporation, Ogden, Utah.
Jack Moyer
is her new leading man.

Maude W. — "Romeo and

Juliet"

is

the

latest

Shakespeare play to be produced on the screen.
Two companies did it almost at the same time.
Fox produced the picture with Theda Bara and
Harry Hilliard, while the Metro Pictures Corporations made a version of the play with Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne.
"The Merchant of Venice," "Antony and Cleopatra," and
several other works of Shakespeare have also
been produced in motion pictures. Call up either
the Fox or the Metro exchange in your city, and
they can tell you where the picture is showing.

Helen W.

—Write

to

the Pathe Exchange, 25

New York
Hope.

Pearl White in care of

West

Forty-fifth Street,

City.

— You

are certainly a very patient little
miss. You always seem to be moving every time
Yes, I heard that joke on
you write to me.
Alameda, California, but I hope it is not as bad
Of course living in a quiet place
as all that.
all
right,
Write
is
as long as it isn't too quiet.
and tell me how you like it. You should blush
at having to confess never seeing William S.
Hart in a film. You have missed a rare treat.
Hope, and want to catch up with yourself at
the next opportunity, and see him at all costs.
His pictures are always good and entertaining,
and, knowing your likes and dislikes, I am sure

Charles Ray was cer"The Weaker Sex." If you thought
him huggable in that film, you want to catch him
in "The Pinch Hitter" at your earliest opportu-

you

will

enjoy his work.

tainly fine in

Address your friend Maude in care of the
Famous Players Film Company, New York City.
You are thinking of H. B. Warner as Jimmie, in

nity.

"Alias Jimmie Valentine" on the stage.
Yes,
I got the wrapper of the
The
frozen mints.
editor devoured them before I arrived on the
scene, but they must have been very good, because he seemed to enjoy them very much. Thank
you very much just the same. You certainly
have a bunch of likes and dislikes as regards
the film players.
This is the first letter I have
received from you in which you did not make
Your
any mention of your favorite Wheeler.
other favorites seem to be cutting him out.

—

Helen W. George Larkin was last with the
Kalem Company, playing the lead opposite Ollie
Kirkby

of "Grant, Police Reporter."
Jack Standing has returned to the Fox studios.
Jay Belasco is with the Strand-Mutual Company, playing opposite Billie Rhodes in light
comedies. Tom Forman is with Lasky, and Harold Lockwood appears as the leading light in
Yorke-Metro films. Carlyle Blackwell stars for
in the series

;

The
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World; King Baggot is idle; Winifred
Kingston is with Fox Mae Marsh with Goldwyn Kathlyn Williams and Mae Murray with
Lasky Marguerite Clark with Famous Players
Helen Holmes with the Signal Dorothy Dalton
Marjorie Daw with Lasky;
with Ince-Triangle
Louise Glaum with Ince-Triangle Ethel Barrymore with Metro Shirley Mason with McClures,
Florence
Florence LaBadie with Thanhouser
Lawrence has retired from the screen, and June
Caprice is still with the Fox Film Corpo r ation.
Dorothy Kelly is not acting at present. It is
rumored that Edith Storey has started her own
company, which will release through Selznick.
the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

— Ah,

I knew that something was wrong
did not speak about Wheeler in your
letter above, and might have known that it was
because another was on the way. It so happened,
however, that I answered the above letter before
I did this one, and it was written after this one.
You certainly made up for Wheeler in this one.
He has been mighty busy with the "Mickey" picture, working night as -well as day, which probably accounts for the fact that he did not get
Beg pardon for the
to answer your letters.

Hope.

dressed in care of the Artcraft Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
Doris Grey will get all mail addressed to her in
care of the Thanhouser Film Corporation, New

New

Rochelle,

York.

us once more, eh?
Yes, I liked the "Girl
Philippa" very much indeed.
Kenneth Harlan
was opposite Constance in "Betsy's Burglar." So
you have decided that movie acting is one of the
things you will never undertake?
There are a
great many others that ought to decide the same
way, and settle down to something which will
prove profitable to them. More power to you,
Ben.

Constance

is

eighteen.

when you

mistake of the Miss.
D. E. M.

— A god

their gods.

about

correct

are

call

Ralph K.

—

Just Little Wee Marjorie. It seems to me
it would be very difficult to try to write a
letter in a classroom with the other pupils makTell me how
ing a racket and pestering you.
you did it. Anita Stewart got all over her typhoid fever a long time ago. She is as well and
chipper as ever. Henry Walthall is certainly one
of the real dramatic stars.
Olga Petrova has
auburn hair. Jackie and Eddie are not related.
Tack Pickford was born in Toronto, Canada, in
that

—Juliet

name of Mary
is Mary Pickford's right name.
William Garwood did not
appear in "Between Men" with William S. Hart
and House Peters. Enid Markey was the girl in
Selby is the right
Miles Minter, and Gladys Smith

this play.

—

John M. Marguerite and Rhea are both resting at the present time, and have not announced
affiliations as yet.

Helene.

— No,

the scenes in
feature.

Do

they were missing in some of
"A Daughter of the Gods," the Fox
you win the bet?

Sweet Marie.
in

at

the

sure that I couldn't tell you
anything about your chances before the camera.
You have entered the contest, so it will be up
to the judges to decide that.

—

Cunard-Ford-Oracle Admirer. Grace Cunard
Hollywood, California. She is not working in any feature now.
She is resting up after
her work in "The Purple Mask." You certainly

lives in

have a mighty fine opinion of me. Where did
you get it? Be sure to write to me again. I
might be able to who knows ? I didn't think
that your letter was long at all. Hobart Henley
was the leading light in "Graft," and Anna
Little, Herbert Rawlinson, and William Worthington had it all their own way in "The Black
Box."
;

1896.

any new

George Walsh

— I'm

William

Courtleigh, junior.

Puss.

— Address

Corporation, Western Avenue, Hollywood, California. Charles Ray will get all mail
sent to him at the Ince-Triangle studios, Culver
City, California.
Juanita Hansen receives her
daily mail at the Keystone studios, 1712 Allesandro Street, Edendale, California. June Caprice
should be written to in care of the Fox Film
Corporation, 126 West Forty-sixth Street, New
York City. Will be glad to help you at any

is

curious-shaped objects that they

— You

Lorraine H.

Fox Film

time.

something that people worship.
The Chinese have little wooden gods that
they worship, and several other races have other

Lowell.

Fan—With

Anita Stewart

— Douglas

Denver, Colorado,

in

Fairbanks was born
1883.. He should be ad-

H.

J.

I.

Brooklyn,
get

all

M.

— Harold

New

letters

Lockwood was born in
York, in 1887. Theda Bara will
addressed to her in care of the

Fox Film Corporation, New York City. Harold
Lockwood gets all his letters at the Yorke-Metro
studios, Gordon Street, Hollywood, California.
Charles Spencer Chaplin desires that his mail be
sent to the Lone Star Film Corporation, LilMary Picklian Way, Los Angeles, California.
ford should be written to at the Artcraft
Avenue.
Seventh
Pictures
Corporation,
729
New York City. I think that they will all
send you photographs. Answering letters is another thing.
You must remember that they all
receive hundreds of letters each day from their
admirers all over the world, and it would be

.

"I

Got the Job!"

I'm to be Manager of my Department starting Monday. The boss said he had
been watching all the men.
When he found I had been studying at home with the
International Correspondence Schools he knew I had the right stuff in me
that I was
bound to make good. Now we can move over to that house on Oakland Avenue and
you can have a maid and take things easy. I teil you, Nell, taking that couise with the
I. C. S. was the best thing I ever did."

—

.

Spare-time study with the I. C. S. is winning promotions for thousands of men
and bringing happiness to thousands of homes all over the world.
In offices, shops,
stores, mines, mills and on railroads, I. C. S.
TEAR OUT HERE
trained men are stepping up to big jobs, over PlMTPRMATinMi
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4240. SCRANTON, PA.
the heads of older men, past those whose
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the posionly qualification is long service.
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
SALESMANSHIP
electrical engineer

—

ahead of you that some man
picked
for.
The boss can't
is going to be
take chances. When he selects the one to
hold it he is going to choose a trained man
with sound, practical knowledge of the work.
Get busy right now and put yourself in line
for that promotion.
You can do it in spare
time in your own home through the International Correspondence Schools, just as
nearly two million men have done in the last
twenty-five years, just as more than 100,000
men are doing today.

There

The

is

first

and mail

same way

a job

men took was to mark
coupon. Make your start the

step these

this

—and make

it

right

now.

Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electric Wiring

ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer

Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work

Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
IGas Engine Operating
j

]
]

|

I

J

j

|

j

j

j

ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
B BOOKKEEPER

CIVIL

Stenographer and Typist
HCert. Public Accountant

Metallurgist or Prospector

Law
H Commercial
GOOD ENGLISH

ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
STATIONARY ENGINEER

TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant

Marine Engineer

Teacher

ARCHITECT

Common School

Contractor and Builder

Mathematics

Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

_J Textile

Overseer or Supt.

CHEMIST

CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

AUTOMOBILE OPERATING

BAuto Repairing JQ Spanish
Navigation
|Q German
AGRICULTURE IQ French
Poultry Raising;

Name
Present
Occupation.
Street

and No
City

Subjects

.State.

!

Italian
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impossible for them to answer them all. When
they are away on location for any length of
time, they find several thousand letters waiting
their return, and who could answer that many?
They all request a reply, too, which is the worst
part of it.

—

hard

Marie. No, I try very
"peeved," as you express it.

One

never

to

can't be

get

happy

and peeved at the same time, and, as I desire to
be a happy person, I try my best to keep from
getting disagreeable, and I succeed fairly well,
Of course you are forgiven. When a pertoo.
son

is

he

sick,

is

liable to

feel all out of

sorts.

shall
I
is
not with the Metro.
speak to the editor about the Marguerite Snow
She was born in
interview that you request.
She
September
Savannah, Georgia, on
9, 1892.
is five feet five inches tall, weighs one hundred
and nine pounds, and has brown hair and the

James Cruze

same color of

M. M.

S.

eyes.

— Your

letter

was very

nice,

but as

you didn't ask any questions, I have none to
answer for you. Stuart Holmes certainly seems
to be a great favorite of yours.

—

Della F. Address True Boardman in care of
Kalem Company, Glendale, California. His
last appearance was in the "Stingaree" series.
Write to Francis Ford at Universal City, Cali-

the

Gladys Hulette will get any mail sent
to her in care of the Thanhouser Film CorporaTom Meighan
tion, New Rochelle, New York.
gets his letters at the Famous Players Film
Company, New York City, and Sessue Hayakawa
meets the postman at the Lasky studios, Vine
fornia.

Street,

Hollywood, California.

H.

— Douglas

Fairbanks gets his mail at
Corporation, 729 Seventh
York
The only thing I can
City.
Avenue, New
suggest for you to do is to get a job working
as extra at the studios until you have convinced
the director that you can act or have learned
J.

S.

the Artcraft

Pictures

yourself that you can't.

Fraw Fraw. — You

isn't it?

note the rules
before you wrote your letter. Better look them
up before you write again. They are at the head
of the Oracle department.
Norma Talmadge
gets her mail at the Selznick, Incorporated, offices, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Wilfailed

to

—

Mame

Lee. So you want to be an actress ir
worst way?
Why not the best way? I
bad actress seldom holds a job. Address Thed
Bara in care of the Fox Film Corporation, 126
West Forty-sixth Street, New York City. Olga
Petrova is playing with the Lasky Company.
Address her at the Lasky studios, Vine Street,
Hollywood, California. No, J. W'arren Kerrigan
has not gone on the vaudeville stage. He made
the

tour of the country, visiting the various picture houses, but has returned to California, and
a

now making

is

films

for the

Paralta

Company

head of his own firm. His home town is
Louisville, Kentucky.
He lives with his mother.

at the

He

has a brother named Wallace. Charles Ray
will get a letter sent to him in care of the InceTriangle studios, Culver City, California, where
Charlie works.
Can't answer that other question about him, as it is against the rules. Thought
you said that you read the rules very carefully
before you wrote your letter. It must have been
an oversight, so you are forgiven.

—

K. E. S. Clara Williams played opposite William S. Hart in "Hell's Hinges." Enid Markey
was the girl in "The Primal Lure." There was
no girl opposite him in "The Patriot." No, he
Enid
was not a sheriff in "Between Men."
Markey was the girl in this picture also. Margery Wilson is not related to William S. Hart
at

—

O. Yes, "Intolerance" has made a
deal
of money for D. W. Griffith. No, it
great
wouldn't do at all to put on the screen the city
that the films are taken in, because most of the
foreign street scenes and interior settings are
all manufactured at the studio, and to put on
the screen that it was all taken in Los Angeles
or New York would take away the illusion of
Florence Turner is not workthe whole thing.
ing at the present time.

Buster

Fox was never a director. He owns th
Film
Fox
Corporation, and also several theater
in different parts of the United States.
Th
"X" in Bushman's name makes it read, whei
complete, Francis Xavier Bushman. Quite a title
liam

all.

—

Puella Pawa. Robert Warwick is in New
York City, and not Los Angeles, California.
You can reach him by letter at Selznick Incorporated, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
You must have been seeing things. Griffith was
in England at the time you thought you saw
him taking a picture in New Rochelle. It must
Douglas Fairbanks
have been some one else.
is certainly very funny indeed.
He is popular
everywhere now, and his pictures are in great
demand. "A Regular Guy" is his latest release
by the Artcraft Pictures Corporation.

—Artcraft

and Famous Players-Lasky
are closely associated financially. Address Mary
Pickford in care of the Artcraft Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The same address goes for Douglas Fairbanks.
Eileen Percy is the name of the girl that plays
opposite him in his latest release, "A Regular
Arline Pretty was opposite him in "In
Guy."
Again, Out Again." Yes, he does seem to have
F. C. D.

a

new

leading lady every picture.

Why

Physicians Explain
They Prescribe
Nuxated Iron to Make Beautiful, Healthy
Women and Strong, Vigorous Men
NOW BEING USED BY OVER THREE MILLION PEOPLE ANNUALLY

City

and pallid cheeks of weak, anaemic men and women
and beauty Often increases the strength of delicate,
nervous, run-down folks 100 per cent in two weeks' time.

Quickly transforms the flabby
into a perfect

glow

flesh, toneless tissues,

—

of health

is conservatively estimated that over three million
people annually in this country alone are takiug
luxated Iron. Such astonishing results have been
reported from its use both by doctors and laymen, that
a number of physicians in various parts of the country have been asked to explain why they prescribe it
so extensively, and why it apparently produces so
much better results than were obtained from the old
forms of inorganic iron.
Extracts from some of the letters received arc given
below
Dr. Ferdinand King, a

IT

:

New York Physician and
Medical Author, says:
"There can be no vigoriron
ous
men without
Pallor means anaemia.
Anaemia means iron
deficiencv.
The skin of
anaemic men and women
is pale.
The flesh flabby.
Tbe muscles lack tone,

brain

memory

tags
fails

and the
and they

ofku become weak, nervous,

en

despondmelancholy.
iron goes from

irritable,

t

When

and

tii?

the blood of women, the
roses
go from their
cheeks.
In the most common foods of America, the
starches, sugars, table syrups, candies, polished rice,
white bread, soda crackers, biscuits, macaroni, spaghetti, tapioca, sago, farina, degerminated cornmeal,
no longer is iron to be found. Refining processes have
removed the iron of Mother Earth from these impoverished foods, and silly methods of home cookery, by
throwing down the waste-pipe the water in which our
vegetables are cooked are responsible' for another grave
iron loss.
Therefore, if you wish to preserve your youthful
vim and vigor to a ripe old age, you must supply the
iron deficiency in your food by using some form of
organic iron, just as you would use salt when your
food has not enough salt.
Dr. E. Sauer, a Boston

Physician who

—

;

:

iron."'

the

—

The secret, he said, was taking iron nuxhis age.
ated iron had filled him with renewed life.
At oO he
was in bad health at 46 he was careworn and nearly
all iu
now at 50, after taking nuxated iron a miracle of vitality and his face beaming with the buoyancy of youth.
Iron is absolutely necessary to enable your blood to
change food into living tissue. Without it, no mat
ter how much or what you eat, your food merely
passes through you without doing you any good. You
don't get the strength out of it, and as a consequence
you become weak, pale and sickly-looking, just like a
plant trying to grow in a soil deficient in iron.
If you are not strong or well you owe it to yourself
to make the following test
See how long you cau
work or how far you can walk without becoming tired.
Next take two five-grain tablets of ordinary nuxated
iron three times per day after meals for two weeks.
Then test your strength again and see how much you
have gained. I have seen dozens of nervous, run-down
people who were ailing all the while double their
strength and endurance and entirly rid themselves of
all symptoms of dyspepsia, liver and other troubles in
from ten to fourteen days' time, simply by taking iron
in the proper form. And this, after they had in som<>
cases been doctoring for months without obtaining
any benefit. But don't take the old forms of reduced
iron, iron acetate, or tincture of iron simply to save
a few cents. The iron demanded by Mother Nature
for the red coloring matter in the blood of her children's, alas! not that kind of iron. You must take
iron in a form that can be easily absorbed and assimilated to do you any good, otherwise it may prove
worse than useless. Many an athlete and prize-fighter
has won the day simply because he knew the secret of
great strength and endurance and filled his blood with
while many aniron before he went into the affray
other "aas gone down in inglorious defeat simply for
the lacx of iron."
Dr. Schuyler C. Taques,
Visiting Surgeon, St. Elizabeth's
NewT
Hospital,
:

York

City, said

:

"I have

never before given out
any medical information
or
advice
for
publication, as I ordinarily do
not believe in it.
Fvt in
the case of Nuxated Iron
I
feel I would be remiss

has

studied both in this country and in great European Medical Institutions
says
"As I have said a
hundred times over, organic iron is the greatest
of all strength builders.
"If people would only
take Nuxated Iron when
they feel weak or rundown, instead of dosing

my duty

in

tion

:

it.

I

not to menhave taken it

and given it to
patients with most
surprising and satisfactory results.
And those
who wish quickly to increase
their
strength,
myself

my

power

themselves
with
habitforming drugs, stimulants
and alcoholic beverages I
am convinced that in this
way they could ward off
disease, preventing it becoming organic in thousands of cases and thereby the lives of thousands
might be saved who now
die every year from pneumonia, grippe, kidney, liver, heart trouble and other
dangerous maladies. The real and true cause which
started their diseases was nothing more nor less than
a weakened condition brought on bv lack of iron in
the blood."

Not long ago a
half a century old

man came to me who was nearly
and asked me to give him a preliminary examination for life insurance.
T was astonished to find him with a blood pressure of a boy of 20
and as full of vigor, vim and vitality as a young man
in fact, a young man he really was notwithstanding
:

and

will find it a
tive remedy."

endurance
most remarkable and wonderfully

NOTE — Nuxated

effec-

which is prescribed and recphysicians in such a great
variety of cases, is not a patent medicine nor
secret remedy, but one which is well know n to druggists and whose iron constituents are widely prescribed
by ominpnt physicians everywhere. 'Unlike the older
inorganic iron products, it is easily assimilated, does
not injure the teeth, make them black, nor upset the
stomach on the contrary, it is a most potent remedy,
in nearly all forms of indigestion, as well as for nervThe manufacturers have
ous run-down conditions
such great confidence in Nuxated Tron that they offer
to forfeit $100.00 to any charitable institution if they
cannot take any man or woman under 60 who lacks
iron and increase their strength 100 per cent, or over
in four weeks' time provided they have no serious
organic trouble. They also offer to refund your money
if it does not at least double your strength and endurance in ten days' time. It is dispensed by nil good

ommended

above

Tron.

by

r

:

druggists.

Y

(The Picture Oracle— Con turned.)
I-Want-To Know-How did you see Willar

Mack

in that play?
Pauline Frederick played i
but not Mack.
He wrote it. Yes, the 'Tic
ture of Dorian Grey" has been produced in pic

it,

Haven't heard anything from friend Alex
ander for a long time. Jimmy certainly is tak
ing a long vacation. Address Vivian Rich in car
of the Fox Company, Hollywood, California
Vivian used to play opposite Jack, too. Mayb
they mean he wrote a lot of scenarios, not plays
tures.

H. L. Potter.

— You must be going to

use up al

the paper in the school if you intend writing t
the players you mention. Well, I'll give you th
addresses, and then ask Uncle Sam for a commis
sion for causing so many letters to be sent
through the mail. Address William S. Hart, Bes
sie Barriscale, and Louise Glaum in care of th

was

*100 *125

SATISFACTION

BAST CREDIT TEBN5

for Catalog telling all about how easy we make it for yoo to
wear and own a Genuine Diamond, fine watch or other handsome
Jewelry. There are over 2,000 illustrations of Diamonds, Watches,
Diamond Rings on credit terms as low as $2.50 a month;
Jewelry
Diamond La Vallieres as low as $1 a month; Diamond Ear Screws,
Studs, Scarf Pins at $2 a month, etc. All our Diamonds are characterized by dazzling brilliancy and wide-spread effect, and are set in
solid gold and platinum.
Also solid gold Watches, as low as $3.50 a
month; Wrist Watches, $1.50 a month, etc. Whatever you select from
our Catalog will be sent, all shipping charges prepaid. You see and
examine the article right in your own hands. If perf ectly satisfied, pay one-fifth of the purchase price and keep it, balance divided into
eight equal amounts, payable monthly. If not just what yoo wish, return at
our expense. SEND FOR CATALOG TODAY. IT IS FREE.

Send

—

LOFTIS BROS.

&

DeptC927

_

(Established 1555)

Stores Ini

CO., The National Credit Jewelers
100 to 108 N. Stat* Street, Chicago, Illinois
Chicago I Pittsburgh : St. Louis
Omaha

Ince Studios, Culver City, California; and Claire
Whitney, Dorothy Bernard, and Irving Cumming
at the Fox Film Company, 130 West Forty-Sixth
Street, New York City. William Russell will gel
a letter addressed to him at the American Film
Company, Santa Barbara, California. Doroth
Kelly, Huntley Gordon, and Jewel Hunt should be
addressed in care of the Vitagraph Studio, Elm
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. Charlotte Burtoi
is now with Essanay, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Illinois; Irene Castle and Grace Darling with th
Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street, New
City
Marin Sais with the Kalem Com
Glendale, California; Edward Earle with
Metro Pictures Corporation. New York City
Betty Compson with the Christie Film Company
Gower Street, Hollywood, California; Mae Mur
ray with the Lasky Company in Hollywood, Call
and Louise Owen with the Vogue Com
f ornia
pany, Los Angeles, California.
Got enoug

York

;

pany,

;

stamps

?

Lillie F.— William S. Hart is still with the
Ince-Triangle Company, and will remain in theii

employ for two more years, having just signe
BESSIE EVTON — Sehg Star
Writes? "Creme Mignon is concentrated Roses
and Sunsmne—refreshing ana efficient"
you give us the opportunity to prove to you why
WONT
recom
Creme Mignon— the Perfect Cold Cream —
is

mended bv the most beautiful women of the stage and
screen— why Creme Mignon is the favorite cream of New
* ork s Society Women!

DON'T ENVY A BEAUTIFUL

WOMAN

when a few minutes time at night with Creme Mignon
wi;l bring to your face the same rosy glow of voutli
and perfect health— the appealing freshness and charm to

which every woman is entitled. Caielessness alone is re
sponsible for a sallow complexion, unsightly blotches and a
tired, drawn face. It is easy to mate your friends proud of
you Can you afford not to ?

OUR GUARANTEE
money returned means this- To readers of
Picture- Play Magazine who will remit 60c. in stamps or
coin, we will send, prepaid, a large jar of Creme Mignon. If
this cream does not refresh and improve your complexion
betteT than anv cream, or lotion you have ever used, we
win, upon receipt of the jar— whether full or empty- immediately return your fifty cents. We guarantee this to
you and to the publishers of Pictcre-Play Magazine.

of satisfaction or

CREME MIGNON

CO.,540 W. 165th

St.,

New York City

to readers of Picture Play Magazine
CPPn*I
Jt EiVlrUj AFFFR
Vir CIV we
will mail, on receipt of 25c. a beautiful
Creme Mignon and Clair
,

Aluminum Box, Purse Size, containing
Mignon Complexion Powder— enough for two or three weeks
Write today. This offer is presented at a great loss for a short
time only, to prove the wonderful value of the Mignon products
Large jar' of Creme Mignon 50c. postpaid.

a new contract for that period of time at ai
exceptionally large salary. Yes, I think he woulc
welcome a letter from you, and most likely an
swer it, too. He can be reached by mail at th
Ince-Triangle studios, Culver City, California
Didn't you read the rules beiore you wrote
You should have done so, as I could have an
swered all of your inquiries if you had.

Miss
played

Mona
in

—

was Blanche Sweet
the "Ragmuffin." a Lasky feature.

Johnston

S.

J.

played

It

Marguerite

opposite

thai

Jact

Clark

ir

Jack Moyer was the lead
Margarita
Fischer in her "Mis;
ing man of
Jackie of the Navy." All right, if you think oi

"Out of the Drifts."

any more questions,

let

me know what

they are

Henry Walthall was born in Shelby County, Ala
He served in th<
bama, on March 16, 1878.
Your other questior
Spanish-American War.
regarding this gentleman
Patrick.

— No,

I

is

against the rules.

never heard of any photo

pla?

by that name.

—

Alice B.
ture films

is

7

the developing of motion-pic
done the same way as your kodal
es,

—

(The Picture Oracle
hlms

are

;

Continued.)

except on a larger scale.
placed on racks, and these
a developing tank and let stay

developed,

The exposed

film

is

racks put into
there until they have reached their best intensity
then they are put in the hypo tank, which keeps
the developer from continuing working on the
negative. After this process, the rack is put into
a tank of water, and left there until it is thor-

Let me know what else it is
oughly washed.
you want to know about the developing of the
films and also about the printing.

—

Love. You are getting to be quite a steady
You are quite right, laughter is one
customer.
After a
of the best things for your system.
good, hearty laugh one always feels much better, but where are your questions?

Ruth
Travers

—"Onda

of the Orient" was considered
They have produced much
only a fair picture.
better features since that time with Marie Walcamp. Florence Lawrence, the former star, has
She
been in retirement for a long time now.
started to come back to the films again, and did
one feature with the Universal, called "The Elusive Isobel," but, at the completion of it, decided
not to come back into the game after all, and
immediately announced that she was going to
retire again.
Florence was always a mighty
popular little girl, and her continued absence
from the screen is felt by her thousands of admirers.
Edith Roberts is playing the feminine
leads opposite Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran at
the present time.
Which detective story do you
mean? Grace Cunard has written so many of
them for the Universal in which she has appeared with Francis Ford.
Yes, I think Mary
Miles Minter would send you her photo.
Address her in care of the American Film Company, Santa Barbara, California.
They will allow you to watch them film scenes at Universal
City if you pay twenty-five cents at the gate before entering.
The American Film Company
does not allow visitors at its studios in Santa
Barbara unless they have a pass. In order to
get a pass you would have to know some one
connected with the company.

H. H.

Read What Ruth Travers
Says:
Maybell Laboratories,

You

can have luxuriant
eyebrows and long sweeping
too,

lashes

by applying

Thousands of society
women and actresses have used
this harmless and guaranteed
preparation, to add charm to
their eyes and beauty to the face.
LASH-BROW-INE, which has passed
nightly.

—

Conceited Canada. Viola Dana is with the
Columbia Pictures Corporation, and her pictures
are
released on the Metro program.
Owen
Moore is twenty-eight. Jack Pickford was born
in Toronto, Canada, in 1896.
Jack Pickford's
He has done "Sevlatest picture is "Freckles."
enteen," "Great Expectations," "The Dummy,"
and "Freckles" since starting work under his new
contract with the Famous Players.
He has almost finished another feature for them.

the famous Westfield standard of Professor Allyn, nourishes in a natural manner the eyebrows and lashes, making
them thick, long and silky, thus giving
depth and soulful expression to the eyes.

Sold in two

sizes,

25 cents and 50

cents.

size you wish and we will
mail LASH-BROW-INE and our Beauty
Booklet prepaid in plain, sealed cover.

Send coin for

—

Florence W. It is better for you to have
your questions answered through the magazine,
as it is much quicker than a personal reply. The
letters have to be answered for the magazine
before the personal replies are taken care of.
Arline Pretty was born on September 5, 1893,
at Washington, D. C.
She appeared opposite
Douglas Fairbanks in his first Artcraft production, "In Again, Out Again."
I am sure that

Chicago.

Gentlemen:—1 have used your LASH-BROWIN li and found it to be perfectly wonderful in
promoting the growth of eyebrows and lashes.
It has proven to be all you claim.
I shall gladly
recommend it to all my friends. Ruth Travers.

Avoid disappointment with worthless sub"
stitutes. Use Genuine Lash-Brow-Ine only.

Maybell Laboratories

L

4008-68 Indiana

Ave.,

CHICAGO

—

.

Beautyvs Late Hours
Beauty comes from within, by getting the system in order. Just as
externa] grouch shows itself on the
face, so a grouchy liver shows itself
in yellow, wrinkled, reddish, blotchy
skins. Cheer up the liver and stomach
and you'll never need to worry about
your skin.
Dr. Campbell's Safe Wafers get at
the

They build up the system.

liver.

Since 1885 the best

complexion beautifier. Try these wafers now. Guaranteed safe and non-habit forming. Mailed in plain cover
for 50c and $1.00.
Richard Fink Co,, Dept 49, 396 Broadway, N. Y.
Every druggist can get Dr. Campbell's Arsenic Wafers
for you from his wholesale dealer.

high

as

likewise.

& Charts

Free Lessons

Send a postal today— NOW! For a
short time we offer
20
complete
Lessons and two sets of charts (total
value charts

FREE!

Act

today!

$31 50) absolutely
quick— off er limited. Write

American University, Dept 939
Manierre Building,

Chicago

III.

These Lessons

Teach

Vou How to Make Spinal

Adjustments For the
Speedy Relief of—
Catarrh
Headache
Paralysis
Pleurisy

Neuralgia
Constipation
Indigestion
Neuritis

Asthma

Dyspepsia

Epilepsy
Fevers

Lumbago Rheumatism
Jaundice

Gout, etc

NsBookletFREE
Photoplay Ideas Bring $25 to $200
You can cash in your "happy thoughts" and
earn big money right in your own home in spare
•

time.

No previous experience necessary. Our

easy home course turns out more successful
scenario writers than all other schools together.
Write now and get by return mail FREE Booklet,
valuable information. Special Price and Prize Offer.

at

time,

Artcrait

the

&

Sales

1432

a em and. Writers reeive over $1,000,000 yearly

Bl S

Send

Service

fcr

Booklet,

Broadway,

National Song, Music

Brennen Suite

New

45,

York.

The Photo-Play Work
The one by which

others are gover ned.
exclusive articles by
Americas foremost writers
Many superfine pictures that can be framed. 25c a copy at your news
dealer. $2.50 a year— Subscribe now.
high

class

ail

and

THE PHOTO-PLAY WORLD, 921

Bulletin Bid*., Philadelphia Pa.

Pay as You Wish
We'll send you a g-enuine Lachnite for vou
to wear for 10 full days. If you can tell it
from a real diamond send it back at our expense.
Costa but 1-30th as much
If you decide to keep it
pay only a few cents a month. Write for catalog.

GENUINE LACHNITE GEMS
keep their dazzling fire forever. Set in solid gold.
Cut by world renowned diamond cutters. Will stand
fire and acid test3
Ail kinds of jewelry at astounding low price3.
Easy payments WRITE TODAY.
H. Lachman Co.. 12 N.Michigan Av., Chicago, Dept.Cl58

New York

Corporation, 729

Sev-

City.

—

He

— You

can get a photograph of Charles
autographed by writing to the actor in

S. L.

care of the Fox Film Company, Western Avenue, Hollywood, California, and inclosing a quarPhotos cost money, you
ter with your request.

know, and everything

Ruth

is

going up.

—

H. Geraldine Farr?.- and
Burke are two of the movie stars who
C.

Marjorie Daw,

who

Billie

have

playing with
Lasky at the present time, is a protegee of
Geraldine Farrar, and a most capable little
actress, too.
Were you thinking of becoming
some star's protegee? Anita Stewart was born
You might
in Brooklyn, New York, in 1896.
you
stars
about
the
subject
the
write to one of
mentioned. They receive thousands of such letters every month, however, so yours will have
Which one do you preto be a masterpiece.
know, and I will give
me
Let
write
to
fer to
you the address to which you should send your

protegees.

Contains

Pictures

not playing in pictures at the presretired from the films when he
left the Vitagraph Company, and recently returned to the screen to play "The Crimson Stain"
serial with Ethel Grandin for the Consolidated,
but at the completion of it did a fade-out act.
and we have not seen or heard of him since. I
don't let them know I'm the Oracle.
How do
I
tell
players that some one has sent them
praises?
That's the secret.
If I should say
how I did it without the players knowing that
I am the Oracle, and they should read about it.
my identity would soon be discovered, so don't
you see how very careful I have to be? Believe me, being an Oracle is one thing, and not
letting people know that you are is another.
Both are very hard propositions to handle, I assure you.

Clary

SONG POEMS
from publishers

you

She is back in New York at the
however, and in order to be
reached by the postman she should be addressed

M.

C

Evidently

studio.

Hollywood.

present

Chicago Photoplaywright College, Box 278XV, Chicago

WI
* V A IVJTTFb
*

Brooklyn

Frank H. Sir Oracle.— Alary Pickford's address in California was at the Lasky studios, at

Costello is
ent time.

$25 You
A DAY
make

can
big money, have your own office, your
own hours and en joy life. Write for our
free book which shows you everything.

their

at

Florence A. Yes. the costumes were certainly gorgeous in the Fox production of 'The New York Peacock," with
Valeska Suratt.
With the salary that she receives each week she ought to be able to buy all
kinds of gowns, and she does, too.
Maurice

Quick wealth and prestige for you.
Learn at home. We train you by mail
No advanced education necessary.
Our method makes everything easy
for you. Chiropractors in demand.

You can do

ers

are very fond of her work.

Identification

CHIROPRACTIC
as

tographs.
Address her in care of the Artcraft
Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York City. She was with the Universal Film
Company before she joined the Vitagraph play-

enth Avenue,

Become A DOCTOR of

Many making

(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
she would send you one of her autographed pho-

is

letter.
!

Nina

— You

should address all your questions
regarding scenarios to Clarence J. Caine, of Picture-Play Magazine, and not to the Oracle. I
only answ er questions regarding photo plays and
photo players in general. Mr. Caine will be glad
T

—

(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
to give you advice on the questions you have
asked in your letter, which I have turned over to

Every Blemish Removed

him.

Russell.

A.

YYm.

—Harrison

of the leading man in
Mrs. M.," the Universal feature. Douglas Fairbanks is about five feet nine inches tall.

name

H. F.

— William

S.

Hart should be addressed

Ten Days

In

Ford was the
"The Mysterious

I

Will Tell Every Reader of This

Paper

Complexion Makes or
Your Appearence

Your

in

How FREE.

care of the Ince-Triangle studios, at Culver City,
California.

Mare

— Ruth

Roland is the only name that I
know for the young lady. She is a native daughter, having been born in San Francisco on AuXo, Frank and Edna are not
gust 26, 1893.
Grace is twenty-six, so I am told.
related.
Helen Holmes. Grace Cunard. and Marin Sais
Billie.

A

letter will
are three very daring young ladies.
reach Mary Fuller at the Lasky studios, Vine
Shirley Mason
Street, Hollywood. California.
She is a sister of Viola
is not her right name.
Dana, and her right name is Leonie Flugrath.
She is four feet eleven inches tall, has brown
She is very athletic,
hair and light-gray eyes.

wizard at the
piano. The red circle appeared on Ruth Roland's
hand by means of double exposure in the camera.
Gail Henry is her name.
indulges

in

all

sports,

and

a

is

—

YVarrex Kerrigan Admirer. Xo, I don't think
that Fannie would get the least bit angry. Warren Kerrigan now has his own company, and is
Didn't you manage
doing very nicely indeed.
to see him when he made a tour of the picture
theaters in the United States and Canada? You
Adcertainly missed a great deal if you didn't.
dress Jack Dean in care of the Lasky studios.
Vine Street, Hollywood. California. Theda Bara
is

five feet six inches tall in

her stocking

3
_.

PEARL LA SAGE,
tell

feet.

—

Mary Pickford is twenty-three years
Stewart is feeling very well indeed
Anita
old.
She was sick some time ago. but
these days.
She is
has been over it for a long time now.
playing opposite Earle Williams now in some
new Vitagraph features. William Garwood used
to play opposite Vivian Rich for a long time
She played opposite Wilin American pictures.
Sylvia.

liam Farnum in
production.

"The Price

of

Silence," a

Fox

—

Helen H. It was not William S. Hart that
played the leading role in the Universal feature,
Frank Keenan was the
"The Long Chance."
He has
star that had that role in the story.
gone back on the stage, and is not playing in
motion pictures now, although he has had some
very good offers to remain before the camera.
He is certainly a wonderful character actor, and
he will be missed by the picture-loving public,
upon whom he made a very deep impression.
E. C. B.

— Charles

Chaplin

twenty-eight.

is

He

was born in France, of English parents. Lillian Hamilton has light-brown hair.
She was
born in South Haven. Michigan. She is twenty

Her
wav to me

years old.
that

eyes are blue
the last time

;

they looked
saw them. Grace

that
I

is.

1

I

women of

former actress
the most remarkable
ment ever known.

who now

j

offers to

complexion treat-

This great beauty marvel has instantly produced a sensation.
Stubborn cases have been cured that baffled physicians and.
beauty specialists for years. You have never in all your life us< d
or heard of anything like it. Makes muddy complexions, r> d
spots, pimples, blackheads, eruptions vanish almost like niagic.
No cream, lotion, enamel, salve, plaster, bandage, mask, massage, diet or apparatus, nothing to swallow. It doesn't mailer
whether or not your complexion is a "fright," whether your
face is full of muddy spots, peppery blackheads, embarrassing:
pimples and eruptions, or whether your skin is rough and
"porey," and you've tried almost every thing under the sun to
get rid of the blemishes. This w-onderfiil treatment, in just ten
days, positively removes every blemish and beautifies your
skin in a marvelous way. You look years younger. It gives
the skin the bloom and tint of purity of a froshly-blown rose.
In ten days you can be the subject of wild admiration by all
your friends, no matter what your age or condition of health.
All methods now known are cast aside. There is nothing: to
wear, nothing to take internally. Your face, even arms, hands,
shoulders are beautified beyond your fondest dreams. All this
I will absolutely prove to you before your own eyes in your
mirror in tendays. This treatment is absolutely harmless to the
most delicate skin, and very pleasant to use. No change in yot r
m'»de of livins is necessary. A few minutes every day does it.
To every reader of this paper I will give full details of this
really astounding treatment. Let me show you. You do not risk
a penny. Send me no money —j ust send your name and address
onthe'free coupon below and I will give you full details by
return mail.

...... FREE COUPON,—.—--.
I
I
_

I
-

z

PEARL LA SAGE,

B

I am a reader of this paper and am entitled to know full
derails of the sensationd. harmless, scientific method for
giving marvelous beauty to the complexion and removing:
every blemish in ten days. There is no obligation wnatsoever on
part for this information.

.

Suite 496
2119 Michigan Ave., Chicago, IU e
1

my

|

1

.
I

Xa?ne

I

Street

|

!

I
State

City
.
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(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
Cunard was born in France. Yes, they have
quite a few stout comediennes with several of
the comedy companies.
Believe me. they need
all the flesh they have to stand the bumpings
they receive while they are making laughs for
the film fans.
Fannie Ward is forty-two years
of
youthfulness.
Florence LaBadie. of the

WANTED!
Send us your Ideas for Photoplays Stories. Etc.!

They may bring you BIG MONEY
Rowland
Thomas an "unknown writer,' received $5,000
for one story;
Elaine Sterne, another beginner,
received SI. 000 for a single play!

You Have

Thanhouser Company, was born
the year 1804, but she is a good

Ideas

in
little

Canada in
American

just the same.

you go to the movies if you read magazinesthen you know the kind of material editors want
Special education is NOT REQUIRED. Writing is
open to ALL CLASSES. "The best reading matter is as frequently obtained from absolutely new
writers as it is from famous writers.
says a
prominent editor. EVERY life has its story
If

A. Baer.— So you were nearly inveigled into
marrying once?
Now. I don't believe married
life is as bad as you think.
I know lots of married people, and some of them get along very
nicely indeed.
"Glory" was the title of the picture that Alan Forrest played in with the famous
comedians Kolb and Dill.
Juanita
Hansen

'

Your Ideas Taken
We

accept

will

your ideas

in
in

Any Form

ANY form— either

a? finished scripts or as mere outlines of plots.
Send us your Bare Ideas, Outlines, Plots. Synopses
or Finished Stories.

played opposite him in this feature.

Your Ideas Corrected Free

working

If your work shows merit— but needs correction
-we will completely REVISE and TYPEWRITE
Then promptly submit
it FREE OF CHARGE
All
to the Leading Film and Faction Editors

are sold on commission. No charge is
for SELLING, except a small commission,
AFTER a saie >s made.

deducted

YOUR OPPORTUNITY. So get
AT ONCE!
WRITE TODAY for FULL DETAILS!
is

busy! Send your manuscripts

WRITER'S SELLING SERVICE
AUBURN,

DEPT. 15

De Wolf Hopper?

N. Y.

Tobacco Habit
BANISHED i»
46 to?2 Hours

I

I
I
I
I

I

Dept. 371

Pharmacal Company,
St. Louis,

Mo*

to tell

me

that

W

r

Hopper did several features for the TriCompany, but has returned to the stage.
He was very famous on the stage before he
win.
angle

ever thought of going in for the silent drama.
He is the man that made the poem "Casey a:
the Bat" famous.
He played in a picturization of this poem for the 1 riangle-Fine Arts, and
it was quite funny and also a wee bit sad.
No,
I never heard of that Ned gentleman you mentioned. All the companies are in the market for
good stories. Billie Burke is just thirty years
old.
What does the Winner Company produce
I

can't find

A

is

and not one of the

More power

Not Redeemer
a Substitute

N/ewell

Do you mean

any rules that you
quite a novelty, too.
new
reader nine times out of ten breaks about fifteen of the sacred rules in his first letter. However, I am glad to see that you are the tenth,

craving for tobacco in any form
when you begin taking Tobacco Redeemer.
Don't try to quit the tobacco habit unaided.
It's a losing fight against heavy odds and means
a serious shock to the nervous system. Let the
tobacco habit quit YOU. It will quit you, if you
will just take Tobacco Redeemer, according to
directions for two or three days. It is a most
marvelously quick and thoroughly reliable remedy
for the tobacco habit.

contains no habit-forming
Tobacco
drug9 of any kind. It is in no sense a substitute
for tobacco. After finishing the treatment you
have absolutely no desire to use tobacco again or
to continue the use of the remedy. It makes not
a particle of difference how long you have been
using tobacco, how much you use or in what form
you use it— whether you smoke cigars, cigarettes,
pipe, chew plug or fine cut or use snuff. Tobacco
Redeemer will positively banish every trace of
desire in from 48 to 72 hours. This we absolutely
guarantee in every case or money refunded.
Write today for our free booklet showing the
deadly effect of tobacco upon the human system
and positive proof that Tobacco Redeemer will
quickly free you of the habit.

now

never heard of the gentleman ?
That is
really funny.
I
thought that every one had
heard about De
olf Hopper and Nat Good-

comedies ? No,
have broken. It

No

I

is

you

MJWWWMrWfWWAg

]f

He

studios, in

A

scripts

This

American

Santa Barbara. California.
letter to that address will
surely reach him.
Yes, he is a very popular
little
fellow, and I like his work immensely.
Quite a fashion plate, too, don't you think? He
spends three-quarters of his time and the same
amount of his salary at his tailors, which
amounts to a very big item indeed.
Who is

!

made

at the

Jerry.

—

you

tion

against

Metro

am

i

the

I
I

rule

breakers.

was

10,

little

the

1885.

Warren Kerrigan

J.

first

Kentucky, on
July 25, four years after Francis X. Bushman
arrived on this earth.
See if you can't get your
next letter written with all your questions within

saw the

i

with

rules.

athlete,

on January

nine

one, but every quesexception of two, is
Francis X. Bushman, the
born at Norfolk, Virginia,

sorry,

ask,

the

other

to you.

light of

day

bounds of the

in

Louisville,

rules,

so

that

I

can

answer

them.

Walthall's Admirer

20.

— Yes,

I

witnessed the

"Truant Soul." "Little Shoes" and "Burning the
Candle" followed the "Truant Soul" release.
Montague Love is still playing in features for

—

,

(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
World Film Corporation. Virginia Pearson

the
starred

Fox production

of "Dare-devil
about the Winifred
I'll ask the editor
Kate."
Didn't you see the answers
Kingston article.
I
to your other questions that you sent in?
overhave
must
remember them distinctly. You
looked them in the Oracle. Better get out your
the

in

copies and go over

file

them

again.

Tessible.— Pearl White was born in
ure it out in your own little way.

1889. FigI like to

make my readers work themselves once in a
Your Creighton Hale question is against
while.

DELATONE

Am

sorry, but you should have read
the rules.
the rules at the top of the Oracle department

before you wrote your letter. If every one did
that I would be able to answer all the questions
William Collier, junior,
that were asked me.
He did
any more.
pictures
in
playing
not
is
in
father
his
with
"The Bugle Call" and a bit
Company,
"The No-good Guy" for the Triangle
but that was all. "Buster," as he is known, has
a cute
register

when he talks. No,
Too bad, too.
screen.

lisp

little

on the

Curls.— Marin
for

series

the

American

Girl,"

too.

She

in

it,

Sais

is

Kalem
and

is

will get

appearing

it

in

doesn't

Company, called
making another big
letters

DELATONE

is an old and well-known scientific preparapowder form for the quick, safe and certain removal of hairy growths— no matter how thick or stubborn
they may be. You make a paste by mixing a little Delatone
After two or
and water; then spread on the hairy surface.

tion, in

three minutes rub off the paste and the hairs will be gone.
When the skin is washed, it will be fonnd clean, firm and
Delatone is used by thouhairless— as smooth as a baby's.
sands every year, and is highly recommended by beauty
authorities and experts.

Druggists sell Delatone; or an original
one-ounce jar will be mailed to any
address upon receipt of One Dollar by

new

a

"The

any

Removes Hair or Fuzz from
Face, Neck or Arms

hit

The

sent to her

in care of the Kalem Company, at Glendale, CaliYes, Marin was very good in "The Girl
fornia.
from Frisco" series. If she was born in Spain
The records at Marin
it is certainly news to me.
the fair heroine
that
show
California,
County,
there.
So next to
of the Kalem films was born
is
It
your home you love motion pictures?

Dept.

Sheffield Pharmacal Company
339 So. Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
D. W..

250

^"™»

—

adjusted to
the second, positions, temperature and isochron ism. Encased
at the factory into your choice of
the exquisite new watch cases.

tures.

21 Jewel

L.

Yes, she used to be the screen
to reach her.
partner of the late John Bunny in the Vitagraph
comedies released a few years back.

masterwatch

piece of

manufacture

mostly the other way. I know a lot of girls that
would gladly leave their homes for motion pic-

Gass.— Flora Finch now has her own
comedy company, and any letter addressed to
her in care of the Flora Finch Film Company,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City, will be sure

A Month
The

«b*.*

m Burlington

men and women. The great Burlington Watch sent on

simple request. Pay at the rate of $2.50 a month. You get the
watch at the same price even the wholesale jeweler must pay.

Write Today for Free Watch Book d&.Sgss.
of

all

the newest designs in watches that you have to choose from. Your
a postcard is enough. Get this offer while it lasts.

name and address on

—

Carlyle Blackwell Lover. You seem to have
begun your elimination of favorites rather early.
Elmer
From eight to six in two weeks' time
Clifton was Jimmy, the hunchback, in "Nina, the
Flower Girl," a Fine Arts feature with Bessie
!

Francis Ford's brother is correct. Bertis now with the Fox Company, hav"The
ing left the Universal some time ago.
been
released
for
some
Purple Mask" serial has
time.
How is it that you haven't seen any of
the episodes as yet?
You certainly do stick up
for your favorites.
Grace Cunard has quite a
collection of dogs.
She gets them so fast that
it is impossible to keep track of them all.
Yes,
Marie Malcamp has left the Universal. A long
time ago.
Just at the completion of "Liberty"
for that concern.
The "Yellow Jacket" was a
very good stage play. I think it ought to make

Burlington

Watch Company. 19th St

picture.

Wanted

34.7 H* P« Drive and demonstrate the Busb Car. Pay
"1

for

out of your commissions on sales, my
agents are mnlriTig money
Shipments are prompt.
Busb Cars guaranteed or money back.
Write st once for
my 48-page catalog
I

Love.

good

Marshall Blvd.. Dept C-158, Chicago

Driver Agents
FiVe-PaSS.»

ram Grassby

a

&

1

and all

Oelco Ignition-Elect. Stg. & Ltg.

"eB

-

particulars,

UepU

684

BUSH MOTOR COMPANY. Bush Temple* Chicago* III.

BE A TRAVELING SALESMAN
Hundreds of good positions now open. Experience
unnecessary. Earn while yoa learn. Write today for
large list of openings and testimonials from hundreds of members who are sacning {100 to £500 a month. Address nearest
office.

.

Dept. 6SS7

NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
San Francisco
New York*
Chicago*

—

More Fresh Air

(The Picture Oracle Continued.)
Bonnie May E. — Address Grace Darmond at
the Pathe Exchange, 25 West Forty-fifth Street.
New York City. Grace answers letters from

Be Moderate in Your Diet and Reduce Your
Weight. Take Oil of Korein

her admirers as quickly as she possibly can. so
if
it
takes a while to receive a reply to your
letter, you must be patient.

Too Fat Get

If

Lack of

fresh

air,

it

said,

is

weakens

the

oxygen-carrying power of the blood, the liver
becomes sluggish, fat accumulates and the action
of many of the vital organs is hindered thereby.
The heart action becomes weak, work is an effort
and the beauty of the figure is destroyed.
Fat put on by indoor life is unhealthy, and if
nature is not assisted in throwing it off a serious

may result.
feel that you are getting too stout
take the matter in hand at once. Don't wait until
your figure has become a joke and your health
case of obesity

When

you

ruined through carrying around a burden of unsightly and unhealthy fat.
Spend some time daily in the open air; breathe
deeply, and get from any druggist a small box of
take one after each meal
oil of korein capsules
and one before retiring at night. Also follow the
simple directions that come with the box.
A testing supply of oil of korein capsules, with
interesting book, will be mailed free (in plain
envelope) if you write to Korein Company.
284A Arcade, East 28th Street, New York, N. Y.
Weigh yourself every few days and keep up the
treatment until you are down to normal. Oil of
korein is absolutely harmless, is pleasant to take,
helps the digestion, and even a few days' treatment has been reported to show a noticeable reduction in weight.
;

50Hfi TOcCES?.
K
We
REAL

FACTS.
valuable booklet which contains the
Revise poems, compose and arrange music, secure copyright and facilitate
free publication or outright sale.
Start right with reliable concern offering
a legitimate proposition. Send us yom work to-day foi free examination.
Write for

T1"! * ,re? " il<li °'!
Cit y

GET

FAT

RID

OF THAT
FREE

TREATMEINT

TRIAL,

Sent on request
Ask for my "pay- when-reduced"
Offer. My treatment has reduced at the rate of a pound
a day. No dieting, no exercise, absolutely safe and
sure method. Let me send you proof at my expense.

DR.
New

York.

R.

NEWMAN,

286

Fifth

Avenue,

Licensed Physician'
New York.
Desk C-48

SCHOOLS
20 Year*
A I V1FNF
V
The A cknowle dged Authority on
Est.

J-.

Each department a

largfe

school in

DRAMATIC
STAGE
PHOTO-PLAY
AND
DANCE ARTS

i

Academic, Technical, and Practi
cal Training
Students' School. Theatre
and Stock Co.
Afford New York Appearances. For catalogue, write
self.

1

.

D.

C.

— Ralph

in the

Kellard played opposite Pearl
Pathe serial, "Pearl of the Army "

—

Margery

F.
Charles Ray has not gone with
American Company. Hs is signed up with
Thomas H. Ince for two years more. Robert
Cummings was Lloyd Pryor in "The Awakening of Helena Ritchie." Frank Montgomery was
Benjamin Wright, J. A. Furey was Doctor Lazendar, Maury Stuart was Little David, Hassan
Mussalli was Sam Wright, and William "Williams was Deacon Wright in the play.
Frank
Losee was Abel, XV. W. Black was Joe Gargery,
Marcia Harris was Mrs. Gargery, Grace Barton
was Miss Havisham, and Herbert Prior was Mr.

the

J aggers

in

"Great

Milton

Expectations."

Sills

was the hero. Warner Oland, Baron Huroki, and
George Maharoni was Juan de Lima in the
"Patria" serial.
It was produced by the International Film Corporation, but released by the
Pathe Exchange.
Henry King, Mollie McConnell, and Cullen Landis played with Baby Marie
Osborne in "Joy and the Dragon." Henry King
produced the picture, and acted in it because
he could get better results from his child' star
"The Heiress at Coffee Dan's"
by so doing.
was produced by the Fine Arts. Frank Bennett,
Max Davidson, Lucille Younge, and Alfred
Paget appeared in support of Bessie Love in
this

feature.

«

this

y
KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS, 1000 " N
Yor k
e
New

State

L.

J.

White

IRWIN,

Secretary

Mentioning Study Desired

225 West

57th

Street,

near

Broadway,

New YorkJ

—

Oracle's Admirer (Genuine Article). Glad
Y'ou
to see you back in the columns once more.
haven't missed being with us very long, at that.
Thomas Meighan is with the Famous Players.
You can address him in care of that concern

New York

Arthur Shirley is out at the
Address him at Universal City, CaliUniversal.
fornia.
Al Ray is with the Sunshine comedies,
at the Fox studios, Western Avenue, Los AnLorraine is not working at the
geles, California.
present time. Address Monroe Salisbury at the
Morosco studios, Los Angeles, California. Yes,
in

City.

Barrymore appeared in "The White
Raven." No, Donald Crisp did not appear in that
picture at all. What do you mean, who was the
Ethel

girl

that

father?

doors,
the Fine
studios.

took

the

part

of

Ethel

Barrymore's

The Fine Arts studio has closed its
and Thomas H. Ince. is now supervising
Arts

productions

at

The Edison Company

Culver
has not

his

City

many

stars.

DONT YOU
My Eyelashes

LIKE

and Eyebrows?

You can have the same
1

f

LASHNEEN,

a hair food, applied once each day,
will absolutely produce thick and long eyebrows and
eyelashes. Easy to apply— sure in results. Lash-

neen

an Oriental formula. One box is all you will
Mailed on receipt of
Not sold at Druggists
and 2c postage, 01 Canadian money order.

is

need.
25c coin

LASHNEEN COMPANY,

Dept. 28,

Philadelphia.

Marjorie Evens.— Charles Spencer Chaplin
was born in Paris, France, of English parents.
has been with only three companies since he
has been working before the camera— the KeyYou can reach
stone, Essanay, and Lone Star.
Corporation,
Film
Star
Lone
the
at
letter
him by
California.
Los Angeles,

He

—

Mc3. Grahams
HAIR RESTORER

GRAY
HAIR
to
natural color
its

a few days
TRIAL BOTTLE
IO*
—
in

Bring Out the Hidden Beauty
Beneath the soiled, discolored, faded or aged complexion is one fair to look upon. Mercolized Wax gradually, gently absorbs the devitalized surface skin, re-

easily apPerfectly harmless
will not stain the ekin or
plied
scalp. Positively sure in its resulta.
Makes the hair rich and glossy.

—

vealing the young, fresh, beautiful skin underneath.
Used by refined women who prefer complexions of true
naturalness. Have you tried it?
,V?<=>r i~nl sTorl vv ax in one ODDCe package, with direciHercoiizea
tj ons for use> sold by au druggists.

Write tor FREE Book?
"Aids To Beauty.'*

Price fl.

Wav

,

MRS. GERVAISE
47 W. Illinois

Learn

to Pitch!

cleverly strikes out the other side
He wonders just how it's done, well,
three order.
Secrets of Pitching,** just published,

ACHFELDT'S

"The

about it.
Burt L. Standish

plains in a

curve

most

Worn

scientific

the author, and ae ex-

manner

iust

how

&

at night, with auxiliary appliance
for day use

and bunion. Sent on
approval. Money back if not as represented.
Send outline of foot
Use my improved
Instep Support for weak arches.
of the enlarged joint

to baseball is pitched. Careful directions are given as to how the ball must be held to
make it accomplish all kinds of mysterious feats.

Street

1

Removes the Actual Cause

every

known

Profusely Illustrated.

III.

Perfection Toe Spring

tells all

is

Chicago,

STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
_ BANISH THAT BUNION

pitcher who
in one, two,

Every fan admires the baseball

GRAHAM

Street.

w

Price, 15 Cents, Postpaid

Smith, 79 Seventh Ave., N. ¥. City

full particulars and advize free
in plain envelope.
M. ACHFEM)T, Foot Specialist, Estab. 1901
M ARB RIDGE BUILDING
Dept. D. K.
1328 Broadwaj (at 34th Street) New York

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Agents and Help Wanted
$125.00 per month and all traveling
expenses! Railway Traffic Inspectors
in great demand, due to 8-hour law
and coneested conditions; new pro-

Promotion sure: demand lor
our graduates far exceeds supply;
three months course during spare
time thoroughly prepares intelligent
men. Ask for Booklet G 19. Frontier
fession,

Prep. School, Buffalo,

New

York.

Motion Picture Plays

$35.00 Profit

SEE HERE! We want your ideas for

photoplaysand stories! Submit them
any form. We'll criticise them
Free, and Sell on commission.
Big

in

money writing. Details Free. Mss.
Sales Co., Dept.F, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices
Great demand. We show you

paid.

free particulars. Rex PubBox 175— P-l, Chicago.

how. Get

Business Opportunities
IS HE CRAZY ? The owner of a
plantation in Mississippi is giving
away a few five-acre tracts. The only
condition is that figs be planted.

The owner wants enough figs raised
to supply a canning factory. You
can secure five acres and an interest
in the factory by writing Eubank
Farms Company. 1158 Keystone,
Pittsburg, Pa. They will plant and
care for your trees for $6 per month.
Your profit should be $1,000 per
year.

Some

giving
but there
for

think this

man

is

crazy

away such valuable land,
may be method in his

madness.

FREE FOR SIX MONTHS— My
my maga-

special offer to introduce

"Investing for Profit." It is
$10 a copy to any one who has
not acquired sufficient money to
provide necessities and comforts for
self and loved ones.
It shows how
to become richer quickly and honestly.
"Investing for Profit" is the
only progressive financial journal
and has the largest circulation in
zine,

worth

America.

It

shows how

$100

grows

to $2,200, write now and I'll send it
six months free. H. L. Barber, 604-20

W. Jackson Boulevard. Chicago

lishers,

WANTED— Your
plays, Stories, etc.!
them in Any form

ideas for Photo-

We

will accept

— correct

Free

on Commission. Big Rewards;
Make money. Write us Now Writer's Service, Box 33, Auburn, N. Y.

Nightly.

Small Capital

No

Starts You.

experience needed.
We teach you. Our machines are
used and endorsed by Government
institutions. Cat ilog and Testimonials Free.
Reliable
454 Franklin Bldg.,

Film Exchange,
Chicago,

111.

Photoplay Text Books
TO WRITE A PHOTO"HOW
"
PLAY, by

C.

Winkopp,

1342

Prospect

Ave., Bronx, New York City. Price
25 cents. Contains model scenario,
"Where to Sell," "How to Build
Plots," " Where to Get Plots," etc.

sell

!

"Photoplay Pointers" and Model
Scenario sent free. Photoplay ideas
wanted, any form. Experience unnecessary.
Paramount Photoplays
Co., Box 1402- PP21, Los Angeles, Calif.

Patents and Lawyers
IDEAS WANTED— Manufacturers
for patents
procured
through me. Four books with list
hundreds of inventions wanted sent
free. I help you market your invention.
Advice free. R. B. Owen, 39
Owen Bids., Washington, D. C.

are writing

•

WRITE for free copy "Hints on
Writing and Selling Photoplays,
Short Stories. Poems." Atlas Publishing Co.,

268.

Cincinnati, O.

FREE— "Motion Picture Studios'
Folder"— I llus. New faces— all types—
in pictures needed. Experience not

Typewriting
"TYPEWRITING, scenarios, etc.,
accurate, neat, ten cents per page including extra carbon copy. Frances
Arvigi, 912 Florida Street, San Francisco. California."

essential. Inform, furnished. Sierra
Co., Box 1797-X6, Los Angeles. Cal.

WRITE

Authors
Photoplays in spare time

and earn money: try it. Big Prices
Paid
Constant Demand
Details
,

Free.
Street.

1

Motion Picture Business

,

Giese Co..
Cincinnati,

308

Ohio.

1787 416

Whiteman
•

WANTED— Stories, articles, poems,

We pay on acceptance. Offers
submitted.
Send Mss. to Cosmos
Magazine, 1221 Washington, D. C.
etc.

Alan Dale
America's foremost dramatic
been engaged to contribute an

has
article on

critic,

current feature films to

Picture-Play Magazine

EVERY MONTH
be bright, unbiased and true
criticisms of all the important picture productions of the
have given him a free rein and he will
month.

Mr. Dale's

articles will

We

favor no company's films.

Read these articles regularly and
want to see from them.

pick the films

you

This is the first time Mr. Alan Dale, or any other
prominent critic, has ever been induced to write regularly
consider ourselves most foron the silent drama.
tunate in being able to present our readers with the first
real articles on films by such an authority
and Mr. Dale
is the best in America.

We

—

His writings on motion pictures will be exclusive to
They will appear in every issue of
this publication.

PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE
SPECIAL
PATRIOTIC NUMBER— the September issue
Beginning next month in

—on

sale August

our

first.

'

DO YOU

WANT A FREE BOX OF KOSKOTT

HAIR GROWER
That

is

reported so remarkably successful?

Everybody Desires

SUPERB HAIR GROWTH
If you would like to grow hair on a bald spot, to
stop tailing hair, or completely banish dandruff,
why not test the true value of Koskott?
E. E.

Wurster writes: "I spent many a dollar without

results,

but

Ttiis
Koskott did wonders for me.
I feel it my duty to recommend it.
photo shows me after using Koskott / wish I had one taken when my
'
hair was all gone, so people could see how Koskott works.
(Address on application.)

—

We

$

offer

500 Cash Guarantee
we

can produce over 1000 genuine testimonials.
READ THESE EXCERPTS FROM LETTERS; WE HAVE LEGIONS MORE.
that

••For eight or nine years I have been a baldthe top of my head was as bare as
my hand. Now hair is growing again, it is the most
wonderful thing I ever saw."— Lee Fish, Clayton
Co., Iowa.
"I can no longer find the place where the
bald spot was; the hair is as long there as on any
other place of the head."— Matt Bagley, Itasca

headed man;

Minn.
hair has quit falling out, my scalp itches
no more and new hair is growing thickly." — Mrs.
J. Lundeen, Multnomah Co., Oregon.
"After being bald 20 years, my head is mostly
covered with new hair; am well pleased."— Geo.
Co.,

"My

Van Wyck, Union Co., N. J.

"The baldness on my head has entirely disappeared, being covered with hair, by use of
Koskott Hair Grower."— Prof. C. E. Bowman,
Maryland.

"For growing hair and making

it

beautiful

my hair is now a
surprise to all my friends. I am telling everybody
of your wonderf u hair grower."—Mrs. W. Rabiger,

there

is

nothing like Koskott, for
1

Alleghany Co., Pa.
"IZoskott has started a new growth of hair on
my head."— R. C. Cunningham, Abbeville Co., S. C.
"The hair Is now about an inch long on my
head where there was not a hair in 30 years; Koskott
did it."—J. J. Ellis, Minnesota.

"Four months ago

my scalp was

bare:

now it

Is

covered with a nice growth of hair and it is growing
nicely."—W. C. Colman, Red River Co., La.
"One sample box and one full box of Koskott
have grown hair on my head where I was perfectly
bald."—A. W. Bowser, Butler Co., Pa.
"I was bald and never could find anything to
bring the hair back until I used Koskott."—Esther
Arnett, Wallace Co., Ky,

"My

daughter* s hair grew four inches in two months. She is very enthusiastic in her recommendation of
Koskott, as she thought her hair had been irreparably injured by a severe fever she had six years ago. Although
she had tried many well-known and widely advertised hair tonics, Koskott is the first hair preparation to start

a new growth of hair on her head. "—Mrs.

J.

Dindinger (daughter's photo below).

BOX
FREE
TO
YOU
We
offer fo send you a testing box of Koskott
FREE, postpaid. It is probably different from anything
you ever used on your scalp before. It is inexpensive because concentrated.

We know

that Koskott has

surprised and delighted many who were losing or
had lost their hair and feared they must remain bald
throughout

MISS BERTHA DINDINGER
(Address on application)

You Need Only Ask

life.

What Koskott has done for others* hair, why
not for yours?
If you bave entire or partial baldness, alopecia
areata (bald spots), barbers' itch, dandruff , dry scalp,
brittle hair, falling hair, if you get a lot of hair on your
comb whenever you use it, itching scalp, or other
hair or scalp trouble, try Koskott.
FREE BOX

of Koskott—a postcard
for a
Parcel will be sent you promptly, postpaid, and under plain
cover with full directions; and you can soon decide what it will do for you.
will do.

KOSKOTT LABORATORY,

1269 Broadway, 986 C,

II All 7 II \ ID
Iflmlf Wlf lMr\liC

NEW YORK

CITY

THERE

is an immense amount of satisfaction in feeling that you can take a daily
plunge, or play golf, or enjoy any other outdoor sport, without dread of being burned
to actual discomfort by the broiling sun and parching dusty wind.

ffincfs

m Cream

to be more generally in use for this particular purpose than anything
know of
Not only does it cool the skin at once, but by its cleansing, antiseptic and healing action,

seems

I

danger of soreness or blistering is averted
// £eeps the skin naturally soft
attractive.
Protects the complexion when used before exposure to the weather

and

Hinds Cre-mis Talcum Powder charms

and

all

powdered
othe^ talcs.
Send

so hnelv

Many women are

that

for

by

its

fragrance.

It

is

purified, borated

5

imparts a fascinating, velvety softness to the skin quite unlike

it

trial

can of

writing forSA

this

newest comfort-giving talcum.

MPLES

Be sure to

Enclose 2c stamp.

enclose stamps with your request;

2c for samples of Cream 5 c for trial cake ofSoap, 2c for miniature can of Talcum Powder,
Hinds Cream Specialties are

selling

everywhere, or will be mailed postpaid from Laboratory.

Hinds Cream in bottles. 50cHinds Cream Soap. 5c. 10c, 25c.

A. S. HINDS.

251

Hinds Cold Cream in tubes, 25c jars, 50c.
Hinds Cre-mis Talcum Powder 25c

WEST STREET

PORTLAND, MAINE
j
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